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I

VA, Chiustiak Katiel ITendtitk, yan deh, 1718-03; b. r.t Zwollc, Holland; r- cele-

brated scholar and clergyman, aiilhor of works on natural science. His grandson,
CnuisTiAN PiETETi IloiuuE, 1791-1S51, b. Amsterdam; was a poet of considerable

prominence. Another of llio same family (prosur.iably), Jan, i:; the author of a
likxjrayliical Dictionary of tJto KetJwrlands.

AACHEiSr. See Aix-LA-CnArELLE, ante.

AA'GESEN, SvEXD, one of the earliest biotoriaiis of Denmark, vvlio lived in t!ic latter

part of the 12th century, ilis history of that country covers from the 4l]i to llie 12Ui
centuries, both inclusive.

xVALEN, a walled town of Wurtcmberg, on the Kocher, at the foot of tl;o Swabian
Alps, In the tow'n are linen and woollen factories, ribhon looms, and tanneries; and
near by are extensive iron works. A. was a free city from 1300 to 18oo, and tlien annexed
to Wurlemberg. Pop., '71, 5502.

AALI PASIIA', 1815-71 ; d. Constantino])lc. In 1834 he was secretary of legation to

Austria; in 1853 in tlie British legation, and for a time chari/e des ajfuims. In 1840 he was
undcr-secrctary for foreign affairs; 1841 to 1844, ambassador to England, subsequently
a member of the Turkish council of state and justice, minister for foreign affairs, and
imperial chancellor. He was in the foreign ofiice from 184G till 1852; then promoted
to be tield marshal and pasha. About the close of 1852, he was, for a lime, grand vizier

or prime minister, which position he resigned, and was made governor-general of
Smyrna, and afterwards of Brusa. In 1851 he Avas restored to power as foreign nsinis-

ter; in 1855 he attended the council at Vienna, and was once more made prime minister.

He resigned Nov. 1, 185G, but the sultan kept him in the cabinet without ofix-ial posi-

tion. In 1858 he was again grand vizier, retired the next year, but returned again. In
1861 the sultan made him once more the head of the cabinet, but in the same year he
resigned and accepted the portfolio of foreign affairs. In June, 1867, lie was appointed
regent of the empire during the sultan's visit to European courts. He bore a promi-
nent part in the London conference of 1870, to settle upon Russia's questions concem-
iug the opening of the Black Sea. He was firm, but moderate, and not only smoothed
over many dilliculties, but contributed much to the stability and importance of his

country. lie was of small size and indifferent appearance.

AALST. See AbIjST, ante,

AALTEN, a t. in the Netherlands, on the Aar, 29 m. c. of Arnhem; pop., 'C7,

OIGO.

AAIxAU, chief t. in the canton of Aarau, at tlic foot of the Jura monnt.iins, on
the right bank of the Aar, 41 m. n.e. from Berne. It is well built; has a town hall, bar
racks, several small museums, and a library rich in Swiss historical works. There
are silk, cotton, leather, and cutlery manufactories, and an iron foundiy. Tl:e town
is famous for producing excellent mathematical instruments. The slopes of the moun-
tains are covered with vines, and the virinitv is very attractive. Pop. 51 19. Ten miles
away, on the Aar, arc the fumous baths of ^chinzn'ach.

AATxD-VARK, Oi'i/efcropus cape72f;fs, the Earth-pig; a plantigrade animal, class

mammalia, order edentata; native and ccmimon in South Africa; resembling a short-

legged pig; length, full grown, about 3 ft. 5 in. ; head 11 in. ; taill ft. 9 in. ; ears 6 in.

It !iMS along, thin head, the upper jaw projecting over the lower; moutli small; tongue
lt)ng, slender. Hat, and covered with glutinous saliva to entangle ants. The cars erect and
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pointed; Cyes far up flio snout: body thick and fal; limbs short and very strong. Tha
skin is usually baic, liut sonieliuics partially covered with still, reddish- brown hair;

the tail is bare, thick at the base and sharp at the end. It is very timid, and hastens

to burrow in the grounii upon the least alarm. It feeds entirely on ants, going at dark

10 their hills amrruimiug its long tongue into a passage-way; the IrighLcned ants are

stuck in the saliva and devoured. The llesh is tolerable for food, and the hind

quarters are sometimes smoked or salted and eaten.

AAHD-WOJjF, Fra h a Lulandii vinvjia cristafa, ihv. Earth-w^olf ; a qr.ndruped of the

digitigrade carnivorous mammalia; native of South Africa; looks like a cross between the

fox and iiyer.a, and is about the size of a full-grown fox, but standing higher on its

legs; ears 'larger and less hairy, tail not so busiiy. It is striped,* and might be mis-

taken for the hyena, from which it difters chielly in a more pointed head, and a fifth

toe on the fore' foot. Its fur is ash-colorcfl and woolly, and it has a coarse mane from
head to tail, which is elevated when the animal is enraged, like the hair on a cat's back.

Its muzzle is black and nearly naked; legs and feet dark l)rown in front and gray behind;

cars dark brown outside and gray inside. It goes abroad only in the night, and then

for food. It is fond of its kind,' and a number will live in a single burrow. Being
very timid, it is not easily caught, running rapidly despite its short hind legs.

AARIFI PASHA', a Turkish statesman, appointed minister of foreign alTairs in

1877, having been minister of education, and also of justice, and lv;ice envoy to Austria.

He is one of the best scholars in Turkey, familiar with the principal languages of Europe,
ttnd has won a place in literature by translating The llidory of the Crududcs from the

French.

AARON OF Alexanduta, the earliest writer on diseases who mentions the small-

pox. He wrote in the 7th century.

AAKSENS, Fi^ancis Van, 1572-1G41; one of the greatest diplomatists of the United
Provinces. He represented the States Genoral at the French court many years, and was
in diplomatic service in Venice, German}^ and England. Richelieu, with whom he
had negotiations in 1G2-1, ranked him as one of the three greatest politicians of the time.

There is a stain on his memory because of his complicity in the deatli of Barneveldt, who
was executed in 1610, by order of the States General, after a trial which was scarcely

more than a mockery.

AASEN, Ivan Andreap, b. 1813; a Norwegian philologist. He is the son of a

farmer; educated b\' his own exertions; studied botany, but turned his attention to the

native dialects. In 1848 he published Dct norxke Folkcsjorofjs Grammdlik, and in 1850
added Ordbofj over det nor^kc i^'oUcc^wog, and still later a work on Norwegian proverbs.

He was granted an annuity some years ago.

AASVAR, i.slands off Norway, about lat. 06", an important centre of herring fishery,

in which more than 10,000 men are employed in Dec3mber and January; but for the

rest of the year the island.; are almost deserted. The fish is the great Nordland her-

ring, and the calch often readies 200,000 tons in a season.

AB, the fifth month of the ancient Jewish year, now the eleventh (and in intercalary

years the twelfth), in consequence of the transfer of new year from spring to autumn.
On the first day of Ab there is a feast to commemorate the (leatli of Aaron, and on the
ninth the most solemn of ali Hebrew feasts, to mark the destruction of the tir.st temple
by Nebuchadnezzar, 558 u.c, and the second temple ijy Titus, 70 a.d. Ab may begin
a.s earl}' as July 10, or as late August 7.

ABAB'DE, AiJAHDEir. or Ahaijdik, an African people occupying the region between
the Nile and the Red Sea, south of Kossier, and near the latihule of Dera, or Derr.
'i'hey are distinct from Arabs, though they intci marry, and accejU the religion of the
Kor;;n. As a rule they are faithless and treachcro'u.s. They have f(MV "horses, but
line l)rceds of camels and dromedaries. Then; are three tribes,'niimbering in all alnnit

120.000. Some are agricultiu-ists, but the great part are nomadic. 'J'hey have consid-
cr:ible jjosscssions. and a small trade in senna and charcoal, which they send to Cairo.

AB'ACO, or Luca'y.x, the largest of the Bahama islands. SO m. hmg bv about 15 m.
wide. 150 m. e. of Florida, lat. 20" JIO', long. 70" 57'. Pop. 2000.

" Ship-building,
wrecking, and turtle-fishing are the chief employments.

ABAD' T. (Ann Amuu iun ILmikd), the first Moorish king of Seville, and founder
of the Abadite dynasty. Hi.s ancestors wci-e from Syria, but Ik; was l)oin near the
Guadahpiiver, and brought up in Sevilh;. where by generosity and hospitality he becann)
BO poj)ular that the people, in 1015, dcrled him king. He ^ruled 20 years', and addend
( 'ordova to his dominion

^V,^^)' JI. (Mohammi:!) ihn HAiiKi)), 1012-00; son of A. I. He enlarged his father's

dominions by adding Andalusia. He is said to have been cru(d and reieiilless.

AHAD' HI. OIoiiA.M.MKi) ir.x HAuri)). 10;J9-05; son of A. II., a lover and patron of
letters and writer of poetry. He was tohiraiit and kind, and peareablv added a part of
Portugal to his kitig«lom. His chief opi)onent, Alfonso VI. of (Jastile, married A.'s
danirhter. and the alliance rou.sed the j(;alousy of the smallcM' Moorish princes, who
engaged the king of Morocco in u league by which A. and Alfonso were defeated.
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Seville was spared from sack l)y A.'s proni^jt suiTGnder. lie was kept four years a

prisoner iu .Morocco, and his daiigiiters were compelled to spin wool lor subsistence;.

A.'s verses, written while; in captivity, are admired, lie was the last of the xVbadies.

ABADDON. See Apollyon.

ABA'KA KHAIn, 12G5-80; the second Mongol kin,!^ of Persia, of the family of

Genghis Klian. He completed the conquests begun by his father, and consolidated the

Mongol rule over western Asia.

ABAKANSK', a fortilled t. in Siberia, on the Abakan, near its junction with the

Yenisei, 54" n. Ul" 14' c. Pop. 1000. The town is in the mildest and n)ost salubrious district

m Siberia, and is noted for the great number of tumuli in the neighborhood, and for

statues of men, some of them nine ft. high, and covered with hieroglyphics,

AB'ANA, and PHAliPAR, "rivers of Damascus" (ii. Kings v. 12); probably the

present Barada and Awaj, the former flowing through Dama'scus, and the otlier passing

8 m. to the south. Both rivers are lost in the marshes on the border of the Arabian
desert. The plain of Damascus owes much of its fertility to the irrigation of these rivers.

ABx\NCAY', a t. in Peru, 65 m. w.s.w\ of Cuzco, on the Abancay, over which is

one of the linest bridges in South America. Tlie town has extensive sugar refineries;

sugar and hemp are cultivated, and silver is found in the mountains.

ABANCOURT, Charles Xavier Joseph d', 1758-92, a French statesman. When
the revolution of 1780 broke out he was captain of cavalry, but Louis XVI. made him
iinnistcrof war. In 1702 he was imprisoned by the revolutionary tribunal as a foe to

freedom; but while on the way from Orleans to Paris the tran.->p(>rt was mobbed and he
and his fellow-prisoners were bulchered.

ABANO. PiETKO d', an Italian philosoper, 1250-1310: educated in Constantinople
and Paris; professor of medicine in Padua; wrote on philosophy a:id medicine, and, like

olher learned men of his lime, practised astrology, by reason of wliich he was accused
of magic, and sentenced to be burnt; but he died in prison.

ABAR'BANEL. Sec Ap>ravanel.

ABARCA, Joaquin, a Spanish bishop, b. about 1780, d. 1841. For supporting the

absolute rule of Ferdinand YIT. he was made bishop of Leon; but lie went with Don
Carlos to Portugal and Lngland, acting as his agent, though finally losing the pretender's

regard. Banished from Sjiain, he sought a monastery at Lanzi, where he died.

AB'ARIM, a range of mountains in the land of Moab. e. of the Jordan and facing

Jericho. The highest point was Mt. Nebo, the place where Moses closed his eailbly

career,

AB'ARIS, a Scythian priest of Apollo, to whom it was fabled the god gave a golden
arrow on which to ride through the air. This dart rendered him invisible, and it cured

dh.eases and gave oracles. A. gave the arrow to Pythagoras.

ABASCAL', Jose Fkknando, 1743-1821; a Spanish statesman and general; entered

the army iu 1700; governor of Cuba in 1762; vicero}' of Peru from 1804 to 1816, and m
the lasf.ycar made a marquis. lie was noted for administrative ability, firmness, and
moderation.

ABA'TI. or Det.l' AEr>ATO, Tniccolo, 1512-71; a fresco-painter of Modcna. lie

assisted Prinutticcio in decorating the palace of Fontainebleau. A.'s work has been
highly praised by Lanzi, Algarotti, and others. One of his finest pieces in oil is the
" Alartyrdom of St. Peter aiul St. Paul." now in the Dresden gallery.

ABcV IJJ YAR', a county or district in Upper Hungary; 1117 sq.m.
;
pop., GG,1G5.

ABBADIE, Jacqije!^ d.d., 1658-1727; a French Protestant divine; b. in Berne, d. in

liOndon. Of poor descent, he was educated by his friends, and advanced so rajndly

that at 17 he was granted the degree of doctor of theology. He spent several years in

Berlin as ininister'of the Frencir Protestant church, and'iu 1088 accompanied Marshal
Schombcrg to England, becoming minister of the French church in London, lie was
strongly attachedto the cause of William III., who made him dean of Kiilaloe. He
v.Tote a defense of the English revolution, and an account of tlie assa.^sination plot of

K!92, the material for which he got from the state secretaries. lie was able and eloquent,

but is known chiefly by his works on the truth of Christianity and tb.o divinity of

Christ.

ABBAR I, a renowned monarch of Persia, was the youngest son of shall Moham-
med Ivhodahendah, He made a successful rebellion against his father; cau.-^ed one or

more of his brothers to be murdered, and took posse.'^sion of the throne when but 18

years old, in 1585. lie went against the predatory Uzbeks, who plundered Ivh.orasan,

defeating them in 1595 in a great Itattlenear Herat, and driving them out of his domains.
He was in almost continuous Avarv/ith the Turks, over whom he gained many important

successes, adding territory to his dominions. By a victory at Bassorah, in ]605, he
extended his empire beyond the Eiqihrates, and Achmed I. was forced to cede Shirwah
and Kurdistan. In 1618 he defeat'jd the combined forces of the Turks and Tartars near

Sultaineh, and made an, advantageous peace. But the Turks soon renewed the war.
whereupon, in 1623, Abbas took Bagdad after a year's siege. When he died, in 102^^.
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his empire extended from the Tigris to tlie Indu^!. He distinguished himself not only

by the sueeesses of lii->; arms and the magnifieence of Ids court, b'.it by many administra-

tive reforms, especially encouraging commerce, to facilitate which he built important
iiighways and bridges' He was tolerant to foreigners, especially Christians, though to

his owii family he was cruel, causing his eldest son to be killed, and the eyes of his other

children to be put oui.

ABBAS'IDES, The, Caliphs of Bagdad, and the most famous of all the Saracen
rulers. They claim to have descended frv)m Abbas, the uncle and adviscn- of the prophet
(560-052 A.D.); and the}' succeeded the Onimiads, who were caliphs of Damascus. The
family of Abbas acquired great intluence because of their near relationship to the prophet,

and Ibrahim, fourth in descent from Abbas, gained several successes over the Ommiad
armies, but was captured and executed in 747 b}' caliph ]Merwan. Ibrahim's brother,

Abul-Abbas, whom he had named as his successor, assumed the title of caliph, and b}' a

decisive victory near the river Zab, in 750, entirely overthrew the Ommiad dynasty;
ilerwan was executed, and the house of Abbas was firmly established in the govern-
ment, though the Spanish possessions were lost by the establishment of the independent
calijihate of Cordova. Almansur succeeded Abul-Abbas, and founded Bagdad as the

seat of the empire. He fought with success against the Turks and Greeks of AsiaMinor;
but from this period the rule of the Abbasides was distinguished by the development of

liberal arts rating' than the extension of territory. The severity of Mohammed's religion

was relaxed and the faithful yielded to the seductions of luxury. The caliphs Harun
Al-li;ishid, 786-809, and Al-Mamun, 813-833, attained world-wide celebrity for gorgeous
palaces, vast treasures, and brilliant ecpiipage, in which their splendor contrasted strik-

ingl}' with the poverty of European sovereigns. Harun is well known as a hero of the

Arabian Nights, and Al-^Iamun as a patron of literature and science. But witli all their

splendor the caliphs were t3'rants, and their memory is stained with deeds of blood
wrought through jealousy or revenge. Within less than a century the domains of the
Abbasides suliered dismemberment, and their power rapidly decreased. Bival sover-

eignties (the Ashlabites, Edristes, etc.) arose in Africa, and an independent government
was instituted in Khorasan in 820, under the Taherites. In the west the Greeks again
began to encroach; but the fatal blow came from a despised and almost savage lace.

The caliphs had long been waging war against the Tartars of Turkestan, and many cap-
tives taken in these wars were dispersed over the empire. Attracted by the bravery of

these prisoners, and fearing rebellion among the subjects, Motassem (838-842), the founder
of Samarah and successful opponent of tlie Greeks under Theophilus, formed body-
guards of the Turkoman prisoners, who speedily became the real rulers of the Saracen
empire. Mota-Wakkel, son of Motassem, was assassinated by them in 861, and the
succeeding caliphs were only puppets in their hands. The caliph Radhi, 934-941, was
compelled to delegate to Mohammed ben Hayek, under the title of "commander of com-
manders," the government of the army and other important functions of the caliphate.

Province after province proclaimed independence; the rule of the caliphs was narrowed
to Bagdad and vicinity, and the house of Abbas lost its power in the east forever whe^i
Hulague, prince (jf the Mongols, set Bagdad on tire, and slew the reigning caliph,

Motassem, Feb. 20, 1258. The Abbasides continued to hold the semblance of power in

the nominal caliphate of Egypt, and feebly attempted to recover their ancient seat. The
last of the A., .Alota-Wakkel III., was taken by sultan Selim I., conqueror of Egypt, to

Constantinople, and kept there some time as a prisoner. He returned to Egypt, and
di(;d in Cairo, in 1538, a pensioner of the Ottoman government, and the last of the
Abba.sides,

ABBAS PASITA', 1818-54; grandson of Mehemct Ali, and viceroy of Egypt; nctlvo

but not distinguished in Meliemet's wars in Syria, After Ibrahain's short reign, he took
the throne (in 1848) as hereditary successor, but was a cruel and cai)ricioiis ruler. He
dismissed the Europeans in state S(!rvice, and frustrated much of Meliemet's good work;
but he successfully resisted Turkish attempts to lower the condition and prestige of

Egypt, and assisted the Sultan in the Crimean war. It is supposed that he was mur-
dered,

ABB,\TU'CCI, CiTAnLES, son of Jacques Pierre, 1771-96; anofTicerof artillery, and
in 1794 iMchegru's adjutant; made general of brigade for bravery, and aftcM'wards gen-
eral of division. He died from wounds he received in an engagement with the Austrians
at HUningen, where Moreau erected a monument to his memory,

ABIJATU'CCI. jACCiiJKH PiKuiJK, 1720-1812; 1). in Corsica; a rival and political

opponent of Paoli; but he .submitted to his control in the war with tlu? Genoese, He
became general in the royal army, but after tlu; capture of Toulon resigned and wc^nt to

Prance, where he was promoledtcj general of division. When the English lleet left C()r-

sica, in 1790, he returned home.

ABBATU'C(;i, JACciLKsPiKRiuc CiiATU.iCR, 1791-1857; nephew of Charles; lawofllccr
imder the restoration. After tin; revolution of 1830, he was made presiding judge at

Orleans, and Kent thence to the Chamber of Deputies. He was a leader of opposition to

Gui/.ot's mini.stry, and conspic-uous at reform banquets. In the National Ar.sembly in

1848, he was a vigorous ojjponent of the social democratic movement. He becanie a
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warm supporter of ^Nfapolcon III., wlio made liim minister of justice and keeper of the

seals. His sons, Charles, Antoine Dominique, and Severen, were supporters of the

Bonapartes.

ABBEVILLE, a co. in South Carolina, between the Saluda and the Savannah
rivers. The soil is good and well cultivated to cotton, corn, wheat, oats, and sweet
potatoes. Area, 960 sq.m.

;
pop., '70, 11,916 white, 20,213 black. The Columbia and

Greenville railroad runs through the n. part of the co. Co. scat, Abteville.

ABBO CERISrUUS, d. 923; a French monk, who wrote an epic poem describing the

siege of Paris by the northmen in 385-87, at which he was present. Guizot published a

French translation.

ABBO FLORIACEN'SIS, or Abbon of Fleury, b. 94o; a French scholar, profi-

cient in sciences, and distinguished in the schools of Paris and Rheinis. He spent two
years in England, helping archbishop Oswald of York in restoring the monastic sy.stcm;

was made abbot of Fleury in 960; was sent twice to Rome by Robert the wise, and each
time warded off a threatened papal interdict. He was killed in 1004 while trying to

quell a monkish revolt. He wrote, in epitome, the lives of the Roman pontiffs and
some controversial works.

ABBOT, Benjamtts, ll.d., 1763-1849; a New England teacher, who had amon^
liis pupils Jared Sparks, Daniel AVebster, George Bancroft, Edv»ard Everett, and
others who became famous. For nearly 50 years A. was at the head of Phillip's

Academy, in Exeter, N. il.

ABBOT, Charles. See Colchester, Lord, ante.

ABBOT, Ezra, ll.d., b. 1819; son of a farmer; graduated at Bowdoin in 1840; spent
five years in teaching ia academies. In 1847 settled in Cambridg*-, Mass., and found
employment in tlie iibrari(3s ot Harvard college and Boston, pursuing private studies in

philology and theology. In 1856 he was appointed assistant librarian in Harvard, with
the exclusive duty of classifying and cataloguing the books. He resigned in 1872 to

accept the Bussey professorship of New Testament criticism and interpretati(m in the
Camoridge Divinity .schooj. In 1852 he was a member of the Anierican ()riental society,

and became its r(>cording secretary ; in 1861 a member of the Amei'ican Academy of Arts,

and Sciences; in 1871 University Lecturer on the Textual Criticism of the New Testa-
ment. Among his works are ]\^cw I>ifcyssiaiis of the Trinity, Literature of the Doctnne of
a ./I'uture Jjfe, as an ap]>endL\ to Rev. W. R. Alger's Critical Hixton/ of the Doctrine.

He has edited, with notes or appendixes, Norton's Stateinent of the Rea^on-i for not
JMievinfj the, J)oe1.rin<:H of the Trinitariam, LamsoiCs Church of the Fird Three Centuries,

and other controversial works; and has contributed to the pronunciation of names in

^Vorccster's Dictionary; and also to the "North American Review," and other
])eriodicals.

ABBOT, Francis Ei-lixgwood, b. Boston. 1836; a graduate of Harvard, and editor

of TJiC Iiidci', a journal of fr<.'e religion. He has published papers in the "North
American Revieu-," and other periodicals.

ABBOT, GoRiiA^.r Dummer, ll.d., b. Me., 1808; d. Mass., 1874; son of Rev. Jacob,
and brother of tlie w riters, Jr.col) and John S. C. He was educated at Bowdoin college;

graduated in 1826; passed a short theological cour.se at Andover, graduating in 1831, and
was settled as Congregational minister at New Rochelle, N. Y., three years, in which
time he wrote works lor the American Tract Society. Quitting the pulpit, he estab-

lished a female seminary in New York city (afterwards the Spingler Institute), and pre-

sided over it thirteen years, becoming one of the most skillful and .<^cientific of teachers.

He wrote The Family at IFmic, Nathan Dickerman, Mexico and the United :States, Pktutura
and Profit, and other works.

ABBOT, Samuel, 1733-1812; one of the founders of the theolog'cal seminary at

Andover, ]\lass., toward which he gave $20,000 in 1807, and ^100.000 niore m his will.

He was a successful merchant of Boston and a free donor to worthy charities.

ABBOT OF MISRULE (in Scotland the Abbot of Unreason), the person who was
selected to preside over the merry revels at Christmas in the middle ages.

ABBOTT, Austin, b. Boston. 1831 ; brother of Benj. Y. and co-laborer in the Digests.
He has occasionally contributed to light literature, and, with his brothers Benjamin
and Lyman, was author of two novels, Conecut Corners and Matthew Caraby.

ABBOTT, Ben,ta:min, 1762-96. a notable minister of the Methodist church., a nativcof
Pennsylvania. He traveled and preached in his own and the adjoining states, and
assisted greatly in building up the denomination. Though without eilucation, A. wa3
possessed of much natural elocjuence.

ABBOTT, Benjamin Yaugiian. b. Boston. 1830; son of Jacob. He w^as educated
in New York, and admitted to the bar in 1851. He has produced many volumes of
reports and digests of federal and state laAvs. and is a member of the national com-
mission to prepare a digest of the laws of the United States.

ABBOTT, Edward, b. Roxbury, Mass., 1841; brother of Lvman. He has published
religious works, and was for a time one of the editors of' The ConnrenatiorMlist, a
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religions journal p".ioli>luHl iti Boston. Ho lias recently taken oixlers i:i the Episcopal
Cliurcli, aad is settled in Cambridge, Mass. lie is one of the cdilors of The Litarary
World.

ABBOTT, JoHN^TEPiTKNS Cabot, 1805-77; I). Maine; d. Conn. ; brother of Gorliam
D. lie waj ciliic-uted at Bowtloiu and Audover; graduated iu V6Zo\ trdvclcd in the
United States and Europe to study systems of education; -was ordained as a Congre-
c:.-\tional minister in 1S30, and settled successively at Worcester r.nd Koxbury and ^;an-
lucket, Mass. in 1833 lie published his first book. The, Mother at Home, and soon after-
wards The Child <it Jlonie. About 1844 he devoted himself solely to literary Avork. and

eto. His books have been widely circulated, and a number of them have been translated
into other languages.

ABBOTT, Ly.max, D.D., b. Roxbury, Mass., 1835; brother of Austin. He graduated
from Xe\v York uuiver.sit}'^ in 1853, and went into the ])ractice of law with his brother.
Afterwards he studied theology with his uncle, Kev. J. S. C, and was ordained a Con-
gregational minister in 18G0, settling as pastor at Terrc Haute, Ind., the same year.
He was clio>en secretary of tlie American Union Freedmen's Commission, holding the
place till 1868. He was pastor of the New England church in Ne\v York, 1866 till 1869,
when he gave his whole attention to literat"iu-e. Among his works are: Remits of
PJinancipiiUoiiinthe United Slater; Jesus of Nazareth : Ilis Life and Tiachinfifi; and 0!d
T'lstament Shadoics of New Testament Tritthn. He edited Sermons and Morning and
Eccning Exerdsea from Henry Ward Beecher's writings. Later, he was one of the editors
of Harper's Monthly Magazine, and principal editor of the lUudrated Chridian Weekly
of New York. He is now associated with Rev. Henry Ward Beccher in the editorship
of tiie Ghri.'f'ian Union, and is preparing and publishing a series of commentaries on tlio

New Testament.

ABBREVIATIONS {ante). In the United States there are fewer A. used than in
England, as there are no titles except the names of oliices. But a great variety are pecu-
liar to the country, such as lion, for member of Congress, and'indeed almost any one of
note; /'vVy., absurdly written after names in addressing letters. In politics, licp., JJcm.,
Con., Ua/i., for Repul^lican, Democratic, Conservative and Radical j^arties; IT. R., for
House of Representatives; Hen., for Senate; U.S.S.Ct., for United States Supreme Court,
etc. Names of States are almost invariably abbreviated, and the contractions are well
known; also Co. for county. Military and naval, such as Maj., Gen., Col., Lt., Adml.,

Com., Cap*., arc used. In commerce, C.O.D., " collect on delivery," is much used; A 1

denotes ships or anything of the first class; fancy, applied to stocks that are not "regu-
lar." In moaey, only the $ mark and cis. ^vc common. Certain trades have their pecu-
liar contraction-, sucli as booksellers, paper-makers a'nd others. In printing, the use of
A. depends much upon the nature of the work. If technical, as on chemistry, arithmetic,
or astronomy, contractions or peculiar signs are used in prolusion, for oxygen and other
(dements and combinations; for notation, relation, and equality; for sun,'i'n()on, ])lanets,

and their aspects. In weights and measures the lh.,oz..ft.,deg., etc., are used. The legal
profession has its peculiar contractions. Time is noted in yr., mo., hr., min., and sec.

Orders in E. and A.M., 1.0. ofO.E., etc. Tiie church in Abp.lBp., Dea., Rev., 1>.D. ; and
.1/. KR. , Bap. , R. C. , etc.

ABBT, Tiio.MAB, 1738-66; a German author, educated at Ilalle university, and pro-
fessor of mathe-.natics at Rinteln. He did much townrd the imiirovement of the lan-
guage of his country. Of his books the more important arc those On Merit, and
On Dying for our Naiir.e Country.

ABDAELAH-BEN-ABD-EL-MOTTALIB, 545-570; the father of ^lohammed. He
W!iH an only child, and was about to be sacrificed by his father when another person,
interfered and persuaded the father to sacrifice a hundred camels instead of the boy.
Soon after A. married a daughter of Wahb, a Iknu Zahra chief, and of this union caino
the great prophet.

ABDAELAIf-BEN AL AFTAS, 1004-00; founder of the dynasty of Bcncc Al-Aftas
in Africa. His military talents secured for him tin; title of "The Victorious."

ABDALLAH-BEX-YASEEN lived in the early i)art of the 11th centurv. and founded
the Alnioravides dynasty in Northern Africa. H(! was a zealous follower of tin; pniiihet,
and converted pagans by the sword ralJier than the book. ThouLih hohlinu' supremo
authority for a lonu' time, he was content with the title of "Theologian." The reign
of hi.s successors lasted about a century.

ABDAELAII-BEN Z015ATU. b. about 622. d. 092; the first of Mohammed's disciples;
son of Zobair, one of the pnjphci's friends and ('om])ii,ni(>ns. His mother was a sister of
Mohammed's favorite wife. Abdallah opposed .\li. ihe elected successor and nciihewof
the proj)het. and renewed his slrugLcI'-* for su!»,-(Mnacy after Ali's assassination, lie seized
Mecca, holding it n'/ainst Yezid, caliph of Damascus. During tin; si('g(! the temple of
the Holy Cuatia was destroyed, but Y(!zid's death saved the' city from capture. A.
(v{w acknowledged caliph of Mecca, and rebuilt and restored the city by 685. The
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Damascus caliphs renewed the war, and Mecca was again besieged, but slontl}' defended
by A. ill bis .sevcnitieth year. Finally Mecca was taken by assault, and A., who retreated

within the Caaba, was slain.

ABDALS, Persian religious fanatics wlio deem it meritorious to slay any one of a dif-

ferent i'aiLii, aud if siaiu themselves in the attempt arc considered martyrs.

ABDAS, a saint in the Roman Catholic and Greek churches. He was a bishop in

Persia about the beginning of the 5th c. wlio destroyed a temple of the tire-worship-

pers, refusing to rebuild it, though commanded by the king to do so. In retaliation

A. Y/as killed and all the Christian cliurches were d(,'stroyed, the persecution lasting more
than a quarter of a century, aud causing a war between Rome and Persia.

ABD-EL-IIALBl, b. in Cairo, 182G; son of Mehemet Ali; educated in Paris. Before
the viceroy of Egypt was recognized by the sultan, Halim was a member of the family
council; in 183G he was governor of Khartoom.

ABD-f^L-lIAMID, the adopted name of De Cohret, a French traveler in the East,

who was sent on a mission to Timbuctoo in 1848. Alexander Dumas used his adventures
in "The Pilgrimage of Hadji Abd-ei-Hamed Bey," 1855.

ABD-EL-WAHAB', Sec Waiiabis, ante.

ABDE'RA, a maritime t. of Thrace, c. of the mouth of the Nestus. Abor.t 400
B.C. it was a nourishing place. The inhabitants became X)roverbial for stupidity,

though such men as Protagoras, Democritas, and Anaxarchus, the Philosophers, Heca-
tieus, the historian, and Nicainetus, poet, were born there.

AB'DIEL, in "Paradise Lost," the faithful angel who opposed the revolt in heaven
begun by ^atan.

\\BD-UL-AZIZ, b. Feb. 9, 1800 ; d. June 4, 187C; second son of Mahmond H., and
thirty-second sultan of the Turkish empire. In early life he had a fondness for agi'icul-

ture, and established a model farm. On succeeding liis brother Abd-ul-]Medjid, June !?5,

18G1, he gave many promises of reform, and was thought to be brave and patriotic. He
began by reducing his own civil list to ^^o, 000, 000. and dis-missing his brother's seraglio.

But his reforms achieved nothing, and dissatisfaction at home and abroad became
intense. In 1887 he made a tour of Europe, visiting the Paris exhibition and several

capitals, in which he spent a vast amount of money to little purpose. The knowledge of

b(;tter civilization determined him to do something practical, and in 18(^8 he changed the

formation of the council of state, which he wished to make the ctntral government lor

the empire. To his new council of thirty-four ^lohammedans and sixteen Christians he
j)romised more reform and an attempt to assimilate; Avith western civilization; liut the war
in Candia took his attention, and a war with Greece was probable. Tlie Greek ditliculty

was arranged by a conference at Paris, and the sultan turned Ids attention to Egypt,
where the Khedive. Ismail Pa-ha. conteiniilated casting off Turkish allegiance; but in>tead

of rebelling Ismail visited Constantinople to effect an arrangement. Learning the sul-

tan's financial embarrassment, he got important concessions, among them a new law of

succession for his house, and nearly all the prerogatives of an indejierdent sovereig-n.

The sultan's affairs grew desperate; one ministry followed snother at short intervals, and
Ignatielf, the Russian ambassador became all-powerful with the distressed ruler. When
tile revenues were so low as barely to ])ay interest on the public debt, a revolt began in

Herzegovina, and soon spread over all Bosnia. A\'ith an empty treasury, the sultan could
not properly meet this rebellion, and the i<ofi(is (theological .students) demanded his abdi-

cation; the council of ministers determined uj.on his removal, and made Ids nephew,
MuradV.,his successor. A few days after his deposition (June 4, 1S7G), Abd-ul was
found dead in his apartments. A jury of physicians decided that he died from severing

the arteries of his arms, and it was believed' tb.at he committed suicide. He had five

recognized children: Yusef, wiio lie meant should be his successor; Sultana Salikke,

^lahinoud Jeniil, Melimed Selim, and Abd-ul-Medjid.

ABD-UL-HA':\HD II., b. Sept. 22. 1842; Sultan of Turkey; second son and fourth

child of Abd-ul-Medjid; succeeded his brother. ^luradV., Aug. 31,1876. He was with
]\[urad and his uncle (Abd-ul-Aziz) at the Paris exhibition, 18G7. His early life wjis

inconsi)icuous, but he had a liking for European manners, and a strong taste for geog-
raphy, making a vast collection of maps, military and statistical. When he came to the

throne he luul a wife and two children brought' up with him at the table, his home-life

having been free and familiar. He is ranked as an old or orthodox Turk: though not

extreme, yet a strong op]ionent of the young Turkish party, and is an abler man, physically

and mcptally. than the brother he succeeded. He is the thirty-titth in male descent of

the house of Othman, the founder of the empire, and the twenty-eighth sultan since thr

conquest of Constantinople.

ABD-UL KERIM PASHA', b. 1807; in 1877 commander-in-chief of the armies of

Turkey. His military education was obtained in Vienna, where he a\:o mastered the

German tongue. His ]-)roinotion in the army was rapid, and he served in all the wars of
his country in recent times. His successful camp;iign in Servia in 187G secured to him
the position of commander-in-chief; but on account of inactivity in opposing the advam-e
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of the Rn<si:ins lie lost favor .iihI was romovo;!. lie is resolutely opposed to Christians,

intriictablc to superiors, but much loved by soldiers.

ABD-UR-RAirMAN, or Abd-er-Rahmax, 1., b in Damascus. 731—d. 787. the fii-st

of the Omiades family in Spain. After the massacre of his family, he hid him.self in

Maiu'itania, until called by his friends to establish order in 8iniin He landed in Anda-
lusia in 755, and soon had a iaige array with which he entered Seville, where he was
acknowledged sovereign. He defeated a larger army under the most powerful of the

emirs, and Hrmly seated himself on the throne at Cordova. The eastern caliphs sent two
fruitless expeditions against lum. He planned and built the magnillcent mosque in Cor
dova, on which it is said he worked an hour a day as a common laborer; and he planted
the palm tree from which all the palms in Spain are descended.

ABD-UR-RAH'MAN, or Abd-er-Raiiman, HI., called "The Defender of the Relig-

ion of God," was the first caliph of Cordova, ruling from 912 to 001 a.d., when he died,

aged 7o. In his time the Mohammedan rule in Spain reached its greatest power and
.»^p]endor. His own palace was of wonderfid magnirtceuce, having an audience chamber
furnished with images of gold of the finest workmanship, and a roof covered with the

*mie metal. A. wjis not only a great ruler, but a liberal patron of literature and art.

ABECEDA'RIANS, a sect of German anabaptists, followers of Slorck, a disciple of

Luther. They believed it was best not to know how to read, since the holy spirit

would convey knowledge of the scriptures directly to the understanding,

A'BECK'P]T, Gilbert Abbott, b. London, 1811; d. Boulogne, 185G; an English
humorous writer: at an early age he wrote burlesque dramas. He was correspondent
and contributor for several journals, particularly Punch iind\ Fif/aro in London. His
princii)al works arc: C)m.lc Blackstoiie, Comic History of Emiland, Comic IIL^iory of Bt>me,

TJi£ (^nizzioloqy of the British Drama, and many articles in Punch. In 1849 he was a
police magistrate, in which office he displayed remarkable ability. His widow was
granted a pension of £100 a year.

A'BECK'ET, Thomas, See Becket, ante.

ABEEL', David, D.D., b. New Brunswick, K J., 1804; d. Albany, N. Y., 1846;

many years a missionary in eastern Asia, and an enthusiastic advocate of misfsions to the

heathen. In England he assisted in forming the society for j)romoting the education of

women in the east. He published his life and travels, and llx Claims oftJic World to

the Gospel.

A'BEGG, Julius Friedricit IlEiXRicn, German jurist; 1796-1848; he lectured on
law at Kbnigsberg in 1826; was professor of law at Breslau, and delegate of the legal

faculty to the Prussian national synod in 1846. A. was an influential writer upon
criminal administration.

A'BEL, NiEi-s Henrik, 1802-29; a Norwegian mathematician. For so short a life

the extent and thoroughness of his mathematical investigations and analy.ses are marvel-
ous. His powers were shown in a remarkable degree in his development of the theory
of elliptic fiuictions. Legcndre's eulogy, "What a head that young Norwegian has,"

is the m'>re forcible, because the French mathematician had occupied most of his life-

time with those functions. Abel's works were published by the Svv'cdisli government
in 1839.

ABEL DE PUJOL, Adrienne Marie Louise Grandpterre Deverzy, wife of

Alexandre, and his pupil before marriage. She made her first ai)pearancc as a painter in

1836 with a work representing an artist's studio, and painted portrait.s, and a scene from
Gil Bias.

ABEL DE PUJOL, Alexandre Denis, 1785-1861; a French painter; n pupil of
David, and a historical painter of the older classical school. Most of his work is in

French churches.

ABEN. See Ben, ante.

ABICNA'QUIS, or Abnakir, Algoncpiin Indians, once occupying Maine; tho
Canabi.s, or Abenaquis, on the KcnneJjec; the Etech(!nims towards the St. John; the

Peiinacooks of the Merrimack; and probably the Sokokes fnrtjun* west. The A. were
fri(;ndly with the French, and assisted them in various conllicts an«l frays during the

('anadian wars. Th(.'ir best known leader wns Father l^file. a J(!snit missionary; ])ut he
was kilk'd and tlie tril)e nearly d(;stroy{;(l at Norridgewock in 1724, A large; portion of
the A. w(;nt to (Janada. The de.scendanis of those wjio remaincfl in New EiiLvland are

the Penol)Hcols and the Passama(pio(ldys. During onr revolution the A. Indians were
generally on the side of the colonies. Father Rale mastered their language, and mado
a dictionary of it. See ALOO.NquiNS, ante.

A'BENSBERG, a t. in Low(!r Bavaria, 18 m. s.w. of Ratisbon. It has warm springs
and fine castle luins. April 20. 1809. Napoleon here defeated the Austriuus and opened
the way for the victory of Eckmidd.

ABERBROTHWICK. Sec Aubkoath, ante.
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AB'EKCROMBIE, James, 1706-81; a British general, b. in Scotland. He was

commanderin chief in America in 1758, and in July of that year was defeated in an

Attack upon Ticondcroga, losing heavily in men. He was superseded by Sir Jeffrey

Amherst, who recaptured Ticondcroga and Crown Point. Returning to England he

became a member of parliament and deputy-governor of Stirling Ca.stie.

AB'ERCROMBY, David, a Scotch metaphysician, who died early in the 18th c.,

of whom little is knov/n except through his writings. He had been a Roman Catholic

priest, but abjured and published his reasons in ProtesUincy mfer than P<q>try, in

1686. His most notable work is Discourse on Wit, published in 1685, which has been

ascribed to Patrick Abercromby and other authors. In medicine he is known through

his Norn Medicinm Praxis, De Pulsus Variaiione, and others on the effect of salivation.

etc. His OpusculaysQXQ collected in 1687.

ABERDARE, a t in Wales, Glamorgan co., on the right bank of the Cynon, 4 m.

s.w. of Merthyr-Tydvil, in a rich mineral district, having extensive coal andiron works

Tin works iiavc recently been opened. A. is connected with the coast by a canal and

railway. Its growth of late years has been remarkable. Pop., '41, 6471; in '71, 37,744.

ABERDEEN, a t., the co. seat of Monroe co., in n.e. Mississippi, on the w. bank of

the Tombigbee river; 233 m. from Mobile by the Mobile and Ohio railroad. It has

steam- nulls, a cotton press, a fine court-house, a seminarv for women, and a large trade

in cotton. Pop. '80, 4000.

ABERNETHY, John, 1680-1740, b. Londonderry; an Irish dissenting minister,

son of a dissenter. He was educated at Glasgow and Edinburgh, and licensed to preach

before the age of 21. He was ordained at Antrim in 1708; in 1717 he was invited to a

congregation in Dublin, as colleague of Rev. M. Arbuckle, but he declined and remained

at Antrim. This refusal was considered ecclesiastical rebellion, and a tierce controversy

ensued, the parties dividing into "subscribers" and "non-subscribers." Though himself

strictly evangelical, A. and his associates were remotely the occa.^^ion of the contest which
ended in eliminating Arian and Socinian elements from the Irish Presbyterian church
In 1726, A. and all the " non-subscriber.s" were turned out with due ban and solemnity

Yet only four years afterwards he was called to a "regular" congregation in Dublin. In

1731, in Ihe controversy regarding the test act, A. took broad ground "against all

laws that, upon account of mere differences of religious opinions and forms of worship,

excluded men of integrity and ability from serving their countr3\" He was a century

ahead of the time, having to argue against those who denied that a Roman Catholic or

a dissenter could be a "man of integrity and ability." A. was foremost where unpop
ular truth and right were to be maintained, and his Tracts, collected after his death,

did good service for generations.

AB'ERT, John Jamp:s, 1787-1863; an American military engineer. He was ednr-ated

at West Point, and long employed in the war department. He participated in the battle

of Bladcn.shurg, Aug. 4. 1814.
*^

In 1829, he was It. -col. m command of the engineers and
head of the toi)ograi^hical bureau. In 1832-33 he was commissioner for Indian affairs,

and in 1838 made col. of the corps of engineers, having charge of the topographical ser

vice of the government until his retirement, Sept. 9, 1861.

ABES'SA, a damsel in Sjienser's poems, imijer-^onating abbeys and convent.<?. When
Una askfd if she had seen the red cross knight. A., frightened at the lion, ran into the

house of Blind Superstition, and closed the door, which the lion broke open. The
meaning is, that when Truth came, the abbeys and convents were alarmed and baiTed

her out, but England (the lion) broke in the do(ir.

AB'GAR, the title of a line of kings of Edessti, in ]\resopotamia. One of them is

known from a correspondence which he is said to have had with Jesus Christ. A letter

of A. entreating Jesus to come and heal him of disease, and oflering him an asylum from
the wrath of the Jews, together with the answer of Jesus, promising to send a disciple

to heal A. after his ascension, are given by Eusebius, who professed to believe the docu-

ments to be genuine. The same opinion has been held by scholai*s here and there, ami
by many unlettered persons down to our own times; but there can be no reasonable

doubt that the whole correspondence is fabulous. It has also been stated that A. pos-

sessed a picture of Jesus, and the credulous may still find such a picture either in Rome
or Genoa. Still others report A. as the possessor of the handkerchief which a woman
gave Jesus to wipe the sweat from his brow as he toiled \inder the weight of his crocs,

and say that the features of the Saviour are miraculously imprinted thereon,

A'BIAD, Bahr-el-, the " White Nile," the western branch of the Nile above Khar-
toum. Sec Nile, ante.

ABI'ATHAR, a Jewish high priest; son of Abimelech, slain by Saul for receiving

the fugitive David, to whom" he was faithful, especially during Absalom's rebellion.

For taking part in the rebellion of Adonijah, A. was deprived of his priesthood by Solo

mon, and banished.

A'BIB, the first month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, and the seventh of the civil

year; also called Nisan. It is rather a name for the season when new grain appears thau
for a month. According to the rabbins it begtm with the new moon of March.
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A'BICIT. Wtt,tiklm IlEinrANN, b. Berlin, Dec. il, 1806; a Gorman naturalist. lie

gradaated in 1831. and m 1842 bceanie i)rofc<sor of niineialogy in the university of

uorpat. and in 1853 member of St. PelcMsburg acad(Miiy of sciences. A. has explored

the Caucasus, Russian Armenia, northern Persia and Dagheslan, and published several

books on the geology, etc., of those regions.

ABDrELECIT. a son of Gideon. When his father refused to take the title of kin^^

either for himself or children, A. set out to claim the sovereignty, slew seventy of his

brothers, and was declared king. Three years afterwards the Shechemites made an
unsuccessful attempt to throw oTf his rule. After destroying Shechem, A. went against

Thebes, which had revolted, and here, while storming the place, was struck on the head
by a piece of millstone tlirown from the wall by a woman. To avoid an ignominious death

be ordered his sword-bearer to run liinr through. His reign is regarded as the first

attempt to establish a monarchy in Israel,

ABIM'ELECH, a Philistine king, to whom Abraham represented Sarah to be his

sister, and not his wife. Upon Abimelech soliciting her company, the fraud was
exposed.

ABIXGDOX, a city in Knox co.. 111., on the line of the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy railroad, 85 m. n.e. of Quincy. It is the seat of the Hedding Methodist
Episcopal college, and of the Abingdon college, under the management of the Christian

denomination. Pop. '70, 948.

ABINGDOX, the capital of Washington co., Va., 315 m. w.s.w\ from Bichmond.
The CO. was organized in 1776, and was the first locality named after George Wash-
ington. The town has good schools for girls, and a literary institute. Pop. '70, 3163.

AB'IXGEB, Jamp:s Scarlett, Lord, b. about 1769, d. 1844; an English lawyer,

better known as Sir James Scarlett, He was a member of parliament for Peterborough
1818-30, and later for I^Ialden, Cockermouth and Norwich. From a moderate whig' he
became a strong tory. He was a poi)ular advocate, and had remarkable povver in address-

ing juries; was attorne}'-general two years; in 1834 appointed lord chief baron of the

exchequer, and Jan. 12, 1855, made a peer with the title of baron.

ABINGTO:sr, Frances, b. 1731, d. London, Mar. 4, 1815; a famous English
actress, daughter of Barton, a common soldier. As an errand-girl, she picked up French
from a milliner. She became a fiower-girl around theatres, and made her first appear-

ance at the Ilaymarket as "iMiranda," in " The Busybody," soon after marrying Abing-
ton, her music master, from whom she separated. She was a favorite in Dublin, opening
with "Kitty," in "High Life Below Stairs," for Tate Wilkinson's benefit, who gives an
animated picture of her success. The headdress she wore was adopted by the women of

fashion, and the " Abington cap" became famous. Returning to England in 1765, she
was warmly received by Garrick. After the retirement of Mrs. Pritchard and Kitty

Glide she had no rivals on the London stage, and became the first comic actress of the

period, appearing last, April 12, 1799. She left legacies to the theatrical funds.

ABIOGEN'ESIS (See Gexeration, Spontaneous, ante), the name for the supposed
production of living matter from non-living; one of the fundamental and oldest ques-

tions in biology; recently much studied because of more accurate means of experiment,
and partly becau.se of ils important bearing on evolution, correlation of forces, and the

theory or infectious diseases. Though the doctrine of A. may not be said to

be either established or refuted, we can believe in gradual progress towards a solution.

The defenders of A., while intcM-preting the results of past observations in their

favor, are less disposed to njst on these, preferring to argue from such wide analogies of

evolution and correlation as sricin to supi)ort their doctrines, llaeckel embraces A. as i

neces.sarv and integral part of the theory of universal evolution; and IIu.\l(>y, from the

other si(le, confesses that if it were given to him to look beyond tlie aby.ss of geologically

njcorded lime to the more remote period wh(;n the earth was j^assing through early j^hys-

ical and chemical conditions, he should expect to be a witness of tlio evolution of living

protoplasm from non-living matter. Thus it is not so much on the ground of fact and
experiment that abi'^genesists are convinced of the truth of their doctrine as because it

Hcems to gain confirmation from a much wider scope: becau.se it aids the tlwiory of evo-

lution by tracing organi(; into iniorganic matter; because it fosters i\w in(;reasing unpop-
uhirity of the hypoiliesis <;(" a special vital force; l)(!(.'au.s(! it would well agnu; with the

[)rincipie of uniformity, and by disclosing th(! existenc(? of unknown worlds of material

for development would relieve natural selection from the immense labor of evolving all

ftlKJcies from one or a very lev/ primary form.s.

ABIPONES. South American Indians, living between SanteFeand Santiago, driven
from Paraguay by th<; Spaniards. They are chaste aii(i otluirwise virtuous excei)t that

fhey i)ractice infanti(;i(le. It has not l»een (lis(!overed that they have any idea of (}od.

The men seldom marry before 30yearsold; tin; girls an; boimht from their panMits, but
often nqxidiate the bargains and run away from their husbands. Tiiey suckle their

infants till two years old, which may be an inducement to killing them. The men arc

brave in war, good horsemen and excellent swimmers.
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A.BKHA'SIA, or Abarta, a part of Asiatic Russia on the Black sea, bet. 42" SC and
44" 45' n. and 87" 3' and 47° 30' e. High mountains separate A. from Caucasia; on the

s. it is bounded by Mingrelia, and s.w, by the Black sea. The country is moun-
tainous, with Avell watered valleys and mild climate. Grain, grapes, and other

fruits are raised , honey is exported to Turkey, and excellent arms are manufactured.
Some of the inhabitants till tlie soil, some raise cattle and horses, and some are pimtcs
and robbcMS. There still continues a considerable trade in slaves. This country was
subdued by the emperor Justinian, who introduced the Christian religion. Since then.

Persia, Georgia, and Turkey have ruled; the latter expelling Christianity and establish

ing ]\Ioslenusm. By the treaty of Adrianople Russia obtained the fortresses in the terri

tory, but until the iiisurrection in 1866 the native chiefs had almost unlimited power.
Pop. est. from 50,000 to 250,000. Chief t., Sukumkaleh.

ABLUTION, a symbol of purification, as when Aaron and his sons were dedicated

to the priestly office. A. was required of all the Israelites as a preparation for receiving

tlie law at Mt. Sinai. It was a religious custom with other nations also, ))articularly for

those to be inducted into the mysteries of Eleusis. Priests among tlie Hebrews were
required to wash their hands and feet before approaching the sacred altar; and in the

early Christian church, oiTiciatmg ministers laved their liands in view of the people imnie
diately before the communion services. Among the Egyptians A. was carried to great

excess. Herodotus says their priests shaved the entire body once in three days, so thai

no unclean tiling should be upon them in the time of worship, and that they bathed in

cold water twice in the night and twice in the day time. JNIohammedans, bolli ])riest

and lay, are notiid for their frequent washings. The law of Closes directed A. for jjjiys-

ical dctilements also, and specified periods when uncleanness siiould cease. This, too, is

a Moslem practice. A. was a sign of a declaration of innocence, and in the case of one
found slain, the murderer being unknown, the rulers of the city sacrificed a heifer, and
the nearest of. kin of the per.son slain washed their hands over the sacrifice, declaiing,
" Our hands have not shed this blood; neither have our eyes seen it." Pilate's liand

wa.^hing has been thought to be prompted by the Hebrew custom; but such A. was the

custom on many occasions among the Romans and Greeks. The Pharisees were so

excessive in A. that they were rebuked for the hypocrisy of it. They had rules so exact
that one could scarcely rise up or sit down without some infraction of them. They
extended A. to inanimate objects also, requiring the cleansing (cerenionially. not merely
for cleanliness) of pots, dishes, tables, etc. A. is a ritualistic term in lioman Catholic
service for the use of wine and water after the eucharist, to cleanse the ciqi and tho

lingers of priests. The Greek church has A. as a ceremony seven days after baptism.

AB'KER, the son of Iser, and uncle of Saul and commander of liis army. After
Saul's death, the tribe of Judah recognized David, while Abner ])revailed upon the other
tribes to recognize Saul's son, Ishbosheth. David sent his army, under .Toid), into the

field, and A. was defeated. In liis fliglit, A. being liotly pursued by Asahel. turned and
slew him. According to usage, Joab, as next of kin to Asahel, became the avenger of
blood. Afterwards A. went over to David, who promised to make him chief of the

armies on the reunion of the two kingdoms; but A. was killed by Joab and his brother
Abishai. Probably not only the avenging of Asahel, but jealousy lest A. should rise

above him, moved Joab to the slaying.

A'BO-BJORNEBOr.G, a department of Finland, on the gulfs of Finland and
Bothnia, 9895 s(i.m. It has ii:eneral commerce, ship buildinu, and government factories.

Pop. '67, 319,784; chief t., Abo.

ABOMA'SUM, the fourth stomach of ruminating animals, or the rennet. From the

omasum the food is deposited in the A., a cavity considerably larger than either tlie

second or third stomacli, although smaller than the first one. The A. is that part of the

digestive apparatus which is analogous to the single stomach of other mammalia, as the

food there undergoes the process of chymification, after being macerated and giound in

the first three stomachs.

ABO'MEY, the capital of Dahome3% West Africa; 7° n. 2'^ 4' c. ; about CO m n of Why
dah. the port of the kingdom. A. is a clay-built town, surrounded by mud-built walls and
a moat, and is sjiread over a large area, some of which is under cultivation. The houses
stand far apart; there arc no regular streets, and the town is very dirty. There are four
market places for trade in palm-oil. ivory and gold, the business being done by ^loham-
medan traders. In A. is tlie palace of the king of Dahomey, whicli is frequently the

scene of human sacrifices. There is a " custom" (sacrifice) held annually at which many
criminals and war cajitives are slaughtered; and whenever a king dies tiiere is a "grand
custom" at which as many as 2000 men and women have been butchered. The slave,

trade still prospers, neither Great Britain nor any other government being able to stop it

unless by a war of extermination. The pop. is about 30,000.

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION, the Roman standard which was set up in tho
temple of Jerusalem, to which the soldiery offered sacrifices as to an idol.

ABORTION (ante). In the U. S. statutes vary in defining A., but the latest of
N. Y. may serve as a sample of the tenor of legislation. They are (Rev. Stat, part
iv. chap, i, title 3, sec. 9-12.): "Any person administering, prescribing, advising, or
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procuring to take b}' a worann with child any drug or thing whatever, or advising or

procuring lier to submit to operation with intent to procure miscarriage, unless neces-

sary to preserve her lite, shall, it tlie woman or child die througii such means, be guilty

of manslaughter in the second degree, punishable not less than tour nor more than twenty

yciixs iu state priscm.'' A pregnant woman voluutarilj' causing A., except to preserve

her life, sutlers four to ten years. The sale of drugs and instruments for such purpose

is criminal, whether to a woman pregnant or not; and the latest law makes ilie advertising

of such medicines or instruments a misdemeanor. Convictions for actual criminal

abortion, however, are rare, as it is naturally one of the most secret of crimes and among
the most dillicult to prove.

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM, a synonym among the Jews for felicity. In reclining at table,

a custom almost universal in the East, the second person's head would be near the bosom
of the tirst one, wlio might be the host or some more distinguished man. To be iu that

position to his bosom was to be the preferred friend or guest. While Dives was iu tor-

ment, Lazarus was in A.'s B.

ABRANTES, a t. in Estramadura, Portugal, on the Tagus, 70 m. n.c. from Lis-

bon, in a fine situation. The hill slopes around it are covered with olive-trees and vine-

yards, and there is considerable trade in fruit, corn, and oil. The town is .strongly forti-

fied, and is an imj^ortant military position. At the convention of Cintra it was ceded

to Great Britain. From this town marshal Junot took his title of due d'Abrantcs. Pop.
about 600.

ABRAVx\XEL', or Abarbanel', Isaac ben Judah, b. Lisbon, 1437, d. Venice,

1508; a Jewish rabbi of Spain, who claimed descent from king David, lie was remark-
ably learned, espL'cially in biblical literature. In early life A. w^as employed in finau

cial matters I)y Alfonso V., but after that king's death he and the other ministers were ban-

ished from Portugal and their property was confiscated. In Spain he made a fortune as a
merchant, and was in high favor with Ferdinand and Isabella in 1487, but the decree of

1492 bani.shed all Jews from Spain, and A. fled to Naples, wdiere he found royal favor,

but was again obliged to fly when Naples surrendered to the French in 1494. lie settled

last at Venice. Though so much driven about, he wrote many works, and was esteemed
one of the ablest men of his time. His writings were mainly in defence and exposition

of the Hebrew religion. One of his sons wrote a work in Italian.

ABSINTHE' (ante), or Wormwood, spirits prepared from the leaves and flowering

tops of artemlala abainthium, united with angelica root (archanfjelica officinalis), sweet-

flag root (asanos calamus), dittany leaves (origanum dictanus), star-anise fruit (seli-

rJura anisaium), and other aromatics, macerated in alcohol eight flays and distilled. The
product is an emerald colored liquor, to which anise-oil is iidded. Tliis is the genuine
French extruit (Vdb.-iinthe, but much of inferior quality is made with other herbs and
essential oils, while ndulterations are numerous and deleterious. In adulteration th^'

green color is usually produced b}^ turmeric and indigo.; but l)lue vitriol has often be( n
detected. In commerce are two kinds of A., common and Swiss, llie latter prepared
from highly concentrated spirits, and when genuine is most trustworthy as to herbs used.

The chi(if place of mimufacturo is Neufchatel. It is Jiiostly consumed in France, but
large quantities are exported to the U. S. Absinthe was first used by the French
soldiers in the Algerine war (1844-47), mixed in their liquor, as a febrifuge, and they

brought the habit to France, where it has become so great an evil that its use is prohib-

ited in both army and uavy. Excessive use of A. gives at fln;t n Iceling of exhilaraf^'d

intoxication; the digestive organs are immediately deranged; tlr^ appetite destroy(!d, then

raging thirst, giddiness, ringing in the ears, Iwiiluciiiations of sight and h(>avy mental
oppression. an\i(;ty, loss of brain power, and idiocy succeed ea':ii ( tli''V rapidly. The
moderate drinker soon feels muscuiar twitcliings and loss of str(;ngth. his hair tails out.

his countenance is mournful, and he becomes emiiciated, Avrinkled. and sallow; lesion of

the bruin, horrid dreams, giadual paralysis, and death follow in successive! order. It is

more deleterious and dangerous Hum bi'andy or iiny olkfT strong spirits.

ABSOLUTE (ante). IIeg;;l, ('ousin. and others iisciilisolute as self-existent or " being"

in its(;]f, which is the i)rinutive in tliought, the iiltiniate in science, and thc^ object of

immediate intuition; or the inriuit(\ rec(jgni/ed solely as ])ure iKjing. I^utlhc knowledge;
(jf an absf)lute has been held impossible, <m the ground that knowing is in itself a rela-

tion between a subject anduh object; what is known only in relation to a mind cannot
be known us absolute. It is therefore said, of an absolute there is no knowledge; first,

l)ccause to be known a thing must hv. consciously discriininaU.'d from other things; second,

b<K;ause it can be known only in relation with .a knowing mind. Discussion of the abso-

lute raises IIh; controversy whetluir the j)ure. uneondilioned al)solute " being" held to by
C'oiisin anrl some (Jlei-man six-cijilists is i( al, living being or (jod, oi* only a logical abstrac-

tion, (iif)berti maintains that as the; t,erms us(;d are al)stract, thc^ idea they evolve; can be
only a logical deduction by the mind ojxtrating upoxi its own conception, nsgardless of

Hpace, time;, or (tonditions; tliat, therefore, the absolute is no real being, but a generuli/a-

tion of physical i)henomeijui, and as far icmoved fnjiii the; real and necessary being of the

Hehoolman, froni the real, living God, in whom men believe, as nothing is from being
Bomething. Kant, while denying the absolute or unconditioned, as an object of knowl-
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edge, loaves it concoivablo as an idea regulative of the mind's intellectual experience It

is against any such absolute—whetiier real or conceivable—that Sir William Harailioa

and Rev. Henry Mansell have taken ground, the former in his review of Cousin's " Pinlos

opliy," and tlic latter in lectures on religious thought. This, however, is strongly con-

troverted.

ABSORPTION (ante). All the membranes and tissues of living bodies have the prop
erty of absorbing fluids—a property that continues after death and until decomposition.

In absorptions in animal organisms fjuids do not jienetrate tissues mechanically througli

orifices, for the existence of such onrices, or open mouths, once taken for granted, has

been disjiroved by late microscopic research. It may therefore be surmised that absorp

tion is equivalent to molecular combination of organs or tissues and liuids or tilings

a!)sorbed. Animal substances ditfer in absorbing power M'ith difference in liquids, taking,

for example, 100 parts of clear water and only 615 of brine, and less if the brine be sironger

.

and a tissue taking 100 parts of brme will not receive a quarter as much of an oily liquid.

An idea of differences may be got irom Chcvreurs table:

too Parts of Absorb in 2i Hours. Farts of Water. Saline Solution. OH.
Cartilage

*'
2:]1 12.")

Tendon " 178 114 8.6

Elastic ligament " 148 :^0 7.2

Cartilaginous ligament " 319 3.8

Cornea "
4(51 370 9.1

Dried fibrine
" 301 154

Activity of absorption varies "with the freshness of the membi-ane, Iwing most the

soonest alter separation Irom tlie principal parts, and varies also with pre.SvSure, motion, and
temperature. Abmrpiion of o,ij/(ji-n by tlie blood in the lUngs is apparently instantaneous,

the change in color trom blue to red as soon as it arrive?' at the pulmonary vessels show-
ing the action (»f the gas it has laktu from the atmosphere. Thi.-^ rapidity of absorption
is due to the diffusion of the blood in a great numt)cr of minute channels, whereby the
vascular and absorbing surfaces are brought into contact over a large surface; and to tlie

incessant motion of the fluid, b}^ which its effects become perceptibU; at the earliest pos
sible time. Claude Bernard found that it a solution of Kxlide of pota.ssium were injected

into the duct of the parotid gland on one side ol a living animal, the saliva discharged by
the corres[)onding gland on the other side almost instantly afterwards contained iodine.

In a measureless instant, therefore, the iodine was taken up by the glandular membrane
on one side, absorbed by the blood, carried to the heart, afjsoriied from the blood by the

glandular membrane on the other side, and furnished to the saliva. It is liy this process
of absorption that the elements of nutrition .\re taken Irom the intestines and conveyed to

the tissues they are to umirish; the bones absorb much calcareous matter from the blood,
cartilages less, and muscles less still, the brain takes more water than does muscle, and
muscle more than bone. Late medical schools agree that the action of drugs and poisons
takes ihe same course. Opium dissoived by the liquids of the stomach is absorlx'd by
the membraneous lining, taken away by the blood and distributed well through the body;
at the brain it is absorbed by the cerebral substance, acts upon the nervous matter, and
)>roduees narcotism or insensibility, and the biain, tlirough its nervous ramifications,
affects the whole body. The quickness of absorptive action is shown in using hypoder-
mic injections; almost before the syringe has punctured the ^kin of the forearm a severe
pain in the foot is sensibly relieved. Absorption of Ga.sis by SoUdi<.—l^olid metals will some-
times absorb gases. Gaseous hydr(^gen has been found in newly-fallen meteorites, obtained
perhaps while passing through nebuke. Palladium will take 643 times its own volume of
hydrogen; silver and platinum absorb oxygen; titanium takes nitrogen; hydrogen will

pass through platinum and red-hot iron like water through a sieve. Liquids rapidly
absorb gases; water near the freezing point contains in volume 4 per cent of oxygen and
S per cent of nitrogen, equal to 4 oxygen in 6 parts, while air has only 1 oxygen in ~>

parts. At the temperature of 70" the power of absorption is reduced to one half, and at

boiling nearly all absorbed gases are thrown off. Under low ]iressure less and under high
pres.sure moni gas can be taken in. Solutions of neutral salts absorb about the stime
amount as water, except .sulphates; acids absorb k-ast. dilute sulphuric taking less than
a quarter of one per cent in volume. AbwrpU'wi of Ihut.—The capacity of .substances
for absorbing heat varies widely; it is least in smoothly polished or bright and light col-

ored objects; greatest in dark colored and rough surfaces. It is found, in regard to color,

tliat more depends on the coloring material "than on the color it.'^elf. AVhen the heat-
giving body is non-luminous, color is Avithout influence, but great in case of luminous
bodies. 1 here are also gn^at differences in the absorbing power of transparent .sub-

stances; rock-salt absorbs only 8 percent of the heat passing through with the light, fluor
spar 25 to 50 per cent. Iceland spar and glass 60 per cent, alum 90 per cent, and ice 94 jn-r

cent. These substances tiansniit ihe heat which they do not absorb. Abxovptionof IJ(,]-f

is the process which takes place when light enters an imperfectly transparent medium, a
portion of the light being stifled or spent in producing .some physical effect, while the
remainder is either directly transmitted or emerges after one or more internal reflections.

A body absorbing all the light that reaches it would be perfectly black and wholly invisible

;

but in point of fact the blackest object reflects some light from its surface. A Ixxiy
absorl>ing none but reflecting all light would be perfectly white. In general the different

A.M. Ad. 1.-2
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parts of Aviiite ll:;Iit are absorbed with imcMiual energy, and Ihtis the light which escape;?

absorption is colored. In most cases the colors of natural bodies are occasioned in this

way. Transpanuit substances absorb light in varying degrees, and in many of them an
elective absorption takes place; glass, gems or liquids absiorb certain colors and let otlitrs

pass, those which pass determining the color of the substance. Occasionally a color com-
plementary te) one absorbed is reflected, asi-ed rays transmitted from red aniline and green
rays reflected. Certain crystals are polychromatic, showing changing colors as light pashcs

through in different directions.

AI^TE'MII, the name given to those who could not partake of the sacramental cup
because of their natural aversion to wine. Calvinists allowed them to touch the cup witli

the lips wiihoiit drinking, which Lutherans considered profanation. ' Later, and in

America especially, there has been a division as to the propriety of using wine in the

communion, the radical opposers of alcoholic drinks urging the use of the unfermented
juice of the gi*ape.

ABT, Franz, b, 1819, in Saxony. lie began to study theology, but left it for music,
and at 22 was musical director at Zurich; 11 years later, second musical director at the
Brunswick court theatre, and promoted by the grand duke in 1855, to be first director. A.
is a composer for piano, orchestra, and voice, but best known as a song writer, succeed-

ing especially in two-part and four-part songs for male voices, lie visited the, U.S.
in 1872.

A'BUL-FAZL, Vizier and historiographer of Akbar, the great Mongol emperor; b.

about the middle of the 16th c. His work is The Book of Akbar, in two parts: the

first part being a complete histoiy of Akbar's reign, and the second an account of the

religious and political constitution and administration of the empire. The style is excel-

lent, and the second part is of unique and enduring interest. An English edition, now-

very rare, w^jis published in 1788-0, and reprinted in London. A. d. by the hand of an
assassin, while returning from a mission to the Deccan, in 1602.

A'BUL-GHA'ZI-BAHA'DI'R, 1605-63; a khan of Khiva (of the race of Genghis-
khan), who abdicated in favor of his son, and devoted his time to writing a history of

the 3Iongols and Tartars, a valuable work, which has appeared in German, French and
Russian.

A'BUL-KA'SIM. See Albucasis, ante.
A

A'BU-TEMAM', 806-46; an Arabic poet; b. in Syria; a prolific WTiter, and much
praised. The Arabs said, " No man ever dies whose name has been praised in the verses

of Abu-Tcmarn." He made three collections of Eastern poetry, one of which, tbe

Uamaaa, Ls praised by Sir Wm. Jones.

A'BU-yD'SCF-YAKCB', called Al-Mansur, or "The Victorious," 1160-98; the

fourth sultan of the Almohade dynasty in Africa and Spain. His father was killed at the

siege of Santarein, 1184; and as soon as he had quelled certain insurrections in Morocco,
A, invaded Spain and carried off to Afri(;a 40,000 captives. In a second foray he cap-

tured Torres and Silves, in l\>rtugal; and, in a third venture, defeated the Christians

imder Alphonso III., near Valencia, and captured Madrid and four other important
cities. He died in Morocco.

ABTLA and CAL'PE. fcee Hercules, Pillars of, ante.

AJBYSS, used in Scripture to denote the ocean, or the underworld, and for Hades,
OT tbfc place of the dead, but indicating especially the place where sinful souls were
impritton(;d. In the A. were imiirisoned the giants of old; and there tlie prophets tell us

the kings of Egypt, Tyre and Babylon were punislied for pride and cruelty. The A.

was tlie place dn.-adcd hy evil spirits, and to which they l)egged the Saviour not to send

them, A va«t, boundless atid chaotic region of darkness is common to most mytholo-
gies, amd ift called the A., or by some name of similar signification.

ACA1>F;MUS, n.heroof Athens, whore name ir< said to be perpetuated in "Academy"'
(rr '"Academia," the grove in wliicli Plalo established his scliool. A. is recorded as

ha^vliiig informed Castor and Pollux of the place where their sister Helen was hidden.

ACA.TUT LA, a sea-port in Pan Salvador, on the Pacific, 12 m. s. of Sonsonati. onc(«

Hhe (inly harbor between Acai)ulco and Keahjjo; now second in impoitanc(! in its conn-
ti7, but still having a third of the foreign trade. Peruvian balsam, 20,000 Ihs. annually,

lis, the, chief, exp()rt,

AC/'ANTnA'CE<vE, an order of monopelalous-exogenou«; plants, with didynamous
-flowert^, known l,y un imbricated calyx in two broken whorls. The seeds grow from
.hooks on th(; placenta. Some of the A. have very beautiful flowers.

ACANTHAS'PTS, a genus of ])uckler-hended fishes in Ohio limestone, resembling
<e/})l<(iJ/t^fiv<; t})e buckler bc^ars sinjilar dentietduted si)ines; llu! cranial plates arc covered
with vermicular ornamentation, and n<»t firndy fa.stened together.

ACAN'THOI'MIS, a genus of serpents native to Australia, resend)ling the adder, but
having a horny spine at the end of the tail. The genus includes the death-adder, one of

•the most venomous yf reptile.*?.
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ACANTHU'RUS CHIRUR'GEON, or Sea-Surgeon, named from a sharp-pointed,

keen-edged and movable spine in the side of the tail, which cuts like a lancet. Tiie

scales are small; its food is vegetable; it is found on Atlantic coasts of tropical America.

ACAS'TUS, a son of Pelias, king of lolcus; one of the Argonauts and of the Caly

donian hunters. He revenged the murder of his father (killed by his daughters at the

instigation of Medea) by driving Jason and Medea out of lolcus.

ACCAD, a city of Babylonia. It has been identified vvith Nisibis. Rawlinson sup-

poses Accad to be the name of the primitive Hamite race of that couutr}^

ACCENTOR, or Accentor Modularis, a genus of warbling birds, including the

hedge-sparrow; about 5^ in. long, brown above and steel color beneath. The Alpine

sparrow is larger.

ACCEPTANCE {ante), au agreement to pay a bill when legally due, applied usually

to bills of exchange. There is^ no fixed time within which a bill must be presented for

A., but usage prescribes as early a time as may be reasonably convenient, so that the

acceptor may know when it becomes due. When a bill is drawn upon one's self, or by a

partner in a firm upon that firm, or by an ofiicer of a corporation upon such corporation,

no A. is needed. When a bill is upon a firm, presentation for A. n»ay be made to any of

the partners; if to be accepted at a bank, it must be presented within the usual bank
hours; or to a man of business at his place of business within the customary businest^

hours. An A. may be either conditional, qualified, or complete; it may be in writing or

oral, where no law to the contrary exists; it may be before or after the drawing, or after

it is due; it may be by the maker of the bill, or by anybody who chooses to protect the

paper. The common usage is to accept by writing on the bill itself the word " accepted,"

or more generally the mere signature of the acceptor suflices. The hnv of N. Y.

requires A. in this form, and if the party refuses to sign his name the bill is subject to

protest. Destroying a bill or refusing to return it within one day, whether accepted or

not, is held to be equivalent to accepting. W here A is given w ith conditiouis, tiie drawer

of the bill should be apprised of and satis'fied with such conditions. To prevent loose

A. the statute of N. \. requires that no one shall be charged as accepting unless his

A. is in writing and signed by himself or his proper agent. It is also declared that a

promise in writing to accept, rlthoiigh made before the bill is drawn, is m fact au A, in

favor of anyone who took such bill for value, on the faith of such promise in writing.

It has been held that authority in writing or by telegraph to draw on a person is equivalent

to that person's A, of the bills drawn; also that a letter of credit conferring authority on

the holder to draw^ upon the author of the letter is ecpiivalent to a promise in writing to

accept the bills drawn. An A. is an adtni^sion of the signature of the drawer; so if the

rignature be forged, the acceptor is liable to the holder, presuming the latter to l)e umoccnt
Where A. is refused, the holder must satisfy the tlrawers anil endorsers if lie wishes to hold

them, though failure to notify may not imperil the holder's action against them if it shall

appear that no injury has been sustained by them in consequence of such failure; still the

presumption is in their favor, and the burden of proof is on the holder. Foreign bills ar^

protected in ofiicial form. This is not necessary in the case of home bills, unless where
required by special statutes.

ACCES'SORY {ante). An A. before the fact is one who participates in the act ; an A,

after the fact, one guilty of a crime cf his own in which the principal jtroperly had no
share. Perpetrators in person of crime may be principals in first or second degree, one
not present who counsels or procures a crime to be commii'ted is accessory before the fact.

If the instigator gave such advice in the presence of the actual otfender, he would be

himself a principal. In case of murder ail present who aid or aliet the killing are

principals; but if two men fight to kill one another, and the bystanders, ignorant of sudi

intent, join in and one is killed, they are not guilty of murder. But if one conspires with

another to do a murder, and himself keeps watch against surprise or escape, the act of

watching makes him a principal, for he is constructively present, though he may not see

the deed done. If A tells B to whip C. and B does so. B is principal and A accessory

before the fact. If A tells B to commit a crime, and B commiis a dillerent crime, A is

not accessory m any way; but if B in trying to do A's request kills tiie wrong person, A
would be acccssory"^ before the fact, l^ecent statutes pro\ide that a person procuring a

crime to be done shall be punished the same as the principal. In N, Y. the acces.<ory

before the fact may be tried and punished, though the principal may iiave been pardoned
or discharged before conviction; and so in Massiicliusetts, if the principal be not

amenable. There, too, the aider and abbettor, who in comnKm law would have been a

mere accessory, may be indicted and convicted of a felony without regard to indictment

or conviction of the principal. jMost of the states have sunilar statutes.—An accessory

after th(; fact is one who, knowing the guilt of a felon, whether principal or accessory

before the fact, receives, piotects. or assists him; but it should probably be added, " with

intent to hinder his trial, conviction, or ])unishment." Merely allowing a felon to escape,

or ministering to his physical necessities, w ill not make one an accessory. Once the

comm(m law did not except any who aided in an escape unless a wife who aided her

Imsband; but modern statutes are less I'igid, or more liberall\' construed. In Mas-sachu

setts the statute excepts from criminal blame as accessory such relations as parent or
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grandparent, child or jrrandchUd, and l)n)thor or sistor to tlio offender, and similar laws
j)!vvail in most of the ;>tates. at least in practice.

ACCIAJUO LI. DoNATO, 1428-78; famous for Icarninijj in Greek and mathematics,
and for services to Florence, his native slate. After tillinir several im})ortant embassies,

h? became confalonier of Florence in 1473. Five years afterwards he died at Milan while

on his way to Paris to ask the aid of Louis XL on behalf of the Florentines against Popo
Hi.Ktus IV. lie died poor, and his daiii^hters were adopted ])y his fellow citizens. A.
A\ rote commentaries on Aristotle's Kf/nrs and Politu'tf, and translated some of Plutarch's

Lives. He also wrote the lives of Hannibal, Scipio, and Charlemagne.

ACCIDENT, inlaw, an unforeiccu event, loss, act, or omission, not the result of neg-

ligence or misbehavior in any of the parties; such as the loss of negotiable or other papers;

or where some part of a document has been omitted, in which case the court can require

its insertion. In penalties and forfeitures, where the injury cau.sed by omLssion of duty
can be reasonably compensated, as in case of failure to pay rent on a given day, the court
may n^lievc the offending party against the penalty of forfeiture. Where there has iK'cn

neglect or omission through want of information or through negligence to defend a suit,

tiic coui't may permit the proj)er steps to be taken. But as a rule a coiul will not inter-

fere in favor of a mere volunteer; so if a seal should be omitted from a conveyance made
without consideration, or a clau.se .should be left out of a will, no relief would be extended.
It is also ruled that no relief will be granted against a purchaser who has acquired legal

rights in good faith for a consideration of value.

ACCLxVMATION, an expression of opmioa of any assembly by means of the voice.

Among the Romans A. was vaiied both in form and purpo.se. At marriages the spectators

v.ould shout " lo Hymen," " Hymenjt?," or " Talassio." A victorious army or leader was
greeted with " lo triumphe.'' In the; theater approbation for the play was asked by the

actor .speaking the closing words, who added "Plaudite." In the senate opinions were
exprc.s,se(l and votes passed in such forms as " Omues, omnes," " ^Equum est," " Justuni
<"^t." etc. ; and the praises of the emperor were celebrated in certain prearranged sentences
which seem to have been chanted by the whole body of senators. At tirst the A. which
grc^ited the works of poets and authors recited in public was genuine; hut the modern
dn^'iue was early introduced by rich pretenders to literary ability who kept paid api>lauders

not only for themselves but lent them to their friends. Nero gave a specimen when he
<aused .1000 soldiers at a given signal to chant his praises in the theater; the soldiers were
<-:illed "augustals," and were conducted by a regular music-master. In the early times
of the (christian cluuch it was not unconunon for a congregation to express their appro-
Inition of a favorite preacher during the course of his sermon; and in this manner
Cbry.sostom was frequently interrupted. In ecclesiastical councils voting by A. is very
<:oiiimon, the question being usually i)ut in the form " placet "or " non-placet." In other
assemblies A. is expressed by "ay " or "agreed."

ACCOLTI, Benedetto, 1413-66 ; was secretary of the Florentine republic, and
remarkable for powerful memory. From a book by him on the first crusade, Tasso got
ln:U(Tial for JtrasaUm Delivered.

AC'C'OMACK, a co. in e. Virginia, on the Maryland border; 480 sq.m.
; pop. '70,

!:i0.409—7842 colored. The surface is level, and the soil moderately fertile, producing
<^rn, oat:5, sweet potatoes, etc. Co. seat, Drummondtown, or Accomack court-house.

AC(/OIiAMBO'NI, ViTTORiA, an Italian woman remarkable for her beauty and her
tragical history. She was sought in marriage by Paolo Giordana Orslni, duke of

F»rac(;iano, who was supposed to have murdered his wife Sab(^lla de Medici; but A. 'a

latlier gave lier to Francisco Peretti, nej)hev.' of cardinal Montalto. The husband was
ass;i.ssinated in 1581, and the widow tied from her father-in-law's hou.se to that of the

(hike of Braftciano. Pope Gregory XIH. opjxxsed Ikm* marriage to the duke so far ns to

keep lier a i)risoner in the castle of St. Angelo nearly a year, but that did not prevent
tlieir union. Not h)ng afterward the duk(^ died, leaving nearly the whole of his fortune
to the widow. This so incensed Ludovico Orsini. a relative, that he cau.sed the widow
to be murdered in her home in Padua, I)(^c. 22, 1585.

ACCOH'SC), Francis. 1182-1200; a lawyer of Florence, and professor and teacher
at Bologna. He compiled in his work The (Jreot Ghss, th(! substance; of almo.st innu-
merable commi.'nts U))oi) codes, digests, and institutes from previous writers. He
<li >entangl(;d with mucli skill flu; .sense of many laws; but his ignorance of history and
anlii^uilies led him into many absurdities. His .son FraiKris. also professor at Bologna,
was invited to Oxford by Edward L of England, and read lectures in the university in

1275-70.

ACCOUNT, a .statement of receipts and disbursements; any statement of the condi-

tion of business, particidarly witli nignrd to financial affairs. In trade an A. current is

one running or unsettled. Statements of A. are made at any time desirable, or at stated

times, or on request, or demand. There is an ac^tion in law, s(;ldom used, to (;om))el the

Hindering of an A. by ojlicers requinfd to do so but neglecting the duty. In actions for

A. b(»th parties may be j)laiiitiffs or defendants.
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ACCRA, or Actia, part of West African gold coast, under tlie rule of England.
Fort St. James, lat. 5' 33' n., long. 0" 12' w., governs ii small territory with a population

of about 8000 blacks. Crevecceur, an old Dutch settlement, a mile ea.st. was destroyed by
the English in 1782, rebuilt in 1872 and ceded to England. The climate is salubrious.

ACCUBA'TION, the posture of Greeks and Romans at table. Their low tables

were surrounded by couches on each of which usually three persons reclined, lying on
the left side, tlie.,('lbow or head on a pillow, the feet behind the next person. The
middle was held to be the place of honor. Roman women deemed the position immodc-;-t,

but finally adopted it; children and persons of mean condition were not permitted tlie

custom.

ACCUMULATION OF POWER, the quantity of motion in machines at the end
of given intervals, during which velocity has been constantly accelerated. A sin;{>ie

case is the rammer of a pile-driving machine, which descends by force of gravity in a
certain time and falls upon some object. If the object does not move, the velocities of

all the particles in the hammer, which had gone on increasing during the descent, are

destroyed, and tlius a shock is produced unmensely greater than tliat wliich would result

from tlie mere pressure of the hammer. The effect is directly proportional to the mass
in motion, and lo the square of the velocity at the instant of impact.

ACEL'DAMA, a potter's field or working-place ; said lo have been bought by tl-e

Jewish priests with the money received by Judas for betraying Christ; afterwards set

apart as a burial-place for strangers dying in Jerusalem. It is there shovku, on the sUjh-

of the hills beyond the valley of Hinnom, s. of mount Zion.

ACEPH'ALOCYST. a cyst without a head, a hydatid growth, found in the liver,

kidney or other alxlominal organ of man, and sometimes of lower animals. It is a
globular sac with walls of condensed albuminous substance and laminated texture; in

its cavity is a colorless fluid with albuminous and gelatinous ingredients. Sometinus
many secondary cysts grow from a main one. They are of parasitic nature, of the cla>s

of cestoids, of wliich the tape-worm is a familiar representative.

ACETATES, compoimds in which acetic acids are principal ingredients; generally
soluble in alcohol and water, and some are deliquescent; the least soluble are acetates of
mercury, silver, molybdenum, and tungsten. There are other classes of salts, neutral,

active, and basic, all det^troyed at n^d heat or bv sulplmric acid, the latter liberating

ascetic acid, easil}^ recognized by its pungent odor. Heated with sulphuric acid and
alcohol they produce acetic ether; with lime, acetone, which has a peculiar odor; dis-

tilled with caustic potash, they yield marsh gas. Their boliitions yield a deep yellow
color with ferric chloride, not given by free acetic acid. Acetat«?s are nmch used in

medicines and the arts; potassic acetate is prescribed for a diuretic; ammoniac acet^it*; ;is

a diapiioretic; plumbic acetate (sugar of lead) is an a.^tringent. Acetates of aluminium,
manganese, iron and zinc are used in calico-printing; acetate of copper (verdigris) mixed
with arsenite of copper is used in wall-paper.

ACET'YLENE, a colorless gas of disagreeable odor, perceived where coal-gas is not
perfectly burned. It Inirns with a bright, smoky flame, and ha> been made by running
marsh-gas through red-hot tubes. In copper pipes for coal-gas, acetylene deposits a dark
red copper compound, which explodes with violence at a blow or under h«.at. Mixed
with chlorine, it explodes spontaneously.

ACn^'ANS, one of the four races of ancient Greece, and a name often given by
Homer to all Greeks. The A. inhabited parts of Thessalv. Argos, and Sp:irta, in ti^e

Peloponessus, whence they were expelled by the Dc^-ians. Yheir government was demo-
cratic, and they preserved liberty until the time of Philip and Alexander, but were after-

wards subject to the ]\Iacedonians, or oppressed by domestic tyrants. In mythology,
their ancestor was Aclueus, sou of Xuthos and grandson of Ilellen.

ACHtEM'ENES, ancestor and founder of the family of Achanneuida3, from the time
of Cynis the royal house of Persia.

ACII^M'ENES, sou of Darius and brother of Xerxes, who made him &itrap of Egypt,
484 B.C. He fell in 460. in an attempt to quell a revolt of Libyan chiefs.

ACHARD, Louis, Amepe Ei'(;e>jk, 1814-7o; b. ^Marseilles. He l)egan life as a m' r-

chant; became a Parisian journalist and royalist writer; accompanied the duke of ^Mont-

pensier to Spain. In 1847 he published iJeZ^^ Bot^e, a successful novel; later, Mii^ Ttiti-

pete, Iliatoire iVun Ilomnie, Le Clos-Pornniur, Jjeau qui Dorf, La Mlsire d'un Milliohaire,

and Madame de Snreias. He was an officer of the legion of honor.

ACHATES, friend and companion of ^neas in his wanderings after the fall cf
Troy. His faithfulness to the Trojan chief originated the saying, " Fidus Achates,

'

applied to any faithful friend, though not properly to an equal in position.

ACTIA'TES, a rivei;in southern Sicily, now the Dirillo. Pliny Siiys agates were tii-st

found there, whence their name, from that of the river.

ACHEEN', or Achin, a small kingdom m n.w. Sumatra, the only pai't of the island

that has always resisted the Dutch; area about 16,500 s(|.m.. pop. est. from oO.OCHt lo

330,000. The interior, never explored, is believed to be inhabited by tribes kindred
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with the Battas, a race of anthropophagi, adjoining on the south. On the e. coast are

fertile phiins. and in the interior high nionntain ridges. Kice, pepper, eotton and trop-

ical fruits are the ehief productions. Horned cattle, horses and goals are plenty and of

tine breeds. AVhat religion there is, is Moslem; the inhabitants are divided into Acheu-
ese, Pedeerese, and >hdays. The sultan is nominally the supreme power, but the real

governor is his appointee, the shahbauder. There are two chiefs iu each of the three

subdivisions, whose ottices are hereditary. The sultan must consult these six chiefs in

any movement of miportance, and they consult with chiefs of the second grade before

giving decision. The six chiefs elect a new sultan from the reigning family, and may
depose him for acts against their idea of public welfare. Each village has a chief, in

hu"ge towns called rajah, who advises with the chief members of the community on im-

portant questions, and reports to his superior. The sultan's income is live per cent of the

value of goods imported to Acheen (the capital), but he gets only such as the six chiefs

or the shahbander may give him. Acheen was visited by the Portuguese in 1505, the

Dutch in 1595. and English in 1612. In 1059 the East India co. established a factory at

the capital. England "kept a protectorate over Acheen until 1824, when it was trans-

ferred to Holland. In 1873 there was a I'ebellion against the Dutch, but the next year
their capture of the capital ended it. The capital is the city of Acheen, 5° 35' n., 95''

19' e., near the n.w. point of Sumatra, on a river a mile from the ocean. Like most
Malay towns, it is of timber and thatcli, and the houses are scattered and poor. It was
once a much larger town; at present it is important only as the residence of the sultan,

A'CHENBACH, Andreas, b. Cassel, 1815; a German landscape and marine painter.

He studied under Schadow; was made a royal academician of Berlin, and hon. member
in Philadelphia and other cities; is a knight of the legion of honor, and took a medal of

the first class in Paris in 1855.

A CHENBACH, Oswald, b. Dusseldorf, 1827, brother of Andreas, a painter after the

style of the former.

A'CTIENWALL, Gottfried, 1719-72, a chief promoter of the science of statistics.

He studied at Jena and Leipsic; lectured at Marburg university on law, history and
social science ; and held a chair in the new university of Gottingen till his death. Though
net the originator of the science of statistics, he was the first to formulate and define its

purpose. Achenwall, it has been said, "defined politics as the theory of what a state

ought to be; statistics the account of what it really is; and hi.story the relation of how
it Ijecame what it is." His wife, Sophie Elenore Walther, a rarely educated woman,
wrote poems and essays.

ACHERON'TIA, or Death's-head Moth, a genus of lepidopterous insects; belong-

ing to the family Hphingkloi. There is a species in Europe {acherontia atrojyos) having on
tlie back of the thorax a singular representation of p. human skull; hence the name. It

is a beautiful insect, 4;V in. long and 5 to 5^ in. expanse of wings, and if disturbed or

handled it makes a squeaking noise. The ignorant and superstitious believe it to be a

forerunner of evil. It drives bees from their hives and eats their honey, taking no hurt

frf»m stings. It is seen most frequentl}' mornings and evenings in autumn. Its larva

is a fat caterpillar 5 in. long, greenish-yellow, and beautifully marked on the back with
Ijlue and white lines and black spots.

ACHILLES TATIUS, an astronomer of th.e first part of the 4th c. , who wrote a

treatise on the sphere. There is a fragment of his writings extant, entitled An Intro-

duction to the Phinomena of Aratus.

ACHILLES TATIUS, a native of Alexandria, wlio lived about the end of tlie 5th

c, and wrote the lllHtovy of Lpncipj)e and ClitopJion.

ACHIL'LT, Giovanni Giacinto, h. Viterl)o, 1803; a Dominican friar who h^ft the

I{oman Catholic church in 1839 and published tlu; New Testament in Italian, which is

regarded as the best in that lang-uage. Ih; went to England in 1850, brought suit for libel

against Dr. Newman and got a verdict. He has been professor of Italian language and
literature in the English college at Malta.

ACHILLI'NI, Alexander, 1463-1512; a Bolognese lecturer in medicine and philos-

ophy, by some called the " Second Aristotle." He and Mundinus were the first dissectors

of dead buman bodies. A. was the author of several works, chiefly on anatomy.

ACH.MIN. See EKii?fi.M, ante.

A CILIUS GLABPJO, Maniup. a Roman genend and consul 191 ^^.c. From plebeian

origin he rose to the highest places; supplanted Cornelius Sclpio; conunanchnl as consul

against Antiochus the great in Syriii. (lefeatcd him at Tliermopyla', and subse(piently

waged sijcf;e.ssful war atiainst tlie yl'iOlians, niceiving a triumj)h on return to Home. He
wn>te the annals of HorM(! in Greek, and was the first man to whom a golden statue was
erected in Italy.

ACTS, the son of Taurus nnd SynuBthus, beloved by Galatea. Being jealous of him,
Polyphernes the c;yclop crushed him under a rock, and his bl«od gushing forth was
changed intf) the riv(;r Acis, or Acinum, at the foot of Mt. lOtna.

ACK'EHMANX, C'oM{.\n Eknht, b. 1710, d. Hamburg. 1771; a comedian and one
of the founderH of tlie German .stage. He first acted in 1740; gathered a company
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traveled through the country, and establislied the celebrated Hamburg theater, whose
performances inspired Lessing to write his comments on dramatic art,

ACK'ERMANN, Sophie Chahi.otte, wife of Conrad Ernst, and before that widow
of Schroder the organist; distinguished as an actress and histrionic tcaciicr, but moie
famous as the mother of Treder.

ACLAND, Henky Wentwortr, a nephew of John Djd^e, a physician and pro-

moter of sanitary reform; accompanied the Prince of Wales to America in 1860 as his

medical attendant.

ACLAND, John Dyke, an English oflScer in the American revolution, commanding
grenadiers at the battle of Stillwater, Oct. 7, 1777. He was shot in the head by a storm-
ing party under Arnold. His wife was Harriet, daughter of the Earl of Rochester, and
showed great heroism in forcing her way to him after the fight. She wrote an account
of the campaign. In 1778 Acland returned to England, where he resented remarks
disparaging to Americans by lieut. Lynch, who challenged and killed him. His wife
was insane for two months afterwards.

ACLINIC LINE an imaginarj^ line around the earth between the tropics, where the
needle has no declination. It is called the magnetic equator, and is about 70 from the

magnetic poles. The line is variable and irregular; in the western hemisphere it is s.

and in the eastern n. of the geographical equator.

ACQ^'MAT.5i], a class of Greek monks called watchers, who chanted service con-
tinuously day and night, dividing like sailors into three watches. They originated in the

otli c, near Constantinople, and established many monasleiies. Some were denounced
for favoring Nestorianism.

ACO'MA, a village in New Mexico, the Acuna of Spanish historians; 35° 24' n., 106^

10' w. ; an old Indian t. builL on a rock 400 feet high and reached only by spiral

stairs cut in the stone. It has a church and missionary station.

ACONCA'GUA, a province of central Chili; 6000 sq.m. ; pop. '68, 130,672. In
tlie e. part are the Andes, with fertile valleys and many rivers running to the Pacific:

there are copper, silver and gold mines. The w. part is artiticially iriigated, and
produces large crops of cereals and superior hemp. Rain is scarce, and natural vegeta-

tion light. The province is divided into four departments: Andes. Ligna. Petora and
San Felipe. Capital. San Felipe d'Aconcagua, at the foot of the Andes, 55 m. n.c. from
Valparaiso; pop. 7000.

ACONCA'GUA, the liighest known mountain peak in the western hemisphere, n.e.

of San -Felipe, 32° 39' s., 70° w. The latest measure makes the height 6834 metres, or

22.422 ft. (4.245 m.), 997 ft. higher than Chimborazo. The cone is an angular, serrated

mass, bare of vegetation, and without sign of volcanic action. It is a grand sight

from Valpariso.

ACONITE, Winter, an herbaceous, tuberous plant, without stem, bearing in early

spring bright yellow cup-shaped tiowers; leaves smooth, pale green, and peltate; scape
low and single flowered.

ACOS'TA, Joaquin, a col. of engineers, geographer and historian : in the Columbian
army in 1831; in 1834, with Cespedes the botanist, imdcrtook a scientific expt^dition

from the valley of the Socorro to that of the Magdalena. and seven years later visited the

country from Antioca to Anserma; went to Spain, wliere he lived several years. His
chief work is TIte DiscorcrT/ and Cohnizatioh o^^ Snc Granada. He also made a map of
that republic, and furnished essays to the Pans geographical society.

ACOS'TA, Josed'; b. 1539, d. 1600; was educated a Jesuit and made professor of the-

ology ; was sent missionary to South America, and on return was superior of Valladolid and
rector of the university of Salamanca, where he died. His work. The yaiural HUtory of
Uie Indks, is high authority, and known in many languages.

ACOS'TA, Uiuel d' (see Acosta, Gabriel, anU), a Portuguese nobleman, educated
in the Roman Catholic church. He changed his name from Gabriel on adopting the
Jewish faith. Doubt attaches tc the story of his suicide.

ACOUSTICS {ante). The velocity of sound has been determined by ascertaining the
time intervening between the flash and report of a gun, as observed at a given distance,

and dividing the distance by the time. After many experiments in various countries.

Van der Kolk assigned 1091 ft. 8 in. y)er second, with a probable error of 3.7 ft. as the
velocity of sound in dry air at 32° Fahr. More recent experiments by the astronomer
royal at the cape of Good Hope, give 1096 ft. To this velocity may be added 1.11 ft.

for each degree Fahr. But air is not a perfect gas. and the variations of elastic force
caused by a wave of soimd passing through it are not uniform; so these measures, though
approximate!)', may not be absolutely, correct. Furthermore, the rapidity of transmis-
sion depends upon the loudness of the sound; and capt. Parry found, in the polar re-

gions, that the discharge of a cannon at a distance of 2^ m. was heard perceptibly
sooner than the word ordering to fire, which, of course, preceded the discharge. There
is also a gradual falling off in the speed of scmnd: and Reguault determined that a
sound decreased iu speed by 2.2 ft. per second in pa.^singfrom a distance oi 4000 ft. to
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one of 7500 ft. lie also found that \ho velocity depended upon the pitch, the lower
notes traveling faster than the liigher ones; tliiis. the fundamental note of u trMnijK't

travels faster tiiau its h:irnionies. t^oiind travels faster in rupiids than in air, and faster

iu solids than in liquids. In the river Seine, at 59' Fahr. tlie speed was 4714 ft per
second. Through iron, sound travels ten and a half times fa-ster than through air.

E.xperiments on telegraph wire proiluee almost identical results. Different metals trans-

mit sound iu widely ililferent degrees. Weitheim assigned 16,822 for irou and 40H0
for lead, at a temperature of 68" Fahr. E.xeept in a few cases, the loudness of a sound
is less as the distance increases between the source of the sound and the ear. In an
unlimited and uniform metlium, the loudness of the soiuid proceeding from a very
small .sounding body varies inversely as the square of the distance. But to verify this

fact it would be necessary to make a test at. a considerable elevation al>ove the eaith's

surface, tiie ear and source of sound being separated by air of constant density. As
the density of the air diminishes, it would be found that the loudness of a sound at a
given distance would decrease. The decay of sound due to this cause is observable in

The rarefied air of high mountain regic/ns. De Saussure found that the report of a pistol

at a great elevation appeared no louder than would a small crackei' at a lower level. I'ut

it must be slated that when air-strata of difierent den.sities ai'e interposed between the
sound and the ear placed at a given distance, the intensity depends only on the density
of the air at the source its^df : whence it follows that sounds proceeding from the sur-

face of the earth may be heard at equal distances as distinctly by a person in a floating

balloon as by one situated on the surface itself; whereas any noi.^e originating in the
balloon would be heard at the surface as faintly as if the ear v\'ere placed in the laretied

air on a level with the balloon. This was exemplified b}'^ Gla.shier, the aeronaut, who,
at an elevation of 20,000 ft. heard with great distinctness the whistle of a locomotive
pa,ssing beneath him. The prolonged roll of thunder, with its manifold varieties, is

partly to be ascribed to the reflection of the sound by mountains, clouds, etc., but is

mainly due to the comparatively low rate of transmission through air. The explanation
Avill be more easily understood by noting the case of a volley fired by a long line of

troops. A person at a given point in the line would hear the sound of the nearest
musket first, and of the others iu the order of distance, and the effect would be a pro-

longed roll, concluded by the musket most remote from the hearer, though all were
fired at the same instant; and the roll would gradually decrease in loudness. If he
stood exactly opposite the centre of the line, the reports from cither end would reach
him simultaneously and the elYect would be more nearly a loud crash. If the so!di(M-s

formed a circle, the listener in the centre would hear a single explosion, since the report
of every gim would reach his ear at the same instant, and the whole explosion would
be equal to that of the .sum of all the separate discharges. By varying the form of ar-

ranging the troops, corresponding variations in the sound wcmld l)e i)roduced. Keep
in view, then, the fact that flashes of liglitning may be regarded as repiesenting lines

of troops, at the points and along the ranks of which explosions are generated at the
.sime instant of time; then consider the variety of distance and position relative to the
electric discharge of the listener, and we find no difficulty in accounting for the rolling

peals of thunder. In a mountainous region this rolling is greatly augmented by rever-

berations or echoes from the steep declivities.

ACQUAYI'VA, Claudio d', a general of the Jesuits; b. in Italy; lie regulated the
studies of the order, antl prohibited the discussion of tyrannicide, ilis Hatio Htudionun,
is still considered authority.

ACRE'LIUS, IsuAKi,, 1714-lS'OO, b. in Sweden; studied at Uj^sal ; Avas ordained in

174;i; appointed provost of tlu; Swedish congregation on the Delaware; came to America
and was j)astor of the church at Christiana. After several years he returned to Swc.'den,

and received a })en.sion and a church living. He wrote a description of the Swedish .set-

tlements ill America.

ACROCEIIAIJ'NIA, in ancic^nt geography a promontory in the n.w. of Epiru*^,

terminating in MontesOraunii; now cape Jjinqueeta; hit. ^0 2.")' n. The frequent strik

ing of liglitning at or near the mountain gave the name, which is e(juivalcnt to " tlnm-
derbolt peak."

ACRO CORIX'TIIUS, a steep hill of 2000 ft., near Corinth; the site of the Acn^po-
lis or citadel, and commanding a beautiful view.

AC-'llDX, a ])hysician of Sicily in the 5th c. ^^.c., who is said 1o have originated tho
r.ractice of stopping jxstilenct- by purifying th(> air wilii large tires, though this is doiibt-

ful. Ho wnjte- several works on medical subjects, but noncf of them are extant.

A(;TA ERUDITO'RUM.tlu^ tlrst lit(;rary scTial in G(M-many; was begun 1()2M b;^' Otto
Mencke, j)rofessor in L(Mpsic university, pul)lish(;d monthly in r^atin, and kept in tho
founder's family until 1754, wh(;n change of inanag(Mnent and neglect reduced its circula-

tion and ref)utat ion. Tli(! last volume, completing tlu; record of scien(;e to the close of
177H, appeared in 1782. The whole set is in 117 vols, 4to. There have bccu many imita-

tions in various countries.

AC'TIAN games. Sec Actium, aide.
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ACTINOM'ETER, an instrument to n\oa>;nre the lioat of tlio sun's rays; at tlr.st a
coninioii th(;nnoni(;ler, the bulb blackened with Dilrate of silver; then one with a large

bulb filled with blue solution of ammonia iuid su!jihat(3 of copper, inclosed in a box
with a plate-glass top, the e.\j)ansion of tlu^ liquid to indicati; the amount of heat. Prof.

John W. Draper of N. Y. next di.scovered that equal volumes of chloriiie aiid hydro-

gen form chlor-hydric acid in direct ])r()portiou to tlie actinic intensity of the light and
the time of exposure. Subsequently Bunsen and Roscoc hit upon the same phm. There
are other actinic reactions; as, in a solution of chloride of gold and oxalic acid, the gold

precipitates on exposure to actinic rays.

xVCTION {a)iic) in law. No action can bo maintained by a citizen against a govern-
m(;nt without the government's express consent; e.\ee[ t in rare special cases no suit can
be brought by a citizen against the U. S. ; relief must be sought by petition, or in the

court of claims. State courts do not ordinarily contest act- of foreign states or sover-

eigns for anything done or omitted in their public character. Here negotiation takes

the place of suit. Modern statutes have mucli simplified proceedings under this title,

and many old forms have been a])andoned. In N. Y. an effort has been made to

avoid all distinctive foi'nis; there every other than a criminal is a civil action, having
no other specific name; the design of the code being to give by this action every kind of

relief which can be sought in civil causes.

ACTON, Sir John Francis Edward, 1786-1811. He was a native of Bcsancon, son
of Edward Acton, a physician. He served in the French and Tuscan navies. comTuand-
ing a frigate in the expedition against Algiers in 1774. For gallantry in rescuing soma
thousands of Spanish soldiers from slavery he was ])romoted. becoming commander-in-
chief of the Neapolitan sea and land forces; next, minister of finance, and finally prime
minister. When the Frencli entered Naples in 1806 he lied to Sicily, where he died.

His second son, Charles Jannarius Edward, was made cardinal Santa iMaria Delia Pa< e

in 1842. (See ante for Acton, Joseph, Princk; where is intcMided the same person as tlio

cominandei'-in-chief here mentioned. There is doubt about his responsibility for the ill

treatment of political prisoners.)

ACTON BURNELL, a statute of Edward T., so called because pas.sed when parlia-

ment was sitting at a Shropshire village of the name, Oct. 12, 1288. It was the first law
to enable merchants to collect debts by scnzure of property and imprisonment. J( •^^ s

were excluded from its benefits, it lieing designed to encourage foreign ( hristian merchants
to settle in England. A similar law was passed in France 258 years later.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES {ank^, the name, generally* and, from a very early

period, given to the fifth book of the New Testament, w hich is often quoted by the early

Christian writers, and always as the work of Luke the evangelist. The introduction to

it connects it witli the third gospel as written by the same author and addrcs.'^ed to th«

same person. That both were from the same hand is also to bo inferred from the

Bimilarity of style, idiom, and diction. In modern times son.e writers have attempted a

criticism invalidating both the external testimony on this point and the internal proba-
bilities and proofs. A single specimen maybe given of the reasoning on which they
rely for dislodging this book from its place in scripture, or at least for lowering the

estimation in which it is held. "According to the gospel ascribed to Luke, all the events
related of Jesus after the resurrection took place, or seem to luive taken place, on the

day of the resurrection, or they may possibly have extended into the next morning, but
certainly not later. The A. on the contrary states that Jesus was seen by the disciples

for forty days after the resurrection." This is a summary way of developing a contra-

diction Avhere none exists. The account of these events in Luke's gospel is indeed brief

and conden.sed, but it does not assert or imply that they all took place at once. Points
in the narrative fairly admit, and rationally recpiire. the supjiosition of intervals of time.

The other gospels, also, declare or imply siudi intervals. The accounts of Matthew and
Mark are more condensed than even Luke's. John's is much more extended. It marks
off cxpressl}' several intervals, and says that one of them was a week long. All these

accounts, therefore, taken together, prepare the way for the statement in the A. that

the whole time between the resurrection and the ascension amounted to 40 days. The
Greek title, it will be observed, does not indicate that the book contains a complete
liistory of tlie apostles of Christ in their work of proclaiming the gospel. It is not "the
acts" (which indeed the English translation does make it), as if all were intended, bat
"acts" as only a part. This is in strict accordance with the contents. In the opening
of the book, the names of the eleven apostles and of the twelfth (chosen to fill the place
of Judas) having been given, the actions and words of Peter at once beccune prominent;
then Peter and John are mentioned together, and soon Peter's course only is given.
After 12 chapters, of which the larger part of one relates to Paul's conversion, the rest

of the book is filled chieflj^ with this last apostle's work and things connected with it.

Jerusalem, the church, and the apostles there, scarcelv appear except as connected with
Paul.

The contents of the book may be noted as follows:
I. An e.rhihUion of the erer-prexcnt, controlling, and adminustrative agency of the Lord

Je^us, from his exalted sphere at the right hand of Goil. putting forth the j)owers of his

risen life and giving organization to his spiritual and everlasting kingdom. "VVe hav«i
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liis {'ommands to the apo.^tles, his direction of tlie choice of Judas's successor, his sending

down tlie holv spirit, his turning men from their sins and adding them to his church,

Ids working of miracles by tlie instrumentality of the apostles, his sending Peter to open
thf door of faith to the Gentiles and Philip to guide the Ethiopian in his effort to under-

>tand the scripture, his delivering Peter from prison and Pau! from his mad career.

II. A nrord of the (jift and operations of the Holy Spirit. The Saviour at the close of

his work on earth promised that lie would send from the Father the spirit of truth to

nhide with his disciples, to reveal the truth to them juid to convince the world of sin,

ri«-hteousness, and judgment. The A. records the fulfillment of the promise and

exiiibits the work of the holy spirit in the minds and hearts of men of various nations.

It thus becomes the connecting link between the gospels and the epistles which describe

tiie spirit's progressive work.

III. 2'he account of the planting ami spread of the Christian church. It records the

names of the apostles, the number of the original company at Jerusalem, and the

beginning of the church there. It shows that the life of Jesus was appealed to among
those who had witnessed it; that his messiahship was defended in the hearing of those

who had crucilied him for asserting it; that the divine appointment of his death was

proclaimed in the midst of those who had inflicted it as a malefactor's doom; that his

resurrection was allirmed in the face of those who had buried him and exercised otticial

iTuardianship over his grave; that the first adherents to his religion were gained among
the crucifiers themselves, including priests as well as the people; that the faith in him
j^pread immediately among Jews and proselytes, then in Jerusalem, who belonged to the

cliief countries of the Roman empire, and to some beyond its bounds; and that, the

Gentiles being speedily admitted by divine command to the full blessings of salvation,

the church was ra!)idly extended into Judea, Samaria, Phenice, Cyprus, Syria, Asia

.Minor, Illyria, and Italy.

IV. Conclutiive evidence of the divine origin of Christianifg. It shows that, advancing

from a very small lieginning, by the instrumentality of unarmed men, opposed by the

power of the Roman empire; of private persons, opposed l)y the authority of the Jewish

and pagan priesthoods; of unlettered men, opposed by all the culture of the times, it

prevailed over the mightiest institutions, the most formidable barriers, the most malig-

nant persecutions, and prevailed by the power of God. When the historian Gibbon was
investigating the decline and fall of the Roman empire he found that "an inquiry into

the progress and establishment of Christianity constituted an essential part of the

history of the Roman empire." "While that great body," he says, "was invaded by

open violence or undermined by slow decay, a pure and humble religion gently insinu-

ated itself into the minds of men, grew up in silence and obscurity, derived new vigor

from opposition, and finally erected the triumphant banner of the cross on the ruins of

the capitol." His curiosity having been awakened "to inquire by what means the

Christian faith obtained so remarkable a victory over the established religions of the

earth," he ventures to give what he calls five secondary causes of the rapid growth^ of

the Christian church. All these are vital 2^0 1'tions of Cliristianity, and, as stated by him,

they are seen to amount to this, that it was the prevalence of Christianity that promoted

the'triumph of Christianity, as a great conflagration is promoted by the spreading of the

flames. The book of A. supplies the necessary beginning to Gibbon's account by

sliowing how the fire was kindled, \\o\x the essential elements of Christianity were

produced. His causes are: 1. " The zeal of the Christiansf and the A. informs us how
the Christians came into existence and how their zeal w^as first produced and then
" purified." 2. " The doctrine of a future life;" and the A. declares the source whence
llie doctrine was obtained and "improved." 3. " The miraculovs ])oicers ascribed to the

primitive church ;" and the A. explains how the primitive church bcf^nn, and on what
evidence the miraculous powers w'ere so ascribed to it as to secure its triiunph, 4. " 77/«

]>>ire and austere morals of the Chnstians ;" and the A. reveals how their morals came
to be i)ure and austere, in the midst of an abounding corruption too horrible to be looked

upon, and nowhere more fully revealed than in Gibbon's own work. 5. ''The union

and discipline of the Christian repvhlic ;'' and the A. demonstrates how the church came
to be "a rejmhlic in the midst of the eni]dre," u\^^\\di its "union" consisted, how its

"discipline" was maintained, and by what power "it became an independent and
in(Measing state."

V. Tlte clothe of HcHpture history in relation to the Jews. In the great interest awakened
by the book as recording the first preaching to the Gentiles, comparatively little notice

is taken of the fact that it records also the last ])reacliing to the Jews. The book opens

with the preaching of the gosfxl to the Jews, the accejitance of it by some of them, and
the bitter opposition made to it by the rest which at length drove away a large; part of

the Christians from .lerusalem and in a great d(i<i;r('.o. brought the i)reaciung to the .lews

there to an end. When Paul came there aft(!r his conversion he began to preach

zealously to the Jews, but they would not receive his word, and he was commMndcd by

the Lord to leave the city, AtAntioch, in Pisidia, In; preached earnestly to .lews and

Gentiles, but when the former contradicted and blasphemed he turned, by divine

<;oiiimand, to tin; latter. A similar result was witnesscid in Iconlum, Lystra, Thessa-

loni'ji. Berea, ('orinth, and Ephesus. Wlien, late in ]\U% he went agnin to JerusMlem,

as it proved for the last time, the opposition of the Jews was more furious than before.
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and after a nan'ow escape from death at their hands and an imprisonment, continuing
more tlian two years, through their instrumentality, he was constrained to appeal unto
Cjesar. Three days after his arrival at Rome lie yeiit for the resident Jews, and had a
day appointed for making known the gospel to them, on which, from morning to
evening, he expounded, testilied, and persuaded concerning Jesus out of the law and the
prophets. The result then was that some believed and others believed not; and again
Paul turned to the Gentiles. With this narrative the A. ends, abruptly, as many say,
with respect to Paul and the gospel, but appropriately witli respect to the Jews. If no
reason can be shown why Christian history should here be cut sliort, certainly it was
necessary that Jewish liistory should here come to an end. For, in a little while after
Paul's imprisonment at Home, Jerusalem was destroyed and the Jews were scattered
abroad. And thus the A. completes the unity of the historical books of scripture
whose constant and ultimate, though not always direct, reference is to the Jews.

ACTS, SPURIOUS OR APOCRYPHAL, treatises or sentences purporting to have
been written by or concerning Christ, the apostles and other disciples. Many of these
are now known only through the statements of ancient authors. Others are extant.
J. One class profess to be words of Christ, and are supposed by some Avriters to have
been derived from early accounts concerning him. of which many had been written
before the gospel of Luke (i. 1). Some of them, in all probability, were merely inaccu-
rate quotations from the genuine gospels; others have no external testimony to establish
their genuineness and no merit to make them worthy of regaid. Ihe beautiful words,
not recorded in the gospels, which Paul quoted to the Ephesians as woids of Christ,
" It is more blessed to give than to receive," are not properly included in the class now
described, for they are vouched for as genuine woids of Christ, by an inspired apostle
who had many ways of le^uning the truth about them, and have always had a place in

an undisputed book of the I^evv Testament. II. ^hmy spurious treatises called Actn
of the Apodlen were written at now unknown dates. Of some of these little more is

known than that they once existed; of others fragments remain, and several are extant
entire. A selection was printed at London in 1821 under the title, Apoci yphal Aetr
Tefttainent. They abound in fabulous, puerile, and visionary statements which are
unworthy of notice. III. Among the treatises of this general class, the A. of Pilate
dewServes to be singled out as probably genuine and valuable. It is well known that
accounts of all important events that occurred at Rome were carefully preserved either
in the Acts of the Senate or the Daily Acts of the People. In like manner it was the duty of
the governors of provinces to send to the senate or the emperor leports of their adminis-
tration, including accounts of the remarkable transactions that occurred in their region.
These were called the "acts" of their government, and were not published for general
perusal, but deposited among the archives of the empire, as are state papers now.'for in-

formation to historians. There is every reason to believe that Pilate sent such a report
of his administration to Rome, and that it included an account of Jesus who was called
Christ. And it is certain that the primitive Christians, in defending their faith, appealed
to these A. of Pilate as to testimony which could not be denied. Ju.stin ]Martyr, in his
first defense of the Christians, presented. 140 a.d., to the emperor and J-enate. liaving
mentioned the crucifixion of Jesus and some of the events connected with it. says:
"That these things were so done, you may know from the acts nuide in the tmic of
Pontius Pilate." And again, having recormted scmie of the miiacles of Jesus, such as
healing diseases and raising the dead, he adds: " And that these things were done by him
you may know from the acts made in the time of Pontius Pilate." Tcrtulliau, also, in

his d fense of Cliristianity, 200 a.d., says: "Of all these things relating to Christ, Pilate
liimself sent an account to Tiberius, then emperor."

ADA, a CO. in s.w. Idaho, on Snake river, near the Oregon border; organized in 1864;
2800 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 2675. JVIining is the principal business. Co. seat, Boise city, which

is the capital of the territory.

ADAIR', a CO. in s.w. Iowa, on the head streams of Nodaway river; 576 sq.m.
; pop.

'80, 11.850. The surface is mostly level; the chief productions are agricultural. Co. seat,

Foutanelle.

ADAIR', a CO. in s. Kentucky; 450 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 11.065—1836 colored. The sur-

face is hilly, with good timber and fertile soil; there is plenty of water power, with several
factories; chief i)roducts, coin and tobacco. Co. seat, Columbia.

ADAIR', a CO. in n.e. Missouri, on Chariton river: 570 sq.m. : pop. '80. 15,176—143
colored. The chief products are corn and tobacco. Co. seat, Kirkville.

ADAIR', Sir Robert, 1763-1855; b. in London: son of a surgeon-gen. to Greorge
III. and a relative of Charles James Fox. lie entereil parliament in 1 802 as a whig ; in 1 806
Fox sent him to Vienna, and in 1808 Canning sent him on a special mission to Turkey,
where he concluded the treaty of the Dardanelles. He remained English representative
in Turkey until 1811. In 1831 he was sent to the new kingdom of Belgium, and was
prominent in later peace negotiations. In 1835 he retired with the rank of privy coun-
cilor. At the age of 83 he wrote memoirs of his residence at Vienna and elsewhere
abroad.
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AD'ALBERT, a Frenv.h l)is"iiop and miM-^ionary to the Germiin heathen, about the

middle of the 8tU c, St. lionii'ar.e charg-ed him wiUi hcres}'- in givin;^ his own hair and
nails a* relics, and he v.as coudenmed to execution, but died in prison. His I'ew disciples

v/ere <uilled Adal berimes.

ADALBERT. Saixt, d. 997. "the apostle of the Prussians." He was educated at

Matr<leburir. in 98o chosen bishoi) of Prague; tailing to convert the Bohemians, he n^tired

to :rnum;istiM-y near Rome; went back in 99;j, but again retired in discouragement; in

9:.).~) he b.iptiz'jd the future St. Stephen, th^^ tirst king of the Hungarians; at la-st went
as a missionary to Poland and Prussia, and was murdered by the natives.

Ai) ALBERT, d. 1072. He was made archbishop of Bremen in 1043 by Henry IH.,

whom he a(;companied to Roni(% Avhere he bcc-ame a candidate for the papacy, barely

niissiui!; the. election. Leo X. made him his legate in the north. During the minority of

Henry1 V. . A. and arclibishop Hauna of Cologne usiu-ped the administration of the empire,

but he bec4ime obnoxious to the princes, aiurthey succeeded in separating hmi from liie

emperor; however, he soon after regained his intluence and kept it as long as he lived.

AD ALBP^RT, HEixRicit Wiliiel.ai, 1811-73; b. Berlin; prince, and cousin of the

emperor,of Germany. He went into the artillery service in the army of Pnissia wh<*n

young, but having a taste for travel he visited most of the countries of Europe, and crossed

the ocean to Brazil. In 1848 he was charged with organizmg the German navy, and
made admiral. In 1856 he made a voyage in the Mediterranean, and was slightly wounded
in a tight with pirates off Morocco, lie became commander of the marine of Prussia, and
when the German empire was established was continuc^d inspeclor-gen. of the new
marine. He was under medium height and in no way conspicuous, unless for carelessness

in dress ;^ but he was sharp withal, and jovial. In 1851 he made a morganatic marriage

witli baroness von Barmin (Therese, the dancer, and sister of Fanny Ellsier). They liad

a son, who died while an infant.

ADAM, Adolpiie Charles, 1803-56; b. Paris; composer. In 1817 lie entered the

conservatory, and studied composition under Boieldieu ; began writing piano fantasies and
variations; wrote tiie opera of "Pierre et Catherine" in 1829, and a ballet for London in

1832; is best known by his "Postilion de Lonjumeau," written in 1830. In 1857 he

published his autobiography and souvenirs of a musician,

A DAM, ALBREcrrr, 1786-1862; d. Munich. He studied painting in Nuremberg; served

in the Austrian campaigns against Napoleon, but subse(j[uently served with Beaumarchais,

and painted the battle-scene of Labau. He accompanied Eugene in the campaign of 1812

as far as Moscow, and prepared drawings to illustrate Eugene's military career; painted

s<iveral large war pictures—his last being the " Battle of thel^Ioskva," for king Louis of

Bavaria.

ADAM and Eve. The narrative of the creation and fall of A. and E. is given in

Genesis. To the scriptural account the later Jewish writers in the Talmud have made
many ta.stele.ss additions. They tell us that the stature of A., when tirst created, readied to

the heavens, while the splendor of his countenance surpassed that of the sun. The very

angels stood in awe of him, and all creatures hastened to worship him. Then the

Lord, in order to show the ang(!ls his power, caused a sleep to fall on A., and removed a

poi-tion of every limb. A. thus lost his vast stature, but remained perfect and complete.

His first wife v/as LiUth, the mother of demons; but she tied from him, and afterv\ards

E. was ci-eated for him. At the marriage of A. and E., angels were present, some play-

ing on musical instruments, others serving up delicious viands; while the sun. moon, and
f-tai-s danced together. The happiiKsss of the human pair excited c-nvy among the angels,

and th(? seraf)h Sammael tenipt';d them and succeeded in leading them to their fall from
innocence.—According to the Koran, all the angels paid homage to A., e\(;epting Eblis,

who, on account of his refu.sal, was expelled from [)aradise. To gratify his revenge,

F^blis seduced A. and E., and they were sei)arated. Adam was penilent, and lived in u

tent on the site of the temple of Mecca, wher(? he was in.structed in the divine command-
m(;nts by tli(; archangel Gabriel. After 200 years of separation, he again found E. <m
Mt. Arafat. Many olher traditions of the Jews and the Mohanunedans resi)ecting A.

and E. may be found in Herhelot's IViUl.iotlH'qnc Oi-U.nlalt.—In the system of the Christian

Gnostics and Manicliffans, A. is one of the liighest a}ons.—According to the Calvinistic

lieology, A. wtts the r/mcnant Iwafl ov jhlrral rcprrf^enidfive of the whole human race, who
were thus !nvolv(;d in tlu; conse(piences of his breach of the w/Y'//rn//((i. v.) which God
made with him at his creation. This vi(!W is supported by reference to th(! parallel drawn
between A. and Christ in Rom. v. and 1 Cor. xv., in the latter of which (•hai)ters("hrist is

called, in contradistinction to A,, "the second man," and "the last A."

ADAM i)K LA HALFiE, Ada.maiiua. or "The Hunchback of Arras," one of tin-

wandering poets or trouveres of the 13th c. He was in the suite of count Rolx^t of

Artois in 1282. A.'s works were superior to thost! of most of his contemijorarics, and

had enougli of dramatic (juality to s(;cure for him a place among the I'ouikU rs of tlw^

drama in France.

ADAMAW'A, the Mohamnu^dan name of a country in central Africa, visited by Dr.

Barth in 1851; QT 30' to IP 30' n., IP 30' to IP 16' e. ; al)out 200 m. lon'^ by 70 wide;

capital, Yola, a city of 12,(XKJ inhabitants. A. is a sub-kingdom, couiposod of a mijcture
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of ;)aja:i tribes conqncrod by the Foolah chieftain Adama, who subdued the region
v.'hcn it was known as the kingdom of Funibina. It is a fine countiy, well watered,
fi'oiieraily tiat, rising towards tlie s. to J 500 ft. or more, with a few groups of moun-
t liiis. Grass is plentiful; meat verj'^ dear, an oidinary goat being worth as much as a
slave girl. Elephants are common; the ayu. an animal resembling a seal, lives in the
rivers, feeding at night on the grass of their banks; and there is an indigenous ox. dark
gray and less than three feet high. The Htandard of vahie is native cotton cloth 2^ m.
wide, length indicating price. The Mohajnmedan population dre.ss decently, some even
well; pagans wear strips of leather around the loins. Slavery is universalr—many indi-

viduals owning more than a thousand. There are a few" Arab colonies. The governor
of Yohi calls himself sultan and receives an annual tribute of 5000 slaves, besides horses
and cattle.

ADAMS, a co. of w. Illinois, on the Mississippi; 760 f;q. m. ; pop. '70, 56.362; Bear
creek drams tlu; n. part; the Quincy and Chicago and the Quincy and Eastern railroads
pass through the co., and the Illinois and Soutliern Iowa forms a junction with the Quincy
and Eastern. The surface is rolling and mo.^^tly covered with timber, but .some portions
are well cuUivated, and there are several manufactories. Co. seat, Denver.

ADAMS, a CO. in e. Indiana, bordering on Ohio; 324 sq.m.
; pop. '80, 14,777. It is

watered by the Wa])ash and St. Mary's rivers; mostly wooded; surface level and pro-
ductive. Co. seat, Decatur.

ADAMS, a co. in s.w. Iowa, on the Nodaway river, and the Burlington and Missouri
river railroad ; 432 sq.m.; pop. '80, 11,874. It is an agricultural region, Co. seat Quincy.

ADAMSi a co. in sw. Mississippi, on the M. river; 440 .sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 19.084—14,287

colored. The land is highly productive. Co. seat, Natchez.

ADAMS, a co. m s. Nebraska, bounded n. by the Platte, and drained by the Little Blue
river. The white population m 1870 was but 19.

ADAMS, a co. in s.w. Ohio, on the O. river; 500 sq.m.; pop. 70, 20.750. It is hilly,

fertile, and adapted to fruit, timbei", and sheep raising. Co. seat. West Union.

ADAMS, a co. in Pennsylvania, on the Maryland border; 530 sq. m. ; pop. '70. 80.315.
South mountain is on its southern border, and the co. is mostly uneven. Copper mines
have l)een worked with some advantage, and there are marble quarries. Co. seat. Gettys-
burg, which has railroad (communication to the e. and n.

ADAMS, a co. in central Wisconsin, on the W river; 650 sq.m. ; pop. '80. 6755. The
surface shows cluetly forest and timber land, with abundant water power. Co. scat,

Friendship.

ADAMS, at in Berkshire co. Mas.s., on the IToosacriver; pop. '75. 15,760; four villages
in the town—North Adams, South Adams, Maple Grove and Blackington. In the l!^ is

Greylock mountain, 3500 ft, highest in Mass. The w. end of the Hoosac tunnel i.s at
North Adams, w here two railroads terminate. The chief business is manufacturing, in
cotton and woolen factories, paper mills and jirint works. At North Adams is the tlr^t

successful employment (at shocmaking) of Chinese laborers; they engage for three years,
and are faithful, honest and peaceable.

ADAMS. CiTAKLKs Baker; b. Ma.ss., 1814, d. St. Thomas. ia53. He graduated at
Amherst and was a naturalist; assisted prof. Hitchcock in geological survey of N. Y.

;

became tutor at Amherst. 1837; professor of chemistry and natural bistory in Middleburj-
college. Vt.. 1838-47; professor at Amherst from 1847 till his death. In 1845-7 he was
engaged in the g(U)logical survey of V't. He went several times to the West Indies; wrote
on conchology, and with assistance of Prof. Gray, of Brooklyn, published an elenuntarv
work on geology.

ADAMS, Charles Francis, ll.d., b Boston, 1807; son of John Quincy. He passed
ten years in Europe with his father, and learned Russian. German and French. In 1817
he entered the Boston Latin school; graduated at Harvard college in 1825. studied law
with Daniel Webster, and was aomitted in 1838. but did not go into practice. In 1829.
married a daughter of Peter C. Brooks, and became a brother-in law of Edward Everett.
\\\ 1831 he was sent to State legislature, .serving three years in the house and two in the
senate. In 1848, candidate for vice-president with ex pres. Van Buren on the freesoil
ticket. In 1858. elected to congress; supported Lincoln with public addres.ses. in companv
with Wm. H. Seward. In 1861, appointed mini.ster to Eniiland, and managed American
aiTairs through the crisis of the war with nuich success. In 1871 he was one of the arbi-
trators for tiie U. S. at Geneva, In 1872. Avas nominated for vice president, with Chas
( >'C(mor for president, by democrats who would not support Horace Greeley: butO'Conor
peremptoril^y refused, and A. would not stand withou<>^him. Mr. A. has written much
for the North American Renew, the Chrifilian E.V(nniner. and the press g(>nerally , but his
main work has been the biography of his grandfather, and editing theWritings of l)oth
grandfather and father.

ADAMS. Chart.es Francis, jr.. b. Boston. May 27, 1835: son of preceding. He grad
uated from Harvard 1856. and was admittetl to the bar in 1858; served loyalfy in the war
of the rel)cllion. commanding a regiment (^f colored men. and mustered out with brevet
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nink of brig-gen. Iclcntified with raiboaxldi'velopmcat. and writer for the North American
liicieit; with his brother, lleury Broolvs A., aiKiiur of (Jluiptcrs of Erie, aud other Essay».

ADAxMS, Edwin, b. MiJiis., 18;M, d. Philadelpliia, 1877: an American actor. He first

appeared at the Boston National tiieatcr, Aug. 2^. 1853, ASiSttphe/t in
"

'I'lie Hunchback;'
went througli tliecouniry, avting JI((f/Uet, in i8(i0; was witli Kate Bateman, Henry Placide
and Jas. W . Wallack ai iS. V. W inter garden in 18(50; rea[)i)eared in N. Y. in 1866 as
llobtrt lAindry in '" Tlie Dead Heart; ' was in tlie company wljen Bootii's theater opened,
Feb. 8, 1867, and played Merculio and Enoch Arden in that house. He lost iiis healtli in

Australia.

ADAMS, Hannah, b. Mass., 1755, d. 1832, one of theearliest American female writers;
author of 1 'icics on Jidir/ioiLs Upiiiion.s, 1874 ; History ofAcur Eit/jla /id. 17dQ ; Emknces of Lhiis-
tiunity ISOl; History of tlie Jtics, 1812; all of which brought lame but httle money. Hers
^^as the first body burie(l in Mt. Auburn cemetery.

ADAMS, Hp:nky Brooks, son of Charles F.,and liis father's private secretary in
London. In 1870 he was appointed assistant professor of history at Harvard, and became
editor of the North American Review.

ADAMS, John, {ante). John Adams was the great-grandson of Henry, the Englisli
emigrant; his father was a deacon of tiie clmrch and selectman, a farmer of small means
and a shoemaker, but \\2 gave John a good education at Harvard, wiience he went to Wor-
cester and took charge of a school. He was ambitious, and only lacked influence to get
into the army; then iie thought of divinity, but the confusion and wrangling of sects dis-

mayed him, so he settled on law. In 1764 he married Abigail Smith, daughter of the
minister at Weymouth, and a person above his social position. Slie proved a good wife
and mother and made his home hapi)y. Soon after marriage he went into politics vvitli

otiier opponents of the stamp act and parliamentary oppression. He was selected as one
of the counsel of the town of Boston, the others being Jeremiah Gridley, the head of tbe
bar. and James Otis, the famous orator. They were to present to the governor and
council a memorial asking that courts might proceed with business tiiough no stamped
paper wa.s to be had.

_
As junior, Adams opened the business, taking the bold stand that

the stamp act was void because parliament had no right to tax the colonies. The repeal
of the act soon after ended the matter. About this time he began to w^ite on "Taxa-
tion" in the Boston, Gazette, and some of his articles were reprinted in a London paper.
In 176y he moved to Boston, and two years k-ter was elected to the general court, though
at the time he was retained to defend capt. Preston in tlie Boston massacre alTair,

who was acquitted in spite; of tiie great prejudice existing. In the general court he began
to be a leader of the patriot party, and though he soon resigned was consulted upon all

important inattL^rs by governed- Hutchinson. About this time he w^rote articles on the
independence of the judiciary and the payment of the salaries of judges by the crown. The
destruction of the tea brought on the oisis and produced the congress of 1774, of whicii
A. was one of the five Massachusetts members. There lie took active part in the discus-
sion of colonial independence, and when a declaration was agre(5d upon he was chosen to
put the rcfiolutions in shai)e. Returning home he was chosen to the provincial congress,
then in session, whicli had substantially declared war by appointing a committee of
safety, seizing the provincial revenues, appointing general officers, collecting stores and
])eginamg to form an army. Aftc-r tlie adjournment of this congress his pen was again
at work and the " Novanglus" articles yi)peared in anwer to pi-o-British pajiers signed
"Massachusettensis." This work was interrupted by the battle of Lexingt(')n, and A.
liurried to the congress in Philadelphia, which body soon became the chief authority in
the colonies. Adani.^ was satisfied that reconciliation was impossible, though a majority
in congress thought diiferently. The siege of l^oston had begun, and Ada:ns claim's
that he (irst suggested Washington for the chief command in order to S(!cure the active
help of the Virginia delegate's;, but l.e insist;'d that gen. Arteinus Ward should be seeo/id,
which place tlie Virginians wanted for Lee;; Lee was made third in rank. While absent
from congn^s.s some of his correspondence was made i)ublic, in which he spoke very
freely of iiis colleagues, especially .John Dickinson, who, with some others, became his
personal enemy for life. He was a hard worker m congress, chiefly in committees; was
on the naval committee, and his rules then written are the basis of our present naval
code. Late in 1775 he was appointed chi(;f justice of Mjuss., l)ut never took the seat,

resigning the next y<;ar. In congress freedom was slowly gaining ground; A. was in
favor ot the adoption of self-govenunent by each of the colonies, then a confederation,
and then treaticis with foreign jHtwers. May 13, 1776, he carried the tirst pr(>i)osition,

and the others naturally folKtwed. A resolufion by Kobt. H. Le(! olTered under instrue-
tions (d' the V'iigiiia convcntiMn, that the " colonies are by right and ought to bo free and
independ'.Mit,' was warmly supi»ort,ed by A. and carried by seven states to six. A. was
jMit on tiie coniitiittce on the declaration and on foreign ail'airs, and was ciiairman of th(;

congressional board of war, in fact the war department, when! lie gave the hardest labor
for 18 months, and almost alone created such a war department as we ha,d; and in this
and other work lie gained the reputation of "the clearest head and firmest heart of any
man m congres.s." Near the close of 1777 he was jippointed commissioner to Pmnce to
supersede Silas DcaiU!, The French lilliance was already mmU'., an<l Franklin conimis-
bioned as ambas.sador. A. came home in J 770 in the ship with our first minister Jrom a
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foreign power. He was made a member of the Ivlass. constitutional convention, Init

was immediately appointed minister to Great Britain to treat tor peace, and returned to

Europe in tlie same trigate that had brouglit iiim iiome. Soon after arrival m London he

went to Holland to negotiate a loan, and was made minister to that country while then.

He secured a loan of it^2,000,000. After peace, with which he had much to do, he was
sent as minister to Englaiul, and arrived in Loudon in May, 1785. He was civilly but

coldly received, and liis situation was anything but agreeable; so, at his request, he was
recalled in 1788. While in England he prepared h]H JJefeuife of the American ConafiUi-

tio/i, a work v^iiich subjected liim to the charge of anti-republican and even monarchical

tendencies. Under the newly organized federal government he became vice-president,

and gave probably more casting votes in the senate than all vice-presidents since; giving

about twenty, nearly all to support Washington's policy or on som.e important organic

law. Up to this time A. and Jetferson had generally agreed, but differing views of the

French revolution separated them widely-—A. vehemently denouncing that outbreak as a

great evil. The strife became so warm that when the second presidential election came
on, the friends of Jefferson nominated George (;linton for vice-president against A., V-ut

failed to defeat him. With Washington, A. heartilj^ Bupi:orted the plan of neutrality,

wliile the Jeffersonians were eager for discriminations against England. Wasliington

declined a candidacy for a tliird term, and then came our lirst partisan contest for presi

dent; Adan-is, Hamilton, Jay, Jefferson, and Thomas Pinckney were more or less in the

field. In the electoral college A. barely prevailed, liaviiig 71 votes to 69 for Jeffer;

son; (as the law was then the electors voted for two men without designating the office-

the highest vote made the president, and the next highest the vice-president). A.
charged Hamilton with dividing the vote of the north and east, and that, with other C(»n-

temporaneous troubles, broke up the federal party. Our French relations were in a crit-

ical state when A. took the chair; our minister, Jam.es Monroe, had disregarded his

instructions and led us into dilticulty with the wily Talleyrand, and the exposure of this

entanglement aroused a strong anti-French feeling and revived the old federal party; but

some unlucky appointments by A., such as Vans Murra}' for minister to France, soon

checked this resurrection. When the new commission reached France, Bonaparte was
in power, and there was no further difficulty. When the election of 1800 came on. the

federal party was only in fragments; the republicans (soon to be democrats) were strong

and growing rapidly under such skillful leaders as Jefferson and J3uit. A. was still pop-
ural with the people, but his opponents loaded him down with the French troubles, the

alien and sedition laws, and many sins of which he was not guilty; his jirivate corre-

spondence was exposed, and to all, as in Washington's case, was added the charge that he
sheeted his cabinet under British influence. There was no choice of president by the

people's election: Jefferson had 73 votes, Burr 73. Adams 65, Pinckney 64. After many
ballots the house of rei)resentatives chose Jefferson for president and Burr fwr vice-

president, and on the day of inauguration John Adams left office Avilliout waiting to see

his opponent take the chair. He had no intercourse with his successful rival for thirteen

years. A. at once quitted public life; he had been frugal and was not without estate, and
his home was happy, until the death of his .'^econd son; his hope, hov.ever. was in hi>< son
John Quincy, whom he desired to see .seated in the presidential ch.air. Few men liavc

fallen so suddenly from high political importance to /.ero; in the last year of his term he
received and wrote letters by thousands ; the next year he received harnlv a hundred. He
lost the favor and got the spite of both parties. He was bitterly assailefl long after he left

office, and his misdeeds were even used in the campaign against his son in 1824. But
though his official utterances were stopped, his ix'n was busy. He defended liimself In the

newspapers, and brought to light many important historical facts. After Jefferson left

public life he and A. were reconciled and corresponded during tlie remainder of Iheir lives.

lH)th dying on the same day, the day of all in which they might desire to go—July 4.

1826, the S(>mi-centcnnial anniversary of the declaration of independence in which both
had taken deep ix'rsonal interest. When A. was in his 86th year he was chosen a dele-

g';te to the convention to revise the iNIass. constitution, ar.d did much to bring about a

inodilication of sec'tions respecting religion and support of churches, for with years he
had grown liberal, even ahead of his time. In person he was above medium" heiglit."

with a stout, well-knit frame, growing corpulent with age; large head, Avide and expan-
sive brow; a mild and even liumorous eye; general aspect grave and imposing: he
delighted in society and conversation and was a good talker; affections warm but not
jiarticularly demonstrative; anger violent and soon cooled, and without malevolence:
impatient of cant and of opposition to his well-established views.

ADAMS, John, the assumed name of Alexander Smith, one of the mutineers of the
F.ngiish &\ni) BoimtT/ ; b. London, 1704, d. Pitcairn island, Mar. 29, 1829. Nine months
after the mutiny A. and liis sailors, with some men and women from Tahiti, landed on
Pitcairn island and formed a government of which he was the head. In 1800 he was the
only surviving Englishman. lie established worship and such a school as was possible.

In 1808, capt. Folger, an American, landed there and brought the world the first news of
this strange settlement. A. had not heard a word from civilized countries in 20 years.
England never .sought to pimish him, and he died in peace, leaving a prosperous and
religious people.
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ADAMS. John. I-I-.d . 1T72 18»W; teacbcr and philosophct. lie j^ruluated at Yale

ITDo; wus pnuiipMl of iwo or tliicc Jicademies: wv.ui to 111., wlure he mUodiiced vulu-

«l)!c 'modilic.-iliony in school hnv;,, and organized niuuy Sunday schools, llu Avrote ou
educalion and Iraininu tiic young.

ADAMS, John Qiincy ui/iU). Under th(^ advantages secured \vhilc with h'm

faliier uDi'oad. lohn Quincy became one ol" the best educated men of liis tune. He grad-

u-.Ued irom Harvard in 1788. and studied law with Theoplulus Parsons three years, was
iulnutied lo ihe bar in 1791, and mixed law practice with writing lor the newspapers,

cspi'CKiily discussing French neutrality and Tom Paine's Ri-^/hhofMan. In 1794 VVash-

in'jlon iippoinicd hun muiister at the Hagiie; ui 1797 he married the daughter of Joshua
.lohn.son, formerly a merchant at Nantes. On Washington's written advice, pre.-ident

Adanjs appointed him nunister to Berlin, where he learned German and translated

^^lelrtnl^s OlMron, but did not i>ul)lish it, because Sotheby's translation just thea

appeared. .JefTerson recalled him. and in 1802 lie was a meud)cr of the Mass legislature.

^^'hen only 30 years of age he was elected senator in congress, but soon afterwanls

resigned. In 180H he wjuT professor of rhetoric and belles lettres in Harvard. About
this''time may be noted the first appearance of the sectional ideas which culminate*! in

the war of the rebellion of 1861-5. During a visit to Washington, A had a conference

with .Jefferson in which he charginl a portion of the federal leaders with a design of dis-

suivmg the union and establishing a separate northern confederacy. This charge was
often rei)eaied. and for a dozen years it seriously affected the administration of the gov-

••rnnient, reducing the statesineirof New England to a position of much less weight and
intlui-nce in public aflairs than they were entitled to or had enjoyed, and very probably

re-lncting Mr. A. to his one term of the presidency. This idea was said to have orig-

inatc<l with certain federal members of congress because of the acquisition of Louisiana,

and the threatened destruction, by additions of southern and southwestern territory, of

the political influence of the n. and e. A. said that these members of congress were to

have a meeting in I3oston. at which Alex. Hamilton would be present, though he did not

a|)prove of their ideas. In 1809 .Madison ^ent A. as minister to Russia, and during Ids

residence there he was made associate justice of the U. S. supreme court, but declined the

honor. In Russia he had much influence, inducing the emperor to offer himself a.s

nu'diator between our country and Great Britain. In 1813 he was, with Henry ('lay,

Albert Gallatiu, fuid Jonathan Russell, a commissioner to negotiate peace with Great

Britain, which was effected at Ghent after six months' work, and signed Dec. 24, 1814.

The next spring A. was made minister to England, and was there until Monroe called

him home to be secretary of state, in which position he had important work in defending

gen Jackson's conduct in Fla. against Spain, in the Miranda expedition, and in the ques-

tion of the La. boundaiy, in whicii the Sabine river was accepted as a compromise. Near
the end of Monroe's flrsl term the strife between slavery and freedom began on the occa-

sion, of the bill admitting Missouri, sent lo Monroe, for his signature. He submitted two
({ueslions to his cabinet ; 1. Has congress constitutional power to prohibit slavery in a
territory? 2. Was the term '* forever" in the prohibitive clause forever absolutely, or

only during the territorial condition of the country specified? On the flrst question all

the cabinet voted yea; on the second A. thougjit " forever" covered state as well as

territorial condition,' but all the other h«ld the others view. To harmonize matters, Cal-

houn suggested the broader question. **Is the proviso as it stands in the bill constitu-

tional?" And on this all voted yea. In 1824. Adams, Jack.son, Oawford, and Clay, all

democrats, were candidates for president. In the colleges tln^ vote was 99 for Jackson,

84 for Adams, 41 for Crawford, and 37 for Clay. In the hou.se A. was cho.sen. as it was
cliarged. by the influence of (May. whom he made scjcretary of state. As soon as A. was
in oflice all the other fai;ti(jns of Um d«'mocracy united against him and in favor of Jack-

son ; both houses of congress were against him for the latter part of his term, and he was
as.s:ii!e(l with tiie most unscrupulous and vindictive bitterness. For his second term he

got only 83 votci to 178 for Jackson. He retired to Quincy. but not to idleness. A long

political life had closed: a shorter and more important one was about to open. A new
party, the anti masons, .sent him to congress, and his district kept him there for sev(Mi-

teen years, during which In* was almost ever at his post and always at work. In 1834

he was a candidate for governor of Mass., but was beaten by John Davis, who not long

after beat him for l'. S. senator. I'^ree from all jiarties and cliciues, A. became the peo

pie's champion, especially a>^ to the right of petition. whi(h the southern congres^uirn

v.'cre ever anxious to restrict. Everybody soon knevN that though he might oppose tin;

j)urpf)Me sought. A. would promptly present any respectful petition. This was fully

tested in 1837, when he astonished e\(!rybo(ly by presenting a petition from actual slaves;

and compelled its reception, not withstanling the uproar which it created. l}y degrecjs

he gravitate<l towards the abolitionists. Tiiough not identilled as one of them, he was
.ilways the champion of the right of p<rtition. 1{<' .seconded the repeal of the notorious

gag rule; In; defended the slave mutineers of th<* Amistad, an<l was ready, anywhere and
every when;, tf) sttind up for frtte sj>eec,h. On the 2(}th Nov., 18'1(». when leaving Hoston

to fake his .seat in congress, he had an attack of paralysis, and was kept away four mr)nths;

after that he wa.s at his post, Ijut schbjin spoke. Oii'the 21st of I'\'b.. 1848,'cainea se(;ond

attack, while he was in his k-mI in th*' jiouse; he was taken lo the si)eaker's private room,
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and d. on the second day after, his last intelligible words being, |' This is the last of

earth; I am content." Like his fatlier, he was a Unitarian in his religious views, though
not extreme; also, like his father, he kept voluminous diaries and journals, which have
been in some degree arranged and published by his son. Many of his poems, orations,

an-d discourses have been published.

ADAMS, John Quixcy, 2d, b. Boston, 1833; son of Charles Francis; graduate of

Harvard. He was admitted to the bar in 1855; Avas on gov. Andrew's staff in the rebel-

lion ; in 18f)() a representative in the legislature ; in 1867 democratic candidate for governor,

and defeated. In 1869-70 he was in the legislature; in 1871 he was an unsuccessful can-

didate for governor and representative. He has made many able and elaborate speeches.

ADAMS, Neiiemiah, d.d., 1806-78; a graduate ot Harvard, and student of divinity at

Andover. In 1829 he was settled over the tirst Congregational church in Cambridge, and
in 1824 over the union Congregational church in Essex st., Boston; author of Remarks on
tJis Unitarian Belief, Ihe Friends ofChriat in tJie New Testanient, Life of John Eliot, Christ

as a Friend, and other religious books. After a winter in Georgia for the benetit of his

health, where he lived witli a rich planter, he wroia A South-side View of Shivery, praising

its effect upon the religious character of the negroes. The work brought upon him severe

animadversion. In 1869-70 he made a voyage around the world. As a writer he was
greatly admired for the finish and delicacy of his style.

ADAMS, Samuel (aw^t), a great-grandson of Henry A., an English emigrant, from
whom president John A. traced his descent. Samuel began to study law, disliked it,

and went into a counting-house; became a mercliant and failed; was partner with his

father in a brew^ery, and failed after the father's death; went into politics on a paper-

money question then prominent in the colony, and soon became an advocate for the

people against parliamentary authority. Through him, under instructions of the town
of Boston, was heard, in May, 1764, the first protest from America against lord Gren-
ville's plan for taxing the colonies. While in the colonial legislature he acted as clerk of

that body, and drew up most of the papers. He is thus described in John Adams's
diary: "Adams is zealous, ardent, and keen in the cause; is always for softness, deli-

cacy, and prudence, when they will do; but is stanch and stiff and strict and rigid and
inrtcxible in the cause." While he was engaged in politics his wife supported the

family. She died in 1757, and in 1764 he married again. He was spokesman of a com-
mittee to demand the removal of the troops after the Boston massacre, and by his bold-

ness effected the purpose. In the Philadelphia congress he was at first conciliatory; yet

no one did more to effect the separation from England, as gen. Gage testified when he
excepted only "John Hancock and Sam Adams" from an offer of pardon. Adams did

not like the federal constitution, but Hancock persuaded him to support it in the Massa-

chusetts convention, though he proposed several amendments, some of which were
ad()ptcd. He w^as an admirer of the French revolution, and in home politics inclined

towards Jeffersonian views. He is described as of usual size, muscular, with light-blue

eyes, fair complexion, erect and dignified; wearing a tie wig, cocked hat. and red cloak.

He was poor till near the end of his life, when by the death of his son, a surgeon in the

revolution, he received enough to live upon. He was the author of many state papers
and])olitical newspaper articles; but an oration said to have been spoken by him in Phila-

delphia, Aug. 1, 1776, and printed in London, is reckoned spurious. In this oration the

English are called " a nation of shopkeepers." an epithet which was quickly adopted by
the first Napoleon. Adams left only a daughter, and none of his blood now bear tlie

name.

ADAMS, Thomas, an English preacher in the early part of the 17th c, called by
Southey "the prose Shakespeare of P\uitan theologians." He was minister at Wil-
lington AVingrave, in London, and "observant chaplain" to Sir Henry Montague, the

lord chief justice. He wrote Ifearcn and Earth lieconciled. The DeriCs Banquet, and
other w^orks, and a great number of his sermons were printed. A. was a Puritan

within the church of England, as distinguished from the non conformist Puritans who
left the church. "Jeremy Taylor did not surpass him in brilliance of fancies, nor
Thomas Fuller in wit."

ADAMS, William, d.d., b. Conn., 1807; son of John, ll.d. He graduated from
Yale in 1827; studied theology at Andover and was ordained a Congregational minister.

In 1834 he left his parish in Brighton, Mass., and took charge of the Central (now Madi-
vson square) Presbyterian church, in N.Y., where he continued more than forty years.

Dr. Adams is renowned as a pulpit orator, and has been prominent in many works of

charity and usefulness. He was moderator of the general assembly of 1852, and took

an active part in securing union between the old and new school parties in his church.

He has published several sermons, addresses, and other works. He was elected pro-

fessor of sacred rhetoric and ]>astoral theology in the N. Y. university, but declined the

position. Having recently resigned his pastorate, he is now a professor of the union
theological seminar}^ (Presbyterian) in the city of N. Y.

ADAMS, William T., b. Mass., 1822; well known as a writer of works for the young,
editor of Oliver Optic's Magazine for Boys and Girls, and also as a magazine and general
writer.

Am. Ad. I.—
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Adaptation. t)_£

Atljutant. ^^

ADAPTATION, in biology, is the process by ^vbi(•h an organism becomes modified to

suit the conditions of its lilc. Every cliange in a living organism involves A. ; lor in all

cases life tluvelops itself :n a continuous adjustment of internal to external relations.

Hut the term usually uiiplies such modilications as arise during the life of an uidividual,

when an external change direeily induces some change of function and structure. All

A. is limited, since au organism can vary from its congenital structure only to a certain

limited extent.

A'DAR, the twelfth month of the ecclesiastical and the sixth month of the civil

Jcwisii year; acceding to the rabbins, from the new moon of Feb. to the new moon of

.ilarch. On the iTth of A. comes the fast for the death of Moses; the 18th is called the

fast ot Esther, and by common usage is a festival in memory of the death of iS'icauor.

On the 14ih and loth occurs the important festival of Purini.

AD DAX. See Antelope, ante.

ADDIXGTOX, a co. in the province of Ontnrio, Canada, near the e. end of lake On-
tario; 2000 sq.in.

;
pop. 71, 21,312. It has many small lakes. The n. j^art is little settled.

Agriculture and lumber are the main business. Chief t., Bath.

ADDINGTON, Henry (lord Sidmouth), 1757-1844; son of Dr. Addington, who was
physician to the carl of Chatham, by reason of which the son became playmate and
friend of the younger Pitt, who induced him to enter parJiament in 1784. In 1789 he
was elected speaker of the commons. When Pitt resigned he took the place of chan-

c^'lior of the excliequer and formed a new ministry, but met so much opposition that he
resigned in 1804, whereupon the king made him viscount Sidmouth. He was home
secretary in 1812, and retired in 1824.

ADDISON, a co. in Vermont, on lake Cliamplain, drained by Otter creek and inter

sected by the Rutland and Burlington railroad, 750 sq.m.
;
pop. '80, 24,159. The w. part

i.s liat, and the e. mountainous: tlie soil is fertile, and there are manufactures of cotton,

wool and paper, and marble (juarries. Co. seat, Middleburg.

ADELAIDE, Eugenie Louise, 1777-1847; princess of Orleans and sister of Louis
Philippe. During the revolution she was in England, and on her return in 1792 found
herself proscribed as an emigree. She went to the Netherlands for the protection of her

brother, but he was compelled to fly. In 1793 slie rejoined him in Switzerland, accom-
panied by Madame de Genlis, lier former governess, but having spent their money they
tooic refuge in a convent. Ten years later she met her brother in Spain, and was with
him nntil the restoration, using her influence to induce him to accept the crown. Sh»
dicvi two months before his fall.

ADELAIDE, Saint, b. about 933, d. 999; queen of Italy and empress of Germany,
daughter of Rudolph II. of Burgundy. She was married to Lothaire II., son of Hugo,
km.i: or Italy; after Lotliaire's death his successor imprisoned her because she would not
marry his deformed son, but she escaped and was protected by Otiio the great, who mar-
ried her, and crowned her empress of the west in 9G2. During his reign she exercised

mucii influence in Germany, and also over her son, who succeeded him, and over her
grandson during his minority. She was called " the mother of kingdoms," and was
regarded as a saint, though not in the calendar, her day being Dec. 15.

AD ELUNG, FuiEDUicii von, 1768-1843; a German philologist. He was tutor of

the sons of emperor Alexander of Russia, Nicholas (ufterwards czar), and Michael; also

a councilor of state. He wrote The Relationn between the Sdmcrilaiul the liuiftfian Lan-
guaye.f, and Aio Efs^dy on the Sanscrit Literature and Language.

ADES TE FIDE LES, known as the " Portuguese Hymn," because the duke of Leeds,

wJio lii'st iK.-ard it in the Portuguese chapel, mistook it for a portion of the service. It

was composed by the authorof ' Dulce Domum."
ADKT, PiKiiKK AuGU'HTE, 17G3-1832; a French politician and chemist. HcAvassent

in 17.J5 as minister to the U.S., where he presented a tricolorcd flag to congrc^^s on
behalf of tlic Frenc^h nation. He al.so delivered the decree in which France complained
that the U.S. treaty with England had violated neutrality, after which he published a
flaming manifesto to the pco|)le and w(;nt back, or was recalled, to France, where, in 1809,

he was a mi'inber of tiie deputies. He published Klcmentx of Chtinidri/

ADHLSION, in botany, the union of ])arts in a plant whi(;h are separate in other

plant-;, or in the younger slides of the same plant. What we are accustomed to consider

parts of diirercnt nature only seem .so in cons(!(juen(;e of the way in which A. occurs. A
leaf is said lo be stem-clasi)ing wIkju its base partially surrounds the stem; while a stem
which seems to pierce through the leaf is said to be perfoliat(;; but they dilTer only in

this, that in the foiTner the loln^s at the base; of the leaf embrace the stem without ad)ier

ing, while in the latt(!r they not only clasp the stem, but grow together where their

margins come in contact. The l(!av(!sof the j)itch(jr plant, formerly thought to be special

organs without analogy, are known to be leav(!.s so rolled up that tln^ir margins liavo

touched and adhered. Other leaves, growing from op|)osit(! sides of \hv. stem, adhere
because their bas^is are connate, as in tlu; honeysuckle; and yet others grow in a wlh^>rl,

or all round a stem upon the same ])lane, and adhere at their margins, forming a sheath

in the calyx. All the sepals are often di.stinct, as m the buttercup; but they often also
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adhere by their edge and form a cup, as in the cheny. In the corolla the petals are

either alfseparate, as in the rose, or adhere by their edges, as in heatlis. In the rose, the

stamens are all distinct from each other; in the geranium they slightly adhere at the base;

in the mallow they adiiere in a parallel tube; in other plants they grow into a com-
plete tube. Certain parts of the pistil are called carpels, each of which is a hollow body
terminated by a stigma, 'i'hese carpels are hollow, because they are formed of a flat

organ doubled up so that its edges come in contact and adhere. Sometimes only one
carpel is present, as in the chciry; sometimes several, as in the rose. In the nicella the

styles of the carpels are all distinct; in the lily and the myrtle the styles adhere so com-
pletely t!)at theje seems to be but one. In the apple the calyx seems to grow from
the top of the Iruit. This is because the carpels adhere to the inside of the calyx, which
grows with the fruit, and leaves its extremities in a withered state near the top of the

carpels. In the cherry no A. takes place between the carpels and the calyx; and, con-

sequently, when the fruit is ripe there is no trace of the calyx upon the upper end of tlie

drupe. In the raspberry the fruit slips like a thimble from the receptacle, because the

carpels all adhere by their sides.

ADIAPH'ORITES, the name given to Melancthon and those who agreed with him
in submitting, in things indifferent, to an imperial edict. When, in 1548, Charles V.
issued an edict called the interim, relating to disputed religious doctrines, the Protestants

becanJe involved in a controversy in which this name originated.

ADIPOSE SUBSTANCES are fatty matters—stearine, margarine and oleine being
the most notable—present in some degree in most animal and in some vegetable organ-

isms. They consist of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, combined in varied proportions;

they crystallize at low and are fluid at high temperatures; are combustible; are insoluble

in water, but soluble in each other, in ether, alcohol, naphtha, bisulphide of carbon, etc
They dilfer in their atomic construction, and in the temperatures at which they solidif}'';

pure stcaiine is solid at 140'' F., while oleine is fluid to near the freezing point of water.

Stearine is most abundant in hard fats, as tallow; oleine in the more fluid fats or oils.

These substances, combined with glycerine (q.v.), exist in adipose tissue, microscopic in

the cells of the liver and of some cartilages, in the substance of the brain and nerves, in

marrow, in chyle, milk, and the yolk of eggs. A healthy appetite craves a certain

amount of fat producing food, furnished either b}^ the animal tissues which contain it, or

from vegetable sources, as nuts, olives, Indian corn, and other seeds. The larger propor-

tion of lats is formed in the processes of digestion from the starch and sugar of the food
consumed by men and animals.

ADIRON'DACKS, a clusterof mountains in northern K Y., terminating in the Cats-

kills. The largest number and the highest peaks are in Essex co. ]Slt. 3Iarcy, 5337 ft.,

is exceeded in this part of the country only by ]Mt. Wasliington. The A. cover about
2\" of lat. and 1^" of long., the general dnection being from n.n.e. to s.s.w. The peaks

are conical, the slopes abrupt, and the scenery is wild and grand. The rivers Saranac

and Ausable flow irom them, n.e., and the Hudson. Cedar and Boreas to the s. In the

tract are many ponds and lakes; Kacquette lake, very irregular in outline, being the

largest. Some of these lakes are 1700 ft. above sea level. The A. region once abounded
in (;aribou, moose, deer, bear, panther, beaver, otter, and smaller game, and is now
famous for salmon, trout, pikft, and other game lish. Caribou are gone, and moose
nearly so, but it is still a favorite hunting country. Of late years the A. region has been
a popular ummer resort for those who desire life in camp, or wild scenery. There is

little agriculture, but a large business in lumber, white pine being the most important.

]\lagneiic iron ore has beenWorked, but abandoned because of the cost of transportation

to market. A favorite route to the A. is by the Adirondack railway from Saratoga, con-

necting with stages to Blue jVIountain lake, from which, through various lakes and out-

lets, the region may be traversed by boats. Other favorite approaches are from lake

Champlain on the e., and from the St. Lawrence river on the n.

AD IT. a nearly horizontal passage opened for the purpose of draining a mine; it

serves incidentally to exj)lore the rock through wiiich it passes; when filled with water,

often used as a canal by which the prcKlucts of the mine may be transported. Water
rai.sed from a depth greater than that reached by the A. is discharged through it. saving

the cost of raising still farther tc the top of the shaft. An A. opens in Cornwall at the

level of the sea, and extends inland about 30 m.. draining the district of Gweunap. it

meets some shafts at the depth of 400 ft. The '* Ernest August " adit in the Hartz, com-
pleted in 18(54. is 13 m. long. The Joseph II. A. at Schemnitz, in Hungary, is 12 ft.

high, 10 ft. wide, extends 13 m. to the valley of the Gran, and is used as a canal and a
railway.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL, in the U. S. army, an oflScer charged with recruit-

ing and other service, of the rank of brig. -gen. He has about 20 assistants of various

rank. The main duties of his office are to publish orders, write out and issue inFtnic-

tions, receive and care for returns, keep account of the state of the army and the

position of forces, regulate details of the service, carry on correspondence, preserve order:

and in active war to establish camps, supervise hospitals, muster and inspect troops, fwrn
parades and line of battle, and care for prisoners and deserters.
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AD LA'TUS. fi person who assists an official, such as interpreter for an ambassador
who does not spealv the hinguage of a court. Sometimes, as iu Austria, general officers

act ad laias to corps or provincial commanders.

AD'LER, George J., pii.d.. 1821-68; a native of German}'. lie came to the U. S.

when 12 years old, and was professor of German in the N. Y. university from 1846 to

1854, au(i a teacher and writer of books of education for some years later. Among his

works are a German grammar, a reader and a dictionary of English and German, a Latin
grammar, and various translations. His Letters of a Laiuitic appeared but a short time
before he became an inmate of the asylum for the insane, in which he died.

AD LERBERG, Vladimir Fedorovitcii, Count; b. 1793; a Russian statesman. In
1817 he was adjutant to the grand duke Nicholas, and later his especial companion; in

1852 he was minister of the court, in constant attendance on the emperor, and kept the

l)osition under Alexander II., retiring in 1869 on account of old age. He was postmaster-
general, and was the author of many refomis in the service.

AD LERBERG II., Alexander, Count, eldest son of Vladimir Fedorovitch, suc-

ceeding the latter as minister of the court. He Avas a school-mate of the emperor and
inseparable from him, accompanjing him in his visits to Germany and the Caucasus,
in 1871.

AD'LERBERG III., Nicholas, brother of Alexander; adjutant-general of the
emperor of Russia. He was governor-general of Finland, and author of From liome to

Jerum'^em-, an account of his travels in the Holy Land.

AD'LERCREUTZ, Karl Johann, Count, 1757-1815; a Swedish generalin the Finnish-
Russian war in 1808, and one of the leaders who arrested Gustavus IV. in his palace.

He was made lieut.-gen. in 1809, and count in 1814.

AD'LERSPARRE, Georg, Count, 1760-1835; aconfidantof Gustavus III. of Sweden.
He was iu the campaign against the Russians in 1809, and one of those who arrested

Gustavus IV., for which he received the public thanks of the diet and was promoted to

high dignity. In 1831 he was lined for publishing secret state papers, and private corre-

spondence with princes.

AD'LERSPARRE, Karl August, Count, 1810-62; eldest son of Georg, and author
of poems and novels and historical works.

ADME'TUS, a mythical king of Phera?, in Thessaly, succeeding his father, Phercs.
He was in the Calydonian hunt and the Argonautic expedition; Apollo was his herdsman
for a year while banished from Olympus. He was husband of Alcestis, daughter of
Pelias, and got exemption from death on condition that his father, mother or wife would
voluntarily die in his stead; this Alcestis offered to do, but Hercules rescued her from
Pluto and restored her to A.

ADMINISTRATION {a}ite), in American politics a general term for the federal or a
state executive government. We speak of Washington's A., meaning the federal execu-
tive government during the time in which he was president; and of the policy, acts,

omissions, errors, etc., of the A. of the nation or of any state. The supporters of tlio

officials at the time in power are called the A. party. The "cabinet" is sometimes used
as synonymous with the federal A.

AD'MIRAL (ante). In the U. S. navy this office was created by degrees; rear-admiral
in 1862, in compliment to Farragut for heroism; vice-admiral in 1864 for the same
man ; and admiral July 25, 1866, also for him. A. is equivalent in rank to general
of the army; vice-admiral to lieutenant-general, and rear-admiral to major-general.

The pay of admiral is ^13,000 a year, of vice-admiral $8,000, and of rear-admiral Js;6,000.

AD.MIRALTY JURISDICTION, in American practice, extends, in criminal cases,

to offenses committed beyond any national jurisdiction and on the high sea. In civil

matters it includes salvage, bottomry, hypothecation, seizures under the laws of trade;

navigation or customs; j)rizes, charters, certain contracts between different states or

foreign ports, contracts for conveyances, maritime contributions, pilotage, ship surveys,

and in giaieral all cases of trespasses, damages, assaults, et(;., on the seas. The district

court of tlie U. S. in which the acticm is brought has original jurisdiction. There are

no admiralty courts so named. Cases may be removed to the circuit and thence to the

supreme court. A suit in a civil case is ])rought by tiling a libel, ui)on which a warrant
for arrest or attachment may issue; or there may be a simi)Ie notice to appear; or theie

may be i)rocess for the arrest and seizure of the articles. Thereafter stipulations may be

made or bail taken. Testimony may be given orally, but in cases of importance it is

usually written. No juries are called; the decree of the court ends the matter. In a
criminal pros<.'cution under A. J. the proceedings are according to those at common law.

AVith r(ga''d to jurisrli(;tion, when; a seizure lias been made the court of tliat csjx'cial

Hection has jiirisdietion, though the act of seizing may have occurred in a dilTerent

district. In seizures out of sixicial jurisdiction, or on tlu; high seas, tiu^ court where the

goods, persons or things may Ix; landed has jurisdiction. A district court has also

jurisdiction over all torts and injuries conunitted at sea or within ebb and How of th«

tide. In one instance A. J. was iicld and admitted in a case of collision that happened
in an inland Btatc on a river more than 200 m. from the ocean. Any court having A.J.
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has the power to redress personal wrong treatment of a passenger at sea by the master

of a vessel. As a court of admiralty, the district court has, concurrent with common
law courts, jurisdiction over maritime contracts without exception as to form or l-y

whomsoever executed, such as charter parties for foreign transit, the wages of seamen,

etc. To a certain extent all these matters of jurisdiction apply to our lakes and navigable

rivers. Seamen in port, if on tide-water, engaged in commerce, are within A. J. ; but

hands on ferries are not. Persons actually employed in the navigating of a vessel, such

as pilots, engineers, firemen or deckhands, may sue for wages under A. J. ; but waiters,

musicians, and those who have no part in navigation, cannot. Congress has provided foi

extraordinary jurisdiction in admiralty in cases of seizure under the navigation, trade oi

impost laws of the IF. S. ; but the act reserves to all sailors the common law remedy,

where the common law is competent to furnish it. A. J. extends over captures within

the waters of the U. S., or within a marine league of land; the civil jurisdiction extends

to seizures on land under federal laws, and suits for penalties and fcn-feitures incurred

under such laws. But in the hearing of seizures on land the court sits as at common
law, with jurisdiction distinct from that in case of seizure on navigable waters; and
these common law seizures may be tried by jury. Suits to the lower limit of $100,

instituted by tlie U. S. or an ofhcer thereof, are within A. J. Under this provision the

liead of a department, as the postmaster general, may sue for money due the government.

Lastly, actions by or against our consular representatives are embraced in A. J. By uu
act of lb42 the district (or admiralty) courts have concurrent jurisdiction with the circuit

courts in crimes and offenses against the nation that are not liable to capital punishment.

ADO'BE, sun-baked bricks, of fine sand and clay dust, made in the same manner as

common bricks, but very smooth and hard. They are much used for building dwellings

in Mexico and C. America. Adobe houses are generally of one story, warmer in winter

and cooler in summer than wooden or stone buildings.

ADOL'PIIUS, or Adolpii. of Nassau, 1250-98; son of Walram, count of Nassau,

He was the successor of Rudolph, count of Ilapsburgh, supplanting the natural heir, and
was crowned king of Germany, June 24, 1292. A. agreed for a large subsidy to assist

England in her war with France, but failed to fulfill his part of the contract. For
certain high-handed acts he was summoned before the college of electoral princes, refused

to appear, and was formally deposed in June, 1298, when the crown was restored to

Rudolph's son. Both took the tield in person, and A. was killed in the first battle.

ADOL'PIIUS, Frederick, 1710-71 ; of the house of Vasa. and duke of Holstein-

Gottorp. He was elected to the Swedish throne m 1748, but the royal authority was so

circumscribed by the council of the states, or nobles, thi t he was only a nominal king.

In 1709 he offered to resign, but, on some concessions by the nobles, was induced to retain

the throne till his death, when his son Gustavus III. succeeded him.

ADOL'PIIUS, John, 17G6-1845; an English lawyer, celebrated in criminal practice.

He gained nnich credit in the defense of Arthur Thistlewood, charged with treason in

the C'ato street conspiracy, in London. 1820. He was the author of a in»Un-y of England
from the Accession of Georye III., and Biographical Memoirs of the French Revolution.

ADOL'PIIUS, John Leycester, son of Frederick, a barrister and author of a

curious book. Letters to liichard lleber, esq., containing Critical Remarks on the S^riex of
Novels beginning irifhWaverleij, and an Attempt to Ascertain their Author, in which book he
showed that no other than Walter Scott could liave produced the novels in question.

AD'ONAI, signifying "lord," or "my lord," or "master;" a proper noun used by
Hebrews where " Jelfovah" occurs in their scriptures, the latter being deemed the holy

name, and not to be openly pronounced. It is said that the true pronunciation of the

Hebrew letters for Yalive, or Jehovah, is lost.

ADO'NIA, feasts in honor of Venus and Adonis. They lasted two days, one of

lamentation, and one of mirth, typifying the death and resurrection of nature.

ADON'IC VERSE, a dactyl and spondee, or dactyl and trochee, adapted to light,

lively versification, as the famous hymn:
" Plavidite C(Teli;

Rideat .Ether," etc.

ADORATION, an act of homage or worship among the Romans, performed by raising

the hand to the mouth, kissing it, and then waving ittowards the adored object. Some-
times the devotee kissed the feet or knees of the linages of the gods, and Saturn and Her-
cules were saluted with the head uncovered. It wa^natural to extend to great men the

A. first paid only to the deities, and Greek and Roman emperors were adored by bowing
or kneeling, touching the imperial robe, and kissing the hand that did so. Eastern A.

was to fall on the knees at a prince's feet, striking the forehead on the ground, and kiss-

ing the earth or fioor. Such A. was refused by Conon to Artaxerxes. and by C'alisthenes

to Alexander the great. In England kissing the queens hand is a form of A. The
kissing the foot or slipper of the pope is the form in Rome, an example set by the emperor
Diocletian; but the Roman Catholic church makes a distinction hniwQQwlatria, a woi*ship

due to God alone, and dulia or hyperdulia, the A. paid to the virgin, saints or martyis.
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ADORNA, Catherine, or Catherine op Bologna, 1413-G3; of noblo descent.

She was abbess of a eouvent iu Bologna of Ihe oriL r of ISt. Clare, and was distinguished

for her rapt and devout piety. It was elaiined that she could propiiesy and perform niir

acles, and a book of her Iitnlatioim was published m 1011. Her name is revered even
among Piotesiauts of the present ilay.

ADOR'NO, Antonio, doge of Genoa, elected 1384; d. 1C97; three times driven out

and as often re-established. It is said that he inchiced the Genoese to become subject to

(Jharles VI. of France, but they did not remain so.

ADRASTE'A, " she whom none escapes," a goddess of retribution, like, or perhaps
identical with, Nemesis.

ADRAS'TUS, a king of iSrgos, contemporary of Theseus, father-' n-law^ of Polynices,

and leader of an expedition against Tiiebes to restore Polynicesto the throne. This was
tiie "vvarof the seven against Thebes," and was not successful, all the seven save A.
being killed. Ten years later Thebes was captured and destroyed, in. which couiiict xl.

lost his son, and soon afterwards died of grief.

A'DRIAX, a city in Lena^vee co., Mich., the co. scat, on the Raisin river and the Mich.

Southern railroad. It is in a grain-raising region. There is good water power, and there

are many factories; about a dozen churches and a Protestant JMethodi.st college. Pop.
*70, 8A-iS. It is a thriving and pleasant ci:y, having some importance as one of the points

of repair and supply for the Mich. Southern railroad.

A'DRIAN, Roman emperor. See IIadkianus, ante.

ADULTERY {ante). In some of the United States A. is made criminal by special

law; i:i some it is not so recognized; in some the act itself is not a crime, but open and
continued A. is. Some statutes define the crime; some only state the punishment; and
this leives a wide margin for interpretation by courts, giving rise to great div.'rsity of

opinions and decisions. Some hold that if one only of the parties be married, the other

docs not commit A. ; some that a married man with a single wom;m does not commit
A. because the act cannot impjse spurious issue on a husband or wife. In ]\Iassachu-

setts, in case of a married woman and an unmarried man, the latter is deemed gu^lt3^

In New York, in such case the man does not commit A., his offense being, as in Vir-

ginia, only fornication. Connecticut and Iowa punish man and woman alike; but where
no exact statute exists the general drift of opiniun and decision is that a married person

commits A., and an unmarried person only fornication; therefore criminal A. is the vol-

untary sexual intercourse of a married person with another person who is other than the

propjr has!)and or wife. Living together without marriage is hardly reckoned to be A.,

and seldom interfered with unless the parties arc otherwise objectionable. In several

states no criaiin d prosecution can be commenced for A. except on complaint of the hus-

band or wife of the person charged with the olTense,

ADVANCEMENT, in law, a gift by a parent to an heir, of all or a portion of that

whicii he or she would be entitled to upon arriving at a certain age, or upon the death

of the advancer. An A. is legal only from a parent to a child. Any such gilt is pre-

sumptive by an A., but the contrary inay be shown. No regular form of an A. is needed.

An A. has the effect of reducing by its amount the distributive portion that would come
to the receiver.

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, Associations for the, well-known bodies of

scieutiiic men, espec;ially ia Great Britain and the United States. The Englisii body
was organized in 1831, under the lead of David Brewster, and in three years grew from
100 to 140U members; its annual transactions foim voIum(;s of about r>OU pp. each. The
American association Ix'gau in 1847 at Philadeli)hia, and was organized by geologists

chierty; but now cm!)races almost every prominent scientific man in the country. The
association me(.'ts armutUly, (;hanging its i)lace from cily to city. The doings and docu-

ments, excef)t abstruse mathematical papers, arc published yearly.

AD'VE.HTISTS. a sect of millenarians; .called "Millerites" after AVilliam Miller, the

founder, I). Mass., 1781, d. 1849. About 18;>3 he began to preach the second coming of

Ciiri.>>t, which was to occur in 1843, and made an early disciple of Joseph V. lline>^, a

man of great energy, wIh) estaljlished The S/f/ni of ihe 'limcn, and aflcr that I'/iC Adrcrit

Jl-iral I, lo advocate the doctrine. They were followed by many thousands, chiclly of

the uneducated class, and pn;|)arations and even ascension robes were made f()r tiie

great day (in July, 1843); but it |)asscd, and there was not an end of the; world. Other

fixed periods pa.ssed with the usual disappointment, and the sect dwindled, after iMil-

ler'Hd<'ath becoming almost unnoticeable. Still they exist, though they no longer fix

fipec;itic dates for tlic great event, but say that It may happen at any moment. They
diller froiri the standard doctrine; of the chur .-h in other jxiints besides their special

view of Christ's personal comin.'.:; for most of t])cm seem to hold that the soul is

material, and dies with the; body; and that oidy llie righteous will share; in the resurrec-

tion; tliough there is some Viiricty of views among tlicm on this point. It is su)>posed

that regular A. number less than 2().()()0 in the United States.—Advknt Ciiuib-

tianh, known chiclly in tlie western states. They publish a weekly journal. The Advent
Christian TimcH, tracts, etc.
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AD'VENTISTS, Seventh Day, organized about 1844; they set no date for Christ's

second advent. They are known chiefly in Michigan, where tliey have a publishing as-

sociation; and they liavc sent missions to several countries in Europe, Africa aud Aus-

traha. In 1877 ihey reported 106 ministers, 97 licentiates, 478 churches aud 11,708

members. Besides their publishuig house, they have a health reform institute, and an
educational society. At tlie general conference in 1877 they resolved that " the highest

authority under God among seventh day ndventists is found in the will of the body of

that people, as expressed in the decisions of the general conference when acting withm
its proper jurisdiciioii; and that such decisions should be submitted to by all without

exception, unless they can be shown to be in conflict with the word of God and the

rights of individual conscience." By the same conference the possession of the gift of

prophecy by Mrs. White, widow of one of the elders, was recognized, and to it was
ascribed the unity of doctrine and practice which prevailed among all the seventh day
A., while other bodies of A. were crippled by divisions.

ADVERTISEMENTS M)'^?). In the U. S., advertising has grown to a sur-

prising extent within two or three decades, and is still growing, not only in the newspa-
pers, but in boats, railway cars and public buildings. Fences, rocks and trees are cov-

ered with print and paint. So much was this the case along routes of travel that some
years ago the legislature of N. Y. enacted a law against defacing natural scenery by such
devices, and the advertisers then hired vacant spaces on conspicuous wall.s. The shower
of advertisements in the shape of small handbills is incessant, and they are put into one's

hands at every step, at church doors and in hotels, in public vehicles, thrust under pri-

vate doors, and sent by millions through the mails. Large boats bearing on their sails

huge advertisements sail up and down all the season before a crowded watering-place,

and now and then a rain of advertisements comes from a wandering balloon. When
daylight fails the magic lantern throws advertisements on large screens in conspicuous
places in N. Y. and other cities. The eye and the car are attacked by the indefatigable

advertiser, and music, chord and discord, horns, bells, gongs aud yells are used. In legit-

imate newspapers the progress of advertising has been wonderful. About forty years

ago an advertising agency was started in N. Y. and barely lived for the first dozen years;

now such establishments are counted by scores, aud some of tliem do business amount-
ing to many hundred thousand dollars in a year. The city papers that in 1850 were of

four pages of six cohiiiins each are now of eight, twelve, sometimes twenty pages, of

which more tlian half the space is taken up by advertisements. One paper receives more
money now for one week's advertisements than it did from that source in tiie first three

years of its existence, which period was about forty years ago. It has printed eighty

columns and nearly 4000 new advertisements in a single issue. Prices of advertising

vary widely, gradeel if at all by the character as well as the extent of circulation, and by
position in the paper. Rates may be generally stated at from two dollars down to twenty
cents a line in city papers of large or fair circulation. The liighest prices are for the

news column, or for a notice that appears to be the voluntary statement of the journal.

Ill the matter of "w\ants," those who want occupation are charged half rates or less,

while cm])loyers pay about 40 cents a line, and the latter rate is the highest for the

greater i)ortion of regular adverli^^ements. The extent and apparent extravagance of

American advertising astonishes Europeans. Not long ago one publisher would take a

whole page on a given day of each of four or five city papers, in which he would repeat

over and over again a single announcement that occupied only four or five line?. The
cost to him was enormous, but he testified that it was a judicious outlay, for the mere
notoriety of such prodigal expenditure led people to inquire about him, and his publica
tion (a literary newspaper) speedily rose from a few thousands to more than a quarter of
a million of copies a week. Odd forms of beginning advertisements are not new, and
are not so popular as they were a few years ago. Some journals debar pictures and very
large type, and business announcements are usually plain and practical. It is impossible
to learn the extent of the business. Some houses and companies do an immen.'^e amount,
and some very little; but in general trade, such as dry goods, those who do the most
business are the largest advertisers. For notice of meetings, lectures, amusements, the

opera or the rlay of the night, for time of boats, trains, etc., the public in cities depend
almost entirely upon the advertising columns of the morning and evening newspapers.
AVhcn there was a duty of 3 per ct. on receipts for advertisements, in 1867. N. Y. city

pu;)lishers paid $80,000, representing about $2,700,000 received for advertisements during
the year.

ADVOCATE OF THE CHURCH, in the middle ages, a canon who assumed protec-
tion of a see or a particular church, defending its rights, and s(mietimes collecting tiihes.

The priests assumed this duty for the sake of the money to be made. Urban III., in

118G, tried to break up the abuse, but it was not reformed until long afterwards.

yE.VCUS, the fabled son pf Jupiter and Egina, and king of Egina; fatlier of Telamon
and Peleus. He was so renowned for justiceTthat not only men, but the gods, sought for
his decisions. After death, Pluto made him one of the jiulges in Hades.

yPDUT. or ITrdui. a people of Celtic Gaul, between the Saone and Loire. They were
/le first Gallic tribe that joined in the alliance against the Romans, who had relieved



tlicm from a German tyrant. They fought against Julius Caesar, but were overthrown.
Bibracte (now Autuu in Burgundy) was their chief town.

yEGE AN SEA. See Akciiipelago, ante.

^GINE'TA. Paulus, a surgeon of the island of ^gina, probably in the 7th c. He
was a man of great knowledge, and left a synopsis of medicine, in sever books, of which
the one on surgery is particularly interesting. He was the lirst writer to notice the ,

cathartic properties of rhubarb," and the tirst physician who deserved the title of

accoucheur.

^GIR (Anglo-Sax. ea^er, "the sea"), a Norse god, presiding over stormy ocean.s, who
entertains tlie gods in harvest time. The name survives in England, where a suddeu
wave or "bore" running into a river from the sea is called an ey(/re, or eager.

jEGIS THUS, a king of Mycenae, adopted son of Atreus. He was a cousin of Aga-
menmou, whose wife Clyteninestra he seduced, and he was slain by Agamemnon's son

Orestes. H" Greek writers are to be believed, the family relations of ^gisthus were
abominable.

^GIUM, an ancient city of Greece, for a time the chief city in the Achaean league.

It was on the Salinus river. In Aug., 1817, an earthquake destroyed more than half of

the hou.ses of the modern town.

^GYP TUS, son of Belus, brother of Danaus, and king of Arabia, who conquered
the region to which he gave the name Egypt. The poetic legend was that he had fifty

sons, who were all murdered by the same number of daughters of Danaus, whom they
sought to marry.

vE'LIA CAPITOLI'NA, the name given to Jerusalem by Hadrian, who expelled tlie

Jews for rebellion, and colonized the city with Romans. The name continued until the

time of the Christian emperors,

^LIA'NUS. an Italian writer early in the 3d c. His w^orks arc Varia Illstoria and
De Anirfuilium Natura, and are written in Greek.

^LST, or Aalst, Evert van, 1G03-58; a Dutch painter, who excelled in depict-

ing flowers and dead animal objects.

^LST, or Aalst, Willem van, 1620-79; a painter of Holland, nephew of Evert
Van, and his superior in similar lines of Vv'ork.

^NIA'NES. a tribe of upper Greece of uncertain origin, noticed by Plutarch. They
made many migrations. Their chief t. was Ilypata, remains of which exist at Neopatra.
They are said to have belonged to the Amphyctionic council, and to have joined the con-

federacy against Macedonia; but Strabo says that at this time they had no existence.

^O I^IxVN ISLES. See Lipaki Islands, ante.

^OL'IPYLE, or ^oliptle a hollow metal ball with one or two inner tubes curved
in opposite directions and connecting with surface oritices. Used, when tilled with water
or alcohol, to show the force of .steaju, or as a blow-pipe for lamp flame. The ancients

thought it illustrated the origin of winds; hence the name, irom-CEolas and 'pilla, a "ball."

^'OLIS, district of Asia Minor, on the coast of Mysia, including Troas to the shore
of the Hellespont. In the s. j)art there were twelve cities which formed the ^olian
league; of them, Cyme and Smyrna were the most famous.

^'OLUS, son of Hellen, brother of Dorus, and father of Sisyphus. lie ruled over
Thessaly, and is said to have been the founder of the /Eolic branch of the Greek race.

-^'OLUS. god of the winds; a favorite of Juno. He was supposed to dwell in a vast
cave in the ^olian islands, keeping the winds in bags, and letting them out as demanded
by Nei)tune.

^PI'NUS, Fhanz Ulricii TiiEODOii, 1724-1802; a descendant of Johann; professor
of medicine and natural philosophy; experim(;nter in ekctricity, and inventor of the

electric conden.ser and electropi)orus. He wrote a work to establish a new theory of
electricity, endeavoring to subject its phenomena to mathematical analysis, Catherine

11., empHiss of Russia, made him teacher to her son ]*aul, and inspector-general of the

normal schools which she proposed to establish. He discovered the electric properties of
tourmaline.

yEF^I'NUS, JoTiANN, 1409-1553; a German Protestant divine, a disciple of TiUfher, in

whose behalf he suflered arrest, although he h:id the most influence of any diviiu! in n.

Germany. He was a pastor in Ilambiug. and one of the signers of the articles of
Schtnalkalden; was tlie author of polemical books, and was moderately upheld by
Melancthon.

yEC^UI, an ancient warlike tribe of central Italy; obstinate enemies of the evrly

l^omans, against whom they m;i(le alliances with tlu! Volsei. They were defeated by
('amillus, :}H9 w.c,., and soon aflerwiirds were ((uite subdued. Mt. Algidus was one of
their strongholds, whence they raided on Rome.

-^RA'RIANS, a class in Rome having no social position now definable, and having
no civil rights bevond the mere protection of the state. For bad conduct any cifi/.en

might be degraded to this position, but not for life. Persons declared infamous became
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of this class, and it probably included itinerant retail merchants. They were taxed, but
were not subject to military service.

^RA'RIUM, the public treasury of ancient Rome, containing the money and accounts
of tlie standards of the legions, the public laws engraved in brass, the decrees of the

senate, and other documents of importance. The temple of Saturn was the place of

deposit. Besides this common treasury, replenished by general taxes and charged with
Ordinary expenditures, there was a reserve treasury, maintained by a tax of 5 per cent on
the value of manumitted slaves, which was not to be resorted to or even entered except in

extreme necessity, In addition to the treasuries, the emperor had a "fiscus," or separate

exchequer. Augustus established a military treasury to contain all monej' for the main
tenance of the army. Later emperors had separate private JE., containing the moneys
appropriated to their private use.

AE'RIANS, a sect founded by AGrius of Pontus, who opposed prayers for the dead,
the keeping of Easter, and certain forms of church government, holding no diiference

between a bishop and a presbyter.

AE'ROE, or Arroe, an island in the Baltic, 14 m. s. of Funen; 14 m. long and 5

wide; it has a port and is well cultivated; pop., 12,400. It belongs to Schleswig Hol-
stein, and the capital, A(5roesjkobing, is a port of some shipping importance.

AEROKLI'NOSCOPE, an instrument to show differences of barometric pressure at

remote stations. It consists of a vertical axis 30 ft. high, turning on a pivot, carrying at

the top a horizontal arm, of which the inclination can be varied according to the differ-

ence of barometric pressure at different sides of the station; the amount of dip being
indicated by a sliding rod held in position by graded notches at the lower part of the

axis, each notch corresponding with one millimetre in pressure. It is used in the

weather service.

AEROPIIYTES. See Epiphytes, ante.

jE'SIR (plural of AS, or "god"), the gods of the northmen of Scandinavia and Iceland.

There were twelve chief gods or yE., besides Odin, (the "all-father"), viz. : Thor, Baldur,

Niord, Frey, Ty, or Tyr, Bragi, Ileimdal, Hod, Vidar, UU, Forseti. and Loki, or Lopt.

The chief goddesses of Asgard, the Scandinavian Olympus, were: Frigg, Freyja, Xanna,
Sif, Saga, Hel, Gefion, Eir, Illin, Lofn, Yor, and Snotra. These names, considered in

the primary old Norse signification of the words, in most instances allude to some char-

acteristics; yet it is impossible to determine whether they personify merely certain

physical powers of nature, or were originally the names of individuals in the prehistoric

period. Probably they have a mixed origin, and combine real names with physical

powers. The principal source of information concerning these gods is the " Edda" (see

ante), a collection of the oldest songs and traditions of the people of Scandinavia. Thor,

the son of Odin and Frigg("the vivifying"), is the strongest of the JE. He seems to

have been a god of thatPlurnician form of nature worship which was superseded in

Scandinavia and northern Germany by the faith of Odin. From Thor s hammer flashed

lightning, and his chariot wheels made thunder as he went through the air, cleaving

mountains, loosening frozen streams and pent-up rivers, and slaying giants and mon-
sters. He was seldom in Asgard with the other y^2., but dwelt in his nuuision Bilskirner,

in the densest gloom of the clouds. With his hanmier he coiii^ecrated the newly wed-
ded, and the sign of the hammer was made by Is'orthmen when they took an oath, or

any serious obligation. The carl}^ Christian missionaries in Scandinavia, liiiding the

faith in Thor too strong to be suddenly uprooted, tried to transfer many of his charac-

teristics to their zealous convert, St. Olaf, who was said to have resembled the old Norse
god in his comeliness of person, his bright red beard, hot angry temper, and personal

strength; while some of the monks of a later period tried to persuade the Northmen that

in Thor their forefathers had worshipped Christ, and that his mallet was a rude image
of the cross. Slaves and thralls killed in battle were believed to be under the protection

of Thor, W'ho, as the god of the Finns before the spread of the Asa religion, was honored
as their special guardian against the tyranny of their old masters. In Baldur the Norse-
men honored the beautiful, the eloquent, the wise and the good, and he was the spirit of

activity, joy and light. His name signifies the "strong in mind." His wife Nanua
reflected these attribute's in a less degree. On his life depended the activity and happi-

ness of all the ..^., except Loki, the " earthly fire," or incarnation of evil , and hence Loki,

from envy of the beauty and innocence of Baldur, accomplished his death, and afterwards
hindered his release from the power of Hel, the goddess of death. As the death of Baldur
was to be followed by the fall of all the ..E., the gods had caused all things to swear not
to injure him. But the insignificant mistletoe was overlooked or thought unimportant
Loki secured an arrow of mistletoe, and when the gods were amusing themselves by
shooting at the invulnerable Baldur, Loki gave tliis arrow to Hod, the blind god, and
directed his aim so as to hit Baldur. who was killed. The death of this beneficent god
signifies the fading of summer before the blind and fierce winter, her preordained
destroyer. The myth continues: After Baldur's death, the gods captured Loki and shut
him in a mountain, where he will remain until the earth and all therein and the gods
themselves will be destroyed by fire (the powers of evil), the companion and liberator of

Loki. Odin alone will survive, and then a new and purer world will arise in which
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Baldur will as^ain appear, and Loki, or evil, be no more heard of. Tn the beginning cf
time, Loki, under \\\c name of " Lodthur," or " llunic," and as the foster brother of Odiu,
had nulled with the all-father in imparting blessings to the universe. Afterwards he left

the council of the gods, and wandered into space, desolating and consuming with liame
all things that came in his way. In the under-earth, wiiere volcanic tires attest his
presence, lie consorted with evil giantesses and became the father of llel, "pallid death,"
of AngurlKxla, *' announcer of sorrow," the wolf Fenrir, and the Midgard serpent, who
ever threaten the destruction of the world. Loki assumes any shape at will. As .sensu

ality he courses through the veins of men, and as heat and lire i)ervades nature and
causes destruction. After the establishment of Christianity the attiibutes of Loki were
transferred to Siilan ; but in \i;,ii\'dni\ an ignis fatuus \s ^W\\ known as " Loki's burning."
Niord and his children Frey or Fricco, and Freyja appear to have been honored in the
north before the time of Odin. Niord is said to have lived in Vanaheim, and to have
ruled over the Vanir, or elves of light, long before he became one of the M. He is the
god of oceans and controller of winds and waves, and to liim sea-farers and tishermen
raise altars and make i)rayers, Frey, his son, is the god of rain and fruitfulness, and liis

worship was accompanied with phallic rites. His sister and wife, Freyja, who holds a
liigh rank among the ^., is the goddess of love, but her influence, unlike her husband's,
IS not always beneficent, and varies with the form she assumes in operating on the minds
of men. Her chariot is drawn by cats, who are emblems of fondness and passion; and a
hog, implying fructification or sensual enjoyment, attends upon Frey and herself. The
Swedes paid especial honor to Frey, while the Norwegians worshiped Tlior. Ty or Tyr
was the Mars of the Norsemen. He is wise and brave, and gives victory, but he foments
strife. His name lives, in our Tuesday (Ty's day), and so does the name of Odin in
Wednesday (Woden's day), Thor in Thursday, (Thor's day), and Frey and Freyja in Fii-
day (Frey's day), Tyr's name signifies "honor," and his worship was widely sjoread in

the north. Bragl. the god of eloquence and wise sayings, lives in our word "brag," to
speak extravagantly; for when men drank Bragi's cup they vowed to perform some
great deedvvorthy of a skald's song. At guilds and grave-feasts this Bragi cup was
drunk, and at the funerals of kings or jarls the heir was not permitted to take the oiucial
place till " bragarfuU" was brought in, when, rising to receive it, he drank the contents
of the cup and was led to the liigli seat of honor. Bragi's wife was Idun, who guarded
the casket of apples that gave to those who ate them pei-petual youth. She was abducted
by tlie giant Tliiassi, and by Loki's craft removed to the other world. Her release in
spring seems analogous to the myth of Prosperiue. Ileimdal, personified by the rain-

bow, is the god of watchfulness, the doorkeeper of the ^E. Vidar, the strongest of the
gods except Thor, is the personification of silence and caution. Ull decides issues in
single combat; Forseti settles all quarrels; lovers find protection in the goddesses Lofn
and Vor, of whom the former unites the faithful and the latter punishes the faithless;

Gefion kricps a watch over maidens, and knows the decrees of fate; Hlin guards those
whom Frigg, the queen and mother of heaven, desires to free from i)eril. Tlie queen her-
self, as Odin's wife and mother of the^il., knows but does not reveal the destinies of men.
As goddess of the earth she is known as Frygga, the "fertile summer earth," and as
Rind. I, the " frost hardened surface." Saga is the goddess of narration and history; her
home is in Sockquabek, the abyss, an allusion to the abundant streams of narrative, from
which streams Odin and Saga daily drink and pledge each other. Snotra is the godcless of
sag.icity and elegance, from whom men and women seek good sense and refined manners.
Tiie Norns and the Valkyrias are closely connected with the gods. The principtd Norns
are Unl, past time; Verdahdi, present time, and Skuld, future time. They and the Valky-
rias twist and spin the threads of destiny, and make known what has b(!en decreed from
the beginning of time. In the gods here me-..tioned the Northmen recognized the makers
and rulers of the world tliat now is, from whom emanated the thought and the life that
j)erva(les and animates nature. With Odin and the /E. the intellectual life of the northern
people began; and although they ascribed to them human forms and acts, these were
seldom without somethirg higher and nobler than pertains to mortals; and while they
recognized the existence of a state of chaos and darkness before the world began, they
anticipated the advent of anotiier stale, in which the gods, like men, would receive their

reward at the hands of a supreme All-father. (See Asks, ante.)

^SOP, ('LODiua, a Homan actor contemporary with Rosciua, excelling in tragedy.
Cicero put himself under the directior: of those two to perfect his own acting, and ^r].

did many friendly servi(,'es to Cicero during the latter's banishment. /E. was noted lor

linking his own personality in the character he represented. He made his last appear-
ance in o."> li.c. at tlx; dedieation of Pomj)"y's theater, aller which his voice failed him.
He left a foitune to a woithless son

—

the; /F. who dissolved a pearl valued at |40.(HI0in
vinegar to have the satisfaction of swallowing the most expensive drink ever known.

^yTlHilOSCOPE, an in.strumenl to measure degrees of cold produced by radiation
towards a clear sky; u.seful in (Icteiniining i\w, amount of moisture present in the upper
and inaccessii)le strata of the atmosphere.

AE'TIOX, a Greek painter sui)pose(l to have lived in the 2d c. He was famous for

beauty of coloring. Lucian describes his picture of the " iMarriage of Alexander and
lioxana.

"
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AE'TIUS, called " the atheist," lived in the 4th c. He favore'd the Arians, and was
banislied by Constantino, lie was a .^lave in early life; studied medicine and llieolo,2:y

at Antioch; became a deacon, and developed the doelrines called the Aetian hcn^sv. lie
Vvtis made bishop by Julian, but late in iiic fell into immorality, auddiea without honor.
His followers were called Aetians.

AE'TIUS, a Roman general, b. near the end of the 4th c. He long defended Gaul
from the barbarians; with Theodoric, he compelled Attila to raise the siege of Orleans,
he followed the Huns to the plain of Chalons, where a great but indecisive battle was
lotight, in which 800,000 men are said to have been slain. The emperor Valentiniaa
became jealous of A., and slew him with his own hand, 454 a.d. An extant coin has
the legend, " Aetius Imperator Caesar," which indicates that A. had seized or meant to
seize tlie empire.

iETNA. See Etna, ante.

AFANAS'IEFF, Alexander Nikolaievitch, 1826-71; author of popular tales or
folk-lore of the Russian people. He wrote Poetic Viei€S of JS'alare cnitrtaimd by the
Ancient Slavs, and contributed largely to current literature.

A'FER, DoMiTius, a Roman orator, teacher of Quiutilian; b. in Gaul 15 B.C., died 60
A.D. He was made a consul by Caligula.

AFFIDAVIT (ante). In the U. S., judges, justices, notaries, commissioners, and
some special officers, have authority of law to take afhdavits. All the st; tes appoint
commissioners in other states (residents of such other) to exercise the power By N. Y.
law, allidavits may be taken anywhere for use m JS^. Y., if the person taking is author
ized at the time and place to do so. Generally the authority of foreign officials to take
A. must be certified or verified in court. When a judge takes an A. in court his signature
must be authenticated. Our ministers and consuls abroad have power to take A., and so
have British consuls and nearly all similar olhcers. ]S'o particular form of A. is pre-
scribed. An A. of merit is one made by a defendant, which sets forth that he has stated
his case to counsel and is by him advised that he has a good defense to the pending
action on its merits. This is required to protect plainlills from delay by frivolous shows
of defense, but does not always elfect the purpose,

AFFIRMATION (ante), a substitute for swearing, or taking an oath. In most of the
U. S. a witness may, at his own option, cither swear or aflirm. and w ith the same legal
elfect. In the act of affirming the right hand is raised while tlie lormida is spoken.

AFFO, Ireneo, 1741-1800; an Italian writer who left numerous works on history
and antiquities; also literary and political works. He was eminent as a philologist.

AFRAGOTjA, a t. in Italy, 5 m. n.e. of Naples, noted for manufactures of straw
goods. Pop. '61, 10,129.

AFRA'NIlir), Lucius, a Roman poet and orator who lived about ICO B.C., praised by
Cicero and Quintilian for the excellence of his plaj^s.

AFRICA (ante). Stanley a first expedition. After a long time had elapsed with no authen-
tic tidings from Dr. Livingstone, wlio had set out to explore the interior of A. and when
serious apprehensions had begun to be entertained concerning his safety, 3Ir. James Gordon
Bennett, jr. of N.Y., athisown expense (1869, Oct. 17). comniissioned* Henry M.Stanley, a
special correspondent of theiV. Y. Jlerald, to make a thorough seareh for the missing trav-
eler. Mr. Stanley, arriving at Zanzibar Jan. 6, 1871, organized a strong and thoroughly
equipped expedition. His instructions seem to have converged to a single point. "Finii
Livingstone." The expedition left Bagomayo, on the eastern coast of A., opposite Zanzi-
bar, Mar. 31, 1871. The route chosen, leading toAvards the center of the continent by a
course somewhat n. of w., had never been traversed by white men. On the od of Nov..
after 227 days spent on tlie road, a caravan came in sight from the direction of Vjiji. a
village on the eastern shore of lake Tanganyika. To Stanley's eager question. "What
news?" the reply w^as " that a white man had lately arrived at Ujiji^ that he was old and
sick, and had white hair on his face." The conclusion instantly was, " He must be Liv-
ingstone." The leader of the search was in a state of mingled* delight and impatience.
AVith promises of extra payment to each man of his native escort, "he brought them to
an agreement to press rapidly on. Successive chiefs heading large parties of armed men
confronted him demanding exorbitant tribute. Having complied with these demands
im til his resources drew near exhaustion, he escaped from the region under cover of
night, and urged his journey through marshes, and among scattered trees, primitive
rocks, fields of bowlders, herds of bulfaloes, girailes. and zebras.

On the 236tli day of the march, Ujiji was 6 hours distant. The party were all in their
gayest attire, and the garments of tiie leader, which the thickets had torn to tatters, were
exchanged for the new suits which had long been kept in reserve for the occasion. They
ascended the last hill; lake Tanganyika appeared, at first a silver thread, soon a wide
expanse ; he crossed the ridge and Ujiji was before him. only 500 yards distant. He thought
not then of weary miles, of blistering plains, of scorching suns. Fifty guns were fired;

the stars and stripes led the way and the flags of Zanzibar followed after ;"300 yards from
the village a swift runner met them, sayingonly. " Goodmoruhig. sir." " TNlioareyou?"
was the reply. "Dr. Livingstone's servant, sir." "Is he here?" "Yes, sir." "In
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this village?" "Yes, sir." "Then off and tell him I am coming." With all Stanley's

impatient joy. he wa.s compelled to preserve dignity ol" demeanor before his savage es-

cort. He would have run, but must only walk; meeting Livingstone he would have
fallen on the old man's neck and kissed him, but reflected that a Scotchman nnglit not
like that; therefore he only lifted his hat and said, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume."
" Yes." was the reply, gently spoken and with a smile. Mr. Stanley said, "I thank God
I have been permitted to see you." Dr. Livingstone's respon.se was, " 1, too, am thankful
I am here to welcome you." Then hands were grasped, the IlerakVs mission was
explained, the presence of Arabs and Africans was forgotten. The generous supplies,

brought from far, were unpacked. The letter bag, sent from Zanzibar a year before, was
handed to Dr. Livingstone witli its accounts from his home, and the news of the great

civilized world—the completion of the Suez canal and of the Paciflc railroad, the expul-
sion of queen Isabella from Spain, the prostration of France in the German war.

Livingstone, reduced to great straits, had been sick, could eat nothing, had refused
everything except a cup of tea now and then; but new life had been infused into him
by this unexpected gladness; and as the cook, inspired by success, sent in dish after

dish of various viands skillfully prepared, the two feasted together with cheerful con-
verse. Stanley having been rested and Livingstone restored,' tliey formed plans for the
future, and explored together the upper part of the lake. Stanley had been prostrated

with fevers, had been delirious again and again; but what were all these things in com-
parison with his joy in the societ}^ of the man whom he had saved? The time of parting
came, and with heartfelt farewells he set out on his return. When he reached the coa.st,

after an absence of thirteen months, in a full-length mirror he saw another white man,
haggard and thin, whose dark hair had become gray, and whose personal identity seemed
almost lost.

IStaidey's second expedition,. After witnessing the burial of Livingstone in Westmin-
ster abbey, Stanley, seized with a resolute purpo.se to take up the unflnished work of
African exploration, was asked by the editor of the London Telegraph, " Could you and
would you complete the work? and what is there to be done? ' His answer was, "The
outlet of lake Tanganyika is undiscovered. We know nothing, scarcely, concerning lake

Victoria, not even whether there be one lake or many; therefore the sources of the Nile
are still unknown. And the western half of the continent is a blank." The editor asked,
" Do you think you can settle all this if we commission you?" " While I live," was the
reply, " there will be something done. If I survive long enough all shalli be done." A
telegram was sent to the N. Y. Herald, " Will you join the Telegraph in sending Stanley
out to A. to complete Livingstone's work?" and the answer came back, " Yes. Uennett."
The expedition thus commissioned left the eastern coast of A. Nov. 17, 1874.

Its flrst great object was to reach the Victoria lake, the distance to which proved to
be 720 m. This was accomplished in 103 days. At first the way led along beautiful
level land, varied with pleasant valleys and gently rising hills. Soon the scenery became
more striking, and mountain summits appeared all around. Between 800 and 400
m. from the co.ist the route turned to the n., and for about 150 m. in that direction the
march was dirticult and calamitous. The elevation of the road increased, dcn.se thickets
were traversed, food almf)st failed, many of the men were sick; Stanley himself was fever-
i.sh and weak, and one of his highly valued young English helpers died. At length Stan-
ley reaclKid Mombiti, the entrance to a rich country which extended to the Nyanza.
There abunduit and varied stores of food were obtain d. A wide prospect cheered the
eye, presenting hills, rocks, springs, and a verdant plain covered with flocks and herds.
After the great lake was reached the next thing was to ascertain its size by altemj^ts to
sail round it. The English boat that had been (•onstru(;ted in sections was ])ut together and
pre[) ued. Twelve of the best men were placed on board, and the voyage was commenced
along the eastern .shore and around to the n. and w. In two months the whole distance of
a thousand m. was traversed. The fact was settled that there is one vast lake whose
superficial area is 21,500 sq.in. Its surface is more than 4000 ft. above the level of the
8(;a. Not far from the shore on the s., w. and e. the dei)th is 275 ft., 888 ft., and 580 ft.

Near the shore, all round, is a succession of islands, a few of them (juite large and many
very sm dl. On th(!se are vast numbers of crocodiles. hippojKjtami, smaller liznrds. and
oth(;r animals. Adjacent to the lake are rocky heights, interspersed with fertile lands.
In the distance lofty mountains ri.s('. Parts of'the shore iii)peiU-ed to be almost without
inhal>it;uits; other parts were very populous. Some of the inhabitants Avere hostile and
treacherous; others fricndjy and guileless. At the north-western corner of the lake is the
territory of Mt(;sa, the mo.st ])owerful king of equatorial A. The int(M-esting narrative
given concerning him shows that he is a man of unusual ability, ciipable of great kind-
ness and warm friendship, but also std)j('ct to furious stonu's of pas'-iion, terril)l«' to
encounter, or even to behold. Fiom flrst to last he was a Arm friend to Staidev. valuing
highly- the information and the presents which the traveler brought, and imparting nil the
li(;lp in his i)Ower. Horn and reared a barbarous pagan, he had embraced the MoIimiu-
medan religion, apparently b(!eaus(! convinced that il was better than his own. Stanley
wjems to h;iv(; b(;en wis(! as well as zealous in instructing him in the great facts of the
1/hristian faith, and to liave l)een nuich encouraged by his i)rofe.s.scd conviction that what
tia heard was good and true.

^Vheu the exploration of the Victoria Nyanza had been completed, the expedition set
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out to visit the Miita Nzige, a lake on the w. which is supposed to be connected with the

Albert Nyanza. King Mtesa furnished a large and, to all appearance, powerful escort;

strictly ordering its commander to do everything possible for the protection and assist-

ance of his fiiend. The mountainous region between the lakes is described as the
Switzerland of equatorial A. Its highest summit, which has been named the Gor-
don Bennett, rises 15,000 ft. ; Mt. Edwin Arnold is 9000 ft. high, and Mt. Lawson
11,000 ft. The people around the lake exhibited manifest tokens of hostility, and
the escort becoming frightened refused to remain even for two days, within which time
Stanley migiit have commenced the work of exploration, and afterwards could have con-
tinued it without help. For those two days he offered to pay one fourth of all the prop-
erty of the expedition. But terror prevailed over avarice; consequently he was obliged
to abandon his object and return to the Nyanza. On his way along the western coast he
examined particularly the Alexandra Nile, which proved to be the largest affluent of the

lake. As he pressed on in order to find an open road to the w. the demands of the kings
and chiefs became so exorbitant and reiterated that it was impossible to proceed in that

direction. He therefore again turned to the s. He was then on the summit of a ridge
r)(K)0 ft. above the level of the sea. As this was the water-shed between the Victoria and
Tanganyika, we may here sum up the result of the search for the sources of the Nile so

far as tliey are connected with the Victoria.

1. On the eastern side of it, 5|° s. of the equator, little streams appear which form
the head-waters of a river flowing towards the n. and called at first the Leewumba, after-

wards the Monangah, and finally the Shimceyu, under which name it enters the Victo-
ria lake at the s.e. as one of its principal affluents.

2. On the water-shed between the lakes Victoria and Tanganyika two little rills were
found, one of which flows towards the Tanganyika; but the other, uniting with similar

streams, forms the Alexandra Nile, which becomes the largest affluent of the Victoria,

into which it enters from the s.w.

3. The one great outlet on the hike is on the n. by the river which plunges down at

Ripon's falls, and, forming a junction with the outlet of the Albert Nyanza, becomes
the AVhite Nile, the western branch of the great river whose source was for so many cen-

turies a mystery to the nations that drew sustenance from its waters, and built, con-
quered, or explored the cities on its banks.

4. The next division of the great work was the circumnavigation of lake Tanganyika.
This was commenced at Ujiji and continued towards the s. and w. The mean level of
the lake above the sea was 2750 ft. Its area was 9240 sq.m. At Kaboga's headland,
one m. from the shore, the depth was 650 ft. ; two m. out no sounding was obtained with
a line 1200 ft. long; further n. in mid-channel, bottom was not touched at nearly 1300 ft.

Its length is 350 m. ; breadth from 15 to 60 m.
5. The last and, as it proved, by far the most arduous portion of the work was to fol-

low the Lualaba through its course in order to test the correctness of Livingstone's
opinion that it flowed to the n. and e. and became finally the great Nile. Crossing the

Tanganyika again, the expedition started towards the w. and n. From the time the

water-shed was passed the scenery became more impressive. Streams poured down from
the mountains; hills and ridges bloomed; vegetation breathed perfume; rocks were cov
ered with garlands and trees with moss. Yet nature was gigantic as well as bountiful.

Grapes were coarse, reeds tough, vines thick and long, thorns sharp as steel. The river

Luama was followed to its junction with the Lualaba. The latter at this point is 1400
yards wide. Its appearance was hailed with shouts of joy. It had never been traced w.
of Nyangwe. The problem now was to find its enfl, eitiier in the Nile or in the south
Atlantic. To the e. 830 m. of territory had been explored; on the w. 900 m. Avere abso-

lutely unknown. Would this river lead e. or w.? Would following it flashlight across

the western half of the dark continent? At Nyangwe Stanle}' secured the services of
Tippo-Tib, an Arab chieftain, who had been Cameron's guide across the Lualaba. For
$5000 he agreed to escort the expedition to the distance of 60 camps, the space from one
to another being a four hours' march.

From the outset the journey was very toilsome; dense thickets saturated with heavy
dew, and woods high aiid close had to be traversed. The boat-bearers were wearied out,

the men murmured loudly. Tippo-Tib demanded that the contract should be dissolved,

declaring he had no idea that there was such a region in the world. After full considera-
tion Stanley resolved to change his plan, and take the great river for his road. Canoes
were obtained from the natives and repaired. The native escorts were paid off and
released from further service. One hundred and fifty persons embarked at Vinya Njara,
Dec. 28, 1876. Instead of attempting to follow the voyagers through all the details of
their course, let us attend briefly to the knowledge of the river which they obtained, and
to the toil, perils and calamities which they endured.

The course of the river for 240 m. from Nyangwe was towards then., inclininsr some-
times slightly towards the e. ; so that to that point there was little to contradict Living-
stone's opinion that it would prove to be the Nile. But after passing the 6th cataract
the course turned to the n.w., and continued so for about 300 m. The final turn was to

the s. and s.w. for about 1000 m. to the Atlantic, as the Congo well known to western
commerce. The whole length from the source of the Zambeze s. of lake Tanganyika to

the Atlantic is about 2500 m. At Nyangwe the breadth of the river was about three
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fourths of a m. ; vA the most northern part of its course the jGrrcatcst breadth was not less

than 7 ni. A larire portion of the distance is crowded with islands. The toils and perils

of the voyaire were greatly aggravated by the ferocious hostility of the natives. The
men of the expedition were under admirable discipline, and were not allowed to resort

to force except in actual self-defense; ana every ellort was made to conciliate the inhabi-

tants l)y peaceful salutations, forbearance, justice and generosity. The leader, indeed,

gnulua'llv acquired a readiness to subnnt even to any tax, imposition or insolence as the

price of a peaceful passage. Yet. in spite of all tliis forbearance, during their advauce

from the river Reiki on the e. to fetauley pool on the w., the expedition was engaged
thirtv-two times in liostile encounters. INLany of the assailants were ferocious cannibals,

impelled to the attack by their horrid appetite for human llesh. They rejected all olfers

of presents and of trade with the declaration: " We do not want your friendship or your
wares; we will eat you;" and above the din of their war drums arose the frantic cry.
" Meat: meat: we shall eat wajiwa meat to-day." The numerous rapids and cataracts in

the river greatly increased the difficulty and danger oi the voyage. Of these the Stanley

falls came first,' consisting of seven cataracts within a distance of about fifty m. At the

first of them the main stream 900 yards wide, after a mile of rapids, rushed agamst

a lofty ridge winch confronted it. To descend by that side was impossible. But on
the left was a small stream, about 200 yards wide, down which the boats and canoes

were taken as near to the first falls as- could be done with safety. At that point a road

15 ft. wide was cut through the impenetrable thicket, and over it the boats were dragged

around the falls. This naay serve as a specimen of the toil and peril involved in passing

the whole seven. Some of the severest battles with the savage cannibals were fought

amidst the terrors of the Stanley falls. Of this complicated warfare the passage of the

st'cond cataract may give some idea. With thirty-six men, led in a line through tlie

bu^iies. the savages were driven back. In the meantime, the remainder of the expedi-

tion, heing divided into two parties to work day and night, formed rude camps around

the tVdls. at intervals of half a mile. Roads were cut from one camp to another. Tiien

by four successive rushes the canoes were dragged from camp to camp, until, after sev-

enty-eight hours of desperate toil, they were launched on the river below the falls. After

the" Stanley falls had been passed the river flowed on tranquilly for about 900 m. ; and
after tlie thirty-two battles had been fought, peaceful tribes had been reached. But
below the Stanley pool the river became again the great enemy , far fiercer than at first.

Before it could enter the Atlantic it had more than a thousand ft. to fall, within a distance

of 150 m. In.stead of ijts maximum breadth of 7 m., it rushed down a comparatively

narrow gorge, with a steep crooked course, over a succession of cataracts. These w^ere the

furious forces witii which the battle for life was now waged. Nine men were lost during

one afternoon. On one occasion Stanley himself, the "great master," shooting the rapids,

was in immiment danger of death; on another, the " little master," the last of the English

helpers, in spite of all efforts to save him, was hurried over the terrible " Massassa" falls.

Nor did they now fight only against precipices, whirlpools a.id floods. Famine, their

last enemy, stared them in the face. Many from exhaustion were ready to lie down and

die. At length, after 28 of the cataracts had been passed, Stanley had certain proof that

the Livingstone river had become the Congo, emptying into the Atlantic. The object of

his journey having been accomplished, the great mystery solved, the continent crossed,

there was no occasion to brave the remaining falls. Emboma, an English trading post,

was onlv 5 days distant; he at once determined to strike for it overland. The faithfully-

built English boat which had sailed round the Nyanza and the Tanganyika and down the

Livingstone, that had carried, or bt-en carried, over 7000 m., was now, not without

some sadne.ss, left high and dry on a rock. The only surviving animal, on wdiich many
of the party had ridden, sank down, unable to go on; and the whole remnant of the expe-

dition, wearied, famished and sick in body, but faithful and hopeful in spirit, began

their march to the abodes of civili/ed men. Messengers were sent to Emboma with let-

ters in English, French, and Spanish, saying in substance: "We are here from across

A., and are starving. Send quickly food and supplies. Stanley, who found Living-

.ston:;." In the shortest time possible all ne(,'ded things and many luxuries were sent.

On the arrival of the wanderers tc^legrams flasluHl over ali the world. Strength and cour-

age were restored to the travelers, and in a Ibitish steamshij) Stanly ^ook the survivors

of the faithful band, who had tru.sted him as their father and obeyed liiin as their master,

s<;fely home to Zan/.ibar.

Since tliat time St,anley has renewed the work of African exjjloration under the aus-

])ice' of the internal ion.ri a.ssociation at I5russel.s. In the summer of 1H79 he organized,

at Zanzibar, the expedition from Bruss(;l.s under caot. Popeliii, and having seen it start

for the interior by his old road, h:) sailed from Zanzibar in iiis steamer [hv. A'/doii,\\\l\\G4t

native foliowr-rs, and passing through the Su(;z canal and Ihe Mediterraiu^an, arrived at

th'.! iViouth of theC-ongo two years and four months aft(!r his descent of th(> Livingslone.

There he was joined by a sleamship fiom Anlweri>. with a full cargo of goods for Ww.

cxpedilion. and also .sev< ral small riv( r steamers, that can hr. taken to pieces and do not

draw Uiore than 15 in. They are cased with iron, so as to be proof against arrows, spears,

and even V-'ilicts. No violence is to be used, and whenever rejected by hoslih; savages,

the expcidition is to withdraw to seek another road It has abundant means at its com-

mand, and will pay for everything, even for the uir if necessary, rather than resort to
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violence. All the Europeans, under Stanley's orders, are engaged for three years, and
among them are carpenters, smiths, sail -makers, and other artisans. The steam launches
are to^erve as advance pickets and explorers, while the larger steamer will tow the barges

containing the supplies iiud goods for trade. Never before has so grand an expedition

been attempted in the history of African exploration.

At the present time other explorations are going on in various parts of the African
continent, under the du'cction of parties from Germany, Russia, France, Belgium, Itctiy,

England, Portugal, and tjpain,

AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH. American Methodi,>^ts. from
the beginning of their history, labored diligently for the conversion and elevation of

colored people in the United States, both n. and s., thousands of whom are now in com
munion with the M. E. church. In 1816 a company of them, with the hope of being freer

and more useful as a separate denomination, called a convention in Philadelphia, which
organized the African M. E. church. Richard Allen, who had been a Methodist minister

for 17 years, was chosen bishop, and was ordained by five presbyters. A second bishop,

Morris Brown, was elected in 1828, and a third, E Waters, in 1836. The doctrines and,

"with some unessential modifications, the government of the M. E. church are retained.

The church has continued to grow, and many of its preachers have been able men.
The abolition of slavery, with the kindred changes that accompanied it, has greatly

enlarged its territory and added to its members. In 1864 preliminary measures for a
union with the A. M. E. Zion church were taken by both parties, to be latified at the

next meeting of their general conferences in 1868. The union, however, did not then
take place. In 1876 a plan of union with the independent 3Iethodist church was adopted,

to be followed (it was hoped) by the admission of all the independent churches in Canada
and the United States, The number of young men who are studying tor the ministr}- is

increasing. The Chrisiian Ilecorder, the church newspaper, enlaigcd and improved, is

prepared entirely by colored men. An educational department has been instituted and
the effort to su]^ply the schools with competent teachers of the African race will be dili-

gently prosecuted.

AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL ZION CHURCH, a denomination which
had its origin, in 1820, in the secession of the Zion congregation (N T city) froni the M E
church. It was soon joined by other congregations The next year the first Jiimuat con
ference met in N, Y., attended by 22 ministers, and reporting 1420 meml)ers At fir>i (<ach

annual conference appointed its president. In 18o8 Clirisloplier Ivusl. was electeo super
intendcnt for four years. In 1847 there were two general supermtendent.s iout anni.ai con
ferences(Philadelphia. Boston, New York and Baltimore) 75 traveling' minislers about JOO
local preachers and exhorters, 5000 mcmber.s, 50 churches, and niaiiv congregations with
out churches, located in 11 states, the District of Cohnnbia aiu' Nova 8coiia Tlie general
conference of 1864 voted in favor of a union with the A, M. E chuich (q v ). which how
ever, has not taken place. The doctrines are the .same as those iJ tiic ^1 E. church The
chief officers, at first styled general superintendents, but now bisl)oj>s. are elected for four

years, and may be re-elected. At the general conference in 1876 nieasures were adopted
preparatory to a union with the colored M E. church, and j^rovidmg (in case the union
takes place) for an extension of the bishops' term of office to a lifetime.

AFRICA'NUS, Sextus Julius, a Christian writer who lived early in the 3d c at

Emmaus, in Palestine. He went to Rome to induce lle'.iogabahis to lebuild Enuuaiis.
which was destroyed in wars; the town was rebuilt and called Nicopolis He becj.me
a bishop, and wrote a work on chronology, fixing the era of creation 5499 b c still recog
nized as the Alexandrian era. He corresponded with Origen, and disputed the canonic
ity of the apocryphal book of Susannah and the Elders. He is supposed to have tl.ecl

iu282 A.D..

AFZE'LIUS, Adam, 1750-1836; a Swedish botanist. He studied with Linn^us in

1785 was demonstrator in the university of Upsal, traveled in England and Scotlar.ti.

1789; in Guinea and Sierra Leone. 1798; and was botani.st to the Sierra Leone ccnijiany.

making collections and reports. He was .secretary to the Swedi.4i embassy in 1797 next
year a member of the royal society; also professor of materia medica at Upsal He wrote
many scientitic papers, and a notice of the life of Liunieus.

AFZE'LIUS, Akyid AuGi^sT. 1785-1871; a native of Sweden: first a school-teacher,

and then parish priest for near half a century. He wrote poems in 181 1. and FuretnU to ila^

Swedixh Harp in 1848; translated Icelandic sagas, and with Feiger edited Spamxh I elk

S(/vr/.<i. His most valuable work is a History of the Swtdii<h Ptople, completed in 1709,when
he died.

AGADIR', or Santa Cruz, a sea-port in northern Africa, on the Atlantic, 80" 27' n..

^^ 36' w. It was the Santa Cruz of the Portuguese in the 16th c. In 177 b.c , during v.

revolt, A. was captured, and the inhabitants were removed to Mogador by Sidi Moham-
med. A. teas one of the few good harbors in Morocco.

AGAMEN'TICJUS, a hill in York co.. Me., 4 m. from the sea; 673 ft high; noted
kndmark for sailors. Its exact situation is 43° 34' n. and 70^ 4U' e.
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AGAXIP'PE, a fountain in Bcrotia, near mt. Helicon, flowing to the river Parna.'?sns.

The water was sacred to the muses, and gave poetic inspiration. There was a tabled
nymph Aganippe, daughter of the river.

AGAPE T.K, widows and virgins among tlie early Christians who devoted themselves
to attendance upon ecclesiastics. Immorality followed, and the eaily councils denounced
the practice.

AGAPE'TUS, a deacon of St. Sophia's church at Constantinople, who presented to

Justinian, in 527, a work on the duties of a Christian prince. It is highly valued, and
has been often reprinted.

AGAHDE', Artiiuk, 1540-1615. an English antiquarian. He was bred to the law,
Rnd became deputy chamberlain, holding the office 45 years, in which time he became
proficient in antiquarian knowledge. Camden and Sir llobert Cotton were his personal
friends, and with them he was among the first members of the royal society of anti-

quarians.

A'GAPDH, Jakob GEORfv. b. 1813; son of Karl Adolph, and followed the same
study. He was professor of botany at Lund in 1854. He much increased his father's
large collection, and wrote several botanical works.

AGARDH, Karl Adolpii, 17:^5-1859; a Swedish botanist. He was educated at

Lund. In botany he paid special attention to cryptogamia, on which he is authority.
In 1812 he was professor of botany and rural economy at Lund, and lectured on general
economics. He became a priest in 1816; went into politics in 1817. and was elected to

the diet; in 1834 was made bishop of Karlstadt, and was the leading liberal in the diet.

A. was author of several books and papers chiefly on botany, and a memoir of Linn;eus.

AGA'SIAS, a Greek sculptor, supposed to have lived in the 4th c. B.C. The
"Borghese Gladiator," one of his works, was foimd at Antium with the "Apollo Belvi-
dere," and is now in the Louvre. It is a warrior on foot with head raised as if on guard
against a horseman. Some suppose it represents Achilles, the invisible enemy being
Penthesilea.

AG'ASSIZ, Alexander, b. Switzerland, 1835, son of Louis, and joined his father in

Boston in 1848. He graduated at Harvard in 1855, and was in the U. S. cojist survey off

California in 1859-60, studying the fauna of the Mexican coast. Sub.sequeutly he became
largely interested in copper mining, and gave his attention successively to such scicntitic

work as was involved in the positions of curator of the nuiseumof comparative zoology,
superintendent of the Anderson school of natural history, member of the scientific

expedition to Chili and lake Titicaca, chief of the U. S. dredging expedition in the West
Indies, and one of the overseers of Harvard college. He is a member of a great number
of scientific societies, and has written largely upon ichthyology. He has also received
prizes for success in zoological investigations.

AG'ASSIZ, Mount, in Arizona, 70 m. n.e. of Prescott; an extinct volcano, 10.000 ft.

above the sea-level. It is a favorite summer resort, and near it is the wonderful canyon
of the Colorado.

AGATHAR'CHIDES, or Aoatiiarcitus, a Greek grammarian and geographer, who
lived about 130 B.C. He was guardian of an Egyptian king, ])robably Ptolemy Soter II,

A. was an orator, and wrote several works, of which only one remains.

AGATHAR'CHUS, 420 B.C.; a Greek painter; said to be the first who applied the
laws of perspective. He painted a scene for a tragedy by ^schylus, and is called the
first scene-painter.

AGA'TIHAS, surnamed Asianus; 536-580 a.d. ; educated at Alexandria and Con-
stantinople; studied Roman law and practised with success; wrote love verses and made
an anthology of earlier j)oets; but his most valuable.' work is a history of the years 553
to 558. in which he tells of the conquest of Italy by the Goths, of the esirth(}uakes of 554
and 557, the beginning of the Greek and Persian war, the rebuilding of St. Sophia, the
exploits of Belisarius, etc.

AGATHOX, or Agatiio, 447-400 B.C.; a Greek tragic poet, contemporary and
friend of Plato, Socrates, Ah-ibiades and p]uri))ides; noted for personal beauty. After
his first literary triumphs, in 416, a dinner was given to him, which Plato inunortalized in

his " Symposium." the scene being in A.'s hou.se. He was sometimes ridiculed for

bombast andforelleminate tastes, appearing on the stage in female dress.

AGVj, {ante), in law, is that period of life at which p(!rsons are permitted legally to

exercise certain rights which for lack of A. they had l)C(;n restrained from. In general,

a p(;rson is " of age" on the day i)receding the 21st anniversary of birth. Tim "A.
of discretion" is at 14years for males and 12 for females, at which point either may marry
or elect guardians. At full A. (21) male citizens can vote; and hold office, except in cer-

tain specified cases, such as a repnjsentative in congress, who must l)e 30 years of age, a
senator 35, and the presid(!nt 35. The " military A.." confined to males, is from 18 to 45
years. In N. Y. no judire can hold olflcc! after he is 70 years of ag(^; male citizens over
21 and under 60 are subject to jury duty. In mythology and poetic fancy, the course of

the world was divided into 5 ages: the golden A., when Saturn reigned, was a period of
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innocence and happiness; the silver A., under the rule of Jupiter, was the voluptuous
period; the brazen A., when Neptune held sway, was a warlike interval; the heroic A.
under Mars was also w\irlike and adventurous; while tlie iron A., with Pluto as the ruler,

was one of human degradation and miseiy. In chronology we have many ages, the

principal being the antediluvian and the postdiluvian. In anthropology there is the A.
of stone, the A. of bronze, and the A. of iron, indicated by the use of these substances for

tools in successive periods. In geology there are tlie azoic, the siluiian, the devonian,
the carlKinifcrous, tlie reptilian, the mammalian ; and the A. of man, or the present A. In
letters there are the A. of Pericles in Greece, the Augustan A. in lionie, the Elizabethan
A. in England, and the Augustan A. in France under Louis XIV. There is the heathen
as opposed to the Christian A. ; the A. of tlie crusades; the dark A.'s, the middle A.'s and
the A. of steam. The progress of mental activity has been divided into the A. of the

supernatural, the A. of tlie metaphysical, and the A. of the positive. Phj'siologically

human life is divided into infancy, youth, manhood, and old A. ; in which list some insert

the A. of childhood, of boy or giilhood, or adolescence.

AG'ELNOTH, or Ethelnoth, known also as Achelxotus; son of Egelmncr,
archbishop of Canterbury in the i-eign of Canute. A. exercised great and salutary infai-

enccover the headstrong monarch, both to prompt and to restrain, counselling the policy
that finally united the Danes and Saxons to oppose the Normans. He also made peace
in the church, and ended the persecution raging between the ]5enedictines and the seeu-

'ar clergy. He was made archbishop, and went to ]?ome in 1022 to receive the pall. Oa
'lis return he purchased a relic, said to be the right arm of St. Augustine of Hippo,
When Canute died he made A. piomisc to be failh'ul to his sons by Emma, and the

promise was so well kept that Harold the usurper remained unconsecrated until after tho

death of A.

AGE'NOR, a fabulous king of Phoenicia, son of Neptune, twin brother of Belus;
father of Cadinus, and some say of Europa. \\ hen Europa was carried off Ijy Zeus. A.
sent his sons to find her, with ordei's not to return until they had done so. She was not
found, and the sons settled in various countries. Buttmann supposes A. to be the
Canaan of Moses (Gen. x. 6).

AG'GERHUUS, or Akersruus, a department in s.e. Norway, 2012 sq.m., pop.164,804.
The chief business is in iron, lumber, pitch, tallow and hides. The district has many
small lakes, and the scenery is beautiful.

AGGLUTINATE LANGUAGES, the name given to the Turanian tongues, bccau.«;e

the pronouns are attached (glued on) to the verbs, and prepositions denoting case in the
same way attached to substantives.

AGGREGATION, STATES OF; the three states, solid, liquid and gaseous, in which
matter occurs, depending upon the degi'ce of cohesion that exists between the molecules
or atoms of material bodies. In a solid state the molecules are fixed, and cannot be
changed from their position without force; in the liquid state they move freeh' on each
other, and the cohesion is so slight that tlie body has no fixed form; in the gaseous state

they are aifected by an elastic force that amounts to repulsion, tending to disperse them
through increased space. A recent In'pothesis, to which some facts seem to point, is

that of a fourth state of matter, called "radiant," in which it is supposed to exist at a
point as far bej^ond the gaseous as that is beyond the liquid.

AGLA'OPHON, a Greek painter, who lived about 500 B.C. ; father of Polygnotus
and Aristophon, also painters and his pupils. Quintilian prai-es A.'s pictures for sim-
plicity of coloring. Another artist of the name, supposed to be a grandson, painted a.

portrait of Alcibiades.

AGME'GUE, or Gagmegue, a name of the Mohawk Indians. They called them.<?elves

by a word signifying "she-bear." The Algonquins called them ^iahaquas, which the
French made Moquis, IMohawks, or aViohocks. They were usually at war Avith theFrendi
of Canada; but the Dutch kept them friendly, making a treaty in 1818 that lasted until
the old French Avar, when they did good service for the English in Canada. In the revo-
lution the}' sided Avitli the British, and under the famous chief Thayendencga. or Brant,
did much damage to frontier settlements. Soon after the peace they migrated fromtheir
old home in central N. Y. to Canada, where a small remnant still exists." Their language'
has been elucidated in grammars by Bru3*es and Marcoux; and Brant translated tho-

prayer-book and parts of the bible into their tongue.

AGNES, S.VINT, a Christian virgin, martyred by order of Diocletian, when about 15.

years old. The legend is that her beauty excited the son of a pr:\?tor, whom she escaped;
through miraculous blindness that fell upon him; and that his sight was restored iin.

answer to her prayers.

AGNES SOREL, 1409-50; mistress of Charles YII. of France, and lady of honor to
tlie queen, the virtuous Marie of Anjou, whose full confidence she long enjoyed. She
had great infiuence over Charles, and is credited with rousing him from the lethargy
into which he had fallen after the successes of Henry V. of England at Agincourt ami
elsewhere. Her death was sudden, and it is supposed that she was poisoned by the.

dauphin, afterwards Louis XI. She had three children by the king.

Am. Aix I.—

3
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AG'NI, or Agxts, the Hindoo god of fire, represented with two faces, three leors,

and seven arms. >Ic is of deep red color, and the faces are said to rcprt-scut lire in Its
two elements, beneficent and destructive; the seven ai-nis represent tlie primar}' colors.
lie bears incense to heaven, and appears to be a mediator between men and the gods.

AGNOET^, a sect in the 6th c. which gave prominence to the statement that, inliis
human nature, Christ was ignorant of many things, especially of the lime of the day of
judgment. An earlier sect of the same name denied the omniscience of God.

A'GNOLO, Baccio d', b. Florence, 1460; architect of the villa Borgherini, and of
the campanile of the church of San Spirito, in that city. He was the first lo use frontons,
or frontispieces, for windows and doors in private buildings.

AGNO']MEN, among the Romans, a fourth name derived from some act, quality or
event, as " Cunctator"^added to Fabius, equivalent to "Fabius the delayer." Pliny
" tlie younger" is also an instance.

AG OBARD, Saint, 779-840; bishop of Lyons. He was deposed, in 835, for taking
part in the rebellion of the sons of Louis le dehonnaire ; but on their reconciliation to
iheir father, A. was restored to his place. He wrote against the worship of images,
against witchcraft, dueling, and the Jews,

AGONIC LINE, the line of no variation of the magnetic needle. It passes from
pole to pole in a curve differing Midely from the meridian, as the aclinic line (line of no
incliuation or dip of the needle) differs from the equator. The A. L. varies in position,
constantly traveling westward in unison with the magnetic pole, at a rate that might
make a revolution around the earth in about 600 years, in 1580, the line ran through
iswtiden; in 1620, through Holland; in 1660, England; in 1700, the w. part of Ireland ;"it

reaelnsd America in 1780, and now crosses the w. part of Oliio.

AGONIS'TICI, an ascetic sect of Cliristians in Africa in the 4th c, who believed in
neither labor nor marriage. -They w^ere mostly low and ignorant, living by beggary, and
courting violent death as martyrdom. They disappeai'cd after an invasion of the
Vandals,

AGOSTI'NO and A'GNOLO (or Angelo) DA SIENA, brothers, architects and
sculptors of Siena, who lived in the latter part of the 13th c. They studied under
Pisano, designed the l\ilazzo de Novi, the church of St. Francesco, and the Porta
Komana; and built the tomb of bishop Guido, after designs by Giotto; a noble piece of
work, unfortunatel}' destroyed by the French under the duke of Anjou,

AGOSTI'NO, Paolo, 1593-1629; an Italian musician. He studied under Nanini,
3iTi<l was Ugolini's successor as the conductor of the pope's orchestra. He left many good
.cojnpositions, of which an Agnus Dei for eight voices was gretitly admired.

AGOULT, Marie Catherine Sophie de Flavigny, Countess, 1805-76; a French
:autJiorcss known by her signature of "Daniel Stern," daughter of vicomtc De Flavigny.
Ijhe was married in 1827; traveled in (central Europe; wrote novels, 1841 to 1845,
Ilertie., etc., which ajipeared in La Fresfie of Paris. In 1848, she became a political

wriitcr, and published a history of the revolution of that year, iu which she favored the
^•iiua^ o[ the ]ieople. She wrote, also. Three D.i^/s in the Life of Man/ StuuH, J)ante and
Goethe^ etc. She had a daughter ))y Franz Liszt, who justified her musical paternity by
marrying first Hans Von Bulow, and next Richard Wagner.

AGKF:f)A, Maria de (Cokoxel), 1602-65; the superior of the convent of the
Immaeiilate Conception in Agreda, Spain. She reported that she had had revelations
from liwAven, and that God had commanded her to write an inspired life of jSIary, the
mother of Jesus. Such a book was pu])lished; but the cluirch authority forbade the
reading of it, and Bossuet pointed out some of its indecent portions.

AGRIC'OLA, CiiRisTOPii Ludwig, 1667-1719; a landscape painter, who traveled in
England, ilolland, and France, and lived some lime in Naples. His works are noted f(n-

skillful j-epresentation of varied phases of climate. In light and color he imitated Claude
Lorraine.

AGRIC'OLA (originally Landmann), Geoho 1404-1555; mineralogist, and the first

to raise the study into a science. He studicul at Lcipsic Mn(i in Italy. In Bohemia he
practiced as a i)hysician, and, in 1531, was made professor of chemistry in a mining
iUstrict of iSaxony, where he i)ursu('(l his favorite study. He ])ublished De lie Mctallica,

which givi.'S minute d('S(;ri])tions of mining ])rocesses.

AGRI<J'r-»L.\, Jon ANN I'^uiKOKinrri, 1720-74; a nuisical oom])oserwho studied under
Jhich, He was a superior organist, and held the office of kapellmeister under Fndcrit;

II, He wn>te "Achilles" and other operas, and minor compositions,

AGRIC'OLA. MicirAEi.. a Swedish scholar and reformer, who, in the latter i)art of
tlie 16th c, translated the N(!W Testament into the Finnish language.

AGRICLLTl'!L\L EDFCATION {ante). In the United States the West Point
acafh;my, es1:i,blislied in 1H02, was the first provision l)y tlu; general government for

Bcientihc education in any department; the naval academy followed in 1845. Two years
kilen.John P. .Norton, agricultural cheniist, just returned from Euroi)e, agitated the

queUion of agricultural schools, and one school was begun. In 1860, it was liberally
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endowed by Joseph E. Sheffield, and is now attached to Yale college as the " Sheffield

scientitic school." In 1853, a legacy to Dartmouth college, by Abiel Chandler, laid the

foundation of a similar branch at that college. Congress was repeatedly asked to set

apart lands for the support of agricultural colleges, and a bill was passed in 1858 for

that purpose, but tlie president failed to sign it. In 1862, the effort was successful, and
a bill becjime a hnv appropriating about ten millions of acres to all the states, to be
divided according to the number of representatives from each state in congress. Mean-
time, New York and other states kept the question alive, and Michigan opened her agri-

cultural college in 1857; and now, under one or another name, nearly all the states

have colleges or parts of colleges in which scientific agriculture is taught. On the 2d of

July, 18G2, congress passed an act donating public lands to the several states and
territories which may provide colleges for the l)enefit of agriculture and the mechanic
arts, the amount of land to be equal to 30,000 acres for each senator and representative

in congress to which the states were then entitled. To guard against the lo.SvS of this

fund by improvident investment, the act provides that all moneys derived from the land
granted shaJl be invested in stocks of the Cnited States or of the state, or some other safe

stock yielding not less than live per cent. ; and that if any portion of the fund or the

interest lliereon shall be lost or diminished, it shall be replaced by the state, so that the
capital shall forever remain undiminished, except that a sum not exceeding ten percent,
on the amount received by any state under the act may be applied to the purchase of
lands for sites or experimental farms, whenever authorized by the legislature. The
general object and character of the colleges to be established is briefly stated in the fourth

section of the act, which provides that the interest of the fund shall be inviolably appro-
priated by each state v/hich i:iay claim the benefit of the act, "to the endowment,
support, and maintenance of at least one college, where the leading object shall be
(without excluding other scientilic and classical studies, and including militarj- tactics)

to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the meclianic arts, in

such manner as the legislatures of the states may respectively' prescribe, in order to

promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the .several

pursuits and professions of life." The sates were not slow to avail ihem.selves of

these advantages, and the important interest of A. E. suddenly sprang into life.

The last report on this subject at hand shows that in 3G states there were, 1876, 39
colleges which have received the congressional land grant of July 2, 1863. There were
also branch institutions in Georgia and IMissouri. The agricultural and mechanical
college of Texas was opened during the year. All the colleges were in operation except that

of Florida, which was expected toopen earlj- in 1877. In all these colleges the professors

and assistants numbered 473, and the students 4'^11. Eleven states had v.ot sold all the

land scuip granted by congress. During the 3Tar 51,405 acres were sold at an average
price of $4.41 per acre, and 1,463,505 acres remained unsold. The largest average price

per acre obtained by any one state Avas |8.38 by Michigan, and the smallest i^2.20 by
Iowa. The annual interest received by all the colleges for all the land sold amoimted
during the 3'ear to $525,735. Thirty-four of the colleges had farms, which contained in

the aggregate 15,418 acres, valued at !?1,321,092. The following table gives the names
of the" agricultural anil industrial colleges and dep;u-tments established in the United
States up to 1877, with the number of students pursuing agricultural or mechanical
branches

:

INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES,

Which have received the National Endowment of L.vnd Scrip undsr the Act of July 2, 1SC3.

Location.

Auburn, Ala I Agricultural and mechanical college of Ala. I. T. Tichcnor, d.d. . .

.

Fayettevilie, Ark. .
' Arkansas industrial university Gen. D. H. Hill

Beikele.v. Cal Univ. of Cal.—collej:ires of agrioul. and mech. John Le Conte, m.d—
New Haven. Ct lYale college—Sheffield scientific school |N. Porter, d.d., ll.d. .

.

Newark. Del Delaware college |"\V. II. Purnell, ll.d.. .

.

Eau GalJie, Fla Florida state agricultural college !
Wm. W. Hicks

Athens, Ga Univ. of Ga., Ga. state coll. of agr. and mech.
|

) tt tt T.ir>tor n n *

Dahlonega, Ga. . . . Univ. of Ga., North (.Georgia agricul. coll. . . . f
"^ ' •"• ^^^^^^^ ^-^^

}

Urbana, 111 llllinois industrial university
[ S. H. Peabcdj-, ph.d

Lafayette, Ind jPurdue univei-sity- Indiana agricul. college. jEm. E. White, ll.d
Ames, Iowa Iowa state agricultural colleare 'A. S. Welch, ll.d
Manhattan, Kan. . .Kansas state agricultural college M. L. W'azel
Lexington. Ky iKentucky univ"— agrii^-ul. and mech. college. J. K. Patterson, ph.d
Baton Rouge, La . . I Louisiana state agricul. and mech. college . . Col. D. F. Boyd
Orono, Me [Maine state coll. of agricul. and mech. arts. . M. C. Fernald
C.)llege Stat'n, Md. ;Maryland agricultm al college iWm. H. Parker
Boston. Mass iMassachuselts iii.stiTute of technology Wm. B. Rogei-s, ll.d
Amhcr.st, Mass Ii\lnssachusetts agricultural college I-evi Stockbridge
Lansing. Mich iMichigau state agricultm-al college Th. C. Abbot, ll.d
Minneapolis, Minn. Univ. of I\Iiun.—coll. of agr. and mech. arts. Wm. W. Folwell
Oxford. Miss ,Univ. of Bliss.—coll. of agr. and mecii. arts. .Alex. P. Stewart
Rodney. Miss 'Alcorn university—agricid. and mech. coll . . JI. R. Revels, d.d
Columbia, Mo Univ. of Missouri—agricul. and mech. coll. ••

' *. o o t ott-c r. t« tt t. ^

RoUa, Mo ,Univ. of Mo.-Mo. school of mines and metal,
j J

^- *• ^^^ ^' "•°-' """•
t

10 279
13 ITS
19 50
26 197
8 43

ii *6i

6 300
26 416
9 106

21 245
16 208
7 lis
8 188
7 102
8 81
£9 £C4
11 ]'J2

9 239
8 G
6 15
4
8 1!>

5 70
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INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued).

Location, Name of Institution. President.

Lincoln, Neb University of Neb.—college of agriculture. .

.

Hanover, N. H Dart, coll.—New Hamp. coll. of agr. tS: mech.
N. Brunswick, N. J. Rutgers college—scientific school
Ithaca, N. Y Cornell univ..col. of agr. : Sibley col. of mech.
Chapel Hill, N. C. Univ. of N. Carolina.—coll. of agr. and mech.
Columbus, O Ohio agricultural and mechanical college. .

.

Corvallis, Ore Corvallis college—state agricultural college.

Center Co., Penn. . . Pennsylvania state college
Providence, R. I. . . Brown univ.—agr. and mech. department. .

.

Orangeburg, S. C. . Claflin univ.—S. C. agr. coll. and mech. inst..

Knoxville, Tenn. . . East Tennessee univ.—Tenn. agricul. college
Bryar.s, Tex Agiicultural and mechanical coll. of Texas.

.

Burlington, Vt Univ. of Vermont and state agricul. college.

Blacksburg. Va Virginia agricultural and mechanical coll. .

.

Hampton,"Va Hampton normal and agricultural institute..

Mor?antown, W. V. West Virginia univ.—agricul. department. .

.

Madison, Wis University of Wisconsin—college of arts

E. B. Fairfield, d.d., ll.d
S. C. Bartlett, d.d., ll d,

W.H. Campbell, D.D.,LL,D
A. D. White, ll.d
K. P. Battle, ll.d
Edw. Orton, ph.d
B. L. Arnold ,

James Calder, d.d
E. G. Robinson, D.D., LL.D
Edward Cooke, d.d
T. W. Humes, s.t.d ,

Thos. S. Gathright
M. H. Buckham, d.d
C. L. C. Miner, ll d
Saml. C. Armstrong
J. W. Scott, LL.D
John Bascom, ll.d ,

p o

17
11

53
9

12
4

21

13
6
12
6
8
10
20
5
IG

rn 0)

13
67
38

Gl

140
51
161
35
40
58
50
23

255
25G
2

124

The whole number of students pursuing agricultural or mechanical studies in the

above institutions v/as 3354; the number of professors and assistants, including all the

departments for the collegiate j'ear, was 516; the whole number of students in all

departments was 6723; the number of acres of land-scrip yet unsold, 1,463,505; annual
ii!Come derived from government endowment, $526,383; acres contained in the agri-

cultural and mechanical college farms, 11,338; value of these farms, $1,295,193.

AGRICULTURAL 3LVCHINERY has within half a century risen from nearly

xiothing to the most important adjunct to the farmer, particularly since the application

of steam. Taking cultivation in the order of time, we have hoes, spades, plows, and
gi'ubbers, in great variety of style and use; surface, subsoil and double-furrow plows.

Then come seed-sowers and cultivators, in great variety; rakes, rollers, pulverizers and
harrows; breast-plows, or turf-spades; trenching forks; many kinds of drills for sowing
and planting seeds; manure spreaders, horse-hoes, turnip-thinners, etc. For harvesting,

we have mowing, reaping and binding machincjs, shellers, fruit-pickers, etc, ; hay-makers,

horse-rakes, and greatly improved farm vehicles. After the crops are in, we have
threshing and winnowing machines; straw cutters; cake (linseed) crushers; corn

bniisers; grinding mills; apple grinders in cider presses; weighing machines, and a

steaming apparatus for cattle food; and in the dairy, dog-power and other inachino

churns and hydraulic presses. A. M. is mentioned by Pliny (23 a.d.), who describes a

cart used in Gaul with projections in front which cut or tore off the heads of grain,

an affair pro])ably something like the modern clover-header. Many efforts were made
to build reaping machines in the early part of this century, but little useful was achieved
until the time of Bell, Hussey and McCormick, These inventors began 40 to 50 years

ago, and now their machines are in use all over the world,

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF, established by congress in 1862, to oollect and
diffu.se reports and information, di.stribute seeds, and manage a public botanic garden for

tcfjting and introducing to the country new and desirable plants. The commissioner of

agriculture, who is the head, is appointed by the president. The D. of A, has a fine

building at Wa.shington, with a mu.seum, chemical laboratory, gardens, etc. The monthly
niports on the state of the crops and cognate subjects are estimated to be of great value,

AGI?IC^'^TURE, STATISTICS OF, The international statistical congress, which
met at St, Petersburg in 1872, re(piested the French goverimicnt to compile th(> agricul-

tural .statistics of the countries of Europe, Hitherto such statistics have been imperf(!(;t,

or wholly neglected, aiid in no country arc th(M*e to be found any data of the amount
ttnd value of staple crops. This .serious defect the international statistical congress .^onght

to remedy, and the statistical corps of France undertook to collect the facts. Though
by no means complete, the information is valuable, and the leading points arc: Tiie

average product of cereals of all sorts in Europe is estimated at 5.153,H()S,000 bushels, of

whicJi 1,657,392,000, nearly a third, arc assigned to Russia; 7()6.2()().00(), or nearly 15 pr,

ct,, to Germany; 709,500,(^00, or 14 pr. ct., to France; and 557,600,000, over 11 i)r. ct., to

Austria-Hungary, Estimating the average consinnption at 15.6 hush, per head for food,

seed and manufactures. Euro|)e produces usually ahout enough to meet her own demand,

exc(!pt in wheat and some dWw.v breadsliiHH, in which a eonsiderabh! deliciencty is supi)Iied

by importation. Of potatoes, Ireland produces 23 bush, for each one of her population;

German emi)ire, 18. 1; Holland, 14.5; ik-lgium, 1 1.6; France, 10.2; Scandinavia, 9.9;

Austria-Hungary, 8.5; Itu.ssia, 4,5; Great Britain. 3,3; Italy, 1.1; Portugal, 0.85; Spain,

0.28, and other states still less.
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LEADING AGRICULTURAL CROPS IN EUROPE.

Countries.

Austria
Baden
Bavaria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Great Britain
Ireland
Greece
Hesse Darm..
Holland
Hungary—
Italy
Norway
Portugal
Prussia
Roumania . .

.

Russia.
Saxe Altenb..
Saxe Weimar
Saxony
Servia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland.

.

Turkey
"NVurtemburg

1671
1873
1873
1873
1871
1870
1873
1873
1873
18(57

1873
1873
1873

Total Area.

93,

130
57
20
11

2,

8:

80
64
78
22
85
29

1873
18651

lS07j

1873
1870 1,268,

1872,
187'3

18731

1868:

1857;

1872;

18081

1868;

18731

3
10,

125.

110.

10

89

4,

110,173
774,3.58

300.648
27'8,872

448,691
371,255
733.581
623;333
811,357
766,143
072,5121

123.200

,027, .559

080,565
063,021
508.508
788;437
893.638
890;822
326,.5.58

880,700!

704,070
62,87'6

233.666
629,417
234,802
957'. 183

803,571

Land
Tilled.

22,273,312
1,498.909
7.006,407
3,926,704
3,434,925
1,931,6.59

64,984,190
18,317,276

5,283,928

Bu.shels, Bushels,
|
Bushels,

Wheat. Rye. i Barley.

Av.
Bushels, I Bu.shels, '-rA -V
nnfs 1 Pnfatnpo ^^ " t.

35,945,099
4,;i47,288

21,626,.587

24,082,369

74,407,428 40,2:34,017

1.20:3,478 3,343,164
24,550,562 117,-501,814

13,367,392 3,365,090;

1.043.620

2;437,0:33|

27,966.1211

53,922
237,998,006'

1M,512,354
3,871,0:32;

5,102,894!

278,138
5,238,050

9,024,840
58,971,^14

1,779,420
178, .510

12:3,009

2,2.59,000

8,137,443

4,994,880
53,103.70:3

91. .513,013

8,:385.1.54

2,059,500
3,179,908
4,099,546

1,.570.631!

4,551,400|

'8,056,776

190, .579

1

498,605
1,863,328

107,381,080 8,740,887 13,321,218

5.684,690

73,731,406

6,240,450 1,985.663
173,485,733 86.742,609

6,257,557

2,093,593

221,714,919 616,954. .509 124,2.55.047

425,019 1.175.846 880.818
792,611, 1,7.57,136 1,989,665

4.086,720
117,563,372

2.455,429

2,145,528
40,807,200
7,27'4,i:35,

510.^40
25.511,775
15.985.926
8.0R4.(i80

10.210.800

1,035,485

3,065.040
58.471.962
12.574.397
1.430,-352

25,542.000
5.;358,093

91,480.937
3.188,777

25,897,914
21,777.248
27,504,-583

4,a52,980
192,677,482
123,248.040
57.0.58,502

200.128
2.729,146
li;i]6.821

41,374,609,

'9.633.196
568,449

227,4.34.922

8.449.404
5?0,746.010

1.903.:590

2,5:38.874

3,969.f>45i

510,540|

'

'31.945,516;

.5.212,7:30

3.065.040

9,269,232

178.429.626
20,4:33.000

59,778.270
60.80-3.441

14.025.690

7,095.000
374.216.2-36

66.293.261

124,.509.:304

18.390
1.5,251. .505

53..309.«55

126.520.764
29.696.724
18.847..584

-3.785.041

.569,720.471

:380.292

326.906.518
2.671 ;.-.3:3

5.261.894

41,304.494

p. Ac.

15.6
16.9
29.2
27.9
19.5
17.8
17.1
29.9
23.0
13 5
39.0
24.8
12.6

2:3; 3
13.2
17.6
13.8

28;?
17.2
27.0

G. 3.56.01

6

44,7a4.176

19,850,584

United States 1877 2,184,000,000 200,000,000 364,194,186 21,170,100 34,441,400 406,394,000 170,092,000

16.1

16.6

13.5

The production of crops of all kinds in the United States in 1873 is set down at

1,580,442,000 bushels, an ai^gregate nearly equal to that of Ru.ssia, -whicli is 1,657.392,000
bushels. Europe produces a littls over 17 busiiels per head of her population; tlic

United States, in 1873, almost 40 bushels per head. The value of agricultural exports
of the United States in 1878 was $592,475,813, which was 82 per cent of all domestic
exports.

PRINCIPAL CEREALS OF THE UNITED STATES FOR EIGHT YEARS.

I.—Indian Corn.

Years, Bushels. Acres. Val. Dollars. YHeld
Acre.

Average
1

Price
1

Value
P^r

Acre.

1870 1,094,255,000
99I,89S,(t00

1.092,719,000
932,271.000
850.148.500

1,;321,069.000
1,283,827,500
l,342,5.58,0ai

38,646.977
:34. 091.1:37

;35.526,8:36

37,197.148
41,036,918
44.841,371
4E),0a3.;3O4

50,:309,113

$601,8:39,0-30

478.27.5.900

4:35,149.290

447.18:3.020

550.043.0v^0

5.55. 445; 9:30

475.191.210
480,043,400

28.3
29.1
30.7
23.8
20.7
2t).4

26.1
26.

G

i
$0 54.9

1 48.2

i

:39.8

! 48
! 64.7
; 42.0
: 37.0
< ;i5.8

$15 .57

14 021871

1872. 12 24
1873 11 41
1874 13 40
1875.... 10 ;^
1876 9 69
1877 9 54

Total 8,908,749,000 332.742,8(>4 $4,024,070,860 , j

Annual average 1,11:3,593,625 41,592,858 $503,008,857 26.7 SO 45.1 $12 09

II.—Wheat.

1870.
1871
1872.

1873.
1874.
1875.
1870.
1877.

Total

Aimual average.

2,35.884.700

230.722,4(X>

249.997.100
281,254.7(X)

308.1 02,7 (X)

292.1:30.(XX)

2S9.:350,.5(X)

305,091.800

2,252,548,900

IS. 902. .591

19,94:3.893

20,858,:349

22,171.076
24,907.027
20.;381.512

27.(;27,021

20,193,407

$245,805,045
290.411.820
310,180,375
323,594,ar>

291.107,895
294,.~80,990

30O,259,:300

395,155,375

12.4
11.5
11.9
12.7
12.3
11.0
10.4
13.9

187,1-3.5,486
;
$2,451,15.5,605

281,743,012 23,:391,936 $306,394,451 12.0

$1 04.2
1 25.8
1 24.0
1 15.0
94.4

1 00
1 03.7

$12 94
14 .56

14 87
14 .50,

11 66
11 66
10 86

1 08.2 ' 15 08

$1 08.8
: $13 09

Other Giiains.—Avebage fou Same Eight Years.

Oats
Barley
Rye
Buckwheat.
Potatoes

2.59.883,990

31.814,724
1().890.9.50

9.010,7:37

127,827,337

10,61 3,.527

1.477.809
1.225,:307

524.7.55

1,440,8.56

$lll.a34.139
25.0:32.1.58

12„54.3,888

6,927,429
74,25)0,014

27.9
21.5
13.7
17.1
88.7

$0 .<U.8

78.8
75.2
75.8
58.1

$10 56
16 97
10 m
13 20
52 44

The crop of hay for 1877 showed the amounts—31,629,300 tons, 25,367,708 acres,
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$271, 934,950 value, one ton and twenty-four liundreds yield per acre, $8.G0 average
price, $10.73 value per acre.

AGRIO'XIA, Bcrotian festivals in honor of Dionysius, in which women pretended
for some time to search for tlie god, but suddenly desisted, saying thai he hid himself
among the muses. The tradition is that the daughters of I^Iinyas having despised the

rites of the god, were seized with frenzy and ate the tlesh of one of their children; and
tliat the A. were celebrated in expiation of the olTense.

A GUA, YoLCAN DE, a conical volcanic mountain, 25 m. s.w. of Guatemala. 15,000
ft. above sea-level. Its crater is about 450 ft. by o50 ft. It ejects stones and hot water.

Near by are the volcanoes of Pacaya and Fuego, and the three often present a magnificent
spectacle. Agua has twice destroyed the old town of Guatemala.

AGUILAR', Grace, 1816-47; an English authoress of Hebrew parentage, and a writer

chieliy of religious fiction, such as The yfarti/r and Home Influence. She wrote in defense
of hcf faith The Spirit of Judaism, and other works. The " Women of I^^rael " gave her
a testimonial shortly before her death.

AGUIR'RE, or Aguirra, Jose Saenz de, 1630-99; a Spanish ecclesiastic and author,

of the Benedictine order; abbot of St. Vincent, professor of Iheology in the university of

Salamanca, and secretary to the Spanish inquisition. He was made cardirial about 1686,

in i-eward for a work in which h(; sui)ported tiie papal authoiity against the four articles

of the Gailican church. He wrote a CollecUoa of the Councils of Spain, and left unfinished

a Tvtatise on the Theology ofAnselm.

AGUIR'RE, Lope DE, a Spaniard of the 16th c, noted for Ids crimes. Pie went
to Peru with Orsua in search of the mythical El .Dorado; induced Orsua to assume kingly

autiiority, and then killed hini'to seize the power, afterwards killing man}^ who displeased

liini. He was finally deserted, and captured and executed by the Spanish authorities of

Venezuela.

AGUSTI'NA, the "maid of Saragossa," d. June, 1857, at a great age. In 5'outh

she was a peddler of cool drinks to soldiers. During the siege of SaragossaW the French,
in 1809, she distinguished herself by heroic participation in several severe encounters, once
snatcdiing the fuse from a falling cannonier and firing the gun at the enemy, from which
act she got the name " La Artillera." She was made sub-lieut. in the Si)anisli army, and
presented with niany decorations. Byron immortalized her in Childe Harold.

AGYNIA'NI, or Agynians, a Christian sect at the end of the 7th c, who condemned
marriage, and declared a true Christian life to consist of the renunciation and mortifica-

tion of all physical appetites and passions.

AIIAN'TA, a portion of the gold coast of Africa, rich and fertile. England has
stations at Axim and other places ceded by the Dutch in 1788. Prussia imdertook to

colonize A. in 1683, but in 1718 sold out to the Dutch West India company.

AHAZ, son of Jotham, and 11th king of Judah, reigning 741-725 i).c. ; weak-minded
and corrupt. In his time Pekah, king of Israel, and Rezin, king of Syria, undertook to

capture the kingdom of Judah, and besieged Jerusalem but did not take the city, though
the}' carried away many captives. Incursions were made by the Edomites ami Philis-

tines, and Ahaz asked help of Tiglath-Pile.-er, king of Assyria, who drove out the invaders

])Ut tofjk heavj^ toll from Aliaz, conu^)elling Jiim to appear at Damascus a-^ a vassal, while

Ids kingdom was brought to the lowest point of political degradation. The conduct of

Ahaz was that of a h(.'athen; he broke up the sacred vessels, and closed the doors of the

teini)le; he sacrificed to Syrian deities, and caused his son to pass through the fire to

^foloch. He was succeeded by his son Ilezekiah.

AHAZi'AII, son and successor of Ahab, and 8th king of Israel, reigning less than two
years, 897-96 b.c. He followed his father's idolatry, worshiping Baal and Astarte. On
his accession the ]\Ioabit(;s first revolted, refusing to pay tribute; and before he was ready
to go against them h(^ f<;ll fj-om a window of his palaee. He sent messengers to his god
to know the result of his injuries; but the messengers met Elijaii, the prophet of Jeho-
Vah, who sent them back with word that the king would surcjly die.

AHAZI'AII. son of Jehoram and Ahab's daughter; 6th king of Judah; reigned one
yeai", 885 n.c. He was idolatrous and wicked, and was slain by Jehu.

AHLM KL10(TI, a J(;wish high-priesl, who, induced l)y Duviil, supplied the hitter's

hunger with thcshew-bread of the tabernacle, which was forbidden except to the i)riests;

lor whicli Saul caused Doeg to slay A.

AHITH'OPHEL, proI)ably grandfather of Bathsh(-ba. and by her introduced at

David's court. He was a wise man in spit(; of his name(whieh means " brother of foolish-

ness"), and David's most trusted eouns(!lor until his defection in Absalom's case, which
canserl the king irnieh sorrow. His advice showed th" way of success to AI)salom's])arty,

but Hushai's counsel for delay ])revaile(l, whicji A. believed would be fatal to the rebel

cause; and he went home, "])ut his house la order and hanged himself," the only delib-

erate suicide recorded in the Old Testament.

AHL'EFELD. Charlotte Sophie Louise Wilhelmine von. 1781-1849, a German
novelist. Slie married A. 1798, and .sei)arated fnnn him in 1807. She was praised by
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Goethe for her precocious literary talent. She published several sentimental novels
under Ihe name of "Eliza Selbig," and others under her real name, and wrote a volume
of poems.

AIIL'FELD, JoHANN Fr.TEDRTCH, b. 1810, a Lutheran pulpit orator of St. Michael's
church, in Leipsic. He has published seveial volumes of sennons.

AIIL'QUIST, August Engelbert, b. 1826, a Finnish philosopher and poet, profe.?sor

of Finnish literiiture at Helsingfors. He is distinguished for ethnographic investigations,

especially of the dialects and races of tlie Uralo-Altaic family. He wrote a gnimmar of

the nearly extinct Wot language. In 1847, he started a Finnish journal, and he has trans-

lated some of Schiller's works into Finnish, and written poems.

AHL'WAIiDT, TiiEODOii Wiliielm, son of Chrislii.n AVilhdm A., the Plellcnic phi-

losopher. Since 1861, he has been professor of oriental languages in Griefswalde univer-
sity, lie is an autliority on Arabic literature and history.

AH'iMED SHAH, b. about 1724; hereditary chief of the Abdali tribes, and foundc?r

of the Durrani dynasty of Afghanistan. While a bo}' he was a prisoner with a hostile

tril)e, but in 1738 he was rescued by Kadir Shah, wlio gave him command of a body of
cavah-y. On the assassination of Nadir, in 1747, Ahmed, who had failed to capture a
Persian treasure train, retreated to Afghanistan and persuaded the native tribes to make
him tiieir sovereign. He was crowned at Candahar, Oct., 1747, changing the name of his

tril)e to the Durrani. By keeping his armies at Avork in foreign conquests, and interfer-

ing but littie in the local affairs of the tribe, he soon consolidated his power; and having
acquired the koh-i-noor—the famous diamond—and much captured treasure, he had the
advantage of great wealth. In 1748 he took Lahore, and in 1751 became minister of the
Punjab, and soon subdued all Kashmir. The great mogul hr.ving retaken Lahore, he
went against him in 1756, entered Delhi in triumph and gave the'city to pillage for a
month. He took for one of hi.s wives a princess of the royal family, and gave another to

his son Timour, whom he made governor of Pr.njab. He had scarcely left Dellii when
the Mohammedan vizier, whom he liad left in olRce, seized tlie city,* killed the g'.eat

mogul, and set another of the family, a tool of his own, on the throne. At the sr.me

time the Mahratta chiefs took occasion for attempts to e.'^tablish the Hindoo pov. cr, and
Ahmed had more than once to cross the Indus (;n war expeditions. Jan. G, 1701. he
defeated the Mahrattas and Sikhs at the u:reat castle of Parifat, but was compelled to

hasten back to quell rebellion at home. The Sikhs rose, and he was finally iorced to

give up the Punjab. He died in 1773, of cancer in the face, and was succeeded by his

son Timour.

AH'MED YEFYK PASHA', aTurkish statesman; in 1877 the president of the cham
ber of deputies. He has been much connected with foreign affairs, especially in negotia-

tions which concerned Russia; and he was ambassador to France in 1860. In the autumn
of 1877 he was appointed governor of Adrianople.

AHjST, Johann Fkakz, 1796-1865: a German grammarian, for many yea^s a teacher
in Neuss. He wrote many manuals for teaching German and other languages, and pub-
lished in English a collection of German poetry. His Pmciicdl Methodfor a Hapiii and
Easy Acquisition of the French Language has passed through many editions.

AH'KENS, Heinrich, b. 1808; a German writer on law. philosophy, and psychologj-,
who studieil at Gottinp:en. He was concerned in the political troubles in 1831, lectured
in Paris, and from 1834 was 14 years professor of philoso]">hy at Brussels. He was a
member of the Frankfort i)arliament of 1848. and on the committee to draft a new Ger-
man constitution. For a few years afterwaids lie held a professor's chair at Cratz, and
for till! last tweiity years has represented the Leipsic university in the first Saxon cham-
ber. Among his works are a Course of Psi/chologt/ iun\ Phiiowphi/ of liight^; or J> ataml
Bights on a Phihsophico- Anthropological liasi.^. Tin; last-named work lias been repub-
lished in several languages, and as an academical text-book in some South American
states.

A I', a royal city of the Canaanites, 12 m. n. of Jerusalem. It existed in the time of
Abraham, but is chielly noted for its destruction by Joshua, mIio made it "a heap forever,

even a desolation." A city which seems to have occupied the site is supposed to have
been mentioned in Isaiah, and also after the captivity. Its ruins were said to exist in the
time of Eusebius and Jerome, though none are now* to be found.

AIDO'NE, a t. of Sicily, in the province of Caltanisetta, 20 m. e. by s. from Caltaui-

setta. It crowns the summit of a lofty height commanding a view of the great plain of
Catania. It was one of the settlements of the Lombards, who accompanied Roger the
Norman in his concpiest of bicily. The road which leads to the t. is very rugged,
bordered by luxuriant prickly-pears. Pop. 5920.

AIGUEBELLE, Paul Alexandre Neveue d', b. 1831 : a French naval officer. He
entered the service in 1840; was licut. in 1858, and went into the Ohinese service, where
he distinguished himself against theTaepings in 1862-64. He became chief commander
of the Franco-Chinese corps, forced the insurgents to tW from several ts. , and captured
Hong Chow. He was made a mandarin of tlie first cla^s in China, and an officer of the
legion of honor in France. With M. Gicquel he established the arsenal at Foo-chow-foo,
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and taught the Chinese to construct European vessels, the first Chinese man-of-war being
launched under his supervision in 1869, when he was made grand admiral of the Chinese
fleet.

AIGUILLON, Akmand Yignerot Duplessis Richelieu, Due de, 1720-82; minister
of foreign affairs under Louis XV., governor of Brittany in 1758. He was replaced
as minister by Vergennes, and retired to private life. It is supposed that he owed his

place at court to tlie king's mistress, Mme. Dubarry.

AIKEN, a CO.- in S. C, formed in 1878; 900 sq.m. on the e. side of Savannah river;
pop. '80, 25,323. There are mineral products, and agriculture and manufactures of cot-

ton, paper, and pottery are the chief occupations. Co. seat, Aiken.

AIKEN, a t. in A. co., S. C, 17 m. from Augusta, on the S. C. railroad; a favorite
resort for pulmonary invalids, being 600 ft. above sea-level. It has wide and fine streets,

churches, newspapers, lyceum hall, reading-room, and numerous hotels and boarding
houses. Pop. '80, 1814.

AIKEN, Charles Augustus, d.d.,ll.d., a native ofVt., b. 1837; graduated at Harvard
1846, and in thc-olog}' at Andover in 1852. He was pastor of a Congregational church
in Yarmouth, Me., 1854-59; latin professsor at Dartmouth in 1859, and at Princeton in

1866-69; president of Union college 1869-71; and later, professor of Christian ethics
in Piinceton theological seminary. He is editor of Tlie Book of Proverbs in Lange'a com-
mentary, and author of many articles in religious periodicals.

AIKIN, AiiTHUR, 1778-1854; son of Dr. John A. He published Journal of a Tour
through North Wales and Shropshire, edited the Annual Revieic, 1808-8, and with his
brother Charles published a Dictiomiry of Chemistry and Mineralogy. Subsequently he
prepared a manual of mineralogy. He was one of the founders of the geological society,
and a fellow of the Liuuccan society.

AIKIN, John, 1747-1822; an English author and editor. He studied medicine and
surgery under the celebrated Dr. Wm. Hunter, but tried practice in various places with-
out success, and turned his attention to literary pursuits, in which he was assisted by his
.sister, Mrs. Barbaidd, with whom he published a series of volumes entitled Evenings at
Home, an instructive and entertaining miscellany for the young. Pie wrote also The
Natural History of tlie Year, a valuable Biographical Dictionary, and other books; edited
tlie MontJdy Magazine from 1796 to 1807, and started the AtJiencBum, which soon stopped.

AIKIN, Lucy, 1781-1864; daughter of John A.; a historical writer who greatly
assi.sted her father. She wrote books for the j'oung, such as Adceiitures of Bonaldo and
Lorimer; also published poems under the title of Epistles to Women. Her most important
v.'ork is Memoirs of the Court of Mizaheth, which went through several additions. One of
her latest works was Memoirs of Addison. She was one of the most accomplished and
attfactive women of her time.

AIKMAN, William, 1682-1731; a Scottish painter who traveled in Italy and Turkey,
practiced his art in Edinburgh and London, and was on intimate terms with artists and
men of letters.

AILAN'THUS SILKWORM, samia cynihia, found on the leaves of the ailanthus,
on which it feeds. Its silk is much used in China, and some tliinklhat it may supersede
the tru(! silk, the worm Iteing hardier and less subject to disease, a:ul feeding on a tree
grown in all temperate climates. The eggs are trejitcjd like those of the rogularsilkworm

;

tlie larvie, aft(;r feeding through the first moult, being placed on the trees and left to
themselves.

AILLY, PiKURE d', or Petrur de Alliaco, 1850-1425; a French theologian called
the "hammer of heretics" and "eagle of doctors;" leader of the Nominalists, and
early a doctor of the Sorbonne; grand master of the college of Navarre in 1884, and in

1889, chancellor of the univ(;rsity; bisho]) of ('and)ray in 1898; confessor and almoner to
Charles VI. He induced tin; calling of tin; council of Pisa, of which he was an a(;tive

member. He was made; cardinal by Jolm XXIII., and sent legate to Germany, where
he was prominent in the council of (/onstance, 1414-18, furlhering the condemnation of
Huss and Jerome of Prague, but strenuously advocating reform in the church; main-
lainini: th(; authority of councils over that of ]K)pes, and aiding in tluM'kHrtion of i\Iartin

V. in place of thr.jc rival poj)es. He was afterwards i)a])al legate to Avignon until his
death. His writings are numerous. Among them is an attemj)t loliarmonizeastroiumiy
and theology, the astronomy being that of the age, soon to be overturned by C()i)ernicu3
and Galileo.

AIL'UEI), Ealred, Ethki-kkduh, or Aluukd, an English ecclesiastic and historian.
He was (;ducated at the Seoleli court, entered the ( ist(;r{;ian order and becanu; a monk
in Rievaulx ahiiey, in Yorkshire!, becoming abbot in 1146, and remaining so till hisd(!ath.
He was the aulhf)r of man}' historical and lh<!oIogical works, tlu; former of little value
owing to his unlimited credulity. Lclandsayshe saw A.'s tomb at I'.ievaulx adorned with
g(jl(i and 8ilv(;r ornanu'nts.

AlfiU'RUS i'ULGENS. See Panda, ante.
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AIMAED, GusTA\^, b. 1818. a French novelist. He went to America as cabin-boy,

and lived ten years among the Indians; traveled in Spain, Turkey, and the Caucasus,

mixing in wars and conspiracies. In 1848 he was in Paris, and an officer of the garde

mobile. A. Juis published his adventures in a long series of novels, The Trapperb of tfve

Arkansas and Nights in Mexico, etc. Under a fictitious name he published, in 1847, Un
Coin da Ridcau.

AIMI:-MATITIN, Loms, 1781-1847; a native of Paris, who in 1815 was appointed

editing secretar

lettres, moral
keeper of the library

physique, la chimie, et Vhistoire naturelle, in prose and verse ; and afterwards the Life of

Bernardin de St. Pierre, in the literary style of his celebrated subject. But his most

valuable work is Education des meres de fandlle, shov»'ing tiiat the only way to improve

mankind is to educate women so that they may be able to raise up men of virtue. His

wife, a daughter of the marquis of Belleport, vras the widow of Bernardin de St. Pierre,

whom she took for her husband in his 63d year, she being 18. She died in the same year

with her second husband, bequeathing her fortune to Lamartiue, with whom she was a

special favorite.

AIMON. SeeAvMON, ante.

AI'NOS, a race of men inhabiting Tezo, Saghalicn, and the Kurile islands, number-

ing in all 20.000. They are of short stature, thick-set, with bushy black hair, beards,

and eyebrows. Though living in Japanese territory, they approach the Caucasian type

of humanity, having eyes set at right angles to the nose, and speak in a language having

no affinity with the Japanese. They have; attracted great attention through the many
descriptions of them, often fancifiil and exaggerated, by writers who call them the
•' Hairy Kuriles,"and as likely to furnish the long-desired evolutionary link between the

hair-clad beast and smooth-skinned man. As matter of fact, their bodies are not, as a

rule, more hairy than those of men of the Anglo-Saxon race. The A. are fetich-wor-

shipers, and in disposition are mild and tractable. They have no written language, as

closet-scholars and many encyclop.Tdias assert. They are probably the aborigines of

Japan, The mikado's government is now civilizing them in schools and on farms, and
American missionaries have entered among them. Sae The Mikado's Empire, Reports^

of Horace Capron and. his Assistants, Tokio, 1875; Transactions of the Asiatic Socitiy of

japan; amX Sunday Magazine, N. Y., May, 1879.

AINSWORTH, Henby, 1560-1623 ; an English scholar and divine. Tradition says

that he was a Roman Catholic, and his younger brother John a Protestant ; that the

two entered into a written controversy,* reci]nocally converted each other, and each
embraced the other's religion. Henry was driven from England by proscription and
lived in poverty in Amsterdam about 1598. There he became a doctor or teacher in the

first church of the sect called Brownists. Though never forward, lie was the most
steadfast, resolute, and cultured champion of the ]irinciplcs of civil and religious free-

dom represented by the nonconformists in Great Britain and America. "While fighting

for freedom from hicrarchal tyranny A. pursued his Hebrew studies, and for a long

time biographers had two Henry A.'s, one the learned rabbinical student, the otb.er the

arch-heretic and leader of the Separatists ; but the two were one man. His most
notable work is A Bifcme of the Holy Scriptures; Von^hip and Ministry ustd in the Chrif^-

iian Ghnrch separated from Anti-Christ, against the ch(dJengcs, carih\ and contradictio)i.'<

of M. Smythe. He wrote notes on all the books of the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and
Solomon's Song. There is a story, not probable, that he was poi.soned by Jews.

AIN-TA'B, a t. of Syria, near the source of the Kowek; an affluent of the Euphrates,
59 m. n.n.c. from Aleppo. It is tolerabij'' well built : the liouses are mostly of stone.

It is well supplied with water, pure streams of which flow constantly through the

streets. It has a castle built upon a mound, resting on rock, and of very striking

appearance. The chief trade is in hides and leather ; but cotton, sheep's and goat's

wool, wax, wheat and rice are also of commercial importance, being chief articles of

produce in the surrounding districtt. A. is supposed by some to be the imciGnl Aniiodtia
ad TauTum. Pop. 20,000, composed of Turks, Greeks and Armenians.

AI'RAY, Henry, p.d., d. 1616; a Puritan preacher, and president of Queen's col-

lege, Oxford. "When first a student he was poor, and did servile work in the college
;

but he rose in station, took orders, and became a frequent and zealous preacher, a
thorough Calvinist and a fiery opponent of Romanism. In 1606 he was vice-chancel-
lor of the university, and was also rector of Otmoor. He was a good specimen of the
more cultured Puritans.

AIRE, or AIEE-STJS-L'ADOITR, (anc. Yicus Julius), a t. of the dep. of Landes, France,
on the left bank of the Adorn-, 76 m. s. from Bordeaux. It is a bishop's seat: and its

cathedral, which has beer, often destroyed and rebuilt, is one of the most ancient in

France. A. has been a pliice of consequence from the days of the Roman conquest of
Gaul, and was the ca])ital of the Visigoths under Alaric, Init is now much decayed, and
diminishing in population. It has hat manufactories and tanneries. Pop. '72, '2576.
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AIRE, or AIHE-SUR-LE-LYS, a t. of the dop. of Pas-de-Calais, France, on the Lys, 30

m. s.e. from Calais. It is a fortress of the third chiss; tlie t. ^vell built, but its situation

low and marshy. The barracks are capable of containing 6000 men. There are manu-
factures of woolen stuffs, linen yarn, thread, liats, starch, Dutcli tiles and soap; also

8omj trade in grain. Osier-work is carried on to some extent. Pop. '70, 5058.

AITKIX, a recently organized co. in e. IMinnesota, intersected by Snake river and by
the Northern Picific railroad; 950 sq.m.; pop. '70, 183. The s.w. portion is occupied

by a'oout one half of the lake of a Thousand Islands,

AT TON, William, 1731-93; a Scotch botanist. He was trained as a gardener, and
in 1754 became assistant to Philip .Miller, superintendent of the garden at C^helsea. Jii

1750 he was made director of the botanical garden at Kevv, and held the place until his

death. His skill and care were of great service to this important scientitic establish-

ment.' In 1789 he published his Hortus Ki-iremis, a catalogue of the plants in the great

garden, with plates. Tliis was re-edited by his son and successor in office.

AITZE'MA, LiEUWE VAN, a Dutch autiior whose Ilidory of the NetlierlandA from
1021 to 1GG8 is valuable for original documents. He was an active politician, and agent

of the Hanse towns at the Hague. •

AIZA'NI, or AzANi, a city in Phrygia, mentioned by Strabo. In 1824 its remains

were found by the earl of Ashburnliam about 30 m. s.w. of Kutaieh. There was a temple

of Jupiter, a theater, a stadium, and gymnasium; the theater is in good preservation—its

long diameter 185 ft. ; it had 15 rows of marble seats. The Rhyndacus (now Adranus)

rises near the site of A. and passes through it; it was crossed by two white marble bridges,

each of five semicircular arches. Tombs, Roman, coins, and mscriptions have been found.

AJ'ALON, a town in ancient Palestine, 14 m. n.e. of Jerusalem, in the tril)e of Dan,

also spoken of as belonging to Ephraim, Benjamin, and Judah. It is noticeable only as

the recorded place where Joshua conmianded the moon to stay its course till he had
finislied his battle. The modern town is Yalo.

AJEHO', or AsiiEHOH, also called ALcnuKU, a city of Manchuria in the Chinere

empire; 30 m. s. of Soougaree and 120 m. n. of Kirin. A. is in a fertile region, abound-

ing^ in grain. The people of the district are exclusively Chinese immigrants, who get the

soil at a nominal price on agreeing to reclaim and cultivate it. Pop. about 40,u00, of

whom a considerable number are Mohammedans.

AJUrvUO CA, tow-n of the province of Minas Geraes, Brazil, 100 m. n.w. from Rio de

Janeiro. It is situated in a fertile country, at the northern base of the Sierra Man-
tiqueira. on the river Ajuruoca, one of the head-waters of the Parana. The suiTound-

ing district once yielded much gold, which has apparently been exhausted; but it

produces excellent crops of tobacco, millet, mandioc, sugar and coffee. Swine are

reared for the market of Rio de Janeiro. Pop. (including district) about 12,000.

AK'ABAH, a village near the gulf of A., on the e. arm of the Red sea, supposed to

occupy the site of the Elath of scripture. Ruins in the sea a short distance to the s. still

bear the name Eziou-geber. In remote ages A. enjoyed a large trade.

AK'ABAH, GcLF op, the Sinus ^laniticus of antiquity; the eastern of the two
divisions of the n. end of the Red sea, running into Arabia Petra?a about 100 m. n.n e.,

with a width of 12 to 17 m. Navigation is diiticult on account of reefs and sudden
squalls. The only good harbor is Golden Port, on the w. shore, 33 m. from the entrance

and 29 m. e. of Mt. Sinai.

A'KERBLAD, Jan David, 1760-1819; a Swedish archa-ologist, learned in Runic,

Coptic, ancient Egyptian and Plia-nician literature, llc^ Vvas secretary of the Swedish
emba.ssy to Constnntinople, whence he went to Jerusalem and the Troad in 1792-97.

He was also ambassador at Paris. His last years were spent in Rome, where he was
sustained by a pension from the duk(; of i)evonshlr(^

AKERS, Benjamin Raul, 1825-64; an American sculptor. He began life as a

printer, but in 18j'.I opened a studio in Portland, Me., and made busts of Longfellow

and others. In 1851 52 he went to Italy, and on his return made a statue of " BcLJi.min

in Egypt," which was exhibited in the New York crystal palace in 1853. He went to

Ronu/in 1855, ronaiiiing three years, producing "Una and the Lion," a statue of "St.

Elizabeth of Hungruy," t)ie " Dead Pearl Diver," an.d an ideal head of Milton, which last

two are described in Hawthorne's Marhk Faun.

AKHALZIKH', or Akiska, a t. of liussian Armenia, 90 nu w. from Tiflis, on the left

])ank of the Dalka, an affluent of the Kur, It is situated in a valley of the Kcldir

mountains, and at such an elevation above the sea that the winter is severe, although the

summer is very hot. A. was anciently called Keldir or Chaldir. It is without walls, but

has a strong citadel, built on a rock. Thi moscpie of Sultan Ahmed, built on the niodel

of St, Sophia, in Constantinople, lias a lil)rury atta(;hed to it Avhich was ac(;ounted one of

the most valuables in tlu; east, but tlu; Russians, after acquiring possession of A., carri:'d

off great j)art of its most valuable treasures to St. IVtersburg. Maize, wheat, barley,

flax, cotton, silk, grajx-s, ligs, and honey are produced in the surrounding district. Some
manufa(;tures ai"e cari'ied on in thc! tf)wn, and it maintains an active trade with various

places on the Black sea. Pop. '07, 15,977, two thirds of whom are Armenians.
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AK-HISSAR' (anc. Thyatira), a town of Asia Minor, in Anatolia, 52 m. n.e. from
Smyrna, on .somewhat elevated ground in the valley of the Hyllus. The streets are
paved with carved stone, and otlier relics of antiquity abound; but there are no ruins of
ancient buildings. Cotton goods are exported. Pop. estimated at 10,000, of whom two
thirds are Turlis and the remainder mostly Greeks,

AKHLAT', or Ardish, a t. of Asiatic Turkey, in the vilayet of Van, and 58 m. n.w.
from Van. It is situated on the n.w. shore of lake Van, and is surrounded by a double
wall and moat, and further protected by towers and a citadel. Pop. estimated at 6000.
The old city of A., at a little distance from the present t., in a ravine, was the residence
of the kings of Armenia, and was the scene of many conflicts between the Greeks,
Armenians, and Persians. It was taken and devastated in 1228 by Jelal-ud-deen, and
completely destroyed by an earthquake in 1246.

AKHOOMD OF SWAT, The, a Mohammedan saint (d. 1878), who exercised grc:it

influence and had almost unquestioned authority over Mohammedans in the east, reigning
supreme Jis the guide and director of the hearts of men all over higii Asia. His residence
was the resort of pilgrims, who came as many as 300 in a day, from Bengal. Eolihara,
Constantinople, Persia, Tunis, and even Mecca, to consult him on questions of every
kind. For half a century the English E. India government was assiduously watching this
man, who possessed a power which no other person in Asia could pretend to wield; but
the A. generally kept on friendly terms with the English. In 1877, the Ameer of
Afghanistan sought his advice in regard to the proper course in the Russo-Turkish war.

AKKTY EKA, a t. of European Russia, in the government of Kharkov, and 58 m.
n.w. from Kharkov. It is situated on a small river of the same name, an affluent of the
Dnieper. It was founded by the Poles in 1641. It has manufactures of light textile

fabrics, and a great annual fair. The neighborhood is very fertile. Pop. '67, "17,411.

AK'IBA, Ben JosErii, a famous rabbi and teacher of a large school at Jaffa in the
1st or 2d c, said to have had at one time 24,000 pupils. He was in the great Jewish
revolt against Rome, taking the side of Bar-Cochba, or Bar-Cochebas. tlie pretended
Messiah, and acted as his sword bearer. He was taken prisoner by the Romans, and it

is said thai he was ilayed alive, but bore his i)ains with wonderful fortitude. He is

reported to have been 120 years old at death. Jews were long accustomed to visit his
tomb, and his is one" of the names of ten martyrs still found in a Hebrew penitential
prayer. The traditions concerning hnn are numerous; and man\ unfounded statements
have been made, one of which even identities him with Bar-Cochba.

AKMOLTNSK, a province of Siberia, organized 1868. It is composed of three of
the five districts into which the Siberi:\n Kirghiz was formerl}^ divided, with part of the
domain of the Siberian Cossacks, and the t. of Omsk and Petropaulovsk. Capital, A.,
300 m. s.w. of Omsk. Pop. of province, '67, 4800.

A KOLA, a t. in India, on the Nagpur extension of the great Indian Peninsular
railway, in 26° n. and 76' 2' e. ;

pop., '69', 12,236. There are in the t. some rich merchants,
and two markets are held each week. Besides the ordinary public buildings there is one
English church. A. is the headquarters of the district of the same name.

A'KEON, a t. of the state of Ohio, N. America, the capital of Summit co. It is

situated 3() m. s. of Cleveland, on the Little Cuyahoga, which falls into lake Erie, and at
the junction of the Oliio and Erie canal with the Pennsylvania and Ohio canal, at the
highest point in the course of the former canal, whence its name (Gr., a summit). It is

also on the Cleveland and Zanesville railway. It was first settled in 1825. It has woolen
factories, flour-mills, a steam-engine factory, a stove factory, etc. The machinery of
all its public v/orks is driven by water-power. It is a place of considerable trade. f*op.
'80, 16,462.

AK-SHE'HR {white city, anc. PhUomeUon), a city of Asiatic Turkej'. in the pashjdic of
Karaman, five m. s. of the salt lake of Ak-shehr, at the entrance of an extensive mountain
valley. The houses rise in successive terraces on the slope of a hill. There is here a
celebrated carpet manufactory. Pop. estimated at 6000.

AK-SU', a t. of eastern Turkestan, 260 m. n.e. from Yarkand, on an aflfluent of the
Tarim, and on the southern base of the Thian-shan mountains. It was formerly the
residence of the kings of Kashgar and Yarkand. While eastern Turkestan formed part
of the Chinese empire it was an important garrison t. In 18()7 it was captured by the
Atalik-Ghazee. In 1716 it was nearly destroyed by an earthquake, and in the beginning
of the present cent urysufl'cred terribly from aii inundation. It is celebrated for its manu-
factures of cotton cloth and saddlery. It is much resorted to by caravans as an entrepot
of commerce between Russia, Tartary, and China. The pop. is* very variously estimated
from 6000 to 20,000 and upwards*. Sheep and cattle are extensively reared in the
neighborhood. See Turkestan, Eastern.

AKYAB', a t. of Further India, the chief sea-port of the district of A. or Aracan proper,
and the capital of the province of Aracan. It was formerly called Twet-twe, and some-
times still receives that name. It is situated on the eastern side of the island of A., at
the mouth of the Kuladyne or Coladyne. The houses are well built, the streets broad
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cA\d Tcc;u\ar. Tlie t. is rapidly rising in commercial importance. Liglit-houses have been
erected for the boncllt of the* harbor. Pop. '72, 19,230.

AL, II, or Ui., the only article in the Arabic language. When before a lingual or
dental the sound of the I is dropped, the follow ingletter taking a double force, as "II
shams" (the sun), pronounced ''ish shams." AVhen tlie word preceding the article ends
v.ith a long vowel, the a in A. is dropped and the I joined to the vowel sound: Example,
"Abu il Feda," pronounced " Abulfeda."

ALABA!MA (see ant^), one of the southern states of the American union, w. of
Georgia, n. of Florida and the gidf of ^Mexico, e. of Mississippi, and s. of Tennessee,
between 01° 30' and 35° n., and 85" and 88' 30' w. ; in length from n. to s. about 836 m.,
and with an average width of 175; area, 50,722 sq.m. The earliest explorers in the
region were Frenchmen under the Sicur de Bienville, and between 1702 and 1713 they
founded a permanent settlement near the site of Mobile. Long wars with the native
tribes inake up what A. has of history until the cession in 1768 of all the territory, except
the small corner around M(jl)ile bay, to England by France. On the treaty of peace
which secured the independence of the colonies, England ceded the territorj' to the new
government, and soon afterwards the several states ceded their vast western domains to
the federal government. By the purchase of Florida in 1819, the United States extended
tiicir southern border to the gulf of i^Iexico and the Atlantic, and the ]im'chase of Louisiana
in 1808 had spread our territory across what was then believed to be the great American
desert almost to the shores of the Pacific. In March, 1817, the settlers around the bay of
Mobile and along the river organized as a territory, and on the 14th of Dec, 1819, 20
years after Washington's death, the territory was admitted as a state, adding the twenty-
sixth star to the national flag. During the w^ar with England in 1812-15 the Creek
Indians, then a powerful tribe inhabiting northern Alabama, gave the white settlers much
trouble: in one instance, Aug. 30, 1813, capturing a fort and killing nearly 400 persons
who sought refuge there. A large force under gen. Jackson at once marched after
the Creeks, and followed theui so continuously that within a year and a half the}' had
lost more than 2000 warriors, and were glad to make peace. In 1832 the Creeks and
other tribes sold their lands to the federal government and moved to their present home in
the Indian territory.

"Alabama" is an Indian word or phrase, and signifies "rest," or "here we rest,"

probably having application to the sluggish and sleepy aspect of the main river, in its

lower portion. When admitted as a state A. had a population of 127,901: 85,451 Avhites,

41,879 slaves, and 571 free colored. There were also a great many Indians of whom no
census was made; but in 1870 there were only 98 aborigines in all the state. A. is much
varied in surface; the northern part is broken by the spurs and isolated peaks of the
Allegiianies; the central portion is uneven, but not remarkably hilly ; the southern section
for about a Inmdrcid m. from the gulf is nearly a uniform level, having a high alluvial

soil easily cultivated and particularly favorable for fruits, cotton, and corn. Near the
gulf the main timber is cypress and oak; further n. there are valuable pine forests;

and about the middle of the state, extending quite across from Georgia to Mississippi, is

the "cotton belt," where cotton is the leading product, though nearly all crops can
thrive. In the upper portion of the state, above the Georgia and Tennessee borders, is

the mineral section, where gold was found nearly half a century ago, and has been
irregJilarly v.'orked since, 'i'liere is also a district underlaid with coal, covering nearly
4100 sq.m Other minerals of importance are found, especially iron in great
abundaiice; one })ed called the Red Mountain, from the color of the ore, exhibits iron
ore in a continuous line for neai'ly-a hundred m. in a vein from about 2 ft. to 8 ft. thick.
There are also valuable beds of l)ro\vn hematite ore, wiiich produces iron of the best
description. Investigators report the finding of other metals, but non(! are of commercial
importance except iron, gold, and its accompanying silver. Superior granite appears in
Coosa CO.; i)ottery and porcelain and fine clay are known, with lii.hographic stone,
white marble, and other valuable building materials. In one locality line variegated
marbles are found.

The rivers and bays of A. arc numerous, though but one of the latter is widely known
to f)Utsid(; (:ornm(!rce—the bay of Mobile. Grand and P>on Seeour and Perdidobiiys are
small and uiiimportant. The Tennessee river dips into A. near the n.e. corner, passe-;
thi-ongh or sj.'parates eight counties, and goes out at the n.w. corner, for a few m. form-
ing tli(; boundary witli Mi.ssissii)pi. The Tombigbee comes in from Mississippi near the
middle of the w. boundary, and in a tortuous course takes up the Sipeey and the Black
AVarrif)r, and join.s with the A. about 50 m. above Mobile bay, the two forming the
Mobih; river. The A. is formed by tjje Cahawba, tlie Coosa, and the Tallapoo.sa,
and with its tri})utaries drains all tlu- middle i)ortion of the state. Tlie C'hatlahoochie
forms the hotuidary with southern Georgia and passes into Floi-ida to the gulf; and
other Florida stnjams, theCJhoctiiwhatcihie, Yellow Water, and Escambia irrigate the s.e.

portion of A. The Perdido forms the boundary with Florida.
For local government A. is divided into (J5 counties. The state capital is at Mont-

gomery; Mr)bil(; is th(! most important city, liaving a pop. of 82,084 in '70. Other
places of note are [luntsville, Eufaula, Sc'lma, Tallad(!ga, Tuscumbia. and Tuscaloosa.

A. is still well stocked with wild game, especially in the northern parts, where there
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are deer, rabbits, squliTcls, opossums, raccoons, foxes, wild cats, and -vrolves; and of

birds, partridges, pigeons, wild turkeys, rice birds, ducks, etc. Serpents are found;
among them the dangerous moccasin. Fish of good quality are plentiful, and the alli-

gator is occasionally seen near the coast bayous.
Besides more than 1500 m. of inland steamboat navigation along the Alabama, Tom-

bigbee, Black Warrior, Chatthaoochie, and Tensaw rivers, A. was provided with 1839
m. of railroads in 1878, as compared with 853 m. in 1868. These roads are the Alabama
Central, from Selma to Lauderdale, Miss., 96 m, ; the Alabama Great Southern, from
Wauhatchie, Teun., to Meridian, Miss., 290 m., of which 250 m. are in A.: the A, and
Cincinnati, from Opelika to Buffalo Wallow, and from Gadsden to Attala, 27^ m. ; the

Mempliis and Charleston, from M. to Stevenson, Ala., 292 m., of v.hich 1064 are in the
state; the Mobile and Alabama Grand Trunk, from Mobile to Eigbec, 59^ m.: the Mobile
and Girard, from Columbus, Ga., to Troy, Ala., 84 m. ; the Mobile and Montgomcrj^
from M. to M., 179 m.; the Mobile and Ohio, from M. to Columbus, Ky., 492 m., of
which 78 arc in the state; the Montgomery and Eufaula, from M. to E., 80 m. ; the
Nashville, Chattanooga, and St. Louis has a branch from Decherd to laylorville, 33 m. in

the state; the Nashville and Decatur has 28im. in A. ; the New Orleans and Mobile has3H
m. ; the New Orleans and Selma has 21 m. ; the Savannah and jMemphis, from Opelika to
Goodwat.er, 60 m. ; the Selma and Greensboro, from Marion Junction to Sav;yei-\'ille, 45
m. ; the Selma and Gulf, from S. to Pollard, 100 m., is opened for 40; the Selma,*Eome, and
Dalton, from S. to the Georgia state bne, 17H rn. ; the Southern and Northern Alabama,
from Decatur to Montgomery, 183 m.; the Yicksburg and Brunswick, from Eufaula to

Clayton, 21| m. ; the Western of Alabama, from Selma to Opelika, 110 m., with branches
from Opelika to West Point, 22 m., and from O. to Columbus, 29 m. There are four or
five roads less than 10 m. long.

The n. part of A. possesses a most delightful climate, and invalids seek its benefits by
resort to such localities as Huntsville. With the exception of malarial fevers in a few-

swampy places along the rivers, the whole state may be considered healthful. The heat
is occasionally severe, but is not of long continuance, and a cool breeze from the gulf
prevails at night over a large part of the southern section. Eain is scarce in the early
summer, but plentiful in early spring, February being the rainy month. Spring and well
water are excellent in the northern but poor in the center and southern portions of the
state. Lying between the semi-tropic and tenqierate degrees, the vegetable growtli of
A. combines features of the two. There are various oaks, pine, chestnut, hickory, elm,
cedar, and mulberry in the north. Lower dow n, are cane brake and cedar in clumps
like islands, the trees covered with mosses that hang like mourning weeds from their
limbs. Still further s. are the cypress, live oak, and magnolia; and instead of the pears,
plums, and apples of the northern slates, there are oranges, pomegranates, olives, figs,

apricots, and grapes. The northern portion is best adapted to cereals, the center and
southern to cotton; and along and near the gulf coast sugar and rice are gccd crops.

On the 1st Jan., 1879, 94 periodicals were issued in A.; 6 daily, 82 weekly, and 2
semi-monthly.

In education, in which of late years good progress has been made, the latest report
shows a school population of 370,245, of whom 214,720 were Avhite, and 155,525 colored;
and there were 159,659 enrolled in schools—96,136 white, and 63.523 colored; average
attendance, about 62 per ct. of all enrolled. There were 3303 schools for vhilcs, and
1452 for colored. The school age is from 7 to 21. There were 4796 teachers; scl;cols

lasting 85 days in the year, and costing $376,954; school fund. $377.Co4. and school
income, $350,000. Common and high schools are increasing in number, and are increas-

ingly prized by the people. There are normal schools at Florence, ^Marion, and Tal-
ladega; having in all over 500 students. The higher grades are represented by Spring
Hill college (Roman Catholic), near ]\robile; Howard college (Prptist), near* Mobile;
Southern university (M. E. ch. south), Greenboro; and the university of Alabam.a (non-

sectarian), at Tuscaloosa. In 1878 these colleges had 50 instructors and 466 pupils.

There is a theological department of Talladega college (Congregaticnal); an institution

under the care of the American missionary association, whose woik is especially nmong
the colored people; a state agricultural and mechanical college at Aulurn; a college of
medicine in the Southern imiversity, and also in the college of Alabama; and there are

law schools in both the colleges last named. Several of the colleges have departments
of theological education. There are experimental farms attached to the agricultural

college. There are several colleges for women, under ^lethodist. Baptist. Presbyterian,

and Episcopal management. In libraries, wiiich in 1870 numbered 1132 private and
298 public, there was an aggregate of 576,882 volumes.

In the civil war of 1861-5 Alabama was among the earliest of the states to secede, a

special convention passing an ordinance for that purpose Jan. 11. 1861; the srme con-

vention called for the general convention, which was held at JSrontgomery, th.e state

capital, less than four weeks later, Feb. 4. and organized the confederr.te goverment by
selecting Jefferson Davis for president. The governor of A.. Andrew B. ^loore, had in

January taken possession of fort jMorgan, in Mobile bay. and seized a revenue cutter.

There was considerable opposition to secession among the people of the northern section

of the state, but they made no noteworthy demonstration. In the course of the contest

A- felt the power of the national arms in the capture of Selma and some other towns.
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but especiully in the remarkable exploits of admiral Fan-acrut in ^Mobile bay, the city
itsell being among the latest captures in the Avar of the rebellion. Alter the war a pro-
visional governor was appointed; but the people made liaste to retract the secession
ordinance, and after a few months the military ]X)wer was withdrawn. In Nov., 1867,
a convention met to frame a new constitution, whicli was voted for and adopted in Feb.,
18t)b; and in June of the same year the state was again allowed to be represented in con-
gress. While in some of the states there was bitter opposition to the laws and methods
of reconstruction, in A. there Avas more quietness, and no serious invasions of personal
or political rights are reported.

Elections in A. are biennial: the legislature meets biennially, and is limited to a ses-

sion of oO days. The governor's term is two years, and his salary $3000 per year. There
are o3 state senators and 100 representatives, each county having at least one of the
latter; and members of either house must be at least 25 years old. Senators serve four
and representatives two years; their pay is $4 per day, with mileage at 10 cts. per m.
Voters must be citizens, six months residents in the state, and take oath to support the
f( deral and state constitutions and laws; all voting is by ballot. The supreme court has
appellate jurisdiction only, and must be held at the capital twice in each year: there are
a chief justice and two associates, holding office six years, during which they can hold
no other office of public trust or proht. Other courts of the usual order are provided.
An exemption lav\' secures from seizure for debt 100 acres with a house in the country;
or, in cities, a lot and dwelling of $2000 value; and personal property of $1000. Inter-

est is at 8 per ct., with complete forfeiture for usury, whether under contract or not. No
provision inlaw is made for insolvent debtors. All property, real and personal, belong-
ing to a Vy-omun before marriage is hers afterwards, and is not liable for the husband's
debts. Wills must be in wa'iting, signed by the testator, or by some one in his presence,
and witnessed by three persons.

There are 65 counties in the state; the capital is at Montgomery, the capital of the late

southern confederacy. The places having more than 10,00: > inhabitants in 1870, were:
jMobile, 32,034, and IMontgomery, 10,588. The state has furnished of home-produced
gold for the mint, $217,23ij. The value per acre of all crops taken together in 1878 was
}$8.25. The state debt the same year was $9,452,669; there was raised by tax $818,239;
rate of tax, 70 cts. on $100. The tonnage m 1878 was 72 sailing vessels, 10,245 tons; and
39 steamers, 6083 tons; total, 111 vesselsand 16,328 tons.

The vote of A. for president and vice-president has been: in 1820, 3 votes for Monroe
and D. D. Tompkins; 1824, 5 votes for Jackson and Van Buren; 1836, for Van Burcn
and R. M.Johnson; 1840, for Van Buren and Johnson; 1844, 9 votes for Polk and
Dallas; 1848, for Cass and W. O. Butler; 1852, for Pierce and W, R. King; 1856, for
Ijuchanan and Breckenridge; 1860, for Breckenridge and Jos. Lane; in 1864 A, had no
vote; in 1868, 8 votes for Grant and Colfax; 1872, 10 votes for Grant and Wilson; 1876,
for Tilden and ilendiiek.-i,

ALABAMA, TiiE, an armed vessel of the Con federate states of America, which inflicted

terrible injury upon the shipping of the northern states of the American Union during
the civil war which broke out in 1861. The career of the A. was in more than one
yespect uni)aral]eled m the history of any previous naval war. She was, for a war-ship,
a small ves.sel, built for speed, carrying a few guns, and intended not for figliting, but
for preying upcm defenseless merchant-ships. She was almost the only vessel the Con-
federate states had u[)on the open seas; but the destruction slu; wrought was so great,

and in eifect so alarming, as to,produce a very marked dimiiuition in the number of
commercial vessels carrying the Hag of the United States. Siie was built, too, in a British
port, and never at any time, entered a port of the state by which she was conunissioned:
there was Jio port available for the disposal of her prizes, and, ship and cargo, they were
usually burned, ller career demonstrated how completely, in the present state of com-
merce, under the conditions of navigation and naval warfare i)roduced by steam and
long-range artillery, belligerents fairly matched might ruin each other at sea; and it

raised international questions between Ihe United States and Great Britain, which more
than once threatened to issue in the gravest consequences to both nations. Even the end
of the A. was singular and instructive: i)erhaps it was too honorable an end for such a
career as hers. She went down in an artillery duel, ((uixotically entered u{)on for a
fancied point of honor, with a vessel protected by armor: illustrating the impotence,
in modern naval warfare, of the gallantry of the most gallant of seamen against advan-
tages derived from speed, armament, and armor.

At the beginning of tlie civil war in 1861, tin* Confederate states were without
a navy, and apparently without tlic means of acquiring one. Their popidation was agii

cultural; they had ncitiier shi[)s nor seamen; and t.he northern states promptly instituted

an elTective blockade of nearly all their jjorts. The al)le men who had planned the

secession of thc^ soutlK-rn states from the Ameri(!an Union had not overlooked the

subject of a navy: but events had been against them. They had re(!koned upon securing
a ])artoithe United States lleet; and before the war commenced, they had determined upon
lifting out small and swift vessels, carrying a few heavy guns, to cruise against tin;

northern commerce, 'i'hey had no lack of ahh; naval oHieerH; for a majority of the

bcuior naval oliicera of the United States were southern men, and were at their command.
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Early in 1861, while parleying was still going on between the North and the South, and hopes

of a peaceable sei)aratiou were not extinct, capt. Kapliael Scmnies had been empowered by
the southern leaders to purchase ships and stores for the ISouth; but as regards ships, capl^

Semines appears to have been unsuccessful. It was not till several months after the

war began, in June, 1861, that the Confederate states were able to send their first armed
cruiser to sea. This was the Sumter, a small steamer, which had previously traded

between New Orleans and Havana. Capt. Semmes, who was appointed her com-
mander, was singularly qualified for the work expected of him. He was a native

of Maryland, about 51 years of age; he had been a commander in the U. S. navy, and
now held the same rank in the service of the southern states. Besides possessing high
professional abiUties and attainments, he was a man of acute intellect and of decided

character; and he was thoroughly instructed in the principles and details of internationa-.

law and etiquette. He seems to have united with the good qualities of a naval ofiicer

the qualifications of an able lawyer, diplomatist, and publicist. He could be trusted to

secure for a war-vessel of the Confederacy, however small, every advantage to Avhich she

was entitled from neutral powers; to give to subjects of neutral powers, and of the other

belligerent alike, nothing which was not strictly their due; to carr}" out without flinching,

unmoved by taunts and abuse, the work of destruction which was expected at his hands.

His career in the Sumter is a record of triumphs won over neutral governors and
ministers, who were disinclined to admit the little Sumter to the position of a belliger-

ent war- vessel; of clever avoidance of the enemy's cruisers, of which several Avere always
on his track; and of the destruction of valuable ships and cargoes belonging to citizens

of the United States. The Sumter and her captain were soon known throughout the world.

The enemy called capt. Semmes a pirate, and could they have caught him, would probably
have treated him as a pirate. But he appears to have done notliing but what it was his

j'ight as a belligerent to do; at any rate, he was scrupulous not to exceed ihe precedents

of international law. It was upon his system of burning his captures, not upon the cap-

tures themselves, that the people of the northern states founded their charge of piracy

:

but no Confederate port was open to him for the disposal of his prizes; and his treatment
of them, though it greatly shocked an age which had seen scarcely anything of naval

warfare, was warranted by precedents, and was probably, though not unquestionably,

within his right. As an occasional resource, to be ado])ted u])on an emergency, the

burning of captures made at sea is undoubtedly lawful; it is not so certain that a bellig-

erent is at liberty to carry out a ftT/atcm of burning captures, made without the hope of

being able to bring them into port for adjudication before a prize court. The cruise of

the Sumter, which began on the 30th June, 1861, with her escape from New Orleans,

then strictly blockaded, was over before the end of the year: but she had captured 18
vessels, had spread alarm through the northern sea-ports, and had put ship-owners and
merchants to heavy charges for insurance; and by disinclining merchants to ship their

goods in northern vessels, had seriously injured the shipping trade of the northern states.

Eventually, she was laid up at Gibraltar, and declared untit for further service: had she

been seaworthy, it would have been very diliicult to carry her out of a port where she
was diligently watched by northern cruisers. She had, however, verified the anticipa-

tions of the Confederate government; and in 1862, this government found a successor for

her, much better fitted for the work to be done, and destined to far greater celebrity.

This was the Alabama.
This vessel was built for the Confederate government by ]Mcssrs. Laird & Sons at

Birkenhead. She was a screw steam-sloo]) of 1040 tons register, built of wood, and for

speed rather than strength. She was bark-rigged, and was fitted with two engines of

850 horse-power each; she was pierced for 12 guns, and had the means of carrying two
heavy pivot-guns amid-ships. She cost £47,500 without her equipment: including her
equipment, £51.716. Senunes, now a captain in the Confederate service, was, in June,
1862, appointed to superintend her equipment, and take command of her when ready for

sea. Both capt. Senunes and commander Bullock, who had superintended the build-

ing, were enjoined by the Confederate government to keep the destination of the vessel as

secret as possible, and carefully to avoid any infringement of public law or of the

municipal law of Great Britain, which would give the British government a pretext for

seizing her. These instructions were carefully acted upon. The destination of "No.
290," as she was called from her number in the list of steam-ships constructed by the
Messrs. Laird, was so well concealed, that she was nearly finished before it was susijiected

by the emissaries of the United States. According to previous practice, there was no great
difficulty in avoiding the infringement of the public and of the municipal law in such a
case, it had been held lawful to build vessels for a belligerent in neutral ports, and lawful
to purchase guns and stores in neutral ports, though they might be for the equipment of
vessels thus built. AVhat had been held unlawful was the equipment with guns and war-
like stores of a vessel built for a belligerent in a neutral port previous to her leaving the
neutral jurisdiction. Capt. Semmes did not intend to equip his vessel at Birkenhead,
and therefore, supposing tlie rules of public law to have remained unchanged, he intended
no infringement of the law. But the U. S. minister called upon the British government
to detain the "No. 290," submitting some evidence that she was intended for a Con-
federate war-vessel. He maintained, or, at anj' rate, it has since been maintained on the part
of the United States, that her construction, being tliat of a war-vessel, was so different
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from that of vessels built for trade, as itself in some measure to constitute an equipment
for Avar. Tlie British government consulted the crown lawyers, who at lirst thougliL the

evidence of destination uisudU'ient. Afterwards, when further evidence was presented,

a delay was caused by the illness of Sir John Harding, the queen's advocate. When an
opinion favorable to the detention of the vessel was at length given, " No. 290" was gone.

Ihe buihiers, made aware of the danger of a seizure, had made liaste with their work;
the vessel, though luitiuisaed, was got ready for sea; under pretense of a trial trip, she

made her way down the ^lersey to Moelfra bay, where the work remaining to be done
was actively carried on ; and on the morning of the 31st July, 18G2. warning having been
given that she was to be seized that day, tlie "No. 290" steamed away from the British

coast. Tiie ablest English lawyers were of opinion that there had been no infringe-

ment of the law, but that a case had been presented wliich the British government was
bound to submit to a court of law. The detention of the vessel during a pjotracted law-

suit would have served the purposes of the United States almost as well as her con-

demnation; and as she must have been detained but for the delay caused by Sir J.

Harding's illness, it is not without a show at least of reason that the U. S. government
claimed from Great Britain indemnification for the losses consequent upon her escape.

" No. 290" made for Terceira, one of the Western islands, where she arrived on the

loth of Aug,—her speed and sea-going qualities being fully proved upon the voyage;
and a few days after she was joined by the Agrippina of London, carrying her guns,
stores, and supply of coal, and by the Bahama, with capt. Semmes and his officers on
board. By the 24th of Aug. she had shipped her armament and stores and was ready
for sea; and now capt. Semmes produced his commission to the sailors, named the vessel

the A., and hoisted the Confederate flag. The sailors on board the A. and her consorts

were Engli.shmen, all entered for a feigned voyage; but with few exceptions they enlisted

»mder capt. Semmes, though the terms upon which they insisted were exorbitant. The
^i-ew now consisted of 80 men all told, and th'i armament of eight 32-pounders. By
the end of Aug. the vessel was got into good order, and she made her first capture on
the otli of Sept. Within 11 days of that date she captured and burned properly the value of

which exceeded her own cost. The people of the United States were filled with indig-

nation against Great Britain for permjltting the escape of such a destroyer. Their indig-

nation against "tlie pirate Semmes" was only less than the alarm with which they
regarded the depredations of the A. Several fast-sailing cruisers were sent in search of her.

Capt. Semmes made for the American coast, wddch he had determined to make his

first cruising ground. He was ambitious of making a few captures within sight of New
York; but running short of coal, he was obliged to give up thissomewliat daring scheme,
and make for a coaling-station. He afterwards lay on the track of the California mail-

steamers running between Aspinwall and New York; and after waiting for some time he
captured the Ariel mail-steamer, with 140 marines, several U. S. ofiicers, and 500 other pas-

sengers on board. A heavy gun and a quantity of specie Avere all that he took by this

capture, but it greatly raised the prestige of the A., and increased the alarm of American
sliip-owners. The passengers and crew of i\\e Ariel w^ere too numerous to be taken on
board the A. ; and as capt. Semmes found yellow fever raging at Kingston in Jamaica, at

which port he intended to have landed them, he was unable to destroy the vessel, and
had to set her free, after taking a bond for a large sum to be paid on the conclusion of
the war. Shortly after, on the 11th Jan., 18G3, an encounter occurred between the A.
and a U, S, vessel, which still further augmented the reputation of the former. Cruising
off Galveston in Texas, the A gave battle to the U. S. gunboat Ilafteraa, an old vessel,

somewhat her inferior in armament, and sunk her after a few broadsides. The destruc-

tion of the Jlaftcraa and the capture of the Ariel were the most remarkable events in the

career of the A. until her closing scene arrived. Her history consists of a monotonous
succession of captures made in dilTerent seas, her prizes being merchant-vessels incapable
of resistance, which were burned, or, when there was convincing evidence of the neutral

ownership of the cargo, which did not often happen, liberated upon bond. She ca]itured

in all (io vessels; and the value of the property she destroyed has been estimatcul at

!^4,000,000. It was, however, by the h(;avy insurance for war-risks to which she sub-

jected tlicm, and still more by the diniculty slu; caused them in grttingfreightsthat Ihe A.s
career intiicted the greatest injury upon the shipowners of the Unit(>d Stat(>s. When the

pursuit after her became too hot on the American coast, she sailed for the cape of Good
Hope and cruised in the eastern seas. Returning to Europe, she arrived in the ICnglish

channel in June;, 1864, and on the 11th of June (entered the French port of ('herbourg to

refit anfl siij)ply herself with stores. She had hvvn nearly two years at sea. and had got

into bad condition; her speed and sailing (|nalities were considerably impaired. 1^'r-

mis.-ion to make the necessary repairs was given by the authorities of the port of

ClK'rbourg.
But within a few daj's the U. S. sffiamer Krarsarf/e, commanded by capt. Winslow, a

foruK-r shi])mate of c:a[)t. Semmes, arrived at Cherbourg; and sh(3 nnulc a demonstration
which the officers and crew of the A,—writhing und(!r tin; ab\is(! that had been heaped
u|)on them, and awan; tliat their career liad bet;n inglorious—regarded and resented as a
challenge. Capt, Semmes knew and probably shared their feelings, and determined
to gratify them. He sent notice to the U. S. consul that he would sail out and fight the

Kearsarrje. The two ships were to appearance not unequally matched, in reality the
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Kearsarge had considerably the advantage in number of crew, armament, speed, and gen-

eral condition; besides, that she was protected amid-.ships by armor. The fact of her

being tlms protected, and the extent of her ^periority, seem to liave been unknown to

capt. Semmes. The tiglit took place on Sunday, the 19th of June, outside the port of

Cherbourg, all Cherbourg gazing at it from the neigh bor'hig h"ight3. The KearmrfjeAv.iv-

ing the superiority in sailing, was able to keep at a distance of about 500 yds. from her

(uiemy; her armor in a great measure protected her from the enemy's shot; and, as might
be expected her guns were better served than tliose of the A. Before the light hud
lasted an hour, capt. Semmes found his sliip was sinking, and gave orders to pull

down Ids flag. The boats Avere got out and the wounded placed in them ; but before llu;

Kerasarge could come to the rescue the A. went to the bottom. The boats of the Kear-

ndrge saved many of the crew. Others, including capt. Semmes, were picked up by an
EnglisJi yacht, the Deerhound, which had been allowed by capt. Winslow to help in res-

cuing the xl.'s crew. These the Deerhmtiui immediately carried wilhm the neutral juri.s-

diction. Sennnes and the others saved by this vessel were afterwards charged with hav-

ing broken their faith as prisoners who had asked for quarter from the Kearmrge. As
regards the Deerhound, the seamen of the A., once upon its deck, were entitled to the

protection of Great Britain, and no previous compact could have deprived them of it.

—

See The Orvh:e of the Alabama and the Sumter, compiled from the papers of capt. Semmes..
Tlie " Alabama question" v/as fairly raised in the winter of 1862-63, when Mr.

Seward, in his diplomatic correspondence, declared that the Union lield its<}lf entitled at

a suitable time to demand full compensation for the damages intiicted on American prop-

erty by the Ajiglo-rebel vessels; and the question never ceased to be a source of in'ita-

tioii between the two peoples till its final settlement by special lril)unal of arbitration. This

.

court, consisting of the representatives of England and the United States, and of three-

other members appointed by the king of Italy, the president of the Swiss confederationt

and the emperor of Brazil, met at Geneva, ITth Dec, 1871, and, the claim for indirect

damages to American conmierce having been allowed to drop, gave its final award,, loth.

Sep., 1872. It was decreed that Great Britain should pay a sum of £3,229,166 13^. ^.
ALABASTER, William, d.d., 1o67-1640, an English poet and scholar. Ho wa.4:

educated at Cund)ridge and Oxford, and was a fellow of Trinity college, lie waa
appointed chaplain to Robert, earl of Essex, whom he accompanied in 1591 in tlte expe-

dition intended to assist Henry IV. against the league. In France he was converbt^d to

the Roman Catholic church, but did not long remain in it. His report was that he wa?i.

enticed to Rome and Imprisoned, but escaped. Returning to England he becarae pre-

bendary of St. Paul's and rector of Hatfield.' A. was a famous Hebrew scholar, with
a strong inclination to mysticism in tracing the meaning of scripture. Dr.. A. pub-
lished several works on scriptural subjects, and left a numix'r of i>oem.s in, MSS.^one
of which was surniptitiously published—a tragedy called Bo.rantt, which Pr. Johnson,
regarded as the only Latin verse of English production worth naming until Milton
appcarcii.

ALACTI'UA, a co. in n. Florida, between the Santa Fe and Suwaneee rirers, crossed
by the Florida railroad; 1000 sq.m.

;
pop.'70, 17,328—12,393 colored. It has a rolling

>!urface and fertile soil, producing sea-island cotton, sugar, etc.. Co, seat^ Gainsville.

ALACOQUE, Maeguekite Marie. 1647-90; a French nun, who established the fes-

tival of the sacred heart of Jesus. She took tb.e veil at Paray-le-Moaail. where she is

said to have performed miracles, prophesied, made revelations, and held direct comnmnr
cation with God and the angels. She foretold the day of her death. »nd cut the name of
"Jesus Christ" on her bosom with a knife. By the Roman Cathohc church she is eaUe(t
'* venernhlc." Her treatise on devotion to the heart of Jesuashe claimed to have b en a
supernatural conummication.

ALABAGir, a mountain chain in Asiatic Turkey in which the E\iphratcs rises.

The chief portion of the chain is above the basin of the lake Van, between o9' and 40" n.

and 42° and 44" e. , forming part of the water-shed between the Caspian sea and the Persiau
gulf.

ALAIN DE LILLE, 1114-1203; a Cistercian .scholar, called "tho universal doc-
tor," one of the most learned men of the 12th c, in philosophy, theology, history, medi-
cine, and pootr3\ He was appointed bishop, but soon resigned to enter a monastery.
He wrote chielly in verse on alchemy, natural philosoph}', and doctrinal subjects. Ger-
many, Scotland, Spain, Sicily, and f^landers contend for his birthplace; but he said he
came from Lille in Flanders, as his name implies.

ALAIS, a t. of the dep. of Gard, France, situated in a fertile plain, on the right bank
of the Gardon, at the base of the Cevennes moimtains, 23 m. n.w. from Nimes, with
which it is connected by railway. It embraced the Protestant cause in the religious wars
of France; and Louis XIII. in person, accompanied by the cardinal de Richelieu, besieged
it, and having taken it in 1629, demolished i*s wnils. Three years later, the baron of
A. Iiaving taken part in the rebellion of T.Iontmorency, the castle was destroyed.
Protestant i.sm still prevails to a considerable extent. A! is a very flourishing t., and
owes its prosperity chielly to the nuneral wealth of the surrounding district, which pro-

Am. Ad. I.—
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duces coal, iron, load. zinc, aad miingaucse. Tiic coal and iron mines are of chief
importance. Tlicre are large iron-Ioundries in the town and neigid-orlnjotl. There uru
also nianulactures of ribbons, stockings, gloves, vitriol, and earlhcnware. A. is an epis-

copal seal. Pop. "io, lo,ijy4,

ALAJUE LA, a c ity of the state of Costa Rica, Central America, 23 m. -w.n.-w. from
Carlago, and a little on the western side of the water-shed between the Atlantic and the
Pacirtc. It contains many good houses, and has extensive suburbs of deiached houses,
embowered among trees and tiowering shrubs. The neighborhood is chielly devoted to

the culture of the sugar-cane. Pop., including suburbs, 12.575.

ALAKO', the messiah of the gypsies, the son of their chief god, Baro-Devel. The
gypsies hold that A. will ultimately restore them to their native place in Assyria, lie is

ivpresenled with a sword in his right hand, and a pen in his left.

ALA]\rANCE, a co. in iNorth Carolina, on the Haw river and the North Carolina rail-

road; 500 scj.m.
;
pop. '70, 11,874—3640 colored. It has an undulating surface autj fertile

>oii, producing tobacco, corn, etc. Co. seat, Graham.

ALAME DA, a co. in w. California, on the bay of San Francisco, and traversed by
tJcveral railroads; 820 sq.m.

;
pop. '80, 63,630—1939 Chinese. The land is fertile, ancl

I. je scenery especially attractive. Tiijre are medicinal Avarui springs, impregnated wiih
i/on, lime, sulphur, and magnesia. Co. seat, San Leaudro.

A'LAMO. The, a fort founded in tlie Texan war of independence near San Antonio.
Bexar CO., Texas. It was oblong, aovering about an acre, with walls 8 or 10 ft high, and
a yard in thickness. Here, Feb. 23, 183{), Santa xVuna with 4000 JMexicans shut^ in 140
Texans and men from the United States comm^mded by col. AVm. B. Travis. Bombard-
mc'it was kc'i)t up 24 hours, and several assaults w^ere repulsed; Travis scut for help, but
only 32 niju reached him, and all his men sull'ered greatly from fatigue and want of pro-

visions. On the 6th of Mar. at dayligiit tlie Mexicans assaulted in force, and were twice
flriven back with heavy los5. A liand to hand fight ensued, in which, lacking time to

load, the Texans clubbed their ritlcs and fought desperately until only six were alive.

These, of whom col. Crockett was onj, surrendered and:*r promise ot" protection, but
Santa Anna had them instantly cut to pie;yj3; col. B ) y ie, ill in bed, was shot after kill-

ing a number of his assailants, and maj. Evans was shot while trying to fire the maga-
zine. Only three—a woman, a child, and a servant—were spared. Tlien the bodies
were collected, mutilated, and burned. A few weeks later Santa Anna Avas routed
with immense loss and lilinself captured in the battle of San Jacinto, whei'e the cry
" Kemeniber the Alamo" excited the Texais to light like heroes.

A'LAMOS, Los (i.e.. The Pjplarfi), a t. of Mexico, in the state of Sonora, and depart-

ment r>f Sinaloa, 110 m. n.n.w. from Sinaloa. It is situat'.'d in a barren i)lain, but in a
region famous for its silver mines. The houses arc mostly of stone or brick, covered
with stucco. Provisions are djar, being brought from a distance, and the t. is veiy
iasuflicieutly supplied with, water. Pop. 10,000.

AL.VN". Allex, or Allyx, William, 1532-94; an English cardinal. Tie studied in

Oxford, and l)ccamf' principal of St. Mary's hall in 1556. Tv/o years later ho was made
canon of York. He opi)osed the reformation, and on the accession of Elizabeth lied to

Lonvain. After a. while he returned to England, but his })roselyting zeal made another
night iKJcessary. He was given a doctor's degree by the new university of Douay, and
e.sia!)lished there a college for English Poman Catholics, whence he sent Jesuit priests to

his native land, the aim of his life being to restore papal supremacy in England. In

1583 he was made archbi.shop of Mechlin. He was a bitter enemy of Elizabeth, who
exp'illed some of his emissaries and put some to death. In one of his pamphlets Ik;

inade charges against the queen too foul for decent pages. He was in the arnuida plot

—the pope having promised him the see of Canterbuiy in case of success. He foil into

disfavor with the failure of the armada, and was even refused permission to I'eturn to

his diocesf;.

ALA'NI, nomj'.dic tiibcs of eastern origin who spicnd over Europe during the decline

of tlie Poman empire, 'j'hey probably were lirst encountered by the; Homans when
Ponii)ey. in the Milhridatic wjir, led anCxpedition into the Caucasus. In 276 .\.D. they
were checkffi l)y the em|)(!ror Tacitus in their attc.'tnjjt to go eiistward inio Persia, Tho
Huns gave them a Kever(! defeat on the Tanais in 375, and then the A. divided, somo
jroing e., hut the larg(!r portion joining their concpna-ors in an invasion uj^on the Goths.

With tlu; Vandals and Sucivi tjiey (altered Gaul in 406, and later crossed the Pyrenees

and founded settleinenls in Lusitania. wlna'c; they lived for .some time in peac^e. In 418

tlicy were attacked by the Vi;igolhs, their king was slain, and they l)e(!amo subject to

Qunderic;, king of the Va,nd!ds. l(;siug (!()mpl('t<']y their niitional independence. About
450 tlu;y served under Theodoric; but they synipathiz(Ml with the; barbarians, and their

desertion at ( halons (451) came near bringing d'-feat upon the Poman army. They were
mentioned (»ccasi()nally in lat(!r tint's, und seem to have kc.\)t their independence after

Uie 6lh c. in 1221, Gengis Khan defeated them, and they v/ere so coi:.plelely subjugated

in 1237 by Batu-Khau that their uamc disappeared from history.
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AL-ARAF, in the Mohammedan religion, the line or wall of separation between
heaven and hell, astride of wliicii are placed those whose accounts of good and evil
exactly balance, so that they deserve neitlier hell nor heaven; also those who went to
war without consent of their parents, who are deemed martyrs, safe from hell but not
quite worthy of heaven.

ALAKCON, HEiiNANDO de, a Spanish navigator of the 16th c, the first to visit the
coast of California. He sailed May 9, lo-iO, to meet a land expedition under Ya.squesde
Coronada, but did not tind him. He discovered that lower California (a supposed
ishmd) was a peninsula, made a good survey of the coast, sailed up the Rio de Tizon
(Colorado), and on returning to Mexico, in lo41, made a map of California, which differs
little from those of tiie present day.

ALARM, BURGLAR, an application of wires and a battery, whereby every door,
window, scuttle, or other means of entrance to a building is .so connected by electricity,

that an attempt to open any one sets a bell ringing in one or more sleepiuir rooms or
in the watchman's quarters. The battery is in a box 20 in. by 9x6, and alT the wires
are entirely concealed. A switch shuts off the battery in the day time, or when not
needed; aiul the alarm may be set for the whole or any part of a house. Alarm is

given if a door or window be accidentally left open, and the bell rings continuously
unless purposely stopped. The B. A. is largely used in private houses in New York ai.d
other cities.

ALASCO, John, 1409-1560; a Polish nol;lcman and traveler, who imbibed the doc-
trines of Zwingli. and had intercourse with Erasmus, who esteemed him highly, bequeath-
iig to' him his library. He lirst preached Protestantism in east Friesland. but, anticipat-
ing persecution, he went to London, ouCranmer's invitation, and became superintendent
of the congregation of the foreign Protestant exiles. On the accession of Mary, in loo3,
he and all his congregation were banished. In 15r)6, he returned to Poland, where he
("ed. He wrote many treatises, and was one of tlic 18 divines who prepai'cd the Polish
version of the Bible.

ALA-SHEHS' (i.e., the exalted city, ancient Pmhtdelphm), a city of Asia ]N[inor, in the
pashalic of Anatolia, 75 m. e. by s. from Smyrna, at tlie n.e. ba'sc of 3It. Tmolus. It
was founded by Attains Philadelphus, king of Pergauios, about 200 i5.c., and is famous as
the seat of one of the "seven churches of Asia?' It is still a place of considerable
importance, and carries on a thriving trade by caravans, chietly with Smyrna. It is sur-
rounded by a wall, and is of large extent; but the streets are narrow and dirty. There
are many interesting remains "of antiquity. Pop, about 8000, including 200 Greek
fanulies.

ALASKA {ant(^, comprises all the X. American continent w. of the 141st degree of w.
long., together with a narrow .strip between the Pacific ocean and the British dominions;
r.lso all the islands near the coast, and the Aleutian arehipehigo. except Copper and Beh-
ring islands on the coast of Kamtehatka. Tlie area, including islands, is 5!^0.170 sq.m.

,

anil in LSTO the population amounted to 29.097. of whom 26.843 were natives of the terri-

tory, 1421 were half-breeds. 483 Russians, and 350 ^rom the Lnited States and foreign coun-
trkis. The capital is Sitka, formerly called Kcav Archangel, and is the only t. of impor-
tance in the territory. It is on a conun.odious harbor on Barano^ i.sland, 53 '3' n. lat., and
135

'

17' w. long. The t. was long the headquart(>rs of the Russian- American fur companv.
When the cession to the United States was made in 1867, Sitka was a collection of log huts
r.bout 100 in number, with but few respectable buildings, andthe.se were occupied by gov-
e.nment oUlcers. St. Paul, in Kodiac island, is the principal depot of the seal tisherie's, and
r.round it is the best agricultural land in the territory. There is another considerable
sell lenient on Oonalaska islnnd, where there is good anchorage. Trading ports are scat-
tered over the sea-coast of the territory, the chief of them being F'ort \"ukon. near 66^
the most northed}' station of the Hudson bay company. Little is known of the interior
of the territory except along some of the large rivers. "The coast line measures over 4000
II. along the Arctic ocean on then., Behring's sea on the w., and the Pacillc ocean on thes.
TIic clhnrvte is much less severe than in corresponding latitudes on the e. coa.^t of the
continont, as it is moderated by the warm water of the Pacific, whose effect upon the w.
coast of Xorth America is like that of the gulf stream upon the w. coas<- of Europe. In the
Yuko!i, or most northerly districts, it is very cold; the earth remains frozen all summer,
and ice in the river Yukon is from 5 to 9 ft. thick in winter. The islands and the
soiitlu ;-n or Sitka district are not so cold. The lowest record of temperature is 70' Fahr.
belov.- zero. The summer is short, dry, and hot. 3!ay to Aug. is the pleasant season,
and rain falls almost continuously in Aug. and Sept.* The average annual rain-fall is

about ^JO in., and there are about 150 rainy days in a year. Jan. and Feb. are usually
pleasant months. Sitka is in a wet .situation, and it is said that more rnin fallsthere than
in any place not within tiie tropics. From 60 to 90 in. per vear have been recorded, and
the days of rain from 190 to 285. There is little of agriculture in the territorv, thoutrh
on the islands oats, barley, and root crops can be rafsed without great ditlicultv. The
tisheries and the fur trade are the leading and almost only industries." In 1870, the product
of salted codfish alone was 10,612,000 lbs. Seal catching is still more impoVtaiit. The
annual catch of fur seals throughout the world has been estimated at 160.(X»0 animale, of
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which 100,000 are takeu in Alaskan waters; tlic value for Alaska being estimated at

$1,2(K),000 per annum. The liome of the seal, in the breeding and summer season, is on
the islands of St. Paul and St. George, 300 m. from any other land. At the beginning of
winter they migrate, and none are seen \mtil the foiiowing spring. Laws have been
enacted by congress to regidate the seal lishcries, in (,rder to prevent the uller extinction
of the animal. The lishery is now controlled by the Alaska company of California, who
are not allowed to take more than 100,000 pelts per year; and they are to avoid killing-

females and ver\' young male seals; while very old males are not w-orth killing. The
company's right does not cover other fur-bearing animals. They employ about a dozen
vessels and have 20 or more posts on the island and mainland. The United Slates govern-
ment has a considerable income from the rent of the island and the tax on sealskin.?.

No regular government had been established up to the autumn of 1879, but the people
had chosen officers and formed a provisional governtnent of their own.

The name of A. is an English corru])tion of Al-ak-shak, " the great land." The trav-

eler by sea comes first to the great archipelago, the islands of which make a land-surface
of 31,000 sq.m. Stretching along the Aleutian islands for loOO m. are 61 volcanoes, ten

of which are active; the grand Shishaldiu, nearly 9u00 ft. above the waves that wash its

ba.se, and Akuten, ]\Iakusliin, and others, are belching out fire and smoke. The highest
mountain is Mt. St. Elias, in the coast range, supposed to be nearly 18,000 ft. high, and
by that estimate the loftiest ])oint in North America. A. is one of the greatest glacier

regions on the globe. From Bute inlet to Unimak pass every deep gulch has its glaciers,

some of which are grander than any in the Alps. In one of the gulciies of Mt. Fairweather
is a glacier that extends to the sea, a distance of 50 m., and then breaks in a perpendicular
wall of ice 300 ft. high and 8 m. broad. About 35 m. above Wrangel on the Stickine

river, between two mountains 3000 ft. high, is a glacier 40 m. long and 4 or 5 wide, and
from 500 to 1000 ft. deep. Opposite this mass of ice, just across the river, are large

boiling springs. The Indians regard this glacier as the personification of a mighty ice-

god who has issued from his mountain home invested with power before whicli all nature
bows in submission. They describe him as crashing his w^ay through the canon where
its glistening pinnacles bordered upon the domains of the rivei-god, and that after a con-
flict the ice-god conquered, and spanned the river's breadth so completely tluit the river-god

was forced to crawl underneath. The Indians then sent their medicine man to see how this

could be avoided. The answer came that if a noble chief and fair maiden w-ould offer

tlienis3lves a sacrifice by taking passage under the long, dark, winding ice arch, his anger
would be appeased, and the river be allowed to go on its wny undisturbed. When the
two were found and adorned, their arms bound and seated in the canoe, the fatal journey
was made, and the ice has never again attempted to cross the river. At one of tliese

glaciers ships from California have anchored and taken on a cargo of ice. It is also a
great hot and mineral spring region; medicinal springs abound in sufficient number and
variety to tre.it the diseases of the whole race. Goreloi, one of these, is a vast smoking
caldron, eighteen miles in circumference.

All the early navigators and explorers, from Cook to the present time, have spoken
of the immense numbers of salmon, cod, lialibut, mullet, ulicon, etc. There are no other
such fisheries in the known WTU'ld. A jnissionary (the 1-iev. Sheldon Jack.son, from whose
report some portions ai*e here extracted) thus describes a fishing scene on the Nasse
river: " I went up to their fisliing grounds on the Nas.se river, where some 5000 Indians
had assembled. It is what is called their ' small fishing.' The salmon catch is at another
time. These small fish are valuable for food, and also for oil. Tliey come up for six

weeks ordy, and with great n^gularit}-. The Nasse, where I visited it, was about a mile and
a half wide, and the fish had (;ome up in great quantities, so great that, with three nails

upon a stick, an Indian would rake in a canoe full in a short time. Five thousand
Indians were gathered together from IJritisli Columbia and Alaska, decked out in their

strange fantastic costumes; faces painted red and black, and they liad feathers on their

Jieads and imitations of wild beasts on tiieir dre.s.ses. Over the fish was an immense cloud
of sea-gulls, .so many and so thick, as the}' hovered about looking for fish, the sight

resernl^led a heavy fall of snow. Over the gulls were eagles soaring about and watchii'g
their ciiance. Atter t!ie small fish, had come up larger lish from llie ocean. There was
the halibut, the cod, the porpoi.se, and the fin-back whale; man life, fish life, and bird
life—all under intense excitement. And all that animated life was to the heathen people,

a life of spirits. They paid court and wor.shiped lln; tish they were to assist in destroying;
^.'X'ting them, ' You lish! you fish! You are all chiefs, you are.' The ('hristian Indians
Ijid their separate camps, where they had worship morning and evening, and kept the
Babimth."

The principal fur-bearing animals of A. are the fox, marten, mink, beaver, otter, lynx,
black bear, and wolverine. Then; are also tin; coarser furs of \\w. reindeer, mountain
«heep, goat, wolf, iruiskrat, and ermine. The extent of the range and quality of (lu; fur.s

in that extensive northern r(;gion is condm-ive to a very valuable fur trade, in addition
to which are the seal-fur fisheries, that since 1871 have yield(!d to the government an
income of $1,891,030. IJcsidfis the fi.sheries and furs are the valuabh; d(^i)osits of coal,

cof)per, sulphur, petroleum, and and)er, with gohl and silver. 'J'he gold and silver, so
far, hav(! Ix^en found only in lindted (juanlilies. It is tin; great IufuIkt region of the
country. The forests of yellow cedar, white pine, hendock, and balsam fir will supply
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the world who,n the vahiablc timber of Pu£?ct sound is exhausted. It lias the gieat moun-
tiiin peak of the country—St. Elias, 19,500 ft. higii; and the Yukon, one of the largest

rivers of the world.
A. is naturally divided into three great divisions: the Yukon division, comprised

between the A. mountains and the Arctic ocean; the Aleutian district, comprising the A.

peninsula and the Aleutian islands; and the Sitkan district, including all the mainland

and adjacent islands s. of the peninsula. Each of these three great divisions has two
climates, the coast climate and the interior climate; tlie latter being much severer than the

former. The great gulf stream of the Pacific, known to geographers as the Japan cur-

rent, strikes and divides on the western end of the Aleutian islands. A portion flows n.

into Bell ring's sea, so that it is a remarkable fact that ice does not floAV from the Arctic

ocean southward through Beliring's straits. The other portion sweeps southward and

eastward, and makes the whole n.w. coast habitable, giving to southern A., on the coast

and the adjacent Lslands, a winter climate milder than that of Kew York cily. Tlic

Yukon district, bordering on the Arctic ocean, is remarkable for one thing. From 3 to 4

ft. below the siirface there is a subsoil of frozen earth from 6 to 8 it. deep. This

phenomenon is ascribed to the want of drainage, together with a covering of moss that

shields the ground from the hot suns of the Arctic summer; yet. notuithslnnding this

ice subsoil, (luring the summer months there is a luxuriant growth of vegetation. The
great distinguishing feature of this district is the wonderful Yukon river, 2000 m. long,

navigable for steamers for 1500 m. In some places on the lower Yukon one bank is

invisible from the other. A thousand m. above its mouth it is, in places, 20 m. wide,

including the intervening islands. It is one of the great rivers of the world, and upon
its upper waters, within the arctic circle, is Fort Yukon, a post of the Hudson bay coni-

y.iiny. At this distant post,which tidings from the outside world reach only once a year,

is a Scotch missionary. On its banks live thousands who know neither its outlet or its

soiu'ce, and yet, recognizing its greatness, proudly call themselves llie ''men of Yukon."
Cape Prince of AVales and the island of Alton are the extreme western points of laud in

the United States—in long. 167° 59' 12".

Fort Wrangel, a village of 100 houses, is on the north-western coast ofWrangel island,

at the mouth of the Stickine river. Owing to the extensive gold mines at Cassair. on the

Stickine river, it has become the chief business center of A. The Ca.'^sair mines employ
about 2000 men, who create considerable trade. For this trade Wrangel is at the end of

ocean and commencement of river navigation. Five ocean vessels run between Portland

and Wrangel, and Victoria and Wrangel, and four small river steamers run on the Stick-

ine river between Wrangel and the mines. The const of AVrangel and the mouth ol

Stickine river were first visited by the American ship .l/rt/r/zr/.'/j^^, of Boston, in 1802, three

years before Lewis and Clark descended the Columbia. The permanent ])op. is about

100 whites and Russians and 500 Indians. Besides tliese there is a large winter pop. of

miners, and a floating Indian pop. of from 500 to 700 more, sometimes being from 20C0

to 3000 Indians in tl;e place. It is on the great highway of the Indians to and from the

mines, also to their hunting and fishing. This makes it a central point for the cstablisli-

ment of a mission to the Indians, as partie-i from severed large tribes are almost always

in the village. The mission has a beautiful situation, overlooking the lay, the islands,

and the Indian portion of tlie village, with its dwellings, its graves, and its emblems of

lu^athenism. On the southern sweep of the shore of the bay stands the Indian portion of

the village.

The native races in A. number about 25.000; Russians, 300 or 400; Americans and
others, 500. The Indians can be divided into three great classes: the Innuit of Yukon
district; the Aleutian and the Tu.'^ki of tlio Sitka district. And these again arc diviiled

i:-.to tribes, settlements, and families. These are largelvin a condition of degraded .super-

i-.tition, and liable to all the horrible cruelties of heathenism. The old, sick, and usele:r.

are put to death, with various cruelties and disgusting rites. The Indians are again sub-

divided into various families, each of which has its family badge. The badges are the

Vv hale, the porpoise, the eagle, the coon, the wolf, and the frog. These crests extend

through different tribes, andtheir members have a closer relation to one another than

the tribal connection. For instance, members of the same tribe may marry, but not mem-
bers of the same badge. Thus, a wolf may not marry into the wolf family, but may
into that of the whale. Upon all public occasions they arc seated according to their

rank. This rank is distinguished by the height of a pole erected in front of their houses.

The greater the chief, the higher his pole. " Some of these poles are over 100 ft. high.

The missionary relates how, upon one occasion, a 1 ^^ad chief of tlie Nasse river Indian

put up a pole higher than his rank would allow. The friends of the chief whose head
lie would thus step over made fight with guns, t nd the over-ambitious chief Avas shot ia

the arm, which led him to quickly shorten his stick. Their houses arc from £5 to 40 ft.

square, without a window, the only openings being a small door for entrance, and a hole

in the roof for the escape of smoke. The^door is 3 or 4 ft. above the ground lovil, ar.d

opens on the inside upon a bro;id platform, which extends around the four sides. Th.is

platform (v^nluins their rolls of blankets, bedding, and other stores. Some of the houses
iiave a second platform inside the first, and a few steps lower. Then a few more steps

down brings to the inside square on the ground floor, which is also planked, with the

exception of about four ft. square in the center, where the fire is built on the grouii^
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Some few liavo a 5?ma11 inside room, lool^inc; as if it were a portion of the onbin of a

Avrecked vessel. The walls, and frequently roofs, aie made oi cypress ]>laiik. from 2 to

5 ft. wide, and 2 to o in. tliick. These planks are made by lirsl splitting liie trees into

great planks, then smoothing down the pianks with a small adze. In from of their lead-

ing houses and at their bnrial places are sometimes immense timbers covered with carv-

ings. These are the genealogical records of the family. The child usuall}' takes the

lofein of the mother. For instance, at tlie bottom of the post may be the carving of a

whale, over that a fox, a porpoise, and an eagle—signifying tlial the great-grandfather of

tile present occap:int of the house, on liis mother's side, belonged to the whale family,

the grandfather to the fox family, the father to tlie porpoise, and he himself to the eagle

family. These standards are from 2 to o ft. in diameter, and often over 00 ft. in lieighl,

a^id sometimes cos'., from $1000 to $2000. Formerly the entrance to the house was a liole

througii this standard, bat latterly they are commencing to have regular doors hung on

hinges. Among the Stickines tiiese badge- trees or totems are usually at one side of the

door.

A. is celebrated for its canoes. Some of the largest of these canoes are from GO to

75 ft. long and 8 to 10 ft. wide, and will carry 100 people. The operation of making them
is thus described: " Having selected a sound tree, and cut it the desired length, the out-

side is tirst shaped, then the tree is hollowed out till the shell is of proper thickness; this

is done with a tool resembling a grubbing hoe, or narrow adze with a short handle. It

is then tilled with water, which is heated by throwing in hot stones. The canoe is then

covered with a canvas to keep the steam in. This softens the timber, and the sides are

distended by cross-sticks to the desired breadth at the center, and tapering towards the

ends iu lines of beautiful symmetry. It is linishcd off with a highly ornamental hgure-

hoad. and the bulwar.^s strengthened by u fancy covering board,"

Polygamy, with all its attendant evils, is common among the Kaviaks. Their wives
are often sisters. Sometimes a man's owu mother or daughter is among his wives. If a

man's wife bears him only dau.;,iiters, he continues to take other wives until he has sons.

One of the Nasse chiefs is said to have had forty wives. After marriage, Y>''omen are

practically slaves of their husbands. Sometimes they are traded off by the husband for

somjthuig he may desire. In some sections all the work but hunting and lighting f:i!ls

upon the women—even the boys transferring their loads and work to their sisters. As
thougii their ordinary condition were not bad enough, the majority of the slaves are

wonirm The men cai)tured in war are usually killed, or reserved for torture; but tlie

women are kept as beasts of burden, and oftea treated with great inhumanit}-. The
master's piwer over them is unlimited. He can torture or put them to death at will.

Somitimos, upon the death of the mister, one or more of them are put to death, that he
m ly have Hom<i one to wait upon him in the next world. The bodies of the dead are

disjointed and burned. Dead slaves are cast into the sea. They believe in the transmi-

gration of souls from one body to another, but not to animals. Those whose bodies are

burned are supposed to be warm in the next world, and the others cold. If shives are

sacrificed at their burial it is thought that tlis owners are relieved from work in the next
world. Among the Nehaimcs and Talcolins, when a man dies, his v/idow is compelled
to ascend the burning funeral pile, throw herself upon the body, and remain there until

the hair is burned from her head, and she is almost suffocated. She is then allowed to

stagger from the pile, but must frequently thrust her hand through the tlames and place

it upon his b jsom, to siiDvv her continued devotion. Finally the ashes are gathered u )

and placed in a little sack. whi(;h the widow carries on her person for two years. Duritr^

this p'^riod of mourning siie is clothed in rags, and treated as a slave. Among the

Cliuckees the old and feeble are sometimes killed. This is done by i)lacing a rope aiound
tlie neck, and dragging them over the stones. If this do(;s not kill, then the body is

stoned, or speared, and left to be eaten by the dogs. Occasionally the old ask to bekilh'd.

Then they are taken, stupefied with drugs, and, in the midst of various incantations, bled

to death. In some sections where wood is scarce, the bodies of women are not consid-

ered worth the wood that would l)e consumed in the burning; and they are cither oast

out, to be consum !(! by the dogs, foxes, and crows, or cast into tlu; sea as food for lish(;s.

A summary cure for cryiui^ bal)ies is to take them to the seashore and hold them in the

water until they c.'ase crying. As soon as tlu^y can walk, children are bathed in the si-a

daily, and they learn to swim as soon as they do to walk.

Sorcery is prevalent. Tlu; words and actions of the shaman (sorc(M'cr) are considered

infallible. The ollice is often hereditary, the son inheriting from the father the various

p ir.iphernalia of drum, rattles, masks, charms, etc. The honor of the shaman d(;pends

upon the number of spirits which he can control. He has a separate m;;sk, songs, and
dances for each. His hair is never to be cut, When a shaman dies liis body is left for

a day in each of the four (;orners of his room; on the fifth «lay it is carried out. dressed

in the costume of his r)rdcr, and dr-po>iied in a small l)urial hou.se. His body is not

burned. The Indians are Iwdd in alqect fear of th(! conjurers or medicine num. Some
of the scenes often witiK.'ssed on that coast an; thus depicted by a missioiii'ry: " An old

chief, in cold blood, ordenfd a slave to o<; dragged to the beach, murdered, and thrown
into the water. His orders wen; quickly obeyed. 'I'lio victim was a poor woman. Two
or three reasons were a.ssigncd for tliis foul uct. One is that it is to take away the (lis

grace attached lo Ids daugiitcn-, who has been sufliering for some time with u wound in the
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arm. Another report \s that ho does not expect hh (laughter to rnooA'OT, po he lias killed

this slave in order that slio may prepare lor the (Dining ot his daughter into the unseen

world. Iinnu'diately atlerwards, ciowds of people cuine running out of the Iiousesnear

to where the eorpse was thrown, and forming themselves into groups at a good distanre.

away, from fear of what was to follow. Presently two bauds of furious wretche.s

appeared, eacli headed by a man in a state of nudity. They gave vent to the most
unearthl}' sounds, and tlie naked men made themselves look as unearthly as possible,

proeeediug in a creeping kind of stoop, and stepping like two proud hor^es, at tlie same
time shooting forward eaclsarm alternately, which they held out at full length for a little

time in a most defiant manner. Besides this, the ( ontiniial jerking of tl;eir heads back,

causing their long bl:u:k hair to twist about, added much to their savtige appearance.

For g()me time they i)retended to be seeking for the bod}', and the instant they came
where it lay they'conunenced screamin;^ and lushing around it like so many angry
wolves. Finally they seized it. dragged it out of the water, and laid it on the beach,

where they comnienced tearing it to pieces with their teeth. The two bands of men
immcdiat(3ly surrounded them and so hid their horrid work. In a few minutes thecrov/d

broke again, wiien each of the naked leaders appeared with half of the body in his hands.

Separalnig a lev/ yards they commenced, with liorrid yells, their still more horrid feast

of eating the raw dead body. The two bands of men belonged to that class called

"medicine men." Among these '"medicine men' there are three general division-.:

those who eat human bodies, the dog-eaters, and those who have no custom of the kind.

Early in the morning the pupils would be out on the beach, or on the rocks, in a state of

nudity. Each Iiad a place in front of his own tribe; nor did intense cold interfere in

the slightest digree. After the poor creature had crept about, jerking his head ai.d

s(U'(»aming for some time, a party of men would rush out. and after surrounding him.

would comm.ence singing. The dog eating party occasionally carried a dead dog to their

impil, ^Yho forthwith commenced to tear it in the most doglike manner. The ]}aity of

attendants iiept up a low growling noise, or a whoop, seconded by a screeching noi.'^e

ir:ade from an instrument which they believe to be the abode of a sjjirit. Of all these

jiarties none are j-o much dreaded as the cannibals. (;)re morning I was called to wit-

ness a stir in the camp which had been caused by this set. When I re.-iched the gallery

1 saw hundreds of Tsimsheeans sitting in their canoes, which they had just pushed away
from the beach. I was told that the cannibal i)arty was in search of a body to devoin-.

'

and if they failed to find a dead one, it was probalAe that they woidd seize the first living

one that came in their way; so that all the people living near the cannibals' house had
taken to their canoes to escape being torn to pieces."

ALA'TRI, a t. in Italy, G m. n. of Frosinone. It is the see of a bishop, and shows
considerable remains of I\'lasgian anti(iuity. Pop. of commune, 11,870. The ancient

name was Alatrium.

ALAU'DA, a genus of birds includini larks, chiefly not(!;d as song birds. They are

found in all countries, but abound especially in Europe. They are birds of passage, and
some of the genus arc esteemed for the table.

ALATJ'SI, a t. of the republic of Ecuador, South America, in tlie province of ( him-
borazo, 70 m. e. from Guaya(]uil. at an elevation of 7980 ft. above the sea, in a vidley of

the Andes, on the river Alausi, whicli flows into the gulf of Guayaquil. The valley of

the Alausi is extremely fertile, producing sugar, grain, and fruits. There are manufac-
tures of woolen and cotton cloth in tiie t. Pop. 0000.

A'LAVA, one of the provinces of Spain. 1200 s(].m. Its surface is mountainous,
"specially in the n., where the Pyrenees form the natural boundary. It is separated frcu)

T-ogrino "by the Ebro; the Zadowa and the Ayadak are the other'rivers. The soil is I'er-

iWa, produclug wheat, barley, maize, flax, hemp, and fruit. TliC mountains are covered

with forests of oak, beech, *^ chestnut, etc., and contain iron, copper, lead, and marble.

Pop. '70, 10.3,494. Capital, Yitloria.

ALAY, a Turkish ceremony en the assembling of tlie forces at the breaking out of

a war; essentially a public display of the sa.cred standard of Mohammed, which may he

looked U])on only by Moslems aiul touched only by emirs. Once when the standard Iiad

been shown, the rule was forgotten, but when remembered all the Christians who had
innocently loolied at the banner were shiughtered.

ALBACETE, a t. of Spain, capital of the province of the same name. in^Iuiria. VAS

m. s.e. from Madrid, and a station on the railway from Madrid to Alicante. It staud.s

in a fertile but treeless plain, is built with some degree of regidarity, and contains a

number of squares and many good houses. It is a place of considerable trade, and has

great cattle-fairs in Sept. It is noted in Spain for the manufacture of knives nrd other

pteel goods, which, however, are very inferior to those of Sheffield. Pop. 15,150.- -The
province of Albaeete is partly fornuMl from the former kingdom of 3Iurcia. and partly

from New Ca.-stile. It is generally hilly, and in some parts mountainous, some of ils

mountains attaining an altitude of 5000 fee;.; but it contains also ricii plains and fertile

valleys. Agriculture is in a more advanced state th.in in most parts of Spain: (\<rn and
wine are larii;ely produced, as also oil, hemp, tobacco, snlTron. fruits of various kinds,

and lioney. Great numbers of sheep, goats, oxen, horses, mules, and asses are reared. The
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ininenil wcaUh oT the proviuce appears to be cousiderable, but is not turned to niucli

account. The area of the province is 5966 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 220,973.

ALBANEN SES, a division of thesect of Catharistsinthe lithe, lioldlng the Gnostic-

doctrine of two principles, good and evil. They denied the divinity ot Christ, and
rejected the story of liis death, resurrection, and ascension; tliey denied tlie resurrection

of tlie dead; and believed tlie judgment day was passed, and lieJl's tormenis are sufferevl

in this Hfe; tliey also denied free will and original sin, and held that man can impart
the Holy Spirit to himself.

ALBA XIA, in ancient geography, a country in Asia on the w, side of the Caspian
sea and n. of Armenia, corresponding with the modern Uaghestan, Schirvan, and l^ag-

histan. It is mostly alluvial, made by the river Cyrus, and is very fertile. Tiie ancient
Albanians were described as tall, very strong, and of gracefid appearance. They were
nomads, and never wcuit into agriculture or trade. The Romans under Pompey first

encountered them (65 B.C.) and iound a force of 60,000 infantry and 22,000 cavalry con-
testing the road. Pompey secured a nominal submission, but they continued practicallj'

mdepcndent.

ALBANS, St. , in Yeraiont. See St. Albans.

ALBANY, a co. in e. N. Y., on the w. side of the Hudson river, 483 sq.m,
;
pop. '75,

117,530. The surface is hilly and mountainous in the s. ; soil good in tiie valleys, but o)i

higli ground sandy and poor. 3[arl, gypsum, magnesian limestone, and iron are found.
Several railroads intersect it, including tlie great K'ew York Central, the lirst section of

which, from A. to Schenectady, was the earliest railroad in the state. The staple products
are wool, gi'ain, hay, milk, butter, and cheese. Co. seat, Albany, which is also the caji-

tal of the state.

ALBANY, a co. in Wyoming territor}' on the Colorado and tiie n. fork of the Platte,

and drained by the Laramie. It is in the Blaclv hills region, and mountainous, Laramie
peak being 10,000 ft. above sea-level. The Union Pacific railroad runs through the co.

Cattle and wool are the staples. Co, seat, Laramie.

ALBANY, {ante), the capital of New York, on the w. bank of the Hudson river, 145 m.
n. of NewYork city, in lat. 42' 39' 49

" n. , and long. 73° 44' 33" w.
;
pop. '80, 90,713. It was

occuped by the Dutch as a trading-post with the Indians in 1614. Fort Orange was
erected in 1623. The settlement was first called Beverwyck, and afterwards Williamstadt.

In 1064 it received the name of A. in honor of the duke of York and Albany. It was
incorporated as a^cit}^ in 1686, and became the capital of the state in 1797. In 1S06 the

corner-stone of the capitol was laid. This building will be removed when the new capi-

tol, the corner-stone of which was laid in 1871, is finished. The new capitol, built of

granite, is 390 ft. by 290, covering more than three acres. It will be one of the largest and
most expensive buildings of the kind in the country. The other pul)lic buildings belong-

ing to the state are the state library, containing more than 90,000 volumes and various

interesting revolutionary relics; the state hall, accommodating certain departments of tlio

government; the geological hall, containing extensive collections in geology and natund
liistory; and the state normal school. A. has connections with the c. by the Albany and
Boston and the Troy and Boston railroads; with the n, and C^'unada by the Rensselae/

and Saratoga; with the w. and s. by the Harlem, Hudson l^iver, and New York Centn:!.

and with the s.w. by the AUxiny and Susquehanna railroads. It has water connnuni-
catlon with the n. by the Champlain canal, with the w\ by the Erie canal, and with t;ie >>.

l)y the Hudson river. There arc two bridges over the Hudson, built by the Hudson ]liv( r

and New York Central railroads, A. is supplied with water in p:n 1 1 rom an artificial l:'i!:e a
few miles w. of the cit^', anJ in part v.-jth water pumped from tl:e Hiid^-on. The city hasii

well organized system of public schools, with a Avell equipped high seijool at tlic head. The
A. academy is one of the oldest and best aeademies in the stale, and has r. building of rare

architectural beauty. The normal school, established in 1844, has sent out more than

2000 graduates. The medical college, organized in 1839, has had connected with it 4492
.stuflents, of whom 1455 have graduated (1880). The law school was established in 1851,

and has b(;en wr;ll attcuided. The Dudley observatory, dedicated in 185(5, has a 13-in(;h

equatorial instrument, a mej'idian circle, numerous jneteorological instruments, and a

remarkable calculating jind printing engine. Boih the medical and law schools, at first

independent institutions, now in connection with I'ni'>n (oHcge, constitute Union uni-

versity. There are forty-seven places of worship: Presbyterian, 9; llonnui Catholic, 7;

iMethodist, 6; Baptist, 6; Episcopal, 5; Lutheran, 4; Kefornuid, 4; Jewish, 3; Friends',

1; Congregational,!; Universalis!, 1. There are two public hospitals. The in-niten-

liary has ahv.ays been self-supporting. On the w. side of the city there* is a beautiful pub-

lic park containing 250 acres. The cemetery, 4 m. distant from the city, contains 230

acres. From its numerous railway and water conjiections A. has become the center of a

large amount of business, of which the most inq)ortant branches are the stove manufac;-

ture and the lumber trade.

ALBANY, a mitritime division of Cape Colony. Africa, about 450 m.e. of Ca]^e Town;
65 m. long, by 30 or 40 wide; travcMsed by great Fish river. It produces maize, barley

and cotton. Pop. '65, 16,264. Cai)ital, Grahamstown.
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ALBATEG'NI T., 929 ; an Arabian astronomer, whose propername was Mon.vM.MKD
Ibn Jabih Iun Senan Abu Abdillaii, named from Batan in JMesopotamia, of which I.

he is said to have been cliief. His astronomical observations extended over more tiian

GO years, and were conducted on the Euphrates and at Autioch in Syria. His chief work.
'ihe Science of the Stara, was published in 1537 from tlie original manuscript in the

Vatican library. He recast and improved 1 tolemy's tables, and came as near to the

obliquity of the ecliptic as 2;>" 3.5'. His tropical year v.as nearer than Ptolemy's, beinq
only 2 m. 26 s. .short. The Alphorisine tables of the moon's motion were founded upon
his observation, and he tirst substituted sines for chords, and also introduced into

trigonometry the use of tangents and versed sines. Ho was called "The Arabian
Ptolemy," and was held to be tirst of Arabian astronomers.

ALBEMARLE, a co. in Virginia, s.w. of the Blue Rid^e and n. of Jame.s river, inter-

sected by the Chesapeake and Ohio, and the Virginia and Tennessee railroads ; 700 sq.m.

;

X)op., '80, 33,630—4944 colored. It has an undulating surface, and rich bottom lands.

Co. seat, Charlotteville.

ALBEMARLE, Georgk Monk, Duke of, 1608-70 ; an English general, chief agent
in the restoration of the Stuarts in IGGO. In 1625 he was in the expedition against Sp.iin :

served ten years in the Netherlands; was lieut.-col. in the campaign against the Scots: led a
regiment against the Irish; and was governor of Dublin until the peace in 1643. Next
jQ'dv in the civil war he was made prisoner by Fairfax, and kept two years in the Tower,
l):it was released on taking the covenant. Cromwell made him lieut.-geu, and chief of

a.'tillery, and for good service at Dunbar raised him to gen. -in-chief in Scotland. He took
part in the commission to arrange the union of Scotland and England, and went to the

former country as governor in 16o4, with much diftlculty maintaining his rule against

the Presbyterians. Charles tried to secure his support, but Monk sent the letter to

Cromwell, after whose death Monk declared in favor of Richard Cromwell, assuming
the defence of public order. On the 1st of Jan., 1660, ]\Icuk crossed the border with
6000 men, joined Fairfax at York, and entered London Feb. 3 without opposition. His
intentions were not known until Feb. 28, when he called together the Presbyterian
members expelled from parliament in 1648, and created a majority for the king, and
Charles was form:illy declared on the 8th of ]\Iay. Charles made Monk duke of Allc-
marle, privy-councilor, chamberlain, and lord lieutenant of Devon and Middlesex. In
16S6 he commanded the naval expedition against Holland and was beaten by De
Ruyter at Dunkirk, in his turn defeating the Dutchmen at North Foreland.

ALBEMARLE SOUND, an inlet in the coast of North Carolina. 60 m. long and 4 to

15 wide, separated from the ocean by an island, and not appreci;ibly affected by tlie

tides. It receives the Roanoke and Chowan rivers, and is connected with Currituck and
Pamlico sounds by natural channels, and with Chesapeake bay by the Dismal Swamp
canal. Having only shallow water, the sound is of little value for navigation.

AL'BER, Matthew, 1495-1570 ; one of the promoters of the reformation, preaching
at Reutidugen. He was put under ban by the pope and the imperial court, but went on
p:-eaching, strongly supported by the people. He rejected Latin, and used the native

tongue in church services, put out the images, and took a wife. He was summoned
before the imperial chambers and charged with nearly 70 distinct heresies, to all of

v.h.ich, save that of speaking disrespectfully of the mother of Christ, he confessed
guilty. He was tried, but set free without punishment. A. was a friend and ally of

Li'.lher. Some of his sermons, a catechism, and a work on P7v videnee have been pub-
lished.

AL'BERI, EuGENio, 1809-78 ; an Italian historian. He was several years in tlie

army, but left it in 1830 for literary pursuits. In 1848 he was in the war against Austria
as lieutenant-colonel, and was for a time secretary-general in the ministry of war at

Rome. He was the author of the Military History of Prince Eugene of S<iwy, an Apology

for Catharine de Medicis, and made a collection of important diplomatic nporls oif

Venetian ambassadors of the 16th c. ; he also edited the first complete edition of the

wrn-ks of Galileo. His last work was a eulogy of the Roman Catholic religion from a

philosophical and political view.

AL'BERIC I., a Roman ruler in the beginning of the 10th c. ; son of a Lombard
nobleman. He married INFerozia, daughter of the" notorious Theodora, who lield the

temporal authority, and by \mion with her he came to be ruler. He joined pope
John X. in expelling the Saracens, and ruled the duchy of Spoleto : but the pope
banislied him from Rome, and he was murdered in 925. His widow married Guido of

Tuscany, and, after his death, Hugo, king of Italy, whom her son Albcric II. expelled.

AL'BERIC II.. son of Alberic L. a wise Roman ruler, who died in 954. after a reign

of 23 years. He was succeeded by his son Ottaviano, afterwards pope John XII., in 956.

ALBERS, JoiiANN Friedtuch Hermann, 1805-67; a German physician, professor

of pathology at Bonn. He established there an asylum for the treatment of insanity

and nervous diseases ; and was director of the pharmacological cabinet. His anatomical
atlas, and works on various branches of medical science, are regarded as authority.
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ALBERT, a co. in s.c. New Brunswick, on tl^e bay of Fimdy; 677 sq.m.; pop. '71,

10.G72. 'J'lie laud is good, Aviili bituminous and cannci coal, oii-Geaiiiig sluiles, plaster,

and lic:^3toue. Coal uud plaster are sent to the United States. Chiel t., iiopcwell.

ALBEKT, Fkedekick Kidolph, b. 1817; Archduke of Austria, son of archduke
('harles, iiud graud.-^on of Leopold IL, lirst cousin of the father of the reigning emperor.
lie was distinguished in youth as a cavalry comnuuider, doing good service in the battle

of Novara. in"l84'J. lie was governor of 'llung:iry 18ol-(iO ; m I8€6 he comnumded the
Au-^lriaus in Venetla, and won the victory of tustozza, June 24; but Bentdek's defeat at

^;adowa, July o. made his success of no account. He is still lield-maishal and inspector
gv'neral of the Austiian army. A. married, ^Maj- 1, 1844, archduchess liildegarde,

daughter of Louis I. of Bavaria. She d. April. 2, 1804.

ALBEI-T, FiiiEDiiicii August; b. April 23, 1828, Crown Prince of Saxony, son of
king John and queen Amelie. lie was a general in the Schlesvvig-Holsteiu war. and
after his father's accession in 1854 i)resided over the council of slate. In l8!ii) iie

commanded the Saxon army cooperating v.itii the Austrians against Prussia, and
recL'ived a decoration for the behavior of his troops. On the union of Saxony with the

n. German con federation, this force become the 12th coipsof the n. German army, and
with them the prince won high honors at Gravelotte and Sedan, re(;eiviug the Prussian
iron cross and the command-in-ciiief of the newly-formed 4th army, at the head of
v.hicli he entered Paris with the emperor and the German princes. He married, June
18, 1833, Caroline Frederique Franyoisc StepJinnie Amelie Cecile, daughter of Gustavus,
prince. of Vasa, and their children are 2 daughters and 4 sons, the last b. Feb. 25, 167 5.

ALBEPtT ED^YARD, Prince of ^>Yalss, b. Nov. 9, 1841; heir-apparent of the

British throne, eldest son and second child of Victoria and Albert. lie is duke of Corn-
v.Mli, aecoivliug to the st;itute of 1337, vritii annual revenue of about !f250,00(). lie was
created prince of Wales in 1841. and earl of Dublin in 1850; is high stevv'ardof Scotland,

duke of Pothsay, earl of Carrick, baron of Penirew, and lord of the isles. He is also a
knight of the garter, general in the army, and colonel of the 10th hussars. Ilia early

education was under Kev. Henry Birch, rector of Prestwich ; Mr. Gibl)s, L'arrister ; Pcv.
C. F. Tarvex, and H. W. Fislier. He visited Canada and the United States in 1860

;

joined the camp at Curragh in June, 18151 ; travelled in 1862 in the east with Dean Stanley,

visiting Jerusalem; and in 1875-76 made a tour of India. He married .March 10, 1868,

princess Alexandra, daughter of Christian IX., king of Denmark. Their children ai'c: 1,

prince Albert Victor Christian, duke of Cornwall, b. Jan. 8, 1864 ; 2, i)rincc George
Frederick Ernest Albert, b, June 3, 18G5; 3, princess Louise Victoria Alexandra Dagmar,
b. Feb. 20, 1867 ; 4, princess Alexandra Olga Mary, b. July 6, 1868; 5, princess iMaud
Charlotte Mary Victoria, b. Nov. 26, 1869. Prince A. was chosen ^rand master of free-

masons in 1867, succeeding the marquis of liipon.

ALBEU'TI, Leon Battista, 1404-72; an Italian architect, and writer on art and poetry,

employed ijy poi)e Nicholas V. He completed the Pitti palace at Florence, and designed
llie church of St. Frances at Rimini. His chief book, De lie JEdificatoria, is highly
valued.

ALBERTINEL'LT, ^Iakiotto, 1475-1520; a Florentine painter, the friend, pupil, and
imitator of Fra Bartolommyo. His v»'ork The Vldtatlon of Mary and EUxabdh is in the

Ullizi gallery at Florence. Other works are in ]\Iunich, and in the Louvre.

AL'BERT N'YANZA(the LittleLuta Nzige of Speke), a large lake of e. central Africa,

one of th(' i-eservoirs of the Nile, situated in a deep rock-basin, 80 m. w. of the Victoria
N'yanza. The A. N. is of an oblong shai)e, and, as proved by M. Gcssi, one of colonel

Gordon's p.uty in 1876, is 140 m. long from n. to s., and 40 lii. broad. It is crossed by
the equator near its center. On the e., it. is fringed by i)reci!)itous clilTs, lurking a mean
alt. of 1501) ft., with isolated peaks, rising from 5000 to 10,000 ft. The surface of the

lake is 27:0 ft. above the .sea, and 1470 ft. below the general level of the country ; its

water is fresh and sweet, and it is of great dei)th towards the center. The n. and w.
shores of the lake are bordered by a massive range of hills, called the Blue moiuitains,

which liave an elevation of about 7000 ft. The (Existence of this vast lake lirst b(;(ame
known to Europeans through Speke and Grant, who, in 18^2, heard of the Luta Nzige as

a narrow reservoir forming a shallow ba(;k-v»'ater of the Nile. See map to article NriiE.

When Speke and Gra'it, after tlie discovery of the V^ictoria N'yanza, were, in 1863,

de-;cen.ling the Nile on their return to I^uropf;. tluiy met, at Gondokoro, Mr. (now Sir)

Samuel White Baker (q.v.), who was ascending the river in the liopc of meeting witli and
aiding the.se travelers. Assoonas tli(!y informed him of tlu^ reput(Ml great lake, Baker
agreed to undertake its exploration. Joining a trading party, he traveled south eastwards
to Latooka, wiiich he de.s(;ribes as tin; finest country Ik; had seen in Africa. His course

was now s. and h. w., tiirough tlu! countries of Obbo and Madi, crossingtlu! Asua, a tril)U-

tary of the Nile, on 9th Jan. 1864. Journeying next in as. and .soutli-eastward direction

over nninliabited prairies and swampy hollows, lu; cam(Mii)on tlu; Nile at tlu^ Karunm
falls, Jat. 3" 17' n,, at the identical s|)ot where it had Ixjen crossed by Spi^ke and Grant.

Being prevented, by the jealousy of king Kamrasi, from following tJK! course of the

stream to the westward, Ik; was forced to proceed, by slow marches southwai'd on the w.
side of the Somerset or Nile, toM/rooli, leaving which, his course lay s. w. on the s. side of
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the Kafoor river. After a toilsome march of 18 days from ]M'roo]i, the party came
in sight of the glorious expanse of water. Bnfier says :

" Weak and t-xhiiustcd v.itii more
(han^UJ mouths' anxiety, toil, and siekness, i tottered down the steep and zigzag path,

und in a]3out 2 hours reached the shore. The waves were rolling upon a bank of sand;
and ay 1 drank the water, and bathed my face in the welcome liood wiih a feeling of true

gratitude for success. I named this great basin the xUbert IS'yanzu, in memory of a great

man who had passed away."
Tin; spot where the party tirst reached the lake, Yacovia, is in lat. I'' 14' n., 30° 40' e.

Embarking thence in canoes, the party coasted nortii-easlward, and in I'd days an-ived

at Mngungo, lat. 2° 10' n., near the mouth of the Somerset river, At this part, the lake

was under 20 m. in width, and appeared to stretch away in a n.w. direction. From
Magungo, 250 ft. above the lake, the Iravelers had a view of the Nile valley for 15 or 20
m. northwards. Ascending the Somerset, at a distance of 25 m. from its mouth, the

canoe-voyage was interrupted by a grand cataract 120 ft. high, which was named the

Muichisou "falls. The explorers proceeded south-castwaids for about oO m. to Kisoona,
and then a march n.e. for about tiie same di.stance brought Ihcm to the Kamma falls,

where they first entered the hike-region. The name Somerset is adopted from Speke's
tirst map, in order to distinguish that river from the ]Sile proper.- It i.s.sues from the

Victoria ISI'yanza at the Kipon falls, and flowing u.^^'. and w. for about 230 m., it enters

the A. .N. within 30 m. of its northern extremity, and soon quits it to form the true Nile.

From the Kipon falls for 30 m. n., and from the Karunuv to the Murchison falls, 45 m..
the Somerset forms a seriesof rapids. The A. N. receives the drainage of a great equatorial

mountain range, where rain falis during 10 months of the year. The scenery of the hike is

described as extremely beautiful. Salt, which is veiy abundant in the soil on the eastern

shores of the lake, is now the only article of trade to the inh.abitant'j. Formerly, ^iagungo
was a large t., when the trade iiom Karague, in lat 2' s.. was conducted in h^rge boats
sent by Kumanika, the king of the coimtry, with cowrie shells and brass bracelets

from Zanguebar to be exchanged for ivory.

ALBI'NUS or WEISS. Berniiaiid Siegfried. 1697-1770: a German anatomist. He
.studied at I.eyden under Bocrhaave and Bau, and nho in Paris under Valliant antl V\'ins-

low. In 1719, he lectured on anatomy and surgery in Leyden; two years later he .suc-

i-ecded his father in the professor>hii) of the same branche.^^. He sj;cedily lecaine one of
tli(} most famous teachers of anatomy in Europe, and not only students luit practising
physicians resorted to his rooms. In 1745, he was appointed professor of tlic practice of
medicine, his brother, Frederick Bernard, taking the chair of an;itomy. He was twice
rector of his university, and was an associate of the learned societies of London and other
capitals.

ALBION, the seat of justice of Orleans co., N. Y., 40 m. n.e. of Buffalo: pop.
'75, 5487. The Erie canal and Niagara branch of N. Y. Central railroad pass through
it. There are several churches, anacadem}-, a female seminary, banks, and newspapers.

AiiBIB'CO, a double star in the head of the swan; interesting to .spectroscopists for

the different color lines of its components ; the large r star is orange, and the smaller one
blue.

ALBO'NI. Makietta, b. 18.24, or 182G; an Italian contralto, pupil of Ixo>sini. She
made her debut at the age of 15 at tiie Communal theater of Bologna, where her succe.'".s

led to an eng<igement at La Scala, Milan. She made rapid progress, and in 1840-47 sang
in all the principal cities of Euro])e, in London at Covent gardtn in rivalry with Jenny
Jiind, who was at Her Majesty's theater. In 1852 she visited the United States, remaining
over a year, and singing in the chief towns in opera and conceit. Her celebrity was owing
to the power, line cpiality, flexibility, and compass of her voice, a true contralto compassing
2.7 octaves, and ranging' as high as a mezzo-sopvano; her florid style gaining great effect

from her vivacity and grace of action. She married count Pepalo. of the Boman
stales, but kept her maiden name on the stage, appearing in opera at ^Munich as late as
1 *-'7'^

A
AL BOBAK, (the lightning), the name of the creature—some say camel—on which

INIohammcd was believcnl to make journeys between. earth and heaven.

ALBOSTAN', a t. of Asiatic Turkey, in the pashalic of :Marash, and o9 m. n.e. by n.

from Ma rash. Pop. estimated at 90(H).

ALBOX', a t. of Andalusia, Spain, in the province oi Almeria, 42 ra. n.e. from
Almeria, on a small aflluent of the Almazora, Avhich divides the t. into two parts. It

has some good streets and building^;, and a tine square. Blankets, coarse linen and
hempen fabrics, and earthenware are manufactured. There are also corn and oil mills.

There is a great annual fair in Nov., lasting for a fortnight. Pop. 7430.

AL'BRECHTSBERGEB. Joitann Gkorg. 1780-1809; an Austrian musician. He
studied under I^Fann, the Vienna court organist, and became one of the most learned
and skillful contrapuntists of his age. In 1772 he was a]ipointed court organist, and in

1792 kapellmeister of St. Stepheii's cathedral. Anu)ng his pupils were Beethoven,
Hummel, IMoscheles, Seyfried, and Weigh His ]->ublished works consist of preludes,
fugues, and sonatas for the jiiano and organ, and string quartettes: but ihe greater portion
of his labors are in manuscript, in ijossession of prince Esterhazy. His most valuable
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service to music wjis in his theoretical ^vorks, which substantially superseded earlitT
treatises.

ALBiiET. Jkaxne d', 1538-72, queen of Xavnrre, only daughter of II(;nry li. ancl
Margaret, sifter of Francis I. Jeanne married Ant(nne de JJourbon. She was celebrated
for her intellectual strength and personal beauty. She embraced Calvinism, while her
husband adhered to the Roman church, and asked the pope to annul his marriage; but
Autoine died soon afterwards; and, in spite of Spanish menaces and Roman intrigue,
Jeanne kept her possessions. In loG7 she declared the reformed religion established in
the kingdom; and in 1569, with her children Henry and Catherine, she brought a small
band ot Huguenots to Colign)' at La Rochelle, where, after the murder of the prince of
Conde. she was looked upon as the only support of the Protestants. She wrote pro.se

and verse, and some of her sonnets have been published.

ALBRIGHT, Jacob, a Lutheran minister, 1759-1800; b. Pennsylvania; founder of
the Evangelical Association (q.v.).

ALBUCA'SIS, or Aboo-l-kasim, d. 1110; the most celebrated of Arabian writers on
surgery; supposed to have practiced in Cordova. Ilis chief work on anatomy, physi-
ology, and the practice of medicine and surgery, is of great value, the treatise on surgery
being the bc:>t that has come to us from antiquit}', and important for tracing the progress
of the art.

ALBU'GO is a term employed in surger}^ to designate the white opacity that often
follows ulceration of the cornea of the eye. In infancy, the comparatively Vapid inter-
change of materials will often diminish to a great extent both the extent and density of
these spots, but in after-life they do not undergo similar absorption, nor are they
amenable to surgical relief.

ALBU'MENOIDS, or Pkoteids, organic bodies in animals or plants; chief constit-
uents of blood, nerve, muscle, glands, and other organs in animals; in smaller proporti<;n
but important in vegetable life. They consist of carbon, 52.7 to 54.5; hydrogen, 6.9 to

7.o; nitrogen, 15.4 to 10.5; oxygen, 20.9 to 23.5; sulphur, 0.8 to l.G. Tlie^ are soluble
in alkalies, mineral iicids, acetic acid, and in a degree in water; insoluble in ether, and
nearly so in alcohol. Strong alkalies change them to leucine, tj^rosine, oxalic acid, car-

bonic acid, ammonia, etc., according to temperature. In solutions they are precipitated by
excess of mineral acids, by potassic ferrocyanide, with acetic or hydrochloric acid, by
acetic acid in prc.'sjnce of a considerable quantity of alkaline or allialine-earlhy salt, gum
arable or dextrine, by mercuric nitrate, or Millon's reagent.

ALBUMI>7U RIA, or Biugiit's Disease, albumen in the mine, with dropsical ten-

dency, and organic change in the substance of the kidneys. Acute A. may commence
with a chill followed by fever, dry skin, furred tongue, and rapid pulse; sometimes the
countenance, or even the whole body, is swollen; urine greatly diminished, and dark
red, as if bloody; dull pain about the loins, pallid skin, and thirst; loss of appetite, nausea,
and vomiting. Rarely is there a complete suppression of urine, which is almost c<'rtainly

fatal. Tested by heat and nitric acid, the urine shows so much jdbumen as to change
almost into a mass of jelly. Under the microscope the sedimer.t of the urine shows
blood corpuscles, renal epithelium, and small fibrinous casts of the uriniferous tubes,
containing entangh^d in them epithelial cells and blood globules. The causes of acute; A.
are exposure to cold, especially when the body is exhausted by fatigue, recent illness, or
unsuitable diet; but (Excessive indulgence in alcoholic licfuors is the most fruiful cause.
Other di.seases, in which the blood is in an altered condition, arc som(iti]nes preceded ( r

followed by A., as acut(; rheumatism, typhus fever, eiysipelas, and pur]:)ura; it may alsr)

follow scarlet fever, when it generally terminates favorably. Ko patient can be consid-
ered safe from A. so long as any trace of albumen can be found in the urine. Thetrcp.l-
mentiseasy; let tlu; patient ])ut on llannel. and stay in bed, if possible, in an evenly
Jieated room, canifully guarding auainst exposure or cold currents of air; diet tobe siniple

and digf;stible, and not ov(M'-i)lentifid; on or near recovery, preparations of ij'on are u>e-
ful to improve the blood and impart strength.

Chronic A. is sometimes thoroughly seated before suspected, atid persons have died
as was supposed frf)m apoi)lexy, wlien the real cause was long-established alliumiiuivi::.

But usually the symptoms arcc;ear: loss of flesh, strength, and appetite, or, if appetite
hold. flaUilence and dyspe|)tic symptoms; the body be(!omrs })allid, sallow, and looks
'waxy;the skin dry; swellings under the eyes, particillarly in the moi'ning, and the ankles
fcdematous at nigiit; pain in the back, lait generally not severe; there is irritability (>f

the bladder, and a frecpuint dcisire to urinate ; urine sometimes copious, but oft( n
less than av(n-au:e. pale and of low specific gravity, from 1.004 to L0r2. On test

th(Mjuantity of albumen in the urine varies; sometimes it is largo, often only a trace,

orliardl}'^ that. As the disease goes on, dropsy of tlui abdomen is apt to occur, and be
the chief cause of suffering; anasarca is |)resent, and all the cellular tissue is inllltrated

with serum There is a tendency to sleep which may lapse into coma, or aliernate with
epileptic convulsionH. Hronehitis is apt to occur in severe form, or ptuMunonia to cojne
insidiously and run rapidly to a fatal issu(!: rheumatism is not infrcMpient. The variety

of diseases which collect in a case of c-hionic A. is of (;our!^^; in consecpie^ice of the con-
dition of the blood—the alterations in the blood being the diminished amount of globules,

I
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the hematine sometimes.reaching only a third of its proper quantity, and the presence of
urea. The duration of the disease varies: those exposed to the v/eather and who lack

the comforts of life, often die suddenly, while in persons in condition to avoid
exposure and fatigue it may last for years, leaving the victims a good degree of the

enjoyments of life; but their situation is always precarious, and serious or fatal disease

may at any moment come on from trifling causes. The main cause of chronic A. is

intemperance in eating or drinking, but especially in the use of distilled and fermented
liquors. Exposure to cold, v»'ct, fatigue, want, and mental anxiety are occasional!}'

causes, and there are cases where no cause can be traced. Where neither dropsy, nor
other difficult complications demand attention, the treatment should be more in caref'.il

clothing, diet, and exercise than in medicines. Flannel next the skin is indispensable,

and exposure to wet and cold must be guarded against; unusual exercise, physical or

mental, is forbidden; diet should be moderate and nutritious, and above all taken with
regularity; fermented liquors should he avoided, although if long habit render them
necessary the patient should select that which best agrees with him. See Biiigut's
Disease, ante.

ALBITRG, a t. in Grand Isle co., Vermont; pop. '70, 1716. It has an alkaline and
mineral spring, the waters of which are said to be useful in gout and rlieumatism.

ALCAICS, the name of certain kinds of verse, from Alcaeus, their reputed originator.

One kind is of five feet, viz, a sprmdee or iambic, an iambic, a long syllable, and t\v:j

dactyls; thesecond kind of two dactylsand two troches. The A. ode iscomposed of several

strophes, each of four verses, the first two of which arc always aleaics of the first kind ;

the third verse is an iambic dimeter-hypercatalectic, consisting of four feet and a long
syllable; and the fourth verse is an alcaic of the second kind. Ex:

Non possidentum niulta vocavcris
Recte beatum; rectius occupat
Nomen beati, qui deonam
Muneribus sapientur uti

.

ALCAIDE, or Alcayde, a Moorish title, applied by Spanish and Portuguese "writers

to a military officer having charge of a fortress, prison, or town. It is to be dis-

tinguished from Alcalde, which indicates a civil officer.

ALCALA' DE GTJADAI RA {the cnstle of the Giiadaira), the ancient Carthaginian Hicn-
ippa (" place of many springs"), a t. of Andalusia, Spain, in the province of Seville, and
7 m. e. by s. from Seville. It stands near the Guadaira, partly on a hill, so that some of
the streets are very steep, and is overlooked by the ruins of an ancient Moorish castle,

once one of the most important, as its ruins are still among the finest, in Spain. This
t. is beautifully situated, and on account of the salubrity of its climate is much resorted
to as a summer residence by the inhabitants of Seville. It is celebrated for producing
the finest bread in Spain; there are more than fifty bakeries in the I., and Seville is

chiefly supplied from it. The water-mills and mule-mills for making flour are more than
200 in number, and, with the bakeries, give employment to a great part of the poi)ula-

ti(m. Every process connected with the makuig of bread is corulucted with the greatest

cnre. Seville is also supplied with water from the hill above A., which is perforated by
tunnels, some of them m. in length, forming underground canals. Some of thetimnels
are believed to be Roman works, but most of them are known to have been made by tlie

Moors. The water flowing through the subterranean canals is as clear as crystal. The
neighborhood of A., is fertile, producing corn, wine, oil, silk, hotiey, and fruits, also

sheep and oxen. Pop. 7000.

ALCALA' LA REAL' {the Eoycd Castk), n city of Andalusia, Spain, in the province of

Jaen, and 20 m. n.w. from Granada. It is situated on a conical hill, in £. nnrroAv valley,

on the n. side of the mountains which separate the province of Jaen from that of Gr:;u

ada, at an elevation of nearly 3000 ft. above the sea. It is a very picturesque t.. irrcg-

idarly built, with steep and narrow streets and bold towers. It was the stronghold of

the alcaide Ibn Zaide; and being taken in 1340, by Alonzo XI. in person, it obtained the

name lical. It has a hospital, formerly an abbey, a very fine building. The neighbor
hood produces grain and fruits of the finest quality, and the inhabitants of the t. are

mostl}^ engaged in agriculture. There is some trade in wine and wool. Pop. 11.521.

ALCAM'ENES. lived 448 to 400 b.c, a famous Athenian sculptor, pupil of Phidias,

commended for skill in his art by Cicero, Pliny, and others. With Phydias and Poly-
cletus, lie formed the great triumvirate of Greek sculptors. He is said to have competed
with his master in creating statues of ]\Iinerva, but overlooked the height at which hi^*

was to be scon and made it too small, though otherwise perfect. The "Venus Urania'
in the temple at Athens w^as his masterpiece.

AL'CAMO, a t. of Sicily, in the province of Trapaiai. and 23 m, e. from Trapani, in the

Val di Mazzara, on the high-road between Palei'mo and Trapani. It is said to have been
founded by the Arabs, on their first invasion of Sicily in 827. The original t, stood on
a hill, and long retained a Moslem populntion, who were driven out by the emperor
Fiederick II. in 1233, and the new t. was built at the foot of the hill. A. is sur

rounded by a battlemented wall of the 14th c. The houses are mostly mean, and the
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Streets irTe<j:ular and dirty; the who'e place liaving an air of poverty and decay. It

contains, however, sonic line old churches and palaces. Pop, '72, 20,8ii0.

ALCANIZ', a t. of Aragoii, Spain, in the province of Teruel, G-] ni. s.c. from Saragossa

It is sitiiaU.'d on a risinii- ground on the rii::ht bank of the Gnadahipe, Avhicii is here

crossed by a bridge of nine arches. It is a Vveli-built t., willi wide paved streets, and a

number of squares, It has a niagniticent collegiate church, in which are many fine tond)S

and pictiir«;s. There are manufactures of silk, woollen, and coarse linen fabrics, hi'ts,

and soap: there are also liour and oil mills, and some trade in grain, cattle, and the man-
ufactures of the t. Pop. G400.

ALCATKAZ , or Pelican isl.\M), in the bay of San Francisco, n.w. of the city, for-

tified bv th'j federal government, and having a fight-house on its highest ground. The
island is less than a third of a mile in length. It^'commands the entrance to the bay.

ALCAITDET'E (anc. Uditvnitm), a t. of Andalusia, Spain, in the province of Jaen,

and 22 m. s.w. from Jaen. It is situated m a hollovv. enclosed by three hills, on an afflu-

ent of the Guadalquivir, is overlooked by the ruins of an ancient castle, and is tolerably

well built. There are fine pictures in some of the churches. Oil and rope making,

weaving, and agriculture are the chief employments of the inhabitants. Grain, silk,

oxen, sheep, goats, pi<i:s, mules, and asses are produced in the neighborhood. Poj).

6242.

ALCAYA'LA. or Alcaba'la, a duty formerly char^-ed in Spain and her colonies on

tr.msfers of property, whether public or private. It was begun in lo41 by Alphonso XI.

at 10 and increased to 14 per cent of the selling price of all commodities, raw or manufac-
tured, and charged as often as they were sold or exchanged. This monstrous impost
was enforced, nearly ruining the commerce of the kingdom, dov.-n to the invasion of

Kapoleou. Catalonia and Arragon purchased from Philip V. exemption from the tax,

and, though still burdened heavily, wcn-e in a nourishing state in comparison with dis-

tricts covered by the. Alcovalla.

ALCAS'AR DE SAN JUAN' (anc. yl/r-c), a t. of Xew Castile, Spain, in the province of

Ciiidad Kf'nl. and 40 m. n.e. from Ciudad Real on the Madrid and Alicante railway.^ It

is regularly built, and has two good sjpiares. There are manufactories of soap, nitre,

and gunpowder. Pop. 7540.

ALCAZ'AR KEBIR', a city of Morocco, 80 m. n.w\ of Fez; once famous as the

rendezvous for ?tIoorish invasions of Spain, but now^ greatly decayed. Kot far from the

city is the river Elmahassen, where, in 1578, the Moors defeated the Portuguese, and
killed their king, Sebastian. Pop. 6000.

ALCHEMY (ante). Basil Valentine and Paracelsus, recognizing the importance of

the strange substances which escaped from the retorts of the masters of A. in the

transmutation of bodies, gave them the name of mercury; the elders called them souls or

spirits; Van Ilelmont studied them more closel^^ and gave them the name of gas. He
wasac((uainted with carbonic acid under the name of woody gas; but his ignorai^C" of tlu."

action of the oxygen of the atmosphere ^ircvented him from making the fundamental

distinction l)etv/ccn experiments perfoimcd in a closed vessel and in one open to the air.

Priestley, Lavoisier, and Scheele, by the use of the test tube and the balance, weighed

and tested the results of ancient A., and thence modern chemistry was born; but

the work liad already been begun by men of genius, such as Bernard Palissy, Boyle,

HombcriT, the Geoifreys. MargrafT, IJergmau, and Koule, the master of Lavoisier,

who ma^' be called the Diderot of chcniistry. It is also true that (he most iniporlant

discoveries in chemistry have been made by men who combined with chemical experi-

me:i(s a marked taste "^for alchemic theories; for instance, Glauber, ablest of mysnicr-;

Kunkel, who thought he had Un\m\ in the "shining ])i!ls" of his ]}/ioyj}Jion(s mrm'jih'KiVA

ellicaeious :i rcnnedy as the potable gold in which he alsobc lieved; Glaser, the alchemist,

master of Lcmery, who has been called the father of chemisty; Robert Fludd, and

others. Soon after chemistry was settled as a science tbcn^ was a crusade in search of

the philosopher's stone. Among French seekers Avns Do IJ-sle, who died in the liastile

of wound.-; inflicted by his keepers in trying to extort his .'Tcret; among ICnglishmen. Dr.

Price, who committed suicide to avoid a public trial of his ])retendcd discoveries. Doubt-

less the main idea of A. is yet alive. One of the f,rcatest of French chemists, Dinnas,

thought a-^ to the, theoretieal possibility of mjiking gold, that a solution miiiht l)e found

in the docfinc! of isomerism; and tlu; more famous English savant, Sir Ilumphr(;y Davy,
refused to decide that lh(! alchemists must be wiong. In 17l)() two German physicians

founded a society for the investigation of the transmutation of metals, and this society

and its briinches existed as latf as ls*30. A t(!Xt-l)ook of chemistry by Paudrimont (IH'l'l)

says "a certain Mr. .lavaiy has obtained very sur|)risii)g results by following the pre-

scriptions of the ancient ak-iuMnistf?, so that there is hope of at la.st seeing the great work
Buccced. ' Another work by Fiirereau (1H56) allirms that the metals are compound
bodies, and that silver can ho, changed into gold. The literature of A. is enormous,

including such names as Roger Bacoi), Lord I^acon. I^eclier, Fludd, Ilermis, Tris-

megisti. Glauber, Kunkel, Paracelsus, Qucrcetcau, Basil Valentine, Peter Gregory, etc.,

not to mention Greek, Roman, and Aj'abic v.riters.
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ALCIA'TI, Andttt^'a, 1492-1550; an Italian jurist, skillful in his exposition of the

laws, for which he is i)rai?( d by Du Thou. He published many legal works, annotations

on Tacituy, and K'mblrniH or moral sayings in Latin verse, greatly admired. Wis, Hidory

of Milan was published in 162o.

ALCIN'OUS, a mythical king of tlie Phtecians, grandson of Xc-ptune. He was
immortalized in (he Odysticy for the relief and entertainment extended to Ul)'s.se9 by his

daughter Nausicaa. The subjects of A. loved })leasuro, but they were skillful seamen,
and lie is described as having been a good prince.

AL'ClPKliON, a Greek epistolary writer, probably contemjjorary with Lucian.
Jiis letters, IIG of wliicli liave been published, are in pure Attic dialect, and are con-
sidered models of style. The imaginary authors arc common people, li.vhermen, cour-

tesans, and parasites. The letters are valuable as picturing Athenian private life at that

period.

ALCI'EA (anc. Sabaticula), a t. of Spain, in the province of Valencia, 20 m. s. by w.
ivoiw Valencia, on an island in the river Xucar, the tv%o branches of which are liere

crossed by stone bridges. It is surrounded by old walls, with strong towers. The
principal streets are wide, but the t. is ill built. The inhabiiaiit:^ are chielly employed in

t!)e manufacture of earthenware, the production of silk, and agriculture. Tiie sur-

rounding country is much intersected by canals, exhibiting an admirable specimen of the
•yslem of irrigation introduced by the i\Ioors. Pop. 15,400.

ALCM^E'ON. in Greek legend, son of Amphiaraus and Eriphyle, and brother of
Aniphiloclu:^. He was a leader of the Epigoni who went against Tbcbcs to revenge tl:e

death of their fathers in the war of the seven. After the fall of Thebes, A. killed his

inoti'.er, as he had been ordered by his father. Fortius act madness came upon lum, and
he vv'as always pursued by the furies. lie married ArsinoU, daughter of Pliegcnus, king
of PvSophis, and also CalirrhoC, daughter of the river-god Acljelous. The last wife
coveteil the necklace and peplus of llarmonia, once belonging to his mother, v.h;ch heh;;d
given to ArsinoG, and lie got them from Arsinoi3 by the false pretense of wishing to

dedicate tlicm at Delphi in hope to cure his madness. AVlien his father-in-law heard that

he li:id got the tre:;surcs for his new wife, he sent his sons, who killed A ; but A.'s so"-;3

by CalirrhoB toolc bloody V(!nge;uice, at her instigation. After his death A. seems to

have been worshiped, and had altars at Thebes and elsewhere; his tomb was shown
at Psophis, and he had a statue at Delphi.

ALCjM-^TON', a Greek natural philosopher of the latter part of the Gtli'c. li.c, b. in

Crotona, s. Italy, and said to have been a pupil of Pythagoras, lie was the first who
practiced dissection of animals; but it is a question whether he ever operated on a
human body, lie thought the human soul vras immortal, because, like the heavenly
bodies, it contained within itself a principle of motion. The eclipses of the moon he
thought were occasioned by her shape, like that of a boat.

ALCME'I^E, in Greek mytholog\', daughter of Electryon, king of ^Vlyccnte, and wife
of Amphitryon; mother of Hercules, by Jupiter, who came to h'jr in t'.ie form of her
husband. She was the mother of Iphicles by Amphitryon,

ALCOCK, Sir Rutherford, b. London, 1809; British diplomatist and author. He
lield various posts in the naval, medical, and diplomatic services in Spain, lb';jr>-44; and
was British consul at Foo-chow, Shanghai and Canton in China; consul-general to Japan,
1859; and later, minister plenipotentiary. Owing to the ignorance then existing con-
cerning the true relations of the tycoon and the mikado—that of vassal, instead of cqu:d
—his course was beset with many difficulties, and attempts were made up.on his life \\\

1860 and 18G2. He was one of the four foreign ministers who ordered the bombardment
of Shimonoseki, and then exacted an indemnity of ^"3.000,000. For this lie w;!S recalled.

A. was made k.c.jj. in 18()3. and was minister plenipotentiary to China 1865-71. He is

row president of the royal geographical society; and lias published aV<(?/.'V/.^ lliatoni of
j.'.r- Bridfih Lcf/ion in Spain, Life's Problems, The Cajiital of the Tycoon, llirce Tears in

Jdjian, and Art and Art Lidustries in Japan.

ALCOHOL is a limpid, colorless liquid, of a hot, pungent taste, and having a slight

1 ut agreeable smell. It is the characteristic ingredient of fermented drinks, and gives

t'lem their intoxicating quality. Looking at the extraordinary consumption of these

liquors, and to the extensive application of A, for other purposes, it becomes one of the

most important substances produced b}- art.

There is only one source of A.—namely, the fermentation of sugar or other saccharine
matter. Sugar is the produce of the vegetable world. Some plants contain free sugar,

and still more contain starch, which can be converted into sugar. The best vegetable
substances, then, for yielding A. are those that contain the greatest abundance of sugar
or of starch. See Diastase, FEiniENTATiON, and Distit.lation.

Owing to the attraction of A. for water, it is impossible to procure pure A. by distil-

l.'ition alone. Common spirits, such as brandy, whisky, etc., contain 50 or 52 per cent
of A.; in other words, they are about half A., half water. Pirtf-ffpirif, which is the

standard by means of which all mixtures of A. and water are judged, contains 57.27 per
cent by volume, and 49.50 per cent by weight, of A. The specific gravity of proof-
spirit is 918.0; and when a spirit is called aba ce proof, it denotes that it contains en cxc:\-5
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of A.; thus, spirit of icine, or rectified spirit, wir.i rpccific gravity 838, is ^4 to 58 over-

l)roof, niid requires 54 to 50 per ceut of we.ler to bo added to it, to bring the streugtii

dowu tj th:it of proof-i;pirit; whilst iha ter :::\ vndcr proof ha^i reference to a less strong

spirit than the standard. iSee AKi:oMET::ii. The Diostpriuiiiive method of learning tiie

strength of A. ^vas to drench gunpowder Avitii it, &et ihe to the spirit, and if it iullamed

the gunpowder a=; it died out, then the A. Ltccd the te^t or proof, and v>as called proof-

spirit. The highest concentration possible by distillation gives 90 per ceut of A. , still leav-

ing 10 per cent of water. In order to remove this, fused chloride of calcium, quicklime,

or^fuscd carbonate of potash, is added to t!ie alcoholic liquid, the whole allowed to stand

for twelve hours, and then the spirit may he distilled oil quite free from water. Spirit of

wine may also be deprived of its remaining v,ater by suspending it in a bladder in a

warm place; the bladder allows much of tlie water to pass through and evaporate, but

little of the A. The latter method is called Soemmering's process, and depends on the

different degrees of rapyidity witli which the bladder admits of water and A. passing

through it. Thus, introduce into one bladder 8 oz. of water, and into a second, 8 oz. of

A,, and allow both bladders to be similarly exposed on a sand-bath, till all the water has

cva])orated through the pore of the membrane, which will be accomplished in about 4

days, and it will then be observed that whilst 8 oz. water have made their exit from the

bladder, that onlv one ounce of A. has thus evaporated, and 7 oz. still remain in the

bladder. This experiment explains wliy smugglers, a few generations ago, could supply

a whisky which wiis stronger, and hciice esteemed preferable, as they carried the whi;;!;y

in bladders jirouud their persons, and llie water escaping therefrom in much greater pro-

portion than the A., a stronger spirit was left.

A. is used medicinally, both internally and externally. The more common form for

internal use is brandy, and is that generally recommended by physicians. As a stomacliic

Htimulant, A. is used'in sea-sicknes5 and indigestion. As a stimulant andreatomtive, it is

employed with advantage in the later stages of fever. It is also employed internally ;n

'6. potoerfiilcxdtaiU to \>Yeyii\\iidimt'm'i, during operations, and to assist in restoration in

cases of suspended animation. In cases of diarrhea, unaccompanied by intlammation,

it is often of great benefit. Externally, A. is applied to stop hemorrhage, to harden the

cuticle over tenier parts, as tiie nipples of females for some time before delivery, and to

feet which have been blistered from long walking or tight-fitting shoes.

Absolute or anlivdrous A. has a specilic gravity of 793 at the temperature of 60°. It

boils at 173", and lias not been fro:'/jn by any cold hitherto produced. Reduced to a

temperature of —139% A. becomes of a-i oily and greasy consistence; at —140" it assumes

the aspect of m-lted wax; and at —103" it gets still thicker, but does not congeal at

the lowest attainable temperature. Tids property of non-freezing at any degree of cold

to which the earth is subjected, has led to the employment of A. colored red by cochineal,

in the thermometers sent out to the arctic regions. It acts as a poison by abstracting the

water from the parts it touches. It is highly inflammable; its combustion yielding only

carl-zonic acid and water. When mixed with water, heat is evolved, and a condcnsati:)n

lakes place. The formula of A. is C4H0O2. In 100 lbs., therefore, of A., about 53 are

carbon, 13 hydrogen, and 34 oxygen. Besides the A. consumed in wine, beer, and

spirits, it is much employed in pliarraacy and in the arts. It is a powerful solvent for

resins and oils; and hence is employed in the preparation of varnishes. In Germany, a

clieap spirit made fro:n potatoes is much used for cooking on a small scale. See Methv-
LATED Spirit; and Ai-coiiol and Alcohols. The use and abuse of alcoholic drinks

will be considered under Food and Drink, and Temperance.

ALCOHOL, PnYsiOLOOiCAL and Poisonous Action op. A. in a concentrated form
e.Kcrts a local irritant ac-tion on the membranes and tissues of the animal Ixxly. Accord-

ing to various circumstances, as, for example, its greater or less dilution, th(^ (luantity i-i

which it is administered, the emptiness or fullness of the stomach, and the nature of the

animal on wdiich the experiment is made, A. may either act as a gcmtle stimulus,

which assists the digestive process, or it may excite such a degree of irritation as may
lead to the disorganization of the mucous membrane. It is well known that dilute A.,

in contact with animal matter, at a temperature of from GO" to 90\ undergoes acetic

fermentation, and it was maintained ])y Lcturet and Lassaigne Ihat a similar change Kx-k

place in the stomach. It appears, however, that only a small part of the A. under-

goen this change; and it is the small part thus changed which produces the penetrating

and disagreeable a(;idity whi(;h (;haracterizes tlu; eructations and vomited matters of

drunkards. A. is, however, for the most part, rapidly al)s()rb('d in an unchanged state.

either in the form of liquid or vapor; and this al)sorpti(m mav take place through the

cellular (or connective) tissue, the serous cavities, the lungs, or tlu; dig(!stive canal. This

is .shown by the experiments of Orfila, who fatally into.\icat(!d dogs by injecting A. into

the snbcuianefjUH cellular tissue, or by mnking them breatlu; an Jitmosphere charged with

alcoholic; v:ii)or; and by Ruyer, who nijectcMl about half an ounces of proof spirit into the

pf-ritonetiin of rabbits, whicli almost iinmcdlately became connitose, and di(!d in a few

hours. It is, however, only with absorption from the intestiind canal that we have to

deaj, in n^lation to man. Almr)st the whole of this absorotion iscllected in the stomacli,

ami it is only when A. is taken in great excess, oris mixed with agf)()d deal of .sugar, that

anv absorption beyond tlie stomach occurs. The rapidity of the absorption varies
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according to circUTnstnTR'CS. Tlie absorption is most rapid when the stomach is empty
jind the drinker is fatigued; while the action is delayed )>y a full stomach, and especially

by the presence of acids, tannin, or the mucilaginous and saccharine ingredients of many
Avines. Fatty matters have a i^imilar action, aiid hence it is that (as we learn from Dr.
Perrin's elahorate article on " Tlie Pkysiolo.gy of Alcohol," in the Dicthnnaire Encydo-
pediqiieden Sciences Medicales, vol. ii. p, 577, ISiio) "we must account for the English
habit of taking a. vary fat sou]), or even a glass of oil, before proceeding aux lidations/'

The mode of action of A. on the system, and the various phenomena of drunkenness, are

sufficiently described in the article Intoxication. Previously to tlic year 1860, the

actual presence of A. in the blood Imd l^een attempted to T)e proved by many chemists,

but no satisfactory evidence upon this p<iiiit bad l)een adduced; and its presence had al«o

been sought for in the expiree! air and in the secretions, but the results were equally
doubtful; and Liebig's view, that A. was oxidized in the blood, and after passing thit)ugh

various stages of oxidation, was finally converted into, and eliminated from, the system
iis ciirbonic acid and water, was almost generally accepted. In tliat year, however, an
elaborate work, abounding in well-devised experiments, and entitled Du R^le de VAkohvl
et d£S Au.esthe^lgues clctiis c' Organism, wsls published by three well-known pliysiological

inquirers, MM, I>alie;nande, Perrin, and iJuroy, and received a prize, v.ith high com-
juendation, froui the academy of sciences. In this work, it seems to be proved beyond
all doubt that "* A. stays for a time in the blood, that it exei-cises a direct and primary
action on the nervous centers, whose functions it modifies, perverts, or abolitslics, acc^jrd-

ing to the dose; that ne.'ther in the blood nor in the expired air are any traces to l)e found
of its transformalion or destruction; that it accumulates in the nervous centers, and in

ihc liver; and that it is finally discharged from the system by the ortlinary channels of
elimination."

—

Farnuj, op. rJL, p. 5S0. So far from carbonic acid being one of its final

products, it is now ascertained that A. cauvses a diminished exhalation of that gas. The
A., when it has entered the blood, is diffused over the whole organism, remains during,
apparentl}^ different periods in different organs, and almost immediately begin.s toei?cjii)e:

and if as much wine or spirit is taken as contains 80 gran:mes, or niliier more t]ian2^oz.
of A., the urine passed some hours afterwaixls yields, by (.istillation, an am-ount of A.
capable of burning; and the elimination by this channel continues for IG liours or more.
The elimination by the lungs continues for about 8 hours. The authors believe that in

man the chief excreting channel is the skin, but they Iiave no dufu to show how long this

elimination is continuctl. They further shoT that when a quantity of rui ordiuoirf,

e(j[uivalent to half an ounce of A., has been taken by a heahliy man. the prer^ence of A.
may be readily detected in the blood, tlie expired air, the urine, and tlie cutaneous exha-
lation in the course of half an hour after the win*' has b<'en taken. In animals destroyed
when intoxicated, the portions of the brain and of the liv<r htq f(Mmd to yield, weight
for weight, considerably more A. than the blood. The fa<.t of the retention and accu-
mulation of A. in the nervous centers and liver, tends to throv/ much light on the special

diseases of drunkards.
The action of any kind of alcoholic drink in moderate doses, is tl;at of a somewhat

rapid stimulant. The bodily and mental powers are for a time excited beyond their

ordinary strength, after which there is a corresponding depression. Although the A.
which is introduced into the system cannot act as a tr\ie food <for in that ca.se it

would not pass through the system unchanged), it indirectly takes the place of food, by
diminishing the wear and tear of the system, and thus rendering less food sufficient : a
fact which is proved by chemical experiments, shov.ir.g that less carbonic acid and urea
(which are the ultimate prcniucts of the carbonaceous and nitrogenous tissues) are given
oif when A. is administered in moderation, tlian when it is totally withheld.

The influence of an excessive dose of A. has been demou.^trated by various series

of experiments on animals, and unfortunately by many observed cases in man. If »

poisonous dose of A. is given to an animal (a dog, for example), its action on lit

nervous system is the fii-st point that is noticed. The dog ceases to exhibit the ordinary
control over its muscular movements, which seem to be no longer imder the influence of
the will. It walks with Tmcertain and doubtful steps, till the bJnd-legs lose their power,
the fore-legs still preserving some activity. The general sensibility becomes more or less

abolished, and the animnl can no longer see or feel. Soon afterwards the respiration

fails; and finally, the circulation is arrested, and life ceases with the last beat of the

heart.

As cases are of frequent occurrence in which it is almost impossible for non -profes-

sional persons (the police, for example) to distinguish between extreme drunkenness and
certain other morbid conditions, as apoplexy, concussion of the brain, and opium-
poisoning, it may be practically useful if welav'-down a few rules on tui^ subject. In
concussion and in very extreme intoxication, there is profound coma or sleepiness: but
in the latter case the odor of the breath removes all difficulty of diagnosis. The most
difficidt cases are those in which the symptoms of concussion or apoplexy are associated

with an alcoholic odor of the breath; in such cases the head should be most carefully

examined for marks of violence, and every effort should be made to obtain a lu.^tory of

tiie cnse from those who had previously seen the patient. In jx^isoning by opium or

hiudanum, the peculiar smell of the drug may generally be delecieil in the breath ^a lest

which, however, fnils if morphia has been taken). lii poisoning by opium, the face is

Am. Ad. I.—
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pale, and the pupils of the eyes are contracted; while in (hunkcnncs??, the face is flushed,

and the pupils are generally duatt-vl. Another (iiiieicuce (to whieli Dr. A^ S. Tayior

eulls alteutioji) is lliis, that w hile pcrtect reniissiona are rare in poLsonmg by opium, iu

poisoning with A.tlie j)alienl oiteu nxiovers his senses, and subsequently dies, la

euher kind of poison, the stomach-pump should be used, and the ejected contents of the

stomach may facilitate our diagnosis. A sulphate of zinc eiaetiC sliould be prescribed,

\f there is no .stomach-pump at hand; and atter Uxc stomach has been well cleared out

coiTee and other b-trong stimuiauis should be given.

ALCOHOLS. During the last few j^ears, our knowledge of Ihe prop<3rties of ordinary
alcohol and of the general class of budies to which the lerui AicokoU is appiied, in con-
sequence of ihcijr resemblance, in certiiin chemical reactions, to ordinary alcoiiol. has
been very much enlarged. AVe shall tirst nuike a few supplementary additions to the

article Alcohol, and shall then proceeil to notice the class oi AkoJioh.

In the article Synthesis, a method is described l)y which Bertlielot aitiiicially formed
alcohol from inorganic compounds. He has since devised another method, which throws
much light on the nature of the composiii.ou of this substance. On combining tin*

hydro-carbon ethylene, or oleiiant gas (C4H4), with hydriodic acid (HI), we obtain iodide
of ethyl (C4H6I); and by prolonged boiling with caustic potash, the foric'^r compound
may be converted into alcohol, as is .shown in the equation,*"

Iodide of Ethyl. Hyd, of Pot. Alcohol.

C;H5
) ,

K I n - CJIs ) n -L
°^^

!"

'

I f
+ H f

^-^ - H [
^^ + I (

Here it is seen that the iodine of the iodide of ethyl al>stracts the potassium from the
hydrate; while the group C4H5, Vv'hich constitutes ethyl, is substituted for the metal.

Alcohol may thus be regarded as a dydrate analogous to hydrate of potash; and if the

latter is regarded as water in which one atom of hydrogen has becTi replaced by one of
potassium, so alcohol ma}^ be regarded aswatei'in which one atom of hydrogen has been
replaced by the monatomic radical ethyl. Hence, while alcohol was regarded, according
to the compound radical theory, as hydrated oxide of ethyl, CjHsO.HO, it is now
regarded, according to the old theory of types (q.v.), as water in which one atom
of hydrogen is replaced by one of ethyl, C4H6, and is expressed by the fonnula

C4II5 / ^
H S

The action of oxj'gen onalcohol requires a brief notice. In a nearl}'^ anhydrous state,

alcohol bar; little tendency to oxidation, but M-hen freely diluted and exposed to the air,

it rapidly becomes oxidized into acetic acid, a result shown by the equation.

Alcohol. Acetic Acid.

CJIeOo -f 40 = C4H4O4 + 2?I0.

This conversion is, however, not a direct one, an intermediate compound, termed alde-

hyde (((.v.), being first formed, which is rapidly oxidized into acetic acid. The oxida-

tion of alcohol into aldeh^'de is represented by the equation,

Alcohol. Aldehyde.

C4H0O2 -f 20 =r C4H.O, -4- 2H0;
while the further oxidation of aldehj'de into acetic acid is represented by

Aldeh3'de. Acetic Acid.

C4H4O2 4- 20 = C4n404.

Chlorine and alcoiiol react singularly on each other—th(i final products being hydrochlo-
ric r.cid, and a very remarkable colorless oily fiuid of a pecnliar penetrating and irritat-

ing od')r. called chloral, which is rei)resented by the formula, dCJl.JlO.j. Dilute

alcohol distilled with chloride of lime (bleaching-powder) yields chloroform; and this is

the most economical [)rocess for obtaining this invaluable compound. Heated with an
excess of sulphuric acid, alcohol loses all its o.xygen in the form of water, and is con-

verted into ethylene, the result being shown by the equation,

Alcohol. Ethylene.
'~~-^—

^

^~'—
"V\'at«r.

C4H„0u = C4H, + 2HO.

A less <^»n):]'>lete dehydration, under the action of sulphuric acid, converts alcohol into

cUicr. llie process is a complicated one, but the final result is exi)ressed by the equa-

tion.
Alcohol. Ether, AVut^r.

2(C4lUa.) =- ?c7h^. -I- HuOu.-

We (have expreBsed the BuhstancoH In thf following ecjuntion In accordance with the theory of
tyjv'H, iMcaiMic trie substitution of the eti.yl foi (lic potussiuni is thus more clearly kiecn than in the
coiTCJ^ondingoquation, CiIUI + 2K() — C^HcOv 4- Kl.

\
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The best tests for discovering the presence of alcohol are—1. Its hot, pungent taste,

itsodoi, and its great volatility. 2. Absorbed in asbestos, it burns with a i)ale blue
tiame, which deposits no carbon on white porcelain ; and when burned in the mouth ol
an inverted test-tube, containing a lew droj)s of the solution of baryta, it produces a
well-marked deposit of carbonate of baryta— carbonic acid and water being the product^.;

of its combustion. 3. It dissolves camphor, 4. It sets free gieen oxide of chromium
When boiled with a few drops of a saturated solution of biciiromate of potash, mixed
with sulphuric acid. The chromium test, originally dihcoveied by Dr. Thomson in

lb46, is that on which the French physiologists J^allemaiid, Perrin, and Duroy relied in
their investigations regarding the presence of alcohol in the blood, urine, expired air,

etc. See Alcohol, Physiological Action of.

Alcohol is of a double use to the chemist, inasmuch as it furnishes a cleanly and val-

uable fuel when used in the spirit-lamp, and possesses remarkable solvent powers without
in general exerting chemical action on the dissolved substances. It dissolves many of
tlie gases more freely than water, as, for example, nitrous oxide, carbonic acid, phos-
phuretted hydrogen > cyanogen, and the hydrocarbons, as, for instance, ethylene
V.mongst the mineral substances which it dissolves may be mentioned iodine, bromin«r^

joracic acid, the hydrates of potash and soda, the chlorides of calcium, strontium, ma^-'

nesiuin, zinc, platinum, and gold, the perchloride of iron, corrosive sublimate, thr

nitrates of lime, magnesia, etc. ; whilst among organic matters, it dissolves many organlv
acids, bases, and neutral bodies, the resins, the soaps, and the fats, which latter, ho''

ever, dissolve more freely in ether than in alcohol. The alcoholic solutions of sui>

stances lised in medicine are called Tinctures.

In the article Polyatomic Alcohols (q.v.), the general characteristics of the class ol

bodies now known as alcohols are briefly given. The term alcohol is now so far extended
as to include all neutral compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, which react upon
acids in such a way that water is eliminated while ethers are produced. We shall endea-
vor to elucidate the nature of the dilTerent classes of alcohols by giving one example oi

each principal kind. In a monatomic alcohol (see Polyatomic Alcohols), half the
TT \

hydrogen in the primary type for water, jt - Oo, is replaced by an organic radical; thus

in methyl-alcohol, or wood-spirit, one equivalent of hydrogen, H, is replaced by one
equivalent of the organic radical methyl, C2H3—the formula for methyl-alcohol being

H^ r O2, or 0211402; while in ordinary vinic or ethyl-alcohol there is a similar replace-

ment by the radical ethyl, dE^b—the formula for this (the ordinary) alcohol being

^^H '
[
<^2, or C4H6O2.

The monatomic alcohols are more abundant than all the polyatomic alcohols together.
There are several sericjs of them, of which the most important are alcohol*^ whose radical
is of the form Co„H2„+, (as 02ll3,C4H6,CcH7), and which are represented bv the formula

Cjnllan+aOa, or '^"tt"'' f- O2. Of thcse, twelve are at present known. They are inti

mately related to the fatty acids, whose general formula is Co^Ko O4, which may he
formed from the alcohol by oxidation—(^2 being substituted for H2. Thus alcohol, repre-
sented generally by Co^HaH+iOo, yields the fatty acid represented bvCo„Ho„04: foi

example, methyl alcohol, O0H4O3, yields formic acid, CnH«04: ethyl-alcohol, CjHeOa,
yields acetic acid, ('411404, and so on. The three highest alconols of this set. whose for-

nuilae are C32H31O.2, C54H50O2, and C62H62O2, known as cetylic. cerotylic. and melissylic
alcohols, are solid waxy or fatty matters. There is one alcohol whose radical is CicHn.
and whose formula is C10K18O2—viz., the solid substanee known as Borneo camphor
(see Resins); and in cholcsterin (an ingredient of the bile), whose formula isC52H440. tlje

radical is CB2H43. Diatomic alcohoU belong to the secondary water type, tt" [- O4, in whidi,

as before, half the hydrogen, H3 (which, in thie case, is two atoms), is replaced by one
atom of a compound radical. The radical is often marked with two dashes in such cases
as these, to indicate that one of its atoms replaces two of hydrogen. Thus, the most
important diatomic alcohol, glycol, is represented, according to the tlieory of types, by

the formula^ ^xt^ O4, its radical being C4H4. In the triatomic alcohols, we take

^Y [
Oe, or tlie tertiary t3'^pe of water, and replace half the hydrogen—viz., mree atoms.

by one atom of an organic radical, which we consequently mark with three dashes. The
well-known substance glycerine is the only example of the triatomic alcohols. Its

radical is CaHs; and as this replaces three atoms of hvdrogen. its typical formula is

^^H \
^*' '^^^ ordinary formula being CeHyOe, which throws no light on its internal

c?7istitution. One tetratomic and one hexatomic alcohol have been discovered!* The

* A second tetratomic alcohol, propylphycite. CoHeOp, has been lately artificially formed bv Carius:
<ind dulcite, whiqh is isomeric with mannite. is now regarded as a second hexatomic alcohol. We
mention these facts to show what constant additions are being made to this class of bodies.
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former is ervthrite, a substance obtained from tlie litmus lichen; one atom of its radical,

CJIc, replaces four atoms of hydrogen, and its typical formula is written ^

^^i \
<^ «'<

while the latter is mannite (the chief ingredient of the well-known substance manna,

described in the article JSugak), in whicli one atom of the radical, C'l^Hs, replaces six

atoms of hydrogen, its tj'pical formula being ^
^-pi^^ r O12, while its ordinary formula

is CoHmO.^.
We have entered som.ewhat fully into the consideration of this somewhat dlilicult

subject, because it is one of great general interest, as 8h()\^'ing the close chemical connec-

tion between various groups'of bodies of apparently totally dittereut natures. No one

could have anticipated, twenty years ago, that such very diiferent substances as choles-

terin and mannite were allied to ordinary alcohol,*

ALCO'XA, a co. in n. c. Michigan, on lake Huron ; 630 sei.m. ;
pop. '74, 1214; drained

by the Ausable and branches. It'was but recently organized.

ALCO'RA, a town of Valencia, Spain, in the province of Castellon, 43 m. n.n.e. from
Valencia, it is tolerably well built. Many of the inhabitants are employed in the man
ufacture of earthenware'and the distilliuiiof brandy. Corn, grapes, silk, and hemp are

among the principal productions of the neighborhood. Fruits are a chief article of export.

Pop. 5609.

ALCORN, a CO. in n.e. Mississippi, on the Tennessee border; 460 sq.m.
;
pop. 70, 10,431

—2768 colored. The surface is level, and soil fertile. Co. seat. Corinth.

ALCOTT, Amos Bkonson, b. Connecticut, 1799. He was the son of a farmer, and
when young, went to Virginia as a peddler. Returning to New England, he became a

successful teacher of chifdren in Boston, remarkable for sympathy and skill in dealing

with the very young; but he gave up his school, and at Concord, Mass., began the

study of natural theolog3^ civil and social science, and reforms, especially in educa-

tion^ and diet. He visited England in 1842, and brought back with him Charles Lane
and H. G. Wright, and the lliree founded a comnmnity, near Harvard, Mass. The
Englishmen soon went home, the community farm was sold, and A. went to Concord,

wdiere he has since lived as a peripatetic philosopher, speaking occasionally to the public

in other places, when invited, on a wide range of subjects, from divinity to practical

cookery. He is admired for brilliancy and suggestiveness. His points of importance in

treating of man physically are: race, complexion, diet, and government. He has written

Orphic Sru/lnr/H, Tiihlet^, Concord J)ay^, etc. In his theology lie has always cultivated the

mystical element, and of late years his teachings show a decided tendency towards the

evangelical view of Christianity, though he declines to attach himself to any sect.

ALCOTT, Louisa May, b. 1833; daughter of A. Bronson; when very young a writer

of fairy tales, and later of llosintal Sketches, for which the materials were secured while

she was a nurse in the army, during the war of the rebellion. Little Women, Little Men,
An Old Fashioned Girl, are among her popular works.

ALCOTT, William Alexander, 1798-1859; b. Connecticut; cousin of A. Bronson,
an American author. When young he worked on a farm in snmm(>r and taught school

in winter. He studied medicine at Yale, and assisted VVoodbridge in preparing his geog-

raphies, at the same period editing th(^ Juvenile Rambler, the lirst serial for children

issued in America. He also edited Annals of EducaMon, and worked with Gallaudet,

Hooker, and others for school reform, gaining a premium for a papcM- On- the Construction

of School Houses. In 1832, he removed to lioston and ])ublishe(l The Young Man's Onide.

Within 20 years of lecturing he visited more than 20,000 schools, making addresses to

most of them. His works are more than r. xiundrcd in nund)er, nearly all of a reforma-

tory character.

ALCY'ONE, the most brilliant of the seven stars or pleiades, and suj^poscd by
Maedler to be the central sun in reference to which our sun with its planets and all other

known systems are moving, or i)erhaps revolving within some almost incomprehensible
j)eriod of time. Argelander has shown that this cannot be true.

ALCY'ONE, or Halcyonk, in classic legend, daughter of yEolus, and wife of Ceyx,
Ko inconsolal)le on the death of her husband that she threw herself into the sea, where-
upon she and her husband were changed into kingfishers as a reward of their mutual
devotion.

ALDAN', a river of Siberia, in the; government of Yakutsk; rises in 55' n. and 125" e.

It flows 300 m. n.e., turns n.w. and joins the Ticna 400 m. Ixilow Yakutsk. Hs length is

unknown, but it is probably between 900 and 1300 m. ; it is in part navigable.

t There can V>e no dout)t that th«; sugurH •will soon he iiniverKally admitlt'd to be alcohols, as I3er-

thelot sugij'ested a f«w yrar.s ago. In one of our best and latcKt worliK on chcniistrv, Nacjuet's /Vtn-
cipe» dc ae Chiviie., fondCK ear leu Th/'(irien liladernes (2d ed., IHCu), eane-KUpar, nil'lltose, trehalose,
mycose, m616zitose, lactose, and T)arasaccharos»« anost of which are dcecribod in the article Sugar,
q.v.) are placed under the head or "Alcohols Polyglucosides.

"
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ALD/^-iN MOUN'l aINS, a branch of the Stanavoi mountains ninning from the main
chain in the direction of Aldan river. Some think the name ought to be given to the

wJiole mountain system of eastern Siberia.

ALDBOROUGH, a t. in England, 16 m. n.n.w. of York. A. formerly had two mem-
bers of parliament, but v^as disfranchised by the reform act of 1882. The t. is remark-
; )le for ancient ruins. It was the Isurium of the Romans, and remains oi aqueducts,

caildings, tesselated pavements, implements, urns, and coins have '^een found. Fop. 71,
parish, 2165; town, 502.

ALDEGONDE', Saint, Philip van Marnix, brTO!i o.. 1538-08; a Dutch states-

i.an, educated at Geneva, a strong Calvinist and a leader among the nobles who pro-

fc^ted against the establishment of the inquisition in the Netherlands in 1566. He was
Lie friend of William of Orange, who gave him several important missions, and sent i.hn

hi 1572 to the first Dutch states-general at Dort. He was envoy to Paris, to London, an.l

to the diet of Worms. As burgomaster of Antwerp in 1584 he defended that city

against the duke of Parma, and in 1590 he was again ambassador to France. He left a

metrical version o^thc Psalms, a-nd at liis death was translating the Bible into Flemish.

AL'DEGRE'VER, or ALDEGRAF, Heixiiich, 1502-62 ; a German painter and
engraver. From his style, which closely resembles his master's, he has been called the
" Albert Durer of Westphalia." His engravings put him in the first rank of " little mas-
ters." Specimens of his paintings are very rare.

AL'DEHYDE (C4H4O0) is a volatile fluid produced by the oxidation and destructive

distillation of alcohol and other organic compounds;. Its discoverer, Dobeieincr, called

it ligJit oxygen eUier ; its present term is an abbreviation of alcohol dehydroytnitam. its

composition being represented by that of alcohol from which two atoms of hydrogen
have been abstracted. In the article on this subject in Watts's Dictionary of Clmniittyy,

ten different modes of obtaining this substance are given. It is sufficient here to state

that the best modes of preparing it may be found in that work, or any recent treatise on
organic chemistry. It is a thin, transparent, colorless liquid, very iiitlarnmable, burning
with a blue flame, and having a spec. gr. of 0.8, a b^oiling-point of about 71', and a
pungent, suifocating odor. It mixes in all proportions with water, alcohol, and ether,

and dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, and iodine. As is shown in the article Alcohols, ix

constitutes an intermediate stage in the oxidation of alcohol into acetic acid. A. must
be regarded as a monobasic acid, inasmuch as it contains one atom of hydrogen rexjlace-

able by a metal. Thus, when potassium is gently heated with A., one atom of H is

replaced by one of K, the resulting compound being aldehydate of potash, C^HsKOg.
Various salts of this kind may be formed, of which the most important is aldehydate of

ammonia, or aldehyde-ammonia, C^HslNHOOs, which is obtained in transparent shining

crystals, and is a compound that has led chemists to the discovery of a large number of

very remarkable derivatives.

ALDEHYDES are a class of organic compounds, intermediate between alcohols and
acids; the ordinary aldehyde, described in the preceding article, being, as we have seen,

intermediate between ordinary alcohol and its corresponding acid—viz., acetic acid. It

has been shown in the article Alcohols that the comjKmnds of this chiss related to the

ftUty acids are represented by the general formula, C-„Ho„4-20o, while the corresponding
acids have the formula, C-2„H2„04. Each aldehyde is derived from the corresponding
alcohol by the abstraction of two atoms of hydrogen, and each aldehyde is converted
into its corresponding acid by the addition of two atoms of oxygen- 'T'^iess r<sseutia]

facts are shown in the equation.

Alcohol. Aldehyde.
,

^
S

.
N

C2„H.,„+..0a — lU = C^.„H,„0..
and

Aldehyde. Arid.

C2,H.,0. -f O. = C.„H,„0..

NiL^ A. of the form CaJIsi.Oa, corresponding to 11 = 2, 3, 4. 5, 7. 8, li, 12, and 16,

are at present known, the simplest being ordinary or acetic acid. (.MI4O.J, and the highest
being palmitic aldehj'de, C32H32O2. It is obvious that, as far as is yet known, there is

:.oL of necessity always an aldehyde intervening between the alcohol and corresponding
acid; for example, methylic and caproylic alcohols have not yet }ielded an aldehyde.

Amongst A. not connected with the preceding group may be mentioned various
organic compounds wliich have been recently showiAo belong'to this class—thus, acro-

lein, Cr.ll402, is acrylic aldehyde; camphor. CoolIioOj, is campholic aldehyde: bitter-

almond oil, CmIIbOs, is benzoic aldehyde: oil of cumin. CJUO. is cuminic ahlehyde;
oil of cinnamon, C, JIsOo, is cinnami'c aldehyde; salicylous aci;l, C14H6O4. is salicylic

aldehyde ; and anisylous acid, Ci6Hr04, is anisylic aldehyde. ]Most of these A. are
obtained directly from plants, and either exist in them ready* formed, or are given off as
volatile oils on distillation with water.

For the best account of the aldehj'des with which we are acquainted, we must refer
to the chapter on that subject in the second edition (1867) of Xaquet's Prlncipes de
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Chimie, fondec fiur h'^ Thy^'ries Moderncs, vol. ii. pp. 384-40;), in wliicn will be \ouud a
full account of the aldehydes derived from the monatoinic alcohols, of tlu; jnodes of pre-

paring them, of the properties common to all aldehydes, and those specially belonging

to different series, the rational formula? and constitution of aldehydes, and the aldehydes
derived from diatomic alcohols or glycols, in which this chemist includes not only
salicylous, salicylic, and glycolic aide)'., des, but that remarkable «vnilietic product,

iurfurol (q.v.).

ALDEX, Ja:mes. a rear-admiral in the U. S. navy; b. Maine, ISOi^ d. San Francisco,

1877. He entered the navy as midshipman, 18'28; in 1841, was made lieutenant, captain

in 1863, commodore in 1866, and retired with rank of rear-admiral in 1872. He was in

the AVilkes exploring expedition, and in the naval operations of the jNlexicau war; and
1848 to 1860 in the coast survey. In the rebellion he commanded the steamer J!<otifh

6'a7'6>^i"yia, and in 1862 the sloop-of -war Richmond. He was engaged in the capture of

New Orleans, and the attacks of "N'icksburg and Port Hudson ; commanded tlie sloop

Brooklyn, the leading ship of the line, in 1864, and was in the Mobile bay and Fort
FLsher conflicts. In 1868, he was commandant of the California navj yard ; in 1869,

chief of the bureau of navigation in the nav}^ department ; and in 1871 lie took command
of the European squadron.

ALDEX, John, b. England, 1599, d. Duxbury, Mass., Sept. 12, 1687; one of the

pilgrims to Plymouth, Mass. He was one of the signers of tiie compact in the cabin of

the " 3faf/flo/cer." A. married Priscilla Mullens, to whom his lirst proposal was in

behalf of Miles Standish, but who indicated her preference for A. over the soldier. A
poem by Longfellow lias this incident for its theme. He was a magistrate for more
than 50 years, and greatly assisted in the government of the infant colony.

ALDEX, Joseph, d.d., ll.d., b. Xew York, 1807; graduated at Union college,

1829; studied theology at Princeton, and was ordained pastor of a congregational church
in Massachusetts, 1884. He was professor in Williams college, 1835-52; in Lafayette

college, 1852-57; president of Jefferson college, 1857-67, and subsequently pi'iaci])al of

the Xew York state normal school at Albany.

ALDEX. XoAH, an advocate of religious liberty in Massachusetts, as against the old

union of church and state, and a member of the convention that ratitied the federal con-

stitution. For 30 years, beginning 1706, he was pastor of the Baptist church in Belling-

ham, and he represented that t. in the state constitutional convention.

ALDEX, Timothy, d.d., 1771-1839; b. Massachusetts; graduated at Harvard ; pastor

of a congregational church in Portsmouth, 1799-1805, and a prominent teacher there, and in

Newark, Boston, Xew Ytjrk, and Cincinnati. He was the founder and first president of

Allegany college, Meadville, Pa., and author of Missions Among the Somxas, a book of

epitaphs, and other works.

AL'DEXHOVEX, a t. m Rnenish Prussia, n.e. of Aix-la-Chapelk, pop. '67, 3041.

A. is noted as the place of.a victory by the Austrians over the French, under Dumouriez,
Mar. 1, 1793.

ALDHELM, 656-709; an English divine during the Saxon heptarchy; the first

Englishman who wrote Latin poetry. He was abbot of Malmesbury, bishop of Sliei-

])orne, and afterwards of Salisbury. He is known by t\s o works, De Virginitate and De
Laude Virginiinn.

ALDLNT, Giovanni, 1762-1834; nephew of Galvini, and brother of count Antonio
Aldini ; a student of natural science. He held the chair of physuts at liologna. His chief

work was in experiments to apply .science to useful purposes; galvanisn). gas for light-

hou.ses, and fire-proof cloth receiving most attention. He was one of the founders of

the natitmal institute of Italy ; receiv(!d the British royal society's gold medal; and was
made knight of the iron crown, and counselor of state at Milan.

ALDOBRAXDI XI, a noble Florentine family, among whom were Sialvestro, 1499-

1558 ; Ippolito (pope Clement VHl.), 1536-1605; and Francesco, creatcid a jirince by
Clement. The "Aldobrandiue Wedding," a famous i)icture, dating probably from the

time; of Augustus, was found in 1606 on the site of the gartlen of Ma;ceuas.

: ALDRICH, Thomah Bailky, b. Portsmouth. X. H., 1836. H(! intended to enter

cofhrge, but on his father's death went into his uncle's counting-room in New York,
remaining three years, frequently writing venses lor the newspa])(!rs ; was reader for a
publishing house, then a regular writer for the Nt'w York Krening Mirror and an
editor of the Home JovrnM and the Hiitnrddy Prom. He has contributed to the

leading magazines. His first volume of poems was The Bells, 1855 ; the next year
was publislutd his remarkably successful poem, Bafic Bell, followcid by DaisifK

Neckhjcf, ('oiirse of Trim Ijorc, Out of His Ht'dd, yu*' A'/ovv/ of a Bad Boy. He has
lieen editor of Entry Haturday since its foundation.

ALDUIDGK, liiA, 1810-67, ihe "African Koseiiis " There are two ac( «/.mta of

him, one that he was a nuilatlo born near Ballim«jre about 1810, ajiprenlicHMl to a (»<M"man

vShip-carpenter, and accompanying Ivlmiiiid Kean to England as a servant; n-turned in

1830 or '31, and appeared on tin; sta^(! in Baltimoie; failed and returned to England,
where he gained high reputation. The other .story is that he was the son of a native of
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Sencg'al, who waf5 wonght here as a slave, became a Clirisnan and pastor of the Afric:.n

churi'h in ('lunch St., New York; that Ira was born in that city about 1805, and intended
for the ministr}'; that he was fond of dramatic performances, but his father disapproved,
nud sent him to England to be educated for the ministry; tliat he still preferred the

drama, and made his debut at the Royal theater, Loudon, in " Othello," and was re-

markably successful. He playedalso "Zanga," " Orozembo," "Rolla,''and other char-

acters that were color-parts throughout England. On tlie continent he took high rank
in Slmkspeare's trag(Hlies and kindred characters, and he had presents of crosses and
medals from the emperors of Au.stria and Ru.'ssia, and the king of Prussia. He was
actual or honorary member of many of the great academies. He married an English
woman, whom he left a widow in London. At the time of his death he was on his way
to St. Petersburg, where he had an engagement -.-.ijd expected to appear in Kew York in

the following September.

ALDROVANDI, Ulysses, one of the most distinguished caturali.sts of the 16th c, was
born at Bologna, probably about the year 1522. He was descended from a roblc family,
and received an excellent education, partly in his native cit}- and partly in Padua.
Some of his religious opinions having been called in question, he traveled to Rtme in

1550, to vindicate himself; and whilst there, sludied Roman antiquities, and v rote a
treatise on ancient statuary. At Rome, he formed the acquaintance of Rondelct. On
his return home, he devoted himself to the study of botany, and having taken his degree
in medicine at the university of Bologna in 1553, he was in the following year appointed
to tlie chair=; of philosophy and logic, and also to the lecturesliip on botany. lie prac-

ticed medicine for some time in Bologna, ar.d appears after a short time to have ex-

changed some of the chairs which he held in the universily for lliat of natural liistoiy.

to the study of which science he applied him.self with great devotedncss. He established
the botanical garden at Bologna in 1507. He was much employed, during many 3-cars.

in forming a museum of natuial history, collectirg s] < c'm.cns with great ^.^sidui1y, and
employing draught.smen to make figures of them lor tl.e Luat work en ralurnl hii-tory

which he c<^)ntemplated. in the pursuit of his iavorite scicLce, he traveled into different

<ountries, but no j)articular record of his travels remains. Inspiring others with a zeal

smiilar to his own, he had the pleasure of seeing his museum rapidly increase. He
finally bequeathed it to the senate of Eok gna, and it became the foundation of the
splendid jniblic museum of that city, where many of A.'s specimens remain to this day.
lie. left beliind liim also at his death a prodigious mass of valuable manuscripts, wliich
still remain inthepuljlic library of Bologna, astoreof which prcper use h:is never yet been
made, and in wliich there is probably much correspondence of eminent men, inttrcj-ting

as showing the first steps of progress of the sc-ience of natiual history, alter the long <lor-

maucy of the middle ages. All his studies and collections were mjide subservient toliis

work on natural history; the first volume of which—on birds—npi tared in 1590. Six
volumes appeared during A.'s life ; other seven were published under the direction of his

colhiagues and pupils after his death, which took place in 1605. It has been stated in

many notices ©f his life, and was long commonly believed, that, by his scientific pur-
suits, A. reduced himself to circumstiinces of great poverty, and that he died in a public
liospital at Bologna: but the story, although Bayleh;is adopted it in hisdictionar\'. le.^tson

no sutlicient evideiice. and there is reason to think that it is not true. It is diflhcult to pro-

cure a complete edition of the works of A., and the volume on minerals i*. e>ptciaiiy rare.

A. has been censured for excessive copiousness in Ihir.gs of little important e, ar.d at best

merely serving to illustrate his subject and render it inteie^ting. He shows, l.owever,
gre?U anxiety to set forth all that is known on every subject of which he treats ; he
writes of natural history in a way which shows that he greatly loves the >citnce, and at

the same time with a devout and reverent spirit, always beholding in t!:e Avork>> of crea-

tion the traces of the Creator's hand.

AID STOl^TE, or At>ston, sometimes cab«:d Alston [Mooii, a market-t. of the co.

of Cumberiand. England, 80 m. e.s.e. from Carlisle. The parish of A. ccntams ex-
tensive and very ]iroductive lead miners, fonncrly belonging to the earls of Dei"vvent-

water. and nowto the lords commissioners of the admiralty. The t. has manufactures
of worsted yarns and flannel. It is situated in a mountainous district on the declivity of

a steep hilj. near the confluence of the Nent and south Tyne. The pop. is about
2500. The produce of the lead mines has fallen off cousiderabl}' durimr the past 15
years. Pop. of parish '71. 5680.

ALEAN'DRO. Gtuolaaio (Hteronymus). 1480-1542, studied at Venice, and got
great reputation for learning, and in 1508 went to Paris, on invitation of Louis XII..
to be professor of belles-lettres and rector in the university. He was sent on missions to

Rome, where Leo X. kept him as librarian of the Vatican^ In 1520 he was papal n\mcio
at the coronation of Charles V., and next \ ear Luther's chief opponent in the diet of
Worms, going to the utmost extremes to suppress the doctrines of the reformer, and
becoming so violent tliat he lost the friendship of Erasmus. He drew up the (diet
against liUther, and after the diet went as nuncio to the Netherlands, where he lighted
the tires of persecution—two monks of Antwerp, the liir-t martvrs of the reformat ion.

being burned at his instigation, at lirussels. In 152;) Clement Vlt. sent him to the court
of Francis I., and he was taken prisonei with that monarch at the battle of Pavia (1525),
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and released only after pavin.<r a heavy rriri??om. Tn 15SS. ho. was made eardinal and

took the title of St. Chryso'^-oiiius. Tlie vatie;wi ii)jnir\' has his letUTs ahout Luther.

ALEGAM'BE. Piiilipppx 1593-l(r)2 ; superior of the honse of Jesuits m Rome, and
secretary to their ii;eneral. lie wrote l)i(>oTaphie.s of Jesuit martyrs and a life of Cardan.

AL'EMAN, Loris, b. 1^0: arehUislinp of Arle-^ and cardinal of St. Cecelia. He whs
one of the presidents of the council of 13asle iu li'M. and leu the ])arty for tlie supremacy
of the councils over the pojje in opposition to the claims of Eugenius. 1 Y., and on his

motion tlie latter was deposed and Felix V. elected in his stead. Eugenius thereupon

deposed Felix, and deiirived A. of his ecclesiastical dignities, but tliese were restored by
Zsiciiolas V. in 1447—Feli.x; having resigned on A.'s advice. In 1527, A. was canonized

by pope Clement VII.

ALES', or ALESSpy. Alexandetr. original name Alane, irjOO-Co ;a native of Edin-

burgh. He studied at St. Andrew's, graduating in 1515 ; becan\e cajion of the collegiate

church, and contended vigorously for scholastic theology as against the reformers. On
the execution of Patrick Hamilton his views entirely changed, though hn kept the fact a

secret for a long time. For a sermon against dissoluteness among the clergy he was put

in prison, whence he escaped to the continent, traveled in Europe, and settled in

Wittenberg, where he made the acquaintance of Melaucthon. ]Meantime he was tried in

Scotland, and condemned for heresy, without a hearing. After Henrj^' VHI. broke with

the church of Rome, A. went to England, and was cordially received by tlie king and
Cranmer and Cronnvell, and through the latter's influence he was appointed lecturer on
theology at Cambridge. In 1539, he was again compelled to exile himself in con.sequence

of the .statute known as the " Six Articles." He was at once chosen to a theological chair

at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and was the first professor who taught the reformed doctrines.

In 154;i he quitted Frankfort for Leipsic, where he tilled a similar professorship until

his death.

ALESHKI, a t. in s. Russia, on a branch of the Dnieper, 8 m. e. of Kherson; pop.

'67, 8484.

ALESSAXDRES'KU, Gkeojory, b. 1812; a Roumanian poet. He served in the army ;

was a liberal politician, and was banished to a monastery for publishing satires relk'cting

upon the government. In 1849 A. was minister of finance. He wrote Remimsceueen,

Jmpj'efi.'<ion.i, LMerH, and Fables.

ALESSAN'DRT, Basil, b. 1821; a poet of Roumania. He was prominent in the

liberal operations in 18i8, and was for a short time minister of foreign affairs. His
Popular Ballads of Roumania is a work well known.

ALEXAN'DER, a co. forming the s.w\ corner of Illinois', between the Ohio and
Mississippi riv(!rs; 245 sq.ni. ; pop. '70, 10,564. It is low, tlat, and subject to inundations

in .some portions, but produces good corn and wheat. The Illinois Central railroad has
its southern terminus at Cairo in this county. Co. seat, Tiiebe.s.

ALEXAN'DER, a co. in n.w. North Carolina, bounded on the s. by the Catawba
river; 300 sc^.m; pop. '70, 6808—611 colored. The chief products are wheat, corn, and
oats. Co. seat, Taylorsville.

ALEXAN DER. Alexander Humphreys, b. 1783. He claimed the earldom of

Stirling on the ground of blood, alleging that his mother was great-grpal granddaiigliter

of John, fourth son of the bust earl of Stirling, and that all into mediate heirs

were extinct. A trial was had in Scotland, where his pretensions were ex|X)s(xl, his old

documents were shown to be forgeries, and he retired into obscurity. One of Ids claims

was the inheritance of Nova Scotia, granted to the first earl of Stirling.

ALEXANDER, Akchihai-d, d.d., 1772-1851; b. Virginia; a Presbyterian minister

of Scotch descent. He was self-educated ; was led to religious study ])y the great revival

of 1780-90, was licensed to preach in 1791, and spiait some years as itinerant missionary

In 1789 he became president of Hampden Sidney college, n^signingin 1801 ; came north,

and in 1802 married the daughter of the blind preacher. Rev. Dr. Wnddell. He was
installed j)astor of Pine street Presbyt(Mian clnn-ch. Philadelphia, in 1807 ; \n IHIO. he

received tlie degree of d.d. ; and was elected president of Union college in Georgia, though
this was n(^t known to his family until after his death. The tluM)l()gical s«.Mninary in

Princeton c(»ll('g(! was established by the- Presbyterian church in 1811, and Dr. A. washy
commcjii C(Misent chosen its first theological j)rofess()r, holding the place until his death.

His best known work is OuMi.ne.s of the Eridriwrx of ChristinnUf/. whir-h has l)e<'n repro-

duced in many languages, and is a text-book in colleges. He wrote T/rafitfC on thx' Ca/ton

of the Old and New TedaioA'iUa, lIinU>rp tf the Patriarrhx, Jusayn on IMif/ious Krf)i^rini«r,

JIiHtory of Afriam Colonization, lliaiory of the hffi (Jollrge, anri a ilist^i'nf of the Ittnielitinh

j\'oiuni. A work of his on Moral Science was published aft(;r his death, and h.; left several

religious works unpublished.

ALEXANDER, Ja.mks Waddkm,, d.d.. 1804-59; I). Virginia; son of Dr. Archibald;

a giaduatt; of Princeton in 1820, when' he was a tutor. He was a I'resbyterian nunisfer

in (Charlotte co.. Va, 1825-27 ; in Trenton, N.J. .1828; and in Duane .street chinch.

New York city, 1844-51, when he took clia.ge of tlu- Fifth avenue church, ofliciating

Ihere until he died. He was professor of ec.clesiastical history and church government
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at PriTiceton. He wrote fo; rhe Blhltcal Repository, Princeton Review, and the American
tract society ; and under tlie nanu of " Ca;sariensi.s"' for the Literary World. Among his

many works are Coruiolatiori ; %n Discourses on Select Topica addressed to the Saj[f'eriri(j

People of God, Ihonalits on Vamily Worship, PUiirt Words to a Young Communic/mt

,

Thoughts on Preaching, The Avierican Mechan'ic and Workingman, Discourses on ChHstian
Faith and Practice, Geography of the Bible, etc. , and a biography of liis father.

ALEXANDER, John Henhy, 1812-67 ; b. INIaryland; author of Treatise on Mathe-
matical Instruments, Contributions to the History of Iron, Dictionary of Weights and
Measures, Internatioiud Coinage, and other vahiable works.

ALEXxiNDER, Joseph Addison, d.d., 1809-60; b. Philadelphia ; son of Archbibald.
and one of the most eminent American biblical scholars. He was a pupil of his father,

graduated from Princeton in 1826, and subsequentl}^ was adjunct professor of ancient
languages and litenitnre in his alma mater. In 1852, the general assembly of the church
elected him to the chair of biblical and ecclesiastical history, which he occupied until his

death. He published Ihe Psalms Translated and Explained, The Prophcies of Isaiah, a
treatise on primitive church gov^ernment, and many essays in the current magazines.
His last work was in connection with Dr. Hodge on a commentary on the New Testament,
portions of which have been published.

ALEXxVNDICR. Stephen, lt,.d., b. New York state, 1806; educated at Union college

and Princeton theological semhuny; tutor in Princeton, and adjunct professor of mathe-
matics, 1845-54. In 1860, he was at the head of the expedition to Labrador to observe the
solar eclipse of July 18. A. was author of many scientific papers, mostly astronomical,
such as Physical Phenomena attending Sokir Eclipses, Origin of the Forms and Present
Condition of some <f the Glusters of Stars, and Harmonies in the Arrangement of th€ Solar
System.

ALEXANDER, Wilijam, 1726-83; b. New York : a maj.-gen. in the revolution,
lie claimed the earldom of Stirling, and is generally known as lord Stirling. He wa-s son
of James Al<;xander, well educated and of high repute for scientific attainments, lie

was in England in 1755, and made an unsuccessful suit for the Stirling estates and titles :

returned in 1761, and soon after married a daughter of Philip Livingston; succeeded his

father as surveyor-gen., and was a member of the provincial council. He sided with
the revolutionists and was made a col. in 1775, and brig. -gen. by congress in 1776.

He was conspicuously brave in the battle of Long Island, where he was taken prisoner,
after securing the retreat of most of his comman<l: but he was soon exchanged, and
made a maj.-gen. in Feb., 1777, and distinguished himself at Brandywine and German-
town. At Monmouth he led the left wing, and did much to secure the victory. He was
commander at Albany in 1781. He was prominent in founding King's (now Columbia)
college, and the Society library of New York city.

ALEXANDER, Sir Witj.iam, Earl of Stirling, 1580-1640 ; a poet of an eminent
Scotch family. He was educated at Glasgow university ; traveled on the continent

;

was tutor to the young earl of Argyle, and so found access to the court of James L He
wrote sonn(!ts, the Four Monarch ici-e Tragedies, Klegy on the Death vf Pi-incc Htnry, the
Day of the Lord's Judgment, An Encouragentent to Colonics, and many poems. In 1621.

Sept. 21, he received the most ])rodigious gift ever bestowed on a subject, viz., a "gift
and grant" of Canada, mcluding Nova Scotia and Newfoundland; a singular instance
of royal ignorance of geogvaphical limits in America; still Charles I. confirmed the grant
but its further history must be sought in the romance of the peerage and of tlie law
courts. In 1626, A. was made secretary of state for Scotland, and in 1630 was created a
peer as lord Alexander of Tullibody and viscount Stirling, and was made judge ot the
sessions in 1631. The next year he built the Argyle house, still one of the sights of
Stirling. In 1633, he was made earl of Stirling and viscount of Canada, and in 1639 earl

of Dovan.

ALEXANDER-ALEXANDRO\ ITCH, b. Mar. 10 (Feb. 26, Russian date), 1845 ; elci

est living son of the emperor Alexander II. of Russia, and heir to the throne ; aid-de-camp
and gen. in the suite of the emperor, gen. of cavalry and infantry, corps commander of
the garde imperiel, etc. He married. Nov. 9 (Oct. 28), 1866, Marie So]Jue Frederick
Dagmar, daughter of Christian IX., king of Denmark. They had, July, 1879. three chil-

dren—Nicholas, b. 1868, grand duke; George, b. 1871, grand duke; and Xenie, b. 1875,

grand duchess.

ALEXANDER BALAS, professed son of Autiochus Epiphanes, who became king of
Syria. He became hateful for debimchery, and the crown was claimed by Demetrius
Nicator, whom he met in battle. A. was defeated and fled to Arabia, where he was
murdered, 145 B.C.

ALEXANDER (Alexis, or Alexius) I., Comnfnus, 1182-1222: a descendant of
the great Conmeni family, rulers of Constantinople. His father was killed, and his mother
fled with him and his brother David to a relative, the Georgian {]ueen of Tiflis. w hf>

raised and educated the children. On the second capture of Constantinople, 1204, A.
and his brother led some disalYected Greeks to the capture of Trebizoud and the neigh
boring Black sea coast, wMiile David took Sino])e, and threatened Constantinople. A.
became ruler of all Anatolia, but was in perpetual war w ith the Turks and the jn'tty
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emperor of XIcjt?:!. When he died liis empire was a mere strip along the Black sea,

Ixjtweeu the Phasis aud the Thermodon.

ALEXANDER JANN^'US. third son of John Hyrcanus and first prince of the

Maccabees who f(n- any considerable period enjoyed the title of king (from 104 to 78 B.C.).

He was warlike and enterprising, but was badly defeated in Galilee by Ptolemy, the son

of Cleopatra of Egypt. A. then made an alliance with Cleopatra, ami after some defeats

captured several towns on the Mediterranean, the last being Gaza, which he reduced to

utter ruin, B.C. 96. He was next called to Jerusalem to p*ut down an insurrection, which
he did after sacrificing 6000 lives, and soon after sacrificed 5000 more in a second insur-

rection. In still another rebellion A. was victorious, when he made a great entertainment

for his friends, at which, as a part of the enjoyment, he had 800 rebels crucified in his

presence, and their wives and children butchered before their eyes before they expired.

Thenceforward A. became a sot, and d. from a fever caused by excessive drinking, B.C.

78, leaving two sons, Hyrcanus and Aristobulus, whose contentions down to the time of

Herod the great had the effect of ruining the family.

ALEXANDER OF APHRODISIAS, lived in the 2d and 3d c, a.d. ; the most
celebrated of Greek commentators on Aristotle, and styled " the expositor." He was a
native of Aphrodisias, and taught peripatetic philosophy at Athens. His commentaries,
many of which are extant, were especially esteemed by the Arabs. He also wrote
original works, of which the most important is On, Fate, in which he argues against the

Stoic doctrine of necessity; and one On Soul, in which he holds that the undeveloped
reason in man is material and inseparable from the body. He identified the active

intellect with God.

ALEXANDRA, Caroline Marie Charlotte Louise Julie, b. Dec. 1, 1844

;

daughter of Christian IX., king of Denmark, She married Mar, 10, 1868, Albert Edward,
prince of Wales, eldest Lon of \'ictoria, queen of England, and heir to the British

throne.

ALEXAN'DRI, or Aleksandri, Vasilio (Basil), a Eouman poet and litterateur, was
b. at Jassy, the chief city of Moldavia, in 1821, His family was of Venetian origin.

After spending several years at a French boarding-school at Jassy, he was sent, in his

fourteenth year, with a tutor to Paris; and in due ct)urse he obtained from the univer-
sity of Paris the degree of bachelor of letters. He is said to have thereafter made trial

in .succession of the study of medicine and the study of law, and to have found neither
of them to his liking; he certainly followed up neither, but, without qualifying himself
for any profession, went back to Jassy in 1839. He found at Jassy a band of young men
educated, as he himself had been, in France, whose minds had been formed upon the
literature and the political ideas of France; who, besides being ambitious of literary dis-

tinction, were zealous for political equality and for Rouman nationality and independ-
ence. He naturally became the as.soci»ite of these men; and, soon after his return, made
his debut in literature by contributing a story, 21ie Flower-Girl of Florence, to a periodi-
cal conduct(;d by them under the editorship of Cogaluiceano. He became a frequent
contributor to this periodical. Unfortunately, it was not destined to live long, being
suppressed by order of prince Stourdza. It was in 1842, after a long excursion" among
the mountains of his native province, that he first made liis appearance as a poet, pub-
lishing several pieces, most of them strongly tinged with national feeling. At this time,
too, it was that he began to write the songs aud ballads ui)on which his chief claim to
literary reputaticm at present rests. In 1844 he suddenly attained to an almost vmbound-
(;d local popularity as a play-writer. Having become con(;erned in the management of
two theaters at Jassy, the one French, the other Moldavitm, he produced a seric^s of
pieces, some in French, others in Kouman, which, though mo.stly slight and hasty
performances, had merit enough to excite the enthusia.sm of his countrymen. dcorrjeH da
iiaddfjoara, Jansy en darjiixdl, Ijv Pierre de hi 3Iai.son, La Kore yHJarieoise. are the
titles of the most important of them. In 1844, he had also, in conjunction with Cogal-
uiceano and })rinc(; .John Ghika, set on foot a new perio(li(.'al. devoted to literature and
,s<:ience; but this, like the one already mentioned, was not suffered to live long—it was
suppressed ])y the government, after a career of only nine months.

A, was engaged in the revolutionary movement which took ])lace at Jassj'- in the year
of revolutions, 1848, and on its faihn-e had to betake himsc'lf to l^aris, Tlu^re, through
tiie pres.s, during tlu; short jx-riod of liis exile, he labored to arouse public opinion in

favor of the ind(;i)endence of the Roumans; and his efforts, though th(!y were unsuccess-
ful at the time, helped, with those of others, to pnjpare tlu; Avay for what took place sev-
eral years after. It was to th(* Russian war that Moldauia and \Valachia were destined to

owe their virtual emancipation from the yoke of ''I'urkey, and the chance of obtaininj^

self-government and union. The union of the two ])rineipalities w^as carried by the res-

olution of their inhabit,ants, backed by the support of France, in spite of political obsta-

cles that seemed almost insurniounfable; and A. did not a little to inspire the resolution
of his countrymen. A song whieh he wrote at the critical moment in 1856. The Ifovr oj

Union, beearne exceedingly popular, and })V its stining appeals to tlu! feeling of ]-?ou-

man nationality, helj)ed to allay tlic jfalousies whieh dividccl tlu^ two j)rineipa!ities. aiid

to make tliem work to!::('t her for the union. A. took a prominent y\\\\ in all the political

transactions which culminated in this result. It should be slated that two vears earlier,
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when the death of his father had put him into possession of the family estate, he liad

emancipated the serfs who lived upon it; and tliatthis example found so many imitators
that tlie government found itself almost immediately compelled to decree a general meas-
ure of enfranchisement,

A.'s Popular Ballads of B/noiumia, Avhich he had begun to compose in 1842, ap»peared
at Jassy in two parts in 1852 and 1853. One of the parts, translated into French by him-
self, was afterwards published at Paris under the title of Ballades et Chantes Poy/ulaire-'

de lii Rnimatiie. His collected dramatic works were published at .Jassy in 1852. An-
other volume of poems appeared at Paris in 1853; and of this volume a French transla-

tion, with the i\l\<i, Les iJolnas Poedes Moldaves, was soon afterwards produced by M.
Yanesco. Le Collier Litteraire, a miscellaneous collection of pieces in prose and verse,

many of which had previously appearcid in periodicals, he published in 1857. A., as may
be inferred from facts already stated, has written largely in periodicals, but mostly on
subjects of passing interest. All his works, besides their intrinsic merits, which are very
considerable, are interesting from the connection they have with the growth of a national
feeling among the lioumans.

ALEXAN'DRIA, a co. in n.e. Virginia, on the Potomac, opposite the district of
Columbia, and a part of that district until the recession in 1846 ; 36 sq.m.

;
pop. '70. 16,755

—7310 colored. The surface is hilly and the soil thin. The chief productions are corn,
^vheat, oats, and hay. Co. seat, Alexandria.

ALEXAN'DRIA, a village and township in Jefferson co., N. Y.. on the St. Law-
rence river, 25 m. n.e. of Watertown. The village is a port for steamboats, and has a
light-house, glass factories, and a number of churches. The Thousand Islands (number-
ing reall}^ more than a thousand) are a little below in the St. Lawrence, and arc among
the most beautiful and popular resorts in America. 3Iany of these islands are occupied
by private owners who have elegant villas and cottages, and the whole series, not long
ago almost unvisited, is a grand natural and artificial park. Pop. township, '75, 3472.

ALEXAN'DROPOL, or Goomri, a fortified t. in the Cauc.isus, 85 m. s,w. of Tiflis.

an important stratcgetic point commanding the entrance to Armenia. The fort is 300
ft. above the town level, and is large and strong.

ALEXEI, Alexandkoyttch, 8d son of the emperor of Russia, b. Jan. 2, 1850. In
1872, he traveled through the United States, meeting a very kind reception. He is a
grand duke, admiral, major-general, etc.

ALEXIS. See Alfa'ei, ante.

AL-FARA'BI, Abu Nash Muhammed Ibn Takkhan, one of the earliest of Arabian
philosophers, living in the 10th century. He was court physician, and a student of
medicine and philosophy. He enumerates six orders of science : 1. Innguaije or gram-
nuir ; 2. logic ; 3. mathemntics, embracing geometr}', arithmetic, optics, the science of
the stars, music, and weights and measures, the star science inciudiug astrontnuy. cli-

mates, astrology, dreams and auguries ; 4. natural science ; 5. civil science, inchid4ng
jurisprudence and rhetoric ; 6. divine science, or metnphysic^. This remarkably
approximates the modern classification. He assumes that there must be some supreme
necessary existence to account for the existences whicli we ])erceive as actual ; and this

supreme necessary existence has infinite life, wisdom, power, and goodness, but is an
absolute imity without distinguishing attributes.

AIjFTIEIMR, in Norse mythology, the palace or home of Frey. the land of the elves
of light or fairyland. It was presented by the gods to Frey as a "tooth gift." that is.

when the young god had cut his first tooth.

ATjFON'SINE. or Alphonsine Tabt.es, certain astronomical calculations made b-y

the ablest men of the pc^-iod for Alphonso of Castile (1221-84). A room in the palace at

Segovia is still shown as Alphonso's observatory. The tables were compiled in 1252, the
year that A. came to the throne, and first published in 1483.

ALFONSO I,, of Navarre and Aragon. succeeded Pedro I. in 1104. He united Cas-
tile to his kingdom by marrying the daughter and heiress of Alphonso VI. of Leon and
Castile, and thereupon assumed the title of " Emperor of all Spain." A. was surnamed
" the fighter," and his victories were mainly over the ^Moors. In 1118 he took Saragossa
after a siege of three years. In 1120, he slew 20.000 Moors on the field of Daroca. In
1123, he invaded Valencia, and two years later he went to the aid of the Christian Moors
in Granada. In 1180, he crossed the iPyrenees and captured Bordeaux and Bayonn(^ He
d. in 1184.

ALFONSO I., of Castile (VL of Leon), 1030-1109; surnamed " the valiant." Leon
was given to him by his father, while Sancho, the eldest son. received Castile; nnd Gar-
cia, youngest of the three, was given a part of Galicia and Portugal. AYar soon began
among them, and in 1068 Sancho def^'ated A. in a bloody battle on the Pisurga. Three
years later A. defeated Sancho on the Carrion; but during the night Sancho was rein-

forced, it is said, by the renowned Cid, Roderigo Diaz de Bivar, nearly exterminated the
Leoncse arni}'. took A. prisoner, compelled hin\ to abdicate, and shut him up in a monas-
tery. A. escaped and sought shelter with the Moorish king of Toledo. Sancho took
possession of Leon and immediately wenl {v>;:^nst Garcia, defeating and capturing him at
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Santarexn In 1073, Sancho was secrstly killed, and A., upon solemnly declaring himself
innocent of the marder, was reinstated in his kingdom of Leon, to which was added
Castile. His brother Garcia, who was preparing to recover the throne of Galicia, was
treacherously invited to A 's court, made a prisoner, and ten years afterwards died in
confinement A. now ruled over nearly all of his fathers kingdom, and went to the
assistance of the Moorish king who had befriended him, and whose kingdom was invaded
by the Cor I >vaDS, A.'s gratitude ended with the death of the old king; he did not scru-
ple to att.ick the son, and soon captured the city of Toledo. A was monarch of nearly
the whole of Spain, when a powerful Almoravide army from Africa, with the assistance
of the king of Seville, gave him a terrible defeat, in 1086, near Zalaca. He recovered
after a time, but in 1108 the Moors destroyed his army and killed his only son. The
next year A. died, and v.-as succeeded by his daughter Uracca, who became the wife of
Alfonso I. of Aragon. By an illegitimate daughter A. became an ancestor of the king
of Portugal.

ALFONSO yi., of Leon. See Alfonso I., of Castile.

ALFONSO I., of Naples and Sicily. See Alfonso Y., of Aramm, nr.ie.

ALFONSO v., of PoTiTUGAL, 1432-81; surnamed "Africano," in honor of his

victories over the Moors in Algiers. He succeeded his futlier in 1438, but dkl not
govern until 1448. his uncle being regent in the meantime. A. declared this uncle to be a
rebel, and defeated him in a battle in wliicdi he "was slain. After a cartipaign in Africa,

A. undertook to seize upon Castile and Leon, but was defeated at Toro. A. tried to get
assistance from the king of France, but found that monarch deceiving him, and
a])dicated in favor of his son Juan. The son refused, and A. reigned two years longer,

when he fell into a deep melancholy and retired to a monastery, where he died.

ALFR, elves, or fairies; in Norse mythology, beings like the dwarfs, ranking between
gods and men. Tiiere were twx) kinds—elves of light, and elves of darkness. Their
abode is Alfheimr, (fairyland), and their king the god Frey.

ALGAROVIL'LA, an astringent product of Juga moriJia', an acacia of New Granada
;

said to be four times as rich in tannin as the best oak bark. Black ink iif made from it
;

also a yellow dye ; and it is useful in medicine.

AL-GAZAL'I, AiJU Hamed Muhammad, 1058-1111
; a Moslem theologian of the

Ascharite sect, the head of the college at Bagdad. He visited the holy sepulchre at

.Jerusalem, and spent 10 years in Damascus ; taught again in Bagdad 15 years, and
spent his remaining life in retirement and philosophical speculation, settling linally

with the Sufis, and becoming satisfied with their mystical claim to an intuition of tlie

laws of life and of the immanent Deity.

ALGER, William Rounseville, b. Massachusetts. Dec. 11, 1823 ; a graduate of
Harvard in 1857 ; author of a Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Ufe, Gcrdms of
Solitude, Friendships of Women, etc. Ho was pastor of the church of the Messiah, Unita-
rian, in New York city, 1875-76.

ALGER'BA, a double i;tar in the sign Leo, noted as a test for telescopes ; one com-
ponent is orange and the other green,

ALGE'RIA (ante). At the close of 1877, the area of A. was 122,914 sq.m., and the

pop., exclusive of wandering tribes, 2,807,026. Tlie country is divided ofliciall}' into

civil territory and military territory, and there are three divisions of each :

Territories. Sq. Miles. Civil Pop. Sq. Miles. Military Pop
Algiers :ilKO 4H4,771 37.2G'J .^7,^30
Oran .5,U00 410,4(55 5J7,210 23(i,7l0

Constantine G.914 414,710 41,y'J9 7ii7,lJi4

Total 1G,0()0 1,315,952 100,478 1,5.51,070

-he Frencli settlers numbered 127,321, and tlie whole pop. of European descent was
302,570. At the end of 1877 tliere were 340 m. of railway open for trallic, in three lines :

Algiers to Oran, 220 m. ; Philip))ville to Constantine. 55 m. ; Bona to tin; mines of Airi

Mokra, with firanches, 59 ul ; and a central line was under constructicm in 1878 from th(^

frontiers of Tunis to Morocco, 820 m. There were 5850 m. of telegraph, with 98(50 m. (.f

wire.

AL'GOL, a remarkabh; varial)le stiir in the constellation Perseus. It continues (;f

the second magnitufh^ for about (J2 hours, then in three and a half hours it dwindles to

th(; fourth magnitude, icmains so foi' aljout 20 minutes, and in three; and a half hours
TUfjre gnulually rc;tui7is to its greatest brilliance, its va/iations being completed in about
69 hours.

ALGO'MA, a n.w, district of the province; of Ontario, on lakes Huron and Superior;
famous for mines of silver, c;op[)er, tin, ii'on, and for al)undance of lumber. Pop. '71,

4807; chief t., Kault Ste. Marie.

ALHA'ZEN, or Aiui Au at--Hahan Tun Aliiasan, d. 1038 : a njnthemalician. He
declared that he could construct a machine that would regulate the inundations of the
Nile, but when the caliph directed him to nudio it he feigned madne.'^s. A. made valu-

able discoveries in optics, und it was he und not Blolemy who explained why i)lanets
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ai)i)car largest when near the horizon. He also taught, in advance of Vitello, that

vision does not result from tlie emission of rays from the eye.

ALHOJST'DEGxV, a fortified granary near Guanajuato, Mexico, where, in 1810, in

the heginuiug of tlie revolution against Spain, the commander of the city of Mexico
took refuge and was captured after severe fighting by the insurgents under Hidalgo,
About 2000 were slain in the city, a single family losing 17 members ; and all their

liouses were destroyed. When the Spaniards in the granary had exhausted their stock
of (iannon balls, they used quicksilver flasks—some say bags of silver dollars, also

—

wliich did terrible execution,

A'LIAS, at " another time" or by "another name ;" as Jones alms Smith : i.e., he
calls himself by either name. An "A. writ" is one issued where one of the same kind
has issued before in the same cause.

ALIBERT, Jean Loitis, 1766-1837
;

physician to Louis XVHI. and author of
Description of Diaeat-es of the Skin, and other useful works.

A'LI-BEY, 1728-73; a native of the Caucasus, and a slave when a l)oy. He rose to

be governor of the province ; intrigued for more power, but voluntarily fled from Eysiu
to upper Egypt. In 1766, he returned to Cairo, and, seizing the government, freed him-
self from the power of the sultan, coined money, and assumed the rank of sultan of
Egypt. Soon afterwards he captured and plundered Mecca, and undertook to conquer
all Syria. At Damascus, June 6, 1771, he routed the Turks with great slaughter and
took possession of the city through his general, Mohammed; l)ut the latter turned
against him and drove him from Cairo, when A. fled to Syria, defeated the Turkish
army, and captured Sidon and Jaffa, On the way to Egypt he was attacked in the
desert by Murad Bey, his wife's lover, and made prisoner, dying soon afterwards frcm
wounds or poison.

ALICE MAUD MARY, Princess, 1843-78 ; second daughter of queen Victoria, prin-

cess of England, grand duchess of Hesse-Darmstadt. She was the best known and n.ost
beloved of all the queen's daughters, and became especially dear to the English during
her father's fatal illness, when her name became "synonymous with a father's farewell and
a mother's consolation." She was married to prince Ludwigof Hesse-Darmstadt, July 1,

1863. The young couple remained a year or more in England, and their eldest daughter,
princess Victoria, was born in Windsor castle. Her married life was happy, and prom-
ised to be as fruitful as that of her mother, for at her death slie left five daughters and
two sons, but of the last two only the eldest is living, the other having been accidentally
killed by falling from a window in May, 1873. The youngest girl di(d of diphtheria a
few days before the mother, whose death was occasioned by the same disease. Princess
A. was active in hospital work during the Franco-German war ; was a constant visitor at
the Alice hospital, in Darmstadt, and presided over the "Alice Frauenverein,"an associ-
ation of women for charitable purposes. She was zealous in many reform movements,
and was a generous patron of literature and education. Her only son was sent to a kin-
dergarten for education, and she positively stipulated that no distinction whatever waste
be made or permitted between him and the other pupils. She died on the anniversary
of the death of her father, when nearly all the British royal family were assembled at
Windsor castle to observe the customary memorial services.

ATJEN (ante). In the United States, an A. is a person born out of the national
jurisdiction of the country, who has not beena made citizen according to law, Chil-
di-en of U. S. ministers, born abroad, are citizens ; so are children born al)road whose
father has been a citizen and resident of the United States ; so are children of American
pannits born at sea on vessels under the flag. An A. is not subject to military or jury
duty ; nor, though naturalized, can he be president or vice-president of tlie United
States. With regard to the two usual modes of acquiring property, by purchase, and
by descent, an A. may acquire title by purchase, conveyance, or devise ;* and may liold.

in the? abs{!nce of restraining statutes, su.bject to an inquiry by the state ; then if he be
found legally an A., tlie land may be adjudged to the state.

* But such confiscation is

rare, the occasions being generally met by special acts of legislature authorizing by his
name "an alien to hold," etc. An A. can convey no better title than he possesses.* In
case of descent, no title passes and no inquest is necessarv; so a citizen's brother may
inherit from a brother though their father was an A. The cirift of statutes, and especially
of late legislation, is liberal towards aliens. In most states an intention to become a
citizen puts the A. almost on the plane with a citizen. In taking, holding, and dispos-
ing of personal property there is no difference between the rights of an A. and ^f a citi-

zen. But laAvs of congress prevent an A. fnnn procuring copyrights. An A. enemy
(;annot make a legal contract with a citizen ; such contract" is unlawful from its incep-
tion

; but an A. friend, resident or not. may sustain an action in our courts for invasions
of personal or property rights. The act of 1798 authorizes the removal of the aliens of
a country with which we may beat war; and, on the commencement of a war, the A.
of the enemy loses his status in com1s. and his property can be confiscated; but these
statutes have never been enforced. There was once a custom of having a jury half of
aliens when an A. was party to a suit, but that custom is disused.

ALIGARH'. See Allyqurh, ante.
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AL'DIONY yantc). In the United States jurisdiction in A. is conferred in general on
courts of equity. A. is of two sorts, 'pc.n/lente UU, and permanent. Tlie object of tlic

tirst is to enable a wife to carry on litigation witli lier liusbantl, by securing lier support

during llie pendency of suits. Should she have sufficient means of h'T own. no allow-

ance would be made ; the amount is fixed at the discretion of the court, and may be

ciianired by the wxnu; authority. Permanent A. is a periodical allowar.ce from a husband
decreed to'a wife as the result of litigation in her favor. If the result be agiunst her, no
allowance is made. The amount varies with the means or position of the husband, but

is usually from a third to one half of his income, and is subject to change from time to

time as the court finds cin^unistauces to warrant. The court can prevent a husband
from leaving the state if he means thereb}' to avoid payment ; or the wife can enforce

lier claim in the federal courts, if the two are citizens of dilYerent states. In some states

A. becomes a lien on the husband's real estate ; or the court may compel him to give

security for its prompt payment ; or, in proper cases, the husband ma}^ be restrained by
injunction fror lo disposing of his property as to place it beyond the reach of the

court.

ALIZ'ARINE, the coloring matter of madder. It may be obtained by subliming on
paper.an alcholic extract of madder, or by exhausting the rhot witli water, precipitating

with sulphuric at;id, dissolving the precipitate in a solution of chloride of alumina, and
separating the impure A. by the addition of hydrochloric acid. The impure A. is dis-

solved in alcohol, and separates as a lake on treating with hydrate of alumina, which is

now boiled with carbonate of soda to separate another coloring matter called purpurin(;.

and is finally treated with hydrochloric acid, which dissolves the alumina and leaves

the pure sulfstancc. A. in the anhydrous state forms red prisms, and in the hydrate
condition crystals like mosaic gold. It dissolves sparingly in water, e\T,n at the boiling

point, but is soluble in alcohol or ether. Mineral acids do not decomj^ose the coloring

matter at ordinary temperatures. Caustic alkalies, or alkaline carbonates, dissolve A., form-

ing deep purple solutions. A. has the atomic composition Ci4Hs()4, and has recently be<'n

made .synthetically from the hydrocarbon d-iHio, called anthraciuo, which occurs among
the products of the destructive distillation of coal, and is the first example of the artifi-

cial formation of a natural coloring matter.

AL-KIN'DI, Abu Yusuf, lived in the first half of the 10th c, called " The Philoso-

pher of the Arabs ;'" author of more than 200 works on philosophy in general, logic, poli-

tics, etliics, arithmetic (under which he discusses the unity of God), splierology, theory of

music, astronomy, meteorology, geometry, cosmology, astrology, medicine, and various

arts, besides controversial writings. Onl}' those in astrology" and medicine remain. He
was one of the earliest translators and commentators of Aristotle, and his name marks
the lir.st philosophical revolt against Islami.sm.

ALKMAAR', Heinrich von, a German writer, lived in the latter half of the 15th c.

He was the translator of the famous satirical historical poem, Reineke dc Vosh (Reynard
the fox), which he declared that he took from the Walscli language, now supposed to be
the Walloon. He v/as tutor of the duke of Lorraine, and little is known of his history.

Some have thouglit A. to be a p.seudonym.

ALLAMAKEE', a co. in n.e. Iowa; 667sq.m.; pop. '80, 10,739. It is fertile and
well timbered; agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Lansing.

ALLAMAND', Jean Nicholas Seb.\stten, 1713-87; a Dutch philosopher and
prof(?ssor of natural history at Leyden. He did good service to science in translating

iiuft'on's and other works, collecting plants, and investigating electricity. He was a
member of the Briti.sh royal society.

ALLEGAN, a co. in w. Michigan, on lake Michigan ; 840 sq.m.: pop. '70, 32.105.

A navigable river, the Kalamazoo, liows through it, and several railways intersect it.

TIk; soil is fertile, lumber is produced, and brick and carriages are made. Co. seat.

Allegan.

ALLEGA'NY, a co. in w.s.w. New York, on the Pennsylvania border ; intersected

by Genesee river and New York and Erie railroad; 1083 sq.m.; pop. '80, 42,007. Hog ore

and limestone are found; cattle, wool, hay, and grain arc produced; leather, lumber.
Hour, etc., manufactured. Co. seat, Angelica.

ALLF:GA'NY, a CO. in the extreme n.w. of Maryland; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70, 38,536—
1166 colored. TIk^ Potomac riv(!r is on the s. ; the Alhigliany mountains occupy part of

the CO. Bitimiinous coal, lim(!Stone, and iron ore are found; dairy i)roduce, lumber,
leather, hydraulic cement, and fire-brick are produced. Thercis abundant water-power.
Co. .seat, Cumberland.

ALLEGHA'NY, aco. in n.w. North Carolina ; 300 sq.m. ;
pop. '70. 3691—290 colored.

It is in the Alleghany mountains, and the region is noted for copper ore. Co. seat.

Gap Civil.

ALL?^GII A'N Y, a co, in n.w, Virginia, drained by Jackson river, one of the heads of
the James; 500H(i.m.; pop. '70, 3674—579 colored. The (Chesapeake and Ohio railroad,

and the Jam(*s riv(;r canal connc^ct it with the seaboard. Tobacco, grain, and wool are
raised. There are valuable mineral springs. Co. seat, Covington.
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ALLEGHEN'Y, a co. in w.s.w. Pennsylvania; 7o0 .sq.m. ; pop. 70, 262,204. Near
the middle of the co. the A. and Monongahela rivers join and form the Ohio. The sur-

face is greatly diversified, witli fine scenery ; soil fertile; coal, iron, and limestone are
found ; cattle, wool, grain, and hay are the staples- manufactures very extensive, especi-
ally of iron. Co. seat, Pittsburgh.

ALLEGHEN'Y CITY (ante), one of the cliicf manufacturing centers of Pennsyl-
vania, on the w. side of tlie A. river, opposite to Pittsburgh; pop. '80, 78,472, It is a
favorite place of residence for the business men of the neighboring c, and there are som.e
important public buildings. Tlie western penitentiary is a very large structure in the
old Norman style, completed in 1827 at a cost of $18;j,000. Tljere are usually between
400 and 500 inmates, nearly all of whom are employed in some mechanical labor. The
Western Theologicid Seminary of tiie Presbyterian church was established here in 1827.
Before the reunion of the " old" and the " new school " branches of the church, it was
managed by the "old school." In 1878 the seminary had Lve professors and 188
students. The theological seminary of the United Presbyterian church, established in
1825, is also here, and at last report had four professors and 46 students. There is also
the Allegheny Theological Institute, organized in 1840 l)y the Peformcd Presbyterian
churcli. There are about 50 churches; and among charitable institutions are the home
for the friendless, the hou.se of industry, the widows' home, and an orphan asylum. The
city park comprises 100 acres, handsomely laid out: and there is a fine monument to
the soldiers who fell in the civil war. The chiv.li bu.^iness of the place is manufactur-
ing, including rolling-mills for iron, cotton-mills, foundries, machine-sliops, breweries,
a steel factory, a blast furnace, and extensive loc-omotive works. The two rivers are
crossed by twelve bridges, and there is railroad comnmnication in all directions.

ALLE'GIANCE (ante). It is but recently that foreign governments have come to
recognize the right of persons to change their allegiance as well as their residence. The
United States always held it to be a natural right, and our legislation so recognizes it.

The difference was strikingly manifest in the war of 1812, when the prince regent pro-
claimed that every native-born Briton taken prisoner while fighting for the Americans
.should be shot for treason, to which president Madison replied that if any naturalized
American of the United States should suffer death in such manner he would execute two
British prisoners. There were no executions of the sort which England had llireatened.

Very recently the question has been discussed as to the right of a government to subject
to military service men who were once itscitizensbut were afterwards citizens of another
country; and late decisions tend to show that most governments are abandoning the old
claim, "once a citizen always a citizen." For instance, Germans naturalized in the United
States on returning to Germany were formerly required to enter the aimy; but now they
plead American citizenship, and with success. Allegiance is often transferred en mrnvse,

as on the treaty of peace in 1783, when British subjects who should so elect became
Americans; also, when Louisiana and Florida were purchased and Texas was annexed; no
inquiry was made about allegiance, but the official transfer made the Creoles and the Tex-
aus as conipietely citizens owing allegiance as though born under the U. S. fiag. The law
of congress, July, 1868, ver}^ clearly sets forth the extent and obligations of allegiance.
The preamble states that the right of expatriation is natural and inherent in all people and
indispensable to the enjoyment of rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
tliat, lecognizing this right, our government has received emigrants from all nations and
given them citizenship and protection; that it is necessary for the maintenance of public
peace that the claim of foreign allegiance as to such adopted citizens should be jiromptly
and finally disavowed; and therefore it was enacted that any declaration, opinion, order,
or decision of any officer of this government which denies, impairs, restricts, or questions
the right of expatriation, is inconsistent with the fundamental principles of the govern-
ment ; that all naturalized citizens of the United States, while in foreign states, are entitled

to, and shall receive from tliis government, the same protection of person and property
that is accorded to native-born citizens in like circumstances. This broad declaration of
our rights and duties was followed in May, 1870, by the British parliament in an act
revising all British laws on alienage, expatriation, and naturalization—the government
for the first time recognizing the right of subjects to renounce allegiance to the crown.

ALLE'GRI, Gregorto, 1580-1652; a musical composer, b. in Rome, probably of the
Coreggio family. He studied under Nanani, and was a friend of Palcstrini. lie com-
posed motets and sacred pieces ; was appointed to the choir of the Sistine chapel, Rome,
by Urban VIII., remaining until his death. He was one of the earliest composers for
stringed instruments; but his most celebrated work is the ML^ercre, still annual!}' rendered
in the Sistine chapel.

ALLEMAN'NI. See Alemanni, ante,

AL'LEINE, or ALLEIN, Joseph, 1683-68 ; an English non-conformist divine ;

author of An Alarm to the Unconverted. He was educated in Corpus Christi college, and
became a tutor there. He was offered a political place, which he declined, butghully
took the office of assistant to George Newton, rector of the church of St. ^larv Magda-
lene, Taunton. About this time he married Theodosia, daughter of Richard AUeine.
He was not only constant in religious work, but deeply learned in various sciences, and
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Oil intimate terms with the patriarchs of the royal society. Whcntlie persecution of non-
conformists i;ame, lie and his senior pastor were ejected, and A. became an itinerant

preacher of the gospel wherever he could lind opporlimity. For tliis lie was imprisoned,

l)ut released in May, 16G4; yet in spite of the conventicle act or live-mile act, he pur-

sued his work and was again imprisoned. His later years were full of i)ersecution

and suffering. Xo Puritan nou-cout'ormist mime is more uliectionatcly cherished than

his.

AL'LEINE, or ALLEIIS", Rtchard, 1611-81 ; an English writer and theologian,

author of Vindic'cB Pictatis ; educated at Oxford ; assistant in the ministry to his father,

Richard A., and noted for eloquence. lie declared for the Puritans, ])ut continued for

20 years rector of Batcomb in Somerset. On the passage of tlie act of uniformity he

went with the ejected, and, after the tive-mile act, preached where he could find occa-

sion. His Vindiaition of Piety was refused license, and Roger IVorton, tlie king's printer,

caused a large part of the first edition to be seized and sent to the royal kitchen for kin-

dling ; but, on reading it, he brought back the sheets and sold tlie work •from his own
shop, for which he had to beg pardon on his knees at the council table.

ALLEX, a co. in Indiana, on the Maumec river, and intersected by four railroads
;

fi^iSsq.m.; pop. '80, 54,555. It is level and fertile; agricultural products are the sta-

ples; machinery, flour, metal ware, and carriages are made. Co. seat. Fort Wayne.

ALLEX, a co. in s.e. Kansas ; intersected by the Xeosho river, and the Galveston
and Leavenworth railroad; 432 sq.m,

;
pop '80, 11,253. It has good timber, the soil is

good for stock raising and general agriculture. Coal is found. Co. seat, lola.

ALLEN, a co. in Kentucky, on the Tennessee river; 300 sq.m.; pop. '80, 12,330

—

1104 colored. The surface is level ; soil moderately fertile. Limestone caverns abound.
Cattle, grain, tobacco, and wool are produced. Co. seat, Scottsville.

ALLEX, a co. in w.n.w. Ohio ; intersected by the Auglaize and Ottawa rivers, and
the Wabash and Erie canal; 405 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 23,623. It is level, vicll timbered, and

fertile ; cattle, hay, wool, lumber, and grain are produced, and wheeled vehicles are

made ; two railroads intersect it. Co. scat, Lima.

ALLEX, EliZxVbetii Akeiis, an American poet, known by her ?zw7i de plume of "Flor-
ence Percy;" b. Me., Oct. 9. 1833. She married Paul (Benjamin) Akers, an American
sculptor, and afterwards married E. H. Allen, of Xew York. She published a volume
of poems in 1867, and has contributed largely to magazines.

ALLEX, Ethan, 1739-89, b. Conn. He early settled in Vermont with four brothers,

and became conspicuous in the contest in which both Xew Hampshire and Xew York
claimed territorial jurisdiction. He was the agent of the settlers in a suit at Albany

;

the suit went against them and they resolved upon resistance, making A. colonel of a
force which drove out the New York settlers; whereupon gov. Tryon offered £150
reward for his arrest. In this condition they were when the war of the revolution began,
and one of the first points decided upon was the occupation of Ticonderoga. Allen
starting at once with his Green Mountain boys, was soon joined by others, including
Arnold; and on the morning of May 10, 1775, he surprised the English captain, Dela-

place, in his bed, demanding surrender " in the name of the great Jehovah and the Con-
tinental congress." This stroke wrested all the northern region from the Englisli. The
Americans also took Skenesborough and Crown Point. A dispute between A. and
Arnold about the command was ended by the arrival of a Connecticut regiment, with col.

Hinman, who ranked both ; and then A. proi)osed an invasion of Canada, but was not
Jjeeded. He went to Philadelphia, where congre.'^s acknowledged his services. Then he
joined gen. Schuyler's army, and was employed in secret missions 1o Canada, rendering
valuable aid in ?>fontgomery's expedition. He was taken prisoner, S!'i)t. 25, 1775. in an
unfortunate demonstration by major Brown upon Montreal, and was sent to England.
Some months later he was returned to this country and kept in the itrison shi))s and jails

in Halifax and Xew York until May 3, 1778, when he was ex(;hanged. AV hile a prisonc^r

he was for the most part barbarously treated and kept heavily ironed. 1I(; was warmly
received by Washington, and was going into the army again wllen he was diverted towards
the old boundary troubles between Xew York and Xew Hampshire. While thus engaged
an effort was made by the Englisli through a conspicuous tory, Beverly Robinson,
lo .seduc;e A. from his American loyalty, but of course without success, though he made
the affair serve to preserve the neutrality of the English towards his moimtaineers. A.
was twice marric^d and left a widow and seven childnMi. He was noted as a free-thinker,

or d(Mst, and wrote; licason the only Oracle, of Ma)i, in which the Bible and religion are

Jis.sailed with considerable vctliemence.

ALLEX, luA, 1752-1814 ; brother of Ethan. He served in the rovolutionnry army
;

was a member of the Vermont constitutional convcMition; was secretary of slate; then
tre.'tsurer, surv(;yor general, and held other ()nires. While in France in 1795 lie bought
20,1)00 muskets and 24 cannon, intending to sell them to Vermont; but he was captured
at .sea and taken to England on charge of furnishing arms to Irish rebels, lie was
actpiitted after a lawsuit that lasted eight years. He published The Natvndand Political

HiHtory of Vcrni/)iot,
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ALLEN, Samuel, 1635-1705; a London morcliant, who bought a large tract in New
ITampshirc, including Poitsmoiith, and extending 60 m. inland, which purchase caused

a iawsuit with the actual settlers that lasted until A.'s family ))ecame extinct. He
acted us governor of New Hampshire until the arrival of the earl of Bellamout in 1699.

ALLEN, Soix>MON, 1751-1821; a revolutionary soldier wlio rose to the rank of

major. He Wiis one of the guards of Andre after his capture, and he assisted in putting

down Shay's relxillion. At the age of 50 he became a clergyman.

ALLEN, Stephen, b. 1767; d. in the burning of the Henri/ Clay steam-boat on the

Hudson river, July, 1852; a sail-mnker and eminent merchant; mayor of New York in

1821. He wtis a strong advocate of local improvements, especially the introduction of

Crolon water.

ALLEN, Stephen, d.d,, b. Me., 1810; a minister and teacher in the M. E. church;

,
graduate of Bowdoin, 1835. He entered the ministry in 1839; and for a long period

was principal of the Maine Wcsleyan seminaiy.

ALLEN, TnoAiAS, 1743-1810; b. Mass., graduate of Harvard, 1762; ordained the

first Congregational minister of Pittsfield, Mass., in 1764. He was twice chaplain in

the revolutionary army, and was active in the battle of Bennington. He was minister of

the church in Pittsfield until his death, after 46 years of service.

ALLEN, Wii.LiAM, 1770-1843 ; an English chemist, lecturer iu Guy's hospital, fellow

of the royal society, and one of the founders of the pharmaceutical society. With Mr.
P(5pys he established the proportion of carbon in carbonic acid, and showed that the

diamond was pure carbon. In later life he was devoted to improving the condition of

the poor by founding schools, building improved houses, and kindred labora.

ALLEN, William, 1806-79 ; b. N. C. He studied law, and became partner of

col. King, son of Rufus King, of New York He settled at Chillicothe, O., and
was twice elected to congress by the democrats, but was beaten in the third trial. He
wa> elected senator from Ohio and took his seat March 4. 1837, and was re-elected six

years later. In 1848, he was offered the nomination for [jresidcnt, but declined it on the

ground that he was pledged to gen. Cass. In 1873, he was elected governor of Ohio.

In the last year or two of his life he became prominent as an advocate of "soft money"
or greenbacks, and was credited with originatmg what was inaptly styled "the Ohio
idea" 'n national finance.

ALLEN, William, d.d., 1784-1869; b. Mass.; a graduate of Harvard in 1802;
licensed to preach in 1804. He preached in western New York, became rcgcnl and
assistant librarian in Harvard college, at which time he prepared his Anieriran Bioffraph-

ii'dl and Historical Dictionary, the fi'rst work of general biography published in the United
Stales. The third edition has notices of nearly 7000 Americans, while the first edition has
oidv 700. In 1810, he became his father's successor in the pidpit iu Pittsfield. He was
president of Dartmouth college in 1817; from 1820 to 1839, pjesidentof Bowdoin college.

He spent his later life in literary work, publishing Junius Uiu/utsked, Accounts of Ship-

wrecks, Paalms and Hymns, Christian Sonnets, Poems of N<tzareth and the Cross, Wun-
ni^wo, or the Vale oftlie HoosnMnmilc, etc. He was a philologist, and contributed many
tliousands of words to Webster's and Worcester's dictionaries.

AliLEN, William IIenhy, 1784-1813 ; b. P. I. He Mas in the American navy
as a lieutenant on the frigate United States in the action with the Miicedimian. Oct.

25, 1812, in which the latter was captured. Afterwards he commanded the brig

Arym, cruising off England in 1813, and capturing $2,000,000 worth of property,

until, Aug. 14, he encountered the British brig Pelican, and lost his own vessel, and
died the next day of wounds i-cceived in the fight.

ALLEN, WiLLL\M Hei.ry, ll.d., b. Me., 1808; a graduate of Bowdoin college in

1833 ; Latin teacher in Cazcnovia, N. Y., seminary, 1833-36
;
professor of natural philos-

ophy and chemistry in Dickinson college, Carlisle, Pa., 1836—46; professor of philoso-

phy and English literature in the same, 1846-49; and acting president. 1847-48; president

of Grirard college, Philadelphia, 1849-62; and for one year president of Pennsylvania
agricultural college. In 1867, he returned to Girard college as president. In 1872, he
Avas chosen president of the American Bible society.

ALLERTON, Is\ac, d. 1659; one of the Plymouth pilgrims in the MaijfloiDer \ at

first he had much influence, but he became unpopular and removed to New York, where
he was for some time a merchant of note. He was married three times, once to a
daughter of William Brewster.

ALLES'TREE or ALLES'TRY. Richard, d.d., 1619-81 : an English divine; modera-
tor in philosophy ; canon of Christ's church, Oxford ; doctor of divinity ;

chaplain in

ordinary to the king, and regius professor of divinity. He served with distinction in

the royalist army, undergoing much suffering and imprisonment for his devotion to the

royal cause. He built a portion of Eton college and the grammar school of Christ

church college. His library he bequeathed to the university.

ALL'GAIER. Johann, d. Prague, 1826: a German chess player and writer. He was
captain in the Austrian service, and lived chiefly in Vienna. His name is prcser\-cd in the
" Allgaier gambit," a chess opening which he devised.

Am. Ad. I.—
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ALL-HALLOW. See All Saints, ante.

ALLIANCE, a t. in Stark co., Oliio, where the Fort Wayne and Chicago and Cleve-
land and Pittsburgh railroads cross; pop. '80, 4638. It has many factories ot horse-rakes,
reapers, pumps, etc.; aho roiiing-mills, lead works, newspapers, a college, and libraries.

ALLIBONE, Samuel Austin, ll.d., b. 1816 ; an American bibliographer, com-
piler of ^1 Critical JJictioiiary of English Literature, (iml British and American Auth&rfs,
Licinrj and Dec-eu!<ed, frani the earliest accounts to the latter half of the JSineteenth Century,
with notices of 46,499 writers. He has written controversial essays and articles for
various periodicals, including 1 he North American Review and Evangelical (Quarterly lieview.

In 1876, he published two volumes of Englisli quotations, one of prose and one of verse.

ALLINGHA:M, William, an English poet, b. about 1828, in Ireland ; author of Bay
and Night Songs, Uiurence Bloomfield, and many excellent short poems. He has been
employed in the custom service, and since 1864 has enjoyed a literary pension.

ALLIX, Pierue, 1641-1717; a divine of the French reformed church, pastor at
Charenton, near Paris. After the i-evocation of the edict of Nantes he went to London,
where he opened a church for French exiles, in which the service was in that language
but according to the English ritual. He wrote mucli, chiefly controversial works. His
learning was great,

ALLOB'ROGES, a people of Gaul whose territory is now Savoy and Dauphin.
Vienna (the modern Vieune) was their chief town. They were subjected to Rome, 121
U.C., by Fabius Maxinius, and remained loyal.

ALLO'RI, Alessaxdro, 1535-1607; a Florentine painter; trained in art by his uncle,
Angelo Bronzino, whose name he sometimes assumed. A. was successful in various
departments, but especially in portraits.

ALLO'RI, Cristopano, 1577-1621 : a Florentine painter, son of xilessandro. He
studied with Pagani, and became one of the foremost of the Florentine school. His pic-
tures are distinguished by their close adherence to nature, and for delicacy and technical
perfection of execution. His finest work is " Judith and Ilolofernes" in the Pitti palace,
the model for ''Judith" having been the beautiful Mazzafirra, the artist's mistress.

ALLOUEZ, Claude Jean, 1620-90 ; one of the early Jesuits who visited the Ameri-
can lakes ; trained in work in the Algonquin missions on the St. Lawrence. He founded
tiie mission of the Holy Ghost on lake Superior in 1G65, explored Green Bay, and
established missions among the Illinois Indians, settling at Kaskaskia and continuing the
mission begun by Marquette ; but he retired in 1679 on the approach of La Salle, an.

enemy of the Jesuits. He died among the Miamis on St. Joseph's river. A. contributed
much valuable matter to Indian history,

ALL-THE-TALENTS-MINISTRY. Lord Grenville's administration, formed after
the death of William Pitt, was by its friends claimed as possessing "all t]ie talents,"
and this phrase, thrown back in derision by opponents, clung to it ever afterwards as
an appellation.

AL'MADEN, a t. in Santa Clara co., Cal.
;
pop. '70, 1647. It is noted for the quick-

.silver mines near by. The deposit was found at an early period by the Indians, who
used the crude ciilnabar for paint. In 1824, the Spaniards tried to work it for silver. It
was first W'Orked for m(!rcury in 1845. The products of two mines (New Almaden and
Enriquita), for the year 1873, was nearly 45,000,000 lbs. The value of the mines was
rated at $15,000,000.

AL-MAMUN', or AL-MAMOUN, ABf)L-AnBAB-ABDALLAn, h. 786; a renowned caliph
of the Al)basides, son of Harun Al-liaschid. When Harun died, JVIamun was governor
of Khorassan, and his brother Amin took the Bagdad caliphate; but his treatment of
Mamun led to war, and after five years of fighting Amin was .^lain and IMamun took his
place, Oct. 4, 813. The early part of his reign was disturbed by revolts and heresies;
but when affairs settled down he fo.stered the; cultivation of literature and science in all

his empin;, and Bagdad became the seat of academical instruction and the center of
intelligence. He had books translated from old and living languages, founded astro-
nomical observatories, determined the inclinaticm of the ecliptic, had a degree of the
meridian measured on the plane of Sliinar, and constructed astronomical tables of
remarkable accuracy. He paid more respect to science than to orthodoxy, and drew his
in(;n from all countries and all creeds. This liberalism resulted in the calipli's conver-
sion in 827 to the lictcrodoxy of the Molasali, who asserted the free will of nuui and
<l(;nied the eternity of tin; Koran. In the latter years of his reign he was in hostilities

with the Greek emperor Thcopliilus; n^volts broke out in various ])arts of his empire;
S{)ain and n.w. Africa asserted their inrlepcMidence, and Egypt and Syria were inclined
to follow. In 833, after quelling a disturl)ance in Egypt, he marched into Cilicia again.st

llie Greeks. l>ut died suddeidy near Tarsus, hiaving his crown to Motassem, a younger
brother. iVlamtln was the author of Inquiries into the Koran, a tract on Signs of
Vroplwcj, and one on The Rhetoric of the Priestn and Panegyrists of the Citliphs.

ALMANAC (ante). The American Nautical Almanac was begini in 1849 by Charles
Henry Diivis, U. S. navy, and the first volume (for 1855) was ])u))lished in 18.')3. It is

beloved that the first ';oiumon A. in this country was for 1687, from Bradford's prcsa
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in Pliiladelpliia. Franklin's Poor EicTiard's Almanac, begun in 1732, was kept up bj
him about 25 years, and w;:s widely known in this country and abroad for its wise
and witty swiyings. The A7nericaji Alnuiwic, and Repodtory of Useful KnoicledQe, was
issued in Boston from 1828-'61; a continuation, TJie Nati/maX Aln^iMic, came out for
two years only, 1803-64, lu 1878, A. li. Spofford, librarian of congress, began an
Am^ricati Alniamic and Treasury of Facts, Statidical, Financial, and Political, a com-
prehensive a«d valuable work. Political almanacs were headed by iJte Whig, now The
Trihuryi Aliwimu\ regularly issued from 1841, and still continued. The New York Herald,
FhiladelpJmi Ledger, and other great journals issue almanacs. Kearly every religious
denomination has its special annual, either A. or year-book; and many trades, profes-
sions, and enterpiises have similar publications. Not the least noticeable are the
almanacs of the patent-medicine dealers, in English, German, French, Spanish, and
other languages, which are given away by millions.

AL'MEH, or Almai, a class of singing girls in Egypt. To enter the A. one must
have a good voice, understand the language well, know the rules of verse, and be able to
improvise couplets adapted to circumstances. They are in demand at all entertainments
and festivals, and at funerals as liired mourners. They are distinct from the ghawa:i:ee,
or dancing girls, who are of a lower order, and perform in the streets.

ALMOKANNA, or A-Mokenn.\. See Moh^immedan Sects, ante.

ALMONDBURY, an extensive parish and township in Yorkshire, s.e. of Hudders-
field; pop. of township, '71, 11,609. There is a free grammar school, founded in 1609 ;

und on a hill near by are the remains of a castle, A. is of great antiquity, and is supposed
to have been the ixjsidence of some of the Saxon kings.

ALMON'DE, Philippus van, 1646-1711; a Dutch vice-admiral, serving under De
Ruytcr in the fights of 1066, and after the admiral's death commanding the Dutch Medi-
terranean fleet, gaining fame in the defeat of the French at La Hague in 1692. He was
with Van Tix)mp in subduing the naval power of Sweden.

ALMONTE, Don Jitan Nepomucino, 1804-69; a ivrexican crpncml and diplomat, of
Indian blood in part, and reputeil son of Morales. He hlleil diplomatic positions in the
United States, England, Peru, and France, He was captured while on Santa Anna's
staif at the l»attle of San Ja(;into in 1836, but was released six months later. He lx*c<ime
Mexican minister of war, and during the war with the United States he fought under
Santii Anna, At Paris he was active in promoting the French invasion of ^lexico and
the election of Maximilian. A. was appointed dictator of Mexico in 1862, but was dis-
trusted by all parties, and was removed the same yciir. The next year he was president
of a junta styled the " regx-ncy of the Mexican empire." In 1864 he was made regent
and grand marshal, and in 1806 he was sent as minister to Piuis, where lie died.

ALM'QVIST, Karl Jonas LuDwiG, 1793-1866; a native of Sweden, remarkable in
the history of literature. He quittt'd the university to lead a colony into the wilds of
Wermeland; but the Utopian colony was a failure; and he settled in Stockholm as a
writer, producing several educational works nnd rising at a bound into fame by his novel
'Ike Book of the Thorn^Eose. He ran rapidly on with astonishing fecundity of brain, pro-
ducing lyric, epic, and dramatic poems; p'hilosopliicid. a'slhetical, moral^ political, and
education:il treatises; works on religion, lexicography-, histoiy, mathematics, and phi-
lology, all good nnd most of them excellent. He left one political piace after another,
and was living entirely by literary efforts, when he suddenly became an extreme socialist.
The public was astonished in 1851 to learn that he had Ix^^n convicted of foigervand
charged with murder, and had fled from Sweden. For many yeai-s he was not traced,
living in the United States under an assumed name, having the fortune to be for a long
time private secretary to president Lincoln, After the president's death, A. fell again
into trouble; his manuscripts, inchiding several unpublished novels, were confiscated and
destroyed, and he escaped to Enrope under a new alias. His stianuv career ended at
Bremen in 1866. His romances, as a whole, are considered the best in the Swedish
language.

^
x\LMY, John J., b. R. I., 1814; chief signal officer of the U. S. navy. He began as a

midshipman, and rose to be commodore in 1869. He was on blockade*service during the
rebellion.

ALMY, William, 17G1-1836; a Quaker philanthropist, who used much of his fortune
in charitable works in Pi-ovidencc, R, I. He endowed the New England boarding-
school, and defrayed the cost of educating 80 students.

ALOi'D^, or AloLvd.'K. the name of Otus and Ephialtes, legendary sons of Neptune
by Iphimedea, wife of iVloeus, They were celebrated for gigantic stature, being 27 cubits
high and 9 broad when but 9 yen re of age. In the war with the gods they piled the
mountain Pelias upon the mountain Ossa," intending to pile both \ipon Olympus in their
effort to scale heaven. Homer says Apollo destreyed them Ix^fore their l>eards had
grown. Apollodorus says they did pile up the mountnins, threatening to change sea into
land. It is said they aspired to secure the goddesses for wives, onesuing for the hnnd
of Hera, the other for Artemis ; but Artemis appeared to them in tlie form of a stag.
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running between them ; when both shot at the supposed animal, and each killed the

other.

ALOM'PRA, Alounq P'houra, 1711-60 ; founder of the reigning dynaaty of Bur-

mah. At first he was a petty thief in his native viUage, An invasion by the king of

Pegu, in 1752. gave him opportunity, and he rapidly rose to the liigliest distinction by
boldly opposing the conquering invader, recoveiing Ava before the close of 175o. When
the king of Burmah was slain in 1754, the son claimed the throne, but A. resisted and
established his own authority. In 1755, he founded Rangoon, and two years later w: i

known as one of the most powerful rulers of the east by his invasions and conquests v

'

Pegu. Some insun-ections followed, in one of which there was a massacre of Eng
lisii. but the responsibility has never been traced to A. He died when he was about to

besiege the Siamese capital.

ALPE'NA, a co, in n.e. Michigan, on lake Huron, drained by Thunder Bay river;

700 sq.m. ; pop. '74,4807. It is heavily timbered; agi'iculture and lumbering are the

main occupations. Co. seat, Alpena, at the head of Thunder bay, 210 m. from Detroit.

Pop. '70, 3964.

ALPHA AND OMEGA, the first and last letter of the Greek alphabet, employed to

convey the idea of completeness or infinity; used in Rev. xxii. 13, to signify Christ in

His immeasurable fullness. In early church symbolism the letters combined with a ctoss

in a monogram represented faith in the divinity of Christ, or in Christianity in general.

ALPINE, a CO. in e. California, on the Nevada border; drained by the Carson and
forks of the Stanislaus and Mokelumne; 1000 sq.m.; pop. '70, 085. It is mountainous,
])cing in the Sierra Nevada range; is rich in silver; and cattle, wool, and grain arc

produced. Co. seat. Silver Mountain.

ALPINE CLUB, an English society to promote mountain explorations, formed in

1858. Three members, lord Francis Douglas, Mr. Hudson, and Mr. Iladdo, lost their

lives while descending the Matterhorn in July, 1865. There are similar clubs in other

countries, and one was organized in New York in 1873.

ALPI'NI, Prospero, 1553-1617, a Venetian botanist and physician. He served in

the army when young, but left it to study medicine, to which he added a passion for

botany. Being made physician to the Venetian consul at Cairo, A. spent three years in

Egypt in his favorite study. He anticipated Linnaeus in learning the sexual differences

of plants, and one of his papers gave Europe the first notice of the coffee shrub. He
filled the botanical chair in the university of Padua for many years. The genus Alpifu,

order Zingiberacec^, is named after him.

ALREDUS, or Alred. See Alured, ante.

ALSACE'-LORRAINE {ante:) has an area of 5580 sq.m.. with a pop. in 1875 of

1,531,804, which is 227 per sq.m. It is administratively divided into three districts;

Ober-Elsass, Unter-Elsass, and Lothringeu. The area and population are as follows:

Area. Pop. Pop.
District. • sq.m. Dec. '71. Dec. 75.

Ober-Elsass 1,;^3 4.58,873 45ii.G42

Unter-ELsass 1.844 6O0,4(X5 597,850
Lothringeu 2,383 41)0.459 481,312

Total 5,580 1,649,738 1,531,804

The decrease in population for four years was 0.23 perct. per year. In the five years
preceding 1871 it was 0.84 per ct. per year, owing to war and emigration. In 1876 there

were but 158 emigrants and only 108 in 1877. The census of 1871 showed 1,234,588
Roman Catholics, 271,198 Protestants, 2863 members of other Christian sects, and
40,938 Jews. About 87 per ct. are of German and 13 per ct. of French origin. The
tliree principal cities are Strassburg, capital of Ober-Elsass, pop. 94,346; Mulhausen, capital

of Unter P^lsass, pop. 58,513; and Met/. ]K)p. 45,673. The constitution of the German
empire was introduced Jan. 1, 1874. The administration is under a ;?overnor-general,

bearing the title of " OberprJlsident." and under him are governors for the three districts.

The estimates of recei{)tsand expenditures for 1876 were $10,507,507; of which $1,538,-

030 was for public education and ecclesiastical matters.

ALSA'TIA, the popular name of Whitefriars, London, which served early in the

17th c. as a refuge for criminals; but this immunity was abolished by parliament in

1697.

AL'STED, JoHANN IIkinricii, 1588-1638; a German Protestant divine and volum-
inous writer, professor of ])hilo.sophy and divinity at Weis.senl)urg. His Enn/clajxvdui,

ThtiHaurus Kjhron()U>(/im, and J)e Mille Ajuus, arc well known. Tlu; latter was a
prophecy that the thousand years, or millennium, during which the saints were to reign
on the earth, would commence in 1694.

ALSTON, John, d. 1846; a Glasgow merchant who introduccid books printed in

raised letters for the blind. He published the Bible in such letters, and more than 20
VK^iuraes of other works, besides maps and charts.
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AL'STRCEMER, or ALSTROMER, Jonas, 1685-1761; a Swedish industrial reformer.
He was a clerk and a sliipbroker in London, and undertook, to introduce English indus-
tries in his native country, wiicre he established a woolen factory, a sugar refinery, and
improvements in farming, in shipbuilding, tanning, etc. His best success was in
bringing sheep from England, Angora, and Spain. High honors were given him; he
was made a noble, with permission to change his name to Alstromer, and there is a
statue of him in the Stockholm exchange.

AL'STRCEMER, or ALSTROMER, Klas, 1736-96; son of Jonas; a botanist, having
for his master and friend, Linnaeus, who named in his honor the genus Alstrcemeria. He
visited Spain and wrote a work on the breeding of fine-wooled sheep.

ALT, or Alten (Ger. " old "), a prefix to many names in Europe as " alt-dorf," " old
village," or "old town."

ALT-DORF. See Altorf, ante,

ALTENSS'SEN, a t. in Prussia, in the Rhine province; pop. '71, 10,099.

AL'TENSTEIN, a castle near Eisenach, Saxe Meiningen, on the s. slope of the
Thuringer wald, the summer residence of the governing dukes. It has a fine park in

which is a cavern 500 ft. long through which tlows a large stream. Boniface lived and
preaclied here in 724 ; and near by is the place where, in 1521, Luther was seized to be
carried off to Wartburg.

ALT'ENSTEIN, Karl von, Baron, 1770-1840; a Russian statesman. After the
treaty of Tilsit he became the head of the finance department; in 1815, he went to Paris
with Humboldt to claim the restoration of works of art taken from Prussia by the
French armies ; afterwards he was minister of public worship and education, doing
great service for the universities and schools. Under his direction the university of
Bonn was founded. He was one of Fichtes warm supporters.

ALTER'NATE GENERATION, a method of reproduction in certain of the lower
orders of animal life, in wiiich the young resemble not the parent but the grandparent or
some more remote ancestor, the successive geiienitions passing through a regularly recur-
ring series. The ra<^liated creatures, popularly called jelly-fishes, Illustrate A. G. In
pools left at low tide on the sea-shore, a hydroid is found growing in tufts like shrubs,
each individual pendent from the general mass by a slender tube, as a tlower from its

stem, each mouth taking food for the common nourishment. The young of this crtature
are jelly fishes, small, transpaient cups, from which depend four long threads and a pro-
boscis, each specimen an independent unit moving freely in the water. This creature
V>roduces bunches of spheres from which come other jelly-fishes, and also spheres or
eggs from which are developed pear-shaped bodies, that take a permanent aliode and
have the form of the first hydroid. The fixed hydroids and swimming jcily-fishes are
alternate forms assumed by the successive generations of the same animal.

ALTIIEN, Euan, or Jean, 1711-74 ; b. in Persia, and a slave to a planter, from whom
he escaped and went to Avignon, where he established the cultivation of madder. Like
many others who have conferred great benefits on the public, he died ui extreme poverty.
The public authorities were setting up a monument to A. at Avignon while his only
daughter was dying in a charity institution.

ALTHORP, Lord. See Spencer, ante.

ALTIN , a lake m Siberia, which is one of the sotirccs of the Obi, in the Altai moun-
tains, 320 m. s. of Temsk; 80 m. long by 50 wide. This lake is remarkable because in

winter the northern part is frozen so as to bear sledges while the southern part has never
been known to freeze.

ALT'KIROH', a t. in upper Alsace, 70 m. s. of Strasburg; pop. about 3200;
selected by Germany to be fortified as a counterpoise to Belfort in France. A. was
founded in the 12th c, and has the ruins of a castle which was often occupied by Aus-
trian archdukes in their visits to Alsace.

ALTU'RAS, a co. in s. Idaho, on Snake river; pop. '70, 689. The Rocky mountains
are in the n. part. Mining is the principal business.

ALUM'NUS, originally indicating a student supported and educated at the expense,
of the " Aluninat," an institution endowed for educating youths who could not pay for
living and tuition. Three such, founded by IMaurice of Saxony, are still in active opera-
tion. But in modern usage every graduate of a college is an A. In law, alum /tat is a
term for the general responsibility in the eyes of the law attached to the relationship of
foster father towards the child whom he has undertaken to support and educate.

ALU'TA, or Alt, or Olt, a branch of the Danube rising in e. Transvlvania, crossing
the Carpathians, traversing Wallachia, and emptying opposite Nicopolis; about 330 m.
long.

AL'VAREZ, Francisco, 1460-1540; a jurist, and almoner to king of Portugal: sent
in 1515 as secretary to an embassy to the king of Abyssinia. In 1533. he went to Rome
on an embassy to Clement VII. A. published an account of his travels, curious but not
trustworthy, as, like most travelers of his time, he was extremely credulous.
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AL'VAREZ, Juan, 1790-1863; a Mexican general and statesman. lie led the
revolt \Yhich deposed Santa Anna in 1855, and became president in his place, but re-

signed tlie next year. He was one of the most determined opponents of jMaximilian and
the French invasion.

AL'VINCZY, or AL'VIXZY, Joseph, Baron von, 1735-1810; an Austrian field-mar-

shal, distinguished in the seven years' war at Torgau and Toplitz. He took part in the
campaign against the Turks in 1789, but did not lake Belgrade. Though oitener losing

than winning, he was .selected to h*ad the Austrian army again.st Bonaparte; but having
lost the important battles of Areola and liivoli, he was recalled. In 1T98, he was ma^'o
superior commander of Hungary, and reorganized the army. In 1808, A. was made field-

marshal.

AL'VIS ("all-wise"); in Norse mythology, the dwarf who answers Thor's ques-
tions in the lay (song) of Alvis.

AL'ZEY, or Alzei, an old city in Rhenish Hesse, on the Selz, 18 m. s.w. of Mentz;
pop. '67. 5358; tanning and tobacco manufacturing are the chief industries. Tlie t. was
founded in Roman days, and had its own lords in the ndddle ages, the ruins of whose
castles are still visible.

ALZOG, .1 OHANN BArTiST, 1808-78; a Roman Catholic theologian. He w-as pro-

fessor of church history in the university of Freiburg, and wrote a Hand Book, which
is known in many languages. He was also the author of an Out.iirw of Patroloijy, and ia

1869 was a member of the commission on dogma which prepared the work for the Vati-

can council. He was the only member of the commission who opposed the promulgatioa
of the dogma of papal infallibility.

AMADE'US I., Amadeo Ferdinando Maria, b. May 30. 1845; duke of Aosta, king
of Spain, .second son of Victor Emanuel, king of Italy. He w^as rear-admiral in

the Italian navy, and lieut.-gen. in the army. He married. May 30, 1807, princess

Marie del Pozzio della Cisterna, daughter of the countess do Merode. They
have three children, Emanuel, Victor, and Louis. On the 4th Dec, 1870, A. accepted
the crown of Spain, with the sanction of his father and the approval of the great
powers. He reached Madrid Jan. 2, 1871, four days after the assassination of gen.
Prim, He himself was assailed by assassins in July, 1872, and also troubled with Carlist

risings. On the 11th Feb., 1873, he al)dicated for himself and heirs, and returned to

Italy, the Spanish cortes proclaiming the republic and making Figueras tiie first presi-

'

dent.

AMADOR', a co. in e. California, drained by the branches of the San Joaquin; pop.
'VO, 9582. Gold, copper, and marble abound; grain, wool, and wine are the chief pro-

ducts. Co. seat, Jackson.

A^IAL'ARIC, 501-531 ; the last Visigoth king of Spain. He married Clotilda, daughter
of Clovis, king of the Franks, in 527, and treated her so badly because she would not
embrace Arianism that her brother Childebert came against him, and defeated him, A.
being killed while in flight.

AMA'LIE, Marie Friedertke, b. Dec. 21, 1818; queen of Greece; daughter of grand
duke Paul and half-sister of grand duke Nicholas, of Oldenburg. She married king Otho
of Greece, Nov. 22. 1836, and is much beloved for firmness, benevolence, and many other
virtues. During tlie foreign occu))ation of Athens, in 1856, she acted as regent. In 1861

a Greek .student shot at but failed to kill her. After her husband's deposition in 1862 she
accompanied him to Bavaria, residing since his death at Bamberg.

A!\rA'LIE, Marie Friederike Auguste, 1694-1870; a German duchess and drama-
tist, eldest sister of king John of Saxony. ]VIany of h(!r dramas have been adapted to the

French and English .stage. They are noted for love of virtue and cheerful humanity.
She also wrote operas and sacred* music.

AMAL'RIC, Almauric, or Amai ri of Bena, founder of a school of Pantheists
known by his name. He lectured in Paris alxMit 1200 or 1204. His doctrines were con-

demned by the university; the ])ope confirmed the cond(;mnati()n, and ordered A. to

return to I^iris and recant, which he did in 1207. He died two years later, and in the

banu; year two of ins followers were burnt before the gates of Paris; his own body was
also dug up, burned, and the ashes thrown to the winds. His doctrines were formally
condemned by the fourth Lateran council in 1215.

AM'ALS, or A.mali, a royal fnmily of the Goths, furnishingall their sovereigns until

the separation into Ostro and Visigoths, after whlcii tin; (^stro kings were A. until the

end of the male line m Theodoric the great. The name A. is thought to have meant
"spotless."

AMALTH^'A, the nurse of tlu; infant Jupiter, sui)po«ed to h:iv(! IxTii a goat; with
her two young nietamorj)hos('d into stars. It is said that .jui)iter broke oil" one of her
horns which he endowed with power to fill with whatever the holder wisJied, and this

was the " cornucopia," or horn of plenty.

AMA'SIS, first I'haraoh of tlie 18th Egyptian dynasty. He reigned 1525-1499 r.c.

Uc led the insurrection against the shepherd kings, captured their stronghold c^f Avaris,
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and drove tlinm into Palestine. He then began a long sei'ies of Egypto-Asiatic \var3

which carried the arms of his succes-^ors beyond the Euplirates.

AMAT' DI SAN FILIPPO e SORZO, Luigi, 1796-1878; cardinal bishop of Ostia
and Vellelri, dean of tiuj sacred college, and vice-chancellor of the Roman Catholic
church. He was educated in the ecclesiastical academy of noblemen, and at the age of
23 was appointed prelate. April 29, 1827, he was made archbishop of Nicea in paitibux,
and sent as nuncio to Naples; afterwards as nuncio to Spain. In 1837, he was made
cardinal, and tiie next year sent as legate to Ravenna, where he became the intimate
friend of cardinal Maslai-Feretti (subsequently Pius IX.). Pius intrusted A. with the
Bologna legation, but he was sent away by the revolution, joining Pius at Gaeta, and in
1852 received the two must lucrative positions in the papal court, vice-chancellor, and
archivist of the apostolic letters, retaining both until his death, and from time to time
acquiring other offices.

AMATI, 1550-1C84; a family of violin makers at Cremona. Andrea and Nicolo
A. are said to have been brothers, and tiie men who first made violins. The instruments
made by the family are of small size, exquisite finish, and exact mathematical propor-
tions of parts; their tone is soft and sweet, but lacking in intensity because the violins are
so flat. Stradivariu.:? was one of tlieir pupils.

AMAU'RY, or Amalric I., 1135-73 ; count of Joppa. He w^as made king of Je-
rusalem in 1162 on the death of Baldwin, his brother. A. was a vain, ambitious, and
imprudent ruler, and, w'arring upon Egypt, was defeated and driven out by Saladin, who
continued his Saracenic conquests over Baldwin IV., son and successor of A.

AMAU'RY, or Amalric II. of Luslgnan, king of Cyprus and nominally of Jerusalem,
1194-1205. He called the crusaders to help him against the Saracens, biit they stopped
at Constantinople to assist in cutting up the Byzantine empire. He left Cyprus to his
son, Hugo de J^usignan.

AMAZI'AH, ninth king of Judah, son and successor of Joash. He reigned 29 jxars.
837-808 B.C. In general his reign was good ; the piincipal event was an atttiupt to

reimpose upon the Edomites tlie joke of Judah which they had thrown oil in .leho-

ram's days, and for this purpose xV. hired an auxili,".ry force from Israel of 100,000 men
for as many talents of silver—the first mention of a hired or mercenary army among the
Jews; but a prophet told him to send back the hired soldiers, which he did, not only
losing their services and his monc}', but exasperating the Israelites, who took the act as
an insult, and plundered the towns and people of Judah on their homeward march.
But A. w-as victorious over the Edomites, taking the city of Petra. and slaving 20,000
men. It was, howx'ver, a fatal victory; for A., finding some idols of Ecloin among
his plunder, worshiped them; and, elated with his success, undertook to subdue tlio

ten tribes of Israel, but was defeated by their king Joash. and carried a prisoner to his
own capital, Jerusalem. Joash satisfied himself by breaking down much of the walls
of Jerusalem and plundering the city and tem])le, leaving A. on the throne after taking
hostages for his good conduct. A. died fifteen years later at the hands of conspirators.

AMAZO'NAS, a northern department of Peru; 14,129 sq.m.; pop. '76, 34.245 white
and about 00,000 wandering Indians. It is bisected by the Andes, and watered by the
Maraiion (Amazon) and branches. The soil is very fertile, producing wheat, corn, rice,

sugar cano, tobacco, coffee, cocoa, cotton, indigo, cinchona, and sars ipariila in great;

profusion. In the forests are mahogany, cedar, and other valuable woods. Capital,
Chachapoyas.

AMAZO'NAB, or Alto Amazonas, the northernmost province of Brazil; 753,439
sq.m.

;
pop. '72, 57,610. The limits are not well defined, and the surface is little known,

being mostly covered with original forests. The inhabitants are nearly all Indians.
Capital, Barra do Rio Negro.

AMBALA, a city in India, capital of the district of A.. 30° 24' n., 76° 49 e. : an im-
portant station on the Scinde. Punjab, and Delhi railway. It is a large walled town in

a level and well cultivated coimtry. The pop. is 50,662,' including the English military
station near by; pop. of the city, 24,040; of the district, '68, l,0o5,"488.

AMBI'ORIX. a Belgo-Gallic chief who fought against Julius Caesar in the 1st c. B.e.

By cunning and strategy he defeated one important Roman garrison, and massacred
every man; but while on the march to another camp he encountered Cfesai- himself, who
easily defeated inm, though A. with a few men escaped into the forests.

AMBLETEUSE. pop. about 700; a French seaport on the English channel, 5 m. n.

of Boulogne, where James II. landed on his flight f:'cra England in 1689. The place is

no longer prosperous. When Napoleon meditated the Invasion of England in 1804. ho
undertook without success to improve the harbor. Near A. stands the granite column
erected by Napoleon to the grand army of 1805.

AMBLYOP'SIS. a genus of blind fishes of which one species is found in tl>e Mam-
moth cave, Iventucky. Eyes exist, but they are in a rudimentary state and under the
epidermis. The A. is small, the largest no more than 5 in. long: body white and partly
covered with scales; easily taken by a net or by the hand if perfect silence is observed.
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but they have most acute Ijcaring. They feed on cmyfish and other fishes. The nearest
kindreil are the iniiniow, pickerel, aud herring.

AMBOY, a t. in Lee co., 111., on the Illinois Central, and the Rock Falls branch of ilie

Chicago, Burlington and Quiucy railroad.s, ii4 m. \v. of Cnicugo. It has manufactures
anil local trade. Pop. "80, uOOO.

AMBRA'CIA, or Ampuacia, a city of ancient Epirus, on the e. bank of the river
Arachthus. 7 m. from the Amhracian gulf. About 083 n.c. it was colonized by Corin-
thians, and became a Greek city. Its power increased until, in the time of the Pelopon-
nesian Avar, it commanded the whole of Amphilochia, including the city of Aigos. lu
4;j2 n.c. tiie expelled Argosians drove out the Anibracians aud retook their city. Thu
Ambracians made two inisuccessful efforts to recapture Argos, but their power was
declining, antl in 838 the old city submitted to Fhilip of Macedon. About 295 n.i;.

Ambracaa was ceded to Pyrrhus of Epirus, who made it his capital mid enriched it with
works of art. At a later period it came under the power of the ^tolian league, and in
the year 189 B.C. it sustained a siege in the war between the yEtolians and the Romans,
the latter entering the place and carrying many of the treasures of art to Rome. In 81
B.C. Augustus removed the people of A. to Isicopolis, the town which he founded in
honor of his victory at Actium. The site of A, is now occupied by the town of Arta,
near which ruins of the old city can be seen.

A.M'BRIZ, part of the Portuguese Angola, Africa; 89,300 sq.m.
; pop. 2,100,000.

The ciiief t. is A. at the mouth of Loge river, in 7
'
52' s. The Portuguese annexed tho

t, in 1855. In 1865 it had 16 trading stations, of wiiich 2 were American.

AMELIA, a co. in central Virginia on the Danville railroad, almost surrounded l)}'

the Appomattox river; 300 sq.m.; pop. '70,9878—0823 colored. It is intersected by
the Richmond and Danville railroad; the productions are wheat, corn, oats, and tobacco.
Co. seat, Amelia Court House.

AMELOT DE LA HOUSSAYE, Abraham Nicolas, 1634-1 70G; a French historian;
a prisoner in the bastile by order of Louis XIV. He published History of the Goreniment
of Venice, translations of Macchiavelli's Prince, and Tacitus's Annals, and of Sarpi's Jlis-

tory of the Council of Trent, the notes of which, written by A., gave groat offense to the
advocates of the unlimited authority of the pope. Voltaire speaks of his histories as
very good, and of his memoirs as very faulty.

AMELOTTE, Denis, 1606-78; a French ecclesiastic and writer; member of the congre-
gation of the orators of St. Philip Neri. He is remembered for his quarrels with the
Port Iloyalists, and his fierce denunciation of the Jausenists. A, published a translation
of the New Testament in 1666-68.

AMENDMENT {ante). An A. to the constitution of the United States may be proposed
by the alhrinative vote of two thirds of each house of congress, and then it must bo
submitted to the states, when, if three fourths of all the states by vote in the legislature
(or in state convention if required by congress) ratify such amendment, it becomes a
part of the constitution. Or, on the application of the legislatures oi two-thirds of the
several states, congress shall call a convention for proposing amendments; but tliis mode
h;is never been resorted to. There is one restriction only on the nature of amendments,
which is " that no state without its consent shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the
senate."

AMENO'PIIIS, Am'unoph, or Amen-IIotep, the name of three Egyptian kings of the
18th dynasty. A. I. was the second of them. He continued the comiuests begun by his
predecessor in Canaan, and made an expedition towards Ethiopia to extend the boundary
of his kingflom. He reigned 21 years, 1499-78 B.C.

AMEND PHIS II... King of Egypt, son and successor of Thotmes III., and father of
Thotmes IV. ; identified liy s*ome writers with Memnon, who fought against the Greeks
at 'J'roy.

AMENO'PHIS III., King of Egypt, son of Thotmes IV. He reigned 30 j-ears, 1400-
1364 B.C., and made Egypt prosperous and contented, extending the kingdom over moro
territory tii'in ever ])efore or afterwards, as it n^ached t'roni the w. bank of the
Eu;yhrates into Ethiopia. There are many monuments of his period, the most famous
being the two colossi, one of which is known as " the vocal Memnon." Some writers
supposed this to be the king whom th(! Gn^eks called ^Memnon. His exploits in war are
commemorated on the obelisk which, transported from Egypt, now stands in the Place do
la Concorde, in Paris.

AM'ERBACH, .Ioiian.x, d. about 1520; a German printer, educated in Paris. Ho
c-stablislicd a pre>s at Ba.sel, jiublishing the w<jrks of St. Ambros(! and St. Augustine,
and began to publi.sli tho.s(; of Jerome. He was oi:e of the lirst to use Komau in

plax;c of Gothic letters. His son Boniface was an intimate friend of Era.smus.

AMERICAN ALOE. See Agavk, nntfi.

AMERICAN ECLIilCTIC, or nkw SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. b(;gan to l)e known
about 1825 as distinct from the " regulars." and in 1826 there w;is an (fclcctic college

founded in New York by Wooster Beucii, who was the author of several text-books for
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the school. Soon afterwards schools were established in Ohio and other states, and at a
later period regular colleges in New York, Chicago aud other cities. tState .societies

were toriued, and in 1870, The National Eclectic Aiedical Association was ii^corporated

by the New York legislature. It has grown in iutiuence, and now lepresents probably 18,0UO
to 15,000 physicians in all the states. The school flourishes also in the Briti.>h provinces,
and there is an eclectic association in England. The prominent feature of the scliool

is the rejection of mercury and most other minerals in medicine, and the extension of
simple hygienic treatment in disease, depending more upon the vital powers than upon
extraneous aid. In place of minerals rejected they have added a hundred or more to the
list of vegetable medicines.

AMERICAN FLAG. On the 14th of June, 1777, the continental congress resolved
that the flag of the united colonies should show 13 stripes of red and white alternating,

to represent the number of the colonies, with 18 stars in a blue field. This became the

flag of the United States, and a star is added for every state added to the union. At
present (1880) there :ire '68 stars. The width of the flag should be two thirds its length.

Seven of the stripes, beginning with the outermost, are red. The blue field or union is

square, and has the width of seven stripes. The U. S. revenue flag has 16 vertical stripes,

alternately red and white, with a white union bearing the national arms in dark blue.

AMERICANISMS (ank). This term can no longer be used as a reproach. It must be
taken as indicative merely of the usage of the English language in a new English-speaking
nation, with no reference to the question as to the propriety and worthiness of the new usage.

While many A. bear the stamp of vulgarity, some spring from an undeniable
necessity, aud still others graft on the old stock a welcome grace and stri^gth. Not ail

A. are strictly American; some are early English usages retained, or revived
after the parent country had dropped tliem. It is now conceded that In* the refined

classes of people in some regions of the United States the English tongue is used in u
purity and propriety not excelled in any portion of Great Britain.

The following are some of the more widely known A.: Approbate, for approve;
"I approbate," etc. Bad, in the sense of ill. Bafifjafje, for luggage. JJahtuc^', for

remainder. Jhards, for "deals;" in England "boards" has an application more general.

BoguH, bad or counterfeit. Border, a strip of greensward along a wall or path; in England
called "edging." Bohh, from Dutch "baas," superintendent of labor; used by boys
especially to all men not known or called by name. Baggy, a four-wheeled vehicle; in

England, two-wheeled. Buncombe, empty or unnoticed talk; long ago a member of

congress from a North Carolina countyof that name was rallied for making set speeches to

nearly empty chairs, when he replied that he did not care for hearers—he was "talking
for Buncombe," i.e., for effect on his personal constituents. Bnrcan, a chest of drawers.
Calculate, for think; "I calculate I can do it." Odico, in the United States, printed
cotton; in England, unprinted. Caption, heading or title. C/rwr, good-natured. Conclude,

in the sense of determine; "I conclude I will go." In flu's conn'riiun, for " in conneeticn
with this subject." Corn, iwvazQ. only; in England, grain in general. CyaA", a stream
more than a brook and less than a river; in England, a small arm of the sea. Creole.

properly people of European blood born in Spanish American territory; but u.sed to

mean natives of the south, especially of Louisiana, tinctured with negro blood. DeatUutui,

one who travels on passes, etc.; any one who does not pay; the verb ''to deadhead'' is

sometimes used. Dry Goods, all sorls of haberdasher's wares. Bran;, for gown. JE7/W,

for choose; " he elected to take the land." Endorxe. for sanction or ap.prove. Ereniuate.

lor result. E.rpcct. for Know or believe, as "1 expect it was too late." Eedl, autumn.
Eauey, new, peculiar, desirable, or showy, as "fancy silks," " fancy note paper," "fancy
horses;' applied to stocks it means those not in regular standing on the exchange; also it

indicates an assortment of light wares, as "fanc}' stoics." Jue^hy, stout. Ereslicf. a

sudden rise of water. Gcrryinauder, an arrangement of the bounds of electoral dist'-icis

to favor parly success; from Elbridge Gerry, who first practised the trick while governor
of Massachusetts. Hack, a hackney coach; in England, ahorse for casual hire. Hold
on, stop; probably from German "Halt an." Homely, plain-featured; in English, home-
like or unadorned. Improve, to clear wild land and establish farms, lutprovevunty,

buildings usually, but any addition which one has made to his place or property. Ijoan,

as a verb for lend. Lobby, verb, to influence legislation, generally in an improper way.
L<>cate, to settle upon, or to select a place. Mad, for angry. 7.'ad. for post: we "mail"
a letter, the Engiisliman " iiosts" it. Notify, to give notice to; in Er.gland, "to make
known." Obnoximis, offensive. On, for in ; we say " he lives on Tenth street." the English
say "he lives in." P^a^^.v (vulgarism) ov peintaloons, ior \ve)W:>i'v&. Jipelaying, procuring
fraudulent voters; when the Croton water was introduced into New York hundreds of

men were brought from Philadelphia just before an election, ostensibly to lay water-pipes,
but really to vote where they had no legal right to vote. Pond, a natural, in England an
artificial, pool. Railroad, m England, "railway;" and locomotive for the English
"engine." Rapids, river currents broken by shallows. Reckon, for "suppose" or
" think;" as " I reckon that wiil do." Reliable, for trustworthy. Ride, either on a horse
or in a vehicle; in England, restricted to horseback. 7?i7<' (English provincial roil), to

stir up, to make angry. Rooster, cock, or male barnyard fowl. Sick, for any illui'ss; the
English usually restrict it to illness of stomach. Skedaddle, to run away.* Sleig/i, any
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slt'dgo or voliiclc on runners. Span, a pnir, S,'ag'3, a stage-coach. Stoop, Dutch for the
entrance to a house. St^rc, for a place where Uiing.s are soUl; the English generally say
"shop." Su.upMulers, braces. SKspicion. occasionally used as a verb, to suspect. Sicitch,

to change cars to another track; English " sliuiit." 'Tavern, where travelers are lodged;
in Englaad. Avhere liquor is sold but travelers are not entortauied. Ticket-, we i)uy
" way-lickels" or " linougli-tickets" on railroads, etc. ; the Englishman is 'booked."'
Tinihcr, forest or grove. Traiuiicat pen<o/i, one not remaining long in the place. Vcnuinii,

the flesh of the deer; in England, wild meat in general. Wagon, or waf/on as a verb,
'• the goods were wagoned over." Will, for "shall," to express an expectation. Woods,
Eaglis:i a wood.

The following are some of the j^hrases common in the United States, of which many
arc acknowledged as " slang" and not in use by careful speakers. Acknowledge the corn,

to admit or confess a thing. All-Jired, gi'cat, excessive. All-posfiessed, acting as though
possessed by an evil spirit. Alhio, to concede. Among the missing, disappeared, run
away. Any h.ow you citii jic it, meaning it is so and cannot be otherwise. AppreciaU\
to increase in value. .-Is- g^nd a^, for "as well as;" "I might as good as give up."
Backbone, courage, moral or political. Back down, or out, or take the back track, or back
seat; to submit to defeat. Barking up the wrong tree, operating in the wrong direction.

Biat, to excel; "it beats all creation." Blow, gasconade. Bloicer, a braggart. Blow
out, usii-illy a festive entert.iinmeut. Bogus, counterfeit, bad, untrue. Buck, a male
Indian or negro. Bi'ick in his hat, tipsy. Bust, busted; failed, out of money. On a
bust, getting drunk. Caboodle, the whole company or array. Cahoot, to go in partner-
ship. Can't C'))m it, you cannot deceive me. Caps all, or caps tlie clihuu:, surpasses
everything. Carryin^/s on, Avild or extravagant actions. Cave in, for yield, or fail.

Chalk, the right thing; "that's the chalk;" "you can't fool me, by a long chalk."
Chisel, to cheat. Choke off, to stop one's operations. Come around, come octr, to coax
or to wheedle; "you can't come it over me." Conudcrahle, in a great degree; "that's
considerable of a 3'arn." Cjon, a smart or cunning fellow; "he's a coon." Corner, to

get advantage of; "I cornered him." Crowd, any number of persons in a place or part}';

"he goes with the crowd." Cut up, cut up didoes, or shindies, frolicsome or mischiev-
ous acts. Cat stick, cut dirt, cut your lucky, to run away. Cut a, swaih, or a swell, or (o

big figure, to appear or act extravagantl3\ Cut it too fat, overdid it. Death on a thing,

for superior in it; " he's death on billiards." Desperate, very; " I'm desperate glad you
came." Diggings^ for region; "in the diggings," here, or hereabouts. Do,ovDu, tell,

interrogations of surprise. Done, for did; "John done it." Down upon,, opposed to;

"I'm down on that like a thousand of brick." Dreadful, very or really; "he's dreadful
good." Dricing, for following a purpose; "what's he drivin' at?" East, for right;
" that's about east." Eating, for to be eaten ;

" them's good catin' apples." Everlasting,

great, superior; "this is an everlasting big country." Eye skinned, watchful, cautious.
Face the music, to meet the emergency. Fair shake, fair shoio, fair dealing, a fair chance.
FernaM, misused for Avoman. Fence, on the fence, one undecided which party or side of
a question to take. Few, somewhat; "I was scared a few." Fire away, go on. Fix his

Jlint, to prevent one from doing a thing. Fizzle, a wretched failure. Flmh in the pan,
a failure. Flat brohi, out of money, Flatfooted, extreme or vmmistakable. Fly off tJt^

handle, to get excited. Forchauded, having money laid aside. Fork over, to pny up.
Freeze to, ardently desiring, accepting, seizing. Full chisel, with all sj^ec^d or lorcte.

Funeral, for concern; "it's none of our funeral." Gol his back up, Ijccame angry.
Got the wrong pig by the ear, or tail, accusing the wrong person. Go-aheadatireness, force,

outerpi'ise, eiliciency. Go for him, to attack vigorously. Goes with a looseness, with a
rush, goes his pile, or Jus death, goes the whole hog on it, woi'king zealously for a purpos(».

Gone under, gone cuon, gone goose, failed or dead. Goose, sound on the goose, to be
dei)ended ui)on, usually in a p:u"ty sense. Grans widow, one sei)arate(l from a husband
who still lives. Green, unsophisticated; "he's a green horn;" "as green as grass."

GrU, courage or endurance. Gum game, trick, deception. Gumption, conunon sense.

(rush, vohil)le talk; gu.sher, one who is i)rofus(! or ardent in words. JIa/ig of, mastciy
of, undcr.sta:idi:ig of ;

" he's got the hang of it." Hang up the fiddle, to go out of the
l)usiness in baud. Hard up, out of money. Heap, a great amount; " there's a heaj) oi"

folks at the meeting." 7/^;^, weight. /A/yA /(^i^/^//;?, ornate, bombastic. Jleirh horses, \o

join in partnership. Jloneyfugle, io iiayik) or deceive. Jlook, to steal. 7/(/<'>/.v7/, applied
to unauthorizi'd absence from school. J/ook, on his own, by himself. Hooter, i)ro])ably a
inispriiuunciation of "iota;" "I don't care a hooter." llorn, in a, "1 Ixilieve it, in a
horn;" i.e., 1 don't believe; it at all ; Ww.'^wwm: xva over the left. 7/o.w, a senseless vulgarism
of personal address; "how arc; you, old boss?" or '"old hons fy.'' Jlnnk, a large piece;;

"' all hu/iky," n\[ right; also " Jiu.nky dory.'" Hurry up the cakes, be (piick. Jam up,

complete. Jesse, give him, to thrash oi* overcome; him. Jig in up, tin; ailair or attempt
is ended. Jug full, not by a, an expr(;ssion of contemptuous doubt. Keep the pot boiling,

keep at your business. Keep eom]tany, apjjlied to "courting." Kick up a row, to raise

a disturbance. To kill, cxtr(;mely ;
" tlnit cat runs to kill," or very fast. Kind o\ kind er,

as it were. Kink, a notion; "I've got a kink in my head." Knocked into a cocked hat,

u.sed up. Knock down, a rebuff; "that was a knock down for him." Larrup, Hog.
La/w sakcH a^ive! exclamation by old wonu;n. like " mercy sakes alive!" Lay, })uri)()se or
design; "what lay are you on now'/" 7^6'^ t-^i, tell or disclo.se. 7>e^ ?/;;, release. Lickcty-
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fiplif, with all speed. Lift, or raise, his hair, scalp. Like I do, for "as I do." Like a
book, 1 loht, regular, correct. Little end of the horn, to come out at the, to fail after a
proinisini^ start. Logrolling; at first, the reciprocal aid of neighbors in gathering and
])iling logs; .now, combinations of legislators and outsiders to procure the passage or

defeat of laws. Logif, heavy, stupid. LooaenefiH, recklessness; "he goes it with a per-

fect looseness." Loce, for like; "I love apple pie." Make his 'mark, succeed. Maks
tracks;, run away. Ma/ce a raise, get mone3\ Middling well, in moderately good health.

31111, "he has been through the mill," i.e., has had experience. Mind your eye, keep
good watch. Mind the bahy, take care of the child. Missing, among the, a runaway,
particularly a debtor. Monstrous, for "very;" " she's monstrous pretty," Mortal, vary,

"its mortal hot." Mosey, run away. Most is used where "almost" should be. Mourn-
ers, crowding the, pressing hard upon the weak or unresisting. JS'ary red (not any red),

not a cent. iVl}:>-a/i^?-«'wt7i;, neck and neck; an even race. iVf> (doubled) ; double negatives
are common in ordinary conversation; as "that won't do, no how." No sir-reel an
emphatic negative. Nothing ehe, an emphatic affirmative; "will you wear your new
bonnet to church?" "Well, I ain't goin' to wear nothin' else." Off, for from; "he's
borrowed a quarter off me." Off the handk, or track; gone wrong. One of '<?m, for a
person well informed, active and self-possessed; same meaning as "lie will do," "he can
travel," "he'll pass," On hand, always ready. Opinionated, fixed in his sentiments,
witii a will of Ids own. Overslaugh, to defeat, usually in political action, and by crooked
means. Partly, nearly; "his house was parti}' opposite mine." Pedcy, very, extreme or
troublesome. Plaguy sight, considerable. Poky, dull, stupid. Poicerful, very; "she's
l)owerful weak." Predicate, found upon. Pretty considerabk, a large quantity. Prospect,

look for land, or mines. Proud, glad; " I'm proud to see you." Pull foot, or Jieel; run
off. Pull 'Up stakes, move to another place. Pall the irool over his cycx, deceive a man.
Pag off' tlte bush, to take the, to excel. Beckon, think; "I reckon he will come." P>.dl

through, succeed. lieudition, rendering. Pight auuy, soon. Rip out, speak violently.

Rlp-tearlng mad, very angry. Rip-snorter, thorough going. Ri^ky, doubtful or danger-
ous. Roorback, a false jjolitical report. Ri/ucer, superior; "he's a rouser." Row up,

scold; "the old woman will give you a rowing up." Row to Itoe, the work in hand.
Jlub out, deny; " there's no use of trying to rub it out," Scalla/rag, a good-for-nothing.
J^'care up, find. Scoot, run aiound or away. Scrape, difficulty; "I'm in a scrape."
Screamer, superior; "that gal's a screamer." Screw, severe opposition; "I'll put the
screws to him." Scrumptious, tine, excellent. Sejni-occaxionally, once in awhile. Sense,

understand; " do you sense it?" Shake, in & hvicf period; "I'll be there in a brace of
shakes," Shake a stick at, cuximcYSitQ or QSiinrdiii; " there are more clams than you can
shake a slick at." Shaky, wavering, not to be depended upon. Sharp i<tirk, urgent
pursuit; " I am after him with a sharp stick," Sharer, a small boy. Shinning around,
running around, usually to borrow money. Shindy, i\hm:'<is. <^/<//<<% conceit; "I'll take
the shine out of him." Shine, boot-black's cry for "black your boots." Shot in the neck,

drunken. Shote, a worthless fellow. Shucks (corn-husks usually thrown away), good
for nothing; " he ain't worth shucks." Shy, throw; "he shied a brick at me." Side-

winder, a heavy blow with the fist. Sight, a great many; "there was a sight of people,"
Skeeziks, a mean fellow; " there goes that old skeeziks," iSA*?/«/i-, utterly defeat. Slang-
irhanger, a noisy and reckless talker. Slapjack, a pan cake. Slick, easy: ".slick as
grease," or "as a whistle." Slide, let go; "let her slide." Slope, run ;iway. Sloshing
around, bragging, bullying. SmaU potatoes, of little account; "he's small potatoes, and
few in a hill." Snag, any obstruction. Smart bit, a chance, or sprinkle, con^id{'r^;ble of
anything. Sneezed at, not to be, not to be lightly considered. Snoop, snatch slyly in bits

or ti'itles. Snorter, superior; "our congressman is a snorter," S<Jckdolager (vulgarism
for doxology). a finishing blow. Stft sawder, or soap, fiattery. Same, excelling; "he's
some on figures." Some punkins, smart. Spark, "court" a girl; a s-park, a lover, or
sweetheart. Spell, a period of time; "there's been quite a spell of rain," To .^^pell, to

relieve; "take my spell at the wheel." Splurge, swaggering demonstration. Spread, do
one's best; " he has just spread himself on that quejstion." aS/j^'o/z^s. experience, usually
jiunitive :uid unplea.'^ant; "we'll put you through a eoui-se of sprouts." Square, even
with; " I'll get square with you;" " he's on the square," or ''(dl right;'' sound, honest,
(le.'iling fairly. Scjuaiter, one occupying land or a phice to which he has no legal right.

S!ag dance, or party, a company of men only. Stall, stick fast; " the oxen got stalled in

the nmd." Stand up to the rack, fodder or no fodder, risk the consequences; equivalent
to "face the music," Staver, an efficient man, one who "rushes things." Steep, exag-
gerated; "oh! that's too steep." Straight out, or straight as a loan\s /<//, imdeviating m
])urpose or acticui. Strapped, having no money. Streaked, feeling uncertain, or fright-

cjied. Strin.g, An a. in a ti'ap or imdei' management; " I've got him on a string." Stuff',

hoax; "you can't stuff me with that." Stump, to challenge or dare; or make public
political addresses (formerly in the west delivered from the stump of a tree); "he
stumped his district." Sucker, a vagabond, or one who lives on others. Swad, many;
" there's a swad of boys over tliere." Swan, for "swear." Swap, exchange. Taken'to
do, (\alled to account. 2\ike back, recant, lake the rag off', or sJiine or conceit out of,

overcome, or humiliate. Tedl, immense; "that's a tall yarn." 7ap.% firm standing;
"he's on his taps." Thundering, exceedingly great; " he's doing a thundering business^*
Too thin, not to be believed. Tie A;, contide in; " hell do to tie to." Tight place, or
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."^^f/f^is^?, trouble or difficulty. To, at; "he's down to Salem." Top notch, highest excel-

lence. lote, carry, or the thing carried; "the whole tote," or all of it. Truck, mer-
chandise, particularly vegetables; "garden truck," tuckered mit, tired. Ugly, ill-

tempered. Up to the'^hub, to the full extent. Up to amif, not to be deceived. Woke up
the wrong passenger, made a dangerous mistake in attack. Walk chalk, depart at once.

Walking papers, discharge from office or employment. Walk into, attack, dispose of;

"he walked into the edibles," he ate eagerly; or as a threat; "I'll walk into your
mutton," ?'.<?., cha.stise you. Want to know, exclamation of surprise or curiosity. }Vat/ii,

no t2co, no alternative; "no two ways about," it must be so, is so. Whale, thrash.

Wheel-horse, a mau who does the heavy work. Whittle, cut with a knife. Whole cloth,

out of, entire, complete; "a lie out of whole cloth." Whole team, strong; " he's a whole
team, and a horse to spare," he is sufficient to the undertaking. Wilted, backed down.
Wipe out, exterminate. Worst kind, excessively; "I'm hungry the worst kind."
Wrathy, angry, offended.

AMERICAN JOURNALISM is too important to be passed over without especial

notice. If in England the press can claim to be "the fourth estate," it is at least

second in point of power and influence in the United States, where the only superior

])Ower is the people themselves. There are published in the United States and Terri-

tories at this time (Jan., 1880) nearly 9000 newspapers and magazines, scattering their

issues like an incessant fall of snow over ever\^ city, village, and farm from the St. Law-
rence to the gulf, and from the Atlantic to tlie Pacific. About 800 of these are issued

daily except Sundays (many of them on that day also); 60 are issued three times a week,
120 twice a week, nearly 7000 once a week, 40 once in two weeks, 90 semi-annually. 17

once in two months, and between 50 and 60 quarterly. The extremes of circulation

vary widely. Some daily newspapers print 120,000 copies every day in the week
except Sunday, and others print less than 1000. Certain weeklies have reached tlie

enormous edition of a quarter of a million, and others print but a few^ hundreds. But
tiie aggregate circulation of serial printed matter in the United States is immensely
greater in variety, in extent, and in ratio to population, than in any other country. Of
native-born whites the proportion of such as cannot read is insignificant; and the uni-

versal reading of newspapers is one of the peculiarities that first strikes the attention of

a stranger. Free and unabashed as the air, the newspaper penetrates ever^'' nook and
eoi-ner, circulates in every office and warehouse, iu every parlor and hovel, m tlie hotel

and the railway car, in the prison and the church. In 1870, according to the best

authority, there"^were 5871 newspapers and periodicals in the United States, and 7642 in

all the world besides. We had, therefore, one nev/spaper to every 6525 inhabitants;

leaving to the world outside an average of one periodical for every 200,000 inhabitants.

In \l\i(]i<,o\\'^ H'M'}ry of JounialiHniM is estimated that the number of copies of news-
papers printed in Great Britain in 1870 was 350,000, and the same in France. The census

retaras show that over 1,500,009.000 copies were issued in the United States in the same
year. That is to say, for every printed sheet in Great Britain, or France, there were more
t:ian four printed sheets in the United States. Tiiis ratio is doubtless greater t:)-day, for

tlie increas'i of newspapers has been sucli in this country as to warrant the claim that the

number of all journals is about the same as in all the world besides, while the aggregate

circulation is at least one third more in the United States. The census to be taken this

year (1880) will probably show one newspaper to about 500) of our population.

And yet journalism in the United States is comparatively of modern growth. The
oldest newspaper in Euglisli is the London, Gazette, begun in Nov., 1665. The oldest

living newspaper, the Frankfort Gatefie, started in 1615.' The oldest in the United States

is the New ITampihire Gazette, started in Oct., 1756; so that our journalism is only in its

125th vear. v. hile th:it of England is 90 years older. But the very first newspai)er in

this country w;is PuhUck Oi-currencen, issued iu Boston, Sei)t. 25, 1690, by Richard

P(;arce for'B;njamin Harris, and immediately sui)[)ressed by the government. Then
(^ime, April 20. 1704, the Bfdon, Neim-Lctter. "In 1719 appeared in Boston the Gazette,

and iu Philadcjlphia the same year the American Mercury. In 1721 James Franklin

started the llrdon Gmrant, which lived under th(^ care of Benjamin Franklin about six

years. The N''.w York Ga-iettn started in 1725; the Annapolis '(}A(\.) Ga-.ette in 1727; the

'(UiarlcMonCA. C.') GnyJf/'. in 17'U; the WilliAtmshurg {\i\.) Gazette in 17:56. In \\\h History

of JoarrudiHra Hudson considers the subject by "eras." Within the first era, 1()90-1704,

the f)nly noteworthy evc-nt, aft(;r tlie jirompt sui)pression of the l^idi'ick Ocnirrrnrcs, hap-

pened in N(;w York, wheiv; Benjamin Fh^tclicr, then lieutenant governor of thecolony, hav-

ing induceri William Bradford, a printer of Philadelpiiia, to ((uit that city and set up in New
York, caused the reprinting, in 1696. of acoi)y of the London Gazette, wliich contaiiuid

an account f)f an engag(!nient with the French not long before the peace of Ryswick.

That was th;; r)nly victory of types over official red tape in the 14 years following the

suppression of the Puhlirk OccurrenccH. However, n(!vvs was cir(nil!ited, much as it was
in ancient Rome, in written and i)rintcd letters, circulars and handbills; and theological

and political battles wen; fought in pamphlets, acknowledged or anonymous, the favorite

weapon of the Mathers and otina- disputants of the time.

In the s(!Cond "era." from 1704 to 1748, the American jiress Made a decided start.

On the 24th of April, 1704, John (;timpbell, of Boston, issued the first number of the

J
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Jyoaton News-Letter. This is usually refcrrod to as the first American newspaper, and
indeed so it was, for it lived through many vicissitudes 72 years, up to the dawning of the

revolution. In 1719 Canipjbell was superseded as postmaster by William Brooker, who
followed Campbell's example by starting a paper, the Boston Gazette, the second Ameri-
can newspaper; aud then began newspaper quarrels, a feature of journalism still far too
prominent. Campbell resented his removal from office, and tlic fight was hot and per-

sonal. The day after the starting of the Gazette in Boston. Andrew Bradford issued in

Philadelphia the Americun Weekly Mercury, Dec. 2, 1719. He also was a postmaster; so
the post-office and the press appear to have been early united m this country, and the
union has never been broken. In later years three notable editors, Benjamin Franklin,
Amos Kendall, and John M. Niles became postmasters-general; and an ex-editor is now
postmaster of New York. Bradford died in 1742, and the paper was continued by his

widow. On the 7lh of Aug., 1721, the two Franklins—James and Bcnj.-imin—issued
the first number of the New Emjland Courant. Wars and contentions between jour-

nalists now increased, but the Franklins were too strong for their jealous opponents,
one of whom, ex-postmaster Campbell, sold his News-Letter to Bartholomew Green, and
])ecame a justice of the peace. Newspaper warfare, however, though conspicuously
violent in America, is a true British inheritance; for a century before Ben. Franklin's
caustic pen was sharpened the writer of one London newspaper, referring to tv^o of his

contemporaries, said: «'l have discovered the lies, forgeries, insolences, impieties, pro-
fanities, blasphemies of the two sheets."

American journalism was now fairly established. The Ne^D York Gazette was begun
by William Bradford in Oct., 1725: the New England Weekly Jemrnal, the fourth Boston
newspaper, in 1727; i\\Q Maryland Gazette at Annapolis in 1727; Benj;<.min Franklin's
Unirerml Imtrucior in all the Arts and Sciences, and Pennsyhania Gazette in Phila-
delphia in 1728; the Weekly Rehearsal in Boston in 1731. became the Boston Evenhi/j

Post in 1735, and died of loyalty to the king in 1775; the New York Weekly Journal,
Nov. 5, 1733, by John Peter Zenger. whose imprisonment for libel on the government,
prosecution, trial, and acquittal through the efforts of Andrew Hamilton, the leader of
the Pennsylvania bar, marked the first great triumph of the freedom of speech and of
the press that is now one of the great foundation stones of our temple of liberty. Tho
We-ekly Post Boy, another New York paper, was speedily absorbed by Bradford's
Gazette, Sept. 27. 1732; the Rhode Island Gazette was begun at Newport by James
Franklin, but it lived only three months, and Franklin himself died in 1735. About tho
same time the printing ])ress, the invention thnt long afterwards gave the south .'^o much
annoyance, began to invade that section. The South Carolina Gazette was begun in

Charleston, Jan. 8, 1731; the Virginia Gazette at Williamsburg in 1736. Both these
papers died young on the death of their proprietors, and both were resuscitated soon
afterwards. Returning north we find the Boston Weekly Post Bay begun in 1734. by the
old postmaster, Ellis Huske. who recommended the passage of the stamp act. In 1742.
William Bradford, grandson of the New York printer, started the Penn.yyhania Journal
and Weekly Advertiser, one of the earliest and most vigorous supporters of colonial free-

dom. On the day before the odious stamp act was to go into effect the Jrmrnal inclosed
its pages in black lines, and placed over its title the picture of a skull and cross-bones,
with the legend "Expiring: in hope of a resurrection to life again;' with elsewhere,
"Adieu, adieu, to the liberty of the press! Farewell liberty I" and as an epitapli.

"The last remains of the Pennsylvania Journnl, which departed this life the 31st of
Oct., 1765, of a stamp in her vitals; aged 23 years." The paper, however, was not
actually suspended. The Maryland Gazette, which had been suspended in 1736. was
revived in 1745. A newspaper in the German language was issued at Germantown,
Penn., in 1739, and another in Philadelphia in 1743. The last paper started in the
colonial period was the New York Evening Post, begun in 1746, but it lived only about
a year.

About the middle of tho century the political heavens began to show signs of the
coming revolution. Naturally, the cities where newspapers were issued liecame centers
of political agitation. Though few in number, they were important in infiuence. In
1748 journals were issued in Boston. New York. Philadelphia, Annapolis, Williamsburg,
aud Charleston; only six places in all America that could boast of newspapers. In the
same year Samuel Adams established in Boston the Independent Advertiser, an organ of
the more ardent of those who were anxious to become "rebels." Then came the Neio
York Mercury, begun by Hugh Gaine, Aug. 3, 1752. In 1753 the Boston Gazette, or
Weekly Advertiser, appeared and lived until killed by the stamp act. The voices of free-

dom were growing in number and boldness; the Adamses, Oti.^es. Warrens, Mayhews.
Quincys, and others, filled newspapers and pamphlets with demands and arguments for
freedom from England. Tlie real organ of the New England patriots appeared April 7.

1755—the Boston Gazette and Country Gentleman. On the first day of the same year the
Connecticut Gazette was begun at New Haven. The Boston Gazette, however, was the
mouthpiece of the men who created the revolution; but it was not much of a " news-
paper" in comparison with those of our day. It had two pages only, on half a sheet of
crown paper—about the size of a single leaf from an ordinary ledger. While the British
troops occupied Boston the Gazette was issued in Watertown, but returned to Boston
after the troops left. The next new issue was the North Carolina Gazette, l)€guu at
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Newberu, Dec, 17.")5. Then camo tlie New Ilamp-shtrc Gazette, Oct. 7, 1T5G—the oldest

American liviug jourDal, having been published Avithout intennissioii and Avithout a
radical change of name to the presenl time. Other papers "appeared as follows: Boston,

Wct'kly Adccr((i<t/', Aug. 22, 17o7: i<oK/h (J((rohiia amJ Ameriaia General Gazette, 1758;
Newport (K. I.) Mercary, June 12. 17r»8, still living; the New IahuIou Suntntari/, Aug. 8,

1758; another Ncio York Gazette, Feb. IG, 1759; the Wilndnrjton (Uel.) Coui-aiit, 17G1;

ihe Providence (R. I.) Gazette arul Gounty Journal, 17G2; the Georgia Gazette, Savannah,
April 17, 1768; and the Ncto LonOxm Gazette, afterwards the Gonneetieut Gazette, Nov, 1,

1763. The Gonnretic.U Goarant was begun at Hartford Nov. 19, 17G4, and still lives;

the Gape Fear Gazette and Wilnutfjton, Adyrertiser was begun in 17G8; tlie Portsnwutk
(X. H.) Mercury and Weekly Advertiser. 1765; the Maryland Gazette, 17G5; the Gazette

and Gauntry Journal at Charleston, 1765; the Go-nstitutional Conrant, Burlington,

N. J., 17G5 (one issue only); the Virginia Gazette, 17GG, the first newspaper to pui)iish,

ten years later, the lull copy of the declaration of mdependence. At the conuneucc-
ineut of the revolution there were seven newspapers published in New England, four iii

New York, and two in Virginia. One of the most important of the revolutionary news-
papers was the Neic York Journal, or General Advertiser, started May 29, 1767, by John
ilolt, under the auspices of George Clinton and Philip Schuyler, two prominent patriot

leaders. "When the British took possession of New iork, the /c^wr/ia^ was removed to

Kingston, and thence to Poughkeepsie. The British were not without a voice amid all

this array of revolutionary prints. Their organ in New York was the HoylU Gazetteer,

better known as liivingtoii's Gazette, from the proprietor, James Rivington, who enjoyed
the dLstinction of several mobbmgs by the " Sons of Liberty" and other mysterious organi-

zations. In Boston the royalist paper was the Chronicle, the proprietors of which—Meiii

& Fleming—received similar treatment. This paper died in 1770 for want of patronage,

but Rivington's paper lived until the war was over, then pretended to be converted, but

was not trusted, and soon died. One of Rivington's best contributors was Major Andre.
In 1767 appeared the Fenmnjlvania Chronicle: in 1768, at Salem, Mass., the Essex

Gazette, now the Salem Gazette'; also the Neic York Chronicle, ^Xiori lived; and Oct. 13,

1769, the Cape B\iar Mercury , at Wilmington, N. C.

It is unneces.'^ary to mention every newspaper of those times. A few were especially
conspicuous, such as the Massachusetts Spy, established by Isaac Thomas. Tlie 49 news-
papers establish.'d in the colonies from 1748 to the peace of 1783 wxn-e weekly or semi-
weekly issues. Between 1690 and 1783, 67 newspapers have been started, but 43 only
were living when peace was concluded.

With peace and independence came an entire revolution in the spirit of the press.
Journals which lately had fought side by side, .soon ranged in opposing and hostile fleets,

as the leaders and organs of contending parties, of wiiich the chief were tlie federalist
and the republican, the latter soon changing into the democratic party. We liave only
to say of this p'-riod—1783 to 1812—that in the early portion the virulence of partisan-
ship, the shocking language used by the press in political warfare, would he scarcely
Ijelieved if we had space to quote it. Even Washington, who came from Yorktown like

a demigod, received more wicked and vile abuse than would now^ be given to an aban-
doned felon. Tills bitterness was conspicuous during and after his second term, extended
through Adams' administration and Jelferson's two terms, and was mollified only for a
time by the war with England. After that war the d(.'mocratic press preached a crusade
against "blue-light federalists," and bad language flowed anew until the re-election of
Monroe without opposition brought in the "era of good feeling" and a general suspen-
sion of hostilities. Among the leading journals and journalists of this p(>riod were many
of the papers aboved named that lived through the revolution; the Journal and Argus,
in New York, by Thomas Grcenleaf; the Anierirun Citizen, by James Cheetham; the
Evening Poi<t, now the New York Evening Post, by William ('oleman; Wxe New York
Packet, by Sanuud JjOiidon; the Massachusetts Sjty, by Isaiah Thomas; the Massachnsetts
Centinel, afterwards the Columbian Centinel, by lienjamin l^ussell; the Philadelphia
Aurora, by Benjamin Franklin Bache, etc. One of the severest word-battles was over
the alien and sedition laws, in which the liberty of the press was, or seemed to be, seri-

ously threatened.
Th(; first daily newspaper in the United States was the American Daily AdvertiHcr,

issued in I^hiladclphia in 1781—now the North American. Next year came the New
York Daily Adrertiser, for sonu; lime edited b}' the j)oet Freneau. The Independent Jour-
nal, published in N(;w York, was the pai)er through which Hamilton, iMadison, and Jay
gave the world the remarkable articles now collectively known as The Federalist. As
our wcBteni country became settled, the ])ress followed closely the i)ioneer, as in later

days—during the building of the Pacific railroad—the peripatetic ofhce of the Frontier
Jndex kept just ahead of the rails and tlu; locomotive. In 1786 the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Gazette

was begun, andslill lives; and so we miglit follow tlu; ])ress directly onward to the
shores of the Paeifie,. The combinations of jiajicrs with each other have been infinite;

but a single inslanee will il!ustrat(;—that of the Phila(lel])hia J\V;;7// American, in which are
united ten difieient journals, viz. : the Pennsylvania Packet, established in 1771 ; the Amer-
ican Daily Advertiser, 1784; the Gazette of the United States, 1789; the /'.'rening Advertiser,

1793; the Finted Slates Gazette, 1804; the True American, 1820; the Commercial Chroni-
cle, 1820; the Unum, 1820; the North American, 1839; and Wxq Commercial Herald, 1840.
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Wliat mixtures of political principles must have been taken down in those nine swallows !

lietviruing to daily newspapers, we remark that of many hundred daily and otjjer news-
j)apers started in New York city alone from the commencement of Bradford's Gazette in

17:^5 to the year 1827, only two are living—the Cmumerciai Adveriuer and the Eveni/t(j

Font. Death, it is said, loves a shining mark, and journalism appears to have given his

arrows abundant opportunity. No other tield of intellectual or pecuniary enterprise is

at once so attractive and so dangerous. It would occu])y nearly the whole of one of the
eight-page journals of to-day to print merely the names of newspapers that have started
since 1690 only to fade like rootless plants under a fervid sun.

Enough has been given to convey an idea of the early history of journalism in the
colonies and the United States. But the history of " newspapers" as such does not com-
mence until about 1820. Before and during tlie revolution the ambition of journalism
was to crystallize public opinion. The new.s printed was chiefly from foreign countries.
It is true, the first sheet was entitled Fublick Occurrences, but its small installment of
domestic news so filled with surprise the powers that were, that they immediately sup-
pressed the daring innovation. Thenceforth the greater portion of journals was occu-
pied with discussion, and news was hardly so nmch as a secondary cou.-ideiation. Their
columns were filled with dissertations on every possible subject save the things at the
time most deserving of notice. The price of newspapers was high and their circulation
limited. Indeed, it was not until the introduction of rotary presses that any considera-
ble circulation could be " worked off." Ben. Franklin was content with the old Kamage
press, a clumsy wooden construction that required a separate " pull " for e^ery page,
whose utmost capacity would scarcely produce a luindred perfected sheets in an hour. If

his soul could look out through the dull eyes of his statue in Printing-house souare, how
it would glow with astonishment to see under the street beneath his leet 20.000 news-
papers, each one as large as ten of his, printed, cut, and folded in that same space of an
hour. Soon after 1830 there was started in New York a paper which was sold for one
cent—a daring innovation indeed, when theiommon piice was sixpence. It was spe-

cially devoted to local as well as general news, and .speedily attained a circulation that,

for the period, was phenomenal. This was The Sun, the pioneer of the penny press. In
1835 it was folloAved by l''he Herald, also a one-cent paper, which went on from prosper-
ity to prosperity until it stands to-day among the few great ueAvsp;ipers in the world.
The Trib'jine, also a one-cent paper at the time, was started in 1841 by Horace Greeley,
and is now in many respects without a rival. The cognate ideas of home news and low
prices revolutionized journalism. The mammoth sheets of the past were distjinced and
defeated, and by degrees the greater portion of them paid more attention to news and
less to discussion, and in many instances greatly reduced their prices. >Ve then had real

newspapers, and the getting of the news became the publislier's first aim. Expres.ses
were established on steamboats and railways, and where these were lacking, news came
by "pony express," or any other available means. Carrier-pigeons were tried, but they
did not succeed. Boats ventured far out to sea to intercept incoming ships; special cor-

respondents were sent to various points, and in one instance a fast-sailing pilot-boat wa.s

sent across the Atlantic, ('ompetition became so intense and the expense so great that

neighboring journals combined to share the costs and the benefits. So arose the harbor-

news association, and a little later the associated press. The latter a.'^sociation, which
now spreads its news-gathering net over all the habitable earth, was a necessary result of

the introduction of the magnetic telegraph. That invention annihilated space, andmado
competition by horses or steam impossible. At first we had fifty words or so " by tele-

graph" from Washington, at a round price. To-day we have column upon column
every morning by the same wonderful conveyance from every state and territory of our
country, from all the nations of Europe and Asia; literally "from Greenland's icy moun-
tains to India's coral .strand."

Having the news, the next question was how to circulate it. Here the inventive
genius of America came to the publisher's relief, first in Hoe's steam rotary press, of
from two to ten cylinders, which might thiow off 10,000 papers in an hour. Then came
the perfecting press, printing both sides at once from a continuous loll of wliile paper
and cutting off each paper at the proper point. Still later came the most important of
all: the stereotyping of the original type-pages and the prc>ducliou of one or a hundix»(l

casts, as might be desired, and that, too, in a space of time not exceeding 15 minules
for a page of stereotype. The problem of circulation was thus settled. It is now merely
a question of how^ many presses are run; for with enough of them a daily newspaper
could as well print on a morning before sunrise half a million as half a hundred thou-
sand. The result of these and other inventions is, that v.here Franklin could produce
in an hour 100 sheets of four small pages, to be afterwards slowly folded by hand,
the modern press will produce 15,000 to 20,000 sheets of eight, twelve,* or sixteen pages

—

each page as large as the whole of Franklin's paper, beautifully printed, the pages cut,

sometimes the backs pasted together, and all folded and ready for mailing or delivery, in

the equivalent 60 minutes. The capacity of newspaper pioduction is practically

unlimited, and circulation is henceforth to be determined only by demand.
We lack space to follow the course of journalism closely through its hundi"ed battles

since the war of 1812. How the partisans raved over the first defeat of gen. Jackson in

1824; the incipient rebellion in South Carolina; Jackson's war with the United States
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iK-nk; ihe furious anti-ma^oiuo crusade; the tremendous financial disasters of 1837,

which overthrew the Democratic party; the i^allant but futile struggles of Henry Clay;

the war of tariff and free-tnide. "still beginning, never ending;" the native American
(•anii)aign; the annexation of Texas; the JNlexican war; the contest of the north and
south, tiuit found an ending which was not an end in the compromise measures; the

California annexation and the gold craze; the Kansas struggle; the death of the wliig,

the birth of the republican, and the division of the democratic party; the election of Lin-

coln: the dreadful struggle with the rebellion; the triumph of the union; the dark days

of commercial distress—all these are in the history of journalism, but so vividly remeni-

biired that further reference is quite unnecessary.

Of the men who have been conspicuous in connection with American journalism, we
cannot pretend to give a catalogue. Before and during the revolution, and down to the

sec(uid war with England, nearly all public men of importance spoke through the press.

In the newspapers were heard James Otis, Samuel Adams, Joseph Warren, John Han-
cock, Jonathan ]Mayhew, and scores of their brethren. Jefferson, Madison, Burr, Ham-
ilton. Clinton, Jay,' and scores of other politicians were heard in the same manner. Ben-

iamin Franklin, and Noah Webster, and Charles Carroll, of Carrolllou, were early in the

long line of " able editors." William Cobbett created a sensation in Philadelphia with

]\[^ Porcupine; and James Cheetham, and William Duane, and William Coleman were
(uninent in this field. In the later time we find such names as Seba Smith, Jr., the origi-

nal "Major Jack Downing;" Francis Hall, William L. Stone, John Inman and Robert
C. Sands of the New York Commercial Advertiser; Mordecai M. Noah, Nathaniel Willis,

irratidfather of the poet; William D. Gallagher, William Schouler, Richard Haugh-
"ton. Samuel Medarv, Charles C. Hazewell, Samuel S. Cox, John B. jMcCullough, Joseph
Medill, Horace Wliite. Wilbur F. Storey, William Cullen Bryant, James Watson Webb,
Horace Greeley, James Gordon Bennett, Henry J. Raymond, Manton JMarble, James and
Erastus Brooks, Charles King, William Leggett, John Bigelow, Thurlow Weed, Edwin
Oroswell. Redwood Fisher, Joseph Gales, Hezekiah Niles, Francis P. Blair, Duff Green,

William W. Seaton, John Rives, Amos Kendall, Thomas Ritchie, George D. Prentice,

G(?orge W. Kendall, Don Piatt, Frederick Douglass, Solomon Southwick, John H.

Pleasants, Isaac Hill, William Cassidy, Henry Wheaton, Moses Y. Beach, Sidney E.

]\Iorse, Henry W. Bellow^s, Henry M. Field, Henry Ward Beecher, Gulian C Verplanck;

George P. Morris, Nathaniel P. Willis, Park Benjamin, Flenry B. Anthony, Whitelaw
Rcidr William Sprague, George Wm. Curtis, Josiah G. Holland, William D. Howells,

Georire H. Andrews! David Hale, Gerard Hallock, William C. Prime, David M. Stone,

William W. Clapp, Joseph T. Buckingham, Theophilus Parsons, George Luut, William
Eloyd Garrison, John Neal, Samuel Bowles, John S. Sleeper, E. C. Bailey, R. Barnwell

Rhett, Rufus Dawes, John Forsyth, George W. Childs, John W. Forney, William M.
Swain, Russel Jarvis, Willis Hall, Cliarles A. Dana, Sidney Howard Gay, Oliver John-

son. John Russell Yotmg, William G. Brownlow, Murat Halsted, Henry Watterson,

jiichard Smith. George Dawson, Thomas Kinsella, Jonas M. Bundy, Hugh Hastings,

Charles E. Smith, and three times as many more quite as deceiving of mention.

Of the inlluence of this aggregation of intellect upon the country we set forth no
opinion. It is certain that the once almost despised journalist wiio took cord-wood
and garden-truck in pay for his 7 by 9 sheet, has risen to the highest social and politi-

cal po.sition. While about the last class of citizens who are willing to do as they ask

olhers to do—assume office and discharge its duties—not a few of them have been

chosen to sucli duties by the people. No professional journalist has yet been president

of the United States, but one has been vice-president; a few have been governors of states;

a large number iiave been United States senators and members of congress; some of them
hav(; heen ministcM's to foreign countries, and several have declined that honor. One is

Jiow a cabin(;t officer. In the; 41st congress there w^ere 8 editors in tlie senate and 26 in

the house, the spcidicr being one of them. In the succeeding congresses the numbers
liave been about the same. The proportions iu most of the state legislatures are consid-

<*rably largf;r.

Some of the prominent features of modern journalism, besides the dominant idea of

the news and all the news, are the fullness of r(!ports of matters of i)ublic im{)orlance.

When the news of the great battle of Waterloo reached London, the Time.H told the storv

in less than half a column. Such an event to-day would occupy twenty or thirty col-

umns. Tlie resources of journalism were w(!ll exemplilied iu our rebellion, when "extras"

were issued almost hourly on important (xicasions, and the ])ress was constantly in

motion. Modern r(!porting is nearly perf(!Ct; but that does not satisfy the newH])apers,

and it lias been suppl(!ment,ed by a system of endless and minui(! incjuiry known as
" interviewing," whereby all men who are suspected of knowing anything of any particu-

lar matter are visited byVeporters and questioncid and cross-tjuestioned until the last item

of information has been (jxtracted; and this not only in matters of fact but in matters of

opinion. Journalism compels the world to staiul and testify on every conceivable topic

that may, in the journalist's oi>inion. interest the reader. Add to this searching incpiiry

the inevitable editorial comment, and it must appear that the; research and the combina-
tif)ns of facts, opinions, and speculations thenjon by modern journalism are as com])letc

and as exhaustive;, though not as guarded, as the most formal and satisfactory trial in a

court of justice. This " interview" is a kind of moral rack on which any nuin nuiy be
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ptretc'.hecl -withoiit a moment's warning. V/hether its results are good or bad, we leave

otliprs to judiro,

A country that admits into citizenship all people and all nations must naturally

produce a polyglot press. The English language is our lawful inheritance; French or
Spanish were houglit. or annexed ; German, tlie Scandinavian tongues and some others
c^me with immigration; and Indian languages are indigenous. At the l)eginning of

1880. there were of journalistic publications in the United States, besides English, about
220 Grcrman; 35 French; 25 Spanish; 25 Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish; 10 Bohemian,
10 Hollandish; 5 Welsh; 2 Portuguese; 2 Polish; 1 Hebrew, 1 Cherokee, and 1 Choc-
taw; and, we Ix'lieve, a journal in raised letters for the blind, making 16 or 17 different

languages, to wJiich may be added old Irish, or Erse, to which some journals devote a
portion of their space.

The burden of the press in such a land is naturally political; and a gi'eat majority of
the newspapers are committed to one or another party; a few claim to be inde])endent.

but absolute independence of parties is a difficult jwsition to maintain, and the only
really independent journals, politically speaking, are those and those only which never
meddle witii politics, parties, or candidates at all. Next to political journals, in mmiber
and importance, are those devoted to religious or sectarian interests. Of these there are
in the United States about 450, and many of them have very extensive circulation.

Every sect amounting to a " denomination," except the Shakers, has its voice in journal-
ism. The city of New York may serve as a sample of the whole country. There are
issued in that city about 50 religious or sectarian journals and magazines; of these 9 are
Roman Catholic, 8 Union Evangelical, 7 Protestant Episcopal, 3 Baptist, 3 ]Methodi5.t, 3
Jewish, 2 Presbyterian, 2 Congregational—or Union under Congregational management,
2 Dutch Reforme<l, one each for the Disciples, Swedenborgians, Lutherans, and Unita-
rians; 4 '* non-sectarian," and 1 freethinker. Religious journalism, now of great extent
and importance, is of recent origin, dating back only to the beginning of 1810, when the
Boston Recorder was .started, with Sidney J]. Morse as editor. The Bicorrfer wsis long
ago merged in 'ihe Coiifjvcfjntlonalvit. The .Chriatinn \'i'o1chman, now The Wafchman
and Jieftector,i\ho of Boston, was started in 1819 by Baptists; the Nar York Ob.''c?Ter

(Presbyterian) in 1820 by Morse, who Jiad left the Ucc^ordcr, and one of his brothers;
Zion's Herald {^lliiWxoiWi^y)^ Boston about the same time; the Christian li-ffii^tir (Vmttif
rian), 1821; tiie Vhrisfuiii Intdl/r/ericer (Dutch Reformed), 1830; the ErancdM (Presby-
terian) in 1833; the Unixiu(7i Adrocate mid Jourmd (^Methodist Episcopal), by the M. i^
Book C'oncern in New York, about 1835.

Illustrated journals have in late years greatly improved, and in some notable instances,
such as Harper's Journal of CimUzation, have" taken the front rank in perf»flion of
artistic workmanship and in extent of circulation. Others are the ChriMuin Widly,
Frank Ledums lUudraied Nnrftpaper, and among magazines tlie monthlies issued by
Appleton, Scribner, and the Harpers. Distinctive comic journalism has never tlourished
for any considerable time, though at present it is fairly under way. A hundred Punches
have been born, but very few lived to celebrate an anniversary of their natal day.
P>usiness and trade have a strong showing among journals, there being scarcely a calling
of any importance that has not fi'om one to a dozen typographic mouthpieces. There
are hundreds of journals devoted exclusively to finance andconimerce in general. Special
branches have their organs: as banking, life, fire, m.arine. and accident insurance, real
estate, mining, railways, milling, engineering, building, upholstery, lumbering, prices-
current, mechanics in general, glass, crockery, iron, learlu r, boots* and i-hoes,"iobacco,
cotton, gas, wines and liquors, telegraphing, brewing, chemistry, microscopy, phonog-
raphy, photograph3', bricks and potter}', carpet trade, drugs, harness, carriages, watches-
and clocks, car-building, plumbing, sewing-machines, })ublishing, printing, etc. Journals-
are devoted to legal affairs, to sports and games, to art and nuisic, to thefashior.s, to this

army and navy, ndlitia, etc. Agricultin-e and horticulture engage the attention of more
than a hundred journals and magazines; medicine and surgery of about sevent}'; aif-aira-

concerning colleges, schools, and education generall}', of more than a hundred; about
forty are intendecl for children and youth; masonic and other secret societies have tkeJrr
organs: indeed, it would be ditlicult to find any business, as.-^ociation, or prominent entea*-*-

prisc that has not its journalistic means of comnumication with the world. In all ,thi»-

maze of pur])o-es one business is never overlooked— that of criticism. Every intcrest,f.

business, profession, party, sect, scarchingly criticises every other purpo.'^e. act, pci-son»
and thing. Not only the regidar literary and critical pV.blications, but every news,
political, and trade journal considers criticism among the first and most important t>f:its

functions. Unrestrained by anj- other will than his own. every Avriter is free- to anaigft,
try, convict, and condemn everybody else—and it must be adniitted that the privileg^. is

most literally and liberally used.

AMERICAN LITERATURE. That the earliest literature of the part of America
now comprising the United States should be distinctly English was inevitable, liiis wa.>j

the case until near the clo.se of the 17ih c, when the vigorous and prolific Increase Mathei*
came before the world with his theological works. niurdK^ing 85 in all. Mather Avas the
first native writer of any considerable fame. He Avas the son of Richard Mathej-. a stui-dy
nonconformist -divine, who came herein 1636, and was soon afterwards the pastor of.u

Am. Ad.—8
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church in Dorchester, Mass., where Increase was born In 1639, The father lived to be
86 years old, and was in the ministry 66 years. But father and sou were eclipsed by the
more prolitic and more famous son of Increase, Cotton Mather, the autlior of Magnalia
Chriisti Americana, or Ecckisiadical Hiatory of iSew Englandfrom its First Plaictiny in the

year 1620 nnto the year of our Lord 1698. He was an early and late believer in the reality

of witchcraft, and opposer of it as a work of Satan; a tlieologian of the strictest Puritan
type; an uncompromising defender of the religion of the day; while for fecundity he
rivaled the most famous of the authors of England. An incomplete catalogue of his

works numbers 882 separate publications, and there remain six great folio volumes of
closely written MSS. that no one has had courage to print, and few have had courage to

read. He was b. in Boston, Feb. 12, 16G3, and d. Feb. 13, 1728; was a graduate of
Harvard college, and used his pe-n not only for religion and against Satan and the witches,
but as an earl}' advocate of temperance; he wrote and preached for seamen, instructed
negroes, set an example of abolishing tlogging in schools b}' substituting moral suasion
in his own family, and wrote extensively upon historical subjects. He was named after

John Cotton, another voluminous theological cpntrovertist, whose daughter was Cotton
Mather's mother, but John Cotton was English-born and 48 years old when he came to

America. He was noted for using the long and quahit title then in vogue among writers
of religious tracts and books.

The earliest literary work in the English language in the colonies was a translation of
Ovid's Metamorphoses, made in Virginia by George Sandys, the treasurer of the Virginia
company. It was written in the earliest years of the settlement, probably begun in 1607,
and printed in London in 1G2G. In coming before the public Sandys was anticipated
by capt. John Smith, who published in 1608 an account of the new colony; in 1612 a
map of Virginia and description of the country; in 1616 a description of New England;
and in 1620 New England's Trials.

The foundation of the literature of a new world was laid on the 28tli of Oct., 1638,
when the general court at Boston voted £400 toward a school or college. Two years
later John Harvard, an English clergyman of superior education, who had been scarcely
a year in the colony, gave twice as much money and a library of 320 volumes—a great
collection for those times—in aid of the "school or college." Thus began Harvard
college, at Cambridge, Mass., of which Increase Mather was the first native president.
Around this venerable institution and its co-laborers, William and Mary, and Yale, and,
later, Princeton and Columbia, cluster the names and the works that created American
literature.

There are many curiosities that mark the early period, such as the Bay Psalm Book,
the first volume of importance printed in the colonies, Cambridge, 1640. In this curious
Avork the struggle between literal translation and what we sliould now call respectable
English was disastrous only to the language. The reading of some of the p^salms in

church to-day would provoke laughter tit for a comedy theatre. Another curious work
was Tlie Simple Cobbler of Agawam in America, etc., printed in London in 1646. The
-rathor was Niithaniel Ward, pastor of a church at Ipswich. His work was a caustic
review of English state, church, and social affairs, with occjisional liits nearer home.
Other English-American writers before the Mathers were Thomas Hooper, the theologian

;

John Winthrop, iirst governor of Massachusetts, wlio wrote tolerable verses; Williani
Bradford, also governor and versifier; Roger Williams, the champion of toleration and
i'ounder of Ithode Island and tlie Providence plantations; Jolui Eliot, the "apostle to

tlie Indians," who translated the Bible into the language of the native tribes; Anne
I5radstreet, author of the first volume of poems published in JSew England (daugliter of
Tliomas Dudley, the second governor of the Massachusetts colony) ; Peter Folger (maternal
grandfather of Benjamin Franklin), who wrote in (;lumsy rhyme ^4 Looking (UaxHfor the

'rimes, or tlu) Former t>]drit of New England reoinedin this Generation; Michael Wiggles-
worth, theologian, autlior of quaint religious verse. Then came the Arathers, father, son,

and grandson, where indeed " the last shall b(^ first." under Avhose shadows march in

dim eclips(; a host of miscellaneous writers. Tlie first name that stands Ibrtii on the list

is that of Cadwalladcr ('olden, quite out of the New England pale, a native of S(;otlan(l

ftnd a resident of the colony of New York, who left an exccUuxt Jlistory of the FiveLidian
Nationx, and some works on scientific; subjects.

Entering the IHth c. , we come at once \i\Hn\ a name that towers high above all pre-

ceding, anrl in metaphysics and religious criticism above nearly all f(')llowing American
nara(;s, the last and great(;st of tlie Puritan ai)osM('s, tlu; Boanerges of (-alvinisni.

Jonathan Edwards, only son in a family of fourlecn children, whose inlluencu^ still

[Hirmeates New England, where his Hie was spent, and whose; name is tn'asiircd in the

college of New Jers(!y. over wlii<:h he jircsidcd lor the last few nionlhs of his life. This
is nfjt the place to record Ids jiistory. His influence was not conliiuHl to this country,

.

but was long a living power in all English theology, Edwards has been called by sonio

admirer " the first man of the world during the second (piarter of the; 18th century."

His styl". though not always lu(;id. is vigorous; his ehxiuence was fervid, and his life

mode it and sinipU;. Ten large volumes comjjrised his share of American lilerature.

The most famous of his works is known as Edwards on the Will. A singular event

v/ill illustrate both his modesty and his ])ow(!r: Oiic(; when Whitfield, the wonderful
preac^ier, failed to appear as api)ointed, Edwards, a young man almost unknown in
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person to the public, took the place of the expected orator. He nattirally thought tliat

uiaiiy of the audience would leave, but they did not; tliey soon became attentive, and
perfect silence reigned. Tliey were soon chained to his words; tlien, as was tlie custom,
one after another rose to hear more perfectly; then they all rose, and pressed around,
him, and before he concluded, sobs and tcai's attested the power of simple argument
modestly delivered. Edwanis was b. in Conn., Oct. 5, 170'S, and d. March 22, 1758.

It has been the habit of some Euglish writers to say that there is no such thing as
American literature, assigning as their reason that tiie samen<3ss of language makes it

impossible, since it is all English literature. However, even those writers graciously
admit that there are American authors, and unanimously name Jonathan Edwards as
one. The name next following is that of Benjamin Franklin, whom, it is safe to say,

all the world will admit to have been the most American of Americans. His career
and works, literary and political, in philosophy, in social economies, and in diplomacy,
are too well known for juore tlian mere mention. Every child knows, or should know,
the story of the poor apprentice who "tore the lightning from heaven and the scepter
from tyrants, "and left to American literature the wisdom of an hon»;st and a great mind.
The struggle for liberty opened in the third quarter of the 18th c, and tinged for
a time all spoken and written literature. With Edwards the domination of theolog}',

which had continued from the landing of the Pilgrims, passed away, and philosophy
and belles-lettres began to have audience. But the revolution suspended literary activity,

except in the political sphere, and the names next after Franklin belong to the forum
as well as the printed page. Prof. John W inthiop, of Harvard, intervened with lectures

on earthquakes, storms, astronomy, and miscellaneous themes; and capt. Benjamin
Church wrote a Ilintori/ of King Pldlip\ War. William Livingston, governor of Xew
York in 1776, was a notable writer for tlLe new.spapers, and author of a heav\'^ didactic
poem. Ezra Stiles, president of Yale college, left 45 volumes of diary and manuscripts.
The first woman author after Anne Bradstreet, in our annals, was Mercy Warren
(daughter of col. James Otis, of Barnstable, Mass.), who wrote The Adnlxitoi', a political

satire; Tlie Sack of Rome, and T}ie Ladies of Castile, works highly commended by John
Adams.

Reaching the critical period of revolution, we pass hastily over the remainder of
the century, necessarily mingling together orators and writers, James Otis was the
oldest of the revolutionary leaders, a ready writer and a remarkable speaker. John
Adams was early in the war of words. On the royalist side,

'

' parson Petei*s " (the Kev.
Sanmel Peters) wrote, at a later jxaiod, a caustic Jliaior)/ oj Conjucdcut, full of wit and
malice, and not bound by the truth, Thomas Paine must rank highest among those
M'ho contributed not only to our political emancipation but also to oiir literary fame.
Fiancis Hopkinson, satirist, and AVilliam Bartram, traveler in the souUieru colonics
must be mentioned, the latter for his admirable descriptive powers. Thomas Jellerson;
Josiah Quincy, jr.; Jeremy Belknap, distinguished clergyman; Lindley Murmy, who^e
grammar was the bete noir of our grandfathers and grandmothers; John Ja}', lluguenot
jurist; Benjamin Rush, physician and philosopher, friend of Franklin; Richard Rush,
diplomat; William 0. Redlield, meteorologist; Jonathan. ^I. Sewall, poet; Hugh H.
Brackenridge, politician, judge, and s.itirist— these bring us to John Ti-umbuil, the
author of McFingal, the best imitation of II>uW)ras ever produced, and of llie Fwr/reititof
Dullness, an elaborate epic poem. Then come John Ledyard. one of the most distinguished
of travelers; and Philip Freneau, the first American poet of real fame, a prolitic and
gifted writer, from whom the fastidious Canipl>ell deigned to borrow. James 3Iadison
and Gouverneur Morris must be mentioned; and tiien Timothy Dwight, president of
Yale college, theologian and poet. We now tiud in the foreground a dark shade char-
acteristic of our country—Phillis, a full-blooded African, brought here when a child,
bought in the Boston slave market by a Mrs. Wheatly, whose mime she took; a prodigy
of intellect, and a poet of no mean order, complimented by Washington and by men of
high position in New England. Another writer of the period was Benjamin Thompson^
a student of science, better known as count Rumford; another poet was David Hum-
phries, household and camp companion of Washington. He is followed by our tirs-t

epic poet, whose works are still read, Joel Barlow.'^author of TAe Virion of Cdumbns,
and The Hasty Padding, Chief justice John Marshall's name brings us back to sober
prose in his Life <of Washington, Hannah Adams wrote a Histoi-y of Xac England;
Henry Lee wrote Memoirs of the War in- the Southern pari of the Unikd States; Royal
Tyler follows, a wit, a poet, and a chief justice, who wrote in one moment the gravest
legal opinions and in the next the most delightful squibs.

And now we reach the name of a man whose untimely taking oft was the destruction
of the federal party, and doubtless changed the partisan complexion, if not the theory,
of our government—Alexander Hamilton, Washington's raentor and chief reliance, the
Ajax of federalism. Hamilton's writings are chiefly political, but they are characteris-
tically American, and of the highest order of composition. Fisher Ames, the federal
leader in congress, wrote political essays, and pronounced before the Massachusetts legis-
lature a noble eulogy upon AVashington. Noah AVebster appears, who, if not a literary
magnate himself, was the cause and aid of literature in others. Jedediah Morse gave-
the country its lirst geographical works soon after the establishment of the governuTcnt.
Albert Gallatin is a name deservedly famous in diplomac\- and asawriter on liiiauce. Fraiv-.
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cisWayland, president of Brov/n university, left an undying Treatise on Iluman Bespaj^
sii/iUti/. wwd oihcT Avorks. James Kent gave us Cimnnentarks on Amcricdn JArw,Vi\\\v\\

conipe'lcd the Edinbiuvjli liemew to say of him and t'tory, "They have done more tliun

any other men to put an end to the indittVrenee of Englisli huvyers lo the learning of
their American bretlircn." Kent was of New York; and a))()ut thi.s time that city iiad a
savant of rare intellectual ability in Dr. Samuel L. Mitchell, and a historian and dramatic
author of note in William Dunlap, At the same time the whole land, and English
people everywhere, were honored with the tirst American ornithologist, Alexander VVi!-

Bon—a Scotchman, however, by birth. His seventy-volume OrnitlioUxjy is a standai 1

work. But we must close the century by rapid mention of John i^uincy Adam-,
3'oung but becoming known as a writer; De Witt Clinton, beginning to be heard from-,.-

Josepli Dennic, jouruali3t,author,and critic, the "Lay Preacher" of a monthly publication

;

David Kittenhouse, astronomer and mathematician, of whom high authority said, "We
should place him in point of scientitic merit second to Franklin alone;" and, to tinish

the century and the revolutionary era, we name the tirst American novelist, Charles
Brockdcn Brov/n, a PJiihidelphian, whose Quaker ancestors came over with William
Penn. Brown's Wielaad, or the Traiuformiitlon (179S), Ormand, or the Secret Witiwfis

(1799), and Arthur Jfervya (1800), are works of acknowledged merit, and he is highly
eulogized by Prescott.

1 he earliest American name of note in the book-making of the 19th c. is William
Wirt, a Maryland lawyer, author of Letters of a British ISpij, and an admirable Life of
Patrick ILnry, attorney-general of the United States, and once a candidate for presi-

dent. About the same time the country was amused by Thomas Green Fessenden, who
sent forth Terribld Tractoriation, a satire on the wonderful medical discovery of metallic

tractors; also political satire; and a humorous story in verse called The Country Lovers,

which was republished in England. In theological writing the names of Archibald
Alexander and Lyman Beecher are conspicuous; and amidst this abundance of serious-

ness and £^atirc comes the learned, pleasant, and genial John James Audubon, the
distinguished American ornithologist and naturalist, of whose great book Cuvier said,

"It is the most magniliccnt monument tJiat art has ever erected to ornithology."
In the days of these men and tlij^ir immediate successors, literary activity was sup-

pressed by the political events of the hoiu'. We had barely escaped war with France in

Jefferson 3 administration, but did not escape one with England in Madison's. There
could be little of importation I'rom abroad, and the means for producing books at home
were primitive and restricted, Our next literature was necessarily for the most part

political, and the forum was its place of expression. There we find Henry Clay, Cal-

i^oun, and, somewhat later, Webster and Benton. But during or after the war, wc hear

iYMjy such writers as Henry M. Breckenridge (History of the Second War with Great

Britain); Mo.sts Stuart, the father of American biblical criticism; William Ellcry Chan-
ning, Iheolof^'ian, aud writer on many subjects, of whom it was said in Fiazer's Magazina
"Chani^in^ is unqucijtionubly the tirst v.'j-iter of the {;ge. From his writings may bo

exlraC'cdsome of the rJchest poetry and richest conceptions clothed in language unfortu-

nately for oui" jiterature loo little studied in the days in which we live." Then Timothy
Flint first ma/le tis acquaiuted with the valley of the Mississii)pi; and Ilcnry Wheaton.

m his History of the North Men, gave tis our tirst knowledge of the people who discovered

Qjxcl dwelt in America iive ccntiiries before Columbus made the second discovery.

Both the political and literaryD olds now l)egan to glow with the ri.sing fame of Daniel

Weh:tcr and Thomas JUirt P^entoii, for years the eastern and western stars in the galaxy

of AmLvican statesmen, while Clay and Calhoun shone steadily from the south. The
fr^e ddy of American literiitu re was at hand; the sun that was to rise never again to set

'^liilp V/p arc a nation was ii^'hting the morning liorizon—the littnary .sun, that came in

>£v;9r5o;i of Washington Irving. Born alter the revolution and of age just as the see-

on

niany
/irst *iuth HJt.in our days, and whose abus.e foreigners choose to call the great blot upon

i^i'.i"'.i abus. Vuturc.' ' W'<c presume there will be no ^()le ugainst accepting Ikedrick

'iCAt
CG;jS]>ic,iou ^'^

A"*.^^"^,^^T he has earned a lame wider than nny author of modern

^ina'.?:^. ^^'^P"^<lr
-'^ '^

V' s Vn^nitiH .sj'/ail survive., through cmturies to corne. and only

fi/n ; 4'^''fe"C; he/j
'^

' Amon'- ppcts of iiote at tlus period are (Jharlcs Sprague,
^i ncs The crcS. ^^S""' a t UUhorso 'Hepry Timrod. aiui Jo.hn G. C. P,rainerd. whoso

^Zl^'l^ -'^W«^ '^Sli^in \n 1^; -iiUl>y ^ohn a WWMicr. In John Howard
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Payne we hnd a precocious? but gifted dramatist; in Henry Rowe Pchoolcraft a diligent

student and historian of the Indians; in Henry C. Carey an able political econoniist; in

John Neal a poet and critic, and tlie first writer on American literature for foreign read-

ers (in a series of articles in Blackwood); in Jared Sparks a careful and voluminous iii.s-

torian; in Edward Kobinsonan accomplished biblical scholar; and in William Ware a

writer of classical romances.
William Cullcn Bryant led the modern army of American poets by the publication

of 'Ihanatopais in 1816, immediately followed by Joseph Kodman Drake, Fitz Greene Hal-

leck, James G. Percival, and Maria Brooks. In the same period, or soon after, we find

John P. Kennedy, the novelist, with Swallow Barn and Ilanie Shoe Robinwn; Horace

Mann on education; George Bush in biblical lore and Hebrew grammar; George Ticknor

in llutory of Spa luah Literature; James K. Paulding, co-laborer with Irving; Washing-

ton Allst'on, painter and poet; Robert C. Sands, in history and fiction; and minor lights.

Edward Everett, his brother Alexander H., William Prescott, and George Bancroft

form the front rank of modern American historians, and at least three of them have won
deservedly high renown; and later in the same department appear John L. Ste})hens,

Richard Hildreth, John R. Biodhead, J. Lothrop Motley, and Francis Paikman. In

lighter literature we find George P. Morris, George D. Prentice, Theodore S. Fay,

William Gihnore Simms, Nathaniel P. Willis, Joseph C. Neal, Charles Fenno Iloifnian,

and Willis Gaylord Clark. George P. Marsh has written upon Scandinavian languages;

S. G. Goodrich (Peter Parley) lor'' the young; George B. Cheever on political and moral

reform; Ralph Hoyt some unique poems; "Robert T. Conrad successful dramas; Eiihu

Burritt (the "Learned Blacksnnth") his reflections; Alfred B. Street pastoral poetry;

Wiliiam W. Story a volume of poems; Edwin P. W'hipp'.e critical essays; Donald G.

Mitchell ("Ik Marvel") pleasant essays; Frederick S. Cozzens similar works; George W.
Curtis the Potiphar Papers; William Allen Butler, Kothinr/ to Wear; Robert Dale Owen
on mysticism; A. L. Youmani: on chemistry and other sciences; Richard Grant White

on S/takeapeare, iind criticisms on grammar and Avoids; Wiliiam T. Adams (" Oliver

Optic") for boys and girls; J. T. Trowbridge poems and domestic stories; and A. Brou-

Hon Alcolt on educislion and philosophy.
Four distinguished American poets are living at this writing—Henry W. Longfellow,

John G. Whittier, Oliver Wendell Holmes, and J. Ru.ssell Lowell. Among other poets

to be menti()n(;d are Edgar A. Poe, T. Buchanan Read, G(.-oige H. Boker, Iviehard H.
Stoddard, Thomas B. Aldrich, Edmund C. Stedman, Henry T. Tuckerman, and Joaciuiu

Miller. Of humorists v/e have had lieut. Derby ("John Phoenix"), Mortimer M.
Thompson (" Doesticks"), Charles G. Lelaud in the Jlantf Brcitnian Ballada, John G.

Saxe, Samuel L. Cleraens ("Mark Twain"), Francis Bret Harte, and a host of minor
writers.

In both poetry and philosophy few names rank as liigh as that of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, everywhere acknowledged as the first of idealist and speculative reasoners.

He is in some degree lollowed by Henry D. Thoieau. The name of Nathaniel Haw-
lhorr„ author of Twice Told Talei, The Scarlet Letter, The House of Seve7i GuIjIcs, and The

Marb.^ Faun; of Theodore Parker, Willam H. Channuig. Richard H. Dana, jr.. Bayard
Taylor, Josiaii G. Holland. James Partou, Henry Ward Beecher, Theodoie Winthrop,

Thomas W. iligginson, Charles Dudley Warner, Moncure D. Conway, Edward Eggle-

slon. William D. Howells, and of many others still busied in literature, will occur to the

intelligent reader,

American literature owes much to woman. In no other country are there so^ many
female writeis, or so large a proportion of women of superior education. We have

casually mentioned a few names, but there are many more that .should be noted
Anne Bradstreet was the earliest, wriling poems soon after the landing at l^lymoutb.

Ann Eliza Schuyler (Mrs. John J. Bleecker) wrote a tragc dy and poems just before the

revolution. Hannah Adams, b. 175G, the first American woman to devote herself entirely

to literature, wrote a History ofNew EngUtnd, a History of the Jews, and Views on lleliyioiis

Opinions. Susannah Iiowson, I), about 1762, was the author of Charlotte Temple, the

most popular story of the early part of this century, also of other stories, an ojieia, farces,

poems, and sacred history. Tabitha Gilman (Mrs. Samuel Tenney), b. 116'2. Avas the

author of Female Qui.wtisnt; Eliza Leslie, b. 1787, was the first American v,oman who
wrote stories for the young; Sarah Josepha Buell (Mrs. David Hale), poet and editor of

the Le(dy\s Book, wvoiQ Sket~ehes (f Avie}'ic((n Characicr, Skxtchestf all Distinyuished M'o)ncn^

and many tales and poems; Lydia Huntley (Mrs. Charles Sigourney), b. 1791. was for

many years the foremost authorof her sex in the country, and the first American woman
to become well known abroad by her works; Caroline Ilarwood plrs. I^^amuel Gilman)
produced poems, ballads, and sketches; Maria Gowen, or ]Mrs. jMaria Brooks (" ^Maria

del' Occidenie"), b. 179;"), was the author of Zophiel, or the Bride of Seven, a weird 3tory

in verse in seven cantos, and of various poems of merU, including Idomen, cr the Vale of
Yurnun, in which she tells the story of her singularly romantic life; ]\Irs. Follen, widow
of prof. F., who was lost in the burning of the ^iolww-howi Ixwington, in 1840, was an
interesting writer. The name of Cathai-ine ]\I. Sedgwick stands deservedly high, and
her works, .'I New Englarui lale, Bed-wood, Hope Leslie, 'The Linwoods, and others are

held in esteem. Mrs. Ilannah F. Lee's Tnree E,e^pennients in Living won great [)o;ui!arity.

Maria J.Mcintosh ("xiuut Kitty") wrote tales for children, stories for o.dcr f.Lki.-,
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IVoTiian in America, and other ^voJ•k>. Lydia 3Iaria Francis (Mrs. Lydia Maria Child) is

n name widely known and honored tor works adapted to the household, books of biog-

raphy, and excellent Lctiei's from New York. Tlie sisters Jaicretia 31aria and Margaret
]SIillJr Davidson were remarkable instances of precocity inverse and prose. ]VIrs. Emma
C. Embury, daughter of Dr. J. 11. >[anley, wrote a volume of poems and many prose

sketches.
* Caroline Lee Whiting (Mrs, llentz) excelled in the same line, Sarah Helen

Power (Mj's, Whitman) published a volume of ] oems of superior merit, llamiah F.

Gould's name is familiar to all readers of verse, Margaret Fuller (Countess Ossoli),

whose melancholy fai^ by shipwreck is not forgotten, was one of the most terse and
vigorous of American writers, a thorough scholar, and a critic of rare ability in art, liter-

ature, and social science, Mrs, Ann S. Stephens is another poi)ular author, her latest work
l)eing a Pictorial History of the Warfor the Union. Frances Sargent Locke (Mrs. F. S.

Osgood) is a well-known writer of verse and prose, sketches, and of a drama. Elizabeth

Oakes Prince (Mrs, E. Oakes Smith) has published poems, a number of stories, and two
tragedies, one upon a purely American theme, called Jacob Leider,YQ\A\mg to the politico-

religious rebellion in JSTew York in 1689. Caroline M. Stan.sbury (Mrs. C. M. Kirklnnd)
wnjte books and letters descriptive of the west as it was 40 years ago; also critical essays

and lireside books, full of common-sense and keen insight of character.

Coming to modern days, we meet the name of Harriet E . Beecher(Mrs. H, B, Stowc),

whose Uncle Tom's Cabin has had a wider reading than any other book written by a

woman. She is the author of many other works of lictjpn and fact, and of a

volume of poems, Elizabeth F, Lummis (Mrs, E, F. Ellet) has written Women of the

American llcwlution. Pioneer Women of the West, Women Artists, Queens of American
Society, Brides and Widows of the Bible, and lighter works. Anna Cora Ogden (Mrs. A.
C. ^lowatt, and Mrs. Ritchie) is remembered as an actress of ability, and as author of

Mimic Life, of the comedy of Fashion, and various stories. "We hastily pass on, mention-
ing Mrs. 3Iary E. Hewitt's Heroines of History, and verses; Mrs. Enmia D. E. N. South-

W(j;th's thirty-five volumes of novels; Susan AVarncr's Wide, Wide W^orld, Queechy, and
Hill'< of the Shatemuc; her sister Anna's Wayfaring Hymns; Mrs. Emily C. Hudson's

(•'Fanny Forester") Villaye Sketches, and verses; Anna C. Lynch's (Mrs. Botta) Handbook

of Universal Literature; and Caroline M. Fisher's (Mrs. C. M. Sawyer) verses. About
89 years ago, Mrs. Amelia B. Welby was one of the most popular of Amei'ican poetic

•v.riters, and Lucy Hooper, who died nt the age of 25, was the literary light of Long
Island. Mrs, Estelle Anne Lewis has published many poems here and in Europe, letters

of travel and on literature and art, and several dramas, one of which was accepted by
Kistori; Julia Ward (]Mrs. S. G. Howe) will be oftenest remembered by one of the least

poetical of her universally excellent poems

—

Tite Battle Hymn of the Hcimblic; she has
published Passion Flowers, her first volume of poems; Wordsfor the Hour, a second
poetical volume; Hippolytus, a Tragedy, and many prose contributions in magazines and
newspapers. The names of Alice Bradley (Mrs. Alice B. Neal, and Mrs. Haven), of

Misses Catherine and Eleanor W^are, of Sarah S. Jacobs, and Mrs. Elizabeth C. Kinney,
bring us to Sarah Jane Clarke (Mrs. Lippincott, or " Grace Greenwood "), whose lectures

and letters from abroad are well known to cultivated people. Her juvenile stories have
been repeatedly published, and widely read. We scarcely need mention the Carey
sisters (Alice and Phtt^be), so much in print 30 years ago. mainly in verses of the quiet

domestic kind; or ('arolinc Cheesebro's Dreamland by Daylight and TJttle Cross-Bearers;

or Mrs. Eliza W. Farnham's philanthropic writings. Mary L. Booth, editor of Harper's

Bazar, has won deserved fame as a historical writer; Louisa Chandler Moulton as sketch

writ(;r, critic, and correspondent; Mrs. Julia C. U. Dorr for novels and poems; Mar}'

Ch.'iimier for sketches of life in Washington, .and Outlines of Men, Woinen, and "Things;

Margaret T, Preston for poems; Helen Fiske Hunt ("H. IL") for excellent verse. Bits of
Trav.il, Bits of Talk about Home Matters, and magazine articles; Elizabeth Akers Allen

("Florence Percy") for Rock me to Sleep, Mother, and other poems of wide popularity;

Louisa .May Alcott for Hospital Slcetchen, novels, stories for children, and sketches of

travel; Harriet Prescott Spofford for novelettes and stories; Sarah M. B. T'iatt for poetr}';

3'tary Virginia Tcuiiune ("Marion Harland ") for a long list of novels; Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps foi- Ihe Gates Ajar, The Silent Partner, and many .short stories; and CeliaThaxter
for poems. Of sketch writ(;rs for literary journals no one has surpassed Sarah Payson
AVillis, wife of James Parton. sister of N. P. Willis (" Fanny Fern"), whose; .sensible and
often caustic short artich^s in th(.> New York Ledger were deservedly famous. Mary
Abigail Dodge ("Gail Hamilton") has employed a pungent pen in many articles on
political and social subj(!Cts for magazines and journals, and in volumes of sketches and
essays. This list of women authors might be greatly eidarged, but mimes enough am
given to show that the sex contributes its full share to the instruction and gratilication

of the reafling public.

In consid(;ring American literature the newspapers nnist not be overlooked. In no
other country have the dailv or weeklv journals anything like so broad a field and so

great an inlluence. It is qufte probable that there aic to-day published in the rnited

States as many daily and weekly newspajx'rs as in all the world besides, and (piite as

probable that their circulation among less than 50,000,000 of W\v Americans is twice as

great as that 'of all the others among the 2S times as many ))Coj)le who constitute the

population of the rest of the world. In 1835, the daily and weekly newspapers in the
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United States numbered 1258; in 1840, 1404; in 1850, 2033; in 1860, 3543; in 1870, 4809,

in 1879, 7478. The whole number of serials, daily, ti-i-weekly, semi-weekly, bi-weekly,

semi-monthly, monthly, bi-montlily, and quarterly, in 1879, was 8.'i79, an increase in 9
years of 2708, or nearly 50 per cent. The aggregate issues of these prints for one year
are about 2,500,000,000 copies, enough to furnish an average of three papers or m.agazines

each week to every family in the country. In this country, people read newspapers,
whether they read anything else or not. in boats, stages, cars, at rest, at luncli, every-

wliere except in actual-business, or in church, or asleep, one sees the inevitable newspaper
among all classes, from the shop-girl Avith her single weekly story-paper, to the merchant
with all the daily journals within his reach. Suci: universal reading cannot fail to have
a powerful effect upon the literary taste and character of the people, for it must be
understood that the newspapers contain not only the news, but fill a large portion of
their space with essays, tales, poems, discussions, and information, aside from the mere
transactions of tiie day. Then, too, the American press is notably personal, and readers
look to see what this or that editor, rather than this or that journal, has to say; and the
peculiar style of a popular editor is often distinctly impressed upon his readei's. In the
Held of politics the editor of a well-established journal is generally a power, often almo.st

an autocrat; and quite naturally a similar power attaclies to eminent editors in other
fields. Again, a large proportion of eminent editors have been book-makers also, and
as many book-makers have reached the dignity of authors through earlier efforts in the
newspapers. AVilliam Cullen Bryant was both editor and author all his life; so was
Benjamin Franklin for the most of his early life; the Warrens, Adamses, and Quincysof
the revolution wrote for the press; so did James Otis, Alexander Hamilton, Burr' tlie

Clintons, and a throng of statesmen. Freneau, the poet, was an editor; Noah Webster
was an editor; so was Henry Wheaton, who was succeeded by Mordecai M. Noah.
The names of Horace Greeley, Henry J. Raymond, William L. Stone, William Leggett,
Francis P. Blair, Thurlow Weed, James Watson Webb, George D. Prentice. George W.
Kendall, Duff Green, Hezekiah Niles, Henry B. Anthony, John G. Whittier, John C.
Rives, Samuel Bowles, Joseph R. Hawley, Henry "Ward Beeclier, Sidney E. ]Mor.^e,

George W. Childs, Joseph R. Chandler, George P. Morri.s, Nathaniel P. Willis, Edwin
Croswell, MatthcAV L. Davis, AVilliam Cclman, Theodore Dwight, Edward Everett,
Joseph Gales, William Lloyd Garrison, Charles G. Green, Richard Hildreth, Amos Ken-
dall, Charles King, John Neal James K. Paulding, John Howard Payne, William C.
Prime, R. Barnwell Rhett, George Ripley, George \Villam Curtis. Bayard Taylor, Henry
B. Stanton, Thomas Ritchie, Epes Sargent, Isaiah Thomas. Gulian C. Verplanck, Robert
AValsh, Robert C. Winthrop, William Wirt, and many others, dead and liviug, belong
alike to literature and journalism. Many of the mo.st famous authors in the country tirst

felt their way, like Washington Irving, in the new spapers of their time. The intimate
connection between journalism and authorship is manifest, and the great influence of
the newspapers not only in informing the people but in molding their habits of thought
and expression is equally clear. And in late years the character of newspaper writing
has been greatly elevated. The press now demands and secures the best talent, and the
editorial portion of some daily newspapers approaches in careful writing the pages of
Hume and Macaulay.
A glance over the field shows that there was little of pronounced American litera-

ture until near the time of the war for independence. What we had was mostly relig-

ious disputation. The stamp act aroused the people and filled the land with political

literature, some of it of excellent quality ; but there was Ihtle else until long after the
revolution. It should be remembered that tlu; conditions of a new country are never
favorable to literary culture. The man who has to clear away the forests, build his
cabin, and plant and gather crops, knows little of the "groves of Academe." It is not
a little to the credit of Americans that within the first century of the Iiard. practical
work of subduing a wild country, they have found or made leisure to do anything in the
way of high literature. Now a literary class is taking its place as one of the institu-

tions of our social life. Science, art, the profoundest philosophy, the most careful lin-

guistic criticism and study, already challenge for America an equal place with the fore-
most nations of Europe.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, incorporated by the legislature
of New York in 1869, open free, situated near the Central Park, New York. This insti-

tution was begun by private citizens, but is public in its nature, and is constantly
receiving donations from private sources and from ofiicers of the government. In 1874.
a building was begun which wh(!n completed will surround a plot of 18i- acres. The
portion finished is four stories high, with exhibition halls 170 by 60 ft. Among its

attractions are collections of shells, skeletons of rare animals, building stone from Japan,
woods from Bermuda, skeletons of man and other animals, a great variety of living
mammals, birds alive and dead, archaeological relics from the Pacrtic islands, war instru-
ments from savage nations, models of cliif dwellings of Colorado, potterv of the mound-
buiiders, implements from the lake dwellings of Switzerland, stone implements from the
valley of the Somme, skeletons of extinct gigantic birds. Geology is largely represented.
The A. M. is under private management, and is rapidly growing in extent and impor-
Uiiice. See AKCH^:oj.o(iY.
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A:MERICAN river, in n. central California; its n. and s. fork aro in the w. part

of Eldorado county. It flows s.w. and joins the Sacramuuto a Utile above Sacramento

city.

A^IERIGAN WINES are now an important and rapidly incrcasins^ product. When

^ itly

unknown to the leclandejs, and had made a temporary wiue-press ot Imnsell by eatm^

them to Ids till. We hear no more of grapes in America (for the colony of Northmen

did not become permanent) until the middle of the 16th c, when wine was made in

Florida from the wild urapes still so abundant tbere. Grape-grow in.;^ was tried by the

early Enirlish settlers in Viruinia. but did not continue as a business. Thirty years

later, however, wine was made there, and special rewards were oil'ered to sustain the

business. The first English governor of New York in 10G4 gi'anted to one Richards, a

wealthy citizen, the pt ivilege of selling native wines without tax. and he undertook

grape culture upon an extended scale. About the same period wine was made in Dela-

ware, and its production w^as tried but failed under thc^ auspices of Wdliam Penn,

though it succeeded in New Jersey. The early French settlers in Illinois made wine in

considerable quantity before the close of the 18th c. ; and the llarmonisli^, who settled

in Pennsylvania in 1803, being Germans, naturally went into the business, taking it with

them to Indiana. There is hardly a state of the union out of New England in which

grape- growing has not been tried with success. The wine was brought to southern

Califoniia by'^the early Jesuit missionaries, who planted cuttings at first, but as these

did not fulfiil their expectations, they tried the seeds found in raisins, and from these

came the abundant and prolilic Los Angelos grape, the only kind raised in California

\mtil about 1820. This, with a variety supposed to have come from Madeira, is known
as the '-California grape," and makes nearly two thirds of the grape crop of the state.

Within the past dozen years nearly 200 different grapes have been tried in California,

and most of them have done well. There are now some very large vineyards, including

from 100 to 4.30 acres, and from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of vines. S,'>m'j ot

the varieties largely cultivated are the Catawba, Concord, Delaw^are, Diana, Isabella,

and Ives; and of foreign origin, the Black Hamburg, Chasselas. Muscatel, and Tokay.

White, red. and sparkling wines are produced in California. Hock is tine and strong

and mucli in demand; port is dark, sweet, and strong; sherry, muscatel, and Madeira

are made, but not largely. The sparkling wines arc good, but not equal to those of

Europe. The process" of wine making in one of the largest of the California vineyards

is as follows: About Sept. 1, the pickers, each with a basket, begin work, followed by a

wagon to receive their gatherings, which is furnished with boxes each holding 90 lbs. of

grapes. When loaded' with a ton and a half of fruit the wagon is drawn to the press.

The grap'js are first cast into a sieve with meshes about three quarters of an inch squan.;.

This\ieve is the "stemmer," and as workmen with wooden hoes draw the bunches to

and fro, the berries drop through the meshes, and the stems are left in the sieve. From
the stemmer the berries drop into the hojjpcr just l)elow, at the bottom of which are two

rollers, separated from each other about three sixteenths of an inch, one about four

inches more in diameter than the other. As the rollers rotate at the same spc-ed as to

their axes, and one has the greater diameter, it follows that the rate of speed at th(5 cir-

cumference is different. This results in the rubbing of the skin of the grape sullicienlly

to thorouL'hly break it, and, to a certain extent, mash the pulp. Immediately below the

rollers is a receiver, a long wooden box with a false bottom, and into this the brokiMi

berries fall. A large part of the juice drains from them and is jmniped into vats to fer-

laent for the purpose of making white wine. R(!maining in the r(K;eiver is a mass of

jjomace. If n;d wine, such as claret or l)urgun(ly. is desired, this ])omace is placed

ill vats. If white wine only be wanted, then it is taken at once to the ])ress and all the

juice in it extracted. The press presents a remarkable appearance. Imagine a beam 5(5

feet long, \2 inches thick, and 14 inches high, witii one end having aji iron rod run

through and tin; other fastened to a rope running over a pulley. The frame which

liolds down the beam is built of the strongest oak timber and tirndy anchored in the

earth. About three f(!et in front of it stands the press itself, a moval)le box made with

chisps so that it can i)e opened at will, and standing on a bed rather larger than itself.

The nul]) arrives to be pressed, the In.'am is raised by the taekl(>. and the pulp is phiced

in the box. which is about :'><'. ft. square, and :j ft. high. After tlu; l)ox has been tilled,

boards which exactly lix the" box are placed on t(»p of the ])id]). Across them others are

placed, and again and again is this doiw until there are four tiers of wood, each \\v.v

crossing the one below it. Then the long Ixsam is letdown, slowly at first, bnt with

constantly increasing pressure. 'Vlw, tirst thing to be done with the juice is to bring it to

fermentation. For red wine the pomace is not pressed a.'Mt comes from the rc:;eiyer,

but IS placed in a large vat, filling the vat about fonr fifths full. On top is placed ii

cover, held in place by four K(;rews, and jjierced with a great many little holes. On the

wjcond day ihe leriiicntation beLi;ins, and th(i wine conunences to rise through the holes

and sweil up i:i the vat. The pomace being kept d(;wn by tJie cover, and being cov-
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ered with wine, cannot come in contact with the air; if it did it would sour and spoil

tlie wine. At the end of six or seven days the fermentation suhsides, and the wine is

drawn, or " racked," off into casks, wliich are kept full all the time. A second fermen-
tation then takes place, which continues for three or four weeks, during which time the
bung-holes of the casks are kept partly open, to allow the gases to escape; then the wine
is ready for storage. The lees that remain after the wine is racked off are gatliered and
allowed to settle once more, and the second drawing is used to give body to light Avines,

or distilled into brandy. The process of making white wine differs from the former
in only the preliminaries. The juice which runs from the grapes at first and that which
is expressed fr(;m the new pomace is pumped into casks to ferment. The fermentation
begins in about two- days' time, and continues about six or seven days; during that

period it discharges through the bung-liole of the cask a thick, greenish-yellow matter of

the consistency of molasses. This is the vegetable matter reniaining in the wine, and
it has to be cleaned off twice a day. The casks, too, are kept filled with new wine all

the time, in order to prevent any of the vegetable matter «ouring. Fermentation having
ceased, the after operations are the same for both red nnd white. After the wine has
lain in casks four or five months, it is once more racked off into fresh ca^ks, and the
sediment, amounting to about ten per ct., left behind. This is all thrown together and
allowed to settle again. During the first year this racking takes place three times. A
curious thing is tliat during the first year, about the time when the vines l)egin to

throw out their branches, the Avine undergoes what is called the after fermentation,
and changes itself for the last time. During the second year the wine is racked
twice, and during the third once. It is then fit for market.

The grapes used in the manufacture of California sheriy consist of two varieties, the

Bogota and Mission, equal quantities of each being placed in the press. They are allowed
to hang upon the vine until about the middle of IS'ov., when they become dead ripe and
slightly shriveled. They are picked about two hours after sunrise, when thoroughly
dry, and are taken to the press. The juice which flows from the UKichine is very sweet,

and runs into vats placed in the warmest part of the cellar. Here fermentation lakes
place as with other v/inos ; but in order to prolong this process a-" much as possible tiie juice

is stirred three oi" four times a day. The result of this agitation is to produce a strong,

rich, sweet, and heady wine, which is the foundation of future sheny. After live or six

months it is racked off into fresh casks, and tlH\se are taken to a iio't-house. the roof of

which is made of glass, where they are placed upon frames of heavy scantling and
exposed to the heat of the sun. The house is kept at a heat from 130 to 140

' F., and in

this temperature the wine remains for six or eight months. During tlie time, the casks
arc rolled over three or four times every week. This continued exposure to the influence

of heat deveh)psin the wine that dry flavor so much admired by connoi.^seurs of sherry;
it also loses no small part of its strength. The wine, when k linst comes from the vats

in which it is fermented, is one third as strong as brandy, but after it has been
exposed for such a length of time to the action of the sun, part of the alcohol has evapor-
ated and the wine becomes fit for table use. From the hot-house the wine is taken back
to the cellar, where it is kept for six or seven months more at a temperature of about
65°, during which time it often hai)pens that a second and milder fermentation takes
place. If the wine is intended to be cheap sherrj% it is then ready for market. If it is

intended to be a finer and more expensive grade of wine, during the following sum-
mer it is again placed in the hot-house, and subjected to the heat of the sun. lor the

oftener this process of heating and moving the wine is performed—within certain limits

—the finer and better does it become, and the higher is the flavor develojxd.
Another i)rocess o manufacturing sherrv is much more rai)id than lh;tt described,

although the result may not be so satisfactory to a lover of wine. It is called the Searlc

process, and is patented. In it the vats containing the wine are conneited with pipes
and have coils of pipe in them. Through these, steam is forced, and produces the neces-

sary heating of the wine and expulsion of the alcohol. By this process the sherry is

ripened much sooner than in any other way.
The wines of the Atlantic states are in gvont variety, thougli not very abundant.

Nicholas Longworth is remembered as the most active promoter of the n.anufacture of

Catawba wiiu>, which is now widely extended. His vineyard was near Cincinnati, and
there are still extensive grape-growers in Ohio and the states westward, Tiiis grape
grows well around lake Erie, and makes a light-colored wine that is highly a]ipreciated.

bherry of tine quality is made from the Cunningham and Hermann grapes. Some grapes,

such as the Scuppernong, do not thrive in the north, but are largely irrown in tiu- southern
states. At the present time the production of native wines is probably nearly 30,000.000
<5allons per year, of which about one third is from California; and the business is advanc-
mg rapidly.

AMERTCUS, tho co. seat of Sumter co., Ga. ; 70 m. s s w. of Macon, on the

Southwesternrailroad. It has several churches, and a college for women. Pop. '70, 3C59.

AMES. Edward R. d.d. ; 1S06-1879; bishop of the "Methodist Episcopal church. In
1826 he entered Ohio university. In 1828 lie opened a high school at Lebanon. 111., tho

germ of ]\IcI\endree college; in 1830 he became an itinerant preacher of the Indiana con-

ference; he was a delegate to tiie general conference in 1810, and afterwards correspond-
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ing secretary of the missionnry society for the south and we^^t. From 1844 to 1853 he
Wile, presiding eUler of tiie Indiiinu conference, and was elected bishop in 1852. He
>vas tlie first Methodist bishop to visit the Pacific coast. During the war he served on
important commissions for the exchange of prisoners and other work.

A^IES. Fisher : 1758-1808; b. Mass. ; son of Nathaniel Ames; graduated at Harvard
in 1774. He practiced hiw, and went into politics. In 1788 he bore a distinguished
part in tlie Massachusetts convention to ratify the federal constitution, pleading witii

rare eloquence for the adoption of the new organic law. His tirst political ventures were
in essays in the newspapers signed " Camillus" and "Brutus," and, when the author-
ship became known, it gave him a place among the most prominent federalists. When
tlie new government went into o])eration he was the first representative in congress for

the district including Boston, and he served through AVashington's administration, taking
high rank among llie orators of the time. After leaving congress he took no prominent
part in politics, though his pen was frequentl}' employed. He pronounced the eulogy
on AVa.shington before the I\Iassachu.setls legisl-ature. He spent his last years of failing

kealth in retirement. He always had gloom)' forebodings of the destiny of his country,
as, in common with many federalists of his time, he doubted the permanent vitality of a
republican form of government. His orations, essays, letters, etc., have been i)ublislied

by his son. He was attractive in appearance, gentle in manners, and the coruscations
of his wit and imagination were incessant,

AMES, JosEPrr, 1825-72; b. N. H. ; an American portrait painter, working many
years in Boston, where he made portraits of Daniel Webster, Pius IX., Rachel, Rufus
Choate, and others. His Death of Webster is well known.

AMES, William, d.d., 1576-1633; an English independent theologian, fellow of
Christ college, Cambridge; he left England during the reign of James I. to avoid expul-

. sion. became minister of the English church at the Hague, and afterwards occupied the.

divinity chair in Frankener university. He was at Rotterdam, expecting to sail for

America, when his death occurred. He left many important theological works.

AMESBURY, a t. in Essex co., Mass., 40 ra. n. of Boston; pop. '70, 5581. There
are in the town half a dozen woolen mills, nearly 20 carriage factories, a national bank,
and a savings-bank. A. is the home of the Quaker poet John G. Whittier.

A^IGA'. a river of Siberia, rising in the Yablonnoy mountains, running n.n.e. about
400 m. and joining the Aldan, one of the tributaries of the Lena. At Amgin&k its

breadth is 3000 ft.

AMHA'RIC LAXGUAGE, named from the important province of Amhara; the
principal tongue of Abyssinia; with some variations of dialect, used throughout the
kingdom. It is of ancient Semitic stock, and relates to the old Ethiopian or Gees, which
it superseded early in the 14th century. Its alphabet is the Ethiopic with some added
letters; and like that language, it strongly resembles the Arabic, though with the mixture
of many African words. Little is known of the A. L. in literature, though the Bible
has Ijcen ]:)rinted in it.

A^IHERST, a co. in w, central Virginia, between the James river and the Blue ridge;

418 srj.m.; pop. '80, 18,768—6704 colored. It has charming scenery and fertile soil; the
chief products are wlieat, corn, oats, tobacco, and butter. The Virginia and Tennes.seo
railnjad intersects it. Co. seat, Amherst Court House.

AMHERST, a t. in Hampshire co., Mass., 82 m. w. of Boston on a branch of the Con-
necti(Mit river; pop. '70, 4035. It has six or eight churches, four i)ai)er-mills, various
factories, and a weekly newspaper. The scenery is ])ictures(iue, with b(;autiful views of
the Holyoke range and other mountains. The seat of tlu; Massachusetts agricultural

college, with its large greenhouses and the Durfee plant-house, prol)al)l3' the mo.'^t suc-
cessful agricultural .school in the country. Andierst college, founded here in 1821, is

one of the leading institutions of the country. (See Amheijst College and Massaciiu-
BETT8 AgIUCULTUUAL COLLEGE.)

AAHIEKST. Jekfi:iiy, Baron, 1717-07; a British general; present at Fontenoy on the
staff" of gen. Ligonicr, and sent to America in 1758 vitli the rank of major-general.
With Wolfe and I'rideaux Ik; conqtuircd all the strongholds of the French in ('amula, for
which he was thanked by the Hou.se of Commons, and grant(ul the order of K.B. Soon
afterwards he was made coinmandcr-in chief of the English forces in America; in

1763 he was appointed gov(!inor of Virginia, and in 1770 governor of the islands of
Guern.sey, In 1772-82 and 1703-95 he was commander-in-cihief of the British armies,
but, being suf)ers('ded by the duke of York, he was m\n\v. a field marshal. In 177(). he
was made a pe(;r as baron Amherst of llolmesdale, and in 1787 was patented baron
Amherst of Montreal.

AMHERST, WiM-iAM Pftt, Earl of. 1773-1857. In 1816, lie was sent ambas.sador
to ('liina where he refused to perform what he Jhouglit a degradingact of kneeling, called

ko-tou, which was ref{uired of all who would sec; the emixsror. For this he was not
allowed to enter Pekin, and tlw; object of his mission was frustrated. On IIk; way home
ho was wrecked. Another ship in which he returned to England touched at St. Helena,
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where he had several interviews with Napoleon. He was governor-general of India,
1823-28, and was created earl in 1826.

AMHERST COLLEGE, in Amherst, Hampshire co., Mass., was founded, 1821, by
Congregatioualists. Its declared object was, j^ro Chrisiu et ecclesia, the education of
young men for ministerial and missionary labgr. It holds funds which amount to nearly
$100,000, whose income is distributed among indigent students who have the ministry
in view. Its 12 college buildings have cost $800,000. Its laboratories, museums of
science, archa-ology, and art, and its library, contain collections valued at about $loO,000.

The entire property under its control is about $1,100,000, and its annual income from
funds and fees is about $G."5,000. To its funds the state contributed $oO,000: the

remainder has coine fi'om private munificence. The lari^est donations were $250,000 by
William J. AValker; $175,000 by Samuel A. Hitchcock, aiid $150,000 by Samuel Williston.

The college church, a beautiful gothic edifice, was the gift of William A. Stearns, Jr., son
of the late president. The library has 41,000 volumes. The notable collections are: the
Hitchcock collection of ichnology; the Shepard collection of minerals and a remarkably
full collection of meteorites; the Woods collection of geology; the Adams collection of
conchology; the collection of physical apparatus, much of it the work of profes.sor E. S.

Snell, during more than 50 years of continuous labor; the gallery of fine art; the Nineveh
gallery; the museum of Indian relics. The Barrett gymnasium, as managed, is a feature

])eculiar to the institution. All students join in its exercises, under the professional
direction of the professor of hygiene and physical culture. The faculty numbers 25
persons; there are 350 undergraduates, and 254G alumni. The presidents have been,
Zephania Swift Moore, d.d., 1821-23; Heman Humphrey, d.d., 1823-45; Edward Hitch-
cock, D.D., LL.D., 1845-54; William A. Stearns, U.D., ll.d., 1854-76; JTulius H. Seelye,

D.D,, LL.D., 1876, the present incumbent.

AM'ICE, or Amict, a vestment in the Roman Catholic service worn during mass.
It is a square linen cloth laid over the neck and shoulders, originally a protection for
the throat, but adopted as an emblem of the cloth wherewith the Saviour was blind-

folded before his crucifixion. In ancient Rome, the A. was an upper garment worn
over the tunic.

AJ\n'CI, Giovanni Battista, 1784-1863; celebrated as an improver and maker of
astronomical instruments. He was the first to make elli]itical specula to prevent spheri-

cal aberration. He is well known for microscopes with compound achromatic object
glasses. After being professor of mathematics in Modena, he was, in 1831. appointed
inspector-general of the studies of the duchy, and. a few years later, had charge of the

observatory at Florence, where he lectured on mathematics in the museum of natural
history.

AM'IDAS, Philip, 1550-1618; an English explorer. He commanded one of the two
ships sent by (jueen Elizabeth under Arthur Barlow to N. America, coasting up from
Florida, and July 13, 1584, entering Ocracoke inlet. North Carolina, of which country
he gave a most favorable description. The queen called the new land "Virginia."
Amidas was long afterwards in the English marine service.

AMIOT, or AMYOT, Joseph, 1718-94: a Jesuit missionary in China who resided in

Pekin 44 years; spending the time in the study of the Chinese and Tartar literature, and
doing more than all men before had done to ac(juaint Europe witli the knowledge and
thought of the Mongolians. Man\' of his statements were erroneous, but his Tafiir-

3fa.ntchou-French Dictionary was a valuable work. He also wrote a full. and. in the

main, an accurate Life of Confucius, and many essays on Chinese history and science.

AMITE, a CO. in s.w. Mississippi, named from Amite river, flowing through it: pop.
'80, 13.791—6777 colored. It formerly had 700 sq.m.. but has been reduced to form the

CO. of Lincoln. Its surface is uneven; soil fertile; corn, sweet potatoes, rice, and cotton
are produced. Co. seat. Liberty.

AM'MAN, or Ammon, ancient Rabbah, the chief t. of the Ammonites; a ruined city

of Syria, in the pashalic of Damascus, 55 m. n.e. of Jerusalem, on a branch of the Jordan.
It was captured by king David; afterwards ruined, but rebuilt by Ptolemy Philadelphus
and named Philadelphia. As late as 300 a.d., it was prosperous, and had temples and a

fine theater. The ancient ruins are extensive.

AM'MAN, JoHANN Conrad, 1669-1730; a Swiss physician, and one of the earliest

WTiters on the instruction of the deaf and dumb. He graduated at Basel, but fled to

Amsterdam on account of his religious view^s. In his work Snrdus Loqncns, which
Haller calls vere aureum, he describes the process employed by him in teaching, which
was principallj'^ by fixing the attention of the pupils on the motions of his lips and
larynx while he spoke, and inducing them to imitate until they could utter distinct

letters and words.

AiM'MAN, JosT, 1539-91 ; a Swiss artist of singular productiveness, many of who:-e
works are in the Berlin collection of engravings. He began a series of copperplate
portraits of the kings of France, and made many wood-cuts for the Bible. His drawing
is correct and spirited, and his costumes are minutely accurate.
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AilMEX, Daniel, b. Ohio, 1S20; a rear-admiral. He passed llirougli all grades in

the U. 8. navy tt) tliat of commodore in 1872. He commanded the gunboat Smcca, bore

a conspicuous part in the battle of Port Koyal, Nov. .7. 1^01, and was engaged in all the

operations ox admiral Dupont on the s. Atlantic coast; he was in the atlacK of the iron-

clads on fort Sumter Aprd 7, 18oo; was in both attacks on fort Fisher, and was recom-

mended for prom lion by rear-admiral Porter. His more recent duty has been as chief

of the bureau of navigation,

A:MMERGAU 3IYSTERY. See Ober-Ammergau, ante.

AMMHIA'TO, Scirio. 1531-lCOl; an Italian historian. He entered the church, and
was in the service of Pius I\^., at the suggestion of duke Cosmo 1. He wrote a Histonj

of Florence, histories of great families in Naples and Florence, and discourses upon
Tacitus.

AMMOXOO'SUC. Upper, and Lower; small tributaries of the Connecticut river in

New Hannsaire; the former entirely in Coos co., the latter rising in that co. and ruuniug

throuirh G'-alton, emplying opposite Wells river, Yt. Length, 100 miles. A branch is

called^the Wild A.

AM'NESTY ('«'if«). In tin absence of sp3cific statutes oa the subject, the exercise

of A. in the United States was assiined to lie with the presid mt. ^Yasllillgton, without

participation by congress, granted A., or pardon, to per-^oas who toj.v pirt in tlio

••whisky re',)3lliD:i." Jo'ri Alius pro:;laimed full p.ird > i of tao^j eagaged in tlie

house tiix insurrection, and Madison did the same in the case of the Barat.iria pirates.

During the rebjlii^n, Lincoln and Johnson issued four or live procla natioas of A,, one of

the latest bein:^ s) l)i-o.i:l in its conditions that it raised in congress the questioa whether

tiie presid3at liil tlie right to sueh action, and the judiciary cjai.nittee of the senate, ia

Feb. 18oi), decided th it ii3 had not. "A." is so closely connected with '• pardon,"

and '* reprieve" that it is diilijult t ) distinguish theai. In oae messxgj president

Lincoln asserted his exchi^ive authority under the constituLioa, and his indepeadenceof

congress in respect to the pardoning po'wer, even more eaiphatiealiy thaa in llie procla-

mation. \\\ 18J3, C3ng:-ess had passed an act giving full power to the president, but he

considered the ajt unnecessary, churning that the constitution gave him the necessary

autliority. Then, in 18J7, the act of WM was repealed; and all A. proceedings were
remanded to their original basis in the second article of thj constitution, until further

delined in later amendments. Tlie supreme court had decided in the case of Garland
that for pardon tlie presidentV, power was perfect ; yet that is not iield to include gen-

eral amnesty. Bat in 18 J8 tlie fourteenth amendment to the constitution, prohibiting

rebels from holding certain offices unless their disabilities s'nould first " be removed by a

vote of two thirds of eaeh house," seemed to diminish the range of executive authority.

Still, the supreme court has helcl in several cases to the absnluis power of the president

to grant amnesty and pardon, and that neither congress nor any authority less than an
express chanL'c' 'u the federal constitution can reverse, abridge, or direct that power.

TJie court, tiiruuga chief justice C'hase, says: "It is the intention of the constitution that

each of tlie gr at CM)rdinate departments of the government, the legislative, the execu-

tive, and th3 judicial, s!iall be in its sphere independent of the others. To the

executive aio le is intrusted tlie power of pardon, and it is granted without limit.

Pardon includes amnesty. It blots out the olt'ense pardoned, and removes all its penal

consequences."

AM(E 15A DIF'FLUEXS, one of the lowest animal .structures; a gelatinous mass,

rounded in form, capable of emitting and retracting processes and lobes from all parts

of th(; body. It ab-)unfls in fresh- w;i'ter ponds, and is known as/^wte/w, Plxcept a small

pulsating sjiaee, it seems to be a formless mass of Hurcode.

AMONTOXS, GuiLLAUME, 10cj:M70r); ii French iihilosopher. Illness in youth left

him partially deaf, and he turned his attention to machinery and the discoveiy of per-

petual motif)!), going on to the invention and improvement of various mechanical appli-

ances, among them a hydrometer which was highly ai)pr()ved by the Paris academy of

Hciences, of which he aftcn-wards became a memlnn^. In France, A. is consickn^ed the

inventorof lh;;tel(;grapli; and, almost at the same ti)n(! with llalleyin England, he found

that the boiling point of water varies with the; elevation,

AMORETTI. Carlo. 1741-1810; an Italian author. He joined the order of St.

Augustine, and was profes.sr)r of common law in the university of ]*arma. In 1772, lie

entered th-; ranks of the secular clergy. lie was curator of the Ambrosian library in

Milan, 1797, and tiu; first to give the world knowledge of its trcusunjs, from which he

published a coll(!ction of voya'/cs. JIc wrote a lif(! of Leonardo da Yinci, and treatises

on natural sciencf;. familiari/.ing Italians with the scientifK; status of otlun- nations,

A.VlOPtETTI, Maria I»KMn;(;KrNA, 175(5-87; niece of Carlo A, At the aire of 10 sho

urgucid in i)ubric on scientilic topics, and afterwards stu(lied law, gradual in^;- fiom the

university of Pavia. 8he wrote a treatise on llonuin law,

A'MOft. HOOK OF. has a place amf)ng the writings of the prophets, undisputed l)y the

Jews, and twicf aflirnufd in the New Testament. It is not made up of detached pre-

dictions, but is logically and artistically connected i.. its several parts, and is evidently
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(lie mnture production of the single author wliose name it boars. Nothing is certainly
known concerning him besides Avhat he relates of himself—that he was of Tekoa, in
Judea, a herdmau and cultivator of sycamore fruit, until the Lord c ilied him away
from these employnients to piophesy unto Israel. Jerome, applying to him words
which Paul used concerning hunseif, calls him "rude in speech, yet not in knowledge."
'Some modern critics have adopted this view, but Bishop Lowth, wilh good reason, re-
jects it; thinking " thai the shepherd seer is not at all inferior among the prophets. As
m sublimity and magnificence he is almost equal to the greatest, so in splendor and
elegance of diction he is scarcely below any." A. prophesied during the reigns of
Jeroboam II., king of Israel, and Uzziah, king of Judah, two years before the "earth-
quake which Zachariah, SOO yeai-s afterwards, describes as having caused great alarm
among the peoj^le. The prophecy of A. preceded Isaiah's, to which, and to those of
the prophets generally, it serves, in some degree, as an introduction, uttering briefly
many predictions which they give more at length. Before his time Israel and Judah
had been greatly oppressed by the surrounding nations; but having been relieved, they
were then, like their ueighbms, living in idolatry, luxury, avarice, and cnielty to the
poor. Therefore A. was commanded to denounce judgments against them all. His
prophecy has been compared to a thunder-storm, rolling over the surrounding kingdoms,
touching Judah in its progress, pouring the fullness of its power on Israel, and passing
aAvay with a bright rainbow on its cloud. The book is accordingly divided into three
parts. I. Juclginents arjainut the nelglihoring nationfi. (Cliaplers i. 3-15; ii. 1-3.) 1.

Syria; the fuHillment of which, more than half a century afier the prediction, is

recorded (II. Kings, xvi. 9). 2. Philistia ; fulfilled (II. Kings, xviii. 8) a century jifter. 3.

Tyre; the fultiilment of which was commenced by Nebuchadnezzar, and continued at
intervals, until comparatively modern times. 4. Edam; the fulfillment of which, in a
great measure delayed until the 3Iohammedan invasion, was socm after that complete.
0. Ammon; the destruction of whose great city, Kabbah, is especially foi-etold. This
city, after it had experienced varied fortunes, the ^Moslems found in ruins, still remarka-
ble, even in tlu; cast, for their extent and desolation. 6. Moah; of which the palaces of
Kirioth are specified as doomed to be destroyed. Of this city, as one of many, modern
travelers say, "The ruins are of great extent, with traces of many ])ublic buildings,
broken columns, private dwellings having low roofs, colossal walls, and massive stone
doors. Over these and all the surrounding plains desolation reigns supreme." II. Judfi-
mentts against J?/dah and hrael. (Chapters, ii. 4—ix. 10.) 1. Judah (ii. 4, 5); fulfilled,

first, by Nebuchadnezzar, about 200 years after the prediction; and, finally, by the
Romans, nearly 700 years later still. 2. L^mel (ii. 6— ix. 10); (1) General reproof for
their aggravated sins against God, ii. 6-16. (2) Judgments denounced anil the causes of
them declared, iii. (3) Kemonstrancc, five times repeated, against their disregard of
former visitations, iv. (4) Lamentation over their approaching ruin, with an earnest
exhortation, five times repeated, to seek the Lord that they might even yet he saved, v.

1-24. (5) In view of their continued transgression, notwithstan(iing the' divine forbear-
ance and care, their captivity and inevitable destruction are declared, with the excep-
tion, explicitly pledged, that the judgments shall have an end. 5, 25— ix. 10. III. 7'he

cmning of the Mesmih i\s jn'oinised, iritk the adiiiiasioii oj the Gentiles to his kingdom, and the

Jhyil restoration of Israel, ix. 11-15.

AMOSKEAG'. village. See Manchester, N. H., ante.

AMPELOP'SIS, a genus of vine-like woody plants; including Virginia creeper, or
American woodbine. It is better adapted tluui ivy to our climate, and more rapid in
growth. In autumn the dying leaves are of most' brilliant red and yellow. Order,
vitaceiB.

AMPIIIARA'US. a legendary son of Oiclesand Hypermnestra. known as a prophet,
and famed for valor in the Argoiiautic expedition and the Calydonian hunt, especially
renowned in the w-ar of tlie Seven against Thebes, into which he was forced by the
treachery of his wife, a sister of Adrastus, the king of Sicyon who planned the war to
restore Polynicesto the Theban throne. A. lost lits life; blithe was deified, and believed
to give oracles. Festivals were made in his honor. The ruins of a temple to A. still

exist in the ancient Oropia.

AMPHILOCIIUS. in legend, a son of Amphiaraus and brother of Alcmreon : one of
the Epigoni in the Seven against Thebes. He was in the Trojan war. and Avas one of
Helen's suitors. With jMopsns he founded Mallus, and when I^Iopsus refused him a share
in the government, the two fought, killing each other. A. was believed to have pro-
phetic power, and had an oracle at ]\rallus and an altar at Athens, where, wilh his
father, he was worshiped. There are two other mythological persons of the name, one
A.'s grandson, the other a son of Dryas.

AMPHI'ON, in mythology, son of Zeus and Antiope. twin brother of Zcthus. Both
when infants were abandoned on a mountain, but were found and brought up bj- shep-
herds. Apollo gave A. a lyre, and he became a singer and nuisician, his brother being
a shepherd and hunter. To avenge their mother's'wrongs they captured Thebes, anil
fortified it by the power of the lyre, to whose music stones moved and fitted into place.

4»» married Niobe, who bore him many sons and daughters, but all were killed by Apollo.
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A. killed himself from grief, or was slain b}' Apollo, for assaulting his temple, and buried
with his brother at Thebes. The puuishmeut iutlicted by A. upon Dirce tor her treat-

ment of his mother (tying her to the tail of a bull aud dragging her until she died) is rep-

resented in one of the tinest works of ancient art

—

27ie Jbur/uae Bull by Apollonius aud
Taunicus, found in 1546, and now in the Faruese palace at Rome. There are four other
mythical personages named A,

AMPHIOX'US. See Laxcelet, ante.

A3IPHISB^'NA, a genus of lacerUlia, or lizards, of the geueral appearance of
snakes, or worms, found only in the West Indies and South America. The best known
is the sooty or dusky species. The body is 18 to 24 in. long, and nearly the same thick-
ness throughout; head small, tail very short. It lives under-ground, feeding on ants
and other small insects. As it moves either way with equal ease, rumor gave it

two heads, aud asserted that when cut in twain the parts would tind each other and
reunite. Its dried and pulverized flesh was supposed to possess miraculous curative prop-
erties.

AMPHITRYON, legendary son of Alcteus and Hipponome. He accidentally killed
his uncle Electryon, for which he was expelled from Mycenas and took refuge in Thebes.
There he won the hand of Alcmena, and by her was father of Iphicles. He was killed
in a war of Hercules against Erginus. His tomb was extant in Thebes in the days of
Pausanias.

AMRAOTI, a district and city in India. The district has an area of 2566 sq.m.,
pop. '67, 407,276. It is a plain, about 800 ft. above tide, broken only by a line of hills

400 or 500 ft. higher. There are four considerable towns: the city of A., pop. 23,410;
Karinja, 11,750; Badnera, on the great Indian peninsular railway which crosses the dis-

trict, 6676; and Kolapur, 6169.

AMRU'-BEN-EL-ASS, or Amer, d. 663 a.d., one of Mohammed's disciples, but be-
fore conversion a furious opponent. Like Saul, his change made his zeal greater on the
other side, and chiefly to him were the prophet's successors indebted for the conquest of
S}Tia. In 639 he led 4000 men mto Egypt, besieged ancient Memphis, took it by storm,
and on the spot built Fostat, the ruins of which are now known as old Cairo. In 640,
after a siege of 14 months, he took Alexandria, losing 23,000 men. He is credited with
projecting a canal to unite the Mediterranean and Red seas. He is charged with causing
the destruction of the famous library at Alexandria, but the charge may well be dis-

missed, as it was not advanced until six centuries after his death. There is reason to
believe that no large proportion of the 700,000 volumes left by the Ptolemies remained
at the date of A.'s conquest.

AMRU'-EL-KAIS, or Amroulcays, an Arabian poet, contemporary with and
opposed to Mohammed. Before the prophet announced his mission, A. wrote one of
the seven poems called " Moallakat " (suspended) because they were suspended in the
Kaaba at Mecca. They were put in English by Sir William Jones.

AMSDORF, NiKOLAUs vox, 1483-1565; a German Protestant refoiTner, an early and
determined sui)iJorter of Luther; educated at Leipsic and flrst graduate of the neW
university at VVittenlx^rg; professor of theology iii 1511. He was with Luther at the
Leipsic conference and the diet of Worms, and in the secret of his Wartburg seclusion.
He assisted the flrst efforts at reformation in Ma'gdeburg, Goslar, and Einbeck. He was
active in the Schmalkald debates, and spoke strongly against the bigamy of the elector
of He8.se. A. was made a bishop of Naumburg in 1542; resigned in 1547, and took part in

founding the university of Jena. He superinttjnded the publication of Luther's works,
and opposed Melancthon on the separation of the High-Lutheran party.

A]MSTER1)AM, a t. in Montgomery co., N. Y., 33 m. n. w. of Albany, on the ]\rohawk
river and the N. Y. Central Kailroad. There are six churches, a score of factories, banks,
and two weekly newspapers. Pop. '75, 9045.

AMU, Amu Dy\iuA, or Jeiiun, Sec Oxus, ante.

AMUCK', or A.mook, RUNNING (Javanese, amonl\ "to kill"), a custom in Java
among those in whom a f(!rocious ma(hi('ss is produced by long use of opium. The
suflerer rushes abroad armed with souk; weajmn, usually a creese, or larg(Mlirk, strik-

ing indiscriminately at all whom he encounters. When one is seen to start on his marl-
ness, the people cry "amook,"and immediately hunt the maniac to death. Probably
in many cases this is (lelib(;rale on the victim's part, as a means of suicide. This
madness is known only by the Javanese.

AMI IL\TH', or Mkkad', I., 1326-89; Sultan of the Ottoman Turks, succeeding his
father Orkhan in 1360. Jb; was the flrst lo lead Turkish arms into Europe, and in

1361 took Adrianople, flxed there his residence, built a splendid mosque, and furth( r

adorned the (;ity. Urban V. preached a crusade against him. but Ww. venture was dis-

astrous to the Christians. The Gnu'k emperor John Paheologus was his ally; but the
son of the Greek and one of A.'s sons made; a conspiraciy, which was (Uifeated and young
Amurath was put to death by his father. A. was a good soldier but iiliterale, signing
treaties by dipping his hand in ink and niidiing a mark with three Angers together, witli
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the fourth finger and thumb at distant places. He lost his life in the battle of Cassova,
and was succeeded by his son Bajazet.

AMURATH', or Murad', II., 1404-51; tenth emperor of the Turks, succeeding
Mohammed I. in 1422. He took Salonika (Thessalonica) from the Venetians and opened
the way for subjugating Greece. He went on successfully till 1442, wheo he was
defeated by fluunaides and obliged to make peace with the Christians. At that time he
lost a son, and abdicated in favor of another son, Mohammed, only 14 years of age. The
Christians renewed the war, and hastening from retirement he defeated them in the
important battle of Varna, Nov. 10, 1444, where Ladislas. king of Hungary, fell. He
again retired, and again came forth to quell an insurrection of the janissaries. He invadec
Albania and the Peloponnesus, where George Castriot (Scanderbeg) defeated him ; but he
retreated only to gain a great victory over his former adversary Hunniades, at Cassov:»,

Oct. 17, 1448, in a battle lasting three days. He w^as the first Ottoman emperor who
caused bridges of great length to be built; and in his reign poetry, jurisprudence, and
theology began to tlourish. He died of apoplexy at Adrianople.

AMURATH', or Murad', III., 1545-95; succeeded his father, Selim II., in 1574 as
sultan of the Turks. It is said that his first words to his courtiers at accession were,
" I am hungry; give me something to eat," and they were prophetic of the famines and
disasters of his reign. In 1579, queen Elizabeth g-ained his friendship, and made with
him a commercial treaty. In his reign the janissaries began to know^ their power, and to

hasten the ruin of the state by revolts. He was superstitious, feeble, irritable, fond of
dancing, music, and the pleasures of the harem.

AMURATH', or Murad', IV., 1611-40; succeeded his uncle Mustapha in 1623. The
chief event of his reign was the recovery of Bagdad after 30 days' incessant assault upon
the Persian defenders. His bloody character has given him the name of the Turkish
Nero. On repossessing Bagdad he slew 30,000 Persians in cold blood. It is supposed
that this ferocity and his early death at the age of 39 were due to perpetual intoxication.

AMUSSAT, Jean Zulema, 1796-1856: a French surgeon. He entered the army,
was assistant surgeon under Esquirol in La Salpetriere hospital, and prosector at the
Paris faculty of medicine. He improved and invented many surgical instruments, and
was the first to show the importance of torsion of arteries in hemorrhage. He wrote on
the nervous system, lithotomy, etc.

AM'YLENE, a thin colorless liquid, boiling at 102° F., density of vapor 2.43; sp. gr.

0.65; discovered in 1844 by Balard. It is produced by treating amylic alcohol with
sulplmric or phosphoric acid. It is very volatile, mixes with alcohol and ether, and
burns with a white flame; combines actively with bromine, the hydracids. and chloride
of sulphur. Its vapor is rapidly absorbed by sulphuric anhydriile and perchloride of
antimony. It has been used like chloroform as an aneesthetic, but with occasional fatal

results.

AMYRAUT, MoXsE, 1596-1664; an eminent Frendi Protestant theologian and meta-
physician, of an illustrious family from Alsace His father set him to study law. and he
made rapid progress in the university of Poictiers; but on his way home met at Saumur
the Protestant minister, Bonchcreau, who took him to Plessis-^Nlornay, governor of the
city, and the two persuaded A. to leave law for theology. He dwelt at Saumur, and
" sat at the feet of the great Cameron," a pupil as gre;it as his master. His fame became
such that universities and churches in Saumur, Paris, and Rome competed for hi:?

pFCsence. A. referred all to the synod of Anjou, and its decision settled him at Saumur,
both AS professor and pastor. His co-professors were Louis Capell and Josua de la

Place; and their life-long friendship was beautiful and remarkable, as is their memory
as joint authors of the Theses Sahnurieims. In 1631, A. published Traite des litlif/utni<,

still a living work; and thenceforward he was foremost in ])rovincial and national synods.
His character was largely shown when the Charrenton synod of 1861 chose him to present
to the king the Copy of the CornplainU and Grieconef^^jor the Infractions and Violations of
the Edict of Nantes. Before this time all save Roman Catholic deputies had addressed
the king on their knees; but A. refused to speak unless he could stand as did the
Romanists. A warm debate ensued, and even Richelieu consented to visit privately the
stout Protestant, and reason with him; but he insisted and carried the day; and. in

presence of the sovereign, his rehearsal, given with suavity and dignity, charmed even
his adversaries. His oration was at once published in the Merctn/, and is a historic

landmark in French Protestantism. He took part in all the great controversies on pre-

destination, Arminianism, etc. , of the time; holding fast to Calvinism, but with a liber-

ality not usual in that severe sect. The university at Saumur became the fountain-head
of French Protestantism, and A. had as many as 100 students in attendance upon
his prelections. He left many works which are still the religious consolation of humble
French homes. In 1657. he was hurt by a fall which perhaps hastened his death.

ANACLA'CHE. one of the mountains of Bolivia, in 18' 12' s.. 69° 20 w. ; about 4 m.
high, always covered with snow.

ANACLE'TUSL, Saint; second or third bishop of Rome, a martyr under Domitian.
Others say that he succeeded Clement 1. as fifth Roman bishop, and was martvred about
109 a.d.
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ANACLE'TUS II., Peth^v di: Leo:t. ar.ti-popc. lie was chosen in IIGO by a faction

of cjrdimils opposed to Iimi;ccnt XL, r.nd v,;is sustained by tlic ncir.iin r.iid scrr.e other

states. He maintained liimself at IConic asra.nst the arms of Lctha'rc, the cppo.sitiou of

other kings, and the clergy ia general; d. 1138.

ANACONDA, Eunectcs mvrina, a S(^r])ent of tbc boa f-imily, native of tropical

America. It passes most of its tiiiic in shallow lakes or streams, living cliiefiy on small

rodents, iguanas, lish, and occasio:i:dly monkeys jind ant-eaters, which it crushes and
swallows. It is not venomous, and is handled without danger. The natives, who make
slioes and bags of its skin, use its fat for oil, and its flesh for food. It is ovoviviparous;

swims rapidly and can remain long under water. It is seldom more than 20 ft. long.

ANADYR', or Anadih, a sea or large gulf of n.e. Asia, much resorted to by whalers.

—A^•ADYH KivE:{, in e. Siberia, flows oOO m. through rocky, barren, and snowy regions,

and empties in the sea of A.

AN'AHEIM, a t. in Los Angelos co., California, 13 m. from tlio ocean; the center of

a great wine interest. In 1875, the California wine product was 8,0C0,C00 gallons.

ANAL'CI^IE, CuBiciTE. or Sakcolite, a silicate of alumina and soda, usually occur-

ring in 24-sided crystals, and sometimes in cubes with the eight scdid angles replaced by
the^faces of an octahedron. It is found in the lake Superior copper region.

ANALE?.r3IA, a name given to a projection of a sphere upon a plane. In this form
of projection, called also orthograj)hic, the plane of projection is that of a meridian, or

one parallel thereto, and the point of sight is assumed at an inflniie distance on a line

normal to the plane of projection and passing through the center of the sphere. A
circle wJiieh is parallel to the plane of projection is projected into sin equal circle; a
circle pel pendicular to tiie plane of projection is projected into a right line equal in

length to t!ie diameter of the projected circle; a circle in any other position is projected

into an ellipse, whose major axis equals the diameter of the projected circle. The term
A. was also .Mpplicd to an instrument of brass cr wood, on wliieh si'.ch a projection

was accompanied b}' a horizon; it was used in finding the time of tlic rising or setting of

the sun.

ANA^r, or Axnam' {ante). The treaty with France concluded at Saigon, March,

1874, secured to the emperor of A. indepcjidence of all foreign powers, especially of the

emperors of China. For this protection the emperor of A. pledged himLclf to accommo-
date his policy to that of France, to annul the enactments allecting the Ivoman Catholic

reiigicm, to open several ports to foreign commerce, and to admit to those ports French
consuls and a limited number of armed guards. This treaty opened the ports of Haiph-

ong and Hanoi in 1875; and of Quinhon in 1876. Haiphong is a mere village on one of

the mouths of the Songkf)i, or llongkiang (red river), at a point reached l:y vessels draw-

ing about 14 ft. of water. Hanoi,^also on the llongkiang, is properly 'the capital of

Tonquin. Quinhon is a seaport in 13' 50' n. and C9' e. The form of government in A,

is an unlimited mDnarchy. llwang-te, the emperor, has a personal conrcil and seven

ministers. The principal divisions of the empire, Tonquin and Ccchin-C l:ina, have each

a viceroy, and there is a governor at tlie head of each province. The empire of A. com-
prises Cochin-China (indep 'ndent of the six provinces of lower Cocl;in-( liina, vshich

were ceded to France i;i 18J2-G7) and the provijice of Tonquin (conquered in 18G2) in

the n.; and Tsiampa in the s. ; also, as tributaries, the territory of the Laos, and the

independent Moi tribes. The area of A. is about 200,000 sq.m., and its pop. is silp-

Fosed to be IS.OOO.OOD, of wdiom tlie largest portion are in the provinces of Toncjuin.

Ixx't is the c;q)ital, with a population, including the suburbs, of 50,000, of whom about

?>SM) are (.•hinesc. Tlie religion of tlie great mass of the people is a l:cli(;f in wilchcraft,

while the(!fluea!ed elas-;es adhere to the doctrines of Confucius, and Er.ddhism is tolerated.

The Christians (II )ma:i Catholics) are rated at 420,000. The army is in six corps, com-
prising 150,00;) ni'm; ea'di corps conq;rises Ave regiments of 13 companies, or 25,000

'men. The navy consists of seven small corv(;ttes, 800 junks, and a few vessels ceded by
France in 187(J; the whole an;'.amcnt being 1400 guns and 10.000 men. The imports are

hardware, cottoji thread, iiosiery, Chinese faien(;e, mirrors, opium, paper, petroleum, tea,

dyes, and li(iiiors. Tlierc are no railroad? or telegraphs in the empire. The country pro-

duces sugar, rice, tropical fmils. and valuable timber. The jM-ople partake; ol the char-

acteristics of their neighbors, the Chinese on one side and the IMalK, ;o.i tlie o(h(>r. Tiiey

are indolent, inofTensive, and fond of gnyety. In dress and social customs, lluw are much
like the ('hine.se, though their women arc not compelled to li\e in se(du'*on. See CociriN-

C^iiTNA, ante.

ANAMHOE', or Anamatjof/, a seaport on the African gold coast, 10 m. c. of Capo
Coast C{i.stle; pop. about 5000. It is the seat of some trade, and . as once n great slave

-port. TIh' I'ritish fort here is the strongest on the coa:t. J'xports, gold-dust, ivory,

palm-oil, and jx-a-nuts.

AXAM(>Il'[*HOSIS. an ideal ehango of development or form that may be found
in the members of a group of plants or animals. It has been suggested that by the

process of A. animals and plants of the present time hav(; been dcveloix'd. Li optic-s

A. ia a drawing, which when viewed directly appear.') distorted or confused, but whosa
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i:r;r,ge in a curved mirror, viewed from a proper point, is an intelligible and consistent

picture.

ANAISTI'AS, one of the members of the young church at Jerusalem v.ho conspired

with Ills wife, Sapphira, to make a false pretense respecting their gift of property to

the community of the brethren, and was, with Iiis wife, struck dead. Another A. i.^

menti(med in Acts ix. 12, and elsewhere. Still another A, was a high-priest at Jerusalem
(Acts xxiii. 2).

AjSTAPA', a sea-port in Russia, on the Black sea; pop. 9000. The town is fortified.

Its harbor is not safe in all weather.

ANASTA'SIUS 11. , emperor, elected to the throne of Constantinople by the senate

and people in 713. He organized a formidable naval force which mutinied at Rhodes
and i)roclaimed Theodosius, a low person, emporor; and this Theodosius took Constanti-

nople six months Inter, when A. escaped to Thessalonica and became a monk. In 721, lio

led a revolt against Leo, the successor of Theodosius, but fell into Leo's hands and was
put to deatli.

AX'ATHOTII, a t. in Palestine, 4 m. n. of Jerusalem; the birthplace of Jercmiali;

n. city of priests and of refuge. It was an important place, but it is now supposed to

<'Aist only in the little village of Anata, at the top of a hill n. of Jerusalem, commanding
H view of the Dead sea. At A., Jeremiah bought the field as ai symbol of the return from
captiviiy,

AKAXAR'CHUS, of Abdcra, He was with Alexander in the Asian expedition, and
is supposed to have been a friend and counselor, checking the conqueror's vainglor}-,

and consoling his grief when he liad -slain Clitus.

AN AXIjM'INES, a Greek liistorian, b, in Lampsac\is, Asia Minor, in the 4th c. B.C.

;

a pupil of Zoilus and Diogenes; siiid to have taught Alexander rhetoric, and to have
accompanied him in the Persian expedition. He VvTotc histories of Philip of Maccdoii,

of Alexander, and of Oreece, of v/hich a few fragments exist.

ANCACir, the n.w. department of Peru, between the Andes and the PaciHc; about
18,000 sq.m.; j/op. 317,000; very productive in crrcals, sugar, and cotton. ]^Iarblc and
j.iinerals abound. The capital is lluaras, in an extensive and populous valley, Other
cities are Huaylas, Santa, liiiari, Cajntombo, Panabaralui. and Pal'.aca, each tlie capital

of a province of the same name, Tlirough tlie passes in this department the Colom-
bian army of the war of independence made its wonderful march to fall upon the

Spanish forces at Juuin.

ANCELOT, Marguerite Louise Virginie Cii.vrdon, a French novelist and dra-

ir.atist, wife of Jacques A., b. Mar. lo, 1792. She gi-eatly aided her husband in his

<lra!nas, and produced several comedies of her own, in all 20 plays, besides m.any novels
which were popular. She wa?- also an amateur painter. In 1828, she exhibited IJa Lec-

ture de- M, Ariceloty which was much talked about for its portnits of Parisian celebrities.

AISTCni'SES, in legend, the son of Capys and Themis, the found^T of Ilium; from
many indications supposed to have come from Assyria. Venus was enamored of his

beauty, and by him became the mother of yEneas, whose maternity A. was not to dis-

close; but he did r-o, and was killed by a bolt from Jupitor—some say only blinded. His
son bore him on his shouldcn's, iiceir.g at the destruction of Troy, and lie is he ard of
in Italy, Sicily, and elsewhere. There was a grave on Mt. Ida i^aid to be hi;?, and ha
h.id a sanctuary at Egesta, in Sicily.

AJsCIIITHE'RIUM, an extinct quadruped of the miocene, now thought to rcprescr.t

a genus distinct from but analogous to the liorse. The shaft of tlie ulna is complete and
s(!j)arate from the radius; the fibula and tibia are attached ; the short crowns of t!ic molars
l:\ck cement, and the t(>olh are inserted by distinct langs. The foot has three digits, the
middle being largest, and all reach the ground.

ANCIENNE LORETTE, a Canadian village, 7 m. w.s.w. of Quebec; pop. '71, 2333;
the last refuge of the Huron Indians after their defeat at lake Huron in 1G50. A remnant
of the race still exists in the village.

ANCIENTS, COUNCIL OF, one of the two assemblies composing the French legis-

lature in 1795-90. There were 250 members, none less than 40 years old. it was dis-

solved at the overthrow of the directory by Napoleon.

ANCK'ARSTR0E3t, or ANKARSTROM, Johan Jacob, the assassin of Gustavus
HI., of Sweden, execut(Hl Apr. 29, 1792. He was the son of an army oliicer, a page in

the court, and ensign in the royal body-guard. As a partisan of the old aristocrats, he,

was implicated in seditious movements in 1790, tried, and acquitted. The same year ho
joined the conspiracy of nobles, and to him fell the lot to kid the king, whom he shot

lit, a masked ball. ^lar. 15, 1702. lie met his fate lirmly, refusing to disclose the nimies
of his accomplices.

ANDALU'SITE, nn anhydrous silicate of alumina, occurring in four-sided prisms,

distinguished from feldspar by being harder and les'r; fuiible. A \ ariety called chiasto-

lite i> found in abundance at K-outhXaucai;ter, ]Mass.
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ANDELY3. LES. a t. in flio department of Euro, France, 00 t\\. n.c. of Evreiix. It

consists of Grand and Pelil A. The former dates from ihe Otli e., and has a collegiate

erliurcii witli wonderfvil stained-glass windows. Pelit A. clusters around -chateau Gail-

lard, biiill by Kichard Cd'ur de Lion in 1195, and once one ot the strongholds of

Fi'ance. The chief trade is in cloth. There are thread and leather manufactures. Pop.
'72, naTO.

AXDERLECIIT. a t. in Belgium, a suburb of Brussels; pop. 'Go, 11,66'J. Here, Nov.
13, 171)2, Dumouriez defeated the Avistiians'.

ANDERLO'NI, Faustino, 1766-1847; an engraver of Padna. Among his works are

a portrait of Herder, a Magdalen after Correggio, and a Holy Pamily, after Poussin.

A>sI)ERLONI, PiETiu), 1784-1849; brother of Faustmo; an Italian engraver, pupil

of bis fatlier, and director of the Longhi school m Milan. His best pieces are "Tivj
AVoman taken in Adultery," after Titian; "The Virgin," after Kaphael; "'Moye.^ and
Jelhro's Daughter," after Poussin, and portraits of Da Vinci, Canova, and Peter the Great .

ANDERS02>r, a co. in s.e. Kansas; 57u scx.m. ; pop. '7o, 5309. The productio-us arc
agricidtural. Co. seat, Garrett.

ANDERSOX, a co. in n. central Kentucky, on the Kentucky river, intersected by
Salt river; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70, 544i)—698 colored; surface undulating; produces v.'heal,

corn, tobacco, wool, and butter, Co. seat, Lawrenccbuvgh,

ANDERSON, a co. in South Carolina, on Savannah river; 800 sq-m.'; pop. '80, 33.778
—9593 colored. Two railroads pass through it. The surface is uneven; soil fertile and
^YclI cultivated to v>lieat, corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Anderson.

ANDERSON, a co. in n.c. Tennessee, on the Clinch jwid Powell rivers; 600 sq.m.;
pap. '70,8704—928 colored. There are coal veins, and salt and sulphur springs; pro-

ducts, wheat, corn, and Oats. Co. seat, Clinton,

ANDERSON, a co. in central Texas, on Trinity river; 900 sq.m.; pop. 70, 932<J—
4436 colored. It is heavily timbered, and has a rolling surface and iertile soil, producing
corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co, seat, Palestine.

ANDERSON, a city in Madison co., Indiana, on a fork of White river, reached by
two railroads. It is a manufacturing place, having a hydraulic canal with a fall of 44
it. Pop. '70, 3126; of the township,^ 4 713.

ANDERSON, Alp:xandek, 1773-1870; the first American wood engraver, son of a
Scctch printer of a patriotic paper in New York, The Coudtiutionid Gazelte. At the age
of 12, A. made attempts at engraving on type metal and copi)er platen. Then he studied

medicine, and took the degree of m.d. in Columbia college in 179G; but he returned to

art studies, his lirst regular emplf)yment being in illustrating a small book called tlu*

LookiiLfj Glttss for the Mind. He invented his own tools, and followed Bewick of

England in using wood blocks for engraving, in which he attained great perfection. He
illustrated the first edition of Webster's J^pHllng Book, and for many years the American
tract society's publications, working with great skill and fervor up to the year in which
lie died.

ANDERSON, Sir Edmund, 1540-1605; an English judge, chief justice of common
picas in 1582, distinguished for zeal in the cause of the establislied church and for

liarshness towai'd dissenters. He was one of the commissioners in 1586 to try queen
iRhuy of Scotland, and afterwards to try Sir Walter Raleigl). His reports of cases in

liis time in the common pleas and the courts of Westminister are very valuable.

ANDERSON, James, 1662-1728; a Scotch lawyer and antiquary, of high reputation

as a historian. He was em])loyed by the Scotch i)arliameut to preinirc for ])ublication

what remained of the i)ublic records of the kingdom; on this work he labored many
years, but he did not finish it. though it was i)ublished after his death. After the union

he was api)()inled postmaster-general of S<:otland, 1715, but lost the place two years later,

and did not .secure any adequate reward for his immen.sfi literary labor. His iloyol

GencahxjiitHfroin Adam to Thct>c Timca appeared after his death.

ANDERSON, M.mitin BnEWEii, ll.d., b, Maine, 1815; a graduate of WaterA'illc

college; tutor of Latin, and in 1843 professor of rhetoric in Newton theological eemi-

nary. lie resigned in 1850 and became editor of the New York Ucconlev, a I'ai)tist

paj)er. In 1853 lie wascalh^d to preside over the new Rochester university, and in 1868

was oiTered (but declined) the i)residency of Brown university. He is a vigorous and
popidar i)reiicher, though he has never been ordained to the n\inistry.

ANDERSON, RonEiir, b. Ky., 1805; d. France, 1871; brigadier-general in the U. S.

army. He graduated at West Point in 1825; served in the Black Hawk warof 1832. and in

the Florida war, and. May, 1838, became assistant adjutant general on gen. Scott's staflf.

He was in theMexic;an war, and was wounded at Molino del Rey. In 1847 he was made-

major of the 1st aitillery. Iti Nov.. 1H60, \\v. took command in Charleston harbor, and
waN for fiiteen we(;ks sliut \\\) in fort Sumter by the rebels. On the 14th of April, after a

b()ml)ardni(!nt of 36 hours, l)cing sliorf of provisions, though the fort was still tenable, he

marched out with tin; lionors of war. lr)sing \vm<* of his men, and went to New York.

He v;as appointed l;rigadi"r general in ^May, IWl.and .venttoconunand Ihetleparlment of
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tlie Cumberland, but his health failed, and wit-h brevet of major-general in the regular

army he retired from the service. He translated and adapted several works on artillery

practice.

ANDERSON, RuFUS, d.d., ll.d. ; b. Maine, 1796; graduate of Bowdoin, 1818, and
studied theology at Andover. He was secretary of the American board of foreign mis-

sions for 34 yeaVs. Resigning at the age of 70, he received a gift of $20,000 from New
York and Boston subscril)ers, all of which he gave to the American board, reserving

only the right to draw for his actual needs. He is the author of Observations on the Pelo-

ponnesus (liid the Greek Islands, and various books concerning missions and the work of

the American board.

ANDERSONVILLE, in Sumter co,, Ga., the location of a militarj' prison of the

"confederate states." The prison site was a pine and oak grove of 22 acres, on the

side of a hill of red clay, 1600 ft. e. of the railroad. The tirst piisoners arrived Feb. 15,

1864, and the last in April, 1865; total received, 49,485; died, 12,926; of which 3952 died

^;-om diarrhcea; 3574 from scurvy; 1648 from dysentery. The prison was notorious far

1 ihealthfulness and its discipline for barbarity*; and in 1865, after the close of the war,

J enry Wirz, a Swiss, the chief instrument of ill treatment, was indicted for "injuring

/ iC health and desti-oying the lives of prisoners by subjecting them to torture and great

suffering, by confinement in unhealthy and unwholesome quarters, b}" exposing them to

the inclemency of the winter and the dews and burning sun of the summer, by compel-

ling the use of impure water, and by furnishing insufhcient and unwholesome food; for

establishing the dead line and ordering the guards to shoot down any prisoner attempt-

ing to cross it; for keeping and using bloodhounds to hunt down prisoners attempting

to escape; and for torturing prisoners and contining them in stocks." He was found

guilty and hanged. Under orders of the government, the place where the bodies had
been'rudely buried in long trenches was arranged as a cemetery, and adorned with gravel

walks and trees; 12.461 dead soldiers of the union army were identified, and then* places

of burial marked with tablets; 451 were "unknown."

AN'DERSSEN, Adolph, b. 1818; a German chess player. He was a teacher of

mathematics in Berlin. In 1851, he defeated Staunton and other British players at the

London tournament; but was beaten in Paris, 1858, by Paul ]Morphy. He received the

first prize in London in 1862. He is an author of papers and books on the game.

ANDERSSON, Cakl Joiiax, 1827-67; natural son of an English sportsman residing

in Sweden. In 1849, he joined Francis Calton in a journey in South-west Africa, continued

alone through 1853-54, and on his return to England published Lake Kf/atni, or Exphra-
tions and Dixrorerics during Four Years' Wan'-< rut(/!< in the ^\'i'ds <>f South- icestern Jfnca
He made a journey to lake Ngami in 1868 with Green, the elei^hant hunter, and found
his way to the red" tribes of Herrevo hmd. On his return he published a book on the

Okovango river. In May, 1866, he went on an exploraticm to the Cunene for the pur-

pose of establishing commercial intercourse with the Portuguese settlements n. of that

river. He came in sight of the stream, but was too feeble to cross it, and died in trying

to return to ("ape Town.

ANDOC'IDES, 407-391 v>.c. ; a Greek orator and diplomatist. He held for a time a

command in the Athenian fleet, and was employed in various embassies to foreign states.

He was imi)licated with Alcihiades in the charge of mutilating the busts of Hermes;
he accused others, Avho were put to death, but he was deprived of the rights of citizen

ship and went into exile. Thrice he returned to Athens, and was as often sent out

;

but from 103 to 393 he held honorable positions there. Three orations by him of great

J'istorical value are extant.

i ANDOYER THEOLOGICAL SE3IINARY. at Andover, Ma.'^s., founded in ISOS.

'£ 1 endowed by Samuel Abbot of Boston, John Phillips, jr., and Pluebe Phillips of

Andover, Moses Brown and William Bartlett of Newburyport, and John Nonis.

Since the founding the funds have been increased bv large donations, and now amount
to {i<600,000. The value of the jn-operty is ^225,000. The theological seminary was
placed Tuider the same management as Phillips academy, which Iiad been in operation

more than a quarter of a century; and its purpose was declared to be "to provide for the

church a learned, orthodox, and i:)ious ministry." It is doubtless the oldest distinctly

theological school in this countr3'y The colleges had previously supplied all the public

training of candidates for the ministr3^ Its general plan has been taken as the model
for many institutions of like purpose." The government is by a board of 13 trustees,

8 visitors. 8 professors, and a librarian. Since the foundation of the seminary, there

have been 7 professors of sacred literature, 2 of Christian theology, 7 of sacred rhetoric.

4 of ecclesiastical historv, 1 in the special course, and 1 of elocution. In 1879, it had 7

professors and 4 lecturers. Special lecturers address the students every year in various

departments of theological or practical instruction In 1879, the seminary had 90

students. Its graduates number more than 2000: and about 3000 students have been

connected with' it. Its situation is quiet and beautiful, about 23 m. n. of Boston. The
seminary is under the control of Congregationaiists, but is administered in a spirit of

such evangelical liberality that many who are now eminent ministers in other denomina-
tions have availed themselves of its privileges. Room-rent and tuition are live, and
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indigent students arc assisted. The course of study occupies three years, and the aim
is for a sohd and thorough training. It has a library of 37,000 vohniies. On the roll of

its professors, past and present, are names distinguished in all departments of theological

learning, biblical criticism, and sacred rhetoric. Its graduates are scattered througli all

portions of the United Siates, and as missionaries in many heathen lands, Edwards A.
i^irlv, D.D., who occupies the chair of theology, has for many years edited the Blbliotheca

J^acni, a theological quarterly of the highe*t rank, well known on both sides of the

Atlantic.

AXDRADA, Diego Patva d', 1528-75; a Portuguese theologian, wlio distinguished

Inmself in the council of Trent, to which he was sent by king bebastiau. Rewrote
several volumes of sermons, and other works, ilis De Con-cUloruni Auctoritate was
much esteemed at Rome for the great extension of authority it accorded to the pope.

]Iis DcfeiiHLo Tridentuice Fidei is a rare and curious work, in wiiich lie discusses the

dogma of the immaculate conception. It was published after his death.

AXDRA'DA E SYL'VA, Bonifacio Joze d', 1765-1338; a Brazilian statesman and
naturali^?t. lie studied in Paris under Lavoisier, and in 1800 was appointed professor of

geology at Coimbra, and, soon after, inspector-general of the Portuguese mines. In

J812, he was made perpetual secretary of the Lisbon academy; in 1819, became one of

Dom Pedro's ministers. "Wlien the independence of Brazil was declared, A. was made
minister of the interior and of foreign affairs, but his democratic principles induced his

dismissal from office, in July, 1823; and on the dissolution of the assembly in Nov. ho
was banished, living in exile in France until permitted to return, in 1829. When Dom
Pedro I. abdicated, April 7, 1831, he selected A. for the guardian and tutor of Dom
]\*dro 11. In 1833, A. was again arrested, this time for intriguing in behalf of Dom
Pedro I., and was deprived of position, passing his remaining years in retirement. He
v/rote no large work, bat many papers on mines and mining.

AXDRASSY, Gyula, Count, b. 1823; of an old and nol)le Hungarian family. He
was in the Presburg diet, 1817-48; lord-lieutenant of Zemplen co. ; and led the militia

against the Austrians. He was Hungarian envoy to Turkey, and, 1849-57, an exile in

i^'rance and England. Returning home, he was a member of the diet in 18lU, and its

vice-president 1865-86. After the recognition of Hungary as a part of the Austrian
empire, Deak procured the appointment of A, as prime minister Feb, 17, 1867, and he
led a popular and reforming administration, working for the political emancipation of

the Jews and against tiie temporal power of the pope. He succeeded count Bcust, Nov.
0, 1871, as minister of foreign affairs, holding the place until Aug. 18, 1879, when his

resignation was accepted.

ANDRE'A, Giovanni, an Italian canonist of the 14th c, of whom many remarkable
stories are told, such as his sleeping every night for 20 years on the bare ground with
ordy a bear's skin for covering; and that he had a daughter, Novella, so accomplished in

law that she read his lectures in his absence, but wlio was so beautiful that she read

Ixdiind a screen lest her face should distract attention from the theme. A. was 45 years

professor of canon law at Bologna, where he died of the plague. He was the author of

several works on law, but not much is known of his life.

ANDRE'A, PiSANO, or Andkea da Pisa, 1270-1345: an Italian sculptor and
architect; employed on the Pisa cathedral, on the bronzes of Perugia, and on the facade
of the cathedral of Santa I\Iaria del Fiore of Florence. He made for the same church
statues of St,s. Peter and Paul and of Boniface YlH.,and s])cnt some time in Venice
making statues for the front of St. Mark's. I^eturningto Florcjnce, he was put in charge
of all public works. Among his own productions are the bronze relievos fnr the gates

of the Ijaptistery, which represent incidents in the life of St. John, and M'hich gained
him the honorary citizenship of the rep\d)lic. Among designs by him are the castle of

Scarperia, the Venice arsenal, the church of San Giovanni at Pistoia, enlargements for

the ducal palace at Florence, towers and gates for the city wall, and a citadel.

ANDRE/E, jAKon, 1528-90; aGerman theologian. He studied at Stuttgart and wan
[)astor there in 1549; in 1557, he preached to the Wurtemberg court, and attended tlid

diets of liatisbon and Frankfort. Jle was afterwards professor of theology and chancellor

in the university of Tiibingen and provost of the church of St. (Jeorge. He took a lead-

ing part in Protestant discussions and movements, ])articularly in the ad()j)ti()n of a

common declaration of faith by the two ])arti(!.s. Jle was one of the secretaries of the

conference of Worms. In the latt(;r j)art of his life he traveled in BolHuniaand Germany,
working; for the consoliflation of the reformation, conferring with pastors, jnagistratcs,

and princf.s. He was th(! author of more than 150 works, nearly all i)olemical and
vigorously written, Lutheran for tin; most part, and opposed to Calvinism,

AN'DRE/Ij, Laukkntius, or Lahs Andkhhhon, 1-182-1552; a Swedish reformer and
deacon of the cathedral of IJp.sal. He studied in Home, but came home a Protestant.

He was marie chancellor by Oustavus Yasa, who desinid him to translate the; l^ihle, in

which work he was assisted by Glaus I*(!tri. A. was in high favor until he was charged
with having neglected to disclose a conspiracy agjiinst the king, of which he had knowl-
edge, for which he Avas sentenced to d(!ath. H(^ escaped, however, hy the payment of a

i 'r;c Gum, and d. peacefully at StrengncBH.



ANDREA'NI, Andr?:a, 1540-1023; an Italian painter and engraver on wood, in whicii

art lie excelled. Some of the must notable of his works are Lilian's Delwje, Ph(iraoh\<

Host DcsiroyuL tii the Red >Sea, The Tna//iph of Ccenar {liHar Montegna), and Christ lietiririf/

from the Jttdfjmcnt JSeat of Pilate. From using a similar monogram iiis work lias some-
times been mistaken for that of Altdoii'er.

AN'DllEE, Kakl TiiEODOii, b. 1808; a German journalist. He was studying at Jena,
when he was arrested and tiied lor revolutionary coinplicity in 1838, but was acquitted
and turned his attention lo journalism. His special pursuit is geograph3% and for many
years he has edited the Globus, a geographical and ethnological publication. A. has paid
much attenliou to the western continent in his North America, Buenos Ayres, and other
works.

ANDRES', Juan, 1740-1817; a learned Spanish Jesuit, and a teacher of philosophy
at Ferrara unlil the suppiession of the college. He wrote much on scientilic subjects, on
music, art, and levelling the deaf and dumb; but his main work was On the Orifjin, Pro(j-

ress and Present tiUite of Ail L'terature, in lii^iVi'du. He Avas keeper of the royal library

at Naples, in 180G; became blind in 1815, and retired to Home.

ANDREW, a CO. in n.w. IMissouri, on the Kansas border; intersected by the Platto

and other streams, and having railroad communication with St. Joseph; 42.3 sq.m.
;
pop.

'80, 16,120—401 colored. The soil produces cereals and tobacco, and coal has been found.
Co. seat, Savannah.

ANDREW, or Andkas, I., Kmg of Hungary from 1046 to 1058; cousin of St.

Stephen, the introducer of Christianity. A. fought with varying fortune against Henry
III. of Germany, and against his own brother, Bela, and was finally defeated by Polish

and Hungarian opponents. He d. in 1061.

ANDREW IT., 1170-1236; King of Hungary in 1205, after a civil war with bin

nephew, Ladislas HI. In 1217, he conducted an unsuccessful crusade against the Moslem
powers. In 1222 he granted tlie golden bull called the magna charta of Hungary, which,

confirmed the rights and titles of the bishops and nobles whose revolts had disturbed hi«

reign.

ANDREW III., d. 1301; the last Hungarian king of the Arpad family; grandson of
Andrew 11.; b. in Venice and succeeded Ladislas IV. in 1290. He had to defend hi.^

crown against the pretensions of Rudolph of Hapsburg and pope Nicholas IV., both
being claimants, and also against a son of the king of Naples, who claimed to be of the

house of Arpad by his mother. His reign was brief and disturbed by rebellion.

ANDREAV, James Osgood, d.d., 1794-1871; b. Georgia; an itinerant ^Fethodist
Episcopal preacher of South Carolina conference, consecrated bishop at Philadelphia in

Mny, 1832. On his social relations began the division of the M. E. church into "North"
and "South." His second wife was a slave-holder, and in the general conference of
1844 it was declared that "this would greatly embarrass the exercise of his office as an
itinerant general superintendent, if not in some places entirely prevent it," and it w:u<

resolved " that it is the senses of this general conference that he should desist from the
exercise of this ofiice so long as this impediment remains." The southern delegates
protested that the action was extrajudicial and unconstitutional, and the difficulty was
finally settled by dividing the churches and property into the northern and southern
jurisdictions. Bishop A. adhered to the south, and continued his episcopal work until

1868, retiring then from age. He wrote on Family Government, and other subjects.

ANDREW, John Albion, ll.d., b. Maine. 1818: d. Boston, 1867; a graduate of
Bowdoin in 1837. He was admitted to the Boston bar in 1840; practiced there 20 years,

and was conspicuous in cases arising under the fugitive slave law. In 1858 he was a
member of the legislature; in 1860 he was a delegate in the national convention
which nominated Lincoln for president, and was himself elected governor of Massachu-
setts by the largest vote ever given for a candidate. He foresaw the danger of civil war
and took imniediate steps to perfect the organization of the militia of his state. AVithiu
a we(;k after the first call for troops he sent forward rive infantry regiments, a battalion

of rifiemen, and a battery of artillery. In 1861, and yearly until he insisted on retiring

in 1866, he was re-elected governor, and he was in all the war conspicuous for his

friendly care of soldiers. He was at the conference of loyal governors in Sept., 1862,
and wrote the address presented by them to the president. In religion he was L'nitarian;

and presided at the first national convention of that denomination in 1865. He declined
the offered presidency of Antioch (Ohio) college.

ANDREWS, Edwakd Gayer, d.d., b. N. Y., 1825 : a graduate of Wesleyan univer
sity in 1847. The next j'car he began ministry in the Methodist Episcopal church, and
was a teacher in Oneida conference seminary, becoming its president in 1854. He resumeil
the pastorate in 1864 in New York east conference, and was elected bishop in 1872.

ANDREWS, Ethan Allen, ll.d., 1787-1858; b. Conn.; a graduate of Yale. He
published a nuniber of school-books, and, in 1850, a good Latin-English lexicon.

ANDREWS, Geokoe L., b. Mass., 1827, graduated first in his class at West Point
in 1851, was acting assistant professorof engineering there in 1854:-55. For distinguished
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services in the army of the Potomac he was made brevet brigadier and major-general of

volunteers. In 1871, he became professor of French at West Point military academy.

ANDREWS, James Pettit, 1737-97; an English liistorian. He left unfinished a

Jlistori/ of Gnat Brifniii, Connected icitJi the Chronolorjy of Europe, commencing with

CjBsar's invasion; the English histoiy on one page and the synclironous European liistory

on the opposite page. He continued Henry's history, and made a good collection of

anecdotes.

ANDREWS, LoRRiN, 1795-1858; b. Conn., educated at Jefferson and Princeton

colleges, and "vvent as nussionary to the Sandwich islands in 1827. In 18ol he founded
what^ became the Hawaiian university, in -which he was professor. He was long privy-

councilor and judge under the native government. He wrote a Hawaiian dictionajy,

and pubUshcd part of the Bible in that tongue; he also wrote on the history of the

islands.

ANDREWS, Stepiien Peakl, b. Mass., 1812; a student of social science and
})hilolo2:y. He has written much on themes of society, government, and language.

Amon'T"his works are: Comparison of the common law with the Roman, French, and Span-
if(h civil law, on entails, and oilier limited properti), in real estate; Love, Marriage, and
Divorce; French without a master; phonographic readers and class-books: and a phono-
gi'aphic reporter.

ANDRIS'CUS, or Pseudo Philip, a person of mean origin, who claimed to be a son

of Perseus, the last king of Macedonia. He was imprisoned in Rome because of this

in-etense, but escaped and found partisans euou^-li in Thrace to defeat the pr.otor Juventius,

who had been sent against him. After a brief reign of cruelty and extortion lie was
defeated, 148 B.C., taken to Rome by Q. Cfficilius Metellus, and put to death. But the

recapture of Macedonia cost Rome 25,000 men.

AN'DROCLUS, or An'drocles; a Roman slave, pernaps a tamer of wild animals,

who led about the streets a lion which had refused to attack him when set loose upon him
in the arena. But Aulus Gellius says tiuit A. took refuge from a severe master in an
African cave, where came a lion with an injured foot which the slave cured, after pulling

out a large thorn, and the grateful animal followed hiin thereafter. Aulus Gellius relates

the story as having come to him from an eye-witness.

ANDROS, Sir Edmund, 1637-1714; son of an officer in the English roj^al household,

a major in prince Rupert's dragoons. In 1674, he was sent to America as governor of

the colon}' of New York, and to him Sir Anthony Colve, the governor during the tem-

porary Dutch supremacy, surrendered without forcible opposition. A. Avas in more or

less trouble with the English colonies ovei' which he claimed authorit}^ and deposed
Carteret of East Jersey in 1680. The next year he was called home under accusation,

but managed to escape serious prosecution. When the New England colonies were con-

solidated in 1686, A. was made governor-general with large powers. He was to admit
religious toleration, but could suppress all printing, name and change his council at will,

and, with their consent, levy taxes and control the militia. Connecticut refusing to

obey his orders, he appeared in the council chamber at Hartford, in Oct., 1687, with

an armed guard, and demanded the surrender of the colony's charter. Evidence is

wanting for the story of tlie hiding of the charter in the oak tree; a duplicate may have
been so hidden, but A. seems to have secured the original document. In 1688 New
York and New Jersey were attached to New England and his rule extended over them.

On hearing of the revolution in England the people of Boston imprisoned A. and some
of his ollicers, April 18, 1689, and Jjcishu- set uj) a rebel government in New York. In

July, A. and a committee of accusers were ordered to England, but he was accpiitted

without formal trial. In 1692, he came back as governor of Virginia, where ho was
popular, retiring in 1698. and bec-oming govcjrnor of Guernsey in 1704-0. In 1691, he
published an account of his proceedings in New England.

ANDROSCOG'GIN^, a co. in s.w. Maine; 400 sq.m. ; pop. '70,35.866; noted for

extensive water and manufactures on the two Androscoggin rivers. Agriculture is the

main Imsiness; dairy products are exported. The Portland branch of the Grand Trunk,
the Maine Central, and other railroad lines, traverse the county. Co. seat, Auburn.

ANDROSCOCt'GIN, a river in Maine and New Hampshire, rising in Umbagog lake

and emptying int<j the Kenneb( c above Bath. It is 157 m. long, a'.^out half of it in each
state.

ANDVA'RI, in Norse mylhology, the name of the fish-shaped dwarf who owned the

ring, wiih th(! curse of ill-ohtained gold, fatal to the possessor. This is the key-note of

the rcmarkMblc stories of Sigurd Fafidshane and tlu! (Jerman legends nu-cnlly written in

music by Wagner in an elaborate trilogy, consisting of "
'I'Ik; Rhinegold" (the tempta-

tion), tJK! " Valkyria" (or Fat(;s), "Siegfried" (the liero), and "Die Gotterdaininerung"
(tlie "'J'wilight of the Gods," or end of all tlungs;,

ANEC/DOTE, from the Greek, originally meaning something not published. Pro-

copius called his secret liistory of Justinian's court Anecdota. It is ai)plied also to

portions of ancient writings long uni)ublished, and a number of such Anardofa liave

been collected in volumes and printed. As ordinarily u.sed, A. now means some
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isolated fact, usually of a jMjrsonal nature, which would inicrest a listener. There
arc a great many books of A., the most celebrated in English being the Percy Anecdotes.

AXEL, Dominique, about 1679-1730; a French surgeon, iiiventurof the probe and
syringe, bearing his name; skillful in treating aneurism and fistula lachrymalis.

ANE]M'OSCOPE, a vane or weathercock, or any iastrument which shows the direc-

tion of the wind; often witii a spindle attachment that turns an index or a compass
scale in a room, showing within a house the course of the wind. Latterly the A. has
been made self-recording, and nowia most observatories needs no watching, every move-
ment of the wind being written down; the force or pressure and the velocity in miles per
hour being also recorded. Tiiis is done by pencils which press lightly upon a cylinder
covered with a sheet of paper divided into horizontal hour ''nes, the lines moving at the

rate of half an inch an hour, a complete revolution of the JTli»der occupying 24 hours.

Lines marked b}"" the pencils show by their relation to th; graduated lines the direction

of the wind at any moment of the day.

AXGARA', or Upper and Lower Tungttska, a river of Asiatic Russia, flowing out
of lake Baikal, passing Irkutsk, and joining the Yenesei, after a course of \100 miles.

The current is strong, with many rapids, and the scenery often beautiful.

AN'GELI, FiLiPPO, d. 1645; an Italian painter early in the 17lh centmy. lie ex-

celled in landscapes, and was among the earliest to apply strict rules of perspective.

His works are scarce. Two others of his name were known as painters, Giulio Cesare,

1570-1830, and GuLseppe, b. 1715.

ANGELIC HYMN, the hymn Ix^ginning "Glory be to God on high," so called

because the first words are recorded to have been sung by the angels heralding the infant

Saviour at Bethlehem.

ANGELICO, Era. See Fiesole, ante.

ANGELINA; a co. in e. Te.xas; 1059 sq.m.; pop. '70. 3985—743 colored. It is

heavily timbered with a great variety of trees. Corn, cotton, sugar- cane, rice, and
tobacco are produced. There are steam mills, and petroleum is found. Co. seat.

Homer.

AN'GELL, James Burrill, i.l.d., b. R. I., 1S29. In Sept., 1845. he entered Brown
vmiversitJ^ and graduated four years later. In 1851 he went to Europe, where he spent
two years in study and travel. He rctiu-ned to accept t lie chair of modern languages
and literature in the anivereity of which he was a giaduate, a position which he filled

for seven years. Hcnr^' B. Anthony having Ik^'ii elected U. S. senator, oifered

him the editorial charge of his newspaix-r, the Providence Uafli/ Journal, and in 18C0
prof. A. asstimed tJiat position. After six yeai-s of journalistic lalior, the offer of the

presidency of the univosity of Vermont drew him again to academic life. He declined
the presidency of the universit3'^ of Michigan, at Ann Arbor, when it was ofl'ered him in

1869, but subsequently accepted it in 1871. In ^larch, 1880. he wai» ap{x)inted minister

to China. He iiJ the author of luiui}' articles in the JS'orth Anitncan Uicitic, and other
magazines.

AN'GELL, JoBEFH KiNNicui'. 1794-1857; b. R. I. : a gi'admite of Brown university

in 1813. He-was a writer on law; edited a law journal in 1828-31; and was for years a
reporter for the Rhode island supreme court. He was author of a treatise on the laws
of property, and at his death was engaged on a treatise on the Laic of JligJiiruiiH, which
was completed by Thomas Durfee. Lord Brougham praised A.'s v/orli on Limiiatiou

of Action.

AN'GELUS DOM'INL the name of a brief prayer rcj^eated by Roman Catholics at

the sonnd of the Angelus bell at sunrise, nooi* ind sunset.

AN'GELFS SILE'SIUS(JonANN Scheffler). lG24-77;aGerman philosophical poet.

brougiit up a Protestant. He was physician to the duke of Wiirtemburg, and l)ecame a
Romanist, taking orders as a priest. His faith was jxiculiar, a mystical, sentimental pan-
theism, imbibed from the works of Tauler and Bohme. The essence of God he held
to be love; and he reasoned that as God can love nothing inferior to himself, and cannot
be an object of love to himself without manifesting himself in finite form or becoming
man, God and man, therefore, are essentially one. His hymns are very popular in Ger-
many.

ANGERBO'DA, in Norse mythology, a giantess, mother of Fenrir, the monster wolf
which, at the last da}', is to swallow and conquer Odin, or the Sun.

ANGERMUN'DE, a t. in Prussia, capital of a circle of the same name in the province
of Brandenburg, 43 \n. from Berlin by railway. Pop. about 6400. The chief industry
is the manufacture of woolen and linen goods.

ANGEY'JA, in Noi-se mythology, one of Heimdall's nine mothers. The **Edda"
says: " Nine giant maids gave biitlVto the gracious g(^d at the world's margin."

ANGHIE RA, Pietko Martire, d', (Peter SIartyr), 1455-1526; an Italian historian.

He became a priest in Spain in 1487; in 1501 lie was on a mission of state to Egypt, and
in 1505 was prior of the cluu'ch of Grenada. He was a member of the council of the
Indies. His \yorks arc important; the Opns JEmatolarum records almost every event (if
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consequence from 14SS tvO 1525, and De Ref>tfs Ocrj/n's ct Orbe Novo is a vn.Iiiable iicconnt

of the new-world dit.covcnes, taken from the lips and reports of Columbus and other

early navigators.

AX GILBERT, Saint, seoretary and friend of Charlemap:ne, and tho most distin-

gnislied poet of his age He tided llie his^iiebt oiiicos, and nuu'rit'd the irreiit monarch's

dauirhter Bertha; hi- alterward retn-ed from public service and became abUU of a mon-
astery returning from time to time as the state required his services. In 800 he assisted

m Rome at the coronation of tlie emperor, who called him the "Homer of the age." He
died in 814.

AXG'LESEA, Ar.rnuPw Annesley. Earl of, 1614-86, lord ])rivy seal in the reign of

Charles H. lie was educated at Oxford, ami studied lav/ at Lincoln s iim. He was sent

as commi.-sioner to Ul.ster m 1G45 to oppose the designs of the rebel 0\»en Tioe O'Neil.

After the death of Cromwell he was president of the council of state, and concerned in

bringing about the restoration. Ho succeeded to his father's titles in 1640. A. was a

man of great abilities and extensive learning, well acquainted with the constitution and
the laws of England, and the author of several v/orks of a poliLicai and polemical char-

acter,

ANGOT, or ANGO, Jean. d. 1551; a Frencli merchant, in African and East India

trade. When some of his sliii)s had been taken by tho Portuguese lie provided and

fitted out an armed ilect that kept Eisbon blockaded imtd he had received indemnity for

his losses. Immensely rich at one time, he lost in speculations and in money lent to the

king of France, and his last years were passed in destitution.

ANGOULEME, Charles de Valois, Due d', 157'i-1650; son of Charles IX. of

France, and .Alnrie Touchet; reared by his uncle Henry HI. One of his hall" sisters, the

marchioness of Yermeuil, became the mistress of Henry IV. Charles was well educated,

and at the a^e of 16 was gi'and prior of Fi'ance in the order of knights of Malta. In

1591, he married a daughter of marshal d'Amville, afterv;ards duke of Montmorenci.

In 1589, Hem-y HI. was assassinated, but on his death lie comujcnded Charles to his

successor, HeiiVy IV., by whonj he was made colonel of horso; but the r(dationship of

Ids sister to the king so displeased him that ho joined with tlio duke of Savoy, Biron.

and Bouillon, one of their main purposes Ixdng to force the king to repudiate his wife

and marry the marchioness. Biron and Charles were arrested, and the former wa.s

executed, but the latter was released after a short imprisonment, owing to the influence

of his relative, aided bv his aunt the duchess d'Angouleme, and his father-in-law, the

marquis d'Entrairues. *In 1604, he and his father-in-law were oond(5mned to death and

Ids mother to peqx'tunl imprisonment in a convent; the woman obtained pardon and

had th(; uther sentences commuted to perpetual imprisonment. A. was in the Bastile 11

years, but in 1616 he was released and restored to his nmk of colonel-.gener:d of horse.

He was afterwards etiLraired in an important embassy to (i<.'rmany. In 1627, he com
manded the large for(;o assembled for the siege of La liochelle. in ]6a5, he was i^-neral

of the French army in Lorraine, and in 16o6 lieutemint-genoral of tho armiea. lie wa:*

the author of Memoirs from the Aamsdnation of lleary ULtoihe Battk of Ai-qaos, and

other works.

ANGUS, Earl op. See Douglas, ante.

ANGUS, JosKPii. D.D.. b.l816; educated at Edinburgh university: president of Re.gent's

Park (Baptist) cr;l lege, London; author of the J3i')le Hand Book, Hand Pxyok of Kinilinh

Liferatan:, s«nd other w<;rks; one of the revisers of the I^lnglish New Testament for tlu.'

American Bible union, and a member of the eommilteeof the convocation of Canterbury

for similar nrvisirm. He visited the United States in 187o as one of the delegates to the

EvanLrelical Alliance.

ANGUSSO'LA, or ANGUISCIOLA, Sofontrua, 153^-1620; one of tho best portrait

painters of tlie latter mrt of the 16th century. In 1560. at tho invitation of Philip II..

she visited ^ladrid, vvjiere her work received great ])raise. Vandyck is rcport(?d to have

said that he dc-rivcd more knowledge of the )»rinci])les of his art from her conver^;;ition

than fr(jm any other source. Sp(;c!mens of her work are to Ix; s(X'n in Madrid, and in

Florence, and one portrait of herself is at Althorp. She had three .si.ster.H, all of whoni

were artists oi repute;.

ANIMALS, ('RUELTY TO. Thore are societies for the provcntlfmof cnielty to am
mals in l','U)f ti)e '.i>i Unit(fd States. Thr; first society w \s charleicd by flic legislature of

New York in 1866, chiefly througii the eilorts of Henry I^<rgl). who hns been its presi-

dent for l:} years. Its name indif:a1«;s its purpose. Up to the close of 1818 it luul secured

pro.seciitioirin 6809 cases for w(;iking horses sufTering from son?s, and in nwirly 1000

for cru'-l beatin" of animals. The society met with much o{)position until a decision <if

the highest cmnl aflirm(;d its powers. There are LJ societies formed with this as a

model in various states.

ANIMISM, a term formerly applied in biology to denr.te the theor}' that the soul,

imim-a,, is the vital principle, the cau.;o of the normal i)henomena of Hie and of the abnor-

mal phenomena of disease. It is now current in the wider anthroi)ological sense, ha

iaciudiiig " U:c general doctrine of .souls and other .spiritual beings." The absence of
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any other suitable word is thought to render this application indispensable, and may be
conceded to render it allowable; for "spiritualism," though occasionally used in a gen-
eral sense, has become associated with a particular modern development of animistic
doctrine; "anthropomorphism," though less objectionable, is inadequate; while "the-
ology" cannot be extended to include the lower forms of the doctrine of spiritual beings,

and indeed many of its higher developments, except by a departure from ordinary usage.

An animistic philosophy, explaining the more strange or striking of the phenomena of
nature by the hypothesis of direct spiritual agency, is universally prevalent among
savage races; and there sciems tenable ground for the inference that it must have been
the philosophy earliest developed among prehistoric societies of mankind. It is mani-
festly the development of that earliest analogical reasoning which imagines external
objects to be conscious and animated with life essentially like our own; it is the expres-
sion antl application of the first general theory of natural causes, rude and inadequate,
yet marveloasly self consistent and serviceable; and its history appears to be prim.arily

that of a dominant and pervading philosophy, applied to explain sill the phenomena of
nature and life, save only those ordinary sequences which the uncivilized mail regards as
needing no exi)lanation; aftervv'ards, in the progress of culture, its hi.^tory is that of a
system of thought modified and restricted by the increase of positive knowledge, and.

surviving in eitiier greatly refined or greatly enfeebled forms. A. is one of those terms
which should be used not without cautious limitation of its range. In our ignorance of
the nature of the soiU in brutes orin men, the philosophy of the soul may easily extend
itself unduly, involving on one side matter, and on the other side spirit in statements
whose indeterminateness will render them unsatisfacttory. A., as denoting the doctrine
of the soul, has no claim to decide scientific principles pertaining to either the purely
spiritual or the purely material realm.

ANJER', or Anjier', a seaport of Java, on the straits of Sunda, 18 m.w. of Batavia.
It is protected by a fort, and has some trade with passing vessels. 3Iads for Batavia are
landed at A.

ANKEK, a liquid measure once much used in north Europe, now only in Denmark and
Norway. It varies in cap;icity; at Copenhagen it contains 9.S8 U. S. gallons; at Ham
burg, 9.54; at Bremen, 9.57; at Lubec, 9.89; at Amsterdam, 10.22; at Berlin, old measure
12.45; new, 9.07 gallons.

ANK'WITZ, NicoLA.T, Count, d. 1794; a Polish politician, ambassador to Copen-
hagen, and deputy from Cracow in the diet. In the diet which was forced to the par-
tition of the kingdom he was' deputed to sign the treaty with Russia, arid immediately
afterwards a large salary v.as conferred on him by Russia, with the appointment of presi-

dent of the council. Soon after the beginning of the Ko.sciusko revolution he was con-
victed of treason, and hanged.

ANNAM'. See Anam, ante.

ANNAPOLIS, a CO. in w. Nova Scotia, on the bay of Fundy; 1700 sq.m. : pop.
'71, 18,121. The surface Is varied, but generally rough, and well adapted to fruit culture.

Agricidture is the mam business, and dairy products are exi)()rled. There are also valua-
ble deposits of iron ore. Capital, Annapolis, formerl}' Port Royal,

ANNARR', or Onarii, in Norse mythology, the husband of night, and father of Jord
(the earth).

a\NNE ARUNDEL, a co. in Maryland; 750 sq.m. ; pop. '70. 24.457—17,732 colored.
It is watered by the South and Severn rivers. Thi; surface is hilly, and the soil fertile,

producing wheat, corn, tobacco, etc. Coal and iron are found. Co. seat, Annapolis,
which is also the capital of the state.

ANNE BOLEYN, or Bullen, or Bouleyne. one of the wives of Henry YIIL, and
mother of queen Elizabeth. The date of her birth is uncertain, 1500 to 1507 being
given, but tlic earlier is most lii^ely. She was beheaded, May 19, 1536. A. was a
daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, who was viscount Rochford, and earl of Ormond and
Wiltshire. She was one of the ladies chosen to accom.pany princess Mary when .she

went to France in 1514 to wed Ivouis XII. After the death of Louis, Mary returned to

England, bnt A. remained in the household of Claude, queen of Francis I. She was
recalled to England in 1522, or 1527, and admitted to the household of Catherine of
Aragon, where she seems to have been circumspect, witty, and vivacious. Near the end
of 1527, Henry declared to Wolsey his intention to marry her as soon as a divorce from
Catherine could be obtained. After five years of effort the divorce came, but before
this, Jan. 25, 1533, Henry and A. were married. The divorce was secured in May, and
on the first of June, A.'s coronation took place. Three months laier the princess
Elizabeth was born. A. led an easy life for a few years, until Henry fixed his eyes ou
Jane Seymour, Avhen it was not at all difiicult to prove A. dissolute with a view of put-
ting her out ol' the way. A committee of lords, one of them her own father, in 1536
reported her incontinent with half a dozen persons, including b.er ov/n brother. She was
of course convicted, degraded, and executed; but on the scallold she behaved with dig-

nity and courage, protesting her innocence to the last. In the strange lack of authentic
details of A.'s historv. especially in regard to her alleged crimes, there has been room
for diiiereuees of opinion concerning her among historians.
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AXNE OF BRITTANY, .'^uccn of France, 147G-1514; daughter and heiress of

Francis II.. duke of Brittany. She received that ducliy as her dowry on marrjini;

Charles VIII., Dec. 6, 1491, Brittany then becoming incorporated ^vith France. She
hud been attiauced to Maximilian of'Austria, but Louis XL, her guardian, forbade tke

marriage, and thus assured the {Aggrandizement of his kingdom and family. After her

husband's death she married his successor, Louis XII. , over whom she had great influ-

ence, and she administered the kingdom with ability during his campaigns in Italy.

ANXE OF CLEYES, 1515-57; fourth wife of Henry YIIL, of England, daughter of

John, duke of Cleves. Henry wedded her reluctantly to make friends among the Prot-

te-stant German princes, Jan. 6, 1540; but he divorced her in July of that year, giving her

au annuity of £3000.

AXNEKE JAXS. See Bogardus, Everardus.

AXNESLEY, Arthur. See Anglesea, Earl of, ante.

AXXIHILATIOXISM. the theory of the utter extinction of man's hein^, bothbodllv
and spiritual, either at death or at some later period. Little was hea,rd of the doctri: ,

until in the last century, when Taylor, of Norwich, England, McKnight, and a few otlic

Avrote upon it. Among later supporters perhaps archbishop Whately may be countc<

for in Ids View of ihe Scripture Revelations Concerning a Future State, he says that in tin

passages in which "death," "destruction," "eternal death," are spoken of, the word;
maybe taken as signifying literal death, real destruction, the utter end of things; that
" unquenchable fire" may mean a fire that quite consumes what it feeds up^n, and the

"worm that dieth not" may be that which entirely devours its prey. Icuthe United
States, the question was revived about 25 3^ears ago by Six Sermom on the Question, are

the Wicked Immortal, by George Storrs. Just before these appeared, Dr. McCuUoch, in

his Analytical Investigations concerning ihe Scripture, maintained that after the final decis-

ions at the judgment the wicked will be utterly destroyed b^Mhe visitation of God in

wrath. Hudson, in Debt and Grace, as Related to the Doctrine of a Future State, denies

that the natural immortality of the soul is ever expressed or even implied in the Bible;

on the contrar}^ life and immortality are brought to the redeemed alone; all others being
not only naturally mortal, soul and body, at death, but, after that mortal suspension of

positive existence, all are raised at the final resurrection and cast into the lake of fire at

the second death. He denies that endless conscious suffering is ever afHrmed to be the

nature of future penalty, but affirms that the penalty consists in privation, and that in

the perpetuity of this i)rivation consists the eternity of future punishment. The scrip-

ture terms, from whicli eternal misery is usually understood, such terms as "condemna-
tion," "destruction," "perdition," " damnation," etc., he thinks express the painful and
penal consignment of the entire nature to disorganization and to tue complete non-exist-

ence from which it originally came. Mr. Landis replies to Hudson, in his treatise On ihe

Immortality of the Soul and the Final Condition of the Wicked, and \wm\y other writers have
discussed tlie subject, especially in religious reviews and magazines.

It is significant that those who hold to this theory of late i)refcr to use instead of A.
the term "conditional immortality." Three considerations may be noted as bearing on
this subject: 1. The theory of man's tripartite nature, body, soul, and spirit, may be so

JH'ld as to admit as possible a literal destruction (i.e. de-strurturali/.ation) of man, an utter

and final disorganization, wherein body and soul, as forming man's orgaidzed existence,

might cease to be, while the spirit, or the inmost essence of Ids being, might remain for-

ever disembodied and disorganized; and thence might fitly be spoken of as "cast out
into the outer darkness" and swallowed up in " the bottomless ])it." 2. To establish tln^

doctrine of entire extinction of a being like a man, existing in various departments,
whf;ther two or three, it is necessary that the origin of his complex being Im; understood.
WiiH he created out of nothing, or out of somewliat previously existing, or out of God as

a child out of pannits? 3. The theory of A. requires that the word " dcalli" in llm Bible,

and in science*, be taken to mean, when literally used, extinction of being. Thus the

question ari«<'s wlietherthe Bible gives "death" any meaidng beyond destruction of the
organism; and whether science can assure us that (hjath in any case is more than disso-

lution of the organism, or destruction, i.e. de-structurali/ation. In the la(;k of affirma-

tive answer on these ])oints from either science or revelation, it would be found difilcult

to prove the theory of A., even were it true.

AN'NIUS OF YiTKRUO (Giovanni Xanni), 1432-1502; an Italian Dominican, a favor-

ite of pope Alexander VL and of that family; yet his death is thought to have been
caused by poison, under conunand of C.-esar Borgia, who was ofl'ended with A.'s plain-

ness of speech. He ])ul)lished a s])urious work pretending to ])e the writings of ancient
authors whose ))Ooks are lost,

AX^NUNCIATION, The. Tlie announcement by the nngel to the Yirgin Mary of
the incarnation of Christ (Luke i. 2G-3S). The festival of the A. is kej)! on th(A25th of
.Mar., which was for a long jieriod the beginning of the legal year in Jjigland. The
earliest allusion to this fea^t is in a canon of the council of Toledo. 05(5 a.d. ('hr^'sos-

tom calls it "the root of all festivals." Willi a view tonatinal fitness. ll)e framers of
the church calendar placed the festival of Christ's nativity nine months after the A.
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ANOKA, a co. in e. Minnesota on the Mississippi river, 420 sq.ni.
;
pop. '80, 7005.

AgTicuitural products and lumber are the staples, Co. seat, Anoka.

ANO'LIS, a genus of saurian reptiles or lizards, native of tropical America, havins;

teeth on the palate of the mouth as well as on the maxillary bones. They are remark-
able for the power of inflating the skin of the throat, and for rapid changes of color of
tlic inflated skin. They are entirely inoffensive, living on insects; are easily alarmed,
and very rapid in their movements. There are several species, most of them bright
green in color, varied with black.

ANOUKIS, or Anaka, the " clasper" or " embracer;" an Egj^ptian goddess, per-

sonifying the lower world or hemisphere. She is represented with a red crown; while
8ati, who personifies th'e upper world, has a white crown. A. seems to have been
analogous to the Greek Hestia, or Yesta. No statues of A. have been discovered.

ANQUETIL, Louis Pieiire, 1723-1808; a French historian; director of the academy
of Rlieims, and author of a history of that city. In 1759, he wjis prior of the abbey de la

Koe, in Anjou, and soon afterwards director of the college of Scnlis; later still, prior of

Chateau Renaud, near Montargcs, which he exchanged for the curacy of La Villette.

near Paris. In the reign of terror he was imprisoned in St. Lazare. He was at early

member of the national institute, and employed in the department of foreign affairs. He^
left many historical works, for the most part crude and faulty in .stjie.

ANSALO'NI, GiorOano, a Sicilian Dominican missionary, who died under torture,

Nov. 1, 1634, in Nagasaki, Japan, whither he had gone from the Philippine islands, after

learning the Japanese language in a hospital at Manila. He labored two years as a
l)riest before he was discovered. Another priest and 09 converts suffered death with
him.

AN'SARIES, or Ansa'iiians, called also Nossairians. an Arab sect living in the
mountains between the n. part of Lebanon and Antioch; found also in Antioch and
other towns and villages of the coast. Little is known of their origin or history. They
endeavor to conceal their doctrines from strangers, and of their own people none but
male adults are admitted to the secrets. But it is evident that their tenets are a mixture
of paganism and Mohammedanism, with some faint suggestions from Christianity.

Their founder, Nossair, who lived about 890, taught that God appeared eleven times in

Iniman form, to Abraham, Moses. Jesus, Mohammed, and others; that he always
encountered opposition, whereupon he returned to heaven, wrap.ped himself in a blue
mantle, and resorted to the sun, which is therefore an object of their worship. They
are said, by some writers, to look for a messiah who will be the twelfth person of human
form in whom God will appear. Other accounts are that they hold to seven manifesta-
tions of the supreme deity, of which Ali is the only one to be adored. They believe in

migration of souls, which for the faithful will be a progress from pure to more pure
until they become stars; but sinners will be transformed into Jews, Cln-istians, donkeys,
dogs, and hogs. They practice circumcision and ablution, and prav in the open air

three times a day. Promiscuous intercourse of the sexes is practiced on certain festivals,

and their religious rites are believed to be vile. Though their religion inculcates benev-
olence, honesty, and patience, they are thi(>vish and superstitious, yet hospitable. Each
conuiumity is governed by a mokaddem, who is almost entirely independent. It is said

tJiat the most numcTous of the three sects into wliich the A. are divided worship a
J)eauliful young woman, who is elected goddess once in three years. A late writer

estimates their number at over 200,000. and says that they believe in a divine unity in

three persons, the last two being created. The first, the supreme deity, is Manna or

"meaning," the second Ism or "name," the third Bab or "dove." Tliere is also a

system of hierarchies wonderful for number; there are 14,000 "near ones." 15,00
'• cherubim," 16,000 "spirituals," 17,000 "saints," 18.000 " hermits," 19.000 "listei-

ors tied -0,000 " followers," besides prophets, apostles, and heroes. They profess t.>

receive, among other sacred books, the Old and New Testaments, and the Koran.

ANSCHUTZ, Karl, 1813-70; royal musical director in Coblentz, and director in

Nuremberg. Amsterdam, London, and New York, founding in the latter city the German
opera, in 1862.

ANSDELL, Richard, b. 1815; an English painter chieflj' of animals and field sports.

He ])ainted "The Battle of the Standard," and worked in association with Creswick,
the landscape artist.

ANSE DE PANIER, a French term for arches which are the result of elliptical

curves in section ; an elegant form for bridge arches.

ANSON, a CO. in s. North Carolina, on the Rocky and Yadkin rivers, 650 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 12,428—6951 colored. It has an undulating surface and productive soil; agri-

culture is the chief industry. Co. seat, \Yadesborough.

ANSONIA, a village in the t. of Derby, Conn., on the Naugatuck river, 10 m. w.n.w.
from New Haven; pop. '80, 3855. It is a place of manufactures, especially of clocks
and brass work.

ANS'PACH. Ei.TZAiiETH Berkeley, Margravine of, 1750-1828: daughter of Augus-
tus, earl of BerkeleN', and wife of the earl of Craven, who d. in 1791, after which she
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married the margrave of Anspacli. She was highly aceomplishod, and of singular versa-

tility, writing and performing dramas, and composing many biographical memoirs,

ANSTED, David Thomas, an English physician, b. 1814; educated at Cambridge,
and i)rofes.sor of geology at King's college, London, and at llie college of civil engineers

at Putne}'. For many years he was engaged on works illustrating llie application of

geology to engineering and nuning. lie has a higxi reputation as a consulting engineer.

Hesides geological works he has published xSV^/ie?7/, Science, and Art, The Ohaniwl IdamU,
Correlation of the JSataral History Sciences, The Ionian Islands, and Physical Geofjraphy.

ANSTEK, Joirx, ll.d., 1798-1867; an Irish poet; educated at Trinity college, Dublin.

In 1811), he published Poems and Iranslations from the German, v;\\\c\\ gained him the

friendslup of Coleridge, by whose advice A. completed a version of Goethe's Faust. He
was called to the Irish bar in 1824, and was regius i)rofessor of civil law in Dublin uni-

vei*sity. Afterwards he published a second volume of Poems and Tiandations, and
Introductoi-y Lecture on the Study of the Ciml Law.

ANSTE Y, CiniiSTOPiiER, 1724-1805, an English poet; educated at Eton and designed

1 -r the ciiurch, but failing to get his degree, lie returned to private life. He entered tiie

: m\, {Uid sat in parliament. Among A.'s works are the New Bath Guide, the Election

Ball, and some others now forgotten.

ANT^^'US, in fable, a giant in Lybia, son of Poseidon (Neptune) and Terra (the

earth). He compelled all strangers passing through the country to wrestle with him,
but when he was thrown he received fresh strength from contact with his mother earth,

and proved invincible. With the skulls of those whom he had slain, he built a temple to

his father. Hercules discovered the secret of his renewal of strength, lifted him from
the earth, and strangled him. This struggle is a favorite subject in ancient sculpture.

ANTAGONIST MUSCLES. Every muscle is opposed in its action by another mus-
cle, or elastic liguuent; e.g., in the arm the triceps extensor is opposed by the biceps

flexor and brachialis anticus; the diaphragm, whose action aids in expanding the chest,

i:i opposed by the external abdominal muscles. The diastole of the heart in vertebrates

is best explained by elasticity, as it exerts very little power. The predominance of
power in antagonist groups of muscles determine the position of dilferent parts of tlie

body when at rest, the naturally bent positions of the fingers during sleep showing the
prevailing power of the flexors. The natural balance of muscles is sometimes disturbed
by disease.

ANTANACLA'SIS, in rhetoric a figure in which a word is repeated in a sense dif-

ferent from its first use, to give additional force to the expression; as the remark of
Benjamin Franklin when he was about to sign the declaration of American independ-
ence: "we must all hang together, or we shall assuredly all hang separatel}'."

ANTARCTIC CURRENT, a drift, traceable first along the shores of Victoria land
in the southern region of perpetual frost, which carries ice and cold water along the
western coast of South America. It is much like the gulf stream, only the latter warms
liiecoldn.w. of Europe, while the former cools the tropic heatsof western South America.

ANTARCTIC LANDS, the imexplored space beyond 70" s. lat., comprising an area
of about 4,700,000 stj. miles. The latest information and speculations about this region,

laid before the Ijritish association, favor the supposition that there is no continuous
Antarctic continent, but a congeries of low continental lands and islands Cv)nnected by
bridges of ice wiiich form part of the solid ice cap covering the whole to the height <)f

about 1400 ft. The region is intersected by continental chains, like the range between
05" and 1)5', which includes Peter the great island, Alexandra land, Graham land,

Adelaide island, and Louis Philippe land; also by at least one volcanic range, discovered
6y Ross in 1841, which stretches from Balleny islands to lat. 78" s., and reacheit a height
of 15,000 ft. The A. lands are surrounded by a fringe of ice, which extends in a jxm--

pendieular cliff of an average height of 230 ft., outside (X which ice extends s(>award in

winter 20 ft. thick or more, and in summer this floe gives place to pack ice nnd drifting
berg.s. It is rriasoiied that the uniform height of the ice does not exceed 4-^100 fl., in cause
any addition iiicrea-(!s the ])ressurc and lowers the mass which is melted away at the
bottom by the internal heat of the earth. See Poi.Aii Expeditionb. ante.

ANTA'RES, a red star, thf)Uglit by the ancicaits to resemble Mars. It isachmblc
star, and the most conspicuous object in the constellation Scorpio. A. is often of use to
navigators in finding longitude.

ANTELOPE, a co. in n.e. Nebraska; 8G4 sq.m.; poj). '70, loOll Co. seat, Oak-
dale.

ANTE'NOR, the wise Trojjin who advised his fellow-citizens to send Helen back to
hcrr husi)and. His frit'ndiincss to the Greeks became complete treason wlien tlu; city
was tadfiri ;uid his house Wiis spared l)y the victors. liCg'-nds difl'er aliout him; one is

tliat h(! ])uilt acitpon the site of Troy; others make him the founder of various cities in

Italy.

ANTHELMINTICS, medicines for destroying or expelling intestinal pnrasltes; thoRc
whicli destroy are vermicides; tho.se which expel, vermifuges. Among articles f<u' the
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/)iirpose are senna, pink-root, santonin, oil of turpentine, oil of fern, and pumpkin and
pomegranate seeds.

ANTHE'-MIUS, a Greek architect and mathematician, son of Stephanus, a physician,

and one of five brothers, eminent as physicians, lawyers, and grammarians. It is sup-

posed that A. anticipated Bufion in using burning glasses, and some say he knew the

force of steam. He was eminent as an architect, and produced in 532, under the pat-

ronage of Justinian, tlie plans for the great church of !St. Sophia, in Constantinople

—

plans which display great knowledge and great ignorance.

ANTHE'iMTUS, or Anthp^mtus Piiocorius, a Roman emperor who reigned from 467
to 473. He was son-in-law of the emperor Marcian, and had been a favorite general of

Leo, emperor of the east. His son-in-law, Ricimer, became A.'s enemy, proclaimed
Olybrius emperor, and took Rome, putting A. to death.

ANTHONY, Henry B., an American statesman, b. R. I.. 1815; a graduate of Brov/n
university, 188o; became editor of the Providence Jouvnal, 1838, which position he held
more than 30 years; in 1849 was elected governor of Rhode Island; re-elected in 1850
and declined further nomination for the office. He was elected U. S. scnntor in 185^1

re-elected in 18(54, '70, '76; was ciiosen president _prc temjxyre of the senate in IBGD, an(1

again in 1871. ^

ANTHONY, Susan Bkownell, b. Mass., 1820; one of the principal leaders of the
" woman's rights " movement; daughter of a Quaker. She was a teacher in New York for

15 years, and was long distinguished for zeal and ekxpience in tlie anti-slavery cause.

She is still an eloquent advocate of total abstinence and woman-sullrage.

ANTHRACENE, or PAiiANApnTiiALiNE, CmHio, a solid liydrocarbon accompany-
ing naphthaline in the last stages of the distillation of coal tar. It has acquired great

importance as the material from which alizarine is manufactured. A ton of A. can
be obtained by the distillation of about 3000 tons of coal, besides the A. contained in llic

])itch. Pure A. occurs in bluish white foliated ciystals, having a violet fluorescence. A
little above 200° C, it melts to a limpid liquid which rapidly becomes dark colored. It

is not perceptibly volatile at 100°, but between 210'' and 220' it sublimes easily, yielding

a fetid and irritating vapor. It is soluble in boilins; alcohol, an(J in light naphthas, from
which it crystallizes out on cooling. Heated slightly with fuming sulphuric acid, it

dissolves gradually, giving a greenish solution of suli)hanthracenc acid. A. has been
made artificially from toluole and from benzole. See Alizakine.

ANTHRACITE, or hard coal, is mined in America chiefly from about 470 sq.m. in

eastern Pennsylvania, where three parallel deposits occur in the counties of Dauphin,
Schuylkill, Carbon. Northumberland, Columbia, and Luzerne. A. was found very early

in the valley of Wyoming, and was used by smiths as early as 1708-09. In 177G, A. from
near Wilkesbarre was floated down the Susquehanna to Carlisle, ancf was used in the

government arsenal. A. was discovered at the Lehigh end of the Schuylkill coal-field

by Philip Ginter, a hunter, in 1791, and a quarry was opened the same year. In 1808.

100 tons were brought from Summit hill to Philadelphia, and were sold to the city

government for use in the pumping works, but the engineers did not know how to

biun it, and it was broken up to gravel the walks in the yards. In 1812, two ark-loads
'vcre sold at the falls of the Schuylkill at $21 per ton. A morning was wasted in

futile attempts to burn this coal, and at noon the workmen and their employer, dis-

couraged at their ill luck, shut up the furnace and went to dinner. On their return
they were astonished to find a roaring fire, the furnace doors red-hot, and the furnace
it.vcif in danger of melting. From that day dates the successful use of A. in America.
The development of this interest is shown in the following table:

The Antiikacite Coal Production of Pennsylvania, in tons of 2240 lbs. .'

Wyoming Reg ion.
Luzerne and Sullivan cos.

Lehigh Region.
Carbon, Columlna, and

Luzerne cos.

ScHrvLKiLi. Region.
Schuylkill, Northumber-
land. Columbia. Dauphin,

and Lebanon cos.

V

All the Rb-
CIONS.

4J

hipments. Total prod't. Shipments. Total prod't. Shipments. Total prod't. Total prodt.

1K20 10,000

16,800
140.760
8()2,635

3,1.51,8-16

7,279.543

13,800,000

8,000

29.110
265.230
920.009

l,879,0n
2.313,989

4,&25,000

5,000

87.293
545.4-16

].94:,168
8!970,8l)9

6,782,146
9,070,0-0

18,000
hi
1829
1839
1849
1859
1869
1879

7,000
122,300
732,910

2,731.2:36

G.0()8,3(i9

12,575,000

153,863,765

25,110
221,025
781.6.56

1,328.311

1,929,523

4,550,000

78.293
4.54..5;^

1.650.101

8.448,708
5,(;r)3,R\5

9,125.000

154,090,W8

133,203
957,43(5

3.724.812
9.010.726

16.:575,678

27,825,000

172,944,369 71,580,696 1 80,eS7,2S7

1

174,356,286 427,987,883

A. is the purest form of natural carbon, except the diamond. The carbon varies
from 95 per cent in specimens picked from the best veins, to 80 or 85 per cent. Coal con
taining less than 80 per cent of carbon is not classed as anthracite. The volatile matter
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present is ^vatel^ oxygon. Inilrogen, and nitrogen; the a?^h conthijb v,.vi(le of iron, iron
pyrites, ijilica, alumina, lime, etc. Pennsylvania anthracites have usually 83 to 94 per
cent of carbon, 1^ to 7 per cent of volatile matter, and 1^: to 7 per cent of ash \, the
density varies from 1.4 to l.Gi3. A. Avas derived from bituminous coal by heat acting
imder great i)ressiu-e, and probably causetl by pi-essure in the geological changes whicii
threw the anlluaolu regions, a;; in eastern Pennsylvania, into great mountain waves.
The heat drove oii.' all volatile matters which it would develop from the bituminous
coal, and lefl the more stable materiid behind as a nalin-al cuKe, dillering from artili-

<-ial coivc only in its superior density. Tlie loss of vegetable matter by decomposition
in the formation of bituminous coal is estimated at about three fifths of the material,
and in the production of A. at about three fourths; the added compression leaves the
resulting bulk about one fifth or one eighth the original mass. It follows, then, that
to produce a vein of A. 30 ft. thick, 240 ft. of vegetable matter must have existed. The
coal dejiosits, as found in the A. formation near Pottsville in the Schuylkill valley,

include 15 groups, with 80 beds or veins more than 2 ft. thick, and 20 seams less th:iu

2 ft. The thickest, or mammoth vein, is a »iingle bed from 20 to 70 ft. thick, in some
places divided into 3 layers by seams of slate. About four liftlis of the present pro-

duction of A. comes from this vein. The aggregate thickness of the coal veins at this

point is n3 ft., of whicii 80 ft. may be profitably mined. See Coal. The possibili-

ties of the production of A. in America may be gathered from tlie following table,

issued Jan. 3, 1880, by iha Engineenng and Miiiuig Journal, and compiled by Richard P.

Kothwell:

The Area A^'D Contents in Coal of the Anthracite Basins of Pennsylvania.

Field.

Wvomiiig
Lehi^li
Schu;> Ikiil

Total

Area.

Square
miles.

Acres.

185

215

373%

ys,ooo

13V,5U0

284,000

!
Quantity of Coal.

i

Feot of:
,
Per

coal. i ceut.
Per A.,
tons.

19

20^
25

22

34,580
36,8.55

45,500

40,084

Total quantity, i

tons. I

4,09V,7;30,D00
1

3G
l,^30, 120.000

I
{)

6.250,250,000 5.5

ll,3c>4,100,000 100

Field.

Wyoming

Lehigh

Schuylkill

Total

Tons sold to Tons mined, in- 1 Tonr. i-emain
end of 1877. ;

eluding waste. ing.

151,475,872

72,422,227

157,776,2:36

381,674,335

GO per ct waste.
378,689,680

65 pel' cl waste.
206,910,302

65 per ot waste.
450,706,70-:;

1,036,306,685

Per
I

Tons available. Per
cent, allowing waste cent.

3,719,040,320

823,209,698

5,805,48:3,297

10,347,733,315

36

08

56

100

50 per ct waste.
1,859,520,160

60 per ct waste.
329,283,879.2

60 per ct waste.
2,322,193,318.8

41

07

52

4,5t0,997,35S 100

ANTHROPOLOGY {ante), the "science of man," or natural history of mankind; in

the general classification of knowledge, the highest section of zoology or the science o»

animals, which is itself tlie highest section of biology or the science of living beings.

'i"o A. contribute the sciences of anatomy, physiology, ethics, sociology, prehistoric,

nrchaiology: although each of these branches of investigation pursues its own subject,

having no furtiier contact with A. than when its resenrch conceins man. It is the oflice

of A. to collect and set forth, as completely as possible, the synojisis of man's physical

'and mental nature, and the theory of his course of life and action from his tirst appear-

ance on the planet. Looking at man's j)lacc in natun;, we see that the higher apes come
nearest to him in bodily formation, and here it is the olfice of zoology to point out
re.semljlances and differences, and to ascertain relations. "At this point," says prof.

Owen, in u piiper on the bony structure of apes, "every deviation from the human
structure indicates witli precision its real peculiarities, and we then possess the true

means of appreciating those modifications by which a material organism is especially

iidapted to become the seat and instrument of a rational and resi)onsil)l(! soul." Huxley,
in compaiing man with otiier orders of mammalia, decides— "There would remain then

but one order lor comparison, that of the a))es, and the (jue.stion for discussion would
narrow it.s(!lf to this: Is man so dill'c rent from any of th(;se ai)es that he must form vn

ji'der by luinself ? Or does he dilTcr less from them than they dilTcir from on(! another,

md hence must he take Ids plac(! in the same order with them?" Here the reference

plainly limits itself to tlu! human body. Hu.xley compares man with the gorilla, which

is on the whole the most man-like of all the apes. The gorilla has a smaller brain-casf,

iarger trunk, shorter legs, and longrsr arms than man. Tin; dilTerences in the skulls an
rem;u-kably api):irent. In the gorilla the face, formed largely by the massive jaw-bones,

predominates over the brain-case; in man these proportions are reversed. In man the

skull is set (evenly on the s])ine. the spinal cord being just behind the center of the base

of thesktill; but in the gorilla, which usually goes on all-fours, the skull is inclined
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forward and the spi'nal cord is further back. In man the surface <;. the skull is nearly
smooth, the ridges of the brow having but slight projection, while in the gorilla tliese

ridges are enormous. The capacity of the largest gorilla skull yet measured was but
84i^ cubic in. ; that of the sjuallest human cranium is almost 08 in. The gorilla's

large facial bones and great projection of jaws give its face a brutal expression, and its

teeth dilfer from man's in size and in the number of fangs. Tlie gorilla's arm is one
sixth longer than its spine; man's is one fifth shorter. The legs dilfer not so much, but
the hands and feet of the gorilla are longer than in man. The vertebral column and the
narrow pelvis dilfer from those of man ; the thumb is much shorter and the hand clum-
pier than man's. But a radical difference is in the amount of brain, that of the gorilla

heing 20 oz., while in man it is seldom less than 32. Prof. Huxley, restoring in

principle the classitlcation of Linnaus, would include man in the order oi primates, and
divide that order into seven families : 1, antltropini, consisting of man only; 2, catarhuii,

or old world apes; '6, platyrltiiii, including all new world apes except tlie marmoset; 4,

arctopitliecini, or marmosets; 5, lemurini, or lemurs; C, cheiromyini, or bats; and 7, galeo-

pithecini, or flying lemurs.

In fixing man's place in nature on physiological grounds, much greater difficulty is

met. There is here an enormous gulf between the most brute-like of men and the most
man-like of apes; a chasm not to be accounted for by minor structural differences. The
bold investigations and speculations of science have not yet been able to eradicate the
opinion, dee^jly rooted in modern as in ancient thought, that only a distinctively human
element can account for the wide sevT'rance between man and the liighest aninial below
him. Mere mechanical differences do not explain the divergence. An ape with a mans
hand and voice would still have to rise through a long structural growth to be indeed a
man. The greater amount of brain in man comes nearer to explain tlie difference ; but even
that fails. In some of the senses man is quite inferior; he cannot equal the eagle in sight,

the dog in scent, nor one of a dozen animals in hearing; though in the senses of tasting
and feeling he ma}' be superior to any of them. We must conclude that it is by superi-
ority in quality, as well as in quantity, of brain, and, because of that superiority, by the
possession of a highly organized language, that man has the power of co-ordinating the
impressions of his senses, which enables him to understand the world in which he live.s,

and, by understanding, to use, resist, and rule it. This ])ower of using what his senses
reveal to him is clearly expressed by man in his language. He shares with beasts and
birds the power to express feelings by emotional cries; the parrot approaches him in

utterance; and by association of ideas, some of the lower animals understand to a certain
extent what he says. But the abstract power of using words, in themselves meaningless,
as symbols by which to convey complex intellectual processes—in which mental con-
ceptions are suggested, compounded, combined, and even analyzed, and new ones
created—is a faculty scarcely to be traced in any other animal than man.

That this power is a function of the brain has been fully proved in diseases of that
organ, such as aphasia. This may stand among the best evidences that the brain is the
principal, if not the sole, organ of mind. But animals of lower grade share with man in

varying degree in many of the high attributes. Sudden terror affects man and beast
alike; in both the muscles tremble, the breast palpitates, the sphincters are relaxed, and
the hair stands up. Memory in some of its ranges in very strong is some animals, espe-
cially in elephants and dogs. Reasoning power is shown when the monkey breaks an
Qs:.^ softly and picks away the shell cautiously so as to preserve the entire contents.
Monkeys also use mechanical defenses, throwing sticks and stones, and nuts from trees,

at their enemies; and the wonderful mechanical instinct shown in nest-building by birds
and insects must not be forgotten yet man rises above all this, and remains the only
^'•reature who is not subject to nature, but has knowledge and power to control aiidre^'date
Ills actions, and to keep in harmony with nature, not by a change of body but by
an advance of mind. The lower instincts which tend mainly to self-pre'«ervation are
weaker in man than in many other animals, while philosophy, seeking knowledge for its

own sake; morality, manifested in the sense of truth, the right, and virtue; and religion,

the belief in, and communion with, some spiritual being above man, are human charac-
teristics, of which the lower animals show at most but the faintest traces. Yet thr
tracing of physical and even intellectual continuity between the lowt-r animals and man
need not lead the anthropologist to lower the rank of n\an in the scale of nature.

Modern materialists are content to regard the intellectual functions of the brain and
the nervous system as all there is to be considered in a psychological comparison of man
with lower animals. They hold that man is a machine—Avonderfulh' complex, to be
sure, yet only a machine, provided with energy by force from without—which mechani-
cally performs the acts for Avhich it was constructed, such as eating, moving, feeling,

and thinking. But their views are strongl}' opposed by those who combine spiritualism
and materialism in the doctrine of a composite nature in m?.n; animal as to the body, a^d
in some degree {is to the mind, or, as some term it, the soul; spiritual as to the soul or.

as some prefer to call it, the spirit. Dr. Prichard sustains the time-honored doctrint-

which refers the mental faculties to the operation of the soul. Mivart. the comparative
anatomist, says: " ]Mau, accordii^- to the olA scholastic definition, is a 'rational animal.'
and his animality isdistinct in nature from his rationality, though inseparably joined dui-
ing life in one common personality. Man's animal body must have liad a different source
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from tliat of the spiritual soul which informs it, owing to the distinctness of the two
orders to which tho^^e two exi^tcnccs severally belong.' In this view not life only but

thought also is a function of the animal sybtem, in whicli man excels all other ani'nals. a3

to the perfection of organization; but beyond this, man embodies an immaterial and dis-

tinctively spiritual principle v.hich no lower creature possesses, and which makes the

resemblance of the ape to him merely superMcial. It is not our bvdness to decide upon
these contlicting doctrines, each of which has the support of many names high iu science

and philosophy.
Concerning the origin of man, opinion is divided between the two great schools of

biology—that of creation and that of evolution. The old doctrine of tJie coutempora
neous appearance on earth of all animals was long ago set aside by the researches of

geology, and it is admitted that the animal kingdom, past and present, includes a vast

.series 7)f successive forms, appearing and disappearing in the lapse of ages. Our sub-

ject requires us to ascertain what formative relation subsists among these species and
genera—tlie last link of the argument reaching to the relation between man and tlie

lower creatures preceding him in time. Agassiz admits that there is a manliest prog-

ress in the sjccession of beings, an increasing similarity between the living fauna,

and among vertebrates especially an increasing resemblance to man. But among the

causes of this succession of types he does not include parental descent: "the link by

which they are connected is of a higher and immaterial nature, and their connection is

to be sought in the view of the Creator himself," whose ultimate aim, to wiiich all crea-

tion and progress was made auxiliary, was to introduce man as the crown of his work.

This is the "creationist view." But'the evolutionist maintains that successive species of

animals, though never so diverse in appearance, are really connected by pai'cntal descent,

Iiaving become moditied in the course of successive generations. Lamarck says " man
is co-descendant with other species of some ancient, lower, and extinct form," Darwin's
c(mclusio-n that man is the descenrlant from some animal of the sunian (monkey) stock is

well known, though his qualiticalion that "we must not fall int,o the error of supposing
that the early progenitor of the whole simian stock, including man, v^^as identical

with, or even closely resembled, any existing ape or monkey," is not so widely recog-

nized. The problem of the origin of man cannot be properly discussc^d apart from the

full problem of the origin of species (see Species). The likeness between m:;n and other

animals which both schools try to account for; the explanation of any interval with

apparent want of intermediate forms, which seem to the creationists so absolutely a

8(,'paration between species ; the evidence of useless rudimentary organs, such as in man the

external shell of the ear, and the muscles which enable some men to move their ears

(which rudimentary parts the evolutionists hold to be explainable only as relics of m\
earlier specific condition)—these, which are the chief points in the arivument on the origin

of man, belong to general biology. Tlie theory of evolution tends towards the supposi-

tion of ordinary causes (such as natural selection) producing modifutation in species; the

theory of creation has recourse to acts of suiiernatural intervention. A middle course

is suggested by Mivart: that man's body belongs to natural evolution; his soul to super-

natural creation. But this compromise, thougli it seems to be gaining adherents, tlius

far fails to satisfy eitlier school. There is no question, however, that evolution, as a

distinct theory, apart fro!n all supposed connection with materialism, is securing the

assent of scientists. We wait to see whetlK^r the discovery of intermediate forms will

go on till it produce a disbelief in any real separation between neighboring species, and
especially wh(il,her geology can furnish traces of the hypothetical animal which was
man's nearest ancestor, while not yet man.

Coming to look into the anticjuity of man, we remember that it is only a few years

since Eng!ish-s])eaking people very generally accepted the chronology of archbishof.

L'.sher, and agreed, without investigation an<l almost without question, that the cart i

and all that it contains was created 4004 years before the advent of Christ. That and
all other known systems of chronology, as fixing th(; date of the earth's origin, have been

entirely overthrown by geological and astronomical facts; and even as fixing the (late of

man's origin they have been with great forc^e called in (piestion. ami by many investi

gators positively rejected. These last assert that it is useless to speculate as to years or

even au'c^s in order to fix dates. The asserted discovery of liuman bones and articles

manufactured by men in strata holding the remains of the fossil spi>cies of elephant,

rhinoceros, etc., would, unless disproved, inevitably lead to the inference that man
existed during the life period of those animals. Further evidence has been found that

seema to take man l)ack to the quarternary or drift period; and such evidences are gen-

erally acc(!pt,ed by geologists as carrying ))ack the (.'xistcnce of man at lea.st into the

period of the post-glacial drift, in what is now called the (piarternary period, indicating

an antirpiity at the very least of tens of thousands of years. The 20 centuries of Kng
lish and Fr(;nch histoi'}' are counted but as a men- fraction of the tiuK! that has elaps(>d

HJiice the stone implements of prehistoric tribes v.c.-e buried under beds of gr;iv(!l an<l

sand l)y the rivers now Knf)wn as the '^riiames and ihc; Hotnme. Jf we consider the geo-

loi^ical formation of such valleys as tlK)se jn whicli these rivers flow, and estimate from
prestjnt data the time rccpiircfl for the rivf^rs to dig ^uch Viilhtvs, it follov.s that the dii.'t

beds and tht; men whose works they indole m is? 1 ave iud existence at a period f.r>

remote tiiat any comparison with the received chrcnolo.'';y of years and centuries is
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impossible, and the attempt to fix dates would be absurd. For the present we must he

content to begin with " Once on a time." Still, certain inferences have been drawn that

may be noted. A boring of 90 ft. in the Nile valley, reached pottery and burnt brick

showing that man in a fairly civilized state dwelt there so long ago that, at the rate oi

deposit by the river, it must have been several thousands of years. The lake dwellings

of Switzerland—huts in number amounting to villages, built on piles in the water at

some distance from the shore for safety against attack—indicate very remote antiquity;

and the same may be said of the Danish remains of fire-places, or kitchen refuse heapa.

Extant chronicles must also be noted. The oldest written records are hieroglyphj*

inscriptions, and the oldest can be hardly less, and may probably be much more, than

3000 years earlier than the Christian era. It is certain that more than 4000 years ago the

Egyptian nation occupied a high plane in industrial, social, and political culture. The
inscribed bricks of temples in Chaldea are of a date earlier than 2000 B.C., and Chinese

civilization can be certainly traced back to a period anterior to 2000 B.C. Until recently

it was the common opinion that the early state of society was one of comparatively high

culture; but now the opinion is paramount that whatever may have been the earliest

state, all recorded human civilization has been gradually developed from a state of bar-

barism. This hypothesis makes it necessary, it is claimed, to add 4000 to 5000 years to

the earliest dates for Egyptian, Babylonian, and Chinese civilizations as generally traced.

It is claimed, also, that much further time should be allowed during which the knowl-
edge, arts, and institutions of these countries attained the level at which we fix their

earliest dates. This view is thought to be strongly corroborated by philology. Hebrevr

and Arabic are closely related languages, neither of them being the parent of the other,

but both the offspring of some earlier tongue. Therefore, when the Hebrew records have
taken back to the most ancient admissablc date the existence of the Hebrew lan-

guage, this date must have been long preceded by that of the extinct parent language of

the whole Semitic family; while this again may be considered to be the descendant of

languages slowly shaping themselves through ages into this peculiar type. The evidence

of the Aryan, or Indo-European, family of tongues is advanced as still more striking.

The Hindoos, Medes, Persians, Greeks, Romans, Germans, Kelts, and Slavs make their

appearance at dates more or less remote, as nations separate in language as in history.

Nevertheless, it is now generally believed that in some high antiquity, before these

nations were divided from the parent stock and distributed over Asia and Europe by the

Aryan dispersion, a single barbaric people stood as physical and political representative

of the nascent Aryan race, speaking an Aryan language, now perhaps extinct, from
which, by a series of modifications not to be estimated as po.ssible in any brief period,

there arose languages which have been mutually unintelligible since the dawn of history,

and between which only an age of advanced philology could trace the fundamental rela-

tionship. Combining these considerations, we find the basis claimed for the hypothesis

that the furthest date to which writing, or rock inscrii)tions, or language, extends, is to

be regarded as but the earliest distinctly visible point of the historic period, beyond
Avhich stretches back the unknown series of prehistoric ages. Advocates of the old

chronology, while calling attention to the fact tliat nuiuy of these assertions are as yet

hypotheses awaiting proof—and that some of the most important of them can be sub-

stantiated only on an ascertainment that present rates of geological formation and lin-

guistic construction exactly decide the rate' of progress under perhaps extremely diverse

conditions in an unknown past—are yet not unready to concede that the old chronology
must be regarded as uncertain in its starting-point, as well as indefinite in its tcmis, and
as leaving gaps which are to be filled by an increasing knowledge. They demand, how-
ever, that these deficiencies be left unfilled until the undeniable facts are in hand for

that purpose; and that till then, no merely probable hypothesis be accepted as of final

authority. It should be observed that the Bible is "^not, as is commonly supposed,
responsible for archbishop Usher's chronology. That system is, of many possible sys-

tems equally accordant with the Bible, the one which has gained the widest acceptance.

In classifying the races of mankind, a number of systems have prevailed. The color

of the skin is the first striking difference in showing race, and this distinction is found
in ancient Egyptian portraits, ^nd writers, ancient and modern, speak of white, yellow,

and black races. The structure and arrangement of the hair is a better indication of

race than the tint of the skin. Stature is an uncertain guide, for there are short and taU

men in all races; still, an average rate of stature may indicate descent, and it is note-

worthy that peo])le of Keltic origin in Great Britain are shorter than those of Teutonic
descent (see Anthkopomethy). The conformation of the skull has been used also, and
careful measurements of form and capacity have been made ; but shapes of the skull

vary so greatly even in the same tribe, as to render this method of determining race practi-

cally wortldess. The features, or general contour of the face, being at once apparent to the

eye, are much used by scientific observers to determine race. Some of the most notable

features, in contrast with European types, are seen in the oblique eyes of the Chinese,

the pointed Arab chin, the Kirghis snub nose, the fieshy lips of the negro, and the bro;xd

ears of the Kalmuk. In Europe and America the Hebrews are distinguished by their

peculiar features, and some physiognomists will undertake to select almost any nationality

by mere examination of faces. The adaptation of a people to its climate forms a definite

race-character, and typical instances of the relation of race-constitutions to particular

Am. Ad.—10
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diseases are seen in the liability of Europeans in the West Indies to yellow fever, from
\s'liich, as has been thought, tliough scarcely proved, negroes are commonly exempt.
Even the vermin infecting ditfercnt races of men have been classiti(Ml. Physical
capabilities of races differ widely; but as the same is true of individuals of all races, such
dilferences can hardly be used for race-classification. Two strongly marked mental con-
trasts are found in the shy and impassive Malay and the sociable and demonstrative
Papuan. Classifications by race have been numerous, but all more or less imperfect, and
some worthless. Blumenbach's " five races " is a widely known classification: Caucasian,
Mongolian, Ethiopian, American, and ^lalay. Pickering made 11 races, Bory de St.

Vincent 15, and Desmoulins 16; but no modern naturalist would accept any of these

classifications. On the whole, probably Huxley's scheme more nearly than any other
aijproaches to a classification that may be accepted in definition of the principal varieties

of mankind, regarded from a zoological point of view. He makes four types: 1. The
Ausiraloid ; chocolate-brown skin, dark brown or black eyes, black hair, narrow skull,

brow-ridge strikingly developed, projecting jaw, coarse lips, and broad nose. This type
is best represented by native Australians, and the coolies of southern India. 2. The JSegroid;

chiefly the negroes of Africa; with dark brown to brown-black skin, eyes of like hue, hair
usually black, crisp, and wooly; skull narrow, but orbital ridges not prominent, jaws
projecting, nasal bones depressed, and thick lips. 3. The Mongoloid ; prevailing over
the area east from Lapland to Siam; of short build, yellowish-brown skin, black and
straight liaii-, black eyes, broad skull, brow- ridges usually not prominent, small flat nose,

or eyes set obliquely. 4, The XantJiochroi, or fair whites; skin almost colorless, blue or
gray eyes, hair from straw color to chestnut, and skull large though variable in size. To
these four general divisions he adds Melanochroi ; much like the fair whites, but of

smaller stature and darker shade of hair, eyes, and skin—such as the Kelts, the people
odf southern Europe, the Greeks and Arabs.

On the origin of races there has long been, and still continues, an earnest discussion.

On one hand, it is claimed by monogenists that all men descended from a single pair; on
the other, it is contended by polygenists that there were many primary species of separate

origin. The monogenists rest upon the Bible, and point to Adam and Eve ; the polyg-

enists, while arguing from science, with equal confidence, show biblical passages from
which they infer the existence of contemporaneous non-Adamite races; and even political

science was called in to support the idea of more than one original race, when the

institution of slavery in the United States was defended on the assumption that the

negroes were a different race, inferior to the whites or the Indians. We do not enter

into even a statement of the many variations of the human type, but observe that the

general tendency of the evolution theory is against constituting separate species where
5ie differences are moderate enough to be accounted as due to variations from a single

type; while it is not inconsistent with evolution to claim that several distinct simious
species may have culminated in several races of men. Still the drift of the evolution

theory is towards unity of origin. Darwin says: "When naturalists observe a close

agreement in numerous small habits, tastes, and dispositions, between two or more domestic
races, or between nearly allied natural forms, they use the fact as an argument that all

are descended from a common progenitor, who was thus endowed ; and consequently
tliat all should bo classed under the same species. The same argument may be appliod
with much force to the races of man." The experience of the last few years countenances
Mr. Darwin's prophecy, that before long the dispute between those who hold that all

men came from one pair and those who hold to diverse originals, will die a silent and
unnoticed death. [Portions of this article are, with modification, from Encyclopoedia

Britannica, ninth edition.]

Antiikoi'Ology, besides its scientific application above noted, is used in theology to

indicate the study of man in his relation to God. Under this head, some writers liavc

practically brought almost all theology under discussion. Perhaps the jn-evalcnt usage
may be said to limit A. to a study of theological facts or principles in their relations to

man considered psychologically—or to man considered as to the origin of his complex
being, and as to the interaction of his spiritual and material elements.

ANTHHOPOM'ETRY (the mcasuroment of man), of late years much attended tf)

by antliropologlsts, foremost among whom is Dr. A. Weisbach, chief ])hysician to the

Austro IIiirigari;in hosijital in Constantino])le. His measurements refer to 19 different

p(;oples and more than 200 individuals from all parts of the earth, and take cognizance
of tl)e pulse, the l(;nglh of the body, the circumference of the lu^ad, the height and length

of the nose, as well as the comparison of the l(!ngth of the arm and bones with each
other. Thus, for examj)le, the number of pulse-beats per minute varies within wide
lin)its; the Congo negroes, 02, and, next to tliem, the Hottentots and I^)umanlans, 64.

have the slowest pulses. Then follow the Zingani, 69; Magyars and Kafirs, 70; north

Slavs, 72; Siamese, 74; Suiidanes(; and Sandwich islanders, 78; Jews, .lavan(!se, and
Bugis, 77; Amboinese and .Japanese, 78; and lastly, lh(! ('hinese, 79. The quickest puls(!s

belong to the Tagals, 80; the Madurese and Nikobars, 84. As to height, the smallest

among the peoples measunfd are the Hottentots, 1286 millimeters; this is far below any
other j)(;(jpl(,'. as the next, the Tagals, an; 1562. Then follow the; Ja})anese, 1569;

the Amboinese, 1594; Jews, 1599;"Zingani, 1609; Australians, 1617; Siamese, 1622:
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Madurese, 1628; south Chinese, 1630; Nikobars, 1631; Raumanians, 1643; Sundanese;

1646; Javanese, 1657; Magyars, 1658; Bugis, 1661; north Slavs, 1674; north Chinese,

1675; and Congo negroes, 1676. The longest measurements, however, are found among
the Sandwich islanders and Kanaks, 1700 millimeters; Kafirs, 1753; and the Maoris
of New Zealand, 1757. To compare these with European peoples as to stature, we find

that that of the English and Irish is 1690 millimeters; the Scotch, 1708; Swedes, 1700;

Norwegians, 1728; Danes, 1685; Germans, 1680; French, 1667; Italians, 1668; and, last-

ly, Spaniards and Portuguese, 1658. The greatest circumference of the head is found
among the Patagonians, 614 millimeters, and Maoris, 600. Following these are the Kafir,

675; Nikobars, 567; north Slavs, 554; Congo negroes, south Chinese, and Kanaks, 553;

Tagals, Sundanese, and Roumanians, 552; Japanese, 550; Bugis and Jews, 545; Amboi-
nese, 544; Javanese, 542; Hottentots, 540; and, lastly, the Zingani and Siamese, 529.

Stature and circumference of head generally stand to each other in opposite relations;

although there are exceptions, as in the case of the Siamese with small stature and small

head, and the Patagonians with great height and large heads. The breadth of the root

of the nose is found greatest among the Patagonians, 41 millimeters ; less among the Congo
negroes, 36; Australians, Maoris, and south Chinese, 35; Sundanese, Amboinese, Bugis,

Nikobars, Tagals, and Kanaks, 34; north Chinese, Kafirs, north Slavs, Roumaniuns,
Magyars, and Zingani, 33: Jews, Japanese, Siamese, Javanese, and Hottentots, 32.

The Jews and Patagonians excel in length x)f nose, 71 millimeters. Following these are

the Kanaks, 54; Roumanians, 53; north Slavs and Maoris, 52; Tagals, 51; Japanese and
north Chinese, 50; Siamese, Magyars, Zingani, Madurese, 49; Amboinese, 48; Nikobars,

47; Sundanese, Javanese, south Chinese, Kafirs, 46; Hottentots, 44; Congo negroes, 42;

Bugis, 41; and Australians, 30. The breadth of the nostrils gives quite another arrange-

ment. Here we find the Australians excel, 52 millimeters; then come Congo negroes,

48; Kafirs and Patagonians, 44; Tagals, 42; Nikobars, 41; Hottentots and Sundanese, 40;

Malay races, 39; south Chinese, 37; north Chinese, 36; Japanese, north Slavs, Rouma-
nians, Zingani, 35; Magyars and Jews, 34. With regard to the bust, it is found that the

North American Indians and the Polynesians excel all others in size. Next to them
come the north, middle, and east Europeans; after them come the west Europeans,
negroes, and after them the south Europeans, who are followed by the east Asiatics and
Malays. Among European peoples, in respect of race, we find the narrowest chests

among the Semites, followed in order by Romance, Kelts, Fins, Zingani, Germans, and
Slavs. Interesting results are obtained by comparison of the length of arm and the leg-

bones. Among east Europeans the leg-bones throughout are longer than the arm;
among Australians, Polynesians, and especially east Asiatics and Patagonians, the leg-

Ibones are shorter than the arm; among Africans, only, the Congo negroes have the leg-

bones longer than the arm. See Anthropology.

ANTICLIMAX, in rhetoric, an abrupt declension by a writer or speaker frop- the

dignity to which his idea has attained ; as in the lines,

" The kinp: of France, •with twenty thousand men.
Marched up the hill—and then inarched down again."

It is intentionally employed in ridicule or satire. Sometimes it partakes of the nature
of antithesis; as, "Die; and endow a college, or a cat."

ANTICLINAL AXIS, a geological term denoting an im.aginary plane of division

between those portions of a stratum which dip in opposite directions downwards from a
ridge lying between them.

x\NTIC'YRA, a city of Phocis on the Corinthian gulf. The people were expelled by-

Philip of Macedon, and subsequently it fell under the Romans. The site is yet discern-

ible, and is known as Aspra Spitia, or the white houses.—Another A. wjis a city of

Thessaly, famous for producing hellebore, which was deemed a cure for madness.

ANTIETAM, Battle of, Sept. 17, 1862; one of the most important conflicts in the

war of the rebellion in the United States, 1861-65. The name is taken from a smal but
deep river in Maryland, emptying into the Potomac, 6 m. above Harper's ferry. The
battle was the result of an attempt of the confederates to capture the city of Washington,
in the expectation that Maryland would then join their cause and insure final victory.

The federal army was commanded by gen. George B. ^McClellan, and the confederates

by gen. Robert E. Lee. On the 4th, 5th, and 6th of Sept., the confederates crossed

the Potomac near Lecsburg, and occupied Frederick and the country along the Monoc-
ac3^ McClellan threw a part of his army between them and the fords of the Potomac,
forcing Lee to leave Frederick on the 12th, the latter marching towards Hagerstown.
On the lOMi " Stonewall" Jackson, the confederate general, hadnioved by forced marches
towards Harper's ferry, which important position with 12.000 men surrendered to him ou
the 15th. Meanwhile the federal army followed Lee towards the north, and on the 14th
took Crampton's gap and the heights of South mountain, forcing Lee to retreat over the

Antietam to Sharpsburg. On the 16th the federals under gen. Hooker gained advan-
tage m a sharp engagement, and on the 17th the real battle was begun by Hooker, who
drove back the left wing of the confederates under Jackson, while gen. Burnside engaged
their right wing. The battle raged around a corn-field surrounded by woods, to which
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Hooker had driven the enemy. The federal troops were twice repulsed, but gained the
position on the third attack. Hooker was wounded, and the command fell to gen.
Sumner. Meanwhile on the extreme left Burnside had twice unsuccessfully tried to
cross the A., but at 3 p.m. drove the enemy until a range of hills occupied by batteries

checked him. At 4 o'clock he was ordered to take the position at any cost, and took
the first battery. But the arrival of gen. A. P. Hill's division strengthened the confed-
erates, and Burnside reported that he could not hold his position if not assisted by
McClellan with the federal reserve. McClellan did not heed this demand, and the
federals were driven back to the bridge, which the confederates declined to attack.

When darkness ended the contest, the federals had gaiued advantages mt mt)st points,

but not a decided success. In the morning Lee asked and was granted a truce to bury
the dead, and while this was going on he retreated to the right bank of the Potomac,
without serious resistance. The federal force numbered 87,164, and that on the other

side is variously stated from 40,000 to 90,000. The fedei-al losses were 2O10 killed and
10,4o9 wounded; the confederate losses have never been ascertained, though some of

their writers put 9000 as the total. The result was to put the confederates on the defen-

sive, and to hasten the emancipation proclamation, then contemplated by president

Lincoln.

ANTIGO'NISH, a co. in n.e. Xova Scotia; 500 sq.m.
;
pop. 71, 16,513: Coal is' one

of the chief products. The capital of the same name; pop. 4000.

ANTIG'ONUS DOSON, son of Demetrius, great-grandson of AlexaocSer the great.

He became regent or king of Macedonia during the minority of his cousin Philip, 229

B.C. As general-in-chief of the Achaean leagues he gained victories over Cleomenes.

of Sparta and his allies in the Peloponnesus. He d. in 221 B.C., leaving the tlirone to

Philip.

AXTILEGO!M'ENA, a name given by the early Christian writers to those books of

the New Testament which, though sometimes read in the churches, were not for a time

admitted to be genuine or received into the canon of Scripture. They were: epistle to

the Hebrews, epistle of James, second epistle of Peter, second and third epistles of John,

epistle of Jude, and the book of the revelation of John.

ANTI-LIB'ANUS, or Anti-Lebanon, a mountain ridge in Palestine and Syria,

about 90 m, long, running n.e. and s.w. nearly parallel with the Lebanon ridge, from
which it is separated by the valley of Coelo-Syria. Mt. Ilermon is the highest peak, 9000

or 10,000 ft., on whose sides rises the river Jordan. The A-L. is lower than the Libanus

range, and less continuous.

ANTI-MASONS, the name of a political party in New York and other states,

organized in 1827-28. It was the result of a remarkable excitement over the fate of

mlliam ]^Iorgan, a tailor of Batavia, N. Y., who was said to be about to publish, or

betray, the secrets of the masonic order, of which he was a member. He disappeared

suddenly, and his fate has never been satisfactorily explained. There was a search, and he

was traced to the Niagara river, near which it was discovered that he had been temporarily

in prison. The opponents of freemasonry declared that he had been murdered, and
sunk in the river or lake. Legal inquiries followed, but proved nothing. At or

about that time the governor of the state was a mason of the most advanced degrees, and
pro1)ably a majority of all public ofRcers were members of the order. A wild excite-

ment grew up in western New York, and the anti-masonic party was formed, casting

33,000 votes in 1828, about 70,000 in 1829, and 128,000 in 1830, though many in the latter

year were anti-Jackson men, without reference to masonry. In 1832, the party nominated

William Wirt for president, but carried only one state, Vermont. In 1835, through a

democratic split, they elected the governor of Pennsylvania. After this the parly fell as

rapidly as il rose, and has not since made any conspicuous figure in politics. A great

majority of the anti-masons became members of the whig party.

ANTINOMY, the word used by Kant to mark the inevitable conflict or contradic-

tion into which, in his view, the speculative reason falls with itself when it seeks to

conceive the c;omplex of external ])henomena, or natin-e, as a world or cosmos. Literally,

the word means a conflict or opposition of laws. It is used by Kant both in a generic,

and in a specific sense; the necessity' that lies upon the speculative endeavors of human
reasf)n taking tlic; form of four special contradictions. For thcgcnciric sense Kant also

has the word Antith(!lic, each aiilinoiny being set forth in tlie shajjc of thesis and
and antithesis, witli corresponding demonstrations, th(M)erfect validity of which, in all

cases, he positively guarant<'(;s. Bri(!lly, his thescjs are: Tlu! world (1) is liiniled in space

and lime, (2) consists of ])arts tluit :ire simi)le, (3) includes causality through freedom, (4)

implies the existence of an absolutely ne(!essary being. Over against these stand the

antitheses: The world (1) is witliout limits in space or time, (2) consists of i)art.s always
composite, (3) includes no cau.sality but tluit of natural law, (i) imi)lies the existence of

no a])So]utely necessary being. Kant overcomes these antinomies l)y showing that the

contradiction is not real ii critic.illy considered with due discrnnimition between
noumena and phenomena. Sir William Hamilton's view, in his P/nlmophy of tlie
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Conditioned, is not the same as Kant's theory of A. , though a connection is traceable
between the two.

ANTIOCH COLLEGE, at Yellow Springs, Green co., Ohio, was incorporated in

1852, and opened to students in 1853. Its buildings, erected at a cost of $150,000, occupy
a pleasant, liealthful site. Much of its endowment was received from Unitarians. Its

founders designed to afford tlie means of a sound education at the least cost, and that its

teaching should be religious, without being sectarian. Both sexes are admitted, and their
co-education has proved satisfactory. Some of its lady graduates have taken high rank
as teachers in other institutions. Its presidents have been Horace Mann, ll.d., 1852-59;
Thomas Hill, d.d., 1859-62; Geo. W. Hosmer, d.d., 1866-72; Edward Orton, ph.d.,
1872-76; Samuel C. Derby, the present incumbent. The whole number of instructors
is 10. The average number of pupils in all departments for seven 3'ears past has been
about 170. Free tuition is offered to one young man and one young woman, annually,
from each of the high-schools in Ohio,

ANTIOQUI'A, one of the United Colombian states, between 8^ 9' and 5' 3' n., and
74° 3' and 76' 13' w. ; 22,316 sq.m.

;
pop. 71, 365,974, of whom about one tifth are white,

the remainder being mestizos (or white and Indian mixed), mulattoes, and Indians.
The Andes spread over nearly all the state. The Magdalena river forms the eastern
boundary, and is navigable for light draft steamers. The river Cauca flows through the
state. A. is rich in gold mines, has a fertile soil, and is prolific in cattle. Iodine springs
are common, and useful in preventing goitre, which prevails in some of the states.

Capital, Medellin.

ANTIPAS. See Herod Antipas, ante.

ANTI-RENTERS, a political party, which, in the four years between 1843 and 1847,
made much commotion in that part of the state of New York comprised in the counties
of Albany, Columbia, Delaware, Greene, and Rensselaer. In these counties land had
been royally granted in the old colonial times to "lords of the manor," who were
usually called "patroons." The tracts of land so granted were enormous in extent, and
they had made leases in perpetuit}', with the ground-rent payable generally in '• kind." in
corn, grain, skins of animals, and products of the soil or chase. As civilization extended
and population increased, such a possession of their lands by tenants in this nature of
feudal possession grew irksome to them. AVhile nominally owning their farms they
were not the real owners. From complainmg, the tenants turned to resisting, and
especially upon farms which were handed down through families from generation to
generation, until finally the tenants in those counties which have been named banded
themselves in associations, in order to attempt to break their leases. Their ajipeals

to the law courts were, however, ineffectual. Tlien the question entered into the
domain of politics, as it has similarly entered in Ireland and England, Great meetings
were held in these counties. Agitators who had no jiarticular interest in the anti-rent
questions, as well as tenants who had the greatest interest, organized and addressed these
meetings, at which there was more or less "sedition" and much rash talking, perhaps
natural under the circumstances. Sometimes tenants would refuse to pay even a nomi-
nal rent or to recognize the "landlordism" in their cases, and then, of course, resort
would be had to the courts for eviction procedures, to which there would be resist-

ance. From legal resistance the tenants went on to armed and belligerent resistance.

They would dress like Indians and disguise their faces with paints, and then seize the
deputy-sheriff's, who came to serve process of eviction, and tar and feather them. In
one or two instances extreme violence was resorted to, and all this resistance led to the
passage of a statute against men appearing in public in disguise.

During the summer of 1845 some alarming outrages were committed by "Indians"
of the anti-rent associations in Columbia county, and the law to prevent people appearing
disguised and armed did not have the effect to prevent the outrages. A deputy-sheriff
was shot at and wounded. Dr. Boughton, one of the most active agents in exciting
these disturbances, was arrested and brought to trial, but the jury would not agree to

convict him. On a second trial, however, Boughton, or "Big Thunder." was convicted
and sentenced to the state prison. In Delaware and Schoharie counties frequent riots

occurred, and finally, Aug. 7, Mr. Steel, a deputy-sheriff, while engaged in the discharge
of his official duties, was attacked by an armed part}^ and murdered in the open day-
light. Then martial law was procl'^imed in the district; several persons were convicted
and sent to the state prison, and two were sentenced to be hanged. The death penalty
was afterwards commuted b}' governor Wright for confinement in the state prison for
life, and eventually, when the troubles were all ended, the}' were released. It was two
or more years later before the disturbances were suppressed; and, when order was
restored, gov. Wright recommended for the relief of the tenantry: 1, that distress for
rent accruing on all leases executed in future shall be abolished; 2, taxing the land-
lord for his income by means of rent; 3, that the duration of the time of all leases to

be executed should be restricted to 5 or 10 years. Soon afterwards the legislature

acted upon the first of these recommendations: the landlords entered more or less into

compositions, and the constitution of 1846 forbade agricultural leases in which were
reserved rent or service of any kind during a longer term than 13 years, TheA.-R.
quickly merged into the great political parties of the period--
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ANTI-SABBATA'RIAN'S, those who recognize no obligations to observe either

Ihq Jewish Sabbath, or the Christian Lord's day, deeming one day as sacred aa

another.

ANTISA'NA, a volcanic peak of the Andes, in Ecuador, 35 m. s.e. from Quito;

19,279 ft. high. There have been no eruptions for many years. On the side of A.

is lake Mica, near which is a hamlet, which is one of the highest inhabited places on
t4ie earth, variously reckoned at 13,300 to 13,465 ft. above sea-level.

AXTI-SLAVERY SOCIETY, The Amekican, organized in Philadelphia, Dec,
1833. by delegates from the few state or city societies in Ihe United States. The first A.
8. was'formiilly organized in Boston, Jan. 6, 1832, William Lloyd Garrison being the

leader of the niovement. The American A. S. took the boldest ground in favor of the

abolition of slavery, and its work was for many years looked upon as fanatical, or at

least hopelessly impracticable. The presidents w^ere Arthur Tappan, Lindley Coates,

William Lloyd Garrison, and Wendell Phillips, and among its minor officers and most
active friends were Beriah Green, John G. Whittier, Oliver Johnson, Lucretia Mott,

Abby Kelley Foster, Gerrit Smith, Charles C. Burleigh, Samuel J. May, Francis Jack-
son, and William Jay. For many years the members of the society were denounced by
almost every press in the country; their meetings were broken u-p by violence, and
rewards were offered, in the south, for the assassination of their leaders. But the A. S.

was both zealous and persistent, and many of its earliest members lived to find in the

adoption of the 13th amendment to the national constitution, a proper time for its formal
disbandment, which took place April 9, 1870.

ANTIS'TROPHE, a stanza or portion of a poem following the strophe, and respond-

ing to it. Or when the same word or phrase is used both at the beginning and end of a
clause or sentence; as,

" Fare thee well ; and if forever,
Still forever fare thee well."

In the Greek drama the A. is an important part of the chorus.

ANTLTAURUS, a mountain range in Asia Minor, extending eastward from the Bos-
phorus, nearly parallel to the Black Sea. The name implies "over against the Taurus,"
the latter extending along the coast of the Mediterranean.

ANTOINE DE BOURBON, Duke of Vendome, who married in 1548 Jeanne d'Al-

bret, only child of Henry II. of Navarre, by whom he was the father of Henry IV.

ANTO'NIDES, Hans (Jan Van der Goes), 1647-64; a Dutch poet. He was of hum-
ble origin, e.lucated at the expense of one of the lords of the admiralty at Amsterdam,
and received the degree of doctor of physic. He is best known by his poems and a
trag3dy written at the age of 19, called Trazil, or the Conquest of China. His fame was
fully established by Y-Stroom, an epic on the river Y.

ANTONIO, Nicolas, 1617-84; a Spanish bibliographer and critic. In 1659, Philip

rV. mad3 him his general agent at the court of Rome, where he remained 18 years, and
employed most of his time on his great work, which was a complete list of Spanish
authors and a catalogue of their writings. He published part of it in 1672 under the

title J^eto Spanish Library, and in 1696 the Old Library appeared. About 1677, he
was fiscal for the royal council in Madrid. His Bibliotheca Jlisjjana is considered by
80 ne critics the best work on Spanish literature. He also wrote a critique on fabulous

hi stories.

ANTO'NIUS, Makcus, b. 143, killed 87 B.C.; commonly called "the orator;" one of

th^ mr)st elorpient of Roman lawyers and speakers. He was the grandfather of Mark
Antony, the triumvir. In 103 he obtained tlie government of Cilicia, with the title of

propnetor, and in 99 became consul. He favored the aristocratic party, and was an
adherent of Snlla in the civil war ag-ainst Marius. by whose order he was a.ssassinated.

In the jirli^tnent of Cicero, Marcus A. and L. Crassus were the lirst Roman orators who
equaled the; great speakers of Greece.

ANTONOM.V'SIA, in rhetoric, the substitution of any epithet or phrase for a proper
name; as, " the Stagyrite," for Aristotle; " th(; little corporal." for Nai)f)l('on; "the man
on horsel)ack," for Grant, etc. Sometimes the process is reversed; as, calling a good
orator a "(Jicero." In both cases the figure is akin to metonymy.

ANTRIM, a co. of Michigan, in the n.w. part of the lower peninsula, on Grand
Travers(; hay; 700 sq.m.

;
pop. '74, 3240. Farming is the main business. Co. seat, Elk

liapids.

ANVIL, un iron block, with a smooth, flat, st(jel face, on which mnlleable metals are
hammered and .shaped. A.'s an^ of all si/,(;s. from l\w tiny articles iised by watchmakers
to the immense masses for trii)-hamrner work in great iron foundries. The common A.
of blacksmiths has a cone or horn at one end, and a socket for a chisel in the other. The
best A. 's an; made of cast iron, facc.'d with steel, the steel being placed at the bottom of the
mold and the iron poured upon it.
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ANZITvT, a t. in the dept. of Nord, France, on the Scheldt, near Valenciennes, in the
center of a most valuable coal-mining district, A. has iron foundries, glass-works, brew-
cries, and distilleries. Pop. 7283.

AO'NIA, a district of ancient Greece, in which are Mt. Helicon (the Aonian mount)
and the fountain Aganippe. In fable, A. was a favorite haunt of the muses, who were
called "Aonidcs."

APA'CHES, Indians of Mexico, New Mexico, and Arizona; warlike nomads, roam-
ing over Texas and the Mexican states. They wander and fight on horseback, and are
usually at enmity with white men, resisting all efforts to Christianize or civilize them.
Very few ever cultivate the soil, their living being derived chiefly from the chase and
from robbery.

APHANIP'TERA, or Aphanoptera, a term applied to an order, sub order, or
family of wingless insects, composed of various species of fleas, forming the family
pulicida?, and closely allied to the flies. The common flea may be considered a type.
Another is the chigoe of South America, an insect whose burrowing in the flesh pro-
duces troublesome ulcers,

APHTHA. See Apth^, ante.

APLANAT'IC LENS, an achromatic lens corrected for spherical aberration, so
that all rays of light which emanate from one point and pass through the lens, are
focused at a point. For this purpose the curves of a telescopic lens should be parabolic
rather than spherical, and the figure is obtained by delicate hand-polishing. For micro-
scopes and photographic cameras two or more lenses are so shaped that the errors of
each are mutually neutralized. This important problem, although difficult, is practically
solved by modern opticians.

APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE, alleged prophecies, epistles, etc., of late Jewish,
undeariy Christian origin, written or compiled in or near the two centuries preceding
and the two following the birth of Christ. Of the Jewish, the most famous is the
Book of Enoch, quoted in the epistle of Jude, long lost, but found in Ethiopia and pub-
lished in 1821. It gives an account of the fall of the angels, their intercourse with the
daughters of men, and the birth of giants; Enoch's troubles in heaven and earth,
attended by angels who explain the mysteries of the worlds, visible and invisible;
descriptions of heaven, of the Messiah, of the future of the blessed, and of the con-
demned; accounts of the sun, moon, and stars; visions tracing the history of man from
his origin to the completion of the Messianic kingdom; admonitory discourses; the
wonders that were shown at Noah's birth, and Enoch's reflections about the future of
the just and the unjust. In all, it is an interesting product of pre-Christian Judaism,
multifarious, artificial, and rabbinical. Tlie Fourth Book of Ef^draa, or the Prophecy of
Ezra, consists of a series of visions attributed to that prophet, and relating chiefly to
the oppression of the Jews. The Book of the JuUlecK, or i\\Q Link Genesis, is only in part
apocalyptic. It contains, in the form of revelations to Moses while he was on Mt. Sinai,
statements relating to future races and times. The work was written about 100 B.C.
TlieX?/e of Adam, i\\cl^ook of Adam's Daughters, i\\Q Assumption of Moses, the Apocali/pst

of Moses, the Sibyllines, and the Apocalypse ofBaruch, complete fhe list of noteworthy
Hebrew works of the kind under consideration. The Sibyllines were doubtless sug-
gested by the Grecian oracles and books under that name. The Christian A. works are:
the Apocalypse of Esdras, in which the prophet is anxious about the punishment of the
wicked, and minutely describes them as tormented; the Apocalypse of Paul, gWmg a
description of all that the apostle saw in heaven and hell; the Apocalypse of John, describ-
ing the future state, resurrection, judgment, punishment, and reward. This work was
WTitten as late as the 5th or 6th century. The Apocalypse ofPeter is a history of events from
the creation to the second advent of Christ, and is said to have been written by Clement,
Peter's disciple. It is a late work, mentioning the crusades. Another late work is the
Bevelations of Bartholomeic, in which Peter is made the archbishop of the universe, a fact
that of itself gives the work a late origin. T\\q Apocalypi<e of Mary described her descent
into hell. T\\c, Apocalypse of Daniel is of little consequence. 'Y\\^Discn!<sion and Visions

vf Isaiah assumes that the prophet had a vision of the life and crucifixion of Christ, the
apostasy of the early churches, etc., for which prophecy Isaiah was condemned and died
a martyr. The book was written about the 2d century. Other books of the kind are the
Shepherd of Hermas and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. 3Iany A. writings, botli
Jewish and Christian, mentioned in ancient works, are otherwise entirely unknown.

APOLLO'NIA, the name of several ancient cities: 1. In Illyria, on the Aous, founded
l)y emigrants from Corinth and Corcyra, commercially prosperous, and toward the end
of the Roman empire, a seat of literature and philosophy. 2. In Thracia (afterwards
Sozopolis, and now Sizeboli), colonized by Milesians, and famous for a statue of Apollo,
which was removed to Rome. 3. The port of Cyrene (afterwards Sorusa, and now
Marsa Sousah), which outgrew Cyrene itself, and left evidences of its magnificence in
the niins of its public buildings. This A. was the birthplace of Eratosthenes.

APOL'LOS, a learned Jew from Alexandria, who came to Ephesus during the
Absence of St. Paul and preached the doctrine of Christ. At Corinth he taught the Jews
froMi their scriptures that Jesus was tlie Christ. There was a division iii the church
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at Coriuth, aud one of the parties took his name, but without his authority, for he was
always I'rieiuUy with St. Paul aud preached the doctrines of the apostles. -An uncertain,

tradilion uiakus him bisliop of Ctesarea. Luther's conjecture that A. was the author of
the epistle to the Hebrews, favored by some scholars of emineuce, remains without proof.

APOL'LYON, used (Rev. ix. 11) to translate the Hebrew Abaddon, which means
"destruction," and thence, the place of the dead; perhaps nearly equivalent to Hades
with the Greeks. A. is personified as the angel having dominion over the bottomless
pit; as a destroying power, appearing in the forms of beasts at the sound of the fifth

trumpet. In the Filgrim's Progress A. is the evil spirit encountering Christian in the
rallcy of the shadow of death.

A POSTERIORI. See A priori, ante.

APOSTLES' ISLANDS, or The Twelve Apostles, in lake Superior, near the w.
«id ; belonging to Wisconsin. There are more than twice the number of islands, having
in all 125.000 acres. On oNIadeline island is La Pointe; pop. '70, 221. These islands

were occupied by the French missions as early as 1658.

APPALACII'EE BAY, a portion of the gulf of Mexico near then, part of Florida,
extending about 50 m. inland. It receives the waters of St. ^Mark's, and several smaller
rivers, and Ijas a narrow n.w. arm called Okalonee bay.

APPALACHEES, a tribe of Indians, of the Choctaw family, in Florida, on A. bay.
They were friendly with the Spaniards until white oppression provoked a revolt in

1687, when they were quickly subdued. Soon afterwards, the English and their Indian
fdlics fell upon the A. and killed or caiTied off many of them. In 1704, St. Mark's was
taken and the missionaries put to death. The A. disappeared as a tribe of any impor-
tance after 1722.

AP'PANOOSE, a co. in s. Iowa on the Missouri border; 510 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 16,456.

It has a fertile surface of rolling prairie, with timber along the watercourses, and large

beds of coal. The products are chiefiy agricultural. Co. seat, Centerville.

APPARATUS, in the sciences, a collection of tools or instruments for experiment-
ing or working. In physiology, a group or collection of organs associated in a single

function ; as, the heart, veins, and arteries are the circulatory A. ; the limbs are the A. of
locomotion, etc.

APPARITOR, a name for officers and public servants who attended magistrates or
judges, such as scribes, lictors, and heralds. In England A. is applied to the beadle of
a university, who carries the mace, and to the messenger who serves the process of a
spiritual court.

APPEAL {ante). In the United States an A. is understood to mean the re-hearing

by a higher court of a cause or trial which has been decided in due form of law; or
the removal to a higher court or authority of a cause pending. In practice, it is the
removal of a cause from a court of inferior, to one of superior, jurisdiction, for the pur-
pose of obtaining a review aud re-trial. It is, in its origin, a civil-law proceeding and
differs from a writ of error in this: that it subjects both the law and the facts to review
and re-trial, wliile a writ of error is a common-law process which removes only matter of
law for re-examination. On an A. the whole case is examined and tried, as if it had not
been tried before; while on a writ of error the matters of law only are examined, and
judgment is reversed if any errors have been committed. An A. generally annuls the
judgment of the inferior court so far that no action can l)e taken upon it until after the
final decision of tiie cause. Rules regulating A. are various in various states. In New
York, the court of appeals is the last resort; in the union, the supreme court of the
United States.

APPLIOTON, Daniel, 1785-1849; b. Mass. He was in business as a trader in Haver-
hill and Boston, and lastly at New York, where he was the head of the important pub-
lishing lionse of " D. Appleton &Co.," building up an immense business, which is still

continued by his sons.

Al^PLKTOX, Geojige Swett, 1821-78; son of Daniel, an American p\iblisher. At
the age of 10 he went abroad; he .spent four years at the university of Leipsic, devotinc
himself to literary and historical researches, and the languages of France;, Italy, and
Germany. He began busin(;ss alone in Philadelplna, l)ut in 184!), with three brothers,

J(;ljn, \Viiliam, and Sidney, Huccecdcd to his father's large J)ul>Ii^lling business in New
York. Among nuuKirous j)ul)li(:ations which have given this house its high standing,

WlQAriyrirdii dydojjtvdid is consi)icuous.

APPLETON, Jesse, d.d., 1772-1819; b. N. H., a theologian, educated at Dartmouth,
and in 171)7 ordairjcd ])a8t,or of a (Jonf^regational (thurch in JIani[)ton, N. II. From 1807
to 1819 he was i)resident of Bowdoiii college. He was often called to ])reaeh before
missiojiary, jjcace, and Bible societies, and otlwir public bodies. Fraidvlin Pierce, presi-

dent of tiie United States (lM5:i-57), was liis son-in-law. His sernions and other works
have l)een published by an(jther son-in-law.

APPLETON, Nathan, ll.d.. 1779-1861; b. N. H. ; a merchant and mamifacturer,
and writer on finance. He, with others, started the first power-loom for weaving
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cotton in the Uuited States. He was one of the Merrimac company whose enterprise

founded the <rity of Lowell. He served several terms in the Massachusetts legislature,

and in 1880 was sent to congress, where he was one of the prominent advocates of a
tariff for protection. He was again elected to congress in 1842. He published a trea-

tise on currency and banking, a history of the introduction of the power-loom, and the
early history of Lowell.

APPLETON, Samuel, 1766-1853; b. N. H.; an eminent philanthropist, brother of
Nathan. He was one of a family of 12 children, and passed his boyhood on a farm, but
managed to get sufficient education to become a teacher at the age of 17. In 1794, he and
his brother Nathan went into the English trade, in Boston, and afterwards added ventures-

in cotton manufacture, in which they made a great fortune for those times. He spent
much of his time for more than 20 years in other countries, and retired from active busi-

ness in 1823, when he resolved to devote his entire income to charitable, benevolent, and
scientific purposes, and at his death bequeathed $200,000 more for similar purposes.
Besides these large gifts, he was for many years accustomed to distribute liberal aid to
the poor and unfortunate.

APPLING, a CO. in s.e. Georgia, 1060 sq.m.
;
pop. 70, 5086—976 colored. It has a

level, sandy soil, and is drained by branches of the Santillo, The productions are com,
oats, rice, sweet jjotatoes, and some cotton and molasses. Co. seat, Ilolmesville.

AP'POLD, John George, 1810-64; an English civil engineer. His chief inventions
are centrifugal pumps for drainage, a process for dressing furs, and an apparatus for
paying out submarine telegraph wire, which was very useful in laying the Atlantic cable.

He made also many curious automatic machines for opening doors, etc.

APPOMATTOX, a co. in s.e. Virginia; 260 sq.m.; pop. '80, 10,110—4536 colored.
Its surface is rough, much of it covered with timber, but the soil is fertile and adapted
to wheat, corn, oats, and tobacco. The Southside railroad runs through it. Co. seat,

A. Court house, or Clover Hill.

APPOMATTOX COURT HOUSE, a village in A. co., Va., where the confederate
gen. Lee surrendered to gen. Grant, April 9, 1865; the surrender which ended the war of
the rebellion.

APPONYI, Gyohgy, a Hungarian statesman, b. 1808. He was a member of the
Presburg diet of 1843, and chancellor of Hungary in 1847, when he opposed the revolu-
tionary movements then breaking out, and which caused his retirement. In 1859, he
was made a member of the imperial council in Vienna, and was instrumental in bringing
about the reconciliation between Austria and Hungary. He is a leading conservative,
and is classed among the ablest of European statesmen.

APPOQUIN'IMINK, a hundred (t. or township) in Delaware; pop. 70, 4299.

APPORTIONMENT BILLS, in the United States, are laws of congress after each
decennial census, to define the number of members of the house of representatives to
which the several states are entitled. Every state has at least one member. Nine A. B.
have been passed. The first constitution adopted by the original 13 states fixed the
number of members at 65, and the number of representative population required to be
entitled to a member at 80,000. Representative population then meant all free white
citizens and three fifths the number of slaves; two fifths of the slaves, all aliens, and
Indians not taxed, were excluded from any share in choosing members of congress. The
extinction of slavery has made all colored people, except the very few aliens among
them, representative citizens. The following figures show the variations of apportion-
ment made for each census:

Pop. to a
Period. States. Members, member.
1789 13 G5 30,000
1790 15 105 33,000
1800 16 141 33,000
1810 17 181 35,0CX>

18;i0 24 213 40,000

Pop. to a
Period. States. Members, member.
1830 -^ 240 47,700
1840 e6 223 70,680
1850 32 2^4 93,433
1860 34 243 127,381
1870 37 293 131,425

The house had grown rapidly in number of members until 1830, when it was found
that it would soon become unwieldy unless the number required to a memlKT should ])e

largely increased; so the ratio was nearly doubled (raised from 47,700 to 70,680). Since-
then the purpose has been to keep the house below 300 members, and the ratio is raised
regularly, while the number of members is seldom increased unless by the addition of
new states. In that wa}'- the house was increased by the admission of Oregon in 1859,
Nebraska and Nevada in 1863, and Colorado (making the 38th state) in 1873. A. B. are
passed in tlic states for the distribution of the state senators and assembl}Tnen, after cer-
tain periods, generally of 10 years intermediate with the federal period. Thus New
York apportioned after ennmerations of 1845-'55-'65-75.

APPRAISERS and APPRAISEMENT (ante). In the United States the law requires
the appraisement of property of insolvents and decedents in certain cases; of property
taken from public use or for corporations ; and in most states, of property seized by
creditors. There are many uses for appraisement in private business, tlie parties mutually
agreeing as to how and by whom it shall be done. In litigated causes, and where the-
public are concerned, courts appraise, or name persons to do so.
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APPRENTICE {ante). In the United States the system of apprenticeship has largely

gone out of use in recent years, and reirular indentures and serving of time are now little

heeded; but there arc laws regulating the business in most of the states. The New York
statutes—which may be taken as generally resembling those in many other states

—

provide that males under 18 and unmarried females under that age may, with consent of

natural or legal guardians, or of their own motion, bind themselves as A., but for no
longer than until they become of age (males at 21, and females at 18). Consent comes
from father, mother,"^ guardian, overseers of the poor, or oHicers legally qualified, such
as the commissioners of charity and correction. Consent of the mother must be had in

writing if she be living and not incapacitated. Regular indentures are provided, and
specific agreements must be made by both parties, the main provisions of which are that

the A. shall serve the term specified; if he run away he may be compelled to return;

the master shall provide proper support and medical service; shall teach or cause to be
taught the business intended; and give a certificate of full service of the term. Inden-
tures are canceled or annulled only by death, or legal process. An absconding A. may
be arrested, and on refusing to return may be sent to the house of correction or jail; or,

if the A. willfully refuse to perform his portion of the contract, the agreement may be
canceled, the A. forfeiting all claims. On the other hand, neglect, cruel treatment, or

refusal to instruct on the part of the master, may be punished by damages, by canceling

indentures, or by fine for the benefit of the A. or his parent or guardian. Managers of

asylums or homes for indigent children usually have power to bind out. Indentures
always require the master to provide a certain amount of education, and imply freedom
in religious opinion and choice of church. There is a special section which declares that

no person shall accept from any A. or journeyman any agreement, or cause him to be
bound by oath, or in any manner, that after his term expires, he will not exercise his

trade in any particular place or manner; nor shall any one take money or value from an
A. for permitting him to use his trade in any place.

APPURTENANCES, things belonging to another thing as principal, and which
jmss as incident to the principal thing. Thus in the conveyance of a house and land,

everything passes which is necessary to the full enjoyment thereof; and in such case the

term includes the right of way, etc. In general it means anything necessary to the full

possession and enjoyment of the principal thing. In case of a ship, the usual furniture

and things necessary for usmg the vessel are A. ; the boats, sails, anchors, etc. ; but it

has been held that ballast was not appurtenant.

APRAX'IN, Stefan Fedorovitch, 1702-58; a Russian general. In his youth he
served against the Turks, gaining rapid promotion. In Elizabetli's court he was a strong

opponent of Prussian influence, and in the seven years' war led an army against

Frederick the great, invading Prussia, and capturing Memel. In the midst of success he
retreated, and joined the conspiracy to raise Paul to the Russian throne over his father,

who was the legitimate heir. He was tried by a court-martial, but died in prison before

the end of the cause.

A'PRIES. king of Egypt, the Pharaoh-Hophra of the time of Zedekiah and Nebuch-
adnezzar. He invaded Syria, but gained no substantial advantages. Herodotus says he
was so vain and confident of his power that he would not believe that even a deity could
-overcome him. His fall was predicted by Jeremiah (xliv. 30), and it came through the

revolt of his troops, who took Amasis for their leader, and made A. a prisoner, 569 B.C.

Amasis saved his life for a time, but was compelled to give him over to his enemies, who
Mrangled hun.

AP'TP^RAL. applied to temples of the Greeks and Romans which had no lateral col-

umns, though there may have been columns at the ends,

APU'RE, a province in S.Venezuela, bordering on Colombia and Guiana; 22,250 sq.m.

;

pop. .'32,485. Capital, San Fernando de A.

AQUA (watfr), a compound of oxygen and hydrogen, s^^mbol IlaO. The prefix A.

was much used by al(;h(;mists; A.fortis, strong water, is nitric acid; A. irt/ht, r(\yal water,

a compound usually containing one part of nitric acid witli two of hydrochloric, which
dissolves gold; A. riUr, water of life, strong drink, or alcohol. In modern pharmacy we
have A. diHtilla, JlavialiH, jduvialun, fonlana, and inarina, or distilled, river, ram, spring,

and sea water.

AQUA'RIANS, a Christian sect in the 3d c. who used watcT instead of wine at the

Lord's supper. The name was given in Africa, also, to those who in tinujsof persecution

forbore to use the wine in the communion when the scent of their breath would be likely

to betray them.

AQ'UEDUCT (ante). In the United States. New York. Boston, Brooklyn, Chicago,

and very many other cities and villages hav(! As. for supplying water. The most expen-

sive and costly is the Croton A. for supplying New York, comi)leted in 1842 at a cost

<jf about $12,500,000. This A. is a little ov(!r 40 m. long, running through 10 tunnels,

"which have a total length of a mile and a quarter, over some short viaducts, and over
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the Harlem river on a stone bridge, 1460 ft. long and 116 ft. above high water, with 8

arches of 80 ft. and 7 of 50 ft. span. From the dam in the Croton river to the Harlem

Tiver, the A. is of stone, brick, and cement, arched over and under, in shape something

like an egg, slightly depressed at either end. The height is 8i ft., and the width an inch

less than 7i ft. It is capable of delivering 115,000,000 gallons per day. The Boston A.

is 14^ m. long, and is chiefly a brick structure. Washmgton is supplied by an A., 18 m.

long, of brick and rubble stone in cement, circular in shape, 9 ft. in diameter, subter-

ranean for the most of its course. Besides these, much greater works are contemplated,

such as bringing the water of the upper Hudson, 160 m. distant, or possibly of lakt

George, more than 200 m., to New York city.

AQ'UILA, Caspak (the Latin name of Kaspar Adler), 1488-1560; a German theolo-

^an. He studied law in Augsburg, Gernnany, and in Italy, and was appointed pastor

of Jenga. He embraced Luther's doctrines, for which he was kept in prison during the

winter of 1519-20, but he was set free through the influence of Isabella, queen of

Denmark. At Wittenberg he met Luther, whom he assisted in the translation of the

Old Testament, having been appointed professor of Hebrew at W. In 1528, he became
bishop of Saalfeld, but his vehement opposition to the interim of Charles V. in 1548,

compelled him to fly for asylum to the countess of Schwarzburg. In 1550, he was given

the deanery of Schmalkalden, and two years later was restored as bishop of Saalfeld,

filling the ofiice until his death. He left a number of controversial works and many
sermons.

ARAB'ICI, or Akabians, a sect in Arabia in the 3d c. who held that the soul diet

with the body and will be raised again with it. Eusebius says that Origen convinced

them of their error, and they renounced it at the " Council of Arabia," a.d. 246.

ARACA'TI, a t. and port in Brazil, on the river Jaguaribe, 10 m. from its mouth.
It is well built, has five or six churches and a town hall. The exports are hides and
cotton. Pop. about 5000.

AR'ADUS (now Ruad), a rocky island of about 600 acres, off the mouth of the river

Eleutherus, 2 m. from shore and 35 or 40 m. n. from Tripoli. Strabo says that the city

of A. was founded by fugitives from Sidon. It was independent, ruled over the adjacent

coast, and assisted the Macedonians in the siege of Tyre. Later, the town became sub-

ject to Persia, to Antiochus Epiphancs, and to Rome. In 163, the caliph Omar's com-
mander destroyed A., and it was not rebuilt. The ruins show that it was once a very

strong place. At present A. has a pop. of 2000 to 3000, chiefly fishermen and their

families. There are extensive remains of Phopnician walls; and the remarkable sub-

marine springs, which supplied the early city with water, have been found.

AR'AGO, Emmanuel, author and French politician; b. Paris, Aug. 6. 1812. In
youth he produced a volume of poems and some plays, but at the age of 25 left literature

for the bar, where he soon became eminent in political cases. He became an ardent

republican, and defended such political recusants as Martin Bernard and Barbes. On
the 24th of Feb., 1848, when the abdication of the king was announced m the chamber,

A. rose, and, proclaiming that by that act royalty was extinct, demanded the deposition

of the Orleans family, and protested against a regency. Under the provincial govern-

ment, A. was sent to Lyons as commissary general, and prevented a serious insurrection

by applying half a million francs to relieve immediate distress. He was afterwards a

member of the general assembly for the department of Eastern Pyrenees, and was
envoy to Prussia, where he interested himself for the oppressed Poles, procuring the

liberation of gen. Microlawski. He resigned as soon as Napoleon was elected, and
became one of the future emperor's most active opponents, vigorously protesting against

the expedition to Rome. After the coup d'etat, Dec. 2, 1852^ he quitted political life,

retiu-ningto his law practice. In 1870, he was a member of the provisional government,
and soon afterwards succeeded Cremieux as minister of justice. In Feb., 1871, he
was nominated for minister of the interior, and minister of war ad interim in place of

Gambetta.

ARA'GUA, a province of Venezuela, in a fertile region on the river A. It is a small

division, only about 3700 sq.m.
;
pop., estimated, 81,500. Chief t., Victoria.

ARAGUAY'A, or Araguia. See Araguay, ante.

ARAKTCHEI'EF, Alexet Andreevitch. Count. 1769-1834: a Russian general.

Of low origin, he rose rapidly to high rank under the favoritism of Paul, who made
him governor of St. Petersburg and commander of his personal guards. After Paul's

assassination, A. was kept near the person of Alexander, the succeeding emperor, and
in the late years of that emperor's reign, A. became practically the ruler. He was
energetic, but cruel, and always untrustworthy. It is recorded that he left in his will

a prize for the best history of Alexander's reign, to be written a century after the death
of the emperor, and it is supposed that this part of the testament was canceled by
Alexander.
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ARAP'AHOE, a co. in n.e. Colorado; 4600 sq.m.
; pop. '75, estimated, 25.000; ia

'SO, 38,007. The Kansas Pacific railroad passes through, and the co. is watered by the

branches of the s. fork of the Platte. The w. part is mountainous, the e. level. ^SLining

and agi'iculture are the industries. Co. seat, Denver, which is also the capital of the

Btate.

ARAP'AIIOE, a recently formed co. in s. Nebraska, bounded on the n. by the Platte

river.

ARAP'AHOES, an Indian tribe, dwelling on the upper waters of the Platte and
Arkansas rivers, allied by language to the Caddoes. A powerful tribe half a century

ago, they are now few in nmnber and inoffensive. The French called them "Gros
Ventres."

ARAU'CO, a province in s. Chili between the Andes and the Pacific ocean; area 13,-

714 sq.m.; pop. '75, 140,896. The chief t. is of the same name, on a bay of the same
name, about 300 m. s. of Valparaiso. In this department the Araucanian Indians still

maintain their independence.

ARAXES. See Aras, ante.

AR BACES, one of the generals of Sardanapalus, and the founder, 876 B.C., of the
Median empire. In c;onspiracy with a Chaldean priest who commanded the troops from
Babylon, he revolted, gained the assistance of several prominent officers, and defeated

Sardanapalus, who committed suicide. The dynasty of A. lasted until 559 B.C., when
Cyrus overthrew it.

ARBITRAGE, comparing and settling accounts, and arranging disputes, applied both
to a calculation and to a trade. As to calculation, A. relates to the simultaneous values

at any particular moment of any specified merchandise in one market in terms of the

quotations on one or more markets, exchange considered. As to trade, A. relates to the

business, founded on such calculations, of buying or selling wholesale in the cheapest
market for the time being, and simultaneously re-selling or buying. A. proper is a
distinct and well-defined business, with three main branches, viz.: A. in bullion or coin,

in bills and exchanges, and in shares or stocks.

ARBITRATION (ante). In the United States A. is under much the same laws as in

England, but some recent decisions are noteworthy. The New York court of appeals

holds as void an article in the constitution of a private society, which made certain mem-
bers a court to judge of violations of the rules, with poM'er to forfeit the offender's rights

in property; regular courts would not enforce the decision of tribunals organized by pri-

vate agreement, except where the person affected expressly agreed to submit the matter
in dispute to A. Some states exclude certain matters from A., as in New York, where
claims to life estates, whether in fee or in realty, cannot be submitted, the object of the

law being to preclude from unlearned arbitrators questions despending upon strictly tech-

nical points. The old rule that married women could not enter into A., is practically

obsolete, as most of the states have recently enacted laws w^hich u women nearly onp
the plane with men in the holding and disposition of property. The tquestion, whether
on(i partner in business can bind another in an agreement to arbitrate , is not definitely

settled, but the drift of authority is against such power, though it is held that the con-
tracting partner is bound, and the partner's refusal to fulfill the award may cost thercon-

tractor in damages. Forms of agreement are unimportant, and may be merely ve bal-

without written documents; and the omission of an arbitrator to be sworn is held as only
an irregularity. Hearings in A. must be on notice to both sides; v,\icrQ ex-2)arte they are
void. If tljere is to be an umpire he must be chosen before the hearing. All the arbi-

trators must agree in tlie award, unless other provision is specially made, and awards
must l)e specially conclusive and final. All states have laws provided for setting aside

or overruling the decisions of arbitrators for partiality, fraud, or any misconduct, on
appeal to a regular court; and courts may correct mistakes or other imperfedious in

awards. Some slates j)rovi(le that awards may be vpxated for any legal defect. In a few
states, laws provide that neither party shall nivoke his submission to A. without consent
of the other; 8(jme provide that no revocation shall ensue after tlie case has been sub-

mitted to tlie arbitrators upon evidence; in some states the rules are less stringent, and a
party may revoke his consent at any time, incurrinu- only the accrued costs, but tliis sel-

dom hap])ens. Suhinissiou to A. susj)ends the riglit of .suing on tlu; pending cause of

action, and a legal award Ijars the right of suit altogether. If awards are honest and
fair, the courts will not vacate; them beeau:-;e of mere errors of statenu;nt. Justice Story
gives decision that arbitrators may make their judgment on tlie })rinci|)le.s of e(|uity and
conscience rather tiian on legal te'chnicalities. in I'ennsylvania, ai)arly in acivil action

may compel the Kubmissi(;n of it to A., with or without the (;ons<'nt of the other party.

In New York city there is a "board of brokers" in whose articles of association is a
•taction providing for A. in certain cases. The courts have lield that this section is notli

ing more than an agreement in general terms to submit, and have declined an application

to compel a member to such submission, since; his refusal was mercily an exercise of Ids

power of revocation, A. in international affairs is of long standing, and growing
rapidly in favor. Some statesmen look to its general adoolion as the hai)])}' substitutes

for war; but so fac, .jue.stions of cmiy secondary importance have been thus settled. One
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of the first in American history was the case of the privateer General ArrriHtrong, in

which the first Napoleon acted as arbitrator; and the latest and most miportant con-

cerned the United States—the "Geneva award," or the settlement of the " Alabama
•claims," against England. A treaty was concluded providing for five arbitrators, to be

named by the president of the United States, the queen of Great Britain, the president of

the Swiss republic, the king of Italy, and the emperor of Brazil. All the judgments
were in favor of the United States, and all the arbitrators agreed except lord chief-justice

Cockburn of England.

AllBOIS, a L. in the department of Jura, France, in a deep valley on the Cuisance,

940 ft. above sea-level; famous for its wines,which were exempted from taxation in 1493,

by Maximilian I. It has trade also in brandy, grain, oil, fruits, cattle, and cheese, and
manufactures of paper and leather. It had once a commandery of the knights of ]\ralta,

two monasteries, and three nunneries, and still possesses a college and the ruins of a castle.

Pop. GOOO to 7000.

ARBORICULT'URE {ante). The wholesale destruction of forests in the United States

long ago attracted attention in the older states, and measures have been taken to remedy
and counteract the evil. The most efficieut of these is A., which is now well developed

in the eastern, middle, northern, and western states. It is estimated that, even in New
York, timber has been destroyed at the rate of 150,000 acres per year, most of the wood
going for railroad-fuel and building. Landowners, however, are growing more
careful, and the young trees, once grubbed out as worthless brush, are now ver}- gener-

ally not only spared but nursed. The ordinary process with natural growth is to exclude

browsing cattle, and then thin out, taking the crooked and damaged first, and next such
as will make hoop poles, hay stakes, etc. The timl)er left will grow more rapidly and
will be more handsome and valuable than a full natural growth. With care, the grow-
ing trees may be grouped in lines, and ample wagon roads be left for ease of communi-
cation with highways or other fields. Raising trees from seed takes more time and
care, but will furnish better timber and larger profit. In this practice the ground is pre-

pared as if for corn, and the seed sown by liand or drill in hills or rows. For a year or

two, corn and trees may grow in alternate rows, if desirable to get immediate profit from
the land. Large seeds, like chestnuts and walnuts, are planted about three or four times

their own diameter below the surface. Evergreen seedings must be shaded through the

first summer, removing the shade occasionally that the plants may be hardened. Not
much is done in the way of transplanting in the older states, except for parks and orna-

mental purposes. In Minnesota and other western states, the successful culture of trees

is accepted in lieu of certain taxes, and millions of trees are transplanted annually. It

is important to preserve old or raise new trees in thick belts or ranks for the protection

of houses, crops, and cattle, against heavy winds and storms. Such protection often

saves the half or nearly the wliole of winter grain. Where such belts should be planted
depends upon the situation of the farm with reference to the prevailing direction of the
winds. Simply for ornamentation, A. is largely practiced, and is growing in import-
ance, and men of knowledge and experience are employed for the purpoijc in public and
private parks and cemeteries.

AR'BUTUS (tf??/^). The trailing A., ejiiga'a repcnst, called mayflower, and gi'ound

laurel, is found on the edges of pine forests in all parts of New England, especiallj' near
the coast, and in the valley of the Connecticut, and in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minne-
sota. It is prized for its fragrant and beautiful blossom, which is one of the earliest

flowers of spring.

ARCA'NI DISCIPLI'NA (system of secret instruction). See MYSTAGOcrE, ante.

ARCH, Joseph, an English agriculturist, b. 1828. His parents were in humble
circumstances, and he educated himself; at an early age he became an advocate of tem-
perance and a Methodist local preacher. He rebelled against the low price paid for
farm-labor, and after much struggle and suffering became a leader in efforts to better

the condition of laboring men. In 1872, the national agricultural laboreis' union was
formed, and A. became its president. In 1873, he visited Canada and the United States

to study the condition and prospects of labor, and the question of emigration.

ARCII^'AN, or Azoic, Period—from the Greek for beginning—commencing with
the earliest formation of the earth's crust, is the period to which are assigned the oldest

rocks on which those of late ages have been spread, and from which most of them have
been made. The archa^an rocks, extending round the globe, are in most places shut out from
sight by the later formations, yet in various parts of botli hemispheres, rising above the
rest, they are exposed to view as surface rocks. In Europe they are visible in the n.w.
of Scotland, in the iron regions of Norway and Sweden, in the n w. and n.e. of Russia,
down to the White sea, in the Ural mountains, and further s. in Podolia. In central
Europe the}^ appear in the midst of the more recent formations, protrude frequently in
the Carpathian mountains and central crests of the Alps, and in Bavaria and Bohemia
between the Danube and the Elbe. In North America they rise to the surface in a large
district between the Arctic circle and the great lakes, in a tract s. of lake Superior and
another in southern New York, in the Highlands, and in the central part of the
Appalachian chain and Rocky mountains. In Canada, where the}' have been carefully



Studied, the}^ are believed to be more than 30,000 ft. thick, in Europe their exact tliick-

ness can scarcely be conjectured, yet it must be many thousand feet. These roc-ks are

chietiy crystalline, sucii as granite, syenite, gneiss, syenitic gneiss, mica-schist, horn-

blende schist, chlorite slate, a"nd granular limestone. There are al.so some hard conglom-

erates, quartz rocks, and slates. They very often contain iron-bearing minerals, and
imnien.se beds of iron ore are found with them in northern New York—where they are

from 100 to 200 ft. thick—New Jersey, Michigan, and south of lake Superior. Graphite

rflso is found abundantly throughout the arcluean rocks of Canada and the adjacent parts-

of the United States. In the arcluean rocks indications of life are almost if not entirely

wautinu:. For this reason the period is named also the az&ic, lifeless. But in the lime-

stones of Canada a form has been discovered which is thought by eminent geologists to

be a coral-like fossil made by protozoans of the class of rhizopods, the simplest kind of

animal life. Its organic nature has not indeed been placed beyond doubt; still geologists

think it probable that rhizopods existed in the waters before the close of the archa\aii

period, and that the beds of limestone have been made up of their minute shells.
^
The

abundance of graphite found throughout the archa^an rocks of Canada and the United

States is also regarded as an indication that oiganic plants then existed, as it is knowa
that in late times graphite has been formed out of such remains. For these reasons the

name cozolc—the dawn of life—has been proposed for the later portion of the arclia^an

period.

ARCHx^OL'OGY {ante), has recently gained new i.ad world-wide interest through,

the indefatigable labors and rich discoveries of count and gen. Luigi Palma di Cesnola,

and Dr. Heinrich Schliemann, the first a native of Italy, but an American citizen, and
the last a native and a citizen of Germany. At the close of the civil war in the United

States, in which gen. di Cesnola served with distinction, he was sent as American consul

to Cyprus. He was at once inspired with the idea that the famous island was the door

between Asia and Europe, and must be full of relics of the nations which traversed and
ruled it three thousand years ago. This was in 18G5, and he very soon devoted his whole
attention to archaeological investigations. He began excavations at Kitium (the Chittim

of the Old Testament), over the buried streets of which there is now the town of Larnaca.

Within a year he found the sites of three other old cities, Salamis, Golgos, and Idalium.

At Kitium he found that the graves had been plundered, most likely in the time of the

early cru-sades; but he discovered the remains of a temple dedicated to Demeter Paralia»

and next to it, in a tomb, a jar with 600 gold coins of the great Alexander and his father,

Philip of Macedon. He also found remains of a Phoenician temple, older than that of

Demeter, a marble sarcophagus with a Phoenician head in high relief, and two vases of

alabaster. The Grc^i^k tombs, more than 2000 of which he opened, contained lamps,

bronze mirrors, glass vessels, and other funereal decorations. At Idalium, under the

modern town of Dali, 15,000 tombs were opened, the greater part Phoenician, in which
were myriads of the oldest terra-cotta vases of all shapes and sizes, and some Greek vasea

containing iridescent glass. At Salamis he found nothing of consequence; that city w\as

doubtless despoiled of its art-treasures at an early period. In the ruins of Leucolla he
found the remains of a temple with statues, and near it a rock cavern accessible only

from the sea, in which was an immense quantity of human bones in a state of petrifac-

tion. At Golgos he found most of the rich store exhibited by him in London in 1872,

which the British museum sought to secure, but which New York acquired. In the

course of further exploration he found the sites of nearly a dozen cities and towns, Acte-

Acliicon, Ainathus, Aphrodisium, Arsino), Karpassia, Lapethus, Neo-Paphos, Pakco-

PaplKJS, Soli, Tlironi, and Visuri. Then came his great triumph, at Kuriuni, where iu

the treasure-chambers of an unknown temple he found the most w^onderful deposits of

gold and silver diadems, bracelets, rings of all kinds, armlets, etc., votive ollerings

of the finest workmanship, among them some of the finest gem-engraving and delicate

metal work ever discovered. The extent of his discovery may be judged from the fact

that from one treasure-chamber, or series of vaults, he took more than 1200 objects, about

half of them of gold. Some of the more interesting articles, in a historical view, arc:

the ollicial seal of Thotnu^s III., a king of Egypt whoconciuered Cyprus about 3300 years

ago; Babylonian cylinders, or records on fine stone, which Bawlinson ami Sayce refer to

dates 2700, 3100, and 3500 years ago; a gold armkt of a king of Pai)hos of six or seven

centuries n.c;., and others of less clearly delined ancient dales, lyings in the form of asps,

.some retaining their stone settings or remains of enamel; gold clasps and i)endants, l)eau-

tifully incrusted by a granulating process, and diadems of gold, clasi)e(l around the fore-

heads of skulls, are among the treasures. There is a calyx of gold, nearly six inches in

diamet(;r, with circular engraved bands on which are traced stags, hunters, palm trees,

and water, in the; Kgyptian style, an article of remarkable beauty in i)erfect preservation;

there are also numerous aiticUts of silv(!r and bronze of rare interest. But the most
valuable portion of th(; treasure is the large collection of engraved stones. Carnelian,

agat(^ onyx, jasper, chalcedony, and other hard and line grained stones, were used by the

ancientengrjivers. One specimen, " Boreascarrying oil" Zei)hyr," is a masterpiece of geiiius;

the " J{aijeofPro.s(!r[)ine" is also very fine. These are in miniature, less than an inch in diam-

eter. Intaglios are in the collection in hard stone, representing Egyptian gods, priests, and
worship. There are carvings in alabast(;r, and otlufrs of terra cotla. The objects in

bronze, mcne than 500 in number, are laiiqjs, mirrors, stands, vases, and heads of animals
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This wonderful collection, but a portion of which can be here indicated, was purchased
for the city of New York, and may be found in the museum of natural history and art,.

Central park.

Dr. Schliemann's earliest researches were where he believed would be found Homer's
city of Troy, but it is at least an open question whetlier the ruins he discovered were of
the famous old place, whose existence has been thought scarcely more than legendar3\
though he was confident that he had identified the temple of Athen^e. His late opera
tions were upon old Mycena;, the capital of Argolis, and Agamemnon's home. He found
the ruins of the acropolis, which the people of the vicinage to-day call Agamemnon lort.

the pavements of which show the wear of chariot wheels, and the walls the application
of bolts and hinges. What the present natives call the tomb of Agamemnon, he found
to be the treasury of Atreus, cut into the side of a hill and facing a deep ravine. The
interior is in two compartments, the first shaped like a cave, 50 ft. wide and 50 ft. high,
and the other square, 21 ft. each way. The walls are of hewn stone, without cement,
and were once faced with polished metal. A number of tomb slabs, found near but
outside of the acropolis, are believed to mark the burial-places of Agamemnon and his
companions. A great number of tombs were opened, but few remains of bodies found.
In one place, however, he found a vault 21 ft, long, 144 deep, and nearly 12 wide, in
which there were human remains. One of the dead bodies had been covered with five
thin plates of gold, from 18i^ to 25 inches long and 24^ wide, upon which were crosses and
gold foil. There were also gold blades, vases, fragments of porphyry-, and other .sculp-

tures. But the most important discovery was that of a subterranean treasury, dome-
shaped, with an entrance 13 ft. long, and a roof of stone slabs over three yards long,,

supposed to have been a royal treasure-chamber, and covered at a very early period.
Here were rude idols of Hera, or Juno, and other female gods; male idols of Assyrian
type; idols in the form of a cow, sacred to Juno; an idol with a bird's head; female
forms with the heads of cows, the latter on the handles of vases. There were bronze
lances, hatchets, knives, hair-pins, vases, and a tripod. Vases were found in large num-
bers and great variety of painting. There were large goblets with one and two handles;
fragments of a white marble frieze, with spiral ornaments, and part of a necklace, with
beads strung on copper wire. In other places he found more idols, copper and iron
headed arrows, a wooden fish, a scepter-head of green stone carved into an Egyptian
face, knives and arrows of obsidian, and a glass dish having impressed in it the image of
a fly. Still further searcli disclo.sed an immense cyclopean house, thought to have been
a royal palace. Here he found an onyx finger-ring with figures of hornless cows iD
intaglio; neck beads; a jasper mold for gold and silver ornaments, having patterns or
dies on each of its six sides; axes of green stone and jasper; paintings of warriors in red
on a yellow ground, the figures being of an Asiatic type. There were also vases, with
handles in the form of crocodiles, a large dragon tripod, and other vessels of brass. Dr
S. has presented this entire collection to the government of Greece. Archaeological re-

searches are in progress at Rome, Pompeii, and in other places.

ARCH.EOP'TERYX, a fossil bird, long tailed and of leptilian nature, found iti the
Jurassic limestone of Bavaria. As near as can be judged from the few .specimens, the A.
appears to have been in some sort a link between reptiles and birds. Its wings were
short, but hud long phimes, which spread like a fan. its tail was vertebrate, and feather'j
grew out from either side.

ARCHAKGEL, or Atikangelskoe, a government and city of Rus.sia; the govern-
ment between 61° and 7V n., and 29" to 08' e., along the White sea and Arctic ocean,
and including the island of Nova Zcmbla: 286,739 sq.m.

; pop. '67, 275,779. The n.

part is sterile, and its winters are severe. Below the arctic circle are extensive forests.
lakc«, and morasses. The spring is moist, with cold frosty nights: summer has long,
foggy days, and the autumn is short and moist. The wealth of A. is in its forests Gold,
naphtha, salt, coal or lignite, and sulphur springs are found. The productions are pitch,,

tar, tallow, turpentine, potash, cordage, mats, and leather.

ARCHELA'US, surnamed Piiysicus, a Greek philosopher, pupil of Anaxagoras,
about 450 b.c. Nothing of his writing remains, but his leading ideas were like those of
his tutor. He admitted a primitive matter, consisting of infinite particles similar in
nature to the bodies formed from them. He ahso admitted a ruling mind. He thought
matter was mingled with mind, and identified the primitive matter with air: thus liis-

first principle was air endowed with mind. Out of this air, by processes of thickening
and thinning, arose cold and heat, or water and fire, the first passive, the last active.
From the action of fire and water were formed the atmosphere, and the mud out of which
the heavenly bodies Avere developed. Living organized beings, at first of low type,
sprang from the mud, and gradually the races of animals were formed. 3Ian he held to
be superior to other beings l)y reason of his artistic and moral powers.

ARCHELA'US, a sculptor, celebrated for his bass-relief representing the apotheosis
of Homer, which is supposed to have been made in the 1st c. of the Christian era. It
was purchased in 1819 for the British mu.seum.

ARCHER, a CO. inn. Texas, of about 900 sq.m., newly organized and thinly settled, but
favorable for cattle raising and the growth of cereals. There are also valuable minerals,
bismuth anion <i: them.
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ARCHER, John, 1741-1810; b. Md. ; the first man in the United States honored with

the deirree of doctor of medicine. He was an officer in the army of tlie revolution ; mem-
ber ofihe 3Iarylaud general assembly, and representative in congress from that state for

three terms, 1801-7.

ARCHES, COURT OF The name is derived from the ancient place of sitting,

which was in the church of St. Mary of the Arches, now usually called Bow church,

London. The old church, which was destroyed in the great tire of 16GG, had a fine

arched crypt, whence came the name. The C. of A. is the court of appeal of the arch-

bishop of* Canterbury, as metropolitan of the province, and the judge is styled the dean

of the arches. Appeals from decisions of the C. of A. are lieard before the judicial

committee of the privy council. The C. of A. is empowered to hear such suits as are

sent up to it by letter of request from the consistorial courts of the bishop of the province

of Canterbury after they have issued commissions of inquiry and the commissioners

have made their report. The official principal of the C. of A. is the only ecclesi-

astical judge who is empow^ered to pass a sentence of deprivation against a clerk in

holy orders.

AR'CHIAS, AuLus Ltcinius, a Greei^ poet of the 2d c. b.c, defended by Cicero in

one of his most noted orations. He passed his life almost entirely in Rome and among
Romans, serving under L. LucuUus, Sulla, and other eminent commanders, Cicero and
Quintilian praise his gift of extemporization, the richness of his language, and hi*3

wealth of thought.

ARCHIA'TER, or Auchiator, "principal," or ''chief physician," a compli-

mentary title given by some Roman rulers to their favorite medical attendants, who
were usually Greeks. The use of the title and the office spread to all large towns, and
a certain number of doctors were selected as archiatri, with salaries and perquisites,

but required to minister to the poor without charge. They also served in the same
capacity as modern health officers. A similar medical order is still found in some of the

Scandinavian countries.

ARCHIBALD, Adams G., b. 1814; an English colonial statesman. He was a native

of Nova Scotia, and w^as twice chosen to the colonial legislature, in 1851 and 1855, In
1856 he was solicitor-general, and one of the liberal leaders), and w^as again sent to the

legislature. He was president of the council in the cabinet formed by Sir John Young,
and secretary of state for the province; in 1871 received the office of lieutenant-governor

of Manitoba, but resigned the next year.

ARCHIDA'MUS I., king of Sparta about 668 B.C. ; the 12th of the Eurypontids, son

of Anaxidamus. He reigned in tiie time of war with the Tegea.

ARCTHDA'MUS II., King of Sparta, 17th of the Eurypontids, son of Zeuxidamus.
He took the scepter after the banishment of his grandfather Lectychides, 469 b.c. In
the fourth or fifth year of his reign Greece w^as shaken b}'' a terrible earthquake, and
Sparta was left a heap of ruins. He seems to have been a wise and temperate ruler,

moving with delil)eration, and more merciful than might have been expected in those

days. His only famous child was Agesilaus.

ARCHIDA'MUS III., grandson of A, II., King of Sparta, 20th of the Eurypontids.

He succeeded his father 361 B.C. In six years afterwards he defeated the Argives and
Spartans, and the next year defended Sparta against Epaminondas. In the sacred war
he at first as.sisted the Phocians, but Avhen Philip came into the field he abandoned
them. In 338 he went to Italy as an ally of the Tarentines, and was slain in battle

on the same day that Philip won the important victory of Cha^ronea.

ARCHIDA'MUS IV., grandson of A, III., King of Sparta, 23d of the Eurypontids.
In 200 B.C. he defeated Demetrius Poliorcetes.

ARCHIDA'MUS v., King of Sparta, 27th of the Eurypontids, brother of Agis IV,
On his brother's murder, 240 B.C., A. fled, but subsequently obtained the throne through
the assistaiKM; of Aratus. But he wmis killed by those who nad slain his brother, and so

ended the last of the Eurypontids, his sons being passed over and the crown given to

Lycurgus, a stranger.

ARCHITECTS, American Institute of. An attempt was made among leading
architects to organize this institution about 1836, and again in 1857, but it was not estab-

lished on a permanent footing until 1807. The office an*d library are in Trinity build-

ing, New York, and it has chapters in many places in the country. The proceedings of

the annual conventions include a numlxT of ])apers and del)ales on constructional and
flL^sthctical su])jects, published with tin; annual reports of the socict}'. Through its cliap-

t(;rs the institute has improved the l)uil(ling laws of tlu; country in various localities, and
called ])ublic attention to the deticiencies of many national structures. The main object

of this institute is to unite in fellowship the architects of this continent, and to combine
their efforts so as to promote the artistic, sciciutific, and practical efficiency of the pro-

fession. It proposes to have the laws in relation to public health and safety, as con-

nected with buildings, perfected; and as the profession of architecture lias no legal

restrictions and no requirement of examinations, the members jjropose to effect all neces-

sary reforms through the institute. A charge of 5 i)er cent on the cost of building has
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been adopted for full professional services, distribntoxl as follows: 5 per cent for full ser-

vices, of wliicli 2.V per ctiiit are for working drawings and f^pecilications, 1 per cent for

detail drawings, and li per cent lor superintendence. America can hardly cluin) to have
produced a special school of architecture, but there are many public ediijces that deserve

to be mentioned as specimens of architectural beauty. Many of our best architects are

now designing in what is termed the "colonial " style, which is an adaptation of the

Dutch style so much in vogue in this country during the last century. Comparatively
little attention was paid to architecture before the civil war, but the growing taste and
prosperity of the country have enabled architects to erect many handsome dwelling-

liouses, which will in no way suffer by comparison with those of Euro})€an cities.

Brick, stone, and iron are now much used in this country, and the Gothic style has been
widely adopted for churcTl edifices. Trinity church in New York* completed in 1846,

one of the tirst great Gc)thic edifices of stone in the United States, Grace church, and St.

Patrick's cathedral, in the same city, are fine specimen.^ of that style. The temple
Emmanuel is a reproduction of Saracenic forms. The Roman Catholic cathedral inPiiil-

adelphia is modeled after the Italian edifices of the time of Michael Angelo. Trinity

church, of Boston, is the best example of the Romanesque influenced by the Byzantine,
copied from edifices erected in France during the 12th century. The new^ "Old South
church" in Boston is a building of strong form and decoration. The museum of art in

the same city inclines to the Venetian Gothic, and among the more prominent of the later

renaissance buildings are the Boston and New York post-ofRccs, built of granite, brick,

and iron. The lofty Trilmne building is a noticeable feature of the lower part of New
York. The Grand Central railroad depot of New York, and the new Lowell and Provi-

dence depots in l^oston, are splendid and well-appointed structures. The capitol at

Washington, the corner-stone of which was laid in 179o, is in the ."^tyle of renaissance.

Extensive additions have been made to both wings since 1850. The material used is a
handsome marble, tlu; original building being of sandstone. The treasury building and
the patent oiliec are in the Greek style, as are the sub-treasury and cu.stom-housc, at

New York. Of public buildings in Gothic form, a high rank must be given to the Con-
necticut state capitoi at Hartford, the new capitol at Albany, N. Y., and the Ohio capitol

at Columbus. Many fine buildings have been erected for commercial purposes in various

cities of the United States which justly deserve the title of " business palaces," and are

well suited to accommodate our merchant princes. Although architects are somewhat
fettered by the small lots of 25 ft. in width prevailing in most of our cities; many
dwelling-houses present remarkably handsome exteriors and interiors. Fifth avenue, in

New York, is in this respect one of the finest thoroughfares in the world. The apart-

ment houses which have come into fashion since the late war. covering more than one
lot, have fared better in an artistic point of view, of which the Stevens house of New
York is one of the notable examples. Many beautiful country residences are to be found
at N(nvport, Long Branch, and scattered throughout the country. There is a class of
dwellings, however, which deserve severe censure, the so-called tenement-houses of our
large cities, in wiiich hundreds of families are crowded, at low rents, without proper
accommodations for light, air, or water. But there is a movemerit to introduce marked
improvements in i!iis class of houses. (See Fergusson's History of Architecture, Ancieni
and Modern.

)

ARCTIC CURRENT comes from the northern ocean down Davis's strait and also

down the e. coast of Greenland, joins the Labrador current off cape Farewell, flows
along the Newfoundland coast, and is lost in the gulf stream. Its water is very cold,

and has the effect of lowering the temperature of the Labrador coast.

ARCTU'RUS, the principal star in the constellation Bootes (the "herdsman"). A. is

of the first magnitude, and one of the most cousspicuous objects in the northern heavens.
Its right ascension is 14 h. 10.2 m. and declination 19" 49' n.

ARCUEIL, a French village, about 4 m. s. of Paris; pop. about 6000. The place is

celebrated as tlie residence of the chemist Berthollet, and also for the ruins of an aque-
duct made by order of the Roman emperor Julian to convey water to his residence.

ARCY, GiiOTTO OF, a remarkable cavern 12 m. e. from Auxerre, France. It is sup^
posed to have been used in early times as a stone quarry, and possibly the material for
the Auxerre cathedral w'as taken from it. One of its divisions is 400 yard.s long, 26 high,
and 14 wide.

ARDEBIL', or Akdabil, a t. in Persia, 38' 15' n., 48" 19' e.. in a fertile plain. 40 m.
from the Caspian sea, apparently built from the ruins of a former city. It is surrounded
by a w'all of mud, with towers and fortified bastions at the corners. Its sacred treasure
IS the tomb of Shah Tsmael Sufi, founder of the Sufi dynasty of Persia. Nadir Shah was
here crowned king after the great council of the empire in 1736. A. is an emporium of
trade for Tiflis, Dorbend. Boku, Ispahan, and Teheran. From remarkable salubrity of
climate it has acquired the title of "abode of happiness."

ARDESHIR', or Atidsheeu, Babegan. See Aktaxerxes Longimanus, anie.

AREOP'AGUS. See Areiopagus, anU.

ARETINO, GuiDO, or Guido d'Arezzo. See Guido Aretino, a»fe.

Am. Ad.—11
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ARG^ X'S, Mount (Arjis Dagh), the highest point in Asia Minor, a little over 13,000

ft., which is nearly 3000 It. above the line of perpetual snow. Uu the s. it comieefs

with the Taurus mountains.

ARGALL, Sir Samuel, 1572-1 G39; one of the early colonists of Virginia. lie

hccarae famous for carrying off the more famous Pocahontas, daughter of the Indian

chief Powh.'itau, and presenling her to the government of the colony as a slave. A,, it

is said, boucrht the girl from the Indian having cliarge of her, for a biass kettle. In 1613

A. hroke up the French settlement at Mt. Desert, Me., and tlie act was the cause ot

war between the English and French colonists, in whicli the settlements of the

latter at Port Roj'al and St. Croi.x were destroyed. In 1617 he became deputy

governor of Virginia, where he violated the established laws, and made others to favor

illeiral trade in which he had the earl of Warwick for a partner. Instead of being

punished he was shielded by his powerful partner, both acquiring immense wealth, to

which A. made large additions by robbing tlie estate of lord Delaware, of which he was
administrator. He was captain in the expedition against the Algerines in 162.0, was
knighted the next year by James I., and in 1025 was in Cecil's expedition against the

Spaniards.

ARGENSON, Marc Antoine Rene de Palmy, d', 1722-87; a French diplomat

and autlior, son of Louis XVth's minister of foreign affairs. lie was envoy to Poland,

Switzerland, and Venice; a member of the royal academy, and is gratefully i-emembered

for the princely donation of 150,000 volumes to its library. He was editor of 40 volumes

of the Uiiicersal Bibliography of Roimince, in which are some novels of his own.

ARGENSON, Marc Rene d', 1771-1842; a French soldier and statesman. Ho
served as Lafayette's adjutant, and took part in the expulsion of the English from Wal-
cheren. In 1809, he was prefect of Antwerp (then Deux-Nelhes), but resigned rather

than confiscate the property of the mayor at the ordfjr of the French ministry. He was

elected deputy for Belfort in "the hundred da3's," and re-elected after the second

restoration. In 1830 he appeared in the chamber to represent Strasburg. and in 1832

was one of the members w4io signed the coinpte rendu. The next year he put Ids name;

to the manifesto of the " Society of the Rights of Man." He was a promhient member
of the Carbonari, and was to be dictator in case the expected revolutii)!i should succeed.

ARGENTEUIL, a co. in Canada, on the Ottawa river; 850 sq.m.; pop. '71, 12,806.

The sbil is good, and there are valuable deposits of buhr (burr) stone. Principal t.,

Lachute.

ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION. Under the constitution of the A. C, the

executive powder is in a president elected once in six years by the 133 representatives of

the 14 provinces. Tiie legislative authority is in a national congress, consisting of a

senate of 28 members, two from each province, and a house of deputies of 50 menibers.

The government is modeled after that of the United States in nearly all particulars.

The governors of the provinces are elected by the ]KH)ple. The public revenue is mainly
from'customs or duties, which are verv heavy. For 1876 the receipts were $13,040,285.

and the expenditures $25,279,520. The pid)lic debt at the clo.^;e of 1877 was ,^40.621.700

At the end of 1876 the army numbered 12,393 men, besid(!S which there was a ntitional

guard of 19,867 men. The navy consisted of 26 stenmers of all sizes, carrying 78 guns.

There were, Jan. 1, 1878, ten railroads in o]ieration, with a total length* of 1400 m.

;

besides 1568 m. in pro.spect, sanctioned by the government, including an international

line. 864 m. long, from Buenos Ayres to Chili. At the end of Jmie, 1877, there were 4820

m. of telegraph in operation, with 9830 m. of wire. About 70 per cent of the lines are

under government control, and 30 per cent in private hands. See Argentine lvEPLiiLi(\

ante.
* ARGTVES, or Argivi, a name often applied by Homer, and .sometimes by others, to

all inliabitants of Greece, but more accurately only to those of tlu; more powerful stale

or government of Argolis, in whose chief city, Mycena% Agamemnon had his residence.

(See Arooi-is, aide.)

AR(;0, a large southern constellation, in which is comtnemorated the mythical

Phip of the Argonautic expedititm. Canopus, a star of the tir.st magnitude;, is its chief

ornamr-nt; its declination, 52" 38' s., renders it Invisible in the northern and central

Uuit(;d States.

AKGOXNE, a rof;ky, tree-covered plateau in n.e. France, extending along the border

of Lorraine and Cham])agnc, and forming j)arts of the departments of Anh'tmes and

IMcuHC. Dumouriez called his defense of this frontier in 1792 the " Argonne campaign."

AKGOC)N, or AR(n)N. an afTluent of the Amoor river, rising in the Mongolian mn;in

tains and nmning n.n.e. through tin; nortlu.'rn part of the (hisert of (>obi to lake Kulo;i,

thence n., separating Russian from Chinese Tartary, to meet the Shilka, the two form

ing the Amoor.

ARGOS. Sec A ROOLI8, an^.

ARGOT, French for what the Engli.^h call "slang," especially the dialect of thieves

and vagabonds. Like all such tongues. A. is often sparkliiig with wit and remarka

hie for' aptness an<l comprehensivcneaa of expression. Many specimens of it are to be
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foxniil in Victor Hugo's Les Miserables, and in the lower grade of Parisian journals and
t^tones.

A'ltlEL, used by Lsuiuli as a pioper name, whicli lie applies to Jerusalem, as "victo-

rious uiidcr CiJod." In .s]iakc'.si)eare's Tempest, A, is a spirit of tlie air, in tlie service of

tlic iau;^vci<ji) ' Trospero."

A RING RI nom. See Mont, Arinort.

AHISTA, Mauiako, 1802-5.^, u Mexican general. He commanded at the battle of

P;d<) Aito, ?vlaj' 8, 1^40, i\m\ was defeated i*y the Americans under gen. Ta^ior. In

1848, he was minister of \var, and two years latci' president of Mexico. In 18o0, Santa
Anj)a led a successful revolution, as the result of which A. was deposed and banished

ARISTL'DES, ^i.ius, surnamed Tiieodoris, a Greek rhetorician, b. about 117 a.d
son of a priest of Zeus. He had a natural taste for rhetoric and public speaking, and
wdn sucii leuown for eloquence in Greece, Italy, Egypt, and Asia, tliat monuments were
erected to )iim in several cities. He is said to have been very vain of his attainments in

oratory. For 13 years he was afhicted w ith some strange nervous disease, apparently

hypnotism, or nervous sleep, soujething like mesmerism. When Smyrna was destroyed

by an earthquake, in 178, A. was living there, and wrote to the emperor Aurelius tm elo-

quent account of the catastrophe; the emperor responded witii substantial aid for the

sufferers, raid for this the grateful ISmynueaus called Aristides the founder of the city,

and erected to him a bronze statue. The only perhonal honor which he wo.uld i-eceive

was the appointment of priest of Esculapius, winch oftic^ he held until his death about

189 A.D. His works extant consist of orations and declamations, which show no great

power, and two treatises on rhetoric.

ARISTIDES OF Thebes, a Greek painter in the lime of Apelles, about the middle

of the 4th c. B.C., and brother of ]S'iconuichus, who was one of his teachers. He was
noted for powder of expression in his work, one of his finest pictures being that of a babe
approaching the breast of its mother who was mortally wounded, and whose face sho\ys

her fear lest the child should tind blood instead of milk. His works were bought at

enormous prices, and one of them was the first foreign painting ever exhibited to the

public in Rome. He left two sons, Nicerus and Ariston, to wliom he taught his art.

ARISTOBU'LUS I., Prince of Judca, succeeded his father, John Hyrcanus, in 107

B.C. The son took the title of king, the first instance of its assumption am.ong the Jews
jifter the Babylonian captivity. lie nmrdered his m.other, to whom his father's will left

the government, and imprisoned all but one of his brothers, and this one at a later

period was put out of the way through tiie influence of Salome, the queen. During
his reign he subdued the Itru: ians and compelled them to adopt Jewish laws. It is

supposed that the death of A. was hastened by remorse for the crimes which he had
committed.

ARISTOBU'LUS op Cassandria. probably the same with the Greek historian A,,

o30b.c. ; one of the companions of Alexander the great, whom he accompanied in his

Asiatic expeditions. He did not write his history until he was 84 years old, and he
<lied at 90. Subsequent historians, xrian pi'^'icularly, made free use of Aristobulus,

work.

ARISTOME'NES, a ^lesseninn statesman and general, who commanded the army in

the second Messenian war. He fought with success from the battle of Dene, 68o, until

G88 B.C., when lie was finally defeated, and returned to Rhodes, where his son-in-law was
one of tlie reigning princes. His fame lasted through many centuries.

ARI'TA, one of the most famous seats of the Japanese porcelain industry, in the

province of II i/en, Japan, containing 8 or 10 quarries of finest kaolin clay. The town
lies 300 ft. above the sea, contains" 80 potteries and 12 kilns; pop. 0400. Seven other

villages devoted to the ceramic industry are near xV., and receive their clay from its

tjuarries. These contain in all 100 poit'elain and faience factories, and in each village

are tW'O nohori, or series of kilns Avith from 12 to 14 ovens each. Some of the kilns have
22 chambers. All the nobovi are built up the sides of a hill, so that the heat and fiames

may ascend from the lowest to the topmost oven. The baking of the biscuit ware
requires 24 hours, the pieces being left in 20 days for annealing. Fine vases have three

firings, one for biscuit, one for glaze, and the final for color and gilding. The beds of

clay were first discovered and put to use towards the end of the 17th century. They are

the detritus of old volcanic rocks, are white, compact, and amorphous, with few visible

crystals of quartz. Though of various qualities, they are practically inexhaustible.

Smaller beds furnish fine-layered clays, which yield light yellow and green glazes. From
A. came most of the Japanese porcelain and faience long renowned in Europe, and now^

so familiar in America. The wares, c;u-ried on the backs of men for safety, are shipped

from Imari. the seaport, or from Nagasaki, hence sor^-itimes receiving the names of the

latter places.

ARIZO'NA {ante), one of the territoiieLof the United States, bounded n. by Utah, e.

by the territory of New^ Mexico, s. bv Mexico, w. by the states of California and Nevada,
extending from Sr 37' to 37° n. . and^from 109° to 114° 25' w. ; area about 114,000 sq. miles.

This territory was taken in 1803 from that of New Mexico, including also the Gadsdea
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purcliase, and in 1870 liaci 9568 inhabitants, besides Indians. The latter number about
;{2,00<). oi Avhom 5000 are 5*eltl('d on reservutions. Those on the reservations, and some
of the roving tribes, are friendly ^vith the ^vhites, but many are hostile, and of these the
Apaches are the moat numerous and warlike, comprising several tribes scattered over
the middle and eastern part of the territory. Of the friendly Indians the most impor-
tant are the Pima and Maricopa tribes on the Gila river. 2s ear the Mexican border are

tke Papogos; on the Colorado are the Mohaves and Yumi\s, and the Utes are on the

upper Colorado. The settled tribes are eng^aged in agriculture and stock-raising. In
the northern part of the territory are a few Pueblo, or " town," Indiaus, called ISioquLs,

"Who are, perhaps, tli3 remnant of the once powerful Aztecs, though some suppose of a still

earlier race. They are a quiet, inoffensive people, dwelling in stone houses, and enjoy
many of the arts of civilization.

A. is a rough and elevated country of broad plateaus from 7000 to 7500 ft. above the

sea in the n., but declining toward the s. to less than 100 feet. Mountain chains cross

the plateaus, with summits and isolated peaks from 12,000 to 14,000 ft. high. The
streams flowing southward have worn enormous gullies or canyons in their course, to a
depth in some places of many thousands of feet. The great canyon of the Colorado is the

largest in the world, so far as known, being 400 m. long, with walls for the most part

perpendicular and from 1500 to 6000 ft. high; while at the bottom of this chasm the

river plunges and roars down cataracts and whirlpools that make extended navigation
impo?sil,»le, and even exploration very difficult and dangerous. The mountains are

chiefly spurs and branches of the Rocky mountains, and range generally from n.e. to s. w.
The irain groups or ranges ar'fethe Castle Dome, in thes.w. ; the Black and the Aqunriu.s

in the w. ; the North Side in the n.w. ; the Carizo and San Francisco in the n. ; the Cata-

moza in the n.e,; the ]Mongolon and Zuni in the e. ; and in the n.c, the St. Catherine,

the Pinalcno, and the Pilonceilo. There are also buttes, or solitary peaks, which rise to

a great height; and in the n. tliere is a large table-land more than 1000 ft. above the

plateau, known as the table-land of cows. Some of the mountains were once active

volcanoes, but not within historical record. The mountains consist of granite and
kindred rocks. The grand canyon of the Colorado shows most of the geological forma-
tions from the underlying granite to the upper carboniferous limestone.

The principal river is the Colorado, over 1200 m. long, rising in Utah, draining 300,-

000 sq.m.. and falling into the northern end of the gulf of California. The Colorado
forms tliL' boundary between A. and the lower part of Nevada and the whole of C'alifor-

nia, entering A. in the center of its northern line, running s.w. about 70 m., then irregu-

larly w. 1000 m. or more, and then nearly s. to its end. It receives 200 streams, chictly

small ; runs 600 ra. in deep canyons, and falls 3000 ft. from the northern to the southern
line of the territory. The river is navigable from the mouth to the beginning of the

Grand canyon, in Nevada, but the voyage is very difficult. The second river in point

of size is the Gila, rising in New Mexico and flowing nearly w. across A., emptying into

the Colorado not far above the mouth of the latter. The Gila has several Tributaries,

but none of much size, nor arc any of them useful for navigation, though of great

importance for irrigation and mining. Though much of the territory is occupiecl by
mountain^, high table-lands, and vast canyons, there is good soil, especially in the

southern part around the Colorado and Gila, where the overflow fertilizes, and enormous
crops are produced. The plateau in the e. and n.e. is well wooded, and the larger pai-t

of the territory is excellent for .stock raising. The census of 1870 shoAved 14,585 acres

of improved, and 7222 acres of unimprov(.'d land in farms, though settlement had scarcely

begun, and the land cultivated by Indians was not reckoned. The climate is delightful

in winter in the southern section, but cold in the northern, though frost and snow are

unusual except on the mountains. The summer heat is intense in some ]ilaccs, particu-

larly near the junction of the Colorado and Gila, where 120° in the shade, ar.d 160 in

the sun. have frequently been noted. In the north, however, the summer heat i.s seldom
crnitinuous for a long period. The rainy season is in June, July. Aug., and Sept., no
rain falling in the other eight months; hence the importance of irrigation. There were,
Jan. 1, 1879, 27i m. of railroad in the territory, starting from Yuma, and designed ulti-

mately to be a portion of the Southern Pacific route from the Mis.sissipj*! to California.

School age in A. is from 6 to 21; whole number of children, 2955, of whom 1213 were
enrolled; average attendance, 900; 180 school da)'s in the year; 20 teachers; income
$81,449, rai.sed by a levy of 15 cents on each $100 of taxable property in general, and
35 cents on each $100 for the several counties. Value of school property, $42,230.

ARK, a term in the Bible for three objects: Noah's A., the A. of bulru.shes in Avhich
Moses was laid, and the A. of the (Covenant (see Ahk of thk Covenant, (nitc). Noah's
A. wjJLi not a ship, but mon; like a barge, intended not to sail, but only to float. It-s

shape w:<s (hat of <i paralleloi^ram, 300 cul)its long, 50 wide, and 30 liigii; but the length
of the cubit i^ unknown, and it is impossible to ascertain the dinuMihions of the craft.

Dr. Robinson concludes that it was an ol)long house* of three; storiejs. with a flat or

slightly inclined roof, a door in the side, and one or more windows in the roof. Many
nations have the conunon tradition of the preservation of their ancestors in an A., or

9f)mc vcs.sel which would float on the water. Tlie A. of t)ulrushes was really of papyrus
^•ed, of which Pliny ^aya tiic Egyptians "weave boats;" such boats were light and



noted for swiftness. The slime, with which the A, of B. was covered, was for the pur-

pose of keeping out the water.

ARKAN'SAS (ant<;), one of the United States, the 12th in tlie order of accession

after the original thirteen. The tirst white settlements witliiu the bounds of the pres-

ent state (Avliich is <i part of the Louisiana purchase of 180^) were made about lp70-80

by Frenchmen near the junction of the St. Francis river with the Mississippi. After

Louisiana had been admitted as a state, the remainder of the purcliase was organized

as the territory of Missouri; and aft<;r Missouri applied to become a state, the terri-

tory of A., including the present Indian territory, was formed, Mar. 2, 1819. A state

constitution was formed Mar. 1. 1886. and A. was admitted as a state June 15 of tlif

same year. Tlic name is from that of tlje chief river; the nick name is "Bear state."

The boundary of A. is the Mississippi river up to 36", where the n. boundary i-uns w.

to the St. Francis river, and n. up that stream to the famous political liue dividing

free from slave territory or 36° 80' n. ; thence directly w. to the s.w. comer of Mii*-

souri, and then s. on the line of the Indian territory, about 94^" 30', to Red river; then

e. a short distance with the river, then s. direct to the n. line of Louisiana 33', and
finall^^ e. on that parallel to the Mississippi river. The area of A. is 52,198 sq.m.. The sur-

face in tJie c. is level and broken with swamps, bayous, and small lakes, large tracts

being stibject to overflow when the Mississippi is high. In the central portion are hilly

and rolling lands, and w. and n.w. are wide prairies. There are no mountjiins of

Importance in the state; the Ozark hiils rise 1500 to 2000 ft., and there are isolated

peaks reaching 3000 ft. The Arkansas river crosses the state from n.w. to s.e., and is

navigable throiighout; tlie other rivers of the st«nte are St. Francis. White, Big Black,

Washita, and Saline. The Red river enters the s.w. corner, and for a short dii^tance

forms the boundary l)etvveen A. and Te.xas. More than half the counties of A. are

bordered or traversed by navigable streams, and tlie whole state is well v.atered.

There are no lakes worth naming. The surface in the n. and w. is rolling and beau-

tiful.

The search for precious metals in A. has not been successful; but there seems to be a

large supply of lead, of paying quantity, in some places yielding 70 per cent of metal to

the ton of ore, with 50 oz. of silver l>esides. Tliereare also ores of copper, zinc, manga-
nese, and iron, some of the latter ores being of the very best quality. Coal deposits

underlie nearly 8,000,000 acres in the state, tiic coal being slightly bituminous iind easily

mined. Bedsof lignite have been discovered; also pink and gmy marble, slate of tii-st

quality, and the excellent Arkansas oil-stoce. There are als<i grit, or millstone, and
grindstone, porcelain cla3', mineral ochers, granite and other building stone, salt, and
marls. Mineral and medicinil springs tuv f<nuKl, and the liot springs, at the town of

that name, CO m. s.w. from Little Kcutk, have a world-wide fame. There are more than

CO of them, varying in temperature from 93' to 148
', largely impregnated with carbonic

acid and various alkalies and carlw)nates, and supposed to be of benefit in many chronic

diseases. Siiiiilar springs are found in other places in the state, and in Fulton co. there

is an immense fountain charged with carlKiuic acid or otlier effervescing .substance, eon-

stantiy in action and of even temperature (60^) at all seasons. This spring discharges

about 15,000 bbls. of water everj' hour.

Except iilong the swampy gfoimds near the ]\Iissi.«:si]->]ti, the climate of A. is pleasant

.and liealthful. Malarial di.seases occr.r, but the <li-e:i<l{-d yellow fever, wliich so often

devastates theca^lern side of t\w Mississippi, is seldom violent in A. The greater part

of the state is exceptionally salubrious, as the mortality recoids of the census show.
Vegetation h- proliiic. There are large forests of cypress, oak, pine, retl cedar, black-

walnut, sassafras, locust, maple, and mulberry trees. The osage orange grows to great

f^izc. Besides these we find Ix^ech, sycamore, ash, elm. hiekoiy, cotton-wood, hackberry.

willow, holly, butternut, box-elder, plum, dogwood, palmetto, ironwood. laurel, juniper,

scrub oak, hazel, sumac, etc., and occasionally cane-brake. There are wild plums,
haws, persinunous, pawpaws, whortleberries, and clnnq\iapins. Of cultivated fruits

peaches, apples, apricots, nectarines, cherries, grapes, !^trawl)errics, etc., al)ound. Com
smd all tltj cereals are easiU'- grown, and bring large returns; but cotton-raising is the

leading busint^ss, and cotton is grown in all parts of the state. There arc many varie-

ties of native grasses, and hay is one of the most importi\nt crops.

A. has still much foiest area. an<l game remains in large supply; such as the deer,

bear, turkey, prairie hen, and qujlil. Fish are plentiful in the stieams and bayous,
wlu're very larely an alligator may l>c found. In the lowlands are many leptiles, and
moccasin and rattle snakes inhabit the hills in some se<'tions.

The railroads in A. at the opening of 1870 were: the A, Midland, 4S m., Helena to

Duncan atul (clarendon ; the Hot Sprmgs, 25 m., ]\[alvern to the springs; Little Rock and
Fort Suiilh, 1(15 m., L. R. to F. 8.; Little Rock. ^lississippi River and Texas. 100 ill..

Arkopolis to Pine Bluff and Collins; ^Memphis and Little Rock. 133 m., Hopefield to L.

R.; St. TiOuis, Iron INlountain and Southern, 304A^ m., St. Louis to Texarkana on tlie

Texas line. The I^Iemphis and Little Rock railroad will be a part of the Southern
Pacific, when that enterprise iscomplete<l.

Sevent3'-nine newspapersand magazines were publishe<l in A. at the l)eginningof 187^
S diiilj, 70 weekly, and 2 monthl}'-, . A. has 216,475 children of school age-^6to 21 3'ears.

—
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of ^vhom 33,747 were enrolled in 1878. The school fund amounted to $;1G8,23G; income,
$•330,-150; expenses, $148.31J2. There were normal dci^irtmcuts in the industriul university

at Favettevillc, and in tlic university at Pine Bhili. Tiiere arc lour colleges in the

s^ie:*Ark:insu=; college, Presbyterian, Butesviile; Caneliill college, C-'umljerland, Presby-

terian. Boonsboro; Judson university. Baptist. Judsonia; and ISt. John\s coilenie, non-

pectarii^n. Little Rock. There is also an industrial university at Fayetteville. In all the

colleges there were 33 instructors and 204 students. Both sexes arc admitted to all except

St. Joim's.
Probably no other of the states has less of written liistory than A. Doul-tless the

first European on its soil was Dc Soto, or some of his men, and there is a belief that the

great explf>rer was buried in the Arkansas and not in the Mississippi. The Spaniards

left no marks; they were seareking for gold, and did not attempt t^ settle. The French,

however, who came with or followed Bienville, made a settlement about 1G80, near the

jnnctif»n of the St. Francis Avith tlie ISlississippi. In 1720, Louis XV. granted to John
Law, the notorious Scotch speculator. 12 sq.ni. of land on the A. river, on condition

that he would settle upon it 1500 German immigrants, and maintain at his own e:«:ix;nse

a sufiicicnt force to protect them against the Indians. This was a small part of the.

famous "Mississippi scheme," but the settlement of Germans was not made; 2C0 Alsa-

tians came over, and 500 negroes were imported from Africa shortly before Lav.-'s

failure, and they settled at Cote d'Or, 80 ra. from New Orleans. It was long after the

revolution that a permanent settlement was made Avithin the bounds gf A., which was
French territory till 1803, and when the territorj' was organized, in Mar., ISiJ), by
congress, tlie entire pop., excluding Indians, was less than 1000. But even then th.e

priming press was on its way, and in Nov., 1819, iiic Arkansas Gazette was started at

Little ilock.

A. vras one of the first of tlie seceding statef>, voting for a convention on tlic subject

in Jan,,18Gl; in favor, 27,412; opposed, 15,820. The stale oillcers anticipated the'

business by seizing upon fort Smith and the federal arsenal, at Napoleon and Little Rock.
In May, 1801, the convention adopted, with hut o::e negative vote, an ordii-ance of seces-

sion, hut did not submit it to the populur vote. The confederates were defeated at the

battle of Pea Kidgv^ in Mar., 1862, and again, under Hindrnan, Dec. 7, 18C2, at^ Prairie

Grove. The union forces captured Arkuns^-as Post, Jan. 11, and Little Bock, Sept. 10,

18G3. A diversion against the rebellion wa:i made in 1864, when nearly two thirds of

the counties in the state were represented in a convention at Little Kock. A constitu-

tion was adopted and voted upon a few weeks later, 12,177 being for it, and 226 opposed.

Congressmen and local officers were chosen, and a n^gular state government was organ-

iz.ed in April. In this manner, A. practically returned to the union a year before the end
of the rebellion. Under the reconstruction acts, a convention to frame a constitution wa.s

elected in Nov., 1867, and in the following Mar. the present constitution was in<lorsed

by a small majority of the popidar vote. Near the close of 1868, several counties were
declared to be in insurrection, and were put under military rule, in consequence of the

frequency of outrages upon individuals.

Tlie state capital is at Little Rock; the governor is chosen for two years, and lias a

salar}' of $3500 per year. Legislative sessions are biennial, and limited to GO day ..

The three electoral votes of A. wei-e given tirst in 1836 for Van Buren and Johnson

;

1840, for Polk and Dallas; 1848, for Cafss and Butler; 1852 (4 votes), for Pierce and Kin;:-;

1856, for Buchanan and Breckenridge; 1860, for Breckenridge and Lane; 1864, no vote;

1^08 (5 votes), for Grant and Colfax; 1872(6 votes, not counted); 1876, for Tilden and
Hendricks.

ARKAN'SAS, a co. in Arkansas, on the Arkansas and Wliitc rivers; 1260 sq.m.

:

pop. '70, 8268—4212 colored. It is level, with good prairie and river lands, producing
corn and cotton. Co. seat, De Witt.

ARLINCOtRT, Victor, Viscount d', 1789-1856; a French author. He wrotd
Cliarlcmar/ve, ou la Caroldde, an epic poem; and Lr^ Solitaire, a novel; both moder-
iltely successful.

ARLINGTON, a. t. in IMas.^nchnsctts, 7 m. n.w. of Boston,with which it har? connoo-

tiori hy steam and horse railroads. Market ganh-nii^g and iccHutting are leading o-^cupa-

tions. A. IS an attractive sid>tvrl)an t., and has a pul)lic library, a savings Inink, five

or six clMirf;lu;s, a ncAvspaper, and some miuiufaetuiing business. It was formerly called

West Cambridg(;. Pop. '70, 326L

ARMAGRD DON, the name piven to (he whole or part of the givat plain of Esdnie-

lon, which Avas famous among the Israelites for two great victories—of Barak ov(>r th<»

('anaanifes, and of Gi<Ieon over the Midianiles; and for two serious disasters—thedeathof
flaul in battle with the Philistiries, and tiio death of Josiah during an Efn^ptian invasion.

Tiieliatties of Gilboa ami Megiddo, of Kishon }\n<l Je/rrel, were fought on this plain.

In all history A. lias been a famous batth; ground from Die time of llie wars between
^/AsMy^ia and "l''gyf>t down to Na[y)lcon*s eastern campaign; thence the seer in the book of

the Rev(!lation used the name as symbolical of the H(;ene of "the great day of the Al-

mighty," or of the tremendous finuf conflict between good and evil.
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ARMAG'NAC, BERNAPtD VII., Count d', constable of France, leader of the " Armag-
iiacs" in 1407. lie took possession of Paris, and ruled so oppressively that the populace
rose, June 12, 1418, and murdered him with all of his faction whom they could reach.

x\.RMAG'NAC, Jean V., Count d', b. about 1420, grandson of Bernard; a notoriously
l)assionate and wielded man. He publicly married his own sister, who had been engaged
to Henry YI. of England. Charles VII. took awayliis possessions, but they were restored
by Louis XL, a service repaid by A. in joining the " league for the public good " against
the king. He was driven into Aragon, and his estates forfeited, but the king's brother
secured them again for him. He was at last captured by ihe king's soldiers, who put liim

to death, and, according to tradition, compelled his wife to drink of some drug that killed

her and her unborn child.

APiMAND, Charles, Marquis de la Rouaree, 1756-93; a French soldier, who left

France in consequence of fighting a duel about an actress, and volun leered in the Amer-
ican army, receiving the rank of colonel. He fought at Rod Bank, also at Camden, under
Gates, whose conduct he severel}^ censured. He was at Yorktown, and was made briga-
dier-general in 1763. Returning to France, he was in the revolution, and was imprisoned
in the bastile; but was afterwards a royalist leader in Brittany and Anjou. He d. soon
after the execution of Louis XVI., it is said from nervous disease occasioned by the shock
of that event.

ARMIN'IUS. See Hermann, or TLKV.MAS^antc.

ARMITAGE, Edward, an English historical painter, b. May 20, 1817. He was
educated in Germany and France, and was a pupil of Delaroche in 1837. In 1843, he
gained the first prize for cartoons, nnd in 1847 a ]irize for oil painting. His more note-
worthy frescos are in £t. John's (Roman Catholic) church in London, and in the new
houses of pariiameiit,

ARMITAGE, Thomas, d.d., b. England, 1819; came to America in 1838, and
entered the ministry of the M. E. church. Ten years later lie became a Baptist, and he
is now settled over a church of that denomination in Kew York. He was active in the
organization of the American Bible union, and a strong advocate of the revision of the
Bible with a view to bringing out what he thought the correct interpretation of the words
which relate to bnptism. lie ministers to a strong and active congregation.

ARMSTRONG, a co. in w. Pennsylvania, on both sides of Alleghany river; 750
sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 43,382. It has a rough and hilly surface, but good lands'in the river

valkys. The products are salt, iron, coal, and* limestone. Two railroads border or
ilitersect it. Co. seat, Kittaning.

ARMSTRONG, John, d. 1795; b. Penu. ; leader of the successful expedition in 1756
against the Indian allies of the French at Kittaning, Penn. In the revolutionary arinyhe
was a brig. -gen. at fort Moultrie, and commamled the militia at Brandywiue and
Germantown. He served twice in the continental congress, 1778-80 and 1787-88.

ARjMSTRONG, John, 1758-1843; an American soldier and writer. While a student
he volunteered, was soon made aid-de-camp to gen. Mercer, and was with Gates in the
Burgoyne campaign, leaving the service with the rank of major. He wrote the Xcicburgh
Letters, setting forth the hardships of the revolutionar}- soldiers in respect to pay. He
was attorney gen. of Pennsylvania; United States senator from New York, 1800-4;
minister to France, 1804-10; *brigadier-gen. in the war of 1812; and secretary' of war,
1313-14. He was charged with inefiiciency in consequence of the capture of*Washing-
ton, and resigned, Sept., 1814. He published a Histoi'y of the Mdr of 1812, Memoirs of
Moutgomevif and Wayne, a Ilevieic of Gen,. Wilkiuiian'^ Memoirs, and partially prepared a
history of the revolution.

ARMSTRONG, Richard, d.d., 1805-60; b. Penu. He graduated from Dickinson
eolle.Lie in 1827, studied tiieology at Princeton, and in 1832 went to the Sandwich islands
as a missionary. In the Hawaiian government he was minister of instruction, presided
over the board of education, and acted as privy councilor.

AR>rSTRONG, William Jessip, d.d., 1790-1846; b. N. J.: an American Kesby-
terian clergyman.. He was pastor of the first Presbyterian church in Richmond, Va.,
1324-31:; afterwards secretary of the American board of commissioners for foreign mis-
sions until his death. His life and sermons have been published. He lost his "life by
the v.reck of the steamboat Atlantic on Long Island sound.

ARMY REGISTER, the official list of the United States army, published anntlally.
showing the position, rank, and duties of officers, regiments, companies, etc., with the
promotions and casualties during the preceding twelve months.

ARMY, United States. See United States Army.
AR!\IY-WOR]\I, in the northern states the larva of a noctuid moth, 1icU<ypMla vni-

punctata. It grows to nearly 2 in. in length; its appearance varies with tlic

successful moultings, as is cominon with caterpillars, but when grown it is dark gmy
inarked with three; yellow stripes above, and a broader one of the same ci^lor along e^ich
side. The moth is light choc(^late brown, bearing a white dot in the center of cacli
fore-wing. Two generations appear each summer; "occasionally in so great numbers as
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to causo serious damngc. Tlicir ravages may be clicckcd in a nioasurc hy surroinurmg

thf; fickl wlic'ic they arc found by a double furrow, or a ditch, and cruiihiiig those that

fall in.

The southcru army or cotton •worm, aletia argillacea, is a much more troublesome

visitor. The larva is a s-emi-loopcr, yellowish green; the seguienls of the body are onui-

meuted v^-ilh black dots, appearing as warts under the microscope, yomeof thcin suppoit-

\\\^ hairs. In some specimens a dorsal line is visible. There are three broods ia tlie

i amc scaoon, and the LULer is often very destractivc to the collon plant. Th(3 imago

somewhat resembles that of the northern worm, but is sligliler, and lacks the white dot.

It dies as far n. as the great lakes.

AR^'AI'D, Il!:;:i{i, 1041-1721; historian of the Vaudoi.^s pastor and painter; a native

of Piedmont. Encouraged by the English revolution and the enihronement of William

III., and probably with pecuniary as:;istance from England, A. undertook to bring bai-k

to their native vailcys the Vaudois expatriated by Victor Amadeus of Savoy. In Sept..

fG89, he led about a thou-vuid of Iho e.xdcs into the valley of the San Marlino, though

opposed bv a superior force; but being in danger of attack by 20,000 Iroops, he retired

tv) the hi'ih t:d)Ie-land of tlie B:dsiile. making such fortifications as ho could. Here he

was a-ssaulted, May 2, IGOa, by 22,000 French, whose failure was so complete that A.

lost not a m;m, wiille tlie French were almost decimated. A. did not risk another fight,

but withdrew to Angona, and, just when tinal capture seemed assured, he learned tint

war was bcgua between France and Piedmont, and that the Piednioutcse_ king had
suddenly become a friend of the exiles, ready to receive them. Tne Vaudois were at

peace in their valleys until the war of the Spanish succession began, when A. and his

Eien did good service acrainst France; but when that was over, the king of Piedmont

azain leagued v.ith France against them, and 8000 Vaudois Avere expelled, tinding

an asylu:n in AA'urtemberg. A. was invited to England by Vv'illiam III., but preferrt'cl

to remain pa:^tor among his exiled countrymen at Schonberg, where he wrote his

Hiatolrc dc la Gloricuse licntrce des Vaudois dans lews Vallaci^, dedicated to queeu Anne.

AKNAULD, IIenki, 1597-1693; bishop of Angers. He abandoned the bar for the

pulpit, and in 1045 v.as mediator between Innoceiit X. and' tlie Barberini (a powerful

familv, one of whom was a caixlinal), and for his success a modal v.-as made and a statue

set up in his honor. In 1049, lie was made bishop, and became a sirong Jansenist, being

one of the prelates v/ho refused to sign an acceptance of the bull again, t that heresy.

He was remarkable for close attention to duty, limiting his sleep to five hours. His

Negotiations at the Court of Home furniijhes five volumes of curious information and

gossip.

ARXAULD, jACQu:i:LT:TE Makte (usually called by her r.:nne in religion, Makuc
AxfJELTquE DE Satxte 3Iagdeleine), b. 1591; second dau.ghter of the celebrated

advocate, Antoine Arnanid. In her 9th year she assumtMl the dress of a novice; and,

concoalinii- her age, her father induced the pope to nominate her abbess of Port Royal

wlien she"\vas a little over 11 years old. At iirst she disliked her situation, but a sermon
in 1G08 fully converted her, and she passed at once to the severest eonveiit discipline.

She speedily became famous for piety, and when 3Iadanie d'Estrees, abbess of ]Maubis-

8on, was removed for gross misconduct, Angclicpie received charge of the convent. In

1623, she returned to Port Royal, and three years later the community removed to the

house known as Port Royal de Paris, where she fulfilled a long cherished_ desire in

resigning her dignity of abbess. She was afterwards superior of a ik.'W religious com-
munity in Paris; then prioress at Port Royal, vvliere her sist'-r Agnes was abbess; and in

1648, she, vvith a few compani(ms, did much kindness to th:; poor who were oppressed

by the civil wars. She d. in 1601, just before the rtorm cf persecution reached her

home.

ARNAULT, ViNCKNT Axtoine, 1T60~18;)4; a Frcncli dramatic author. In 1707. the

first council sent him to the Ionian islands on diplomaiic; business, and for a time lie

iivr;d in Venice. That cit^ suggested l^es Venitkna, produced in 1799, and favorably

received, particularly by iNapoleon, before whom A. gave lectures on the old (;ity of the

doges. He was advanced by ?\apoleon to ollicfts in the academy and the university.

Ik'sidcH his early tragedies. Marins a M/nfur/i/.s, Lvrirrf, and Jj'k Vrinticm, he wrote

works in prose, i)oems, fabl(?s, and Vie PoliUquG et Miliiaire de Napoleon, and assisted

m the Nonvdlc Biogmj)hie den Ooritemporaine.-i.

AR'NIM. GisELA VON, a German authoress, daughter of IJettina von A. and wife of

Hermann Grimm. She is known by her dramatic works.

ARXI.M. or ARXHEDI, JoiiANN Geohg, Baron von, 1580-1041; a diplomat aixl

general in I lie tliirty years' war. He was in the Sv.edish army under (Jnsiavus Adol

piius, but, though a I^rot.(!stant. Wallenstcin. in 1020, induced him to join the imperial

side, and to bccoMK? his close friend ami ally. Aflcn* Wallenstein's dismissal. A. went
over to the elector of vSaxony, and led tho left/ winu^ of th(? Saxon and Swcdisji armies in

tlie battle of Eeii^sic. Up^ii Walh^nstrjin's restoration, in H!:52, the old friends wem
opponents in the field; but a'^ little was df)ne by either, they were sus])e(;ted of playing

into each other's lij-nds. Wallenstein was a.ssassinated in JO^M. and A. Iiegan aelivt'

•operations, gaining a gjcat victory at Lieg-iit/; ImiI after tlu^ peace, not deeming himself
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properly honored by the cloftor. he retired to his cnstle, where he was taken by the

Swedes atul imprisoned in Stockholm. He escaped, but died very suddenly v/liilo ralrun.'^

au army to revenge his wrongs.

ARNO'BIUS, called Afkh, and sometimes "the elder," an early Christian -UTiter.

about tiie tirst ])art of the 4t]j c., a native of Nuniidia. in Africa. He was a teacher of

riietoric, and at first an opponent of the Christians, but was converted in his early years.

His fame rests chiefly upon his great treatise in seven books entitled Adccrsus Gentt^t!, in

which he answers the complaint against the (yhristians, that the calamities and disiis-

tcrs of the time were due to their impiety, and had come upon men since the establisU-

ment of the Christian religion. A.'s views were tinged with gnosticism and dualism.

AKNOLD, Benedict, b. Conn., 1740; d. England, 1801. Soon after the revolution

broke out he was connuissioned a colonel in the service of Mas-achusetts, and late in

1775 led a force of 1000 men through the ptitliless northern forests with tlie intention of

capturing Quebec. At the St. Lawrence river he joined gen. Montgomery, and Die

attack was made and failed on the last day of the year, A. being severely wounded in ihe

tlie fight, and Montgomery killed. He was made brigadier-general, and in 1776 displa3'ed

much skill and coui-age in a naval fight on lake Champlain, though he was not victori-

ous. It has been surmised that A.'s life and actions were inf.uenced by disappointment
in not being made one of tiie first five niajor-generais, though lie v»as the next one to

receive that rnnk, in 1777. lie was in the battle of Bemis heiglits, after whicli he iiad a

quarrel with Gates, who seems to have been jcalou^; of him. In the conflict at Stillwater

he fought as a volunteer M'ithout connnaud, rushing into the thickest of the fiirht with
the utmost bravery. Here he was again wounded, and forced for some months to retire.

In 1778, he commanded m Philadelphia, where he lived (ixtiavagantly and went into

debt. In 1779, he married the daughter of Shippen, afterwards cliief-justice of the

state. Charges were made against him, and he was sentenced by court-martial to be
reprimanded by the commander-in-chief. "Washington was as mild as possible, but A.
was greatly chagrined, probably the more so because he had for several months Ix-on

contemplating treason. In Aug., 1780, he asked, and obtained, command at Wcsi
Point, the most im]>ortant patriot fortress, which he offered to surrender to Sir Henry
Clinton. The accidental capture of major Andre, the British messenger, Sept. 23, frus-

trated the sclieme, and A. hastily escaped to the sloop-of-v.r.r Vt/lfine. He immediately
went into the British service and commanded an expeciiiion agr.inst Virginia, but did
little except destro}' property along James river. The only acts of importance for which
he was responsible were the burning of New London, and the massacre of the garrison

at fort Griswold after the surrentler. Near the close of the war he went to England,
where he seems to have been h(?ld in no high esteem. He w:;s iu New- Brunswick, in

trade, in 1790-92, but soon went back to London, where he died.

ARNOLD. Edwin, an English author, b, 1831. He tauglit school in Birmingham,
and was jn't'sident of a Sanskrit college in India, resigning in 1861. His work has been
chiefly in periodical literature, though he has produced Grt\H(la, a dvamn; Pr-cwK, Narra-
tive and Lyrical; Ed If (•((.(ion in India; a translation of \.\\q Euteriie of Herodotus: and a

metrical translation of The llitopades'a, from the Sanskrit. After his rctuin to England
lie published a History of Jjord J)aUiousics Admin f^itrdtion, and ar.othcr volume of poems.
He was a correspondent of the London Telfgrcqili during the war of tl:c rebellion in the

United States, sympathizing enlirel}" with the loyal states, and jradiciiag ilieir triumph.
At the death of Thornton Hunt he became chief editor of the Tt^hi/raph. AVhile at thus

exacting work he found time to translate a volume of Grecian poems, and to produce his

most remarkable work, 77w IJght of Asia, a production notable for its exquisite poetry
and lofty philosophy, and the vividness and reality with wiiicli the scenery, climate,

manners, and people of Hindustan, a.s they were 2000 years ago, have been portrayed.
Its full title is T/ie Lif/id of Ami; or The Great litnunciuiion; being the Life and Teach-
ings of Guatania {a^ told in verse bg an Lndian Buddhid).

ARNOIiD. Jonathan, 1741-98; an American surgeon in the revolution. He was a

member of the first colonial assembl}' of Rhode Island; served medically in the patriot

army; and was a member of the continental congress, in 1782-84. Late in life lie

removed to St. Johnsbury, Yt., and was for several years judge of the Orange county
court.

ARNOLD, Rtcuaud. b. 1828; an American general, native of Rhode Island. Ho
graduated at West Point in 1850. entering the artillery. In the war of the reoellion lie

rose to brigadier-general of volunteers, and in 186(3 was made brevet major-general of
the regular army.

ARNOLD, Samuel, 1740-1802; an English composer; educated under Dr. Narcs in

the chapel roj'al. and at 20 years of age appointed conqioser at Convent Garden
theater. Here, in 17G5, he produced The Maid of ihe Jfil/. In 1776 he became
composer to the Hnymarket; in 1788 was appointed composer to the king, and ten
3'ears afterwards organist in Westminster abbey, where he was buried. Among his

works are /;?/i/^ atxt Yarico, Rosamond, The Battle of Ihwham-, Tltc Mountaineers ; and
in sacred music, The Cure of Saul, The Prodigal Si>n, Abimelech, ami The Ecsiwrection.

He left unfinished an edition of Handcrs works.
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ARNOLD, Tiio^r.vR KEiicnE'STEK, 1800-53 ; an En<j:li.sli der<rynian and autlior of
hooks on the study of languages. In 1838 appeared his clenieiitary series for Greek.
Hebrc'.v, Latin, and several modern tongues, which was folk)\ved by seliool classics, all

of which became popular in both England and the Lulled States.

ARXOULD, Sophie, 1744-1803; a French opera singer. She was the daughter of a
hotel-keeper; with a good education, line voice, and attractive face and form, aided by
natural wit. she gained tlie favor of .Aladame de Pompadour and other women of the

court, and first appeared on the stage at the age of thirteen. She drew around her many
of the leading men of tlie time, even such as Rousseau, Diderot, and llelvetius, and hail

a triumphant career for more than 20 years. One of her sons was a colonel, and was
killed at Wagram.

ARXS'WALDE, or Arenswaldk, a t. in the province of Brandenburg, 41 m. s.e.

from Stettin; pop. '71, 6522. It is noted for the manufacture of linen and woolen goods,
chemicals, and church bells.

AR'NULF, or Aenui.piius, a king of Germany, great-grand.son of Charlemagne.
About 894 A.D., he captured Rome, where the pope crowned him as emperor. He d.

in 899, and his son succeeded him as Louis IV.

A'ROLSEN, a t. in Waldeck, on the Aar, 12 m. n. from Waldeck; pop. 'GT, 2148. It

has many Avorks of ait, and a fine librar^'^ of about 30,000 vols. Kaulbach, the painter,

was born here.

ARO'NA, a t. in Piedmont, on the w-. shore of lake Maggiore, with a dockyard on
the lake, gymnasium, hospital, and a number of churches, in one of which is an altar-

piece by Gaudenzio Vinci; pop. 3443. The town has trade^with Germany and Swit7X'r-

Jand. There is a statue here to count Carlo Borromeo, who* was born in the now ruined

castle in 15-38, and canonized for piety and benevolence. It is of bronze and copper.

110 ft. high, including ih.i pedestal of 44 ft. It is hollow, and four persons can stand

in the head, where they get an extensive view through the eyes.

AROOS TOOK, a co. in the extreme u.n.e. of Elaine, bordering on British America;
6S00 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 29,609. The surface is rough, and there are several mountain-

peaks. Tiie St. .lohn's river forms the eastern boundary, and is navigable for light

vessels. There are also the Aroostook, the jMattawamkcag, and several smaller streams,

with many lakes and ponds. Most of the region is still covered with primeval forests.

Co. seat, Houlton.

ARPAD, or Arvad. See Aradus.

AR'RAWAKS, or Lokono, a native tribe, once powerful, in Dutch Guiana, but of

peaceful character and friendly with wdiites. Nearly 200 years ago a Roman Catholic

missionary unrlertook to civilize them, mastered their language, and gave them printed

works. TIjc family was the foundation of such government as they had, and descent

followed the fenuile line.

ARREST {ante). In th'3 United States the lav;s of arrest are nearly the same as in

England. In case.:) of crime or of a fugitive demanded by the law, any person can make
an A. on the spot. In civil matters an A. must be made by an authorized othcer, usually

a sheriff, or his deputy, or a constable; or in cases in federal court by a marshal'; in legis-

lative bodias by a sergeant-at-arms. Certain persons and classes are exem])t from A.,

either generally or in special Halations indicated; such as ambassadors and their assistants,

attorneys duly acting for their clients, persons giving bail for others, clergymen while

performing service, voters attending election, insolvent debtors legally discharged, legis-

lators atten-ling the bodies of which they are lucmibers. militia whiledoing military duty,

parties to a suit while attending court, witnesses in such cases, and women in certain

cases. Civil A. is luilawful on Sunday or on public holidays, or in presence of a court,

or in the defendant's residence. Since the very general abandonment of imprisonment
for debt, civil A. has become rare, but is resorted to in case of api)rehended frauds, such
as conceiling property, or al)sconding. F<n' crime, any person is liable to A. except
ambassadors and tiieir oflicial assistants; and any necessary force, even to killing, may be
used to accomplish the A. ; but it is murder to kill the; jjcrson who is trying to cifect

the A.

ARREST OF JUDGMENT {ante). Where a plaintiff is not entitled to a verdict, a

motion for A. of J. is usual; or if no such motion be made, the court may produce the

same effect by suspending its own d(!cision. Und(!r A of J., all the proceedings are set

asid(!, and ac((uittal is granted; but this docs not bar a new indictment.

AliKIIID/E'l.'S, PuiMi', a son of the father of Alexander the great by a dancing
girl of Larissa. He was at IJabylon when Alexander d., 323 iJ.c, und though ahnost

imbecile was elected king, under th(! name of JMiili]), with the understatuling that a

child (then unborn) of Alexaiuler was to be associated with him in the government.
The next year Arrhidietis marri(!d Eurydice. who thereaflcu* had complete control over
him. Two y(!ars later Ik; and his wif(; were ca])lured by Polysperchon. th(! leadtjr of the

(•ausn of .\l(!xand(!r's son m(;nlion(!d above, and l)olh were ])Ut to death by tlu' order of

Olympias. tin? grandmother of th(! young kmg. Tliey wcsre afler\\ards honored with
decent burial, and funeral games were celebrated as memorials of them.
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AR'RIA, the wife of Caecina Pnetus, who, for treason to tlie emperor Claudius, was
ordered to end Ida own life by suicide. When A. 's husband hesitated, she seized the

dag,2;er, drove it to tlie hilt into her own breast, and then handed it to him, saying
caiinly, "P.ctus, it does not pain me." She fell dead, and the husband at once dis-

patched himself witli the reeking weapon,

ARRIA'Z:V, Juan Battttsta. 1770-1837; a jpanish writer and poliJcian. He was
secretary to the embassy in London, where he published a poem on the intluence of the

line arts. In Spain he was an active monarchist, and occupied an important post in the

bureau of foreign affairs. His Patriotic Poems were published in 1810.

ARRINGTON, Alfred W., 1810-67; b. N. C. ; in early life a noted Methodist
])reacher in North Carolina, his native state. He entered the law in 1834, and was a dis-

trict judge in Texas in 1850, He removed to Chicago in 1857.

ARROWSMITH, the name of a family of English geographers. Aakon, b. about
1750, in Durham, earned fame by his large chart of the world on Mercator's projection,
and another on the globular projection. He d. in 1823, leaving two sons, Aaron and
Samuel; the former compiled W\cElo)i Comparative Atlas, a biblical atlas, and geograph-
ical manuals. John A., nephew of the elder Aaron, published his London Ailnn in

1834, following it with many other elaborate works in cartography. He was one of the
founders of the royal geographical societ}'. He d. May 2, 1873.

ARSAMASS', or Arzamas, a t. in Russia, at the confluence of the Arsha and Teska.
affluents of the Volga; pop, '07, 10,517. It is a manufacturing place, and has annual
fairs. A, lias 34 churches and 3 monasteries.

ARSENAL {ante). In the United States, armories and arsenals were not established
Aintil after the revolutionary war; but powder was manufactured in Virginia in 1770.

(jQ,\\. Washington chose Springfield, i\[ass., in 1777, as a suitable location for an A., and
smal! arms were manufactured before 1787; an A. was also built in Carlisle, Pa., about
the sa, \e time. Tiie erection of an armory was begun at Harper's ferry in 1795, and
congrcns ordered tlirec or four more to be built in the same j'ear. still more in 1808, and
again after the war of 1812. Congress adopted the plan of having an A. in each state.

In 184T the United SUites had 2 armories and 17 arsenals; in 1800, 23 in all, 9 of which
were etJarged during our civil war, the Springilcld armory alone having capacity to

compleirf lOUO muskets ])er day. The late gen. Rodman, in connection with the ordnance
departm mt, made groat improvements in the art of casting cannon cooled from within,
and the introduction of manmioth grain jiowder for use in large guns is due to liim.

Recently it has been decided to concentrate ail manufacture of arms in thne or four
places, where all the regular operations are to be carried on. Rock island A, on the
Mississippi, is being built on this principle, and will include, when completed, an A., an
armory, powder-works, and a foundiy for large guns.

ARSIN'OE, daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, of Egypt. She escaped from Alexandria
when that city "^vas besieged by Cai-sar, 47 B.C., and was received as queen by the Egyp-
tians, her brother Ptolemy Diunysius being in Caesar's hands. The city was taken, and
A. vvas one of the cai)tives led in triumph through the streets of Rome, where the people
expressed grc at sympathy for her. She was liberated by Caesar and returned to Egypt,
but her sister Cleopatra persuaded Antony to have her put to death, 41 B.C., although
she had taken refuge in the temple of Diana,

ARSIN'OE, a city on the w. bank of the Nile, near lake Mooris, s.w. of ^Memphis. It

was called " the city of crocodiles," because of the reverence paid to that animal by
its people; but Ptolemy Philadelphus named it A. in honor of his sister-wife. It was in

the most fertile district of Egypt. Extensive mounds yet mark its site near the modern
town of El Faium. In the later Roman days, A. became the seat ol an episcopal see.

ARSIN'OE, a city near the n. extremity of the Red sea, not far from the present

Suez. This was another of the towns to which Ptolemy Philadelphus gave the name of

his queen, and all of its revenue was given to her. It was near the eastern terminus of

the Nilotic canal, which Ptolemy carried from the Bitter lakes to the head of Heroopo-
lite bay, or the Red sea. The city was favorably situated for East India trade.

ARS-SUR-MOSELLE, a t. in Alsace-Lorraine, at the junction of the ^Nlance and
Mo.selle. 6 m. s.w. of Metz; pop. '71, 5330. During the Franco-German war it was a
place of much strategic importance in connection with the siege of Metz. It has iron

mines, forges, and paper-mills.

ARTAX'ATA, the ancient capital of Armenia, on the Araxes, where Hannibal took
refuge when Antiochus could no longer protect him. The Carthaginian is said to have
superintended the bulling of that city, which was named from the king Artaxais. It

was destroyed by the Romans, 58 a. d., rebuilt by Tindates. and called Ncronia, in honor
of Nero, who had granted the kingdom to Tiridatcs. It was taken and partially destroyed
by the Persians 111370, and in 450 it was the seat of an ecclesiastical council over which
Joseph, the patriarch, presided,

ARTEMIDO'RUS of Epitesus, a geographer who lived about 100 B.C., who voyaged
around the Mediterranean, the Red sea, and probably parts of the Indian ocean, lie

visited Iberia and Gaul, and conxjcted some of the errors of Eratosthenes, His work (iu
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eleven books) is nearly all lost, hut it was highly prized and frequently quoted by Greek
and Uoinau writers. A few fragments have been found, and an abridgment, made by
^larcianus, still exists. From what is known, the loss of A.'s work is deeply regretted,

as he gave most minute accounts of the manners and customs ol tiie people which he

visited,

ARTEMIS. Sec Diana, ante.

AH rEMISIUM. the name of the northern coast and of a promontory in Euboea,

opiX).site the Thessallan Magnesia, and named from the temple of Artemis; belongmg to

the t. of Histi:ea. Off this coast occurred the contlict of the Grecian tleet with the Heet

of Xerxes.—The name also of a mountain between Argolis and Arcadia, now Mt. Turniki,

ou wliich was a temple; also of a promontory in Caria, which was crowned with a temple

to Artemis.

AUTIIABAS'KA. a co. in Canada, province of Quebec; 8.")0 .sq.ra.
;
pop. 71, 17,611.

The Grand Trunk railroad iat.-rsccts. Principal town, St. Christophe d'Arthabaska.

ARTHRITIS, inllammation of the joints, arising from wounds, bruises, or surgical

operations, aid sometimes without apparent cause. All, or a part, of the joint may be

involved, and soiuetimes the pain is intense, even producing delirium or convulsious.

The usual treiilment is compression by cloths wet with cold water, rest, cooling diet, and
Bcdatives. In some cases cupping or leeching may be proper.

ARTIIROP'ODA, the name now used instead of Cuvier's articulata. It includes

Crustacea, araohiiida, myrlapodn, and iii'iscta, but excludes a/i/idlda. See Akticu-
LATA, aiifc.

ARTHUR, CrrESTER At.lan, b. Vt., 1830. of Scottish parents. Ili^ father was a Baptist

minister, pastor of ch'.irches in Vermont and New York. Chester was the fifth of seven
children; he graduated from Union college in 1848, studied law, and became legal

partner of Erastus D. Culver, of New York. In 1852, A. had the management of the

Lemmon slave case. The case was carried to the court of appeals, and in every removal
was decided for the defendants (the slaves). Charles O'Conor was chief of the opposing
couns'-tl. In the case of a colored woman put off from a public car in New York,
A. sued the co.'iipany and recovered exjmpLiry damages. A wliig, and follower of

Henry Cla3\ he early joined I he republican party and became a leader. Wlien the re-

bellion broke out, he was intrusted with the araiing and subsisting of the troops raised

in the state of New York, and was afterwards quartermaster-general, engi?iecr-in-chief,

nnd inspector-general. He was chosen colonel of the ninth regiment Tor imm:'diate active

service, but at the urgent rc'q(i'-;st of gov. Morgan, declined the place, his military duties

in the state being more important. Under his supervision GS regiments of infantry,

6 battalions, and 10 batteries were sent to the field in four months in 1801. In 1871.

lie was appointed collector of the port of N'ew York, and four years afterwards was rcai>-

poiuted with universal approval. He re-signed after six years of service. In 1880. ho
was nominated as the republican caudidale for vice-president.

ARTHUR, TrsroTiiY Shay. b. N. Y., 1809; an American story-writer. He has
written a great number of moral and domestic tales and sketches wliich once enjoyed
much popularity.

ARTHUR, William, b. Ireland, 1819; an author and clergyman in England and
Ireland. He was three years in India as a missionary; afterwards S(;cretary of the

Wcsleyan ciiurch mi'<sir)nary society, and president of the Britisli conference; in 1867
was chosen principal oi tlie Wesleyan coilejje in Belfast. He is the author of Per!i(>>ial

IhimntHCuu^.i^ of a Minion to the Myiore, Tkc SacccHsful Merclmrit, The Tongue of Fire,

and other works.

ARTICLES OF WAR {a7itfl), the name given to the act of congress, approved April

10, 18'K], establisliing rules for the regulation of the U. S. army; and to the act of 1S6-1,

8uper.s(;fling tliat of 1802. for tlu; gov(*rnm(;nt of the navy.

ARTIP'TCIAL HORIZON, a reflecting surface, usually of quicksilver in an open
dish, useful in finding altitude when the natural horizon is indefinable, and in determin-
ing the zero for all instruments by which altitude is measured.

ARTFG.VS, Jo^K, 17."»5-185l; a Montevidean officer and dictator. At at early age

he went into service in IJuenos Ayres in the insurrection against Spain, and won a num
ber of victories. H'* then joined the republican army besieging the Brazilian troops

occupying .VJontevideo, but lie acted so independently that the director outlawed iiim.

A. then organi/>ed a force of r/iairlim (enttle-drivers), defeated the troops s(.Mit against him.
and forced the junta to give him the whole of Uruguay, and recognize? him as an inde-

pcnd(;nt chief. H(; drove the Portuguese out of .Montevideo. l)ecanie dictator, and in

1815 made an unsucc(!.ssful effort lo take Buenos Ayres. Ho was defeated from time to

time, and in 1820 fied to Paraguay; bnt the dictator tluin? sent him to Candelaria, where
he passed the nMnalnder of iii-^ life in p(!ace as a political (;xile,

ARTILLERY {aii((). The history of ,\. may be said tf) date from the discovery of

gunfjowder, which is popularly attributed lo Roger Bacon and Barthold Schwarz. two
monks of the loth c, althouud) a mixture of niter, charcoal, and sulj^hur, was used for

explosive purposes by the Chinese during the 9th centuiy. Its introduction into Euro-
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po'cUi warfare is due to the Moors, for mention is mado of A. at Cordova in 1280. Fcr-
diiuind IV., of Ciistilc, took Gibraltar with A. in 1309, and cannon were used at the
sieges of Baza, Martos. and Alicante. This arm soon became known throughout Eu-
rope. The French availed themselves of it at the siege of Pay Guillaume in 1338, and
llio Englisii had three small guns at the battle of Crecy in 1346. In the Fi-ench war of
independence against the English, A. was much used; and in 1428 Joan of Arc is said
to have pointed the guns herself. The guns of the 14th c. were of the rudest design; in
the 15th c. Charles Vlll. of France used an improved A. in his Italian campaigns, and
to this arm also Louis Xli. largely owed his success in Italy. Henry VII. and Ilenrj''

VIII. of England did much for its advancement. During the 16th c., brass guns and
cast-iron projectiles were adopted throughout Europe, while Tartaglia in Italy made
great improvements in gunnery, and invented the gunner's quadrant. During the latter
jmrt of this century case-shot, the German hafjdkugd, was invented, and shells were
tired from mortars. The first half of the 17th c. forms an era in the history of A.
Henry IV. of France was among the first to recognize its coming importance, and occu-
pied himself diligently with its improvement. ]\laurice and Henry Frederick of Nassau
made much advancement in it, but it was under the great Swedish warrior, Gustavus
AdoiphuH, that A. first began to take its true position on the battlefield, He attached
two guns to each regiment, and may, therefore, be said to be the father of the battalion
system of guns; he proved its utility in the celebrated thirty years' war. During h(<^

life he did much to forward the science of A., increasing its mobility and its rapidity of
lire, and raising the proportion of guns to over 6 for lOCO men. 'in England the 'lab-

oratory at Woolwich was established in 1G72, and a reorganization of the A. took place
in 1682 under the master-gen., lord Dartmouth. Louis XIV. e.-^tablished a special A.
force, raised in 1071 a regin.ent for A. duty, and in IGtO f(»unded the first A. school.
The inventions of the elevating screw, the prolongc, and the priming tube filled with
powder, were made during bis reign. The Prussian A. was very backward during the
first part of the 18th c, and Frederick the great did not at first place much value upon
its services. Although it (onti ibutcd mucli to Frederick's victory at Rossbach, it was
usually no match for the -well-handled Austrian guns, which fact impressed him witli
the importance of giving more attention to this branch. He therefore raised tlie pro-
portion of guns, and cstal»lished horse A. in 1759. After the seven years' Avar the Aus-
trians recognized the importance of the A. in modern waiiare. and prince Liclitenstein
was commissioned to reorganize it. The experience of Frederick's wars was best utilized
by France, and under Gribcauval, in 17G5, great refoiins in the French A. were com-
menced. This otlicer had l)een sent to Austria during the seven years' war. and had
held command under prince Liclitenstein. Struck with the improvements effected in
Austria, lie strove on his return to build up a coniplele sy.-^tem, us to b'oth persons and
material, making a separate provision for field, siege, garri.son, and coast A. At first his
reforms met great opposition, but in 1776 he became first inspector-general of A., and
was able to cany through his improNcments. The Frdich liorse A. dates from 17§1,
and the last step in the complete organization of the field A. was made in 1800, when
Mh; establishment of a diiver corps of soldiers put an enil to the old .system of horsing
by contract. Napoleon, who was a great A. officer, introduced the tactical combination
with brilliant success. To his wars we first look for instances of the important effects

}>roduccd by this arm in that concentration of fire, wliich in those days was produced
only by massing gims. Napoleon III. made A. a special subject of study; and the
great treatise upon it. commenced and mainly written by him, is a standard work on
the subject. Since the war of 1870-71, in which the French A. proved itself far inferior
to the German, the French have been activel}^ engaged in experiments with a view to
the introduction of superior guns, and have iiu;reas( d their force of A. by 1^0 batteries.

Similar progress has been made bjMhe other great European powers during this century.
The British A. had greatly deteriorated during the l&th c.and was not up to the
standard of other countries, but horse A. was formed in 1793, and a drivers' corps intro-

duced the following year. At the commencement of the I9th c. . the Prussian A. was
powerful rather than mobile; but after the disasters of 1S06-7 this defect wjis remedied,
and in 1816 further improvement was made. In 1872 the German A. was reorganized,
the field A. of each army corps being augmented to 17 batteries, and divided into two
regiments. The Austrian A. has always been pre-eminent both in the excellence of its

material and in tactical handling on the field. In 1859, rifled guns were introduced,
and in 1861 gun-cotton was sul>stituted for gunpowder, but was soon afterwards aban-
doned. Russia won special distinction in the Napoleonic wars by the power and good
service of its A., and has continued to give great attention lo this arm. HaVing
adopted the breech-loading vS3'stem of Prussia. Russia has increased its field A. from
three to four bati cries per division, with 38 batteries of mitrailieu.ses added.

Gen, William F. Bar?y was the organizer of the A, of the unio)\ armies during the
rebellion. The aggregate of field-guns was about 15,000, with 40,000 horses anil 48.000
men. The number of guns of position used in field-works or intrenched lini's during
that war was 1200, served by about 22,000 men. There are at present in the regular
army of the United States, 5 regiments of A., with 284 officers and 2321 enlisted men.
The personal armament of an artilleryman of the mounted batteries, whether field or
siege, is a pistol and saber for the sergeants, trumpeters, and drivers; and a saber only
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for each cannoneer. Tlinse serving; in the sea-coast fortifications have a rifle-muskct
and the full equipment of an infantry soldier. The material of a mounted battery of
the U. S. held A. Avhen on a war-footing is 6 guns, 6 caissons, 1 battery-wtigon, 1 trav-

eling forge, and 112 horses; on a peace-footing it is 6 guns, 6 caissons, and bO horses.

The ammunition of a lield-batter}'' for active service in war is 40(,> rounds per gun. The
organisation of a siege-battery in tlie U. S. servicckis 4 gmis, 1 battery-wagon, 1 travel-

ing forge, and C»() horses. The ammunitiiui for the siege- battery is '2o0 rounds per gun.
The breech-loading principle was adopted in a clumsy way at the very outset of cannou
construction. John Owen first cast brass cannon in England in 1535, and a year or two
hiter they were manufactured in Scotland; but no long guns for firing hollow projectiles

at long range by direct fire were known luitil col. Bomford, of tiie U. S. ordnance
department, invented a cannon in 1812 called a " columbiad," v;hich proved very success-

ful. Iron in some form is the sole metal in use for heavy artillery; cast iron is used for
smooth-bore guns and for ritled guns iutlie United States. Palli^er invented a gun with
a steel interior tube, stnmgthened by an exterior casting of iron; and his system became
very popular in England; but the inventions of Sir William Armstrong, improved by
those of Eraser, proved far superior, and liave been generally adopted. Russia, German}',
and other nations have adopted the Krupp system with heavy forgings of steel ingots.

The defense of warships with iron armor has caused an increase in the size, weight,
and calibers of sea-coast and naval cannon, and the whole method of gun-constriiction
has been altered. Armstrong was the first in England to see the necessity of a change,
and his method was improved by Whitworth, Eraser, Palliser, Blakely, and others.

Francis Krupp of Essen, Prussia, is the inventor of a new method whicli proved so

successful, tliat it has been introduced in Germany, Russia, Austria, Belgium, and
Spain. The body of the gun is fabricated from a solid ingot of low steel worked under
lieavy steel hammers, and is strengthened by three or more steel tubes, shrunk upon the

central tube of the gun, the last ring, or tube inclosing the breech, being forged in one
piece with the trunnions, v/ithout a weld. The rings have various lengths, and the gun
is diminished m thickness towards the muzzle, not by tapering, but by being turned
with concentric steps of diminished heights. Krupp makes all his projectiles and gun-
carriages of steel. In the United States, Rodman, Dahlgren, and Parrott have devoted
themselves to the art of gun-construction. The Rodman gun is of cast iron; it is cast

hollow and cooled from t!ie inside, the exterior being in the mean time kept from rapid
cooling by fires built around the gun in the casting-pit. The Dahlgren gun is of iron

cast solid, and cooled from the exterior, very thick at the breech up to the trunnions,
then diminishing in thickness to the muzzle. The Parrott gun, like the Rodman, is of
cast iron, cast hollow, cooled from the inside, and strengthene*l about the chamber by
an exterior tube of wrouglit-iron bars spirally coiled and shrunk on. It has been sug-
gested that a Rodman gun lined with wrought iron on Palliser's system would prove a
highly effective weapon. See Breeck-loading Akms and Needle-Guns, ante.

ARTILLERY COMPANY, The Ancient and IIcnorarle, of Boston, the first

regularly organized military company in America, formed in 1087, and copied from the

Honorable Artillery Company of London, dating from 1537. The Boston company v;as

chartered June, 1038, has always been vigorously sustained, and is noted for the eminent
citizens m its meml)ership. It has an annual i)arade, .sermon, and dinner, formal and
dignified. Charles W. Wilder is the present captain (1879). A third and elaborate!}''

illustrated history of the ••ompany is in preparation.

ARTILLERY, SCHOOLS OF (ante). One was established in the United States in 1823
at Fortress Monroe, but discontinued six years later. Another school was started in

1858, but was stopped when the war began in 1861. Near the close of 1887 it Avas again
estalilishod. It i" commanded by a colonel of artillery, assisted by a lieutenant-colone)

anrl a major. Instruction is both theoretical and practical; and each of the artillery

regiments in the regular army has one foot battery at the school, tlie olhcers of the
sev(;ral batteries being the instructors. The term of instruction is one year.

ARTIODAC TYLES, even-toed, iierbivorous animals, a division of the unguhita, or
hoofed; as the cow, sheep, camel, etc. ; and some omnivora; as the hog.

ARVA. a CO. inn. Hungary; 802 sq.m.; pop. 'CO. 82,304, It is bounded on the n.

and e. by Galicia, is mountainous and sterile, but grand in scenic effects. Timber is

tlj(. main article ol export. (Jhief t., Als6Kul)in.

AR VAKR ("early awake"), in Norse mythology one of the horses of the sun; the
oth(;i was.called Alsvid, *'all scorching."

aRVAL BROTHERS, a f)ri(;stho()d of 12 members nnciently dected for life from
the highest ranks in Rornc!, and including the emixM'or when there was one. Their duty
was to offer yearly public .sacrifice for the fertility of the (iclds, and the custom is said to

have originated with Acca Larentia, foster-mot her of Romulus, who, with her twelve
SDHH, instituted such a festival. AnotluT legend is that the foster-mother lost one of her
HOiis and Romulus permitted her to adojjt him in his i)lace, caHing the twelve "fratres
Arvales." Though litlh; is said of the A. I^ by Roman orators, theii ntcords np to ti

liigh antiquity as given bv tficmsfivcs, were inscribed on stone. The college consisted

of a master, vicemaster, tiamcn, pia'tor, and eight members; aud among their attentlt
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ants were four boys, who were required to be sons of senators, andtoliave living parents.
Each oliiccr wore a wreath of green, a white fillet, and a white toga bordered with pur-
ple. The great annual festival under their charge was in honor of Dea Dia, who seems
to hav^e resembled the goddess Ops, wife of Saturn. It occupied three days, between
the middle and end of May. On the first day was the ceremony of " touching" samples
of old and young grain; on the second day the sacrifice of two v/liite pigs, a cow, and a
fat sheep, in a vsacred grove beyond the city, followed by blessing, or "loucliing," sam-
ples of grain brought by the people, and after that the dance and song of brotherhood in
the temple, and the election of officers for the coming year. On the third day there was
a sacrilice in ihe city. The minor duties of the brothers were to offer sacritice on the
birthday of an emperor, or at the beginning of a consulate, or for escape from danger, or
at the starling or ending of a journey, or on occasion of any important event touching
the imperial family. On the 3d of Jan. they recited a particular form of prayer for the
ruling emperor, and made sacrifice to the male and female deities.

A.Il'ZACnEL, Abraham, a Spanish Hebrew astronomer of Toledo, who lived about
1060. He determined the apogee of the sun, and wrote on the obliquity of the ecliptic.

It is said that his works were in part the foundation of the Alphonsine tables, made by
order of Alphonso X. of Castile.

ASBURY, Francis, b. England. 1745, d. Va., 1816; the first bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal church ordained in the United States. He obtained rudimentary education
in a village school; at the age of 88 was converted; at 14 was apprenticed to a trade;
at 16 became a local preacher; at 23 was received by Wesley into the itinerant
miuistr}"; and at 26 landed in Philadelphia as a missionary to America. It was but
three years after the building of the first JVIethodist church in the country, and there were
only about GOO persons of the faith, chiefly in Philadelphia and New Tork. When the
revolution began, A. sympathized with the people, and wliile Mr. Pankin, who was his
ecclesiastical superior, returned to England, A. remained, though, like many other non-
jurors, he was subjected to suspicion, and at one time to imprisonment. After about
two years of surveillance the authorities conclnded that the scruples of A. and other
])reachers were not political, but religious, and he was permitted to go free. He improved
liis opportunity, and when the war closed there were ^3 ^Methodist ministers at work,
and the membersliip reached 14,000. In 1784, the several societies were organized into
an Episcopal church, and A. was chosen bishop. Thenceforward liis lifeVas devoted
to preaching and the superintendence and extension of churches. His labors were
incessant, and his biography is itself a good history of the growth of ]\Ietiiodism in
America. He never married, lest a wife sliould distract attention from Ids great work.
He was always poor, and always generous. In 1785, he laid the foundation for the first

Methodist college, and afterwards formed an educational plan for the whole country by
making districts with at least one classical academy in each. He was rather stout, of
medium height, with a fresh countenance and a penetrating eye. Wesley alone was his
superior as a practical worker and organizer, and the two were alike in zeal and spirit.

During his ministry it is estimated that A. traveled riiore than 270.000 m., vi.^iting every
part of the country; preached more than 16,000 sermons, ordained over 4C0O ministers,
and presided at 224 conferences. It is to the labors of this indefatigable apostle, more
than to any other human cause, that Methodism in America owes its'excellent organiza-
tion and wonderful growth. His only written works were his journals in 3 vols., which
arc personally and historically of great value.

ASCENDANT. In astrology, the easternmost star in a horoscope is the A., or
"house of life." It was deemed to have the moist influence on destiny, or to give the
strongest indication of the future; so it is said when one's prospects improve, "his star
is in tlie ascendant."

ASCENSION, a parish in s.e. Louisiana, on both sides of the Mississippi, s.w. and
w. of Amite river and lake Maurepas; 420 sq.m.; pop. '70. 11,577—7310 colored. The
soil is alluvial and frequently inundated, but is extremely productive in corn, cotton,
rice, sugar, and molasses. Chief t., Donaldsville.

ASCHE. RABBr. b. at Babylon, 354 a.d. ; the first and principal editor of the
"Talmud," on which he worked 30 years, leaving the finishing to his disciples, Abma
and Jose. He was a man of great lefirning.

ASCIANS, or Ascii, people near the equator, who liave the sun over their heads, and
consequently have no visible shadow, twice a year.

ASCLEPl'AD/E, an order of men m Greece of whom the most were trained a^
physicians. They claimed to be descendants of the god Esculapius. In the course of
their initiation and progression the Hippocratic oath was a part of the ceivmony. At
the close of their studies they had a ceremony of consecration, after which they wert
allowed to practice tlie healing art.

AS'COLI DI SATRIA NO, a t. in Italy on the e. slope of the Apennines. 05 m. e.n.e.
of Naples; pop. 6500. It was the ancient Asculutn Apulum, and near it Pyrrhus defeated
the Romans, 279 u c. Here too, in 1190. Tancred defeated the forces of Henry VI.
^k'mains of the Appiaa way can yet be seen near the town.
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AS'COLI-PICE NO, one of the I'our p/ovinccs of tlio ^Marclios, in mitral Ttal}', for-

merly in the pupal territory, aOD s(|.m.
;
pop. '7:3. 20:J,0!)4. In the province are bnmclu'S

of the ApenniiR' moantaius, and four or live small river.-*. Wine, oil, honey, corn, tish,

silk, and wool are produced. Chief town, Ascoli.

ASCOT HEATH, an Eni^lish racecourse in 73erkshire. 20 m. from London, near tlic

London and Southern railroad. The annual meeting in June is, for a large porliouof the

public, one of tiie important events of the year.

ASCUTN'EY :M0UNTAIN". a rocky mass, 3300 ft. above sea-level, in Windsor co.,

Vt. Its top presents a splendid panorama.

AS'GAllD (from As, "god," and gard, "home"), the home of the Nor-^e gods, or thp

Sctfndinavian Olympu.s. It was said to stand in the middle and highest part of Ida's

plain, which is the center of the universe. There the ^Esir (gods) built a court, or hall,

with seats for twelve, and one high-.^eat for Odin, the all-father; and also a lofty abode
railed Vingolf, for the goddesses. The gods worked diligently, played at games, were
rich in precious things, and happy until three maidens from Jctunheim, " giant's world,"

crossed t!ie plain and ent(3red Asaheim, when corruption began to spread ;nnong the

inmates. A. had manv mansions, the largest and noblest of which was Gladsheim,
"home of gladness," wnile another not .so large, but fairer and bright(u- lh;vii tlie sun,

was called Gisnli. Tlie latter mansion will stand when heaven and earth shall have been
destroytN'l by fire, and will In tlie dwelling-placo ol' brave and upright men. There is a

historical explanation of this mytli: that Asaheim was a country east of the Don in Asia,

where there was a city of Asgard in which ruled a chief named Odin, or Vroden; that

Odin, fearing subjection by the Romans, led his people across Russia to Sweden and
settled at Sigtuna (Upsala); tliat his priests or chief men founded other .settlement.s.

and established the worship of their ancestors; that in lapse of time the man Odin and
his chiefs cam;i to be loo'^ed upon as gods. No date can be .settled for such a migration;

but from 120 to 80 B.C. has been thought probable, for then IMithridales Eupatcr was
defying the armies of Rome. The Nor*e civilization and religion were undoubtedly of

Aryan origin. See ^Esiii.

ASHBY, T (TUNER, a confederate officer in the rehcllion, celebrated as a leader of

cavalry. He was made a brigadier-general in 1802, and was killed in June of that year

ill an engagement near Harrisonburg, Va.

ASHE, a CO. in n.w. North Carolina, bordering on Tennessee and Virginia; 300 sq.m.;

pop. "70, 9573—582 colored. A mountainous region, good for grazing, but not for crops.

Co. seat, Jeflerson.

ASHE, Jo:ix, 1721-81; an American general in the revolution; b. England, came to

America 1727. He was a representative in the North Carolina colonial assembly, and pre-

siding olTicer for three year.s. It is .saiil that he was the lirst man lo suggest the provin-

cial congress, of which he was a prominent member. He joined the army early in tiie

war, and led a force, in 1775. to take fort Johnson. He was with gen. Lincoln in 1779,

nnrl was defeated by Prevust at Briar ("reek. In 1731 he was a prisoner of war, but on
parole.

ASHER, the eleventh of Jacob's sons and the third by Zilpah. Leali's handmaid;
founder of one of the twelve tribes of Israel. His birth is a.ssigned to 191-1 i>.c. Gad
was A.'s full brother. When they left Egypt the tribe of A. was the ninth in strength,

num!)ering 41,500; when they entered ("anaan they had increased by 11,900, and become
fifth in 8i/,e. Their geographical position was along the sea-shore from Carmel, with

Manasseh on the s.,Zebulon and Issachar on the s.c.and Na])htali on tlu; n.e. The
tribe had become unimportant in the time of David, perhaps dispersed among the Sido-

niauH whom they cOidd not subdue. Asher had four sons and one daughtv.-r.

ASHIK.VGA, a line of military rulers (.sho-guns, or "tycoons"), or lieutenants of

the mikado, who ruled Japan, 1335-1573, the last being overthrown by Ota Nobunaga.
Under the A., fe.idalism w:isdeveh)ped in great splendor and complexity, and tlie custom
of wearing two swords becauK! general among the military class. One of the A. accepted

the title of Nihon-o (king of Japan), from tin; emperor of China, then.'by earning th.'

cxi.'cralion of posterity, and giving rise to the impression aniong ICuropean writers thr.t

Ja])an was triljutary to China.

ASHIiANI). a co. in n.e. Ohio, ijitersected by the .Atlantic and Great Western, and
the Plltsbin-gii, Fort Wayne, and Chicago railroaHf;; 390 s(|.)n.

; i)op. '70, 21,933. The
surface is hilly, but the soil is remarkably fertile in grain, and well-suilrd to cnltic-

ruising and dairy produet.s. 'Jo. se it, Ashland.

ASHLAND, a co. in n.w. Wisconsin, on lake Sii])erior; intersected bv tin- Wiscon-

sin Central railroad; 2150 sq.m.; pop. '75, 730. Iron ore is foiiiul, and there is a ridge,

13(X) ft. Iiigh, (;alled Iron nioimtain. Co. seat, Ashland.

ASHLAND, a 1. in Schuvlkill co..Penn.,in the coal region, 12 m. from Potfsvillc,

0!i a branch of the Philadelplda and Reading railroad. Its people are largely interested

in the coal business. Pop. '70, 5714.
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ASHLAXD, a. t., tlie co. scat, of Ashland co., Oliio, on the Atlantic and Great West-
ern railroad, 85 m. n.n.e. from Columbus. It has miscellaneous manufactures and local

trade. Pop. '80, 3000.

ASHLEY, a co. in s.c. Arkansas, bordering on Louisiana; 860 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,8045

—2764 colored. Corn and cotton are the staples. Co. seat, Hamburg.

ASHTABU'LA, a co. in n.e. Ohio, on lake Erie; intersected by the Lake Shore and
]\Iichigan Southern, and the Ashtabula, Youngstown and Pittsburgh railroads, 720
sq.m.; pop. '70, 32,517. It is drained by the Conneaut and Grand rivers; is level, and
adapted to grazing. Among the minerals is a grit useful for grindstones. Co. seal,

Jefferson.

ASIA (anfe). The area and population of A: are given in 1878, in the statistical work
of Behm & Wagner, BevOlkcruny der Ercle, as ff)llows:

Area in sq. miles. Population.

Divisions and Subdivisions.

Division.
I

Subdiv.
i

Division, i Subdiv.
I

-I I

Siberia
Cf.ntral Asia

Russian Central Asia
Lake Aral
Territory of tlie Turcomans
Khiva
Bokhara .

.
'.

Kaj'ategin
Kushgaria, Soongaria (with China;.

Ca.'spian Sea, exchasive of islands
Western Asia

Caucasia
Turkey in Asia .

Samos
Arabia (independent)
Adeni7.65 sq.m.)
Persia *

Afghanistan
Kafiristan
Beloochistan

China
China proper
Tributary states
Hong-Kong
Macao (1 .48 sq.ra.)

Japan
Hindostan

British India
Native states
Country of the Himalayas
French possessions ( 1 9(5 sq.m)
Portuguese possessions
Ceylon
Laccadives
Maldives

Fartheh India
Britisb Burmah
Man-poor
Tribes s. of Assam
Burmah
Siam
Anam
French Cochin China
Cambodia
Independent Malacca
Straits settlements

East India Islands
Sunda and Molucca islands
Philippine and Sooloo islands
Andaman islands
Nicobar islands
Keeling islands (8.5 sq. m.)

4,R24..'500

l,524,.-)00

169, GOT;

4,.')S9,533

l,3a%300
25,!K)0

79,700
2-2,300

8J,0lK)

t<,300

3,440,302
7,510,81(3

4,.^05,876

17r).aH)

700.00)
2,030;00«D

100,0C>D

109,450
743,486

213
908,100

8
6,36.000

278,700
20,000
106,800

37,6.80,000

i.n.'u.ooo

2,985,500
32
1

4*4,790,978

.5,.391,744

17,88O.riO0

8,700.0C0
22.707

6,000. or-0

4,(X!0.iX)0

3»\).0:

350,0; >)

405,000.000
29,5S0.Cm»

i:W.144

i-i(;,0)i3

1,491,000
820,413
551,136
'J0,4C«0

2
1.4.37

21,702
744

2,615

33,623,3^3
|

243,163,000

897,700 1 36,760,000

188.421,264
48,110,2110

3,3t)("»,(H-0

271.4W
444.617

2,459,.>42

6,8<K)

150,000

r89,893

88..")57

7.1KX) :

18.0<J0 1

100,500
309.000 '

198,000 1

21,716
'

32.400

:

31,500 I

1,446
i

672,479
114.129

2,5.51

725
8

ai,051,900

2,747.148
126.(X>0

130.000
4,000.000
5,7.50.000

21,000,000
1,G00,W0
890,0(XI

209.ax)
308,097

26,583,000
7,450.000

13,500
5,04Xt

400

Totals i 17,308,000 831,000,000

' ASIATIC SOCIETIES, various as.sociations for the study of the languages, antiqui-
'

ties, aud history of the eastern continent. The Dutch founded one in Batavia, in 1780;
the royal A. society of Bengal wa.*^ founded at Calcutta in 1784 by Sir Wm. Jones. One at

Paris Vlatcs from 1822; one in Great Britain, 1823; the A. society of Ceylon was formed in

1845; the Oerman oriental the same year; the A. society of China in 1847; the American
oriental society in 1843.

.
ASINAIS. an Indian tribe in Texas, called '* Cenis" in La Salle's works. Missions

were established amonc^ them by the Spaniards early in the 18th century. They m cro

atriicuUurists, and lived in large circular cabins, of which some held a dozen or more
Am. Ad.—13
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families. As a tribe they have not bcon known sinco the 18th c. and seem to have beco
long extinct.

ASKU (Anglo-Saxon, ask, an " ash tree "), the name in Norse mythology of the first

man created by the gods,

AS'MAI, or ASMAYI, Auu SaIi) Aud-kl Mklek Iijn KoKAi"r, Ei--Asmai, b. ;(boi:t

740 A.D. ; oreceptorlo Haruu-al-Haschid, and an iniportunl representative of Arabic liter-

ature in the bth century. Sir Henry Jiawlinson calls A.'s history of the kings of Pers;ia

and Arabia previous to Islam, '• perhaps the most valuable and authentic historic volume
in the whole range of Arabian literature." His romance of A/Uar has been called "the
Iliad of tiie desert." He d. about 8-30 a.d., leaving several pupils who became cele-

biated.

ASMONE'US, or Assamoneus. See Maccauees, ante.

ASO'KA, AsHOKA, or IJhak-ma-soka, sovereign of India, son of Bindusara, b. about
SOJ u.c. He atLempted to kill his father und was banished, but returned as his father
w;is dying, killed all except one of his brothers, and seized llie throne. Conversion to

Buddhism quite changv"d his nature, and he built many inoiiasleries, and left monuments
that siiow his rule to have extended over the greater part of Hmdostaii.

ASOPUS, the god of the river A., married to Methope, by whom he liad two sons and
from 12 to 20 daughters. These daughters were carried off fi'om time to time by the
gods; but when Zeus took away ^gina, A. rebelled and proposed to tight the abductor;
whereupon Zeus immortalized the angry parent by translixing him with lightning.

ASPEN DCS, a cily of Asia Minor, on an Lsolated hill near the river Eurymedon, at

liie extremity of the plain of Perga. It was founded by a colony from Argos, 500 years
iKjforc Christ, and reached high prosperity, as the ruins attest. These are: a theater so

nearly complete tiiat a little repairing would make it available for its original purpose;
a noble aqueduct; a forum, and othei buildings. Cicero says that it was rich in statues,

but that Lucius Verus carried theui away. Twice A. is mentioned in history—when its

citizens assassinated Thrasybulus, and when the city surrendered to Alexander.

ASPHALTIC COAL, a coal-like substance in the cavities of the older rocks, having
evidently fallen into the fissures while in a litpiid or very plastic state. It is considered
to be a species of very old asphalt that has lost most of its-oil and become compact from
age. It is found in carboniferous rocks, in New Brunswick and West Virginia; and ia

Ohio and Kentucky, in the devonian.

ASPINWALL, William, 1743-1823; a surgeon In the revolutionary army. He was
celebrated for the practice of inoculation, and ids ready adoption of vaccination.

ASPIS, or Clijpp:a, an ancient fortitied t. of . Carthage, about 50 m. c. of that city,

on the sea, and having an accessible harbor. Manlius and Kcgulus landed here in the

first Punic war; in the third war the town sustained a siege, and it is noticed in 'the

records of the Julian civil war. It was an impoitant episcopal see from 411 to 646 a.d.,

and the last phK-e where the African Christians made resistance to Moslemism.

ASPROMON'TE, a mountain near Keggio. in s.w. Italy, near which, Aug. 28, 1802,

occurred the fight between Garibaldi's volunteers and the Italian trooi)S under Palla-

vicini. Garibaldi was defeated, and he and a large number of his men were taken
prisoners.

ASPROPOT'AMO. See Aciielous, ant^-.

ASSAB', or Saua, a bay of the Red sea, 40 m. from the Indian ocean. It is about
16 m. long by 5 m. wide; it is bordered on the w. by high land; in its front are two coral

islands, one of which, with cape Luna, forms a liarbor for small craft. In 186!) aw Italian

Kteamship company bought the whole bay for a coaling station between the Suez t^anal

and India.

ASSAROT'TI, Ottavio Giovanni Battista. 1753-1829, founder of schools for deaf

mut(is in Italy. He studied for the priesthood and became lecturer on theology to the

society of the Pietists. Hearing c^f the Ai)be Sicard's exi)erimcnts with mutes, he began
with a single pupil in 1801, and had .slowiy gatJ)ereul a small number, when, in 1808, Na-
]>oleon heard of his work and provided a schoolhouse and revenue to support 12 pupils.

He kept the Hchool with success until his death. Noi.!iing is known of his metiiods of

inslj'uction.

ASSEIiYN, .Ian, 1610-60; a Dutch painter, pupil of Isaiah Vandervelde, and dis-

tinguished in landscape and animal nictui-(,'S. He was one of the first Dutcii artists to

iulroduce (Jlaude Lorraine's frcfsh and clear manner. There are several of A.'s ])ictures

in the galleries of Amsterdam.

ASSF:.VIA'NI. Jokkph Alovhiiih, 1710-82: brother of Stej.hen. He followed m the

f;ame studies, rising to be jirofessor in the .sapienza, at Rome. He was the autlior of

two religious works.

ASSEMA'NI, .loHKiMi Si.MON. 1687-1768. a philologist of Syria. He was a collector

of oriental manuscripts for tin; Vatican library, and the custodian of the collection. He
WHS versed rn eiistern languages, and wrote two or three bibliographical works, bcaido«

editing tiic Opera Fiplwutna SyrL.
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ASSEMA'KI, Simon, 1752-1821; he was remotely related to the other noted men of
the name, and like (hem an orientalist, paying especial attention to numismatics, on
which theme he published a volume. He was also professor of languages at Padua.

ASSEMA'NI, Stephen EvoDius, 1707-82; nephew of Joseph Simon. lie followed
his uncle's studies, and was also librarian in the Vatican, but was promoted to be arcli-

bishop of Apamea. He left a work on oriental manuscript literature, and one on
martyrology.

ASSP^N, a t. in the Xetlierlands, 15| m. by rail s. of Groningcn; pop. '67, C443. .\.

is on the Horn-Diep, and lias canal communication with the Zuyder Zee. Certain
tumuli near the place are called " giants' graves."

ASSIGNATIONS, paper curre-icy of Russia, issued In- Catherine II., about 1770, to

assist in carrying on the war agahist Turkey. Like similar experiments in other countries
before and afterwards, the A. started at par, but rapidly declined to less than 2o per c;.

About 20 years later, the A. were the general currency; but traders began to reiu.se then:,

and the most stringent edicts of Paul failed to force them into good standing. In tlie

war with Napoleon, heavy issues were n.ade, the value keeping steadily at about four
roubles of ])aper to one of silver. The rate lose somewhat after the peace, and fluctuation

became so troublesome that the government li.xed the value by spec ial law. In 1839, the
silver rouble was made the unit, and the value of A. fixed at 3^^ for 1 of silver. At tlie

same time bills of credit were issued which have taken the place of the A,

ASSIGNMENT {ante), in American law, a transfer or making over (in writing usu-
ally) to another of property in possession or in action, or of any right therein; or the
transfer of one's interest in property. Almost any valuable thing, present or prospeci-

ive, may be assigned: but there are things, excepted, such as the comnii.ssicn or pa}' of
a public officer, the salary of a judge, right of action for fraud, rights pendmfe lite, per-

sonal trusts, or the duties of a guardian. To be valid iu law, the subject of A. must at

the time have an actual or prospec tive existence, although courts may hold an A. go(Kl

where value rests on possibility only. Negotiable bills are a.ssir.ned* by mere indor>e-
ment, and then the holder can sue in his own name. In such case even an cquilab](^

defence that might exist between the maker and the original acceptor i.s barred out.

The majority of assignments are made by in.«5olvent debtois for the protection of credit-

ors, and to obtain discharge from further obligation, and the.se are reguhited by special
statutes in most of the states. In some of these an A. must be for the benefit of all

creditors equally. Personal chattels ai"e u.sually transferred by bills of Side; sometimes
by mere memorandum; an}"^ words showing the intent will answer. No coubideration
is necessary to support A. of a term. An A. of a policj' of insurance, by consent of the
underwriter, by statute, or otherwise, vests in the assignee all the rights of the assignor;
but as su-ch an instrument is not negotij\ble, the A. is only in equity, and even that may
be forestalled by condition to the contrary expressed in the policy. An A. of dowiM- is

an act by which the share of a widow in a deceased husband's real e.<=tate is set apart for

her, and may be made by the h(nr or his guardian, or the person iu posses.<i(ui of the
land shbject to dower; or after legal proceedings by direction of the court, if voluntary
A. be refused.

AS'SING, LuDMiLLA, b. 1827; a German biographer, the daughter of Dr. A., and
niece of Vartdiagen von Phise. She was taken by her uncle after the death of her
parents, and fided the place of a child to him, receiving thereby a superior edr.cation.

She wrote for newspapers and reviews, and in 1857 a biography of Elisa, countess Von
Ahlefeldt. She edited and published, aft<?r Ikt uncle's death, two vols, of his Ih/iJ.-

wardiykeiten; ih 18G0, Alexander von Humboldt's letters to. and in 1861-02, the diaries of
Yaridiagen von Ense. The political matter in the diaries .'^o olTcuded the court, th.at she
was prosecuted as a traducer of the royal family and other persons, and sentenced to

eight months' imi)risonjnent. But she had gone to Florence, and the punishment could
not be infiicted. She immediately published the remaining volumes of the obnoxious';
diary, to which the court answered by tlie form of a trial and sentence to further impris-i
oument for two yeai's. .:

AS'SING, Ros.\ 'Mat^ta. 1783-1810; a German poetess, sister of Yamhagen von Ense.
When young she was a teacher. In 1816. she married Assing. a physician in Konigs-
berg, who took \\cv to Hamburg, where her house soon became the resort of literary

people, of whom one of the most eminent was the poet Chamisso. Mrs. A.'s poems
were i.ssued in a volume a year after lier death.

ASSIN'IROINS, an Indian tribe of the Dakota family, dwelling in the United States
and British America, on the Montana border. They were once a part of the Yankton
Sioux nation, but separated from them nearly 300 years ago, and since then have gen-
erally been their antagonists. It is said tliat the name A. is not used, other Indians
calling them Stone Sioux, or Assinipwalak. There are about 5000 \\\ the United States,

and rather more in British America, where they extend from Mouse river to the Atha-
basca. The Methodists and Roman Catholics have mi.ssions among them.

ASSISTANCE, Wiut of, a direction by a proper court to the sheriff to put a party
in wjiose favor judgment has been given, in possession of that to which the judgment
cie<;lares him entitled.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS, a combination of daily newspapers originating about 1850

in New York to yn-oc-ure news by telegrui^h, or otlierwise. and to share the expenses pro-

portionately. Though the cost* of dispatches is not a fourth of v.hat it was when the

A. P. was formed, the franchise is considered exceedingly valuable. There is also a

v,-estern A. P., and other associations of less extent. In Europe the collection of news
is practically a monopoly in the hands of the successors of baron Renter.

ASSOUCY, Charles Co^teau d', 1604-79; a French poet, who called himself "the
emperor of burlesque," a title which others changed to " Scarron's ape." He was the

author of man}'' burlesque works, none of them especially brilliant.

ASSU3IPSIT, in law, a comprehensive title for a wide class of actions. Express A. is

an undertaking made orally or by writing not under seal, or as matter of record, to per-

form an act or to pay money. Implied A. is an undertaking presumed in law to have

been made by a party, from his conduct, although he has made no express promise; on
the ground that everybody is supposed to have undertaken to do what, in point of law,

is just and riglit. lu practice, A. is a form of action for the recovery of damages, for

non-performance of a parole, or simple, contract. A. may be distinguished also as

special or common. Special A. includes action on written agreements, or for derelictioh

where a contract exists or may fairly be implied, such as professional neglect on the part

of a physician, or by common carriers. Common A. is usually an action for satisfaction

for goods sold or money lent. Non-A. is the usual plea under which the defendant may
give in evidence most matters of defense.

ASSUMPTION, a parish of s.e. Louisiana, w. of the Mississippi; 3.20 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

13.244—69b4 colored. It is one of the best sugar districts in the country, the soil being

remarkably fertile. The principal town is of the same name.

AST, George Anton Frtedricii, 1776-1841; a German philologist. He was pro-

fessor of classical literature at Landshut, and at Munich in 1826. Among his works are

a MamKi.l of JEsfhetics, Life and Wntings of Plato, and an edition of Plato with com-
mentary.

ASTATIC NEEDLE, a magnetic needle for which the influence of the earth's mag-
netism has been evaded or neutralized. A needle would become A. if it were placed

with its axis vertical at the magnetic pole, and it would point indifferently to any part of

the horizon, A needle is up.ually made A. by fastening below it to the same axis a second

needle of equal directive force, having its poles reversed. The influence of the earth's

magnetism on the two needles, being equal and opposite, is neutralized, and the pair is

then free to respond to any other magnetic influence which may be presented to it. The
A. N. is an important part of most galvanometers.

ASTER. Ernest LuDwiG VON, 1778-1855; an engineer; a lieutenant in the army of

Saxony in 1800, and captain in 1809. Napoleon took an interest in his plan for the for-

tification of Torgau and adopted it, employing A. to superintend the work, A. soon

after went into the service of Russia, took the command of a Cossack force, and fougiit

at Bautzen and Leipsic. Returning to Saxon service in 1813, he became a colonel; two
years later, in the Prussian engineer corps, he was engaged at Ligny and AYaterloo. After

the last battle he w:i.s promoted to be general, and made inspector of Prussian fortifica-

tions, winning a world-wide reputation in the construction of the defenses of Coblentz

and Ehrenbreitstein. He was made commander of both fortresses; in 1827, lieutenant-

general; in 1842, general of infantry. Ten years afterwards he was made a councilor of

state. He left essays and other works posthumously published.

ASTIG'MATISM, a defect in vision caused by the refraction of light by the eye

differently in different planes. To an eye thus affected a pin-hole in a paper may appear

round, biit when the paper is moved a little, the circular hole will seem to be an ellipse,

and by further removal it will show like a straight slit. A cylindrical or spheric-o-

cyiindrical lens will correct this defect in the sight.

ASTLEY, Philip, 1742-1814; an English equestrian, learning the art of riding by
Beveii years' service in the cavalry. He established the first circus in London, and there

and in Dublin and Paris, with Antoine Franconi, put up nearly 20 theaters or places for

cqu'istri-.m display. He wrote Adley'H System of EqueMriaii Education, and two small

wor ;s on military matters.

ASTOL PHUS, or A htttlpiius, a Lombard king succeeding Rachis, in 749 a.d. He
m\7."A upon Ravenna and threatened Rome, but, on petition of pope Stephen J I., Pe]\in

of France in 754 crossed the Alps and defeated A., who obtained peace only after surren-

dering all his conquests. As soon as the Fniuch king dei)arted, A. again mcmaced Rome,
and again Pepin came to the help of the |)oj)e, shutting A. up in Pavia. While pivpar-

ing for a new campaign, A. fell from liis horse, and died tlircc daya later. He left no
male heir.s.

ASTOU'GA, a city in the province of TiCon, Spain, on a plain 2 m. from the Tuerto
river; pop., est., 5000. Napoleon madr; A. his h(!a(lquart(!rs while pursuing Sir John
Moore in 1809; the next year it was tak(;n by .lunot. and in 1H12 retaken by the Spaniards.

It has a fine, ancient, Gothic cathedral, and around it are the ruina of the old city of

Aaturica Atiyasta.
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ASTORIA, formerh'- a large village in Queens co., "N. Y., now incorporated in Long
Island city (q.v.). It is at the"junction of the East river and the sound, opposite Hell-

gate, andVas for many years a favorite summer residence for New Yorkers.

ASTOR LIBRARY, in the city of Nev/ York, founded by John Jacob Astor, and
largely increased by his son, AVilliam B. Astor, The edifice on'^Lafayette place is excel-

lenlly adapted to the purpose, and occujjies nearl}' the wliole of a lot 23o by 120 ft. It

is of brick, of the B^'zantine order, finely ornamented with brov»n-stone moldings. The
original library room is 100 by 64 ft., and 50 ft. high, and is reached ])y 36 marble steps.

This building was opened Jan. 9, 1854, but it soon became too small for its puipose, and
"William B. Astor erected a building adjoining, exactly corresponding in style and siz'.-,

which was opened Sept. 1, 1859. The A. L. is entirel}'- free, though no book can he

taken away. In languages it has no superior in the country'. The books are nearly ad
of practical value, fiction being entirely subordinate to works on history, arts, sciences,

etc. From the report for the year 1879, the following facts are taken: Tlic fund for the

maintenance of the library is $421,000, and tiic endowment amounts to 5^1,112.95 7.

During the je'.ii\ 5869 vols, were added, and the whole number of vols, at the end of tlie

year was 189,114. The number of readers in the halls nnd alcoves in 1879 was 2S9.042,

a daily average of about 214. Although the number of general readers has doubled in

ten years, there was a slight falling off in their number as compared with the previous
year, and an increase in the alcove readers. This increase, which has been generally
uniform during ten years past, has shown the increasing attractions of the libran' for

study and research, in drawing to it students not only from the city and state, but from
colleges and universities in other parts of the country and even from Europe. Th«
trustees report that in Nov., Mr. John Jacob Astor conveyed to the library, by deed
of gift, three lots of ground adjoining, 75 ft. front by 100 ft. in depth, and announced
his intention of- erecting thereon an additi(m to the present library building, 65 it. m
front by 100 ft. deep, of the same general style as the present edifice. With this addilioii

the library wlil have a front of 195 ft., and a depth of 100 ft., with an increased capacity
for books amounting to 120,000 volumes. The number of readers in tlie halls hsid ri.-en

from 25,709 in 1872, calling for 78,935 books, to 51,725 in 1879, and 147,112 bocks. The
alcove readers were 5204 in 1870, and 7307 in 1879; the whole number of volumes in the
library in 1870 was 140,558; in 1879 it was 189,114,

ASTRUC, Je.\n, 1684-1760; a French phvsician. He had the anatomical chair in

Toulouse, became professor after Chirac in ^Nfontpellier medical college, regent and pro-
fessor of the facult}^ of medicine in Paris, and physician to the king. His attention
was given chiefly to venereal and sexual diseases, in which he is regarded as excellent
authority, his Be Morhis Venereix Llhri Sex being knoAvn in most languages. He wrote
also on diseases of women, and on obstetrics,

ASTY'AGES, the last king of Media, son and successor of Cyaxarcs, 595 b.c. Influ-

enced by a dream, A. gave his daugliter Nandane in marriage toCambyses, a Persian of
eminence; and. again led by a dream which gave him alarm, he sent Harpagus to

destroy the child which was the fruit of the marriage. But the child was hidden away
by a shepherd, and it was after many years that his existence was brought to the notice
of A., who easily discovered the boy's parentage. A. punished Harpagus for deceiving
him, and Harpagus instigated Cyrus (the child now grown up) to leada revolt, through
which A. was made jirisoner, and Cyrus took the scepter. A. was treated mildly, but
kept a prisoner until his death,

ASUAY', AssuAY, or Azuay, a department of Ecuador, being all of the s. and e.

portion of the republic, on the e, slope of the Andes, between 5' s. andl° n,, and 68' to
80° w. ; about 120,000 sq.m.

; pop. 243.459, There is a large desert in the west, but the
eastern part is fertile, being watered by several afHuents of the Amazon. The chief
employments are cattle breeding, agriculture, and the gathering of cinchona bark, Loja
and Cuenca are the chief towns.

ASUNCION', NuESTRA Senora de la. or ASSUMPTION, the capital of Paraguay.
Sd"" 16' s., 52° 42' w., on the e. bank of the Paraguay river; pop. '57, with suburbs.
48,000, The cit)'' was founded in 1536, and for more than a century was the capital of
all the Spanish territory along the Rio de la Plata, The streets are unpaved, and .-iiie-

walks are rare. The houses are chiefl}' of a single stoiy, and but a few have Tiled

roofs, the greater number being little better than huts of skeleton bamboo, plastered
Avith mud. There are a cathedral and two or three other churches, from one of which
the bones of Dr. Francia, the celebrated dictator, were stolen and taken no one knows
whither. The city hall is a tolerable edifice; the government residence is of but ore
story. There are a quay, an arsenal, and workshops for ship repairing. The place is

intensely warm in summer, but not especially unhealth}'. In the suburbs are some fine

residences; and recently cemeteries have been provided for the dead, hitherto buried
under the city churches. A, has railway connection with Axul southward, and wiiii

Mercedes and Chivilcoy westward, and a large commerce with tlie provinces along the
Paraguaj'' and Uruguay rivers,

ATACA'MA, a department in s,av. Bolivia on the Pacific: 70,181 sq.m.; pop. i>27o.

It is mostly a barren, sandy desert, entirely uninhabitable; but in tlie u. part there uie
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fertile valleys. The minerals are golil, allver, copper, and iron; and sulphate of soda,
aliun, and salt are common. Cobija is the ciiicl town, on the Paciiic, about 22'' 3. lat.

Northward in the province is the volcano Atacama, 18,000 ft. hiijh.

ATACA'MA, a province in n. Chili ; a narrow strip between the A ndes and the Pacific,

s. of Bolivia; 41,130 sq.m.
;
pop. '75, 72,440. The copper and silver mines are the richest

known; of silver there are about 250, and of copper nearly 1000 mines. Since the dis-

covery of silver by the shepherd Juan Godoy, in 1832, the product has been considerably
over i^ 100, 000, 000. The town of Chaharcillo is on the .site of the silver discovery. 51 m. s c.

of Copiapo, the capital of the province, with railway connection. The first railway built

in South America connects the capital with Caldera, the best ocean port of Chili.

ATASCO'SA, a CO. in s. Te.xas on the upper branches of the Nueces; 1262 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 2915. The climate is good, soil sandy and easily cultivated, but stock-raising

i.-> the main business. Co. seat, Pleasanton.

ATAUL'PIIUS, Ataulf, or Adolf, tlic brother-in-law of Alaric, and his successor
as king of the Visigoths. He assisted Alaric in the siege of Pome, and alter A.'s death
went to Gaul, taking as a captive Placidia, sister of the Ron^an emperor Honorius; and
she afterwards became his wife. Jornandes says A. took Rome a second time, carried

oti' Placidia, and made a treaty with Honorius which was solemnized by the marriage
with Placidia in the forum; that A. was a faithful ally of Rome in Gaul, and went to

Spain to suppress insurrections of the Vandals, where, according to others, he wa-s Jissas-

sinated.

AT'AVISrvr, in physiology, the resemblance of a man or other animal to a remote
progenitor, as a man who resembles his great-grandfather and not the intermediate
parents. Watson, in a lecture on the practice of medicine, cited this case: A deaf-mute
married a woman whose hearing was normal; they had two children; a deaf-mute
.son who left no children, and a daughter with perfect hearing, who married a man
with perfect hearing, and became the mother of two deaf-mute daughters and a hear-

ing son; this son married a woman with perfect hearing, and by her had a deaf-mute
son; one of the daughters married a doaf-mutc and bore a son whose hearing was
perfect. There are some diseases of hereditary nature that lie dormant for two or three

generations and then develoj), such as insanity and consumption. Darwin uses rever-

.sion as nearly synonymous with A., to denote not merely the recurrences of longlap.sed

physical traits, but even the returning to a remote variety of species. Domestic animals
running wild will gradually lose their civilized development and become like wild
auim.'ils of their species. All the wild horses in America are from stock imported from
the old world, yet they are nearly of one color, size, and form. Darwin, looking further

ba(jk, suggests that the occasi(3nal appearance of a striped horse or mule indicates descent
from some equine genus long ago extinct.

AT'AXY LOCOMOTOR, a nervous disease showing itself in disordered movements
of the limbs of locomotion. It is not paralysis, but loss of power to order Iiarmoni-

ously the muscles that move the body and maintain equilibrium. It begins insidiou.sly

and grows slowly. The earlier symptoms are disorder of vision, imeasiness in the back,
with shooting pains through the limbs; in(;rea»sing or perverted sensibility, and disturb-

ance in th<3 genito-urinary functions. Later, the victim feels that his walking is not firm

and sure; that there is some soft substance between his feet and the ground; he walks
with diificiilty, and with short and hurried s' ^')s; each leg is lifted well \q), but as ho
moves it forward, it is thrown out from hin; and the heel descends with force while
tlie sole comes awkwardly after it. He now requires the aid of vision to walk at all,

and looks ste.ulily at his feet or at a point a .ittle in front of them, and he cannot
make a surlden turn Avithout great risk of falling. If he stand erect with his feet

together or nearly so, and take his ey(>s off them, he begins to totter and would fall if

not supported. These phenomena are not the n^sult of weakness of motor power, but
only of (hifective muscular co ordination. Diminished sensibility in the fe(!t and legs

is usual in this disea.s(;. TIk; u[)pcr Jimbs ai"e sonuitimes alTected, so that though the

hands retain all their natural muscular power, the sulfcircr cannot unfasten a button,

or pick up a pin, or f(?ed himself. ;\t 1at(;r stages the disease renders walking impo.ssi-

hle, the l(;gs in(^ving loosj-ly about, and the control of the sight upon the feet ceasing.

Then the patient takes to his Ixul. the pains and jerking of the lind)s increase, the

motor ])ower is ({uile gone, and ]u' sinks under conqilete exhaustion or scmie intercur-

rent disease. Although usunlly going to a fatal termination, tlu; disease is 8ometim(?s
»rrest(Ml. and apjx'ais to Ixr (piite conquenKl, particularly in its earlier stagers. In most
<'as''s it extetids over several years. A. L. arises fi'om (liseas(! of a jiortion of the spinal

cf^rd, viz. : the posterior columns and the i)osterior nerv(; roots, which become atrophied
and induratfjd. The (!xcitinir causes an* not well und(;rstoo(l. ))ut exposure to cold,

over exertion, privation, intfrnpcrance. ».!i(l nuMifal anxiety Inive bijcn suggest(>d as prob-

able. It is Hom('tim(!S heredilary, and is mon; common anjong males than females.

It is developed usually not till middW; life, from tli(,' ag(! (»f oO to 50. IJeyond allevi-

ation of pain little can be done liy nu'dicine, though n)any remedies liave Ixicn tried.

Khictriciiy has becm recouimended by (aninent authorities. Perhaps tho best course Ls

to attend carefully to the genei-al ln;alt.ij and r(!gimen.

ATBA'KA, or B.\iiJti:L-AswAj>. See Milk, anto.
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ATCIIAFALAY'A BAYOU, an outlet of Red river in I-ouisiana, connecting also
witJi the Mississippi and liovving soutliward to tlio gulf of Mexico. It is about 225 in.

long, and navigable for steamers.

ATCHISON, a co. in n.e. Kansas on the Missouri border; 424 sq.m,
; pop. '78,

i?0,600. Agriculture is the main occupation. The central branch of the Union Pacific
railroad intersects. Co, seat, Atchison.

ATCHISON, a co. in n.w. Missouri between the ]\Iissouri and Nodaway rivers;

crossed by the Kansas City, St. Josv^ph and Cciincil Bluffs railroad; 675 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

8440. Agriculture is the only business. Co. seat, Kockford.

ATCHISON, a city of Kansas, seat of justice of Atchison co., on the Missouri, 25 m.
from Leavenworth; pop. '75, 12,146. It is one of the great railroad centers of the
country, being the terminus of the Missouri Pacific, of a branch of the Chicago, Rock
Island and Pacific, of the Atchison and Nebraska, of the central bi'anch of the Union
}*acific, and of the Atchison., 'I'opeka and Santa Fe, It is a rapidly growing city, with
a great variety of manufactures.

ATCHISON, David R., b. Ky., 1807. He was in tlie Missouri legislature in 1834.
and a county judge in 1841, Imt was immediately chosen to the U. S. senate, whtr<^
ho at first opposed, and finally advocated, the right to hold slaves in the territorie.^.

He advocated the repeal of the Missouri compromise, and became the especial cham-
pion of those who were determined to force slavery into Kansas. Defeated in this

purpose, A. retired to private life.

ATHABAS'CAS, Iniliansof British North America along the Arctic ocean and from
Hudson's bay westward to the Pacific. There are several tribes, of whom the bt-sf.

known are the Umpquas, the Tinnes, the Dog Ribs, and the Beavers. It is thouglit that
there arc from 30,000 to 32,000 of them. They are peaceable and to some extent indus
Irious. There are other A. Indians on the Mexican border from Texas to California,
among them the savage and warlike Apaches, and their opposites, the quiet Navajoes
and thcLipans. These tribes are about 17,000 in all. They say that their ancestors cam»'
from the Avest over seas and islands of snow and ice; possibly a glimmering of a Tartar
origin. They are larger and have more beard than other Indians.

ATHA-BEN-IIAKEM, or Aliiakem-ibn-Atta. See Mohammedan Sects, ante.

ATHE'NA. See Minerva, ante.

ATHENODOllUS, surnamed Cananites, or Sandonus. a Stoic philosopher, who
probably gave instruction to Augustus when he was at Apollonia, and who w:\s made
tutor to Tiberius, who esteemed him higldy for virtue and probity. He was in the habit
of giving his opinions freely, and often warned Augustus that when he found himself
giving way to anger he sho'uld repeat the letters of the alphabet. He d. in Targus, his
native t., aged 82. None of his works have survived. Another A., surnamed Cordii,-
lON, was librarian at Pergauius, and d. in Rome. There were also two sculptors of the
name, one of whom assisted Agesander in the group of the '* Laocoon."

ATH'ENS, aco. in s.c. Ohio, on the Ohio river; intersected by Hocking river, and thr
Marietta and Cincinnati, and the Columbus and Hocking Valley railroads; 430 .sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 23,768. It is well wooded and fertile, and has coal and iron. Large quanti-
ties of salt are manufactured. Co. seat, Athens.

ATHERTON, Charles Gordon, 180^1-53; b. N. H., senator of the United States
from New Ilampshire. He was a member of the lower house of congress, where, Dec.
11, 1838, he introduced what gave him the cognomen of "gag-rule Atlierton." It was a
resolution to lay on the table, without reading or reference7any petition touching the
6ubje<;t of slavery. A.'s resolution passed byl20 votes to 78, and for .several yea^rs all

Buch petitions were treated with entire silence. A. was chosen to the senate in 1843, and
again in 1852.

ATHI'AS, Joseph, a printer of Amsterdam, who printed tv.'o editions of the Old
Testament in Hebrew, remarkably accurate, and the first eilition in which the verses
were numbered in figures. For this and other meritorious works, the states-general gave
aim a gold medal.

ATIIOL, a t. and villuge in Worcester co., IVFass.. on ]\Iiller's river and the Vermont
and Massachusetts railroad, at its junction with the Springfield, Ath(U and North-eastern,
48 m. n.n.e. of Springfic^ld; pop. of township, 4134. There are manufactories of iron,
woolen goods, boots and shoes, etc.

ATITLAN', or Atitan, a lake in Guatemala, 20 m. long, 8 to 10 m. wide, apparently
in tiie crater of a volcano, and so deep that bottom has not been found with a line of 60<)

\ards. It receives some small s; reams, but has no known outlet. Near it is an Indian
town of the same name, with about 2000 inhabitants.

ATLANTA (ante), a city in Fulton co.. Ga., called the " Gate city." After the war.
A. speedily recovenul from almost complete ruin, and within two years had as great a
population as when the rcbeHioa began. It was made the capital of the state in 1868,
tind since then it has grown rapidly, having in 1870 about 30.000 inhabitants. Among
its manufactories is an iihmense iron-rolling mill, employing many hundreds oi men.
It is a port of entry, and has a custom-house. Among the public institutions arc the
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Ogillhorpe university, the Xorth Georgia female college, the A. merlical college, aud
tiie A. uaiver.sity fur colored sliulents. It i:i one of the uiosL iuiportuut railway ceutcrs

ia the south, having direct Hues to all sections of the union.

ATLANTIC, a co. in s.e. New Jersey, on the Atlantic ocean; 620 sq.m.; pop. '70,

14,093. It is for the most part flat, and mar.«;hy near the water, but with dry and light

soil inland. The Camden and Atlantic railroad from Philailelphia to Atlantic City runs
centrally through the county. Co. seat, Clay's Landing.

ATLANTIC CITY, a watering-place on the sea-coast, on a long, narrow, sandy
island, known as Absecom beach, in Atlantic co., N. J., 60m. s.e. of Philadelphia; poj).

'70. 1043. It is the terminus of the Camden and Atlantic, and the Philadelphia and
Atlantic City ruilroads. The beach, or island, is 10 m. long by less than a mile wide,

aud is separated from the mainland by a narrow channel. Absecom light is on the n.

end of the beach. The city is well laid out, with broad avenues named alter the principal

oceans, and cross streets bearing the names of the states of the union. There are many
liotels, boarding-houses, aud ]U'ivate cottages for the accommoda.tion of summer visit

ors. There are several churches aud one uewspaper. The city incorporation dates

from 1854.

ATLANTIC TELEGRAPH, Histoky of (ante). The first experiment in submarine
telegrai'hy was m:ide in 1839 by Dr. Vv'. O'Shaughnessy at Calcutta. Having laid across

the river Hoogl}'' a copper wire, in.sulated with a covering of cotton, thread saturated

with pitch aud tar, he was able to transmit signals through it. His experiment was
followed in 1847 by that of J. J. Craven, who insulated an iron wire with gutta-percha

and placed it in the circuit of the New York and Washington telegraph line, submerging
it in the waters of a small creek. This led, in 1848, to the laying of a gutta-percha cable

between New York and Jersey City. An experimental line laid across the English
channel in 1850 was followed in 1851 by the permanent cable which is still in use. The
success of this undertaking revived the project of a telegraph b}^ way of Newfoundland
for rapid communication with Europe. The plan was to carry the line across that island

to St. John's, the farthest point on the American coast, and there connect with a line of

fast steamers, which it was thought could reach the nearest point in Ireland in five days.

Thus America could be brought easily within a week of Europe. In 1854, the attention

of Mr. Cyrus W. Field, of New York, was directed to the subject, and while he was
considering this proposal, and turning over the globe in his library, the thought flashed

upon him, "why not carry the line across the ocean?''

But in a work of such magnitude, it was easier to conceive than to execute. To
build the line across Newfoundland was no small undertaking. It was a distance of 400
m., through a wilderness, over land that was wild and waste, marsh and moor, or

ro:;ks and hills, and often through dense forests, where ever}^ step of the way had to be
cleared by the woodman's axe. This overland work took nearly three years. Then to

connect the island with the mainland, a cable had to be laid across the gulf of St. Law-
rence. One was sent out from England in 1855, but the first attempt to lay it was a
f lilure. The next year a second attempt was made with success. The work thus com-
pleted, though costly, was merely preliminary to the more serious undertaking which now
trigan. The practicability of a transatlantic telegraph was doubted by many of the first

authorities, both in England and America. Eminent engineers declared that it was
b'jyond the resources of human skill to span the ocean with a cable over 2000 m. long.

Even the great Robert Stephenson shook his head, and anticipated only failure. Elec-

tricians added that even if it were laid, the electric current could not be sent that dis-

taice. To be sure, there were eminent authorities on the otlier side. The great Faraday
encouraged the American projector. But still both scientific men and practical men
Avere so divided, that it was very difiicult to inspire in either countr}" the degree of

confluence necessary to success. In face of all these obstacles, Mr. Field went to Lon-
don, and there succeeded in 1853 in organizing the first Atlantic telegraph company and
raising the necessary money to carry out the project, subscribing himself for niore than

one quarter of the entire capital.

Tiie Englisli and American governments gave their aid in the use of ships. The first

attempt was made in 1857, but the cable was jiaid out only about 300 m. from the Irish

coii-il, when it broke, and tlu; ships returned to England. Tlu; attempt was renewed the

following year. The cable was then placed on board the N/iifinni of the llnitc-d States

navy and the Af/a/n,fiiajt.oit, of the British nav^', wdiich sailed for the nuddle of the Atlantic,

l^efore reacliing it, tiie AfjainciniKni came near foundering during a s(^vere gale, which
lasted siiveral days. Arrived at last in nnd-ocean, th(! ships spliced their s(>parate por-

tionsof the cable, intending to sail in opposite directions, the English shij) for Ireland,

and the Nuujdra for Newfoundland. But the first attemj)t met with nothing but disaster.

Scarcely were the cables joinc^d before they were jjarted. The attemjit wasniade several

times with the same ill success, and both ships rettu'ned to England. Then came the

s.;verest trial—for even the directors lost faith. When it was i)r()])osed to renew the

attempt th(! vice president left the room in disgust, and refused to take part in an under-

taking so hoixdess. But the rest stood by manfully, and resolved to try again. The
ships returned to mid-ocean, and tot Ik; amazement of tin,' world, thistinu' the experiment
proved a success. The cable was successfully laid, aud messages were sent from shore
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to sliore. The first one was "England and America are united by telegraph. Glory to

God in the highest, and on earth peace and good-will towards men." The queen and
the president of the United States exchanged congratulations. The American people
were in a frenzy of enthusiasm, lauding the ocean telegraph as the greatest achievement
of jnodern limes, and giving unbounded praise to its heroic projector, the president of
the United States and many distinguished persons on both sides of the Atlantic sending
congratulatory messages to Mr. Field. But this enthusiasm was short-lived. For it was
hardly three weeks before the cable began to mutter fitfully, and at last lay silent in the
deptiis of the sea. Then ensued one of those revulsions of feeling so common in the

liistory of all great enterprises, where at first success alternates with defeat. The j)ublic

became almost ashamed of its late enthusiasm. Many douljted whether there had ever
been a message across the ocean, and the wdiole subject became one for incredulity and
ridicule. Tln-ee years after, the rebellion commenced, and it was difllcult to get people
in the United States to listen to commercial enterprises during the excitement of that great

contest. But Mr. Field was not idle; lie was constantly crossing and recrossing the
Atlantic, and addressing chambers of commerce and public meetings in England and
tlie United States, the results being that in 1864, the necessary capital was raised to renew
th2 enterprise. A new cable was constructed, with all the improvements suggested by years
of experience in submarine telegraphy, and coiled on board the Gre<it Eoi^tern, which
was placed under the command of captain, now Sir James, Anderson. She sailed in

1885 with every prospect of success, paying out steadily about 150 m. a day. All went
AvcU till over 1200 m. had been laid. Avhen in a sudden lurch of the great ship the cable

was broken, and all were again in despair. For some days the gallant crew made
attempts to pick it up from the bottom, but the sea was 2 m. deep, and with the

resources at hand it was impossible, and the great ship took her way back to England.
The attempt was abandoned for that year. But in the summer of 18GC it was renewed,
and this time with cojnplcte success. The cable was laid from shore to shore, and the
communication was perfect. As soon as this was completed the Great ^rfxAr-yj returned
to mid-ocean, and begnn fishing for the cable lost the year before, and after weeks of

effort succeeded in lifting it to the surface and joining it to GOO m. of cable reserved for

the purpose, carried it safel}^ to land. Thus two cables were laid the same year, both
Avithout a flaw, and from that time to the present telegraphic communication between
the old world and the new has not been interrupted for a single day.

ATLEE, Washington L., b. 1808; a physician and surgeon of Pennsylvania, grad-
uate of Jelferson medical college, and professor of chemistry there in 1844. He is

the author of a great number of medical papers, and is distinguished for success in

ovariotomy.

ATMOSPHERIC EiSGINE, worked by air-pressure; one was driven by cold air on
a small, and hot air on a large piston; one v/as without heat (see Calokic Engine). The
A. E. is now worked with compressed air only. Trains on a city railway have been
run with an A. E., using air compressed into a strong cylinder and applied like steam in

a steam-engine. Condensed steam is used in a similar way, so as to dispense with fire

en the streets; in either case the power is taken at a fixed station. An A. E. was used
i.i tlie mont Cenis tunnel, where the liydraulic power of a cataract near the entrance was
i::;cd to compress air in reservoirs, whence it was carried in tlexible pipes to the
rock-drills. The same method was used in working the Hoosac tunnel, in ^lassachu-
sctts, and is now commonly applied for railway and mining works. The mechanism
and operation of the A. E. are almost identical with those of the high-pressure steam-
engine.

AT^rOSPIIERIC INFLUENCE, the power of the air over inorganic bodies to affect
them chemically, varying;- in degree with the constituents and condition of the air itself.

Ixormally, 1000 parts of the air contain 208 parts of oxygen and 792 of nitrogen; but
many other gases are taken up, so that the air varies widely at places not far apart.
Electricity, humidity, and temperature are other disturbing agents. The effect of A. I.

i:j shown on buildings, many tine structures having been speedily ruined by it. Granite,
in its order of purity, best withstands it among building stones. Egyptirui porphyry is

also remarkably enduring. Basalt is disintegrated unequally, according to the amount
of feldspar tliercin. The atmosphere of largelowns usually contains an excess of carbonic
acid gas, and is hurtful to turpentine in timber or other* material. Slate is durable in
pro])ortion to its density. Sandstone, millstone grit, or conglomerates are alfected
tlirough the decomposition of thematerial cementing-^ their particles, or by the mechanical
effect of moisture, as by freezing. Limestone decays with varying degrees of rapidity.
A. I. on bricks, tiles, etc.. depends on the chemical composition of their material and
the amount of baking or burning in their manufacture. If bricks contain lime, they will
crack and crumble under moisture. In making cements, the A. I. is carefully studied
and guarded against by a proper selection of materials. All timbers are affected easily.

If moist and exposed to currents of air, evaporation is rapid and cracks are produced by
shrinkage. Dry-rot comes from exposure to high temperature, and consequent impris-
onment of natural moisture. Common wet rot is well known to come from air and
water combined. The influences of both are greatl}' lessened by covering the wood
with oil paint. Kyaniziug, creosotiug, and pickling in mineral salts are methods
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of protcctini^ wood. On metals A. I. is complicated by elcctro-chcmical cnanges. Iron
b n.oincs rusty, that is, the surface is converted into hydrous oxi;le and will scale off.
The more iron is used the less the rusting, as may he seen on comparing a well-worn
r.iilway track w'lih a little usid siding. Zinc when exposed to air and moisture is rapidly
covered with \Vhite oxule of zinc, a coatinj^ which arrests further oxidation. For thi.s

reason, also, galvanizing or plating with zinc is a means of protecting iron. Copper
f.trougly resists A. 1.; like zinc, it is soon covered with an oxide that serves as a protec-
tion. Lead changes but little in air or water. Glass which is deficient in silica is

exposed to decay by tlie decomposition of its pot:ii>h and soda. The A. I. causes decay
of p.uutings, statuary, and other works of art, and the destruction of books and manu-
bcripts.

ATOLL', the name given by tlie IMalays to a coral reef which forms an annular island,
inclosing a l.ike of water which is connected with the sea by an open strait. Some A.
are nearly 100 m. in circumference, and have from 15 to GO fathotnsof water. They make
f'xcellent harbors, with sale (uitrances, tdways on the windward side. Some of the reefs
6ii3tain considerable veg(;tation, and are inhabited.

ATOMIC WEIGHTS {a/itc). For additional elementary substances, sec Chemistry.
ATOOr, Atauai, or Tauai, one of the Sandwich islands, 22' 8' n., and 159' 20' w.

;

about 40 ra, long; 240 m. n.n.Av. of Hawaii; pop. 49G1. It is rugged and broken, with
p<viks rising 7000 ft., on one of which was a station for observing'the transit of Venus in
l^f74. The ports are Waimea and Hanaloi.

.VTREB'ATES, or Atrebat'it, a people of Belgian Gaul, whose name survives in
.\nois. In a confederation against Jidius Cajsar they furnished 15,000 troops. Thero
vrxi once a colony of them in Britain, in Berks and Wilts.

A'TREUS, in Greek legend, son of Pelops atul Hippodamia. grandson of Thyestes
and Nicippe, wiiose fortunes and misfortunes, with those of his family, were the favorite
themes of Grecian writers and artists. A. married Cleola, by whom he wa.s the father
of Pleisthenes; his next wife was Aerope, widow of his son Pleisthenes, and by her ho
had Agamemnon and Menclaus; his last wife was Pelopia, daughter of his brother
Thyestes. The main story of A. begins in blood, he and Thyestes being induced by their
mother to kill their step-brother Chrysippus, the son of Pelops and the nymph Axioche.
Aft/jr the murder, the perpetrators fled to Mycena;, where the king, Sthenelus, was their
brother-in-law. The son and successor of Sthenelus lost his life in war with the
Heracleids, and Atreus succeeded him as king of Myceua'. Calandty and crime
followed rapidly. Th3^estes seduced A.'s wife Aerope, and stole the golden fleeced ram
which was the gift of Hermes. A. expelled Thyestes, who sent A.'s own son to kdl
him, but the father slew the Sv)n Avithout n.'cognizing him. Then A. prepared a great
revenge. Professing to be reconciled to Thyestes, he invited him to jMycena), killed
Tantalus and Phistenes (the two sons of Thyestes), and served them for a banquet to their
father. In the midst of tlie meal, A. had the skeletons of the dish brought in to edify
'I'hyestes, who, struck with horror, cursed the house of A. and fled, while the sun
turned its face from the scene. The kingdom of A. was next stricken with famine,
vviiich the oracle said could be remedied only by recalling Thyestes. A. went in search
of him, and, at the court of king Thespiotus, married a third wife, Pelopia, who was the
daughter of his brother Thyesies, though A. supposed her to be the daughter of
Tiiesprotu.s. When married, Pelopia was with child by her own father, and this child
.Hlie exposed to die, but he was brought up by shepherds, and known as TEgisthus, and
when A. heard of him he brought him up as his ov.'n son. /Eschylus i^ays'that A. sent
Agame.mnon and Menelaus in search of Thyestjs, whom they brought back to MycenU);
that A. imprisiiied him and sent ^gisthus to kill him; that /Egisthus, having been
recognized by his real fatlnu-, returned with the story that he had done the deed, and
i nmediately sl(;w A., who was offering .sa(;rince on the seashore.— It is believed that tho
tomb and the treasury of Atreus in Mycen;c have been discovered by Dr. Schliemann,
lh(! .'!X[)lor(;r of the ruined city.

AT'IIOPOS, on(! of the Molrai, or Fates—she who severs the thread of man's life. Sho
is represented with a cutting instruuKait, or a pair o." scales, or a sun-dial.

ATTACHMEiVT (anf*'), in American usage apj^lied generally to a writ for taking
p^).s.>kj.Hsion of person or property. In regard to persons, A. is issued for cont(!m|)t of
court or of its proceiidings, and is in the nature of a criminal process. Concerning ])ro])-

erty, A. issues to seize eff((cls. crculits, or rights, to .secure the demands of a plaintiff.

In New England a summons has the force of A. ; but in most of the states the; writ
Is i.ssu(;d only u[)on cau-ie shown, and must, be antedated by a bond from tlu^ defendant
If) n)ak(! good any damag(;s that may couw. from tlu; act.

*

In general, remedy by A. is

allowed to a cre(iif,()r only. Crjrporatiofis and legal representatives may b(» reached by
-V. An A. <lo(;s not aff(!ct the slatiis of tin; i)roperty seized, and neither impairs nor
euhanceH the owners' rights; it is only a lien on the i)roperty, and valueless if the claim
\v utifoundcd. Usually the oMic(!r making an A. is held responsible for the things seized
until final adju(licatif)n. In some states the owner may keep poss(?ssion of the property
by giving n bond with sureties to deliver as the court may direct; in somo. the A. may bo
dlst;/>Ived on giving a bond to secun^ the plaintilf and wdiat he may recover. Judgment
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for the defcncLmt dissolves an A.; in somn states it is dissolved by the deatli of tlio

defendant, or of a corporation. Suits may be brought for malicious A., and tiie proceed-

ings will bo governed by the law applicable to malicious prosecution.

ATTAINDER {anfc) is unknown in the United Suites, the 6th section, of the 1st

article of the federal constitution declaring: "Ko bill of attainder or ex-post facto law

shall be passed,"

ATTAK'APAS, an unofficial designation for a large and fertile Bectlon in the south-

western part of Louisiana, remarkable for the production of sugar and molasses. The
ArrAXAPAS Indians were a tribe in Louisiana called by the Choctaws "Men Eaters."

The tribe became extinct many years ago.

ATTA'LA, a co. in central Mississippi, on Big Black river; 750 6q.m. ; pop. '70,

14,770—5948 colored. It produces cotton, corn, sweet i)otatocs, and some wheat. Ti>e

Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans railroad touches the w. border. Co. seat, Kosci-

usko.

AT'TALUS, uncle of Cleopatra, the wife of Phiiip of Macedon. lie v/as a general

under Philip, and had much inliuence over him. At the marriage of his niece he asked
the company to beg of the gods a legitimate heir to the throne, an insinuation against

Alexander, who was present and who resented it. In the tight whicii ensued, Philip

drew his sword again.st Alexander, who, with his motlier, soon afterwards withdrew
from the kingdom. Philip lost his life because of his partiality for A., for when A.

hu<l outraged Pausunius, a young man of nol)le family, and Pausanius had asked redrcsa

from the king witlioiit getting it, the incensed youth assassinated Philip himself. Tliere-

ufter A. played a double part with Alexander and Demosthenes, and was finally asstuain-

atcd by Alexander's orders.

AT'TALUS I., 290-197 B.C., King of Pergamus. He defeated the Gauls who had.
occupied Galatia, and was an ally of Rome in a war against Philip of Macedon.

AT'TALUS II., surnamed Piiir.ADELPirus, 200-138 n.c. ; king of Pergamus, Before
coming to the throne he gained distinction as a brave and able military Iciider, and was
on several occasions sent as ambassador to Rome. He succeeded his brother Eumenes,
159 15. c. His reign was full of wars, in whicli his fortune was generally good. He
founded Philadelphia in Lydia, and Attila in Pamphylia, and was a generous patron of
the arts.

AT'TALL^S III., called also Piiri.OMF.TOii. son of Eumenes II. and Stratonice; .suc-

ciH'ded his uncle A. Philadeiphus as king of Pergamus, lo8 u.c. He is unfavorably
known for conduct so extravagant as to seem the eifect of in.satiity, and for the murder
of friends and relatives. Being overcome with remorse, he suddenly abandoned public
business, and spent his time in gardening and in sculpture. He was sunstruck while
supervising the erection of a monument to his mother, and died of fever, lo3 B.C. Ills

will made the Roman people his heir.

AT TALUS, FLAvrus Prtscus, for one year (409-10) emperor of the west, and the first

raised to that ofiice solely through barbarian intluenee. being declared by Alaric and his

Gothic army after the second surrender of Rome, when Ilonorius was deposed. TIk;

barbarians set A. up at Ravenna, whence he sent a message to Honorius commanding
liim to leave the throne, retire to a desert island, and cut oil his feet. But Alaric soon
wearied of him. and he was deposed. After Alaric's death. A. remained with Ataulphus,
where he celebrated as a musician the n\iptials of Placidia. x\t.aulj)hus put A. forward
again as a rival emperor during the insurrection of .lovinus, but he was taken prisoner

and brought to Honorius, who inHicted on him a part of the sentence he had written for

the Roman emperor; he cut oil his thumb and forelluger, and banished him to the

island of Lipari.

AT'TAM AN, or IIetman, the title of the leading chief of tlie Cossacks of the Don.
Formerly the A. was elected by the people, the mode being for each man to throw his

fur cap at his candidate, the one having the largest heap of caps being elected. While
the ("Cossacks were under the Poles, the A. was chosen by the Polish king. Under Russia
tliey reserved their A. rights until the insurrection of Mazeppa. after which the office

was suppressed. The last elected A. was Platoff, after whom the title became hereditarj-

in the I^ussian heir-apparent.

ATTENTIOIS', the concentration of consciousness, or direction of mental energy
upon a definite object. By means of it we bring within the circle of our conscious life.

I)erceptious and ideas which could not otherwise have risen from their obscurity; or we
render clearer and more distinct those already under notice. Its mode of cperr.tiou. and
tiie elTect produced, may be compared Avith the concentration of visual activity on s.on\ii

delinite part of the field of vision, and the clearer perception of the limited portion

thereby attained. In both cases the eifect is brought about, not by any change in the

percej)tions themselves, but by isolating them and considering them to the exclusion of
all other objects. Since all consciousnCvSs involves dis(;rimination. that is, the isolation of
one object from others, it involves A., which must therefore be defineil as the necessary
condition of consciousness. As the con^'entration of con.sciousuess upon an^^oue attri-

bute of an object involves the withdrawal of consciousness from all other attributes,
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tlie TV'itlidmwal -is. etymologic-allj'" and logically, fi'ostraotion. -which is thus the negative
side of atteutiou, the two processes forming the positive aud negative poles of the same
mental act.

AT TERBOM, Petek Daniel Amadkus, 1790-1So5; a poet of Sweden. He was a
leader among tlie students in tlu- university of Upsal, who formed the association known
as the "Aurora,'' designed to release Swedish literature from slavery to French models
and taste, lie traveled in Germany and Italy, and became German tutor to prince
Oscar; he was afterwards professor at Upsal, and still later a member of the academy
Avhich he had so violently assailed, lie was the founder and editor of the Fottlail

CidciKhir, which had much intiuence on the aesthetic culture of the people. Besides
many poems, he was the author of a valuable review of Swedish literature.

ATTIC (pjertaining to Attica), characteristic of the people of Athens, or Attica; as
"A. dialect" \yhich came to be the best form of Greeli, aud that in which most of the
Jireat works of antiquity were "written. There was an old and a new A. dialect; tlie

former represented in Sophocles, Euripides, etc., and the latter m Demosthenes, and
contemporary orators. Sophocles was called " the A. bee," from the sweetness of his

compositions; the nightingale was the "A. bird," because Philomel was the daughter of
a king of Athens; Xenophon the " A. muse," for eloquence in composition; "A. salt,"

indicates pungency of wit.

AT'TICUS HERODES, Tiberius Claudius, b. about 104 a.d., a rich Athenian. To
a vast sum of m()ne3'left him by his father, he added nuich more by marriage. He was
educaterl by the best masters, devoting special attention to oratory, in which he gi'eatly

excelled. He was also a noted teacher of rhetoric, having for pupils 3larcus Aurelius
and Lucius Verus. From Aurelius he received the archonship of Athens aud the con-
sulate of Rome. His fame rests mainh'' upon immense expenditures for ])ubJic pui'poses.

In Athens lie built a race-course of Pentelic marble, and a splendid theater. In Corinth
he built a theater; in Delphi, a stadium; at Theimopyhie, hot-baths; at Canusium, in

Italy, an aqueduct. He contemplated a canal across the isthmus of Corinth, but gave
it up because Nero had tried and failed. He restored several of the partially ruined cities

of Greece, where inscriptions testified the public gratitude to him. For some reasons the

Athenians became his enemies, and he left the city for his villa near Marathon, where
he d. 180 A.D. Xothing of his writing is known to exist.

ATTLEBOROUGH, a t. in Bristol co., Mass., 81 m. s.s.e. of Boston, on the Boston
and Providence railroad; pop. of township, '80, 11,109. Its chief manufactures are

clocks, jewelry, buttons, and printed calicoes. Mill river furnishes ample water-power.

ATTOKM.EY {ante), one put in another's place to manage his affairs. An A. in fact
is one formally appointed, and any person of sufficient age and imderstanding can be
chosen. An A. at law i.s an officer of the court employed by a client to manage his cause;
his business being to carry on the formal and practical work of the suit, to 1)e true to

the court, and faithful to his client ; if called as a witness he may refuse to disclose matters
in conlidence between himself and his client. An A. may be disbarred for certain

offenses,

ATTORNEY-GENERAL {ante), in the United States, an officer of the cabinet,

charged with the conduct of the legal business of the government. There is an A. G.

,

or some officer having sinular powers and duties, in each state.

ATTORNEY, POWER OF, an instrument authorizing a person to act as the agent
or attorney of the person granting it. A general power authorizes the agent to act gen-
erally for the principal. A special powxT limits the agency to particular things." A
power of attorney may be by parole, oi- under seal. The attorney cannot execute a
.sealed instrument that will bind his principal unless his own i)()wer is given under seal.

Grants of this nature are very strictly construed. Authority giv(!n to one person can-

not be deleguled l)y him toanotluir, unless expressly set forth in the original grant. The
death of tlu^ i)rincipal at once cancels a power of attorney. All conditions in the power
must be strictly observed to render the attorney's action legal.

ATTUCKS, Ciiifipus, an Indian midatto, of Framingham, Mass., killed Mar. 5, 1770,

in the " Boston massacre." There had been several collisions between the jK-ople and
the soldiers, in one of which A. headed a party in Kingslreet, now State street. He seized

the bay(jnet of a soldier and knocked him down; a volley was tired, and A. was the hrst

to fall. There was a great funeral in Fsmeuil hall, and the incident was for some time
annually commemorated, serving well the purposes of the approaching revolution.

ATWATEK, Lyman Hotciikiss, d.d., b. Conn., 181)}; a graduate of Yale. :ind

tutor and theological student th(!re. H(; has been pastor of a C'ongregalional church in

Fair/ield, Conn., and professor of mental and moral i)hilosoi)liy. and of logic and
moral and jjolitical science in the college of New Jersey, in ]H(!!). he became editor of

the Princeton Rc'ciew. He is the author of a Manual of Logic, and a fre(pient writer for

periodicals,

ATYS, Attis, or Attes, a beautiful sheplicrd of Phrygia, son of Nana. Cybelo
loved him, and made him her priest, on condition thai lie should preserve entire

chastity; but he transgressed with the daughter of a river god, for which offense Cybcle
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made him insane, in which condition he deprived himself- of further temptation to

uiichuslity. lie was about to kill liimself when Cyhele changed him into a fir-tree,

which she made sacred to herself, and decreed that all lier priests thereafter should be
eunuchs. Like many other myths, this one is supposed to represent tlie successive
deatli and reo-eneration of nature by the changes of the seasons. In art, A. is repre-
sented as a shepherd witli crook and flute. He was worshiped with the goddess in

Cybele's temples.

AUBERT DU BAYET, Jean Baptiste Anntbal, 1759-97; a French general who
served with Rochambeau in the American i-evolution. He Avas in the French a.'^.'^emb]}'

in 1791; commanded at the siege of Metz in 1798; was minister of war in 1795, and
minister to Constantinople, where he d., in 1797.

AUBERVILLIERS, a village of France, near Paris; pop. 11,694. There was once
a picture of the Virgin in the village church which was thought to possess miraculous
j)owers, and the church was known as Notre Dame des Virtus. A fort built in 1842
stands east of A.

AUBIN, a t. 16 m. n.e. from Villefranche, department of AvejTon, France; pop. '66,

8863. It is in the midst of a coal region of great productiveness.

AUBREY, John, 1625-97; an English antiquary. He was a diligent collector of old
documents, and left some valuable works of his own. He wrote Katvral Hutovy and
Antiquities of Sussex, and Letters written by Eminent Personff of the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries, giving in the latter w^ork much biographical matter concerning
English poet.s.

AUBURN, a village and seat of justice of Androscoggin co., Me., on the Androscog-
gin and little Androscoggin rivers and the Maine Central railroad, 34 m. from Portland;
noted for cotton and shoe manufactures. Pop. '76, 6169.

AUCH'MCJTY, Robert, a lawyer of Scotch descent, b. in England, but a settler in
Massachusetts in early life. He was judge in admiralty in 1733, and in 1741 went to'

England as colonial agent, where he published a pamphlet on the importance of cape
Breton to England, with suggestions for its capture. He died in Boston, April, 1750.

AUCH'MUTY, Robert, son of Robert the lawyer, also a lawyer in Massachusetts,
and admiralty judge in 1767. He was associated witli John Ad{"ims in the defense of
capt. Preston, wlio was one of the British ofKcers in the "Boston massacre." A. was
a strong royalist, and went to England, where he d., 1788. Some of his letters to peo-
ple in England, which were sent to the colonies by Franklin, created much excite-
ment.

AUCH'MUTY, Samuel, d.d., 1722-77: son of the first Robert. He graduated at

Harvard, and took priest's orders in England. The society for the propugaiion of tlie

gospel sent him to New York as assistant minister of Trinity parish, and in" 1704 he had
charge of all the Episcopal churches in the city. When the American revolutionists
took pos.session of the city, he was forbidden to read prayers for the king, but he con-
tinued until troops invaded the church and threatened force. He locked the church and
chapels, and fled to New Jersey with the keys, ordering that no church should be opened
until the forms of prayer could be read without abridgment. A fcAv mouths later the
British took the city, and A. worked his way through the American lines, with great
difflculty, just after his church and all its records had been destroyed Ity fire. He
preached only one more sermon, in St. Paul's, was taken ill from exposure and hardship,
and died a few days later.

AUCTI MUTY, Sir Samuel, 1758-1822; son of Rev. Samuel. He was a graduate of
King's (Columbia) college, and went into the English service in 1776; was in tlie battles
of Brooklyn and White Plains, and served in three campaigns. Having risen to a cap-
taincy, he served in India from 1783 to 1796, participating in the siege ol" Seringapatam.
In Egypt, in 1800, he was Abercrombie's adjutant-general; and a "brigadier-general in
(South America, where, in Feb., 1807, he took by assault the fort and city of ^Montevi-
deo, for which parliament voted him thanks. In 1810, he commanded in the Carnatic,
and the next year reduced the Java settlements, and was again voted thanks. In 1822,
he held the chief command in Ireland.

AUDHUMBLA, in Norse mythology, the cow formed at the creation from frozen
vapors resolved into di'ops. She nourished Ymer, the huge giant made of frost and fire,

from whose body the gods made the world.

AU'DIPHONE, an instrument to assist the hearing. A thin, rectangular sheet of
substance resembling ebonite, provided with a linndle" and having the^semblance of
a ftm. AVhen used as an A., the sheet is strained into a curve by strings which lead
from the outer edge to the base of the handle. The outer edge is 'then placed against
the upper teeth, and the sound-vibrations, gathered at tlie surface of the A., are>oni-
municated to the auditory nerve through the teeth and bones of the head. The A. mav
be used with artificial teeth, if they arewell seated on the upper jaw.

AUDITOR {ante). The federal, state. And city governments elect or appoint auditors
to supervise accounts. In the United States treasury department there are six. each
having charge of a single branch of service. States"^ and cities usuallv have one or
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more. An A. may bo appointod by n court to state items and balanee.^ of accounts wliirh

are in question ; he luus Jiiithority lo hear testimony, and in some states his reports arc

final as to questions of fiu-t. 'cUiurclies, henevolcnt, and other societies, usually have

A. 'a for inspection of financial accounts.

AUDLEY, Thomas, lord Audley of Waldon. 1488-1544; an English lord chancellor.

He was chosen speaker of tlie connnons in the J^ong parliament in 1529; in 1532, he wu-s

made a kniudit and successor of tSu- Thomas More as keeper of the ^nuit seal. In 15:-^J.

Henry Vlll. made him lord cliancellor. in which capacity he presided at the trial of

More'and others. When the coutiscated church lands were parceUid out, A. got Christ

church in London with all its real estate, together with the great abbey of Walden. m
Essex, wliich he made into a residence for himself. He gave lands to t!ie support cf

what was tht-n Buckingham college. Oxford, which was incorporated after the gift under

the name of St. Mary Magdalen's college'.

AITDOUIN', Je.vn Victor, 1797-1841; an entomologist, native of Paris. AVith

Dumas and Brougniart, in 1824, be began the Annals of JS'dtural Sciencs. He was prrv-

fes.sor of entomology in the museum, and a physician, in 1826. He was the founder and

first. president of the entomological society, and in 1838 a member of the academy. He
investigated, at the request of the governiuent, the injuries done to viiu; and silk culture

bv insects, and contributed a great number of reports and pai)ers o-i his favorite subje<*t,

and, with others, wrote a work on the insects injurious to viu(;yards, etc.

AUDRAIN', a co. in n.e. Missouri, intersected by the St. Louis, Kan.sa.s City and

Northern, and a bmnch of the Chicago and Alton railroads; G75 sq.m. ; pop. '80, 19,835.

It IS a grazing and agricultural region, generally level and fertile. Beds of coal have

been found. Co. seat, Mexico.

AUDUBON, a co. in s.w. Iowa; 630 sq.m.; pop. '75, 2370. Agriculture 'is the

leading interest, Co. scat, Exira.

AUENBllUG'GEIl, or AVENBRUGGER. von Au'enbtiuo. Leopold. 1722-1809;

an Austrian physician who discovered the mode of investigating diseases of the chest and

abdomen by auscultation. He applied his ear to the chest, and noted the sounds that

followed a smart blow of his hand on the patient. His treatise on the subject attracted

little attention until it was translated and illustrated by Corvistmt, in 18(^8, when it

quickly led the way to Laennec s improvement, whereby the ear is aitled by the stetho-

scope. The great value of A.'s discoveiy has long been universaliy admitted.

AU'ERBACH, Hkinktcii (real name Stuomer), 1482-1542; a Bavarian physician

and friend of Luther. He erected a large building in Leipsic in 1530 which is still

known as the Auerhachsliof, in which is a cellar w ere the great reformer drank, and

out of which, as tiie people believed, Faust, the magician, rode upon a barrel, au event

kept in memory by a painting on the wall of the cellar.

AU'ERSPERG, Ai)oi,imi Wilfielm Daniki., Prince, b. 1831; son of prince AV^^l^^'^'^

Auersperg; ^x^rved as a, major of dragoons; in 1867, a member of the Bohemian diet, and

president\if the a9.seml)ly ;"in 1869, member of the upper chamber of the Austrian Reichs-

tag; in 1871, succeeded lienet as the head of the Austrian mini.stry. He was in the

same oflice in 1879.

AU'ERSPERG. Anton Alexander. Count von, 1806-76; an Austrian statesman

and poet, more widely known by the noin. de pUirac " Anastasius Grnn." He belonge<l

to an old Snahian family which obtained large estates in Carniola. AfK^- studying law

and philosophy in Vienna and Gralz he traveled over P^uroiK? and Er.g'and, and in 1839

married the c!ounfes.s Maria von Altems. He was offered oflicial position but refused,

as he was a prominf-nt liberal and a strong opponent of Metternich and his jiolicy. He
vv^rote verses while a student, and in 18:*'.) published a small vohunc, and also a setrii-

political romance. The next year his political reviews appeared and made a great

Hensation, exciting the government to detcH-t the writ(!r, who was lined 50 ducats. In

1835. he issued anotiier collection of ]Vitrioti(; verses, and in 1837 coll'.^cted his earlier

•writings irUo one volume, of which nearly 20 editions have Ixum i)ul)lished. In 1848. ho

was cRosen to the German " Vorparliament." and soon afterwards to the Frankfort

national asscMuhly, wliercj he was on tlu^ "left center." He left in disgust before the

y(!ar ended, in (ronseqiKuiee of the munhn's of Auerswald and Lyehnow.ski. In 1859. he

n-turned to i)uhlK; life, but in 18i)l was made a lifememberof llie Austrian HevrenhauH.

where he was the author of addr(^s-;<'s to tlic throne. In the diet of ('arrdola and Styria

Jk; was a lib<.'ral and the Hupf)ort(M* of G(rrman ideas. In 18G8. he was elected president

(/.the delegates of I h(-' Austrian crown lands, but. exce[)t the scat in the Ib^vreidiaus.

Ije resigned all oflicial positions. Sonu; of his spee(thes, especially those in the confe.**

Kionai 'debatcH of 1868 and 1874. have; attained gniat popularity. Robin Jlood (in

German) was his last poetical work of consequence.

AU ERSPICKG, Cauloh, Prince, b. 1814; an Austrian state.^man. member of one f)f

the oldfst families of the empire. On the re establishment of consiitnt'onal government,

in 1861. h(! was made president of the upper chamber of the Reiclisralh; and as repre-

Hcntative of the Bohemian landed nobility in the diet of Prague. \iv. has taken a conspieu

ou.s part Ui the defense of the wjnstitutional .'•ystem against clerical and feudal reaction,



and in establishing the iinil}' of ths cmpirn a,2:ainst federation. He wns a zealous

supporter of the hberal cabinet, ut the Iiead of which was his brother Adolph.

AU'ERSTADT, a village in Saxony, 10 m. w. of ITMiimbura:, where Davoust won
a preat victory over tlie Prussians under tlie duke of Brunswick on tlie day (Oct. 14,

1606) that Napoleon defeated their main army al Jena. Napoleon made Davoust duke
of A.

AUGER, FLEXIBLE, an invention which permits great freedom in tiie direction of

a boring tool. Its shaft is a closely coiled, tlcxibk;, steel spiral, fitted at one end with a
Bheave or pulley, and at the other witli a suitable jaw for holding a bit. This shaft

turns within a lle.xible tube, lined with spind wire. Motion is communicated to th<}

pulley by a cord, or belt, from some fixed machinery, and the belt is kept strained by a

counter-rope which is tied to some tirm supjwrt. Augers are used \'aryiiig from three

eighths of an inch to an inch in diameter. The larger requires an inch driving cord.

AU'GLAIZE, a co. in w. Ohio, intersected by the Dayton and Michigan and the

Lake Erie and Louis\ille railroads; o89 sq.m.; pop. '80. 25,465. The Miami canal

ptisses through, and it is drained by A. river. Surface level, well wooded, and soil fer-

tile, Co. seat, ^V'apakoneta.

AUGUR, CiiKiB'ropiiEii C.,b. 1821; a graduate of West Point and brigadier-general

in the U. S. army; served in tlic war with Mexico, and in various Indian skinnishes.

In the civil war he was major-general of volunteers, and was wounded at Cedar moun-
tain. At the close of the war he was brevetted major-general of the regular army.

AUGUR, IlFZEKrAii, 1791-1858; an American artist. His best work is the statue

of "Jephtha and his Dauglitcr" in the Trumbull gallery of Yale college; but what
gave him greater fame was the invention of a machine for carving, which is now in

general use.

AUGUSTA, a co. of Virdnia, in the vallov of the Shenandoah; 900 sq.m.
; pop. '70,

28,763—6787 colored; in 'SO.^'MS,500—7000 coloicd. It is watered by the branches of the

Shenandoah and their tributaries, and by several small streams flowing into the James
river. The elev.-ition is considerable, including as it does the ridge dividing the watei-s

of the Shenandoah from those of the James. The poimlntion is largely of Scotch-Irisli

descent, with an intern^.ixture of the German ek-ment from Pennsylvania. The chief

productions are b(!ef, pork, mutton, wool, wheat, corn, rye. oats, barley, hay, and
tobac^co. The streams furnish an abundance of water power. Deposits of iron and
magnesia are f()und in some places. Near Craigsville is an inexhau.stiblc deposit of

coral marble of fine (quality, and in the eastern section anthracite coal is abundant.
Mineral springs abound. The educational advantages of the county are of a superior

kind.

AUGUSTA. John, 1500-75; a German theologian. He studied at Wurtemberp under
Luther and Mehmehthon. though he did not adopt all of the former's views. He w«s a

minister among the Bohemian hrethren, and subse(iuent!y the bi.shop of the sect. AfUr
tlie Schmalkalden war. all the sect were banished, andA. and other leadens arrested-

He was offered freedom if he woukl make public recantation, but this he declined to do.

In 1564 he was liberated, pledging himself not to tea( h or i)reach. He wrote an

Outline of the JJuc(rui€t< of the Bohemian Brethren, and two ether religious works.

AUGUST .\. Maria Louisa Catherine, b. Sept. 80. 1811; queen of Prussia and
empress of Germany, daughter of Charles Frederick, the grand duke of Saxe "VVein.ar.

by a daughter of Paul I. of Russia. She was brought up at the court of her grand fat l>er,

Charles Augustus, where she was intimate with Goethe. Her oldest sister married

Charles, prince of Prussia, and .she married his brother William, June 11, 1820. Her
only children are the crown ]irince and the princess Loui.sa, whoso education she heiYelf

personally superintendeil. The empress is a lover and patron of arts and lettei-s. and ip

greatly beloved for benevolence, and for personal exertion for the relief of woun(k<l
soldiers in 1870-71, which work she suppleiuented in 1872 by founding a seminary for

the education of tlie (laughters of ofilcei's who fell in the war.

,
AUGUSTA IHSTORIA. or Augustan Histoky. the title of a collection of biog-

raphies of Roman emperors from Adrian to Carinuc. The memoirs are important Ur
matters of fact, but the literary character is poor. The first edition was printed as c arly

41avS 75, at Milan. There is no English translation.

AUGUSTAN AGE, the literary period of Rome which was at its heiLdit in the reign

of Augustus, during which such writers as Ovid, Horace, Cicero. Virgil, and CMtuliu«

flourished, with patrons of literature like i\Ieea>nas. At that age the language was in it>^

perfection, and men of letters were held m high honor. The English A. A. was the

period of Addison, Swift, Steele, and their compeers. In France such a period is

Oi^signed to the latter part of the reign of Louis XIV.
AUGUSTUS FREDEHICK. 1773-1843. Prince of Great Britain and Ireland, riukc

of Sussex, sixth son of George IIL At Rome he married Lady Augusta Murray.
daught<'r of the earl of Duninore, a Roman Catholic; but the marriage was annuiUsl

because he had acted without the consent of the crown. She separated from liini a;

once, amd their chiUlivn, a sou and a daughter, took the name of D'Este. la 1801, A.
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w:i> made a peer, with n f^rant of £12,000 a year, to \vln(h €0000 was subsequently
added, lie was a liberal on most cnioslions, and favored the abolition of the slave-trade,

Koniuu Catholic and Jewish emancipation, free tiade, and the reform bill. In 1810, he
was grand master of freemasons; in 1816, president of the society for the encouragement
of useful arts; and m 18o0. president of the roy^l society. The prince was a liberal patron
of literature and the arts, and possessed an unusually line library.

AULAF. or Ant.af. d. 980; a pagan king of Northumberland. Athelstan expelled
him from Xoithumbria, whence he fled to Ireland. In 9b7 he tried to recover his

kingdom, but was driven out and went back to Ireland to ravage that country. After
Athelstan's death, A. recovered Northumbria by defeating Edmund at Tamworth.
Edred, Edmund's successor, compelled A. to embrace the Christian religion; but the
Christians themselves drove him out, and he once more went to Ireland, where he
defeated and put to death Murdock, king of Leinster, in 9o7. Other princes fell before
him, and he called himself king of Ireland. In 980 he lost his son and heir, and went
on a pilgrimage to lona, where he died.

AULIS, a t. in Boeotia, on the Euripus strait, where the Greek fleet assembled before
sailing for Troy. Its temple of Artemis was standing in the time of Pausanias, but the
t. contained only a few workers in pottery.

AULNAY DE CHARNISE, Charles de Menou, a. French land-owner, conspicu-
ous in the history of Acadie, or ISfova Scotia. He was agent flrst for Isaac de l^adzilly,

])roprietor of Acadie, and afterwards for Charles, the brother of Isaac, whose rights he
purchased. There was a long contest between A. and La Tour, a rival proprietor, in

which both sought aid from New England. A. triumphed, capturing Mme. La Tour,
in 1645, after which he was appointed governor. His widow married his rival, LaTour.

AULUS GELLIL'S, a Latin author in the time of the Antonines, of whom little is

known beyond his Nodes Atdcw, a mass of ill-digested but valuable information con-
cerning the men and manners of the age.

AUMALE, a t. in France, 40 ra. n.e. of Rouen; pop. '66, 2929. Here, in 1592, in a
battle between the Spaniards and French, Henry of Navarre was wounded. A. was a
county in the early part of the lotlic, and belonged to Claude Lorraine, son of Rene II.

Claude was created duke of Guise, and became the head of that famous house.

AURELLE, or D'AURELLE, De Faladines, b.l803; a French soldier, distinguished
in the Crimean war. In the German war he was the commander of the flfth French
division at Metz. After Napoleon's fall he organized the- army of the Loire, drove Von
der Tann from Orleans, and won the first victory for France, for which he received the

chief command of the army of the Loire. He was repulsed in an attack upon the army
of prince Frederick Charics. and beaten by the grand duke of Mechlenberg at Arte-
nja}''; the next day prince Frederick drove him back to the forest of Orleans and took
possession of the town. A. was soon afterwards removed from his command, and
«)ffered that of the camp at Cherbourg, which he refused, and he also refused to succeed
inen. Chanzy. In the national assembly he was opposed to continuing the war. At a later

j)eriod he was commander of the national guards in the department of the Seine, and a
member of the Bazauie court-martial.

AUREOLA, or Au'reole. the halo, or "glory," with which old painters encircled
the heads and sometimes the entire persons of angels, saints, and martyrs. The circle

Willi a cross was given to the Saviour only; without the cross,- to canonize saints. Though
supposed to be a Christian invention, it appears that it was used long before Christ iu

pictures of Hindoo deities.

AUREUS, or Dkna'rtuh Aureus, the oldest standard gold coin of Rome, coined 207
«.(". ; average weight, 121 grains.

AURIFABER (Lat. for GoLDScirMiDT). Joankes, 1519-79, a Lutheran divine, friend
and companion of the reformer. He was educated at Wittenberg, became tutor to

cotint Miinsffjldt. and in the war of 1544 was with the army as chaplain. Afterwards
he livf'(l with Luther as his secretary, and was present at his death. Half of the next
vear h(* was in })rison witli the elector of Saxony, who had been captured l)y Charics V.
lie was for some years court pr(;acl)er at Weimar, and in 1566 was ai">])ointed minister
of the Lutheran (diurch at Erfurt, holding the place until his death. He collected many
of Luther's maruis(nipts and letters, and assisted in editing them. He also published
7//////y;;-'« 7'fMe Talk, in Uym.

AURIGA, or TiiK VVacjoxkr: a northern con.stcllation in which is Capella, a very
brilliant star ot the first magnitud(;.

AURIOL. a t. in France, in the dep. of Bouches-du Rhone, 16 m. n.e. of Mar
scilies: pop. '60. 5182 The manufacture of flags is a prominent business, and thc^re

are coalmines near the town.

A17ROCHS, the Fjuropean bison; a wild animal of tlio hos family, onrc plrntihil over
nortlu'rn Europe, but now scarce and probably to be found only in "the royal Lithuania/i
forests, where it is protected. The A was prol);d)ly contcmi)orary with the mammoth,
and it is thought to be the anitnal described in Cu'sar's works as abundant in the forests

of (Jaul. There were two spe(;ies lioH'urcan and box lynmlrjriiiuH; and of both fossil re-
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nijiins arc found in post-tertiary deposits in Europe and America. It has been sugj^osted

that the animal furnished food for prehistoric mankind.

AURORA, a city in Kane co., 111., on Fox river, and the Chicago and Iowa, and

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroads, 38 m. s.w. of Chicago; pop. '80, 12,059.

The river furnishes abundant water-power for manufacturing purposes. There are rail-

way repair shops here, which employ about 1000 men.

AURORA, a city in Dearborn co., Ind., on the Ohio river, and the Louisville branch

of the Ohio and Mississippi railroad; 25 m. below Cincinnati. It has a number of

manufactories, but the river trade is the most important business. Pop. '70, 3304.

AU SA'BLE, a t. and village in Clinton co., N. Y., on the A. S. river, 7 m. from lake

Champlain
;
pop. of township, '70, 2863. In the vicinity of the village is a great chasm

or gorge, much visited by tourists.

AU'SONES, a tribe of unknown origin in ancient Italy, said in tradition to be

descended from Auson, a son of Ulysses and Calypso. They gave the name xVusonia to

southern Italy, afterwards called Magna Gra^cia. Niebuhr supposes they were of the

Oscan nation.

AUS'SIG, AussTENAD, or Labem, a t. of Bohemia, at the junction of the Elbe and

the Bela, 44 m. n.n.w. of Prague; pop. '69, 10,933. In 1426, A. was destroyed by the

Hussites, and in 1639 was seized by Sweden. There is a church here which, it is claimed,

was begun in 826, containing a " Madonna" by Carlo Dolce. The trade of A. is in conl,

fruits, mineral waters, and timber.

AUSTIN, a CO. in s.e. Texas, on both sides of the Brazos; traversed by the Houston
and Texas Central railroad; 1024 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 15,087—6574 colored. Timber and

stock-raising are the chief resources. Co. seat, Bellville.

AUSTIN, Jonathan Loring, 1748-1826. He was b. in Boston, a graduate of

Harvard, joined in the revolution, and was secretary of the Massachusetts board of war.

In 1777, he was one of the commissioners sent to Paris to announce the capture of Bur
goyne. Franklin employed him as an agent in England, and on his return in 1779, he

was rewarded by congress. The next year he sailed for Spam as agent of the colonies,

but was captured and taken to England, though soon afterwards liberated. He was sec-

retary and treasurer of the new state of Massachusetts.

AUSTIN, Moses, d. 1821 ; a Connecticut pioneer in Texas. He took his family to the

west in 1798, and from 1800 to 1820 was engaged chiefly in lead-mining. AVhile at Bexar.

Texas, he got permission from the Mexican commandant to colonize 300 families, and
soon began the work, which was more fully carried out by his son.

AUSTIN, Samuel, d.d., 1760-1830; b. Conn.; a Congregational clergyman. avIio

graduated at Yale; studied theology, and was ordained in 1780 as pastor of a church at

Fairhaven. In 1790, he took charge of the First church in AVorce-ster. Mass., and in 1815

was chosen president of the university of Vermont, where he remained six years He
returned to Worcester m 1825. In the closing years of his life he was slightly deranged.

He published several religious works.

AUSTIN, Stephen F., d. Dec, 1836; son of Moses, and head of the Texan colony

founded by his father. The colony occupied the site of the present city of Austin.

Though much annoyed by Indinns,*hc made it successful, and it received many acces-

sions until the Americans became so numerous that they held a convention in Mar.,

1833, to form a government for themselves. Without heeding the Spanish population,

they agreed upon a plan, and A. took it to Mexico to receive its ratitication, but there

were so many revolutions on foot that he did not get a hearing. Then he sent a letter to

Texas, recommending the Americans to unite all the settlements and municipalities and
organize a state. This cost him three months' imprisonment, and longer surveillance,

but in 1835 he returned to Texas and took command of the small revolutionary army
He induced Sam Houston to take the chief command, while A. went as commissioner to

the United States, and prepared the popular mind to rc>teive the new republic of the lone

star. Before his mission was successful he returned to Texas, where lie died.

AUSTIN, William (or Billy); the half witted boy of Dcptford who was reputed to

be the son of queen Caroline; though she was legally acquitted of the charge, she kept

liim near her. In 1830, he was sent to a lunatic asylum in Milan, and came back to Eng
land in 1845. After a medical examination, at the request of his guardian, he was
ordered to a private asylum in London.

AUSTRIAN LIP, the thick lip so characteristic of the Hapsburgs. derived from Cym-
barga. a niece of a king of Poland, who was noted for beauty and unusual strength.

AUTAU GA. a co. in central Alabama, on the A. river; 650 sq.m : pop. '70. 11.623—
7292 colored. The soil is fertile ; the surface uneven. There are several cotton and other

factories. The Selma, Rome, and Dalton railroad touches the w. part of the county.

Co. seat. Pratt villc.

ACTHENTICS, the Latin translation of Justinian s NovclUv and a literal conveyance
of the original The term was applied to extracts from the decisions of the "Novella*"

by which previous decisions were set aside or moditied Two Geiman emperors. Fi-ed-
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erick I. and II., put forth A. in their own names, and ordered them to be inserted in th«

Justinian code.

AUTOCH TIIOXES, according to Greek mythology, the first human pair >vho
appeared in the world, and wiio, as the name imi)lies, were believed to have sprung from
the earth itself. Instead of only one pair lor all lands, each district of Greece had its

own A., who were supposed to have sprung from rocks, trees, or marshy places; the

most peculiar and wide-spread belief being tliat which traced the origin of mankind to

the otUervvise unproductive rocks. Was there a shadow of Darwinism in the legend

that the A. of Athens, Erysichthon, had legs like a serpent; or did it merely indicate that

they were supposed to have come from a bog? The earth-born giants who made war
upon the gods al^o had serpent legs. In Thebes the race of the Sparti were said to haw,
sprung from a field sown with dragon's teeth, and the Phrygian Corybantes to have been
forced out of hill-sides, like trees, by Rhea, the great mother. These originals of men in

various countries were supposed to have lived like animals, in caves and woods, till by the

help of gods and heroes they reached a stage of civilization. A. is applied in a general

way to indicate the original inhabitants of a country.

AU'TOPLASTY, in surgery, the operation of renewing a portion of the body tliat

has been torn away, by reinforcement from other parts; thus, a nose may be built up by
strips cut from the arm or elsewhere. The art appears to be very old, and was practiced

in India ages ago. Probably it arose from the desire to conceal the fact of infamous
punishment which very often consisted in cutting oif the nose or ears. If immediately
rejoined the parts would grow together, and to prevent this the portions cut off were
destroyed. But it was reasoned that if the parts cut off would grow together, any YiVe

flesh would do so. It was possible, therefore, to recruit a nose by a strip from the fore-

head or elsewhere. Celsus speaks of A. with reference to the nose and lips, and in the

15th c. it was practiced by Calabrian surgeons. In our days various improvements have
been made, and now almost any injured part of the body's surface maybe restored, often

almost perfectly, by this art. There are several methods: one is to loosen the skin near

the injured part and turn it down over the wound; another is to take the skin from the

fleshy part of the limbs; and a third is to detach the skin for some distance on all sides

and gently draw it over the place to be mended. The last method is considered much
the best.

AUTUMN, astronomically, the third season of the year; in the northern hemisphere
covering the period from the sun's crossing the equinoctial, at the autumnal equino.v,

Sept. 22, till it is on the tropic of Ccxpricorn, at the winter solstice, Dec. 22. Popularly,

the A. in America is the three months of Sept., Q-^t., and Nov.; and in England Auc^.

,

Sept., and October. The American autumn is often considered the most delightful

part of the year. 8. of the equator the A. extends from the vernal equinox, Mar. 20,

to the summer solstice, June 20.

AUXONNE. a t. in France on the Saone, 17 m. s.e. of Dijon; pop. 5911. It is forti-

fied, and has an arsenal and barracks, and manufactories of woolen and nails.

AUZOUT, Adrten, d. Rome, about 1693; a French astronomer. He and Picard
applied the mural quadrant to the telescope, and A. made and applied a movable wire

micrometer, by means of which lie measured the daily variations in the moon's diam-
eter, which Kepler had explained. A. was also an optician and a manufacturer of

t^.'lescopes. He was one of the original members of the academy of science, founded in

1600.

AUZOUX, TiFEODORE Louis, b. France, 1797; an anatomist and physician. He was
known as the inventor of the method of making permanent models of anatomical prep-

arations in papier nuichie, the special advantages of which ere: lightness and strength

of material; enlargement of minute parts; colors after nature; and the ease with
which models may be dissected and put together in the smallest particulars. In 1825,

he completed his invention and established a manufactory at St. Aubin. He has
received many prizes up to the cross of tl.e legion of honor. Some y(!ars ago he lee-

fured, using his own models in illustration. He is the author of several works on surgi-

cal and metlical themes.

AVADIJ'TAS, a sect of self-torturing fanatics among the Hindus, who put tlieir

])odies to Kuch extremes of pain as to produce deformity. Begging is their means of

subsist<mce.

AVATiOS, Ferdinando Franokrco d', 1490-1529; Marquis of Lescara, and one ot

Charles V.'s Italian officers. When a mere boy he married Vittoria Colonna, to whom
he was afHanced when she was but four years old. At the battle of Ravenna he was
wound(;d and made prisoner, but was soon ransomed, and gaincul distinction at the

fight at V'icenza, 1513; at Milan, which he took from France in 1021; at Como; and in

several other engagements, including the plundering of Genoa. He won the highest

distinction in the great victory for Francis I. at Pavia, 1525, and was made generalis-

simo. But he ruined Ids fame by joining the conspiracy to drive the Germans and
Spaniards from Italy, and then betraying the nlot to the emperor. His reward was t^

Jmve been the crowii of Naples, but his wife induced him to aecline it.
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AVELLANE'DxV, Gertrtjdis Gomez, de, 1816-64; poet and novelist; the daughter
of a Spanish nuvul ofiicer. In 1840, she produced, in Madrid, a successful drama,
Leonicia, and in 1845 was awarded a laurel crown for a poem praising the queen's

clemency. Two vols, of lyrics, 8 vols, of prose, and 16 dramas are of her production.

AVELLI'NO, a province in s. Italy, 1409 sq.m.
;
pop. 71, 875,691. It is a moun-

tainous region, hut with fertile soil, yielding good harvests. It is watered by the Calorg

and Ofanto rivers. Chief t., Avellino.

AYEMPACE (Abu Bekk Mohammed ibn Jahya), prolmbly b. in Saragossa near the

close of the 11th c, d. at Fez, 1188; tlie earliest and one of the most distinguished Arab
])hilosophers in Spain. He was a physician, mathematician, astronomer, and poet,

though now known only from his metaphysical speculations. The most important cf

his works, and one noticed by Averrhoes, is Regime, or Conduct of the Solitary, which
the author set forth as a system of rules by which man may rise from the life of the

senses to the perception of pure intellectual principles, and may participate in the divine

thought which sustains the world.

AVENBRUG'GER. See Auenbrug'ger.

AYEN'TURINE, the name of certain specimens of feldspar and quartz having the

property of reflecting or refracting light in various colors from points inside the stone.

In some cases the effect is produced b}-- the presence of mica in small scales. A. is

i'jiitated by the Venetian glass makers, who outdo the original in beautiful effects. The
name signifies "accident," and the discovery is said to have come from the dropping cf

brass filings into melted glass.

AVE'JS[ZO'Ari(ABuMERWAN Abdalmalec ibnZoiik), 1072-1162; a Spanish Arabian
physician, pupil of his father. He made earnest efforts to reduce medicine to the plane
of experimental science. Some of his works have been published, and one is spoken of

by Averrhoes.

AVERELL, William W., b. N. Y., 1830; a graduate of West Point; served on
the frontier and in the war against the rebellion, rising from lieut. of mounted riflemen

to maj. gen. He resigned in 1805, and in the next year was appointed consul-general

to the dominion of Canada.

AVERY, Waitstill, 1730-1821 ; b. Conn. ; a patriot of the American revolution.

He was one of the signers of the Mecklenburg declaration, a member of the Hills-

borough congress, of the North Carolina congress, and first attorney-general of the state.

During the war he was in active service as col. of militia.

AVEZAC, AuGUSTE Genevieve Valentin d', 1777-1851. He was a native of
Ilayti, a lawyer, and practiced with success in New Orleans. He had also practiced
medicine. After service in the war of 1812 he settled in New York. President Jackson
made him minister at the Hague in 1831, and he again filled the office in 1845-49.

AVEZZA'NA, Joseph, b. Italy, 1797, d. 1879. He fought under Napoleon, 1818-14;
served in the Sardinian army in 1821, in which year he was sentenced to death and
hanged in effigy for taking part in a students' insurrection in Turin. He fled to Spain,
took part in a revolution, was captured, and escaped being shot only by the intervention
of an English consul. Next he appeared in Mexico, where he fought the Spaniards and
won tluB rank of gen,, and was for a time commander-in-chief of the troops of the
republic. In 1834, he came to New York, married an Irish lad}', and engaged in mer-
cantile business. On the outbreak of the revolution of 1848, he returned to Italy, and
tvas in command of the national guards of Genoa. After an unsuccessful struggle he
went to Rome, then under republican government, and was made minister of war and
commander-in-chief of the army. Being unsuccessful, he fled in disguise with Garibaldi
to New^ York. In 1860, he went back and joined his old chief in the campaigns which
resulted in freeing Italy from her petty tyrants. He was elected many times to the

Italian parliament, and, w^hen he died, was chief of the "Italia Irredenta" society. He
was at one time U. S. consul at Genoa.

AVICEBRON', or Salomon ben Gabtrol, about 1045-70; a Jewish writer on
philosophy and metaphysics, of Saragossa, Spain. Jews knew him only from his poems,
l)ut Christian schoolmen of the century following his time were much influenced by
his works, in a Latin translation called Fon>^ Vita?, or Snpientifv, wherein A. sets forth his

idea of the objects of metaphysics.

AVILA, a province in Spain; 2569 sq.m.; pop. '70, 175,219. It is bounded n. by
Valladolid, e. by Segovia, s. by Toledo, and w\ by Salnmanca. The n. part is level,

with marl soil not especially productive, and has a climate ranging from extreme heat
to extreme cold; agriculture is the chief occupation. The s. part is a mass of rugged
ridges, with a few well-watered and fertile valleys; the winter is long and severe, but
the climate is healthful; cattle-raising is the main business. Five small rivers intersect

the province. There are minerals in the mountains, but no mines are worked. Quarries
of marble and jasper yield some profit. Merino wool has been the principal product

:

but all industries are repressed by feudal rights and laws of entail and mortmain. Game
is plentiful, and l}^h are abundant. Silk worms are cultivated; oil, olives, chestnuts,

and grapes grow naturally. There is very little trade or manufacturing industry.



AVITUS, Alcimus Ecdictus, d. 525; a poet aiul bishop of Yionna, wlio was canon-
ized as a saint because of his opposition to Arianisni. He left a poem on the creation

and original sin, which has been thought to have some resemblance to Milton's Para-
dv<e Lost.

AVLO'NA, or Valona; a seaport in Albania, the ancient Audon, in the pachalik of

Janina. on the gulf of A.
;
pop. 6000. Trade is in the hands of the Christian portion of

the people. The Turks manufacture arms and woolen goods.

AVO'LA, a t. in Sicily, 13 m. s.w. of Syracuse; pop. 11,912. A. was ruined by an
earthquake in 1693, but was soon rebuilt. It has a fishery and a sugar refinery; and
the neighborhood is still famous for honey, the "honey of Hybla" so much praised by
ancient writers.

A VON SPRINGS, a resort for invalids, its mineral waters being valuable in cuta-

neous diseases and rheumatism. Avon is a village in New York, 19 m. s.s.w, of

Rochester, beautifully situated on a small plateau near the Genesee river.

AVOYELLES, a parish in Louisiana, on the Red river; 800sq.m.
;
pop. 70, 12,926—

6175 colored. It is chiefly level and low, and subject to overflows from the river.

Corn, rice, cotton, and sugar are the leading products. Chief town, Marksville.

AWAJI, an island in the inland sea of Japan, between Shikoku and the mainland,
celebrated for its crackle and yellow glazed pottery. In Japanese mythology, it was the

tirst created of all the islands.

AWARD, the decision of arbitrators or referees, or the document containing their

judgment. An A. must be consonant with and follow the submission, and affec only
the parties; it must be final, certain, specific, without palpable or apparent mistake, and
must be possible to be performed. The effect of an A. is a final judgment between the

parties m all matters submitted. It transfers property as much as does the verdict of a
iur}^ and will estop the statute of limitations. An A. may be enforced hy an action at

law or under a rule of court. Courts have no power to alter or amend an A., but may
recommit to the referee in cases of uncertaint}^ mistake, etc.

AWATA, a village in the suburbs of Kioto, Japan, famous for its yellow faience.

A. potter}' was invented in the 17th c, is decorated, and by the Japanese is called

'I'amago Yaki (egg-ware). It is largely exported to the United States.

AWYAW, Aga-ojo, or Oyo, a city in central Africa, the capital of Yoruba; est, pop.

70.000.

AX, or Dax (anc. AqucB Augustm), a noted watering place in France, at the foot of the

Pyrenees, 2000 ft. above the sea, on the Odour river, 32 m. by rail n.e. of Bayonne. It

is a village of about 2000 inhabitants. There are more than 50 springs varying in tem-
perature from 100' to 200'. One of the springs is famous for curing leprosy.

AXAYCA'TL. Emperor of Mexico, the father of the second INIontezuma. About
1467 he led his Aztecs to the conquest of Tehuantepec, and afterwards defeated a
Hibellion that threatened his capital, the city of Mexico. He died suddenly, about 1477.

Half a century later the soldiers of Cortes occupied A.'s palace, and discovered an
immense treasure of gold and silver in ore and bars, with jewels, and many curious
articles of manufacture.

AXE, one of the olde.st tools used by man ; formed in the early ages of stone, Ibronze,

copper, and iron. At present an A. is mainly of wrought iron, with a cutting edge of
fine steel. The butt or main part, is made of good rolled iron, cut into suitable lengths,

hollowed at the middle so that when the ends are brought together the hollow will

form the eye for the handle. Between the ends is v/elded in a cutting ])iece of steel,

projecting an inch or more beyond th(j iron, and thinned down nearly to an edge.

Having been properly tempered and ground, and fitted with a wooden helve, the axe is

ready for use. Forms and weiglits vary according to the use to which the tool is to be
put. For very hard timber the cutting edge is narrow, and the whole instrument heavy;
for carpenter work on soft timber, the edge is of 8 to 12 in., as in the broad-axe. Com-
mon forest axes weigh from 3 to 7 lbs. Besides these forms, there are the adze, a tool

used for chipping, or rough jilaninij by carpenters, and the pickaxe (which is not an
axe in any setjse) for digging in hard ground. Americnn axes have a high r(!putation in

Europe, and have to .some extent supplanted the Englisli article in the markets of that

country.

AXIM', a t. on the Guinea coast, Africa, 73 m. w. of Cape Coast Castle. In 1642, it

was taken from the Portuguese by the Dut(;h, who, in 1872, ceded it with the whole of
their possessions in Guin(!a to the English.

AX'INITE, a mineral containing oxide of iron, lime, alumina, and silica, occurring
in flat, sharp crystals, edged like an axe.

AXLE, the bar of metal or wood, connecting the wheels and sui)i)orting the body of
•A. wheeled vehicle. In railway carriag(;s the A. is fast(;ned to and revolves with the
wheels.

AYACU'CHO, a department of s, Peru, on the e. side of the Amies, 24,313 sq.m.;
[)op. 147,909. It has a rough surface and variable climate; little is done iu mining; cat-
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tie and honey-raising and agriculture are the principal employments. The battle of
Dec. 9, 1824, fought in this department, secured the independence of the Spanish South
American colonics. The Spaniards, in largely superior force under Laserna, were effec-

tively beaten and their leader captured by the colonists under gen. Sucre, the result being
the capitulation of the Spaniards in Peru and the surrender of all their posts.

AYLMER, a village in Ottawa co., province of Quebec, Canada, on lake DeschSne.s,
at the foot of steam navigation for the upper Ottawa. Pop. about 1700.

AYLMER, a lake about 50 by 30 m., in British America, 80 m, n. of Great Slave
lake.

AYLMER, or ELMER, John, 1521-94; an English theologian, a gi-aduate of Oxford
and tutor to lady Jane Grey. Mary's accession compelled him to abandon the country,
and he went to Switzerland, where he wrote a reply to John Knox's argument against
female sovereigns, in which A. highly flattered Elizabeth. He returned after E.'s

accession, and was made archdeacon of Lincoln, and one of the synod that settled the
doctrines and discipline of the church. As bishop of London, 1576, he went so far in

retaliating for Roman Catholic intolerance as to be rebuked b}^ the privy council.

AYMARAS, the name of an aboriginal people of South America, now chiefly in
Bolivia, numbering about 200,000. They claim a very ancient origin from a people wiio
came from the north and made the head of their government on the sacred island in

lake Titicaca, and they also claim that they furnished the Quichian or Inca people with
their religious ceremonies and knowledge of arts. It appears that the A. tilled tlie

earth, built large and even splendid edifices, were familiar with painting and sculp-

ture, and probably knew something of astronom}'. They venerated the dead, putting
t'.iem in a sitting position in large stone tombs that would hold a dozen, ranged so as to

face each other, their feet meeting in the center of a circle. Some tombs were of brick

;

some of several stories with a body in each story; and nil had openings facing the east,

as the A. were sun worshipers. The present sun they called the fifth of a series, all of
which had risen from the sacred lake. The Peruvian Incas gradually subdued the A.
and took possession of their country. The existing A. are Roman Catholics. They are

of ordinary Indian complexion, but of intelligent though melancholy expression. Agri-
culture is their chief reliance.

AYRES, RoMEYN B., b. N. Y., 1825; a graduate of "West Point; served in the Mexi-
can and civil wars; for good conduct in the Richmond campaign made brevet maj.
gen. of the U. S. army and of volunteers.

AYSCUE, Sir Geoiige, 1616-76; an English naval commander. He was knighted
by Cliarlcs I., and in the civil war took the side of the parliament, commanding in the
waters around Ireland, In 1651, he reduced Barbadoes and Virginia to subjection, and
the next year assisted Blake in the struggle with De Ruytcr and Van Tromp. Four
years later he had command of a squadron in the "four days" battle, in which the
Jioyal Frince, his flag ship, stranded and was surrendered to the Dutch, who kept
him a prisoner for many years,

AZAD'IRINE, a bitter extract sometimes used in place of quinine. It is got from
the bark of an East Indian tree known in America as the "Pride of China."

AZAIS; PiEiiRE Hyacinthe, 1766-1845; a French author and philosopher. He
was a teacher in the college at Tarbes, but not liking the duties he became secretary to

the bishop of Oleron; he soon gave up the place, and supported himself by playing the

organ in a church. When the revolution of 1792 broke out. A. was one of its warmest
advocates, but the horrors perpetrated made him a vehement opponent, and a pamphlet
severely condenuiing the movement made immediate flight necessary. He returned to

Paris in 1806, and in 1809 i)ublished his Bes Compemmtions dans k'n DestineiH Htimainc.<<,

an optimist's view that good and evil are about fairly balanced, and that it is the duly
of good citizens to submit to a fixed government. The idea naturally pleased Napoleon,
wdio made A. professor at St. Cyr, At a later period he was in the public libraries at

Avignon and Nancy, His Bonapartism kept him out of place for some years after the

restoration, but he finally got a pension which placed him beyond the reach of want.
According to A., all existence, wliose cause is God. is the product of two factors, matter
and force. Matter consists of primitive atoms. Force is expansive and subject to the

law of equilibrium. All the phenomena of the universe are successive stages of the

dovelopment of this one force acting on the primitive atoms; and this is traced in tliree

orders of facts: 1, the physical; 2, the psychological; and, 3, the intellectual, moral, and
political. In the physical, development can be traced from the simplest mechanical
motion up through the more complex forces of light, heat, and electricity to the power
of mugnetic attraction, by means of which the second great order of facts is produced
out of the first; for magnetic force acting on elastic bodies creates the primitive living

globule, which is shaped like a tube open at both ends. From this first vital element a
gradual ascent can be traced, culminating in man, who differs from other animals in

tlie possession of intellect, or consciousness of the ideas which external things impress
\ipon him. The immaterial in man, or his soul, is the expansive force inh.erent in him.
Moral and political phenomena are the results of two primitive instincts, progressive

and self-conservative, corresponding to the forces of expansion and represssion. From



the reciprocal relations of these Instincts may be deduced the necessary conditions of

political and social lite. The ultimate goal oi lil'e is the I'ultiilment of the law of equi-

librium, the establishment of universal harmony. "When that is accomplished, the des-

tiny of man will have been achieved, and he will vanish from the earth, and lliat event

may be looked for in 7U0U years. For establishing complete universal equilibrium. 500U

years more will be requisite, at which period the present system of things will end.

AZARA, Don Felix de, 1746-1811; a Spanish general; wounded in a fight with the

pirates of Algiers in 1755. Six years afterwards he was one of the commissioners to

settle the boundaries between the Spanish and Portuguese settlements in South America.

He was there for twenty years, and developed a strong taste for natural history, pub-

lishing an important work on the Quadrupeds of Parufjtuiy in Paris in 1801. His chief

work, issued in 1809, is the story of the discovery and conquest of Paraguay and the

river La Plata.

AZARI'AH, a frequent name among the Hebrew^s, signifying "helped by Jehovah."
Eleazer has the same meaning. A number of A.'s are mentioned in the scripture, the

most important being the prophet who met Asa on his return from a victory over the

Cushites, and warned the king to suppre.-s the worship of idols; 2, a son of Jehoida,

who made special effort to restore the worship of the temple and put down Athaliah's

usurpation ; 3, a high priest who assisted Hezeklah in purifying the services of the

temple; 4, called in Chaldaic " Abednego," one of the three cast into the fiery furnace.

AZAZEL, the word inscribed upon the lots cast by the high priest of the ancient

Hebrews on the day of atonement, to determine which of the goats selected for a sin-

offering should be the scape-goat, and which one should be sacrificed. Critics are unable
to decide upon the meaning of tlie word.

AZEVE'DO COUTIN'HO, Joze Joaquim (da Cunha), 1742-1821; the last inquisitor

general of Portugal. He was bishop of Peruambuco in 1794, and became noted in 1798
lor publishing in London an argument against the suppression of the slave trade. He
was appointed inquisitor general in 1818. He is the author of a narrative of the conquest
of Rio Janeiro in 1711 by Duguay-Trauin.

AZEVE'DO Y ZUNIGA, Gaspakd de, d. 1G06; Count of Monterey and viceroy of

Mexico and Peru. He fitted out an expedition under Pedro Fernandez de Quiro to search

for the supposed great continent in the s. polar ocean. Some small islands w^ere found,
b-ut not the continent.

AZO, PiioFEssoK, a distinguished professor of civil law in the university of Bologna,
in the early part of the 13th century. A. was one of the most eminent of the glossists,

or commentators, of his time, and Savigny calls his w^orks the mort important of that

school which have come down to us. 1 he name is sometimes given to Azzo, or Azzo-
leuus; also Azo Soldanus, from the surname of his father.

AZO'IC AGE, that period of geological time x'rc^ceding the appearance of vegetable

or animal life on earth. Constantly occurring discoveries render it impossible to fix a

limit for the close of the age.

AZOTH, the panacea of Paracelsus, regarded by his followers as "the tincture of

life."

AZPE'ITIA, a fortified t. in Spain on the Urola, 15 m. s.w. of San Sebastian; pop.

5300. During the Caiiist movements in 1870-74, A. was the seat of the court for the

management of the war; and the famous monastery of San Ignacio, dedicated to

Loyola, was used for military purposes. The birthplace of Ignatius Loyola was near

the town.

AZRAEL, in Jewish and Mohammedan belief, the angel who attends the dying, and
separates the soul from the body.

AZ'YJNHTES, the name given by the eastern to the western church, arising from a

difference about the use, in the Lord's supper, of leavened or unleavened bread. Tlu^

western, or Latin branch, insisted that unleavened bread might be used, and the Greek
church stigmatized the Latins 5us "a/ymites," from the Greek a, "not," and zume,
" leaven." The Latins retorted with " pro-zymites," but the terms, intended for reproach.

Boon passed, with the whole discussion, into history as useless additions to polemical

nomenclature.

B

BAA'DER, FiiANZ Xavkr von, 1705-1841 ; a German theologian. Ho was the third

son of the court jjhysician, and his elder brothers were distinguislKid. ('lemens
as an author, and .)os(;ph as an <;ngiiie<;r. Franz graduated at the; university of

Ingojstildt in 1782; assisted his father in medicine, but disliked tlu; profession ; studied

engineering in the mining districts, and lived four years in Englaiul, where he became
acquainted with rationalistic philosophy, which he thought little less than satanic. The
religious speculations of Eckhart, St. Martin, and especially Bohme, were more to his
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mind. He held intimate friendship witli Jacobi, and learned something of Schelling.

Though deeply interested in pliilosophy, he kept to his engineering practice, became
superintendent of mines, and was ennobled for valuable services. His first published

work was Fernicuta Cognitionia, in which he combated modern philosophy, and recom-
mended that of Bohme. In 1826, he was appointed professor of philosophy and specu-

lative theology in the new university of Munich. Some of his lectures, while occupying
that chair, have been published. In 1838, he opposed the interference in civil matters

of the Roman Catholic church, to which he belonged, for which opposition he was inter-

dicted from lecturing on the philosophy of religion during the last three years of his

life. He also favored a reconstruction of the church—a church without a pope. B. is

considered to have been the greatest speculative Roman Catholic theologian of modern
times, and his influence has gone beyond the bounds of his own churcli.

BABBITT METAL, an alloy containing 4 parts of copper, 24 of best Banca tin, and
8 of antimony. To the melted copper half the tin and the antimony are added gradually,

followed by the rest of the tin. The product is a soft metal, much used for reducing
friction of axles in heavy machinery, the journals being so made that the babbitting may
be readily renewed when worn. It was invented by Isaac Babbitt, 1799-1862, a gold-

smith of "Taunton, Mass. Congress rewarded him witli a gold medal and $20,000.

BABCOCK, RuFUS, d.d., b. Conn., 1798; a graduate of Brown university; Baptist

minister, ordained in 1823, and established at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and afterwards :it

Salem, Mass. ; in 1833, he was president of Waterville college; in 1836, pastor in Phila-

delphia; again in Poughkeepsie in 1839, and lastly in Paterson, N. J. He has betii

secretary of the Pennsylvania colonization society, of the American Sunday-school union,

and of the American and foreign Bible society; editor of tha Baptist Memorial , and autlior

of History of Waterville College, 2'ales of Truth for tJie Young, Ttte Emigrant Mother, etc.

BABINGTON, Churchill, b. England, 1821; professor of archseology; has written

on botany, ornithology, numismatics, archaeology, etc., and edited the orations of Hyperi-
des from recently discovered manuscripts.

BABISM (from Babi, or Baby); the appellation of a sect in Persia, founded by Scyd
Mohammed Ali, b. about 1824, who assumed the name of "Bab," i.e. "the gate." On
returning from a pilgrimage to Mecca in 1843, Seyd appeared in his native city (Shiraz)

with a new commentary on the Koran, and soon became engaged in controversy with the

regular priests, who, exasperated by his free criticism of their conduct, obtained an order
forbidding him to teach in public and confining him to his house. Here he taught pri-

vately, increasing his pretensions, and declared that he was Nokteb, "the point;" not

merely the recipient of a new divine revelation, but the focus in which all preceding dis-

pensations would converge. He gained proselytes rapidly, among them a woman—

a

wonderful circumstance in any country of the east—known as Gourred-Oul-Ayn (" Con-
solation of the Eyes,") because of her surpassing loveliness. The new religion matle
rapid |)rogress, and the efforts of the authorities to suppress it produced civil war.
Hussier, one of Seyd's disciples, was taken, after defeating several expeditions sent

against him, and put to deatii in 1849; and the next year Balfcmroushi, another leader,

was slain in battle. The Bab himself was imprisoned and executed, but his death did
not discourage his followers. They recognized Mirza Yahya, a vouth of noble descent,

as his successor, who established himself in Bagdad, where he is now, or was not long
ago, living. An attempt in 1852 of some zealous Babis to assassinate the Shah led to a

terrible persecution, in which the beautiful "Consolation of the Eyes" perished. The
Bab doctrines are essentially a system of pantheism, with additions from gnostic and
other sources. All individual existence is regarded as emanating from tlie superior
deity, by whom it will ultimately be reabsorbed. Great importance is attached to the

number 7, as indicating the attributes supposed to be displayed in the act of creation;

and to the number 19, which mystically expresses the name of the Deity himself, and is.

moreover, the sum of the prophets among whom the latest incarnation of the divine
nature is conceived to be distributed in the present dispensation. The sacred college

cannot become extinct until the final judgment, the death of any of its members being
immediately follow^ed by a re-incarnation, as in the case of the grand lama. Moses.
Christ, and Mohammed are considered to be prophets, but merely precursors of the Bab.
The morals of the sect are good; polygamy and concubinage are forbidden; the veiling

of woman's face is omitted, and the equality of the sex is so far recognized that at least

one of the 19 prophets must always be a female. Asceticism is discountenanced, men-
dicancy prohibited, and hospitalit}, charity, generous living, and abstinence from intoxi-

cating liquors and drugs, are taught and practiced.

BA'BOO, a title of respect equal to " Mr." in English, given in India to educated and
wealthy natives noted for liberal views, public spirit, and generosity.

BABUYA'NES ISLANDS, in the Pacific between the Loo Choo islands and For-
mosa; Calnyan and Babuyan are the most important. They are fertile, and furnish a
large quantit}' of sulphur. Batan is the largest town. Pop!^ of the islands est. 8,000.

BABYLONISH CAPTIVITY (ante), the carrying into captivity of 200.000 people of
Jewish cities, about 713 B.C., by the oflicers of the king of Assyria. Before this, how-
ever, there was the "Assyrian captivity," the result of the invasion of the kingdom of
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Israel by Ihrce or more successive Ass5'rian kings. About 762 B.C., Pul imposed a tribute

upon ^leiiahem. About 788 B.C., Tiglatii-Pileser carried away in large part the trans-

Jordanic tribes and the inhabitants of Galilee. Shalmaneser made two invat-ions, and, in

720, after a siege of tliree years, took Samaria and carried many Israeliies away as captives-

populating Sainaria by Babylonians and other foreigners. It is supposed that Tiglath,

Pileser took the Israelites away to pjople his great city. II is successor, Shalmaneser,

made Iloshea, the king of Israel, a tril)Utary. and when the tribute was not paid he took

Samaria by way of punishment, and carried to Assyria the king and all the mo.st desir-

able remaining popidation of the ten tribes. These were settled in distant cities, and
their places were supplied b}^ colonies from Babylon and Susis. As captives, tiie people

were treated with no especial harshness. They were not bondmen, as one might suppose

from the term "captive;" but even in Babylon their elders retained the power of life

and death over their own people; and at a later period the Jews in the principal cities

were governed by an officer of their own nation, as was the case in Egypt under the

Ptolemies. The Jews in Assyria themselves held slaves; the book of " iJaniel" tells of

a Jew in high political station, and in " Esther" we find their power and consequence
in the Persian empire celebrated. Doubtless their lot was more comfortable than that

of other conquered nations among whom they dwelt. Much elTort has been made to

discover the ultimate condition or fate of the ten tribes. Josephus in liis day thought
that the}' dwelt in large conmiunities somewhere beyond the Euphrates. Kabbinical

tradition makes the same assertion, wdth many imaginative exempliUcatious. Christian

writers have traced them all over the world. Some tind them among the Afghans; some
tell of a Jewish colony at the foot of the Himalayas; the "Black Jews" of Malabar claim

an affinity or descent from them; they have been supposed to be fathers of the Tartars,

of the Xestorians, of the North American Indians, and by some recent scholars of the

Anglo-Saxons. The best that can bo done, in tlic light of established history, is to trace

their footsteps in four directions. After the captivit3% some returned and mixed with
the Jews; some assimilated with the Samaritans and became enemies of the Jews; many
remained in Syria, mixing there with other populations, and forming colonies through-

out the east; but most of them probably apostatized in Assyria, adopting the idolatry of

the nation around them, and were finally merged into the stronger and more numerous
people.

The second, or "Babylonian captivity," consists of two distinct deportations.

Nebuchadnezzar made several invasions of Judea. and finally destroyed Jerusalem and
the temple, ami carried the people to Babylon. The first principal deportation was in

598 B.C., when .lehoiachim, and all the nobles, soldiers, and artificers were carried away;
the second great deportation followed the destruction of the temi)le and the capture of

Zcdekia.'i, 588 B.C. Although the number of persons carried away is in several instances

set down, it is not probable that such numbers represent the whole deportation, for the

sum total on record can be but a mer-^ fraction of the Jewish people. The captives

were treated not as slaves, but as colon.sts. There was nothing to hinder a Jew from
rising to the highest eminence in the state or holding the most confidential office near the

throne. They had no temple and offered no sacrifices; but the rite of circumcision was
observed, and their genealogical tallies were kept so that they were usually able to tell

who was the rightful heir to the throne of David. The first great event in tlie rcHtoration

of the Jr/m was the decree of Cyrus. 586 B.C., under which 42.860, with 7587 slav(!s and
cattle and personal goods, hjft Babylon under Sheshbazzar. They laid the tVmndation of

the second temple 58 yeirs after the destruction of the first. The work was stopped

almost immediately. But inider Darius the Jews found favor, and under the guidance

of Ezra, Nehemiah, and others, Jerusalem was to some extent restored, and exiled

families doubtless returned and occupied the country round about. Nevertheless, the

great mass of the Jewish people remained in tlie countries over which they had been

scattered. Before the captivity, many Jews iiad settled in Egypt; others in Sheba.

Among those who returned to Judea, about 80.000 are .said to liave been of the tribes of

Judali, Benjamin, and Levi. Recent students conclude that about six times as many
Jrjws prefer'r(;d to remain in As.syria, where they kept uj) the national distinction, and
were known to their brethrfjii as '' the dispersion," that is, .lewish jK'oplc residing beyond
the limits of Palestine. This dispersion was in three directions or countries: in Baby-

lonia, in p]gypt, and in Syria. A still later and mon; pin feet "captivity" was that

suffered by the peopk; of Palestine under the Romans, when, after the mas.sacre of untold

myriads of their peoi)le, Ww. Jews were nnluced to abject lH)ndage .Josephus says that

1,100.000 pef)ple were slain in the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, and 97.000 were captured

and distributed among the Roman provinces, butchered in ainphitheat(M-s, thrown to

wiid beasts, or sold to slavery in lOgypt. Doubt is Ci»st by some wrib^rs on the numbers
given by Josepiuis. The last statifl of the Jews for nalional existence was about 188

.\.i)., wlum the struggU; resull(,-d in the practical extirpalion of the peoi)le from their

chosen land; and since that event—tin; rebellion of Bar-chobab— th(! descendants of

Abrahau) have; been unable tf> present, anywhere on the earth, ev(!n the seml)lanc(' of an

organized nation.

BACC^IIANA'LIA. orDioNVsiA, festivals in honor of Bacchus. Four were lusld at

Athens. One was in De('., aft(;r tlu; vintage was over, when a nude and inde(;ent proces-

«iou was had, slaves were given brief liberty, and general drunkenness prevailed. One
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was in Jan., after the new wine had been pressed out, when the state bore the cost of u
public banquet, a procession, and a dramatic entertainment. In Feb. came tlie flower
festival, lasting three days; on the first the new wine was tasted, and candidates were
initiated into the mysteries of Bacchus; on the second there were public games; on the
third flowers were offered to Dionysius, presents were made between friends, and slaves
were free for the time. The fourth, or great festival, came in Mar., and attracted
strangers from all parts of the country. It was conducted by the chief archon, and paid
for by the state. It included the giving of a prize for the best drama, a banquet, a
procession, and theatrical performances. Like all others, this festival was a season of
riotous and drunken indulgence. Bacchus was represented, accompanied by women
frenzied with drink or excitement, carrying cymbals, dancing, and singing songs in
honor of the god; and with them were men disguised as wild beasts, fauns, and satyrs.

In Rome the excesses became so gross that the state forbade such celebrations alto-

gether.

BACCHANTES, women who took part in the secret Bacchic festivals; also males,
when they were admitted. In the old universities a student in his first year was a B.,

and was made to pay for the drinks of his elders, and otherwise abused. Tliere was also
an order of B. whose members were idle or dissipated students, getting more of their
living by begging and theft than by honest occupation. Modern "hazing" maybe a
reminiscence of the mediaeval Bacchantes.

BACH, JoiiANN Chihstian, 1735-82 ; eleventh son of Johann Sebastian B. , was chosen
one of the organists of Milan cathedral, but was occupied mainly in composition for
the voice. In 1763, he produced, in Loudon, the opera of Orione, which was successful.
Schubert says: "This man had it in his power to be whatever he would, and he may well
be compared to the Proteus of fable. Now he spouts water; now he breathes' fortli

flame. In the miast of the trivialities of his fashionable style, the giant spirit of lus
father may be discovered."

BACH, JoiiANN Christopii, 1643-1703; eldest son of Heinrich, and one of the best
organists and composers of his time. His compositions show " that he was truh' a great
man, as rich m invention as he was strong in the power of musical expression of
emotion,"

BACH, Johann CiimsTOPir Fkiedkich, 1732-95; tenth son of Johann Sebastian,
author of numerous compositions, ecclesiastical and secular. He was nearly all his life

kapellmeister to the duke of Lippe Schaumburg.

BACH, Karl Piitltpp Emanuel, 1714-88; second son of Johann Sebastian. He was
probably the most highly gifted of the eleven brothers, and his influence on the develop-
ment of certain musical forms gives him a prominent place in the history of the art. He
studied in the Thomas school, and afterwards in the university of Leipsic. where juris-

prudence was his preference. In 1738, he went to Berlin, and soon afterwards was
appointed chamber-musician to Frederick the great. In 1767, he became kapellmeister
at Hamburg, where he passed the remainder of his life. His most ambitious composition
is the oratorio of Israel in the Wilderness. The greater portion of his numerous works
was written for his favorite instrument, the clavier (the piano of that day). His essay on
The True Method of Harpsichord Playing was long a standard work. Cfementi professed
to have derived from B. his distinctive style of piano-forte phiying. and Haydn is said to

have acknowledged his deep obligation to B. 's works. It was from these works that Haydn
learned the form of the sonata and symphonj', of which B. " may fairly claim to have
been the originator, though Haydn enriched it and gave it permanence." As a psalm,
ode, and song writer, B. surpassed his contemporaries, and gained great popularity
His idea of the purpose of music he explained by saying: " In my opinion the grand
object of music is to touch the heart, and this end can never be obtained by mere noise,

drumming, and arpeggios; at all events not by me."

BACH, Veit, a German Protestant of Presburg, Hungary, by trade a baker; founder
of the remarkable nuisical family of Bach.

BACH, WiLHELM Frtedmann, 1710-84; eldest son of John Sebastian. He was a
natural musician, nearh'^ rivaling IMozart in precocity, and remarkable for extemporane-
ous composing. At Leipsic university he studied jurisprudence and mathematics; but
music was not neglected. He was organist of St. Sophia's churcli, Dresden, and director

and organist at Halle. Though acknowledged to possess the highest genius, he was so

coarse, rude, and ill-tempered as to be unbearable. He was also strangely absent-minded,
and a slave to drink,

BACHE, Alexander Dallas, 1806-67, an American physicist; b. in Philadelphia.

He was great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin; graduated at West Point, as lieutenant of

engineers, in 1825, remaining some time in the academy as a teacher. He was employed
under col. Totten on the fortifications at Newport, where he married Nancy Clarke
Fowler. B. was professor of natural philosophy and chemistry in the university of
Pennsylvania, and an early member of the Franklin institute, the journals of which
gave an account of his scientific labors. In company with others he built an observa-
tory in which, for the first time in the United States, the periods of the daily variations

of the magnetic needle were fully determined, and other interesting observations made.
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In 1S36, he became pres;ident of the trustees of Girard college, and visited Europe to
examine educational systems for tlie information of tlie board, wlio were about to arrange
the plan of tlie institution. His report in 1888 was of great value in suggesting improve-
ments in our educational syslem. Before the college was organized. 13. established a
system of free education in Philadelphia, serving for a time gratuitously, at the same
time assisting.the British association in the examination of meteorological and magnetic
phenomena. In 184:2, he returned to his professorship in the univcrsilv. and in 1848 was
appointed successor to Hassler in the U. tS. coast surve3\ This inii)ortant service he
reorganized and brought to its present recognized efhciency. He was also light liou.se

commissioner, superintendent of weights and measures, regent of the Smitlisonia:i in.sti-

tution, vice-president of the U. S. sanitary commission, received tlie degree of ll.d.
from several colleges, medals from foreign governments and learned bodies, was presi-

dent of the American philosophical society, president of the association for the advance-
ment of science, and associate of many important scientific institutions at home and
abroad. He gave $43,000 to the national academy of science for the promotion of its

object. His important works are: Ob.servations at the iMagnetic and Mcteoroloyical Obser-

iHitory of Girard College, reports on weights and measures, and various essays in the

Proceedings of the Association for tlie Advancement of Science.

BACHE, Benjamin Franklest, b. Va., 1801; great-grandson of Benjamin Franklin;
graduated at Princeton, and in medicine at Pennsylvania university; assistant-surgeon

in tlie army in 1824, and surgeon in 1828; professor of natural science and natural
religion in Kenyon college; fleet surgeon of the Mediterranean squadron in 1841, and
of the Brazil squadron in 1848. He established at New York the laboratory that sup-
plied the medical department of the navy, and was director from 1855 to 1871, rendering
important service to the union armies during the rebellion by supplying the laboratory
from his own resources. In 1871, he was made medical director, with the rank of com-
modore.

BACHE, Richard, b. England, 1737; d. Penn., 1811; a Philadelphia merchant, son-
in-law of Benjamin Franklin, and first U. S. postmaster-general.

BACHE, Sarah, only daughter of Benjamin Franklin, 1744-1808. During the revo-
lution she was active in collecting clothing and money for the suffering patriot armies,

at one time employing mori than 2000 women and girls in making garments for sol-

diers. She also served in the hospitals, and was otherwise noted for patriotism and
benevolence.

BACHIAN, one of the Molucca islands just s. of the equator, 127" e. It has about
800 sq.m.; is of irregular form, and mountainous. Hot sulphur springs bespeak vol-

canic action. The island is well wooded, and sago, cocoa nuts, and cloves arc abundant.
There is one large grove of nutmeg trees. It is the most eastern point on the globe
inhabited by any of the quadrumana. The people are the Sirani, or Christian descend-
ants of the' Portuguese, some Malays, a few Papuans, and a colony from the Celebes.

The government is headed by a sultan under the protection of the Dutch. The chief
town is called Amassing by the natives.

BACHMAN, John, b. New York, 1790; naturalist and Lutheran minister, pastor in

Charleston, S. C, in 1822. He was assistant to Audubon, and chief author of the work
on North American quadrupeds. Among his own works are: A Defense of Luther, and
(Jharacteristics of Species and Genera as Applicable to tlie Doctrine of the Unity of the

Human Ilace.

BACKUS, Charles, d.d., 1749-1808; a native of Connecticut, a graduate of Yale,
and Congregational pastor in Somers, Conn. He was for many years a teacher of theol-

ogy, and had the training of such men as Dr. Woods of Andover, president Moore of
Amherst, and president Davis of Hamilton college.

BACKUS, Isaac, 1724-1 80G; a native of Connecticut. He left the Congregational-
ists for the Sc^paratists, or New Lights, and these sympathized closely with the Baptists,
of whom B. became a leader, and by his own exertions largely increased the prosi)erity
of the denomination. He was a strong advocate of the entire separation of church and
state, and w(;iit before the continental congress in 1774 to ask for the Baptists the
same f)rivil(;ges that were granted to other sects. His i)rin(;ii)al work is a history of
New England with particular reference to the Baptists. This history he abridged, and
l>rought down to 1804.

BACON, Annk, 1528-1000; wife of sir Nicholas B., second daughter of sir Anthony
Cooke, si.ster of the wives of lord Burleigh, sir Henry Killigrevv, and sir John Uus.scll,

and mother of lord Baf;on. Her father, from whom she acquired a superior education,
was tutor of Edward VI.

BACX)N, Dklta, 1811-50; sister of Ticonjird, eminent as a teacher; author of Tales

of the ParitariH, Tlie Bridle of Fort Edward, and Philosophj/ of the Plays of Sha/cesprare Un-
foU/ed, in which she endeavors to prove tluit lord Bacon was the real author of the Shake-
spearean i)lays,

BACON, Leonard, d.d., ij^.d. , b. Michigan, 1802; son of a Congregational home
mis.sionary from New England; graduated at Yale in 1820, and at Andover in 1824; the

J
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next year, and until 1866, pastor of the First church in Xew Haven; acting professor of
revealed theology in Yale from 1866 to 1871, and since then lecturer on ecclesiastical

polity and American church histor3% He was one of the editors of the Chriatuiii SpecUi-

tor, and is still an editor of the New Enr/lander, of which he was one of the founders.
He was also for 15 years oue of the editors of the Independent. Dr. B. is the author of
Select Practical Wntings of liichard Baxter, vrith a Life of the Author; Manual for Young
Church Members, Slavei^ Discussed, and various historical discourses and essays. As a
thinker and writer he is noted for breadth and vigor.

BACON, Leonard "Woolsey, d.d., b. New Haven, Conn., 1830; awriter and theolo-

gian, son of Leonard B., graduated at Yale, 1850. After officiating as a clergyman in

various places, he was pastor, for longer or shorter terms, of the First church, Litchtield,

Conn., of the New England Congregational church, Brooklyn, and of the First church,
Stamford, Conn. ; subsequently passed several years in Europe, chiefly in Geneva, as
student, preacher, and writer; now pastor of the Park Congregational church, Norwich,
Conn.

BACON, Nathaniel, b. England, 1630-40; d. Va., 1677; a lawyer and member of
governor Berkeley's council, leader of an alleged insui-rection against the colonial gov-
ernment under pretense of resisting aggressions of tlie Indians. Berkeley was forced to
make many concessions to demands for better government; but he broke his promises,
and a brief civil war followed, in which Jamestown was burned (1676), and the governor
took shelter in an English vessel. Before Bacon completed plans for re-establishing the
government, he died from disease taken in an Indian campaign, and the rebellion soon
came to an end.

BACS,or Bacska, a co. in Hungar}-^ between the Danube and the Theiss, 3972 sq.m.

;

level and very fertile. Its products are wheat, wine, tobacco, horses, and cattle. A
canal connecting the two rivers goes through the county. The chief towns are Zombor,
the capital, Maria-Tlieresiopel, and Neusatz. The town of Bacs is on an affluent of the
Danube; pop. 70, 3666.

BACTE'RIUM, a minute and low form of vegetable organism, refractive, spherical,
and mobile. It occurs as a fossil; is found in the sap of plants; in the fluids of men,
animals, insects, larvae and imagines, and eggs; is abundant in incipient stages of fer-

mentation and decay of animal and vegetable tissues and substances. Bacteria act as a
ferment, changing cane sugar and starch to glucose. They are communicated as germs
floating in the air; they assist in the ripening of fruit, and in the regeneration of organic
matter, during the formation of cell structure. They thrive equally well in acid, alka-
line, or neutral fluids. Many phenomena, otherwise attributed to spontaneous generation,
are caused by these minute and omnipresent organisms. Indeed, the difficulty attending
most experiments concerning spontaneous generation lies in the uncertainty of removing
such germs from an inclosed space, of killing such as remain, and preventing the ingress
of others.

BADDECK, a village and capital of Victoria co. , N. B., dominion of Canada, on the
island of Cape Breton, accessible to steamers.

BADEAU, Adam, a native of New York; served on Sherman's staff, and was
wounded at Port Hudson, in the rebellion. He was gen. Grant's military secretary, was
brevetted as brig. gen. of the U. S. army, and was secretary of the American legation in
England. He is the author of Military History of Gen. U. "S. Grant.

BADGER, Milton, d.d., 1800-73; a native of Connecticut, a graduate of Yale, and
in theology at Andover; pastor of a congregational church there; officially connected a3
secretary with the American home missionary society for 38 years, in which responsible
relation he was noted for wise and faithful service.

BADIUS, JoDOCUS, or Josse, 1462-1535; an eminent painter in Paris, who previously
studied at Brussels and Ferrara, and for several years taught Greek at Lyons. He illus-

trated and printed several of the classics, and produced a lift? of Thomas a Kempis, and
a satire on the follies of women, called Novicula Stultarum Mulierum.

BADRINATH. See Bhadrinath, ants.

BAEZ, Buenaventura, b. 1820; president of the republic of San Domingo and
thrice re-chosen. He was the son of a mulatto, inherited a large fortune, and was
prominent in securing Dominican independence. In 1853, he was driven from the
country by Santana; returned in 1856; was again driven out in Jan., 1858; again
returned in 1865, and was elected for tlie third time. The next year an insurrection
drove him into exile; and in the following year he was again restored. B. endeavored
to secure the annexation of Dominica to the United States," but the U. S. senate declined
the offer.

BAFFIN, William, 1584-1621; an English navigator of whose early life nothing is

known. In 1612, he accompanied James Hull in his search for a north-western passage,
and in 1613, commanded the English whaling fleet in the Arctic seas. In 1616, he went
north in t\\Q Discovery \xx\6.Qr 'Qy\o\., and explored the inlet now known as Batfln's bay.
In 1621, he was killed while trying, in conjunction with a Persian force, to expel th«
Portuguese from Ormuz.
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BAFFO, a Venetian lady of singular beauty and talent, called "the pure." She was
c:iptured by pinites in 1580, and made a slave in Constantinople, afterwards becoming
the sultana of Amurath 111., over whom she had great intluenee. After his death she

was the counselor of lier son Mohamnicd 111., who drowned all his father's wives except
her. She died during the rule of her grandson.

BAGAUDJG. or Bagaudi, peasants of Gaul who resisted Roman oppression about
270 A.D., capturing and destroying Augustodunum (now Autuu). Claudius tempor-

arily repressed them, but Aurelian made concessions to them, and proclainied general

amnesty. They rose again in 294, and Maximian was sent against them. Their first

leader was Victoria; subsequently there were two, ^linnus and Amandus, the latter

calling himself emperor. Extant coins show that they had more than one emperor.

The two last named fell in battle, and Maximian utterl}^ defeated their forces; but they

were troublesome to Rome until the end of the western empire.

BAGHERMI, or Bagtumi. See Begharmi, ante.

BAGXACAVxVL'LO, BARTOLo.MM::a Ramenghi, 1484-1542; an Italian painter,

who.se real name was Ramenghi, but he was called B. from the village where he was
born. At Rome he was a pupil of Raphael, and worked on the decorations of the gal-

lery in the Vatican. At Bologna he took the leading place,' and did much to improve
the style of the Bolognese school. His works are distinguished by rich coloring and
graceful delineation. The best specimens, the "Dispute of St. Augustin," and a

^Madonna and Child," are at Bologna, where he died.

BAGXOLES, a summer resort in France, 13 m. s.s.e. of Domfront; noted for mineral

springs and baths. The village is nearly 200 years old, and has recently been greatly

improved and adorned.

BAGO'AS, an Egyptian eunuch in the service of Alexander Ochus of Persia, who
aided that monarch in conquering Egypt; but the sacrilegious treatment of the sacred

ol)jects by Alexander so oifended him, that on his return to Persia he poisoned the

king, and killed all the sons except Ar.jes, the youngest, whom he placed on the throne.

This boy soon displeased B., and was poisoned to exalt Darius Codomannus. B. tried

to dispose of the last named by poison, but was detected and poisoned himself about
336 B.C.

BAGOT, a CO. in the central part of the province of Quebec, Canada, e. of Yamaska
river, intersected by the Grand Trunk railroad. Black limestone and copper are among
its products. Capital, St. Liboire, Pop. '71, 19,491,

BAGOT, Sir Charles, 1781-1843; an English diplomatist; under secretary of state

in 1807; special envoy to France in 1814; ambassador to Russia in 1830. and to Holland
in 1824. In 18l2, he was appointed governor-general of Canada, and died in otlice.

BAG'RADITES, or Bagrattdes, a royal house of Georgia and Armenia, founded by
Bagrad; its members were permitted to crown the kings of Armenia. They became
Christians at the beginning of the 4th century. The Bagdad caliphs made several of

the B. governors of Armenia. The dynasty maintained their independence until the

occupation of the country by Russia.

BAHRDT, Karl Friedricii, d.d., 1741-92; a German professor of theology,

whose attacks upon orthodoxy and the clergy resulted in a year's imprisonment at

Magdeburg. He contested the authority of nuraclcs, and was in every way a severe

critic of Scripture, His conduct was notoriously irregular; at one time he lectured on
moial philosophy in the forenoon, and in the afternoon ofhciated as landlord of a public

hou.se,

BAIKIE, William Balfour, 1824-63; a native of the Orkney islands. lie joined the

British navy, in which his father was a captain, and was made surgeon and naturalist to

the Niger expedition in 1824. The senior ollicer died before reaching Africa, and B. took

command. He explored the Niger for 250 m. in a small steamer, making a voyage of

118 days. In 1857, he was in a second expedition, the vessel of whi('h was wrecked, and
all except himself returned to li^ngland. He remained and settled for a time, with none
but native a.ssistants, at the confluen(;e of the Benue and the (^uorra. He formed a sort

Of commonwealth, in which he was not only a ruler, but teacher, pri(;st, and physician.

Within five years he open(!d the Niger to navigation, made roads, and established a

market for the native trade. He studicfl and mack; vocabularies of nearly T^O native dia-

lects, and translated into Ilousa ])orlions of the Uible and ])raycr book. Only once during

his residence was he compelkid to use arnuKl force against the surrovuiding tril)es.

BAIL (ante) in the United States is substantially the same as in England. One who
becomes surety for another is his B. " B. above " tire sureties who agree either to .satisfy

the |)laintifF as to his claims and costs, or in case of judgn>ent against a defendant, to

deliver him up. " B. below" are sureties for the defendant's appearance, or that he will

give bail, "('ivil B." is takctn in civil actions; "common B.' amounts to entering aii

appearance wh(!n fitttitious sureties iwe named; "special li." ap]>1ieslo cases in which there

are responsible sureties. I?, may be given in all cases of arrest in civil action. It is agen-

cral ride that a person held to li. in a civil case cannot Ix; held a .second tini(^ for tli(> same
'.ause of action, unless in another state. In criminal cases, except capital crimes, the
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defendant may generally be admitted to B., and even in the higher crimes B. may be

accepted in the discretion of tlie com-t, or in the absence of legal provision to the con-

trary. In any case of ollense against the nation, not punishable with deatli, any United
States judge or state judicial officer may take B. ; but if the punishment be death, only a

United States judge can decide upon B. The form of entering B. is the same in the sev-

eral states as in England. Mitigation of excessive B. is usually obtained by application

to the court ; and the exaction of such B. is forbidden by the federal constitution. The
power of sureties over the person bailed is wide. They are technically his jailers, and
may arrest him anywhere, or at any time, evon on Sunday, or in the attendance at

court; they may conmiand assistance, and may depute their power to another. Refusing
or delaying B. is an offense against personal liberty, but is not actionable unless malice

can be shown. Sureties must in most cases be citizens and freeholders, or possessed of

means that will satisfy tlie court.

BAILEN, at. in Spain, 24 m. n.n.w. of Jaen; pop. 7831; probably in or near the

site of ancient Baecula, where Scipio defeated Hasdrubal in 269, and Masinissa in

206 B.C. Near B. was fought the great battle of Navas de Toloso, in 1212, when the

Spaniards broke the power of the Moors, who are said to have left the incredible num-
ber of 200,000 of their dead on the field, with a loss of only 95 Christians. Here, July

23, 1808, the French gen. Dupont capitulated, surrendering 17,000 men to the Spaniards

—the first great disaster to the French arms in the peninsular war. There is a ruined

cjistle here, formerly belonging to the counts of Benavente, but now to the Osuna
family.

BAILEY, Gamaliel, 1807-59; b. N. J. ; studied medicine in Philadelphia, and
r^raduated in 1828; visited China as ship's physician: was editor of the Methodist

Protestant in Baltimore; with James G. Birney started, in 1836, the Cincinnati Pldlnn-

iJiropist, an abolition journal. His press was destroyed by a mob, but he continued the

^'>aper until 1844. In 1847, he began in Washington the JS'atiannl Era, which was mob-
bed in the next year, but not suppressed. Wanting a story for his jjaper, Dr. B. inclosed

XOO dollars to Harriet Beecher Stowe, asking her to send him something. She sent one
f f the chapters of Uncle Tom's Cabin, without the remotest idea of the stupendous fame
.1. was to achieve. Dr. B. died at sea while on the way to Europe for the benefit of hi3

nealth.

BAILEY, Jacob Witttman, 1811-57; a naturalist, graduate of West Point military

i^ademy, and lieut. of artillery; professor of botany, mineralogy, and chemistry in

li:e academj'- in 1839, winning much distinction for microscopical researches, and pub.

]Ij,hing a volume of illustrations. He made a collection of 3000 objects, marked and
catalogued; and of algfe he gathered 4500 specimens. These, with his books, went to

the Boston society of natural history. He was president of the American association

for the advancement of science in 1857, in which year he died. His hcaith, never very
strong, was broken by exposure while rescuing his wife and daughter from the steam-

bout Ilenry Clay, burned on the Hudson river five years before.

BAILEY, TiTEODOiius, b. N. Y., 1805; a naval officer; midshipman in 1818; lieu-

tenant in 1827; commander in 1849; captain in 1855; commodore in 1862; rear-admiral

in 1866. He was in the service in the Pacific during the war with Mexico. In tlie civil

war he was in command of the frigate Colorado, and led the right column of Farragut's

fleet in the opening of the Mississippi and the capture of New Orleans. In 1867, he was
placed on the retired list.

BAILEY, or BAILY. Nathaniel, or Nathan, d. 1742; an English lexicographer,

whose dictionary, published about 1721, was far superior to any then extant, and which
formed the basis of Johnson's great work. He was a school teacher at Stepney, and
author of several educational w^orks.

BAILLET, Adrien, 1649-1706; a French writer anA ntic. His parents were poor,

but he foimd a friend in the bishop of Beauvais, who educated and advanced him to the

priesthood. In 1680, he was librarian to the advocate general of the parliament of, Paris,

of whose library he made a remarkable catalogue in 35 folio volumes, all written with
his ow^n hand. 'He was an incessant worker, scarcely sparing time for needful rest. He
wrote a History of Hollandfrom 1609 to 1690 (a continuation of Grotius), in 4 vols.:

Lives of the Saints, Life ofDescartes, etc. ; but his most valuable production is The Jadfj-

mentofthe Learned onthe Pnncipal Worhs of Authors, in 9 vols.

BAILMENT {ante), the delivery of something of a personal nature by one party to

another, to be held according to the purpose or object of the delivery, and to be returned,

or delivered over, when that purpose is accomplished. B. may be divided into three

kinds: 1. For the benefit of the bailor, or some person whom he represents. 2. For
the benefit of the bailee, or some person represented by him. 3. For the benefit of both
l)arties. In the first class, the bailee is required to exercise only slight care, and is

res])onsible only for gross neglect. In the second he must exercise greater care, and is

Ijcld for slight neglect. In the third he is to exercise ordinary care, and is responsible
for a neglect not extraordinary. A person receiving the goods of another to keep
without recompense, acting in good faith and keeping them as he would his own, is not
answerable for their injury or loss; for, as he derives no benefit, he is responsible only
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for bad ftuilt or gross neglect. This responsibility may be more or less by speciiil

aeceptancc. and a spontaneous offer on the part of the bailee may require him to be
more careful. But tiic borrower wlio receives the entire benefit of the B. must use
extraordinary diligence in the care of the propertj^, and may be held for the slightest

neglect. It must be used by him only for the purposes for which it was borrowed; he
cannot keep it beyond the specified time, nor hold it as a pledge for demands otherwise
made against th» bailor. In the third class, the benefits are reciprocal, and advantage
accrues to both parties ; the parties stand upon equal footing, and neither can require
more than ordinary care and prudence. In B. the depositary lias the right of possession
against any but the true owner. A borrower has no property in the thing borrowed,
but may protect his possession by action against a wrong-doer. Tlie hire of things for

use transfers a special property in them for the use agreed upon; the price paid is the
consideration for the use, and the hirer becomes for the time proprietor of the things
bailed, having the right to keep them for the time agreed upon. In general, the hire of
labor and services is the essence of every species of bailment in which compensation is

to be given for care and attention bestowed upon the things bailed. The contracts of
warehousemen, carriers, forwarding and commission merchants, factors, and all wlio
receive goods to deliver, carry, forward, sell, or keep, are of this nature, and involve the
liiring of services. In a more limited sense, a B. for labor and services is a contract by
which materials are delivered to a laborer or artisan to be wrought into some other form.
The title remains with the party delivering the goods, and the workman acquires a lien

upon them for his services. The owner may reclaim his property after the work is done,
but the laborer can hold it until he is paid. Inn-keepers and common carriers are held
responsible for goods intrusted to them except against inevitable accident, or against the
public enemy. They are in effect insurers. The inn-keeper is responsible for the
])roperty of a guest, though it may be lost by theft. The common carrier is responsible

in case of loss by fire, unless caused by lightning or tempest.

BAINBRIDGE, William, 1774-1833; b. N. J.; a naval officer commissioned lieu-

tenant in the reconstruction of the service in 1798. In tliat year liis vessel was cap-
tured by the French, and he and his officers were kept prisoners for more than a yvixr.

In 1800, he transported a large sum of money to the dey of Algiers, who compelled him
to convey an embassy to Constantinople. In the war against Tripoli he commanded the
frigate Philadelphia and captured a frigate from the enemy; but his ship got aground,
and he and over 300 men were kept prisoners until the close of the war. He was cap-
tain in 1808; and commodore in 1812, when he took command of the Constitution as his

flag ship, and went on a cruise with the Essex and Hornet. Off San Salvador, Dec. 26,

he captured the British frigate Javu. In 1815, he commanded a fleet of 20 ships intended
to move against Algiers, but the impending war was avoided. During his career he
was in command in the Mediterranean some half a dozen times, and settled several dis-

putes with the Barbary rulers. For the capture of the Java congress gave him a gold
medal, and distributed $50,000 to his men. In later life lie was president of the board
of naval commissioners.

BAIRAM. See Beiram, ante.

BAIRD, Absalom, b. Penn., 1824; an officer in the union armies during the rebel-

lion, a West Point graduate, captain in 1861, brig. gen. of volunteers in 1862. He
was in constant service during the war, accompanied Sherman in the march through
Georgia, and Avas at the surrender of Johnston's army at Durham station. He was
brevelted maj.gen. of the regular army, and also of volunteers.

BAIRD, Charles Wasiiingtox, d.d., b. N. J.. 1828; son of Robert; graduated at

the university of New York in 1848, and at Union theological seminary in i851; Ameri-
can chaplain in Rome, 1851-53; pastor of a Reformed Dutch church in Brooklyn,
1859-61; since that time pastor of the Presbyterian church at Rye, N. Y. Dr. B. is the
author of a work on Presbyterian liturgies, A Book of Public Prayer, a IlUtory of Pye,
N. Y.; and has just completed an extensive and valuable history of the Huguenots, with
especial reference to their migration to, and course in, the United States.

BAIRD, RoBEUT, D.D., 1798-1863; h. Penn.; a clergvman and author, graduate of
Jefferson college in 1818. He passed several years in l^^urope, laboring especially for

ternperanc^i and the revival and con.solidation of evangelical Protestantism. He wan
agent and secretary of the American and foreign ('hristian uiuon. Among his works
are Ildifji^pn in America, A Visit to Northern A'urope, l^otestantium in Italy, History of th^

Albigenses, HisUrry of Temperance tiocieties in the tfnited States, etc.

BAIRD, RpKNCEii FuLLEUTON, LL.D., b. Penn., 1823; a naturalist, educated at

Dickinson college;, where he wjis prof(!Ssor of natural science. After being for a time
a.s.sistant secretary of the Smithsonian institution, and Ix'came secretary in 1878, on the
death of Joseph Ilcairy. His works are a translation of the PiUler- Atlas (in which ho
was assisted by others), published here as the Jc/m.o<}rophic, Enc-yc.Uyi}a'dia; papers on
natural history forming part of the Rrports of the Survey of Uailroad Pontes to the l^acific,

JVie Birds of North Aiaerica, 2'Jie Mammals of North America, and many papers ia tbo

scientific magazines.
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BAICALAIIABI^ one of the Bechuana tribes of Africa, in the Kalahari desert, s. of

lake Nganii towaid Orange river. They mingle with the Bushmen, and make some
attempts at agriculture and traffic.

BAKARGA^ J, a district in India between 23" 14' to 21° 48' n., and 89° 55' to 91" 5'

e., on Xiia bay oi Bengal; 4985 sq.m.; pop. 2,377,423. It is level, with not a single

hillock, and lull of tidal streams and marshes, but well cultivated. In the s. part are

tigers, leopards, and other wild beasts. Of its population, 1,540,965 were Moslems,
8::i7,393 Hindoos, 4049 Buddhists, and 4852 Christians.

BAKER, a co. in central Alabama, on the Coosa; 665 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6194—lo7
colored. Productions, corn, wheat, oats, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Intersected by two
railroads. Co. seat, Grantville.

BAKER, a co. in n.e. Florida, on St. Mary's river; 570 sq.m.; pop. '70, 132')—
r

'»

colored. Products, corn, sweet potatoes, sugar, and molasses. In the n. part is a \a .-

tion of the Okefenoke swamp. Co. seat, Sanderson.

BAKER, a co. in s.w. Georgia, on Flint river, 1400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6843— 9":.*>

colored. It has fertile soil, producing chiefly corn and cotton. Co. seat, Newton.

BAKER, a co. in s.e. Oregon, bordering on Nevada and Idaho; about 6000 sq.m.:

pop. '70, 2804—680 Chinese. It has gold and silver mines, and produces wheat, barley,

etc. Co. seat. Auburn.

BAKER, Edwakd DiCKmsoN, b. England, 1811; killed in the battle of Ball's Bluff,

Va., 18G1. He came to this country when a child; studied and practiced law; was a

member of the Illinois legislature, and in 1844 member of congress from that state

:

resigned, and volunteered in the Mexican war; commanded a brigade at the battle C)t"

Cerro Gordo; after the war, was again chosen congressman, but resigned, and in 1852
nettled in California. Thence he went to Oregon, and was United States senator from
that state. When the rebellion began, he raised a regiment in New York and neighbor-
hood, was offered a commission as brig.gen. but declined it, and fell at the head of his

favorite troops.

BAKER, OsMON Oleander, d.d., 1812-71; b. N. H. ; a clergyman; educated at

Wesleyan university; began his pastorate in 1844; in 1847 occupied the chair of theology
in the Methodist Biblical institute at Concord, N. H. ; was afterwards president of the
institution until 1852, when he was chosen bishop of the Methodist Episcopal church.
He is author of a work on ecclesiastical law and polity of the church.

BAKER, William Mumford, b. 1825; a graduate of Princeton. He has written the
life of his father, Daniel B. ; IiiU'U, a ChroiiicU of Scc-esslon; The New Timothy; The Vir-

ginians in Texas, etc. He has been a Presbyterian pastor in Texas and Ohio, and is now
a pastor in Boston, Mass.

BALBI, Giovanni de Janua, or JANUENSIS, a Dominican friar of the 13th cen-
tury. He wrote a cyclopaBdia which became one of the first of printed books, done at

Metz by Pjiust and Schaeffcr, in 1460, and several times re-printed before 1520. Its full

title is Suinma Grammatiadis Valde NoUibiHs qtue CatJiolicon Naminatur.

BALBUE'NA, Bernardo de. 1598-1627; a Spanish poet and priest, educated in
Mexico, and bishop of Porto Rico. His chief works are The Age of Gold, a pastoral
romance; and El Bernardo, an epic poem.

BALBUS, Lucius Cornelius (Major), b. Spain; made a Roman consul, and
accompanied C«sar to Spain, 61 B.C.; managed Ctcsar's private property while the
owner was in the campaign in Gnul. Octavius made him a consul, the first adopted
citizen who held that office. He wrote a diary of his life, and by will left 20 denarii
(nearly $3 present value) to every Roman citizen.

BALBUS, Lucius Cornelius (]\Iinor), nephew of B. major; appointed pontiff (a

high priest of the pagan religion) by Coesar. He was quester in Spain, but used his
office for fraud and oppression; fled to Africa, where he became pro-consul; gained a
victory, and was honored with a triumph in Rome—the first bestowed on an adopted
citizen.

BAL'DE, Jakob, a Latin poet. 1603-68, a native of Alsace. He was a Jesuit, and
for a time court preacher and professor of rhetoric at Munich. He was especially
successful as an imitator of Horace.

BALD (or White-Headed) EAGLE, Hnliaetus leitcocephalus, so named because
the white smooth feathers of the head make it appear as if naked; a native of North
America, found near the sea-coast and in mountain chains; sometimes more than three
feet long, with wings spreading seven or eight feet. The female lays two or more eggs
in Jan., which are hatched the next month. She uses the same nest, usually in a high
tree, year after year, and will stoutly defend her young. The B. E. is omnivorous, but
especially fond of fish, which it catches, but ofteiier steals from smaller fishing birds.

This is the bird that figures \\\\on coins and flags as the emblem of the American union.

BALDI, Bernardino, 1533-1617; an Italian mathematician and author. He wa.s

master of more than a dozen languages, and wrote upwards of 100 different works. He
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was an abbot for 25 years, and on one occasion ^vas envoy to Venice. B. had i^rcat repu-

tation as theologian/matlicmatician, geographer, antiquarian, historian, and poet.

BALDPATE, or Amekican Widgeox, Marcca Americana, a duck much prized by
epicures, found chiefly in the s.w. states, on the w. coast, and about tlic great hikes.'

It is named from its white-tipped head; and is marked with brown, cliestnut, gray,

or white.

BALDWIN, a co. in s. Alabama, on Perdido river, the gulf, and Mobile bay, inter-

sected by the Mobile and Montgomery railroad; loOO sq.m.; pop. '70, G004—2845 colored.

The surface is level and sandv, but supports a tine growth of pine timber. Co. seat,

Blakely.

BALDWIN, a co. in central Georgia, on the Oconee river; 257 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

10,018—6774 colored. It produces corn, cotton, wheat, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat,

iSIilledgeville.

BALDWIN, name of counts of Flanders, from the 9th to the 12th century, Bald-

win I. was son-in-law of Charles the bald of France; Baldwin V. was son-in-law of

Robert of France; Baldwin IX. became Baldwin I., emperor of Constantinople.

BALDWIN, John Denison, b. Conn., 1809; a journalist; educated by his own
exertion, and licensed to preach in 1833. He wrote for magazines on archaeology and
kindred themes; became editor of the Charter Oak, a Hartford newspaper; afterwards of

the Boston Coinmnnwealth, and, still later, of the AYorcestcr Spy. He has been three

times chosen member of congress. In 1847, he published a volume of poems; in 1859,

Prehistoric Nations; and in 1872, Ancient America.

BALDWIN, Mattheas W., 1798-1881; b. N. J.; a machinist; recorded as the

l)uilder of the lirst railway locomotive in this country; he subsequently built locomotives

on an extensive scale in Philadelphia.

BALDWIN, Theron, d.d., 1801-70; b. Conn.; graduated at Yale; was home mis-

sionar}-- of the Congregationalists in 1829; one of the founders of Illinois college; organ
izer of the Monticello female seminary, of which he was principal, 1838-43; and 27

years secretary of the society for promoting collegiate and theological education, in

whose service his work was of great value. In his latter years he resided at Orange, N. J.

BAL^CHOU, Jean Jaques Nicolas, 1715-65; a French engraver, whose best work
is a full-length portrait of Augustus III. of Poland. He also made some fine plates after

Claude, Vernet, and Vanloo.

BALEN, or BALLEN, PIendrik van, 1560-32 ; a painter of Antwerp, pupil of Adam
von Oort, the teacher of Rubens. He finished his studies in Italy, and became instruc-

tor of Vandyke and Snyders. Some of his altar pieces are in the Antwerp cathedral.

BALES'TRA, Antonio, an Italian painter, 1666-1740. He was one of the last great

representatives of the Venetian school, and a member of the academy of St. Luke, in

Rome, which gave him a prize for his " Defeat of the Giants."

BALFOUR, Robert, b. about 1550; a Scotchman, who was for many years,principal

of the Guienne college, at Bordeaux; author of a Commentary on the Logic and Ethics of
Aristotle. B. was one of the scholars of the middle ages who helped to spread over

Europe the literary fame of Scottish writers.

BALFOUR, Walter, b. Scotland, 1776; d. Mass., 1852; educated in the Scottish

church, but became a Baptist; and finally a Universalist, advocating with great ardor and
success the doctrines of that sect.

BALGUY, John, 1686-1748; an English theologian and philosopher, graduated at

Cambridge, and ordained in 1710. B. was early in the warm religious controversies of

the time, taking the side of Hadley against the high church writers. In 1728, Hadley
made him prebend of Salisbury, and the next year he became vicar of Northalleiton.

His chi<'f works are, Letters to a Deist, Foundation of Moral Goodness, Inquiry Concerninj

Virtue, Divirui Rectitude^ The Law of Truth, and E>isay on Redemption.

BALIOL COLLEGE. See Balliol College, anU.

BALIZE (from balim, "a beacon"), a village near the mouth of the Mississippi, inhab-

ited chiefly by pilots. Reporting a vessel "at the Balizc" means that she is at, or has

j)aH8ed, the mouth of the river.

BALL, Game op. See Base Ball.

BA Lfi, Thomas, b. Mass., 1819. A sctilptor. Among his works are statues and busts

of Washir)gton, Webster, Evenjtt, Choat(!, etc,

BALLANCHE, Pierre Simon, 1776-1847; a French tlieocratic pliilosopher, author
of J) II sentiment considh'e dans la literature et dans les Arts, Antif/one (a prose poem).
Kssai so r les Tnstitntions Soeiales dans lenr Uajrport atec les Idees novvelks, IjG VieiUard
et le Jenne Jfomme, Jj Ihnnme sans Norn (a tu)V(*1), Valivqenesiie Sociale, Vision d' Ile.hal,

etc. The Palinrjenesie, which he did not finish, was to be an exposition of the workings
of God in history, and is considered his greatest work. B became; a member of the

academy, and is represcmtful as a warm-hearted, amiable man, whose iutollect was over-

sliadowod by liis imagination.
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^^^'^l^^o^^^' ^lA^'-i
'^'^-

P"V'^^'^' '?'' ^^'^ Mississippi and Ohio rivers; COOsq.m.;

VAaidviUc
colored. Productions—tobacco, wheat, corn, and oats. Co. scat'

BALLOU, TTosEA lT71-ia-;3; b. N. H. ; minister of the Univcrsalist denominntion-ion of a l^iptist •n.m.ter. lie ^vas self-echicated ; ^vus expcl!ed from his father's church
o:. deol.rinu- his Lehet m the final salvation of all nien; be-an to preach at 21 years ofage. and became mn.ister of the Second Universalist church ia Boston, in Whicli hePleached o.) years. He started the Un-ven^cLid Marjazuie in 1«10. and in 18:Jl with his

he'nr 3!r\'- r^i^l^
U.uoer.cdi.t Expositor, a quarterly publication. It is said that

V
' ^^^^'^^^ ".\^' 1 ) (,00 sermons, none of ^vhlch uere written before delivery. Hisbioihers, David and Benjamin, were also p:eachers of the same faiih.
BALLOU, TIosEV, 2:1, d.d.; 170G-18G1; b. Vt. ; tlic orand-nephew of Ho^e-i ofBoston; was pastor m Connecticut and Massachusetts, and in 18:>3 president of Tuft'scolle-e. He was one of the editors of the UiilvermllHt Marjazlne, now published underthe name ot The Trumpet. He was the author of AiicleJUl.tory of Vrdv^fmLn tilBALLOU, Maturix Muhray, son of Rosea of Bo'^tim; b. Boston 1822- editor ofBcveral litei-aiy journaN, author of a biograpliy of his fatlier, ILstory of Cnha\nd com-piler of the Tnamry of Thmcjht. He is one of the editors of the Boston GvJk

.
.p'^^^'S BLUFF, on the Potomac. 33 m. al)ove Washington, tlie scene of a defeat

Th l^fl-''?
*'''''' ''"^^'' ""''}'}- ^- ^^^^^^' ^" ^''^ ^"*«^ .ycarot- the rebellion, Oct. 21 18g]

I ^.n H •''?
'''''''''''

^i"'^ ^^D^:^^""'^ ^'"^'"P^- ^''^'" ^''^^^ t« 1^<^0 in number, were utterly

RS^:,!ri'''^T,'''''''1^""
^^^^"^''"'^ confederate loss was reported to be l.^iS^

fndgive™^^^^^^
i.nprisoned, but afterwards released

BALLSTON SPA, seat of justice of Saratoga co., N. Y.; 7 m w of Sarato'ra

n?^[^fb;'r.'"por'?0. 29T''''''^
'' ^ ''''"'^"° P'^"'' ^^' ^'^°^ '^"^^ over-shadc,wed bT

S

BALMEZ, Jaime Lucien, 1810-48
; a Spanish ecclesiastic, philosopher and author

^it
"""'^ y."P?.''^^';"t ^^'"'-l^ i« I^roteMantlxm Compared with Cnthj:Ua?mFnh^^^^^^^^

Eicropeari Cmlzat^m a V(;ry able defense of the Boman church. He wn.te alsoXw«!mental Philosophy, and a Coarse of Elemented Fhilosuphy.

tr^.^'^^T"^!?^',
^?'?'''

J'.'^^.''^'
17G5-184G; a French architect and en-rave- He isknown chiefly by his skill in engraving, specimens of which are found hi 7>«r"a«JIts MonamentH, Denon's Egypt, and illustrations of Napole()n's wars in /a C^^^^^^

ment S'thtdfv of 'p'
•'" ^7'"^^^' \ ''''' ^^'^ ^^'^-^"'--^ ^- the French ^iZn-mcnt and the city of Pans, and a member of the academy of tine arts He built StAugustine's church and other line edifices.

.f tV'^^''^^S ^ ^'^"'^«^ ^" ^'^'^ London co., Conn., 42 m. e.s.e. of Hartford It has onoof the largest cotton manufac-tories yet built, running about GO, 000 spindles.

«nd rwf.Pn^^^^^'^n^^'
^^'^ controversy between the provinces of Esthonia, Livonia,and Com land, and the government of Russia. IVter the -reat nromi^ed to thp

wre"onfi:med^r\8"-''r";"'^
ThJnnZn Z ^^^' ^"^ '" 'P'^' '^'^''''^^' <''^' C}reek church endeavors to proselytethe people, efforts are made to compel tlie substitution of the Russian for the Germa^^^tou..ue in schools, and the press has been subjected to censorship

741^ 47^0 >Vi^f^^'/''''M;,'"
°- ?^'^''.Yl^^"t^. on Chesapeake bav. 700 sqm.; pop. '70 330

l^^^^^^^^J'^:':::^^^ ^ produces c^rn,toL[^o,whea;,

.^!^2!l^^^ ^'^- Sl:t\i;:rSc^ ^f^earliest patent for land there was by Charles Gorsuch. a ciuaU-r Avho rc^ei^c^^^^

ule hS ':i-/"^Y--
^^ '''^- Twenty years later David llones sett^I'd on 1. n side o?

fl^^^ M 'F' '"°/"' "'^'"^ ^'' ^^'^ s^'^^'i'" ^^"0^^" as "Jones's J^alls " which divides

T 'tK^ ^'^"\ '^'^^ ""^''''" ^^^^'"s- ^" J^^"-' 1'30, a small town was o . ed , ofJ(mes'Fals and named B., in honor of Calveri, lord B. At the sanc^^peio William

..nd named after David Jones. That town was joined to B. in 1745, droppino- ,. i,,me

l^fd llfoi^tT' "r^'"'
\^'''' little settlements passed into B.. and in 1752 i.elu u. e c ty

ext h^ ,nm N '''' < ^'?"'"' ""^^
'tS^

inhabitants. In 175G, a number of the peopli

cour i /;.? f^)T\ ^T^'""
^'''"', ^'' ^-

'
'" ^^^^' ^- was made the county seat, and the usual

n?e t Stan irr^'^w^^^^
'' court-house being built on the site of the presen't battle monu-

papei' w'rlu ^L in
770'*°'!?"' "'^^ whipping-post near by. until 1808. The first news-

YoH' o^t 1S wi '

V^'''^*^'-'';
''>' ^'^*''^' ^"'^ ^ ^"^'»S^^

^''^'' t« Philadelphia and New
inhabitanfi Tn 177« r"

>l'e revolution came, B. had abo.it 570 houses, and nearly 6000inlubitants. In 1776, the con tuiental or provincial concjress. fearing British interference

St ,n the last house at the w. end of Market street, on the s. side of the street in a lo, ff

qX'r''who'bum'it'fo7l^'''^ ^^^ ''Y'
''''^^''^ '^"^^ ^^^'^ ^^--- The houle belon.- t'o fquaker, who built it for a tavern." A custom-house was opened in 1780. and a mari et

Am, Ad.—14
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m 1784 i'l wliich year a few oil lumps were set in the lualn srreet.s and watchmen were

[mVloyed M' a eand conimcive began soon after peace t.nd the city grew rapudy

Thou^d ori-nn- ly a liomau Catholic ?.olony, there came, after the revolution, a number

of enlen V^i" Sc(>tch-Irish Protestants, wliose energy and means were of great value

UtheciSla'e lines and packets were established to distant places turnpd.es pro-

i cled and in 1789 the course of Jones' Falls within the city was ^;^;^"g^'^»- /'"'^^^ '«.

iri dn-il bed of tie stream tilled in. In 1792. there was an accession .o tl'e poini ation of
Dii^iua. '»^^»

^J; T)omin"0 By 1796. the ii. habitants numbered 20,0(>(J, and B.

wa^y>d "fS> ,^d ehos "muvor. u'ming'tUe last war with Great BrUaia, a lo.ce
\\

a^
inaut a eiL^ .

.,cTiiust B Sent 12. 1814, and a sharp conliict ensued, in

"ddci; tt'l^l'ush colon? w^ "1 bu^^he Americans were defeated with heavy loss.

Still the urofetLM^^^ on the city was abandoned. The entrance to the por ot B.

i Jf nrwy-'hv fort Alclleurv on the point of land between the harbor and the Patapsco.

it ^tld fn^anuLlS^^^^ of this fort by the British fleet, in 1814

that Francis Scott Key. an American prisoner on one of the English ships, composed the

5 flv.fpd -St^rSn^^^ Banner" The city became conspicuous early in the civ 1

wu April 19 186^1 a' portfon of the 6th Massachusetts and 7th Pennsylvania regi-

ments warmobbedwhili passing through the city, and in the contest, nine citizens and

two loldiei^'vxMC killed, Lnd three citizens and 23 soldiers wounded. iSo more troop,

were sent throudi B. until the city was put under military rule.
„„ 4 o,

B Ton uudu atin- -round, covering about 10.000 acres, 4^ m from e. to w and 3^

from n to sS It fs almost equally divided by Jones' Falls, which is crossed bv sev-

erTbrid^s The rUion e. of the stream is nominally divided into two par s, Old lown

and Fell^ Point The Point is the resort of seamen, and a place of ship-building and

mmufacturir On the w. of Jones' Falls are' the city proper and Spring Garden, the

oZer b^^^^^ center of trade and the home of tl^e jealthi^ c. ize^^ he hd er

inhabited by tho poorer classes and once noted for rowdy sm; My name is Jake Key

osrr; 1 was born in Spring Garden," is a song not yet forgotten.
,,^^^ ^. ,,,,„,_

B. has more than 200 churches, three universities, a number of colleges, j^^d ma
;j

charitable and beneticial institutions, among which are the Bay \ lew as}lum tlic bpiin

^.ove asymt th^ institution for the blind; the Sheppard asylum for he

hianeSwed wit!iJ?l,O00.OJO bv Moses Sheppard; the Peabody institution, which

r'cdved ove $ 00 ,000 from Geoi'ge Peabody; the Hopkins hospital endowed wi h

i'> 000 000 bv Tolm Hopkins, free without regard to color or condition. The Johns Hop-

kh^s un versltr a new institution, magnificently endowed giving oppor-

tunitv foi posic^VXte study, and advanced scientific research, and gradually develop

rr" ts N4n'.ms cour^e^^ of sti d^ on a far-reaching plan. There are about 12.. public

chooK wir8aoS^erage att;ndance. The most notable ^>-^g - ^ ^^^^^
^i:

ciiv hall occunviu^r an entire square of more than half an acre; 3oa It. long n renais

^mcettvle t^Cler fL of the walls, tiie portico, and all the ornamenta work of

Xte AWyi nd mar^ walls' and floors of brick; four stories hi?li, sur-

inuntJdira mansard riof of iron a.id slate, with a dome an< tower of iron, rising 2^ |r from a mad le base. The interior is very elegantly furnished, and the whole cost I

v^as^.ioO.m It is said to have been built entii;e!y within the
f^^^^^^^^^f^;^}}^' I

Tx nrns • The Peabodv institute was incorporated m 18o7; one wmg (.f the }]^^^^' J
near he Wa hington monam.nl, is completed. It is faced and ornamen ed with w 1

m;ul^e. .U.I is simple, bal massive and imposing in style^
^^:;:; ::t a fine L?flcf"S

volum"^ and halls for lectures, concerts, etc. The custom-house is a fine cdince. ----o

rrUl ft he principal room is 53 ft. square, and is lighted by a glass dome llo f

above the '.street^ On the four sld.s are colonnades, each column being a single block

'^
b'i 'supplied' with water from lake Roland (fed by Jones' Falls), an ^^rtificial pond I

H m n of th^ city with a capacity of 500,000,000 galls. There are three other reser-
|

v.rrV with an ao-^-^-^^^^^^ stoi .g« of as much more. There ar(> also numerous smal |
« [n<A ar d f u'S^^^^^^ the city. Of a number ol public squares. Dru.d 11,1 park, o

700 ac^es in l^^^^^^^ n.w. of the city, is the chief, and possesses wondertul natural

beautv includin-r forests, lakes, lawns, and about 25 m. of carriage drives.

As a m^^^^^^ rank in ship-building; in produc s of mm
wool coppe c^^^^^^^^ and pottery; in sugar-refining, distilling, tanning, saddlery the

mIkin-Ta-ricultiiral imp ements. etc. Near the city is clay lor bricks, which s o

Txce U;Tl by any known in the world, and more than 100.000.000 Ii. bricks air made and

6^^id an lualh The large.st iron-rolling mills in the United States are the Abbot woiks^

in the e secton of the (fly. As a flour market. B. is an inqH>rtant center; and it is also

roninent in exportin- tobacco, and other products. One of its ieatures is the oyster

trtde TlH oys^ taken frmn Cbesapeak.' bay in immense (piant.ties, canned, and

1830,Vo25; 1840. 102,313; 1850. 16i),0r,4; 18(50. 212.418; 1870. 207.3o4.

BVLTIMOllE Loud. Sir Ckoiuik Cai.vkkt. of the Irish peerage; created i" 1624 by

James TI who L-nv'A^'' t'l''- 'o hU /.•mI..,.. IJotna,. Catholie defender. Lord B. wa«
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•of English birth, a graduate of Oxford, principal secretary of slate in 1619, and mem-
ber of parliament in 1020-21. He tried to estrJjlish a colony in Newfoundland, in

1625, but failed. He visited Virgijiia, but not being Vvcll received, returned to England,
where he died. It was to his son, Cecil Calvert, that the ]\laryland patent issued in

1682. He never came to this country, but sent settlers under his brother Leonard. Cecil
succeeded to the title, whence it passed to John and his heirs until 1771, when it died
with Frederick, who had no children.

BALTZER, WiLHELM Eduakd, b. 1814; studied at Leipsic and Halle; was hos-
pital chaplain at Delitzsch, and in 1847 founded, at Xordhausen, a free religious com-
munity. In 1848, he was cho.sen to the Frankfort parliament, and sub.sequently to the
Prus.sian assembly. In 18G8, he established a society and a journal to promote vegeta-
rianism. He has written many works on religious topics, including a Life of Jchuh.

BALUCHISTAN'. Sec Beloochistan, ante.

BALUZE, f^TiENNE, 1630-1718; a French scholar; librarian for Colbert, the famous
minister of state; in 1670. honored with the professorship of canon law in the royal col-

lege, the chair being founded expressly for him. On the fall of cardinal dc Bouillon he
lost his place, and was long kept out of Paris, His best known work is tlie Capitularia
Hegurn Fraiicorwm.

BAMBA, a province in Congo on the w. coast of Africa, s. of the river Ambriz;
abounding in gold, silver, copper, and salt. It is said to be fertile, and densely popu-
lated. The climate is good for that part of the continent.

BANANAL', also called Santa Anna, an island 2C0 m. long by 35 wide, in the Araguaj
river, Brazil; exceedingly productive of bananas, whence the name.

BANCROFT, Aaron, d.d., 1755-1839; b. Mass. He graduated at Harvard, and
fettled at Worcester, in 1785. He published, besides many sermons, an eulogy and a
life of Washington, the latter reprinted in England. He was a strong opponent of Cal-
vinism, before the Unitarians were known. Later in life he was president of the Unita-
rian as.sociatioQ.

BANCROFT, Edward, 1744-1821; b. Mass.; practiced medicine in British Guiana,
•\nd resided several years in England. He was intimate with Franklin and Priestley,
^rnong his works are Eifxay on the Natural Ulntory of GuUtna, Charles Wcnticorih, a
aovel, and Ex2)erimental Researches concerning Permanent Colors.

BANDAR'RA, GoNZALO Annes, d. 15o6; called the "Portuguese Nostradamus."
He was a shoemaker, cotnposed religious verses, and pretended to give prophecies.
Several works purporting to be his were issued, but probably all were written by others.
Their burden was the resurrection and restoration of John IV., or of Sebastian, kings
of Portugal.

BANDERA, a co. in s.w. Texas, on the Medina; 938 sq.m. : pop. 70,649—18 col-

ored. It is a stock-raising region. Co. seat, Bandera Citx'.

BANDETTINI. Teresa, 1763-1837; an Italian poetess, who gained celebrity as an
improvisatrice. Blie was much honored, not only for talent, but for virtues and accom-
plishments. Among her works are Rime dinrf<e. Da Mort' d'Adftm. and // l\iJidoro.

She wedded Signor Pietro Landucci, a gentleman of Lucca.

BANER, JonvN, 1595-1641; a Swedish general under Gustavus Adolphus in the 30
years' war, commanding the right wing in the battle of Leipsic and defeating Pappen
heim. After the deatii of Gustavus the regent Oxenstiern made B. chief of"the army.
He was victorious at Wittstock and at Chemnitz and overran all Germany, where he was
accused of \innecessary harshness. He failed in an attempt in 1641 *to capture the
emperor at Ratisbon and died soon afterwards. He had few equals in reckless gallantry.

BANGOR (ante), one of the most important cities in INIaine. Fort Noiumbega wa.s

built heie, in 1656, by the French; and it was thought that a great city of that name
existed (alluded to by Milton in Paradise Lod, in Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, and
by other authors). In 1769. the settlement, now under English rule,' was callcd"^ Ken-
duskeag. Finally, it got its present name from the well-known psalm tune. Mhich wa.^*

a great favorite with its minister, Setli Noble. It was incorporated as a city in 1834.
since which time it has grown to nearly 30,000 in population. A navigable river, rail-

roads, and abiuidant water-power combine to make B a great manufacturing city. It

is the seat of jUvStice of Penobscot co., and a port of entry, with a capacious, safe, and
easily accessible harbor. The city is on both sides of the Kenduskcag. over which there
are several bridges; and over the Penobscot there is a bridge a quarter of a mile long,
connecting the city with the sulmrb of Brewer. B. is one of the greatest lumber marts
in the union, employing more than 2000 vessels in the business. It is the seat of a Con-
gregational theological seminary.

BANGS. Natran, d.d.. 1778-1862; b. Conn.; a Methodist minister, commencing a."<

in itinerant in 1801, He labored seven years in Canada, and came to New York in 1810,
In 1820. he was ckosen agent of the Methodist book concern: in 1828. chosen editor of
the Christian Adrocatc and Journal, and in 1829 elected bishoj) of Canada, but decline<l.
In 1832, he was editor of the MetJiodisi Maaazine and Quitrterly lleiyietr; in 1863. secret-'iry
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of the church's missionary society; in 1841, president of the "Weslcyan nniversity, hut
soon afterwards rcturucd to pastoral work in Kew York. Dr. B. was the author of
PrGdentiiiatioti Exdiiiuwd, Reformer Befarmcdy Life of Armiuius, lliaiory of Missions,

ll'story of tJce MdJufdiat Episcopal Church, etc.

BAXISTE?v. See Halifax Court House.

IjAXK—BANKING (ante). The main principles of banking in the United Stjites

ngres generally with those in other business countries, with such exct-i'tions as arc involved
lA tliL* present system of national l)anks. Indeed, the modern English system of B.

originated in the United States, while they were English colonics. As early as IGOO the

colony of Massachusetts issued bills of credit to a considerable amount, making the i)aper
legal tender for tuxes and other debts, the notes being payal)!e to bearer on demand.
This was two years before the establishuient of the Ix of Lu^iland (opened Jan. 1, IGUo),

an 1 William Patterson, the fatlierof that remarkable llscal agency, had been in the colonies,

and took especial interest in the Massachusetts experiment. In the exigencies of the cam-
paign against the French in Nova Scotia, in lT4o, I\IassachuseUs again issued paper
currency; and when England paid nearly $200,000 for the cost of that expedition, the
colony redeemed her paper at tlu rate of !jll currency for $1 of silver. Other colonies
issued legal tender, and about the time of this redemption the paper of some of them
was rated per dollar p ir, as follows: New England provinces, 11 for 1; North Carolina,

10 for 1; South Carolina, 7 for 1; New York, 2 for 1; Pennsylvania, l.i^d for 1. In 1712,

South Carolina set up a b ink, and issued nearly $250,10.) m bills, to be retired at the

rate of one twelfth aa;milly until all were redeemed. This provision increased their

value in the first year or two about 100 per cent. In 1723. Pennsylvania began by an
issue of $7),0J0, and half a century later doubled the amount. In IVoi), Massachusetts
esta')lished a regular bank which issued bills of credit.

The revolution had tj be provided for by extraordinary means; in jMay, 1775, the conti-

nenlal congress authorized the issue of bills to the amount of $3,000,000, inakingthemlegal
te:i(L'r. Within two years this currency began rapidly to depreciate, under constantly
increasing issues, which, in 177J, had reached $1150,000,03). Congress then directed tne
issue of an additional $1 ),00 ),000. and declared that to be the linal extent. Though this

promise was k'pt, t!i3 di-jpreciatioa continued, and by 1781 continental currency was
good for nothing as money. Some years after the foundation of the present nntional
government, the old currency was redeemed, at the rate of about 100 to 1. On the last

ay of the year 1781, congress chartered the bank of North America in Philadelphia, and
both Pennsylvania and New York also granted charters to the same concern the next
year, though it did not go into operation for nearly two years. The bank of New York
was chartered in 1784, and the bank of Massachusetts, at Boston, in the same year. But
tliese institutions were unable to supply the (airrency required, and other states began to

i.ssue bills of credit, or to charter banks, and in some, personal property of certain kinds.

wa.s mide legal tender for ordinary debts. But all further issues by states, as such,
were forbidden by the federal constitution, which went into operation in Mar., 1789.

Then, among the early movements in congress, came a charter for a bank of the United
States, which was carried after a long cautest. The charter ran 20 years from Feb. 25,

17J1; capital, $8,00(),0J0, of which 'the United States government took $2,000,000_
thereby having a share of the directors; and its bills were made good for the liquidation

of all debts to t!ie government. AVhen the time came for renewing the chaiter, the.

country was at war with England; there were nearly 90 state banks to oppose the-

rechartering, and the eifort failed. The old bank failing also 1o get a state charter,

immediately wound u-> it.i aHairs. It had been successful and had paid 8 to 10 per cent
a year to its stocKholders. State banks increased, and in 1813 there were 150 of them,,

with circulating notes amounting to $02,000,000. In 1814, the New Engl\nd l)anks

suspended specie payments, but resumed at the beginning of 1817. Meantime, state

bank notes were depreciating. In 1814, those of Baltimore were down 20 per cent, and
tho.se of New York, 10 per cent. The news of peace raised their value 5 and 10 per
cent; but they were subject to stidden fluctuations: the federal government had nO'

control over the states, and tlie states had little over the bankers. 'Vhe old " rcgulntor"
was seriously mi.ssed, and, April 3. 1810, congress chartered the second United States
l)ank at Philadelphia, with power to establisli branches. Its capital was $35,000,000, of
which the f(rderal government took $7J)O0.Oo0; the bank with is branches was made the
ollicial depositary or" govern men L money; its bills wen; leg;il tenders, and it was the agent
for negotiating federal and stale loans. This comp( lied the state banks to resume sp' cic

payments, iind business aijam moved forward steadilv. State banks, however, ij^rew in

num!)er rapidly. In 1810. then; were 240. with $90.()00.000 cai)ital. In 1830, when the
recrha'-tering of the Cnitcnl States l)ank was proposed, there were 330 state banks, with
Jj; 145, 000. 000 capital. President Jackson in his message, Dec, 1S20, expressed his oppo-
sition to the United States bank, and his expected veto of the bill to renew the chartt^r

came in .July, 1832. The next move was to remove the deposits of public money fronv
the bank. This could be dom; only by order of the secretary of the treasury, ;md as that

ollicer refused to conform to the president's wishes, he was summarily removed, and a
more tractable man was at){)ointed in his place, '^riie old bank, that had more tliaiL

4)uce saved the credit of tlu; nation, was cripi>led. and went dr)\vn In the wiud-up it
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was found that its wliole capital "was lost, tliough it managed to pay its debts. Its last

operations were under a charter from the state of Pennsylvania.
The refusal to continue tlie national bank gave full scope to Ftatc institutions, and

they irrew with mushroom rapidity. In 18o7, there were Co4 of them, witli a capital of
:$2yi.000.< 00. 1 149. 000,000 m circulatmg notes, $127,000,000 in deposits, and $5-jr>, 000,000
in loansand discounts. The crash surely impending was hastened liy an enormous crop of
-cotton in 183G, a consequent decline m iirices, ar.d the depreciation of the credit of
cotton dealers and their backers. The tumble began in l}^37, and by the 1st of June there
was an entire suspension ot specie payments; values fell liom dollars to shillings, all

busmess was deranged, millions of people were reduced from comparative case to sharp
poverty, and a period of wretchedness began which continued nearly five years, llow-
ever, congress passed a general bankruptcy law, the states assi.>-ted, by limitation and
other iaws, and by 1843-44 the country Inid nearly recovered. The banks had ii:anj

trials; some icsumed. only to suspend again, and many went into liquidation. Congress
passed the independent treasury law, and thereafter the federal government had no
direct concern in banking until the rebellion broke out. The old United States bank had
its final downfall in the crash of 1837. That crisis taught wisdom to the state banks,
and a general retrenchment was the consequence. Between 18o8 and 1842, ihe number
of banks was reduced from 67.j to 577; capital from C'317, 000.000 to $:229.C00,()00; circu-

lation from $116,000,000 to $59.000, Ooc; anddiscounts from ^480,000,000 to ?254.C00,000.
Further security was demanded by the public, and among the new measures were the
Suffolk bank plan in Massachusetts, and the New York safety-fund system. The Suf-
folk bank plan was merely an arrangement whereby that Lank was made tlie channel
through winch all notes of New England banks that found their way to Boston, as most
ot them naturally did. were at once"forwarded to the issuers for redemption. 1 lie result

was that all solid bankers found it for their interest to deposit with the Suffolk a
redemption fund, as that insureil the acceptance of their notes.

The New York safety fund system, which is the cardinal principle of the present
national banking plan, required each bank to deposit, wilii the banking department of
the state, securities consisting of federal or state stocks, or bonds and mortgages, which,
in case of the failure of the bank, were sold, and the proceeds i:ppl:ed to the liquidation
of its debts. In 1857, there was another crash, followed by a general suspensionof specie
payments; but the depression did not long continue.

Some of the serious evils, avoided to a great extent by the issue of greenbacks and
national bank currency, were counterfeited or altered bills. "When almcst every bank
had its own plates for six or more denominations of notes, the land was full of counterfeits
and alterations, and no business man ventured to accept a bank-note not well known to
him, without previous comparison withn detector. In 1803, there were counterfeits on
the notes of 253 banks, besides 18G1 bills imitated, and lG8o entirely spuriouj notes.
On tlie best notes there was u discount in the business centers of from 1 to 10 or even
15 per cent; and exch; nge was more variable than the weather. The "wild-cat" and
"red-dog" banks of !5iiciiigan, and other western states, were notoriously unsafe. A
<lozen of them would club togeihcr to make asliow for one only, when t!ie examiner came
along, and the same specie would be an hour in advance of hini all along his route, 'ihe
*' red-dog' bank was so-called because of its movable nature, and of the color 6tampe<lon
its notes. Established m one place on Monday, the "banker" might pack his carpet-L^q
-at night, and on Tuesday open his bank 50 miles awa}'; in whiclMase he stamped in red
ink on the face of his notes the name of the place in which the " banking-house" was
la.st established.

The war of the rebellion made large issues of credit necessary, and among the earli-

est financial measures was a tax on banking, with certain inducements intended to lloat

government loans by means of baidcs, and the establishment of the national banking
system. The measures were successful, and the state institutions rapidly came i..to the
new system, so that in the beginning of 18(30 nearly 1000 of them had become national-
ized. When tiic war began in 18G1, the paper in circulation in the countiy v.as

$200,000, OjO, of which about three fourths Avas the issue cf loyal states. Ihe specie
available for circulation was estimated at $275,000,000. The governirent Foon borrowed
from the associated banks in the large cities $50,000,000, for which demand rctes were
issued, that were not at the lime Iciial tender. In Feb., 1SG2, congress authon:;ed the
issue of $150,000,000 in notes, ot' which $!50,(00,0('0 was for ti.c withdrawal (f tho
demand notes. The last issue was legal tender, except for duties on imporis and i:;terest

on the public debt. The bankinglaw of Feb. 2-'"), 18G3, still in force, created a cur-
rency bureau in the treasury department, at the head of which is the comptroKcr cf the
currency, who has jiower toautliorize banking by associations of not le>s than live per-
sons, and a minimum capital (unless in very small places}, of ^100.000, one half to
be paid at once, and the remainder in six months. Before commencing business, tiic

association must transfer to the treasury of the United states interest-bearing bonds of
the national government to the amouiii of one third the capital; w]iereui>on they maj
receive cn-culaling notes, register(>d and countersigned, equal to 10 per cer.t of tho
market value of the stocks deposited, but not beyond the amour.t of their jar value.
The entire amount of currency to b issued is limited to C'^OO.OOO.OOO. o:ie half to bo
apportioned among the states according to their representative population, and the other
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half with regard to the existing banking capital, resources, and business of the several

states. Nearly all the .states conformed to this national system, withdrew their old

notes, and took new ones Irom the treasury. The currency then came to consist of the

notes of these banks, and the treasury demand notes, or "greenbacks," the whole
amounting in 186.1 -to nearly $450,000,000. The national notes are quite as good as the

domaiid notes:, and circulate as freely, their final payment being assured by deposits in

the treasury department.
Of course this flood of paper soon drove specie out of circulation, and little was seen

of EToId and silver, except at the custom houses and sub-treasuries, until the general

resumption, Jan. 1. 1879. In the meantime tlii're came anotlier tinancial crisis, in the

autuniu of 1878, precipitated by the failure of tlie important house of Jay Cooke & Co.

;

l)ut there were no specie payments to be suspended, and the holders of national bank
notes were amply protected* by the treasury deposits. Still there was great financial

distress for five years, gradually relaxing in 1878-79, with recovery fully established

towards the close of the latter year.

Of the national banking system, it may be said that the rebellion presented to con-

gress as its first duty the invention of some plan for repressing the heterogeneous system

of banking, providing one system of a homogeneous and absolutely safe character; one
which would be truly national, operating alike in every part of the United States. The
necessities of the government inspired the new order, but the old was,rapidly failing to

meet the wants of the people; the new, therefore, may be said to have grown out of the

necessities of business as well as the straits of the nation. The new system preserved all

the advantages of the old, and added many new ones. It gave absolute protection to the

holders of the national bank-notes, as government bonds were deposited with the U. S.

treasurer in ten per cent e.Kcess of their issue for the security of their redemption. It

provided security of a uniform and almost absolute character for the deposits, making
the stockholder liable, in an equal amount of his stock interest, for the ultimate payment
of the deposits. It provided for a unifonn bank-note of equal value in every part of the

country, so engraved and is.sued, that security against counterfeits was far better attained

than -ever before. It provided for a system of redemption which made exchange merely
nominal, and gave to national bank-notes, issued in most distant places, a uniform value

in all the great financial centers of the country. It provided a system of published

reports ove^r the sworn signatures of the executive officers of the banks, and a uniform

system of examination under the direction of the comptroller of the currency.

The national banks are required to pay to the revenues of the general government as

follows: 1. One half of one per cent, semi-annually, on the circulation allowed by. law.

2. One quarter of one per cent, semi-annually, on the average deposits for the half year.

3. One quarter of one per cent, semi-annually^ on capital not in government bonds..

Their stockholders are subject to local taxation on the market value of their stock as

personal property. Each bank must keep with the treasurer of the United States, in

legal tender notes, for the redemption of its bills, five per cent of the amount of its cir-

culation; and must retain constantly in its own vaults two fifths of fifteen per cent of \\a

deposit.s.

The distribution and extent of banks and banking in the United States is shown iii.

the following table prepared by the comptroller of the currency

:

NATIONAL BANK CIRCULATION AUTHORIZED AND ISSUED.

Mtatement shoving by geographical divisions the amount of circulatino notes to tchich the
National Banks in operation on June 14, 1879, wkrk entitled, and also the amount of n/yteK

which had been actually issued to them.

QjEOOBAPinCAL DrVIBIONS.

AsscKjiations having
Capital not exceed-
ing 8500,000 each.

EJaKtem Rtates
Middle Ktules
Houihcrn states
Westei-n Htutes
Pacific states and territoriea

Totals

Capital.
Authorized
Circulation
90 per cent.

J«.'),5i7;^,;i7o;

2H,0.-)1,H(X)

71,lH:i,i.'00[

4,120,0001

Sa').74.'),943

92.i;(i.tii

2,">.2t(i.GiiO

()4,0(M,HH0

8,708,000

Associations having
Capital exceeding
$.')0(),(X)0, but not ex-
ceeding $1,000,000
each.

Capital.

$44,27n.000
:;>H,K7:.',r>G0

2,.'{.")().()(X)

9,7i)0,(K)0

7r)0,000

$301,046,505 $270,911,8541 $&'5,947,5G0

Authorized
Circulation
80 per cent.

$;i'>,420,000

2;}.0'.IH,(MK

1,HS().(KK)

7,r<i(),0(K)

(500.000

$08,758,0-18

As.sociations having
Capital exceeding
$1,0 0,000, but not
exceeding $3,000.-

000 each.

Capital,

2,450.0<K)

2,000,000

$55,050,350

Autliori/cd'
Ciicuhition
75 per cent..

$18,G.')9,73r

19,2y0,.'>25

l.a37,r,();^

l,.')00,tX):)

$41,28i.7( ;
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QxOGBAPHICAJi DIVI8ION8.

E!astem states
Middle states
Southern states
Western states
Pacific states and territories

Totals

Associations having
Capital exceeding
$3,000,000 each.

Capital.
Authorized
Circulation
CO per cent.

Total Capital and
Authorized Circula-
tion.

Capital,
Authorized
I

Circula-
I tion.

$13,200,000

$13,200,000

$7,920,000
$164,427,920 $139,82.5,680

170,211,495, 142,4^.984
30,401.800. 27.126.620

a3,;«3.200i 73.6fl2,:580

6,870,0001 5.808,900

m

$117,62.'>.727|

11 3.995.5591

2:^,579,268;

.57.276.342'

3,218.7801

$7,920,000; $455,244,415 $388,907,064 $315,695,076

1.2- '1

4i y c . •

$22,190,9.55
28,489,42*
3.54;,:i^^

16..'38l'..0:»

2,589,220

$73,211,98*

TABLES OF BANKING CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS.

CteOGRAPHICAL DIVISIONS.
May 31st, 1878.

Kew England states
Middle states
Southern states
Western states and tei ri-

tories

State Banks and
Trust Companies. Private BanJiers

No.

42
217
233

861

United States 853

Capi
tal.

ifillionn.

8.19
42.45
27.38

46.33

124.35

De-
posits.

No, Capi-
I

De-
tal. I posits.

Miiliunt,

15.06
122.10
30.67

71

916
280

61.65 1 1,589

229.48 2,856

2.86
34.48
7.30

3.2:^

61.92
13.68

33.16 105.00

Savings-Barks
with Capital.

'"'•!
^'- De-

posits.

1 Savingt*-
Banks wirfr
out CapitfaV

No.

JCiUiotu. I MilUoHt.

0.07
0.16
0.88

1.14
1.37
1.28

15 I 2.13 I 22.39

De-
I
posit5.

441 i

190!

3

84

40:^.4f

358. ea
2.li

39.0SJ

77.80 183.83 i 23 1 3.24 1 2G.18 ! 668 803.29

AGGREGATE AVERAGE CAPITAL AND DEPOSITS FOR FOUR YEARS.

Geographical
Divisions.

May 31st, 1878.

State Banks, Savings-
Banks, Private Bankers,

etc.

National Banks, June
29, 1878.

Total.

No. i Capital.

New England states
Middle states I 1,326!

Southern states
j

520'

Western states and
}

territories 1.999.

I Millions.
5.55; 11.12

77.09
35.55

81.62

United States 4,400 205.38

Deposits. No.

Millions.
422.86

i
542,

544.07 : 634
47.77

!
176

Capital. Deposits. No. Capital. Deposits.

228.09
;

704

1,242.79
I 2,056| 470.39

Millions.i Millions.

\

106..52
177.18
31.49

95.20

Millions. Millions
128. Ki I 1.097 177.64 551. GJ^

377.89
I

1,9«X) 2.>4.27 1 918. 9C
35.94 1 696 67.04 83.71

137.50
i 2,703

677.16
i

6,456

176.82

675.77

465 59

1,919.9S

The antiquity of banks is very great. In Europe, the bank of Venice, the earliest ou
record, .started in 1157; the bank of Barcelona, in 1401; of Genoa, in 1407; and of Am-
sterdam, in 1609. But in tho metropolitan mu.>^eum of art in New York are Babylonian
tablets brarini; distinct records of transactions in banking that took place in the reign of
Nebucliadnez/ar. The earliest tablet is of the year 601 B.C. On it arc memoranda of loans
of silver made by Kudurru as follows:— 1 mina of silver to Suta, 1 mina to Balludh, i mina
to Beku'pus, 5 shekels to Nabubasa-napsali, and 5 shekels to Nergal dann. Total. 3
minas, 5 shekels of silver. No. 2, dated at Babylon on the 12th day of the month of
8ivan. in the 8th year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 597 B.C., bears tabletary evidem-e,
attested by three witnesses, of the loan of 2 minas, 10 shekels of silver, made by Nabu-
8uma-esir, son of Belu- * * * -ilani, son of the * * *, to Kudurru, son of Basa, son (»f

Egibi. No. 8, dated at Babylon, month Tisri, 25th day, 8th year of Nebuchadnezzar,
597 B.C.—Loan of j of a mina, and 4 shekels of silver.' grantee! by Belu-balish. son of
llu.'jgul, son of Epes-ili, to Kudurru, son of Basa, son of Egibi. To be repaid on the 10th
of the month of Kislev. There are four witnesses. No. 4, dnted at Babyhm. month of
Tebet, 6th day, 22d year of Nebuchadnezzar, 583 B.C., records the sale of 9 measures
of corn, or the promise to sell 9 measures of corn, by Belu-basa. son of Zira-yuquin,
son of Mimnabitti, to Suta, son of Kudurni, son of Egibi. Three witnesses. No. 5, dated
Babylon, month Ab, 2l8t day, 31st year of Nebuchadnezzar, 574 B.C.. refers to the pay
ment of 24 measures of corn, and 56 shekels of silver, by Kasir and Iddin-Marduku. sons
of Basa. sow of Nur-Sini, to Belu-nasi. son of Su/Jibu. >;oii of Beludini. No. 6 is dated
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nt Satkrini. Sotli Sivan, 37th year of l^cbucharlnczzar, 563 b.c. No. 7 is dated «t

Babylon. I'ith Adar. 4'2(\ year of N('l)iichadiU!Z/ar. r>(>;] u.c. TSos. 8 and 9 arc dated
;it Babylon, in the 2d and od years of the reign of Ncriglissiir, 558 and 557 B.C. T>09. 10,

11, 12. 13. 14. 15. and 10. are dated at Babylon, two in tlie 2d. one in the 4lh. three in

tlie Gtlj. and one in the 11th (?) year of IS'alK)iiidiis. rangin^;, therefore, from 554 to 545

B.C. No. 17 is daied at Borsippa. in the 7th year of Nabonidus, 548 B.C. Nos. 18 to oO
date from the 8th to the Kith vear of Naboindiis, 548 to 540 B.C. No.s, 31 and 33 arc

dated at iial)ylon in the oil and 7th years of Cyrus, 534 and 530 c.c. No. 33 ie (hited at

Lakkarrinu. and Nos. 34 and 35 at Babylon, the tirst in the 2d and the two others in tlic

<)tli year ()f Canibyses. 528 and 524 B.C. No. 30 is dated at Kharsak-Kalama, 25 Kislev,

1st year of Darins, 518 B.C. Nos. 38 to 43 date from Babylon and range from the 3d to

tiie^Oth year of Darius. 516 to 493 B.C. An interesting tablet is No. 44, which, dated

.at the city of Dhabi-Belu, 15th Ni.san, 40lh year of Nebuchadnezzar, 565 B.C., records 7
slu'keN of silver lent by Giniillu, sou of Samsa-zira-ibui, son of Sinii-satnu, to Nalni-
«umi-iddin, son of I^elu-balidh, son of Sakdidi, and Iddiu-Marduku, son of Barsa, son of

Nur-sinl. in the course of tho month Nisau * * * * by i shekel 5 times, give (back); 3
witnesses. Giniillu receives tlerefore 3 shekels interest. No. 45 l)ears an undated con-

tra.t; No. 40. mjmo:'anda of loans, expenditures, etc. (undated); No. 47, also undated,
similar contents; No. 4S, ;m account of the produce of certain lands in the l^tli year of

Darius, with n im3s of buyers and amounts; No. 49, an undated account of field prod-

uce, and No. 50, rough memoranda. No. 51 is dated at Babylon on the 18lh day of the

14tli ye.u- of Darius. 505 B.C. M. Lenormant divides these mobt interesting documents
into five principal types: 1. Simple obligations. 2. Obligations with a penal clause in

case of non-fuUillment. One he gives which had 79 days to run. 3. Obligations with the

guarantee to a third party. 4. Obligations payable to a third person. 5. Drafts drawn
upon one place, payable in another. He gives the following illustration of one of these

letters of credit: " Four nunas 15 shekels of silver (credit) of Ardu-]\lana, son of Yakin,
upon Mardukabalussur, son of Mardukbalatirib, in the town of Orchoe. I^Iardukbala-

tirib will pay in the month of Tibet 4 minis 15 sliekels of t-ilver to Belabaliddin, son of
Sennaid. Oiu', the 14 arakhsamua in the 2d year of Nabonidus, king of Babylon." Them
folio.V the names of witnesses. These As.syrian drafts were negotiable, but from the

nattu'c of things could not pass by indorsement, because, wdien the clay was once baked,
tiothiu'^ new could be add3d, and und^r these circumstances the name of the payee was
frequently omitted. It seems to follow tliat they must have been regularly advised. It

is remarkable that such instruments, and especially letters of credit, should have pre-

ceded the use of coins. The earliest banking firm of which we have any account is said

10 be that of Egibi & Co.. for our knowledge of whom we are indebted to Mr, Boscawen,
3Ir. Pinches, and Mr. Hilton Brlce. Several documents and records belonging to this

family are in the British niuseum. They are on clay tablets, and were discovered in an
earthenware jar found in the neighborhood of Hillah, a few miles from Babylon. The
house is said to have acted as a sort of national bank of Ba))ylon; the founder of the

house, Egibi, probably lived in the reign of Sennacherib, about 700 B.C. This family
has been traced during a century and a half, and through five generations down to the

^eign of Darius.

BANK-NOTES, Manufactuue of (ante). The bank-notes of the United Stales

are now manufactured by the government in the treasury department at Washington.
The processes of this manufacture are briefly described as follows: The design of the

note, including all th(; lettering and devices thereof, upon a sheet of the required form,
being in the hands of the workmen, they first proceed to make the die. A plate of soft,

liighly poli-tiied steel is selected, and upon it is sket(died the design, or such portions of

it as are of the same color, if more than one tint is to l)e us 'd in printing. A separate

die is needed for every shad; used. Tiiis is then carefully engraved. It will be under-
i-t^)od that, unlike the method of wood engraving, the lines whi(di take the ink are cut
into the plate instead of being raised above its surface. The engrav r is limited to such
parts of the work as can be done by band; otiicr portions, su( h as the scrolls and elabo-

rate tracery, are done; entindy by mAchinery. The principal appar.itus used is a com-
plicated piece of mcudianism. which actuates a f)late to whicii the steel for the die is

jiftaehed and cau-ed to pr(!ss against a diamond j)()int Perfectly true and delicate lines

urc thus cut into tiie metal, making ligures t(!(d!nically termed "cycloid ros(^tt(!s." The
miichiiw;, in theory, somewhat resembles a kalei(l(>s<'.op('. as it requires to be set by accu-

rate pf)inters and dials to some special figure, which, when the combination is (dianged,

can never be reproduced. One of thr-se in.strumenis is in use, and its work, together
with that of the geo:netrical lathes, can be readily recognized on the national currency.

The die being complete, is ready for the transf(!r proce.s.s. I'o.stage stamps, for

instance, are made in slietdsof two hundred, so that the die; must be transferred that

number of times on a single plate. It is first case-hardeiKul and then put, face up. in a
))ress which is made wdth a combination of levers actuated by the, foot, .so as to give the

tremendous pressure of t\.enty-on(! tons on a single line. A cylinder or " roll " of soft

Bteel is. by careful gauging, placed so as to rest directly over the face of the die, and, at

the same lime, is so arranged as to revolve easily along its surface even w hen under the

full weight. TJu» r-rcssurc i» then applied, with the result of forcing the soft ateel of
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the roll into the lines of tlio engravinpr, so that when complete, the periphery of the

cylinder shows an exact reproduction of the face of tlic die. only the liijes sunk on the

die arc now raised on the roll. Next, the cylinder is case-hardened. Then the plate

—

soft steel airain—to be used for the final printing is placed in the press and the roll is

arranged above it. Now the cylinder leaves its impression on the plate, the hard steel

of the laiscd lines cutting deep into the surface, so that a precise duplicate of the origi-

nal die is obtained. This is repeated as many times as there are to bo repetitious of the

stamp or nolc on the single plate, which is then ready for use.

The ink for printing is made on the spot. In a large room arc ton or a dozen paint
mills, which arc busily grinding the colors and oil together. Two large ones are tilled

with green ink, another with vermilion, while others are making blue, red, and other
tinted inks. Nothing but the finest color and the best boiled linseed oil is here used.

AVe now pass to the paper room, where the paper is received directly from the govern-
ment, cut in sheets of the required form. The fractional currency and larger notes arc

made of a peculiar material containing colored fibers. The paper for postage stamps is

made of the l)est linen. It is of short fiber, very fine, and extremely stroLg. 1 he shet ts

on which currency is to be printed are counted as soon as received, and the resuU
reported for verification. They are placed in heaps, marked off in sets of 100 and 1010.

When issued for printing, the workman receiving them has to present an order Feigned

by the superintendent. They arc then charged against him in his pass book, when ho
carries them away to be damped, by simply wrapping them in wet cloths. The presj^es

used are sim])ly cylinders moved by long-handled levers, and are each attended by three

men and a girl. The plate rests upon a small iron box warmed underneath by gas
flames. A workman using a plate-printer's roller rapidly covers the plate with ink and
passes it to another operative at his side, who wipes it with a soft cotton cloth, ard then
polishes with the palm of his hand Covered with whiting, thus removing the ink fiom
Its surface, but not from the engraved lines which remain filled. This done, the plate

is placed, face up, in the press. The girl stands ready with a sheet of damp j apcr
which she carefully lays upon the plate. The pressman turns the levers, the cylinder

revolves, the plate passes under it, and the paper is removed bearing a j^eifect impreci-

sion. As soon as a printer has completed the work assigned to him. he hands it, made
up in "books "of 100 impressions, each sheet inclosed between two others of brown
paper, to a clerk. He is then credited with his delivery, spod(d sheets being counted
the same as perfect ones, so that if his return is correct his debit account on liis passbook,
which is kept m a different apartment and by other employe.*, is thus balanced. The
finished impressions are now carefully counted and insiK'cled. The spoiled ones arc

removed and sent to the proper agents to be burnt, while the otheis are hung in the

drying room This apartment is heated by steam-pipes, and the paper is suspended by
wires, for a day or two, until perfectly dry. Then the brown paper is removed, and tlie

sheets, packed iHJtween leaves of press board, arc subjected to the action of a powerful
hydraulic press. They are then once nore inspected and counted.

BANKS, a co. in no. Georgia, on Broad river; 250 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 4973—924 colored

Productions, wheat, corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Homer.

BANKS, NATHANrEL Prentiss, b. Mass , 1816; a statesman and general. He learned

<he trade of a machinist, studying in leisure hours; edited a newspaper in Waltham. and
another in Lowell, was admitted to the bar; elected to the legislature in 1849, and made
speaker in 1851. In 1852, he was chosen a member of congress. In 1853, he was
president of the convention to revi.se the constitution of the .state; in 1854. re elected to

congres.s, and cho.sen speaker of the house of representatives after the longest contest

ever known (congress met Dec. 3, 1855, and the speaker was not elected until the 133d
ballot, Feb 2. 1856); he was again chosen to congress in 1856; and governor of Ma.'^sa

Chus'tts 1857-59. He was commissioned maj. -gen. in the civil war, and was in active

Service until its close. After the war he wjis chosen and re-chosen to congress, until 1872.

B.VNKSIA. several genera of plants named after Sir Joseph Banks, but only one
properly so—one of the family of proteacerc. named B., by Linnteus. They are natives

of Australia, of conspicuous and beautiful forms, with broad hard leaves, which closely

cover the branches; flower and fruit in cones, the flowers projecting in spikes.

B.ANNACKS. Bonnacks, or Paunaques. an Indian tribe of the Shoshone family,

frequenting the Yellowstone resrion, and the territory between tue Rocky mountains and
the Sierra. Nevada; about 1,000 in number; usuall}' friendly to the whites. The B. are

biave aiul proud, and the men are usually good looking. They speak a dialect of

Shoshone.

BANNEKEB, Benjamin. 1731-1806; a negro mathematician, a nati%'e of Maryland.
His grandmother, a white woman, tauixht him reading and writing, and after his 50th

year he beiiau to study mathematics with special reference to astronomy. In 1792, he
issued an almanac of his own making, and continued the series annually throughout his

life. He assisted in fixing the boundary lines of the district of Columbia.

BANQUO. a Scotch wnrrior of the 11th c, the progenitor of the royal house of Stuart

In 1066, he joined Maclxith in a conspiracy against king Duncan, but was treacherously
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slain by his coufederate. Shakespeare does not mention him as a conspirator, but only

us Macbelirs victim.

BANSHEE. See Bensuie, ante.

BANZ, a Benedictine abbey in upper Franconia, near Lichtenfela, on the Main;
founded in tiie 11th c, and celebrated for the superior culture of its monks. Durinj;

the peasant's war in the 16th c. the abbey was destroyed, but immediately restored;

again destroyed in the thirty years' war, and again restored. In 1802, it was broken up,

the books and collections were scattered among German institutions, and the building

becuiue the summer residence of the king of Bavaria.

BAPTISTS {ante). The history of this denommation in the United States can be
traced far back towards the first colonizing of New England by the pilgrim fathers.

The first B. churches, however, were founded by Roger Williams, in Providence, 11. I.,

and by John Clark, in Newport, R. I., during the year 1639. AVilliams at first met con-
siderable opposition and persecution for declming to recognize the power of the civil

magistrate in matters of religion; but in 1644 he obtained a charter for the land which
he and his followers had colonized. It is now called Rhode Island, and was among the

first states to grant religious liberty. In the other colonies the persecution of the Bap-
tists lasted many years, occasioned not altogether by their religious views, but in part

by their extreme views regarding civil government. Laws were made against them ia

Massachusetts in 1644, and some of them were banished m 1669; they were proscribed
in New York in 1662, and in Virginia in 1664, but about the beginning of the 18th c.

the authorities became more tolerant. It may be said here that the article on religit)U9

liberty to be found in the amendments of oiu* constitution is in no small part due to

the strenuous efforts of the B. in 1789.

The B. in the United States are divided into several denominntions. After the revo-

lution their cause steadily advanced; and the regular or associated B. (denomination has
now in the United States alone, according to the Baptist Tear Book for 1879, 1075 associ-

ations, 24,499 churches, 14,9.")4 ministers, 11,845 Sunday-schools, with 827.770 volumes
in the libraries, and 2,102,034 church members. They have 9 theological seminaries:

2 in New York, at Hamilton and Rochester; 2 in Illinois, at Upper Alton and Morgan
Park; 2 in Kentucky, at Georgetown and Louisville; 1 at Newton Center, Mass. ; 1 at

Upland, Pa., and 1 at Liberty, Mo.; the total number of students being 338, and 37
instructors; the total value of property $1,685,178, and the endowment amounting to

$1,245,545. They have 31 colleges and universities, of which Brown university, founded
in 1764 at Providence, R. I., is the most celebrated. The more prominent of the others

are Colby university, at Waterville, Me. ; Madison university, at Hamilton, N, Y. ; Colum-
bian university, at Washington, D.C. ; the university of Rochester, N. Y. ; the university

of Chicago, 111.; and Yassar college for women, at Poughkeepsie, N.Y''. Total number
of students in all the colleges, 4897, with 269 instructors; total value of property,

$7,090,726; amount of endowment, $2,962,275; and 2<»8,835 volumes in the various

libraries of the colleges. According to the Year Book, they have 47 academies, semina-
ries, institutes, and female colleges, with 4632 students; a property value of $2,361,000,
and endowment of $392,545. The home and foreign statistics for the year 1878 were,
for the five continents, as far as reported:

Associationa Churches. Ministers. Members^

North America 1,096 25,325 15,525 2,192,454
Europe 60 3,053 2,089 308,913
Asia 1 576 234 34,784
Africa 54 . 35 2,794
Australia 4 135 85 7,002

Total 1,161 29,143 17,968 2,545,947
In 1877 1,132 28,513 17,931 2.472,790

As to doctrine, government, and worship, the Calvinistic B. in America, as in Eng
land, agree in all essential points, e.vcept as to the subjects and mode of baptism, wiili

the evang(;lical ('ongregationalists. They require l)a])tism by immersion to entitle them
to church membership, denying that any other mode is scriptural or valid. They disallow
th(; ba})lism of infants, administering that rite to none but believers on the confession
of their personal faith. In respect to communing at the Lord's supper with persons not
rtigularly immersed, there is dilTerence of view and of practice among B.—some holding
lo " oj)(,'n " :ind some to " close" communion. Open communioiiists. common among
English B., are in this country a very small minority of the denomination.

The B. have been distinguished for zeal and success in evangelizing the newer por-
tions of the country, and mu.st be recognized as supplying much of the ('hristian force
with which American society has been molded. As a denomination, they are positive
and aggressive. They are r(;))resented in nearly all tlu; great cities by powcnful, well
equipped, and ra|)idly augmenting churches. In missions among the heatlum. they
have shown great zeal; and though they have not sought to cover a great numi)er of
fields, they are not surpass<jd in modern limes in diligent and persevering efforts. Ir
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some countries, notubly in Burmahi formerly, and in northern India recently, their suc-
cess in missionary labor has risen to grand proportions.

The associated B, in the United States meet annually in stated conventions for the
promotion of missions, education, benelicence, etc. They have a publication society at

Philadelphia.

BAPTISTS, ANTI-MISSION. See Baptists, Old School.

BAPTISTS, CAMPBELLITE. See Disciple.^ of Christ.

BAPTISTS. FREE-WILL, had their origin in a discussion which arose (1779) among
B. in New Hampsliire on the doctrines of C alvin, during which Benjamin Randall, one
of AVhitefield's converts, was called to account for preaching a general atonement and
the ability of sinners to accept Christ. Having united with a church which agreed with
his views, he was ordained at Nev/ Durham (1780), and, in connection with others of
like faith, labored with zeal and success in preaching and establishing churches. Tliey
wished to be known simply as Baptists, but their opponents called them "free-willers,"

and both names havina: been combined, the denomination has adopted " Free-will Bap-
tists" as their distinctive appellation. Their government, like tlnit of the regular Bap-
tists, is congregational, and tliey hold that scriptural baptism is the immersion of
believers. Their ])eculiar doctrinal views arc the general extent of the atonement, the
free oiler of salvation to all men, the freedom of the will (irvolving ability to accept or
refuse Christ), and the right of true believers to participate in the Lord's supper. By
this last tenet they rank as " open communionists." In 1784, the first quarterly meeting
was organized among them; in 1792, the first yearly meeting, composed of delegates
from the quarterly meetings; in 1827, a general conference was formed, which now meets
trieunially. In 1841, the Free-communion Baptists, a denomination which had arisen in

the 18th c. in Rhode Island and Connecticut, and owed its origin to V.'hitefield's preach-
ing, united with them. The whole body have uniformly held anti-slavery views, and, a
few years before the war of the rebellion, withdrew fellowship from 4000 members in

North Carolina because they were slave-holders; and, for the same reason, declined to

receive 12,0(j0 members in Kentucky who sent delegates to their general conference.
At the fifth conference (1831), the subject of foot-washing having been discussed, liberty

was given to the churches to retain or give up the ordinance, as each might prefer.

Many of them have since chosen to give it up. They liave flourishing literary institu-

tions in several states; among which are Bates college at Lewiston, Me.; Hillsdale col-

lege, Mich.; a theological seminary at New Hampton. N. H. ; and a printing establish-

ment at the same place. They have about 1500 churches, 1300 ministers, and 75,000
members, most of whom are in the northern states and Canada.

BAPTISTS, GERMAN, commonly called Dunkers or Tunkers (from the German
tunkeii, to "dip"), and, among themselves, Bretiirex, originated at Schwarzt^nan, Ger-
many, 1708, but were driven by persecution to America about 1725. In 1790, a party
who held universalist views having separated from them, tlie whole denomination were.
somewhat perversely, supposed to agree with them. But they have always denied the

charge and, with the ]\Iennonites, appeal to the confessions of faith published in Hol-
land two centuries ago. They practice trine immersion (placing the candidate forward
instead of backward) with the laying on of hands while the person is in the water. Their
ofiicers are bishops, elders, teachers, and deacons. The bishops are chosen from among
experienced and faithful teachers. It is their duty to itinenite among the congregation,

preach, officiate at marriages and funerals, and be present at love feasts, communions,
ordinations, elections of teachers and deacons, and when an officer is to be excommuni-
cated. An elder is the oldest teacher in a congregation where there is no bishop. His
duties are to appoint meetings, exhort, preach, baptize, travel occasionally, and to per-

form all the work of a bisliop when none is present. Teachers are elected. Their
duties are to exhort and preach at stated meetings, and, when requested by a bishop or

an elder, to officiate at baptisms aud marriages. The deacons take care of the poor
widows and their children, visit the families of the congregation to exhort, comfort, and
instruct them, reconcile offenses and misunderstandings; and, upon occasion, lo e.xhort,

read the scriptures, and pray at meetings. An annual meeting of bisho] s, teacher.s,

and delegates is held about May. at which a committee of five bishops decide cases pre-

sented to them by the teachers and delegates. In plainness of speech and dress German
Baptists resemble the society of Friends. They do not go to law. will not fight, and
seldom take interest on money loaned to their poorer brethren. They are opposed to

statistics, as savoring of pride; but, according to recent reports, they have 500 churches,
1,200 preachers, and 50,000 church members, chiefly in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

ginia, Ohio, and Indiana.

BAPTISTS, OLD SCHOOL, a sect frequently called Anti-Mission or Anti-Efkort
B., from their opposition to missionary societies, Sunday schools, and all religious

organizations that make man's salvation dependent on human effort. They have neither
colleges nor theological seminaries. They are mostly to be found in the western and
south-western "States. They have 900 churches, 4u0 ministers, and 40.000 members. At
piv^scnt they are not in(.'M\-ising.



BAPTISTS, SEVENTH-DAY, as their name implies, are distinguished from other

BapUbta and oliicr denuaiiuatiDUs by legaiiling lUe seveuth day of Llic week as Liic baL>-

butli. They believe tluiL lae lir^L day wui nut generally observed as such iii the Christiaa

olmreh before the time of Lonsiauline. i"races of seveuiii-day keepers arc found lU ih©

days of Gre;j,()ry 1. {oJJ), Gregory Vil. v^'^7'5), :iud in t.ie l^th century, lu German

j

they app-'arL-cl late i-i tiie 15l.i CLiilury. In Enghuid they were organized as a denomi-
nation in lo30, under the name of Sabbalariaus, and. at tae cio.-e of thee, had 11

cluirches, of which only three remain, in America tiiey dale froiu the last quarter of

the ITtli c, having formed their first church at Newport, K. I., about 1071. They com-
menced their yearly meetings at the opening of the Ibth c, and their general C(mference

at the beginning of the 19th c, holding it at first annuaily. but now iriennially. lu 1813

they adopted tiie name tSeventh-day I3aplists instead of {Sabbatarians; and in 1845
arranged themselves in live associations, eastern, western, central, Virginia, and Ohio.

Tiiey"favor total abstinence from strong drink, and other reforms; have a department
for publishing tracts and books, and support missionaries in China and Palestine. At
the general conference in 1878, o") churches were represented by letter. They liavc 75
churches. 83 ministers, and 7.1)3J members. Their literary institutions are a university

at Alfred Center, N. Y., colleges at Shiloh, N. J.,^ and Mihou, Wis., l)e Uuytcr institute,

N, Y., and several academies.

BAPTISTS, SEVEXTII-DAY GERMAN, a denomination in the United States

which seceded from the German Baptists, or Dunkers. They recommend celibacy as

a virtue, but do not require it, and worship on the seventh day instead of the first day
of the week. Their largest settlement is at Snowhill, Franklin co., Pa They have
probably a few hundred members, and a dozen ministers.

BAPTISTS, SIX-PRINCIPLE, a small denomination, first heard of as a separate

organization in RhOvle Island in 1039. They are of the Arminian persuasion^ holding

to a general atonement; and their creed consists of the six principles to be found in

lleb. vi. 1, 3, namely: rcipcntance, faith, baptism, laying on of hands, the resurrection,

and the eternal judgment. Their ministers are poorly educated and poorly supported,

and the denomination i^ confined to Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, and Massa-

chusetts. They have 20 churches, 12 ministers, and 3,000 members.

BAPTISTS—THE CHURCH OF GOD. See Winebrennerians.

BAR'ABOO, chief t. of Sauk cc. Wis., on B. river; pop. of township, '70, 2753. ft

has a number of manufactories.

BARAB'RA, or Berau'era, people of a district in upper Nubia, different from the

Berbers. They trade in cattle with Egypt.

BARA'DA, supposed to be the Abana of the Bible; a river of Syria, rising in Anli

Libanus, and ending in marshy lakes c. of Damascus, which city is on the main stream,

the stream being made to div.d.; in the city, but uniting ugain after passing it

BARA'GA, a co. in n. Michigan, taken from Houghton co. in 1875.

BARA'GA, Friedricii, d.d., 1707-1808; a Roman Catholic bishop and missionary,

native of Carniola. He came to this country in ls30, and spent his whole life in the

Chippewa and Oitawa missions in Michigan. He wrote a Chippewa grammar and
dictionary, and in German, the History, Guaracicr, and Habits of Uce Aorth American
ladiaiiH.

BARAHAT, a t. in n. Hindustan, in the Himalayas, 30' 43 n.. 78^^ 29' cast. The t.

was nearly ruined in 1803 by v.i\ earthquake, most of the houses (built of stone with slate

roofs) being thrown down. In the neighborhood is a trident in honor of Siva; a copper

pedestal upholding a brass shaft 12 ft. high, with forks ft. long. Though this curious

trident l)ears a legible inscription, no one has yet translated it. and the origin of the

work i«.-i unknown. The temple in which it stood was destroyed by an earthquake.

BAILVNOFl*"', Alexandkr Andueyevitcii. 1740-1810; first governor of Russian

America. In 1790, he established a colony on PeUrmg's strait; in 1799 took
i
osscssion

of one of the Sitka islands (now Uaranoll island), began trade with the natives, and sub

fjcfiuently e.xiended iii^ operations to (.'anton. Sandwich islands, Boston, New York, and

otiier distant places. He died while on his return to Kussia.

BARANTE, Amable Guillatjmr Pkobver. Baron dc Prugiero. 1782-18CC; a

French statesman and historian of the dukes cf Burgundy. While yet young, he was
emploved in political missions in Germany, Poland, ar d Spain, and was prefect at

Nanie'^ at the lime of Napoleon's return from Plbsi, w hen he ;.t once resigned. On Ihe

secoad restoration he was mad;; councilor of state and secretary-general to the minister

of the interior, and was elected to the chamber of the depuiics. In 1819, he was mado
a peer of France, and took an active ]»ait in the debates of the chamber. After the revo

lution of 18''/), he was sent as ambassador to Turin, and fivi- v'ars later filled the same

position at St. IVtfMsburg. He supported I.onis Iliilipi'e, and retired from public life

on the fall of the inonMrcIiy in 1848. His great work is the Uixlory of the Duicnof Bur

gnwht of tlie /louse of Va!/n.\ which procured for him membership in the acadeniy. He
was the author of historical f>»"'

^' 'rary miscellanies, a work on con8titutii>nal que^tiona.
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A liistory of the national convention, a liistory of the directory, studies in history and
biograpny, etc.

BARAN'YA, a co. in a.c. Hiinj^ary on tlie Danube and the Drave, on the border of

Slavonia; 1966 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 283,."j03, more than half Magyars It is fertile, producing
cereals, tobacco, and wine, and is rich in cattle. Chief "towns. Pecs, the capital, and
Moliacs, ^vheI•e, in 1526, Hungary's king, army, and iudepeudenco were lost.

BARATIERE, or BARETTIER, John Philip, 1721-40: a wonder of precocity, a

native of Nuremberg, the son of a Protestant pastor, exiled from Fiance on the revoca

tion of the edict of Nantes. Before liis 5th year lie read anvl wrote French, German, and
Latin, and afterwards, with almost no assi-stance, ma.stered Greek, Hebrew, ISyriac,

Arabic, and Etliiopic. Before he was 9 years old he made a catalogue of the more diflS

cult words in Chaldec and Hebrew, and in his ISthyearmade a translation of some of the

Hebrew writings of Benjamin of Tudela. with notes and historical disquisitions. About
the same time he ptibli>iied theological disquisitions, and amused liimsclf with abstruse

astronomical and other mathematical calculations ^Vhen but 14 he was made master
of arts by the university of Halle, o.i which occasion lie defended 14 propositions before

an immen.«e audience Tlie royal society of Eerhn made him a member, and the king-

gave his father a living. Some time before his death lie began a history of the church.

He was never strong in health, and t!ie active mental 1-jbor," which he would not relin-

quish, took him away 4 months before he was 20 years old.

BARATYNS'KI, Jewoexij Abramovitcii, 1793-1844: a Russian poet. He served

as a soldier in Finland, where he imbibed the ideas that appear in his poem of Em. His
other notable work is Gi/p-^y, a picture of Ru.ssian high life.

BARBAREL'LI, Giorgio. See Giorgione, ante.

BARBI:-MARB0IS, Francj-ois de, 1745-1837; a French statesman. He was consul-

general of France for tlie United States, where he wedded a daughter of Wm. Moore,
of Pennsylvania. In 1785, he was governor of San Domingo, where he made many
reforms. In 1797 he was exiled to Guiana for political reasons, but recalled in 1801 and
made minister of tinance. He negotiated the sale of Louisiana to the United States, and
got for it 25,000,000 francs more than Napoleon really a.sked. for which he was liberally

rewarded. He was a member of the senate in 1818, and favored the restoration of the

Bourbons, for which Louis XVIII. made him a peer of France. After the overturn of

July he swore fealty to I^ouis Philippe. Among his works are Reflexions sur la Colonie

dj iSaint-DoiniJupie, Complot (VArnold et de Sir Jlenn/ Clinton centre lesEtats- Uni'* d'Ainer-

iqtte et contre le General Washi7i{/ton, De la G^iyane, and lliatory of the Cemon of Ixniifiiana

to the United States.

BARBER, Francis, 1751-83: an American revolutionary colonel, graduate of the

college of New Jersey, and one of Alexander Hamilton's preceptors. He volunteered
when the war began, was in several engagements, was severely wounded at Mouinoulh,
and again at Newtown. At the time of the mutiny of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey
troops, B. was successful in speedily suppressing the revolt. In'the autumn cf 1780, on
th' day that he was invited by Washington to come to Newburg and hear the news of

p 'ace. B. was killed by a tree falling upon him. His brothers John and William were
otilcers in the New Jersey line.

BARBERI'NI, the name of an Kalian family who settled in Florence in the 11th c,
whose members were for 500 years foremost among traders, besides tiguring largely in

high offices. In 1623, Matteo B became pope Urban VIII.; his brother Antonio and
two nephews were made cardinals, and his brother Carlo general of ihe papal forces.

Carlo was succeeded in the command by his son Taddeo, the hu.sbaiKl of Anna Colonna.
Taddeo became prefect of Rome alter the death of the duke of Urbino, whose pos.ses-

sions were added to the papal territories. Other Italian princes became jealous of the
B. fr«mily. and made war upon and defeated Taddeo's papal forces. Urban s successor,

Innocent X., became hostile to the Barbermi, and Taddeo tied to Pans, where he died.

Tlie principality of Palestrina still belongs to the family, and their magnillcent palace
and library in Rome attest their vast wealth and magnificence.

BARBES, Armand, 1809-70; a French revolutionist, and leader in secret political

fiocieties, at various times imprisoned, and in 1839 sentenced to death as the main leader

of an insurrection in which a lieutenant was murdered; but he was spared. W^hile in

prison he wrote TiroDoyavudcr Condemnation of Death. In 1848. he was chosen to the

constituent as.sembly, and in the same year, with Raspail and others, he was sentenced
to life-imprisonment. When set free he refused to receive pardon, asking to be allowed
to return to jail, but this was denied him. and he left the country

BARBEYRAC. Jean. 1674-1744; a French writer on law, the son of a Protestant
minister expatriated by the revocation of the edict of Nantes B. taught in Lau.s;iune

and Berlin, and was professor of international law in Gronlngen. His fame rests chiefly

on the preface and notes to his translation of Puffendorf's De pure Xafi/rce et Gentium.
He al.^o translated Grotius' Latt> in War and Peace. Among his own works are a HiMory
of Ancient Treatisea, and IVaitedu Jeu, in which he defends tlic morality of games of

chance.
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BARBIER. Antoine Alexandre, 1765-1 8C5; a French librarian, who took orders
as priest, but abaudoued the church for literature. He collected for the new insti-

tutions est^iblished in 17U4 the books and works of art of the convents previouslj
abolished; in ITUS he was librarian for the directory, and afterwards for i\apoleon,
makino: uj) ihe libraries of the Louvre, of Fontainebleau, and of Compiegne. Under
the restoration he had charge of public libraries until 1822. B. was the author of
^'ouulk bihUotheque (Cuii honiiiu de gout and a dictionary of pseudonyms and anony-
mous writers.

BAIIBIERI, Giovanni Francesco. See Guercino, ante.

BARBOUR, a co. in s.e. Alabama, on the Chattahoochie, adjoining Georgia; 900
sq m. ; pop. '70, 29,309—17,160 colored. It is fertile, producing corn, cotton, molasses,

and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, Clayton.

BARBOUR, a co. in s. Kansas, on the border of the Indian territory; 1,134 sq.m.

;

pop. '75, 1,388. It has an undulating prairie surface. Co. seat, Medicine Lodge.

BARBOUR, a co. in n.e. West Virginia; 330 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,312—386 colored;

in '80, 11,810. It is hilly, and good for grazing; coal, iron, and salt mines are worked.
Co. seat, Philippi.

BARBOUR, James, 1775-1842; a lawyer, member of the Virginia legislature, 1796-

1812; governor two terms; United States senator two terms; secretarj': of war in 1852;

minister to England in 1828, but recalled by Jackson. He presided over the national

convention that nominated Harrison and Tyler.

BARCA, or Barce, an ancient city in Cyrenica, in the district of B., Africa, the
ruins now being known as El-.Medinah. It was on high ground, about 11 m. from the

sea, founded by a Cyreneau colony about 554 B.C. The Persians captured and pillaged

the city about 510 B.C., and many of its people were led as captives into Bactria. B.

existed for several centuries after the Christian era, and appears to have risen to import-
ance under the Arabs.

BARCA, or Barcas, signifying "lightning," applied to Ilamilcar and other Cartha-
ginian commanders, because of the rapidity of their military movements,

BARCELO'NA, a state or department of Venezuela, between the Caribbean sea and
the Orinoco; 13,812 sq.m.; pop. '73, 101,396. Besides many cattle, it produces coffee,

cocoa, cotton, cane, corn, and tropical fruits.

BARCELO'NA, formerly New B., the capital of the state of B. on the Ncveri, near
the ocean, 160 m. e. of Caraccas; pop. 7644. The city is dirty and unhealthy, yet has
considerable export trade in hides, cattle, indigo, cotton, etc.

BARCLAY, John, 1734-98; the f(mnder of a small sect in the Scotch church called

Bereans, or Barclayites. He was assistant minister at Fettercairn, where he attracted

crowds by his novel doctrine; the presbytery disapproving refused him the usual testi-

monials, and he was dismissed from his position. The general assembly sustained the

presb^'tery. whereupon B. left the church, but continued to preach in Edinburgh, Lon-
don, and otiicr cities, but with no great success. The Bereans claim to found their sys-

tem upon the gospel alone, without reference to human authority. As a sect they
are not important in number or influence.

BARCLAY, William, ll.d., 1541-1605: a Scotch writer on law. He studied in

France, under the famous Cujas; became professor of civil law in the universit}' of Pont-
ii Mousson, and was made councilor of state by the duke of I^orraine. He married a
French lady, and their son John became celebrated as the author of the ArfjcniH. This
boy the Jesuits desired to educate, but the father opposed it, which roused the enmity of
the Jesuits so that \\. wascoujpelled to leave France. King James oifercd him prefer-

ment if he would join the church of Eniiland. but he refused and returned to France,
becoming professor in the university of Angers. He was the aullior of a number of
important works on law.

BARCLAY, or BARCLAY-ALLARDICE. Robert, 1779-1854; a captain in the

Jiritish aiTny, and a descendant of Barclay of Ury; noted as a pedestrian, at his greatest

effort walking 1000 m. in 1000 consecuiive hours. In later life he was a breeder of

cattle and siieep.

BARD, John, 1716-99; b. Penn. ; a physician, and first pr(>sidont of the medical
society. He e.stablish(!(l the first (luarantine on BedUxi's ishuid, in New York harbor.

BARD, Samuel, ll.d.. 1742-1821; b, Philadelphia; son of Dr. John; studied in

Columbia college and the Edinburgh medi<'al school; organized the medical school of
('olumbia college, and became dcnn of the faculty. While the federal government was
in New York he was Washington's family piiysician. In 1H13, he was president of the

college of physicians and Hurg(!ons.

BARDINGS, or BAr:D. such parts of horse-armor as protect the animal's head, neck,
and rump; the " champfront," the *• manifaire," the "poitrel," and the "croupier."

BARDSTOWN, or Baiudstown, the seat of justice of Nelson co. , Ky. ; 40m. s.e. of
Louisville, on a branch of the Louisville and Nnsjiville railroad; ])oj>. '70, 1835. It is
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the seat of St. Joseph's (Roman Catholic) seminary and college, a college for women,
an academy, and several important miinufacturiug establishments.

BAREBONES, or Barbone, Praise God, a Loudon tanner and fhi^utijJ member of

th3 pariiaineut of 1603, which ooc.vme known by his name. After a short imprisonment

at the restoration he was lost sight of.

BARENTZ, Wii-LEM, one of the early explorers of the northern ocean; sailed from

Holland in June, 159 i, to find a n.e. route to China; explored a /^reat part of Nova
Zenibla and returned. Next year he sailed with seven vessels laden wiih rich goods for

eastern trade, but too late in the season to succeed. In May, 1596, he went as pilot of

two ships sent out by the city of Amsterdam; at Spitzbergen the ships separated, and
B. guided his own around Nova Zembla unlil frozen in at Ice Haven, Sept. 1, where
they passed the winter in great misery, the sun being below the horizon 81 days. June
14, 1597, those who survived started in open boats for the mainland: B. died the second

day; the others reached Lapland, where they found the other vessel, and were rescued.

Interesting relics of B.'s expedition have recently been discovered.

BARIIAM, RiCtiARD Harris, 1768-1845; an English humorist known as "Thomas
Ingoldsby." He began to study law, left it for the church, and was ordained in 1813.

In 1821, he was appointed minor canon of St. Paul's, London, and three years later

became one of the priests in ordinary of his majesty's chapel royal. In 1837, he began
in Bcntiey's. Magazine the grotesque Ingoldsb-y Lefiemh, which gave him immediate and
enduring fame as a humorous writer, one Avith scarcely a rival since Butler wrote
Hudibras. Yet his life was grave and dignified, and he was held in high honor. Though
a tory in politics, he was the life-long friend of Sydney Smith, the prominent liberal;

and Theodore Hook was also among his friends. He published one novel. My Cousin

KicJiolas, and contributed largely to the Edinfmrr/h Rericw and the Literary Gazette,

besides furnishing a third of the articles for a large biographical dictionary. "His
sound judgment and kind heart made him tlie trusted counselor, the valued friend,

and the frequent peace maker; and he was mtolerant of all that was mean, base, and
false."

BA'RI, or Baris, a savage negro tribe on the White Nile, living under chiefs. They
are polygamists, and generally at war with traders, or among themselves. The poorer
classes are employed in manual labor.

BA'RI, Terra di, a province in Italy, on the Adriatic, n. of Otranto; 2406 sq.m.;
pop. '71, 604,540. The surface is mostl}' level, soil calcareous, covered with loam; the
summers very hot, but other seasons pleasant. The Ofanto is the only river of any size.

The province is well cultivatod, producing grain, tobacco, flax, cotton, wine, oil, almonds,
etc. Fine-wooled sheep are numerous, and salt and niter works arc important. Besides
the capital of the same name, the chief towns are Barletta, Trani, Bisceglie, Molfctta,
Monopoli, and Tasano, on the coa-st, and Andria. Ruvo, Nola, Bitonto, and Conversano,
inland.

BARI'NAS, or Varhstas, n stnte in s. central Venezuela; 17.494 sq.m.; pop. 210,000;
a fertile region producing colfee, indigo, tobacco, and tropical fruits in abundance,
besides immense herds of cattle, sheep, asses, and mules. Barinas. the city of the
same name, is on the Santo Domingo, 262 m. s.w. of Caraccas; pop. 3950. It was once
prosperous, but was sacked by royalists during the war of independence. T obacco
of excellent quality is its chief export. The streets are regular, and the houses neat and
clean.

BARING, Charles, b. 1807; son of sir Thomas; a graduate of Oxford; bishop of
Gloucester and Bristol in 1856; in 1861, the successor of"Montague Villiers in the see of
Durham.

BARING, TnoMAs George, b. 1826; the second lord Northbrook. He has been a
lord of the admiralty, under-secretary for war, member of parliament, and in 1872 was
appointed viceroy and governor-general of India.

BARING GOULD, Sabiik. b. 1834; an English author educated at Cambridire; in

1863 he published Iceland, its Scenes and Sagas. He subsequently took orders, and was
curate in several pla(;es. Among his works are Post-Media'val Preachers, l^he BookofWere-
Wolves, Curious Myths of the Middle Age.K, Origin and Derel&pnienf of Beligious Belief,
The Golden Gate, Legends of Patriarchs and Priyphets, etc.

BARKER, FoRDYCE, b. Maine, 1810; graduated at Bowdoin. and studied medicine
at Harvard, Paris, and Edinburgh; professor of midwifery at Bowdoin. and in New
York medical college; president of the New York state medical society, and professor of
clinical midwifery and diseases of women in Bellevue medical college. He wrote, in
1872, a treatise on puerperal diseases.

BARKER, George F., b. Mass.. 1835; graduate of Yale scientific school; chemical
assistant in Harvard medical school; professor of chemistry and geology in "Wheatou
(111.) college; acting professor of chemistry in Albany medical college; professor of
physiological chemistry and toxicology iu ^'ale; professor of chemistry in the univer-
?iiy of PrnnsvlvMnia. Miid vice-president of the American association for the advance-
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ment of science. He has lectured In many cities, and is author of a Texi-Book of Element-
ary Clhemuitvy.

BARKER, Jacotj, 1779-1871; b. ^Mainc; an eminent merclmnt and financier. He
begun trade in New York; lost liis fortune in 1801; recovered scon after, and in the war
of 1812 raised a loan of $o, 000,000 for Mie soverumeut. lie was a state senator in New
York wlieii the senate was tlie court of appeals. He established a newspaper to advo-
cate the election of De Witt Clinton for gcjvernor; founded the exchange bank in New
York, and became a heavy operator in stocks; failed, was indicted with others for

conspiracy to defraud; defended Jiimself in person, and the jury disagreed; was tried

twice more, and then the indictment was quaslied. lie removed to New Orleans in 1853
and built up a fortune, but was impoverished by the rebellion, in which he was loyal to

the union.

BARLETTA, GAi:r.iELLO, an Italian Benedictine preacher of the ISth c, famous for

eccentricity as well as eloquence, interlarding the reading of litanies with sharp practical

comments. His collecteil sermons passed through many editions.

BARLOW, Francis Ciiannino, b. N. Y., 1834; a graduate of Harvard; served
in the union armies of the rebellion, and rose to be maj.gen. He has been secretary

of State and attorney-general of New Y'ork.

BARNABY LECTURES, of the university of Cambridge, where four persons
are cliosen annually on St. Barnabas day to lecture on mathematics, philosophy, rhetoric,

and logic.

BARNARD, Frederick Augustus Porter, s.t.d., ll.d., l.h.d., b. Mass., 1809;
graduated at Yale in 1828; in 1831, teacher in the Hartford deaf and dumb asy.um;
18.J7-'18, professor of natural philosophy and mathematics in the university of Alabama,
and of chemistry until 1854, when he took orders in the Episcopal church. In 1855, ho
was professor of aslnmomy anil mathematics in the university of Mississippi, and presi-

dent of that institution in 185G. He became president of Columbia college. N. Y., in

1834, and is in office now (188J). He was U. S. commissioner to the Paris exposition of

18j7, and pnblislied a report on machinery and industrial arts, in 18G9. He is author of

a Treatise on Arithm'tic, Ana.lytical Grammar loith Symbolic Illustration, Letters on, Col-

Unifite Ooveriiment, Illdory of the U. 8. Coast Survey, Recent Progress of Science, T/i€

Metric System, and various smaller papers. In 1860, he was one of the party sent to

Labrador to observe an eclipse of the sua; in 1833, he was at work on the reduction of

Gillis's observations of the stars of the southern hemisphere; in 1863, he superintended
the publication of maps and charts of the U. S. coast survey; he was president of the

Ameriv:an association lor the advancement of science in 1860; a member of the board of

experts of the bureau of mines in 1865; and a member of the American institute in 1872.

He is a member of many distinguished societies in other countries, and also a frequent

contributor to home and foreign scientific publications.

BARNARD, Henry, i.l.d., b. Conn., 1811; graduate of Yale; admitted to the bar
in 1855; member of tlie Connecticut legislature, 1837-40, where he labored for common
school and prison reform; eight years superintendent of schools, when he improved
school buildings, established teachers' institutes, high schools, and a normal school. He
was also school commissioner for Rhode Island; in 1859, became president of Wisconsin
state university, but soon resigned for ill health; afterwards president of St. John's

college. Md.; in 1837-09, U. S. commissioner of education. He is author of six works
on schools, and has edited two or more journals in the interest of education.

BARNARD, Joiix. 1081-1770; a graduate of Harvard; chaplain of the Port Royal
expedition; was oiTered appointment as chaplain in England, but refused to conform;
ordained at Marblehead. Mass., in 1716, and held that pulpit through his life. He pub-
lished a version of the Psalms, and was active in promoting the business interests of the

town.

15.VRNARD, Sir John, 1635-1761; an Engllsli merchant; represented London in

parliament for 49 years; was knighted in 1732, and was lord mayor in 1737. He was
the originator of a scheme for reducing the English national debt. There is a Btatue of

him in the royal exchange,

BARNARD. John' Gross, ll.d,, b. Mass., 1815; brother of Frederick A. P. ; military

engineer of West Point, 1813; emi)loye(l as constructing engineer until 1846, rising

to col. of engineers and brevet majgen. of the U. 8. army. In the Mexican war ho
fortified Tampico, In 1851. was ciru.'f engineer of the Tehuantepec survey; in 1856,

superintendent of West Point academy; and for four years in charge of the defense oi

New York. In the rebellion he superintended tlu; defenses of Washington. On gen.

Grant's staff he was chiet engineer of the armies in the field, and since the war has been
a member of the boards having charge of fortifications and river and harbor obstruc-

tions. He has publishcid Problems in flf^fan/ Motion, Daru/ers and Difennes of New
York, Notes of S(a Coast Defeme, The C. S. \'\ and tJic Battle of Dull Run, Artillery

Operathns of tlie Army of the Potonuic, etc.

BARNBURNERS, a section of the democratic party in New York about 1848,

opposed to the exten.siou of slavery, and supported Van Buren for president against
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Cass, the regular nominee. Their vote, dividing the democratic strength, gave New
York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts to Taylor, the whig nominee, and secured his

election. The name was suggested by the story of the farmer who burned his barn to

iclear it of rats. The other section of the democracy in New York was called '

' Old
Hunkers."

BAR'NEGAT, a village in Ocean co., N. J., frequented by sportsmen in search of

wild fowl, and peopled chiefly by seamen. It has an academy, and is a good place for

sea-bathing

BAR'NEGAT BAY, on the Atlantic, in Ocean co., N. J., 23 m. long and 1 to 4 m.
wide, separated from the ocean by Squan beach. At the mouth is a light-house, 39° 45'

48" n., 74° 6' 3" w., showing a white flashing light.

BARNES, a co. in e, Dakota, crossed by the North Pacific railroad and by the
Sheyenne river; 1584 sq.m.; pop. '80, 1615. It is an agricultural region, raising wheat
being the chief business. The river affords good water-power. Co. seat, Valley City

;

pop. 527.

BARNES, Albert {ante), 1798-1870; b. N.Y. ; a theologian; graduate of Hamilton
college and of Princeton seminary; licensed to preach in 1823, and after occupying pul-
pits in several New Jersey towns, was called to the First Presbyterian church in Phila-
delphia, where he officiated more than 30 years, resigning only because of failing eye-
sight. He was a thoughtful and spiritual preacher, but is better known for his INotes on
various books of the Bible, those on the New Testament having at one time a wider cir-

culation than any similar work. Just before he died he had completed a new version
of the Notes, with many additions, which was published in six vols, in 1871-72. During
the disruption of the Presbyterian church, he was tried for heresy and silenced for a
short time, but the accusation failed to command public assent. In the final separation
he went with the new school side, and was among the most liberal of their leaders. He
was also a firm, though never violent, opponent of slavery. Besides the Notes, and many
articles in periodicals, B. is author of an introduction to Butlefs Analogy, ScHpturaZ
Views of Slavery, The Way ofSalvation, The Atonement, Claims ofEpiscopacy , Church Man-
ual, Lectures on the Euclences of Christianity in the Nineteenth Century, Prayers for
Family Worship, several volumes of sermons, and a series of Sunday-school manuals.
He was noted for a balanced judgment, and for Christian meekness and fidelity.

BARNES, James, 1806-69; b. Mass.; a graduate of West Point in 1829; a promi-
nent military and civil engineer. In the civil war he was col. and brig. gen. of vol-
unteers, and brevet ma j. gen. He was wounded at Gettysburg, and died" in Spring-
field, Mass., from disease contracted in the service.

BARNES, Joseph K., b. Philadelphia, 1817, surgeon and brig. gen. in the U. S.

army; appointed surgeon in 1856 ; in 1863, medical inspector; in 1864, surgeon-general.

BARNEY, Joshua, 1795-1818; b. Baltimore. Before he was 17 years old he was
made lieutenant, for gallant service in capturing an English brig in Delaware bay.
During the war of the revolution, in which he was three times taken prisoner, but
exchanged, he made some important captures, particularly that of the Gen. Monk, of 20
guns, off the cape of Delaware in 1782. In that vessel he went to France and brought
back a large amount of money, a loan by France to the colonies, and also news that the
preliminaries of peace were agreed upon. He was made a captain in the service of
France in 1795, but resigned in 1800. In the war of 1812 he commanded the fleet that
defended Chesapeake hay, and was wounded in the battle of Bladensburg. In 1818, he
started for Kentucky, where he intended to settle, but died on the way.

BARNSTABLE, a co. in s.e. jMassachusetts, including cape Cod and some islands;
290 sq.m.

;
pop. '75, 32,144. Its surface is low and level. Most of the inhabitants are

fishermen and seamen. Co. seat, Barnstable.

BARNSTABLE, a t. and seat of justice of B. co., Mass., on B. bay, 65 m. s.e. of
Boston

; pop. '70, 4793. Its inhabitants are mostly fishermen and seamen.

BARNWELL, a co. in s.w. South Carolina, separated from Georgia by the Savannah
river; 1550 sq.m.; pop. '70, 35,724—22,146 colored. The soil is fertile and produces
wheat, corn, oats, cotton, rice, etc. Co. seat, B. Court House.

BAROC'CHIO, or Barozzt Giacomo da YigisOLA, 1507-73; an Italian architect,
who succeeded Michael Angelo as the architect of St. Peter's, and constructed other
great works in Rome. He also supplied the designs for the Escorial. His Five Orders
of Architecture is an excellent and useful work.

BAROMETRIC LIGHT, a faint electric light produced in the vacuum of a mercurial
barometer by swinging the instrument to and fro, causing friction of the mercury against
the inside of the tube.

BARON, Bernard, 1700-62 ; a French engraver of merit, who lived several years in
England, where he died. He engraved for Crozat's collection of prints.

BARON, or BAYRON, Michael, 1653-1729; a French actor, instructed by iMoliere.
He was also a writer of plays. As an actor he was excellent in tragedy and in corned}',
but he was inordinately vain of his personal appearance, and very frequently connected
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with the scandals of the time. He was stricken with apoplexy while on the stage, and
died two weeks afterwards,

BAROTSE, a valley in s. Africa, 15° 20' to 16° 30' s., and 23° to 24° e., traversed by
the Zambesi river, and subject to its inundations. The natives build their villages on
natural or artificial mounds to escape this overflow. The Barotses reverence the sun^

pray to the alligator, -svliich animal abounds in the river, and believe in some future

existence. Then- chief town is Narile. The soil of this valley is fertile, and will produce

two crops in a year, but not nmch of it is cultivated.

BARR, a t in Alsace, at the foot of the Vosges, 18 m. s.w. of Strassburg; pop. '11,

5651. In 1592 it was destroyed by the cardinal of Lorraine. Near the t. is 3it. Odilia,

on which a daughter (canonized as St. Odilia) of duke Attic of Alsace, established a mon-
astery. The buildiug was sold during the revolution of 1789.

BARRACKS (ante). The " Regulations" of the U. S. army prescribe 225 to 2^6 sq.

ft. of space for every six soldiers, with height of 12 ft., givmg each one 450 to 512 cubic

feet. There are few masonry-built B. in the United States. JNIosi of them are of logs or

lighter timber. Of the more permanent are Madison B., at Sackett's Harbor, N. Y.

;

Citadel, at Charleston; Pensacola, at Pensacola; Jackson, at New Orleans; Jefferson

(now an arsenal), at St. Louis; Baton Rouge arsenal. La. ; Mt. Vernon arsenal, Miss. ;.

Oglethorp, at Savannah; Benicia, in California; Carlisle, in Penn. ; Ft. Leavenworth,

at Omaha; Newport, in Kentucky; San Francisco; Ringgold and Fort Brown, in

Texas. There are B. for marines at the various navy yards.

BAR'RE, a t. in Massachusetts, on the Ware river, 21 m. n.w. of Worcester; pop.

'70, 2572. B. is a town of farms and dairies, and has important manufactures, but is

notable chiefly for an institution which has been very successful in the training of feeble-

minded children.

BARRE, Isaac, b. Dublin, 1726-1802. He was in Wolfe's army as lieut.col., was
wounded in the capture of Quebec, and was with Wolfe when he died. In 1761, he
was chosen to parliament, where he attracted attention by a violent personal attack upon
Pitt, who led the opposition to Bute's administration. In 1765, he opposed the stamp
act, supported the appeal of the colonies, and continued friendly to the Americans
throughout North's administration. B. held various offices of importance, and was in

parliament until 1790, when he retired in consequence of loss of sight. The authorship

of the Junius letters has been attributed to him, but is not known.

BARRAGES. See Bareges, ante.

BARREL-MAKING MACHINERY. The saw for cutting staves is a cylindrical

sheet, having teeth upon one end; the blocks of wood are clamped in the usual manner,

and the staves fall within the cylinder. They are then laid upon an endless conveyer,

which carries them against two circular saws that cut them a definite length. Each

piece is then placed in a pair of clamps, and moved against a rotary wheel provided with

cutters, that dress the edge to the required bilge and bevel; the bilge is the increased

width midway between the ends, which causes the enlarged diameter of the cask at the

middle; the becel is the angle given to the edge conformmg to the radius of the cask.

The surface of the stave is smoothed by passing it under revolving cutters; a late form

of machine takes off the surplus wood from riven staves Avithout cutting across the

grain, following winding or crooked pieces as they are split from the block. The heads

are usually made of several flat pieces jointed and fastened with dowels, or pins of

wood. The edge of each piece is pusiied against the side of a rotary disk, provided with

cutters that instantly .straighten it; it is then pushed against bits that bore holes for the

pins to be afterwards inserted by hand. Several boards being pinned together, enough

to mak(; a head, the whole is first smoothed on one side and dressed to a uniform thick-

ness; then it is clamped between two disks, and as these disks turn, a saw trims the

head into a circle with a beveled edge; if the wood is green, an oval form may be given

to provide against slirinking.

The l)arrel has next to be "setup." A suflicient number of staves are set into a

frame, th(;ir edges refilled if necessary; stout iron lioops, called "truss hoops," pushed

up from below^ grasp the lower ends tightly, and the whole may be lii'trd from the mold.

One end of the barrel is formed, ])ut the other is open and flaring. A rope is passed

about the open end and taken to a windlass, and the staves are drawn together by tight-

ening the rojjc; in this stage tlie 1)arrel is heated to cause the staves to yield more easily

to thrir required form. The ])arrel is now leveled ])y placing it upon a horizontal bed

and bringing down upon it a ])Owerful disk that ])resses upon its ends and forces the

staves iiito their proper jjosition. A. machine is devised which trusses and levels tlio

barrel at a single movement. Tlie slack l)arr(!l stands in its truss hoops, two on each

end; those of the lower end rest on strong supports; tho.se of the ui)iK!r end are .seized

by iiooks whose handles pass down through the platform to a common lever; when all

the parts are in place, powerful machinery pulls the ui)per trusses down, at once driving

the barrel into the lower trusses, drawing together both ends, and leveling the whole.

Each end of tiu! shell, thus made, passes under a rotary cutter whicii forms a croze, or

groove, to receive the head, and chamfers, or bevels, the ends of the staves. The heada
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are put in, and tlie hoops set by hand. The barrel is then made to turn under a smooth-

ing tool and rapidly tinished.

BARREN, a co. in s. Kentucky; 500 sq.m.; pop. 70, 17,780—3623 colored; the soil

is fertile, producing cereals and tobacco. Co. seat, Glasgow. The name comes from
"barrens," applied to large tracts that are sparsely timbered.

BARRETT, Bb:njamin Fisk, b. Me., 1808; a graduate of Bowdoin, and of Cam-
bridge divinity school; pastor of the First New church (Swedenborgian) of New York,

1840-48, and in Cincinnati, 1848-50; subsequently over a Philadelphia society. His

works are Life of Swedenhorg, Lectures on the New Dispensation, Letters on the Divine

Trinity, 2 he Golden lieed, A New View of Hell, etc.

BARRI, GiRALDE. See Giraldus Cambrensis, ante.

BARRIE, a t. in Canada, capital of Simcoe co., 60 m. n.n.w. of Toronto, at the w. end

of lake Simcoe. It has manufactories of woolen goods; pop. '71, 3398.

BARRINGTON, Daines, 1727-1800; third son of John Shute; antiquarj^ and natu-

ralist. He followed the law, and wrote Observations on the Statutesfrom Magna Charta to

2\st James I., being a Proj)osalfor Remodeling them" a work of high reputation. In 1771,

he published Orosiusm^ngMah., with king Alfred's Saxon version; and two years later,

Tracts on the Probability of Reaching the Nc^i^th Pole. Among his most curious produc-

tions is Experiments and Observations on the Singing and Language of Birds.

BARRON, a CO. in n.w. Wisconsin, on the upper streams of Red Cedar and Hay
rivers; 1080 sq.m.; pop. '75, 3337. It is for the most part covered with forests. Pro-

ductions, agricultural. Co. seat, Barron.

BARRON, James, 1768-1851; b. Virginia; commodore in the United States navy
and son of a commodore of the same name. 13. commanded the Chesapeake when the

British ship Leopard undertook to search her for deserters, Jan. 22, 1807. B. re.>i^ted,

but his vessel was in no condition to fight, and he was compelled to surrender. This act

precdpitated war with England. B. was suspended and tried on various diarges, but not

convicted. After some years spent in merchant service, he sought restoration to the

navy, but found many of the officers opposed to him, among them Decatur, whom B.

challenged, and they fought at Bladensburg, Mar. 23, 1820. At the first shot both fell

;

Decatur died in a few hours, and B. recovered some months later. In late life B. was
in office on shore duty, and was offered but declined the command of the Pacific

squadron. At his death he was the oldest naval officer of the United States.

BARRON, Samuel, 1763-1810; b. Virginia, brother of James. He was conspicuous

in the war with Tripoli, but in consequence of ill health resigned his command in favor

of commodore John Rogers. Just before his death B. was made commander of the

Gosport navy yard.

BARRON, Samuel, b. Virginia; an American naval officer who went over to the

confederacy in 1861. He was in the Brandywine when she took Lafayette to France
in 1825, and became captain in 1855. When Fort Hatteras was taken, Aug. 29, 1861, B.

was made a prisoner, but exchanged in 1862, and went to England to fit out privateers.

After the war he engaged in farming in Virginia.

BARROWS, Elltah Porter, s.t.d. ; b. Conn., 1805; a graduate of Yale; pastor of

the First Presbyterian church in New York, 1835; professor of sacred literature in

Western Reserve college, 1837-52; professor of Hebrew language and literature in

Andover theological seminary, and afterward in Oberlin theological seminary. He is

the author of Companion to the Bible, Sacred Geography and Antiquitiiis, and has pub-

lished many essays in religious periodicals.

BARRUN'DIA, Jose Francisco, 1780-1854, a Guatemalan statesman, early opposed
to Spain, and in 1813 sentenced to death for treason. He escaped, hid for six years in

the mountains, headed a party of revolutionists, and continued conspicuous through the

war for independence. He was president of Guatemala in 1829, and again in 1852. In

1854, he came to the United States as minister from Honduras, with the purpose of pro-

curing the annexation of that territory to the American union, but died from apoplexy
soon after his arrival.

BARRY, a CO. in s.w. Michigan, traversed by a branch of the ^lichigan Central rail-

road; 576 sq.m.; pop. '74, 22,051; in '80, 25,320. The surface is undulating prairie and
woodland, dotted with small lakes. Cereals and dairy produce are the staples. Co.

seat, Hastings.

BARRY, a CO. in s.w. Missouri, on the Arkansas border; drained by White river;

703 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 10,373—53 colored; in '80, 14,498. It produces cereals and tobacco.

Co. seat, Cassville.

BARRY, Edward Middleton, b. 1830, an English architect, pupil of his father,

whom he succeeded as architect of the houses of parliament. He is the architect of the
new Coveni Garden theater, the Charing Cross, and Star and Garter hotels, ax."" of the
new national gallery.

BARRY, John, 1745-1803; b. Ireland; came to America about 1760; one of thtj

earliest American naval officers. In 1776, in command of the Lexnngton, 14 guns, he
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captured the tender Edirard, the first ship ever taken by a commissioned officer of the

U. S. mivv. Ill ITbl, Avhile returning from France in the Alliance, he captured
two vessels, being severely wounded in the conflict. He v>'as the first senior officer with
the rank of commodore on the establishment of the present navy,

BARRY, William Farquhar, b. New York, 1818; col, of artillery and brevet

brig. gen. of the U. S. army; was in the Florida Indian war, and aid to gen.

"Worth in the Me.xican war. In the rebellion he was chief of artillery of the army of the

Potomac, and participated in a number of battles and in the siege of Yorktown, In
1867, he was made commander of the artillery school at Fortress Monroe, where he
remains.

BARS, a province in n.w. Hungary around the head streams of the Danube. It is

mountainous, but rich in gold, silver, and other minerals. The mines of Skleno and
Vihnve are the most remarkable. The chief towns are Kremnitz and Nuesohl. Pop.
'69, 187,191, mainly Roman Catholics.

BARSU'MA, or Barsumas I., a jSTestorian bishop of the 5th c, who induced the

king of Persia to expel the Christians who followed the Greek fathers and to put Nesto-
rians in their place. He founded the school at Nisibis, which sent missionaries to

various countries. He married a nun, and maintained the right of all priests to marry.

In Persia the Nestorians venerate him as the founder of their faith,

BARTH, or Bardt, a t. in Pomerania, on the river B., 17 m. w, of Stralsund; pop,

'71,5774. It was once the residence of the dukes of Pomerania, and from 1680 to 1815
belonged to Sweden.

BARTH, Christian Gottlob, 1799-1863; a German philanthropist and pastor,

especially devoted to missionary work. He founded a school for the training of poor
children' His Bible history and Bible stories have had an immense circulation,

BARTHOLOMEW, a co. in s.e. Indiana, intersected by the Jeffersonville, Madison,
and Indianapolis railroad; 375 sq.m.

; pop. '79, 21,133; level in the e. and hilly in the

w,
;
produces cereals, butter, and wool. Co, seat, Columbus,

BARTHOLOMEW, Edward Sheffield, 1822-58; b. Conn, He was first a dentist,

then a painter, and lastly a sculptor. Among his productions are "Youth and Age,"
"The Shepherd Boy," "Ganymede and the Eagle," " Eve after the Fall," and a monu-
ment to Charles Carroll.

BARTHOLOMEW BAYOU, a channel or outlet beginning in Arkansas and run-

ning in a very crooked course to Washita river in Louisiana; navigable 200 m. for steam-

boats.

BARTLETT, Elisha, 1805-55; b. R. I.; a physician, graduated at the medial
department of Brown university; lecturer on pathological anatomy; professor in Tran-

sylvania (Ky.) college, and in the universities of Maryland and New York, and pro-

fessor of materia medica, etc., in the New York college of physicians and surgeons. He
wrote Eamy on the Philosophy of Medical Science, Fevers of the tjnited States, and a volume
of verses from subjects in Dickens' novels. He was also editor of the Monthly Journal

of Medical Literature.

BARTLETT, Ichabod, 1786-1853; b. N. H. ; a k-yyerof Portsmouth, N. H,. edu-

cated at Dartmoutii ; was in the state legislature and in congress. He was a conspicuous

forensic opponent of Daniel Webster and Jeremiah Mason.

BARTLETT, Joseph, 1762-1827; b. Mass,; a lawyer of Massachusetts, graduate of

Harvard; author of The New Vicar of Bray, and other satirical verses. His life was
remarkable. He visited England, fell to gambling, was put in prison, wrote a play to

secuie his release, and went upon the stage. He came back with a great (piantity of

floods procured on credit, and was wrecked on cape Cod. Then he went into law busi-

aess and politics, and was elected to the legislature,

BARTIjKTT, JosiAif, 1729-95; b. Mass. ; a self-educated physician, beginning prac-

tice in New ilarnjishin;, where he successfully introduced the use of Peruvian bark.

He was in tlie legislature from 1765 until the revolution. He was a member of the

committee of safety, a justice of the peace, colonj^l of a regiment, delegate in congress,

the lirst mcinlier to vote for the declaration of independent^', and the first (after John
ilaneock, tiie president) to sign that document. He was judge of the common pleas,

justice of the supreme court, and chief justice. He was a menilxM- of the state conven-

tion called to adopt the federal constitution, and the first governor of New Hampshire
under its first con.stitution. lie was presidcsnt of the New Hampshire medical society,

anfl always tlu; friend and patron of learned men.

BARTF.ETT, Samuel Colcoiu), d.d., ll.d. ; b. N. TI., 1817; graduate of Dart-

mouth, and of Andover theological seminary ;
])rofessor of intellectual and moral phi-

losophy in Western Reserve college!, and of liiblical literatun; in Chicago theological

seminary; Congregational pastor in various places; at jm^sent (IHKO) jiresident of Dart-

mouth college. He is known as a vigorous writer in sup]H>rt of the old forms of doc-

trine. He has traveled in the east, and has published, liesides many essaj^s,

Sketches of the Missions of the American Board, Life and Death Eternal, \x\\A special

articles for Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.
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BARTLETT, William, 1748-1841; b. Mass.; a philanthi'opist who accumulated
a large fortune in trade. He contributed $30,000 toward the founding of Andos
ver theological seminary, and distributed more than a quarter of a million to mission-

and other benevolent objects.

BARTLETT, William Francis, b. Mass., 1840; graduated at Harvard; served
with conspicuous honor in the civil war from private to brevet maj.gen. of volun-
teers; lost a leg at the siege of Yorktown; was wounded at Port Hudson, and the battle

of the Wilderness, and once more while leading an assaulting column near Petersburg,

when he was taken prisoner. He died, greatly lamented, Dec, 1876.

BARTOL, Cyrus Augustus, d.d., b. Me., 1813; graduate of Bowdoin college, and
of Cambridge divinity school, and became a Unitarian preacher, pastor of the West
church, in Boston. In doctrine he ranks among the radicals of his denomination ; in

style he is clear and picturesque. He has published Discourses on the Christian Spirit

and Life, Uiristian Body and Form, Pictures of Europe, Radical Problems, Ihe Rising
Faith, and many essays.

BAR'TOLI, Daniele, 1608-85; a native of Ferrara, educated a Jesuit, and commis-
sioned to write a history of the order, which he did in an elaborate work, treating espe-

cially of Christianity in Japan, and other parts of the east. He also wrote a history no
the English Roman Catholics, the life of Loyola, several other biographies, books of
religion and morals, on physical phenomena, grammar, etc.

BAR'TOLO, or BAR'TOLI, Taddeo di, 1390-1414; an Italian painter whose works
are found at Padua, Pisa, and Yolterra, with some remarkable frescoes in the chapel of

the plaza at Sienna.

BARTOLOMME'O, Fra. See Baccio della Porta, ante.

BAR'TOLUS, Osso, or Bartolus de Saxo Ferrato, 1314-57; professor of civil

law in the university of Perugia, and the most famous master of the dialectical school

of jurists. He won great reputation by his lectures and writings; among the latter,

treatises On Procedure, On Evidence, and Commentary on the Code of Justinian. His
magnificent monument in the church of San Francisco bears simply his name.

BARTON, a CO. in central Kansas; 1333 sq.m.; pop. 78, 8251; in '80, 10,768. The
CO. is intersected by the Arkansas river, and by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe rail-

road; suiface undulating and soil productive. Co. seat, Great Bend.

BARTON, a co. in Missouri on the Kansas border; 600 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 5087; in '80,

10,143. It is chiefly forest and prairie, with fertile soil, producing corn, wheat, and live

etock. Coal and limestone are found. Co. seat, Lamar.

BARTON, Benjamin Smith, 1766-1815; a native of Pennsylvania; educated at

Philadelphia, and in Germany; graduated at GOttingen; professor of natural histor5%

botany, and materia medica in Pennsylvania college. Besides many papers in the

philosophical and medical journals, he published Obnercations on Some Parts of yatural
History, New Views of the Origin of the Tribes of America, Elements of Botany, Collections

towards a Materia Medica of the United States, and other medical works.

BARTON, Clara, b. Maine. She was a teacher in early life, and founder of various

free schools in New Jersey. In 1854. she had a clerkship in Washington, but resigned at

the beginning of the war of the rebellion and went into hospital service. After peace
she originated and carried on at her own cost a systematic search for missing soldiers.

Going to Europe for her health, she was assistant to the grand duchess of Baden in estab-

lishing hospitals in the Franco-German war, followed the German army, and was hon-
ored with the golden cross of Baden and the iron cross of Germany.

BARTON, William, 1747-1881; a native of Rhode Island; and a col. in the revolu-

tion. On the night of July 10, 1777, he led a small party across Narragansett bay, passed
unobserved by three British war vessels, and near Newport captured the English gen.

Prescott. For this act congress gave him a sword, a colonel's commission, and a tract

of land in Vermont. He was for many years in prison for debt in Vermont, but was
released through the influence of gen. Lafavette, who paid the claim on which he was
held.

BARTON'S BUTTONS, exceedingly minute lines engraved on metal by a dividing

engine, which produce a surface reflecting various colors. These tine lines are stamped
from dies on buttons, etc. , which rival gems in bri/aancy. John Barton was the inventor.

BARTOW, a co. in n.w. Georgia, intersected by the head waters of the Coosa river,

and by the Western, and Atlantic and Rome railroads; 550 sq.m.; pop. '70, 16.566

—

6774 colored; in '80, 18,673. It is hilly, with fertile soil, producing grain, cotton, and
wool; has mines of copper, lead, marble, and limestone. Co. seat, Cartersville.

BARTRAM, John, 1699-1777; a Pennsylvanian farmer, who became, according to

Linnaius, "the greatest natural botanist in the world." He visited many sections of

the present United States, collecting trees and plants for European gardens, for which
the botanists of the time repaid him in books and apparatus. On the Schuylkill near

Philadelphia he established the first American botanical garden, and was a member of

several foreign societies. He published Description of East Flonda, with a Journal.
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BAKTRAM, William, 1739-1823; a native of Pennsylvania, son of John, and like
him a botanist, though he declined a professorship on account of imperfect eye-sight.

He settled in Florida and wrote 'TraceLs Through North and South Carolina, East and
Weftt Florida, and the Cherokee Country, and OhservationH on tJie Creek and Cherokee
Indians. He made the most comprehensive list of American birds, previous to that of
Wilson, with whom he was a co-laborer.

BARTSCH, JoHANN Adam Bekniiard. von, 1757-1821; a German engraver of
superior acquirements, member of the academy of fine arts, and director of the" imperial
collection of engravings; author of La Peintre-graveur, in 21 vols., a Catalogue of the

tcork.sofJiembra ndt, and other catalogues. He produced more than oOOplatesof his own.

BARYE', Antoine Louis, b. 1795; a French sculptor, and teacher of the art of design-
ing subjects in natural history. He produced allegorical, mythological, and historical
works; statues of public men; "Amazon" and "Angelica," modeled from his two
dtuighters; and many other figures remarkable for accurate physiological construction.
He also produced many figures of animals in action, such as a lion crushing a boar, and
a tiger killing a goat. He was a chevalier and officer of the legion of honor, member
of the academy, etc.

BASARJIK, Hajee-Ogloo-Bazarjeek (Turkish, "market-town"). One in e. Bul-
garia, 25 m. n. of Varna, has 5000 inhabitants, and an annual fair. It w^as twice taken
by the Russians, 1774 and 1810. Another, called Tartar B., is in the govenimcntof Adria-
nople, on the Maritza; pop. about 5000, one fourth Christians. Trade in rice is the main
business.

BASCOM, Henry Bidleman, d.d., ll.d., 1790-1850; b. K Y. ; bishopof the Meth-
odist church (south). He was licensed to preach before he was 18 years of age, and
began in the Ohio conference; was transferred to Tennessee, and in 1823 was chosen
chaplain to congress at the solicitation of Henry Clay. In 1827, he was president of Madi-
son college; 1829-31, agent of the American colonization society, and professor of moral
science in Augusta college (Ky.), remaining until 1841; the next year becoming president
of Transylvania college (Ky.). He was the writer of the protest of the Southern dele-

gates in the general conference against the action of that body in the case of bishop
Andrews, and afterwards a leader in the organization of the southern branch of the
church. He was prominent in all questions before the church; was editor of the Quar-
terly Review, and published Methodism and Slavery, and a great number of sermons. In
the pulpit he was eloquent and impassioned.

BASCOM, John, d.d., ll.d., b. N. Y., 1827; a graduate of Williams college and
of Andover theological seminary, and professor of rhetoric in the former. He has pub-
lished Political Ecoaoniy, Treatise on u^sthetics, Elemejits of Psychology, Science, Philos-
ophy, and lieligion, etc. His style is elaborate, though clear, and his thought profound.
He is president of the university of Wisconsin, at Madi-son.

BASE^-BALL, Game of, is sometimes said to be the national field-game of the
United States, holding the same position in this country as cricket in Great Britain; it

has, moreover, the advantage of being a more spirited pastime and far more interesting
botli to i)layers and to spectators. The average time of a base-ball match is from 2 hours
to 2\ lumrs, whereas a cricket match may extend to 3 days, and then I'emain unde-
cided. Base-ljall was founded on the oldEnglish game of "rounders," but bears hardly
any resemblance to it in its present form. The first regular B. B. society, called the
" Knickerbocker club," was founded at New York in 1845. In 1857, the })opularity of
this game had increased to such an extent that a national association of base-ball players
Avas formed out of the Knickerbocker, Gotham, Eagle, Empire, Baltic, and Harlem clubs
of New York; the Putnam, Excelsior, Atlantic, Eckford, and Continental clubs of
Brooklyn, and the Union of Morrisania, all of which were founded between 1845 and 1856.

Prior to 1857, the club that was the first to score 21 aces, or runs, was declared winner
of the game, but the national association decided to award tiie victory to the club that
scored tlie largest number of runs, after each side had played 9 iimings. The war of
the rebellion was a serious interruption to all spf)rt of this character, but in 18()5, base-

ball beiian to regain its popularity and to be studied as a i)rofessi()ji l)y many who devoted
to it tiieir whole time and energy, becoming experts and receiving ])ay. It natu-
rally follow(!d that ))ase ball players were classified as eitluT j)rof('ssionals or amateurs,
and tlijJ the latter could not be ".xpected to play with tiie same; degree of excellence as
the former; the amateurs, therefore, broke uj) the old a.ssociation and founded, in 1871,
the national association of amateur base-ball ])layerH. The other class organiz(Ml the
national associatioii of professional base-ball players, which gav<! way in 187() to the
league association of professional clubs. In the summer of 1874, the B'^ston base-ball

club and the Alliletic club r)f Philadelphia sailed for IOur()|)", to jjlay a senes of exhibi-
tion matches in I'ingland and Ireland, and caused much surprise at their skill in the game
of cricket, acciuiiccl by their training as base-ball fielders. From 1871 to 187(5, the l^oston

club, called " lied Stockings," held the championship pennant of the league association of
professional clubs.

The ground cho.sen for a game of base-ball .should be a clear, level piece of turf, not
less than 500 by 300 ft. ; a square of 90 ft. is then marked out by locating its diagonals,
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and a base is placed at each angle; the home base at the upper point, the second base at

the lower point; standing on the home base and looking down the ground, the apex of
the triangle on the right hand is the center of the first base, and the apex of that on the
left hand the center of the third base. Forty-five feet from the front angle of the home base
is then to be measured down the diagonal of the square, in order to fix the center of the
pitcher's position, which is 6 ft. square. Lastly, the lines which join the home with the first

and third buses respectively, are prolonged, and posts, called foul-ball posts, are set on
these lines not less than 100 ft. from the centers of the first and third bases. A ball is

fairly hit if it first touches the ground, a player's person, or other object, on or in front of
the foul-ball lines. There are nine players on a side, and the theory of the game is that
cue side takes the field and the other side goes to the bat; the positions of those in the
field are as follows: The pitcher stands on his square facing the batsman at a distance of

45 ft. from the home base. The catcher stands at an optional distance behind the bats-

man at the home base, and a man is placed near behind each of the other three bases.

The short-fielder is between the second and third bases, behind the pitcher, as a general
backer up of the in-field. The out-fielders are in the left, center, and right fields, at some
distance behind the second base, to catch the balls and return them to the pitcher or the
base men. One of the nine generally'' acts as captain, stationing and giving directions to

his men during the game. After the choice of first innings has been settled by a toss,

the pitcher delivers the ball to the batsman by a toss, a jerk, or an underhand throw. If

the batsman hits the ball and it is not declared a foul b}' the umpire, he must endeavor
to reach the first base, and afterwards, as occasion offers, the second, third, and home
bases. But if, before the batsman can reach a base for which he is running, a fielder,

holding the ball, touches that base, or the person of the runner; or if the ball, hit by the
bat, is caught before touching the ground; or if a foul bail be caught after touching the
ground but once; or if, after the batsman has struck at the ball three times in vain, he
fails to touch the first base before the ball is legally held there—he is declared out by the
umpire. After a batsman has reached the first base he is not compelled to leave it until

the next batsman has struck a fair ball. A run is scored when a base-runner reaches
the home base after touching the others in numerical order; if three players of the side

are out before the runner makes all his bases, he fails to score. The umpire must be
thoroughly conversant with the game, and all the minutiae of the rules. He is the sole

arbiter of every point of play; whether pitching, catching, fielding, striking, or running.
The catcher's duty is to catch all balls pitched to the batsman. The pitcher holds the
most ditlicult position of the field side. His tactics are to deceive the batsman as to

where a ball is coming, and he must be able to catch any balls hit straight at him. The
first, second, and third basemen must all be sure catchers, swift and accurate thiowei'S,

and good judges of which base to send the ball to, in order to put an opponent out.

The right, center, and left fielder must all be sure catchers, good long-distance throwers,
and active runners. The ball must weigh not less than 5 or more than 5^- ozs.. avoir-

dupois; must not be less than 9 or more than 9i in. in circumference, and be com-
posed of 1 oz. avoirdupois of vulcanized india-rubber, covered with worsted and
leather. The bat must be of wood, a round stick suitable for handling and striking,

and 42 in. long. The bases must be 1 ft. square. No game can be scored unless 5
Innings have been concluded on each side, and no game can be drawn unless the play is

stopped by darkness or the weather when the scores of the two sides are even. A ball

which hits the bat without being struck at, or hits the person of the batter or umpire, is

a dead ball, and out of play. The foul-ball lines are unlimited in length, and extend in

a straight line from the front angle of the home base, through the centers of the first and
third bases respectively. A ball is fairly hit if it first touches the ground, a player's per-

son, or other object, on or in front of the foul-ball lines.

The eight clubs which represent the league this year (ISSO'^ are Chicago, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, Providence, Worcester, and Troy.

BASEDOW'S DISEASE, Ghaves' Disease, or Exophthalmic Goitre, a disease

characterized by palpitation of the heart, enlargement of the thyroid glands, ana?mia,
and prominence of the eyeballs; caused, according to some authorities, by paralysis of
the vasomotor nerves. It is seldom incurable or dangerous.

BASH'KITIS, or Bashkurts; a people in Orenburg and Perm, Russia, on the slope
and plains of the Ural. They are a mixture of Finns, Tartars, and Ostyaks. L'ntil the
arrival of the Hungarians, about the middle of the loth c, the B. were strong and inde-
pendent, and troublesome to their neighbors. In 1556, they voluntarily accepted the
supremacy of Russia, and the city of Upha was founded \o defend tliem from the
Kirghiz. Three times they rebelled, in 1676, 1707, and 1735. but were reduced to sub-
jection. They are now divided into 13 cantons, under the jurisdiction of the gov.gen.
of Orenburg. They maintain a military cordon, escort caravans through the Kirghiz
steppes, and are emploj'ed in various other services. They are divided into settled and
nomadic, the former chiefly agriculturists, and the latter cattle raisers. They are hospi-
table, but suspicious, poor, apt to steal, and exceedingly lazy. The}' have large heads,
small foreheads, eyes narrow and fiat, ears standing straight out, and black hair; but
are muscular and strong, and capable of enduring much labor and privation. They are
of limited intellect, and their Mohammedanism is rather a profession than a practice.
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BASIL II., 958-1025; emperor of the east. He and his brother Constantine were
kept from the throne by their stepfather, Phocas, until 976. Constantine left the gov-

ernment to 13.. ^vho had a stormy reign and almost constant war. He suppressed a for-

midable revolt, defeated the attempt of the emperor of Germany to seize certain Italian

districts, and had several coutlicts with the caliphs of Bagdad and the Sicilian Arabs.

In 987 war began with Bulgaria, and continued with brief interruptions nearly 20 years,

when Buluaiia became thoroughly subdued. After one of the hard earned victoi'ies in.

this war, B. ordered the eyes of 99 in every 100 of 15,000 prisoners to be put out, the

one spared having to guide his blind companions back to Bulgaria. When the cries of

those tortured men were heard by the Bulgarian king, he was so shocked that he died

three days afterwards.

BASILE'AX MANUSCRIPTS, two vahiable MSS. of the Greek Testament now in

the public library of Basle. I. A copy of the four gospels entire except that Luke iii.

14-15, and xxiv.' 47-53 are wanting, and that Luke i. 09, ii. 4, xii. 58, xiii. 12, and xv.

5-20 are by a different hand. It is written in uncial letters, round and full, with accents

and breathings. Each page contains onl}'- one column with the Ammonian sections;

and, instead of the Eusebian canons, there are references at the foot of each page to

the parallel .sections of the other gospels. There are indications of its having been used

as a church MS. at Constantinople and it is a good specimen of the class of texts derived

from that city. It seems to belong to the 8th c, and the additions to the 9th century. It

was presented to a monastery at Basle, in the 15th c, by cardinal Kagusio. It has been
collated by several of the best critics, but has never been published. II. A MS. of the

entire Greek Testament except the Apocalypse, also presented to the monks of Basle by
cardinal Ragusio. It is written in the cursive characters and different parts of it are of

very unequal value. The text of the acts and epistles is of slight importance, but that

of the gospels is very remarkable and adheres closely to the oldest uncials. There are

38 lines on a page; the writing is excellent, with accents, breathings, iota subscripts, and
some illnminaiions. It is assigned to the 10th c, and seems to be the source from which
codex 118 of the Bodleian library was copied.

BASIL!AN MANUSCRIPT, an uncial copy of the Apocalypse found among ancient

homilies of Basil and Gregory of Nyssa. It is named from the Basilian monastery at

Rome, to which it formerly belonged. It is now deposited in the Vatican librar)^ Tisch-

endorf, in 1813, was allowed to make extracts from it, and having compared its w^hole

text with a Greek Testament, published the result, which Trcgelles afterwards had the

opportunity to compare again with the manuscript, and to correct. The letters are

simple and unornameuted, holding a middle place between square and oblong. The
breathings and accents are by the first hand. It probably belongs to the early part of

the 8th century.

BASILIAN MONKS, or Monks of St. Basil; an order founded by St. Basil in the

4th c; it grew to 90,000 in number before the death of the founder. The principal

monastery now is at St. Saviour, in Messina. They are numerous in Spain, Italy, and
Sicily, and the greater portion of the monks of the Greek church in Russia are of the

order. Their records show that the order has furnished 14 popes, many cardinals, and
nearly 12,000 martyrs.

BASILIS'CUS, d. 477, Emperor of the East. In 468 a.d. he commanded the arma-
ment that Leo I. sent against Genseric, who defeated him. B. seized the throne of the

east in 474, but was deposed two years later by Zeno.

BASILOSAU'RUS. See Zeuglodon.

BASKET FISH, a .species of the genus aMrophyton, or star-fish, having a most
remarkable develojjment of arms. Its body is a five-sided disk, surmounted by the

numerous arras. The disk (in one specimen measured) has a diameter of 2iS in. ; and
one of the arms is, in its entire length, 9 in., but as it lies coiled up, like a basket, it is

about 8 in. across the whole. TJie size varies with age, but the above is about the

av(;rage, many being l(;ss tiian half as large, and others twice as great. The upper side

of the disk li:is 10 radial ribs Ix-aring short, blunt si)ines. The mouth is on the \mder
side, and central. It is set with spinilorm bristles hiding 24 thorn-like teeth. From
around the star-.shaped mouth branch 5 stout arms, each of which is divided at the

edge of tiie disk. The animal is wholly covered with an ei)idermis, granulated above»

but smooth iieneath, except that it scicms to have a double line of stitches under each

arm. The g(Mieral color is light bull; but the inter-brachial spaces in the living animal

vary from dark purple to l)right pink. The constant division of each arm at regular

intervals into 2 smaller ones is a most remarkable ])eculiarity. Each of the 5 main
branches is divided into 2, making 10 in all; (!ach of the 10 is divided, making 20—and
so indefinitely down to the least visibh; fihunent,. Winthrop counted 81,920 of these

"small sprouts, twigs, or thnnids." On cajiture or disturbance the creature instantly

folds its arms clos(;ly about its body, shrinking from the touch like a sensitive plant,

and assuming the basket shape froi'n which it gets its familiar name. The attempt to

untwist tiiese coils generally ends in breaking the delicate, but tenacious threads. The
basket fish is a voracious feedctr, and its p(;culiar construction aids it in taking its prev.

The microscope shows each arm and spine; to terminate in a miimte but sharj) hook.
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The animal, in moving, lifts itself on the extreme end of its long arms, standing, as

it were, on tiptoe, sotliat "the ramifications form a kind of trellis-work all around it

reaching to the ground, while the disk forms the roof." This latticed bower is but a
trap for entangling heedless little fishes and shrimps, whose escape from those coils is

as hopeless as the efforts of a fly to break loose from a spider's web.

BAS-RHIN, now a part of the German territory of Alsace-Lorraine; but once a
department of France.

BASS, Lahras, a family of fresh-water and sea fishes, abundant in the United States.

The sea-bass, centropristis nigricans, never comes into fresh water. Its general color is

blue black, and the black edges of the scales give its surface a netted appearance; fins

pale blue, the anal and dorsal spotted with darker. Teeth are set over all the bones of
the moutli. Its weight is very rarely as much as 17 lbs. The striped bass, lahras lineatus,

is the rock fish of the Delaware and Potomac. Color, bluish brown above, silvery below,
with seven stripes of chocolate brown. This fish in spring pursues the smelt into shal-

low water, and devours the spawn of the shad. Its weight reaches 50 to 70 lbs. ; it is

excellent food, and furnishes choice sport for the angler. A variety which has the lateral

bars broken into spots is L. notatus, or the bar-fish. The black bass of the lakes, grystes

nigricans, is blue-black, marked with darker bandings. It frequents all western waters
from the St. Lawrence to the Mississippi. Its weight runs to 8 lbs. It is a favorite

both before and after it is caught. The Oswego bass, G. megastomn, often confounded
with the black bass, is distinct by the greater size of its mouth. It is taken in the shal-

low waters of lake Erie. The white bass, O. muliilineatus, or white perch, abounds in

all the upper lakes. The grass bass, centrarchus liexacanthus, is found in company with
the Oswego bass. Its weight rarely exceeds 2 lbs. The rock bas.'^, C. atneus, is dark
copper yellow, with darker clouds; fins bluish green. It is common in the St. Law-
rence, in the canals, and in the Hudson. The growler, grystes salmonus, is the white
salmon of the southern states. Color, deep bluish green, with 25 or 30 longitudinal dark
bands.

BASS, or Basswood. See Liaie, or Linden.

BASS, Edward, d.d., 1706-1803; b. Mass.; graduate of Harvard; ordained in Eng-
land by bishop Sherlock in 1752, and in 1797 consecrated first Protestant Episcopal bishop
of Massachusetts, his diocesal functions being afterwards extended over New Hampshire
and Rhode Island,

BASSA'NO, HuGUES Bernard Maret, Duke of, 1763-1839; a French statesman.
At the commencement of the revolution he edited the Bulletin (the original of the Moni-
teur), containing the proceedings of the constituent assembly, a position which gave him
much political influence. In 1791, he was at the head of a bureau in the ministry of foreign
affairs, and was sent to England to re-establish suspended diplomatic relations, but he
was unsuccessful. In 1793, he was appointed ambassador to Naples, but while on his

way was captured by the Austrians, and kept two years a prisoner, being finally

exchanged for the daughter of Louis XVI. In 1797, he was one of the negotiators of
peace with England. Bonapnrte employed him as his private secretary, and he after-

wards became secretary of state, in which position he managed the newspapers and exer-
cised great influence over Napoleon, assisting in all his diplomatic business. In 1811, he
had direction of foreign affairs; Napoleon made him duke of B., and retained him as

his most intimate adviser. He was in exile during the restoration, but Louis Philippe
restored him to the peerage in 1831, and for a short time he acted as president of the
cabinet.

BAS'SARIS, a genus of animals in North America representing the civet of Europ>e.

They are about as large as common cats, and may be easily tamed. They live in trees,

and catch birds, mice, etc. The tail is bushy, and marked with rings like that of the
raccoon.

BASSES-ALPES, a department of France on the Italian border, 2685 sq.m.
;
pop. '76,

136,166. It is sparsely populated, only 20 persons to a square kilo; watered by the
Durance; mountainous, with good pasturage, and famed for raising plums. Chief
town, Digne,

BASSES-PYR;^N|]ES, a department of France bordering on Spain and the bay of
Biscay; 2943 sq.m.; pop. '76, 431,525. The rivers are the Nive, the Odour, and the
Bidouze. About half the surface is marshy. There are mineral springs of value, and
much industrial activity; trade is carried on through the city and port of Bayonne.
Capital, Pau.

BAS'ST, Laura Maria Caterina, 1711-78; an Italian lady of Bologna, distinguished
for learning. She received a doctor's degree, and was made professor in the philosoph-
ical college, where she lectured on experimental philosophy until her death. She was a
member of many societies, and conducted an extensive correspondence with eminent
men of learning; was well acquainted with the classics, and also with the literature of
Italy and France. In 1738 she married Dr. Guiseppe Verrati.

BASS ROCK, an island of stone near the firth of Forth, Scotland, about a mile in

circumference, and 400 ft. high, traversed by a cavern. The rock is accessible only on
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the s.w. side. It is a favorite haunt of aquatic birds, Charles II. bought the B.R. for
a prison for Covenanters; and a few partisans of James II. held it nearly three years
against frequent attempts at capture by large bodies of Protestants.

BASSU'TOS, a tribe of the Bechuanas in s. Africa, estimated 100,000 in number.
They have made some progress in agriculture and civilization under the influence of
French missionaries. In 1866, the B. were obliged to cede a part of their territory to
Orange Free state, and in 1868 the remainder was united with Natal.

BASTIAN, Henry Ciiakltox, b. England, 1837; an eminent physician and physi-
ologist. He was admitted to the royal college of surgeons in 1860; was assistant curator
in the museum of university college, London, 1860-63; professor of pathological ana-
tomy in the same college, 1867, and in 1871 physician to the university college hospital.

He has published The Modes of Origin of Loiccd Organmns, The Beginnings of Life, and
many contributions to medical and philosophical journals. He is recognized as an
authority in the pathology of the nervous system. He has carefully studied the modes
of origin of the lowest forms of life, and is now foremost in the school of heterogenists,
or believers in the theory of spontaneous generation.

BASTROP, a co. in central Texas, intersected by the Colorado river and the Hous-
ton and Central Texas railroad; 880 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 12,290—5233 colored; in '80, 17,135.
The surface is unduhiting and fertile; corn and cotton are the principal crops. There
is abundance of lignite coal. Co. seat, Bastrop.

BATAK. See Battas, ante.

^
BATA'VIA, a village and township in Kane co., 111., 39 m. w. of Chicago,with which

it is connected by the Ciiicago, Burlington and Quincy, and the Chicago and Northwest-
em railroads; pop. '70, 3018. It has a private insane asylum, manufactories, and valuable
quarries.

BATA'VIA, a village and seat of justice of Genesee co., N. Y., 36 m. e. of Buffalo;
with railroad connections to all points; pop. of village and township '75, 7067. It has
the state institution for the blind, a ladies' seminary, a library, and several manufac-
tories.

BATCHIAN, or Batjan. See Batshian, ante.

BATEMAN", Kate Josephine, an American actress, b. Maryland, 1842. With her
«ister Ellen she appeared on the stage almost in infancy, and exhibited unusual talent.

In 1861, she began her adult career in New York in Julia, Paidine, Juliet, etc., and in
the next year made a remarkable success in Leah. She played in several American
cities and then in England, having the management of a theater in London, and accu-
mulating fame and fortune. In 1866, she became the wife of George Crowe, an English
physician.

BATES, a co. in w. Missouri, on the Kansas border; traversed by the Missouri,
Kansas, and Texas railroad, and intersected by Osage "iver; 900 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 15.960—320 colored; in '80, 25,080. It is a prairie region, producing grain, tobacco, and cat-

tle. There are beds of coal and carboniferous limestone, and plenty of timber. Co.
seat, Butler.

BATES, Baknabas, 1785-1853; b. England; advocate of* cheap postage in the
United States; Baptist minister in Rhode Island; established t\\Q GJirifitifin Inquirer m
New York, and while assistant in the post-office there, he became interested in the reduc-
tion of postage. After many years of writing and speaking, his object was achieved in
respect to land postage.

BATES, Edward, ll.d., 1793-1869; b. Virginia; an early settler and lawyer in Mis-
souri, member of tlie legislature, of the constitutional convention, and representative in
•congress. He was an unsuccessful candidate for president in the convention that nomi-
nated Lincoln in 1860, and was attorney-gen. in Lincoln's first cabinet.

BATES, Joshua, 1788-1864; an English banker, b. in ISrassachusctts. He estab-
lished a house in London in conne(;tion with John Baring, son of sir Thomas Raring,
and subsequently went into tlie firm of Baring Brothers. He gave $50,000 towards found-
ing the Boston public library. His only child is Madame Van de Weyer, the wife of a

Belgian diplomati.st.

BATES, WiLi.iAM, D.D., 1625-99; an English non-conformist divine, one of the com-
missioners for reviewing the public liturgy, and one of those; concerned in drawing up
the exc(!ptlons to the book of common pray(T. lb; was api)ointe(l ('hai)lain to Charles
II., and became minister of St. Dustan's, but was dep'ived of his benelict; for non-con-
formity. He published in Latin, JSeleci Lioen of JlluatriouH and Pioua rcraons; other works
appeared after his death.

BATH, a CO. in n.e. Kentucky, on the Licking river; 220 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,145

—

1702 colored. It has abundance ot iron and coal, and several meclicinal springs, and pro-

<luces cereals and wool. Co. seat, Owingsville.

BATH, a CO. in Virginia in the Alleghanies, on the West Virginia border; 725 sq.m.

:

pop. '70, 3795—889 colored. Its surface is hilly, with fertile valleys, producing wheat,
corn, oats, and cattle, and there are medicinal springs of value. Co. seat.AV^arm Springs.
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BATH, a city and port of entry in Maine, on the Kennebec, 4 m. below the junction

with the Androscoggin, 12 m. from the sea and 35 m. s. of Augusta; the seat of justice

of Sagadahoc co.
;
pop. '70, 7371. Ship-building is the main business, in which it ranks

next after Baltimore. The harbor is never frozen, and being easily accessible it renders

B. an important commercial place. It was incorporated as a town in 1780, and as a city

in 1850. There is ample railroad connection in all directions.

BATH, a village in Steuben co., N. Y., 74 m. s.s.e. of Rochester on Conhocton creek;

pop. of township, '75, 6704; in '80, 6779. It is the co. seat, and has an orphan asylum,

court-house, and the lS[ew York state soldiers' home.

BATH, Earl of. See Pulteney, William.

BATHOM'ETER, an instrument invented by C. William Siemens, for indicating the

depth of the sea beneath a passing vessel. The density of sea-water is about 1.026, while

that of solid earth or rock has an average of about 2.75. Hence, the attraction emanat-

ing from the water which lies beneath the ship, is less than that which would be exerted

by earth or rock occupying the same relative position, and the greater the depth of the

-water, the greater the loss of attraction. Hence, further, the weight of a given mass of

matter on board the ship will be greater when the ship is ashore than when afloat, by
an amount which may be made appreciable by an instrument of sufficient delicacy, and
this diminution of weight may become a recognizable function of the greater depth of

water. Dr. Siemens fifls with mercury a vertical steel tube of small bore, fitted below
with a cup-shaped expansion closed with a corrugated steel-plate diaphragm. The pres-

sure of the mercury upon the upper surface of the diaphragm is antagonized by a plate

adjusted to bear upon the center of its under surface, and this plate is supported by steel

spiral springs that are attached to the top of the column. In the construction of the

instrument, care has been taken to compensate for the variations caused in the density of

the mercury, and in the elasticity of the steel springs, by change of temperature. As the

tension of the springs varies with their extension, while the pressure of the mercury on
the diaphragm varies with the attraction from deep or shallow water, the two forces

adjust themselves by a movement of parts, and the motion is so magnified by a microm-
eter screw, having an electric tell-tale, that the apparatus indicates a change of a fathom
in depth of water for each division on the scale of the micrometer.

BATHS and WASH-HOUSES, Public (ante), are not established in the United
States to any considerable extent except in some of the larger cities. In New York,
Brooklyn, Boston, and some other places, there are large floating structures, with general

and single dressing rooms, and an open space in the middle for swimming. There are

separate baths, or separate days, for females, and the whole management is conducted
and paid for by the city authorities. In 1879, there were four or live in the two rivers

at New York; and during the hot season the bathers number many tens of thousands

per day.

BATH'URST, Allen Bath'urst, Earl of, 1684^1775; an English statesman. He
was sent to parliament, in 1705, and distinguished himself as a supporter of the union

of England and Scotland. In 1711, queen Anne made him a baron, and he won further

distinction in the upper house by impeaching the directors of the notorious South Sea

scheme. B. was a determined opponent of Walpole, and when that minister was forced

to resign, B. was made a member of the privy council. In 1757, he became treasurer to

the prince of Wales, and when the prince became George III.. B. still continued in the

privy council, but on account of age took no further action in politics. Lord B. was a
generous patron of literature, and" such writers as Congrevc. Vauburgh, Swift, Prior,

Rowe, Addison, Pope, Arbuthnot, Gay, and others, were happy in his acquaintance.

Pope dedicated his Epistle on the Use of BieJies to Lord B., and complimented him in

<;haracteristic lines. B. received further elevation to an earldom in 1762, and lived to

see his son a baron and lord chancellor of England.

BATH'URST, Ralph, 1620-1704; uncle of lord B., an English physician, prelate,

and wit. In medicine he rose to eminence, and in the time of the commonwealth was
appointed physician to the state. After the restoration he abandoned medicine, took

holy orders, was chaplain to the king, and afterwards dean of Wells. Later he was vice-

chancellor of Oxford, and was offered the see of Bristol, which he declined. He was a
perfect master of ridicule, and made that his weapon to correct college delmquents.
Some of his verses in the Musce Anglicamv are excellent of their kind.

BATH'URST INLET projects s. about 75 m. from Coronation gulf m the Arctic

ocean, 68° n., 111° w. ; 300 m. from Great Slave lake.

BATHyInL See Batthyanyi, afite.

BATHYB'IUS, the name given by Huxley to a low form of protozoan found in cal-

careous mud brought up by sea dredging. Prof. Huxley supposes this substance to

cover a large part of the bed of the ocean, and to be a living expanse of transparent,

gelatinous, or protoplasmic matter, growing at the expense of inorganic elements.

Others regard B. not as an animal, but as slime enveloping foreign bodies and the
remains of once living organisms, and also numerous living forms. Similar growth in

fresh water is called
*

' pelobius.

"
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BATHYL'LUS of Alexandria, a freedman or favorite of ^MecaDnas. He excelled

in pantomimic danciug, and in the representation of comic characters.

BAT MALTHA A, Malthcea vespertilio, a fish of the Atlantic ocean, noted for its

extreme ugliness of shape; a monstrous aggregation of hideousness. It is something
like a bat, aud somethiug like a scorpion; is covered with prickles and warts, with fins

like wings armed with claws, goggle-eyed, and of a shape that defies measurement or

delineation.

BATO'NI, PoMPEO GiROLAMO, 1708-87; a native of Lucca. He was regarded in

Italy as the great paiuter of the 18th c, and did much to rescue the art from the intense

mannerism into wliich it had fallen. His works, though not of a high order, are gener-

ally well designed and graceful. The group "Peace and War" is considered his best

production. He painted a great number of pieces, and was also celebrated for his

portraits.

BATTALION (ante). In the U. S. army, infantry regiments have one B. ; cavalry and
artillerj'' Iiave two. Detachments of more than a company and less than a regiment are
frequently called battalions.

BATTERY {ante), in criminal law, any unlawful beating or other wrongful physical
violence or constraint inflicted upon a person without his consent, B, must be wilfully

committed or result from want of care. An injury done in an angry, rude, or spiteful

manner, such as spitting on a person, or even touching him in auger, or to insult, or
annoy, is a B, ; or it is a B. if one strike a cane in the hands of another. But B, may be
justified, as in a parent's correction of a child, or a schoolmaster's discipline of a scholar,

or as a means of preserving the peace, or of defense, or the protection of others; but in

such cases the B. must not exceed the necessary amount; and a B. may also be justified

in defense of one's property.

BATTICALO'A, a t. in the eastern province of Ceylon, on an island, 7° 44' n., 81"

52' e,
;
pop. 3353. It is important for its haven and adjacent salt lagoons. There is a

fort, and a small English settlement. Pop. of the district, 93,220.

BATTLE CREEK, a city in Calhoun co., Mich., on Kalamazoo river, at the crossing
of the Michigan Central and the Peninsular division of the Chicago and Lake Huron
railroads; 121 m. w. of Detroit; pop. 5323; in '80, 7592. There are manufactures of flour,

woolens, etc., and in the neighborhood are quarries of superior samdstone.

BATTLE OF THE SPURS, the first important conflict between the burghers
and the nobles at Courtrai, in 1302, the French nobility being utterly defeated. They
rushed forward with loose reins and fell into a great ditch; theii army was annihilated,

and among the spoils were 4000 spurs of gold.

BATT US, founder of the Greek colony of CjTcne, in Libya, directed there by the
Delphic oracle, about 650 u.c. He ruled 40 years and was succeeded by his son B. II,,

called "the prosperous," under whom the colony rapidly increased, land being given
free to immigrants from Greece. The next of the Battiadae on record was Arcesilaus
II., about 554-44 u.c, who was defeated by the revolted Libyans, and strangled by his
brother Learchus. The next heir, B. HI., was lame; Deraonax of Mantinea was the
real ruler. The wife and son of the lame king, however, recovered the sovereignty,

but the son, Arcesilaus III., was slain by fugitives from Cyrene while hiding from ven-
geance in Barca. The mother made war upon Barca and perpetrated great cruelties in
revenge for the c ?atli of lier son, but she soon after died miserably in Egypt. There
followed a B. IV., and soon Arcesilaus IV., with whom the dynasty ended. The latter

won a victory in cliai.')t racing during the Pythian games, and was eulogized by Pindar.

BATUTA, Iiiv (MofiAMMED-inx-ABDALLAir), 1302-78; a Moor who traveled exten-
sively in Asia and the eastern islands, Africa, and Spain. He wrote full observations,

but only extracts or epitomes have been preserved.

BAUDIOr.AIRE, Chaui-ks, 1821-67; a French poet, one of the curious class now-
known as " Bohemians." Some of his writings are gros.s, while some, espetdally his
little i)0('ms, are very beautiful; l)ut nearly all are in the romanlic, or rather ecstatic, vein
of affectation peculiar to writers of intolerable egotism. The only work of B.'s which
has a living pow(!r is his trarislation of tlie writings of Edgar Allan Poe, which is pro-
nounce(.> one of the most brilliant and faithful tran.slations of the age.

BAUDELOCQUE, Jean Louis, 1746-1810; a French surgeon, especially devoted to
obstetrics, in which he gained great rei)utation. He was one of the earliest to use for-
ceps in difficult parturition. Napoleon selected B. to attend on the confinement of
Maria Louisa.

BAUDRILLART, Henri Johki'ii Leon, b. Paris. 1821; a political economist and
author, editor of the Journ^d den hhnioiniates, and connected with Jh;i* BcbutH, being son-
in-law of the editor. In 1866, he was appointrul prof(!Ssor of history and i)olitical econ-
omy in the college of France. He has written many works, chiefly upon his favorite
themes of political economy.

army
BAU'ER, Bkhnari), of a Jewish family, b. Hungary, 1829; served in the French
ly and became a convert to Roman Catholicism, joining the Carmelites. He was
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chaplain at the Tuileries, and a special favorite of the empress Eugenie. During the

siege ot Paris h: was cliaplain of the ambulances of the press. His lectures and some
political pamphlets are published.

BAUER, Georg Lorenz, 1754-1806; a German theologian who taught that the

Bible, like the old classics, must be interpreted by historical and grammatical lights, and
not with regard to religious doctrines. He was the first to write a systematic exposition

of the Christian dogmas as they are contained in the Bible, and in each book in particu-

lar. He was an accomplished oriental scholar, translating much from the Arabic and
other eastern tongues.

BAUHIN, Gaspard, 1560-1624; a French physician and botanist, b. in Switzerland;
professor of anatomy and botany in the university of Basel in 1588, afterwards rector

and dean of the faculty. His works on botany, catalogues, etc., were better than others

of his time, and a work of his on anatomy is commendable.

BAUHIN, Jean, 1541-1613; brother of Gaspard, a student of the botanist Fuchsand
companion of Gesner in collecting plants. He also practiced medicine, and in his later

life was physician to the duk c of Wtirtemburg. He w^rote a work on the medicinal
•waters of Europe; but his great work on plants was left unfinished. B. is considered
one of the founders of botanical science.

BAUM;^, Antoine, 1728-1804; a French chemist, distinguished for success in the

practical application of the science. He became a professor in the college of pharmacy,
kept a large establishment for the preparation of drugs, and published many papers on
chemistry, and arts and manufactures. Among his inventions and improvements were
a process to bleach raw silk, the manufacturing of sal ammoniac, of improved scarlet

dyes, and a cheap process for purifying saltpeter. He published several works on his

favorite theme of chemistry. He made for the areometer a scale which is still used.

BAUMGARTEN, Michael, b. 1812; a German theologian; studied at Kiel, became
professor at Rostock, and a prominent and energetic defender of the Protestant asso-

ciation.

BAUMGABTNER, Gallus Jakob, 1797-1860; a politician and historian of Switzer-

land, the son of a mechanic. He studied law, and was a leader of the liberals, but after-

wards associated w^th the ultramontanes. He has been a member of a number of
legislative bodies.

BAWR, Alexandrine Sophie Coury de Ciiampgrand, Baroness de; 1773-1861; a
French novelist and dramatist, wife of Saint Simon, who got a divorce because he did
not think her fit to be the wife of "the first man in the world." In 1806, she wedded
baron de Bawr, who was killed by accident a few months after the marriage. Some of
her plays are still occasionally acted.

BAXTER, a co. in n. Arkansas, on the ]\Iissouri border, bounded on the n. by "White
river; about 600 sq.m.

;
pop. '80. 5901. The surface is hilly and undulating, and the

soil fertile. Farming and stock-raising are the main occupations. Co. seat, Mountain
Home.

BiVXTER, Andrew, 1686-1750; a Scotch philosopher, author of .1;? Inqvinjinto the

Nature of the Human Soul, wherein its Immiaierialiii/ is evinced from the Principles of Rea-
son and Philosophy. He also wrote on questions of science for the teaching of children.

BAY, a CO. in n.e. Michigan on Saginaw bay; intersectod by Saginaw river and a
branch of the IVIichigan Central railroad; 750 sq.m.; pop. '74,24832. There is little of
agriculture, lumber being the main article of trade. Co. seat. Bay City,

BAYARD, James Asiieton, 1767-1815; b. Philadelphia; a descendant of Nicholas
B., a French Huguenot; educated at Princeton; began law practice in Delaware; was
elected to congress; declined the mission to France; was chosen U. S. senator in 1804;
was one of the commissioners ot the United States at Ghent to negotiate for peace with
Great Britain in 1814; afterwards offered the mission to Russia, but refused it.

BAYARD, James Asiieton, son of the first James Asheton; U. S. senator from
Delaware for two terms, resigning in 1869. He was an eminent lawyer, and for years
chairman of the senate judiciary committee.

BAYARD, Jean Francois Alfred, 1796-1853; a French dramatist, working with
Dumanoir, Scribe, and others, and husband of Scribe's niece. He was the author of
more than 200 plays.

BAYARD. Richard Bassett, 1796-1868, b. Del. ; son of the first James Asheton.
He was U. S. senator from Delaware from 1836-39. and from 1841-45.

BAYARD, Thomas Fr.\ncis, b. Del., 1828; son of the second James Asheton; suc-

ceeded his father as U. S. senator in 1869.

BAY CITY, seat of justice of Bay co., Mich., on Saginaw river, near its junction
with the bay of that name; on the Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw railroad, and the ter-

minus of the Detroit and Bay city, and East Snginaw roads; pop. '74, 13,690; in '80,

38,088. It is growing rapidly and has an important trade in timber, salt, and fish.
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BAYFIELD (formerly La Poente), a co. in n.e. Wisconsin, on lake Superior, includ-

ing several islands; I^jO sq.m.
;
pop. '74, 1032; in '80, 680, or, with Indians counted,

about 1100. The surface is uneven, and in great part covered with forests. Co. seat^

Baytield.

BAYLEY, James Roosevelt, d.d., 1814r-77; b. N. Y.; a graduate of Washing-
ton (now Trinity) college, Hartford; ordained minister of the Protestant Episcopal
church, and preached in New York and Maryland; went over to. the Roman Catholic
church, and was ordained by bishop Hughes in Mar., 1842; was professor of belles-

lettres at St. John's college, Fordham, N. Y., and president thereof. From 1846 to 1853
he was secretary to archbishop Hughes, and in the latter year was consecrated bishop of
Xewark. N. J. He founded Setou Hall college, and many schools and other institutions.

In 1872, he was made archbishop of Baltimore. He published a history of the Roman
Catholic church in New York, Pastorals for the People, etc. He was much esteemed for
his social as well as his intellectual gifts.

BAYLEY, Richard, 1745-1841; b. Conn.; became a physician; studied in London
hospitals; practiced in New York in 1772; went to Europe in 1775, and the next spring
returned as staff-surgeon to sir Guy Carleton. He lectured on surgery, and published
a work on croup; was professor of anatomy and surgery in Columbia college; first

health officer of the port of New York; wrote on yellow- fever, which he did not believe
was contagious, and finally died of ship-fever taken while on duty as health officer. His-

sister, Mrs. Seton, who with his son (afterwards bishop B.) became Roman Catholic,

founded the order of sisters of charity in this country.

BAYLOR, a co. in n.w. Texas; 900 sq.m.; thus far unsettled. It has a mountainous
surface, with rich bottom lands.

BAYLY, Lewis, d. 1632; b. in Wales; educated at Oxford; in 1616, made bishop of
Bangor. He was the author of The Practice oj Piety, the most popular religious book
until Bunyan's work appeared. His son, Thomas, became a conspicuous Roman Catholic,

and published, among other works, The End of Controversy.

BAYLY, Thomas Haynes, 1797-1839; an English poet. He was intended for holy
orders, and educated at Oxford; inherited a large fortune, but lost it, and in 1831 began
to write songs for music, and, with Henry Bishop. \)\i\A\Q\\edi Melodies of Various Nations,
Within a few years he wrote 36 pieces for representation, a number of stories, and hun-
dreds of songs. Sonic of the more popular were The Soldier's Tear; WJiy Don't the Merit

Proj)ose? We Md, 'twa>i in, a Crowd; I'd be a Butterfly, etc. Plis larger works were
Alymers, Kindness in Women, Weeds of Witchery, etc. Two volumes were published
after his death.

BAYNE, Peter, b. 1829; a Scotch author; educated in Marischal college, Aberdeen;
studied theology at Edinburgh, and philosophy under sir William Hamilton. He wrote
criticisms on Alison, De Quincey, Hugh Miller, and others. In 1855, he published TJie

Chi^stian Life, Social and Individual; Essays in Biography and Criticism. He was editor

of the Gla.sgow Commonwealth, traveled and studied in Germany, and married the
daughter of a Prussian general. His more recent works are a defense of Hugh Miller's

Testimony of the Rucks, lestimony of Christ and Chnstiamty, and The Days ^Jezebel, &
historical drama.

BAYOU, a stream not fed with springs, but running from one body of water to
another, like a canal. -Tidal channels in the states on the gulf of Mexico often have the
name.

BAYOU SARA, a village in Louisiana, parish of W. Feliciana, 165 m. above New
Orleans, on the. Mississippi; an important point for shipping cotton.

BAYRHOFFER, Karl Tiieodoh, b. 1812; German philosopher and politician-

professor of philosophy in the university of Marburg. He was prominent in the revo-

lutionary movement of 1848, a member of the diet of Hesse-Cassel, and for a time
presidcnit of the chamber. After the defeat of his party (the democratic) he migrated
to America.

BAZALGETTE, Jorepii William, b. 1819; an English civil engineer (of French.
descent) who executed the great drainage works of London, and i)lann(^(l others at home
and abr(;ad. He was also <jne of the engineers of the Thames embaid-cment.

BAZANCOCirr, Cehar de, Baron. 1810-65; a French author; director of the
library at (Jom{)iegne, and author of History of Sicily under Norman J)omi/iati(m, Ho
was the ollicial historian of the Crinu;an and Italian cami)aigns; wrote an account of
the French exjK.'ditions to China and ('ochin China, and a work on fencing.

BAZIX, A.NTOfNE l^rroHiiE Ernkht, h. 1807; a French ])hysiciiui and professor of
dermatology. His works relate chielly to .syphilis, and diseases of the skin.

BAZIX, Antofnk Piekke Louih, brother of A. P. Ernest, a French professor of
Chinese, transhitor from that language, and author of a Chinese grammar.

BE.XCII, M()hf;h Yaf.e, 1800-68; b. Conn.; in early life a cabinet maker; inventorof
n rag-ciitling machine for ])aiM'r mills, and of an engine for ])roi)clling balloons. After
trying paper manufacturing, in 1835 he acciuiied a)i interest in th^; *S'//;/,, ji penny daily
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paper begun in New York about three years earlier. He soon became sole proprietor^
;iiid was for years one of the pioneers of the penny press. Leaving the paper to his sons^
he retired in 1857 with an ample fortune.

BEACH PLUM, Prunus niantima, a sea-beach shrub of the Atlantic coast of the
United States, bearing fruit much like the common garden plum. It abounds on the
low sandy shore at the eastern end of Long island toward Montauk, and occurs from
Massachusetts to Virginia.

BEALE, Lionel Smith, b. 1828; an English physiologist and microscopist, professor
in the university of London. He has written in opposition to Darwin's theories. Among-
his productions are How to Work with the Microscope, The Structure of t?ie Tissues of the

Body, Protoplasm, etc.

BEAMAN, Feiinando C, b. Vt., 1814; practiced law in Adrian, Mich., where
he was probate judge, presidential elector, and member of congress. He was an early
opponent of the extension of slavery. His standing in the legal profession is high.

BEARD, James H., b. N. Y., 1815; brought up in Ohio, and began to paint por-
traits at the age of 14; settled in Cincinnati, and became conspicuous in his profession.

In 1846, he exhibited his first composition, "The North Carolina Immigrants," which,
gave him a national reputation. Among later works are " The Land Speculator," " The
Long Bill," "Out all Night," etc. He has painted portraits of Clay, Harrison, Taylor,
and many other public men.

BEARD, Richard, d.d., b. Tenn., 1799; graduate of Cumberland college, and
in 1843 president thereof; from 1854 professor of systematic theology in the same insti-

tution. He is a leader in the Cumberland Presbyterian organization, and his work on
Systematic Theolorjy is the embodiment of their doctrines. Dr. B. has been a zealous
worker for the church and for the education of the people.

BEARD, William H., b. Ohio, 1824; brother of James II. and also a painter. He
began portrait-painting wlien young; visited Europe, and settled in New York in 1860.
His compositions are mostly grotesque or satirical; some of them are "Bears on a
Bender," "Dance of Silenus," and "Court of Justice."

BEARDSTOWN, seat of justice of Cass co., 111., on the Illinois river, and the Rock-
ford, Rock Island and St. Louis railroad, at the terminus of the Springfield and Illinois-

Southern railroad; pop. 2528. It has some manufacturing establishments, and good
trade in agricultural products.

BEAR MOUNTAIN, in Dauphin co., Pcnn., containing valuable beds of anthra-
cite. The " mountain" is only about 760 ft. high.

BEAR RIVER, in Utah; 400 m. long; flows into and out of Idaho, and empties into
Great Salt lake. There are magncsian and other mineral springs on its banks. Coal is

found where the Central Pacilic railroad crosses. One of the peculiar features is a group
of soda springs occupying 6 sq. miles.

BEASLEY, FuEDErviCK, d.d., 1777-1845; b. In. C. ; an Episcopal clcr^man: from
1813 to 1828 professor of moral philosophy in the university of Pennsylvania; author of
a defense of Locke called Search of Truth in the Science of the Human Mind; also of
works in opposition to the doctrines of Dr. Channing.

BEAT, IX Music {ante), a term used in the plural for the pulsations or throbbmgs
resulting from the vibrations of two sounds of the same strength and nearly the same
pitch, or two sounds alike in intensit}' but not in exact unison. In tuning unisons,
as in the case of two or more pipes or strings, the operation is guided by beats; until the
unison is perfect, more or less of beating Avill be heard; when the unison is very defec-
tive, the B. have the effect of a rattle. The complete absence of B. affords the best
means of attaining by trial a perfect harmony.

BEATRICE rORTINA'RI, Dante's poetical idol; daughter of a Florentine noble,
remarkably graceful and accomplished. Dante first saw her when she was but nine
years old, and but seldom afterwards; but in his vivid imagination she grew to be the
personification of divine truth, and so appears in the Divine Comedy. In 1287, she mar-
ried a citizen of Florence.

BEAUCE, a CO. in Canada, province of Quebec, on the Maine border; 1100sq.m.;
pop. '71, 27,253; traversed by Chaudiere river. Chief t., St. Joseph.

BEAUFORT, a co. in e. North Carolina, on Pamlico river and sound; 1000 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 13,011—4632 colored. It has a level, sandy, and marshy surface; products,
tar, turpentine, corn, sweet potatoes, rice, etc. Co. seat, Washington.

BEAUFORT, a co. in s.e. South Carolina, on the sea-coast and the Savannah river;

1540 sq.m.; pop. '70, 34,359—29,050 colored. Productions, corn, rice, sweet potatoes,
and Sea island cotton. Co. seat, Beaufort.

BEAUFORT, a t. and port of entry, the seat of justice of Carteret co.. N. C, at

the mouth of Newport river, 11 m. n.w. of cape Lookout; reached by the Atlantic and
North Carolina railroad; pop. '70, 2340—1243 colored. T!iere is a good harbor, the
entrance to Avhich is protected by fort Macon. The principal trade is in tar and tur-

pentine.
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BEAUFORT, a t. and port of entry in Beaufort co., S. C, on Port Royal island

and Broad river, 14 m. from the ocean; pop. '70, 1739—1273 colored. It is at the
terminus of the Port Royal railroad; it has a good harbor, and is a popular summer
resort.

BEAUFORT, Sir Francis, 1774-1857. He served in the British navy, and was in

the fight off Brest in 1794; commodore in 1800, and wounded in the fight near Malaga.
He traveled in the east, and wrote a description of his route; in 1812, was wounded in a
conflict with Turkish pirates, and returned to England; became rear-admiral in 1846.

He contributed much to the science of geography, hydrography, etc., and was a member
of most of the English learned societies.

BEAUFORT,. Francois de Vendome, Due de, 1616-69; grandson of Henrj; IV. of
France; served in the thirty 3'ears' war; conspired with Cinq-Mars against Richelieu, and
fled for safety. Under Louis XIV. he was in a conspiracy against ]\Iazarin, and was
imprisoned. He escaped in 1648, became a leader of the frondeurs, and was called by
the Parisian populace "king of the markets." He killed the duke of Nemours, his

brother-in-law, in a duel; afterwards made his peace with the court, and was appointed
to command the navy. In 1664, he defeated the African corsairs; in 1666, led the fleet

which was to aid the Dutch against England; in 1669, he assisted the Venetians, who
were besieged by the Turks in Candia, and was there killed in a sally.

BExVUFORT, Margaret, 1441-1509; countess of Richmond and Derby, daughter of

the duke of Somerset, wife of the earl of Richmond (half-brother of Henry VI.) and by
him mother of Henry VII. of England. She was afterwaids wife of Sir Henry Stafford,

and of Thomas, lord Stanley. She endowed Christ's and St. John's colleges in Cam-
bridge, establishing a divinity school in each, but Henry VIII. recovered the property as

lier iieir. She translated some devout works from the French.

BEAUHARXAIS, Hortense Eugenie. See Bonaparte, ante.

BEAUHARNOIS, a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the St. Lawrence,
and including Grand island; 200 sq. m.

;
pop. '71, 14,759. Chief town, Beauharnois, 18

m. s.w. of Montreal.

BEAUMANOIR, Phllippe de, d. 1296; a French writer on law. In 1273, lie w^as

bailli at Senlis, and in 1280 held a similar office at Clermont. His chief work, CoutUTnes

de Beaunoisis is highly commended by Montesquieu.

BEAUMOXT, a t. in the department of Ardennes, France, on the Meuse, 10 m. s.e.

of Sedan; pop, estimated, 1400. In the neighborhood, Aug. 30, 1870, the French under
Marshal Mac5lahon were defeated by the Germans under the crown prince of Saxony,
who gained by the battle such advantages as compelled the immediate surrender of

Sedan.

BEAUMONT, William, 1796-1853; b. Conn.; a surgeon in the U. S. army, noted
for discoveries in the processes and laws of digestion, made in watching the operations
of the stomach in the case of Alexis St. Martin. On the 6tli of June, 1822, St. Martin,
then supposed to be 22 years old, while at Mackinac, Mich., was accidentally shot,

receiving the entire charge of the musket in hisleft side, the muzzle of the gun being
about three feet from his ]t)ody. The discharge tore away portions of his clothing,

fractured two of his ribs, lacerated his lungs, and lodged in his stomach. Dr. B., who
was then stationed at Mackinac, restored St. Martin to good health within a year, renew-
ing his former strength and spirits, though the aperture made by the shot was never
closed. Two or three years afterwards. Dr. B. commenced a series of ex])eriinents upon
the stomacli of the xoyageur, studying its operations and secretions, the action of the

gastric juice, etc. These experiments he continued from time to time, his patient pre-

senting the spectacle of a man enjoying good health, appetite, and spirits, Avith an
opening in his stomach, through which the action of that organ could be satisfactorily

noted from the exterior. Dr. Ji. was the first individual who obtained the gastric juice

from a living human being, and he lias demonstrated, ])eyond a doubt, its chemical
properti(;s and diirestive powers. He published the result of his experiments in 1833.

St. .Martin was still living in Dec, 1879.

BEAUMONT DE LA BONNIERE, Gustave Auourte de, 1802-66; a French
advocate who in 1831 came to the United States with De Tocciueville to examine our peni-

tentiary system, and with him published a book on the subject. Beaumont de la J3on-

jiierc also wrote Marie, or SUivery in the United Siaien, a novel; and in 1839, Ireland,

P(ditiaU, Ht}cial, and RdifiirntH. In 1840, lie was chosen to tlujchamlier of dcimties; in the
constituent assemi)ly of 1848 he was a member of tlu! comniitte(M)f foreign alTairs, and
Caviiignjic sent him as minister lo England. After 1851 he retired from politics. His
wife was agranddaugliter of Lafayette.

BEAUSOIiRE, Ihaacde, 1659-1738: a Protestant writer of French origin, ordained
at the age of 22. Having broken tin; royal scial ])ut upon a church door to prevent the
reformers from exercising their religious rites therein, he was ordered to make the
amende lionorahle, but declined, and fled to Holland. He was afterwards chaplain to

the king of Prussia. Among his works are a defense of the doctrines of the reforma-
tion; essays on providence, predestination, grace, and the cucliarist; a translation of the
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New Testament with notes; a curious book on the Adamites of Bohemia; a criticism on
Manicheism, and several dissertations on the Bihliotheque Britannique.

BEAUTEMPS-BEAUPRE, Charles FKAN901S, 1766-1854; b. France; hydrographer
to the expedition sent in search of La Perouse. He made valuable charts of many of

the places visited. In 1796, he completed his Atlas of the Baltic, and for several years

afterwards he labored in connection with marine surveys, making many valuable charts.

He became fellow of many scientific societies, and was in active duty in his profession

nearly all his life. In England lie has been styled " the father of hydrography."

BEAVER, a co. in w. Pennsylvania, intersected by thp Cleveland and Pittsburg, and
the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago railroads, 650 m. square. Pop. '70, 36,148.

The soil is fertile; products, hay, grain, butter, cheese, etc.; and there are mines of

coal and limestone. Co. seat, Beaver.

BEAVER, a co. in s. Utah on the Nevada border, drained by Beaver river; pop. '70,

2007. A large portion is an arid plain with little water or timber; yet there is consider-

able agriculture. Iron ore is found. Co. seat, Beaver.

BEAVER DAM, a city in Dodge co., Wis., 61 m. n.w. of Milwaukee, on the Chicago,

Milwaukee, and St. Paul railroad, at the outlet of Beaver lake
;
pop. '80, 3441. It is

the market center of a fertile district, with factories, flour-mills, etc.

BEAVER FALLS, a village in Beaver co., Penn., on the Beaver river near its junc-

tion with the Ohio, 34 m. n.w. of Pittsburg; on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago,

and the Erie and Pittsburg railroads; pop. 5000. There are many manufactories, nearly

all of which are controlled by the " Harmony" society of economy.

BEAVER HEAD, a co. in s.w. Montana, on Jefferson river, about 4393 sq.m. ; pop.
'70, 722. The surface is rough. Stock-raising and mining are the main occupations.

Co. seat, Bannack city.

BEAVER INDIANS, a tribe on Peace river, in British America, allied to the Chip-
pewas.

BEAVER ISLANDS, in lake Michigan, w, of the straits of Mackinac, forming the

CO. of Manitou. A band of Mormons settled on the principal island in 1846, but did not
long remain there. Chief town and co. seat, St. James.

BEAVERTAIL, in Narragansett bay, the s. extremity of Canonicut island. It has
a light-house with fixed white light, 96 ft. above tide, and a fog-horn.

BECCAFU'MI, or MECHERINO, Domentco, b. about 1488, d. 1551 ; an Italian painter,

the son of a peasant. Lorenzo Beccafumi, a rich nobleman, took the boy into his ser-

vice, and fostered his natural taste for art, by sending him to study in Rome. B. painted
many religious pieces for churches, and mythological works for private patrons. He
also continued the wonderful pavement in the cathedral of Siena, his native place.

For 150 years the best artists worked upon this pavement, which was of white marble, the
subject being engraved in black outline, and the border inlaid with rich patterns of many
colors. Beccafumi Avas occupied in this work 27 years. He also made a triumphal arch
and an immense mechanical horse for the procession at the entry of Charles V. into

Siena.

BECCARI'A, GiAMBATTiSTA, or Giovanni Battista, 1716-81; an Italian astronomer
and electrician. He was professor of experimental physics at Palermo, Rome, and Turin.
In 1775, he was elected a fellow of the royal society of London. In 1759, he was com-
missioned to measure an arc of the meridian in the neighborhood of Turin. His prin-

cipal work was Electndty, Artificial and Natural.

BECK, John Bkodhead, 1794-1851; b. N. Y. ; a graduate of Columbia college,

and professor of materia medica in the New York college of physicians and surgeons.
Among his works is Infant Iherapcutics.

BECK, Lewis C, 1798-1853; b. N. Y. ; brother of John Brodhead; a graduate of
Union college; professor of chemistry in Albany medical ccllege; author of works on
botany and chemistry, and of an elaborate report on the mineralogy of the state of New
York.

BECK, Theodoric Romeyn, ll.d., 1791-1855; b. N. Y. ; brother of John Brodhead:
an American ph3'siciau ; he graduated at Union college, practiced in Albany, and in 1841
was professor of materia medica in the medical college of that city. He was author of
Elements of Medical Jurisprudence.

BECK, or BEEK, David, 1621-56; a Dutch painter, trained by Van Dyck; and
acquiring many of that master's excellences. He was portrait painter and chamberlain
to queen Christina of Sweden, with whom he was in high favor. For her gallery he
made portraits of nearly all of the sovereigns of Europe.

BECKER, a co. in n.w. Minnesota, at the head of the Red river of the n. ; inter-

sected by the Northern Pacific railroad; 1400 sq.m.; pop. '75, 2256. The surface is about
1700 ft. above tide and dotted with lakes. The soil is generally good. Co. seat, Detroit
city.
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BECKER, Herman HErxitiCH, b. 1820; a German radical politician, whose extremcf
Tiews led to his imprisonment for several years after 1848. He has since been a member
of the Prussian house of deputies and of the North German parliament, and a leader on
tiie liberal side.

BECKX, PiEKRE Jean, b. Belgium, 1795; a general of the order of Jesuits. He
became a member of the society of Jesus in 1819, and was the liead of the order in 1853.
Soon after receiving orders, his superiors recognized his rare abilities, and sent him on
several delicate missions. When tlie duke Ferdinand of Anhalt-Kothen became a con-
rert to the Roman Catholic religion, young Beckx was appointed his confessor, and he
officiated for some years as priest of the new church which was built at Kothen. After
the death of the duke, B. continued at the court with the widow, the countess Julia,
whom, at a later period, he accompanied to Vienna. In 1847, he became procurator
for the province of Austria, and in this capacity he went to the college of procurators at
Rome. In the following year the Jesuits were temporarily driven from Austria, and con-
gequently father B. went to Belgium, where he was nominated rector of the Jesuit
college at Louvain. When the Jesuits were re-established in Austria, he zealously sup-
ported the projects of the government, which were highly favorable to the interests of
the church. He lent his powerful aid to the primate of Hungary, cardinal Szeitowsky,
who succeeded in obtaining the reinstatement of the Jesuits in that portion of the
empire, and in founding the noviciate at Tyrnan. Being sent to the assembly at Rome
in 1853, to choose a successor to father Roothan, he was elected superior of the order.
The success of the Jesuits since that time, especially in non-Catholic countries, is due,
in no slight degree, to the ability and foresight of father B. Besides some minor
writings and occasional discourses, he has published a Month of Mary, which has passed
through numerous editions, and been translated into many languages.

BEDELL, Gkegory Thurston, d.d., b. N. Y., 1817; son of Gregory Townsend:
educated in Bristol college, Penn. ; was rector of the Protestant Episcopal church of the
Ascension in New York city from 1843 to 1859, when he was chosen bishop of Ohio.
Among his works are TJie Divinity of Christ, The Profit of Godliness, Principles of Pastoi'-
i/iip, Sacredness of the Grave, The Age of Independence, etc.

BEDELL, Gregory Townsend, d.d., 1793-1834; b. N. Y. ; a clergyman of the
Protestant Episcopal church

;
graduated at Columbia college, and won high position as

a preacher. He published Onward, or Christian Progression, Eenunciation, Haymarkets,
EzekieVs Vision, Bible Studies, sermons, etc.

BEDESMAN, one who solicits or prays for something. The Anglo-Saxons called a.

prayer "bead," and in manuscripts of the 15th c. are the expressions before the name,
" Your humble bedesman," or " bedeswoman."
BEDFORD, a co. in Pennsylvania on the Maryland border, drained by the Juniata,

and reax^hed by the Bedford division of the Pennsylvania railroad; 1000 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

29,635. It has a mountainous surface, but is good for cattle raising. Coalmining is also
carried on. Co. seat, Bedford,

BEDFORD, a co. in central Tennessee, on Dutch river, intersected by the Nashville
and Chattanooga railroad; 550 sq.m.; pop. '70, 24,333—6484 colored. It has an undulat-
ing and fertile surface; produces corn, wheat, tobacco, cattle, etc. Co. seat, Shelbyville.

BEDFORD, a co. on the .James river in s. Virginia, intersected by the Ohio, Missis-
sippi and Atlantic railroad; 504 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 25,327—10,770 colored; in '80, 31,226.

The chief crops are cereals, tobacco, and wool. The peaks of Otter in this co. pre-
sent magnificent scenery, and the Bedford alum springs are valuable. Co. seat, Liberty,

BEDFORD, a village and capital of B. co. in Penna., on the Huntington and
Broad Tc^p railroad, 94 m. w.s.w. of HaiTisburg; pop. '70, 1247. The B. springs arc a
fa3hional)le summer resort. There are iron and other manufactories in the village.

BEDFORD, Gunning S., 1806-70; b. Baltimore; a graduate at St. ]\[ary's college,

Md. ; was profess(;r in Charleston, S. C, in Albany medical college, and of midwifery in

the New York university. Among his works are treatises on obstetrics, Lectures on Dis-
eases of Women, etc.

BEDLOE'S ISLAND, in the bay of New York (named after an early owner); ceded
to the federal govcnunc^nl for the purpose of harbor defense, and now occupied by fort

Wood, It is a mile and a half w. of the Battery, or s. point of the {;ity.

]5EE, a CO. in s. Texas, on the Arkansas river; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1082—69 colored;
a level, sandy, cattle-breeding region. Co, seat, IJeeville.

BFE(;iIEK, Cathkrixe Esther (r/z/V^-), 1800-78; b, N. Y. ; eldest child of Lyman.
Her njother died vviicn C. was about tiie ag(! of 16, and for two years she had the care
of \\i'V fatlu-r's house at East Hampton. WIkmi slie was about 19 years old she was
engaged to i)rof. Fisher, f)f Vale college, but he was lost in shipwreck on a voyage to

Euroi)e, and she icmained unmarried. In 1822, she began a school at Hartford, Conn.,
and kept it until 1832, wlien she went with her father to Ohio, and opcuied a seminarj
for youiig women in Cincinnati. Imt was compelled to give it up two years latcsr on
account ol ill health. She made it the business of her life to improve and advance the
intellectual, physical, and practical education of women. She organized societies and
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schools for training teachers and sending them to new states and territories. In pursuit

of this object she published Domestic Strvice, Duty of American Women to their Country,

Domestic Receipt Book, True Remedy for the Wrongs of Women, Letters t/j tlie People cnv

Health and Happiness, Physiology and Calisthenics, Religious Training of Children, jTAtf

American Woman's Home, etc. She also published Common Sense applied to Religion,

Truth Stranger than Fiction, a memoir of her brother George, and Appeal to the People a»

th^ Authorized Interpreters of the Bible.

BEECHER, Charles, b. Conn., 1815; fourth son of Lyman; ordained in 1844, and
became Congregational pastor in Newark, N. J., and afterwards in Georgetown, Mass.

He assisted Henry Ward B. in the compilation of Plymouth Hymns and Tunes, and has
published The Incaruaiion, Review of Spiritual Manifestations, Pen Pictures of the Bible,

and, jointly with Mrs. Stowe, Sunny Memories of Foreign Lands.

BEECHER, Edward, d.d. (ante), b. 1804; second son of Lyman; graduate at Yale,

and in theology at Andover; Congregational pastor in Boston from 1826 to 1831 ; in the

latter year president of Illinois college, where he remained 13 years, and in 1844 was
again in Boston, pastor of Salem street church. In 1856, he became pastor of the Con-
gregational church at Galesburg, 111. About eight years ago he retired from the ministry

and removed to Brooklyn, where he now resides. Dr. B. has written on the theme that

man is in a progressive state, the present being the outcome of a former life, and a

preparation for one to succeed after death; that the struggle between good and evil will

not end with this life, but in some future era all conflicts will be ended, evil will disap-

pear, and harmony become established. These views are set forth in The Conflict of

Ages, and The Concord of Ages. He has also published a work on Baptism, and one
entitled The Papal Conspiracy.

BEECHER, Henry Ward {ante), b. Litchfield, Conn., June 24, 1813; third son of

Lyman; a graduate of Amherst college and of Lane theological seminary. He began
his pastoral work over a small Presbyterian church in Lawrenceburg, Ind., in 1837; and
in 1839 was settled at Indianapolis. In 1847, he was called to take charge of " Ply-

mouth church," a new Congregational organization in Brooklyn, N. Y., where he has

continued until the present time, a third of a century. Mr. B. soon became one of the

most popular, as he was one of the most effective, pulpit speakers, and the growth
of his congregation w\is unprecedented in church history in this country. There are at

present (1880) nearly 3000 members, and the congregation has a good proportion of the

intellectual, social, and financial force of the city, H. W. Beecher was a writer before

he came to the pulpit, and his pen as well as his voice has been constantly active. He
was, in 1837, editor of a journal in Cincinnati, and while preaching in Indianapolis he
took charge of an agricultural publication, his papers being afterwards issued in a vol-

ume called Fruit, ]j\owers, and Farming. As soon as he came to Brooklyn he began,

and continued for nearly twenty years, to write for TJie Independent, and was for two
years its editor, 1861-63. His well known signature (a star. *) suggested The Star

Papers, made up of select contributions to The Independent. About ten years ago he
became, and is now, the editor of The Christian Union, published weekly in New York.

As a preacher he is known perhaps more generally among the people than any other

occupant of a pulpit in this country, and not only citizens but strangers make it a point

to attend his church, which, though one of the largest in America, is almost always full

when he is to preach. As an orator he is original in manner and matter, avoiding most
of the routine and conventionalism of the ordinary service, and addressing himself as a
man to his fellow. He brings in all manner of topics and illustrations, and sometimes
ventures so near to the comic that laughter is scarcely restrained. As a lecturer he has
had a long and successful career. In the long conflict with slavery he was an early and
an earnest soldier, and from tlie pulpit of Plymouth church came many of the severest

denunciations of human chattel-hood. Nor have other questions been neglected; tem-

perance has had his earliest support, and politics are not ignored, for it is his belief that

all things which concern the welfare of the people and the country are fit subjects for

the public teacher. In his fierce denunciations of injustice he is singularly free from
uncharitableness toward persons. Though a man of peace, he is enough of a soldier to

don the uniform and appear on parade as the chaplain of a regiment. Of his more per-

sonal tastes, it may be said that he is fond of domestic and rural life, a student of

nature, a lover of animals, flowers, and gems, and a judge and patron of art. During
the civil war he visited England, and took especial care to enlighten the people as to

the real issues and purposes of our great struggle, thereby materially aiding in the simi-

lar work undertaken by archbishop Hughes," Thurlow Weed, and others. For twenty
years his sermons have been taken down in shorthand and printed, comprising now
n\ovQ than a dozen volumes, known as 2he Plymouth Pidpit. Among other works of

his are Lectures to You7ig Men, Industry and Idleness, Life Thoughts, Sermons on Libtrty

and War, Ihe Plymouth Hymns and Tunes, Norwood (a novel), Yale Lectures on Preach-

ing, 2 he Life of Christ, Sermons from Published and Unpublished Di.^courses, etc. 3Ir.

B. is of stout build, florid, and of strong physical constitution. Recently he has built

a charming residence at Peekskill on the Hudson, which he occupies during a large part

of the summer.
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BEECHER. Lyman, d.d. (ante), b. New Haven, Oct. 12, 1775; d. Brooklyn. Jan. 10,
1868: descended from one of the New Haven colony of 1638. He lost his father when
an infant and was adopted as a son by Lot Benton; g-raduuted from Yale in 1797, and
next year became pastor of the Presbyterian church at East Hampton, Long Island, and
there married Ko.xana Foote, who increased their slender means b}' teaching school.
]Mr. B.'s sermon on the death of Alexander Hamilton (killed in a duel with Aaron
Burr in 1804) gave him immediate fame that rapidly increased until lie waA recognized
-as one of the foremost preachers in the country. In 1810, he went to Litchfield, Conn.,
where he was pastor of the Congregational church sixteen years. In 1814, he delivered
and printed a series of sermons in favor of temperance, wiiich added greaily to his repu-
tiilion for eloquence and power. He was also foremost in the Unitarian controversy
"vNhich pervaded eastern New England. In 1826. he became pastor of the Hanover
street Congregational church, Boston. In 1832, he became president of Lane theolo^cal
seminary, a new institution near Cincinnati, O., and held the office for twenty years,

during ten of which he was pastor of the second Presbyterian church in Cincinnati. In
1835, he was tried by his presbytery for teaching false doctrines, but was acquitted on
appeal to the synod. When the Presbyterian church separated,, he went with the new
school branch. In 1852, he returned to Boston, intending to revise and publish his-

writings, but his mental powers faded, and not very long afterwards he retired from
public work. He was married three times, and had thirteen children, of wbom all but
three are now living (1880). George, a clergyman, was killed in 1843 by the accidental

discharge of his gun. Dr. B.'s works have been published in three volumes.

BEECHEK, Thomas Kennicdt, b. Conn., 1824; son of Lyman; a graduate of

Illinois college. He spent some time in teaching; became pastor of a Congregational

church in Williamsburg (now the eastern part of Brooklyn), and afterwards of a similar

church in Elmira, N. Y. He is the author of Our Seven Churches. He is a vigorous,

and spiritual preacher, a strong opposer of sectarianism, and a studious deviser of prac-

tical methods for bringing the influences of Christianity to bear through the church
upon all classes in the community.

BEECHER (STOWE), Harriet Elizabeth. See Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth
Beecher, a7ite.

BEEMSTER, the largest of the tracts of reclaimed or drained lands in the Nether-

lands, about 8000 acres, 12 m. n. of Amsterdam. There is a village of 2600 people in the

district.

BEGHARDS. See Beguixes, ante.

BEGUM, the feminine of "Beg," meaning "lord" or "prince," bestowed upon sul-

tanas and East Indian princesses.

BEHEMOTH, a large animal mentioned in the book of Job. Scholars are

undecided whether it means the elephant, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, or crocodile; but

as the animal was both of land and water, and fed upon grass, a number believe the

hippopotamus was meant.

BEHRIXG ISLAND, the most westerly of the Aleutian group, in the n. Pacific, 55°

22' n., 160- e. ; the place where the navigator, Behring, was wrecked in 1741. It is rocky

and desolate; pop. about 2500, composed of natives and seal fishers.

BEHRING SEA, the sea of Kamtchatka, the extreme n. part of the Pacific ocean;

connected by B. straits with the Arctic ocean; extends s. to the Aleutian islands, and
from Alaska' to the shores of Asia,

BEISSEL, JoHANX Conrad, 1690-1768; a German who emigrated to Pennsylvania

in 1720 and established at Ephratah the religious community of seventh-day Baptists, or

Dunkers. He wrote a number of books upon religious subjects.

BEKKER, IUlthazar, 1634-98; a Dutch divine, author of several works in philoso-

phy and tli(;ology, the most celebrated Ixiing The World Bewitched, in which he critically

examines the phenomena ascribed to the agency of spirits, and exposes many of the

absurdities about Satan that had become ar1i(;les of religious faith. This book was so

offensive to the clergy that B. was deposed from the ministry.

BEL. See Baal, ante.

BELAI'A, I^IKLAJA, or Biela, a river in the department of Orenburg, Russia, empty-

ing info the Kama, after a course of a))Out 600 miles.

BEL(JiIEIl, Jonathan, 1672-1757; colonial governor of Massachusetts from 1729-

1841. He was a native of the colony, and a graduate of Harvard. In 1747, he was gov-

ernor of the i)rovince of New Jersey, where he passed the latter i)art of his life.

I'>ELEI)-EIi-JERE?lD, a region of n. Africa between Algeria and the great desert, e.

of Mr)rocco. It is noted only for the production of <lat,es.

I5ELFAST, a Keai)ort in Waldo co., M(!., on Penobscot bay, 30 m. from the ocean,

at tli(! terminus of the Belfast division of tlu; Maine ('entral railroad. There is a good
harbor, and some activity in ship-building and flsherieH. Pop. '70, 5278.

BELFRY, or Bep'froi, a tower of wood, movable on wheels, used in sieges in the

middle ages. Sometimes a battering-ram was used with it. It was as high as the wall
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attacked, and a draw-bridge was rigged at the top to be dropped on the wall when
occasion offered.

BELGARD, a t. in Prussia, 90 m, n.e. from Stettin; has manufactories of tobacco,

wool, etc., and a castle; pop. "71, 6303.

BELGIC CONFESSION, a statement of faith based on Calvinistic principles, formed
by Guido de Bres, of Brabant, and others, about 1561. It was published in the
vernacular in 1563, and was received as a symbolical booli by the synods of Antwerp and
Dort.

BELIDOR, Bernard Forest de, 1697-1761; a French military engineer, and a
member of the academy of sciences; author of works on hydraulic architecture, fortifi-

cations, engineering, matliematics for the use of artillery, etc.

BELKNAP, a co. in New Hampshire; intersected by the Boston, Concord and
Montreal railroad; 360 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 17,681. The surface is hilly, soil fertile. Co.

seat, Laconia.

BELKNAP, Jeremy, d.d., 1744-98; b. Mass., and graduate of Harvard; pastor in

New Hampshire, and over Federal street churcli, Boston. He founded the 3Iassachu-
getts historical society in 1791. Among his works doce History of New Hampshire, and
ATiierican Biography.

BELL, a CO. in s.e. Kentucky, bordering on West Virginia and Tennessee, and drained
by the Cumberland river; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70, 2731—111 colored. The surface is rough,
and in some parts mountainous. Agriculture is the principal business. Co. seat, Pine-
ville. This co. was formerly called Josh Bell.

BELL, a CO. in w. Tennessee on the Mississippi, recently established ; a good cotton

section. Co. seat, Grand Junction.

BELL, a CO. in Texas, in a fine prairie region on the Leon river, well adapted to

general agriculture; 850 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9771—1104 colored. Co. seat, Belton.

BELL, Charles IL, 1798-1875; b. N. Y. ; rear-admiral in the U. S. navy. He
served in the war with "England in 1812, and in the rebellion, rising to commo-
dore in 1862, and admiral in 1866.

BELL, Henry H., 1807-69; b. N. C. ; an American naval officer, capt, in 1862, com-
modore the next year, and rear-admiral in 1866. He was fleet capt. under Farragut at

the capture of Now Orleans. In 1865, he commanded the East India squadron, and
was drowned while endeavoring to get his barge over the bar at the entrance of Osada
river, Japan.

BELL, John, 1797-1869; b. Tenn. ; agraduateof Nashville university; a lawyer, and
member of congress for 14 years from 1827. In 1843, he was speaker of the house of

representatives," in 1841 secretary of war; was chosen senator in 1847, and again in 1853.

In 1860, he was one of the four candidates for president of the United States, and got the

votes of Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia, 39 in all.

BELL, Luther V., ll.d., 1806-62; b. Mass.
;
graduate of Bowdoin. and in medicine

of Dartmouth; practiced in New York, and was president of the asylum for the insane

at Somerville, Mass. In 1861, he was made brigade surgeon in the army, and at the

time of his death was medical director of a division.

BELLAI, or BELLAY, Guillaume du, lord of Langley; 1491-1543; a French gen.,

distinguished in the service of Francis I. He was an able soldier and diplomatist,

Charles V. remarking that Langley's pen had fought more against him than all the lances

in France. When Henry VIII. m'^s seeking divorce from Catherine, Langley worked
earnestly in favor of the king. His chief writings are his memoirs in 7 vols. He was
buried in the church of jNIaus, where a noble monument was erected to his memory.

BELLAIRE, a city in Belmont co., Ohio, on the Ohio river, 5 m. below AVhceling,

on the Baltmiore anil Ohio, and the Cleveland and Pittsburgh railroads. Pop. *70,

4,033; in '80, 8.028. There are many manufacturing establishments, including glass-

houses, nail factories, planing mills, etc. The city is supplied with gas and water, and
has street railroads. Its growth has been very rapid.

BELLAMONT, or BELLOMONT. Richard Coote, Earl of. 1636-1701: English
governor of the colonies of New York and ^lassachusetts; a member of parliament and
an early advocate of the cause of William of Orange; attainted in 1589. but was the

same year made earl, and appointed receiver general to queen Mary. He was sent out

as governor in 1698. He was popular with the people of the colonies, though suspected

of a degree of hypocrisy in religion. Under his administration the famous capt. William
Kidd was taken, sent to England, and hanged on charge of piracy.

BELLAMY, Joseptf, d.d., 1719-90; b. Conn., graduate of Yale, and Congregational
pastor; famous for the pungency of his preaching. His sermons and other doctrinal

works have been published. He prepared many candidates for the ministry.

BELLAY, Joachim du, 1524-00; an eminent French poet. His youth was humble,
and he was unknown until, at the age of 24, he met Ronsard, when a mutual friendship

at once began. Ho joined the six poets who, under Dorat, were forming the " Pleiad,"
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a society for the creation of a French school of renaissance poetry, and Bellay's first

contribution was a prose rolume, the Dffeiise and Illustratio/is of the French Lditf/nage,

a remarkably strong piece of criticism. A year later he published the Recneil de Poede,

and a collection of love sonnets in the manner of Petrarch In 1850, B. was sent to

Rome, where he fell in lore with a married lady, and to her addressed much of his best

poetry. At last he won her, and his Latin poems end in rapturous delight. He was
recalled to France and made a canon in Notre Dame, Paris. Thenceforward his brief

life was one of social trouble but of literary activity. Finally, in 1560, when just nomi-
nated to be archbishop of Bordeaux, he suddenly died, and was buried in Notre Dame.
Like Konsard, he was very deaf. B. was long called the French Ovid. Spenser trans-

lated many of his sonnets into English.

BELLECHASSE, a co. of Canada, extending from the border of Maine to the St.

Lawrence; 730 sq.m.
;
pop. '71, 17,637. The chief products are maple sugar, oats, flax,

atid hay. Chief town, St. Michel.

BELLEFONTAINE, the seat of justice of Logan co., O., 55 m. n.w. of Columbus,
on the highest ground in the state; reached by the Cincinnati. Sandusky, and Cleveland
railroad; pop. '70, 3183. It has some important manufactures.

BELLEFONTE, a t. in Pennsylvania, seat of justice of Center co., 87 m. w. of Har-
risburg, at the base of Bald Eagle mountain, on the Bald Eagle valley railroad ; has a
number of manufactories, and is a summer resort for its springs and scenery. Pop. '70,

2655; in '80, 3030.

BELLE ISLE, Charles Louis Auguste Fouquet, Due de, 1684-1761; a French
soldier and statesman, who became lieut. gen. in 1733, and negotiated the treaty, three years
later, whereby Lorraine was united to France. He was minister to Germany, and labored
to bring the' elector of Bavaria to the throne. In the war against Austria, he captured
Prague, but did not hold it. In 1745, he was a prisoner to the English, but was exchanged,
and rose in promotion to duke, peer, member of the academy, and lastly minister of war.

BELLE ISLE, NORTH, an island at the entrance of Belle Isle straits, 53° n., 55° 30'

w., 16 m. from the coast of Labrador. It has a surface of about 15 sq.m., and a harbor
for small vessels.

BELLE ISLE, SOUTH, an island off the Newfoundland coast, 16 m. from Canada
bay, 51' n., 55° 35' w. It is about as large as Belle Isle, North.

BELLE ISLE, STRAIT OF, the northern entrance to the gulf of St. Lawrence, run-
ning about 80 m. s.w. between Newfoundland and Labrador. Its width is about 13 m.,
but the navigation is difficult. On the n.w. side are several small bays.

BELLEVILLE, a city in St. Clair co., 111., 14 m. e. of St. Louis, Mo., on the St. Louis,

Belleville and Southern, and Illinois and St. Louis railroads; pop. '70, 8146. It is a pro-

ductive region, on high ground; has a Roman Catholic academy; there are coal-mines in

the vicinity. A large proportion of the population are Germans.

BELLING, WiLiiELM Sebastian von, 1719-79; a Prussian soldier, who, .with a
small force, coped with the whole Swedish arm)'. He was a maj. gen, in 1763, and lieut.

gen. in 1776. He was one of the bravest of hussars, and a favorite of Frederick the great.

BELLINGHAM, Richard, 1593-1673; b. England, governor of 3Iassachusetts,

elected in 1641 by six majority over John Winthrop. He was chosen twice afterwards,

1654 and 1656, and held the office until his death. "When quite old he married a
second wife, i)erforming the service himself, but, as the publication of the banns was
irregular, lie was prosecuted for violating the law, was tried before himself as judge, and
by himself accpiilte.l. His sister Anne was a victim to the Salem persecution of witches.

BELLINI, LoiiENZO, 1643-1703; a Florentine anatomist and physician, who studied

medicine under Redi. He was professor of anatomy at Pisa, and in Florence was
physician to the grand duke Cosmo, and also senior consulting physician to pop«
Clement XI.

BELLMAN, KarlMikael, 1740-95; the great lyric poet of Sweden. Like Pope, h«
was a precocious rhymer, and at 17 ])ul)lish('d a book, a translation from the German.
In 1780, appeared The Moon, a satirical ixx'in, and from 17()5 to 1780 he was writing his

Fredrruuis Bjmtlen and FrcdinnitH >'^o/if/s. 'I'he mode of coni])()sition of these works wjis

surprising. In the presence f)f none but confidential frientls, B. would take a zither,

sliut his eyes, announce that the; god was about to visit liim, and go on improvising an
ode in ])raisc of love or wine, singing it to a tune of his own const ru(;1 ion. While tli«

verses \vhi(^h he wrote in the usual way are tame and without character, the composi-

tions made in this state of ecstasy glow with color, ring with melody, and bear the

imi)n!ss of individual genius. The o(l(;s of B. l)reath(^ a ip.ssionalc love of life; lie is

amorous of existence, and kc(!n after jjlcasurc; but after all llii^ fmi/y there is a jiathos.

a yearning tjiat is .sadder than tears. He is sometimes Irani ic, sometimes gross, but

always n^ady at his wildest moments to im:]i into tears. P>. had a grand manner, a fine

voice, and a great gift of mimicry. He was a favorite conii)anion of king Gustavus 111.

Several statues of B. are in existence, the liest being a colossal bust in the public gar-

dens at Stockholm, erected by the Swedish academy.



BELLOWS, Henry Whitney, s.t.d., ll.d., b. Mass., 1814; a graduate of Harvard,
•and of Cambridge divinity school; in 1838, pastor of the first Congregational (Unitarian)
church of New York, and still officiating there in 1880. Dr. B. was instrumental in
establishing the Christian Enquirer in 1846. He has published a number of lectures and
pamphlets, among tiie more notable his Phi Beta Kappa Oration, a Defense oftJte Drarna,
Treatment of Social Diseases, Christian Doctrine, TJie Old World in its New Face, etc.

With an excellent literary taste and skill he combines practical and administrativ*
ability. He did excellent service as presiding officer of the sanitary commission during
the war of the rebellion.

BELLOWS FALLS, a village in Vermont, on the Central Yennont and Cheshir«
railroads, and on the Connecticut river, 52 m. s.s.e. of Rutland. There is a bridge acrosi
the river, and the village is noted for manufactures. The water-power is supplied by th*
falls, which with several rapids have a descent of 44 feet. These falls were the subject
of absurd exaggeration by Samuel Andrew Peters, the tory clergyman of the church of
England who wrote the notorious history of Connecticut. Pop. '80, 2228.

BELLOWS FISH, or Trumpet Fish, Centriscus scohpax, found in the Meditei-
ranean; it is spin3'-rayed. of the tufted-gilled order, with a tubular snout and small
mouth without teeth at the ends; body oval; spinous dorsal fins; ventrals united. It
feeds by suction on minute Crustacea. Its flesh is considered palatable.

BEL-MERODACH. See Merodach.
BELMONT, a co. in e. Ohio, on the West Virginia border; intersected by a branch

of the Cleveland and Pittsburgh, and the Baltimore and Ohio railroads; 525 sq.m.
; pop.

'70, 39,714; in '80, 50,014. The surface is hilly; soil good, producing grain, tobacco,
potatoes, sorghum, dairy products, and wool. Bituminous coal is found, Co. seat, St.

Olairsville.

BELMONT, a village in Missouri, on the Mississippi river, opposite Columbus, Ky.
Here, Nov., 1861, a sharp conflict for possession of the place occurred between tli«

union forces under gen. Grant, and the confederates under gen. Pillow. As B. wa«
commanded by the guns of gen. Polk at Columbus, gen. Grant could not hold it, and
fell back on his boats. Eighty-four union men and about as many confederates wers
killed.

BELOIT COLLEGE, at Beloit, Wis. ; was organized in 1847, under Congregational
and Presbyterian patronage. It has an endowment of $140,000, aud an aunualincorae
of $15,000. The buildings are six in number, including chapel, memorial hall, and
gymnasium, standing within a campus of 24 acres, on the Rock river. The laboratory
and apparatus are valued at $3000; the geological and mineral cabinet at $2500. The
library contains about 10,000 volumes. The number of professors (1880) is 8; other
instructors, 2; students, 140; alumni, 272. Connected with the college and under th«
care of the faculty are collegiate, classical, philosophical, scientific, preparatoiy, and
miscellaneous departments. G^Tunastic exercises are maintained daily. The pre'sident
is Aaron L. Chapin, d.d.

BELSHAZZAR {ante). In regard to the supposed discrepancies between the Bible
and such writers as Berosus and Herodotus, sir Henry Rawlinson has recently shown
that those writers not only do not contradict, but explain aud confirm the account given
in the Scriptures. It appears that the eldest son of Nabouedus was Bel-shar-ezar, and
was by his father admitted to a share in the government. Sir Henry says "we can now
understand how Belshazzar may have been king in Babylon when the city was attacked
by the combined forces of the Medes and Persians, and may have perished in the assault
which followed, while Nabonedus, leading a force to the relief of the place, was defeated
and obliged to take refuge in Borsippa, capitulating after a short resistance, and being
subsequently assigned, according to Berosus, an honorable retirement in Carmania.

"

BELTRA'MI, a co. in s.w. Minnesota, very little settled. It has several lakes, on*
of which, Itasca, is 1600 ft. above sea level. Some of its lakes empty into the Red
river of the n., which carries their waters to the ocean through Hudson's bay and straits,

while others are emptied by the Mississippi into the gulf of Mexico.

BELTS, endless strips of flexible material, usually leather or India rubber, to trans-
mit motion or power from one pulley to another. Ropes and chains serve a similar pur-
pose. When chains are used, the pulleys are provided with projections which engage
in the links of the chains and prevent slipping, and the mechanism has the positive refa-
tions of a rack and pinion. Ordinary flexible belts transmit power by the friction
between them and tiieir pulleys. The pulley which communicates motion is the driving
pulley; that which receives, the driven pulley; that part of the belt which runs from
the driven pulley to the driver is the driving part of the belt, since it is pulled bv the
driver, and in turn pulls on the driven pulley; the part of the belt which runs from the
driver to the driven pulley is the slack belt. The strain on the drivin2:belt i? the sum of
the strain of the belt on the pulleys when there is no motion, plus the strain of the fric-
tion; that on the slack belt is the same strain on the pulleys less the friction. Thus, if a
belt is stretched over its pulleys with a strain of 10 lbs. per in. of width, and it requires
5 lbs. to make it slip, then the strain on the drivmg belt is 10 + 5=15 lbs, and the
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3trnin on the slack belt is 10—5=5 lbs., per in. of belt. As the two parts of the belt are

unequally strained there will be a tendency to move, or creep, towards the driving belt

over the "driven pulley. Hence, the velocity ratio of the two pulleys will not exactly fol-

low the inverse ratio of their radii, and the belt cannot be relied upon for giving unifor-

mit}'- of motion. For driving most machinery, the fact that the belt is elastic, and will

slip if unduly strained, makes it a favorite method of conununicating power. Rubber
belts transmit about 25 per cent more power than leather, because the surface of the rub-

ber conforms more perfectly to tlie muuite inequalities of the pulley surface, and thus
acquires a closer grasp. The texture of a rubber belt is more uniform than can be had
in leather, and therefore a wide rubber belt will wear more evenly. In damp
and exposed places, rubber is more durable than leather. If, however, the belt

is to be shifted back and forth, as in the stopping and starting of some machines, or
in cross belting—wherever the edge of the belt is liable to wear—leather is preferable.

If the pulley be higher in the center than at the side, or higher at one side than at the-

other, tiie belt will creep towards the highest part; for this reason the surface of the
pulley is usually made not cylindric, but of greater diameter at the center. If this be
overdone, the belt does not pull, except along its central part. The pulleys usually lie

in the same plane, and with their axes parallel; but this is not necessary, provided that
the course of each part of tie belt—the driving and the slack part alike—be in the plane
of the pulley toward which that part of the belt runs; the belt being always delivered
by one pulley into the plane of the other.

Transmission of power b}^ B. is more common in the United States'than in Europe.
As extreme cases may be noted: a Icatlier belt of the New Jersey zinc works, 4 thick-

nesses, 48 in. wide and 103 ft. long; a rubber belt in Chicago, 6 ply, 48 in. wide and 320
ft. long; a leather belt for a paper mill in Wilmington, Del., 60 in. wide and ISG^ ft.

long. Hempen or wire ropes, running over large pullej's with V shaped edges, are used
to transmit power to long distances. The U. S. arsenal at Rock Island, 111., carries

more than half a mile by one rope the power of 4 large turbine wheels, sufficient for all

the present need of the machine shops. Such cables have been called teleodynamic
cables. They can be run as fast as one mile per minute, and without covering will last

three years. Intermediate sheaves are required at every 800 or 400 feet. For informa-
tion concerning the lenglli of B. and the power transmitted, see Rankine, Machineiiy
AND Mill Work, etc.

BELVIDERE', chief t. in Boone co.. III., 78 m. w. of Chicago, on the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad; pop. '70, 3231. There are flouring mills and other manu-
factories.

BEMAX, Nathaniel S. S., d.d., 1785-1871; b. K Y.
;
graduate of Middlebury col-

lege; studied for the ministry, and was pastorof a Congregational church in Portland, Me.
Al)0ut 1813 he was a missionary in Georgia, where he la])ored to establish better edu-
cation. In 1822, he became pastor of the First Presbyterian church in Troy, IS". Y.,

•wliere he officiated more than 40 years, during which period he was prominent in the
moral and political questions of the time. He was moderator of the Presbyterian
general assembly in 1831, and in 1837 he was a leader of the New School section. He
resigned his pastoral charge in 1803. Some of his addresses and sermons have been
published, in a volume. He also pubRshed Four Seinnons on the Atonement.

BENALCAZAR, or BELARCA'ZAR, Sebastian, d. 1550; a Spanish sailor who
became conqueror and governor of the province of Popayan, in Peru, in 1538.

BENDISH, BiiiD(;ET, 1050-1727; grand-daughter of Oliver Cromwell, endowed
with much of his mental and physical energy. She had great reverence for the pro-

tector, and once challenged to a duel with swords a fellow passenger in a stage coach
who had spoken disparagingly of him. Her father was gen. Iretou.

BENEDETTI, Vincent, Count, of Greek origin, b. Corsica. 1815. He has been
French consul at Cairo and Palermo; secretary of legation in Constantinopk;; held office

in the French department, of forei',ni affairs, and was secretary during the negotiation of

the treaty of Paris in 1856. In 1860, he went to Turin to negotiate ilie cession of Nice
and Savoy; in 1864, he was ambassador to Berlin. B. was personally coneerned in the

affair of the protest of Napoleon III. against the candidacy of the ])rinc.e of llohenzol-

lern for the throne of Spain, and forced him.self u])on king AVilliam in \\n\ public walk
at Ems, July 13, 1870, in so olfensivc a manner that he was officially ignored tliereafter.

Four days afterwards France declared war. B. also accu.sed Bismarck of originating a
Franco-Prussian treaty in 1866 for neutral cessions of territory, but IJismarck showed
that B. himself originatcfl the scheme.

BP^NEDICK, or Bknedict. the lover in Shakespeare's Much Adoahont Nothinrj, avIio

marries " Beatrice." TIk; name usually written " b(!nedict" is a synonym for a man
recently married, the antithesis of " bachelor."

BENEDICTINE EDITIONS OF TIIE FATHERS, srarce and eoslly volumes con-

taining the works of Barnal)as, Lanfranc, Bf-rnard, Anscilm, Augustine, Cassiodorus,

Aml)rose, Hilary, Jerom(\ Atlianasius, Gregory of Tours, Gregory the great, HildelxM't,

Irenjcus, Lucius (;a;cilius, Cjirysosioni, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil, Cyprian, Justin

Martyr, Origen, and Gregory Nn/ian/cn; in all 61 volumes.
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BENEDICTINES (anie), an order of Roman Catholic nuns said to have been founded
by St, Scliolastica, a sister of St. Benedict. In Germany, where they had part in the
conversion of tlie people, they look upon St. Walpurga as their founder. There are
establisliments in several of the United States, the earliest, in 1853, being that of St.

Mary's in Pennsylvania.

BENEDIX, Julius Roderich, b. 1811; a German dramatic author, an actor and
voc«,list, and in 1841 manager of a theater in Wesel, where he produced The Old
Fogy, a comedy. Since then lie has written more than 30 plays, some of which have
been translated into English, lie is the author of Picturesfrom the Life ofActors, and
works on German legends, etc.

BENET, Stephen ViKCENT, b. Fla., 1827; a graduate of the West Point military
academ}'. He has translated Jomini's Political and Military History of the Campaigns of
Waterloo; in 1862, he published Military Law and the Practice of Courts-Martial, whicli

is received as a text-book at tlie academy. During the war he did service in several

responsi])le positions in the ordnance department, and was brevetted lieut.col. In 1874,

he became chief of ordnance, with the rank of brig. gen.
' BEN'EZET, Anthony, 1713-84; b. France; a philanthropist, and one of the earliest

opponents of the slave trade. He resided in Philadelphia, and left his property to endow
a school for colored children.

BENFEY, Theodor, b, 1809; professor of Sanskrit and comparative philology in

the university of Gottingen, Some of hfe works are the Ilymn of Samaveda, a Sanskrit
grammar, a Sanskrit-English dictionary, and the History of the Science of Languages
and Oriental PJiilology in Germany since the commencement of the Nineteenth Century.

BENIIAM, Henky W., b. Conn.; a West Point graduate, in the engineering ser-

vice in the war with Mexico, and wounded at Buena Vista. In 1861, brig.gen. of volun-
teers; his rank since 1867 being col. of engineers. He has been employed in the coast
survey and the construction of harbor defences,

BENICIA, the seat of justice of Solano co., Cal., and once capital of the state, on
Carquinez strait, between Suisun and San Pablo bays, 30 miles n.e. of San Francisco;
pop. '70, 1656. It has a good harbor, with steam communication with San Francisco,
There are tanneries, flouring mills, and cement work^, d, collegiate institute, a law
school, and St. Augustine (Episcopal) theological seminary. The U. S. military depot is

here.

BENJAMIN, JuDAH Peter, b, San Domingo, 1812, and came with his parents to

Savannah in 1816, He studied at Yale, and began the practice of law in New Orleans.
In 1852, he was elected U. S, senator as a whig, and in 1859 re-elected as a demo-
crat, lie was among the earliest of the secessionists in the congress of 1860-61, leaving
the senate in February of the latter year, and becoming attorney-general of the ctufed-
eracy. When the rebellion was suppressed, he left the country and has since resided in

Loudon, where he has an extensive practice in the law.

BENJAMIN, Park, 1809-64; b. Demerara; graduate at Trinity college, Hartford;
practiced law in Boston in 1632, and was an editor of the Neio England Magazine. In
1837, he removed to New York and became one of the editors of tlie American Monthly
Magazine, and two years later assisted Horace Greeley in editing The New Yorktr. In
1841, he was one of the editors of l\ic, New ir<^>rW, retiring in 1843. He wrote many
poems, essays, reviews, etc. ; but no collected edition of his works has been made. In
person he was large and apparently very robust; but an early sickness deprived him of
the use of his legs.

BENNET, Henry, earl of Arlington, 1618-85; a distinguished English statesman in

the reign of Charles II. In the beginning of the civil wa1r he was under-secretary to

lord Digby, the secretary of state. He afterwards volunteered in the royal cause, and
did good service, especially at Andover, where he was wounded. He was made secre-

tary to the duke of York; in 1658. knighted by Charles, at Bruges, and sent as envoy to

the court of Spain. On the king's return to England, B, M'as" called home, and made
keeper of the privy purse and principal secretary of state. In 1670, he was one of the
council that got the nickname of the ''cabal," and one of those who advised shutting up
the exchequer. In 1672, he was made earl of Arlington and viscount Thetford. and
soon afterwards a knigiit of the garter. H\^ Letters to Sir Williuin I'anple were published
after his death,

BENNETT, James Gordon, b, Scotland, Sept. 1, 1795. d, N, Y,. June 1, 1872, Ho
w^as intended for the priesthood by his parents, who sent him to a Roman Catholic sent-

inary; but in 1819, he migrated to America, and began teaching in Halifax, N, S. In
the autumn of that year, he reached Boston and took the situation of proof-reader in a
publishing house, and while there made his first literar}'- venture in fugitive poems. In
1822, he was on the Charleston Courier as Spanish translator and special writer. Coming
to New York, he undertook to start a commercial school, but abandoned the idea and
took to lecturing (m political economy. In 1825. he owned the Niir York Onirier, a
short-lived Sunday journal. Then he became a casual reporter and writer, now techni-

cally called a "Bohemian;" in 1826, he obtained regular employment on Suowdcn's.
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National Advocate, and was active a.s a politician. In 1827, he "wrote for the New York
Enquirer, edited by 3Iordccai M. Noah, and in 1828 was its AVashlngion correspond-
ent,- The next year the Enquirer was united to the Coancr, and in the autumn B.
became associate editor of the Neic Tai-k Courier and Enquirer. In 1832, in conseciuenca
of a difference of opinion about the U. S. banlv between liini and James Watson NV'ebb,

the responsible editor, B. left the Courier and Enquirer, and in October issued the Neu
York Globe, which lived four weeks. He next appeared as a share-owner in the Penn-
tylvanian. of Philadelphia, and in 1833 was chief editor. In 1834, he returned to New
York, and on Wednesdaj'^ morning, May 6, 1835, he issued from the basement of No. 20
Wall street, No. 1 of the Uerald, price one cent. It had four pages of four columns
each, the whole surface of print being a little less than 3^ sq.ft., of which one quarter was
occupied by advertisements. ThaHerdld issues now (1880) on Sundays occasionally sheets
of 24 pages of 6 columns, or 144 columns, having a printed surface of 48 sq.ft., of which
two thirds are taken by advertisers. The cost of advertising in the first number was 50
cents for 16 lines; at present the same number of lines costs !|i6.40. In the opening edi-

torial, B. announced his independence of parties, cliques, and factions, and proposed to

publish simply an independent newspaper. On the 11th of the month the .second num-
ber was issued, and contained the " money," or " Wall street" article, a department now
indispensable to a morning newspaper in any commercial city. For some time all the
editorials, reports, etc., were written by the editor himself, who often w^'ote in the first

person, and with a pungency that secured attention and circulation. He took imme-
diate advantage of ocean steamers and the telegraph to secure news, and his paper
reported through Morse's experimental wires the first speech ever sent by telegraph to

any journal, that of John 0. Calhoun on the Avar with Mexico. The Herald was tli«

first daily paper to issue on Sundays, and the first to publish on every day in the year.

Hesitating at no trouble or expense, and availing himself of the steamship, the telegraph,

the hor.se-express, and the post-office, B. soon made the Herald widely known as what
be meant it to be—a newspaper, to increase the importance and value of which was tli«

sole ambition of his life. He left two children, a daughter and James Gordon, Jr.,

bequeathing the Herald entire to the son, who continues it with the spirit and enterprise

of the founder.

BENNETT, John Hughes, 1812-75; b. London. He was educated at Exeter and
Edinburgh, and studied in Paris and Germany. He w\as for 26 years professor of the

institutes of medicine in Edinburgh university. He was an able teacher, and his origi-

nal investigations entitle him to a high place in the history of medicine. His best known
publications are Clinical Lectures, Ireatise on Physiology, and lext-Book of Physiology.

BENNINGSEN, Rudolf von, b. 1824; a Hanoverian statesman who was elected in

1866 (after the annexation) to the North German diet and the Prussian assembly, becom-
ing vice president of both bodies and a prominent liberal leader. He has also superin-
tended the administration of government in the province of Hanover.

BENNINGTON, a co. in s.w. Vermont, on the Massachusetts and New York lines;

drained by Hoosac river, reached by tlie Rensselaer and Saratoga railroad; 700 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 21,325. It is famous for quarries of fine marble, and is a good agricultural

region. Co. seats, Bennington and Manchester.

BENNINGTON, a t. in B. co., Vt., 35 m. n.e. of Albany, N. Y., on the Harlem
Extension railroad; pop. '70, 5709. It has important manufactories of parian ware and
porcelain from materials abundant in the neighborhood. There is an observatory on
Mt. Anthony, near the village. The "battle of B."was fought Aug. 16, 1777, when
gen. Stark, leading a force of New Hampshire militia, defeated col. Baum and a detach-
ment of Jiurgoyne's army. The English lost 100 killed, COO prisoners, and 1000 stands
of aims; the Americans lost 14 killed and 42 wounded.

BENSON, Joseph, 1748-1821; an English preacher; he was educated for the estab-

lished church, but bcH;ame a Methodist and succeeded Wesley as president of the confer-

•cuce of tiie church. He was editor of the Wesleyan Magazine, and author of three

works in especial defense of the Methodists, Sermons on Various Occasions, JAfe of Johik

Eletchcr, and Commentary on the Holy Scrijitures.

BENT, a CO. in e.s.e. Colorado, on the Kansas border, ])Ounded on thcs. by the Arkan-
sas riv(M-, and intersected by the Kansas Pacific, and the Atchi.son, Tojjcka and Santa Fe
railroads; pop. '70, 592; in '80, 1674. The surface is level. Productions chiefiy agri-

•cultural. Co. seat. Las Animas.

BKNTIVOGL'IO, fJiovANNi; 1438-1508; chief mngistrate of Bologna, while it was
Ji republic, continuing his father's rule with great severity; l)ut "his encouragement of

the fine arts and his d(;coratioii of the city l)y sumntuousediliees, gilded his usurpation."
He was expelled by pope Julian H. in 1506, and died in Milan.

BENTON, a co. in n.w. Arkansas, bordering on Missouri and the Indian territory;

^00 sc^.m.; pop. '70,13,831—182 colored. The chief business is agriculture. Co. seat,

Bcntonville.

BENTON, a co. in Indiana, bordering on Illinois; intersected l)y the Bloomington
division of the Waba.sh, and the Cin(;innati, Lafayiitte and Chicago railroads; 414 sq.m.;

pop. '70, 5615. It has fertile prairie .soil, with some forests. Co. seat, Oxford.
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BENTON, a co. in Iowa, on the Cedar ahd Iowa rivers; intersected by the Burling-

ton, Cedar liiipids and Northern, and the Chicago and Northwestern raih'oads; 720 sq.m.

;

pop. '75, 22,807; in '80, 24,868. Its surface is undulating prairie and woodland; chief

I)usiness, agriculture. Co. seat, Yinton.

BENTON, a co. in Minnesota on the Mississippi river; intersected by the St. Paul
and Pacitic railroad; 400 sq.m.

;
pop. '75, 1974; in '80, 3017. It is an agricultural region,

drained by St. Francis, Elk, and Little Rock rivers. Co. seat, Sauk liapids.

BENTON, a co. in Mississippi on the Tallahatchie river and the Tennessee border;

recently organized. Co. seat, Ashland.

BENTON, a co. in Missouri on the Osage river and its tributaries; 770 sq.m.; pop.

*70, 16,322—320 colored. It is a good agricultural region, and has lead mines. Co. seat,

"Warsaw.

BENTON, a co. in Oregon, between Willamette river and the Pacific ocean; 1200

sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 4584. The surface is mountainous, but good for grazing and the hardier

grains. Co. seat, Corvallis.

BENTON, a co. in n.w, Tennessee on the T. river; crossed by the Nashville and North-

-western railroad; 400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8234—452 colored; in '80, 9856; a good agricul-

tural region. Co. seat, Camden.

BENTON, Thomas Haiit, b. N. Y , Mar. 14, 1782; d. Washington, April 10, 1858.

His family went to Tennessee, where he studied law and was elected to the legislature,

where his first work was to reform the judiciary and to secure to slaves the right of trial

by jury. In the war with England, B. was one of Jackson's aids, and raised a regiment

of volunteers. In 1815, B. settled in St. Louis, and established the Jfi-fsauri Inquirer,

«, journal that occasioned for him a number of duels, in one of which he killed his

opponent. He advocated the admission of Missouri as a slave state, and after the famous
compromise in 1820, was chosen U. S. senator. He was regularly re-elected, so that he
was senator for 30 successive j^ears, during all of which period he was conspicuous as a

leader on almost every important question. One of his long prosecuted plans was to

Amend the constitution so that the people could vote directly for president, or come as

near as possible to such a system-. This project he brought forward several times, but
it never came near adoption, all friends of caucus nominations and secret machine work
in politics naturally opposing it. One of his hardest fights was in opposing the re-char-

tering of the U. S. bank, when he advocated the establishment of a currency of gold and
silver only, for which idea he was long called "Old Bullion." After the charter had
passed and president Jackson had vetoed it, the senate adopted a resolution censuring

the president; but B., not long after, moved to expunge that resolution from the record,

and carried his point after a long and fierce contest. Among other measures advocated
by B. were the pre-emption of public lands, a railroad to the Pacific, the abolition of the

salt-tax, and opening mineral lands to settlement. In the Oregon boundary question

with Great Britain he took a leading part against the "fifty-four forty or fight" advo-

cates, and his inlluence greatly conduced to the retreat of Polk's administration froni an
extreme position. He opposed the compromise measures of Henry Clay in 1850. and
they were defeated as a whole, but adopted separately. He was friendly with Calhoun
until the nullification episode, and thenceforth for a long period his enemy. Two years

after his long service in the senate, B. was chosen to the other house, where he opposed
the Kansas-Nebraska bill and failed of re-election on that account. In 1856, he was a

candidate for governor of Missouri, through a "Native American" side issue. At th«

same election he supported Buchanan for president, although his own son-in-law. Fre-

mont, was the opposing candidate. Benton's Thirty Years' View is a well known and
valuable political retrospect of his experiences and observations in the senate. He also

made an Ahridgnunt of the Debates in Congressfrom 1789 to 1856, in 15 large volumes.

BENTONSVILLE, a village in Johnston co., N. C, where. Mar. 16, 1865, the confed-

erates under Johnston undertook to capture the left wing of Sherman's army, then march-
ing to join Grant. They were resisted by gen. Slocum and Kilpatrick's cavalry, and
failed. The union loss in killed and wounded was 1600; confederate loss not known,
but there were 267 dead on the field and 1600 prisoners.

BENT TIMBER, produced by a modern method; usually made of planks bent to

the desired curve and fastened together to form beams. A beam thus formed is stronger

than if bent in a whole piece. At first the timber was steamed, but that course has been
generally abandoned, as the steam injures the wood,

BENZIE, a co. in n.w. Michigan on lake Michigan; 440 sq. m.
;
pop. '74, 2663. Tbm

chief business is agriculture. Co. seat, Benzonia.

BENZOIN ODOIIIFERIIM, the benjamin tree or spice bush, ^ro^Qrlj linderahenzofn

of the laurel order. It has an aromatic bark, used as a tonic and stimulant in intermit-

tent fevers

BI^RxVBD, Frederic, 1789-1828; a French physician and writer on physiology,

educated at Montpellicr, and employed in Paris on the Dictionary of Medical Sciences.

He held a chair of medicine in Paris, and was a professor of hygiene in Montpellier,

where he died from excessive work at the age of 39. His most important work is Des
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Rapports du Pliy^'qiie ef de Moral, in -which he holds that the soul and the principle of
life are iu constant reciprocal action, and the tirst owes to the second not the formation

of its faculties, but the conditions under which they are evolved.

BERBER, El Mekiieik, or El Mesiiekif, a t. on the e. hank of the Xile, below the

contluence of the Atbara, about 18° n. ,
34° e. It is important only as one of the main

stations on the direct route from Kiiartoum to Cairo, and as the starting-place for cara-

vans going to Suakin, on the eastern coast. Pop., estimated, 8000.

BERBERIXA, or Berberine, an alkaloid in the barberry, columbo, yellow root,

and other plants, appearing in minute yellow crystals of bitter taste. Its formula is

C4o,Hi7,Oa. There is an impure muriate called hydrastin, sometimes used as a medi-

cine.

BERCHTESGADEN, a principality of Bavaria, adjoining the Austrian duchy of

Salzburg, and forming the extreme s.e. corner of the German empire; 155 sq.m.; pop.

9500. It is a rough mountain region, unlit for agriculture or even pasturage; but the

scenery is magnificent. The Konig's lake, nearly surrounded by mountains, has on its

shore at St. Bartholoma, a chapel much frequented by pilgrims. There is also a chapel

of ice. Tlie main industry of the people is the manufacture of toys, known in commerce
as Berchtesgaden wares.

BERE'A COLLEGE, in Madison co., Ky., 40 m. s. of Lexington, was originated by
John G. Fee, a minister, son of a slaveholder, but a zealous opponent of the system.

For this opposition his father and his church disowned him. Always under suspicion,

the college was suppressed, after the John Brown affair, and its officers were driven
from the state. After peace it was revived, and has prospered greatly, having an annual
average of nearly 300 students, of whom about 60 per cent are males and about 60 per

cent colored persons. There has never been any trouble about color or sex in the insti-

tution. The curriculum is about the same as in other colleges. The college was opened
in 1858. At last report there were the president, Rev. E. H. Fairchild, and 13 professors

and instructors, and 31 students of the college grade.

BEREGII, a co. in Hungary, s.av. of Galicia; 1439 sq.m.; pop. 70, 159,223, about
half Ruthenians, and the remainder Magyars, with the exception of 8000 Jews, Ger-

mans, etc. It is mountainous and barren in the n., but fertile in the s., producing,

excellent wine. Capital, Berigszasz; pop. 6272.

BERESFORD, James, 1764-1840; an English author, educated at Oxford, and a rector

in Leicestershire. His Miseries of Uaman Life, a satire in prose, is well known.

BERGEN, a co. in New Jersey on the Hudson river; intersected by the Erie, New
York and Oswego Midland, and Northern New Jersey railroads; 350 sq.m.

;
pop. '70,^

30,122. The chief geological feature is the Palisades, a perpendicular wall of rock form-

ing the w. bank of the Hudson through the entire county, rising from 300 to 500 ft. above
the water. The county is intersected by the Hackensack, Ramapo, and Saddle rivers.

Market gardening for New York is a leadmg industry. Co. seat, Hackensack. Among
its population are many descendants of the early Dutch settlers.

BERGEN, a province in s.w. Norway, on the Atlantic; area, including apart of

Romsdal, 18,549 .sq.m.; pop. '75, 356,561. The coast is indented by many fjords or gulfs,

the largest being Hardangar Fiord. There are high mountains all over the province,

])Ut iu tl)(; valleys around the fjords and streams, good pasturage is found. Cattle breed-

ing and the herring fisheries are tiie main occupations. There are marble, and ores of
copper and iron, but none are worked owing to want of fuel. Capital, Bergen.

BEllGH, Heni'.y, b. N. Y., 1823; educated at Cohimbia college, and author of
several works of fiction, among them a drama called Lom's Attractiom, Married Off, The
Ocean Piint/ioa, The Hf.reets of Neo) York, etc. He was secretary of legation at St. Peters-

burg in 1863, and subsequently vice-consul. Nearly 20 years ago he became interested

in tlie treatment of domestic animals, and in face of much opj)osition Iu; succeeded, in

1866, in getting an incorporation of the " American Society for tlu; Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals." The work of the society conmiended itself to the betler class of the peo-

ple, and its growth was rapid and substantial. 'I'he rej)ort for the first year showed 101

prosecutions; 41 for beating horses or other animals with clubs, whips, etc.; 10 for con-

veying animals in a cruel and inhuman manner; 15 for driving horses unlit to be used;
3 for overloading; J2 for starving or abandoning horses or other animals; and 20 for

various acts of cruelty to cattle, dogs, cats, poultry, etc. In the thirteen yejirs end-
ing with 1878, there were 6809 prosecutions, including, besides the olTenses named,
driving horses until they fell dead, dragging horses witli broken legs through the

streets, selling diseased animals, i)lucking poultry while alive;, dog and cock fight-

ing, using instruments of torture, malicious mutilating, wounding, or poisoning of

animals, etc. When the society ])(;gan operations, the common method of transporting

sheep and calves was by tying their legs and |)irnig them one on another in a. truek, the

driver not seldom seating himself coml"ortal)ly ui)on the agoiii/ing heaj), and taking his

ease, while they bleated and groaned beneath him. Now such animals are carried

standing in large cages. The main room of the society contains a curious collection of

the bits, spurs, gags, fetters, goads, and other instruments of torture heretofore \ised. fit
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to "be shown with similar engines employed in the palmy days of the Spanish inquisi-

tion upon men and women who failed to believe in the dogmas held by their tormentors.

Since the organization of Mr. B.'s society, 13 branches have been started in the state of

New York. In the other states of the union and in Canada, there are now 62 societies

devoted to the same object; and England and other foreign countries have followed the

example. In Nov., 1878, the "International Society of America" held its first session

to consider the question of the transportation of cattle. It must be added that the

humane work begun by Mr. B. soon enlisted the sympathies of women, and some of

his ablest assistants and most generous donors are found among the estimable ladies in

New York and elsewhere. The present society has for six years published a journal to

advocate its purposes, and its drinking hydrants for man and beast in various parts of

the city and the parks keep it in constant memory.

BERIOT, Charles Auguste de, 1802-70; a composer and violinist, b. in Louvain.
He was a precocious and original musician, remarkable for pure tone and refined taste.

In 1885, he became the husband of the famous singer, Malibran. In 1842, he was made
professor in the Brussels conservatoire, but resigned ten years after in consequence of

failing eyesight. He was the author of a complete manual for the violin, and of a
^reat number of popular compositions for that instrument,

BERKELEY, a co. in n.e. West Virginia, between two branches of the Potomac,
intersected by the Baltimore and Ohio railroad; 250 sq.m. ; pop, '70, 14,900—1672
colored; in '80, 17,412. The surface is rough and not easily cultivated, but much
grain, butter, and wool are produced. Co. seat, Martinsburg.

*

BERKELEY, Miles Joseph, an English botanist, b. 1803; educated at Cambridge,
a curate at Margate, and dean of Weldon. He is a fellow of the Linnaean and many
other scientific societies; author of Gleardngs of British Algae, of the concluding volume
of English Flora, articles on Diseases of Plants, papers on vegetable pathology, an intro-

duction to Ci^'ptogamic Botany, and works on fungi, mosses, etc.

BERKELEY, Sir William, d. 1677; Governor of the colony of Virginia in 1641,

keeping the colon}^ loyal to the king until compelled by his friends to submit to Crom-
well, 1651, when Richard Bennet was made governor. B. remained in the colony, and
in 1660 was chosen governor by the general assembly. Years later he lost the favor of
the people by failing to protect them from the Indians, and a rebellion against him led

by Nathaniel Bacon (q. v.) almost succeeded, but failed in consequence of the sudden
death of the leader. He was recalled in 1677. B. was the author of A Discourse and
View of Virginia and a drama called The Lost Lady.

BERKr:LEY SPRINGS, or Bath, a t. and seat of justice of Morgan co.. W. Va.,
near the Potomac, 77 m. w. of Wasliington; pop. 70,407. Persons suiTering from dys-
pepsia, neuralgia, and chronic rheumatism, are benefited by the water.

BERKS, a co. in s.e. Pennsylvania, on the Schuylkill, intersected by the Philadelphia
and Reading, and Wilmington and Reading railroads; 920 sq.m.; pop. '70, 106,701.
The Blue mountains are on the n.w., and the South mountain, or the Blue Ridge,
traverses the central s.e. portion. The valley soil is fertile aud well cultivated, and
there are iron and copper mines of value. B. was settled by Germans more than a cen-
tury ago, and its people still speak " Pennsylvania Dutch, "together with English. Co.
seat, Reading.

BERKSHIRE, a co. in Massachusetts, forming the entire w. border of the state;

crossed by the Boston and Albany, the Pittsfield and North Adams, and the Housatonic
railroads; 1000 sq.m.; pop. 78, 68,270. The surface is greatly diversified by moun-
tains, forests, and streams. Saddle mountain is the highest point in the state. Grazing
is a leading feature. Marble, limestone, and iron are found, and there are many manu-
factories of wool, cotton, leather, fiour, paper, lumber, etc. The picturesque scenery
has attracted from the large cities many residents, who have embellished the region with
elegant rural homes. Co. seat, Pittsfield.

BERLEBURG, or Berleburger, BIBLE, published by unknown editors at Berle-
burg, in Germany, 1726-29, It is an original translation.\vith a running exposition,
giving the literal, spiritual, and hidden or mystical interpretation. It has the character-
istic excellences and defects of pietism,

BERLIN, a city in Green Lake co.. Wis,, 94 m, w, of ]Milwaukee. on Fox river,

reached by a branch of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St, Paul railroad; pop, 3841; in
'80, 8875, It has several manufactories, and steam communication with Green bay,
through lake Winnebago, aud the lower Fox river,

BERLINGHIE'RI, Andrea Vacca. 1772-1826; an Italian surgeon, the head of a
school of clinical surgergy in the university of Pisa, who constructed instruments for
operations in cystotomy, fistula, fracture of the femur, etc; he improved other instru«
ments, and wrote on professional subjects.

BERMEJO, or Vermejo. a river rising in Bolivia, flowing through several Argentine
provinces, and joining the Paraguay about 80 m. above the mouth "of the Parana. Ita

length is 1200 m., or double that of the direct line from head to mouth.
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BERMUDA GRASS, recently brought to the southern states from India; valuabW
both for pasturage aj^d hay, especially in warm regions.

BERX, or Berne, CONFERENCE or Disputatiox OF, held in 1528, led to the
establishment oi the reformation in Bern. Some years before, the bishop of Lausanne
demanded the indictment of certain preachers of reform doctrines, but the city council
refused to interfere. The conflict increased steadily until, in Nov., 1527, the great coun-
cil decided to settle disputes b}' appeal to the Word of God. Invitations were sent to
the principal bishops, and the leagues of both parties were asked to send delegates and
learned men. The bishops declined, and Charles V. advised trust and recourse to the
anticipated general council. But the B. council was held, and the event is considered
to have been the turning-point in favor of the reformation. An account of the debates-

is found in D'Aubigne's llistory of tJie Refoj^mation.

BERNALILLO, a large co. in New Mexico, bordering in part on Texas; 3000 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 7591. It is watered by the Rio Grande del Norte, Rio de San Jose, and Rio
Fuerco. Co. seat, Albuquerque.

BERNARD, Sir Fkancis, 1714-76; a colonial governor of Massachusetts and New
Jersey; an English lawyer who favored the crown and brought troops into Boston,
proroguing the general court because that body refused to vote supplies for the soldiers.

In 18(59, he was recalled, and his depai'ture was made an occasion of general public,

rejoicing.

BERNARD, Jacques, 1658-1718; a native of Dauphiny, professor of philosophy
and mathematics, and minister of the Walloon church at Leyden. He was educated
at Geneva, and was minister over two churches in France, but was obliged to leave the
country because he persisted in preaching the reformed doctrines in opposition to tlie

royal ordinance. In Holland he was well received. He wrote an A&i'idgment of tlis

Hiatory of Europe (unfinished), and hegixn. Historical Leitei's (continued by others). He
wrote much for the Bibliotheque Universelle; JSegotiations, etc., at tlie Peace of Ryswick; and
continued Bayle's Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres.

BERNARD, Simon, 1779-1839; a French engineer and gen.; aid to Napoleon;
educated in the Paris polytechnic school. He served in several campaigns after 1800,

and was conspicuous for defending Torgau for three months during a vigorous siege.

He adhered to the restoration, but w^as ordered to leave France, which he did under
permission to go to the United States. In this country he was employed by the govern-
ment in devising canals and roads for connecting the great lakes and rivers, and also in

coast defense and frontier fortifications, projecting fortress Monroe, and some of the
defenses around New York. After the revolution of 1880, he returned to France, and
prepared plans for the fortification of Paris. He was minister of war in 1834, and again
m 1886-39.

BERNARDO DEL CARPIO, son of Don Sancho de Saldanha and Ximena, the sister

of Alfonso II. of Leon, who had been secretly married. On learning of the affair the
king imprisoned Don Sancho and had his eyes put out, and the wife was sent to a con-

vent. The boy w^as brought up at court and gained early renown in the wai's against

the Moors, becoming one of the most famous soldiers of the 9th century. Incensed
because he could not obtain his father's liberty, B. went over to the Moors and established

himself in the strong cai^tle of Carpio, whereupon the king promised to release the father

if B. would surrender the fortress. It is uncertain what became of the father, who was
not set free; but history states that B. went to France, where he became a wonderful
knight errant. His name occurs frequently in romance, chronicles, ballads, and i)lays,

and is the title of an epic poem published in 1624. Lope de Vega makes him a national

hero and the conqueror of Roland at Roncesvalles.

BERNARD OF CLUNY, monk of Cluny, under the abbot Peter the venerable, about
1222-56; author of a long poem in Latin called Contempt of the World, which ranks with
DicH Ir(t', Stahai Mater, and other mediuival church literature. Sev(3ral modern hymna
are portions of B.'s poems, such as Jerusalem the Golden, Brief Life is here our por-

tion, etc.

BERNERS, or BARNES, Lady Juliana, prioress of Sopewell nunnery, near St.

Albans, England, was a daughter of the sir James Beruers who was beheaded in the
reign of Richard II. The daughter was celebrated for beauty, spirit, and i)assion for

field sports. One of the earliest jiroductions of English printing is attributed to her pen:
The Tre(Uynen perfyniinfj to Uawkyngp, IhintytKje, and Fysahirxje irith anAiujlc; and aho a
right nohh Treniyi^r. tm tlu; T/ijgiKigc (f (Jot Armourn, endynge with a Treatyne iDhic.h fptri-

fyefh of llhisyngc of ArrnjiH. A part of tliis was printed as early as 1486. The iniornia-

tion on liuntiiig is hitched into rhyme, but has no discernible relation to poetry.

BEllNHARDT, Saha, b. about 1845; the daugliter of a Jewish father and a Duteh
mother. The mother brought her, a mere child, from Amsterdam to Paris, and placed

lier in a conv(!nt at Vcrsiiilles, where she remained several years. On leaving the convent
she was asked what she intended to ])ecome. The reply was, " An actn^ssat tlu; Coniedio
Franr;ais, or a nun." 01)faining adnwssion to the conservatoire sjjc soon exhibit(Hl marks
of talent. She made her first appearance in 1862 w^Iphigeniea, in Victor Hugo's v(!rsion
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of the old Greek tragedy of Ipldgeneia in Aulis, and she was at once successful. After-

wards at the Comedie, at the Gymuase, at the Porte St. Marlui, and others, she appearec}

in such plays asPha'dre, BrUarinicus, TJoe Marriage vf Figaro, The Stranger, Rome Vaineu^

etc., always with increasing success. Perhaps her strongest character is Donna Sol, ia

Victor Hugo's Hernani. In 1879, she appeared in London with great success. Efforts,

thus far unsuccessful, have been made to bring her to the United States, She is not

only an actress of wonderful brilliancy, but a sculptor of no mean repute, and also

something of a painter. In person she is remarkable ; a thin, attenuated, nervous organ-

ization, but little more than a skeleton, but as full of life as the most robust of creatures.

Her private life is peculiar: she dresses for the most part in trousers and pea-jacket, a
suit that might well enough be worn by a man, and she exercises all the legitimate free-

dom that might become a young and independent bachelor.

BERNOULLI, Jacques, brother of the third John, b. 1759. His inclination was
towards geometry, in which he received instruction from his father and afterwards from
his uncle Daniel. At the age of 21 he undertook the duties of the chair of experimental

physics, which his uncle resigned on account of old age. He advanced rapidly, and
soon became a member of each of the scientific societies of the continent. In 1789, he

married a grand-daughter of the great mathematician. Euler, but the wedding was fol-

lowed in a few weeks by the drowning of the husband in the Neva. His papers are ia

the Acts of the St. Petersburg academy, and in other academical memoirs.

BERNOULLI, Jean, 1710-90; youngest brother of Nicolas; he studied mathematics

and law, and was for five years professor of eloquence in the university of Basel.

He succeeded his father as professor of mathematics, and was thrice a successful com-
petitor for prizes of the Paris academy of sciences. He was a friend of Maupertius, who
died in his house.

BERNOULLI, Jean, 1744-1807; one of the three Bernoullis named John, distin-

guished in science—grandfather, father, and son. At the age of 13 he took the degree

of doctor in philosopliy, and at 19 was made astronomer royal of Berlin. He traveled in

England and over Europe, and his writings consist of travels, and works on astronomy,

geograpliy, and mathematics. In 1774, he published a French translation of Euler's

Elements of Algebra.

BERNOULLI, Nicolas, 1695-1726; the eldest of three sons of John B,, the mathe-
matician. Nicolas at the age of 8 could speak German, Dutch, French, and Latin; at

16 he took the degree of doctor in philosophy from the university of Basel, and at 20
he received the highest degree in law. He filled the chair of jurisprudence at Bern, and
he and his brother Daniel were at the same time professors of mathematics in the

academy of St. Petersburg, where Nicolas died at the age of 31. The empress Catherine

honored his memory with a public funeral,

BERNOULLI, Nicolas, 1687-1759; cousin of Nicolas, Daniel, and John, son of a
senator of Basel, He was a friend of Newton and Halley, visiting them in England.

He filled the mathematical chair at Padua, once occupied by Galileo, and was pro-

fessor of logic and law at Basel. He edited some of his uncle James' works, and
his own writings are in the Acta Eruditorum, and the learned publications of the

period.

BERNSTORFF, Andkeas Peter, Count, 1736-97; cousin of Johann, and also a
statesman of Denmark, privy councilor, jind minster of foreign affairs. He first pro-

posed armed neutrality to Sweden. Late in life he prepared for the abolition of serfdom
in Schleswig-llolstein, and gave full liberty to the press of that ducliy.

BERNSTORFF, Johann Hartwig Ernst, Count, 1712-72: a Danish statesman who
was the representative of the government at the diet of Ratisbou; minister to France,

secretary and councilor of state, and member of the privy council in charge of

foreign affairs. Frederick the Great styled B, the "Oracle of Denmark." Struensee

put him out of office in 1770, but he w^as recalled two years later, just before

his death,

BERGD'A, or Bere'a, a city of ancient Macedonia, at the foot of Mt. Bermius, visited

by St, Paul, who preached there. The modern Veria, 35 m. w. of Salonica, is on or near

the site of Berrea.

BERRIEN, a CO. in Georgia, on the Alapaha and Little rivers; intersected by the

Brunswick and Albany railroad; 750 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 4518—150 colored. Surface

level, with nmch woodland. It produces corn, rice, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Nash-

rille.

BERRIEN, a co. in s.w. Michigan, bordering on Indiana; intersected by the Chicago
and Michigan, the Lake Shore, and the Michigan Central railroads; 600 sq.m.

;
pop. '80,

36,736; drained by the Pawpaw and St. Joseph's rivers. The surface in nearly level; the

soil a deep loam, bearing forests of hard timber. Productions entirely agricultural. Co.

seat, Berrien Springs.

BERRIEN, John Macpherson, 1781-1856; b. N. J. ; a lawyer, solicitor, and after-

wards judge of the eastern district of Georgia; member of the Georgia legislature and of"
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the U. S. senate; attorney-general in Jackson's first cabinet; elected again to the senate

in 1840, and in 1840.

BER'SEKKER {hare serk, or only in a shirt; i.e., Avithout mail), a class of combat-

ants among the early Norse people whose love of lighting led them to a fury of mad-
ness. I'hey were so wild that chains could hardly restrain them. Friend or foe, bare

breast or buckler, stick or stone, dead or living, all were the same to the berserker when
the fit was on, and he wandered aimlessly forth, " ruuumg an Indian muck at all he

met." In later times the title was given to companies of hard fighters who were retained

as body guards or special champions of renowned leaders. These periodical fits of rage

were called the "berserk's course." When under his mad influence, the B. was a rag-

ing wolf to his friends and an armed maniac to his enemies. In the YngUnga Saga we
read: "But his (Odin's) men rushed forward without mail, and were as mad as dogs and
wolves, and bit upon their shields, and were as strong as bears or bulls. Men slew they,

and neither fire nor iron laid hold upon them,"

BERTHIER, a co. in Canada, province of Quebec, on the St. Lawrence river, above
lake St. Peter; fronting about 10 m. on the river and running back without definite

hounds into the unexplored region below Hudson's bay; pop. '71, 19,804. Chief town,

Berthier, 46 m. e. of Montreal.

BERTHOLD OF Ratisbon, about 1215-72; a Franciscan friar and famous outdoor

preacher, working in Switzerland and Germany. His sermons have been published in

modern German.

BERTIE, a co. in North Carolina, on Albemarle sound, between the Chowan and
Roanoke rivers; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,950—7437 colored. Level and fertile, pro-

ducing corn, sweet potatoes, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Windsor.

BERTRAND DE BORN. See Born.

BESSEMER, Henry, b. England, 1813; an engineer, and inventor of many machines

and improvements, particularly in reference to the manufacture and use of the metal

know^n as Bessemer steel. (See Bessemer Process, ante.) One of his latest inventions

is the "Bessemer saloon" for the avoidance of sea-sickness, which proved to be a failure.

Prizes and other honors have been conferred on B. by a number of governments and
societies.

BETH {Heb. "house"), used in the Old Testament as a part of the name of places, as

'Beth-el," house of God; " Beth-aram," house of the height; " Beth-esda," house of

mercy, etc.

BETHANY, a village in West Virginia, 10 m. e. of Wheeling. Bethany college was
founded in 1841 by Rev. Alexander Campbell, the head of the sect of Baptists calling

themselves " Disciples of Christ," and by the world at large known as " Campbellites/'

At last report the college has six professors and instructors and 105 students; W. K.

Pendleton, ll.d., is the president.

BETHEL, a f in Oxford co.. Me., 70 m. n.n.w. of Portland, noted for attractive

scenery of mountains and water-falls; among the more conspicuous are Glass Face and
White Cap mountains, and Partridge, Rumford, and Screw Auger falls. The White
mountains, 25 m. away, can be seen from the town.

BETH-HORON ("house of the hollow"), two villages of Palestine, 9 to 12 m. from
Jerusalem, U])per and lower; built by Sherali, a woman of Ephraim. Joshua drove the

five kings of the Amorites down the pass of the lower Beth-Horon, and Solomon fortified

both places. From Jerome's time until the beginning of the 19tli c. the towers seem to

have been unnoticed. The present villagers are known as "Upper" and "Lower
Beit-ur."

BETHLEHEM, a village in Grafton co., N. H., much frequented by visitors to the

White mountains; 5 m. from Littleton; pop. about 1000. Its situation is high, com-
manding beautiful views; and its atmosphere is found beneficial to sufferers with " hay-

fever."

BETHLEHEM {ante), a village in Pennsylvania, on the Lehigh river, at the terminus

of the Nortii Pennsylvania railroad, 51 m. n. of Philadeli)hia; founded by Moravians in

1741; pop. '80, 5195. It is a place of summer resort, and noted for manufactories of

iron and zinc. The Moravians (United Brethren) have a fine church, a seminary for

women, and other educational and benevolent institutions. In 18GG, the Lehigh (Epis-

<-opaI) universily was established in South Bethlehem, ehi(!fly through the generosity of

Asa Packer, who gave it 56 acres of land and hnlf a million of dollars. In 1878, there

wen; 14 professors and instructors, and 113 students; John M. Leavitt. i).i)., president.

iiETHUNE, Gkokok WASFriNOTON, d.d., 1805-()2; b. New York; son of a Scotch

mereliaut and |)liilantljropist; educated at Dickinson college! jind Princeton theological

iieminary; in 1828 pastor (d' a Dutch reformed church at Rhinebeck; then ill Utica,

N. Y. ; and in 1843 in Philadelphia. In 1849 he tookchargeof a newly formed congrega-

tion in Brooklyn; ten years later visited Italy to improve hislieallh; returned to New
Vork and ollicMaled a short time, and in 18G1 again went to Italy, where Jie died sud-

denly from apoplexy. In literature he was known as the awWuyr oi Lays of Love and
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FaitJi, Early Tjost and Early Saved, The History of a Penitent, a memoir of his mother,

Anna Graham, Lecturer on the Heidelberg Catecliism, and as editor of British Female
Poets, His last public effort in his own country was an eloquent speech made at the

great union meeting- in New Yoric, April 20, 1861. He was noted as an elegant scholar,

a tine conversationalist, and a lover of woodland sports.

BETLIS, See Bitlis, «?i^<?.

BEULE, CiiARi-KS Ernest, 182G-74; a French archaeologist and author, educated
in the normal school at Paris, and sent to Athens as one of the professors of the school

established there in 1853. He discovered the propylsea of the acropolis, and wrote
L'Acro'QoU fVAiMne,% which was published by the French government. Honors camo
rapidly, and he was soon a member of all important scientific societies, and of the legion

of honor. His later years weie devoted to politics. Among his works are Studies in

the Peloponnesus, TJui Moneys of AtJiens, History of Sculpture before Phidias, and History

of Greek Art,

BEVERLEY, JOHN OF, a prelate of the 7th and 8th c, born in Korthurabria, and
tutor of the venera,ble Bedc. He was bishop in Hexham in 085, and arclibishop of York
in C87. In 717, he resigned and retired to a college which he had previously founded
at Beverley, where he died in 721. Among his works are Exposition of Luke, Homilia
on Hie Ecangelists, and a number of epistle-s.

BEVERLY, a t. in Essex co., Mass., on the Eastern railroad, 18 m. from Boston,

connected with the city of Salem by a bridge. It has many fine residences of Boston
merchants, which overlook its good lia'bor. Many of its people are engaged in the

business of fishing. Pop. of township, '70, 7330.

BEWLEY, Anthony, b. Tennessee, 1804; hanged by a mob in Texas. Sept. 13, 1860.

In 1843, he entered the Missouri conference as a Methodist minister, but when thechurch
divided on the slavery question he adhered to neither .side, but preached independently,

earning his living by manual labor. Other independents supported him, and he became
by their consent a presiding elder. When the church in Missouri was reorganized in

1848, he came back to its service. In spite of the univei"sal persecution of "abolition

preachers," he kept the tenor of his way, and in 1858 was sent to Texas. He wasdnven
out by violence, but returned to the work in 18(J0. saying to protesting friends, "Let
them hang or burn me if they choose; a hundred will rise out of my a^lles." But the

opposition was so great that he was again compelled to leave. Then a reward was
offered for his head, and he was kidnapped in Missouri, hurried off to Texas, and hanged. •

BEXAR', a co. in s.w. Texas; intersected by the Galveston. Harrisburg and San
Antonio railroad; 1450 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 10,043—2303 colored. Productions, corn, cotton,

wool, buttei", and cattle. Co. seat, San Antonio.

BEXAR' DISTRICT, or Terhttoky, a region of n.w. Texas between the Rio Pecos,

New Mexico, and the Indian territory; pop. '70, 1077, about one person to 40 sq. miles.

Most of the n.Av. part is a high table-land without wood or water; the n.e. and e. por-

tion is well M'atered by the streams that run into the Brazos and the Colorado.

BEYLE, Marie-IIknht, 1783-1842; a French soldier and author, better known as

"De Steudlial," the most celebrated of his many nomx de pliimr. He was about to enter

the polytechnic school, when by chance he was present at the battle of Marengo. Car-

ried away by enthusiasm, he enlisted ^is quartermaster of dragoons, ro.se to be lieutenantk

and acted as aid-do-camp to gen. ]\Iichaud. After the peace of Annens. he left the army
and led a roving life—studying in Paris, becoming a mercantile clerk in ^Marseilles, run-
ning after a beautiful actress, who spoiled his romance by marrying a ricii Rus:>ian—and
returned to war in the commissariat of Napoleon's ill-lated J^ussian expediti<m, where
he remained ioj'al to the fallen emperor. After the restoration he resideil in Milan until

1821, Avhen he* was suspected of i)eing a French spy. and hastily returned to Paris,

remaining there nine years, acquiring fame as an accomplished writer and man of the

world. In 1830, he was consul at Trieste, and afterwards at Civita Vecchia. finally

returning to Paris a year before he died. He wrote lives of Haydn. ]\lozart; and
Metastasio; a history of Italian painting; Pome, Naplea, and F'ionmr in 1817; a life-

of Rossini; l)e VA}/}o;ir; an essay on Racine and Shakespeare; and Promcundrs^ dans
Pome. He was an admirable conversationist, full of anecdote and apt in application.

BEZA'S CODP^X, or (amukidge Manuscktpt. an ancient vellum containing tbe

Greek text of the four gospels entire in the order used in the English Bible, the Acts
(except a number of omissions), and fragments of the epistles. It is believed to. date

from the 6th c. and is noted for many interi)oiations. there being COO in the Acts aibne.

It was presented to Cambridge university by Theodore Beza. wiio obtained it about-

15G2 from a Huguenot sokiier who took it from a monastery in Lyons. It has^ been
printed twice.

BEZETIIA, one of the four hills on which Jerusalem is built, n. of Antonia; from
which it was separated b}' a deep ravine. It was not inclosed until Agrippa built the
third wall.

Aji. Ad. I.—17
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BEZIQUE (from Sp. hesico, " little ki;^?," in alln?;ion to the meetinp: of the queen and
knave), a game al cards played with a double pack, t'loin which the twos, threes, fovirs,

lives, and sixes have been rejected. Tlie remaining (;ardH rank from ace tlown, as in

whist. The dealer gives three cards to his adversary, three to himelf, then two to each,

and lastly three to each, and turns a trump. Tricks are taken as in whist except when
the cards are equal, such as two tens together, when the leader wins the trick. After
each trick t4ie player draws one card from the stock, the winner taking the top card
and tlie loser the next, the trump card or the one exchanged for it being taken up last.

The object of the game is to promote in the hand various combinations of cards which,
when declared, entitle the holder to certain scores; to win ac(;s and tens; and to win the

so-called last trick. A declaration must be made as soon as the trick is taken and before
tlrawing from the pack, and tliis is done by i)laciug the declared cards (one of which,
must not have been declared before) face upward on the table; but they still form part

of the hand and can be led or played just as though the}^ had not been declared. (The
rules are too long to be inserted here.) There are also three or four bezique, wlien three

or four packs are used. The game is usuall}^ 1000 points, and the scores vary from 10, for

the seven of trumps played or exchanged, to 500 for double bezique. If chibs or hearts

are trumps, the Ixjziqu'e cards are queen of spades and knave of diamonds, and rice

rersa when spades or diamonds are trumps. The deal goes from one to another alter-

njitely until the game is finished.

BHATNI R, or Biiattis, a people of northern Hindustan, in the British district of
Ilissar. There are two races, one of Mohammedans of Rajput descent, who are the
influential class; the other the common people, known as .hits, Vviio adhere to the reli-

gion of their immediate superiors, and are by them treated with moderation. A portion
till the soil, but most of them are shepherds. While under native rulers they appear to

have been a horde of freebooters, savage and even ferocious in disposition. Their rajah
could raise 20.000 or 30,000 men for war, but they had notliing like discipline. Their
former capital (of the same name) was taken in 1398 by Titnur, at a later period by
George Thomas, an English military adventurer, and in 1805 by the rajah of Bikanir
who still retains authority over it. The principal town is Sirsa, between which and
Bhiiwalapur a route for commerce has been opened.

BHIL, a native trilje in central India, friendly to the English, which lias done good
service in suppressing the predatory habits of its neighbors. In common with other

hill-tribes, the B. are supposed to have been aborigines in their region. They are of dark
complexion and diminutive stature, but active and capable of enduring much fatigue.

It is with much difficulty that they are reconciled to the life of agriculturists,

BIAF'RA, a kingdom in w. Africa on a bay of the same name between 0° and 5° n.,

extending but a short distance from the ocean. The chief town is B., situated near the

coast.

BIAS, one of the five streams of the Punjab, India, rising in (he Bhotang pass, 13,000

ft. above .sea-level. It traverses the Kubu valley for 75 m., thence w. and s. to the

Punjab plains, and joins the Sutlej after a course of 850 miles. The B. ran in another
bed about a century ago, and emptied into theMultdn. The natives say its course was
changed in 1750.

BIBB, a CO. in Alabama, on the Big and Little Cahawbas, reached by the Alabama
and Chattanooga railroad; 520 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 7409—2108 colored. It is hilly and

Icrtiie. Iron and coal are abundant. Co, seat, Centreviilc.

BIBB, a CO. in Georgia, on the Ocmulgee; traversed by the Central Georgia railroad;

250 s(^.m.
;
pop. '70, 21,225—11,424 coloreil; in '80, 27,03(>. It is uneven, and not very

fcrtih;; productions, corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes, ('o. scat, ]\Iacon.

BIBBIP'XA, Ferdinando Galli da, 1G57-174>; an Italian painter and architect

who first put movable scenery on the stage, lie was employed by Charles VI. to con-
duct trium[)h:d processions, then much in vogue in Europe, lie wrote on architecture

and the theory of perspective.

BIBER, Gkoiu;i<: Evi:u.\iid, d.d.. b. 1801; an English author nnd clergj'man, con-

cerned with Pc.'stalo/zi's schools at Yverdun. and nuihor of a ])i()grMi)hy of that eminent
teacher. He became a Jkilish subject m 1839. and is a (Mjral(!. He has be(ni active in

church alfairs; was for some years editor of Jo/ni Jh/ll, and has published 7he t^inndard

of .Catholkity, Herrrt/niH, Jilifhop JUooni.fuid and Jhs Thiicx, The Vaiue of the Establuhcd

ijhurcli of Ihe, Nation, and llohhing ChnrchcH u livhbing God.

BIBEB'(;0, Gkoiioi-: Dkmktuhjs, Prince, b. 1804; a statesn;an of Wallachia wiio in

1842 aidcid in tiic; overthrow of (ihika, and sueeecflcd iiim as ruler, but was driv(!n out
by the nivoluionary movements of 1818. In 1802, he was elected to the Roumanian
parliament, but declined to serve.

BIBLE, CniiTOiTR EnrrroNH of. Besides those issues of the book which have histori-

cal imjiortance are tlK)se notable for curious errors, or for incidents of ])ul)licati()u. The
Collowjng is a list of the more familiar of these, with their peculiar designations:

TijK (iiTi;M5Hi{(; Briu,K.— The eaiiiest book known, ])rinte(l from movable metal
t3pes, is ,the Latin Bible issued by Gutenberg, at Menlz, a.u. 1450.
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TiTR Bug Bible.—So called from its rendering of Psalms, xci.: 5: ''Afraid of bugs

by night." Our present version reads, "terror by night." a.d. 1551.

Thk Breeches Bible.—The Geneva version is sometimes called the Breeches

Bible, from its rendering of Genesis, iii. :7: "Making themselves breeches out of fig-

leaves." This translation of the. Scriptures—the result of the labors of the English exiles

at Geneva—was the English F;imily Bible during the reign of queen Elizabeth and till

supplanted by the present authorized version of king James I.

The Place-Makers' Bible.—From a remarkable typographical error which occurs

in Matthew, v.:9: " Blessed are the place-makers." instead of peace-makers, a.d. 1562.

The Treacle Bible.—From its rendering of Jeremiah, viii. :22: "Is there no
treacle [instead of balm] in Gilead?" a.d. 1568.

The Hosin Bibije.—From the same text, but translated "Rosin" in the Douai ver-

sion, a.d. 1609.

The He and Sini: Bibles.—From the respective renderings of Paith, iii. : 15—one
reading that " She went into the city." The other has it that " He went." a.d. 1611.

The Wicked Bible.—From the fact that the negative has been left out of the

seventh commandment (Exodus, xx. : 14), for which the printer was fined £300. a.d.

1631.
The Thumb Bible,—One inch square and half an inch thick, was published at

Aberdeen, a.d. 1670.

The Vinegar Bible.—So named from the head line of the 20lh chapter of Luke,

which reads as " The parable of the vinegar," instead of the vineyard, a.d. 1717.

The Prt^tters' Bible.—We are told by Cotton ]\[ather that in a Bible printed prior

to 1702, a blundering typographer made king David exclaim that " Printers [instead of

princes] persecuted him without a cause." See Psiilms, cxix.: 161.

The MtiRDERERs' Bible.—So called from an error in the 16th verse of the Epistle of

Jude, the word " murderers" being used instead of " murmurcrs." a.d. 1801.

The Caxton Memorial Bible.—Wholly printed and bound in 12 hours, but only

100 copies struck off. a.d. 1877.
,

BIBLE, PlEVISp^d English Version. A revision of the English Bible, or "author-

ized version," has been in progress for about ten years and is now nearly completed. A
deep and general intei-est is felt in the reasons assigned for making this revision, in the

nature of the alterations proposed, and in tlie character and qualifications of the men
selected for the work.

L The rcuiums ^nfsignedfor a remsion.

1. The division into chapters and verses reeds to be revised. The division into

chax)ters was made by cardinal Hugo de Sancto Caro, about tlie middle of the 13th cei>-

tury. The verses of the old testament are of earlier date and Jewish origin. Those of

the new testament were made by Robert Stephens, for his edition of the Greek testa-

ment published in 1551. The division into chapters was introduced into the earlier

English versions; the verses np])eared first in the Geneva bible of 1560. As these divi'»-

ions were hastily made and with a view to convenient refert.'uce rather than to an accu-

rate exhibition of the subject matter, it is not surprising that some passages are severed

which ought to bo connected, and that others are connected which ought to he separate.

For example: in Gen. i., the six days of the creative wei^k are cut off from the seventh
day; Is. liii. ought to begin with the last three verses of Iii. ; and Rev. xxii. should yield

its first 5 verses to xxi.

2. There are obsolete words wiiich might, with advantage, be exchanged for words
in current use. The authorized version has contributed greatly to the permanence of
the English language. Yet some words have slipped out of use, uotwitlistauding its

hold upon them. Among these are "wist" not, for A-ucic not. or did not consider;

"eschew," for i7/;/«y "leasing," for /c/Z-sr/f^^cP^?; " broided." for />yvf/(/<\'/; "ueesing," for
sneezing. Some words that are retained in use have changed their meaning since the
translation was made. " By and by" then meant, imm^dititeli/, now it means after a
while; to "prevent," w^as to go before, now to restrain; to "let," was to hinder, now to

permit.

3. Sometimes proper names have been translated as common nouns: in other instances
the reverse has been doi>c. "From the tower of Syene unto the border of Ethiopia,"
should be—from Migdol unto Svene, the border of Ethiopia: "the Iiouse of God,"
should sometimes be translated, liethel; "populous No," should be. Xo-Ammon; "a
hollow place that was in the jaw," should be—the hollow place that is in Lehi. On the
other hand, "the children of Sheth," should bt^-tumultuous children; " men of Belial"

—

worthless, wicked men; the "Gammadims" in the towers of Tyre—warriors; "Pannag,"
not a country, but an article of conmerce.

4. Often the disregard of the definite article, both in Hebrew and Greek, has made tlio

translation inaccurate or vague. " There is a feast of the Lord in Shiloh" should be—
the feast of the Lord is in Shiloh. David's wondering; exclamation in acknowledg-
ment of the promise that in the distant future the incarnate Messiah should he his son,
instead of being, vaguely, "Thou hast regarded me according to the estate of a man of
high degree," should be—according to the'estate of the man, the exalted one. In the
new testament, "a city Vvhich hatli foundations," should be—the citv whicli hath the
foundations; and, "a good fight" which Paul had fought was—th 3 cbod fight of faith.
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6. In many passages the distinction between tenses of Hebrew and Greek verbs has

been neglected or incorrectly rendered. In the old testament the imperfeclions from
this source are most numerous in the poetical and prophetical books. Tlie future is

there often translated as the past. " 1 cried," instead of— I will cry; "the Lord sus-

tained," instead of—will sustain; "God came," instead of—will come; "and made inter-

cession for the transgressors," instead of—and will make. Often the future is rendered

ss the imperative, so that a conlldent declaration seems a command or a i)rayer. Thou
wilt not withiiold Thy tender mercy, is changed into, " withhold not Thou." Often the

prophets seem to be declaring the past when they are foretelling the future. In tlio

new testament similar inaccuracies in translating ten.scs arc found. The continued acticm

expressed by the imperfect, is sometimes disregarded. We find, "their nets brake,"

instead of—were breaking; " they brought to Him a man sick of the palsy," instead of

—were bringing. Tiie completed past of the perfect tense is sometimes translated as a

present: " I am crucilied with Christ," instead of—I have been; and nt other times, by
the indefinite past, "anything made that was made," for—has been made; " was counted

worthy," for—has been. The indefinite past tense also is translated as a perfect or a

present; "death passed upon all men for that all have sinned," instead of—for that all

sinned: " we that are dead to sin," instead of—we that died to sin.

6. One and the same original word is often translated by various English words,

both in different places and in the same context. On the other hand one and the same
English Avord is sometimes used to express different words in the original. The Divine

being who made a covenant with x^braham is called, "the Angel Jehovah;" but when
Malachi calls the Lord—the Angel of the Covenant, the translation more vaguely says,

'^the Messenger of the Covenant." "Blameless" and "guiltless" are used in transla-

tion of the same word; so are "everlasting" and "eternal;" "wonder," "admiration,"

and "marvel;" "goodly" and "gay;" "lust," "coveting," and "concupiscence;"
"love" and "charity;" " hope" and "trust;" "happy" and " blessed;" "'atonement"

and "reconciliation;" "mad" and "beside thyself." We find one Greek word which
is expressed by seven English words— " straightway." " immediately," " forthwith,"

"anon." " as soon as," " by and by," and "shortly." On the other hand one word in

the translation sometimes represents very different words in the original. The majestic

Nile is pre-eminently " the river of Egypt; " yet the translation gives the same epithet to

a comparatively insignificant brook. Tlie opprobrious name " fools" is fastened alike on
the atheistic and the inconsiderate; "hell," is used both for the state of the dead and
for the place of the wicked in misery; "devil" is the name given both to Satan and to

the demons subject to him; the verb " to be" is made to express both the birth of a crea-

ture and the eternal existence of the Son of God.
7. The italic words call for revision. The authorized version is remarkable for the

abundant use of italic letters, not to mark emphasis, as in other books, but to distinguish

words not expressed in the original, yet, as the translators thought, implied in it and
rendered necessary by difference of idiom between the ancient languages and our own.
They are to be valued as a proof of the honesty and care with which the translatU n was
made. In many instances' they are also useful in making the meaning clear. Yet a
tliorough revision of them is, in'the opinion of well qualified judges, greatly to be desired.

Many of them are superfiuous, since they arc fairly implied in tl'e original. Among
tlie.se are parts of the constantly recurring verb "to be;" and personal, possessive, and
relative pronouns, which are plainly implied in the original and neces.sary to the sense.

In Jn. XX. 5, "stooping down and looking 2;i," the italics are not required, since the

original verb includes both acts in its signification ; and in 1 Pet. i. 12, as applied to angels,

it is translated " to look into," without any attempt to express the stooping down. " Some
tay iluii thya, a?-^ John the Baptist, might better be only—some my, John the Baptist; and
"hy tlui, apace of 40 years," is sim])ly—40 years. On 'the other hand, some italic words
have; nothing, expressed or implied, in the original to warrant them. " I'hcre is no speech

nor language where their voice is nf)t heard," should be only—there is no speech nor

biuguage; tluiir voice is not heard. In Jn. viii. G, " o,s f/ioiif/h Jw heard them not," isnn

addition without warrant, undertaking to declare the object of Jesus in writing on the

ground when the text gives no intimation of it.

In Matt. XXV. 14, the italics say, " (he kinf/dom of Jlmrrn is as a man;" and in Mk.
xiii. 84, " the Hon of mart, is;" but in both cases it is the time spoken of in the preced-

ing verse that is the object of comparison.

8. Revision is calhid for by tin; knowledge concerning the original texts which has

been attained since the authorized version was ujade. The Hebrew text tlien in use

possessed the great advantage of being ac(;ept(Ml by ('hristians and Jews alike;. It had
been edited by .Jewish scholars and watched over from generation to generation with

reverent and even su[)(;rstitious care. New copies were always minutely compared
with the old. All errors and variations in words, letters and accents were noted in tho

margins of the manuscript, but the text itscjlf was never changed, These marginal

notes are continued in the print(;d Ilebn^w bibles and often manifestly contain the truo

reading, iiut soTn(;times our translators followed th(? text and translated the marginal

reading only in their margin. And, as the great majority of English bibles do not give

the marginal readings, a large proportion of persons have no means of knowing tho

correction. In Is. ix. 3, an apparent contradiction results from this cause, making the
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passage unintelligible; " Thou hast multiplied the nation and not increased the joy;
they joy before Tliee according to the joy of nAUVE3T"(that is—with a joy increased
to the utmost). Wliile the word translated " not" is in the Hebrew text, ii is corrected
iu tlie margin by another (sliglitly different in form but having the same pr(^nounci-
ation) meaning fm or thdr; and tlie translation should be—and increase their joy.
Thus the sentence becomes harmonious and clear. The Greek text of the new testa-

ment whicli tlie translators used had been printed from a small number of comparatively
modern manuscripts imperfectly collated. Since then a much larger number liavB
Been discovered; some of which are of great antiquity and value. The collation of
both Hebrew and Greek manuscripts, which has been prosecuted so assiduously since
1611, has produced many corrections, to the accuracy of which the best critics are
agreed. They are indeed of various degrees of importance; none of them affect vitally
the integrity of the [Scriptures; many are very slight; yet not a few increase, decidedly,
the clearness and force of the record; and on the whole they are considered to furnish
11 valid reason for a thorough revision.

9. Besides the erroneous or defective translations which have arisen from the source*
already pointed out, others exist forwliich various causes might be assigned. The whole
of Is. ix. 1, in connection with the preceding context needs revision, in order to dispel
its darkness. We specify, now, only the latter part: "when at the f.rst he lightly
afflicted the land of Zebulon and the land of Kaphtali and afterward did rr.ore grievously
alHict her by the way of tlie sea, beyond Jordan, iu Galilee of the nations:" this shculd
be—as the former time degraded tlie land of Zebulon and the land of Isaphtali, so the
latter time shall glorify the way of the sea beyond Jordan, Galilee of the rations.
" AVoe to him who ladeth himself with thick clay," should be—who ladeth himself
with goods taken in pledge. "To hunt souls to make them fly"—to hunt them as birda.

"All that make sluices and ponds for fish"

—

all that work for wages are sorrowful in

heart. The place in Jerusalem where Huldah dwelt was not "the college," but the sec-

ond division of the city. " The land that th.ou abliorrest shall be forsaken of both her
kings,'' should be—the land of whose tAvo kings thou art afraid, shall be forsrken. It

is not said in Job concerning the war-horse, "neither bclievcth he that it is the sound of
the trumpet;" but—"he will not stand still wlien the sound of the trumpet is heard,"
The translation of Matthew's narrative concerning the receivers of what it calls " tributB

money" w ho came to Peter, fails to show that it was not the political tribute to Ermo
which Jesus was asked to pay; thus the force of his claim to be rightfully exempt docs
not appear; also, "a piece of money," might be either too little cr tco much for Peter
and hiir.self. But in tlie Greek these points are definite and clear. The money
clema. .ded was the half shekel which the Mosa'c law required every Jew to pay lor the
support of God's house; from this the Son of God, according to the analogies of earthly
kings, was certainl}'^ free; and the specilic coin which Peter was to fir.d, was the exac't

amount for two. At the close of Ilcb. iii., there are three questions asked and answered,
all closely related to one anotlnr and to the argimient. But the first cf them, theautlicr-
ized revision changes to a po: itive, yet indcllr.itc arsertion, to the injury of the sense:
"for Sf)me, wlien they had lieard, did provoke; howbeit not all tlint came out of Fgvpt
by !Moses;" which sliould read inlenogatively—for wb.o were they who when LUey
heard, provoked? Were not all of them tliose wlio came cut of Egypt by ]\roscs?

II. The mature of the (iterations propoccd. Y\'hilc the facts thus indicated may bo
accepted as supplying reasons for a thorough revision cf the Engli>li Bible and as indi-

cating the nature of the results expected, they also show that or.ly a niiiion is required
of the tnmslation which, having been so long iu use. is so diligently studied, ardently
loved, and widely dirruscd. A new trannlat-oii is not needed, is net desired, ar.d, if

made, could never take the jilace of the old. The revised Bible will read like the old;
the; hallo .ved associations which throng around it will not be dispelled; and when the
work is complete its greatest value will appear, not in the changes made, the cbjcuritics
removed, the errors corrected, and the imjirovcm.ents introduced; but iu the conf.denco
inspired by the fact tl.at, thoroughly tested, line by line, and wcrd by worel during ir.oi-e

than ten years by chosen companies of men most profound and exact iu scht^huThip,
the English Bible, needing no essential cb.ange, is confessed to be the most adcqu: te ana
accura.te translation that can now be mac'e; and that the vastpri^pcrtiou of its renderings
are without a Haw.

III. Principles adoptedfor the tror/c of rrrioioii. 1. To make as few alterations as pos-
sible, consistently with faithfulness. 2. To limit, as far as po'-sible, the expressicn of
such alterations to tlie language of the authorized cr caiiier versions, preserving the fcr-

mer style. 3. Each compariy to go twice over the ]iortiou to be revised; e)nce provision-
ally; the second lime, finally. 4. To adopt the Hebrew or Greek text for which tin)

evidence decidedly preponderates; and when this differs from that from which tlio

authorized versi(m was made, to indicate the difference iu the margin. 5. On the first

revision to decide by simple majorities; but on the final revision by each company to
retain no change in tlie text not approved by two thirds of those present. G. When u
proposed altera'.ion has given rise to discussion, to defer voting thereon till the next
meeting whenever one third of tliose present so desire; such intencied V(;te to fc»

announced in the notice for the next meeiimr. 7. To revise the headings of charite^a
and pages, the paragraphs, italics, and punctuation. 8. That each company shall rcfc^
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when considered desirable, to divines, scliolars, and literary men, whether at home or

abroad, for their opinions.

IV. The Hdiiu's and stations of tlie Committees of Revision. Tliis revision had its origin

in tlie convocation of Canterbury, May 0, 1870, by the appointment of a committee of

eminent biblical scliolars and diiz:nitaries of the church of Eni^land with power to revise,

for public use, the Enij^lish version of 1011; and to associate with them representative

biblical scholars of other Christian denominations using that version. In accordance

with the authority given them, that committee invited the ap])oint(Mitof a similar Amer-
ican committee, to be as.sociated with them, virtually in one organization, with the .«;ame

principles and objects and to be in constant correspondence with them, that both togetiier

may issue one and the same revision for all English-speaking people.

British Revision Committee.

Old Testament Company.

Edward Harold Brown, d.d., bishop of Winchester (Chairman).
Arthur Charles Hervey, d.d., bishop of Bath and Wells.

Alfred Ollivant, d.d., bishop of Llandaff.

Robert Payne Smith, d.d., dean of Canterbury.
Benjamin Harrison, m.a., archdeacon of Maidstone, canon of Canterbury.

William Lindsay Alexander, d.d., professor of theology, Edinburgh.
Robert L. Bensly, fellow and Hebrew lecturer, Gonville and Cams college, Cambridge.
John Birrell, professor of oriental languages, St. Andrew's, Scotland.

Frank Chance, London.
Thoni.as Chenery. London.
T. K. Cheyne, fellow and Hebrew lecturer, Balliol college, Oxford.

A. B. Davidson, d.d., professor of Hebrew, Free Church college, Edinburgh.
Geoge Douglas, d.d., profes.ser of Hebrew and principal of Free Ch. col., Glasgow,
S. R, Drivel-, tutor of New college, Oxford.

C. J. Elliott, Windsor.
Frederick Field, d.d., Norwich.
John Dury Geden, professor of Hebrew, Wesleyan college, Manchester.
Christian D. Ginsburg. ll.d., Wokingham, Berks.

Frederick William Gotch, d.d., principal of the Baptist college, Bristol.

William Kay, d.d.. Great Legh's rectory, Chelmsford.
Stanley Leathes, b.d., professor of Hebrew, King's college, London.
J. R. Lumby, d.d., fellow and professor St. Catharine's college, Cambridge.
John James Stewart Perowne, d.d., dean of Peterborough.

A. H. Sayce, fellow and tutor of Queen's college, Oxfoid.
William Robertson Smith, professor of Hebrew, Free Church college, Aberdeen.
William Wright, ll.d., professor of Arabic, Cambridge.
William Aldis Wright (Secretary), bursar of Trinity college, Cambridge.
Old testament company, 27.

New Testament Company.

Charles John EUicott, d.d., bishop of Gloucester and Bristol (Chairman).
George Moberly, d.c.l., bishop of Salisbury.

Edward Henry Bickersteth, d.d., prolocutor, dean of Litchfield.

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, d.d., dean of Westmin.ster.

Rol)ert Scott, d.d., dean of Ro(;hester.

Jose[)h Williams Blakesley, u.d., dean of Lincoln.

Richard (Jhenevix French, d.d., archbishop (jf Dublin
Joseph Barber Lightfoot, d.d., t-l.d., bishop of Durham.
Charles Wordsworth, d.c.l., bishoj) of St. Andrew's.
Jos(;|)h Angus, D.D., president of the Baptist college, London.
David Brown, d.d., i)rinfipal of the Fr(;e Church college!. Aberdeen.

i Fenton John Anthony Ilort, d.d., fellow of Emmanuel college, Cambridge.
* William Gibson Humphry, vicar of St. Martin'sin-the Fields. London.

BrMijatnin Hall Kennedy. D.D., canon of Ely, Regius professor of Greek, Cambridge.
Wiliiarn liCe. d.d., archdeacon of Dublin.
William .Milligan, D.D.. professor of divinity and biblical criticism, Aberdeen.
AVilliarn F. .\ioulton, d.d., master of th(! I^eys .school. Cambridge.
Bamufil .V('Wth, d.d., y)rincipal of New college;, I^iondon.

Ed'.viri I'almer. d.d., archdeacon of Oxford.
Al(!.\aiider Roberts, d.d., professor of humjinity, St. Andrew's.
Fre.fl(!rie,k Henry Ambrose Scrivener, ll.d., pn^bendary, Hendon vicarage, London.
Georiic Vance Smith. D.D.. Carmarthen.
('harl(;s .John Vaughan, d.d., master of the lemph*. London.
Brooke Foss We^steott, d.d., (;anon of Pciterborough, Regius pri-)fessor of divinity,

Trinity college, Cambridge.
J. Troutb(;ck (Secretjiry). Westmmster.
New testament company, 25. Actue mcmJjers in, both companies, 52.
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American Revision Committee.

Old Testament Company.

Wm. Henry Green, d.d., ll.d. (Chairman), professor theological seminary, Prince-
ton. N. J.

George E. Da}--, d.d. (Secretary), professor, divinity school of Yale college, Xcw
Haven, Uonn.

Charles A. Aiken, d.d., professor, theological seminary, Princeton, N. J.

Talbot W. Chambers, d.d., Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church., JS^ew York.
Thomas J. Conaut, d.d., Brooklyn, N. Y. '

John De Witt, d.d., theological seminary, New Brunswick, Js". J.

George Enilen Hare, d.d., divinity school, Philadelphia.
Charles P. Krauth, d.d., ll.d., vice-provost, university of Penn., Philadelphia.
Charles M. Mead, d.d., theological seminary, Andover, Mass.
Howard Osgood, d.d., professor theological seminary, Rochester, N. Y.
Joseph Packard, d.d. ; theologicaJ seminary, Alexandria, Va.
Calvm E. Stowe, d.d., Hartford, Conn.
James Strong, s.t.d., theological seminary, Madison, N. J.

C. V. A. Van Dyck, d.d., m.d., Beirut, Syria. (Advisory member on questions of
Arabic),

Old testament company, 14.

Wew Testament Company.

Theodore D. Woolsey, d.d., ll.d., (Chairman), New Haven. Conn.
J. Henry Thayer, d.d. (Secretary), professor, theological scmin:uy, Andovpr, Mass.
Ezra Abbot, d.d., ll.d., divinity school, Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass.
J. K. Burr, d.d., Trenton, N. J.

Thomas Chase, ll.d., president Haverford college, Pennsylvania.
Howard Crosby, d.d., ll.d., chancellor, university of the city of Xew York, N. Y.
Timothy Dwight, d.d., divinity school of Yale college. New Haven, Conn.
A. C. Kcndrick, d.d., ll.d., university of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
Alfred Lee, d.d., bishop of the diocese of Delaware.
Matthew B. Riddle, d.d., professor theological seminar3\ Hartford, Conn.
Philip Schaff, d.d., ll.d.. Union theological seminary, New York.
Charles Short, ll.d. (Secretary), New York.
E. A. Washburn, d.d.. Calvary church, New York.
.New testament company, 13. In both companies, 27. Total, British and American, 79.

BIBLE SOCIETY, AMERICAN. The first portion of Scripture printed in America
was the New Testament, translated into the Indian language by John Eliot, and printed
at Cambridge, Mass., in 1661; a translation of the whole Bible folloAvcd in 1663. A
German Bible was printed at Germantown, Penn., in 1743. In 1777, the English New
Testament, and in 1782 the entire Bible, was printed at Philadelphia. This was the first

English Bible with an American imprint, and it was rcconmiended by Congress, after
an examination by the chaplains. The first Bible society in the United' Stales was insti-

tuted at Philadelphia in 1808; the second, at Hartford; the third, at Boston; the fourth,
at Princeton. N. J.; all in 1809. A few years later, about 60 local societies existed.

Delegates from 35 of these met in New York, May, 1816, and organized the American
Bible societ}', to which the local organizations became auxiliary. The number of
auxiliaries increased rapidly, and at present aniounts to 7000, including branches. In
1841, an act of incorporation for the American B. S. was obtained, with privileges
which have since been enlarged. The first place of business was a room 7 ft. by 9; tlie

next was 20 ft. i^q. ; the third was in a building erected in Nassau street, on a lot 50 ft.

by 100; and afterwards enlarged. In 1852. the present Bible house was built, occupying
the whole of the ground bounded by Third and Fourth avenues, Astor place'and
Ninth street, having a periphery of more than 700 ft., an open square in the center, and
being 6 stories high. The structure is of brick with stone copings, and commands atten-
tion by its magnitude, admirable proportions, and appropriate finish. The working
force consists of the executive and manufacturing departments; the former containing
the corresponding secretaries, treasurer, and general airent; the latter includes printing,
electrotyping, proof-reading, and other branches of tlie work. The number of persons
employed is about 350. Tlie printing is now executed on 23 large steam-power presses,

and 3 of smaller size. In the bindery, also, the best modern improvements have been
introduced. The society owns 120 sets of stereotype and electrotype plates, from which
are printed 22 sizes of English Bibles, and 16 sizes of the New Testament; each size is

bound in from 4 to 6 styles, as there is a demand for Bibles of all sizes in fine bindings:
but by far the greater proportion of. all issued are in plain styles, and are circulated
iunong the poor. The whole Bible has been stereotyped, at great expense, in tlie Boston
raised letter for the use of the blind. It is issued in 8 or in 16 volumes, any of which
may be obtained separately. About 12,000 volumes have been circulated, in great part
u'ratuitously.

The aim of the American B. S.. and its auxiliaries, is to distribute Bibles as
widely as possible among the destitute of all classes and religious denominations, either



pcll'mi^ thoni ;it cost, or for a portion of it. or giving them away to the very poor.
In 1829, an exploration of the slates and territories was made, witli a view to a general
ftiipply of the destitute. Every aeeessible family in the more settled porliou.s of the
country was visited. In I80G, a second general eilort resulted m the supply of about
oOO.OOO destitute families. In 1860, a third supply of the whole country was com-
menced, and lias been vigorously carried forward.
The foreign work of tUe American Bible Society was done at first chiefly through

missionary societies, by the contribution of funds to aid them in piinting tlie liible. In
this way the countries are readied in ^vhicli tlie American churches had established
missions. 'I'he Scriptures are now published at the Bible house in P'rench. Spanish.
Fortugucse. Welsh. German, Danish, Swedish, Arabic, Armenian, and Hawaiian. The
New Testament, also, in Italian, Slavonic, liulgarian, Syriac, Cherokee, Choctaw, Dakota,
and Ojibwa. Smaller p()rti«)ns are printed in many additional languages. Editions
have been prepared for the society at Paris, Bremen, Stockholm. St. Petersburg, Con-
stantinople, Beirut, Lucknow, Lodiana, Bangkok, Foocliow, Peking, Shanghai, Yoito-
hama, and Honolulu,

•

RECEIPTS AND ISSUES OF THE AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY.
• Decades. Receipt \ Vols. Issued.

1816-26 $450,000 440,000
1836-33 955,000 1,550.000
1836-46 1,238,000 ^,510,000
1846-56 3,042,000 6,772,000
1856-66 4.755,000 10,513,000
1866-76 6,704,000 11,340,000

BIBLE SOCIETY, AMERICAN AND FOREIGN, an organization formed by
Baptists, who desired that translations of the Bible in foreign hinds should conform aa
nearly as possible to the original Hebrew and Greelc. In tliis thc-y had mainly in view
the rendering of (iaTCvi^oo by immerse instead of baptize. In tiie circulation of the Eng-
lish Scriptures, they were willing that, for a time, the authorized version should be
used. In 185l), a portion of the denomination, dissatisfied with this course, formed
The American Bible Union, whose object, as set forth in ita constitution, is "to pro-

cure and circulate the most faithful versions in all languages throughout the world."
It has done niuch in foreign lands; and, with the assistance of scholars botli in Europe
and America, is engaged in revising the autliorized version.

BICKERSTETH, Edward Henry, b. England, 1825; son of Edward; educated at

Cambridge; curate in 1848 in Birmingham, and since then in several places; rector, and
latterly private chaplain to the bisliop of Ripon. Among liis works are 1 he Rock of
Agex, or .Scripture Tedicioii;/ to the One Eternal Godliend of the Father, of tlie Son, and of
tlie Holy Spirit, Tlie Ble:<'<el JD.ia'l, The lliiicn Saints, Hades and Jlcarcn, T!ie Spirit JJfe,

'ihe Shadowed Home and the IJcjht Beyond, and several long and short poeuis. He is best

known in this country b}"" his long poem Yesterday, To-day, and Forever, which has won
great adjuiration, wita some adverse criticisms.

BICYCLE {ante), a machine for liuman locomotion, consisting of two wliccls con-

nected by a single bar; the forward wheel having a diameter of 30 to 00 in., the rear

wheel, directly behind the other, being about one third as high. At first these machines
were made with wheels of the same size, or nearly so; but no satisfactory speed was
obtained until Parisian builders hit upon the device of asuiall hind wheel. Thai which
was litth; b(!tler than a (ihlld's velocipede was by this improvement raised to the respecta-

bility of an important means of locomotion, and Ihe speed already attained is wonderful.
On fairly level roa Is t!iat are in good rejjair, an expert rider (;an outdo a last liorso

wiihin an hour or so. In E;igland some remarkable performances are reconhul, A lum-
dred miles a day for several successive <lays have l)een traversed; the space between
Tunijridge and Jiiverpool, 234 m., in 18 h. 35 min. ; the journey from London to John
o' Groat's, more than HJO m., over hilly and often bad roads, in 14 days, 'ihe bicycle

for fast travel has a large forward or driving wheel, which the rider can Jit his legs to.

The larger the wheel, tile greater the speed to be obtained. The rider's feet, tliat give

the motive power, rest on stout cranks plact.'d at right angle?, so that iii working Ihe

machine! his legn nearly imitate; the act of rapid walki)ig (;r running. He is sc!>.ted on a

little saddle just i)ehind ihe large; wheel, and guides his cr)uiHe l)y a bar with double
bandies. By thiscra.Mk he swerv(;s the lorward wheel at will, and the expert can make
sharp curves, and p(!rform many surjjrising f(;ats of gyration. The first thing to bo
learned is balancing, and that is best achieved by tryingshorL trip.sdown a slight incline.

When balancing is accomplished and steering masiered. practice will soon make a

ra})id rider. In the bicycle for service thenj is or should be a rest for the feet, since iu

going down hill th(;re is litth; work for the cratd<:s or treadles. 'I'h3 B. is not only a
pleasant and cljeap means of travel, but it adds t!u; Z(!st of good exercise, and is there-

fore growing in favoi" in this country, A good l)i(;y(;l(; ought (o have; india-rubber tires,

to prevent jolting, to Ik; made of the strongest material, and to weigh only about50 lbs.

For speed, the lorward wheel, made aa large as the rider can manage, is usually from 18
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to 60 in. in lieight. Of this raaclune there are two general styles: the " racer," built very

liglit for Kpcc'd, and the '* roadster," heavier for steady service.

BIDA, a large inland t. in Africa, 9° 5' n., 6' 5' e., 16 rn. n. of the Niger; the capital

of the kingdom of JNufe.

BID'DEFOliD, a city in Maine on the Saco, 9 m. from its mouth, and 15 m. s.w. of

Portland, on the Boston and Maine, and the Portsmouth, Saco, and Maine lailroads;

pop. 70, 10,282. B. was settled in 1616-17, by Richard Vines, when York county com-
prised the whole province of Maine. The main business is manuiacturing, and the

exportation of a su[)erior quality of granite.

BIDDLE, Clement, 1740-1814; b. Philadelphia; a Quaker, but a soldier, who raised

a corps for the proiection of friendly Indians against tiie outlaws known as " Paxter

boys." In the beginning of the revolution he was an othcer in the Quaker volunteers,

and was made deputy quartermaster-general. He took part in the light at Trenton,

where he secured the resigned swords of the Hessian oflicers. He was also at Prince-

ton, Brandywine, and Germantown, and rendered valuable service in the terrible Aviuter

of 1777-78 at Valley Forge. In 1794, he went against the whisky insurrection. Wash-
ington thought liighly of B., and made him U. S. marshal for Pennsylvania.

BIDDLE, Clement Cornell, son of Clement, 1784-1855. He was in the navy when
young, but left it for the law. In the second war with England he was capt. of dra-

goons and col. of volunteers. He is best known by his notes and additions to the trans-

lations of Say's Treathe on Political Economy. He was prominent in the national free-

trade convention of 1831.

BIDDLE. James, b. Philadelphia, 1788-1848; an American naval capt. ; served as

midshipman in the war with Tripoli, where he was made prisoner anci kept until the peace.

He was lieut. on the Wa!<p, Avhich captured the British Frolic, early in the wai- of 1813,

and was put in command of the prize, but both were captured by the Poirfier.f and taken

to Bermuda. Exchanged in 1813, he served on the IJonet, in command of which he
sailed for the East Indies, captured the Pcrif/uin, and w:is wounded in action. Congress
gjwe him a gold medal and the rank of captain. In later years he was a commissioner
to make a treaty with Turkey.

BIDDLE, Nicholas, b. Philadelphia, 1750; killed by an explosion at s?a. 1778.

When but 15 years of age he was left on an uninhabited island of the West Indies,

where he remained two months. In 1770, he entered the English navy, and served as a
seaman on Nelson's vessel in capt. Phipps's exploring expedition. In the revolution he
joineil the Americans and commanded a small brig in the attack on New Providence; in

1776, captured two Brilish transports with valuable cargoes and a battalion of Highland-
ers; as commander of the Pundolph lie took four })iizes, and received command of a Heet

to cruise in the West Indies, where he wa^j wounded in an engagement with the Yar-

mouth. While he was in the hands of the surgeou the magazine blew up, and of 315
men all but four were killed.

BIDDLE, RiCHAKD, 1796-1847; brother of the president of the U. S. bank, a lawyer
and leader of the PiLisburgh btir. He published a Ueiieic of Capt. Bar^il Hall's TraveU
in North America, and a Memoir of iSdastiaa Cabot, irith a licvicic of the Jlibtaii/ of Jlai-i-

time Discovery. In 1837-40, he Avas a member of congress.

BIEFVE, Edouatid dz, b. ISOS; a Belgian painter who studied with David d'Angeiu
He excels in portraits and historical compositions. By order of the government lie pro-

duced the "Compromise of the Brussels Nobles of ITeb. Ip, 1566," which was greatly

praised at the Paris exhibition of 1855. Some of his other works are " The lulroduetion
of Rubens to Charles V.," "]\Iassaniello," "Ugolino," "Raphael and La Fornarina,"
and "The Knights of the Teutonic Order recognizing the Elector of Brandenburg as

their Grand Commander," done for the king of Prussia.

BIEL, Gabuiel, b. about the middle of the 15th century. He was pastor at iMainz,

and on the establishment of the university of Tubingen, in i477, was api>ointed professor
of theology, and twice afterwards rector. He was a follower of \\ iili;un of Occam. His
work CoUectoriuin Super Ly>roA8.'tite!itiarum G. Oceauii, is a clear account of the nomina-
listic doctrine, and presents a complete system of scholastic thought regarded from that

point of view. B. has been erroneously called " Ultimus Scholasticorum" (the last of
the scholastics). He died iu 1495.

BIELA, WiLTiELM voxr, 1732-1853; a German astronomer and soldier, and major in
the Austrian army; celobrat^'d as the discoverer of a comet named ailcv him. aud for

contributions to Schumacher's JHcio Astronomy.

BIELA'S COMET, one of tlie comets of short period, named from its investigator,
Wilhelm von Biela. Its periodic time is 3617 years. Its orbit wa> tirst determined on
its appearance in 182:>, and it was found to have been seen in 1772 and 1805. On its

return in 1846 it was in two parts, separated by about 157.01)0 m., uuequal in size, each
having a distinct nucleus and tail. At the return in 1852. the parts Avere 1.250,000 in.

asunder. Since then it has not been seen. It has been sirggestedtiiat its orbit hascros.sed
that of a meteoric shower, and that it has been broken upaud dispersed jis material for
8liootiu<i: stars.
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BIELAU, a t. in Prussia, called Lanoen Bielau, being the loni^est village (4 m.) in

the state. It is ini})ortaut for cotton and other manufactures, and boasts of one old

castle. Pop. '71, 13,070.

BIEXIIOA, a t. in Cochin China, capital of a province, 20 m. n.w. of Saigon, con-

nected with that city by a canal, li. was taken by tiie Frencli in ISUi, and is bow ouj

of their fortitied posts. Pop. of the "inspection" of B., iy,2l>0.

BIENVILLE, a parish in n.\v. Louisiana; 1050 sq.ni.; pop. '70, 10,63G—5047
colored. It produces corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, feparta.

BIENVILLE, Jean Baptiste Lemoine, Sieur de ; 1G80-1768; one of the four

brothers who were conspicuous in the exploration and settlement of the French proviuco

of Louisiana. The others were Iberville, Sauvolle, and Chateaugay, all sons of Charles

Lenioine. With Iberville and Sauvolle, B. went from France in 1G98, and made the

lirst settlement at Biloxi. Leaving Sauvolle in command, B. went to explore the country,

and in 1700 built a fort 54 m. from the mouth of the Mississippi. The next year he
succeeded Sauvolle as governor or director of the colony, fixing the seat of government
at Mobile. Chateaugay joined him in 1704 with 17 settlers from Canada, and 20 women
arrived from France to be married to the colonists. B. w;": dismissed in 1707, but his

successor died at sea and left him still in authority. With a view to improve the culti-

vation of the soil he proposed to the French government the exchange of Indians for

negro slaves, giving three of the former for two of the latter. About this time the col-

onists were sorely pressed by famine, and in 1712 the kin^ granted the monopoly of

trade to Anthony Crozat, with liberty to import negroes from Africa. In 1713, Cadil'

lac was made governor, and B. kept as lieutenant-governor. They quarreled, and
Cadillac sent B. against the warlike Natchez tribe, expecting that he would be killed;

but he made friends with the Indians, who built a fort for him. In 1718, B. Avas made
governor, and with the aid of men sent out by Law's, " Mississippi company" founded
the city of New Orleans, which became the seat of government in 1728. Kccalled the

next year, he went to France to answer certain charges, leaving the colony a code regu-

lating slavery, proliibiting all religions except the Roman Catholic, and banishing

Jews. In 1726, he was removed, but re-appointed in 1733, and made lieut.gcn. In

1743, he was finally superseded, and he passed the remainder of his life in France.

BIERSTADT, Albsiit. b. Germany, 1829; in 1831, his family came to America and
settled in New Bedford. Having a taste for drawing, he went to Dusseldorf to study,

and made sketching tours in Switzerland and Germany. In 1858, he accompanied the

Lander expedition to lay out a wagon road from Missouri to the Pacific, and on that and
subsequent visits accumulated material for the landsca])es on which his artistic fame
securely rests. Some of his more notable works are " The Rocky Mountains," "'The
Domes of the Yosemite," "Storm in the Rocky Mountains," "Emigrants Crossing the

Plains," and " Sunlight and Shadow." His recent work has been mainly in the same
style, along the Pacific coast. In 1871, he was elected a member of the St. Petersburg

academy.

BIF-ROST, or BiF-RAUST (the "tremulous bridge"), the rainbow, which in Norse
mythology was deemed to be a bridge between heaven^(asgard) and the earth, or some
say hell (iiela). In the latter time the warriors of Muspelhrim (land of fire) ride over the

bridge to give battle to (3din and his associate gods; the bridge breaks down; the

wolf Fenrir, the Midgard serpent, Loki, and all the followers of IIcl, and the frost giants

unite in the war. Tnere is'nothing in heaven or earth that shall be exempt from fear in

that terrible hour. All the gods led by Odin come forth to war. The evil powers
triumph, and the whole universe will be consumed with lire.

BIG BETHEL, in the peninsula between York and James river, Ya, where, June
10, 1801, an irregular and imdecisive l)altle took place between tlu; union forces and the

conf(;fl(;rateH. After a series of blunders and skirmishes, in which maj. Theodore AVin-

throp was killed while leading an assault, a retreat was ordered by the union gen. in

conunand. The union loss was about 100, that on the conle(le:ate side but seven or

eigiit.

BIG BLACJK RIVER, in Mississippi, is about 200 m. long, runnmg through a fine

cotton region near the middle of the state, and joining the Mississipj)i at Grancl gulf.

BIG HONE LKMv, a salt spring in Boone co.. Ky., where many bones of the mas-
todon and other extinct manunalia have been found.

BIGELOW, EiiASTUS Bhigham, ll.d., 1814-79; b. Mass.; inventor of looms for

weaving suspender webbing. pil)ing cord, knofleti counlcrpanes. carjjets. coach laces,

etc. He foiind(;d the manufacturing village of ('linton, Mass., the head ((iiarters of the

Bigelow carpet (tompan}'. B. pro|)ose(l. in 1802, a plan for uniform taxation throughout
the United Slat(!s, and wrote an essay on the tariff consid'Tcd in regard to iUv. ]K)licy of

England and the irit(;r(!sls of the I'uiied States. We was oik; of theoi-iginal incorporatora

of the Massachusetts iiiKtitnt(; of technology, a trustee of tin; museum of fine arts, a

member of tin; American academy of arts and sciences, of the Massaehusetts historical

society, of tlie London society for the encouragement of art.s, mamifactures, and com-

merce; and received the degree of a.m. from several New England colleges.
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BIGELOW, Jacob, b. Mass., 1787; physician and botanist
;
graduated at Har\'ard

in. 1806. In early life he became proticient in botany, and published two works
on the science. He was for more than 40 years physician to the Massachusetts general

hospital, and for a long time professor of materia medica aud clinical medicine in Harvard.
In 1820, he was one of the committee of five who formed the American Phannacopma,
and assisted in establishing the nomenclature which substituted a single for a double
word when possible. B. was the originator of mount Auburn cemeteiy, the first of the

large and beautiful places of interment now so numerous in this country. Besides many
books and papers on botany and medical subjects, he has published poems, etc., and a
volume of verse, entitled Eoiopoesis, is ascribed to him. For many years he was president

of the Massachusetts medical society. Of late, since abandoning active practice, he has
devoted nuich attention to technical education and the substitution of practically utili-

tarian branches for classical study.

BIGELOW, John, b. New York, 1817; graduated at Union college in 1835, admitted
to the bar in 1839, and soon after became a casual journalist and editor. In 1850,

lie joined William Cullen Bryant in the New York Evening Post, and was one of its

principal editors until 1861, when he was appointed consul at Paris. On the death of

Mr. Dayton he became United States minister in France, remaining until 1866. He has
published Life of Fremont, Some Recollections of the late Antoine Pierre Berryer, and Les
Mats- Unis d'Ajnerigue, the latter in Paris.

BIGELOW, Timothy, 1767-1821; an American lawyer; a graduate of Harvard ; for

20 years a member of the Massachusetts legislature, and for more than half that time

speaker of the house. He was also a member of the Hartford convention.

BIG HORN, a co. in s.e. Montana, on the Dakota aud Wyoming borders; about
80,000 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 38 whites. It is intersected by the Yellowstone and some of its

tributaries

BIG STONE, a co. in s.w. Minnesota, on the Minnesota river and the Dakota
border; 450 sq.m.; pop. 305. Co. scat, Ortonville.

BIHAR, a CO. in Hungary, e. of the Theiss; 4280 sq.m.; pop. '70, 557,837, mainly
Magyars and Wallachians. The soil is generally fertile, and the people are rich in

horses, cattle, and sheep. Gross-Wardien and Debrecziu are the larg(?st towns.

BIJAPORE', BijAPUii, or Bijaipur (ante), the ancient capital of an independent
sovereignty in India, of the same name, once an extensive aud opulent city, but now
with mere vestiges of its old grandeur. It is on a fertile plain, 16 "" 50' n., 75^" 48' e., and
is still a town of great extent. The citadel, a mile in circuit aud very strong, was built

in 1849, and its defenses, 6 m. in circumference, were completed in 1566. Out.-^ide of

the fort are the remains of a large city. The natives say that according to ancient

records, B. once contained 1600 mosques and 1,000,000 houses. The outer wall of the

city was of stone, about 20 ft. high and prodigiously thick, with ditch and rampart, and
towers of stone at intervals of 100 yards. The great mosque, in the fort, was 200 ft.

long by 165 wide, with wings 219 by 45 feet. The mosque and mausoleum of king
Ibrahim Adil Shah, completed about 1620, was 36 years in building, and is reported to

have cost $8,500,000. It is 115 by 76 ft., covered by an inmiense dome raised on arches.

Among the curiosities of B. is the inunense cannon, said to be the largest piece of cast

brass ordnance in the world, captured from the king of Alimadnagar by the king of B.

in the 17th century. It is 14 ft. long, 28 in. caliber, aud would carry a bull of 1600
pounds. The town is 245 m. s.e. of Bombay.

BILED-UL-JERID. See Beled-el-Jereed.

BILFINGER, or BULFFINGER, Geokg Berxhard, 1693-1750; son of a Lutheran
ininister of Wiirtemberg, and, like several others of his family, born with twelve tiugers

and twelve toes. B. studied philosophy and theology in Tiibiiigcu, where he became
preacher to the castle. He gained the' prize (1000 crowns) offered by the academy of

science of Paris for a solution of the problem of the cause of gravity. Later in life he
was a privy councilor in Wurtemberg, aud greatly advanced the interests of public

instruction and agriculture.

BILL, or Brownbill, the main offensive weapon of English infantry until the sub-

stitution of fire-arms; a two-edgid, sickle-shaped knife or sword, weighing from 9 to 12

lbs., on a handle 3 or 4 ft. long, and wielded with both hands. It had terrible power,
sometimes taking off a person's head or cutting a man in two in spite of tlie strongest

armor. It was also called a "glaive."

BH^L, in legislation, the common name for a proposed but not consummated legisla-

tive act. In congress and in state legislatures laws usually first appear in the form of

bills; they are read once or twice, and referred to the committee having charge of the

subject to which they relate; e.g., a bill to amend the tariff would go to the commit-
tee on commerce. If the committee report unfavorably, the bill is ordinarily dropped
or withdrawn; but if they report without objection, or favorably, it is referred to the

committee of the whole for discussion, and reported from that committee to the house.

After it has passed both houses, it goes to the committee on engrossed bills, who see

that a correct copy is made for the signature of the president or governor, and if signed



(or not returned within a time fixed by law, usually 10 days), the "bill" becomes a
"law." It returned without approval, two thirds of all tlie members elected to c:u h
house (the houses voting separately) can enact it over the ])resident's or governor's t>bjic-

lions. Bills lor raising revenue (in congress) must originate in the lower house, but the

senate may propose and make amendments.

BILLINGS. Joseph, an English navigator with capt. Cook in his la'^t voyage. In
1785, h'j went into Kussian service, and explored the region around Kolyma river in e.

Siberia, near the winter quarters of Nordcnskjold, in 1778-79. In 1789-90, he made
several voyages in the (^kholsk sea and tlie Arctic ocean, exploring the islands near tiie

coast of Alaska. Jlc returned to Kamchatka in 1791.

BILLINUS, Josh. See Shaw, He.miy W.
BILLINGS, William, 1748-1800; an American composer who gave up the trade of

a tanner to teach psalm-singing, and published six books of tunes, nearly all of which
were of his own composition. So far as known, he was the first American composer of
music, and iiis music, which now seems so quaint, was at one time universally popular.

BILL OF ATTAINDER («7?fc). The constitution cf the United States expressly
declares (art. i., sec. 9) that "uo bill of attainder or cx-post-fado law shall be
passed."

BILL OF CO:\IPLAiNT IN CHANCERY {ante), is the s<amc as a declaration
in an action at law, a libel in admiralty courts, or (in England) an allegation in a
spiritual court. It is a complaint in writing addressed to the chancellor, giving the
names of the parties to the suit, a statement of the matters on which the complainant
relies, the allegations which he nudies, the assertions that the matters complained of are
contrary to equity, and a prayer for relief. Oidiuaiily, such a bill consists of nine
parts: 1, the address; 2, the names of the parties; o, statements of the plaintiff's case;
4, a general charge of confederacy; 5, the allegations of the defendant's pretenses; G, tlie

clau.se of the jurisdiction; 7, a prayer that the defendant niay answer ; 8, a prayer for
relief; 9, a prayer for process. In recent practice the " confederacy" and the reference
to the defendant's probal:)le answer, and also the jurisdiction clause, are omitted, except
where confederacy and fraud are specifically charged.

BILL OF COSTS {ante), the statement of items that make up the full amount of
costs in a suit. It is assessed by the proper court officer, and the tax may be demanded
before the payment of the main bill.

BILL OF CREDIT, a paper issued and circidatcd as money by a government.
Though t'ne federal constitution denies to the states the jiower to issue such bills of credit.

it is indirectly done in banking when the bills of a bank authorized by a state are issued
us money.

BILL OF EXCEPTIONS (ante), a written statement of objection to a decision of a
court on a point of law, made by either party in a ca.se, and certified by the judge making
the decision excepted to. The object of a bill of exceptions is to bring the ]K)int3 com-
plained of before the proper court for review and po.ssible reversal of the deci-sion.

BILL OF EXCHANGE (anir). In this country an inland bill of exchange is one
of wiiich the drawer and drawee live in the same stale; if the drawee lives in another
state or country, it is c died foreign. A bill of exchange is negotiable, and may pass
through any number of hands before payment. The transfer may be by indoisement
either "in bl-uik" or "in full;" the first method requires only the name'of tiie payee
upon the biick, in which case the bill passes from hand to hand as payal)le to beanu-;" in

tiie second method a person is named to whom ]);iyment is to be made;, whos(» indorse-

ment tiien b'comes necessary to a further transfer. Wlien so indorsed :is to be made
payable to bearer, it becomes, like money, tiie piopert}'^ of whomsoever receives it in g- od
faith and ior a consideration. c.vO.n from a thief, if the driwee, upon ])res(Mitation,

refu.ses to pay, the indorser becomes liable to the holder. If tin; last indorser is com-
pnlled to pay in full, he may in turn recover in full from either of the pn.'ceding
indorsers, 'I'he holder, however, is not required to pursue an}' prescrilx-d order .la

between the indor.ser.s, Ijut nniy bring suit against whichever of them lie ])i-('fers; and
the on(j thus selected has tiie same right of action against any pr(!(;eding indoiser. Where
a bill is made payabie by succ;essive indorsemeuts to several payees, they are liable

jointly, and only f(H' llieir K.'spective shares.

in law, Q'/vitvy iudoi'scnu-nt is held to be a f:ontract, so that, though the original liiil

should be void, the indor.ser will yet be responsible. If the payee} a.ssenls to ii condi-

tional acceptance; of an unconditional bill, Ik; is bound tliereby; but he is not obliged to

take such ;in acceptance. W Ihe drawee refuses to i)ay, " protest" is usually made, as
in case of the non-payment of a promissory Jiote due to a bank. Notice? to the drawer
and iiidoiHcr.s must be promptly given iu this or some other form. Bills of exchange aio
made payable cither "al sight,Or in a certain nundier of days "after sight." Tlio

drawee is entitled to "three days' grace" before payment. If tlie holder, for a consid-

eration, agree.H with the drawejc to (extend tlie timeed' jaymcnt, tlic drav.'cr and indorsera
are discharged unless they give their aj.sent to such agi cement.
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BILL OF INDICTMENT, a written nccusation, cliaTglhg a person or persons with
crime or misdemeanor, presented by a grand jury, usually tlirough the district attorney.
If the jury believe that the person ought to be tried they "liud," or return, "atrue
bill;" if the evidence does not warrant a trial, tlie return is, "not a true. bill," or "not
found."

BILL OF LADING {ante), formerly a careful contract for the transportation of wares
"by water, and confined almost entirely to shipping: but latterly applied to any sort of
transpoi'tation, so that even the slightest memorandum given by a common carrier may
be a bill of lading.

BILL OF PARTICULARS, an informal statement of a plaintiff's cause of action or
of a defendant's set-off, containing the items of a claim and showing how they arose. A
defendant, in giving notice or pleading set-off, must give a bill of particulars, or he will
be precluded from giving evidence in support of it at the trial.

BILL OF PRIVILEGE. In England, the form of proceeding against an attorney of
the court, who is not subject to arrest.

BILL OF RIGHTS {ante). Declarations of personal rights are made in the amend-
ments to the federal constitution, and also, at greater length, in nearly all the state con-
fititutions. The bill of riglils is merely a statement of those national and political
immunities that all men enjoy and share in common.

BILL, TRUE. See Bill of Indictment.

BILSON, TriOMAS, 1526-1016; an English author, bishop of Worcester and Win-
chester, and a member of the privy council. Among his works are The Tme Difference

bettoeen Christian S'/bjecfion and Unchrintlan Rebellion (a vindication of queen Eliza-

beth's course toward the low countries). The Perpetual Goternnicut of Christ's Church,
etc.

BIMI'NI, an island that never existed, supposed by Ponce de Leon to be among the
Bahamas, and to contain the fountain that had power to restore youth and beauty. He
found Florida, but neither any such island, nor any remarkable fountain.

BINARY STARS. See Double Stars.

BINGHAM, Hiram, 1790-1S69; b. Vt. ; a Congregational minister, graduate of Mid-
dlebury college and Andover seminary, and first missionary to the Sandwicli islands,

where he remained until 1841.

BINGHAM, Joseph. 1G68-1723; an English clergyman, educated at Oxford; a tutor

in. the college in 1001, and a rector near Winchester somewiiat later. Here he wrote
his valuable Antiquities of the Chj-infian Church. He was subsequently rector at Havant,
near Portsmouth, Like many other simple souls of the period, he lost his little property
in the " South sea bubble."

BINGHAMTON. a city in Broome co., N. Y.. beautifully situated at the junction
of the Chenango and the Susquehanna rivers, at the mouth of the Chenango canal, and
on three railroads, the New York and Ena, the Syracuse and Binghamtou, and the
Albany and Susquehanna; pop. '75. 15,518. It is in a tine agricultural region, a few
miles n. of the Pennsylvania line, and has a large local and canal and railroad trade.
The rivers furnish abundant water-power, and there are a number of large manufac-
tories. The most important public institution is the New York state asylum for inebri-

ates, which has been in successful operation for several years. Other institutions are
the Dean college, the Bingiiamton academy, a Roman Catholic academy, a liigh-school,

and a dozen or more churches. Three day and live weekly newspapers are issued here.
B. was one of the earliest settlements in that section of the state. It is 214 m. n.n.w.
of New York, and 142 m. s.w. of Alban}^ by rail.

BINNEY, Amos, 1803-47; b. Boston; educated at Brown University, studied medi-
cine, became a merciiant, and afterwards devoted himself to science, being one of the
founders and the first president of the Boston society of natural history, and of the
American association of naturalists and geologists, over which he presided until his
death. As a legislator, he itromoted the scientific survey of the state; he wrote many
valuable papers in the jotu'nal of the natural history society; devoted years to the study
of mollusks, and wrote Terrestrial and Air-breatJiincj MoUusks of the United States and
Adjacent Territories of North America, which was published with fine illustrations after
his death.

BINNEY, Horace, ll.d.. 1780-1875; b. Philadelphia; a distin<ruishcd lawrer.
for many years at the head of the Pennsylvania bar; director in the U. S. Ba'nk.

»

and trustee to wind up its affairs. He was a member of compress in 1833-85, but heldl
no other political office. One of his great cases was the defense of the citv of Phila-
delphia against the suit of certain heirs of Ste])hen Girard. He wrote The Leaders of the
0\i Bar of Philadelphia, The Privilege oftheWritvfHabcm Corpus Under the Constitution,
and many valuable unpublishetl papers.

BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE, a microscope adapted to be used hy both ryes at
the same time. It has only one set of object glasses, but the pencil of liuht, after pass-
lug thQs<) lenses, is divided, and the parts are sent to the eyes separately.^ The division
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is caused by a trapezoidal prism that is pushed latterally into the pencil of li2:ht, cutting

off one half; the other half goes on directly to one eye. That part of the pencil Avhicli

is obstructed enters the lower face of the prism normally and is not there changed; it

meets the second face internally at such an angle as causes it to be "wholly reflected and
to pass back through the glass to the third face; here it is again totally retlected, and it

passes thence out of the glass normally through the fourth lace. The result at all these

changes of direction is to give it a path, slightly oblique, to that of the unchanged ray,

that will carry it through an oblique tube to the second eye. The rays of light cross in

tlie objective: hence, to obtain a stereoscopic effect—that is, to cause the object to stand

forth as a solid, its tln-ee dimensions being properly appreciated—the light which comes
from the left side of the object must enter the right eye, and vice verm. Should the

liirlit from the right side enter the right eye, a pseudoscopic effect follows; projections

seem hollows, and hollows look like elevations. The binocular microscope has two e3'^e

pieces. It is restful to the e5'^es, and with low powers gives information not to be had
otherwise, showing the depth, as well as the length and breadtli, of the thing observed.

The binocular telescope has two tubes and two sets of lenses throughout. A pair of

opera-glasses is a familiar example.

BIOLOGY (ante), a title under wiiich are classed the sciences that deal with the phe-

nomena manifested by living matter. It is customary to make a separate group of such
phenomena as pertain especially to mental organization, under the titles of ' psychology"
and " sociolog}^" but no natural line can be assigned as separating the subject-matter

under those heads from the more comprehensive term at the head of this article. Psy-
chology is closely connected with physiology; while there arc phases of social life

exhibited by animals, as well as men, which come within the province of the biologist.

The biological sciences, on the other hand, are distinctly separated from those which
treat of non-living matter, so far as the properties of living matter distinguish it clearly

from all other things, and inasmuch as the present state of knowledge furnishes no link

between the living and the non-living.

The distinctive Properties of Living Matter are: 1. Its chemical compositlo7i,

consisting always of one or more complex forms of a compound of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, and nitrogen, the so-called proteine—which has not been found except as a prod-

uct of living bodies—joined with a large proportion of water, and forming the chief

constituent of a substance.which, in its primary state, is called protoplasm. 2. Its uni-

versal diHintty/ration and waste J)y oxidation , audits concomitant reintegration by tlie intussus-

cipiion of new matter. A process of waste following the decomposition of the molecules

of the protoplasm, in virtue of which they divide into more highly oxidated products

which cease to form an}' portion of the living body, is a constant phenomenon of life.

It is thought that one of these waste products is carbonic acid, and that the others con-

tain the remainder of the carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and other elements in the compo-
sition of the protoplasm. The new matter, received to make good this constant loss, is

either already-formed protoplasmic material, supplied by another living thing, or may
be elements of the protoplasm united in simpler combinations which have constantly to

be built into protoplasm by the agency of the living matter itself. In either case the

addition of molecules to those already existing is by interposition between the existing

molecules, and not at the surface of the living ma^s. If the processes of disintegration

and reconstruction which characterize life balance each other, the size of the living ma.ss

remains stationar}^; but if the reconstructive process is more rapid than the disintegra-

tive, the living body is enlarged or grows. However, the increase of size which consti-

tutes growth is the result of molecular intussusception, and dillers from growth by
accretion (as may be ob.served in crystals), which is effected solely by the addition exter-

nally of new matter; therefore, the term "grow" as applied to stones signilies a process

entirely different from "growth" of animals and plants. 3. Its temlency to undergo
cycliraL rhangen. In nature's ordinary course all living matter proceeds from pre-exist-

ing living matter, some j)ortion of the latter being detached and acquiring a separate and
independent existence. The latest forms have the family charactcn-istics of parentage

or descent, tlie same power and proc(!ss of reproducing the same life, or nearly so, end-

ing their life after the mamier of the i)arent, and being resolved into more highly

oxidatt'd compounds of their elements. A particular li\ing body constantly changes

not only its substance, l)ut also its form and size, the end of which is the decay and
death of that particular body, the contimiation of its kind being ])rovided for by the

detachment of })arts, which pass through tlu; same seri(!S of forms as tlu; parent. No
forms of non-living matter, not derivecl from a living .source, will exhibit these three

])r(jpf!rtif;s, nor will fhey appr(»ach to the singular phenomena exj)lained under the above
'xJd and 'M heads. IJving matter has somcfjther i)eculiaiities, the i)rinei))al of which are:

the dependencr- of all its activities up(»n mf)isture (and heat within a limited range) and
the fact that it usually has a certain structure or orgaid/.ation. As to mointure, there is

n large proportion of water in all living matter; drying to a certain ])oint arrests vital

activity, and the entire absence of water is ineonii)aliI)le with either actual or i)otcnlial

life. Htill, many of the simple forms may be dried so as to appear to be non-living mat-

ter while they are yet i)ot.enlially alive, and on receiving proper moisture may return

to active existence moutJis or even years after apparent death. Temperature in a proper
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degree is a necessaiy condition of life; but more or less heat may destroy life altogether
by breaking up the molecular structure on which that life depends. All vital activity,

and all the phenomena of nutritive growth, movement, and reproduction are possible
only between certain limits of temperature. As the temperature nears these limits the
manifestations of life weaken and vanish, though they may recover by a return to nor-
mal conditions; but any considerable transcending of the natural limits of temperature
must result in death. These limits of temperature are not clearly definable, since they
vary widely with varying matter, and with the conditions of moisture that accompany
temperature. Satisfactory experiments on these points are possible only among the
lowest and simplest forms of life; but it lias been shown that organisms in a dry state

can bear much greater heat than when moist. The spores of fungi in a dry condition
have borne 248" to 257° Fahr., but the same spores w^hen moist w^ere killed at 212°. Dry
yeast has borne the surprising temperature of 76' below zero without being killed; and
in a moist condition it has been frozen to 23° without killing; but a lower reduction
destroyed life. The resistance of living matter to cold depends greatly on the special
form of the matter; but it should be added that experiments have not been numerous
enough to establish definite limits. There are vegetable growths at great heights in tem-
perate climates, while in the arctic regions they cover wide spaces of\snow and ice, where
the cold is extreme and continues for months together; while the polar seas, north and
south, swarm with diatomacce and radiolaria. It is on the diaiomacoe that all surface life

in these regions ultimately depends, and their enormous quantity proves that their rate
of multiplication is adequate to meet the demands made upon them, and that it is not
seriously impeded by the low temperature of the w ater in which they habitually live,

a temperature seldom much above freezing. Turning to the maximum* of licat that life

can endure, we find an equally wide variation. Cohn gives the results of a series of
experiments conducted with the view of ascertaining the temperature at which bacUria
are destroyed when living in a fluid of definite chemical composition. He made a fluid

containing one tenth of a gramme of potassium phosphate, one tenth of a gramme of
crystallized magnesium sulphate, one tenth of a gramme of tribasic calcium phosphate,
and two tenths of a gramme of ammonium tartrate, dissolved in 20 cuinc centimetres
of distilled water. If to this fluid a small portion of water containing bacteria was added,
the multiplication of the bacteria went on rapidly, whether the vessel was open or closed.
Such vessels, hermetically sealed, were immersed in water in various temperatures. In
those subjected for an hour to 14Jr Fahr., the bacteria underwent no development, the
fluid remaining clear; but at even 122" the fluid became turbid in two or three days in

consequence of the multiplication of the bacteria. . It is generally believtd that the* sim
pier forms of vegetable life are killed at 140"; hwt ah/a' live in hot springs at even 208\
Late investigations lead to the conclusion that the immediate cause of tl)e arrest, in the
first place, of vitality, and, in the second place, of its destruction, is the coagulation of
certain sul)stances in the protoplasm, and that the latter contains various coagulable
matters wliich solidify at certain temperatures.

As to life and organiz<(tion, a recent writer remarks: It may be safely said of all

living things, large enough to enable us to trust the evidence of microscopes, that they
are optically heterogeneous, and that their difl'orent parts, especially the surface layers
as contrasted with exteriors, differ physically and chemically; while in most living
things, mere heterogeneity is exchanged for a definite structure, whereby the body is

distinguished into visible parts, which possess dilTerent powers or functions. Living
things which present this visible structure are said to be " organized:" and so widely
does organization obtain among living beings, that "organized" and " living" are not
unfrequeutlyused as if they were terms of coextensive applicabilit}'. This isn'ot exactly
accurate, if it thereby be implied that all living things have a visible organization, as
there are numerous forms of living matter of which it cannot properly be said that they
possess either a definite structure or permanently specialized organs:* though doubtless
the simplest particle of living matter must possess a highly complex molecular structure
far beyond the reach of vision. The broad distinctions which, as a matter of fact, exist
between every known form of living substance and every other comixment of the nu\te-
rial world, justify the separation of the biological scienc*es from all others. But it nuist
not be supposed that the dilTerences between living and non-living matter arc such as to
justify the assumption that the forces at work in the one are different from those which
are to be met with in the other. Considered apart from the phenomena of conscious-
ness, the phenomena oi iife are all dependent upon the working of the same physical
and chemical forces as those which are active in the rest of the world. It may be* con-
venient to use the terms "vitality" and "vital force" to denote the catises of certain great
groups of natural operations, as we employ "electricity" and "electrical force" to
denote others; but it ceases to be proper to do so if such a name implies the absurd
assumption that "electricity" and "vitality" are entities playing the part of eflicient

causes of electrical or vital phenomena. * A mass of living jn-otoplasm is simply a
molecular machine of great complexity, the total results of the Avorking of which, of its

vital phenomena, depend on the one hand upon its construction, and on the other upon
the energy supplied to it; and to speak of " vitality" as anything but the name of a
series of operations, is as if one should talk of the *" horolo*gy" of a clock.

—

[H(t,det/.)

Other writers, objecting to this use of terms, call attention to the fact that even if the
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term " vitality" "be thiislirnitpd in science to a scries of operations, the term " life" is

not thereby precluded frv)ni a lar!r.3r application.

Coining to tiie Classification of the PiiKxo^rEXA op Life, t^-c find that living

matter, or protoplasm, and the products of its metamorphoses, may be regarded under
fonr aspects: 1. It has a certain external and internal form, the latter being usually

called "structure." 2. It occupies a certain position in space and time. 3. It is the

subject of the operation of certain forces, by virtue of wliich it undergoes internal

cliamres, modifies external objects, and is modified by them. 4. lis form, place, and
powers are the etiects of certain causes corresponding to these four aspects. Biology is

separated into four chief subdivisions, wliich arc: I. Morphology; II. Distribution; III.

Physiology; IV. ^Etiology.

I. MoiipiioloctY. As far as living beings have form and structure they come within
the province of anaiomy and hif>tolo(jy, the latter being the name for miciosco]}ic analysis

of living forms. When the form and structure of a living being are not the same during
its whole existence, but undergo changes, such beings have decdopmenf, and the history

of development is an account of the anatomy of a living being at successive epochs of
its existence, and of the manner in which one anatomical stage passes into another.

Finally, the systematic statement and generalization of the facts of inorpholog}', in such
a manner as to arrange living beings into groups according to their degrees of likeness,

is taxonomy. The study of anatomy and development has brought cut certain generali-

zations of wide applicability and importance.
1. Most plants and animals are aggregates of cells. Ordinary dissection by unassisted

vision sutfices to separate the body of any of the higher animals or plants into fabrics of
dilferent sorts, which in the same organism always present the same general arrange-

ment, but in (iilferent organisms are combined in differing manner. The discrimination

of these comparatively few fabrics, or tissues, of which organisms are composed, was
the first step tov.-ard tliat ultimate analysis of visible structure which has become possi-

ble only by recent perfection of microscopes and in.iproved melliods of preparation.

Histology, which etnbodies the results of such analysis, shows that every tissue of a
plant is composed of more or less modified structural elements, each of which is called

a cell; and this cell in its simplest condition is only a mass of plotoplasm, surrounded by
a coat or sac called the cell-wail, which contains cellulose. In various tissues the cells

may undergo innumerable changes of form, the protoplasm nuiy change into a nucleus
with its nucleolus, a primordial utricle, and a cavity filled with watery fluid, and the
cell-wall may be altered in composition or structure, or ma}^ coalesce Vxilh other cell-

walls. But however extensive these changes may be, the fact remains clear that the tissues

are made up of m.orphologically distinct units, which are the cells. Every plant, so far

as traceable, may be said to commence existence as a simple cell, identical in its funda-
mental characteristics with the least modified of those celis of which the Avhole body
is composed. Cell- walls, however, are not always necessary. There are plants which
spend a portion of their existence in the condition of a spheroid of protoplasm, with
nothing like a wnll, while at other times the protoplasmic body becomes inclosed within

a cell- wall fabricated by its superficial layer. Therefore, just as the nucleus, the primor-

dial utricle, and the central fluid are no essential constituents of the morphological
unit of the plant, but represent results of its metamorphoses, so the cell-wall is equally

unessential; and either the term "cell" must acquire a merely technical significance as

the equivalent of " morphological unit," or some new term must be invented to describe

the latter. Probably it would be least inconvenient to modify the signification of the

term "cell."

Analysis of animal tissue has led to similar difl[icultics in terminology. In the

higner animals, however, the modifications which the cells undergo are so extensive that

the fact that the tissues are, as in plants, resolvable into an aggregation of mori)hological

units, could never have been established without the aid of the stud}" of development,
which proves that tlie animal, no less tlnvn the plant, commences its traceable existence as

asimplf! cell, fundamentally identical with the less modiiied cells which are found in'the

tissues of the adult. Tnougli the nucleus is almost constant atnong animal cells, it is

not universally present; and among the lowest forms of animal life the protoplasmic
mass which r(ipn;sents the moi-i)h()i()gical unit may be, as in the lowest ])lants, dtivoid of

a nucleus. In the animal the cell-wnll never has the chiU'ac'.er of a shut sac contamin^
cellulose: and it is not, a little difheult, in many cases, to say how much of {\\v. so-calhul

cell-wall of th(! animal cell answers to the primordial utricle, :md how nnieli to the

pro[)er "cellulose cell-wall" of the vegetable cell. J^ut it is certain tint in (he animal,

as in the plant, neither cell-wall nor nueJeusarccsssential constituents of llu; cell, inasmuch
as boflies whicli are unqnestional)ly the equivalents of cells—true p^orphological units

—

are mere mass(!s of prf)t,oplasm. d(;void alike of cell-wall and nucleus.

It results, then, for the whoh? living world, that the morphological unit—the pri-

mary and fundamental form of lil'e— is only an individual mass of i)rotoplasm. in which
no further r,lructure is dis(;overal)le; that independent living forms may i)resent but
little advance on this structure; and that all tlu; high'.M" forms of life are aggregates of
Bich morphologie-d units or (.'ells, variously moditied. Ail that is at i)r('s('nt known
tends to the conclusion that, in the complex aggregates of such units of which all the
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higher animals and planto consist, no cell has risen otherwise than by becoming separated

from tlie protoplasm ol" a pre-existiim: Cfll.

2. In the course of its (k'vclopniciit. every coll proccfds from a condition in wliich it

closely resembles every oilier cell, ilir<)Uj:ii s ages of gr.-idiially Increasing divergence, until

it reaches the condition in wliich il prcsciiis the cliaiacleii>tic features of the elements

of a special tissue. The devijopnienl of tiie cell is. therelore, a gradual progress from
the gL'ueral to the special coudit.on. The same holds good of the development of the

body as a whoL*. However c»Mnplicated one of the higher animals or ])lauts may be, it

begins its sepaiatc existence under the form of a nucleated cell, which by division

becomes converted into an aggregate of similar cells; the pans of this aggiegate, follow-

ing different laws of growth audnmltiplication, give rise to the rudimei.tsof the organs;

and the parts cf these rudimeuti again take on tiiose modes of growth and multiplication

rnd mctamorpliosis which are needful to convert the rudiment into the perfect hU ucture.

The develop:nent of the organism as a whole repeats the development of the cell. It ia

progress from a general to a special iorm, lesulting fiom the giadual differentiation of
the originally similar morphological i.nits(.f which the l.ody is composed. Wl.cn the
steps, of the development of two animals are compared, the numher of the steps that are

similar to one another will be found proportioned to the clo.senci-s of the resemlilance of

the adult forms; so it follows that the m(M-e closely any two rnimals are allied at full

growth of structure, the later are their embryonic conditions distii:gu;shable; a law that

is alike in both plants and animals.

3. Development, lhe:i, is a process of differentiation by which the primitively similar

parts of the living body become more and more unlike one another, 'ihis process of

differentiation may be effected in several ways. The protoplasm of the geim may not

undergo division and conversion into a cell aggregate; but in vaiious paits of its outer
and inner substance may be metamorphosed directly into tho.se physically and chemi-
cally different materials which constitute the hody of the adult. This occurs in such
aniiiial life as that of infusoria, and in such plants as the unicellular algcp. But the

germ wa?/ undergo division and be converted into an argregate of cells, which cells give
rise to the tissues by undergoing a metamorphosis of the same kind as that to which the
whole body is subjected in the ( ase just, mentioned. The bodj-, Icin.cd in cither of
these ways, may, as a whole, undergo metaniorphoses by differential ion of its jmrts, and
the differentiation may take place w itliout reference to any axis of symmetry, or it n:ay
have reference to such an axis. In the latter case, the parts of the body ^^hich hecome
distinguishable may correspond en the two sides of the axis, making hilateral symmetry, or
may correspond along several lines paralied with the axis, making radial symmetry. The
bilateral or radial symmetry of the l)0(.y may be further complicated by its .<-egmentation,

or separation by divisions, transverse to tlu? axis, into parts, each of which corresponds
w ith its predecessor or succes.sor in tlie series. In the segme.*:ted hody the segments may
or may not give rise to symmetrically cr unsymmetrically disposed proce.'^ses, w liich are

appemlrtf/es, in the general sense of the v old. And the highest degree of comi)lication of

structure in both animals and plants is attained by the body when it becomes divided into

ficgments provided with appendages; when the segments not oidy hecome very different

from one anoiher, but some coalest e and lose their primitive distinctness; and when the

appendages and the segments into which they are subdivided similarly becen'.e differ-

entiated and coalesce. I3y such processes the Bowers of some plants and the beads and*
limbs of some animals attain their extraordinary diversity and coniplicaiion of structure.

A flower-hud is a segmented body or axis, with a certain number of whorls oT append-
ages; and tlu? perfect flower is the result of the gradual differentiation and confluence
of these primitively similar segments and their appendages. The head of an insect is, in.

like manner, made of segments, each with its pair of appendages, which, by different-

iation and confluence, are converted into feelers and variously modifleil oral appendages
of the adult.

In all animals which consist of cell aggregates, the cells of which the embryo is at

first com [)osed arrange themselves by the splitting, or by a process of iuv.igiuation, of
the blastoderm into two layers, the epiblast, and the hypobUnst^ between which a third
intermediate layer—the vuxoblaH—appears, and each layer gives rise to a definite group
of organs in the adult. In the vei'tebrnUt the epiblast gives rioc to the cerebro-spinal axis,

and the epidermis and its derivatives; the hypoblast to the epithelium of the alimentary
canal and its derivatives; and the mesoblast'to all the intermediate .structures. The ten-
dency of late research is to prove that the several layers of the germ evolve analogous
organs in invertebrate animals, and to indicate the possibility of tracing the several germ-
layers back to the blastomeres of the yelk, from the subdiVision of which they all pro-
ceed.

It may be conceived that all forms of life should have presented nearly the same dif-

ferentiation of structure, and should have dilfered from one another by superficial char-
acteristics, each form p;issinff oy msensune gradation into those mo.st'like it. In such
case, taxonomy (tiie classiueation of morphological facts) must have been confined to
forming an arrangement representing the serial gradation of tliese forms in nature. Or
it may be conceived that living beings should have differed as widelv in structure as
they really do, but that the interval between any two extreme forms should have been

Am. Ad. I.—18
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filled up by <m imbroken series of gradations; iu which case classificatioa could effect
tl.e formatiou of series only, the strict definition of groups being as impossible as iu the
former case. But, iu fact,* living beings differ widely, uot only in structure but in the
modes in which the dilTereuces are brought about; and the intervals betwecu extreme
forms are uot filled up in the existing world by complete series of gradations. Hence
living beings are, to a great extent, susceptible of classification into groups, the members
of each group resembling one another, and differing from all the rc^^t by defiuite pecul-
iarities. No two living beings are exactly alike, but'amoug endless diversities some con-
stantly resemble one another so closely that it is impossible to draw a line of demarkation
between them, while they differ only iu such characteristics as are associated with sex.

These constitute a morphological species; while differeut morphologiral species are
defined by constant characteristics that are not merely sexual. Generic groups thus con-
stituted may be arranged into families, orders, classes, etc.

II. Distribution.—Living beings are different in differeut zones of the earth and in
different heiglits above the sea, or in different climates; and the same is true of living
things in the sea. And places that differ in longitude though not differing in climate,
may have different animals and plants, Certain areas are inhabited by animal or vege-

> table groups that are not found elsewhere. Such areas are denominated j)ravmces of dU-
tribction. Such areas have no common agreements, either in extent, boundaries, or phys-
ical features. Indeed, there are no phenomena in nature more capricious and arbitrary
than the distribution of living things. The revelations of geology give us an idea of the
distribution of long extinct species of animal and vegetable life, and we find that entirely
different life is now found where these creatures once existed ; and the further we go
back the wider the differences. In any locality the succession of living forms may appear
to be interrupted by numerous breaks; but the tendency of pala?ontological investigation
IS to show that these breaks are only apparent. It is evident, both with regard to ani-

mals and plants, that the changes in the living population of the earth which have taken
place during its history, have been effected not by the sudden displacement of one set

of living beings by another but by a process of gradual introduction of new species and
the extinction of older forms. In all parts of the globe iu which fossiliferous rocks have
been examined, the successive terms of the series of living forms have succeeded each
other in a uniform way.

III. Physiology.—The activities of living matter are called its functions; and those
functions, though widely varied, may be arranged in three categories. They are: 1.

Functions that affect the material composition of the body and determine its mass, which
is the balance of the processes of waste on one hand, and those of assimilation on the
•other. 2. Functions which subserve the process of reproduction, which is essentially

the detachment of a part endowed with the power of developing into an independent
whole. 3. Functions in virtue of which one part of the body is able to exert a direct
influence on another, and the body, by its parts, or as a whole, becomes a source of
molecular motion. These categories ai-e, 1, sustentaUve; 2, (jenemtixe; 3, correlative

functions. Of the three classes of functions the first two are invariably present in living
beings. Some of the lower funfji do not possess the power of clianging the form, or the
correlative functions. In most of the lower plants, however, and in all known animals,

. the body either constantly or temi)orarily changes its form, either wuth or without the
1 application of a special stimulus, and thereby changes the relations of its parts to one
: another, dnd of the wholo to other bodies. The higher animals produce such changes
fbj means of a special tissue called nerve; motion on a large scale is effected by another
rtissue, muacle; and the organism is brought into relation with surrounding things by
another special tissue—that of the semory organs, by means of "svhich the forces exerted
by surrounding bodies are transmuted into affections of nerve. In the lowest forms of
life the functions that have been enumerated are seen in their simplest forms, and they
are exerted indifferently, or nearl}^ so, by all parts of the protoplasmic body; and the

same is true of the functions of the; body of even the highest organisms, so long as they
are in the condition of the uuch^ated cell which constitutes the starting point of their

development. But the first process in lh*'t development is the division of the germ into

a number of morphological units or blastomeres, which eventually give rise to cells; and
as each of these possesses the same physiological functions as the g(!rm itself, it follows
that each morphologi(;al unit is also a i)hy.siological unit, and tlu,' nuilticellular mass is

strictly a compotincl organism made up of a multitude! of ])hysioIogically independent
xjells. Tiie physiological activities manifested by the comi)lex whole represent tlie sum.
•or rather the residtant, of the sei)arale and independent physiological activities resident

In each of the simpler constituents of the; whole.
The morphological changes which the c<;lls undergo in the course of further develop-

ment of the oiganism do not affect theii' individuality; and, notwithstanding the modi-
ficatif)!! and confluence of its constituent cells, the adult organism, however complex, is

: still an aggregate of morph(;logical units. Not less is it an aggregate of ])hysiological

un-its, each of which retains its fundanKmtal independeiu^e, though that independence
becomes restricted in various ways. Each c(!ll, or that element of a tissue which ])ro-

cceds from the; modification of a cell, must retain its siistenlative functions .so long as it

gi'ows or maintains a condition of ('(juilihriiim; but tlu; most com))letely metamor-
phosed cells show no trace (d' the generative function, and many exhibit no correla-
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live functions. On the other hand, those cells of the adult organism which are the

unmetamorphosed derivatives of the germ, exhibit all the primary functions, not only
nourishing themselves and growing, but multiplying, and frequently showing more or

less marked movements.
Organs are parts of the body which perform particular functions. Perhaps it is

not strictly right to speak of organs of sustentation or generation, each of these func-

tions being necessarily performed by the morphological unit which is nourished or
reproduced. What are called the organs of these functions are the apparatuses by
which certain operations subsidiary to sustentation and generation are caiTied on. Thus
in the case of sustentative function, all those organs may be said to contribute to this

function which are concerned in bringing nutriment within reach of the ultimate cells,

or in removing waste matter from them; while in the case of the generative function, all

thobo v.-rgans contribute to the functions which produce the cells from which germs are

given (>if, or help the evacuation, or fertilization, or development of those germs. On
the other hand, the correlative functions, so long as they are exerted by a simple undif-

ferentiated morphological unit or cell, are of the simplest character, consisting of those
modifications of position which can be effected by mere changes in the form or arrange-

ment of the parts of the protoplasm, or of those prolongations of the protoplasm which
are called pseudopodia or cilia. But, in the higher animals and plants, the movements
of the organism and of its parts are brought about by the changes of the form of certain

tissues, tiie property of which is to shorten in one direction when exposed to certain

stimuli. Such tissues are termed contractile, and, in their most fully developed condi-

tion, muscular. The stimulus by which this contraction is naturally brought about is a
molecular change, either in the substance of the contractile tissue itself, or in some
other part of the body; in which latter case the motion which is set up in that part of

the body must be propagated to the contractile tissue through the intermediate substance
of the body. In plants there seems to be no question that parts which retain a hardly
modified cellular structure may serve as channels for the transmission of this molecular
motion; whether the same is true of animals is not certain. But in all the more com-
plex animals, a peculiar fibrous tissue (nerve) serves as the agent by which contractile

tissue is affected by changes occurring elsewhere, and by which contractions thus
initiated are co-ordinated and brought into harmonious combination. While the sustenta-

tive functions in tlie higher forms of life are still, as in the lower, fundamentally
dependent upon the powers inherent in all the physiological units which make up the

body, the correlative functions are, in the former, deputed to two sets of specially

modified units, which constitute the muscular and nervous tissues.

When we compare the different forms of life together as phvsiological macHincs, we
find that they differ as do machines of human construction. In the lower forms, the
mechanism, though perfectly adapted to the work to be done, is rough, simple, and
weak; M'hile in the higher forms, it is finished, complicated, and powerful. Considered
as machines, the difference between a polyp and a horse suggests that between the

distaff and the spinning-jenny. In the progress from the lower to the higher organisms
there is a gradual differentiation of organs and of functions. Each function is separated
into many parts, which are severally intrusted to distinct organs—a sort of equitable
division of physiological labor. And precisel}' the same process is observable in the

development of any of the higher organisms; so that, physiologically as well as morpho-
logically, development is a progress from the general to the special.

Conditions of Exintence.—Thus far the physiological activities of living matter have
been considered in themselves, and without reference to anything that may affect them
in the world outside the living body. But living matter acts on. and is powerfully
affected by, the bodies which surround it; and the study of the infiuence of the condi-
tions of existence thus determined constitutes a most important part of physiology.
The sustentative functions, for example, can be exerted only under certain condition
of temperature, pressure, and light, in certain media, and with supplies of particulai

kinds of nutritive matter; the sufficiency of which supplies is again greatly influenced
by the competition of other organisms, which, striving to satisfy the same need, give
rise to the ^wss/r^ "struggle for existence." The exercise of the correlative functions
is influenced by similar conditions, and by direct conflict with other organisms, which
constitute the active "struggle for existence," and. finally, the generative functions are
subject to extensive modifications, dependent partly upon what are conunonly called
external conditions, and partly upon wholly unknown agencies. In the lowest forms of
life, the only mode of generation at present known is the division of the body into two
or more parts, each of which then grows to the size and assumes the form of the parent,
and repeats the same process of multiplication. - This method of multiplication by
jission is properly called generation, because the parts which are separated are severally
competent to give rise to individual organisms of the same nature as that from which
they arose. In many of the lowest organisms the process is modified so far that, instead
of the parent dividing into two equal parts, only a small portion of its substance is

ietached, as a bud, whi<;h develops into the likeness of the tree from which it was
/aken. This is generation by gemmation. Generation by fission and by gemmation are

not confined to the simplest forms of life. Ifowever. Both modes of multiplication arc
common not only among plants, but among animals of considerable complexity. The
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muUiplication of flowering plants by bulbs, that of animals by fission, and that of polyp»
by buvliinig, arc Nveil-known examples ot tliebc iiiuUjs o( lup.oduciioii, i.i all ihc cases
the bud or segment consists ot a malliliide of more or less ineta.iiorpnosed cells, liut,

in other instances, a single cell detached Irom a mass of sucn undiUercutialed cells cou-
tAined in the parental organism is the foundation <jf ihe new organism, ai.d it is hard to

say whetlu-r such a detacned cell may be morehtly called a buu or a segment—wnelher
tlij process is more akin to hssion or to gemmation. In all tiiese cases tue (.levelopment
of the new being from the detaclied germ lakes place without Ihe iutluenee (jf olner liv-

ing matter. Cijuimon as the process is in plants and in tiie lower animals, it becomes
rare among the higher animals. In these the reproduction of liie whoie organism Irom
a part, in tne way indicated above, ceases. At mo^t we hnd that the cells at the end of
an amputated portion of the orgauiMu are capable of reproducing the lobt part; and, in

the very highest animals, even tnis power vanishes in the adult; and, in most parts of
the body, t.iough the uudiiferentiale<l cells are cipable ol niuliiplication. tneir progeny
grow, not into whole organisms like that of which the}' form apart, but into elements of
tne tissues.

throughout almost the whole series of living beings, however, we find concurrently
with tne process of nrjainagene^lit, or a sexual generation, another method of generation, iu

which the development of the germ into an organism resembling ihe parent depends on
an influence excite. 1 by living matter differing troiii the germ. ']^i\\ii is fjaiao(jau:siii, or
sexual generation. Looking at the facts broadly, and without reference t(.) exceptions
in detail, it may be said that there is an inverse relation between agamogenetic and
gamogenetic reproduction. In the lowest organisms the lat;er has notyet l)een observed,
while in the highest the former is absent. In many of the lower lorms of life, agamo-
genesis is the common and predominaut mode of reproduction, wiiile ganu^geuesis is

exceptional; on tlie contrary, in many of the higher, while gamogenesis is the rule,

agamogenesis is an occ.isional excejition. In the simplest coml.tion, that termed w/t-

jagaiiua, sexual general.on consists in the coalescence of two similar masses of proto-

plasmic matter, derived from dillerent parts of the same organisms of tiie same species,

ami tiie single mass which results from the fusion develops into a new organisiii. in the

majority oi cases, however, there is a marked morphologi(;al diileience between the two
factors in the process, ami then one is called the male, and the other the female element.
Tne female element is relatively large, and undergoes but little change of form. In all

the higher plants and animals, it is a nucleated cell, to Vv'hich a greater or less amount
of nutritive material, constituting the food-yelk, may be added, 'i'he male element, on
the other hand, is relatively small. It may be conveyed to the female elemeni by an
outer growth of the wail of it> cell, which is short in many aUjoi andfuNgi, b"t becomes
an immensely elongated tubular lilament in the case of the pollen cell ot tlov;ering

plants. But more c.Mnmonly the protoplasm of the male cell becomes convert .-d into

rods or filaments, whicu usually are in aciive vibratory movement, and sometimes arc

propelled by numerous cilia. Occasionally they are devoid of mobility, as in many
artkrtrpodti and nciuaU)ide<i. The manner in which the contents of the pollen tube affect

the embryo cell in flowering plants is unknown, as no perforations ihnjugh which the

contents of liie pollen tul)e may pass so as actually to mix with the suostance of the

embryo cell have been discerned; and there is the .same difficulty with respect to the

conjugative processe-; of some of the crypio(/<iinui. But in the great majority of plants,

and in all animals, there can be no doubi that the substance of the male element actually

mixes wilh that of the female, so that in all liiese cases the sexual process remains one
of conjugation; and impregnation is the physical admixture of inotoplasmic matter
derived from two sources, which may be diilcrent parts either of the same organism, or

of diHerent organisms.
The effect of impregnation appears in all cases to be that the impregnated prolophism

tends to divide into i)ortions {'jjntomeres), whicii may remain united ;is a single cell-

aggregaie, or some or all of them may become separate organisms. A longer or shorier

period of rest, in many cases, intervenes between the a<-t of impregnation and the com-
meneemenl (jf the process of division. As ageneiMl rule, the female cell which directly

receives Ihe influence of the male, is that which undergo<'s division and cvtaitual devel-

Ojtment into independent germs; but there are some j)lants. such as the jUniila', in

which this is not the case. In these tiie protoplasmic body of the trichogyne, which
unites wilh the iiiolecul:ir sperinatozoids, does not undergo division iiself, but transmits

Bome inlbhaice to adjacent cells, in virtue of which ihey become subdivided into inde-

pendent germs or spore-. There is still much obscurity respecting the repro<luclive pro-

cesses of the iujant)i-i(i; but, in the cortkdlidiv, it would appear that conjugation merciy
«!etermines a condition of tiie whole organism, which gives rise to tne division of the

< idoblast. or socalled nucleus, by which gcrniH are thrown oil; and if this be the case

t.ie pr<jcess would have some analogy to what takc.'s place in the/'v/'iVA/=. On the other

Jiand, t.ie process (;f conjugation by which two distiiK:t diixtrjHti comI)ine into thatc.\ti"a-

ordinary (hnible organism, the diplozoon p(inuh.cu//i, does not directly give rise to germs
])Ut determines the development of the sexual organs in each of the conjugated individ-

uals; and the same procn-^s takes place in a large number of the uifunftri/i, if what aie sup
pobcd tu be male bcxual elemcuts in theiu are really such. The process ol impregua-
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tion in the floridmh remarkably interesting^ from its bearing upon the changes which
Iccundaliou is known to produce upon i)ait.s ot tlio pareutui or^uiiL'iui oilier than the
ovian. even in Ihu highe>t animals and plants.

The nature of the mtiuence exerted oy the male upon the female element is unknown.
No nu)ri)aoiogical distinction can be drawn between those cells vvhicii are c.ipahle of
reproducing liic whole organism without impregnation, and those which need it, as is

obvious from what happeu.s in insects, where eggs wiiich ordinarily require impregnation
—exceptionally, as in many moths, or regulany, as in llie case of drones among bees

—

develop witiiout impregnation. In fact, geueralioii may be regarded as a particular case of
cell multiplication, and impregnation simply as one of tiie many conditions which may
determine or ailect that procos. In the lowest organisms, the simple p:oto[)lasmic mass
divides, ami each part retains all tlie physiological jx-operties of tne whole, and conse-
C[uenlly constitutes a germ whence liie whole body can be reproduced. In more
advanced organisms each of tlie muliitude of cells into wiiich the em!)ryj) cell is con-
verted at tirst, probably retains all, or nearly all, the physiological capabilities of the
whole, and is capable of sewing as u reproductive germ; but as division goes on, and
many of the cells wiiich result from division acquire special morphological and phy-
siological properties, it seems not improbable that they, in proportion, lose their more
general characteristics. In proportion, for example, as the tendency of a given cell

to become a muscle cell or a cartilage cell is more marked and delinite, it is readily
conceivable that its primitive capacity to reproduce the v.hole organism should be
reduced; though it might not be a. together abolished. If this view is well based, the
power of reproducing tne whole organism would be limited to those cells which had
xicquired no special tendencies, and consequently had n tained all the powers of the
primitive cell in wiiich the organism commenced its existence. The more extensively
dilTused such cells were, the more generally might multiplicalion by budding or tisi>ioQ

take place; the more localized, ihe more limited would be the parts of the organism in
which such a process would take place, and even where such cells occurred, their devel-
opment or non-development might be connected with the conditions of nutrition. It
depends on the nutriment supplied to the female larva of a bee wliethcr it shall become
a neuter or a sexually perfect female; the sexual perfection of a large piopoition of the
internal parasites is similarly dependent on their food, anil perliaps"()n other conditions,
such a Uhe temperature of the medium in which they live. Thus the gradual disap-
pearance of agamogenesis in the higher animals would be related with that increasing
specialization of function which is their essential characteristic; and when it quite ceases
to occur, it may be supposed that no'cells are left which retain unmodified the powers
of the primitive embryo cell. The organism is then like a society in which every one
is so engrossed by his special business that he has neither time nor inclination to many.
Even the female elements in the highest organisms, little as they differ to all appcaiauce
from undiiriientiated cells, and tiiough tiiey are directly derived from epithelial cill3
which have undergone very little modification from the condition of blastomeres. are
incapable of full development unless they are subjected to the intiuence of the mu!o
clement, which may be compared to a kiud of nutriment. Eut it is a living mUiiment,
in some respects comparable to tiiat which would be supplied loan animalkept alive by
transfusion, and its molecules may tiansfer loathe impreguatcd embryo cell any s^peclal

characters of the organism to wiiich it belongs.
The tendency of the germ torepioduce the characteristics of its immediate parents,

combined in the case of sexual generation with the tendency to reiiroduce the character-
istic of the male, is the source of the singular phenomena of liereditm-yti-tnh'oiii'as-.oN. No
structural modification is so slight, no functional i)eculiarity is so insignitlcant. in eiliier

parent, that it may not make its appear.mce in the oHsp.ing. Eut ti'ie transmiasioii of
parental peculiarities depends greatly upon the manner in which they have been
acquired. i:>uch as have ari.sen na;urally, and have been hereditary thiough many
generations, tend to appear in the progeny with great force; while artificial mod fiea-

tions. .such, for example, as result from mutilation, are rarely, if ever, transmitted,
(.'ircr.mcision through innumerable ancestral generations does not app(>arto have reduced
that rite to a mere formality, as it should have done if the abbreviated prepuce liad
become hereditary in the Jewisii people; while modern lambs are born witn long tails,

notwithstanding the long-continued practice of cutting those of every generatioir short.
And it remains to be seen whether tiie supposed herecritary transmission of the habit of
retrievi.ig among dogs is really what at first it semis to be. On the other side, Lnavn-
Sequaivi's case of the transmission of artificially induced epilepsy in guinea-pigs is

undoubtedly very weighty. In many plants and animals Avhich multiply both asexually
and sexually, there is no definite relation between the agamogenetic amfthe gamogenctic
phenomena. The organism may multiply asexually before, or after, or coucurient
with tiie act of sexual genenition. But in a great many of the lov.er organisms, whether
animal or vegetable, the organ;s:n wiiich res^ilts frotirtlie impregnated geim pio.iuce.-»
ollspring only agamogeneticaUy. This is n'tfviintion of gf-neiatlany. wh.ch is, strictly,
aiijilte: nation of asexual a itii sexual gi-neration, in which the products of the one i)ioct's3
dilTer from those of the other. The hydrozoa oU'er a complete series of grachitions
ibelween a free self-nourisaiug organism, through those in which it is free butuuable to
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feed itself, to those in which the sexual elements are developed in bodies which resemble

free zooids, but are never detached, and are mere generative organs of the body on
which they are developed. >

In the last case, the indimlual is the total product of the development of the impreg-

nated embryo, all the parts of which remain in material continuity ^Yith one another.

The multiplication of mouths and stomachs in a cordylophora no more makes it an
aororrcgation of different individuals than the multiplication of segments and legs in a
centipede converts that artltopod into a compound animal. The cordylophora is a differ-

entiation of a whole into many parts, and the use of any terminology which implies that

it results from the coalescence of many parts into a whole is to be deprecated. In c<>r-

dylophora, the generative organs are incapable of maintaining a separate existence; but

in nearly all allied hydrozoa the unquestionable homologues of these organs become free

zodids, in many cases capable of feeding and growing, and developing sexual elements
only after they have undergone considerable changes of form. Morphologically, the

swarm of medusce thus set free from a hydrozoon are as much organs of the latter as the

multitudinous pinnules of a comatula, with their genital glands, are organs of theechino-

derm. Morphologically, therefore, the equivalent of the individual camatula is the

hydrozoic stock plus all the medusaj which proceeds from it. No doubt it sounds para-

doxical to speak of a million of aphides, as parts of one morphological individual ; but

beyond the momentary shock of the paradox, no harm is done.

IV. Etiology has for its object the ascertaining of the causes of the ipcts developed
imder the preceding heads of morphology, distribution, and physiology, by showing
that they constitute particular cases of general physical laws. It is well to say that

iEtiology is yet in its infancy, and that no extended dissertation touching the origin of

the species is here undertaken. We can only indicate the general nature of the problems

to be involved, and the course of inquiry that may lead to their solution. The first

question is : Have we any knowledge, and, if so, what knowledge, of the origin of living

matter? Down almost to our times, the universal assumption was that living beings

w^ere produced by generation from previous living beings of the same kind; but about

200 years ago investigators began to suspect that this rule was not universally applicable,

but that small and obscure organisms were produced by the fermentation of dead putre-

fying, certainly non-living matter, by a process which they called spontanea or generatio

(pjjmcoca, now known as abiogenes.:s. After the investigations of Redi, Spallauzi, and
others, people began to doubt the applicability of the axiom "all life comes from the

living" to tlie more complex organisms which constitute the present fauna and flora.

The most ardent supporters of abiogenesis at the present time do not pretend that organ-

isms of higher rank than the lowiist fungi and protozoa are produced otherwise than by
generation from pre-existing organisms. It is, however, alleged that bacteria, torulce,

and ceriBAn fungi, and monads are developed under conditions which render it impossi-

ble that these organisms should have proceeded directly from living matter. The experi-

mental evidence adduced in favor of this proposition is always of one kind, and the

reasoning on which tlie conclusion that abiogenesis occurs is based may be thus stated:

1. All living matter is killed when heated to certain degrees. 2. The contents of a cer-

tain closed vessel have been heated to such degrees. 3. Therefore, all living matter

which may have been therein has been killed. But, living bacteria have appeared in

such contents subsequently to their being heated; therefore, they have been formed
abiogenetically—that is, a living being has come from non-living matter. This is per-

fect logic; but then iti validity depends upon the absolute accuracy of the first and
second propositions. Suppose we have a fiuid full of active bacteria; what evidence

have we that they are killed by the heat? Only one kind of evidence can be conclusive,

and that is that the liuid has been carefully protected from outward contact, and that

bacteria have never appeared since the heating. The other testimony, for example that

which may be furnished by the cessation of motion in the bacteria, and such (changes as

microscopes allow us to observe, is merely presumptive evidence of death, but no more
conclusive of death than are insensibility and paleness in a man who has swooned. But
though some living beings are killed with moderate heat, and some bear a very high

degree witljout dying, there is no ground for the assumption that (dl living matter is-

killed at some given temperature. There is, further, good reason for believing that the

influence of temi)erature on life is greatly modified; first, by the nature of the medium
in which the organisms to be tested an; jjlaced, and, secondly, by the length of time dur-

ing which they are sul^jected to trial. The latest experiments leave the (piestion as fai-

as ever from settlement; hence it is reasoned that no experimental evidence that a liquor

may be heated to certain degrees and yet subsecpiently give rise to living organisms,

is of tlie least value as proof that aliiogenesis has taken place; and this for two reasons-

1. There is no proof that organisms of the kind in (piestion are dead, except their inca-

})acity to grow and reproduce their kind. 2. Since we know thatconditions may largely

moflify the i)ower of resistance of such organisms to heat, it is far more proljiiblc that such

conditions existed in the experiment in (pi(;stion than that the organisms were generated

inevv out of dead matter. Prof. Huxley (;onsid('rs not only that the kind of evidence
adduced in favor of abiogenesis is logically insuMicicnt to furnish i)roof of its occiu'rence,

jut also that it may be stated as a well based induction that the mon^ caniful the inves-

tigator, and the more complete his mastery over the endless iiraetieid dilliculties which
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surround experimentations on this subject, the more certain are his experiments to give •

a negative result, while the positive results are no less sure to crown the efforts of the
clumsy and the careless.

A belief in abiogenesis, it is argued, is a necessary corollary from the doctrine of
ewlution. This, says Huxley, may be tiiie of the occurrence of abiogenesis at some
time; but if the present day, or any recorded epoch of geological time, be a question, the

exact contrary holds good. If all living beings have been evolved from pre-existing

forms of life, it is enough that a single particle of living protoplasm should once have
appeared on the globe, as the result of whatever agency. In the eyes of a consistent

evolutionist any further independent formation of protoplasm would be sheer waste. The
production of living matter since the time of its tirst appearance, only by way of bio-

genesis, implies that the specific forms of the lower kinds of life have undergone but
little change in the course of geological time, and this is said to be inconsistent with the
doctrine of evolution. But, in the first place, the fact is not inconsistent with the doc-
trine of evolution properly understood, that doctrine being perfectly consistent with
either the progression, the retrogression, or the stationary condition of any particular-

species for indefinite periods of time; and, secondly, if it were, it would be so much the-

worse for the doctrine of evolution, inasmuch as it is unquestionably true that certain,

even highly organized forms of life have persisted without any sensible change for very
long periods. The fact is, says Huxley, that at the present moment there is not a shadow of
trustworthy direct evidence that abiogenesis does take place within the period during which
the existence of life on the globe is recorded. But it need hardly be pointed out that this

fact does not in the slightest degree interfere with any conclusion that may be arrived at
deductively from other considerations that, at some time or other, abiogenesis must have
taken place. If the hypothesis of evolution be true, living matter must have arisen

from, or, at least, in place of non-living matter; for by the hypothesis, the condition of
the globe was at one time such that living matter could not have existed in it, life being-

entirely incompatible with the gaseous state. But living matter once originated, there
is no necessity for other origination, since the hypothesis postulates the unlimited, though,
perhaps not illimitable, modifiability of s\ich matter.

• Of the causes which have led to the origination of living matter, or the origin of the

species, it may be said (continues Iluxley) that we know absolutely nothing. But, pos-
tulating the existence of living matter endowed with that power of hereditary trans-

mission and that tendency to vary which is found in all such matter, ^Ir. Darwin has
declared that the interaction between living matter and surrounding conditions, whicht
results in the survival of the fittest, is suflicient to account for the gradual evolution of
plants and animals from their simplest to their most complicated forms, and for the-

known phenomena of morphology, phj'siology, and distribution. While much weight
is to be conceded to the evidences for the conceivaI)le sufficiency of the above interaction

for the alleged results, its actual efiiciency in the history of the case must be regarded as
at present only a hypothesis.

If all living beings have come into existence by the gradual modification, through a.

long series of generations, of a primordial living matter, the phenomena of embryonic
development ought to be explicable as particular cases of the general law of hereditary
transmission. On this view, a tadpole is first a fish and then a tailed amphibian, pro-
vided with both gills and lungs, before it becomes a frog, because the frog was the last

term in a series of modifications whereby some ancient iish became an urodele amphib-
ian, and the urodele amphibian became an anurous amphibian. In fact, the develop-
ment of the embryo is a recapitulation of the ancestral history of the species. If this be
so, it follows that the development of any organism should furnish the key to its ances-
tral history; and the attempt to decipher the full pedigree of organisms from so much of
the family history as is recorded in their development has given rise to a special branch*
of biological speculation termed pliylogeny. In practice, however, the reconstruction
of the pedigree of a group from the developmental history of its existing members is

fraught with difficulties. It is highly probable that the series of developmental stages of
the individual organism never presents more than an abbreviated and condensed sum-
mary of ancestral conditions; while this summary is often strangely modified by varia-
tion and adaptation to conditions; and it must be confessed that in most cases we can
do little better than guess at what is genuine recapitulation of ancestral forms, and what
is the effect of comparatively late adaptation. The only perfectly safe foundation for
the doctrine of evolution (concludes Iluxley) lies in the historical or, rather, archtieological
evidence that particular organisms have arisen by the gradual modification of their pre-
decessors, which is furnished by fossil remains*. That evidence is daily increasing in
amount and in weight; and it is to be hoped that the comparison of the actual pedigree
of these organisms with the phenomena of their development may furnish some criterion
by which the validity of phylogenetic conclusions, deduced from the facts of embryology
alone, may be satisfactorily tested. According to this statement of the case by Huxley,
it w^ould follow that the doctrine of evolution is, for the present, to be held in expcc
fancy; and that it is possible to use concerning it terms of too positive assertion.

BION, a Greek poet, about 280 b. c. , who migrated to Italy and died from poison. Some>
love verses and some fragments of pastorals in hexameters by him are extant.
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BIOPLASMIC THEORY. Sec Germ-Theory of Dibeasb.

BIPODS T EUiTlONS. copies of the classics issued lU Deux-Ponta, or Zwcibnickcn,
in tlie palatinaic ot Uie Kaiue, oegiiu ia iliV, aud tiuished {in CH) void.) at btl•assou^^^

T31HI). F];i:dericjv Maykh, b. 1838; son of Robert; graduated at the university of

Penii>ylvaniu; nuuisicr lu Ine Lutneran cliurcli. vvhicn he left in lb08 to join Ine i rot-

estant Episcopal, tailing cuarge or a ciiurcn in iSew Jersey, lie has paid great aLteuliun

tohyniuoiogy, and edited m Wiioie or in part tiie Latitoraa Hijuin, JLiootc ixnd llj/nin^ of t/os

JSpirii.

BIRD. Goi.DiNG. 1815-.')4; an English physician proficient in botany; lecturer on
natuiai piiilosopUy and materia inedica in liuy's hospital, lie was author of AW//<^//^'«

of AaturuL L*.iiM>iii>phy,bt:ui'j ail Expercnwiuid liui'odu-cicoit lo the l-'/iy-fW^U JSci^/ku^s, LtxCurcs

VII KltcincUy and (ja<.oanisi/i in tlieir PhyawlvyiCal ami Tlbcrapeutocai lielatio/us, and some
other worlds.

BIlvD. RoBEUT JMoxTGOMF.RY, 1803-54; b. in Delaware; practiced medicine in Pliila-

<leiplMi, and wrote for mag izines. He wrote 'I'/ie U-uiduitar for Edwin i^orr st, and
nfierwaids vvn;te several hi.^lorical romances. In ids Peter Fugrun, there is a carelul

description of the tveutucky maaimoth cave. He was also for a time editor of the iVc^r^

Aiaericaii.

BIKD'S NEST, Edible, that of a sea-swallow. Mrundo esculenfa, of the Chinese
coa.sl and adjacent islands; made of glutinous vegetable matter gathered from coral or

other loeks, saaliowed by tlie bird, and thrown up when wanted for use. A nest is a
little larger than a common tea-cup, and when new is white and at its best value, grow-
ing less valu.'.oie as it is used. The nests are in sea-caverns and the most inaccessible

pi. ices, so mat to get at tliem men are lowered by ropes over fearful precipices. The nest

is used l04- iood only by the Chinese, who take the whole pup[)ly. perhaps 23 tons

annuai.y, at prices ranging from $5 to $3o per pound. Its aphrodisiac qualities are the

reason of us vaiue vvitu tue celestials.

BIKKENFELD, a principality of Oldenburg, adjoining the Rhenish district of
'Cobienlz and Treves; lOisq.m.; pop. '71, 3(3. 128. It i-i a mouatainous region covered
with forests, and has mines of iron. In 1802, Fraucte had possession. Prussia ia 18i<5, and
it was ceded m 1817 to Oldenburg. Chiof town. Blrkenield; pop. 2249.

BIRK-ET-EL-KEROOX, a lake in Fayoom, Egypt. 30 m. by 6. communicating with
the ISile and tae canal said to have been made by Dosepli. It was once connected with
lake ^Iceris, with which it wius often confoundjd. Tne name means "lake of the horn,"
^ud alludes to its shape.

BlIl.M INGHAM, a village in Connecticut, at the junction of the Naugatuck and
Ilousatonic rivers, 11 m. w. of New Haven, on tne Naugaiuck. and the New Haven and
Derl)y raiiro.tds, pop. '70, 210^5. The first large manufactory of pins in the United
btates was bjgun in New Vork in 1831), and removed to B. in 183><. Tliere arcal.so rolling-

mills, spriiig and axle factories, and other metai-woriving industries. B. is connected with
lJeri)y hy a bridge over the Naugatuck.

BIRXEV, David Bell. 1825-04; b. Alabama; son of James G. He entered the
union .service during the ci\ il war, and ro.se to tiie rank of brig. gen., comma..ding a divi-

sion at tae batt.e of Gettysburg.

BIRNEY, James G., 1702-1857; b. Kentucky; graduate of the college of New Jer-

sey; went to Alabama, where he practiced law anil became a member of the legislature;

re.iiovcd lo Keiilucky, and was a professor in Danville university. In 1834, he emanci-
patid his own s.aves and advcK^ated univer.sal liberty, shortly alterwards settling in Cin-
C'lnnati. and starting T/ie PhiUuitJiropii^t, one of the earliest journals to ailvocate the
aboil. ion of slavery, lor which the printing-olHce was .seveial times mobbed and ])artially

or wiiol.y destroyed. He was .secretary of the American anti-slavery society, and prom-
inent in lije organization of the libeiMy parly, which, in 1840. and again in 1844, made
hiiii th(;ir candidate for president. In the iaitcr year he got 02.300 votes in 13 states, and
Ids c.UHiidacy deprived Henry Clay of the electoral votes of both New York and Mich-
igan, lJierei)y eleciing Polk and .securing the aniuixation of I'cxas, and a wide extensi^m

of the slavery to which B. was liim.self so ardently opposed. BiiL this (extension o'
ttiavery oi)ened the way for lho.se demands in its behalf which ended in secession and
rebelbou, and, through these, in its abolition.

BIRNEY, William, son of James G., was a union ofllcer in the civil war. and rose

to be brig.gen. of volunteers. Frr/.m;oH, youngest son of James G., died in the union
service with the rank of colt)n('l.

BIRON, Aii.MAND DE GoNTAiJLT, Duc (lo, (1. July 20. 1593: a French pen. of the

IClh c.
;
grand master of artillery, commanding at the .^lege of RochelU; and in Guienno.

lie was among the liist lo declare for Henry I V". lie brought Normandy under subjec-

tion, and dissuaded Henry from going to England. B. was Ivilled by a cannon-shot at

the siege of Epernay.

B1R(JN. Chahlehde Gontault, Duc do, 1502-1002; son of Annand; made duke of

Birou and admiral of I'rance by H(inry IV. He was a man of great intrepidity, bui
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fickle and treacherous. lie was sent to England in 1C01 to announce the marriage of
llcuuy witli Mary du ivledici; but about tliu t-aine i.me Im was cuuglit in tieasouable cor-

respoudeuce wiui bpain, aud was beiieaded iii liie Jiasiiie.

JUitS MIMKUU. tSce Babel, Tower of, ante.

BIKSTALL. a parish in Yorksliire, England, s.w. of Leeds; pop. 71, 43,405; with
maiiulactorics of suiv, colton, wool, clc, and coal and iron mines.

BIKTH, ante, the act or fact of being brought into the world. To fulfill the condi-

tion of a living birtli tue wlioie body inu»t be brought into the world and detached from
the mother, ami alter .such delachiug ihe child mu^t be alive and mu^-t have in action

the changed and independent syblem of circu.ation which follows the severance of the
umbilical cord. And yet, Ine Uibiug of a living ciiild before the sei):iralion of the cord
is held to be muidei-, cAcept vvnen liccessary for saving the mother's life.

BIRTHS, Ukoistration oy. and of MAnr.iAGEs nnd Deaths {finte), formerly entirely

neglected, but of late years n gulated by law in several of tie stales, especially in ^lassa-

chusetts, JN'ew York, and New Jersey. The record of dcilhs h;>s been passably well

kept in all the country lor many years, but not until recently have those of marriages
and births been so treated. At present the cffciatir.g niinistt r, priest, or ma.iiistrale at a
weddinii', and the physician or midwife at a biilh, are required, under penalty lor fail-

ing to do so, to report to the proper Lurenii the name, aue, sex, nativity, color, and
social condition of the persons who many, and the sex, color, and Lativiiy of parents

in case of birth. The U. S. census reported the number of deaths (in the census year)

ill 18.10, and in 1880 the bureau is making a special effort to have the record compre-
hensive and complete.

BISIIAREEN', nomadic tribes living bctv.een the Ivcd soa nnd the Nile; professed

Mohammethms but almost unciviiized, without firearms, and accustomed to robbing.

They possess camels, goats, horses, and sheep, and are nominally subject to the viceroy

of Egyi)t.

EISITOP {ante). In the Protestant Epi.scopal church in the United Slates, the func-

tions of bishops, in religious matters, are similar to those < f English prehites. In politi-

cal affairs they have, of course, no official power. They are chosen to office by the con-

vention of clerical and lay delegates in the diocese overVhich they are to oroide; and
are consecrated by the house of bishops, according to rules established by the general

convention, which consists of ihe house of bishojis and a second house of clerical and
lay delegates from all the dioceses. There are 61 diocesan and missionary bishops.

In the j\le1hodist Episcopal chunh. the bishops are eleced by the general conference.

Their duties are those included in a general superintendence of the whole church.
Authority is vested in them all, and its administration is distributed among themselves

by mutual agreement. They preside over meetings of the arnual confeiences, ordain

ministers, and appoint them'lo their fields of labor. The oldest in office is honored as
'* senior bishop."

In the Roman Catholic church in the United States, bishops arc appointed by the

pope, as in other countries, and are subject to him.

BISHOP. Anna, wife of the composer, sir Henry Rowley. B., and herself an eminent
operatic and classical singer. Her first appearance was in 18u7. and she soon became
widely known in Euroix; and America. In 18o8, she married iMr. M. Schultz, of

New York.

BISHOP-AUCKL.\ND. at. in England. 11 m. s.w. of the city of Durham, on an
eminence near the continence of the Wear and Gauiiicss; well paved, lighletl, and
watered. The palace of the bishop of Durham, at the n.e. end of ihe town, is a spacious
and splendid though irregular structure. The site was chosen in the lime of Edward I.

by bishop Anthony Beck. The present buildings cover five acres, and there is a park
attached of 800 acres. The industries of the town are cotton manulacturesand engineer-

ing. Pop. '71, 8736.

BIS'KARA, or Biskra, a t. in Algeria, nnd the most important mi'itary \o9^i of the

Sahara, on the s. side of the Aiires mountains. A large caravan tiade between the

Sahara and the T« 11 passes through the town. Iron, limestone, and saltpeter are found;
-dates are abundant; and there are manufactures of carpets. Kear by is an acclimatiza-

tion garden, established by the French. Pop. '72, 7o07,

BISSELL, AVtt,tjam II.. 1811-00; a graduate from .Teft'crson medical college in

18o5, who practircd in New York state. In 1S37, he went to Illinois, and was in the

legislature in 1840; afterwards studied law and became prosecutinir attorney. He was
^ col. in the Mexican war; elected to congress in 1849, and while there had a sharp
discussion with Jefferson Davis about the bravery of northern nnd southern soldiers,

which provoked Davis to send him a challenge. B. accepted, chose muskets for the
weapons, and prescribed a distance that wouldin all probability insure death for both.

There was no duel, the challenge l>eing withdrawn after some interference of friends.

In ISoO. lie was chosen governor of the state.

BISSEXTILE, Ihe old name of leap yenr. In the Julian computation a day was
added to February every fourth year, but instead of making it as now the ~9th, the C4th
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day of the mouth was counted twice {bis), and as that day wjis the sixth (Aej-^t?) before the
calends of Mar. it was called bis-sextik.

BITTERFELD, a t. in Saxony, 17 m. u. of Leipsic, at the junction of the Lobcr
and the ^Mulde: pop. '71, 5043. it has foundries, breweries, and various other manu-
factories. B. was founded in the 12th c. by the Flemings.

BITTER PRINCIPLES are extracts from various plants by maceration in water
or other liquid. Some bitter principles can be crystallized, while the bitter of hops and
wild cherry cannot be so treated. Some of the vegetable bitters are soluble in water,

and some in alcohol, and their properties are usually neuter, having neither bases nor*

acids. There is a wide use of bitters as a tonic, but the great portion of those sold are

merely a disguise for strong drink, and of no other use to the drinker. •

BJORNEBORG, or Biorxborg, a t. or city in Finland, on the gulf of Bothnia, 73

m. n. of Abo; pop. 7270; has export trade in tar, pitch, lumber, etc. It was wholly
burned in 1801.

BJORXSOX, Bjornstjerne, b. 1832 in Norway; poet and novelist, tirst known by
articles in a newspaper, Folkblad, in which he published sketches and stories. Later ho
issued FoedreUindet, T/irond, Artie, and Si/mceve Solbakken. His stories in English are

Arne, Oviiid, The FUher Maiden, The Fishing Girl, The Happy Boy, The Newly
Married Couple, Love and Life in Norway, and others of later date.

BLACAS, Pierre Louis Jean Casimir, Due de, 1771-1839; a member of the cabinet

of Louis XVIII. , and one of the confidential advisers of the bourbons. As ambassador
in Rome he negotiated the concordat of 1817, and was afterwards minister at Naples. At
the overthrow of Charles X. he went into exile, offering to the unfortunate king his for-

tune, wiiich, however, was not accepted.

BLACK, Jeremiah S., b. Penn., 1810; admitted to the bar in 1830; president of his

judicial district in 1842; elected judge of the supreme court of the state in 1851; and
was chosen chief-justice. la 1857, president Buchanan made him attorney-general of

the United States, and in 1860 secretary of state. He retired from the office when Lin-

coln's cabinet was appointed, and has since been engaged in his profession and in politics.

BLACIIBIRD (ante), Agelaius phoiniceus, in New England called the "redwing;"
of glossy black plumage, except the small wing-covers, in which the first row x)f feathers

is cream-colored and the remainder deep scarlet; about 9 in. long with a spread of wing
14 inches. The female is smaller, with the red and black less distinct. The B. visits

all parts of America, arriving in New England usually about the 1st of April, It pre-

fers swamps and low meadows, living upon insects, worms, and young corn ; resting in

the grass or low bushes, and depositing from three to half a dozen eggs, white w'th a

shade of blue and faint lines of purple. Tliese birds do much damage to corn in the

fall, for which reason they are remorsely hunted. In some of the United States and
Canada the name B, is given to the rusty grakle, scolecophagusferruyineus, and in other

places to the purple grakle, quiscalus' vendcolar; but these belong to the starling

family.

BLACKBIRD, a co. in i>.e. Nebraska, on the Missouri river; pop. '70, only 31. The
Avhole CO. is occupied by the Omaha (Indian) reservation.

BLACK DUCK, Anas ohscura, one of the most valuable of game birds, generally

abundant over all the United States, and believed to be capable of domestication. Its

color is brown black, with bright tints about the neck and bill.

BLACKFEET, or Satsika, a tribe of Algonquin Indians originally residm^ on and
near the Saskatchewan, but migrating to Missouri. There are at present three divisions

of them .scattered over the borders of Briti.sh America and the United States from Hud-
son's bay to tlie Yellowstone region. The B. are warlike, and sun-worshiiH'rs; they do
not bury their dead, but, m case of a warrior, leave him in his tent in full dress, and
sacrifice horses at his door for his use in the happy hunting-grounds. It is supposed
that there are about 7000 in the United States and 6000 in Canada.

liLACK FLY, a dipterous insect, the especial torment of man and beast in the

arctic and northern tfMnperate latitudes. In the eastern British jirovinces and Labrador
they are more abundant than mosquitoes in the tro[)ics, crawling under the closest gar

ments and into b(;ds, and defying all means of protection. They arc, very small, mere
midges, hardly visible, blaek, with one white band In w(;t weather they are dormant,
but in clear sunny days thev almost cloud the sun, and can be only partially dispersed

by the Indian remedy of a dense smoke. Tar ointment on the exposed skin is said to

be the best defen.se. Their bite is like a sting, but seldom creates swelling, and is not

dangerous. Seth Green says that the larva of this lly spins a web under water as perfect

as that of a spider. The bulTalo gnat of the west is a larg(!r species of this lly, and is

said to have destroyed even horses by its bite.

BLACKFORD, a co. in e. central Indiana, on the Salamonie river, traversed by
the Fort Wayne. Muncit; and Cincinnati railroad, 180 sq.m. ;

pop '70, 6272; level and
rolling surface and fertile soil; products agricultural. Co. seat, Hartford city.

BLACKFRIARS. See Dominicans, ante.
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BLACK FRIDAY, in England, 6th Dec, 1745, the day on which news reached
London that the Pretender had arrived at Derby. Again, May 11, 1866, when the fail-

ure of Overend, Gurney, etc. (on the previous day) brought on a most disastrous finan-
cial panic. In America, Sept. 16, 1875, when the wild speculation in gold, in Xew
York and other cities, culminated in a crash that swept thousands of firms and individ-
uals into financial ruin.

BLACK GUARDS, originally applied to the scullions and lower servants of the
English court who were clothed in black garments. Gibbon says, "those who carried
coals to the kitchen, rode with the pots and pans, and were in derision called the black
guards." The title is recognized in an official proclamation of 1683, which sa3's:
•

' whereas, a sort of vicious, idle, and masterless boyes and rogues, commonly called the
black guard, with divers other lewd and loose fellows," etc.

BLACK GUM, the popular name of the JSyssa muUiJlora, the " hornpipe" of New
England, and "pepperidge" of the middle states. It grows in thick forests, has crooked
branches, and is densely covered with bright green leaves in turfs of four or more at the
ends of the branches, bears flowers of greenish hue, becoming blue-black as they ripen;
wood close-grained and very tough, but not durable. The timber is used for hubs of
wheels and in other places where splitting is to be avoided. It is an ornamental tree in.

England.

BLACK HAWK, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on Cedar river; reached by the Iowa division
of the Illinois Central, and the Burlington, Cedar Rapids, and Northern railroads; 576
feq.m,

;
pop. '75, 22,913; in '80, 23,921; prairie surface with some forests, producing

wheat, corn, oats, butter, etc. Co. seat, Waterloo.

BLACK HAWK, b. about 1768, in a village of Sac Indians on the Mississippi, near
Rock river; d. Oct, 3, 1838. In the war of 1812. Black Hawk, then a leading Sac and
Fox chief, took the English side. After the war he resisted the encroachments of white
settlers, and provoked several petty conflicts, hut was subdued and captured in 1832.

The tribe was removed, but Black Hawk and his sons and a few warriors were kept a

Avhile as hostages, and brought as a show to the eastern cities.

BLACK HILLS, a mountain region in s.w. Dakota and n.e. Wyoming, about 100 by
60 m., rich in mines. In 1876-77 there was trouble with the Indians, whose reservations-

covering much of the country were invaded by whites in search of gold and silver.

Within a few months a number of settlements grew up like Jonah's gourd, and the
names of the new towns. Deadwood, Gaj'ville, Central city, Lead city, and others appeared
in the newspapers. The mining business continutd prosperous, and the product of gold
up to the close of 1878 was nearly ^2,300,001.. The hills are from 2500 to 3000 ft.

above sea-level at their base, and the highest peak is 6700 feet. They are a continuation
of the Big Horn spur of the Rocky mountains. (See Dakota.)

BLACKMAN, George Curtis, a surgeon, b. in Conn.; d. Ohio, 1871; graduate of
the New York college of physicians and surgeons. In 1854, he became professor
of surgery in the medical college of Ohio (Cincinnati), where he was known as a bold
and skillful operator in some very diflicult surgical cases. He was medical ofticer in.

the civil war, and was present at the battles of Shiloh and the Wilderness. He edited
Velpeau's Surgery, with notes and additions. -v

BLACK MONDAY, the Easter Monday in 1351, when hail fell, and many people in
England perished from cold. Also the Easter Monday (April 14. 1360) when Edward
HI. of England was with his army lying before Paris; a day so cold, dark, and stonm'
that many of his men and horses died from the effects. Shakespeare speaks of B.M. "It
was not for nothing that my nose fell a-bleediiig on black Monday last" {Merchant of
Venice). In Australia, Feb. 27, 1865, got this name from a terrible sirocco that made
great havoc over a wild region.

BLACK MOUNTAINS, a portion of the Appalachians m North Carolina so called
because of their dense evergreen vegetation. Some of the measurements are: Mt.
Mitchell or Clingman's peak, 6701 ft. above tide; Guyot's peak, 6661; Sandoz Knob,.
6612. Recent measurements show that there are about a dozen peaks in the B.M. that
are higher than Mt. Washington (N. H.), whose elevation, 6285 ft., has usually been
considered the highest e. of the Mississippi.

BLACK OAK, Qucrcus tinctoria. a species of oak valuable for the tannin furnished
by its thick yellow bark, which yields quercitron. Sometimes it is called dyer's or
yellow oak.

BLACK RIVER, in n. New York, rising in the western part of the Adirondack region
and running w. and n. to lake Ontario. In its course there are numerous falls and rapids,

furnishing abundant water-power to half a dozen villages, and the city of Watertowii.
The color of the water is about that of sherry wine. Boats pass from this river to the
Erie canal through the Black river canal.

BLACK RIVER, or Big Black, an affluent of White river, in Mo., flowing s. to-

the Arkansas border; about 350 m. long, a!ul navigable for about 100 m. except in the:

dry :easo'\
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BLACK SILVER, nn ore of sulphur, antimony, and silver, found with other silver

ores m Saxony, in llic llanz niouutains, in Mexico, in the tomslock lode Usevadu), in

Idaho, and otlier places. It is somuimics called StepUauiie, and iiS coniposuion i3 sul-

paur, 16.2; antimony, 15. U; si ver, Gb 5.

BLACIvSTONE. a t. in Worcester co., :Mass., 33 m. s.\v. of Boston; on the Provi-

dence and Worcester, and Boston, liartlord and Erie raiiroady
;
pop. 'TO, 5421. Tho

chief business is cotton and woolen manufacturing.

BLACKSTONE, William, the lirst white man who settled on the site of the prcj<cnt

city of Boston, about 1623. 'leu years alterwards he removed to iihodc island. It is

believed that he was an English clergyman, a graduate of Emmanuel college.

BLACKSTONE RIVER, rises in Worcester co., ^Mass., and runs into Ehodc Island,

where; its name is changed to the Pawtucket. It furnishes wnter-power to aconliiujous

line of villages and handets along its shores. The B. canal, finished in 1823, u disused,

having been supplanted by railroads.

BLACK VOMIT, the dark mucous matter thrown up in yellow fever, r.nd usually a

sign of fatal termination of the disease. It is in p:nt coaguhited Llood blackened by an
acid generated in the system. The fever itself is often called t!ie black vomit.

BLACKWELL, Antoinette L. Brown, b. ICSo. 6!ic studied theology at Oberlin,

and was ordained pastor of a Congregational church in 1C">3. Slrj retired Irom tliis work
after a few years, and is a prominent leader in "woman's rights" a^d other social

questions. She married Samuel C. Elackweil in ISZQ.

BLACKWELL. Lucy Stone, b. :Mass., 1818; graduated nt Obcrlln college. She
took an early interest in the anti-slavery cause, and was i)romincnt in the work as a

lecturer and agent. In 1855, she was married to IlenryB. Elackweil, an English gentle-

man. Since that time s!ie has resided in Orange. M. J., ar.d is now in Dorchester,

Muss. She is known as an ardent advocate of suffrage and other rights for women.

BLACKWELL'S ISLAND, a narrow strip of rocks in the East river, between New
York and Long island, about 11 m. long by ^ m. wide; used exclusively for t!ic penal
institutions and hospitals under charge or the city of New York, (..ee Nnw YoiiK
City.)

BLADEN, a co. in se. Noilh Carolina on Cape Fear and South rivers; traversed by
the Carolina Central railroad; £00 sq.m.

;
pop. 'TO, 12,831—C1C2 colored. It ij level,

with extensive pine-forests; productions, corn, rice, sweet potatoes, etc. Co. seat,

Elizabethlown,

BLAEU, Wii.n., a mathematician, map-drawer, and publishcr,was b. at Alkmaar, in

Holland, in 1571. He belonged to the school of Tycho Erahe, and secured aconsideiablo
reputation by publishing a terrestrial and a celestial globe, excelling in beauty and
accuracy everything that had preceded them; and also several maps, which indicated a
comparatively precise knowledge of geography. As a printer, he did not attain tlio

elegance an;l completeness of Elzevir, but nevertheles? his chief iniblicatlons are marked
by a fine external tinisli, and a praisewortliy correctness. He died 21st Oct., 1G33. and
left two s:j!is, John and Cornelius, Wiio carried on the business together until the death
of th^ latter in 1650.

Bl.\l:u, Joil, the son of the preceding, was b. at Amsterdam about the beginning of

the 17th centnry. He commenced business on his own account at Amsterdam, but

afterwards entered into company with his father. Wis Atl(U Major, in 11 vols, of the
size in which atlases are published at the present da3% is a splendid work. It is full of

archicological and geographical information, supplied for each country by men of emi-
nence connected with it. There are many curious plates—amor,g the in a representation

of Tycho in his observatory—and the maps are extremely valuable from the light the^
tiiro.v on local history. Besides this, he published a seri-s of singularly rich topographi-

cal plates and views of towns, which are consulted even to the jncsei^t day. lie died
about HJ-iO. leaving three sons, .Joh., V/ilh., and Peter, the second of whom became a
member of the Amsterdam council, while the other two carried on with dislinction and
success the paternal busines.s. Some of their classical publications, especially Cicero's

Orai/'one-i (UDd). an; still highly prized.

BLAGOVIESHTCIir^XSK. a t. in Asiatic Russia, the capital of the province of
Amoor, on the A. river and the D7.(!ga; f»op. 31C7.

BLAINE, Epiik.vim. 1T41-18(i4; commissary general in the revolutionary army r.nder

Washington. His exertions during the. dreadful winter at Valley Forge went lar loward.J
saving Die suffering army from starvation.

Bf..;VINE, Jamks Gri-MCspiE. b. Mass., 1830. Ilis fir.st education wn-^ in tho common
schools, and at tiurage of 17 he graduated at Washington college in IVniisylvania. Very
soon afterwards he remf)ve(i to Maine, Ix'came a writ(!r on the Ki'um'fxr, JourndL, one of

the leading papers of tin; statj*. and within a l)rief pericxl the editor of the P<>riUiii(]

AdmrtiHr, one of the oldest and most inlluenti>d papers in the (;ast. He was an able
and jwcornplished writer, aind won an excellent reputation. In the natural course of
editorial life he became a politician, and identified himself with the republican jiartj

from its commencement. His lir.>st political advancement was to the; lower house of tho
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Maine Icirislaturo, where he Rcrved four years with honor, and increased his rising fame,
ill his Ihinl term he was elected speaker, and so continued for two years. At the out-

break of the war of the rebellioa he was among the earliest and mostztalou?;in advocat-
ing a vigorous course on the part of Ihe government, and was especially aciive in raising

Ahd organizing troops for the union army. In iyC2, he w.is eiecled to congress as a
repul)lican, and immedialely look a j^iace in the front ranks of the party's represtntjitives.

llis support of tlie war to preserve the union was no less zealous than that of senator
Mortt)n; the pre>ervation of the union was Ids controlling idea, and he urged it with all

his power. He was re-electdl in 1861, in IbGo, and in 1808. AVlien the struggle was
over he was conspicuous m ihe measures for reconstruction, and he was the author of
the proviso that any slate in the south shouhl have a full restoration of its original rights

and privileges upon the sole condition that it should ratify the amendments to the con-
stitution. J)uring the presidential canvass of 1SC8, he was among the foremost and
most effective of republican advocates, and had the pleasure of carrying his own state

by a larger majority than was ever before given for a presidential candidate. In the
same y<ar, he was re-chosen to congress by an immense inajorit}'. Jlis six years of serv-

ice ill the house of 'cpresentatives made him the proper successor fcr speaker, and he
was elected. His nomination was made by Llihu B. Washburne, of Illinois, and the
vote was— for Elaine. 133; for Kerr (democrat), 57. In 1870, he was elected to the U. S:

eenate, wliere he is now one of the mo!^t conspicuous members. AVliile this article is in

construction j\Ir. Blaine stands among the foremost of thope whoare considered probable
nominees of the repiihlican i)arty for president of the United States. There are in hm
certain elements of magnetism ihat have been unknown since the days of Henry Clay,
and no public man has a more ardent and enthusiastic following.

ELAliv, a CO. in central Pennsylvania, on the Juniata; intersected bv tranches of
the Pennsylvania railroad; G~)0 sq.m.; pop. '70, :;8,0ril; in '80, C'J.ieO. The Alleghany
and otiier mountains make the sm-face xavy rough, but there are well cultivated v-Tlleys,

and mines of iron and bituminous coal. Productions chieHy agricultural. Co. seat,

llollivlaysburg.

ELAIR, FnANCis Prestox, 1791-1C7."5; b. Virginia; educated r.t Transylvania univer-
sity, and studied but never practiced law. Ey op]x)sing the nuliilication* movement in
South Carolina, he attracted tlie notice of president Andrew Jackscm, who induced him
to assume the editorship of I'/'C Globe, a democratic; journal started at the seat of govern-
ment. The paper began 1C30, and was controlled b}' Elair till 18-15, when he was clTercd
the mission to l^pain. This he declined, and r(.turned to his estate in JSIaryland, soon
afterwards leaving the old democ ratio party and supporting the free-soil movement,
whicli naturally brouglit him into the republican party.

ELAIR, FiiANcrs Pkeston, jPt., b. Kentucky, 18^31; son cf Francis Preston, sr
;

fraduated at Princeton i;i 1841, and began tlic practice of law witii hio fatiicr in Ct. Louia.
le was prominent in the free-soil jvirty that supported Van Euren for president, and was

for a time e(Kt(jr of tlie Missouri Democyat. In 1852-5-1, he was elected to tiio Missouri
legislature; in lG5'i. elected to congress as a republican; and re-elected in 1330 and 1CG3.
He entered tiie union army in 18G1, rose to brig. gen. in 18C3, and resigned liis seat in

congress. He served tlirough tlie v.-ar, being with Sherman on tiic "march to tl:e s; a."

In 18GG, he was made collector at Ct. Louis, and Pacific railroad commissiontr. In UGS,
lie abandoned tlio n'piiblicans and became tlie democratic candidate for vice-president.
In J 070, lij was sent to the U. S. senate from Missouri, and at the close cf his term of
service he returned to private Efe.

BLAm, James, p.d.. 1C5G-1740; b. rcotlar.d. He was sent in ICC" by the bishop of
London as a missionary to \irg:nia, and in 1l8D was made tiie h'glieJt ecclesiastical
oniciT cf tiio colon}'. After long efforts, in 1093, he founded Wi.liam and 3Iary c;dlcge,
of v.'hicli he was lirst president. He was also president of the council of the colony,
and rector at Williamsburg. He published many of his sermons and discourses.

BLAIR, jMontoomeiiy. b. Kentucky, 181o; son of Francis P., s:\ ; educated at Vest
Point, and served in the Florida Indian v.-ar, but resigned from the army and began the
practice of law in St. Louis, where he was U. 8. district attorney, and (l8Io-4C) judge cf
common picas. He went to ^Maryland in 1852, and became st-lieitor in the feder.al court
of claims. In 1857, he was counsel for the plaintiff in the Dred Scott case; :he nent
year president Buchanan removed him from liis oCico of solicitor. In IGCl, he was post-
jnaster-general in Lincoln's lirst cabinet; but went out in 18G4, and has since adhered to
the democratic party.

BLAIR, or Poet BLAirv. the chief Britirii convict settlement in the Andaman islands
(Indian occ>au), on the s.e. shore of s. Andaman, ir43'n. and CJ'e. ; settUd as a convict
depot in 1789. It has one of the best harbors in Asia, and from its position in the bay
of Eeng.d, is a most important naval and military station.

ELAinSVILLE, a t. in Indiana co. . Penn., 53 m. c. cf Pittsburgli; on the Penus)'!-
vania railroad, anci the Penn.sylvania canal; pop. '70,1054. It is an important point
for shipping country produce by canal and rail.

BLAKE, Geokoe Smith, 1803-71; b. IVfassacliusetts; commodore in the U. S. navy.
He was a midshipman ia ISiS; lieut. in 1827; commander in 1847; Oeet capt. and com-
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numder in the ^Icditerraneau three years; capt. in 1855; supc/intcndunt of tlie naval

academy during llie civd war; and afterwards commodore and inspector of lightliouses.

BLAKE, John Lat'ris, p.d., 1788-1857; h. New Hampshire; graduate of Brown
university: licensed by the Rhode Island association as a Congregational minister, ])Ut

early united Aviih the Episcopal cliurch. lie established a seminary for young ladies in

Concord, which was removed to Boston in 1822, where he had charge of St. Matthew's
ohurch. He edited the Literary AdvcriiHcr and the Gospel Advocate, and published the

I'ext-Book of Geography and Cliro)iology, Bior/ra})hical Dictionary, Family Cyclopcedia,

Letters on Confirmation, and a number of text-books for schools.

BLAKE, William Piiipps, b. New York, 1826; graduate of the Sheffield scientific

school; geologist of the Pacific railroad exploring expedition of 1853, and author of a

portion of the reports; edited the Mininy Magazine; in 1861-63 mining engineer fof

Japan; in the latter year appointed professor of mineraiogy, etc., in the college of Cal-

ifornia, and geologist to the state board of agriculture, lie was commissioner for that

state in the Paris exposition; executive commissioner for Connecticut in tiie centennial
exposition, and special agent to Vienna in 1873. He has published Silver Ores and Silref

Mines, lieport on the Production of Precious 3Ietals, Mining Machinery, etc.

, BLAKELY, JonxsTON, 1781-1814; b. Ireland. He was educated at the university

of North Carolina, and went into the American navy in 1800. In 1813, he was com-
mander of the Wasjj, a new sloop of war. In his first cruise he captured the English
sloop Reindeer, taking his prize into L'Orient. On another cruise he made several prizes,

and captured the Avon and the Atalanta. The Wasp was spoken Oct. 9, 1814, but was
never afterwards heard from,

BLAKEY, Robert, b, England, 1795; metaphysician and author. He has published
The Freedom of the Divine and Human Wills, History of Moral Science, Llistory of the Phi-
losophy of the Mind, Histoncal Sketch of Logic, History of Political lAterature, and some
works on religious topics, and sporting. In 1835, he was appointed professor of logic

and metaphysics in Queen's college, Belfast.

BLANC. Augusts Alexandre Philippe Charles, an engraver, b. France, 1815;

head of the department of fine arts in the ministry of the interior, 1848-52. In 1845, he
began, but has not finished, 'a History of French Painters of tli£ Nineteenth Century. He
has written biographies of Dutch and French painters for the History of Painters of AU
Schools. He is also author of TJie Complete Works of Rembrandt, Grammar of the Arts of
Design, and other works, and is editor of the Gazette des Beaux Arts,

BLANCHARD, Francois, 1738-1809; a French aeronaut who made many attempts

to build a flying-machine. In 1784, he tried a balloon with wings or sails, and a rudder.

The next year he crossed the English channel by balloon, and the same year invented
the parachute. He came to the United States in 1796, and gave many balloon exhibi-

tions. Two years later, at Rouen, he took up 16 persons with a single balloon, and
landed them safely 15 m. away. At the Hague, making his 66tli ascent, he w%as struck

with apoplexy, from which he never recovered. His widow made an ascent at Paris in

1819, when her balloon took fire, and she was killed by the fall therefrom.

BLANCHARD, Edward Leman, b. England, 1820; about 1845 he was editor of

Chanihers's Ix>ndon Journal, and compiler of various guides and hand-books. He wrote a
number of stories, essays, farces, burlesques, and dramas ; edited Willoughby 's ShaJcespeare,

wrote the Man Without a Destiny, etc., and for nearly jjOj^earshas furnished the Christ-

mas plays for Drury lane theater. He has been more than 15 years one of the editors of

the Daily lelegraph.

BLANCIIA1U3, Thomas. 1788-1864; )). Mass.; mechanic and inventor. Among his

inventions were a machine for making tacks, one for turning gun-barrels, a lathe for

turning gun-slocks and otlier irregular shapes; a steam wagon, before locomotives were
u.sed; contrivances to aid steamboats in ascending rapids, and a machine for bending
large timber. He received in all more than 25 patents for important inventions.

BLANCHE OF CASTILE. 1187-1252; daughter of Alphonso IX. and Eleanora of

England (daugliter of Henry II.); married, according to treaty, to Louis, heir-apparent

to the crown of France. After tiie death of Itichard the lion-hearted, the nobles oi>posed

to John offered the English crown to Louis, and his wife urged its acceptance; but the

death of John ended the conspiracy. Jilanche was the main reliance of Jjouis when he
l;ecame king, and after his death she was regcMit during the minority of her son, l^ouis

IX., during which time she defeated a i)0werful consjiiracy to ]>ut a son of Philip Augus-
tus on the throne. She acrpiired Toulouse by treaty, compeHed tlie sul)missi()n of the

duke of lirittany, and aided the count of ('hampagne in seciiring the kingdom of

Navarre. She had nMnarkaljh- executive talent, and i)ersonally supervised all govern-

ment departments, not excepting the army. When her son was 19 years or age. she

married him to Marguerite of ]*roven(-<'. who was only 12; and when she yielded up her

powers in 1236, France was in a most flourishing condition. She again ruled as regent

while Louis was gone, against her strong i)rotest, to the crusade, liouis recpiired great

sums of money, and when finally Ik; was a prisoner in Egypt further large sums were
demanded for iiis release. The common people of France rebelled against tlie neccs-
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sary taxation, but she put them down with a strong hand ; and lu spite of all these

embarrassments she firmly resisted the encroachments attem^jted by the church. France
has seldom had so able and excellent a ruler, or lost one whose deatli was more univer-

sally lamented.

BLANCO, a co. in central Texas; on Perdinalis river; 727 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1187—44

colored; in '80, 3o50; an agricultural region, chiefly prairie. Co. seat, Blanco.

BLAND, a CO. in s.w. Virginia; 330 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 4000—217 colored. Productions

agricultural; co. seat, Mcchanicsburg.

BLAND, TnEODORic, 1742-90; an American patriot, descendantof Pocahontas; edu-

cated in medicine in Edinburgh; practiced in Virginia, and espoused the cause of the

colonies. He was lieut.col. of Virginia cavalry, and served through the war, being an
intimate friend and confidant of Washington. He was a member of congress under the

federal constitution. He left the " Blind Papers," in which are many valuable facts

concerning the struggle for liberty.

BLANDFORD, a t. in Hampden co., Mass.; pop. '70, 1026. It has manufactories

and a good public library; its picturesque scenery and elevated situation, about 2000 ft.

above the sea, make it a favorite summer resort.

BLARNEY, a village in Ireland, 4 m. from Cork, having a castle built in 1449 by
Oormac McCarty. Near the castle are the "groves of Blarney," and on the summit of

the castle tower is the stone, the kissing of which is said to endow one with the gift of

coaxing, wheedling, and flattering. The true stone is said to be one in a wall where it

can be kissed only by a person held over the parapet. The name has given a noun, u

verb, and a participle to the English language.

BLASPHEMY (see anU^. In the United States, besides the common law, there are

many statutes defining B. ; but they all hold it to consist in words regarding the Deity
only. It is defined as "purposely using words concerning God calculated and designed
to impair and destroy the reverence, respect, and confidence due him, as the creator,

governor, and judge of the world," "a willful and malicious attempt to lessen rever-

ence for God by denying his existence or attributes and to prevent men from having
confidence in him." Blasphemy is a misdemeanor at common law, for which special

punishments are assigned in various statutes; but a temperate discussion in which the

existence of God is denied is not an ofl'ense. Gross profanity is blasphemy in a lesser

degree, and it is punishable in most of the states, but the law is seldom enforced.

BLASTE'MA, the embryo of a seed, or the radicle and the plumule with the parts

which connect them. Biologists apply the term to the rudimental mass from which tis-

sue is formed.

BLASTING {ante). The processes of blasting are essentially the same here as in

Europe; but the developments of mining, railroad building, and improvements in

navigation, have rendered necessary some very extensive operations. The most impor-
tant was, perhaps, tlu; removal of the reefs in the East river, at Hallett's point, near New
York, known as the "Hcllgate improvement," The rock to be removed extended more
than 100 yards into the river, greatly narrowing the channel and rendering navigation
extremely difficult. The plan of oj>eration was to sink a large square shaft on the Long
Island shore from which the rock projected, and to run into the rock at a proper deptii

long galleries radiating from the place of entrance like the lines of an expanded fan. The
entrance shaft was nearly 100 ft. square, and its bottom was 32 ft. below low water.
Nearly 20 tunnels were bored in all directions, extending from 200 to 240 ft., and all

w^ere connected by lateral galleries. All the excavated rock was hauled to the entrance
and hoisted to the surface. Tiie work was completed in Sept., 1876, and made ready for

blasting with moic than 52,000 pounds of explosive material in many thousands of holes

drilled for the purpose. The explosives were dynamite, rendrock, and vulcan powder.
The firing was by electricit}'. On the given day a quarter of a million people found their

way to points on land and water where the explosion could be seen. When the eventful
moment arrived, gen. Newton, the engineer in charge, took the hand of his little girl, a
mere infant, and with it pressed down the key by which the battery was fired. There
was a rumbling or shaking of the ground, the rising of a great mass of water from 20 to

40 ft. in the air, a few small stones thrown a little higher, an immense mass of smoke,
and all was over. IMillions of tons of rock had been shattered, and yet the noise and the
shock were less than would have attended the simultaneous discharge of half a dozen
field-pieces in the open air. There was so much doubt and ignorance about the pos.«ible

effect of this explosion that many people living one, two, and three miles away left their

houses and took positions in the'open air, through fear of wide-spread ruin. The work
was completed successfully, and after dredging out the broken stone the navigation of
the channel was greatly improved. In previous years much has been done in the harbor
of New York by surface-blasting, i.e., lowering to the face or to some crevice of a rock
cans filled with nitro-glycerine and exploding it" by electricity, the effect being to gradu-
ally wear away the rock. The great work of the Sutro tunnel (q. v.) was another triumph
for American engineering.

BLEDSOE, a co. in s.e. Tennessee; drained by Sequatchie river; 330sq.m.: pop. '70^

4870—709 colored. Surface rough; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Pikesville.
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BLEDSOE, ALr,ERT Tatlor, ll.d., b. Ky., 1809; cjaduato of West Point; served
as licuteuaiii of iiifuuiry, but resigned in 1883, becoming piotessor of niaiiieniatics

6ucces;jively in Ivi-uyon college, in Miami university, and ia the university of \ ir-

giuiu. Diiring llie rcoellioii lie was assistant secretary of war in tlie soutiierui coufede
nicy. He Iku publisiied several theological works, has been a frequent contributor to

pjnoJical revievvs, ajd is ujw tlie editor of the JSutit/iern lievlew, a -iieihodist uiagazino.

BLEEIv, Friicdrich, 1793-1S.")9; a celebrated biblical scholar of Germany, educated
at the university of Kiel, and in Berlin, under de Weltc, ]Neander, and ISclileiennaclier.

llu 1S18. he was tutor in theology in the university of Berlin, boon afterwards he pub-
lished essays on the Orijiii and (Joinposition of the Hibyline Oracles, and on the Authoi'ship
an.l Djsigu of tIce D>ok of D iniel, ia which he attracted attention by solid learning, thor-
ough investigation, aad candor of judgment. After sufTering loss of i)lace from some
unjust suspicions of a political character, ia 1829, B. took the chair of theology in the
newly founded university of Bonn, where for 30 years he labored with constantly
iacreasing success, by reasoa of the thoroughness of his investigations, the impartiality
of his jad^inents, and tlie clearness of his nietiiods of presentation. Ia 1843, he was
proaiJicd to the olfice of consistorial councilor, a distinction not since conferred upon
a.iy the.)lo^i:in of the Reformed church. He died suddenly of npople.xy, having given
his regular lecture on the previous day. His defense of the genuinenes's of the gospel
of St. Jolia is regarded as one of the strongest that has yet appeared, and his critical

labors on tiie New Testament are among the most important conlributioiiK to the main-
tenance of the evangelical faith that the time has produced. His greatest work is the
Cuiiinientdrii on tliz Epistle to the UabreLCs. Many of his critical works were published
after his deatli.

BLEEK, WiLnET.M Heinric'I Immaxuel, ISiiT-T'); son of Fricdrich; distinguished
for researciies in the languages of Africa. He was educated at Boan aad Berlin. In
lo")j he went with bishop (Jolenso to Natal; the next year he settled at Cape Town as

i.iteri)reter to sir George Gray, and he died there. Among his works are the Vocabulary

of the Mca:njique J.anjndje, Ilandhook of Afrkum, Aui^traUaii, and Po.yiics.'aii Pialolody,

Cjinparatice Grammar of South African Lanrjuaf/es, Iloitcntot Fables and Tales, etc.

BLI^.MYES, or Blemmyes, an r.ncient African people, ia and around the Libyan
d'sert. Ia tlu 2 I c, while Ligypt was under Roman lule, they made predatory incur-

sions into t'.iat province, and JUioclctiaa made important concessions to them. They
were powerful and annoying as late as the 7th c, and old authors tell strange .'tories of

t'.ieir s ivage appearance aad liabits. It ij supposed that t.ic Ababdeh, the Bishareeu,
unJ other tribes aro their descendants.

BLEX'NEPJI ASSET, IIarman, 1734-1831; b. England. lie was bred to the law
in Ireland, but sold his estates in Ireland f(;r more than C"IOO,CCO and came to the

United States. He remained i.i New York a short time, aad liually settled en an island

ia tae Oiiio river, jast below Parkersburg, Va., where he built a delightful residence,

aa.l dispeased the most elegant hospitality. Here Aaron Lurr iatere>ted liini ia Lis

Bcheme for seizing ^Mexico, where, in case of success, Burr v. as to be emperor, aad B. a
dake and ambassador to England. B. expended large sums in tltting out an e.\'pediti()n,

aad, tluKigli dis:;oiiraged when he learned Burr's real design, the intriguer had such
intlaence with his wife that B. still adheied to him. Ue was arrested and held lor trial,

but Burr's acqu.ltal set all the su.-p;;cted persons free. His beautiful inland aad homo
had been sa.:nliced by creditors, aad he returned to Natchez a bankrupt, lie undertook
a cottoa plantation, but the war with England ruined commerce, and he tlien removed
t;> ^loatreal, where he practised law. In 18~2, he went to Ireland to sccairc certain

properly, but failed, and continued to fail ia every project. In his last years he v»'a3

Bupported by a sister who left a small estate to his wife and cliildrea. B. married a
(laughter of Gov. Agnew of the Isle of Man, the was a woman of superior cnlture, and
aatharess </f several poems, among them 'Ihe JJ^.sertrd Jdc, and The Widotoand the Iloclc.

Che came to the United States alter her husband's death, and petiti<)ned congress for a
gr.uit i;i reparation of her great losses, but she died before linal action was taken, aad
was buried by the si.-.ters oi charity in New York. A son, Joseph Lewis, was a lawyer
ia 3Iissouri. The Blenncrhanset 1 aperu, with a memoir, were published in 1801.

BLIND. IvAia/, b. 18-20; a German politician, ra-restcd for ]M)litical offenses while a
etadeut at Heidelberg, imprisoned, and subseciuently banislu d Ur particii)ation in t!ic

alTair of 1843. He was also expfilled from Alsace for complicity in tluj i'.-iris insurrec-

lion. Ia Sept. after th:; conllict at ^taufea, he v.as taken prisor.er (with Striive) ai.d

fijntenced to eight years' imj)risonnient. Eight months afterwards he was set free by a

Jaoband went \o Carlsruhe, thence to Paris, and thence to Brussels, being everywhero
repelled, until, i.i 18.V3, he found rest ia London. Then; for several years he keptup his

violent iK»litical agitations, but after 18J0 be became more quiet, aconse(iuence. perhai>s,

of llie death of a step son in the Berlin affray of that year. He has published a great

namlxjrof political essays, and lirief artic l(;s on history, mytholoiry, and German litera-

ture, la 187."), in the streets of London, an attempt was made upon his life by ai>olitical

enemy. Among later works of bis uro IKrc-lmrMl amon^j oar Ucrmanic Forcfatlurc; a
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Record of the Poetry and History of Teutonic Cremation, Yggdrasil, or tlie Teutonic Tree of
Existence, and biographies of Freiligrath, Ledru Rollin, and Francis Deak.

BLIND FISH. See Ahulyopsis.

BLOCK, MoRiTZ, b. 1816; a German political economist, naturalized in France.

After service iu the statistical work of the ministry of agriculture, commerce, and public

works, he devoted himself to authorship and published works on agricultiu'e in various

countries of Europe, on French statistics and tinances, on socialism in Germany, and
began twid continued for some years the Annuaire de VAdministration Frangaise.

BLOCK BOOKS. See Printing, ante.

BLOCK ISLAND, in the Atlantic, s. of Rhode Island, and n.e. of Long Island;

about 8 ni. long and 5 wide, constituting the town of New Shoreham, Newport co., R. I.

;

pop. '70, 1113. It attracts numerous summer visitors. There is a light-house on the

u.w. extremity in 41° 13' n. and 71^^ 34' west.

BLODGET, LoRiN, b. N. Y., 1823; student in physical sciences, and in 1851 an
assistant in the Smithsonian mstitution, having charge of matters relating to climate

and atniospherc. Ho. shared in organizing the Pacific railroad surveys, and compiled in

a volume the records of scientific observations at government military posts. In 1857,

he issued Climatology of the United States, and of the Temperate Latitudes <f the North
American Continent, a work highly praised by Humboldt. In 1863, he had charge of the

statistical work of the treasury department, audjias since been connected witli the cus-

toms as appraiser at large.

BLODGET, Samukl, 1720-1807, an inventor, b. Mass. Under the colonial gov-
ernment he was judge of common pleas in New Hampshire. In 1783 he made
machinery by which he saved a valuable cargo from a sunken vessel. His success

prompted him to go to England, vv-here he propo.'^ed to raise the Royal George, the

British man-of-war that suddenly careened and sank off Spithead Aug. 29, 1782, Admiral
Keinpenfeldt and 600 other i)ersons being lost. His propo.'^ition was not entertained, and
he returned and began the manufacture of duck. In 1793, he began a canal around
Amoskeag falls, but failed, and was imprisoned for debt. He believed that b}"" strict

temperance and care about exposure to the atmosphere anyone might live 100 years;

but Jie died at 87.

BLOEM'FONTEIN, a t. in s. Africa, the capital of Orange Free State, 600 m . n.e. of

cape Natal; pop. 1200; inhabited chiefiy by Boers. There is considerable trade with
Cape Colony and the Transvaal republic.

BLOND, Jacques Christopiie le, 1670-1741; a painter of Amsterdam, noted for

miniature portraits. He conceived the idea of printing engravings iu colors, and spent
the most of his life in unsuccessful experiments, working in London and Paris, and
(lying in a Iiosi)ital in the latter city. Notwithstanding this ill-success, B. is regarded
as the inventor of color- printing.

BLOOD MONEY, the compensation by a man-slayer to the next of kin of the man
slain, securing the offender and his relatives against subsequent retaliation. It was com-
mon in Scandinavian and Teutonic countries until after the introduction of Christianity,

and the amounts were fixed by law. It is still a custom among the Arabs. There it

costs only one third as much to kill a woman jis to kill a man; but if a woman slain be
(juick with a male child, the fine is that for a full man; if with a female child, it is the

l)rice of two women. The amount of blood money ranges from $150 to ten times that

ajuount. The term l)lood-money was given in Eni:lish law to rewards earned by inform-
ers against notorious! olTonders; and it is still used there and in America for compensa-
tion obtained by criminals who betray their fellows in crime, or more generally for tlio

reward gained by any act of treachery.

BLOOD RAIN. Sliowers of reddish and grayish dust sometimes fall on vessels off

the coast of Africa, and on the land in the s. of Europe; if accompanied with moisture,
they form " blood rain," and in elevated regions, red snow. The dust consists chiefly

of microscopic organisms, while the red color comes from oxide of iron. A shower
which fell at Lvons, Oct. 17, 1846, was estimated to bring 720.000 lbs. of matter, of
which one eighth was organic. A shower described by Darwin covered more than
1,000,000 sq. miles. A shower in Italy, in 1803, furnished 49 species of organisms; one
in 1813, in Calabria, 64 species, of which 28 were common to the preceding. These
l>henomena date back even to the time of Homer. The organic particles are mostly
diatoms and rhizopods; the whole number of species determined is more than 300, of
which 15 are South American, and none African.

The zone of the earth in which these showers occur extends on both sides of The
Mediterranean westwardlj'- over the Atlantic, and eastwardly to central Asia. The ori-

gin of the dust is not yet ascertained; there is little ground for thinking it extra-terres-

trial, especially as the region affected is so limited.

BLOOD STAINS, as determined by modern science, have risen to importance in
some criminal trials, where attempts have been made with some success to determine, by
microscopic and chemical tests, whether the stains in question were made by the blood

Am. Ad. I.—19
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of a human bein^ or of some other animal; and even the further question is proposed—
^vas the stain niuae l)y the blood of a man, %vomau, or child? aid if by that of a man,
can we tell if it was the blood of one or of anotlier man? AVith proper chemical solv-

ents it seems easy to determine that a stain is or is not made from blood. It' of blood,

then the microscope indicates, by the measurements of the corpuscles of which the

blood was composed, whether it was human blood. It is asserted as the residt of careful

examinations that the blood of a man has larger red corpuscles than that of any other

animal. The mean diameter of these red corpuscles expressed in ten thousandths of au
inch is thus stated: Man, 77; dog. 70; rabbit, 65; rat, 64; pig, 62; mouse, 61: ox, 58;

liorse, 57; cat, 56; sheep, 44. In I'resh blood these measurements may, perhaps, be
depended upon; but when the blood has been dried the corpuscles change their form,

and it would probably be impossible to determine whether the stain were fi-om human
blood or not. As for determining the blood of one person from that of another, there

does not seem to be any possibility of doing so; indeed, so far as experiment has gone,
it appears that there may be more dilference in the corpuscles of the same man's blood,

taken at dilTerent times or from different parts, than between the corpuscles of the blood
of different persons. The examination of stains has been a prominent feature in .some

recent trials for murder, but it does not appear that any considerable dependence has
been placed upon the testimony of experts, partly because scientilic testimony of such
a nature is difticult to comprehend, and partly because experts themselves of ecpia'

attainments differ widely in their conclusions.

BLOOM'ARY, or Blo'mary, a furnace for transforming pig-iron to wrouglit rr

malleable iron, or for making such iron directly from ore. When ore is used, a jr.ass of

Iron called a ' bloom" is produced, instead of the impure pig-iron that runs from tia*

melted metal in a blast-furnace. The B. process is one of the oldest in iron-working,

and is used in rude forms in some still barnarous countries. The best of modern bloom-
aries are the German and the Catalan (Spanish) furnaces, in which ores are reduced
chiefly by means of charcoal. The best of ore should be used, as the waste is nuicii

greater in poor ore. In the Catalan the charcoal, with a large part of the iron, is heaped
on a square hearth opposite to the tuyere, charcoal and tine ore being added from time
to time, while a moderate blast is kept up and the mass occasionally stirred. In about
six hours the iron settles to the bottom, is taken out in a mass, and forged into a bloom.
For the German or more common bloom, the ore is pounded fine and thrown in small

quantities upon a charcoal fire, with either hot or cold blast, hot being much tlic best.

The m.etal settles to the bottom, and is drawn off at intervals, and hammered into
" blooms." The process is available in places where wood (for charcoal) and good iron

ore are found near each other. Iron so made is of the best quality, and is very desirable

for converting into steel.

BLOOMFIELD, a t. in Essex co., N. J., 4 m. n.n.w. of Newark, on the Morris
canal, and the Newark, Bloomlleld, andMontclair branch of the Delaware, Lackawanna,
and Western railroad. It also has connection with Newark l)y horse-cars. Pop. about
6000. It is a manufacturing place, and the residenc(^ of many business men of New
York and Newark. It was one of the earliest settlements in the slate. The Presbyterian

church has here a seminary for the education of German ministers.

BLOO:\IFIELD, Samuel Thomas, d.d., 1790-1869; an English critic, educated at

Cambridge, and rector at Bisbrooke, Ihitland. lie wns the author of many critical,

doctrinal, and exegetical annotations to the N(!W Testament ; translated Thucydides'
Jliatory of Ihe Pc'loponiiesian War; and made English notes to the Greek edition of the

New Testament, a work still widely used in England and America.

BLOOMINGTON, a thriving city of central Illinois, the co. seat of McLean co.

It is an important railroad C(;nter, having connection with St. Louis, Chicago, and .Jack-

sonville, by the Chicago and Alton; wiili Cairo and Dubuque by the Illinois (k'litral;

with Indianai)olis and Peoria, by the Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western; and with
Toledo, by a division of the Wabash railroad. Pop. '70, 14,190. Here are tlu' large repair-

shops of tlu; Chicago and Alton road, employing 1000 men, foundries, furnaces, and coal-

mines; and it is an important center of local and general trade. A court-house, lately

builtof Illinois marble, at a cost of $100,000, adorns a beautiful s(|uare in the heart of (ho

city. It has vvell-organiz(,'d public schools, a high-school, a lioman Catholic acadfiny, the

Major college for wom(m, 2 daily and 5 vvec^kly pajHrs. AVater works mv. suiijjlied from
u large well dug in the ])rairie. 'I'he Illinois Wesleyan univ(;rsily (Methodist Episcopal),

founded here in 1857, had, in 1879, 10 j)rof(!ssors and ISO students. Its i)resident is

W. H. II. Adams, d.d. At Normal, 2 m. n. of the city, at the junction of the lllinoisC'entral

ami (.'iiicago and Alton railroads, is tin; Northern Illinois normal university, also organized

in 1857. It has an inqjosing (idifice built at a cost of about }i;200,000; 14 professors and
teachers; 435 students; with 2o5 pupils in the training schools. Its president is Edwin
C. Hewelt, t.l.d., who succeeded Richard Kdwards, lA. ix, in 1875. Connected with
this institution is the .state laboratory of natural history, in charge of i)rof. S. A.
Forbes.

BLOOMINGTON, the seat of justice of Monroe co., Tnd., Ix-tween the branches of

White river, 60 m. s.s.w. of Indianapolis, on the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago
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railroad. Its people are engaged in manufactures, limestone quarrying, and farm pro-

ductions. It is the seat of tlie Indiana university (q.v.), founded by the state in 182b.

BLOUNT, a co. in n. Alabama, on the upper waters of Black Warrior river; inter-

sected by the South and Nortli Alabama railroad; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9945—682 colored.

The surface is mountainous, with large forests; productions agricultural. Co. seal,

Blouutsville.

BLOUNT, a co. in s.e. Tennessee, on the N. Carolina border, intersected by tho
Knoxvillc and Augusta railroad; bounded or intersected by tlie Tennessee, Holston, and
Little rivers; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 14,287—1460 colored. It has a mountainous surface,

and fertile soil, producing wheat, corn, oats, etc., and sorghum molasses. Iron ore,

marble, and limestone are found. Co. seat, Marysville.

BLOUNT, William, 1744-1800; a politician in North Carolina and Tennessee. He
was one of the signers of the federal constitution, governor of tlie territory of Ohio, and
one of the first U. S. senators from Tennessee. He was expelled from the senate on a
charge of having conspired to surrender New Orleans to the English. He was afterwards
chosen to the Tennessee senate, and made its presiding otiicer.

BLUE EAETH, a co. in s. Minnesota along the INfinnesota river, reached or inter-

sected by the Winona and St. Peter, the St. Paul and Sioux City, and the Minnesota
and Northwestern railroads; 750 sq.m.; pop. '80, 21,197. The main business is agricul-

ture. Co. scat, Mankato.

BLUE GRASS, or June Grass, Boa prntensis, a species common in this country and
Europe, attaining its highest perfection in Kentucky, where a large region in the middle
of the state is called the " blue-grass country," and is noted for its excellent cattle.

BLUEING OF METALS. See Tempering Metals, ante.

BLL'^E LAWS, a name given to certain enactments supposed to have Ix'en made by
the New Haven colony, in Connecticut, in the early days of the settlement. These
"laws" never existed; but as usual in the Puritan da3's the personal conduct of citizens

was often subject to judicial supervision and anijnadversion, and Sabbath-breaking was
especially odious to the magistracy. Currency was given to the idea of a code of severe
and ridiculous enactments culled the blue laws by the notorious tory minister, the Rev.
Samuel A. Peters, who had charge of the Engli.sh churches in Hartford and Hebron,
but who was compelled by the revolution to tiy to England. There, in 1781, he pub-
lished his General History of Connecticat, a work whose exaggerations and spite make it

almost a curiosity. Many years ago a small book containing these supposed laws,

which were really extracts from Peters' history, was published, and is even now referred
to as authority by some who have not investigated the subject.

BLUE LICK SPRINGS, a village in Nicholas co., Ky., on Licking river, 40 m. n.e.

of Frankfort, noted for mineral waters, which are sent in bottles to many parts of the
country. They contain lime, magnesia, soda, carbonic acid, sulphureted hydrogen,
sulphates, and muriates.

BLUE MONDAY, so-called from a custom in Europe in the 16th c. of decorating
churches in blue colors on the Monday preceding Lent, when the people had a holiday;

but the excesses committed led to the legal airolition of the custom. In the United
States women in some of the rural distiicts called every Monday by the name, as it is

the general day for doing the hard laundry work of the week. In the cily any 3Ionday
may be blue to workmen who on the day before spend their weekly wage unwisely.

BLUE PETER, a blue flag with a white square in the center, need to signify that

the ship on which it is raised, or the fleet of which that is the flagship, is about to sail.

•' Peter" is a barbarism for tlie French parlir, a notice of departure.

BLUE RIVER, in e. Indiana, ninjoing s.w. and forming the e. fork of White river.

It affords abundant water-power lo Newcastle, Shclbyville, and other manufacturing
villages.

BLUE RIVER, or Bahr-el-Azbak. See Nile, ante.

BLUE VITRIOL. See Copper, ante.

BLUNT, Edmund, 1799-1866; b. Mass.; sonof Ednfund; hj^drographer and marine
surveyor, engaged on his own account on the United States coast and in the West
Indies, and appointed first assistant in the government coast survey. He introduced
the use of the Fresnel light in American light-houses.

BLUNT, Edmund March, 1770-1862; b. N. H. ; author of the Ameiican Coad
Pilot, a most useful work for navigators, which has passed through nearly 80 edi-

tions, and been translated into several other languages. lie published many other nau-
tical works, charts, etc.

BLUNT, James G., b. Maine, 1826; brig. gen. commanding the department of Kan-
sas during the civil war. He was made a maj.gen. in 1862.

BLUNT, John James, 1794-1855; an English clergyman, author of Vestiges of ancient
Mannera and Customs discoverable in Modern Italy and Sicily, Undesigned Coincidences
in tJie Writings both of the Old and AVic lestament^ an Argument of t/ieir Veracify,
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History of the Christian Church j'l th.^ first three Centuries, and Sketches of the Reforma-
tion of the Church of England.

BLUNT SCHLI, Johann Kaspak, b. Switzerland, 1808; a Germau jurist; graduated
at Bona in 1829. He was prof, in the university of Zurich, a member of ine grand
council of the local government, and strong!}' opposed the civil war of 1847-48. In 1848

he became prof, of German and international law at .Munich, and in 1861 prof, of

political science at Heidelberg. In 18G4, with Baunigarten and others, he founded the

Protestaul union, and subsequently presided over several Protestant conventions, and
ovev the general synod at Baden in 1867. He was in favor of ^ union betwe^ui south

and north Germany, and was elected to the customs parliament. B. is the author of

many valuable works on politics, laws, and the sciences.

BOAR, AViLD, Sus scrofa, a species of suidre, regarded as the original of tl^a domestic
swine, equal to the largest m size, and far superior in strength and ferocity. It is of
grayish-black color, covered with short woolly hair, thickly interspersed with stiff coarse
bristles, which assume the form of a mane along the spine. Its great tusks a 'e formida-
ble weapons, but when old the tusks curve over the snout, and are no longer serviceable

for goring; but then the teeth of the upper jaw protrude and curve outward, serving the

same purpose as the tusks had done. The animal is native in Europe and Asia, inhabit-

ing the deep recesses of marshy forest grounds. Boars were v.ommon in England until

the time of Henry II., and then not found until, in the reign of Charles I., an unsuccess-
ful attempt was made to raise them in the New Forest. In the time of the conqueror
any one killing a wild boar was liable to have his eyes put out. It was for many centu-

ries a favorite beast of chase with the nobles in Europe, and was hunted chiefly on foot

with the spear, its strength and ferocity rendering the sport alike exhilarating and
dang'jrous. There is little of boar-hunting now except in India. The animal seeks its

food at night, and feeds chiefl}^ on roots and grain, tliough it will eat smaller animals,

birds' eggs, etc. The bristles of the boar are much used for brushes.

BOARDMAN, George Da>ta, 1801-31. b. Maine; educated at Waterville college,

where Jie was chosen tutor. In 1823, he offered to become a missionary under the Bap-
tist board of foreign missions, and having studied at Andover theological seminary, was
ordained in 1825, and in the same year sailed for Calcutta. He established a mission at

Maulraain in 1827, which soon became the most important station under the board. For
three years he labored incessantly with unabating zeal and accomplished an immense
amount of work, till his course was cut short by death.

BOARDMAN, Geokge Dana, d.d., son of George Dana, b. in Burmah, 1828;
graduate of Brown university and Newton theological institution; ordained in South
Carolina, but became pastor first in Rochester, N.Y., whence he went to the First Bap-
tist church in Philadelphia, where he still remains (1880). He has traveled in the east

and in Europe, and has delivered courses of lectures in Philadelphia which have drawn
great week-day audiences.

BOBADILLxV, Fkanctsco de, d. 1502; Spanish governor of San Domingo, who was
sent fr«m Spain in 1500 to investigate charges of maladministration against Columbus.
He arrested the discoverer and sent him in chains to Spain; but the act Avas dis(Avned by
the king, and Columbus was restored and sent back, arriving on the day that B., who
had l>een recalled, sailed for Spain. The fleet was wrecked and B. Avas drowned. But
for his treatment of Columbus this vain and tyrannical man would not have been known
in history. Probabh' Ben Jonson's " Capt. Bobadil," the silly braggart hiEcery Man in
his Humor, was suggested by this knight of Calatrava.

BOCCALT'NI, Tkajano, 1550-1613; an Italian satirist. Under the favor of Gregory
XIII. he held several oflices, the most important being that of governor of Benevento.
His most im))ort;)nt work is Wojcpiafjli di Parmtm, in whi(;h Apollo is repnisented as

receiving the compliments of all who present themselves, and distributing justice ac(/)rd-

ing to the merits of each case. The book is full of light fantastic satire. The only
government that escapes his attacks is that of Venice, a city for which he had a special

alfection. Other works of his were the Pictva, and commentaries on Tacitus.

BOCHOLD, or I^ocholt, a t. in the province of AVesti)halia, Prussia, on the Aa,
44 m. w.s.w. of Munster. In the neighborhood is a large iron mine. Pop. '71, 6125.

BOCHUM, a chief t. in Westphalia, government of Arnsborg, noted for manufac-
tures of cassimeres, woolens, carpets, hardware, and steel, and consiilerable trade in

grain. (Joal-min(!S are also worked. Poj). '71, 21,102.

IiC)CK, Kaui- EitNHT, 1). L('ij)sic, 1800; graduate of tlu; univ(!rsily there. He devoted
himself to medicine and anatomy, and became ])rofeHsor in the university and director

of the clinical department, lie is the author of a number of important anatomical
works, an atlas of anatoni}', ( t(

.

BO(,"KENHEIM, a manufacturing t. in Germany, 1 irt. from Frankfort, on the Main
and Weser railroad; pop. '71, 8476.

BOCKLIN, Aunot.d, b. 1827; a Swiss ])aintr'r; a professor of landscape i)ainting in

Weimar academy in 1860-62. He is noted for suc(;eKs in ideal scenery, and among his

pictures are " Amazons Hunting in a Forest," " A Panic," etc.
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BODE, JoHAKN Elert, 1741-1826; an eminent German astronomer. When a boy
he made astronomical observations from the garret of his father's house, with a tele-

scope constructed by himself, and at the age of :*" calculated an eclipse of the sun. The
next year he wrote on the solar eclipse of Aug. 5, and an elementary treatise on astron
omy which was especially successful. In 1774, he commenced the Astronomical Tear-
Book, whicii is still continued. But his fame rests chiefly on the Uranographia, pub-
lished in 1801, in which he gives observations on 17.240 stars, or 12,000 more than can
be found in any previous charts.

Bode reproduced the statement of the relations of the planetary distances, previously
made known by Titius of Wittenberg, but afterwards called" Bode's law" It assumes
the series of numbers, 0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, etc., each term after the second being
twice the preceding term; to each term 4 is added, producing the series, 4, 7, 10, 14, 28,

56, 100, etc., whose terms correspond roughly to the distances of the planets from the
sun, when stated in lt> millions of miles,"thus: Mercury, 3.5; Venus, 6.8; Earth, 9.1;
Mars, 13.9; Minor planets, 22-34.9, average 28.4; Jupiter, 47.6: Saturn, 87.2; Uranus,
175,4. Thus far the approximation is tolerably close, but the next t-erms are far apart.

The number of the series is 388, while the corresponding planetary distance is but 274.6.

The "law" needs, lirst, a demonstration of its causes; second, an explanation of its dis-

crepancies; then it should be called the law of Titius.

BO'DENSTEDT, FiiiEDRicn Martin, b. 1819; when young, a private tutor in the
family of prince Galitzin. He sul)sequently traveled in the Crimea, Greece, Asia
Minor, and the Caucasus, publishing The People of the Cauca.ms, ancf A 2 honmnd and One
Days in the East. After some experience in journalism he became professor in the uni-
versity of Munich, lecturing on Slavonic languages and literature. In 1851, he published
the Songs of Mirza Schaffy, supposed to have been translations from the Persian, but
really original, which attained remarkable .success. He is the author of various other
poems, and assisted in German translations of Shakespeare.

BODIN, Jean, 1530-96; a French law3-er and politician, authorof a number of philo-
sophical works. His greatest effort was Wio, Six Books of the Republic, the first elabo-
rate attempt in modern times to construct a system of political science. Only four years
afterwards, as if to prove that great minds have great weaknesses, he wrote a work
expressing the fullest l)elief in dcmonolog}' and sorcery. The duke of Alen^on gave B.
many preferments, and took him with him when he w\'nt to London to .«;o]icit the hand
of queen Elizabeth. B. was nuich worried between the Protestants and the league, and
was accused of being on both sides. That he was disjwsed to liberality is shown in a
posthumous work in the form of a dialogue, in which a Jew, a Mohammedan, a Lutlieran,
a Zuinglian, a Koman Catholic, an Epicurean, and a Theist take part. The conclusion
to which they all come is that they will live together in charity and toleration, and cease
from further disputations about religion.

BODY'S ISLAND, the sand strip between Roanoke and Albemarle sounds, n. ot

Orei!:on inlet, in Dare co., N. C. There is a light on the island, 156 ft. above tide, in
35^^

'48' n., and 75° 33' west.

BCEUP, Bayou, an overflow stream in Arkansas and Louisiana, fed in time of inun-
dation by the Mississippi. It unites with Washita river, and at high water offers 100 m.
of steamboat navigation.

BOGARDUS, EvERARDUS, a minister of the early Dutch Reformed church in New
Amsterdam. In 1638 he married Anneke Jans, a wiilow, who owned 60 acres of land
in what is now an important business part of New York. The farm subsequently came
into possession of Trinity church, and luis been the occasion of many law suits for

recovery by the heirs of Bogardus; but they are all in vain, the church's title being
complete. In 1647, Bogardus sailed for Holland to answer certain charges made by his

ecclesiastical superiors, but lost his life by shipwreck in Bristol channel.

BOGARDUS, jA\rES, b. New York, 1800; an inventor. Among his notable works
are: the eight day, three wheeled, chronometer clock, and several other improvements
in time pieces; the ring-flyer for spinning cotton: the eccentric mill, in which both stones
run the same way but with different speed; an engraving machine; a transfer machine
for producing bank-note plates from separate dies: the first dry gas meter: the first

pencil-case without a slot; a medallion engraving machine: a machine for engine-turning:
the accepted method for making stamps for penny postage; a machine for pressing glass;

several machines for cutting and working India-rubber; a new horse-power; a dyna-
mometer, and other contrivances of less importance. In 1847 he put up for his factory
a cast-iron building, the first one of that material ever erected. Soon afterwards he
introduced wrought-iron b(iams.

BO'GENHAUSEN, a village in Bavaria, the seat of the royal observatory of ^Munich.
2 m. n.e. of that city. The observatory, one of the best in the world, is in 48° 8 n., and
11° 36' east.

BOGGS, Charles Stuart, b. N. J., 1811: rear-admiral in the U". S. navy, retired

in 1873. He commanded the Varuna at the passage of the forts below New Orleans^
and was specially praised by Farragiit.
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BOGHEAD COAL, bitiimiuons coal of Scotland, more valuable for making gas

than tor luci. iS'amed from the cliief place of deposit. Boghead, Unlilhgowshiro.

BO GOS. negroes living in the highlands n. of Abyssinia, believed to number about

10.(X)0. and speaking the Beleu and Tigre tongues. They profess Christiauiiy, but have

little knowledge of it, and are tributary to Abyssinia. Their country is rich in line tim-

ber, fruits, and wild animals.

BOGUS, bad, or counterfeit; colloquially applied to coin, notes, and even persons,

to indicate spuriousuess or fraud. It is said to be a partial ju-onunciation of tlie name of

one Bonghese, a counterfeiter and rogue in general, who some years ago victimized tho

people of the western states.

BOHADDIN. or Boha-Eddyn (Abui--Mohassen Yusup-ibn-Shedad), 1145-1233;

an Arabian writer and statesman, eminent in the study of the Koran, as well as in juris-

prudence. By a work on the Laics and IXacipline of Sacred War, he gained the favor of

tiie famous SahuUn, and was attached to tiie sultan thereafter, serving in several embas-

sies, and as judge of the army, and judge of Jerusalem; under Saladin's successor he

was cadi of Aleppo, where he founded a college. B. continued his intellectual labors to

the age of 90. His most important work was a Life of ISaladin, highly eulogistic, but

very instructive.

BOHEMIAN FOREST, or Bohmerwald, the mountainous boundary between
Bohemia and Bavaria, separating the basins of the Elbe and the Danube; extending loO

m. from s.e. to n.w. ; the highest summits 4848 and 4743 ft above tide. Mo^t of the range

is covered with dens3 forests. A railway crosses it through the valley of the Cham.

BOHEMIAN LANGUAGE and LITERATURE have been subjected to literary

culture from about the 9th century. The language is the hariifeest and strongest of the

many dialects of the Slavonic family. It abounds in consonants so mixed that to p]ng-

lish 'eyes the words appear unpronounceable. The Bohemians call themselves Czechs
{Oechi, pronounced tchek-hi), and claim to be the original of their family of peoples.

Christianity was introduced near the close of the 9th c, and a few fragments of pre-

Christian literature were found in 1817 preserved in a manuscript in a church steeple.

The first literary productions of consequence, however, were due to the early German
Chiistians, and were written in Latin. It was not until the beginning of the 14th c,
under Charles IV. of Germany, that the native language obtained imperial favor,

Dalimil wrote his FJiymiiig Ghronlele of Bohemia about 1314, and translations were made
from the Latin and other languages into the Bohemian tongue. Sir John Mandeville's

travels was one of the books earliest translated, and a complete version of his adventures

was made about the end of the century. Among those who should be mentioned as

original writers are Thomas Stitny the domestic moralist, Duba the jurist, and Flaska

the'didactic poet. The next generation witnessed the ;:ttempts at both religious and
linguistic reform that came to an end in the burning of John Huss and the persecution

tha\ followed. The Bohemian language was, indeed, brought into general use, and served

the disputants on both sides; but little"^ was assigned to its keeping except the ephemeral

productions of political and ecclesiastical strife. A large col lection of these works, saved

from destruction by the invading Swedes, is still preserved in the library of Sto(;kholm.

Of more pc^rmanent interest is Paul Zidek's Jlldory of the World, the travels of T^eo of

liosmital throu'jh various parts of Europe; those of Kobatnikin Egypt and Asia Minor,

and of John of Lobkowitz in Palestine. In the 16th c. there was a remarkable develoi)-

ment of prose in various departments of literature. ^ Weleslawin, Pa])rocky, and Hayek
of Lil)oczun wrote popular histoyies; Wratislas of Mitrovic, and Prefat of Wilkanowa
gave accounts of their travels; and Nicolas Konec, Dobren.sky, and Lomnicky prodiwed

dirlactic works. A long period of literary decadence followed the battle of White
Mountain (1020); the best ])Iood of the nation went into exile, and such Bohemian
literature as <;am(! forth appeared in foreign coinitries. In 1774 a severe blow was struck

at the native langua'j:(! by .Maria Ther(;sa's de(;rec which enforced the use of German in

th(; higher and middle schools of tiie counliy. But the def(Mis(!of the native tongue was
taken uj) by count Kinsky, Hauka of ilankenstein, the historian Pelzel, and the Jesuit

Balbin. (Ither scholars (-spoused the cause, and a chair of tJie Bohemian language was
founcied at i*rague, and in 1818 a Bohemian museum was established in connection with

a society that devotr;d itself to the study of national antifpiities, which society ])ublished

a jounial. Pucliinnyer, 179r)-lH20, g"ave an imi)ul.se to national poetry, and was suc-

ceeded by Lang(;r, iiokowocel, Schneider, Czc^lakowsky, II. Kollar, and many other

writers. In science Presl, Sadek, Amerling, Smelana, IVtcina, Sloboda, and Opizhavc

attained dislinf;tion. The names (^f wiitersin politics, tlu^ology, and philosophy are too

numerous to mention.

BOHLEX, Pktku von, \TM')~VM{); a German oriental scliolar, maiidy self-educated ;

I)rofessor of oriental languages in tiu! universities of Halle, Bonn, and Konigsb(!rg. His

works, except an autobiography, are mostly on the languages of the East.

BOHLER. Pktkr, 1713-7."); a German Iheolou^ian and Moravian bishop, who came to

America iu 1783, and founded the village of Na:'.arcl!», in P(!nnsy!vania.
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B5HM, TirEOii.VLD, a Bavarian flute-player, b. 1802, the inventor of the flute ])ear-

Ing his name, wiiicii has superseded IJie old kinds. He had some reputation as a com-
poser.

BOHOL', or I>ool, one of the Philippine islands, discovered by Magellan in 1521: in
9 54' n., and 124 21' e. ; 40 by 32 ni.

;
produces rice, cotton, cocoa-nuts, cocoa-nut oil,

cattle, and coarse siliv. There is some gold in the rivers.

BOHTLINGK, Otto, b. St. Petersburg, 1815; a member of the academy of science and
councilor of state; v.ell versed in Sanskrit, Yakut, and oriental tongues. His main
work is a comprehensive Sanskrit-German dlciionary in 7 vols., in which he Lad th«
assistance of prof. Kudolf Both, of Tiibingen.

BOHUN UPAS. See Upas, ante.

BOILERS (ante). Those most distinctively American are the sectional or water-tube
boilers. The Babcock and Wilcox boiler consists of a series of tubes inclined from the
front to the rear, and connected at each end by a manifold chamber. The forward ends
are connected to the steam-drum, which lies lengthwise of the boiler. The tubes and
manifolds are in the fire chamber, and there are two sets of diaphragm plates, by which
the hot gas, after rising, is deflected, first downward and then upAvard, being made to

cross the stack of tubes three times before making its exit into the chimney. The water
fills the tubes and occupies the lower part of the steam-drum. The tubes of the Root
boiler are likewise inclined from front to rear; they are joined at the ends by triangular
caps and crow-feet, and the joints are perfected by iTibber gaskets. The joints are out-

side the fire chamber, and the steam-drum lies crosswise of the boiler. The water does
not fill all the tube-space within the fire-box, nor enter the steam-drum; by this means
dry steam is secured, while the danger of superheating is but slight, as the space not
reached l)y the water lies in the upper and forward part of the fire-box. The Whitting-
liam boiler has its tubes, connections, and steam-drum, all inclosed in the fire-box; the
tubes are traversed by interior tubes, or flues, through which the hot gases are conveyed,
and thus a large fire surface is secured. The Harrison boiler is made of cast-iron spher-
ical shells, 8 in. in external diameter, and f of an in. thick: they are cast in sections, 2
or 4 spheres together, are connected by curved necks of 3j- in. diameter, and are held
together by wrought-iron bolts and caps. The joints are accurately fitted, without
packing.

The water surface of a boiler is that area of metal which has Mater within and flame
or hot gases vv'ithout; at this surface the steam is generated. The area which has hot
gases without and steam within is superheating surface, at which the steam by the recep-

tion of heat acquires greater expansive force. The draught-area, or calorimeter, is the
<.ross section of the area traversed by the hot gases from the fire, and may be taken at

any point between the furnace and the chimne}'. Ordinarily, however, it is restricted

to the space around the tubes in the water-tube boilers, and to the section of the flues in

flue-boilers. That boiler is most efficient which shows the greatest difference between
the furnace temperature and that found at the chinmey. since that difference indicates

the quantity of heat which has been transferred to the water in the generation of steam.
If the combustion is complete, the heat of the furnace will depend on the quantity of
air furnished, that is, upon the area of the calorimeter, whence it appears that the calo-

rimeter should be large. But if this space be an unbroken volume, much of the hot gas
may pass through without impinging against the boiler surface, and delivering its heat,

whence it is desirable that the space should be divided thoroughly; and it is evident that

a reduced calorimeter may often give better results than a larger one. not properly
arranged. A designer of boilers will find important tables on this point in Appktan's
Ct/dopa'dia of Mechanics,

Priniiufi is the tendencv of the water in the boiler to form spray by the bursting of
the steam bubl)les when they come to the surface of the water, the spray going forward
with the steam into the cylinder. Here it is cooled and accumulates, especially if the
exhaust port is not, either by position or capacity, adequate to its discharge. AN'ater is

practically incompressible, and if a quantity of it, greater than the volume of the clear-

ance, is found before the piston, near the end of the stroke, it lies between the piston
and the cylinder head as mischievous as a mass of metal would be in the snme position.

Soinething must yield. The crank pin may be broken, or the cylinder split, or the head
burst out, and all rods and gearing will be ruined. Priming is caused by want of steam
room, or of area at the surfiice of the water in the bodies, or by the use of dirty water.

The hitter cause may be cured by collecting the water in tanks, and giving it time to

settle. The others may be avoided by pro))er construct i(ni of the boiler, by checking
the steam at the throttle, or by Avorking the engine more expansively. Any sudden
removal of pressure, as the opening of the safety-valve, or of the throttle in starting,

tends to produce priming, because while the water had, at the instant of the opening, a
capacity for steam corresponding to the higher pressure, the diiuinished pressure sets free a
gush of steam that is entirely disproportioned to the ordinary conditions. Some authorities,

advise the insertion of a perforated plate through which the steam nuist ]"»ass on its way
to the cylinder; the water beating against this plate is arrested, and the steam passes on
more freely. In simikj locomotives the steam is taken by a longitudinal perforated pipe,
which serves the purpose of the steam dome of usual designs. Boilers in which the
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Rteam does tiot clrculatd freely because of the disposition of the tubdii, are liable to the
anuoyauce of priming.

The term fiof\<c-]hn''e}\ \vhGn tipplicd to the boiler, hag a mcnninaf scarcely more
definite than Avheu used to indicate tiic capacity of the Ongine. tn eitlier case, the Ijorse-^

power realized depends us much upon the method of tising the mechanism, as upon it.«i

original construction. The best authorities agree that the horsepower of the boiler

should indicate the actual evaporation of water^ instead of the size of the boiler or tlic

etHciency whicli may be secured througli the engine. The ability to evaporate ft cubic
foot of water per hour, making steam at 212' F., has been suggested as iv suitable unit

to be called a horse-power. To ascertain tiie evaporative power of a boiler by experi-

ment, it is necessary to obtain the ^veights of fuel and water, and to know the quality

of the steam produced. A trial should last 24 hours; steam may be raised, and then
lire withdrawn, and the ash-pit cleared, the steam meanwliile being maintained willi

wood. Coal is then added, and as soon as it is fired, the test begins. Xote is taken of
the height of water in the gauge, and the water is left at the same height at the end of
the test. Coal is carefully weighed in regular amounts and at regular intervals to avoid
errors. At the end of the trial the fire is withdrawn, and the remaining coal weighed as

soon as possible; this weight, plus that of the ashes made during the ex])eriment, taken
from the weight of the coal, gives the weight of fuel consumed. To find the quality of
the steam, a tank is provided, Avhich is traversed by a pipe leading to the boiler, the whole
apparatus Ix.'ing so arranged as to waste as little heat as possible. The tank is filled with
water, and steam is admitted through the pipe in such quantity as maybe condensed
by the water. We have to note the pressure of the steam, the weight and temperature
of the water before steam is admitted, tlie weight and temperature at the close of the
test, the weight and temperature of tlie water formed from the condensed steam, and
the time. Experiment must also be made to test the loss of heat by radiation and evapo-
ration, which is done by heating a given quantity of water to a given temperature in the
same tank, and noting the loss in weight and temperature during a given time. To illus-

trate by an example. Suppose a test made, from which these data have been secured:
Coal used, 59S0 lbs. ; feed-water used, 43,320 lbs.; coal withdrawn at end of test, with
ashes, 1830 lbs. ; hence, coal burned in the test, 5980 minus 1830=4150 lbs. The apparent
evaporation per pound of coal is, 42.320^4150=10.2 lbs., if the steam were dry. To
test the quality of the steam the described apparatus has been used, and these data noted:
PrCiSsare of steam at gauge, 80 lbs. ; weight of steam condensed at 05 \ 204 lbs. ; initial

temperature of water for condensing, GO"^; final temperature, 92°; head of water in tank,
27 in. ; time; of trial, 24 hours; and by former tests it appears that 4 cu. ft. of water,
weighing 02. 2 lbs. per ft., pass from the tank per hour, a:ul that tlie loss of heat ])y

evaporation and railiation is 148.) thermal units per hour. Tiie heat, given to the Avaierby
the condensing steam in one hour was 4x62. 2X (95 minusGO) --|-1480= 8T08 thermal units.

The steam condensed per hour was 204-i-24=8.5 lbs., hence each pound of 5-.teani com-
municated to the water 8708-^-8.5=1024.5 thermal units of heat. But this I'ondensed
steam was discharged at 95"'; to 1)ring it d(3wn to the standard of 32' there murt have
been a farther reduction of 95 nunus 30=05 thermal units, showing that the quantity of
heat above freezing standard held by a pound of steam as it issued fi'om the boiler Avas

1024.5-|-65=1089.5 thermal units. The total heat, above freezing standard, of a ])ound
of dry steam at 80 lbs. pressure (see Kankine, Steam Eiv/ine, or Applfton's Cj/r. of
MechanicH), is 1177.1; it is therefore evident tlrit the steam r.sed in tlie test contained
somt; moisture. As the temperature of the feed-water was GO', it had already 28 tlierrnal

units of heat per pound above water at 32', and would recp.iire 1 177.1 minus 28=1149.1
thermal units to cliuige it to dry steam; l)!it it rc'(uired 1089.5 minus 28=1001.5 thermal
units to change it to steam of the (juality observed, hence the actual eva|)oralion was
1001.5-^1149,1=0.91500 of the apparent evaporation. But the ni)parcnt cvai)orali()n

was 8.5 lbs. per pound of coal, and Ihe actued was therefore 7.778 lbs. If the feed-water
were at 212'\ 998.5 thermal units wotdd be re(ialred to convert a pound of water into

steatn, IIenc;e, 10G1.5-T-998. 5= 10.0= nearly the evaporation per pound from and at 212".

BOILI.XU OK \A(l\:\\^^ {aide). As will be understood from the above, th(^ terms
liquid and boiling-point are entindy relative, depending upon (ixternal agents and upon
each other. The statement Ijiat water is a li(juid is only trnc^ under certain conditions.

In the arctic regions it is a solid, and in a ve.ss(d heated to 212' under ordinary atmos-
pheric pressure it is a vapor or gas. Nitrous oxide is a li(|uid under ordinary atmos-
pheric pres.Hure wlien reduced below 120' Ixdow zero, and the; same is true of carbonic
acid wIkmi r(;dueed to 108.70'. ]*r<!ssure, however, is capable of redu(dng both these
gases to liquids, and modern experiments with various substane(>s ar(» now (common in

which carbonic acdd is iKpielied by j^ressure. Ammonia, conunonly a gas, is a liciuid

Avh(!n reduced to —28. GO'. This snbstancM; is capable of Ixdng al)sorbed l)y a veiy small
volume of water under heavy |)n-ssnr(!, or, at least, (;f occupying a very sniall vohunc;
for we cannot .say that th(! gas is really absorbcfd; the water assists tlu; ])re.ssure in Jiold-

ing the gas in a lifpii<l foruL Advantag(; is lakcm of this in the Avorking of a certain
cUlss of ic(!making iiiachines, called ammonia ma( hines (q.A'.), Some of the machines,
hoAvever, dep(;nd u[)(jn the vaporization of ammonia, aidiydrous, or nearly so, foi- tho
ab.sorption of sensible heat. The following is a table of the boiling-points of various
ubstances

:
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SuflSTANCE. B. point F. Barom. meas.

Nitrous oxide —126.23° 29.88
Carbonic acid —108.76 30.21
Ammonia —28.66 29.50
Sulpliurous acid 13.10 29.29
Chloride of etlivl 51.80 29.84
Aldeliyde ".

67.64 28.90
Sulpluiric etlier 93.56 29.21
Sulpliide of carbon 118.23 29.76
Bromine 145.40 29.93
Alcohol 173.33 29.93
Water 212.00 29.93
Acetic acid 242.43 29.53
Sulphuric acid 640.00 29.93
Mercury 662.00 29.92

The investigations of prof. Kopp indicate certain remarkable laws connecting the
boiling-points of classes of liquids with their chemical constitution. The follo^ving
tables, calculated from the observations of prof. Kopp and others, show that in the group
of alcohols, and the acids derived from them by oxidation—both of which differ in con-
stitution by one molecule of CH2—there is a difference of very nearly 34.2^ F. between
successive members of the series; and that, moreover, the difference in the boiling-points
between the alcohols and their respectively derived acids is about 72°.

Alcohol. Formula. B. point. caL

Methylic alcohol CII.O 138.2°

Ethy lie alcohol CHeO 174.2
Tritylic aclcohol CsHsO 206.6
Tetrylic alcohol C4H.0O 240.8
Amylic alcohol C5H12O 275.0

Acid. Formula. B. point cal.

Formic acid CH2O2 210.2

Acetic acid CnH403 244.4

Propionic acid CsIIgOq 278.6
Butyric acid C4ll.0a 312.8
Valeric acid CaH.oOa 347.0

Other analogous correspondences in the boiling-points of liquids and their chemical
constitution were observed; thus in the series of hydrocarbons, homologous with ben-
zole, Cc.Ho, a difference in the series of CHa was attended with a difference of boiling-

point of about 43°.

The molecular constitution, or, more strictly speaking, the mutual relations letwccn
the molecules of li<iuids, ]iarticularly as regards water, who?e afl'.nities are so numeious.
exerts a great influence rot only upon the loiling-point. but u]en the nature or manner
of ebullition. Thus, if a clean glass flask is jartially filled with oidinary, an.d, of course,
more or less alMated spring water, ard heated lajndly with a s]>irit-l;imp. luarly all the

air will be expelled first, but before all the air is thus expelled eiulliticn will c( mmenee.
and at a point very slightl}- below 212". After a little lime, more of the air having dis-

appeared, but not entirelj', the loilirg-point (at SO in. merdnial pressure) will be 212°.

By continuing the boiling, however, the nude of cbulliticn will be found to have
changed. If the flask is held quite still there will be inteivals of time— although the
application of heat is constant—when ebullition will cease; and during tlu;-e intervals

the temperature will rise. If the heat is taken away for a few n.om.enrs so as to allow
the water to come to a state of comparative rest, and then rca] plic d, the Icmj eiature
may be raised to 220° before ebullition commences, when it will be decidedly (xplosive.
If now the flask is corked tight, and a partial vacuum formed in the space eeeupied by
vapor, boiling will go on until the water is quite crol. but tlic boiling will be of the
explosive character observed in the later periods of application of h( at, and when quite
cool Avill be more irregular, partly in consequence of the reduction of atmospheric pres-

sure, but more particularly, probably because of the increased cohesion between the
contiguous m">lecules of witter by reduction of heat.

BOIS d'ARC. See Osage Orange, ante.

BOI86, a CO. in s.w. Idaho, on Little Salmon river; about 2500 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 3884
—1754 Chinese. It is a mining region. Co. seat. Idaho City.

BOISE CITY, in Idaho, capital and chief city of the territory, on the Boise river.

285 m. n.w. of Salt Lake City, and 520 m. n.e. of San Francisco. *
It has a governmeiU

assay office, and a penitentiary. It is on the site of an old trading-post of tlie Hudson
Bay company.

BOIVIN, Marie Anne Victotre Gillain. 1773-1841; educated in a nunnery;
studied anatomy and midwifery ; married and was soon left a widow, when she took
the place of midwife in the maternite hospital, and in 1801 became superintendent. She
caused the establishment by Chaptal of a special school of accouchement. Her Memo-
rial de I'Art des Accovchements is a well-known work.
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BOKER. Gkorge Henry, b Philadelphia, 1824; gradiiatod at Princeton; studied but
did not foilow the law. lu 1J547, he published a volume. The Jjcsjioji of Life and other

Potins, and bOon afterwards 6tf/(ry/<as, r< 'Iragedii, which was acted iu London. This
was followed by Anti^i JJoUj^n. Liouor de Guziiian, and Fraiiccacii da lUiiuiiL A few
years later he publislu'd his PUujs and Poems, and m lbt)4, Poenia of the Vi'ar. In IbTl,

he was appointed United States minister resident at Constantinople.

BOL, Ferdinand, 1611-81; a Dutch painter, pupil and imitator of Rembrandt,
3Iany of his paintings are to be seen in Amsierdam.

BOLAS, a missile used by South American Indians in capturing wild cattle. It

consists of two balls covered with leather, united by a narrow^ but stout thong. The
cattle-hunter holding one ball swings the other around his head until proper momentum
is gained, and then launches the B. at the legs of the animal, which it instantly ties

together, rendering him helpless. The B. has been effectively used m war. If the balls

be of iron or lead, it may be thrown a great distance.

BOLGRAD , a t. in Moldavia, 28 m. n.mw. of Ismail; pop. 66, 9114. B. was for-

merly in Bessarabia, but was ceded to Moldavia by Russia in the Paris treaty,

BOLIVAR, a co. in Mississippi on the M. river. 800 sq.m. ; pop. 70. 9732—7816 col-

ored. Tlie land is low and swampy, and little cultivated. Co seat, Ro.sedale.

BOLIVAR, one of the United States of Colombia, lying on tlic Caribbean sea; 21,845

s'i.m. ; pop. '71, 247,100; chief town and capital, Carthageaa. The country is level and
covered with forests. Magdalena river forms its w. boundary.

BOLIVAR CITY. See Angostura, ante.

BOLL AN, William, d. 1776; an English lawyer, son-in-law of gov. Shirley of the
colony of Massachusetts, and the agent to obtain from England the money advanced by
the colony for the cx}>edition against cape Breton. He favored conciliation toward the

olonies, and wrote on American affairs; among other works, Freedom of Speech, and
Writing upj/i Public Affairs Conaiibrei, and A/ii^isfit liiylUs to the American Fishery
Eramiroecl an:t Stated.

BOL'LINGBR, a co. in s.e. Missouri on Little river; intersected by the St. Louis
and Iron mountain railroad; 450 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 8162. It is level with fertile soil; pro-

ductions cliieli}'" agricultural. Co. seat, Dallas.

BOLOGNA, Giovanni Da, 1524-1608; an Italian sculptor and architect, whose only
superior was Michael Angelo. He designed the fountain in Bologna and its oelebrated
tigure of Neptune. At Florence raa}^ be seen his "Rape of the Sabine Women," and a
l)ronze statue of Mercury. He was extensively employed in important public works.

BOLOGNESE SCHOOL OF PAINTING. Franco, who was commended by
Dante for superiority in missal-painting, and who has been called the Giotto of his

.school, is the supposed founder of the style of the Bolognese painters of the 14th cen-

tury. Many of their now fading works exist in the church di Mezzaratta, a galler3^ as

it were, of ancient specimens, which is to this era of the Bolognese school what tlie

Campo Santo at Pisa is to that of the Florentines. About 1400, the most prominent
uain:^ is Lippo Dalmasio, so:ne of whose works remain. Malvasia relates, with refer-

ence to one in the churcli of S. Procolo, that he heard Guido extol its purity and gran-
<leur of expression, and assert that no modern painter could infuse so holy a feeling into

similar subjects. Francesco Francia, who was contemporary with Raj^hael, and sur-

vived him some years, is celebrated as a painter who succeeded beyond most others iu

giving an expression of sanctity and purity to liis madonnas, and a letter of Raphael's is

extant in which this merit is particularly alluded to. Ilis eulogists, however, have
vainly endeavored to exalt him to a level with Raphael or Titian. Niecolo dell' Abate is

associated with the Bolognese painters by some works at Bologna, by his joint labors

with Priinatiocio at Fontainebleau, and by the extravagant comi)liment paid to lum in a
sonnet by Agostino C/aracci as uniting in himself all the excellences of all the great

masters. Pelligrino Tibaldi. a pupil of Michael Angelo, is another celebrated name. The
Caracci, of wh')m we shall soon speak, honored him with the appellation of "the
refoi'in.'d Michael Angelo." Baro(;cio led the way, abo\it 1565, in including Correggio
among the great modc'ls to be imitated, and we find that Jiudovico Caracci, and his

younger cousins Agostino and Annibale Caracci united their (^ll'orts to introduce a new
style pattern(;d in some re-p(!Cls after that great master. They founded a school of

instruction which exerted a great influence. The fame of the (Caracci was soon estab-

lished by their works; but the opposition of the abettors of the old school was not

silenced until the fre.s^jo.s in the Palazzo Magnani were executed. The constant refer-

ence of these masters U> uatun; was the point of objecition on the part of the old school.

Annibale ('aracci painted in various churches in Rome; but his great work, the monu-
ment of his power's and the specimen of the school most fre(juently (juoted, and in which
Agostino assisted, is the scries of frescos in tli(; Farnese pahuu'. The followers of

fiUdovico at !>ologna wcj-e; true to the founder of the school, and ])osterity s(!ems to have
decided lliat he was more f/rigina1 than Annibale. Sir Josliua Reynolds praised " hig

unaffected breadlli of lightaud shadow, the simplicity of the; coloring," and "the solemn
twilight" diffused over his pictures, as corresi)onding better with grave luid dignified
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81. ojects "than the more artificial brilliancy of sunshine which enlightens the pictures
oi Titian." Indeed, the principles and practice of these Bolognese masters and their
scliohirs superseded for a time every other style in Italy. Among the numerous
scholars of the Caracci, Domenichino holds the first rank. He was declared by Poussin
to be the greatest painter after Raphael, and by some n)odern critics he has been pre-
ferred to the Caracci themselves. Among the other eminent painters of the Bolognese
school are Guercino, Laufranco, Tiarriui, Lionello Spada, Cavedone, and Carlo Cig-
nani. During the present century the school has lost something of its former high rank.
The British national gallery contains more than tw^euty pictures by artists of this school.

BOLZA'NO, Beknhakd; 1781-1848; a Roman Catholic theologian and philosopher.
At 24 lie took orders and was appointed professor of the philosophy of religion at
the philosophical faculty in Prague. In his lectures he endeavored so to present the
Roman Catholic theology as to show its complete harmony with reason, but his views
met with much opposition. In 1820, he was accused*^ of connection with some
students' societies, and was compelled to resign. Several doctrines found in his
works were condemned at Rome, and he was suspended from his priestly functions.
The remainder of his life he devoted to literary work. He left 25 volumes, on logic,

on the philosophy of Roman Catholic dogmas, on mathematics, and on autobiography.

BOMB LANCE, a sharp-pointed projectile used in whale fishing, charged like a
grenade, and shot from a musket, the slow fuse that explodes it being first lighted. Its

power is sufficient to stun the whale.

BONA, Giovanni, 1609-74; an Italian cardinal, author of De Pi-indpiis Vitce Christ-

ians, and a work on the liturgy which is accepted as authority. He was also a co-worker
in the Acta Sanctorum.

BONAPARTE {ante), also NAroLEON, ante. The following table shows the relation-

ships of this family, whose members have been so prominent m modern Europe:
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THE BONAPAP.TE FAMILY.

Carlo Maria,
ITHi-lTbo.

1

— Joseph,
j

1768-1&44.

— Napoleon I.,

ITGiKlB^'l.

— Lucien,
1775-lSW.

1767

1794

Maria Letizia
Ramoiino,
175<J-18:3().

Julie Marie
Clary,

1777-1845.

I
Josephine

j
Mai-ie Louisa!

|de la Pagerie,]
|

of Austria, i

179C 17C3-1814. 1810 1791-1847.

Christine
Bayer,

1795 -1800.

Napoleon IL.l
K'g of Rome,!

1811-1832.

! Charlotte,
j

Prince
'j 1790-18G5. I ^

i Gabrieili,

I I Christine,
'

I 1798-1847.
Count Posse,

'1818

Harie
Charlotte de

i

Blesohanip,
1803' -^S-J-^-

Chas. Lucien,
Pr. Can ino,
1803-18.'37.

Lotizia.
1804-1871.

Jeanne,
l-Ovi.

Paul Marie,
1800-18:2/.

Louis Lucien,!
i 181J.

I

I

Pierre
I Napoleon,

! 18j5.

Marie Anne, i
i

Felix

1777-18^. il707 Eac.hiochi.

.
I

Ilortense do
i

Louis, Beauharnais,

:

i< 78-1840. :i805> i;8;i-1837.

Marie
Pauline,
1780-18:ij.

Prince
! Eorghcse.

1S03' li'75-1835i.

Marie I
I

Joachim
Caroline,

| j

j^Iurat,

17aJ-1839. 1800 1771-1815.

Napoleon,
Charley,
1802-1807.

Napoleon,
Louis,

1804-1831.

Charlotte
(dau. Joseph),

1802-18:]9.

I

Chas. Louis,

i

Napoleon 111.,

1808-1873.

Antoine,
l81o.

Alexandrine
i.)i;i.

Constance,
1823.

1.S53

Ei'.genieMarie'
i de I^lontijo,

1820.

Jerome,
17»4-1860. 1803

Elizabeth
Patterson,
1786-1879.

Catharine of

180'
^! Wirtemberg,

Jerome
Napoleon,
180r>-1870.

Jerome
Napoleon,
1814-1847.

Eugene Louis, I

ia"jG-1879.
I

.Jerome,

Mathilda Count
Letizia, -q.^ I)<'ini(loiT,

18a0, ^°^
'. IHlli- 11^58.

Jos. Charles
i

(Motildo
Napoleon, I of Italy,

K<22. If'.W I 18^J3.

Victor,
1805J.

LouIh,
1801.

Zonaide,
1801-1854.

Joseph
Lucien,
1824-18G5.

Lucien L ^uis
(Cardinal), i

1828.

Jacques
Phillipe,

is;w.
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Prince Lucicn Bonaparte names the following -vnIio, 1830, are in order of succession:
1. Cardinal Bonaparte. 2. Napoleon Charles, biothor of the cardinal. 3. Louis Lucien.
4. Pierre Napoleon. 5. Jerome, grandson of Jerome, the youngest brother of Napoleon.

BONAVENTURE, a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the bay of Chaleurs,
separated from New J3ruus\viek by the Mistouche and Ristigouche rivers; 3290 sq.m.;
pop. 71, 15,923, Capital, New Carlisle.

BOND, in law {ante), is simple or conditional, the latter being generally used. It

must be in wriiing, and signed, and should be sealed. The condition is the vital part,

limiting and determining ihe amount to be paid or the thing to be done, and no person
can take the benefit of a B. except the parties named therein, save in the case of a B.
given by an oflicer for the performance ot duty. If a B. runs to several persons jointly,

all must join in suit for breach, although the conditions ma}'' not at all affect some of
them. Becovery against a surety on a B. is not limited to the penalty, but may go
beyond as far as necessary to include interest from the time of default, A B. dormant for

20'years cannot afterwards be recovered, the presumption being that it has been satis-

fied. If the maker of a B. binds himself without adding "heirs," the heirs cannot be
held, but the executors and administrators are liable.

BOND, a CO. in s.w. Illinois, intersected by the St. Louis, Yandalia, and Terre
Haute railroad; 400 sq.m.

; pop. '70. 13,552, in '80, 15,032. It is a prairie and wood-
land region, with fertile soil, producing cereals, and having coal mines. Co. seat,

Greenville,

BOND, George Phillips, 1825-65; son of William Cranch, and his assistant in the
observatory, succeeding to full charge on his father's death. He published a Treatise

on the Condruciion of tJie Bhujs of ^S,.itujm, and FAcnierun of ihe Orbits of IL/perion and
the Satellite of Neptune. Tluit satellite and the 8th of iSaturn were di.covered by his

father and himself. For a work on Donati's comet the royal astronomical society sent

him a gold medal.

BOND, Thomas Emekson, d.d., 1782-1856; a physician, editor, and minister, b. in

Baltimore; professor in Maryland university, and local preacher of the Methodist
church. In 1800, he was editor of the lLi)icraat, and in later years for a long time of
the Christian Advocate and Journal, the leading newspaper of that church. Among his

works are Ap^jeal to the Methodisttt, and Narrative and Defense.

BOND, William Ckancii, 1789-lS59;b. Maine; an eminent astronomer. He was
self-educated, and had a private observatory at Dorchester, where his discoveries
attracted much attention. In 1838, he was chosen b}' the U, S. government to make
observations for the use of the Wilkes's exploring expedition. In 1839, he supervised the
construction of the observatory at Harvard, and became its director. He was the
inventor of a method of measuring time to a very small fraction of a second, and among
the first to employ photography in stellar observations. He w;:s a member of the
academy of arts and sciences, and of the philosophical and royal astronomical societies

of London.

BONDER, in Norway and Sweden, the landowners or farmere. Under the ancient
kings of Norwa}^ they Avere a powerful class, and often compelled imporlant concessions
from their rulers, or deposed tiiem. They would nearly correspond to burgesses and
bnrons in England,

BONE CAVES, natural excavations containing bones of extinct animals. In Eng-
land there is one at Kirksdale, in Yorkshire, and one at Bristol: in France there are
several in the valley of the Dordogne; there is one at Gailenreuih in Bavaria; and others
are in Belgium and Sicily. They are found also in the United States, Mexico, and
Brazil. The bones most commonly found are those of the mammoth, rhinoceros, bear,
hji^ena, and lion, and many of herbivorous animals. The caves in England were fre-

quented by hyenas, those on the continent chiefly by bears. In the caves in southern
France there have been discovered relics of man and his tools of the stone age. a fact
that is tho\ight to point to a high antiquity for the race, as the accompanying bones of
animals were not of those domesticated or subjugated by him,

BONESET, or Thoroughwort. eupatorium perfoliatnm, a perennial herb growing
in moist soil, much used in the country as a tonic. It has a strong bitter taste, and is

taken in the form of hot tea to produce perspiration. If very strong it operates as an
emetic. To make B. tea, steep an ounce of dried leaves in a pint of water; let it stand
two hours, and strain. It is often used as a substitute for quinine in agues and light

fevers.

BONGO, a people of central Africa in the region between ^^ and 8" n.. and 27'' and
39° e., on the tributaries of the White Nile. They are a short-headed race, of medium
height, reddish-brown complexion, and black hair. They subsist on sorghum, which
they cultivate, fruits, tubers, and fungi that grow natural! v, and for meat'they eat any
living creature—bird, beast, and reptile—except the dog. Tobacco is raised and smoked.
They have no cotton or Hax, and for the most part wear no more clothing than an orna-
mental girdle about the loins. They have goats, dogs, and poultiy, but cattle and sheep
arc rare. Iron is plentiful, and is worked with miicli skill for use and for ornament.
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Iron also forms their currency. They have drums, horns, and stringed instruments, in

which tliey take great delight. Marriage is by purchase, and no man is allowed moro
than three wives. Tattooing is practiced to some extent. Their sepulture resembles tliat

of the Peruvians, the corpse being found in a crouching position with the knees drav.n

up ro the chin; the tombs are frequently marked by rough wooden ligures intended to

represent the deceased. Of the inuuortnlity of the soul they seem to have no notion;

and their nearest approach to an idea of a beity is manifested in a vague reverence for

luck; but they believe intensely in goblins and witches in great variety, which are iden-

tified with owls. bats, and otlier noxious aninuds. Their language is copious and musi-

cal, abounding in the vowels and A, and is of simple grammatical structure. They
number less than 100,000, and are subject to the people of Khartoom.

BOXHOMME, a co. in s.e. Dakota, on the Missouri river; 525 sq.m.
; pop. 70, 608;

'80, 5o61. It is an agricultural region. Co. seat, Bonhomme.

BONIN (oi; ApvCHbisuop) ISLANDS (ante), called by the Japanese Ogasaayara,
after the daimio who tirst held them iu fief in 1593, or after the navigator of the same
name who visited them later. In 1GT5, a party of Japanese explorers from Nagasaki
visited them, and finding them uninhabited, called them Bunin ("no man's"), whence
our Bonin. In 1823, capt. Coflin, of the American whaler Tninsit, landed on the most
southern island, and named it after himself, which capt. Beeche)' knew when he arrived

in 1827. In 1854, com. ]\[. C. Perry stocked the island with sheep, goats, and cattle,

and Bayard Taylor wrote a fine description of the gTouj). In 1877, there were on the

island 25 Americans, 17 Englislimen, and a motley company of Hawaiians and others,

numbering in all 70 persons. In 1878, it was formally taken possession of. colonized,

and a local government established by the mikado. Coffin island is the suggested site of

the terminus of the proposed trans-Pacific submarine cable from California to Japan.

BO;?fNER, Robert, b. 1824; a printer who established the New Tori'. Ledger in 1851,

and by a new and attractive system of advertising acquired for it an unprecedented cir-

culation. It is a famil}' literary journal, without advertisements. B. is also known as

an owner of fast horses, and has had at one time more than a hundred of the most valu-

able, obtained without regard to cost.

BONNEVILLE, Benjamin L. E., b. France about 1795, a graduate of West Point.

In 1820, he was constructing a military road in Mississippi; next on frontier duty, and
in 1831 started on an exploring expedition to the Pocky mountains and was not heard
from for several years. He served in the Florida and Mexican wars, rising to the grade
of col., and in i8()l was retired on account of disability, but served during the civil

w^ar as superintendent of the recruiting service in Missouri, being raised to brig-gen. in

1865. Wasiungton Irving edited i\\Q Adventures of Captain Bonneville, U.S.A., in the

Rozhj MonrUaiiiH and the Far West.

BONNIVARD, FR\N9ors de, 1496-1570; the "prisoner of Chillon." lie was educated
at Turin, and in 1510 succeeded to the priory of St. Victor, near Geneva. He upheld the

clause of the Genevese against the duke of Savoy, and when the duke took the city he
wa^ imprisoned for two years. Being lilierated, he returned to his priory; but in 1530,

wiiile traveling in the service of the republic, he was captured l>y robbers, and given to

his enemy the duke, who imprisoned him in the castle of ChilTon until 1536, when he
was liberated by the Bernese and Genevese forces. He returned to Geneva (which city

was now entirely emancipated), and enjoyed the honors and rewards due to his patriot-

ism, being made one of the council of two lunidred. He was the author of a liistory oi'

Geneva, and left his books and manuscripts to that town.

BONXYCASTLE, Cfiahles, 1792-1840; b. in England; son of John, the English
mathematician. He; assisted in compiling his father's text books, and was the first

profes.sor of natural philosophy in the imiversity of Vn-ginia, and also professor of

mathematics. He wrote Inductive Geometry, and several papers on scientific topics.

BOOK TRADE {anU^. The book trade in the United States is of comparatively
recent growth, althf>ugh printing was introduced into New York as early as 16S3. For"
schohirs and lil>raries the needed books were imported from Europe, but with the spread

of newspapers and the devc-lopment of educniion, the incrciising demiuid for books
offered to pidjlishers a profit from the reproduction of the best works of English litcrii-

turc!. The old(^st iiouse in the trade is that of Sower, Potts &: Co., whose founder,

Christopher Saur, sr., made almnnacs iind (jcrmnn Bibles, nenr Philadelphia, in 1740.

The book production of this country was estimated, in 1N20, to amount to oidy $2,500,000,

of which about 30 per cent were oriiririal Ameiicnn Ixtoks; for 1S30, iJ3, 00*0, 000, 40 per

cent American; for 1810, !j;5, 500,000, or 12,000,000 volumes, 55 per cent American;
for 1850, $12,500,0(JO, 70 percent American; for 1H5(;, $10,()00,()()0, 80 j)er cent Anu-ri-

can. These statistics are only estimated, but it shows that the i)roportion of original

American books has steadily ituMr-ased. The produclion of books in 1871 was estimated

at $40,000,000; 5032 American books were ent^-red for copyright in 1878, and 0580 in

1879; during 1879, the (;opyright of 5205 of these was perlected by depositing copies

in the library of congress as recpiired by law. The trade is usually classified into three

divisions

—

i)ui)lishin'j-, jol)binir. and retailing; but although th(.'r(! ar(; a great nund)cr of

persons who sell bo<;ks and periodicals in connection with some other business, there are
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prolyably not more than 8000 regular bookstores. About 900 names are given in the Ameri-
caii Catalogue of those who publish occasionally, but nine tenths of the trade is carried on
by about 50 publishers. Tlie " subscription publisliers" sell their books through agc'.:i'

and canv^assers. Publishers of educational books form a special class, although some of

the prominent houses, like Scribner, Appletou, and the Harpers, have educational depart-

ments in their business. The "jobber" is the middleman, who orders books in larger

quantities from the publisher, and distributes them among the retail booksellers through-
out the country. Many of the larger houses, like Lippiucot, combine the business of

the publisher, jobber, and retailer; while others, like Houghton, Mifflin & Co., confine them-
selves to the sale of their own publications. Every spring and fall there is a "trade sale"

in New York, at wiiich large numbers of new^ publications and standard books are sold to

the highest bidders among the jobbers and retailers represented at the sales. The American
publishers generally allow the retailers from. 25 to 40 per cent, and the jobbers 5 per
cent more. The usual forms for books published in this country are 12mo for novels,

books of poetry, etc., and 8vo for books of travel, treatises, etc. It is customary among
publishers to allow the author of a book a "copyright" payment of 10 per cent on the retail

price for all sales; but a gross sum is frequently paid to tl)e author, and the book then
becomes the sole property of the publisher. The copyright of a book is granted for 2S
years, with the privilege of renew'al, by the author, his widow, or children, for 14 years
m.ore, A copy of the title-page must be registered in the ol!1ceof the librarian of congress
at Washington before publication, and two copies of the best edition must be sent to the
.same office within 10 days after pul)lication. The fees are 50 cts. for recording entry,

and 50 cts. for each copy of record; there is no other expense. This fee does n<U,

as in the case of patents, cover any investigation into the validity of the copyright, the
librarian of congress being only a registering and in no sense a judicial officer. The
most noteworthy attemipt to suppl}' the American book-trade with a bibliography was
•made in the BihUotheca Americana of Koorbach, a catalogue of publications including
American issues from 1820, continued by Kelly, in supplements, to 18T1; this is now-
superseded, for current books, by the American Catalogue, issued under the direction of
F. Leypoldt, containing entries of all books (including imported editions) in print and
for sale in this country July 1, 1876. The first volume, now i.ssued. includes the alpha-
bet by authors and titles, covering about 70,000 entries; the second, in pre))aration. givc.<?

the same books \mder subject-entries. The trade periodicals are the Puhii^lwrs' Wnklf/.

New York, which was begun as the Weekly Trade Circular in 1872, by F. Leypoldt, and
which afterwards absorbed Child's PnbUfiheri<'' Circular, founded in 1B!>2; and Xha Ameri-
can Bookseller, piibl'shed fortnightly by the American News Co. The Pnhlislicra' \/cckiy

is especially valuable for its weekly record of current publications, giving full titles,

prices, and other information, entered in accordance w ith the cataloguinff sysiem of the
American literary association, and furni.shed with appended descriptive notes, giving
briefly the scope, character, and contents of the books. The Anaricau Book.^dlcr, besides
records of new books, includes monthly a useful index, classified by subjects, of the
promment articles m the periodicals of the month.

BOOLE, George, ll.d., 1815-64; an English logician and mathematician. He
passed an uneventful life, first as principal of a school at Lincoln, afterwarOs "t Wad-
dington, and as professor of mathematics in Queen's college, Cork. He compleied two
systematic treatises on mathematical subjects, one on I);ffcren1i((l Equations, and the
other on Finite Differences, a sequel to the first. Both soon became standard text books.
B. is also noted in logic for his work. An Investigation of the Latra of TJionght, on ichirh

we fonnded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Prohahilitics, In 1844, he received
the royal medal.

BOONE, a CO. of Arkansas, on the Missouri border; 576 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 7032—74
colored. The land is fertile, producing grain and dairy articles. Fine variegated marble
is found. Co. seat, Harrison,

BOONE, a CO. in Illinois, on the Wisconsin border; traversed by the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad; 270 sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,942; '80, 11,555. It' compri:^es rolling

prairie land and forests; producing wheat, corn, rye, oats, barley, potatoes, hay, butu^'r,

cheese, and wool. Co. seat, Belvi^lere.

BOONE, a CO. in central Indiana, intersected by the Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
Lafayette railroad; 408 sq.m.; pop. '70, 22,593. It fs level, with deep and fertile soil,

producing grain, potatoes, wool, sorghum, molasses, etc. Co. seat, Lebanon.

BOONE, a CO. in central Iowa, on the Des Moines and Snake rivers; traversed by
the low-a division of the Chicago and Northwestern railroad; 576 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 14,584.

It has productive soil, with abundance of coal. Co. seat, Booneshoro.

BOONE, a CO. in Kentucky, on the Ohio river; traversed by the Louisville, Cincin-
nati and Lexington railroad; 300 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,696—1012 colored. It has a hilly

surface and fertile soil, producing grain, tobacco, and dairy articles. Co. seat, Burling-
ton.

BOONE, a CO. in n.e. Missouri, on the Missouri river; 648 sq.m.; pop. '70,20,765

—

4,038 colored; surface, prairie and forest; soil productive; stone, coal and limestone are
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found. Co. seat. Columbia. A branch railroad connects the county seat with the St.

Louis, Kansas City and jSorthcrn railroad.

BOONE, a CO. in e. Nebraska, a part of which is in the Pawnee reservation; GOO

sq m.; organized since the census of 1870. Pop. '76, 1,099. Co. seat, Albion.

BOONE, n CO. in s.w. West Virginia; 550 sq.ni.
;
pop. '70, 4,553—153 colored; hill}'

and mainly wooded. Co. seat, ]Madison court house.

BOONE, William Jones, d.d., b. South Carolina, 1813; d. China, 1804; first mis-

sionary bishop of the Protestant Episcopal church; a graduate at South Carolina college.

He went into la\v practice, but left it for the ministry, and also studied medicine and
took his degree. In 1837 he went with his wife as missionary to China, and speedily

mastered the difficult language. In 1843 he j-eturned to the United States and was con^

secrated missionary bishop for China in 1844. He returned to China tlie next year and
continued his labors. He came home twice for the benefit of his health, returning

finally in Dec, 1859, to look after the new mission in Japan.

BOONEVILLE, acity in Cooper co.,Mo.,on the 3Iissouri river, 43 m. n.w^ of Jefferson

city, in the midst of a fine agricultural and mining region. It is the main market-place

for s.w. Missouri and a portion of Arkansas and the Indian territory, at the terminus of

the Booneville branch of the Missouri Pacific railroad, where the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railroad crosses the Missouri river. Pop. 3,506.

BOONTON, a t. in New Jersey noted for iron works; on a branch of the Morris and
Essex railroad, and the Rockawny river, 40 m. n.w^ of New York, in a rough mountain
reo-ion. The iron works cover 60 acres, and all branches of tlie manufacture are carried

on"^ The ore is magnetic, and yields from 50 to 75 per cent of metal. There are blast

furnaces, rolling-mills, nut and bolt factories, and a mill for making nail kegs, of wOiich

300,000 are used in a year. The motive power is furnished by the river and the Morris

canal. The first nailmill in the country was built in old Boonetown in 1770. The old

village was destroyed early in the present century by the breaking of the dam across the

river.

BOORHANPOOR', or Burhaunpooii, a t. in India, once the capital of Candeish,

210 UL e. of Surat; pop. 200,000. It is on a high bank of the Taptce river, surrounded

by a rampart of Ijrick, and lias in the center a palace of brick known as the Red Fort,

built by Akbar, who adorned the town with marble halls, a mosque, and gardens, now
nearly in ruins. Trade is monopolized by Arabs. B. was founded in 1414 and was for

a long time the capital of the country. It was taken in 1599 by Akbar, plundered in

1685 by the Mahrattas, taken from Delhi in 1720, occupied by the English in 1803,

restored the same year, and came finally under British protection in 1844.

BOOR LOS, or Bourlos, a lagoon in the Nile delta, Egypt, 5 m. e. of Rosetta; 38

m. long, separated from the Mediterranean by a narrow^ strip of land, but communicat-
ing b}' a single channel.

BOOTH, Edwin, son of Junius Brutus, b. Md., 1833; broug^it up to the st.nge

bv his father, making his public appearance in Boston ni ib'.9. In 1851, he supplied his

father's place as "Richard III." at the Chatham theater, New York. The next season

lie went to California, the Sandwich islands, and Australia (1854), returning to New
York in 1857. His most important advance was in 1860, when he played Shakespearean

parts at the New York Winter Garden with much success; after a visit to England in

1861, he made New York his home, and played there and in other cities as a star. In

1869, "Booth's theater" was built, where, tho\igh more and mor(! succes.-^fid as an artist,

he did not succeed as a manager. For the last four or five seasons lie has made brief

tours through various parts of the country. He is generally reganU^d as the leading

American tragedian, and in a few great characters he is without a rival. He is not a

man of im))osing l)odily appearance, being rather below the niedium stature; but his

frame is compact, his carriage at once dignified and graceful. Ids eye piercing, his fea-

tures grave. He is thorougldy absorbed in his part, and his voice is under sueh' complete

control as to express ui)on occasion any shade of feeling, sentiment, or conviction. His

rendering of familiar Shakespearean passages displays a fine a[)i)r('ci!iti()n of their sub-

stance and of the lights and shades of manner and expression l)y which tlieir full mean-

ing may be brought out. In liis private life lie is greatly esteemed.

BOOTH, SirFKLTX, 1775-1850; an English distiller who cave £20.000 to assist the

polar expedition of sir John Ross in 1827. His nanu; is found in "Boothia gulf" and
the isthmus of "Boothia." Ross named the whole region around the magnetic pole
" Boothia Felix."

BOOTH, John Wilkes, son of Junius Brutus; b. TVTd.. 1829, d. April 26, 1865.

Though like liis brotiier an actor, he did not achieve nf)1able success. During th(^ rebel-

lion U(t was in strong sympathy' with the South, and at the close; of the war lu; and others

formed a conspiracy to assassinate president Lincoln, tin; vice-president, and meml)ers

of tlie cabinet. On the night of Oood Friday, Ai)ril 14, 1865, the pr(!si(lent atlende(l

Ford's theater, with his wife and some ])ersonal friends. About 10 r.M., B. mad(! his

way to tlie door of the box, ai)proaclied the president uu.seen. and .shct him through the
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head. Lcnping from the box upon the stage, B. exclaimed, " Sic semper tyrannis! The
South is avenged!" and escaped by the stage door, where a horse was held for him. In
leaping upon tlie stage he fractured his leg, but witii an accomplice he rode 80 ni. before
resting. When pursuers came up with him he took refuge in a barn, where, as he refused
to surrender, he was shot, and died very soon after.

BOOTH, Junius Brutus, 1776-1853; an English actor, on his mother's side a rela-

tion of John Wilkes, the English statesman. When a boy he went into the navy, but
soon left the sea for a printing-office; afterwards studied law, painting, and sculpture,
lie appeared ou the provincial stage, Dec. 18, 1818. and in London in Oct., 1815, at the
age of 89. In 1817-18, he and Edmund Kcan alternated in the same characters in Drirrj-

lane theater. Soon afterwards Booth gained great celebrity in lik-hard III. and "Sir
Giles Overreacli;" but lie was taken with a fancy for travel, and in 1821 arrived at Nor-
folk. Va. He spent the remainder of his life in the United States, wiiere he was excep-
tionally popular, and esteemed by many critics U) be the greatest tnigedinn of his time.
Though his range of characters was not wide, the people never tired of the be.'^t of them,
such as "Richard III.," "Sir Giles," "Lear," "Shyiock," " Hamlet,'' and "lago." In
acting he sank the man in the character, and was so inten.'^ely carried away that the fenc-
ing in Hamlet 'And Rididrd became duels indeed, in whicli '' Richmond "and •'Laertes"
were compelled to defend them.selves in earnest. Like .H)me other great actors, id.-; jx'r-

.<;onal habits were untrustworthy, and late in life there was always much doubt of liir,

iK'ing in condition to appear at the places and times promised.

BOOTH, Mary Louise, an accomplished author and translator of numerous valual)le
works from the French, b. New York, April 19. 1881. Her father was descended from
one of the earliest settlers, John Booth, a kinsman of sir George Booth, afterwards baron
Dehunere, who came from England to America about 1(>49. "Her mother is the grand-
daughter of a French emigre of the revolutionary epoch. Miss Booth's literary career
seemed to be foreshadowed in her infancy, as she read Plutarch at five, and Racine in
the original at seven; and special care, tiiereforc. "was given to her education. At an
early ag(; .she became a contributor of skeldies and tianslations to various journals: slie

compiled the Marble WorJa'fa Manval, and the Clock and Watch Mnker't* Manual; and
devoted herself to tlie pre])aration of the fiist complete lIMonj of the City of New York.
whicli was published in 1859, a se(.'oiid edition in 18C7. ar.d a third edition, revised and
brought down to date, in 1880. This work has been extended and ilbistrated by well-
known book collectors. One copy enlarged to folio size, and extended to nine large
volumes by the addition of many thousand illustrations, maps, and pictures, is the prop-
erty of a New York C)ti;':en, and is said to be the richest colh ction of New Yorkiana
extant, Anoilier copy with two thousand illustratif ns is owned by the author, ar.d still

another copy has been extended to twenty-two volumes liy a gentleman of Cliicairo. Miss
Booth has translated many works from the French, notable among which are Men "s

Andre Chenier, Victor Cousin's Lfe and 1
'in i en of Madame de Chcrrtufe. Marmiei's 7?kv-

aian, Talcs, About's Gernacine and 27te Kinr/ of the Ma^nntaira*, Pascal's Letters, Sue"s
Mi/sfcriea of the People, etc. In 1861, the civil war broke out, and Miss Booth, who was
an ardent rei)ublican, devoted her pen to the task of intei]ueting to lier countrymen the
words of their friends in Europe. She tran.'^lated in rapid succession count Agt nor de
Gasi)arin'.s Uprimiri of a Great People and America before Europe, Edoiiard Laboulaye's
Paris in. America, and Augustin Cochin's Petajlt» of Kmancipatioii and Ee.ynlla of t^hirei-y,

which Charles Sumner declared worth a whole phalanx in the cause of freedom, and in
acknowledgment of which she received letters of thanks from president Lincoln and
many prominent statesmen of the day. She also translated Vet<ptr, Camille. nud Iliiwan
Sorrows by the countess de Gasparin-. and Jfapfpincii.^ by the <ount de Ga.sparin. and main-
tained during the whole war a constant correspondence with Ga.>-parin, Cochin, Labou-
laye. Henri Martin, ]\[ontaleml)ert, and other syminithizers with the government, who
continually .sent documents which she tran.'ilated and i>ublislied as alabor of love, in
pamphlet form, through the Union League club, in the city journals, and elsewhere. She
next turned her attention to Henri Martin's great llistorij of France, m seventeen vol-
umes, six of which she translated, but oidyfour of Avhich were published, the encourage-
ment not warranting the continuance of the work. She has .^^ince translated Laboulaye's
Fair;/ Book, Mace's T^I-WV/, Tales, and her abridgement of IVIartin's Jlistonj of Frauce
is now in course of publication. In 1867, Miss Booth as.-^umed the sole editorial charge
of Harper's Bazar, which under her management proved a rapid success, and over which
she continues to preside.

BOOTHBAY, a seaport t. in Lincoln co.. ^fe.. at the mouth of Damariscotta river.

18 m. s.e. of Bath; pop. '70. 3200. It has an excellent harbor, and is connected by ferry
with Ihistol. Ship building, fishing, and coasting trade employ the inhabitants.*

BORBECK, a t. in Prussia on the R\dir. 4 m. n.w. of Essen; pop. '71. 16,857. It

has a castle. Its iron industry is large, and there are coal-mines in the neighborhood.

BORDEN, Si.MKOX, 1798-1856; b. Mass ; an engineer, self-educated: inventor of an
apparatus for measuring ba.'^e lines in trigonometrical surveys; and superintendent of
tlie slate survey of Massachusetts, the tirst geodetic survey in the United Slates. H«

Am. Ad. L—20
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published A St/skm of Useful Fonnul/K adupt^ to the Praciicnl Operations of Locating and
GoMiruvting Railroads, aud wtis himself the constructor of several such roads,

BOHDENTOWN, a village and township in Burlington co., N. J., G m. s.e. of

Trcntou; pop. '70, 6041. It is on the batik of tlie Delaware river, and on the liaritau

canal, iiud the Camden and Amboy lailroad. Manufacturing is the principal business.

Near B. is the former residence of Joseph Bonaparte, brother of Napoleon. The Bor-
denlown college for women is tin; principal institution of learning.

BORGI, Giovanni, 1736-1802; a mechanic of small means in Rome, who was the
founder of a ragged school in that city. Atter his death the school was sustained and
enlarged, and especially supported b}"^ Pius VII.

BORGIA, LucKEZiA {ante), a greatly slandered woman, commonly supposed guilty

of thr3 most detestable sins. Modern research has tended to clear her of the chaige of

incest, so long l)elieved. but of which the proof is entirely lacking. She was a woman
of little strength of mind, and doubtless. lacked the disposition to oppose the crimes of

her father and her brother Caesar; but after her marriage ^ith the son of the duke of
Ferrara she passed a quiet and prosperous life, and won universal respect by prudence,
piety, and patronage of letters and art, dying in 1520.

BORGNE, Lake, not exactlj^ a lake, but an arm of the gulf of Mexico stretching into

s.e. Louisiana, sometimes called Mississippi sound. The Rigolet pass connects it with
lake Poncharti'ain. It is about 60 m. long b}^ 35 Vvide.

BORGU, or Barija; a large district in w. Africa, along the w. side of the Niger and
n.e. of Daiiomey. The surface is generally level, and the soil fertile and tolerably well
cultivated, producing corn, yams, plantains, and limes abundantly. Cattle of good
breed are numerous, and there is plenty of game. The people are honest, peaceful, and
good-humored. B. is divided into a number of states, of which the smaller are depend-
ent on the Fellatah kingdom of Gondo, while the state of Kitti is ruled by an independ-
ent and powerful chief who is sometimes spoken of as sultan of Borgu. The important
cities are Wawa and Kiama. B. was the scene of the disastrous fate of Mungo Park,
in 1805.

BORIC ACID. See Boracic Aero, ante.

BORIS'OV, a t. of Russia, on the Beresina, 44 m. n.e. of Minsk, near the place

where Bonaparte's army crossed the river Borisov about the end of Nov., 1812. Pop.
'67. 5233.

BORISSOGLIEBSK', a t. in Russia. IH m. s.e. from Jamboff, on the left bank of

the Vorona, in i)V 22' n., 41° 4' east. B. was founded in 1046 for defense of the frontiei-«

rtgainst the incursions of the Crim Tartars. It has an important trade in grain, wool,

cattle, and leather, some manufactures, and two annual fairs. Pop. '67, 12,254.

BORICU, or Borgu, a country in the interior of Africa, between 17° and 20" n., and
18' and 21" e., forming a part of the great Soudan region. The climate is better than that

of the surrounding countries, but the eastern trade-winds blow with great violence from
early morning until about 3 p.m., drifting the loose sands into countless heaps, and
changing their shape and position from day to day. A great part of the district was not

long ago under water. The irrigated hinds raise dates in abundance, of a dozen kinds.

Tlie northern valleys have a settled po])ulation of about 5000, known as the D(>nosa, or

Dosa people; the other inhabitants and traders are nomadic. Dr. Nachtigal spent soni«

time in B. in 1871.

BORN, Befitkand de. d. about 1209; a French soldier and troubadour, of a family

descended from the dukes of Aquitaine. He had a contest with his brother for the po.s-

ijcssion of the family heritage, and defeated liim; but Richard ((i-ur de lion took the side

of the brother because B. had satirized the " lion-hearted " in certain songs. \\. then

favored Henry II. of England, and took part in the bitter political quairelsof the period.

After Richard's death beseems to have led a quiet life; but that his songs had great

influence is evident from the fact that Dante put him in the Jnfenio as wickedly

in<lucing the young king to quarrel with his father; and historians refer to the intluenco

of his songs :Ind his deeds of arms as embillering the quarrels of the time.

BORN, Ionathis. Haron von; 1742-91; a Transylvanian mineralogist, educated in

a Jestiit -college; studied law at Prague; traveled in w. Kuro|)e. and then went into the

deparlwenl of mines nniX the mint at l^rague in 1770. Against much oi)position B.

Hucceeded in subslitutirig amalgamation for .smeiting and cupcllation for e.xtracting

silver from th(; oi(;s in the mines of Hungary. In 176(5. IMaria 'I'lu-resa a|)nointed him
to arrangi! the imperial museum at Vienna, and soon afterwards he was niade a coun-

cilor of state. \\. took an active part in the political allairs of Hungary.

BORNA, a t. in Saxony, 10 m. .s.s.e. from Leipsic; pop. '71, 5751. Here are ruins

of an old castle destroyed by ifie followers of Huss in 1130.

BOR'NE, Ludwig; 1786-1837; a German political writer and satirist. Tie was the

son of Jakob ]^>aruch, a Jewish banker. ))ut renoun(;ed the Hebrew faith and changed

his name Jo I'>orne. by which only he is known. H(; was the editor of various journalw

which were succesHiveiy suppress<'d by the government on account of their extrem*
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liberalism. The one best remembered is Der Wage, in which B. had some powerful and
sarcastic dramatic criticisms. His last literary venture was La Balance, publLshed in

Paris just after the revolution of 1830, in wliich he mercilessly satirized the German
dynasty, which he looked upon as the great opponent of liberalism.

BORNEO, or Brunai, a seaport in n.w. Borneo, on the Brunai river, 10 m. from
the ocean. It is built in the water, the houses standing on piles, and all the streets hav
lug canals in them. Pop. about 35,000.

BORSA., a village in Hungary, 50 m. s.e. of Szigeth; pop. '69, 5503. There are

mines of gold, lead, and copper in the neighborhood.

BORSIPPA, mentioned by Strabo as a city of Babylonia, sacred to Apollo and
Diana, supposed to have been near Babylon. Recent writers have suggested tliat the
mound Birs-Nimrod may be on the site of the old city, but this cannot be held as con-
firmed.

BORSOD, a co. in Hungary, on the Theiss; 1370 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 195,037. The soil

is productive, and the co. is famous for wheat and other grain, and for cattle. Grapes
are extensively cultivated. There is considerable mining, and plenty of game. Co.
seftt, Miskolcz.

BORYSTHENES. See Dniepek, ante.

BOSC, Louis Augustin Guillaume, 1759-1828; a French naturalist who visited
the United States in 1796 and practically studied American natural history. He traveled
in liaXy, wrote much on natural history, was professor in the Verseilles zoological gar-

den, and member of the academy, lie was tutor to Mile. Roland, and adopted her
as his daughter, recovering for her the confiscated property of her family. He was the
author of a history of the wine district of France, and several well-known works on
natural history.

BOSCH-BOK, an antelope of s. Africa, found chiefly in almost impenetrable thickets.

It is timid, and easily caught in the open country, and its flesh is much valued. It i3

from 4 to 5 ft. long, and makes a sound like the barking of a dog.

BOSCH-VARK, a wild hog in s. Africa, nearly the same in form and habits as the
domestic hog, but with long pointed ears and a long tail. These animals live in herds,
and the boars make dangerous fight with their tusks.

BOSQUE, a CO. in u. Texas, on the Brazos. wat<3red by Bosque river; 905 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 4981—528 colored. It has an undulating surface, a fertile soil, with forests of
oak and cedar. Co. seat, Meridian.

BOSSAGE, a stone in a building left rough and projecting, afterwards to be worked
into a decoration. Bossage is applied, in France, to rustic work in which stones
advance beyond the general face or level of the structure.

BOSS!, Giuseppe; 1776-1816; an Italian painter and writer on art. He studied at

Milan and at Rome, aud was secretary of the Milan academy. AVlien Napoleon was in

Milan in 1801, B. exhibited a drawing of Michael Augelo's "Last Judgment. ' and pic-

tures representing "Aurora and Night." " (Edipus and Creon,"and the " Italian Parnas-
sus." B. also made a copy of Leonardo's " Last Supper," the original being then almost .

obliterated, and from his copy a mosaic was executed by Raphael, and plaeetl in the
imperial gallery at Vienna. Another copy, made in oil, was placed in the Brcra museum.
Much of B.'s life was devoted to the study of the works of Leonardo, and his last work
was a series of drawings representing incidents in the life of that master. He left unfin-
ished a large cartoon in black chalk of "The Dead Christ in the Bo.som of Mary, with
John and the Magdalene." He also published a sjoecial volume on Leonardo, and other
books on art. There is a monument by Canova to B.'s memory in the Ambrosian
library.

BOSSI, Giuseppe Carlo Aurelio. Baron de, 1758-1823; an Italian diplomatist and
poet. When only 18 years old, he published two tragedies, and at 22 became a doctor of
laws. He served as secretary of state for foreign affairs, and in a diplomatic capacitv iu
Berlin, St. Petersburg, aud Venice. He was envoy to Bonaparte, member of the Sar-
dinian provisional government, and deputy to petition for annexation to France. In
1801, Napoleon ma(L> him a baron and prefect of La Manche. Among ^is poems and
lyrics is one entitled " Indcpendenza Americana." ^/,

BOSSIER, a parish in n.w. Louisiana, on Red river; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70. 12.675

—

3505 colored; chief productions, corn and cotton. Co. seat, Bellevue.

BOSSU, Rene, liE. 1631-80: a French critic. He was professor in different religious
houses for twelve years, but thenceforth he devoted his time to authorship. His'first
publication was on Aristotle's P/V/wV.*. He afterwards wrote a TrmtiW on the Epic Bx^m,
extravagantly praised by Boileau, in which he held that the subject should be chosen
before the characters, and ihe action organized without reference to the persons who
are to carry it on.

BOSTON {ante\ the capital of the commonwealth of Massachusetts and of the county
of Suffolk, the largest city in N(!\v England, and, of American cities, second only to New
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York in the extent of its commerce, is situated on Massachusetts bay, at the mouth of

t!ie Charles river, in lut. 42" 31' 28" u., long. 71^ 3' 52' w. from Greenwich.
Tlie spot was tirsl vit^iled by Europeans in 1021, when a party of pilgrims from

!*lymoiitli. on an exploring expedition, entered tlie harbor and regretted that they had

not made their own settlement where the city now stands. At about 1625, "William

Jilaxton or Blackslone, an Episcopal clergyman, established himself on the w. slope of

JJt;acon hill, not far from Avhere Louisburg squjvre is now situated. In 1027, certain

men of fortune and religious zeal, merchanis and " country gentlemen," in Lincolnsliire,

England, began to considt regarding planting a colony in New England, to spread the

Gospel and advance the glory of God. On Mar. 4, 1629, Charles I. signed a charter con-

stituting a body politic by the" name of " The governor and company of the Massachu-

.setts bay in New England." Charles II. at a later date stated that " the principle and
foundation of the charter of Massachusetts was the freedom of liberty of conscience."

On iVug, 26. in the same year, 12 men of large fortune and extensive cultivation in (Cam-

bridge, Enirlaud, entered"^ into an agreement to emigrate to the new country, provided

the place of holding the courts should be removed from London to Massachu.setta before

the end of the following September. Among the men who joined in this agreement were

.John Winthrop and Richard Saltonstall. The government was transferred with tlie

pitent in Aug., and the commercial corporation "became the germ of the present com
monwealth. In the spring of 1630, the emigrating party sailed from Southamptcm in

the ship ^rMZ^i, and entered the harbor of Boston June' 17. Winthrop first settled at

Charlestown, but subsequently removed to Boston, which received its name Sept.l7(N.S.).

The name was taken from Boston in Lmcolushire (which is a corruption of Botolphs

Town), from its patron saint, whose church was founded in the 7th century.

Originally but a small peninsida connected with the mainland by a narrow isthmus

(wlled the "Neck;" the city now embraces n<jarly 23,000 acres, 800 of which were formed

by tilling in adjacent low lands. The territory has been increased also by the annexa-

tion of South Boston (a portion of Dorchester), in 1804; of the i.sland of East Boston, in

1S32; of VVashiugton village, in 1856; of Iloxbury (Boston Highlands), in 1867; of the

remainder of Dorchester, in 1869; and of Charlestown, Brighton and West Koxbury, in

1873. The city contains 350 m. of streets, which have cost, since the incorporaticm of tlu;

city, in 1822, more than $31,000,000. In the older portions many streets arc narrow and

crooked; but after the fire of 1872, advantage was taken of this feature to make archi-

tectural effects in the new buildings, which are very pleasing, and would have been

impossible had the streets been more regularly laid out. Afterthc revolution the names
of streets which were reminders of royalty were, in many cases, changed for more repub-

lican appellations, though many continue reminders of the old country, both in their names
a:id in their appearance. The city is connected with its suburbs by many bridges, which

are noted rather for their convenience than for their elegance, though that leading to

South Boston is more pretentious than the others. The Mill-dam, begun in 1818 and

completed in 1821, at a cost of $700,000. is. a continuation of Beacon street, and origi-

luillv inclosed 600 acres of " flat.s" which were overflowed by the tide. These, having

been filled in, constitute the " Back Bay lands," and the district contains some of the

most elegant dwellings and churches of Uic city. In the sleighing season the Mill-dam

was formerly the scene of much hilarity and fitst driving, but the advance of population

JjHs driven the horsemen to tin; Brighton road, a little further from the center of the

town in the same direction. The suburban region lying about Boston is remarkable for

t'le l)eauty of its varied scenery, hh well as for the elegance and taste displayed in the

[jrivate dwellings with which it is adorned.

Boston has many small parks, and an extensive series of connecting parks has been

({••signed and is in process of formation, but at present the Common and the Public

garden, in the heart of the (;ity, are its chief pleasure grounds. The two comprise 70

a-Tcs, laid out with care, adorned with lofty elms and sheets of water, and with monu-
ments. Th(' city has, in i)ublic places, statues of ('harles Sumner, Josiah (^uincy, gov.

Winthrop, BenjaiTiin Fraidclin. Edward Everett. Horace Mann, Alexander Hamilton.

Daniel Webster. Cohunljus, AVashington, gov. Andrew, and Sanuiel Adams. Besides

tl!e.s(!. there is in Park square a group representing the emancipntion of .slaves, and on the

(V)mmon another to the memory of the national soldiers who died in the war of tho

rebcllioji.

The harbor of Boston is a liandsome sljoet of water covering 75 sq. miles. It includcr*

nj'iiiv islands, and is well fortified by forts Independence! (until 1798 castle William) and

Wiii'llirop, oi)p08ite each other at tlu; entrance of tl)«! main channel, and fort Warren,

o«i Georire's island, lower down th(> harbor, opi>osite the end of Nantasket or Hull.

Three lighthouses mark lli'- entrance to tlur htu-bor. Boston light is situated nenrly two

ni. c. of fort Warnm. and shows ;i revolving light 92 ft. above the level of the .sea. The
Spit, or Bug light, e.\hil>its ;i lixed red li^lit. ai)()ut 35 ft. above; the level of the sea. It;

stands upon iron i)illars lixed in the rock, and can be seen at a distance of abotit t^vvvn

miles. Long Island light, nanied from the island on which it stands, is a tower 22 ft, above

tlic ground, but 80 ft. above the .sea. A .strong battery is now in ])roccs8 of erection on

Ti )7ig I^liuid.

The executive power of Boston is ve.wtod in the mayor and 12 aldermen; and the leg

i^idivt; functions are performed by tin; mayor, aldenr.en, uiul72 councilmcn, all of whom
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arc. elected annually on the Tuesday after tl)C second Monday iii Dec. A fire (;(jin-

inission, composed of three members, controls the tire department, which is admirably
managed. '^I'lu'ee connnissioners also control the police department. The system < f

telegraphic fire-alarms was lirst introduced into Boston in Ibol. The streets are kept
clean, and the house olfal is removed under the care of the superintendent of hejiith.

The house of reformation, the liouse of industry, and the alms houses are situated on
Deer and Rainsford islands, in the harbor, and are managed by the directors for publi*^-

institutions. The house of correction and the lunatic asylum, under the control of the
same body, are at boutli Boston, Tlie city was supplied with water as early as 17^5
from Jamaica pond, but the elevation was not suihcicnt to bring the supply to ll.e

higher portions of the cit3^ In 1848, the Cochituate water-works were completed, and
in 1872 the legislature passed an act permitting the city to take water also from Sudbury
river. The latter works are now completed, Cliarlestown district is supplied from the
Mystic water-works, which take water from Mystic lake in Medford,

Boston has many public buildings worthy of notice. Among those that are remark-
able for architectural beauty or grandeur are the United Statespostotiice, on Postoliicc
square. Trinity church, the museum of fine arts, the hotel Yendome, the cathedral of
the Holy Cross, the state house, the English high and Latin school on Warren avenue,
and the new "Old South church," The Englisli high and Latin school was begun in

1877, and the portion to be used for school purposes is just completed, at a cost o\ niore
than $400,000, The remainder, which is to be u.sed by the officers of the school-lxijird,

is to be added at a future time. The entire edifice will be one of the largest for educii-
tional purposes in America, or in the world.

Among the buildings remarkable rather for their historical interest than for an-lu-
tectural beauty is Christ church, on Salem street, the oldest church in the city, and the
one from the steeple of which, in the revolutionary war, Paul Revere 's signafwas hung
out by capt. John Pulling, merchant, of Boston, The Rev. Mather Byles, jr., was rector
of this church during the revolution, and left town on account of his sympathy with the
royal cause. The old South church, built in 1730, is one of the most iioted m lhecouT»-
try. It was abandoned as a church in 1876, and since that time efforts have been made
to purchase it as a monument commemorating the times that tried men's souls. In this
building Joseph Warren delivered his memorable oration on the anniversary of the
"Boston massacre," Mar. 5th, 1776. Here the patriots met to discuss the tax on tea.
In 1775, the building was "desecrated" by British soldiers, who tore out its galleries,
filled it with earth and used it as a place for cavalry drill. From 1712 to 1872, the annual
"election sermon" was delivered in the old South church. It is now used a.'^ a histor-
ical museum. The most famous of the relics of the olden time is Faneuil hall, well
known as the "cradle of liberty," from the fact that during the period preceding the
revolution, it was used for public gatherings at which the patriotic spirit of the coloni.^ls
was stirred by the ekxpience of the popular favorites.

The original edifice was built as a market, and presented to the town by Mr. PetA.T
Faneuil, in 1742, It was destroyed by fire in 1761 and rebuilt the followinijyear. Before
tlie adoption of the city charter in 1822, all town-meetings were held in^ Faneuil hall.
The hall is 70 ft, square, and 28 ft. high, and jiossesses remarkable acoustic properties.
Valuable paintings adorn its walls. A market is under the hall.

The "old state-house" stands at the head of State street. The town house was built
on the spot in 1763, The "Boston massacre" occurred in the street before it, and then.'
the stamped clearances were burned by the mob, during the excitement cau.sed by tin;

stamp act. Independence was born in the building, according to gov, Adams, and Uvm
the balcony the declaration of independence was'read. It was here that those town-
meetings were held at which Otis uttered his prophetic and patriotic words, counselinir
peace, but foretelling probable war, and urging resistance to tyranny, "even unio
blood," if necessary.

From the first. JBoston has been noted for its commerce. Eight lines of riiilways con-
nect it with the interior, and ships and steamers sail from the capacious harbor to ail
parts of the world. Large quantities of fish, ice, and manufactnred products arc
exported. Tlio ice trade was begun here by Frederic Tudor, who. in 1866, Hiade ih«i

first shipment to Martinique, It is said that but for the trade in ice. the business between
Calcutta and Boston would never have reached its present proportions. Boston is now
the second city in the union for foreign commerce; it is a center of the boot and shoe
trade, the leather trade, and of the trade in foreign and domestic dry ffoods. The manu-
factures of the city are many and varied, including—besides shipbuilding, sugar retining,
and leather dressing—clothing, jewelry, chemicals, brass and iron Ciistiuiis, and books.
The business of the city is promoted by sixty-one national banks—more than anv other
city in the union has—with a capital of more than fiftv-three million dollars. Thirtv of
these have cash capitals of one million or more each," The surplus funds of the inhab-
itants are, in part at least, deposited in sixteen stivings banks, the first of which the
Provident institution, was founded in 1816, and has hiraer deposits Uian almost anv
other institution of the kind in the country. These banks are strictly guarded by law's
which restrict the amount that can be deposited by any one person and otherwise proUn t
tlieir solvency.

From the earliest days Boston bsis been noted for the care with which it provided ^or
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the religious wants of the people, for their education and for the distribution of litera-

ture. The lirst " meeting house" was erected near tlie head of State street, lGo'2. John
Cotton was one of its pastors. The city contains now nearly 200 churches. Of these the

larger numbers belong to the Congregalionalists (evangelical), the Unitarians, Baptists,

Melhodists, Roman C'aihoiics, and Episcoj)aiians, in the order mentioned. Free schools,

open to ail, were established in the United States lirst in Boston 250years ago, and the excel-

lence of the system of public instruction there has been so great that many other cities

have taken its schools for patterns. The university at Cambridge properly belongs to the

Boston school system, for it was founded by the men who settled Boston and was
intended for the education of the youth of the city and surrounding country. Indeed,

"Newe Town," as Cambridge was first called, was intended for the capital of the com-
monwealth. It was John Winthrop who directed attention to the superior advantages

of the neighboring promontory, after fortitications hail been commenced at the former
place. Harvard college was founded in 1G88, and for two generations was the only col-

lege in New England. The public Latin school in Boston was founded in 1085, tlie

institute of technology in 1861, Boston college in 1863, Boston university in 1869. There
are more than 200 public schools in the city. Nine of them are high schools, 49 are gram-
mar schools, and one is a normal scliool. The salaries of the teachers amount to about one
and a quarter million dollars a year. Private schools abound, and their reputation is

high. Chauncy Hall school, established 1828, is one of the most prominent of these. It

occupies a buiUling on Boylston street, near the institute of technology. In regard to the

nnml)er and extent of its p>ublic libraries, Boston stands at the head of American cities.

The chief libraries are the Public, Avith 360,000 volumes, distributing 1,250,000 volumes
a year; the Athenaeum, 115,000 volumes, circulating 50,000 volumes a year; the His-

torical society's library, containing 68,000 books and pamphlets, many of them being

among the rarest of publications; the state library, with 40,000 volumes; the Social law
library, with 15,000 law books; the library of the Historic-genealogical society, 74,000

l)()oks and pamphlets; the General theological library, with 13,000 volumes; the library

of the Natural history society, containing 17,000 books and pamphlets; the Congrega-

tional library, with more than 100.000 books and pamphlets, illustrating the history of

tile religious denomination to which many of the early settlers of New England
belonged. Boston has musical societies, art associations and social clubs. Among the

clubs the most prominent are the Somerset, the Union, St, Botolph, the Papyrus, the

Saturday, and the Woman's club. Several of these have well-appointed buildings. The
clergy have meetings at stated times for the discussion of topics related to their calling.

Boston is well supplied with hospitals and societies for the aid of the indigent and suf-

fering. In 1876, a plan for the registration of the worthy poor was set in operation, for

the purpose of discriminating between the worthy and unworthy and for greater ccouomy
in the distribution of relief.

The city is well supplied with theaters, and is said to be one of the best in the coun-

try for the appreciation of good actors and singers. Also, there are many halls in which
lectures are given from time to time on almost every topic that interests the human mind.

The250tii anniversary of the settlement of Boston was celebrated Sept 17, 1880, with

great enthusiasm. For 192 years I5oston was a town, the city charter having been

accepted as late as 1822, after the subject of the change had been discussed for 170 years.

The population for the first two centuries did not rapidly increase, beinir about 7000 in

1700; 15,520, in 1764; 18,038, in 1790; 61.392, in 1830; 250,526. m 1870; 341,919, in 1875;

and 363,968, in 1880. Much of the late gain has arisen, of course, from the annexation of

mljoining territory. In early days—at least as early as 1634—the town was governed by

••selectmen," but when such olticers had lirst been chosen is not now known. The lirst

grand jury of the country met in Boston, Sept 1, 1635. The church in Boston was
vexed in early times by Roger Williams. Mrs Anne Hutchinson, the Quakers, by

women pos.sess(jd by witches, and by Episcopalians; and rigid laws were enacted to

bring the olfenders to give up tludr peculiar views or leave the town. Boston sympa-

thized with Golfe and Whalley, the regicides, who appeared in the town in 1666; in 1688,

the inhabitants rose against the government and overthrew it: the city bore its share of

the burden of the "old French war;" and its inhabitants entered with patriotic zeal into

the struggle for independence. In the late war Boston was i)rompt to olfer soldiers and
money for the purposes of the general <^overnment, and her otlicers and men made u

record of which they and their fellow-citizens have always been proud.

BOSTON. PUBLIC LATIN SCHOOL IN, founded 1635, is designed to give a

thorough general culture to boys who intend to pursue the higher branches of learning,

or to prepare for protcssional iiiV. It is organized in six classes, and the full (iourse of

ijttidy covers the period of six y(*ars. Graduates of grammar schools, to whom diploina.s

have been awarded, are admitted without lixamination to whatever class their (pjalilica-

tions may entitU; them to enter. Otln^r applicants have to i)uss an examination e{|uiva-

l<mt to that refjuinid for admission to the third class of tin; grammar school. The standard

of graduation is that of admission to coll(;ges of the highest grade. The early records

of the scln)ol ar(! imperfect, but the c.'italogue i)rinted in 1847 contains about 5000 names,

and among them are many of thos(5 < rninent in the history of th(! country. Adding those

who have attended the scliool since that date, we have a total of about 7500. The whole

I
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number of graduates is reckoned at about 3400. It is believed that at least 3000 of \t<^

pupils are now living. It has now 13 teachers, and 400 pupils, and a library of about
3000 volumes, mostly classical. Prizes are oli'ered annually for superior proficiency in

various studies, and for exemplary conduct. The school was once on School street, on
the site of the Franklin statue, in the rear of King's chapel; afterwards on the opposite
side of the same street at the corner of the alley, on the site of the Parker House; at

j)resent on Bedford street. It will soon be removed to a new and elegant building on
vVarren avenue. The master of the school at present is Moses Merrill. Among tho
iormer masters were Philemon Pormot (first master), Ezekiel Cheever, Benjamin A.
Gould, Charles K. Dillaway, Epes 8. Dixwell, and Francis Gardner.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY, Boston, Mass., incorporated in 1869, was founded by
Isaac Rich, Lee Clatlin, and Jacob Sleeper. Its president since its foundation is William
F. Warren, S.T.D., ll.d. The chief organs of its administration are: 1, the university
corporation; 2, the university council; 3, the university senate; 4, the university convo-
cation; 5, the faculties of the colleges; and 6, the faculties of the schools. The first con-
sists of the president of the university and five classes of trustees, each holding office for

five 3'ears; the second of the president and registrar of the university and the deans of all

the faculties; tie third includes all members of the council and all regular professors in

the different faculties; the fourth consists, under certain statutory limitations, of all wlio
have been admitted to degrees in the university. Departments, so organized as to pix'-

Ruppose on the pait of the students a collegiate education or its equivalent, are called

schools. Some of these, organized and administered in the interests of per.sons preparing
for professional life, are called professional schools. Crowning all is the school of all

sciences, a purely post-graduate department for candidates for the higher degrees. There
are the following departments: college of liberal arts, established 1873; college of music.
1872; college of agriculture (Mass. agricultural college, at Amherst). 1875; school of
theology, 1871; school of laws, 1872; school of medicine, 1873; school of all sciences.

1874. The college of liberal arts has fixed a standard for admission to classical degrees
as high as that of any other university. Post-graduate students in the university may
fit themselves for professorships of Greek. Latin, modern languages, philosophy, history.

el<;. By arrangements with the authorities of the national university at Athens, and
those of the royal university of Rome, members of the school of all sciences, duly recom-
mended, may pursue, without expense for instruction and for any number of years,
select or regular courses of study in an}- department of those univelsiiies, enjoying all

the rights and privileges of university cili7x?nship, and, upon returning and passing
satisfactory examinations upon the -work accomplished, can receive a degree as if tliey

had remained in Boston. The greater part of the endowment of the institution was
bequeathed by the late Isaac Ri( h, a member of the Methodist Episcopal church. As it

is not to pass into the hands of the univerity corporation till 1882, its amount cannot
yet be seated. The average number of officers of instruction and government during the
past four years has been 100; the average number of students over 600. The institution
maintains graded courses of instruction in theology, law, and medicine, three years in
duration. In medicine its course extends through four years, while the degree of bachelor
of medicine has been restored. The university was organized and has been constantly
administered without any discrimination in government or teaching on account of sex.

Every degree, privilege, and emolument is as open to women as to men. This institution

does not gather its students into dormitories or exercise any supervision over them except
in the recitation rooms.

BOSTON, a game at cards, pla3'ed by four persons with two packs, one being dealt
and the other cut to determine the trump. Five cards to each are dealt twice around
and then three to each. If the first player can take five tricks he s;ays " I go Boston,"
when the others may overbid by saying " I go 6," 7, 8. and so on. Should any player
fail to make as many tricks as he said he could take, he pays such forfeit as may have
been regulated before playing.

BOSTRA. Sec Bozraii.

BOTAL'LT, Leon.vrdo, b. 1530, in Piedmont; physician to the queen of Cliarles
IX. and to Catherine! de Medici. He was the author of several medical works, but is

best known by his blunder in describing the foramen ovale between the right and left

auricles of the heart, still known as the " foramen of Botal." He found this open in a
grown person—an exceptional case, since it is usually closed at or soon after birth; but
he took the exceptional for the natural condition, and described it as an opening for
passing arterial blood into the left auricle.

BOTANIC GARDEN {an.tc) of Harvard university was founded in 1805, in March:
William Dandridg/ Pfck was chosen professor. He began to lay out the garden, but
the. next year went to Europe to examine similar institutions. There was a scarcity of
money, and rhe garden languished for years. It was in charge (about 1822) of Thoma.^
Nuttall. an Eniilish botanist, who, in 1833. suddenly deserted his post to make a tour
across the continent and to the Sandwich islands. In 1842, Dr. Asa Gray was appointed
Fisher professor of natural history, on tiie endowment given by Di'. Fisher of Beverly,
lu 1848, a study was built for a herbarium, and used for botanical instructions. In 1857



a new aad larger consen'.itory was huilL In 1S64, the herbarium was erected, the gift

«)f Xatliani:.^! IMiayer. After much exertion, the estuhlishnu-nt was praetieally compU-Uxi

Ki 1871 by the titting up of a lecture-ro.>ni aiul laboratory, and an extension of the con-

servatory, thus eoiineeting the herbarium on one side and the conservatory (m the

other into u continuous range, and atfording the means of giving tlie wliolc botanical

ia.structiou throughout the year at the garden, in connection witli tlie materials and col-

lections wliich illustrated it^ A line botanic garden is connected witti the department

of a'Ticulture at Washington, and there aro others more or less important in various

p.irt-s of the country.

At Buitenzorg,' in the island of Java, near the fcjot of Mt. Salak. are botanic

gardens which have b^en c died the finest in the world. Here one can wander for hours

riirough avenues of every kind of tropical palm. The orchids are a splendid collection,

coatiuning specimens of nearly every known kind of la^lia, deudrobium, criu, bolbo-

phyllum, cypripedium, and a host of others.

Tiiere are huge b;^d-^ of ferns; plantation.s of gigantic yucca and pandanus, inter-

sp<jrsjd with dracicnfc and eucharis; a forest of tree ferns, many of them upward of

3J ft. high; wiiii bamboo avenues, and nearly every palm. Among them grow enormous
creep:;rs7 one of Wiiicli winds in circles about the ground, and then goes over aprJm-
trce and dow^n again, upward of 303 ft. long; TO yards alone are on the ground.

BOTANY, Fossil, a study almost unknown until the beginning of the 19th c, but

now of much importance in connection with palaeontology. Besides the usual classifi-

cation of plants there is generally recognized a sixth class called proto])hytes, which
(Mubrace microscopic cryptogamous plants. These are diatoms and dcsmids. In botany,

as in the animal kingdom, the simplest forms are reckoned the lowest; and. as m tho

lii-story of animal life, we find that the lower forms of plants appeared first. This is

proved by the fact that such forms are found in the oldest fossiliferous strata, the

higher groups appearing only in later formations, the present flora being the most
highly organized of any. It is known that plants preceded animals, for animals

de'pend up^n plants for food, while plants had power to assimilate inorganic sub-

stances. With regard to fossil specimens it must be remembered that as the conti-

nents came up out of the sea, and as all fossiliferous strata were deposited under

water, therefore aquatic plants and animals were more likely to be preserved than

animals and plants of the higher lands. In later geological ages the plants have

been for the most part terrestrial, while the Jinimals have bXn'u in far greater proportion

aquatic. Animals also, oftener than plants, have some imperishable portions, ant! so

tlic specimens of extinct animals are more nearly complete than are those of plants,

liemains of marine fossil animals are found in the drift (lei)osited by the sea in succes-

sive invasions of tlie land; and such invasions have been followed by periods oiimmen.so

<iuration in which the sea was far away from the invaded land. Wit iiin these indefinito

pc^riods no record was made, unless in the deep water of the sea or on the shores of

other lands invaded during the interim. Therefore for any single country the records

of marine life exist in a .series of sections separated from each other by blanks covering

enormous p3riods of time. The relations of extinct animals are, consequently, neces-

sarily obscure. But the succession of land plants may have been unbroken, or nearly

.so; in any event, it is much nearer pca-fection than in (he case of marine animals. It is

therefore conc:;ded that the records of i)lant life found in the .sea-shore deposits and the

lake beds of the earth will throw much liglit on the questions of cvolutionand tho

,
origin of species. An idea of the present state of knowledge in respect to fossil botany

may be gathered from the following statement of some of the discoveries and deductions

thus far made.
The protophytes are identified oidy with the recent deposits. Their absence from the

PaliL'ozoic rocks may be explained by the fact that oidy such as secreted calcareous or

silicious crusts or shells could under ordinary circumstances be jueserved. The Hhiclds

of diatoms are more easily soluble than most forms of silica, and i-erhaps some of the

older beds of flint received their material from this source. Some of the small plants

which .secrete lime and an; commonly called algse might bi? considered i)rotopliyt('S.

These are and have beciu abundant in our .seas, and may have contributed to the fj)rma-

lion of thi beds of fos-;iliferous limestone whic;h make up so much of the Paljeo'/x)lc

rocks. There are tertiary deposits made up of the shi(-lds of the diatoms at Monterey.

(;al.. and n(!ar Richmon(l. Va. Tin; dcsmids, which jwe r.on-silicious, are often found

in fiint of the cret,a(;f'ou-; age. but diatoms undcM- similar circumstances are rare.

The alg;c {liu'li'opki/ln, or tltalhi/oix) ahonnd in all the oceans and seas, and arc

di.s('0vered in all strat;i from thr; lower Silurian upwards. Hut in tlu; lower Silurian tho.

only plants certainly traced are s(;a-weeds. Plants found in the (;and)rian rocks are

described as of the frrnui^ rop/ri/t//n. In lln; Trenton limestoiu! are several si)ecies of

algjfi. Sea weeds are comitionin the U])per Silurian, the most imi)ortant being a fossil of

tiio Medina sandstone. In the same sliala is the geinis of fucoids called fpirop/ij/fon,

which runs through the Devonian and (rarbonilerous syj^tems, and is called the " co(-k's-

tail fucoid." In the upper Devonian and lower carboniferous strata is found a group

of singular formation called dktojihyton, and another equally remarkable, called 'upltaii-
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t(Bni4t. In later formations alga? become numorou.'^ nnd gradually approach the forms
of the present age. About 50 genera and 150 species have been described.

Lichens, which are so abundant now, are scarcely known in a tassil condition. But
as they are exclusively terrestrial plants, they were les^ likely to be fossilized than the
aquatic iJudlogenH. It is considered thnt the lichens were much less abundant in the
carboniferous age than now. The only known fossil species were found in amber and
in the tertiary liguiies. Those in amber are of the same genera and for the most piirt

of the same species with the lichens now common in America and Europe.
Probably because they arc terrestrial, and most of them soft and easily peri.'^hable.

fungi are almost as rare as lichens in the fossil strata. A considerable number of fungi
have been described. They are almost ail from the tertiar}-; but some species liave been
found in the coal-beds of [Saxony, and a few have been found in amber. It is believt-d

that some species described are not fungi, but shells, or fish scales.

Plants of the group ^Jioy^'Ti.s, including hcjxiticm and the mosses, now form a large
part of our vegetation. With an expanse of development as Avide as the earth, and in

such vast abundance ever3'wliere, it seems strange that no trace of anogens Inu* b<'en

found in the older geological formations. But in the tenia ry formation both mosses
a!id liverworts are found in considerable abundance, particularly in aml)er and lignites,

and to the formation of the latter they appear to have contributed. Tho.se preserveil in

amber served to show that nearly the same species are now growing in various parts
of Europe. It is believed that the liverwort known as marchaniia j.ali/chospJiia is the
most widely distributed of living plants. The absence of anogens in the ancient flora

ehows that those plants, though low in the scale of plant life, are of quite modern date.

There appears to be some reason to believe that the anrogens (ferns, equiscta, and
lycopods) were the first forms of land vegetation on the earth. They are still represented,
l)ut are nowhere predominant, and in general they are insignificant among local living
forms. They were formerly much more important, but hundreds of species have died
out. Of the three orders united in thi« class, the lycopods seems to have been the
earliest in point of time, and earliest in their sul)sequcnt development. They are now
represented l)y various species of lycopodium, or gr()und-i)ine, most of which are small.
The first lycopods are found in the upper Silurian rocks of Canada, England, etc.

These were the forerunners of the large scaly-trunked trees of the carboniferous flora,

in which flora they exceeded all other forms of vegetation. At the close of the pakvo-
zoic age the l3^copods seem to have almost disappeared. No specimen of the group has
been found in the mesozoic or tertiary rocks. The ferns made their first appearance in

the Devonian strata, and acquired greater importance than they have at the present
time. In the middle and iqiper Devonian tree-ferns were numerous, and of greater
dimension than any now living. Of the forms of the uj^per Devonian and carbonifer-
ous strata several hundred species have been described, and there are reasons to believe
that they formed a much more highly organized, diversitied. and beautiful group of
plants than can be found in the fern-flora of to-day. In the mesozoic and tertiary lockjB
remains of ferns have been found; but ferns reached their highest development in the
carboniferous period. Tl e equiseta, which now exist only in the form of scouring
rushes, in the carboniferous and Devonian ages grew nearly to the size of forest trees,

nnd in numbers were among the most im])ortant of the flora.
* In the mesozoic ages sjx^cies

of this genus exiisted, having trunks G in. in diameter. In the tertiary age the equi-
seta were larger than now, but were an unimportant portion of the flora of the time.
The order of acrogens show a history in contrast wilh that of other cryptogami. Ther
began very early in the earth's history, acquired a profuse development, aiid kept their
Bttuiding through two geological ages. Then that standing was suddenly lost, and
thenceforward their course has been downward, until from lordly trees they have
degeneratcid to rushes, and lost all importance in botanical rank and in scientific con-
Bideration.

Quite the opposite are the facts in regsird to the great group of endtxjem, among
which are the grasses, palms, lilies, etc., ineluding many of the loveliest forms of
vegetable life. They include also th.e grains commordy calfed cereals, ami are thue not
only ornamental, but highly useful. They are of comparatively modern date. Few
traces of them have been found in pakTozoic rocks, but they seem to have existe<l at
least as flowering plants in the carboniferous age. In the triassic, jura.^sic, and creta-
ceous formations they are represented by many genera. Palms appear in the creUiceous
formation, the oldest representative being the fan-palm now growing in the southern
United States. In the tertiary era this flora rose to great importance, and remnants are
found of many species of grasses, sedges, and lili'(\«*. It appears, therefore, that the
endogens are of quite modern date, beginning in the mesozoic era, the inferior families
coming in at a later period.

The cxorjeuH, now forming much the larger part of the vegetation of the globe, belong
to the present or to the immediately ]ireceding geological^ era. No actual traces or
angiosperms. the highest division of 'the exogens.^have" been found further back than
the cretaceous rocks. Commencing in that era, they spread with great rapidity, devel-
oped in remarkable force and variety, and before the'close of the epoch they had become
the predominating type of vegetation, which gave the flora of the earth very nearly its
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present appearance. In tlie tertiary epoch many additions were maac, comprising the

nioMt beautiful and useful of llowersaud fruits, producing plants useful in supplying tho

animals then coming to development, and tinally for supplying man. There is quite a

dilTerent history for the inferior order of cxogens, the gymnosperius, the conifers, and
the cycads. The conilers seem to Jiave been among the tirst of terrestri^d plants, begin-

ning' far back in later epochs of the upper Silurian age. In the Devonian they attained

lari'-e size, as the petrilied trunks found in middle Devonian rocks have i)ioved. In tho

carboniferous age, conifers were abundant, producing forests much like the pine forests

of the present day. In the tertiary age, the conifers reached their liighest ciev( lo;'inent

in the •'mammoth trees." the "red wood," etc., of which rennirkable specimeiu are

btdl to be seen in California. The pines and firs began in the cretaceous age, and havo

»ince been increasing m importance, at present constituting by far the larger part of tiie

coniferous vegetation of the globe. Yews appeared m the tertiary period, podocarpua

in the mesozoic, l^u-ix in the tertiary, arhor vita' in the mesozoic, taxodium in the middle
tertiary, tiie ghinko (which has now but a single representative) in the cretaceous. Tha
cycads appeared in the carboniferous age, and in llie mesozoic age became one of the

inost characteristic forms of vegetation. Then they displaced and succeeded the acro-

gens of the coal-lloras, and gave their name to the "age of cycads," extending from
the l)e£z:inning of the tria^sic to the middle of the cretaceous age. They were in turn

di.-^plac'ed by the couifei\s. In the teriiary age the cycads filled about the same position

«d now.
Of the angiosperms much will be found under the title Botany (see ante). Their

history comprises the larger i)art of modern botany. They appear in vast numbers (piito

nbruplly in the upper part of the cretaceous formation. Many of the genera, now living

lormecrthe forests of that period, and the fossil remains show that their appearance waa
much tlie same as now. Among the living genera represented were the oak, poplar,

plane, willow, beech, sassafras, magnolia, tig, maple, walnut, tulip tree, etc. The tulip-

t4-c^j has but a single living rei)rcsentative, yet the genus began in the ('retaceous age, in

America; and in the miocene tertiary age a tree nearly like it grew in Greenkmd, Ice-

land, and in Europe down to Italy. The .sjissafras, having now but one species in Amer-
ica and one in the East Indies, dates back to the cretaceous age, and was the comi^anioa

of the tulip-tree in Greenland and elsewhere. Magnolias, so grand a feature of Ameri-

oau forests, were common in Euroi)e during the tertiary period, but none are native

there now. Tiie fast-disappearing specimens, with the lone remnants of gigantic growth
of the Yosemite, remind us of the magnificent arborescent flora of the American conti-

nent in ages long gone b}'.

It is ncjt easy to define ageff in botany otherwise than by ages in geology. No trac«

of plants has been found in eozole rocks. These rocks, however, contain no animal fos-

•iU. and it is supposed that if there had been deposits of either vegetable or animal

matter, the metamorphism of the rocks is so absolute that no traces would be likely to

remain. But beds of graphite found in the Laurentian rock-beds are by some scientists

considered to indicate a vegetable origin; and one writer suggests that they may be of

animd ori',nn. Fucoids are said to have been found in the Cambrian rocks in England;

and in the .same rock in Sweden, an<l certain rocks in Wales, plant remains described as

<>xogens have been found. Their character, however, is doubtful, and afTords no real

pro )f of developinent higher than that of sea-weeds. Fucoids are abundant in tho

lower Silurian, but usually witii little or no trace of structure. There seems to be no

satisfactory evidence of the deposit of land plants in the lower Silurian strata. Coming
to the upper Silurian, we find the greater i>art of the plants to be sea-weeds. But here and
there discoveries and indications tend to show the existence of land plants at about the

end of the Silurian age. In the Devonian rocks fucoids are common. Tree-ferns liavo

been found in the corniferous limestone of Ohio, indicating the existence of a highly

organized flora on the land. In New York, Canada, and elsewhere, remains of an abun-

dant flora have been found in the middle and upper Devonian rock-s. The nMiiarkable

feature of Devonian flora is the i)reval(mco of conifers and tree-ferns. The vegetation of

the carl):>niferous age (age of coal) is important, but has l)een often d(;scribed. Moro
Hian .j())spe.(;iniens of phuits or parts of |)lants have been described. Much the greater

portion consists of ferns, but f<!W of them were arborescent. Nextcome the lycopods,

t.iMi the etpuseta. Of I'ne lattfM- group sonn; were arborescent, and some wcn-e acpiatic.

The cycads. also, were represented; and Hk^ endogens, the latter by a lew flowering

j)lants. Conifers growing to the size of modern pines were abundant, but they wer«

highlatid trees, and not likely to be found in coal deposits. Many fossil fruits have been

found with th(! co:iI plants, suf;h as nuts of conifers and Mied-vessels of cy(;ads.

Coming to th(; triassic flora of the mesozoic age there is a radical chang<\ both with

reg.iril t > flora and fauna. Ferns were numerous, but difTerent from those found in th«

co'il-b:;d-i, and ^M-i plentiful. Tlu; cycads are the prominent feature of trias.Ki(; vegeta-

tion, they W(*re so nunuM-ous and conspicuous as to give rise to the title " n^ign of tho

(;ycads." T'aU branch of fossil botany has not been much studied in America, l)ut some
valual)le collections have b(!en made. The most remarkabU; of American ])lants of this

period are cycads, and great monophyllous ferns. In some j)la(;es petrified trunks of

coniferous trees are abundant, proving that forests of very large trees covenul some por-

ti-')us of the continent at that jjcriod. But .so far no traces of angiosp(!rms have been
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found among triassic plants, nor have any Jurassic plants, so common in Europe, been
discovered in this country,

Tlic cydaccous Uora appears to have remained with no particular change during the

carlv part of llie cretaceous era. About the coninieneeiiieut of tJie lower cretaceous

strata, however, the " reign of angiospernis" began, and in the cretaceous saudhtones of

Kew Jersey and of the west the remains of 100 species of arborescent angiosperms have
been found, with few ferns and liardly any cycads among tliem. Tlie facts show that

the continent was covered with forests of broad-leaved trees, rivaling in size and beauty
those of the present time; that among those old trees were oaks, magnolias, sycamores,
willows, beeclies, and others now common. The upper cretaceous deposits of Colorado
and other territories contain beds of lignite, and many foreign plants. About 250 speci-

mens, of which many are single leaves, have been found. The coal strata of Vancou-
ver's island contain many signs of the leaves of angiosporms.

In the tertiary age, tJie angiosperms predominate, and the indications are that the

flora was derived directly from that of the cretaceous era, the tertiary flora in turn giv-

ing birth to that of the present day. No traces have been found in this country of the

flora of Europe of the eocene period. During the mioccne period, fan-palms grew as

far north as Canada, indicating that the region of the St. Lawrence then had a climate

as warm as that of the gulf states at the present time. In the miocene tertiary period,

the part of the contment now knows as British America and Alaska was covered with
luxuriant vegetation, even to the shores of the Arctic ocean. In Greenland and Alaska
many specimens of arborescent plants have been found. The similarity of many of

these species to those found in Europe lead to the presumption of a land connection
between the two continents; and the similarity of the flora of Japan with that of Amer-
ica would seem to indicate a land connection on that side also. The pliocene flora of

America presents no very marked changes from that of the miocene, except in

ftpproaching more nearly to the flora of the present time. In the glacial era, the tertiary

flora was forced southward, or destroyed. After the modification of temperature, the

boreal plants, which in the ice period had covered the lowlands, moved northward or

climbed the hills and mountains to find a natural temperature. The kindred character

of alpine species in often widely separated places siiows this fact.

After the manner of the geologists, the learned in fossil botany may divide the
ancient flora into "ages," of which there arc four 1. The o<;c of t7ialI<H/ens, including
the Cambrian and Silurian divisions of geology, during which time sea-weeds were almost
tlie only form of plants. 2. The ar/e of aeroffcna, in the Devonian and carboniferous eras

of geology, when ferns, etc., attained their wonderful development in size and nuniber.
8. The (vjeof (/tjiruio.'qKvms, from the beginning of the triassic to the middle of the creta-

ceous era, when the cycads and conifers were over all the earth, and of greater relative

importance than at any time before or since. 4. The a^e of angiofpermti, from the raid

die of the cretaceous to the present time, of course including all existing flora. See
Paleontology, ante.

BOT'ETOURT, a co, in s.av. Virginia, on the James river; intei"seclod In' the Atlan-
tic, Ohio and Mi.ssissippi railroad ;"r)00 sq.m.; pop. 'TO. ll.o29—8163 colored: in '80.

10,750; the Blue ridge is its s.e. boundary; iMiddle mountain is on the n.w. border, and
the Peaks of Otter are on tlie Bedford co. line. Cereals and tobacco are the chief pro-
ductions. Co. seat, Fincastle,

BOTETOURT. Sir NoiiiiouNi.: Berkeley. Lord, 1717-70; an English state.«^man.

governor of the colony of Virginia in 1708. dying there two years later. He favored
the colonists and opposed parliamentary taxation. He was the last of the barons of
Botetourt.

BOTHWELL, a co. in Ontario. Canada, on lake Erie and St, Clair river; traversed
by the Great Western railway; 547 sq,m. ; pop. '71, 20,701. Petroleum is one of ihe
chief productions.

BOTOCU'DOES, or Aymbores. a Brazilian people on the Rio Doce and Rio Parde,
who are said to resemble Cliincse. There are about 4000 of them: brave but treaclier-

ous, and troublesome to tlu; government. They have the hideous custom of wearing a
block of wood in the lower lip, forcing the lip to project 2 or o in. in a iTght angle to

the jaw; they also wear great wooden ornaments in their ears. All the B., except a
few wiio are civilized, go naked.

BOTOSHAN', or BooTisnA'xi, a city in Roumania. 60 m. n.w. of Jassy; pop. 'P6.

28,117, It contains a hospital and many churches and synagogues, and is the seat of
an important fair

BO TREE, Peeritt,, the sac-ed fig tree of Ceylon and Hindustan, greatly venerated
by Buddhists. It bears a small fig of litte value, but its sap is rich in caoutchouc. Tl»e
tree is a favorite haunt of the lac insect, and a great quantity of lac coloring matter is

gathered from the branches. There is a B.T. in Ceylon which it is supposed waa
planted nearly three centuries before our era.

BOTTA, Vincenzo. pii.d.. b. 1S18, in Piedmont; professor of philo.sopliy in Turin,
ajid in 1849 a member of the Sardinian parliament. He came to the United States .<?ev-

cral years ago, and became professor of the Italian language and literature in New York
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university. He is the author of The AmerU'an Question, Dincourse on the Life of Coitnt

CuDour, Dante as a Philosopher, Patriot, and Statesman, etc.

BOTTICELLI. Saxdho (for Alessandko), b. 1447; a Florentine painter, callidonc
of the most original and fascinating of that school. Lie was the son of"iMariauo Filipepi.

but took the name B. from a goldsmith with whom he served when a boy. From the
{goldsmith he went to study under the painter Lippo Lippi. after whose death he worked
independently. All of B.'s creations are colored with an expression of eaiicrand wistful
melancholy, of which it is hard to jjcnetrate the sense, and impossible to escape the spell.

He was an artist of immense invention and great industry. In color B. was rich and
fanciful, ofttm using gold to enrich the lights on hair, tissues, and foliage with excpusite
eifect, and no one ever painted flowers with mure inspired atlection. The date of his
deatli is unknown.

BOTTLE-NOSE WHALE, or Bottleiiead, Ilyperaodon hitlenfi, a cetaceous
inhabitant of the n. Atlantic, sometimes seen in deep rivers. It is seldom as much as
20 ft. long. The name is sometimes giv-en to a species of dolphin, cUlphinus tarxis,

iuiiabiting the same seas.

BOTTLE TREE, Sterculia rupestris, a native of Australia, noted for great globular
expansion between the ground and the branches; or, where the soil is without rocks, for

a trunk in the shape of an ordinary bottle, the limbs appearing to grow from the mouth.

BOTTOM HEAT, an artificial temperature in certain soils arising from the fermen-
tation or decomposition of manure, tan bark, leaves, etc., buried for the ])urpos(', and
sometimes heated by hot-water pipes. The system is much used in hot-houses and for

forcing the growth of tender plants.

BOTTOMRY {ante), a term in maritime law. The act of congress (July 29, 1850)
declares bills of sale, mortgages, hypothecations, and conveyances of vessels invalici

against persons—other than the grantor or mortgager, his heirs and devisees—not having
actual notice thereof, uidess recorded in tlie office of the collector of the customs where
such vessel is registered or enrolled, and expressly provides that the lien by bottomry
on any vessel, created during her voyage by loan of money or materials necessary to

repair or enable such vessel to prosecute a voyage, shall not lose priority, or be in any
way affected by the provision of that act. Seamen have a lien prior to that of the holder
of a bottomry bond for their wages in the voyage in which the bottomry Avas incurred,
or in an V subsequent voyage; and the owners are also personally liable for seamen's
wages. If the holder of the bottomry bond is compelled to satisfy the seamen's lien, he
has a right to compensation from the owners, and it has been held that he has a lien

upon the proceeds of the ship for his reimbursement.

BOTTS, John Minom, 1802-'69;1). Va.; lawyer and politician, elected to the Vir-
ginia legislature in 1844, and several times thereafter; in 1839, chosen to Congres.s,
where, with Henry Clay, he supported the tariff, the distribution of public lands, etc.

When president Tyler left the party that elected him, B. left him, although a long-lime
personal friend. He opposed secession, and was faithful to the union throughout the
rebellion. When that ended he became one of Jefferson Davis's bail. He publi.'-'hed

J'iie Great Rebellion; its Secret Hutory.

BOU(>TIER, JoNATir.vx, 1738-1804; an English clergyman wlio came to Virginia as

a private teacher, afterwards took orders and was a rector in Maryland just before the
revolution; his loyalism induced him to return to England, where he became vicar of
Epsom. H(i published A View of the (Jo.uses and Conseqaeiwes of the Atncncan lUrolu-
tion, dedicated to Washington; and a Glossary of Archaic and Procincial HVv/y/x.

BOUCHER.. PiEiiKE, (SiEUii DE Boucheuville), b. France, 1022, d. Canada, 1717;
a pionc!;r and Huron interpret(!r who came to America in 1635 and was engaged in the
wars with the Iroqiois. lie was sent by the colony as deputy to France in 16G1. about
which time he published a History of New France. He was (Minobled and appointed
governor of Three Riv(;rs. He was a brave and good man, the ancestor of sonn; of the
mo.st important families in ('anada. Shortly before his death he adilressed to his chii-

dren The Adieus of (JratcipLther JhurJier.

BOUCHER I)E CREVECCEUR PERTHES, Jacques. 1788-1808; a French arch.T-

ologist and writer who was employed by Naj)oleon on several dif>lomatic errands. He
WiLs the author of a conuMly. several tragedies, articles in favor of Uvv. trade, etc.. and
was pr<;.sident of the society of (imulation at Abbeville. He collecfed Honiati and Celtic

anLi<piiti(!s, |)i-es(!nting tlicin to the government, and gained much celebilly by arclia-o-

logical discoveries and by his work On the (Jrcatio)i. lie wrote also on j)rimitiv(; indns
tries and arts, on antedduvian antiquities and stone implements, besides various w(nks
of the imagination.

BOUDINOT. EiJAR. LL.D., 1740-1831; a descendant of the French Huguenots; b.

Philadelf>liia He practicfid law. and was an early advocate of colonial liberty In

1777, congress made him commissary general of the prisoners, and in the same year he
was chosen a member of congress, lujconung ])resident thereof in 1782. and signing the
treaty of peace the next year in his oflicial capacity Washington made him superin-
tendent of the mint in 1796, but he resigned in 1805 and retired from public life. Hu
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Wfisa trustee of Princeton college, to which he i^.'ivo a cabinet of natural history. In
1812, he was a member of the American Board of commissioners for foreign missions,
nnd in 1816 first president of the American Bible society, to both of which he gave large
donations. B. was one of the tirst writers to favor the idea that the American Indians
wore of Jewisli origin, to which end he publislied Tln^ IStar of the. West, ar an Eff(jrt to

Di-acover the Lout Tribes of hniel. He published the Afje of lietolution, or the Age of
Jimson an Age of 1)fidelity, and other less important works.

TK)UGHTON, Geokge H., b. England, 1836, came to the United States when three
years old, and spent his early years in Albany. lie had a talent for drawing, and after
tinding favor for a few paintings, he Avent to London for study and practice. Keturn-
irjg to New York, he soon became known as a rising artist, especially by " Winter Twi-
liglit," and the " Lake of the Dismal Swamp." To qualify in genre painting, he studied
two years in Paris, and in 1861 settled in London, where he makes his headquarters.
'Besides the pieces mentioned, helms presented " Passin<r into Shade," "Coming from
Ohiirch," "Cold Without," "Morning Praver," "The Scarlet Letter," "The Idyl of
the Birds." "The Picturn of the MayHowcf," "Puritans Going to Church," "Clarissa
llarlowe," etcu "The Idyl of the Birds" is generally considered his best achievement.

BOUGIE> or BouGiAH, a fortilied .'^eaport in the province of Constantine, Algeria: a
town of great antiquity, supposed to have been founded by the Carthaginians. Genseric
btiilt walls around it and made it for some time his capital. In the 10th c. it was the
greatest commercial city of the n. African coast; and in tiie 12th and 13th c. Italian mer-
ciianls had their own warehouses and churches there. In the 15th c. it was a haunt of
j>irates; the Sjianiards took possession in the beginning of the 16th c, and the Turks
disiK)ssess!bd the Spaniards in 1555. Now it has a French church, hospital, baiTacks, niag-
a/ine, and a fort; and trade in oil, wine, grain, wax, and oranges. Pop. '72, 2820.

BOUGUEREAU, Gijillaume Adolphe, b. 1825; a French painter; studied at Paris.

He made the mural paintings in the St. Louis chapel of the church of St. (•lothilde, and
those in the church of St. Augustine. One of his b(!st known eiforts is the " Triumph
of Venus," which has been widely distributed in lithographs and engravings.

BOIJHOURS, Domimque; a French critic, 1G28-1T02. He was a Jesuit, and pre-
ceptor to the sons of the duke of Longueville, and his tirst book was a life of the duke.
At a later period he had charge of the education of the sons of Colbert, the great min-
ister. Among his works are Les FjiitreticnH (VArtiHte ct d'Evgcne, many tirLCS reprinted;
J/i Ma,niere <rfo bioi pr.iiser ^ar Ics Ouvrages d'Exprit, RcmurkH and Dovbtsupvn the Jrenth
Jjanguage, Life of 8(. IgnaiiMs, Art of Pleanng in Conrersation, Life of St. Francis
Xavier, Pensees Ingenieitses des Ancicns ct dcs Modevncs.

BOUILLET, Makie Nicolas, 1798-1864; French metaphysician and for nearly a
quarter of a century profesiror of ethics and meta]>hysics in various institutions. He was
councilor in the university, inspector in the academy, and inspector-general of public
instruction; editor of the philosophical writings of Seneca, Cicero, and Bacon, and the
fu-st translator into French of the Knnc<ids of Plotinus. 3Iuch of his time was devoted
to im])ortant contribiitions to cyclopaedias, and the editing of some of the best of those

in the French language.

BOUILLON, FiiEDERTC Maurice de ^.\ Tour r>'AirvEKONE, Due dc. son of Henri;
1605-52; brought up a Calvinist. He was in the Frciu^h military service, but by reason
of aversion to Richelieu he went over to the Spaniards. At a later period he became
reconciled to Ri(;helieu, and was made lieul.gen. ; only a year afterwards he was arrested

as one of the Cinq-Mars conspirators, and was in danger of execution, but his wife had
l)ONsessi()n of Sedan and threatened to surrender tlu; place to the Spaniards unless he
should be saved. In Rome, after the death of ].,()uis XIII., he became a Romnn Catho-
lic, and hud command of the papal forces. In 1649, he returned to France, and joined
iii the civil war against cardinal Mazarin.

BOUILLON. Henri dk la Tour d'Auvergne, Due dc. marshal of France; 1555-
1623; at first known as viscount of Turenne. He was a convert to Calvini.sm and a par-

tisan of Henr}'^ of Navarre, who. when king, gave him the hand and estate of Charlotte
de la Marck. the heiress of the duchy of Bouillon. On the night in which he was to be
married, he suddenly left his prospective bride and stormed the fortress of Stenay. then
held by the army of Lorraine. He was afterwards complicated in the Biron conspiracy,
and took refuj;* in Geneva. During the Medici regency he was alternately for and
against the queen, but amidst his w.niike occupations iie established a college and
library at Sedan. His second wife, a daughter of Willinm prince of Orange, left him
tw{) sons, the younger of whom was the celebrated marshal Turenne.

n()ULDER. a CO. in n. Colorado, e. of the^Iedicine Bow mountains, intersected by
the Colorado Central railroad, and on the Denver and Boulder branch of the Kansas
Pacific; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1939: in '80. 10.055; watered by .>^treams running into the

South Platte; productions agricultural; besides gold, silver, and coal. Co. seat, Boulder,
or Boulder City.

BOULDER, a city in Boulder co , Col., on the Colorado Central, and a branch of

the Kau.sas Pacific railroads, near the e. fool of the Rocky mountains, 25 m. n.w. of
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Denver; pop. '80. 8176. There are ^o\d and lignite mines near by. The city is the seat

of the state university. There are three churclies and two weekly pajjers.

BOULLONGNE, Lours de, 1654-17o4; like his father and brother a French painter;

member of the a(;adeni\% rector thereof, and president; first painter to the king, and
designer of medals and devices for the academy of iiiscriplions. 'Jlie GolK.'lins tapestry

tor'the king's apartments was made after liis designs in imitation of llaphael. LJ. wjie

also an excellent engraver.

BOULTER, Hugh, 1G71-1742; chaplain to the archbishop of Canterbury; rector of

St. 01ave'.s, archd<;acon of Surrey; chaplain to George L; tutor to Frederick, prince of

Wales; bishop of Bristol, dean of Christ church (Oxford), archbishop of Armagh, and
primate of Ireland, for 19 j'cars chief justice of Ireland. He expended $150,000 in add-
ing to ihe incomes of poor cierg3-men and their widows, establishing schools, etc. Li the

famine of 174it he fed 2500 persons each day at his individual expense. 13. 's Lcttem to

Seceral .\fin,i-ster.<i of lilat<i in. England lielatice to I'ramsuction^ in Irtlaiul from 1724 to 1838
are a valuable contribution to history.

BOU MAZA (Si Mohammed bex Abdall.vh), b. 1820; an Algerian Arab leader,

who as a dervish in 1845 excited the people of Dahra against the French, and, in alliance

with Abd-el-lvaiier, engaged in several conflicts. St. Arnaud made him a pri.soner and
sent him to Paris, where he received a pension and was provided with a home. He
escaped, Feb. 23, ISiS, but was caught and sent as a prisoner to Ham. where he was kept
a year and a half. In the eastern war of 1854, he commanded an irregular corps, and
tiie next year was made a col. iu the French army.

BOUKBAKI, Chaut.es Denis Sauter, of Greek descent, b. Paris, 1816; a sub-lieut.

of zouaves iu 1836, and in 1838 licut. in the first regiment of the foreign legion. In 1842,

he was capt. of zouaves; in 1846, raaj. of the native skirmishers, and rapidly rose to be
gen. of division. He won great distinction at the Alma, at Inkernuuin, and in the assault

on Sebastopol. He also pailicipated iu the Italian expedition in 1850. In 1809 he was
commander of the second camp at Chalons, and aid-de-camp to the emperor. In the

war with Germany he had an important part in the conflict around Metz, and in the

unsuccessful attenipt to bretik through the German lines. In Dec, 1870, he was made
chief of the badiy demoralized army of the north, which he reorganized; and with it he
fought several severe battles. He was at last compelled to retreat toward Switzeiland,

ami in Jan., 1871, he was driven over the Swiss frontier with the remnant of his army.
B. was so much discoui'aged by his many disasters that he attempted suicide, but the

wound (a pistol shot in the head) was not fatal. It was said that this act was because
Gambeita charged him with treason. After peace he returned to France and received a
military co:nmand at Lyons.

BOURBOX, a CO. in s.e. Kansas on the Missouri border and the Little Osage and
Marmitoii rivers, 576 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 15,076; '80, 19,541. The railroads are the Mis-

souri river. Fort Scott and Gulf, and tlic ^[issouri, Kansas, and Texas. Agriculture is

the chief occupatiou. Co. seat, fort Scott (100 m. from Kansas city), with a pop. of

about 4500.

150UIH50N, a CO. in n.e. Kentucky, on the South Licking river; 400 sq.m.; i)op. '70,

14,86-]—G(J77 colored. It is a fine agricultural region, and has among its atiractions sul-

phur and chalybeate .springs, and a curious ancient earthwork. The celebrated Bourbon
WiiJsky takes its name from this county. The Kentucky Central and the Paris and
31ayville railroads traverse the county. Co. seat, Paris.

BOURBON-LANCY, a French watering-place on Saoue-et-Loire, 20 m. n.w.of Cha-
rolles; pop. about 4000. Its mineral waters, which were known to the Romans. ar(! UM.'ful

in rjjeuijiatic and nervous affections. There is a ho.^pital here, established by the Mar-
quis d'Aligre.

BOURBOX-VENDfe See Napoleon-Vendee.
BOUKCHlFJi. Jou.v, Lord Berners, 1474-1533; a descendant of Thomas of Wood-

pfofk, <luU(; of Glouftestcr. B. was educated at Oxford, and was lirst known l)y (luclling

an insurrection in Cornwall. Henry VHI. nnule him chiincellor of the e\ch('(}uer for

life, and Ik; had eharge of tin; king's sister Mary when she wcMit to France to wed \.o\\\%

XII. At Henry's command h(! translated Froissart's ClinniiHcx, and he also translMte<l

the famous Ititniaivu' of King Arthur, The Exjfloitxof JJtif/Ji tf liordciui.r, the (Joklrn lltxik

of Marcus Aurctlius, atul The, (Jantk of Lom. He also comi)osed a comedy, lie in Vincam,,

whi(;h it was caisiomaiy to a(;t at Calais after vespers.

BOlJU)i:iI.LKS. Sec BuantOme, ante.

BOURDON (in music), a drone bass produced by a bagpipe or hurdy-gurdy; also an
org.m stop, consisting of stopped wooden pipes, usually of 16 ft. tom;. It is found on
maiuials as a " double" stf)p, and as a soft foundation sloj) on the pedal organ.

BOURDON, LoiiH Pikiuie Maiiie, 1799-1M54; a French mathematician. i)rof(!.'^sor

in several (;oll('ges in Paris, inspector of studies, and a mcniber of the council of the

university. His ElcinentMoi arit!»m(!tic and algebra were widely used, the algebra, adopted
by i)rof. I>avie« of West Point, becoming well known in this* country.
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BOURG, Anne DU, 1521-59; a French Protestant martyr. He took orders in the

Roman Catholic church, but because be became a Calvinist he left tiie pulpit for the bar,

and was imprisoned as a lieretic by Henry II. Wlien Francis II. became king, B. asked
for release, but about tliat lime one of the judu,es wlio had presided at his trial was
assassinated, and B. was hanged and his body was burnt,

BOURGEOIS, a type used in book and newspaper printing. When "solid" nine

lines fill an inch and a slight fraction over. It is smaller than long primer and larger

than, brevier. One thousand €7m of bourgeois occupy 13.86 square inches.

BOURNEMOUTH, an English watering-place on the Hampshire coast, 5 m. from
Christ church; pop, '71, 5906. In 1855, a sanitarium for consumptive patients was
ere(ited, and several similar establishments have since been founded. The town hm
churches, hotels, a library and reading-room, and assembly rooms, baths, and a pier 800 ft.

long. The climate is remarkable for equality of temx)erature. The surrounding coimlrj
is very beautiful,

BOURNONITE, or Endellionite, is a triple sulphate of antimony, lead, and
copper, in the proportions of 19.4 sulphur, 26 antimony, 41.8 lead, and 12.8 copper. It

is found in massive crystals,

BOURSAULT, Edmund; 1638-1701; a Frpnch dramatist and satirist. Louis XIY,
directed him to prepare a book for the education of the dauphin, and he produced T/ts

True Study for Sovereigns, which so pleased Louis that he asked B. to beconic tutor to

his son, but being ignorant of Latin he was compelled to decline. Two of B,'s dramiia,

Esope a la Fille, and Enope a la Cow, were very i)opular, and Carville declared one
of his tragedies to be worthy of Racine. B. accused >Ioliere of impiety, and assailed the

School for Women in his Ford-ait of a Painter, to which jNloliere retaliated by
contemptuously calling B, "L'lmproinptu du Versailles." B.'s Siti/re dcs Satyrts

was directed ngainst Boileau, whom, however, he afterwards generously offered to

assist; in return for which kindness Boileau erased B 's name from his satires.

BOURSE. See Exchange, ante.

BOUTWELL, George Sewall, ll.d., b. Mass., 1818; the .son of a farmer, self-

instructed after a common-school course; at the age of 18 a student at law. but never a
practitioner, having turned his attention to ])olitics. He was seven times chosen to the
Massachusetts legislature, and became the leader of the democratic party in his slate.

He was three times defeated for congress, and onc(! for governor, but was chosen gov-
ernor in 1851 and re-elected the ne.xt year. On the re})eal of the Missouri compromise
he left the democratic and assisted in the organization of the republican party, in which
he soon acquired a prominent position. In 1862, as comnussioner. he organized the new
department of internal revenue; in 1863. was elected to congress and twice rechosen.
In 1868, he was one of the managers of the impeachment of president Johnson; from
1869 to 1873, secretary of the treasury, and then elected to the United States senate. In
the financial business of the government, both as a legislator and an executive ofticer,

Boutwell had a large share of influence and responsibility. He has also Itcen overseer

of Harvard college, and secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, in which
capacity he prepared many valuable reports. He is the author of Educational Topic*

and luntitutiona, and ix. Manual of the United Sttita* Direct ami Rtienue Tar. His last

political oflice was as a member of the Massachusetts constitutional convention of 1873.

BOUYART, Alexis, 1767-1843; a Swiss astronomer, educated in Paris, and in 1804
a member of the bureau of longitudes. He assisted La Place in Xha Mecanigue ('ck{<te,

and became a member of the academy. Bouvart was the first to point out the irregu-

larities of the planet Uranus, and the investigation of these irregularities led to the dis-

covery of Nejitune by Le Verrier and Adams.

BOUVIER, John, 1787-1851; b. France; of a Quaker f.imily: practiced law in Phila-

delphia, and became associate justice of the court of crimmnl sessions. In 1839, iie i>iib-

lished a Law Dicfi.on.ari/, which was accepted as a sttmdard work, especially adapted to

this country. His chief effort, however, was \hc Inxtituttic of American La.r. An only
daughter, Hannah M., became proficient in astronomical sciences, and publii^hed Faini-

liitr Adrononci/, with a Treatise on Globes.

BOVALI, BouALi, or Boalt. a t. in Africa, capital of the kingdom of Loango. in 4*

30' s., and 12'" 1' e., on a river of the same name, not far from the coast. It is in a fertile

but unhealthy region, and has a large trade in pepper, ivorv, dve-woods, and slaves.

Pop. 15,000.

BOVIA'NUM, a city of ancient Italy, near the site of the present Bojano. believed
to have been founded by the Samnites. and represented by Livy as a rich and powerful
town. It was captured by the Roman-^, 311 B.C.; in the second Punic war it wa,-* tlie

head-quarters of the Roman army, and in the Social war the capital of the confederates.

BOVINES, or Bouvines. a vilhige in Flanders, 7 m. s.c of Lille, on the Marcq.
where. Julv 27, 1214. Philip Augustus of France, defeated Otho IV. of Germany.
In 1240. Philip of Valois defeated" the English, and :May 18. 1794, the French defeatt-d

the Austrians, at the same place.
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BOWDOIN, James, ll.d.. 1727-90; b. Boston; a descendant oi Pierre Bowdoin,
riuirucuot refugee from France; a graduate from Harvard in 1745; representative in tlio

jreneral court, senator, and councilor. He was an early opponent of P^nglisli oppression,
and in 1775 lie was chosen president of the colonial council of government. In 1778, ho
prcsideil over the convention to form a constitution. In 1785, he was chosen governor,
succeeduig .John Hancock in that office. He proved his executive ability by u prompt
suppression of the " Shay's rebellion." In 178^, he was a member of the convention
tliat ratified the federal constitution. B. wiis one of Franklin's friends and correspond
ents; and one of the founders, and the first president, of the academy' of arts and
sciences, to which he gave his library. He also left a legacy to Harvard college, and was
a lil)eral patron of the state humane society. The oldest college in Maine bears his name.

IJOWDOIN, James, 1752-1811, son of gov. Bowdoin; a graduate of Harvard,
studied also at Oxford, and traveled in Europe, returning to America soon after the
hattle of Lexington. In 1805, he was United States minister to Spain. He left to Bow-
doin college 6000 acres of land, with the reversion of the island of Naushon, and also a
large library and extensive collection of philosophical apparatus.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE, the oldest and one of the most important scats of learning
m "Maine, in the village of Brunswick, near the Androscoggin river and the ocean,
named after James Bowdoin, gov. of ]Massachusetts, of which state Maine w}i.s for-

mei'ly a province. The charter was granted by the Massachusetts legislature in 1794,

and five townships of land were given towards the foundation. The ol)ject of the insti-

tution, in the language of the charter, was "to promote virtue and piety, knowledge of

the languages, and of the useful and liberal arts and sciences," A dual government,
was formed, consisting of a board of trustees and a board of overseers. Joseph McKeen,
a Dartmouth graduate, was the first president, chosen in 1801, and John Abbott, a Har-
vard graduate, was made professor of languages. Eight students were accepted in 1802,

and i!i 1806 the lirst honors of the new college were conferred upon eight gi-aduate8.

At this time the entire college and the residences of professors were in a single house.
On the death of president McKeen in 1807, Jesse Applelon, d.d., l)ecame president, and
lield liie chair for twelve years, during which time he did much to advance the efficiency

and importance of the institution. James Bowdoin, son of gov. Bowdoin had
given the colUige 1000 acres of land and about $5000, and at his death gave, in addition,

nuirc! land and many valuable mineralogical specimens, books, and paintings. William
Allen, D. D., who had been president of Dartmouth college, was the next president (1819).

lb* was in oflice for twenty years, except for a short period in 1831. when he had a con-
troversy about authority with the newly organized state of Maine. The controversy wa-)

ended by a decision in his favor by the U. S. circuit court. After Dr. Allen, Leonaid
Woods, D.D., was president until 18(>6. He was Followed by Samuel Harris, s.td. ; and
iu 1871. Dr. Harris gave place to Joshua L. Chamberlain. i;l. d. At the present timi;

there are '^ix or more spacious anil well-arranged brick buildings, besides the chapel and
memorial hall, which are of granite. The college is governed by 11 trustees and 40 over-

.s(UT.s, the president and vice-president being two of the trustees. At the latest reports,

there w(!re 12 professors and 140 students. The curriculum is of the usual variety,

«oine of the languagcjs, however, being optional. For undergraduates there is a .scien-

tific course, in which the degrijc of n.s. is conferred. There is a post-graduati; course
of two years in philosophy and the arts. Those of the graduates who have honoi'ably

finished a post-graduate course may be api)ointed fellow.s, and reside at the college two
yeans, with all the privileges, without further charge. Military instruction is also

given. The medical school has 9 professors and 93 students. Among the benefactors

of file college, besides James Bowdoin, liave been Mrs. Amos Lawrence, and Daniel W.
Lord of Kennebunkport. Of notable graduat(;s there may be named Hawthorne and
Longfellow, who had among their fellow-students William Pirt Fessenden, George B.

Cheever, n.D.. Franklin Pi(!ree (president of the United StatesV John P. Hale, Sargent
S. Prentiss, Calvin E. Stowe, d.d., and Luther V. Bell. Mr. fjongfellow was profes-

sor of languages until he removed to Harvard. The prevailing religious sentiment of

llitr college i.s Congrcgatif)nal.

BOWI^^X, FitANcis, LL.i)., I). Mass., Sept. 8, 1811; graduate of Harvard, and instruc-

tor flierr' in political <;eonomy and inleile-ctual i)hilosophy. In 1843, be became editor

• f tlie North A run'/'cm ll( nuic, in which capacity he act(;d 11 years. In iHoO. he was
prop(.>Hed for j)rofessor of history in Harvard, but was not appointed, his views on t!ie

Hungarian revolt and other politieal topics bcnng unsatisfactory to tlu^ board of appoint
mcnt. hi 1853, he sucei'edcd Dr. Walker in the ,\lford profcs.sorship of natural n'ligion,

moral pliilosophy, and (;ivil polity, lie has lectured anfi published largely on the appli-

cation of ethical and mefaiihysical science to the evidenc(!s of religion, on political econ-

omy, on tlw origin and d(!VeIopmenf of Knglish and American political constitutions.

on i*lng!i.sh philosophers, etc., and opposing .Mill, (!omtc, Kant, ('ousin, and Fichte. Some
of his works are: ()rit/r,/U K^skz/s oih llie lli-slori/ tthd Prcntud CondU/AHi of Spec >/ la fire I*hihi»

ojihir, I'n'yn'f'pUus of /hlit/'ral ICniuoniii «ipphKI to the (hndiiiov, Jic.soiirccs, <nid InHtittitiont*

of the Avh'r/'can Pe/fpLc; an aniiofafcul eilition of Virgil, and u revision of Beeves' traushi-

tion of De To qucville's Draorrucy in Aimricd.
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BOWIE, a CO. in n e. Texas, on the Red river and tlie Arkansas border; intersected

by tile Texas and Pacific railroad; 892 sq.ni. ; pop. '70,4687—2249 colored. It has an
undulating siirtace, wiMi ricli bottoni-laud.s, and heavy forests; productions, cotton, corn,

«weet potatoes, etc, (Jo. seat, Boston.

BOWIE-KNIFE, {ante), a common hunting knife used by south-western pioneers,

improved by col. .lames Bowie, who has been wi'ongly represented as a bully and a
duelist. Tne bowie-knife is seldom (concealed, and it is by no me .ns the commonly used
weapon wlncli it is represented to be by foreigners; indeed, of late years it is seldom
seen at all unless among hunters or settlers in the extreme frontiers.

BOWLDERS. See Bout^ders, anU.

BO\A'LES, Samuel. 1826-78; b. Mass.; a journalist, for more than 30 years
editor of the Springfield (.Vlass.) Republican, which he made in some respects the lead-

ing journal in New England. He traveled widely over the United States, and was
always warmly inverested in political affairs, though never holding office. As a practi-

cal editor Bowles stood in the first rank, satisfied with nothing less than the best work,
sparing neither his own nor his subordinates' strength, not hampered in his work by
either fear or friendship. He was an accomplished and fascinating conversationist,

cosmopolitan in taste, and liberal in opinion. His travels gave rise to the volumes
Acrofis ilie Continent ; Oar New Went, and The Switzerland of America, which, with his

numerous editorial writings, show liiin a master of clear and vigorous English.

BOWLING GREEN, a t. and seat of justice of Warren co., Ky., 120m.s.w. of Frank-
fort, on Barren riv^-, which is navigable to the place by steamboats. Pop. about 6000.

It has some manufactures, and trade in tobacco, pork, etc. It is reached by the Louis-
ville and Great Southern railroad.

BOWMAN, Thomas, d.d., b. Penn., 1817; graduate of Dickinson college, and &
minister in the Methodist Episcopal church. He organized Dickinson seminary, at Wil-
liamsport, Pa., and presided over it for ten years. In 1868, he was chosen president of
Asbury university, at Greencastle, Ind.; he was a delegate to the Bristol conference in

1864. and chaplain to the U. S. senate in that and the following year. In May. 1872, he
was made a bishop.

BOWMANVILLE, a t. in Canada, on lake Ontario and the Grand Trunk railroad,

43 m. n.e. of Toronto. It has manufactories driven by water-power, and trade by th«

lake. Pop. 8000. The harbor is port Darlington, 2^ ra. from the town.

BOX ELDER, or Asn Leaved Maple, Negiindo aceroidts, a small and handsome
tree growing along the banks of streams in the middle and southern Atlantic stales, and
in the west. Sugar is made from it in some of the n.w. states.

BOX ELDER, co in n.w. Utah, adjoining Nevada; about 6000 sq. m. ; pop. 70,

4855. Great Salt lake covers the s.e. portion of the co. , and the Tentral Pacific railroad

passes through it. Productions, agricultural. Co. seat, Brigham City.

BOX-TORTOISE, or Lock-Tortoise, ciistado Virqinica, and cixtitdo Blandinffi, char
acterized by the division of the shell into two parts in such a way that the animal can
shut himself entirely into the shell. They have longer legs and run faster than other
tortoises, but are harmless and very timid.

BOYA'CA. one of the states of Colombia bordering upon Venezuela and its fellow

states of Santander and Cundinamarca; 83.351 sq m.; pop. '71, 482.874. In the western
part of the state is a branch of the Andes, from which tlie land slopes east in vast

prairies, covered to a great extent with marshes and forests, with here and there pastures
and cultivated ground, watered by the Orinoco and the Meta. The lowlands are

fertile, yielding tropical fruits, sugar, cotton, cacao, tobacco, dyes, drug-stuffs, and
timber. In the soutliern part of the state are many hot springs, the vapors from which
in dry weather condense and cover the surrounding country with sulphate of soda, and
this is gathered and sold in other sections as a substitute for salt for cattle. There are

springs near the capital which are hot. by night and cold by day. The climate of the

plain is hot and unhealthy; in the valleys it is better, and in the high rcgicms cool. Th#
people have rude manufactures of cotion, wool, straw, etc. ; but cattle-raising is ihe chief

business. Gold, lead, and precious stones are found, but not to a great extent. The
forests are infested with dangerous wild animals, serpents, and venomous insects.

Capital. Tunja. where the Zaques kings once reigned.

BOYCE, WiLLL\M. 1710-79, an English musician, the son of a mechanic, who
became an organist and conductor of the royal orchestra. His compositions are mainlj
church music, and many of them are still in use. He was the author of two musical
dramas. The Chaplet anil The Shepherd's Lottery.

BOYD, a CO. in n.e. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Big Sandy rivers; intersected by
the Lexington and Big Sandy milroad; 230 sq.m.

;
pop. "70, 85f3—290 colored. It has

a hilly surface, with plenty of hard coal and iron ore. Productions agricultural. Co.
seat, Catlettsburg.
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BOYD, Andhenv Kennedy IIitchison, d.d., b. Ayrshire), 1835; a Scotch preacher
and writer, educated at Glasgow university; a member ot tiie establislied church,
stationed at !St. Andrews, lie is tlie autlior of Leisure Uours in Town ; U raver ThouyhU
of t( Country Pa mon ; FrestntDay Thoughts, and other popular worlvs.

BOYD, John Parker, 17G8-1830; an American soldier, native of Massachusetts, who
wont to Inilia, where he raised a little army of 51)0 men (a tew of the othcers being
English), with arms, elephants, etc., which he let to such native princes as chose to hire

their services, impartially preferring the highest offer. The trade grew dull, and in 1808
1k' sold his army and came home, fought as a colonel in the battle of Tippecanoe, and
became brig. gen. in 1813. He published some documents relating to the war of 1812.

BOYDEX, Seth, 1785-1870; b. Massachusetts; an American inventor; began mak-
ing patent leather in 1819; invented a machine for splitting leather, and a pr(x;ess for
making spelter. In 1826, he made tlie first malleable cast-iron. Among other inventions
was one for making hat-bodies, and a process for making lUissia sheet-iron. He budt
the first successful locomotive that had tiie cylinders outside of the frame.

BOYER, Jean Baptiste Nicholas, a French physician, 1693-1768. He devoted
Lh life to the investigation and treatment of contagious diseases, and with much success.
The courage and ability which lie displayed during the plague in Marseilles procured
him a pension and the place of physician in ordinary to the king. His best known works
are Arwunt of the Plague at Marseilles ia 1720, and Observations on tlie EpiAemic that pre-

Tuiled at Beauvais.

BOYLE, a co. in central Kentucky; 180 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9515-3679 colored. The
Louisville and Nasliville railroad passes through the county. The soil is deep and fer-

tile, i)roducing cereals and root crops. Co. seat, Danville.

BOYLE, John, Earl of Cork and Orrery. He was educated at Oxford, and devoted
himself to literature, translating tlie letters of Pliny the younger, and writing a life of
Svrift in letters to his son. Hi3 published also tha M'/nnrs of Bdand Carey, Earl of
M'lnmoath, and liis own letters from Italy were published after his death.

BOYLE, RooEii, Earl of Orrery, fifth son of the " great earl of Cork," 1621-79. He
was mad J bartHi Broghill when only five years old; studied at Dublin college, traveled
in Fi'ance and Italy, and married Margaret Howard, sister of the earl of Suffolk. There
was a reb'jilion spreading in Ireland, and B. started to get from Charles II. a comniis-
sijn to raisj troops. At Londo.i lu was confronted by Cromwell, then gaw. of tlie

p irliain.:;ntary forces and one of the committee of state, who told him that the commit-
te.' knew of his design, but B. declared the information false. Cromwell then produced
B.'s private correspjndanoe, and he was compelled to admit, and ask pardon, where-
up )!! Cromwell offered him a command as general officer, exempt from all oaths and
engagements, and added that he should not be compelled to draw his sw^ord against any
Save Irish rebels. Then;;eforth B. served the prottictor honorably and with effect, and
Cromwell placed high conruhmce in hi'ii, making him one of his privy council. When
tiie restoration came, it was found that B. had done much towards it, and the king made
him earl of Orrery, and soon after.one of the lords-justices of Ireland. In 1665, ho went
to England to settle a serious misunderstanding between C'harles and the (hike of York,
and on his return he rendered abortive a scheme of the French and Dutch for a descent

ui)on Ireland. He wrote several dramas and poems which liave long been forgotten.

BOYLE'S LAW. See Makiotte's Law, ««/^.

BOYLSTOX, Zabdiel, 1680-1768; b. in Mass. When inoculation in cases of small-

pox was first called to public attention in this country, B. was the earliest experimenter,
all the otiier physicians rejecting tlie new notion. He tried it in liis own family, and
then among oth(;rs; but tlu; whole profession opposed him, and lie came near being
inoljbed. Finally a number of eminent ministers came to the rescue, and he and inocu-

lation were supported.

BOY.XE, Battle ok the, in Ireland, near the river Boyne, July 1, 1690 (in new
style the 12lh of July is th(! anniversary). This battle was fatal to the cause of James
iL, and assured the ascendency of Protestantism' in Knglaml. The troojts of James,
t>(),000 in number, were defeated with a losA of 1500, by the forces of William III.

(Jam(;s' .scm-in law), who had about the same number of men. but lost only about 500.

James fied to Dul)lin, llieiice to Waterford, and esca])(;d to France. Thedukeof Schom-
berg, the leader of a contingent of ]^"'rench Prot(!stants, while leading his ti'oops across

the river, was accidentally siiot by one of his own men. In the same battle rev. Georg(*

Walker, the Protestant leader who .so long defended Londonderry, was killed. The bat-

lie is .sadly remembered now, nearly 200 years after its occurrence, by all Irish Roman
Catliolics, and on the other hand is joyfully celebrated by Protestants of that nation,

who parade on each anniversary, wearing orang(! colors in allusion to William III,,

prince of Orange. Even within a few years j)ast the 12tli of July has l)een marked in

.s;'veral .Xme'ican, ('anadian, and Irish towns by deeds r)f violence arising from religious

animosity. In Xew York, in resj)onse to the rerpiest of the authorities, the Orangemen
have ceased their public i)arades, but ceh'brate t/he day by (ixc^ursions, ])icnics, or in some
other private manner.
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BOYSE, or BOIS, John; one of the translators of the English Bible, 1560-1643. lie

could read llebrew when only live years of age. At (Jambiuige he paid especial atten-

tion to Greek, and lectured ou tiiat language for ten years. While rector of Boxworth
he was selected as one of the translators, and it is said did not only his own portion, but
also that of another translator.

BOZRAII, or Bostka; the name of one or two places mentioned in the Bible—a city

of Edom, and a city of Moab. The general opinion is that B. was on or near the pres-

ent village of el-Buseirah, 25 m. s.e. of tlie Dead sea. B. is now a small village, with a

strong fortress on the top of a hill, in a pastoral district, and inhabited by between 100
and 200 shepherds. The Moabite Bozrali is a vast collection of ruins, about 80 m. s. of

Damascus. In 105 a. d., the city was restored and beautified b}' Trajan, who made it

the capital of the province of Arabia. In the reign of Alexander Severus it was made a
colony, and in 245 a.d., Philippus, a native of B., ascended the imperial throne. It

appears to have been (Jhristianized by Constantinc, and was the see of an extensive bish-

opric. B. was one of the first Syrian cities subjected to the i>Iohammedaus, and was
held by them against all attempts of the crusaders at recapture. As late as the 14th c. it

was a populous place.

BRABANCONS, mercenary fighters from Brabant and other countries who, in the

later middle ages, served any who would pay them. They were poorly organized and
little better than banditti.

BRACE, Chahles Loring, b. Conn., 1826; graduate of Yale; studied in the union
theological seminary; a recognized minister, but not in charge of any church. In 1850,

in company with Frederick Law Olmstead he made a pedestrian tour in Great Britain;

the next year went to Hungary, where he was arrested on suspicion of being one of

Kossuth's agents, but w'as soon released. Afterwards he studied the school systems of
Switzerland, England, and other countries. On his return in 1852, he became associated

with Rev. Mr. Pease in the early operations of the " ]Sew York Children's Aid Society,"
which made an effort to transport to homes in the country some of the outcast and poor
children of the city, and to give instruction and shelter to those who remained. The
society at once took favor with the people; B. soon became and still remains the head
and soul of it, and its operations have risen to national importance. Througli its agency
many thousands of unfortunate and neglected children have been made honorable men
and women. B. visited Europe again, and the result of his observations is found in

JJungary in 1857; Home Life in Germany ; Norse Folk ; Races of the Old World, etc. He
has also published Tlie JS'ew West; Short Sermons for Newsboys ; Dangerous Classes in Neip
York, etc.

BRACE, JuLTA, b. Conn.. 1806; at the age of 4^ years she lost both hearing and
sight, and quickly forgot the little she had learned of language. When 19 years old she
entered the deaf and dumb asylum in Hartford, where she lived about 30 years, and then
made her home with a relative, with whom she was living in Dec, 1879. She has a
strong memory, and easily discriminates by feeling the articles belonging to different

persons. She knows enough about time to reckon days and weeks, and always recog-
nizes Sunday. Though she has -not manifested a profound moral consciousness, she
does not steal, nor does she commit any wrong act; she is tenacious of her rights, and
does not knowingly invade those of other persons.

BRACIIIS'TOCIIKONE, the curve of the quickest descent, or the curve which a
falling object must make between two points which are not in the same vertical line, if

it descended in the shortest possible time. The curve is the common cycloid.

BRACHYL'OGUS, the title of k work containing a systematic exposition of the
Roman law, compiled probably in the 12th c. though some assign it to the reign of
Justinian. The earliest extant edition was" published at Lyons in 1549, under the title

of Corpus Legum per Modum Iw^titntionum, and the title Braehylogus totius Julis Civites

first appears in an edition dated 1553. Its value is chiefly historical.

BRACKEN, a co. in n.e. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Licking rivers; 200 sq.m. ; pop.
'70, 11,409—636 colored. Productions agricultural; co. seat, Augusta.

BRACKENRIDGE, Henry M., 1786-1861; b. Penn.. son of Hugh Henry. He was
a lawyer of long practice in Maryland; district judge of Louisiana, in which*i)osition he
was useful to the government in the Avar of 1812, of which Avar he wrote a history. He
advocated the acknowledgment of the independence of South American states, and his
pamphlet on the subject was deemed of sufficient importance to receive an oflicial answer
fr.:)m the Si)anish minister at Washington. Subsequently he was commissioner to the
new republics, and in return published A Voyage to South America. He was judge of
the w. district of Florida for ten years; then removed to Petersburg, where he was
chosen to congress. In 1841, he Was commissioner under the treaty with ^Mexico.
Besides many essays on various subjects, he published in 1859, in defense of his father,
a History of the Whisky Insurrection.

BRACKENRIDGE, Hugh Henry, 1748-1816; b. Scotland; a jurist and author;
graduate at Princeton, N. J.; chaplain in the continental army; prepared to practice
law; edited the United States Magazine oi Philadelphia; began* law practice at Pitte-
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burgli; iu 1799 appointed judge of the Pennsylvania supreme court, and held the office

until his death, lie was concerned iu ihe " AVhisky Inswrrection" in 175J4, and published

a defense of his course, lie wrote much iu verse, tlie most \). ,»Uiar being, Modern
Chivalry, or the Adcentares of Copt. Farngo, a humorous burlesque.

BRACKETT, Edwin E., b. Maine. 1819; a sculptor of eminence, known mainly bj
his busts of American celebrities: Washington Allston, Richard 11. Dana, Bryant,

Choate, Longfellow, Sumner, Garrison, Jouu Brown, Benjamiu F. Butler, Wendell
Phillips, and others.

BRACKETT, Walter M., brother of Edwin E., b. Maine, 1823; noted as a painter

of game lisli.

BRACTON, Henry DE, an English ecclesiastic and chief justiciary in the reign of

Heni-y 111. He took the degree of doctor of laws at Oxford, and was itinerant justice

for Nottingham and Derby counties in 1245. In 126.5, he was appointed chief justiciary.

He wrote a compr<'hen4ve and systematic work ou the laws of England, modeled after

the '• lustitut:js" of Justinian.

BRADBURN', Sa.muel, 1751-1815; b. Gibraltar; son of an English soldier; became
a AVesley 111 loc.d preacher in England in 1773, and the next year an itinerant.^ lie was
one of the natural o^-ators of early Methodism, endowed with ready wit and pathos.

In 1799 he was president of the Wesleyan conference. After his death his Scnaous on
PartxaliLr Occ(i>iiA)tu were published.

BRADBURY, William B., 1816-68; b. Maine; a composer of sacred music, and
author 111 whole or iu part of many books for tSunday-schools and choirs, among which
aie 'Ihe Shuwiii; IheJahilee; The Temple Ghoir; Tlie Golden Choir; Ii'resh Laurels, etc.

His wor\s have had much popularity,

BRADFORD, a co. in n.e. Florida, on the Santa Fe river; intersected by the Atlan-

tic and Guif, and the West India Transit railroads; 940 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 3691—824 col-

ored. Productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, and molasses. Co. seat. Lake Butler.

BRADFORD, a co. in n e. Pennsylvania, bordering on New York; 1170sq.m.; pop.

70. 53,204; in '80, 58,162. Besides short railroads to its mines, the Northern Central

an<l Lehigh Valley railroads traverse it. The riversare the Susquehanna, thcTowanda,
the Wyai Using, and Sugar Creek. The surface is hilly, and thickly vvooded. Iron,

coal, and sandstone are abundant. The main article of export is lumber, but agricul-

ture is the chief occupation. Co. seat, Towanda, 77 m. from Pittstou.

BRADFORD, a t. in Essex co., Mass., ou the Merrimac river, at the junction of the

Boston and Maine and Newburyport railroads. A bridge connects B. with Haverhill.

The B. academy for young ladies is an old and celebrated institution, afifording a high
grade of in>^ti uction. Shoe manufacturing is the leading business. Pop. 2347.

BRADFORD, Andrew, 1686-1742; b. Philadelphia; son of William (the printer).

He was the only printer in Pennsylvania from 1712 to 1723. On Dec. 22, 1719, he
Rtarted the third newspaper in the colonies, and the first in Philadelphia, called The
American Week'y Mercury. He kept a bookstore, and was for a time postmaster of the

city. He was the first printer iu Philadelphia to employ Benjamin Franklin as a type-

getter.

BRADFORD, John, an English minister; b. early in the reign of Henry VIII. He
was secretary to the paymaster of the English forces in France, and used money not hi»

own, but made restitution and resigned his place. He then studied divinity, and bishop

Ridley of London appointed him his chaplain. B. was also chaplain to Edward VI.,

aiitl one of the mo^t popular preachers in the kingdom. When Mary came to tlu; ihrono

he vvas accused of sedition and sent to the Tower, and finally tried before Gardiner,

where he defended his principles to the last. He was condemned, and burnt at the

stake in Siiiiihfield, .July 1, 1555. Many of his short works are found in the issues of

tract societies.

BRADFORD. William, 1585-1657; b. England; one of the pilgrims, and second
govcrnorof Plymouth colony. He sailed from Leyden, Holland, in Ihv Mayjloirer. One
of his tirsl acts, as Ihe siiCces.sor of gov. Carver, was to conlirin the treaty with Massa-

8oit, ju4 ill time to suppr(;ss a dangcirous Indian conspiracy. Bradford's name is in the

Bccond pal(;nt, which conterred upon him, his "heirs, associates, and assigns." ihe terri-

tory named. He was governor, with some brief interruptions, for IH years, but declined

to serve further. B. was the author of a Ilixtory of Plymouth Colony from 1002 to 1647.

BRADFORD, William. 1058-1752; b. England; one of tlie Quakers who came to

Pennsylvania in 1682, landing in the woods where Phila(lel{)hia now stands. He was
the lirst printer in I*(;nnsylvania, i)rinting an almanae in 1680. Having beconuiobnoxious
to .some of the leading settlers for printing so-called seditious writings (for which olfenso

lie was trie(.' but not convicted), 1m.' settled in New York in 109)}, and there printed tlio

laws of the colony. Oct. 16, 1725, he began the first newsi)aper in that city. The New
York Oazette. Three years later he s(!t up a i)aper mill at Klizabelh. N. J. For :}0

years he wa.s the only printer in the colony of New York. His body lies iu Trinity

Wiurch-yard.
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l,y president Washingtou.
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BRADFORD. William, an American painter, J-^of Q«^^cr paren s in 18-7, at Ive^

Bedta-a. Mas. He was educated »" '"'p;^^,-^ "
,^, , t^ "SSall in sul^ects

haven, Mass., but afterwards dev-eloped a talen toi pa nnn^.l^
^^^^^ ^j

^'''ZAm-AUGn. Chakles, b. 1833; an English atheist and
^y"P^;i>^7.,7;;;,^'•it'J;To

revolnUons; tl.e editor of a paper .levoted .^ ;;etor.n- I"
li*':^.,'%'^l7to parliament

ihe United States, lecturing m the 'a'Sf' "V,'hM-Ser\l"k le thoudi that pa'rty cannot

by a vote combined of various <-''em™ts on tlie bual si e tu^^^^^

opposition to. his

K considered as favoring Ins extreme vh^vvs^ T e
»>'^^™;'|^; us al o-itb. although he

admission to the house, partly l^'^fa^^f
^e dec ncd to ake tlie u

_.^^^
^^fe^^^^^

to affirm and take lii3 seat.

PHADTEY a CO in s. Arkansas, on Saline river; 958 sq m.; pop '"; ^?!r-„'-^

colo^Sl ThJsurface is level; productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, etc. Co. seat.

'''rADLEY, aco. in S.C. Tennessee, on the Georgia bord^

i>roductious mainly agricultural. Co. seat. Cleveland.

BRADLEY. Ex>wAiti, b. f;^^,r^^z::SJ^^s:^'^'<^^^^^
STy *d:r:''b.i?'h,;s?ieio?:nd^uttenti'on ^Im^sf^ntirely to literature. Veraan, Green

is one of the best known of his stones.
^^^hnted at Rutgers college, and

'AI'iThw Tn £:." ^N "j." In'l8?6 l^e'^^S'a.fSlltl one of th • ji.stices^ of the

?rs irremecourtie" as a member of the electoral commission of lh.7.

now very rare.
t^ „i„„^ ifiio. diuo-htcr of <>-ov. Thomas Diulley. of

the title. The TeM M,m. 1,M,,
•"''"'"/'''"';'„''•<,,'," ApesoFjIan, Seasons of tUe

"'"bRADSTR1<:ET. .Touk, 17,1,74; .an

f'^f
* fif™c!rofSt^T.^lfn'^^^.tund'

in service in <he .^"UM;ican c<,lom«< In .40 1 o u.is mu
._^ ^^.^ ^^^

land, lie served in the French «".«;>; 'i'' teme He served «ilh Amberst in Ihe

^^,r^r^l-En^Srp^gSH^^^ - .est. .aking a t.aty

of assistant judge; ^vas secrct.iry ' gf, ^V,^7i7';\\'"^ts re to, ition. From 16;;0 lo 1679

in lf,62 .vas sent to ™"^''';^l'^''''/ ' "^
t',. "-^^'rU • ami 1679^6, governor, until I.e

'^ZS^::^^^''''^^^^^^^ ^«^» and remained in power un.ilth.

uew cl aX ai™ve.l in 1093. w hen he was made first councilor.
"'

BR."dWARDIN. or EKKHNN^^RmKE Thom.^s, b. near
.^^^^^^^^^

-;

archbishop of Canterbury. He was ^''^^^ak-d at Oxf d. aiKl «^
^^^^__,^^^^ j,j _

proportion of numbers.
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BRADY, Hugh, 17G8-1851, an American officer who served under Wayne, and

with distinction in the battle of Chippewa in 1812.

BKADY, James ToriiAM, 1815-69; b. New York; a lawyer, educated by his father,

who was also a lawyer and a judge. The son became eminent for eloquence, and fr)r

almost unbroken success in the cases undertaken by him. In New York he was popu-

lar both as a lawyer and a citizen, and especially admired as an off-hand speaker. lie

contributid largely to nevv.spapers and magazines, but left no collected works.

BKADY. >iicnoLAS, d.d., b. Ireland, 1059; with Nahum Tate he made a metrical

version of the Psalms of David, and also translated Yirgil's yEneid. He was a promoter

of the revolution, but when the troubles broke out in Ireland in 1690, by his personal

influence he thrice prevented the burning of his native town of Bandon, which James
II. ordered should be destroyed.

BRADY, William Maziere, d.d., b. Ireland, 1825; graduate of Trinity college,

Dublin; one of the leaders in the movement for the disestablishment of the Irish church,

and the'author of works on the ecclesiastical history and antiquities of Great Britain and.

Ireland.

BRAG, a game at cards, usually played by from four to eight persons. The whole

pack is used, and the cards rank as at whist except the nines and knaves, which iR-e

called " bra^gers," and rank the same as any cards with which they may be held. An
ice and a nine and a knave are called three aces, and a deuce and two brag cards make
three deuces, etc. The highest hand is a pair royal, three of a kind, ace being highest;

next best, highest pair, and last the single card. There is no playing, the hands are

merely shown, and the highest wins the stake.

BRAGANZA, House of, the title of the family reigning in Portugal, so named from

the old dukes of Braganza. The first duke was a bastard son of king John I. After

the death of Sebastian without issue the people, who were forbidden by the constitution

of 1159 to accept a foreign prince, took up with the Braganzas; but the Spanish kings

ruled Portugal by force until 1640, when Don John, duke of Braganza, was made king

with the title of John IV. and the family has ruled ever since.

BRAGG, Braxton, b. N. C, 1815; a graduate of West Point; served in the

Florida war, and in the Mexican war, where his bravery at Fori Brown, Monterey,

and elsewhere, w^as conspicous. His conduct at Buena Yista secured him his brevet as

lieut. col. He resigned from the army in 1856. When the civil war broke out he
joined the confederates, and in a short time was made general, succeeding Albert Syd-

ney Johnson, who was at killed Shiloh. He met with several reverses, was defeated by
gen. Grant at Chattanooga, and soon afterward was relieved from command.

BRAHMA (see ante), under which the more comprehensive term "Brahmanism" is

employed to specify the system of religious institutions originated and elaborated by
the Brahmans, who are and have been from an early period the sacerdotal and dominant

caste anions: the Hindus. The earliest phases of religious thought in India of which a

clear notion can now be formed, are exhibited in a body of writings which long ago

came to be regarded as sacred, known under the collective name of Veda, " knowledge,"

or Sr)iti, " revelalion." The Hindu scriptures consist of four separate collections of

sacred texts, including hynuis, incantations, and sacrificial forms of prayer. They are:

1, the Rlficeda; 2, the Hainan, or Samaxeda; 3, the Yajush, or Yajunxdti; 4, the AthaV'

van or Atharvaveda. Each of these four text books has attached to it a body of prose

writings called BrahmanaH, which explain the ceremonial application of tke texts atnl

the origin and imnort of the sacrificial rites for which they were supposed to have been

composed. 'Vha'Samaveda and the Vajurveda are for purely rituiil purposes, and. a::

they are composed almost entirely of verses taken from the Rif/reda, are of secondary

importance. The hynuis of the Rif/veda are the earliest lyrical productions of the Aryai>

settlers in India which have come down to us. They all are old, though of varyin;--

periods, only the la^t book having the characteristics of a later apin-ndMge. Of tlh^

Atharvan about a sixth is found in the RUpeda. The religious thought of the old bards,

as refiected in the hymns, is that of a worship of the grand and striking phenomena of

nature regarded in the light of personal and conscious beings, endowed with powers,

beyond the control of man", yet sensible to his praises and actions. It was a nature-wor-

ship nearer than that of any other known form of ])olyth('istic belief; a mythology

conjparatively little afTectcd by those systematizing tendencies which, in other lands, led

to the construction of a well-ordered pantheon and a regul.-ir orgiinization of divine gov-

ernment. From thf; mime, " the Shining Ones," given to tliesc; impcM'sonalions, it must

be conclu(l(.'d that the more i)roininent objects of early adoration were the phenomena

of light. In the primitive worship of the nianifold i)henomena of nature, it is not so«

much their physical aspect that impresses the human heart as the moral and intellectual

forces which are supposed to move and animate them. The attribut(!s and relations of

fiomeof tlu; Vedicdeities, in accordance; with th(! natureoftheobjects which they repre.sent,

partake in a liigh degree of this spiritual elenu-nt; but it is not inijjrobable that in ani

Ciirlier phase of Aryan worship the religious concejjtions were jx-rvuded by it to a still

greater extent, nnd that the Vedic belief, though n^taining many of its primitive^ features,

has on the whole assumed a more sensuous and anthropomori)hic ch{n*acter. This latter
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element is especially predominant in the attributes and imagery applied by the Vedic
poets to Indra, the goti of the atmospheric region, and the favorite figure in their pan-
theon. While the representatives of the prominent departments of nature appear to the
Vedic bard as independent of each other, their relations to tlie mortal Avorsiiiper being
the ciiief subject of his anxiety, a simple method of classification was already resorted

to at an early time, consisting of a triple division of the deities into gods residing in the

sky, in the air, and on the eartli. It is not, however, until a later stage that this attempt
at a polytheistic system is followed up by the promotion of one particular god to the

dignity of chief guardian for each one of these three regions. On the other hand, a
tendency is clearly traceable in some of the hymns towards identifying gods whose
functions present a certain degree of similarity of nature. These atte.npts seem to show
a certain advance from polytheism towards a comprehension of the unity of the divine

essence. Another feature of the old Vedic worship tended to a similar result. The
great problems of the origin and existence of man and the universe had early begun to

engage the Hindu mind; and in celebrating the praises of the gods the poet was fre-

quently led by his religious and not wholly disinterested zeal to attribute to them cos-

mical functions of the very highest order. At a later stage of thought inquirers could
not fail to perceive the inconsistency of such concessions of a supremacy among the
divine rulers, and tried to solve the problem by conceptions of an independent power,
endowed with all the attributes of a supreme deity, the creator of the universe including
the gods of the pantheon. The names under which this monotheistic idea is put forth

are mostly of an attributive character, and some are mere epithets of particular gods,

such as Pwjapati, "lord of creatures," and Visvakarraan, "all-doer." But to some
this theory of a personal creator left many difiiculties unsolved. They saw that every
thing around them, including man himself, was directed by some inward agent; and it

needed but one step to perceive the essential sameness of these spiritual units, and to

recognize them as so many individual manifestations of one universal principle. Thu3
a i)autheistic conception was arrived at, and' put forth under such names as PuriiHha,
"soul," Kama, "desire," Brahman {nitnii'V nom.. sing., brahma). "devotion, prayer."
Metaphysical and philosophical speculations were thus fast u..dermining the simple
belief in the old gods, until, at the time of the composition of tlie Brahmanas and the
Upanishads, we find them in complete possession of the minds of the theologians. "While
the theories crudely suggested in the later hymns are n(nv further matured and elabo-
rated, the tendency towards catholicity of formula favors the combination of the con-
flicting monotheistic and pantheistic conception; this compromise, which makes i'/ <(/<«-

paii, the personal creator of the world, the manifestation of the impersonal Brahma, the
universal self-existent soul, leads to the composite pantheistic system which forms the
characteristic dogma of the Bralimanical period.

The division into caatc,^ hx India is well known. The hymn to Purusha names them
as, 1, the Brahmanas; 2, Kshatriyas; 3, the Vaisjars; and, 4, the Sudras. There was a
long conflict between the first and second of these castes, but the final subjection of the
second left absolute power in the hands of the first, the Brahmans, or priests. They
elaborated a system of laws, using some of Mann's code, in which they made no scruple
to fortify and protect themselves. The very lowest class was of no inqx)rtauce, but the
other three, however unequal to each other in privileges and social standing, were united
by a common bond of sacramental rites, traditionally connected from ancient times with
certain stages and incidents in the life of the Aryan Hindu, such as conception, birth,

name-giving, the first taking out of a child to see the sun, the first feeding with boiled
rice, tlie rites of tonsure, the youth's investiture with the sacrificial thread, and his
return home on completing his studies, with the ceremonies of marriages, funerals, etc.

The most important of these family observances is the rite of conducting the boy to a
spiritual teacher, with which is connected the investiture with the sacred cord, ordi-
narily worn over the left slioulder and under the right arm, and varying in material
according t(^ the class of the wearer. This ceremon}- is supposed to constitute tlie

second or spiritual birth of the arya, and is the preliminary act to the youth's initiation
into the study of the Veda, the management of the consecrated fire, and the knowledge
of the rites of purification, including the solemn invocation to Saritri (the sun), which
has to be repeated every morning and evening before the rising and setting of that lumi-
nary. It is from their participation in this^rite that the three upper classes are called
tlie "twice born." The ceremony is enjoined to take place some time between the Sih
and 16th year in case of a Braliman; for a Kshatriya between the 11th and 22d; and of
a Vaisya between the 12th and 24th. He who has not been invested with the mark of
his class within the prescribed time is forever excluded "from uttering the prayer to the
sun, and becomes an outcast, unless absolved from his sin by a council of BVahmans,
when, after due purification, he resumes the badge of his caste. "With one not duly
initiated no righteous man is allowed to associate or to enter into connections of affinity.

The duty of the Sudra (the lowest caste) is to serve the twice-born classes, particularly
the Brahmans. One of this caste is excluded from all sacred knowledge, and if he per-
form sacrificial ceremonies he must do so without using holy utensils. No Brahman
may recite a holy text where a man of the servile cast might oVerhear him. nor may he
teach them the laws of expiating sin. The occupations of the Vaisya are connected
Avith trade, agriculture, and the raising of cattle; while those of the Kshatriya consist
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in ruling and dcfeiuliug the people, administering justice, etc. Both these castes share
with tiie Bralunan tUu privilege of reatiiug Uie Veda, but only so tar as it is taught and
explained to them by tlieir spiritual preceptors. 'J'o the Brahman belongs the light of

teaching and expounding the sacred text>, and also that of inlerpreiing anu determin-
ing the laws and rules of caste. Yet, in spite of those formidal)le barriers between me
several orders, the practice of inter-marrying appears to have l)een too prevalent in

€arly times to have admitted of suppression. To marr}'' a woman of higher caste, and
especially of a caste not immediately above one's own, is i)ositively prohibited, the

olfspring of such a union being excluded from performing obsequies to his ancestors,

an I incapable of inheriting the parent's property. Jdut, according to Manu, a man mar
marry a girl of any or each of the castes below his own. provided he has already a wile
of his own class, since she only should perform the duties of personal attendance aud
religious ob.servance devolving upon a married woman.

The self-exaltation of the highest class was due, not altogether to priestly arrogance
aud ambition, but, like a prominent feature in tlie post-Vedic belief—the transmigration
of souls— it was the natural consequence of the pantheistic doctrine. To the iirah-

mauical tiiinker, who saw in the numberless individuals of animate nature but so manj
manifestations of the one eternal soul, to a union with which they must all tend as their

final goal of supreme bliss, the greater or less imperfection of tlie material form in which
they were embodied naturally presented a continuous scale of spiritual units from the

lowest degradation up to the absolute purity and perfection of the supreme spirit. To
prevent oae's sinking yet lower, and by degrees to raise one's .self in tiiis universal

gradation, or, if possible, to attain the ultimate goal immediately from any state of

C()fp;)real existence, there was but one way—subjection of the senses, purity of life,

and knowledge of the deity. As Manu's code concludes: " He who in his own soul

perceives tlie supreme soul in all beings, and acquires equanimity towards them all,

attains the highest state of bliss." The life marked out for the Bralimans by that stern

theory of class duties which they themselves had marked out, and which must have
been practiced in the early times, at least in some degree, was by no means one of ease

aud amenity. It was, on the contrary, well calculated to promote that complete mortifi-

cation of the instincts of animal nature which they considered as indispensable to final

deliverance from the revolution of bodily and personal existence.

The devoted Brahman who desired to obtain the utmost good upon the dissolution of

his body, was enjoined to pass successively through four orders or stages of life, viz.:

1, tliat of religious student; 2, that of householder; 3, that of anchorite; 4, that of

religious mendicant. Theoretically, this course was open and recommended to every
twice-born man, his distinctive occupations being in that case restricted to the second
con lition, or that of married life. Practically, however, persons of the second and third

castes were doubtless in general content to go through a term of studentship in order

to obtain a certain amount of religious instruction before entering into the married
state and performing their prt)fessional duties. In the case of the sacerdotal class, the

practice was pr()ba!)ly all but universal in early times; but gradually a more and more
limited proportion seem to have carried their religious zeal to the length of self-morlifi-

cation involved in the two final stages. When the youth liad been invested with the sign

of his caste, he was to reside for some time in the house of some religi;-us teacher, well

read in the Veda, to be instructed in the knowledge of the scriptures and the .scientitic

treati-ses attached to th^m, in the .social duties of his caste, and in tiie complicated sys-

tem of purilicatory and .sacrificial rit-vs. According to the number of Vedas be intended
to study, the duration of the period of instru-tion was to be—probably in the ca.se of

Brahmanical students chiefly—of from 12 to 4S years; during which lime the virtues of
modesty, duty, temperance, and self-control were to be firmly implanted in his mind bj
unremitting observance of the most minute rules of conduct. Din-ing all this time the

Br.ihman student had to subsist entirely on food obtained bv begging from house to

bouse; and his behavior towards tlie preceptor and his family was to be that prompted
})y respecttid atticluient and implicit obedience. In the case of girls no investiture

ta'?cs place, the nuptial ceremoii}' being considered an equivalent for that rite. On
quitting the teacher's abodj, the young man returns to his fanuly and takes a wife.

To die without leaving legitimate ofTsjii-ing, and esjjcciall}' a son to perform the peri-

odical rite of obstMpiifis to his father, is consi(lere(l by the true; Hindu a very great misfor-

tune. There are tiiree sacrtul d(!l)ls which a man has to discharge in life: that which is

due to tiiegods, of whif;h Ik; acquits hitnsfdf by daily worship and sacrilieial rites; that

due to the ancient and ins[)ireil se(!rs of the Vedic texts, dischargcMl by the daily study
of the s(;riptur(;s; an 1 th(! final debt which he owes to liis nunirH, and of wiiich he
relievr.'H hiins(df by hiaving a son. Some authorities add a fourth—the debt owing to

human kind, which demands th(! practice of kindness and hospitality; hence the neccs-

Bity of (Altering into the marri(*d state. When the husband leads the bride from her home
to his osvn, tlu; lire which has been iised for the marriage ceremony goes with the new
couple, to .serve as their domestic; fire; and it has to be kept up per))etually day and
niirht. either by tlunnselves or their (;hildrcn. or, if tin; man be a teacher, by his ])uj)ils.

If it should b(!Come exliri'iuished by negl(;ct or otherwise, the guilt thereby incurred
must be atoned for by an act of expiation. The domestic fire serves the family for pre-

paring their f<jod, foi* making the fire neces.sary daily for occasional offerings, and for
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performing sacramental rites. No food should be eaten that has not been duly conse-

crated by a portion of it being offered to the gods, the beings, and the maiies. T hcse
three daily otieriugs are also called by the collective name of the sacriJice to all the

di'ities. The remaining two are the offering to Brahma-:—that is, tlie daily lecture of the

scriptures, accompanied by certain rites—and that to men, consisting in the cnteilain-

meut of guests. The domestic observances, many of which must be considered as

ancient Aryan family customs, surrounded by the Hindus with a certain amcur:t of

adventitious ceremonial, were generally performed by the householder himself, with
the assistjmce of his wife. There is, however, another class of sacrilicial cercD.oriies

of a more pretentious and expensive kind, called srauta rites, or rites based en revela-

tion, the performance of which, though not indispensable, was yet considered cLligalcry
under certain circumstances. They formed a powerful weapon in the hands of tl e

priesthood, and were one of the chief sources of their subsistence. Owing to the tem-
plicated nature of these sacrifices, anel the great amount of ritualistic lom-ulasard texts

recited during their performance, they required the employment of a miml er of profes-

sional Brahman >. frequently as many as 16, who had to be well rewarded for their ser-

vices. Priests who refuse money for their services arc ( ulogized 1 y Err.l.mjir.ical "vn riters;

but such virtue was rare. Tlie manuals of the Vaidak rituals gtrerally cnunieiated
three of these rites; uhtis, or Oi lalions of milk, curds, clarified lutier, rice, giain;
annual offerings; and libations of Sioma. Tlie soma, which is an intoxicating drink pre-

pared from the juice of a kind of milk-weed, sometimes called the moon-plant, must
Lave played an important part in the ancient worship, at Ica^t as early as the lnex-1 er-

sian period. It is continually alluded to both in W\q Zerid Aic.yia SiV,^ WKlhsvcva. In
the latter work the hymns of a whole book are addressed to it, citLer in the shape of a

mighty god, or in its original form, as a kind of ambiosia endowed with wcnrcrfully
€xhilarating powers. In post \ edic mythology (fcrita has leceme idertified with the
lunar deity, to whom it seems to have had seme relation frcm the beginning. An.cng
the Vaidik rites the soma-sacrifices are the most solemn and ecn.plieat(d, ai.d tLof-e to
which the greatest efticacy is ascribed in remitting sin, conferiirg cff."-) ring ar.d even
immortality. They require the attendance of 16 priests, ard aie di^ided into three
groups, according as the actual pressing and cfleiing of the Kma cecnpies only 1 day.
or between 1 and 12 days. The perfoimance cf all srauta sacrifices icquiic two ether
fires besides tliat used for domestic rites. 1 he act of first j lacirg the fires in their
respective receptacles, after due consecration of the ground, constitutes the essential
part of the tirst duty, which the householder should have pcrfoimcd by fcur IraLn.r.ns
immediately after the wedding lo the same class of sacrificial ccren.i-nicsleleng these
performed on tlie days of the new and full moon, the oblation at the commerce n.ert of
the three seasons, the ofl'erings of first-fruits, and ether periodical rites. lesiek'S these
reg.ilar sacrifie^es, the srauta ceremonial includes a mim-ler of most solemn rites, which,
on account of the objects lor whieh they aic instituted, and the encin < us expenditure
they involve, could be performed only on rare occasions and by powerful j rinces. Of
these the most important are the inaugural ceren;ony ol a mcriiuehwl o claims sr.prcm.e
rule, and the horse sacrifice, one of great antiquity, enjoined by thetial n anical liiual

upon kings ele^irous of attaining universal sovereignty. The efficr.cy asciil cd to this

ceremony in later times was so great that the performance of a hundred such sae'rifices

was considered to deprive India of his position as chief of the in:mortals.

When the householder is advanced in years, •when he sees his skin become wrirkled
and his hair gray, when he sees the son of his son, the time is said to have C( n:e for him
to enter the third stage of life. He should now disengage himself from all family ties

—

except that his wife may accompany him if shechoe.se—and repair to a lonely wocd.
taking with him his sacred fires anel the implements required for the daily anel period-
ical otTcring. Clad in a deer's skin, or in a single piece of cloth, or in a laik |?aimcnt.
w ith hi;-; hair and nails uncut, the hermit is to subsist exclusively en feed grow ing wild
in the forest, such as roots, green herbs, fruits, w ild rice and gi ain. He nu:st not accept
gifts from anyone, except of what may be absolutely necessary to maintain him; but
with his own little hoard he should, on the contrary,* honor tothe best of his ability
those who visit his hermitage. His time must be spent in reading the metaj hysical
treatises of theVeela, in making oblations, and in undergoing various kinds of priva-
tions and austerities, with a view to mortifying his passions and producing in liis mind
an entire indifference to worldly objects. Having by these means succeeded in over-
coming all sensual affections anel desires, and in acquiring perfect equanimity towards
everything around him, the hermit has fitted himself for the final and n-:o*st exalted
order, that of the devotee or religious mendicant. As such he has no further need of
either mortifications or religious observances; but "with the sacrificial fires reposited in
his mind" he may elevote the remainder of his days to meditating on the divinity.
Taking up his abode at the foot of a tree in total solitude, " w ith no eomi^anion but his
•own soul," clad in a coarse garment, he should carefully avoiel injuring any creature or
giving offense to any human being that may happen to'come near hiniT Oiice in a day.
in the evening. " when the charcoal tire is extinguished and the smoke no longer issi.es

from the fire-place, when the pestle is at rest, wilen the ]H'ople have taken their mc at*-

and the dishes are removed," he .should go near the liabiiations of men in order to beg
the little food that may suffice to sustain his feeble frame. Ever pure of mind, be
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Uioiild thus bide his time, " as a servant expccteth his ^^,lges," wishing neither for death

uor for life, until at lust his soul is freed from its fetters and absorbed in the eternal

spirit, the impersonal, seif-existent Brahma.
The study of the ancient lliildu literature has taught us that some practices which

have hitherto, or until recently, prevailed in India, and which liave contributed much
to bring Hindu morals into disrepute, are compaiatively modern innovations. Thus,

the rites of «ufte (prop, sati, " the faithful wife") or the voluntary immolation of widows,
which was abolished with considerable difficulty about 30 years ago, seems to have
sprun«" up originally as a local habit among the Kshatriyas, and, on becoming more antl

more prevalent, to have at length received Brahmanical sanction. The alleged con-
"

formity of the rite to the Hindu scriptures has been shown to have restcvl chiefly on a
misquotation, if not an intentional garbling, of a certain passage of the Rlgveda, which,

so far from authorizing the cremation of the widow, bids her return from the funeral

rite to her home and resume her worldly duties. Cases of infanticide are still frequent

in many parts of India, especially among the Rajputs; but thj priests have never sanc-

tioned the practice. Its origin has to be sought in th3 euorm )us extravagances of wed-
ding feasts, and in a notion that parents are disgraced by their daughters remaining

husbandless. Hence, also, the practice of early marriage, which is the more mischievous

as the Hindu law does not allow widows to marry. The cow has been held in high

honor in India from early times; but the abhorrence of slaughtering and eating the

flesh of kine is of late origin. It has been conclusively shown by a Hindu scholar that

in former times beef formed a staple article of food. (For particulars and varieties of

Hindu doctrines, etc., see India, Buddhism, Parsees, Sikhs, Veda, Marut. Surya,
UsiiAS, Upanisuad, Metempsychosis, Vedanta, Vaishnavas, Saivas, Saktas.)

BRAIN", Diseases op the, are comprehended in six general classes, viz.: 1. Cerebral

congestion; 2. cerebral aniTcmia; 3. cerebral hemorrhage; 4, inflammatory diseases; 5.

structural lesions; 6. functional disturbances. Active congestion of the B. is a well-

known and dangerous disease; but may often be removed by proper treatment. Cold
applied to the heal, and warm stimulating applications to the extremities, are very

useful. Passive congestion is marked by a livid face, dull pains, sluggishness of the

mental faculties, and disturbed sleep. Cerebral anaemia includes diseases arising from
impoverished or otherwise disordered blood, and is marked by frequent fainting, pale-

ness of the face, and gasping as if actually dying. The natural remedies are to stimulate

the action of the heart so as to increase the flow of blood to the head, and placing the

body in a horizontal position, with the head lowest. Dashing cold water into the face will

often excite the heart io the required action. There are many other forms of anstmia,

general or partial. Cerebral hemorrhage, or bleeding in the substance or between the

parts of the brain, is generally a consequence of disease of the arteries of the B., and is

often developed in apoplexy or hemiplegia. In attacks of apoplexy dependent upon
extravasation of blood, the body should be kept quiet, with the head raised, applying

cold water or ice thereto, and removing all articles of clothing that may press upon the

neck or chest. It should be known that cerebral hemorrhage is seldom preceded by

symptoms; hence, in general, ringing in the ears, dizziness, and other symptoms which
some fear to be indicative of an apoplectic attacks arc really not so. Inflanunatory affec-

tions of the brain are seated cither in the membranes or the cerebral substance, oftenest

in the former. Thev are generally included in the term meningitis, which is acute, sub-

acute, or chronic, and there is a tuberculous variety. The causes in cases not arising

from actual injury to the head, are generally excessive use of alcoholic liquors, or

exposure to severe heat. This form of development occurs chiefly in adults. Children

are oftener subject to acute inflammation in the course of measles,^ scarlet fever, or

erysipelas. The leading local symptoms of acute meningitis are pain in the head, a

flushing of the face, intolerance of loud sounds and strong light, increased sensibility of

the surface of the body, throbbing of the arteries in the neck and head, and delirium

which is oft(!n violent and accompanied with hallucinations. There is usually fever, and
sometimes there are convulsions. In the second stage there is heavy sleepiness ending in

coma, paralysis of some of the facial mus(;les or of the limbs on one side, dilatation of

the pupils, and irregular pulse; symptoms that betoken speedy death. A very large

proportion of cases of simple acute meningitis end fatally, sometimes almost imme-
diately or within a few hours, but occasionally a week may intervene. Treatment
should be directed l)y a i)hysician. When acute cerebral meningitis afTocts the mom
branesof the spinal cord, it is not only extremely fatal but is e]>iflemic. There nre other
varieties of more or less importance that can be understood onlv by professional men.
and, as a matter of .safety, all brain afl'ections should be dciilt witli under the direction of
a physician. The same must be said of lesions affect inir the structure of lh(! brain, too
many and various to descrilx- and Vo those must be added functional diseases which
produce mania, monomania, melanc;holia, dementia, etc.

BR.\I\.\R[). J(„rx OvunrvEU Calktxs. l70«-1«2fi: b. Conn,: a graduate of Yalo;
editor of a n<;wspaper in Hartford, in'wh'ich ho published manv pieces of verso. After
his death a volume of Ids poems was pul)lisl)ed, and a tliird edition was issued in

1842, with a memoir by John G. Wlnttier. B. ranks high in class next below the

greatest American poets.
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BRAINERD, David, 1718—47; an American missionary, b. Conn. His missionary-
work Avas among the Indians in Massacliusetts and those around tiie Delaware and Sus-
quehanna rivers. President Edwards wrote his biography, and that and B.'s journals
are well known. B. was a man of strong mental powers, extensive knowledge, great
sagacity, and fervent zeal, and as a preacher he was forcible and pathetic.

BKAINTREE, a t. m Norfolk co , .Alass., 10 m s. of Boston, on the Old Colony,
Newport and Southside railroads, pop. '70, 3948; in "80, 3856; a manufacturing place
for boots and shoes, linen, woolen, paper, machinery, etc. The town of Quincy was
formerly included in Braintree.

BRAIZE, or Becker, Pagrus vulgaris, the fish popularly called the porgie, or scup;
a common and good table-tish.

BRAKE, a contrivance to stop motion by friction, applied mainly to car wheels
and hoisting apparatus. Originally it was a flexible iron baud so placed that it might
be drawn tightly around most of the outer surface of the revolving wheel, the friction

gradually slackening the motion. In carriages curved blocks of wood were used, and
pressed against the tire by a lever worked with the hand or the foot. Modern invention
has given us systems of brakes that may be instantly applied to every wheel in u train

of cars. For the Creamer brake, once somewhat in favor, a powerful spiral spring
was the power applied. This spring was coiled in a drum through which a shaft passes,

and was set free by the bmkenian, or all the brakes on a train could be set free by
one act ot the engineer. The Westinghouse air-brake is now very generally used in.

America. Each carriage has beneath its floor a cylinder and piston which may be
operated by compressed air; the piston acts on suitable levers and. rods to set the
brakes against the wheels, the brakes being also connected with the ordinary Ijraking-

mechanism at the platform of the cars. Compressed air is conveyed to the cylinders,

by tubes leading from a reservoir at the locomotive, and this reservoir is filll-d by a
special engine which is independent of the ordinary motive mechanism. The special

engine acts automatically, starting when the pressure of air in the reservoir is below
a fixed standard, and stopping when the pressure reaches another fixed standard. The
engine-driver communicates the compressed air to the cylinders by tlie simple act of
turning a valve-handle through one fourth of a circumference; the brakes are instantly
"set" wiih great force throughout the train. A different system uses a vacuum, and
the pistons beneath the cars are acted on by atmospheric prosure, when the cylinders
are in communication with the vacuous reservoir. The AVestinghouse and tl;o other
air brakes serve to place the train very fully under the control of the engine-driver; per-

mitting the stoppage of trains from high speed in a very short space.

BRANCALEO'NE, Dandolo, d. 1258; a Ghibclline senator of Bologna, famous for
his firmness in restoring order in a lawless period. He executed leading men of the most
powerful families, and destroyed the strongholds of disturbers of the peace, checked tho
power of the church and the nobles, and with the strong hand suppressed public robbery.
Yet he was deposed and arrested, and was in danger of execution; but he held liostagea

of the great families and was restored to power. His death was greatly lamented, and
it was reported that "his head, inclosed in a costly \ase, was deposited iu a lofty

column of marble."

BRANCH, a co. in s. Michigan, on the Indiana border; 578 sq.m.; pop. '70, 26,226;
undulating surface, with forests and oak-openings; fertile, producing the usual agricul-
tural crops. There is iron in some places. The railroads are the 3lichigan Central and
Fort Wayne, and the Jackson and Saginaw. Co. seat, Coldwater.

BRANDE, Wit-liam Thomas, 1788-1866; an English chemist. He studied medi-
cine, became a fellow of the royal society, and assistant to sir Humphrey Davy, succeed-
ing him in the chair of chemistry in 1813. From 1816 to 1836 he and Faraday were joint
editors of the Quarterly Journal of Science and Art, and in 1853 he received the honorary
degree of D.c.L. of Oxford. B. was the author of several books on chemistry: but his
fame rests chiefly upon his Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art, a very useful
work.

BRANDENBURG, Confession of. a confession of faith prepared by order of the
elector of Brandenburg, with a view of reconciling the tenets of Luther with those of
Calvin, and to terminate the disputes provoked by the Augsburg confession.

BRANDON", a village in Rutland co., Vt., on the Rutland division of the Central
"Vermont railroad. \Q m. n. of Rutland; pop. of township, '80. 3280. The place is noted
for marble quarries. There are many manufactories; s( ales, iron castings, marble works»
and mineral paints being among the most important. Near by are mines of iron, kaolin,
and lignite.

BRAi^EC'KI, or Branickt, Franciszek Xawery, d. 1819; a Polish statesman, who-
attended Poniatowski at St. Petersburg, and was privy to his amours with Catlierine II.

"When Poniatowski came to the throne he rewarded B^. with many honors, and he rose
to be grand constable. B. was among the earliest to favor the partition of Poland, and
was also active in the second dismemberment, for which, in 1794. he was declared tp be
a traitor. After the final partition he retired from public life and spent his days on the
estates given to him by Catherine. In 1840, his descendants were made counts'.
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BRANFORD. a t. in New Haven co., Conn., on Long Island sound, and the Ne"vr

York and ^'e\v London railroad, 8 ni. c.s.c. of New Laven; i)op. 24b8. It is a place of

sununer resort, and lias a good liarbor for small craft.

BRANNAN, John Milton, b. 1819; a graduate of West Point; served in the Florida
Mexican, and the civil war; was made brevet maj.gen. in 1805.

BRAXT, a CO. in the province of Ontario, Canada, drained by Grand river and traversed

by the Grand Trunk, Gruat Western, and Canada Southern railways; 4-3Usq.m.
;
pop.

'71, 83,209. The principal productions are lumber, wool, hops, grain, butter, cheese,

etc. Chief town, Brautlord.

BRANT, Joseph (Tii.vykndanega), 1742-1807; a noted Indian chief of the Mo*
hawks. . He was a friend and secretary of gen. \\ illiam Johnson in the Indian wars of
1 Too 'and later, and took the English side in the revolution, having part in the massacre
o/ Cherry valley and other blootly transactions. Alter the war he used his great intiu-

ence to preserve peace. B. was strongly opposed to the sale of liquor to his red breth-

ri'Q. He had a tolerable education, and assisted in publishing a prayer-book and tSt.

Mark's gospel in the Mohawk tongue. Col. IStone of New York wrote Hie Life ofJoseph
Brant, wiiich was a popular book for half a century.

BIIANTFORD. a t. in Ontario, Can., in Brant co., 75 m. n.w. of Bufialo, on the
banks of Grand river, on the Goderich and Bullalo railroad; pop. '71, 8107. Manufac-
turing is tiie chief business.

BRASHEAR CITY, a port of entry in Louisiana, on the Atchalafaya river, 80 m.
from New Orleans, on t.ie Morgan, Louisiana and Texas railroad. It has a good har-

bor, and a custoin-liouse. Tliename has recently been changed to Morgan City.

BRASSEUR DE BOURBOURG, Charles Etienne, Abbe, b. Sept. 8, 1814; a
French arcluBologist who studied theology at Ghent and was ordained at Rome in 1845.

He was appointed vicar-general at Boston, Mass., in 1846. From 1848 to 1863, he spent
nearly all his time in explorations in the s. w. United Stales, Mexico, and Central
America, and in 1861 he was arclueologist to the French expedition to JNIexico. He is

known for careful and pliilosypliical study of indigenous American languages. In 1864,

he announced thit lii; h:i I discovered in old arcliives at Madrid a key to inscriptions on
the Central Am:irican monumjnts, and subsequently publishetl a grammar and vocabu-
lary of the Aztec tongue. One of his more important works is a tlktory oj tlie Civilized

Nitioiis of M',xico (till Geiitrai Aniericn daring the ages prior to Christopher Columbus;
written from original do3umyn!:s entirely unedited, taken from the ancient archives of

the aDorigines, containing word-; of the heroic period in history of the Toltec empire."
A bibliophilist of the d.iy says of Brasseur de Bourbourg: "It is very dillicult to assign the

place wliich this extraordinary man will occupy in the annals of science, for his works
are to-day nearly as great mysteries as the hieroglyphs his labors have illustrated. His
industry in his researches into th?, history of the Aztec races is something not less than
marvelous. Wh m he had. with heroic sacriliceof all personal ease, accepted the life of

self-immolation of a inis4o lary to the Indians of Mexico; had studied for years the relics

of Aztec picture-writing; had learnid and systematized in great treatises their modern
dialects; the immjn^e works whica he tiien printed upon the history of the pre-Cortesian

races, made .scarcely a ripp e on th; quiet of the scientitic woi Id. He stands alone in the

vast temple of learnin:^ which he h;is I'cstored, if.he did not erect. No human being can
•contest his solution of Aztec pictograplis, nor does there exist one who can prove it to be

true . His numerous volum iS have at least this merit—they have done nuich to perpetuate

the m'imory of a wonderful race."

BilVSSEY, Thomas, 180o-70; an English surveyor, widely known as a railway
contractor of grcnit capacity and (mterprise. He was of an ancient family; received an
ordinary educatioQ. and at the age of 16 became apprentice to a surveyor, to whose
business he s'icce(Hl';d. His first railway contract was for a \) irtion of th(! Grand Junc-
tion; tlien he completed the London and Soutiiatnpton, with contracts involving $20,000,-

000, and 8J)) workmm. In 1840, with a partner, he built the railway from Paris to

Kouen, and a lew years later was concerned in live other French lines, and as many in

England, employing 7o. 0)0 mt!!), and paying UiV labor alone from $75,000 to $100,000
ev(;ry week. Tne capital involved in liis contracts at this period was equal to $180,000,-

000. Having built railways in the countries named, and in Holland. Prussia. Spain,
and Italy, h^ undertook tlr; Grand Trunk of Canada, 1100 m. in lenirth, with th(! great

bridge over the St. Lawrence at Montreal; and in subscrpient years divisions of his army
of laborers were found in almost every country m Euroj)e, India, Australia, and South
America. He was generous, modest, and simjile in his tastes and manners. Though
"undecorated at home, he received the cross of Ihe legion of honor from France, the

•onler of St. Maurice and St. Ivazarus from Victor Emmanuel, and the iron cro&.3 (the

first time, it was given to a foreigner) from Austria.

BRATTICE, the term applied to a partition of plate-iron or other suitable material
which divides the main shaft of a mine lengthwise? info two or more parts or gangways,
to secure upward and downward ventilation.

BRATTLE, Thomah, 1657-1713; b, Boston; a graduate of Harvard, who became
•one of the leading merchants of the eastern stales. He jiublished many papers on
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astronomical subjects, and in a pilv^ate letter gave a good account of the witchcraft
delusion.

BRATTLEBORO, a t. in Windham co.,Vt., on the Connecticut river, and the Cen-
tral Vermont raih'oad; 93 m. w. of Boston; pop. '70, 4983; in '80, 5882. It is connected
with llindsdale, N. II., by a bridge. It has an asylum for the insane, endowed with
$10,000 by Mrs. Anna Marsh, a seminary for young ladies, and several large factories.

BRAVO, Nicolas, 1790-1854; a Mexican statesman and soldier who took part in the
revolution of 1810 and otlicrs that followed. He was a hrtn supporter of Iturbide, the
last emperor, and was a member of the regency of 1822; then deserted the emperor and
was a member of the i)rovisional government. In 1827, he led a revolt against Bu^ta-
mente. In 1842, he held the chief executive power in the absence of Santa Anna, and
was again president in 1846 until forcibly deposed. He fought for Mexico in the war
with tae United States in 184(5, and after 1853 retired from public life.

BRAVO-MURILLO, Juan, b. 1803; a Spanish statesman; at first a theological stu-

dent; then a lawyer: the editor of the first law journal in Spain, also editor of two
other journals. In 1837, he was a leading member of the Cortes, but was proscribed
after the revolution of 1841, and took refuge in France. He was in ihe ministry in 1847,
and on the resignation of Narvaez became prime mini^ter. The revolution of 1854
caused him to fiy again, but alter 1856 he was recalled and given eminent positions.

BRAXTON", a co. in West Virginia. 64f) sq.m. ; pop, '70, 6480; in 80, 9730. It is-

a hilly and woodad region, but well watered, and generally fertile. Co. seat, Sutton.

BRAXTON", Cart3:i, 173")-97; b. Virginia; one of the signers of the declaration of
independence. He succeeded Peyton Randolph as a delegate in the Continental congress,
and served in tlu state legislature.

BRAY, a parish in Berkshire, England, 25 m. w. of London. In this curacy a vicar in
the 16th c. was a Roman Catholic with Henry VIII., a Protestant when the king
changed his mind, again a Roman Catholic under ]Mary. and again a Protestant under
Elizabeth; avowing his only religion to be to "live and die vicar of Bray."

BRAY, Sir Reginald, d. 1503; an Englisii architect, a favorite of Henry VII. He
built the chapel of that king in Westminster abbey, and decorated St. George's chapel
at Windsor,

BRAY, Thomas, d.d., 1656-1730; educated at Oxford, and rector of Sheldon. He
was sent to America to regulate the affairs of the church just ( stablished in the colony
of Maryland, and afterwards took much interest in foreign missions, in aid of which
he published Bibliotheca Parochialis, and a discourse on ApoatoUcal Charity. He was
also the author of Catechetical Lecture^; Martyrology, or Pupal Utfurpation; Dirtctirrium
Missionarium, and some other works,

BRAZEN SEA, the large metal vessel, probably of copper, oval shaped, with 12 oxens
for a pedestal—the beasts standing in a circle with their heads outward, and the vessel
resting on their rumps. It was in the priests' court of Solomon's temple, and held
water for the use of the servitors.

BRAZIL (ante) comprises 3,288,000 sq.m.; and the several islands adjoining in the-

Atlantic, the most important of which is Fernando Noronha, 250 m. e. from cape St.

Roque, and the penal settlement of the empire. The boundaries of B, are suflicienlly
described, ante. The most striking physical f< atureof the country is the Amazon river,

which with its numerous tributaries affords 30,000 m. of navigation within the territory

of the empire. (See Amazon.) Next in importance is the Tocantins river, which rises-

in the s. central part of the country, and flows directly n. for 100 m.. uniting with the
Para branch of the xVmazon. The river Araguaya, parallel with and w. ot ^he Tocan-
tins, divides about midway in its course, and afterwards unites, inclosing between its two
channels the remarkable Bananal island, 220 m. in circumference, and containing a lake
80 m. in extent. The Turyassu, Maranhao. and Paranahyba aie the laicesl of the other
rivers of the n.c slope. The San Francisco occupies a wide inclose d basin of the eastern
highland, and has a course n. and e. of 1800 m., navigable 1(H) m. fiom the ocean.
Further s. on the coast slope are the Paraguasu. the liio" de Contas. the Helmeuti, the
Rio Doce, and the Paranahyba do Sul, all of them to some extent navigable. 1 he great
rivers of the southern watershed are the Parana and the Paraguay (q v.). The Parana
rises in a broad basin which extends for 700 m. in width across's. Brazil. The Paraguay
has its source in several small lakes between 13° and 14" s. , taking in as it flows south-
ward a number of large and small streams, and affording uninterrupted navigation
through nearly its whole course, large steamers running up about 1000 m. in a direct
line from Buenos Ayres. and smaller craft going 300 iik further. The oilier large rivers,

such as the Xingu, Tapajos, INIadeira, Pmus, Jurua. Javari, Zapura, Negro, Jamuda,
etc. , are tributaries of the Amazon.

In respect to elevation, the surface of the country is divided into the higher regions
of plateaus, ridges, and broad open valleys, occupying tiie whole ot the country s. of the
latitude of cape St. Roque, and the vast lowland plain of the Amazon, extending across
the continent to the base of the Andes of Peru, Ecuador, and Colombia, rising in the
extreme n. to the ranges which form the boundary of Venezuela and Guiana. Th«^
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liigliest and most important mountains in B. are the Serra da !Mantiqucira and the Serra
do Espiuliavo, between 18' and 23 s., and from 100 to 200 m. from the sca-eoasl. The
highest peak, has been estimated from 81)00 to 10,300 feet. There is a coast range of moun-
tains beginning n. of Kio Janerio, and running botli n. and s. not far from the ocean;
but none of the jiealvs exceed 7500 feet. The lemari^abiyevencliaracter of the great level

of tiie river provinces may be known from tlie fact tliat wliere tlie Amazon enters B.

at Tal)atii)g:i, more than 1500 m. in a direct line from the ocean, the river banlcs arc not

more tiiai^ 250 ft. above sea-level. The rock formation of the mountains is cliiefly

gneiss. Clay-slates are found Wtween the Parana and the Paraguay, and truecarbonifer
ous strata occur in the coal basins s. of the tropic. Carboniferous rocks occur, but Jurassic

rocks do not appear. Coral reefs occur along the n. coast. The limestones of the upper
San Francisco basin contain the celebrated bone caverns which have been described by
Lund, the Danish naturalist. In some of these the remains of exlinct animals of high
aniiuuity have been found, such as those of the mastodon, myiodon, glyptodon. toxo-

don. and megatherium; and with these, stone implements and ren\ains of man so buried
Avith tne bones of the extinct fauna as to lead to the conclusion that man was contempo-
raneous with them. There are no signs of recent volcanic action in B., but warm
springs are founil in several places, saline and alkaline, varying from 88' to 119^ the

w^armcst at an elevation of GOOOft. above the sea.

In minerals and jewels B. is very rich. Diamonds were found, in 1786, 300 m. n. of

Rio, and at later periods in many other sections. The emerald, ruby, sa]:)i)hire. topaz,

beryl, tourmaline (^i)lack, blue, and green), amethyst, garnet, rock crystal, chalcedon}^

opal, agate, and carnelian are more or less plentiful. There are several large coal basins,

and also sulphur, saltpeter, and salt. Gold is abundant in many of the provinces,

always accompanied by silver. Silver alone was found in large quantities more than

200 3-ears ago. There are rich mines of mercury not far from the capital; and copper,

lead, iron, and manganese are also abundant.
Tlie climate of this immen.se country is naturall}' widely varied. In the northern

lowlands, between the tropics, it is very hot, with but two seasons in the year—the dry
and tlie wet. In the higher lands it is milder, and in the extreme s. the four seasons are

tolerably well marked. The wet season lasts from Dec. or Jan. until May or June, with
occasional intervals of fine weather. The other half of the year is dry, but not without

occasional showers. The amount of water in the wet season is enormous, often pro-

ducing a rise of 40 ft. in the great rivers, and heavy rains are accompanied with abund-
ant lightning and thunder. At Maranhao the annual rain-fall has been as high as 280

in., while at Kio Janeiro it is but 59 or 60 inches. Temperature is remarkably even,

particularly in the Amazon basin. A record kept at Pai-a between 1861 and 1867 showed
the annual mean of 80° vvitli extremes of 68° and 95°. The greatest ranges are in the

central and southern tablelands and mountain ridges, where the coast temperature is

hot and the air humid, wliile in the interior there may be snow and a little ice. The pre-

vailing winds are the trades from the c., sweeping in the moisture of the Atlantic, and
reaching inland along the whole valley of the Amazon to the Andes. These winds greatly

mitigate tlie heat of the dry season. In the interior the course of winds is n. or s., blow-

ing usualjy toward the sun. Along the ocean the usual interchanging land and sea

breezes are of regular daily occurrence. Malarial fevers prevail in some of the low and
marshy districts, but, as a whole, B is a healthy country. There have been epidemics

of cholera and yellow-fever; but the ordinary mortality of cities and towns compares
favorably with that of European cities.

Vegetation in B. is wonderfully prolific. Except on the loftiest mountains and iu

Bome .stony districts, the country is luxuriant with vegetable life. In the mountain
passes, near the sea-shore, the joint effect of heat and moisture produces a growth
beyonrl man's eifoits to restrain. Trees cut and split for fences send forth shoots and
brunches iinme(liat(;ly, and this whether the position of the fragments be that in which
they originally grew, or inverted. Along tlie Amazon the loftiest trees d(!Stroy each

other in consequence of ni.'ar proximity. In the province of Maranhao roots of grasses

and other plants extending from the shores of pools weave themselves into vegetable

bridges, along which the wanderer treads, unaware that he has left solid land until he

f^ees the jaws of a cayman protruding through the herbage beneath him. Along the

coast mangrov(!S an; numerous and jiromincnt, and so rank is their growth that tlie

Heeds begin to sjjrout before they droj) from the parent stem, ^^•hile the drooping
branches strike into the soil and take root. Behind the mangroves come the ])alms iu

great variety, while the urnhu-wood is chiefly ciotons. Biushwood and herbage are

Hcldom s(;en; everything tends to the gigantic in size. The most varied forms group
awkwardly together, crossed and intertwined with leaves. The preponderance of trees

with feathery foliage, and glossy, fleshy leaves, lends alternately a tender and luxuriant

character to the .scene, which in every other respect is jminful from its monotony,
('ocoii trees, the vanilla, the cinnamon tree, various kinds of pepper, and Brazilian cassia

are found. Above the falls of the large rivers the vegetation is generally different; and
KO is that of the southern pani])as or jirairies. There are found beautiful flowers, and
at intervals groves of small trees growing far apart, while solitary myrtles, fruit trees,

nnd occasionally a cactus a<ld variety lo the ])rospect. The cactus is ])roli(lc on the

hot .steeps of Pernambuco, and the medicinal i|)r'(acuanha flourishes in Tcrro do Mar.
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Iji the valle}^ of the Paraguay there is a profusion of water plants, in one river so many
and so strong as seiiously to obstruct navigation. The cocoa tree is in abundance near
the sea-shore; Brazil-wood, noted for its dyes and its value as timber, also giows near
the sea. Besides tliese there are the rosewood tree, the trumpet tree, the soap tree, the

laurel-pear tree, and abundance of palms. The carnauba palm is one of the most
useful trees; every part is valuable, even the wax yielded by its leaves being an article

of commerce. More important still is the caoutcliouc, or India rubber tree, the gum of
which exported from B. annually amounts to more than ^5,000,000. The banana tree

furnishes the food of a great portion of the population. Other important fruits are the

mango, pin(i-apple, custard-apple, guava, melons, and nuts.

xVlthough not more than one acre in 200 in all B. is under cultivation, it ranks high
as an agricultural country for some articles. The chief productions are coffee, sugar,

cotton, manico or cassava flour, tobacco, rice, maize, fruits, and spices. "Wheat and
flour are imported from the United States.

The varieties of animal life in B. are probably more numerous than in any other part

of the globe. Of beasts of prey the jaguar, or South American tiger, is the most formid-
able; besides this anhnal there are the tiger cat, the jjuma, the ocelot, the red wolf, and
the Brazil fox or wild dog. Large herds of peccary roam in tlie forests, where also are

tapirs, largest of South American animals. The water hog, abundant on the river

banks, is the large>t rodent. Various species of deer inhabit the plains. Of edentata
there are several species of armadillos, the ant-eater, and the sloth : and of niarsupialia

there are many kinds of the opossum family all over the coimtry. Of monkej's the
variety is surprising; the largest belong to the genus stentor, and are known as

howling monkeys. The simia jacchus is found in no other region. There are many
species of bats; while of birds the variety is wonderful, from the ouira, an eagle far

larger and more powerful than the most important of European birds of prey, to

humming-birds not larger than humble-bees. Among larger birds is the rhea, a species
of ostrich. Most birds of B. are noted for beauty of plumage. Ked, blue, and
green parrots haunt the tree-tops^ pigeons in great varieties throng the woods; orioles

resort to the orange groves; chattering mauakinsntislead the s]tortsnmn; and the metallic
tones of the uraponga resound through tiie forests like the strokes of a hammer on
an anvil. The toucan is prized for its feathers, wliich are of lemon and bright red
color, with transverse stripes reaching to the extremities of the wings. One beauti-

ful specimen of the humming-bird has the native name of the " enantlie engeia,'" or
"winged flower." Serpents are found in great varieties, the most venomous being the
rattlesnake and the jararaca. Others, such as the boa, attain enormous size. There
are also many varieties of annoying msects along the rivers; one of them, the puim, so
small as to be nearly invisible, intlicting a painful and sometimes dangerous bite. The
red ant is a destroyer of vegetation and large districts are sometimes laid waste by
its ravages. Spiders aWain enormous size, but few of them are venomous. Butter-
flies are inninnerable, and of the most surprising beauty. A dozen varieties of wild
bees, most of them honey-makers, have been noted. Caymans and li/ards abound.
The supply of turtle in the Amazcm and its tributaries appears inexhaustible. The
sea and the streams abound in fish, among which naturalists have within the past
few years found many liundreds of kinds before unknow n. One of the largest, the
pira rucu, is the principal food of large numbers of people along the Para "and the
Amazon. The more important domestic animals are the hor.se, ox, and sheep. Inmicnse
numbers of wild horses roam the great southern prairies, found generally in droves
of 20 or 30. Cattle also roam wild, and are killed in great numbers for their hides,
horns, and tallow, which form a large proportion of the exports of the country.

The population of B. presents a number of distinct tvpes, as well as many varieties
blended therefrom. In the eastern or maritime provinces the aboriginal Indians have,
to a great extent, become amalgamated with the settled population ; but in the great
forests and plains of the interior, they are nearly all in a savage condition." In
general description the Indians are copper-colored, of medium heiglft. thick -.set. broad-
chested, and muscular, with small hands and feet, and well-shaped limbs; liair black,
thick, and straight; features bioad, cheek-])ones not generally prominent: eyes black,
and sometimes oblique like those of the Chinese; in disposition apathetic and unde-
monstrative. Though considerably differing in different sections they appear to
belong to one original stock, called the Tupi-Guavani. The only tribe that has
almost entirely resisted the inroads of civilization is that of the Botocudos (q.v.),

living in the forests of the Bio Doce, who are sunk in the lowest barbarism, and are
fast dying out. From the mixture of the natives with Europeans, mainly with the
Portuguese, are descended the ]\Iamlucos, who first became prominent in raids and con-
quests in the southern provinces. Negroes, originally from Africa, form a large prcpor-
tion of the population; and from these and whites have sprung mulattoes of all shades.
The B. Creoles, who call themselves Brazilerios, descendants "of these mixed races, are
little inferior in capacity, physical strength, or intelligence to the true Portuguese. A
great social reform was begun by the law enacted in Sept., 1871, providins: that after
the date of the act all children born of slave parents should be free, and that all slaves
belonging to the state or the emperor's household should likewise be free; and the same
law set apart an emancipation fund to be applied to the ransom of slaves owned bv
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private persons. Since that time emancipation has gone on rapidly, the work having
been greatly assisted by private philanthropy, and by many of the slaveholders them-
selves. The importation of slaves was forbidden in 1853, and since then more than a
million persons have obtained their freedom. The rapid progress of emancipation after

ISTI caused some dirticulty in the supply of labor; but the ultimate eilect has been to

give new avenues for the employment of capital, promote internal improvements, and
induce desirable emigration from Europe. Enterprises of all kinds have multiplied, and
public instruction has received a vigorous impulse. Until after 1872, when a full census
was begun, every estimate of the population of B, had been based upon the official re-

turns of 1817 and 18. In the first census the total was put at 4,896,000; in 1850, a round
number, 7,000,0u0; and in 1860, 8,000.000, In the following table for 1872 the figures

for the provinces marked * are estimated on the best available knowledge; those not
marked are tlic census figures:

POPULATION,

Provincks,

Alto Amazonas
Grao ParA
Maranhao
Piauhy
Ceari ,

Rio Grande del Norte.
Parahi'ba
Pernambuco
Alagoas
Ser^pe
Bahia
Espiritu Santo
Rio de Janeiro
(Municipality of R. J.)

Sao Paulo
Paran4
Sta. Catharina
Rio Grande do Sul
Minas Geraes
Goyaz
Matto Grosso

Totals

3q. Miles.

753,

41::i

141,

81,

50,

20,

20,

46,

11,

12,

204.
1~,

18,

469
677
651
779
262
130
:>46

257
642
0:38

803
030
490

Free.

90,

108,

18,

110,

237,

263,

668,

511
557
924
216
481
373
655

56,631
232,622
284,101
178,427
689,773
220,959
341,643
752,511
312,268
139,812

l,120,&i6
59,478

456,850
226,033
680,742
116,162
144,818
364,002

1,642,449
. 149,743

53,758

Slave.

976
27,199
74,939
23,785
31,913
13,020
20,914
89,028
35,741

21,495
162,295
22.659

270,726
48,939
156,612
10,500

14,984
66,876

366,574
10.652
6,667

3,288,110 8,223,620 1,476,567

Total. Chikp Towns.

56,610*

259,821
35i),040

202,222
721,086*
233,979
362,5.57

&41.539*
S48.009*
161,307

1,283,141
82,137*

727,576
274,972*
837,354*
126.722*

159,802
430,878

2,009,023
160,395*
60,417*

9,700,187

Manfi,os.
Para, or Belem.
S. Luis do Maranhao.
Tlierezina,
Fortaleza.
Natal.
Parahyba.
Recife.
Maceio.
Aracajti.
Bahia.
Victoria.
Rio de Janeiro.
(City.)
Sao Paulo.
Curitioa.
Desterro.
Porto-Alegre.
Ouro Preto.
Goyaz.
Cui-yab&.

The constitution of B., dating from Mar. 25, 1824, establishes four powers in the
8tate—the legislative, the executive, the judicial, and the moderating power, or royal

prerogative. Senators are chosen for life at electoral meetings specially convened, each
of which nominates three candidates, leaving the choice of them to the sovereign or his

ministers. A senator must be of native birth, 40 3^ears old, and must have an annual
income of $8JO; there are 58 of them, and their salaries are $1800 per annum. Members
of the house, or congress, are elected for four years. The empire is divided into elec.

toral districts, in whicli ev(;ry 3J voters select one elector, and the electors, varying in

number according to population, nominate a deputy from each district. The house is

compo-ied of 123 )U3:nb3rs. A voter must have an income of (about) $112; an elector of

$225, and a depity of $150 per year. All registered voters must vole, or suffer a pen-

alty. Minors, mo.iks, anl sjrvanti may not vote; and naturalized foreigners, and persons

not of the state religio i (linnaii Catholic), are ineligible as deputies. The deputies

have a sal iry of $13 )J p^r annum, besides traveling expenses. Sessions are limited to

four rao.Ulis. Eich house chooses its own ofiicers, and at the opening and closing of a
session botli hones sit in a general assembly for the dispo.sal of important business.

For ordinary purposes, they sit separately. Taxation, provision for the army and navy,

and. if it should beco.n:; necessary, the choice of a sovereign, originate in the house of
deputies. The .senate dials with offenses committed by members of the imperial family,

and by senators an I diipuLies if committel during the session, and is invested with tho

right of convoking the legislative as.sembly should the (!mperor fail to do .so for two
m)ntlis afL(;r the p'^rio 1 fixed by law. The executive jiower is in the sovereign, assisted

by tlie niini-iters arrl a council of stat(\ The ministers are responsible for treason,

corruption, abus'; of power, and all acts contrary to the constitution, or the liberty,

security, anl property of citiz(ms; a resoonsibility from which they cannot escape on
the plea of orl'irs fron the sovereign. The executive functions consist in the convoca-
tion of the ordinary meetings of the legislative assembly; the nomination of l)ishops,

governor-* of provinces, atul ma'^^istrates; the declaration of peace or war, and the gene-
ral execution and superititendenc-e of all measures voted by the legislature. The moder-
ating p()\V(;r, vested in tlu; sovcreigti, L'iv(s him authority not only to select ministers
and senators, but to temporarily withhold his sanction from le<rislative measures, to

convoke extraordinary sessions of the legislative assemblies, to dissolve the chamber of

* There are probably 1,000,000 ludlaofl not Cak«n Into neoount
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deputies, and to gratit amnesty and pardon. Tliere are 7 ministries—Tvar, foreign,

interior, marine, tinnnc.e, justice and public works, agriculture and commerce. Tlie
ministers are assisted by a council of state consisting of 12 ordinary and 12 extraordinary
members, all named by tlic emperor, and holding otficc continuously. They are usually
ex-ministers. The heir to tlie throne, if of age, is by right a councilor of state. At
the head of each province is a president appointed by the general government; and
each province has its local legislature, or provincial chamber, called the legislative

assembly of the province. The members of the latter are nominated by the electors

who choose deputies to tlie national assembly, but the members of the provincial

chambers are chosen directly by the electors for two years. The pov.er of these provin-

cial l)odies over local allairs is analogous to that of the general assemblj' over affairs of
the empire.

The Koman Cathol:? is the established religion, but all others are tolerated "with
the domestic or private forms of worship in buildings destined for the pnrpo.se, but
without the exterior forms of temples." No one can be persecuted for religious acts or
motives. The Roman Catholic clergy are maintained by the stale; but funds are also

voted for the assistance of other seels. No ecclesiastical decree can have force witliout

permission of the em[)eror or of the general assembly. Marriages of Protestants cele-

brated in foreign countries arc respected. The empire constitutes an ecclesia.'^tical

province of the i^oman see, Avith an archbishon, 11 bishops, 12 vicars general, and about
1300 curates. Public education is in three di-stinct divisions—primary, secondary, and
scientific. The first is gratuitous, and "will become compulsory as soon as Ibe govern-
ment considers it opportune." Thus far it is very backward.

The trade and commerce of B. have rapidly increased within the past decade. In
1877, there were 14:38 m. of raih'oad open for tratlic, and ^CO m. in course of construc-
tion. Telegraphs, tiiough comparatively new, reported C8G0 miles. Tlieie were at the
close of 187G, 1018 post-Oitices, and i:j,165,000 letters for the year. Weights and measures
are those of the Frencl) metric system. The standard of value is the gold octava of 23
carats, equal to 4 milreis, or 4000 reis; value at the U. S. mint, ^'2.18.

BRAZIL', a city in Clay co., Ind., on the St. Louis, Yandalia, Tcrrc Haute, and
Indianapolis railroad, 57 m. w.s.w. of lndianai)olis; pop. '70, 2U6; in '80, 8530. There
an; coal and iron mines near the place, and the i)e()plc are largely engaged in mining and
manufacturing. There are six churches, two banks, four weekly newspapers, and a
uumb(?r of good schools.

BRAZIL', Island of, one of the mythical islands of the Atlantic set down b)' early
cosmographers. The Arabic geography of Edrisi (middle of the 12th c.) describes several
such islands, and in Mercator's atlas. 400 years later, the northern Atlantic (now known
to be nearly clear of islands) is as full of islands as the sky is of stars. Among these
mythical places were the isle of St. Brandon, said to have been discovered by the Irish
in the 6th c, of which many wonders were told; the island of Anlilia; the island of the
Seven Cities, said to have been the place of refuge of Christians flying from tlic Saracen
conquerors of Spain; the island of Mayda, or Asmaide; ar.d the isle Verde, behind
"Which the inhabitants of the Hebrides imagine they see the sun disappear at setting.

None, however, were more famous tlian the isle of 'Brazil, the name of which connects
it with the red dye-wood of the same appellation. The island was assigned to several
places, in one map being attached to the Azores, and finally getting tlie name of Ter-
ceira. The Ijaseless tradition w.as not linally and oftl'eially exploded until the publica-
tion of the British admiralty charts of ISGo^

BRAZORIA, a co. in s.e. Texas on the gulf of Mexico; 12G0 sq.m. : pop. '70, 7527—573G
colored. The International and Great Northern railroads inter.^ect the county. It has a
level surface of oak forest and prairie. Agriculture is the main occupation. Co. seat,

Brazoria, 48 m. s. of Houston.

BRAZOS, a co. in s.e. Texas, on the B. river ; 578 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 9205—8759

colored. The surface is undulating and fertile; chief business, agriculture. The Hous-
ton and Texas i-ailroad traverses the county. Co. seat, Bryan.

BRA'ZOS DE SANTIA'GO, a port of entry in Cameron co., Texas, on the gulf of
Mexico, 35 m. e.n.c. of Brownsville. It has some foreign and considerable coasting
trade.

BREACH OF THE PEACE (nntf), in general any riotous behavior, or annoying
conduct, such as fighting, shouting, disturbing others assembled or singly, etc. In com-
mon practice almost any conduct that can be called "disorderly" is in some sense a

B of the P. Unless occasioning some serious revolt, a B. of the P. is only a mis-
demeanor.

BREAKWATER (anfe). In the United States the only important work of the kind
is at Lewes, Del., at the entrance of Delaware ba}'. A breakwater was resolved upon
in 1828. and the next year the site was fixed at cape Henlopen. In 1870, the engineer
reported the completion of the harbor "according to the original project devised mor«
than 40 years ago " In the year after the completion, more than 20,000 vessels visited

the harbor, and since its first use in 1833, about 300.000 ves.sels of all sorts liave sought
iJielter or trade behind the Delaware breakwater. A recent report says: " Let a threat-
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cning sky foretell the approaching storm, and a few hours will suffice to fill a previouslj

vacant liarbor. Let a norlh-eastcrly storm continue a day or two with severity, and
the harbor becomes crowded entirely beyond its capacity." Its present capacity is deter-

mined by the space that is sheltered by tlie B. proper. This is a straiglit line nearly

lialf a iriic long, and may be taken as the diameter of a half circle behind it, the area of

whi(;h will represent approximately the sheltered harbor. North-east of the B. is the ice-

breaicer structure, a quarter of a nule in length, with an opening of about the same
extent, through which the sea rolls without hindrance. Within the past five or six years
this important work has beeu much extended and improved. It is altogether of stone,

in rabble-wall and more finished work. There are finished or in construction several B.'s

in the northern lakes, for the most part made of timber cribs filled with stone.

BREAST WHEEL. Sec Water Power, ajite.

BREATH FIG URES. See Cohesion Figures, ante.

BREATHITT, a co. in e. Kentucky; 600 sq.m.; pop. 70, 5653—181 colored; in

"HO, 7738. The co. is hilly, with forests, and has n-on and coal; but the main produc-
tions are agricultural. Co. seat, Jackson.

BREBEUF, Jean de, b. France, 1593; killed in the Huron country in 1649; a Jesuit

missionaiy who came with Chaniplain in 1626. His labors were mainly among the Hurons,
with whose life and language he became very familiar. When the town of St. Loni«*

was taken by the Iroquois, B, and Lalemont, his associate, were made i)risoners and tor-

tured to death. It is said that B.'s head is preserved in the pediment of a silver l)ust in

f.ie convent of the hospital nuns in Quebec. Some of his writings on the Huron lan-

guage are preserved, and were translated by Albert Gallatin.

BRECKENRIDGE, a co. in n.w. Kentucky, on the Ohio river; 450 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

13,440--1682 colored: undulating surface, well watered and fertile. There are some
curious sink-holes and caves in the co. ; and there are various medicinal springs. Chief
productions^ agricultural. Co. seat, Hardinsburg.

BRECKENRIDGE, a village in Wilkin co., Minn., on the Red River of the norlli;

the terminus of tiie St. Paul and Pacific railroad. 217 m. w.n.w. of St. Paul. Steain-

ers pass dow^n the river to Manitoba.

BRECKENRIDGE, John, d.d., 1797-1841; b. Ky. ; a Presbyterian minister,

graduate of Princeton college. In 1822 he was licensed to preach, and soon afiorwards

served as chaplain in congress. His first church was in Lexmgton, Ky., where he estal;-

lished a newspaper, 2'he Weatevn Luminary. In 1831 he removed to Philadelphia and
was secretary and general agent of the Presbyterian board of education; subsequently

professor in Princeton theological seminary; and in 1838 secretary and general agent of

the board of foreign missions. He resigned in 1840, and just before his death was
chosen president of Oglethorpe university, in Georgia,

BRECKENRIDGE, John Cauell, b. Ky., 1821; studied law in Trausylvanian

university, and settled at Lexington. He was a member of congress from his state for

several terms; and in 1856 was elected vice-president. In 1860 he was nominated for

president by the extreme southern section of the Democratic national convention, but,

with Douglas and Bell, was defeated by Lincoln. He was immediately chosen U. S.

senator, but abandoned his seat and went with the secessionists, wiiere he entered the

army and became a maj.gen. In 1865, just before the collapse of the rebellion, he was
appointed confederate secretary of war. At the close of the conflict he went to Europe,

where he remained several years.

BRECKENRIDGE, Robert Jefferson, d.d.. brother of Rev. John, 1800-71; b.

Ky.; at first a lawyer and member of the legislature; but in 1829 he joined the Presby-

terian church, and \\\ 1832 became pastor of the first Presbyterian church in Baltimore,

where he officiated for 13 years. In 1815, he became president of Jeiferson college;

two years later, removed to Kentucky and became state superintendent of public instruc-

tion. \w 1353, he was professor of theology in Danville seminary. Dr. B. was a strong

old-school leader in the great division of the Presbyterian church. In th(; slavery dis-

cussions he was extreme on neither side, and wIkmi the civil war began he was for the

union, but he was much opposed to tlu; emancipation proclamation. In 1804, he was
Ijresident of the convention that nominated Lincoln for a second term. Dr. B. is cred-

ited- with being the i)rincipal author of the common school system of Kentucky.
Among his works anj Internal Evicl^nces of Chntitianity; Pajmin inlhe United States; and
•ome books of travel.

BREDA, Jan Van, 1083-1750; a Dutch painter. He imitated Wouvermans and
Breughel so cleverly that connoisseurs are often unabhi to detect the co[)y, B. was a
long time eniploy(;(l in England.

BflEDI^KO'DE, Hkndrik V^vn, Count. 1531-68; one of the sovereign counts of

Holland, and a leader against Spanish domination in that country. He was for many
years turbulent, active, and a sourcrc of annoyance; about as much to his own party as to

the other. Aft(!r the (;c)m|)lete succt-ss of the Spaniards he ask(!d Egmont to intercede

for him with the rcire^nt; his follow<'rs w(m*(! dispers(*d, some; were put to death, and lie

iiimself died in a few months from intemperance and anxiety.
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BREDOW, Gabriel Gottfried, 1773-1814; a German liistoriaa and professor in

the university of Breslau. English readers know his Mantu.d of Aacieat History;

Researches on History, Geography, and Chronology, and Histon'cal Fables.

BREECH-LOADING GUNS {antey The introduction of these arms in the United
Slates dates properly from 1865, from which date muzzle-loading arms were no longer

manufactured at the Springfield armory. A short time before the late rebellion, the

government tested a number of breech-loading guns, such as the Burnside, Cosmopoli-

tan, Gallagher, Joslyn, Merrill, Maynard, Smith, Lindner, and Sharp. None of these

are now used except the Sharp gun, which has been adapted to the metallic cartridge.

During the war the Spencer ritle was much used by the U. S. cavalry; it has a magazine
in the butt of the stock, holding 7 cartridges that are admitted one at a tim€ by the

movement of the trigger-guard used as a lever. The shell of an exploded cartridge ia

c^x])elle(l by the same movement. It may be used also as a single breech-loader, but the

magazine must first be shut off. The Henry gun (not to be mistaken for the Martin i-

Ilcnry gun) has the magazine under the barrel. By movements of the lever, 17 metallic

oases or cartridges can^be brought into the chamber in succession. This gun, like the

Spencer, can be used as a single breech-loader by shutting off the magazine. It has
been changed, however, by O. F. Winchester, and is now termed the Winchester gun.

Among other magazine guns may be mentioned the Ball, Fogarty, and Gardner guns.

The well-known Remington gun is a single breech-loader, and has an iron receiver that

is screwed to the breech of the barrel, in which the breech-block and lock are to be

foimd. It uses metallic-cased cartridges, and has been adopted by the governments of

Egypt, Spain, and several other countries. The Remington gun is used in the U. S.

navy.
In 18G6, the secretary of war called a board of officers, gen. Hancock acting as presi-

dent, to report the form and caliber which should be adopted for breech-loading mus-
kets and carbines, and themetliod of converting muskets from muzzle-loading to breech-

loading arms. After an examination of 23 different breech-loading muskets and 17

different breech-loading carbines, the board reported the best caliber for muskets to bo
0.4o of an inch, the best charge of powder from 65 to 70 grains, and the best weight of
ball from 480 to 500 grains. In 1809, a board of otiicers, presided over by gen. Schotield,

was called to meet at St. Louis to select the six best patterns of muskets for infantry

and carbines for cavalry. After examining a great number of different breech-loaders,

they reported that the only guns suitable for military service were tljose of the Reming-
ton, Springfield, and Sharp systems. These guns were tried accordingly until 1872,
when, in compliance with an act of congress, a board of officers, gen. A. H. Terry as
]iresident, was appointed to meet in New York and Springfield, " to recommend a breech-
loading system for muskets and carbines to be adopted for the military service, whick
system, when so adopted, shall be the only one to be used by the ordnance department
in the manufacture of muskets and carbines for the military service." After testing
over 100 breech-loading guns, the board recommended (May, 1873) that the Springfield
breech-loading system be adopted for militar}'' service, and tliis report being approved,
that system is now used by the government for the U. S. army and militia. This breech-
loader has a receiver screwed to the breech of the barrel. The shell of the exploded
cartridge is ejected by a combined cam and spring through a motion of the hinge in the
opening of the breech-block. The firing-pin goes through the breech-block in an inclined
direction from the nose of the hammer at the side to tlie center of the rear of the cham-
ber, where it strikes the head of the cartridge, exploding the fulminate when its rear
end is struck by the hammer.

BREESE, Samuel L., 1794-1870: b. New York. He entered the U. S. navy, serv-
ing in the war with England and Mexico, but was retired before the war of the rebellion
broke out, his rank being rear-admiral.

BREMER, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on Cedar river. 430 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 12,528; '80. 14,078;

good soil, well watered and timbered. Comnmmcation is had by the Cedar Falls and
Minnesota railroad. Agricultural productions. Co. seat, Waverly.

BRENDAN, or Brandanus, the legendary hero of great ocean voyages made under
the protection of angels; revered in Ireland as a saint, where, and in England, he is sup-
posed to have founded religious establishments. His death is set down in 578 a. d.

BTIENHAM, the seat of justice of Washington co., Tex., on a branch of the Houston
and Texas Central railroad, 72 m. w.n.w. of Houston; pop. "70, 2221 ; in '80, 4101. It
is in a cotton-raising region. There are eight churches, the Live Oak female seminary;
«.n opera house, and a number of manufactories.

BREISACH, Neu, a t. in Alsace, opposite to Old B. , 2 m. w. of the Rhine, on the
Rhine and Rhone canal; pop. '66, 1981. It was fortified by Vauban by order of Louis
XIV.

BREISLAK, SciPiGNE, 1748-1826; an Italian geologist. He was professor in a
Roman, college, and devoted his leisure to geological researches in the papal states. The
king of Naples appointed him professor of mineralogy to the royal artillery, and undef
his direction the sulphur refining works in the district of Solfatara were erected. La
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1798, he published his Physkal Topograplnj of the Campafjna, aud followed with various
works ou similur topics.

BREITMANN, Hans. See Leland, Ciiahles Godfuey.

BREXTON, Edward Pelham, 1774-1839; a capt. in tlioBritish navy. lie wrote
& JVaval Jliaiory of Girat Britain, j'roni mS'd to 1822. lie was Ihe founder of the Chil-

dren's Friend Society.

BRENTOX, William, d. Xowport, R. I., 1674; an emigrant from Enn^land, who
lield important offioes in the colonies of jMassachusetls and Rhode Island, being governor
of the latter, 1006-09.

BREXZ, JoHAXX, 1499-1570; a German reformer under Luther: a writer of great
»^bility and popularity. One of his teachings was that the body of the Lord is every-

where present; hence his followers were called ** Ubiquitarians."

BRESCIA, or Bresciano, a province in Lombardy. Italy, separated from Verona by
Lai^o di Garda; 1784 sq.m.

;
pop. '71, 456,023. The n. part is occupied by a cluun of

(he Rha?tian Alps; the remainder, about two thirds of the province, is a part^of the

.ureat aud fertile plain of Lombardy. The rivers are the Oglio, the Mclla, and the

Chiese, ti'ibutaries of the Po. Corn, flax, hemp, grapes, and olives arc cultivated. The
mountains yield iron, copper, marble, alabaster, and granite. There are manufactures
of silk, wool, cotton, linen, iron, steel, copper, glass, and paper. The chief towns are

Rovato, Chiara, Orzinnovo, iVIoute-Chiaro, Salo, and Pontevico.

BRESSA'XI, Francesco Giuseppe, 1612-72; a.lesuit missionary among the Indians
of Canada. In 1644, he was sent to the Huron country, but as as captured ;ind tortured

by the Iroquois. After great suffering he was sent to the Dutcl) settlements at Albany,
where he was ransomed for a large sum. He returned to F'rance, but came back to

missionary work and labored many years among the Hurons.

BREST-LITOVSK, a t. in the government of Grodno, Russia, 131 m. s. of Grodno,
ill 62'^ 5' n. aud 23^ 27' e., at the junction of the jMukhovetz and the Bug. It is the seat

of an Armenian bishop, who has authority over the Armenians in all the country. It

has a varied and extensive trade, by means of the two rivers and the royal canal, in

grain, flax, hemp, birch-tar, leatlier, etc. Pop. '67, 22,493.

BRETHREX, AVHITE. a sect of the 15th c. that sprang up in the Italian Alps.

Their leader claimed to be Ellas the prophet; they were clad in white, and carried cruci-

fixes from which blood appeared to come. The lender, who appears to have left no
name, prophesied the destruction of the world, and for a lime had great success; but
Boniface IX. sei/.ed the prophet and burnt him at the stake, and within a year the sect

passed out of existence.

BRETHREN AX^D CLERKS of the COMMOX LIFE, or of the Common Lot.
See Brotherhoods, Religious, ante.

BRETHREN AND SISTERS of the FREE SPIRIT, or Spiritualists. See
Beguines, ante; and Brotherhoods, Religious, ante.

BRETHREX of the CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS, an order established at Rheims in

1679, and sanctioned by Benedict XIII. in 1725, having for its object furnishing the poor
with instruction. In Paris, in 1792, they refnsed to take the oath of obedience to the

civil constitution, and were driven from their liouses and prohibited from teaching. In

1801, they returned and soon spread over France, Italy, and other coimtries. About
1830, they oi)ened evening schools for adults. Their cliief house is in Paris, and in 1868

Ihcy had more than 10,000 brethren, teaciiing 300,000 persons in li'rancc aiono. There
arc a number of them in the United States.

BRP:THREX of the holy TRIXITY, a society of the 12th c, in France, whoso
members were pledged to give a third of their revenues towards the ledeuiptiou of Chris-

tians who were in Mohammedan or inlidel slavery.

BRETON, Jules ApoLPHE, a French painter of the present day, excelling in rural

life and scenes, for which he has received uKMlals. Among his works are "The
Gleaners," "Evening," " Blesfiing the Grain," "The Weeders," etc.

BRETT, Purrjp Mir.LEnoLF-R. d.d., 1817-00; b. New York; a graduate of Rut,ger3

college; ordained in the Dutch Reformed church in 1848, ;ind held piistorales in variou.s

phkces near New York. A volume of his sermons is in print.

BREVARD, a large co. in s.e. Florida, on tjie Atlnnlic ocean; 5600 sq.m.; pop, '70,

1216. It is low, flat, and full of lak(!H and marshes. Along the coast is Indian river, an
inlet of the ocean. 'I'here is little cultivation aiid fhore are no large villag(rs,

BREVET (anir), in thn U. S. army, a commission giving nn offieer a nominal rnnk
higjier than that fc^r which he has a salary. A gr(;at number of those honorary titles

v/ere bestowed during and after the civil war.

.BRl^iVIA'RIUM AL.ARKJA'NUM. a collection of Roman laws compiled by order of

Alari(; II., king of tin; Visigoths, in 50(} a.d. T\\o chii^f value of this (Compilation is that

it preserves the lirst five books of the Theodosian code and live books of the Hetdentia

Hcccptaol Julius Paulas, whieli ;ire nowhero else found.
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BREVIPENNES, or Brevipennates, meaning " short-winged," a term for such
birds as the ostrlcli, cassowary, aptcryx, and others having very short wings, not fitted

for flying. Sucli birds usually live in solitary places or deserts.

BKEWER, a t. in Penobscot co.. Me., on the Penobscot river, opposite the city of

Bangor, on the Bucksport and Bangor railroad; pop. 3214, It has lumber and leather

manufactories.

BREVYtiTERr WiiLiAM, 1566-1644; b. England; one of the pilgrims who landed at

Plymouth. He went with Bradford to Holland, where he taught school in English,

became an elder in the church, and held the same position in New England, though, as

ho had never been ordained, he al ways refused to administer the sacraments. He is mora
generally known in history as '* Elder Brewster."

BRIALMONT, Henri Alexis, b. 1821; a Belgian engineer and military writer, and
member of various learned societies. He has published a number of works on the art

and methods of military fortifications, on which he is accepted as one of the best author-

ities.

BRIA'REUS, or JSg^on, one of the three sons of Uranus and Gaia; the others were
Cottus and Gyges, and each of the three had a hundred arms. They assisted Zeus when
the Titans m;ide war against Olympus. One account represents B. as assailing Olym-
pus and being defeated and buried under Mt. Etna. As B. is (sometimes called a marine
deity, it has been thought probable that the hundred arms symbolized the waves of the

sea.

BRIBERY {ante), in general the same here as in England, and always a crime diffi-

cult to prove and more difficult to punish. It is defined as the receiving or offering any
improper reward by or to any person, that may in any way relate to the administration

of justice, or influence behavior in a matter of official duty, or lead the person to act

contrary to the common rules of honesty and integrity. Kcarly all the states have special

statutes and severe penalties for the offense.

BRICK {ante), made in the United States in nearly" the same manner as in England.
The size varies in various sections from 7f to 8^ in. long, 4 to 4^ wide, and 3 to 2ir thick,

and is therefore smaller than that of English B., which are usuallj'' 9 by 4-i and 2^.

Philadelphia pressed bricks are in great demand for outer or front walls in consequence
of their perfection. Immense quantities of B. are made at Haverstraw and other places

on the Hudson river. Excellent fire-brick are made at South Amboy, N. J.: at Athens,
on the Hudson; at Chicago, Peoria, and oiher places. Milwaukee bricks have a pleasing

yellowish cream color; and these, with others variously colored in the manufacture, find

much favor for outer walls. Bricks are found to stand fire better than stone.

BRIDAIiNiE, Jacques, a French liome missionarj^ preacher, 1701-G7. Though a
strict Roman Catholic in principle, he frequently advocated the cause of the Protestant-s

witli great boldness, and displayed personal kindness to many who were suffering per-

secution. He made more than 250 journeys in all parts of France, and l)ecame univer-

sally popular. His sermons and spiritual songs, or hymns, have been printed.

BRIDGE {ante). The most important American bridge now under construction i«

that over the East river between the cities of New York and Brooklyn, commonl}^ known
as the "Biooklyn bridge." The land approaches are of stone and brick in arches and
piers, terminating at the river in the grand stone piers that rise 278 ft. above high water.

The following official account of dimensions and progiess is down to the clo.se of 1879-

construction commenced Jan. 2, 1870; size of New York caisson. 172x302 ft.; size of

Brooklyn caisson, 168X102 ft. ; timber and iron in caisson, 5253 cubic yards; concrete in

well-holes, chambers, etc., 5()69 cubic ft.; weight of New York caisson, about 7000 Ions,

weight of concn'te filling, about 8000 tons; !New York tower contains 46.945 cubic yards
of masojiry ; Brooklyn tower contains 38, 214 cubic 3'ards of masonry; length of river span
1595 ft. 6 in.; length of each land span, 930 ft.—1860 ft. ; leniilh of Brooklyn approach,
071 ft. ; length of"New York approach, 1562 ft., 6 in. ; total length of bridge, 5989 ft., or

1.134 m.; width of bridge. 85 ft.; number of cables, 4; diameter of each cable, 15f in.,

first wire was run out May 20, 1877; cable-making really commenced June 11, 1877;
length of each single wire in cables, 3578 ft. 6 in. ; ultimate strength of each cable. 12,200
tons; weight of wire, 12 ft. per lb.; each cable contains 5296 parallel (not twi>ted)

galvanized steel, oil-coated wires, closely wrapped to a solid cylinder 151 in- i" diameteir;

depth of Brooklyn tower foundation below high-water, 45 ft. ; depth of New York tower
foundation below high water, 78 ft.; size of towers at high-water line, 140x59 ft.; sizt-

of towers at roof course, 136x53 ft. ; total height of towers above high-water, 278 ft.;

clear height of bridge in center of river span above high-water, at 9(^' Fah., 135 ft.

;

height of floor at tovvers above high water. 119 ft. 3 in. ; grade of roadway, o^^ ft. in 100
ft.; height of towers above roadway, 159 ft.; size of anchorages at base, 129X119 ft.;

size of anchorages at top, 117x104 *ft. ; height of anchorages, 88 ft. front and 85 ft. rear:

weight of each anchor plate, 23 tons; total cost of bridge, exclusive of land, $9,000,000,
The bridge will probably be completed in 1882. En<rineer, col. W. A. Roebling. The
towers were finished long ago; so were the cables, and the construction of the floor, with
the miiay rods su.spending it. will finish the bridge proper.

Some other Americaa bridges may be briefly described. One of the earliest of note
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is that over the Schuylkill at Philadelphia, which Fanny Kemhlo poetically doscrihed as

"a scarf rounded by the wind and thro^Yn over the river." It was accidenlfally burned

in 1833. The railroad bridge at Bellows Falls, built in I80O, has a span of 2r)0 teet. The
Susquehanna bridge (of the Wilmington and Baltimore raih-oad) is 80OO ft. long, with 13

piers and 2 guard piers at the draw. The spans are 250 ft. long, and the draw-span 176

feet. The JNiagara tSuspeusion bridge has a span from center to center of towers of 821

ft., and is 245 ft. above the river. The bridge (suspension) over the (>iiio between Cin-

cinnati and Covington has a span of 1067 ft. and is 91 ft. above low-water. The (iiifton

bridge (over Niagara river just below the falls and above the suspension bridge) is 1190

ft. from bank to bank, and 1268 ft. between the points of suspension on the towers, and

is 193 ft. above the water. The Victoria tubular bridge over the St. Lawrence at Mon-
treal has a length of tube of 6600 ft., carried over 25 openings of 240 ft. each, and one

of 330 ft. ; with the approaches this bridge is 9084 ft. long. The Quincy bridge over

the Mississippi i^draw) has 17 spans, two of 250 ft., three of 200, 11 of 137, and a dnvw-

span of 360 feet. The bridge over the Missouri at Omaha is 2800 ft. long in 11 spans.

The bridge of the New York Central railroad over the Hudson at Albany is 1740 ft.

long, in 15 spans and a draw. But the most noteworthy of railroad bridges is that over

the Mississippi at St. Louis. It is in three immense spans, those at the end being 497

ft. each, and the middle one 515 feet. Over the railroad floor is a carriage and foot road-

way 34 ft. wide between the foot-walks whi(;h are each 8 ft. wide.

The terrible disaster of the fall of the Tay bridge in Scotland, the center portion of

which went down in a furious gale on the night of the 27lh Dec, 1879, justifies a brief

description of that structure. It was the largest iron bridge in the world, crossing the

river, or arm of the sea, a mile and a quarter w. of Dundee, with a length from shore

to shore of 10,320 ft. (only 240 ft. less than two miles). Commencing at the s. or Fife

shore there were three spans of 60 ft., two of 80 ft., 22 of 120 ft., 14 of 200 ft., 16 of 120

ft., 25 of 66 ft., one of 160 ft., and six of 27 ft. ; in all 89 spans, the rails being 88 ft.

above the water. The portion which fell consisted of 12 .spans somewhere near the

middle of the bridge. A train of six passenger cars and the brakemen's van either went
down with the bridge or ran into the vacancy in the dark, and not one person survived.

There were over 90 lives lost.

Tiie following statement comprises a list of the most important railway bridges and
viaducts constructed by European and A.nierican railway companies. There are stone,

wood, and iron structures, all of which appear under a separate head:
IStoiie Bridges ami ViaducU.—Balkjchmoyle viaduct, Glasgow, and S. W., width of

span, 181 ft.; viaduct at Nogent, S. M., near Paris, 164ft.; Durham Junction viaduct,

160 ft. ; bridge near Wolmsdorf, Silesia, 150 ft. ; bridge near Maidenhead, built by
Brunei, 1835, 129 feet. There are three or four structures to be added to the foregoing,

whose widths of openings exceed 100 feet. This includes the bridge at the Point-du-Jour,

at Paris; the viaduct near Loebau, in Saxony, and the bridge at Point-de-Pille. on the

line between Orleans and Bordeaux. The highest arches are principally found in Ger-

many, and in the second line in various i)arts of France.
Viaducts of Stone and. Brick.—Height of arch; over the Gocltz valley, in Saxony,

256 ft. ; over the Elster valley, in Saxony, 223 ft. ; over the Riofredo, in Austria, 197 ft.

;

at Diedenmuhle, near Chemnitz, Saxony. 170 ft.; at Chaumont, Paris to Mulhouse, 164

ft.; at Kaltc Rinne, Semmcring, Austria, 151 ft.; at Fure, near Grenoble, 135 ft.; at

Comelle, near Creil, Paris, 131 ft.; at Wagnergraben, Semmcring, Austria, 128ft.; at

(Jombe-Bouchard, Paris-Lyons railway, 128 feet. In addition to these there are several

other bridges and viaducts whose height varies from 100 to 125 feet. Among the prin-

cipal are:"tlie viaduct over the Tranz valley, in Austria; bridge across the river FuMa.
near Kragenhof, Ilanovcr; the Goel viaducl at Aix-la-Chapelle; viaduct at Mireville, on
the line b('tw(.'en Havre and Ilouen; four more are in Saxon Switzerland; the rest in

various parts of France, The longest viaducts and bridges are to be found in England;
notably the vi.aduct on the line from London to Greenwich; the system of the South-

western, Sf)Uth-eastern, Chatham and Dover, Great Eastern, and of other lines serving

the metropolis. The next importance attaches to the bridge spanning the Lagoons and
running into Venice, the bridge and viaduct over the river Elbe, at Dresden, and a lew
others.

Timher-huilt Brldoea and Viaducts.—The most])rominent structures are the following:

Over the river Mista, on the Moscow and St. Peler.sberg railway, nine oi)enings. each
200 ft. wide; over the river Elbe, at "Wittenberg, with 14 openings, varying m width
frf)m 140 to 100 !t. ; bridge; near WoltenhofcMi. on IIk; road from Lindau to Augsburg,
Bavaria, one opening, 17() ft. wide; bridge near Kemptcn, on the same liiu; as the fore-

going, with live openings, varying in width froju 85 to 140 ft. each. There are twp
wooden bridges on tiie North Shields, Newcastle line, one with seven, the other with
fiv(; openings, the widest of wliich spans about 135 f(M't. The United States ]>ossesa

wooden bridges in very large numbeis, and of much greater dimensions than an; found
on European roads. Among tho.se nol(!worlhy is the bridge over tlie Dcilaware river, on
tiie Erie road, with two o])enings. each of a width of about 260 feet. The next structure

of importance i.H a bridge over the Suscjuehamia river, n(!ar Columbia, with 29 oi)ening.s,

each about 200 ft. wide. ''J'here are two bridges crossing the (/onnecticut riv(!r, with

spans of 174 feet. Tliese are the most prominent bridges; but there are numerous other

4
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very remarkable structures, which, though of smaller dimensions, give evidence of great

engiueerinii: skill.

Iron Bridges and Viaducts.—Tha following list comprises structures of this class of

the greatest extent in length:
Feet.

Parkersburg bridge, West Virginia, U. S 7.045

St. Charles' bridge, Missouri, U. S 6,536

Over the river Oliio, near Louisville, Ky.. U. S 5,310

Over the river Delaware, i^^nnsylvania, U. S 4,920

Over the East river, New York .* 5,000

Victoria bridge, St. Lawrence river, Canada 4,980

Over the river Rhine, at Mayence, Germany 3,380

Over the river TongabiuUia, Bombay, Madras 3,730

Over the river Mississippi, near Quincy, U. S 3,200

Over the river Missouri, near Omaha, U. S , 2,790

Over the river Vistula, near Dirschau, Germany 2,750

Over the river Danube, near Stadlau, Austria 2,520

Over the river Po, near Mezzano-Corti, Italy 2,485

Over the river Tamar, near Saltash 2,190

Over the river Lek, near Kuilenburg 2,185

Over the river Mississippi, near Dubuque, U. S 1,758

Over the river Sorai, in British India 1,745

Tlie foregoing comprises a list of the longest bridges constructed of iron, but it does

not include "all tlie most important works from an engineering point of view. The
bridges whicli have the widest or the most numerous openings are given in the subjoined

list, and comprise all the great marvels which engineering skill and ingenuity have pro-

duced: Britannia bridge, Menai straits; four openings, each 460 ft., and two openings,

each 230 feet; built by Robert Stephenson and tairbank, 1846-50. Conway bridge.

Menai straits: one opening, 400 feet; built by Stephenson, 1847-48. Victoria bridge,

crossing the St. Lawrenceriver at Montreal: one opening 380 ft., and 24 openings, each

240 feet; b»iilt by Stephenson." Bridge over the Garonne, near Langon, on the Bor-

deaux-Cette line: one opening of 245 ft., and two each of 210 feet. Over the Aire, near

Brotherton: one opening of 225 feet. Over the Trent, near Gainsborough, on the Man-
chester, Sheffield and Lincoln line: two openings, each 150 ft. wide. Over the river

Lek, a branch of the Rhine, near Kuilenburg, Holland: one opening of 150 ft., one of

80 ft., and seven of 57 feet: built 1868-70. Over the river Ohio, near Louisville, U. S.

:

one opening of 400 ft. ; one of 370 ft. ; six, each of 236 ft. ; 14, varving in width
from 210 ft. to 140 ft.; one of 100 ft., and two, each of 50 feet; built in 1868. Over
the Vistula, near Dirschau, Berlin-Konigsberg line— built 1850-57, by Lcntze: six open-

ings, 350 ft. each. Over the Waal, near Lommel, Belgium: three openings of 400 ft.

each, and eight of 190 ft. each. Over the Rhine, near Grielhausen: cne opening of S30

ft., and 20 ol' 60 fr. each; built in 1863-64, by Monie. Over the Rhine, near Hamm:
four openings, each of 330 feet; built in 1868-70, by Pichier. Over the Dieppe, near

Moerdyk, Holland: 14 openings, each of 330 ft., and two of 51 feet. This structure

resembles in a measure the unfortunate Tay bridge. It was completed in 1871. Over
the Rhine, near Cologne: four oy)enings of 320 ft. each; built, 1856-60, by Lohse and
Wiedman. Over the Nogat, near Marienburg, Baltic: two openingsof 312 ft. each. Overthe
Wye, near Chepstow ; one opening of 300 ft., and three, each of ICO feet ; built by Brunei.

18u0-52. Over the Rhine, near Mannheim: three openings of 295 feet. Overthe Boyne.
near Drogheda: one opening of 270 ft., and two each of 140feet ; built by Barton, U55.
Overthe Danube canal, neafVienna: one opening 260 ft. wide; built in 1860 byKoesllin.
Over the Daiuibe, near Stadlau, Austri a: live openings each of 250 ft., and 10 each of

110 feet; built by Ruppert, 1868-70. Over the Trent, near Newark: one opening of

240 feet ; built by Fox and Henderson, 1851. Overthe Thames, Blackfriars: one open-

ing of 205 ft., two of 195 ft., and two of 170 feet ; built 1863-64. Over the Kinzig. near

olfenburg. Germany: one opening of 190 feet. Over the Eipel. Hungary: one opening
of 185 ft., and three of 145 feet. Over the Rhine, near Strasburg: three openings of 165

feet. Over the Grau. in Hungary: one opening of 166 ft., and three of 144 ft. each,

built by Ruppert, 1858. Over the Saijir, near Freibourg: live openings, each of 160 ft., and
two of 142 feet. Crumlin Viaduct. Newport-Abergavenny line: 10 openings each of

160 ft. width; built by Liddle and Gordon, 1853. Overthe Lahn, near Coblentz: one
opening, 150 ft. wide.^ Over the Thames, near Windsor: one opening of 200 feet ; built

by Brunei, 1849. Over the Weser, near Corvey, Germany: four openings, each of 185
feet; built by Schwedler, 1863-64. Over the Orne. near Caen. France: one opening of
145 feet. Built by Maier, 1858. On the Blackwall line: one opening, 1:20 feet. Over
the Tamar, at Saltash: two openings of 450 ft., and 17 openings varying from 70 to 90
feet; built by Brunei. Over the Rhine, at Mayence; four openings, each of 335 ft.,

six of 115 ft., and 22 openings varying in width from 50 to 80 feet. Over the Isar. near
llesselohe, Germany: two openings, each of 170 ft., and two each of 85 feet. Over the

Elbe, at Hamburg: seven openings, each of 335 ft., and three openingsof 310 feet; built

1)}' L(^hse, 1870. Over the Yssel, near Zutphen, Holland: one opening of 320 ft., and
two of 55 feet. Over the Ohio, near Benwood, United States: one opening of 320 feet.
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Over the Mersey, near Runcorn, London Jind Nortli-westcrn railway: three openings of

300 ft. each. Over the Missouri, near Omaha, United iStales: 11 openings, each of 27()

feet; built by Dodge, 1800-01. Over the Daaubc. near jNIanthausen. Austria: live o])en-

ingsof 5J0O ft.. an<l two of DO feet. Over the Danube, at Vienna, iS'orlh-'western line: lour
openiugs of 200 ft., and 14 openings of 95 feet; built by llelhvug ami Gerlish, 1870-72.

The railway suspension bridge over the Fortli at Queeusferry Aviil be, ^vlleu com-
pleted, the most reniarliable application of tlie suspension prineip'le in the world. The
breadth of the Forth at Queeusferry is rather more tlian a mile; but, as the viaduct
is to be continued overland on the n. shore for several hundred yards, the ^vhole

length of the bridge will be about one mile and one third. This, liowcvt-r, gives
no fair idea of tiie breadth of span to wliicli the ph^'sical conditions recjuiro

the suspension principle to be ap])iied. In the midst of the tirth, but ratlier nearer
to the northern than to the southern shore, rises the rocky islet of Inchgarvie.
On either side of this island the bed of the river sinks to a depth which is im])rae-

ticable for engineering purposes. On the n. side the bed sinks to a depth of 210 ft.,

01 the s. side to 180 ft , below the water-mark; and it is there, for a breadth of 1600
ft. on either side, that no practicable bottom can be found for piers, and therefore that

the suspension principle has perforce to be resorted to. Between the deep furrow on
the 3. side of Inehg.irvie and the southern shore there is a reach of comparatively
shillow water, with a maximum depth of 30 ft., but within which foundations may be
found for some 12 or 15 piers. Viewed in profile from the bosom of the lirth, the

bridge will thus present to view five distinct sections. First, there is a shallow-w^ater

Hection oa the s. side, covering some 2000 ft., and supported on 10 piers; then there is

the deep-water section, s. of Inchgarvie, traversed by a suspension bridge; next there

is the island of Ineligirvie itself, over which the viaduct will be carried on two or three

piers; then there is the deep-w^ater section n. of Inchgarvie, spanned by a second sus-

pension bridge; and, lastly, there is the northern shoreward section, which carries the
viadiict on 10 or 11 piers from the brink of the tide to the dead level of the Fife shore,

Th3 great features of the architectural design, as seen from the firth, will be the four

p lirs of lofty towers on which the massive steel chains which are to support the two
suspension bridges will be hung, and the two pairs of landward buttresses to which
t!ie suspending chains will be anchored. Of the towers, two pairs will rise from the

island of Inchgarvie, and will reach the imposing height of 590 ft. Two pairs on the

shore of n. Queeusferry, and other two on the brink of deep water on the southern chan-
nel, will attain to a iieigli^ of 584 feet. The two pairs of buttresses on the n. and the s.

side respectively will be, of course, less lofty; but they will be bold and striking masses
of masonry. Tho^e p:irt8 of the bridge, n. and s., whicii rest on piers, with a solid

foundation, will consist of a single i)ermanent way 25 ft. broad, and carrying a double
s?it of rails. But the intervening portions carried by tlie suspension bridges will con
.si St of two distinct and parallel branches, each 15 ft. broad, each carrying a single line

of rails, and 103 ft. apart. These branches will be tightly braced together; and this

urrangJUiMit h is been adopted in order to give greater breadth, and therefore grenlcr

Ktibility, to the whole structure. Seen from above, ti»e oullme of the design has t!;e

app'Mi'auce of a ^shuttle with elongated points. The divergence of the branches begins

at Uie massive piers, two on each side, to wiiich the suspension chains will be anchored,

and tiie miKinrim of divergence. lOl) ft., will be attained before the lofty towers ;ire

readied. W"hile the b:-idg; tlirougliout tiie greater part of lis e.xlent makes neceasiirlly

a straight co.irse, ih'i .sh :)rew.ir 1 part at eitlier end foi-ms a gentle curve. From ce.ch

Kiiore to the b.'glnnmg of tin suspjnsioi bridge tht; line rises with a gradient of 1 la

10). In th:i sUorewa.'d .sections, and in ihat over Inchgarvie. tlie ])ermanent way rest;*

on the u;);)jr inein'urs of the lattice-girders; but in the two Kusi)ei;sion sections U
rests on the lovver m';ii'ijr>. B/ this cr)ntriva ice here, as m the case of the Tay bridge.

t!io full hjigiit of 15) ft. above the high-water mark is confined to the central flections

only. It will he evident tiiat each of the dee-p-water (;haiin(>ls n and s. of the island of

Inr;ig,irvie will he span^ei by a double! suspension bridge Eaeh of these noiible

bridg:;s will c )asist of four parallel and cnormou«{ lattice girders—two for each branch
Tiiese girders will I>j 10)) ft. long. Seen m profile, their ii])i)(>r members ayiU form an
arched o.itliu!, with a miviniun height .of 50 ft. and a minimum of 19 ft. besuUis th(!

towers. 0:1 these towers, of course, Iheir ends will resl ; but they will derive; their

miin sap,) )rt from four iinmensi wteel <*hains, one for eacrli <cirder. which will Ik; .slung

over the towers a'ld fastened to the anchoring piers at eitlier end. The girders will

b) attaclied to the chains by stout wrought ir<»n ro(ls at intervals of 50 feet. Itise.\i)ected

tint this w.)ad3rfal briiige will bo completed by Jan. 1, 1885.

B!llD''jHC. Natitr.'M.. See NATni.M. Bkidok.

BUID'tIO OF SIGHS the covered passage which connects the dogo's palace in

Venice witli the pri.>oa, over which prisoners of state were taken to confmement or to

execution.

BRIDGIKPORT UtnU). a city in Fairfield co., Ovm.. on liong l>^1and sound, and on
the New York and New Haven railroad, at its junction with the ITousatonic railroad. 50
m. n.c of New York. The har))orat the entrance; of Pecpiannoek creek is large; and safe;.

and is the ceiiLer of a coii.sidciable extaHtwise trade. The most elegant portion of the city
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is Golden hill, an elevation of about 100 ft., commanding delightful vievvs of sound and
ehore, and covered with tine residences, many of which are owjied and occupied Ijy Kew
Yorkers. All of ihe city is modern arjd well Imilt, the streets shaded hy tiees, and ti:e

residences are well i)rovided with water and gas. The earliest settlement, then culled
Newfieid, Avas inlG^JJ; the city charter is dated 183G. In 1850, the population was 60S(>;

now it is about 28,000. Tiiere are many superior schools, and some fine cinirches. Tlie
chief business, besides the water trade, is in mjuiufucturing. and An this the making of
Kcwing-niachines takes the lead, there being three lar£;e establi.-^inieuts. Here is al.-o'tiic

largest manulactory of metallic cartridges in the country; and there are carriage factories,

iron foundries, liarness, and other business. •

BRIDGER'S PASS, a defile in the Rocky mountains, in s. Wyoming, through which
the overland stages went before the opening of the Pacific railroad. It is several miles
long, and in most places h;is perpendicular side walls from 1000 to 2500 ft. high.

BRIDGETOiS" {nnfe), tho capital of Cumberland ca, N. J., on the Cohansey river,

20 m. from Delaware bay, 30 in. s. of Philadelphia, at the terminus of the West Jersey
and the junction of the New Jersey Southern railroads; pop. '80, 8729. It is a port o*f

entry, the second in importance in the stale. Its chief manufactures are glass, water
and gas pipes, nails, castings, machinery, lumber, brick, ship-building, woolens, and
canned fruits, in Avliich nearly 200 firms are engaged. Among its educational advan-
tages are the South Jersey institute, the West Jersey academy, and several superior select

schools. There are a good public liljrary, more than a dozen churches, and several benev-
olent societies, one of Avhich is for the care of destitute children. There are water
and gas works, and three bridges over the river, the town being built on both banks.
The climate is excellent, and the surrounding region is exceedingly fertile and well
cultivated.

BRIDGEWATER, a township in Plymouth co., Ma.ss., 27 m. n.e. of Boston, on the
Fall river and liridgcwater Branch railroads. It contains the state normal school, the
state almshouse, and various manufactories. Pop. '80, 3,580.

BRIE, an old district of France between the Seine and the ]\[arnc, ileaux being the
chief town. B. was and is celebrated for its cheese and grain. In old times a for-

est covered a great portion of the region. It was subdued by the Franks, and was a
part of the kingdom of Neustria. In the 9th c, it was ruled by its own counts, but in

1361 it passed to the crown. The district is now comprised in the departments of Aisne
and those adjoining.

BRIEF (ante), an abridged statement of a suitor's case. It should contain the names,
residences, and occupations of the })arties; the character in whieh they sue or are sued,
and why they ])ro.secute or defend; an abridgment of the pleadings; 'a regular chrono-
logical statement in plain language of the facts; a summary of the points at issue and of
the proof to be olfe red, with names of witnesses, or of documents in case of written
evidence, etc. The form and nature of the B. is necessarily varied according to the
purpose which it is to serve.

BRIER CREEK, a stream in Warren co., Ga., where, in the revolution, the Ameri-
cans under gen. Ashe were defeated Feb. 27, 1779, by the English under geu. Prevobt;
American loss about 250; English loss, 16.

BRIES, a t. in Hungary on the Gran; pop. 70, 11,776. The people arc stock-breeti
ers and farmers.

BRIGGS, CiiAKLES FuFDEKiCK, 1810-77; b. !Mass. ; a journalist and author known
as "Harry Franco." lie started the Ihoadicdy Jounml, in New York, of which Eilgar A.
Poe became an associate editor the year following its establi.>-hment; and in 18.^8 he
became the first editor of Patnains Magazuw, which he conducted for several years. At
a later period he was connected with the New York Times. Some of his work, are The
Adventures ofHarry Franco; The Haunted Merchant; and xhe 'Trip]nn(js of 'To-m Ptpper.
His latent editorial work was done upon the Brooklyn Union and The Inikpendtnt, with
the latter of which he Avas connected at the time of his death.

BRIGGS, Geouge Xixon, ll.d., 179G-1SG1; b. Mass.; a lawyer and judge, member
of congress, and for two terms governor of 3Iassachusetts. He was for some time pres-

ident of the Baptist missionary union.

BRIGHAM, Amatuati. 1798-1840; b. Mass.; a ph3'sician who devoted great atten-

tion to the cause and cure of insanity. He was superintendent of the retreat for

the insane in Hartford, Conn., and of the New York state asylum. While at the latter

institution he gave lectures and established the Journal of In.mniiy. Among Ins

works are ^fentfd Cultication and Kvcitement; The Tnfiiience of JReligion '>/]x>n ihe JJealtJi

and Fhydcal Welfare of Mankind; and The Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology of the

Brain.

BRTGITAMIA, plants of tb.e lobelia family discovered in the Sandwich islands. The
B. in.siign.is bears sweet-scented. sliow3% and abundant flowers which last for several

months. It is a favorite in English conservatories. The juice is said to be a speciOc
for some cutaneous diseases.
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ERIGHT, Jesse D.. h. New York, 1812. Early in life he settled in Indiana as a

lawyer, and beeanie stale senator and lieutenant-governor. In 1845, lie was elected to

tiieVniled Stales senate, where he serv'ed 18 years. In 18C2, he %vas exi)e]led I'roni the

senate for having written to Jefferson Davis as " President of the Confederate States,"'

reeomniending to him a man who desired to furnish arms for the rebels.

BRIGHT, Richard, 1789-1858; an English physician educated at Edinburgh; prac-

ticed with great success in London, becoming physician to Guy's hospital. His specialty

was morbid anatomy and the connection between morbid symptoms and alterations of

structure of the internal* organs. He discovered that an albuminous condition of the

m-ine, accompanied with dropsical effusions, was dependent on a peculiar degeneration

of the kidneys, wlience the disease in which these conditions occur was called Bright's

dis-ase. His publications on this topic were made in 18oC-40.

BRIGHTON, a former t. in Middlesex co., Mass., 4 m. w. of Boston on the Albany
and Boston railroad; pop. '70, 4957. It is famous as the great cattle-maiket of Bosloa
and the east. It has besides some manufacturing establishments. Since ISlu it has

been a part of Boston,

BRIGITTINES, or Order of Our Saviour, founded in 1344, as a branch of the Auc^is-

linians, by St. Brigida or Brigitta, of Sweden. There were both monks and nuns wli<>

iiihabited'contiguoiis buildings, but were said never to see each other. Tcmi)orMl aff'aij;-.

were supervised by the nuns; spiritual by the monks. The northern kingdtnns or

Eurooe had monasteries of this order, but the reformation swept them away. Henry V.

founded one house near London; Henry VIII. suppressed it; Mary re-estab!isheil it;

and Elizabeth tinally suppressed it. There are now no monks of the order. A few con-

vents existed in 1860 in Bavaria, Poland, and elsewhere.

BRILLAT-SAVARIN, Anthelme, 1755-1836: a French author, deputy in the

states-general in 1789; judge of the court of cassation in 1792; the next year mayor of

Bellay, but obliged to fly from the revolution. He came to New York, where he lived for

three years, teaching French and playing in the orchestra of a theater. He returned to

France in 1796, and under the consulate again became a judge. He wrote on political

econom)', and on the archaeology of the department of Ain, but is best known by his

Physiology of Taste.

BRION, GusTAVE, b. 1824; a French painter. Among his chief works are "The
Potato Harvest during the Inundation," " A Funeral in the Vosges," " A Marriage in

Alsace," and " The Sixth Day of Creation." The latter has been exhibited in New York.

BRION, Luis, 1782-1821; an admiral in the Colombian service, who served in the

army of Holland, studied navigation in the United States, and in 1811 was appointed

Ciiptain of a frigate in the service of Caraccas. Subsequently he fitted out a tleet by his

own exertions and drove the Spaniards from the island of Margarita. He was also dis-

tinguislied in the conquest of Guiana, and at Cartagena and Santa Marta.

BRISTED, Charles Astor, son of the Rev. John Bristed. grandson of John Jacob
Astor, b. N. Y., 1820. He was educated at Yale and at Trinity college, Cambridge,
Kng., graduating in 1845. For several years he was a contributor to periodical litera-

ture over the signature of " Carl Benson." He was one of the first board of trustees of

the Astor library. Among his collected works are: The Upper Ten TJtousancl of New
York; Selectwasfrom Catullus; Five Years in an English University; The Interference The-

ory of the Government ; and Letter to Horace Mann, in which he replied to attacks upon
John Jacob Astor and Stephen Girard,

BRISTP:D, John, 1778-1855; b. England; clorg3'man and author, who practiced law
in New York, and married John Jacob Astor's daughttM-. In 1829, he became rector of

an Episcopal church in Rhode Island. He published Edivard and Anna, a novel; Ti<e

Jifsourcea (f the United States ; Thoughts on. Angliran and American Chvrrhes, etc.

BRISTOL, a co. in s.e. Mas.s., bordering on Rhode Island and the ocean, 517 sq.m.

;

pop. '75, 131.087; in '80, 139,089. It is drained by Pawtucket and Taunton rivers, and
has nearly 20 m. of .sea-coast. There is considerable agricullure. but tlj(! main business

is manufacturing of cotton, wool, etc. There are four railroads intersecting the various

parts of the county, (^o. seat, Taunton.

I5RISTOL, a CO. in e. Rhode Island, bordering on Mmss. ; 25 sq.m.: ])op. '70. 9-121.

It has an uneven surface, with some line scenery, and fertile soil. Two railronds traverse

its territory. Co. seat, Bristol.

BRISTOL, at. in Hartford co., Conn.. 18 m. w.s.w. of Tlartfonl, on the Fishkill

railroad; pop. 3788; has great clock factories, foundries, niMchine shops, etc.

BRISTOL, a t. in Bucks co., P(!im., on the D(;laware, about 20 m. above Philadelphia.

(;l)posite Burlir)gtr)n, N. J.; pop. '70, 3269. It is at the terminus of tlie I)(!laware branch
of the Pennsylvania canal, and luis railroad connection with New York and Phila-

d(?lp!iia.

BRISTOL, a t. in Rhode Lsland. on the peninsula dividing Mt. Hope and Narra-

ganset bays. 16 m. s.e. from Providence; i)op. '70. 5302; in '80, 6036. The town is

interesting as the site of the residence of king Philip, the great Narraganset chief, who
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was slain here in 1676. B. is a port of entry, has a large manufacturing interest, and is

niuch frequented as a place of summer resort. In the revolutionary war it was bom-
barded by tlie Englisli, and the greater part of the village was burned.

BRISTOL BRICK, or Bath Brick, formerly made only in Bristol, Eng., but now
made in New Hampshire and other parts of the Lniled States. It is composed of tine-

grit sand, and used mainly for cleaning and polishing steel surfaces.

BRISTOW, Benjamin II., b. Ky., 1833; practiced law until the commencement of
the civil war, when he volunteered and served in the union army, rising to col. On the
organization of the department of justice by the federal government he was appointed
solicitor-general, and in 1873 he was attorney-general.

BRISTOW STATION, a village in Virginia, 4 m. s.w.s. of Manassas Junction,
T/htre two engagements to:k place during the rebellion—©ne Aug. 27, 1862, closed by
darkness, and indecisive; and one Oct. 14, 1863, when the Confederates, who made the
attack, were repulsed.

BRIT, Clupea minima (Peck), a species of herring, very small, found in great
almndance at certain seasons off the New England coast, where it .serves as ft.od for
bluefish. It is seldom more than 3 in. long, and is of no importance for the table.

BRITANNICUS, son of the emperor Claudius byMessalina, b. 42 a.d. He was the
natural successor to Claudius, but after his mother's execution (when B. was eiglit years
old), Agrippina, the new wife, persuaded Claudius to pass by B. and adopt her son by
previous marriage with Lucinus Domitius. This son was the emperor Nero; and i^or\\\

after his accession, Pallas, one of Agrippina's lovers, who had been banished, threatened
a revolt, and roused Nero's fear that B. might displace him; so B. was poisoned and
died on his fourteenth birthday.

BRITISH AMERICA. See America. British, ante.

BRITISH BURMAH. See Burmah, British, ante.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. See Columbia, British, ante.

BRITON. See Britannia, ante.

BRITTON, the title of the earliest summary of the laws of England iu the French
language, purporting to have been written by the command of Edward I. The com-
piler is unknown.

BRIXEN, a t. of Austrian Tyrol, at the confluence of the Eisack and theRientz, 104
m. from Vienna by rail. It is a bishop's see, and has a cathedral, several monasterie.s,

a theological seminary, and a gymnasium. There are iron and steel factories in the
neighborhood. Nine miles away is the great fort of Franzensfeste. built in 1838. B. is

mentioned in 901; it was walled m iul038; was burnt in 1174, 1234. and 1445; iu 1519,

it was stormed by the French, and in 1525 suffered from the rebellion of the peasants.
Pop. '69, 4349.

BROACH, a t. in India. See Baroach, ante.

BROADCAST, a method of sowing grain, which distributes it with some degree of
uniformity over the surface. When the sowing is done by hand, the seed is carried in

a bag at the left side, and is scattered with the right hand while the sower walks on with
measured tread. The seed is afterwards covered with a harrow, or by dragging brusii

over it. Machines have been devised for sowing grain in this manner. The method of
sowing by the drill is preferred b}'^ most intelligent fanuers.

BROAD CHURCH, the name given to a portion of the church of England wliich

holds a position unidentified with either the High or the Low church party. The
\\\\i\\ church branch holds rigidly to apostolic succession, n^ainlains the divine right of

episcopacy, and in general the sacramental view of the church and ihe Christian life; of

this company are those known as " Ritualists," though not all who are High church
would accept the name of Ritualists, (See Ritualism.) From this section came those

known a few years since as "Puseyites." The Low church section recognize noii-pre-

latical bodies of Christian believers as in some sense churches; in doctrine they are

mainly Calvinists; they are often called Evangelicals. The Broad church section are

the latefet of the three divisions, but embrace a large number of churchmen of liigh cul-

tivation and talent, such as dean Stanley, canon Kingsley, ^laurice, ar.d others of note.

The tendency of the Broad church leaders is towards a liberal view both of Christian

doctrine and church organization. Yet the High on the one hand, the Low on tlie other,

and the Broad between the two subscribe to the same formularies, which they interpret

in differing senses, and from which they deduce opposite results. It should be under-
fttood that these names are used only colloquially for popular convenience, and are not

accepted in either England or America as legitimate designations. They show ten-

dencies.

BROADCLOTH. See Woolen and Worsted Manufactures, ante.

BROADDUS, Andrew, d.d.. 1770-1848; a Virginian; a Baptist preacher, compiler of
the Dover Selection and Virginia Collection of hymns, and a popular pulpit orator. Some
of his sermons have been published.
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BROAD MOUNTAIN, in the coal region, Carbon and Schuylkill cos., Pcnn. It. is

about 2001) ft. high uad exlcnds for 50 m. n.c. and s.w.

BROAD RIVER, a stream of Nortli and South Carolina rising in the Blue Ridge,
and joining with the Saluda, forming the Congaree. The city of Columbia is at the
junction of the two rivers. The country around B. R. is exceedingly fertile and pro-

ductive.

BROADSTAIRS, a t. in England U m. s. of North Foreland and 3 m. from Mar-
gate. It has a small jncr built early in the IGth c, and an archway leading to tiie shore
built in lo-tO. Near the pier isachai)el to the Virgin, in honor of which siiips were once
accustomed to furl their topsails as Ihev passed. B. is a place of summer resort. Pop.
'71, 1926.

BROAD TOP 3I0UNTAIN, in Bedford and Huntingdon cos., Penn., 2500 ft. above
the sea. It has large beds of bituminous coal.

BROADUS, John Albert, d.d., ll.jj., b. Va., Vc:27; educated in the university of
Virginia; j)a4or of the Baptist church in Charlolteville, and in 1859 ]irofe.ss(;r of New
Tesiamcnt interpretation and homilctics in the Southern Baptist tlieologic:)! .'^cininary in

Greenville, S. C. Dr. B. is proficient as u Greek scholar. He has publislied, among
other papers. The Preparation and Beliccry of Sermons and Bccollections of Travels.

BROCCHI, Giovanni Battista; an Italiah geologist, 1T73-182G. lie studied at

Pisa, and was ])rofessor of botany in 1802 at Brescia, but devoted himself chiefly to

geology. In 1808, he was made inspector of mines for Italy. In 1823, he went io

Egypt, and two years after ]M(;hemet All made him one of a commission to organize for
the conquest of Sennaar. B. fell a victim to the climate at Khartoora. Among his
works are Treatke on tli^ Iron Mines of Mdla; Essay on the PJiynical Constitution of the

Metalliferous Mountains of the Valley of Trompia; Mineralogy of the Valley of l^ltssa ayid

tJie Tyrol; Foasil Geology of the Apennines, etc.

BROCK, Sir Isaac, an English gen. killed in the battle of Queenstown, Canada, Aug.
IG, 1812. Not long before, he had captured gen. PIuU (suspected of treason) and his

forces. There is a monument to his memory on the av. bank of the Niagara river.

BROCKETT, Li:sus PiEnpoNT, m.d., b. Conn., 1820; graduated from Yale medical
college in 1843. After a few years he left medical practice for literature, and has written
for the New American Cyclopmlia, etc. Among his separate works are Our Great Cap-
tain^; Woman's Work in the Civil War;. Woman, her liighti^, Wrongs, Pririlcgcs, and Rc-
Hponsihilitiei<; and Epidemic and Contagious Diseases, their Ilidory, Symj^toms, and Treat-
ment.

BROCKPORT, a village in Monroe co., N. Y., on the Central railroad and Eric
canal, 18 m. w. of Rochester; noted for manufactures, especially of pumps and agricul-

tural machines, '^riiere is a state normal school here.

BROCKTON, a t. in Fiym.outh co., i\lass., on the Old Colony railroad, 20 m. y. of

Boston; pop. '80, 13,005, The numufacture of boots and shoes is the chief industry.

BRODERICK, David Coltjrhth, 1818-59; b. Washington; an energetic uneducated
man, who became a political leader in New York city, and was ele(;ted to congress. In
18-19, he went to California, and in 185C was chosen United Slates senator. In conse
quence of some plain words, B. was challenged by David S. Terry, a judge of one of

llic .state courts, and fell in the duel which followed.

BRODERIP, William John, 1787-1859; an English writer on natural history. He
studied law, practiced, edited law reports, and was for 34 years a metropolitan police

magistrate; but liis leisure was devoted to science, and he was a member of most of the
important societies, contributed to their Transactions, and j)romoted especially the study
of zoology, being many years vice-president of the zoological society. Much of his scien-

tilic writings ai)i)eared in Eraser's Magazine.

BRODHEAD. John Romeyn, ll.d.. 1814-73; b, Phi]nueli)hia; a graduate of Rut-
gers college, and a student at law, lut aft -r brief practice; he lurned his whole attention

to Ameriftau history, especially that (one rning the early settlement of New York. In
pursuit of tliis object, while connected with tlie United States legation in Holland, he
thoroughly .searched the archives at the Hague and elsewhere in that country, and in

England and France. His great labor was rewarded by the collection of more than 5000
documents, more or less important, of which many had until then Ijcen unknown to in.s-

lorians. TIk^sc papj'rs were pi'int<!d by the state; of New York in se\(')'al Iarg(> folio

vcjlunies. In 1810, B. was secret ai*y of legation in.Eoii(lon, Avhert; he wrote the greater
})art of ins IFislory <f llie l^tale of JS'ew Tor/.:., the Inst volume of which was published in

1871. From 1853 to 1857 he was naval ollicer of the port of New York. He was a lead

ing member of the New York historic.U and (Hher learntid societies in this country and
abroad.

BROGLTE, AciriLLE Eeoitce Victor Charles. Due do, 178.V1S70; n vco.r of

France. The family was Piedmontese, but won distinction in tlu; armies of Fraiute.

The first marshal de B. served under Louis XIV,; his son reached the higliest grade; of

the French peerage; tlie second marshal commanded in the seven years' war, was made
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a i)rince of the empire, and by Louis XVI. made commander-in-chief. He refused to

serve under Napoleon, and died in vohmtary exile. Ilia son followed Lafayette to

America, but soon returned, served on the staff in the republican army of the lihine,

was denounced, rwrested, and guillotined, June 27, 1794. His injunction to his son (the

subject of this sketch, then but i) yoars old) was to remain faithful to liberty even though
she were ungrateful and unjust, " His father murdered, his mother in prison, bis property
confiscated and plundered, the young de Broglie first appears in life in wooden^shoes
and a red cap of libert}^ begging an assignat from tlie younger Tlobespierre." Yet he
adhered to the cause for which his father died, and maintained through life the princi-

ples of 1789, seeming to have forgotten even his rank until reminded of it by a summ.ons
to the chamber of peers. Early in life he was one of Napoleon's council of state. With
liigh rank, independent fortune, unblemished integrity, unflincliing patriotism, and a
sincere and consistent attachment to liberal opinions, B. entered the chamber in ISio,

just before he was 30 years old. His first opportunity was on the trial of marshal Ney,
and he alone had the courage to speak and vote for acquiftal on the ground that the

marshal was not guilty of premeditated treason. During the restoration he was active

in t])e defense of liberal opinions and measures, opposing the reactionary policy of the

couit, and acting with the doctrinaires, of whom Guizot was the ablest representative.

In b'jlG, he married Mme. de Stael's daughter. About the same time he becanse an
ally of Clarkson and AVilberforce in the cause of the emancipation of negroes from
slavery. In Louis Philippe's first cabinet he reluetantl}^ took the bureau of public wor-
ship, and in 1832, upon strong urging, became Cassiniir Perier's successor as minister

of foreign affairs, in which office he strengthened the bonds between France and Ecg-
land, negotiated the quadruple alliance, assisted in settling the Belgian and Greek ques-

tions, and labored Willi success to preserve the peace of Europe. In 18l!5,'lie was the

head of the cabinet, and, riding beside the king when Fieschi's attempt at regicide was
made, B. received one of the bullets through his coat collnr. lie retired permanently
from public life in 1886. Though not in oilice, B, i)reserved throngh life close personal

and political friendsliip with Guizot. Tlie overthrow of the constitutional monarchy
in 1848 was a severe blow to the duke; but he consented to sit in tiie icj^ublican assem-
blies, and labored to counieract some of what he deemed to be tlie cviis of universal
suffrage and to avert the roiq) d'etat which lie sav.' was impending. AVhcn it came he
was conspicuous as one of the bitterest enemies of the imperial regime, though he
admitted that an empire was "the government which the poorer classes of France
desired, and the rich (h'served." His last 20 years were devoted to philosophical and
literary pursuits. With regard to the future, he said: "I shall die a penitent Christian
and an impenitent liberal." He was a member of the academv and other societies, in

whose labor he took assiduous interest. He v.'as succeeded by Albert de B.. his oldest

son. also of literary distinction, who has liad a ])r(miinent part since 1^71 in the

national assembly, and was for st)me time the lieael of marshal JMucMuhou's cabinet.

BROGLIE, Altirut, Due de, son of Achille, b. 1821; statesman ar.d author, elected

a member of the academy in 18G2. His main work, TJie Churcit (oid tJw limnan Empire
in Ihe Fourth Ctntitry has passed through several editions. He has also published
Leibnitz's Sytitem of RcHcjUm; Qucstwn.'^ of Religi/jn, and }[ist>ri/, etc. !M. Thiers made
him minister of foreign affairs, antl ambassador to Great Britain.

BROIIAN, Josephine Felicite Augustine, b. 1824; a French actress, excelling
specially in the higher dramas, such as those of ]\[oliere, Beaumarchais, and Victor Hugo.
She has also produced some pieces of her own. On the death of Knchel she took the
great tragedienne's chair in the conservatory. Her two I5isters are well known on the
stage; Susanne, and Emilie Madeleine.

BROKE, Sir Philip Bowes Vere, 1776-1841; an English admiral of the war of
1812; lie commanded the S/ianno-n, m\d sent a challenge to fight to the American ci-.pt.

Lawrence, just promoted to the command of the Chcmpcake. "Before the latter arrived,

Lawrence, who thought the me^re appearance of a British vessel to be a challenge, went
out to meet him. An action ensued, June 1, 1813, insight of the lantl off Boston. Law-
rence was almost immeeliatel}' mortnlly wounded, anel his badly supplied and badly
manned vessel Avas captured. The victory raised B. to knighthood.

BROKER (ante). In the ITnited States, brokers are classed according to the nature
of their business. In general, the word means a dealer in money or stocks; but besides
the bill anel note broker there are exchange, insurance, cotton (and other merchandise).
])awn, real estate, and ship brokers. The B. is paid by a commission on liis smiles, or by
a special agreement. Usually brokers do not disclose the names of their principals.

There is an implied warranty in dealing with a broker that the thing he sells is all that
it pretends to be, and if a bill sold be found a forgery, he is held responsible.

BRO"ME, a co, in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the Vermont border; 350
cq.m. ; pop. '71, 13,757. The Green mountains occupy a portion of the county. Capital,
Knowllon.

BROMIDES, the salts of bromine combined with various radicals, such as potassium,
sodium, iron, mercury, and others. Alkaline B. crystallize in cubes or right
angled prisms, and arc easily soluble in water. Bromide of potassium is a universal
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Boninific. and is taken in doses of 20 to 60 grs., or even more. B. are said Lo be uSeful

in epilepsy.

BROMLEY, ii t. in England, 10 m. s.e. of London, on high ground n. of the Ravens-

bourne river. I5esides modern institutions there is a eollege founded in IGGO, by bishop

Warner, for the residence and support of widows of clergymen. There is also a

palace for the bishop of Rochester, to whom the manor has belonged since the time of

Ethelbert; and in the garden attached is St. Blaizc's well, which was of great fame.

Ijefore the reformation." Pop. of parish in '71, 10,674.

BROMOFORM. the ter-bromide of formyl, analogous to ido-formaud chloroform; a

hsavy, volatile liquid; syn. CHBra.

BRONDSTED, or Bronsted, Petek Oluf, 1781-1842; an arcJia?ologist, b. in JiU-

land. He was educated in the university of Copenhagen, and willi his friend Koes
joined baron Stackel berg's expedition to Greece, where they made important antiquarian

researches, and B. as a reward for his share was made professor of Gi'cek in the univer-

sitv of Copenhagen. This professorship he exchanged for the othce of Danish envoj'at

Rome. In 1882, after visiting France, England, Sicily, and the Ionian islands, he

returned to Copenhagen and was made director of the royal museum of antiquities and
professor of archaeology and philology, and ten years later Avas aj^pointed rector of tlie

university. His death was in consequence of falling from his horse. His principal

Avork was Ti'avels and Arcfia'ok>gleal Researches in Greece.

BRONNER, JoHANN Philipp, 1792-1865; a German authority on wnnes, their nature

a!id production, on which he published more than a dozen treatises. In 1831. he

established a school for teaching Avine-culture; and in later years, under a commission
from Baden, he traveled and investigated in all the grape-growing countries of the

continent.

BROOKE, aco. in West Virginia, in tlie "Panhandle"—a narrow strip between Ohio
and Pennsylvania; 75 sq.m. ; pop. 70, 5464. Surface hilly, soil fertile; productions
agricultural. The Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St. Louis railroad passes through it. Co-,

seat, Wellsbury.

BROOKE, Francis J., 1763-1827; a Virginian, an officer in the revolutionary army,
speaker of the Virginia senate, and presiding judge of the court of appeals.

BROOKINGS, a co. in s.e. Dakota, on the border of Minnesota and Big Sioux river,

750 sq.m.: pop. '70, 103, of wdiom 145 were Indians. There are several large streanis

and many lakes in the territory.

BROOKITE, a mineral of pure native titanic anhydride. It is found in Perthshire,

Scotland. A kind found in the Ozark mountains is known as arkansite.

BROOKLIME, a European plant growing in wet places, used in salads in England
and sometimes sold with water-cresses. There is a similar plant in the United States

bearing the same name.

BROOKLINE, a village and township in Norfolk co., Mass., on the Charles river,

s.w, of Boston, and on the Boston, Hartford and Erie, and the Boston and Albany rail-

roads. B. is a favorite place of residence for persons doing business in Boston, and a

]>art of the town was annexed to that city in 1870. There is a tine town-house, a good
public library, and some notably beautiful churches. Communication with Boston is

male also by liorse railroads. Pop. about 7000.

BROOKLYN {anM), the capital of Kings co., N. Y., with 554,696 inhabitants; com-
prising, under the act of consolidation which went into eifect .Ian. 1, 1855, Rrooklyn,

Williamsburg, Green Point, Wallabout, Bedford, New IJrooklyn, Bushwick, Gowanus.
and South Brooklyn; situated in the northern part of Long island, (unbracing an area

of 16,000 acres, or 25 sq. miles. The city is 8 m. long, with a breadth from 2 to 5 m.,

averaging 3^ m. ; it has a water-front on the East river and bay of New York, 8^ m. in

length'; is boimded on the n. by Newtown (;reek; on the s. by the towns of New Lots,

Flatbush, and New Ltrecht; on the e. by the Queens co. line; and on the w. by the East

river and bay of New York. TIk; s. and e. borders are o(;cupied by a broad range of

low hills extending into Queens county. Along the shore opposite the lower point of

New York, is an irregidar bluff known as the " Brooklyn Heights," on which ai"e many
handsome residences; it has a v(!ry pictur(^s(iue appearance, es[)ecially when viewed from
New York, while the rays of the s(;tting sun fall u|)on the houses. A large portion of the

Routhern part of the (tity is low and level. Its water front is entircily (xicupied by wharves
and warehouses. Williamsburg, now called Brooklyn, E. D. (eastern di.strict), includcH

the thifikly-settled portions n. of the \VallaI)out bay, contains a large number of manu-
faf;tin-irig establishments, and has its (intiic water-front dev()t('d lo commercial purpo.scK.

Greeupoint lies between Bushwick and N(!Wtown creeks, and occupies the extreme noith-

western part of the city; it contains large shipyards and mamifactories. South B.,

lyings, of Atlantic street, has an extensive water-front, and contains large wood, coal,

.stone, and lumber-yards, numerous planing-mills, dislillerleH, breweries, plaster millH,

foundries, and machin(!-sh{)ps. B. is connected with New York by l'> steam ferries,

and tl*e Annex boats leave llie foot of Fullon street every 20 minutes for Jersey City
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and Iloboken. Witli the remoter part of Long island it is connected by the Long Island
and tlie South Side railroads, and with Coney island, a popular seaside resort, at the &.\v.

extremity, by a number of steam-car lines during the summer season, while some 2G
lines of city railroads, using horse-power, radiate from the ferries to the bounds of the
city in every direction. An elevated railroad, on the plan of those erected recently in

New York, is now in course of construction, to extend from Fulton ferry to East Xevv
York, a post village of New Lots township, on the Long Island railroad; a distance of

5| miles. The East river bridge, to connect B. with New York, is described under the
article Biiidges. The estimated cost of the bridge is $13,708,026, and the expenditures
up to 31st Dec, 1879, were $11,216,431, of which amount the city of New York con-
tiibuted its quota of $3,800,000. B. is well supplied with pure, soft water, derived
from Hempstead hook, Vallej'', and Springfield creeks; is tlioroughl}^ lighted by gas
companies; has a large and etftcieut fire department; and its sanitary and police matters
are cared for by the metropolitan boards of health, of excise, and of police, respectively.

The total number of deatbs registered by the board of health in the 11 months ending
Nov. 30, 1879, was 10,651, representing an annual death rate of 20.57 in a thousand.
During the same year there were registered 2898 marriages and 9013 bijths; there were
23.441 arrests; the number of buildings completed was 1128, and 399 were in course of
erection. The assessed valuation of taxable propert}' for 1879 was $232,925,699, and
the annual tax levy, $5,929,629, making the average rate of taxation $2.55. The city

debt is $37,565,369.89. The city government consists of a mayor, controller, auditor,

treasurer, corporation counsel, tax collector, registrar of arrears, 3 commissioners of

city works, 3 commissioners of police and excise, 3 com.missioncrs of fire and buildings,

and a board of health; and each of the 25 wards is represented in the board of aldermen.
The report of the board of education shows that during the scliool year ending Sept,

30. 1879, the number of licensed teachers employed in the public schools was 56 males
and 1346 females. The whole number of children of school age who attended the 60
public free schools of the city was 98,823.

B, has a number of parks: Washington park occupies the site of Fort Greene, of
revolutionary fame; Carroll park is very tastefully laid out; but its chief pleasure-

ground, and one of the most superb in the country, is Prospect park, the construction
of which was begun in 1866; it now covers, with the adjoining parade-ground, 550 acn^s.

The site is one full of natural beauty: magnificent views, fine forest trees, a fertile soil,

and numerous lakes lend to the spot all the charms of rural scenery. Upon the plaza
at the main entrance is a magnificent fountain and a bronze statute of Abraham Lincoln.
Twenty-five acres have been set apart for zoological gardens, and there is a fine observa-

tory on Lookout hill. There are 11 m, of walks, and 10 m. of roads for drivirig and
riding purposes. The cemeteries of B, are widely known : Greenwood, Cypress Jlills.

and the Cemetery of the Evergreens, are the principal, while there are several of smaller
size and note. In Greenwood are interred about 175,000 bodies, and there are over 20C0
monuments; the ground inclosed is 413 acres, situated on Gowanus heights, in the s.

part of the city.

The U. S. government bought the site now occupied l)y the navy-yard, for $40,000,
in 1801, but b}' subsequent purchases lias become the owner of about 200 acres in the
neighborhood. The navy-yard, occupies nearly 50 acres, inclosed by a high brick wall,

and is situated on the s. shore of Wallabout bay. The Directory credits B. with 274
churches, which would seem to justify the appellation of "the city of churches." Of
this number there are: Baptist, 27; Congregationalist, 23; Presb3'terian. 27; Protestant
Episcopal, 36; Reformed church, 15; Lutheran, 14; Methodist Episcopal. 39. besides 7
churches for colored members; Roman Catholic, 42, and the Jews have 6 synagogues.
We are limited to a simple reference to a few of the more prominent churches. "St.
Ann's on the Heights" is a fine Episcopal church; the general style of its architecture is

the middle-pointed gothic. The church of the Holy Trinity is built of broAvn stone, in

the Gothic style, and has a spu'e 275 ft. high; it is one of the liaudsomest churches in

the country. St. Paul's is constructed of rough-hewn blue granite and sandstone, in

Gothic style; it has a front of 75 ft., a depth of 145 ft., and is 67 ft. high in the nave.
The church of the Pilgrims is built of gray stone, and inserted in the main tower is a
piece of the Plj^mouth rock: its pastor, Dr, R S. Storrs, is a noted pulpit orator,

Plymouth church, a plain brick building on Orange street, has accommodations for seat-

ing 2800 persons, and contains what was until recently the largest church organ in
America; Henry Ward Beecher has been its pastor for the last 33 years, and the desire
to hear him preach is so great that many pew-holders generously give up their seats to

strangers for the evening service. The amount offered for pew-rents during the year
1880 was over $40,000. A Roman Catholic cathedral is in process of erection on Lafay-
ette avenue, between Carlton and Yanderbilt avenues; it will be a very large and impos-
ing structure. The " Tabernacle" is on Schermerhorn street; the exterior is of brick,
with stone trimmings, and the interior is well arranged for seating a large audience; the
]ilan is a large semicircle, the organ in the center of the straight side, with the pulpit
immediately in front, giving the speaker command of the entire building; a spacious
gallery runs around the entire auditorium, A door at the end of each aisle opens into
a wide hall, so that in case of fire the church can be emptied in a verj' short time; its

pastor is the well-known Rev. T, De Witt Talmage, There are nearly 200 private schools
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and educationtil institutions in TV Among tlicsc arc sovcrnl wliose names have now a
national reputation. Such are the Paekei- collegiate institute, and iJie J^rooklyn heights
81'minary lor young ladies; tlie Adelphi academy, the ('ollegiate and Polytechnic insti-

tute for boys, and the juvenile liigh-school. Among the principal l)uildingsare tlie city

hall, the Kings co. court-house, costing, with the adjacent grounds, $1, 200,000; the Kinga
CO. savings-banii, the church charity foundation, the new B. orphan atn'lum, the
college of St. John the Baptist, the art building, the academy of design, ana the Long
Island historical society, now being built of terra-coita, at the conijer of Clinton and
Pierponf streets. The academy of nuibic, on ^Montague street, was built in 18G0, cost-

ing .^206,000; it contains seats for 2300 persons; is built of handsome brick with Dor-
chester stone trimmings; 232 ft. long. 02 ft. wide, and 06 ft. high. Opposite is the B.
li!)rary, a handsome model of what the home of a library ought to be. The building
was completed in 1837, at a cost of $227,000; the library now numbers 58,000 volumes,
and Mr, S. B. Nojv'es, the librarian of the institution, has the creditor organizing a cata-

logue system that has been highly praised for its thorough and convenient method of
reference. The Kings co. penitentiary is on Noslrand avenue; its expenses for 1879
were 1101,171. 7.'5; its earnings, $02,917,04; and it contained 2000 prisoners. The two
principal theaters are the Park theater, on Fulton street, opposite the city hall park, and
the Brooklyn theater, corner of Jolmson and Washington streets, on the site of one wliich
was destro^'^ed by tire Dec. 6, 1870, causing the death of over 300 persons; the new struc-

ture has proper m-'aas of exit, and is called Haverly's Brooklyn theater. There are 21

hospitals, dispensaries, and inrtrinaries, besides numerous other benevolent institutions.

Among these are the Long Island college hospital, St. Mary's and St, Peter's hospital,

the female orphan asylum, the marine hospital, and the Graham institution for the reliei

of aged women.
B. is the headquarters of tlie 2d division of the national guard of tlje state of New

York, consisting of the oth and the 11th brigades; this force consists of the 13th, 14ih,

2J{1. 32(1, and 47th regiments of infantry, 3 troops of cavalry, and 3 batteries of

artillery.

Tlie street-, with the exception of Fulton street, the principal tlioroughfare, are gen-
erally straight, have a width of from 60 to 100 ft., and cro.ss caclj other at right angles.

Myrtle and Atlantic avenues are, next to Fulton St., the most active business thorough-
fares, and contain many stores that carry on a large trade. The large number of persons
who reside in B. and do business in New York has caused tlie city to he termed face-

tiously a " big bedroom;" in fact, although i^sown industrial and commercial activity is

very great, by far the larger part of the city is devoted to private dwelling-houses. Clin-

ton avenue is beautifully laid out with handsome residences surrounded by ornamental
grounds, and it would be difficult to lind in any city a street more attractive of its kind.

Prom a point between the Catherine and Fulton ferry slips to the Gowanus district

extends along t!ie entire river frontan almost unbroken line of storeljouscs. The A..tlantic

dock wareliouses of South Brooklyn opposite Governor's island cover a space of 20
acres, and inclose a basin 40 acres in area. Here most of the grain brought from the

west is handled. ."Stored, and transhipped. The capacity of the grain warehouses is

estimated at 12,000,000 bushels; and about 25,000 ves.sels, exclusive of canal boats and
lighters, are ,said to be annually unloaded. The principal articles are molasses, .sugar,

grain, coffee, oil, hides, and wool. The annual storage of nienhandise in B. is valued
at .$281,000, 000. Among the numerous manufacturing e.<^tablishments of B, are tlie

following: Prentice's liat factories; the Brooklyn brass and copper company; the New
York agricultural works; the American steel company's works; the printing house and
book manufactory of D, Ai)pleton & Co. ; the great sugar-relineries of the eastern district;

Peter Cooper's glue factory; Kalbfleisch's chemical works, etc.

The first settlement of Brooklyn, formerly Breuckclen, dates from IGHC, wdicu a few
Walloon colonists took up their residence on the spot that still bears the name of \Valla-

bout. English anrl Dutch .settlers followed; and in 16G7, a patent or charter was granted
to the town by governor Richard Nicholls. The first church had IxH'n erected the

previous year. In 1008, the p')pulation amounted to only 500 j)er.soiis, of whom 05 were
slaves. In 1770, tiic site of the i)resent town was the scene of the battle hetwern the

Americans and tlie British, usually known as thel)attle of Lon*'; island. In 1810, Jirook-

lyn was incorporated as a village, and in 1834 it became a chartered city, AVilliams-

burg attained the rank of a village in 1827, and was recognized as a city in 1851, The
population of B, was in 1800, 3298; in 1820, 7175; in 1830. 15,202; in 1^340, 30,233; and in

1850, 9(J,850, In 1860, after its consolidation with Williamsburg, the poj)ulation had
increased to 206.66I ; in 1870. to 306.009; in 1875, to 482,403; and according to the U. S.

census of 1880, B, has 554,606 inhabitants.

BIIOOKS, a CO. in s. Georgia bordering Florida; 550 sci.m.; pop. '70, 8342-4281
colored. The Atlantic and Gulf railroad intersects. J^roductions, cotton, corn, etc.

Co, Heat, Quitman,

BROOKS, CiiAiiT.ES TiMOTiry, h. Ma.ss., 1813; graduated froui Harvard, and in 1837
settled in Newport as a Unitarian minister. Most of his lim(> was devoted to literature,

especially to German translations. Tie publislied Schiller's William Tell; JT<>mn(jG to the

Arts; Gcnruiii Lyrics; SorKjs of the Field and the Flood; a translatioii of Gcjcthc's Faust;
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and many less important Avorks; besides a volume of sermons, various poems, and
a prose romance.

BROOKS, Erastus, brother of James, b. Maine, 1815; graduated at Brown univer-

sily, and became teacher of a grammar school and editor of the Haverhill Gazette, In

183C, he was a Washington correspondent for several papers, and soon after became
associated v/itli James in the New York Express, where lie remained as assistant and as

chief editor until about 1877. He was a leader in the American party, and their can-

didate for governor of New York (but not elected) in 1856. He was in the state senate

of 1856, where his advocacy of the bill to divest Roman Catholic bishops of their title

to church property involved him in a controversy with bishop Hughos, which at the

time attracted much attention. Mr. B. has been for several terms in the legislature.

BROOKS, James, 1810-73; b. Maine; a journalist and politician. He graduated at

Waterville college, and was principal of a Latin school in Portland; became a writer of

letters to various nev/spapers, and originated the idea of regular correspondence from
"Washington. As a member of the Maine legislature in ISSO, he proposed a survey for

a railroad from Portland to Quebec or Montreal. In that year he made a tour of Europe
on foot, sending his observations to the Porflaml Advertiser. In 1886, he established

Wxii JSfeio York Express, published both morning and evening, which still survives as a

prominent evening newspaper. In 1847, he was a member of the state legislature, and
in 1845 was elected to congress. During the native-American excitement, 1841-44, his

paper was strongly in favor of that party. In 1850. he favored the compromiRC meas-
ures of Henry Clay, and after the outbreak of the civil war he left the party with which
lie had been so long identitlcd, and was immediately return'ed to congress by the demo-
crats. In 1871, after a n-jJ.d trip abroad, he ^fwhlitihcd A Seven Months' Hun Up and
J)own and Arovnd ihc World.

BROOKS, JoII^^ m.d., 1752-1825; an American patriot who, on hearing of the affair

at Lexington, marched to the place from Reading with a company of nnnute-men just

in lime io see the British in retreat. He served in the war, and was frequently pro-

moted. After the peace, he resumed the practice of medicine at Medford, and in 1816
was elected governor of Massachusetts, and re-elected annually until 1823, when he
refused to be longer a candidate.

BROOKS, Maria Gowen, 1795-1845; b. Mass.; an American poetess, by Robert
Southey called "l^iaria del Occidente." She lost her lather when young, and was pro-

tected and educated by her future husband, a Mr, Brooks, a merchant of Boston. Alter
his death, she went to Cuba, and in 1830 visited London and Paris. Some oi her v.orks
arc Judith, Esther, and, other Poems; Zophiel, or the Bride of Seven; Idomen, or the Vale of
Ynmuri; and Ode to the Departed.

BROOKS, Petku Ciiardon, 1767-1849; a successful business man of Massachu-
setts; in boyhood on a farm; engaged in marine insurance in Boston, where he made a
fortune; for several years president of the New Englnnd insurance company. After
retiring from business, he was active and liberal in benevolent enterprises. As a mem-
ber of the legislaturehe did what he could toward the suppression of lotteries.

BROOF«. '^"TLT^ri:, b. ]*.Ias3., 1835; graduate of Harvard, and from 1859 to 1870
rector of Episcopal churches in Philadelphia: in the latter year becoming rector of
Trinity church, Boston. He is celebrated as a pulpit orator, and as a vigorous and inde-

pendent thinker. His freedom from the ordinary sectarian tranunels, his liberal views
of doctrine, with his profound convictions as to vital Christian truths, and his deeply
spiritual yet intensely practical preaching, give him great popular power.

BROOKS, Preston S., 1819-57; graduate of South Carolina college; was in the
slate legislature, and served in the war with Mexico. In 1853, he was" a member of
congress, and was re-chosen in 1854. May 22, 1856, he assaulted senator Sumner, strik-

ing liim over the head with a cane while in his chair in the senate chamber, and severely
injuj-ing him. The house of representatives did not expel him, though a committee
reported in favor of doing so; but he resigned, only to be immediately re-elected by his
constituents. He died suddenly of inflammation of the throat before the close of the
second month of his term.

BROOME, a CO. ins. New York, on the Pennsylvania border; 680.sq.m. ; pop. '75,

42,149; in '80, 50.056. It is drained by the Su.squeiianna, Chenango. Otselic, and other
streams, and intersected by the New York and Eric. Albany and Susquehanna, Syracuse
and Binghamton, and Delaware, Lackawanna and AYestern railroads, and the Chenango
canal. Productions agricultural, including an immense quantity of butter. Co. seat,
Binghamton.

BROOME, William, ll.d., 1689-1745; coadjutor of Pope in translating the
Odyssey. For writing all the notes and translating eight books of the Greek text. B.
received $2500; but Pope loved money, and when the small price became notorious it

annoyed the poet so that he abused B.*in the Dunciad and in tlie Bathos. B. published
a Miscellany of Poems, and translated some of Anacreon's odes. He was a rector iu
Suffold.

BROOMS. See Britphes and Brooms.
Am. Ad. I.—23
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BROTHER JONATHAN, a synonym for the people of the United States, as "John
I^hU" is for the people of England. When Washington took coniniand of the revohi-

tiouary forces in >icvv England, he found an ininiediate necessity for arms and ollu".

war nialerials, Jonathan Trumbull was th(;n governor of Connecticut, a man of excel

lent judgment, and a highly esteemed friend of Washington, It happened that at

AH important council of officers where the wants of the service were tlie tcjpic under
consideration, Wiishiugton remarked, in reference to some knotty question: " VVc

must consult Brother Jonathan," meamng governor Trumbull, 'i ne expression was'

repeated on occasions of diiticult}^ uud before the war closed it was established as a con-

venient name for the whole people.

BROUGHAM, Johx, b. Ireland. 1810, d. N. Y., 1880; studied surgery for a consid-

erable time, but was obliged to leave school on account of adversity, and went to Lou-
don, where he proposed to enter the East India service; but an old man gave him a

guinea, and urged him to seek some titter employment. Happening to meet au old

acquaintance, he got au engagement in the prince of Wales theater, and there in July,

1880, he acted six parts in the old play Tom and Jerri/. In 1830, he was a member of

the company organized by Madame Vcstris. Aljout this time he wrote his t'lvd plaj',

a burlesque, prepared for 'William E, Burton, then acting in London. In 1840, he was
a membL-r of the Lyceum, for which theater he wrote a number of plays. He came to

the United States in 1842, and appeared in the old Park tiieater in New ^ork city.

Soon after he joined Burton's company in Chambers street: and here also he wrote a num-
ber of pla3's, among which were Vaniiy Fair, AU is Fair, in L^vs, Dolnbey and Sou, and
the ImhF.mgrant. Afterwards he managed Niblo's Garden, and in Dec, 1850, Ii3

opened Brougham's Lyceum on Broadway, where he produced David Coirpcrjield , and a
new version of the Actress of Paiu'i, the latter written for Charlotte Cushman, He then

connected himself with Wallack's company, in which he remained until 1860; then

managed the Bowery theater, reviving Jiinj John with superb scenery. Meanwhile ho
was writing plays, among which were the Gainc of Love, Bleak House, A Decided Case,

(xLtnie of L'fd, Playinfj with Fire, Pocahontas, Love and Murder, Eontance and Eealify,

etc. After several seasons at Wallack's, he rejoi-.ied Burton and produced his burlesque

of Qoliini'ms, and other plays. In 1830, he Avent to England, where he remained five

years, and there too he was w^riting and adapting pla3's, among them the Daki'^s Motto.

for Mr. Fechter. He reappeared in New York in Oct., 1865, and not long after again

joined Wallack's company, with which he remained until the close of his life. Among
his later plays are John Garth, and The Lily ejf France.

BIIOUGHTON, Jo:i.>^ CamHobhousk, Lord, 178G-18G9; an English statesman. At
his death the peerage became extinct, as he left no male issue. In his school days at Cam-
bridge he was the intimate friend of Byroti, and the two made a tour of southern Europe at

a later period. He was a radical, and, in 1810, wrote a book to correct certain current

misrepresentations of the events of the Hundred Days in Pans. 'V\\^i work gave great

offense both in Plagland and France. The translator and printer in Paris were vsentenced

to fine and imprisonment for an "atrocious libel," and in London he was contincd in

Newgate nearly three months, As a martyr to toryism, he tried for parliament in

the borough of Westminster, but was defeated, though chosen by a large majoiity only
two years later. For 12 year^ he was an ardent and courageous advocate of liberal

measures, among them the repeal of the test and corporation acts, and Roman Catholic

emancipation. In 1831, he became a baron, and in the same year was secretary of war
in the Grey ministry. Subsequently he was chief commissioner of woods and forests,

and president of the board of control. In 1851, he became a peer, and ceased to partici-

pate in public life Lord B. published Lmilations and Tn(ns(ati/)ns from the (UaKsics;

Journey throivjh Albania with fyn'd Byron; and Historical Illustrations of the Fourth (Janto

of C'hilde Harold.

BROUSSON, CiAUDE, 1647-98; a French Protestant, an advocate and legal defender
of the Huguenots. His house was the rendezvous of ctM'lain lenders of an out break, and
h(! was compelled to tly from the city (Toulouse), barely escaping into Switzerland,
H(; vtmtured into P\'anc(j twice afterwards, at great peril; but in 1697 he was caught,
after many escapes, and sentenced to be bi*ok(;n on the wheel on the charge of treason-
able conspiracy with tin; duke of Schombcrg to invade P>ance. Ho wasexrcuted accord-
ingly, Nov. 4, lO.^S. He left a niunber of works on the subjects of the period.

BROUSSONFiT, Pieuhe M.UiiK Auotj^te, 1761-1807; a French naturalist educated
in medicine, and a pmfcssor at the age of 18. He labored zealously to establish the fiin-

n;can system of botany in France, and visited England, when; he was admitted to (he
royal society, publishing in London /rhthyol(>f/ia>. Diras f. In I^aris he was perpetual
Hecretary of the society of agriculture, and a mcnnlnn* of the electoral college of the city.

Hubsequently ho visited Madrid and Lisbon, and went as pliysician to an einba-sy
which the United States sciut to the emperor of Morocco. Still later he was French
consul at Tenei-iffc; in 1797 a memlxT of the institut(^ and in chnrge of the botanical
garden at Montpellicr. He died of a]M)i>lt!.\y soon after his election to the national leg-

ishitive l)ody. France is indebted to him for the introduction of the Merino siieep nnd
the ,\ngora goat.
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BROUWER, Adrian, 1608-40; a Dutch painter. He was apprenticed to Frank
Hals, who treated liini wiih great severity, and drove him to dissipation and tlie low

lil'e so well depicted in Ids works. Tlie best collection of his pictures is in ihe Munich
gallery.

BROWN, a CD. in lllin(jis, on the Illinois river; 320 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 12,20o. In parll

praJi'io and in part wooded, with iertile and well-culliv::ted soil. It is intersected by
the Toledo, Wabash, and Western railroad. Agricultui-e is tne main business. Co. seat,

]Mount (Sterling.

BROWN, a CO. in s. Indiana; 320 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8681; well woodecl. and with'

tolerably productive soil. Agriculture is the chief occupation. Co. seat, ^Nashville.

BROWN, a CO. in n.e. Kansas on the Nebraska border; 576 sq.m.; pop. '78, 10,446j

in '80, 12,759. The co. is crossed by the St. Joseph and Denver City railroad. Produe-^

tions, grain, hay, butter, and cattle. Co. seat, Hiawatha.

BROWN, a CO. in s. Minnesota, on the Big and Little Cottonw^ood; 450 sq.m.; pop..

'76, 6396. Chief business, agriculture. Co. seat. New Uhn.

BROWN, a CO. in s.w. Ohio, on the Ohio river; 502 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 30,802; in '80,-

32,965. Hilly near the river, but level inland; fertile and well cultivated. Produces
grain, butter, sorghum molasses, and some wine. Co. seat, Georgetown.

BROWN, a CO. in w. Texas, on Colorado river; 1050 sq.m.; pop. '70, 544. Hilly

and prairie surface, with rich soil. Chief business!, stock raising. Co. seat, Brown-
wood.

BROWN, a CO. in e. Wisconsin at the head of Green bay; 525 sq.m.
;

pop. '70,

25,168. Uneven surface; productions agricultural. The Wisconsin division of the

Chicago and Northwestern railroad passes through. Co. seat, Green Bay.

BROWN, Benjamin Gratz, b. Ky, 1826; graduate of Yale; made his home in

St. Louis, and in 1852 was a member of the legislature. In 1854, he started the

Missouri Democrat. In the civil war he fought for the union, commanding a brigade.

In 1863, he was a United Suites senator from^Missouri, and in 1872 was the democTatie
candidate for vice-president.

BROWN, Chad, d. 1665; he left Massachusetts in 1636 because of differences with
the leaders of the colony, and settled in Rhode Island, where he became an elder in

a Baptist church, and the progenitor of many prominent citizens.

BROWN, Francis, d.b., 1718-1820; a native of New Hampshire, and graduate of

Dartmouth college, of which he became president in 1815. Some of his sermons and
pamphlets have been published.

BROWN, George L., b. 1814 in Boston; an American painter, of whose produc-
tions the more notable are "The Crown of New England" (the White mountains), and
'' The Harbor of New York,"

BROWN, GooLD, 1791-1857; a grammarian; b. in Rhode Island; for 20 years a
teacher in New York, and author of several elementary and progressive works oh
English grammar, the most important of which is his Grammar of English Grammars^

BROWN, Henry Ktrke. b. Mass., 1814; an American sculptor, well known for works
in bronze. He studied portrait-painting in Boston, and after spending .^ome years in Italy,

j^ettled in Brooklyn, N. Y. He made thg first bronze cast achieved in the Cnited States.

Jsome of his figures are "Hope," '* The Pleiades," " The Four Seasons," and statues of

De Witt Clinton, Washington, Nathanial Greene, Lincoln, and gen. Scott.

BROWN, Hugh Stowell, b. 1823; an English clergymen who left the established

church and joined the Baptists; he soon became a leader, aud is still very popular with
the working classes.

BROWN, Jacob, 1775-1828; a*! American gr-neral commanding on the Canadian
frontier in the war of 1812; he showed skill a^d courage in the defense of Sackett's

Harbor, and in the battles of Chippewa and Niagara Ftdls. In 1821, he was chief in

command of the United States army.

BROWN, Jonisr, d.d.. b. 1715-66; an English divine and author; educated at

Tambridge; served with distinction as a volunteer in 1745. and was about that time
.'.ppointed chaplain. He is best known by his writings, such iis Honor, and Essaif on
Satire {\>QQm^)\ the tragedy of Barbarosm', \iro(\\\QQi\ by Garrick, followed by 'Athd-
»tone, a satire on the manners and principles of the time; a Dissertation on the Mine,

Union, and Poirer, etc., of Poetrt/ and Music. He was affected with deep melancholy
at times, and in the last of these afliictions committed suicide.

BROWN, John, 1736-1803; merchant of Providence, R. I. : the leader of the men
who destroyed the G'lapee, an English sloop-of-war, June 17. 1772. He was arrcstcHi and
put in irons, but escaped. He was a member of congress from Rhode Island, and a
patron of Brown university.

BROWN, John, 1744-80; graduate of Yale, and king's attorney in New York. In
1775, he was an emissary in Canada to provoke the people against the English govern-
ment. He was with Allen at the capture of Ticouderoga, and at Quebec when^Wolfe
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was killed. lie "ivne killed hy Indians while on the way to help Schuyler in the Mohawk
valley caiiipaigu.

BROWN, Joirrc, 1757-1837: b. Va.; 5?oldier in the revolutionary army. He was a
student at Princeton and at William and Mary college; and after residing in Kentucky
for a few years, returned to Virginia, and represented that stale in congress, 1787-9^.

From 1793^ to 1805, he was United States senator from Virginia.

BROWN, John, b. Conn., May 9. 1800: d. Dec. 2, 1859; an American abolitionist,

celebrated as the originator of tlie insurrection at Harper's ferry. He was intended for

the ministry, but Avas compelled to give up study on account of intlammation in his

eyes. Witli his family he removed to Ohio, where he worked as a tanner, and engaged
in the wool trade, in which he failed. He then went to Essex co., N. Y., and began as

a fanner, but in 1854 followed his four sons, wiio had settled in Kansas, and were sub-

jected to much persecution on account of their opposition to slavery. When the free-

state men organized to repel the Missourians who were besieging Lawrence, Brown and
his sons were among the foremost on the free-state side; and a little later they made a

remarkable defense against vastly superior numbers near Ossawattomie. After many
rough adventures in the Kansas troubles, B. formed the project of an insurrection in

tiie south among the slaves as the surest means of securing tlieir liberation. Pie drilled

a small force in Iowa in the winter of 1857, and the next spring, in Canada, drew up a
new provisional constitution for the states, under which he was selected as commander-
in-chief, one of his sons, and Richard Realf and .John Kagi, being civil oflicers. The
next important event was the rescue by B. of certain slaves in Missouri who had been
soid and were to be taken to Texas, one of the owners of the property being slain in tiie

conflict. Again he went to Canada, returning to the United States in the summer.
His attempt to capture the arsenal at Harper's ferry was made on Sunday night, Oct.

loth, 1859, The arsenal was easily seized, several citizens were taken into custody,

conspicuous houses were searched for arms, and few of the citizens knew what was
going on until mid-forenoon, when they began to rally; some scattered firing followed,

o:ie colored man was killed (by Brown's men), the mayor was slightly hurt, and so

v;a3 one of Brown's sons. There was no sign of a rising of negroes, and before noon
Brown and his men were in the arsenal, virtually prisoners, A feeling of rage pre-

vailed so strongly, that a man who came from the arsenal with a flag of truce was
instantly killed, and one prisoner was put to death. At night Brown had three

unwounded whites and a few useless negroes for his army; one of his sons lay dead, and
another was badly wounded. In the morning a force of United States marines
arrived, and Brown, fighting desperately to the last, was taken prisoner, being

wounded once with a sword, and twice with the bayonet. All of the iuA-aders were
indicted for conspiring to incite insurrection, and for murder and treason. After a trial

of tlirce days, in which Brown was unable, on account of his wounds, to stand up;
lie was found guilty, and sentenced to death on the scaffold within 48 hours. He died

calmly on the 2d of Dec, 1859. It may safely be assumed that his execution hastened

the downfall of slavery in the United States. B. was a man of stern and uncom-
promising moral principle; and though open to the charge of fanaticism, and regarded

as justly and necessarily condemned to death under the law, he seems to be increas-

ingly viewed as a martyr and a hero, offering himself in a l)lin(l and unconscious sacri-

fic^e as an obstacle in the path of a gigantic social and political wrong.

BROWN, JoriN Newton, d.d., 1803-68; b. Conn.; a Baptist clergyman who pub-

H.shed an EiicjjdopcPAUa of IMigiouH Kiiowledrje, i\i\d. Memoriah of Bavtid Martyrfi.

BROWN. Nicholas, 1795-1841; b. R. I,; the chief patron of Brown university,

which in 1804 changcul its name in his honor from Rhode Island college. In early

life he vt^as a member of the house of lirown & Ives, successful merchants. The
gifts of Brown to the university reached more than .$100,000. He also gave $30,000
to establish an insane asylum in Providence, besides large sums to the athena)uin,

and to churches, etc.

BROWN, Samukl Oilman, d.tj.. ll.d., b. Maine, 1813; graduated at Dartmouth
college and Andovcr theological seminary; traveled in Europe: was ))rofes.sor in Dart-

moulii of oratory and intell(;ctual philosophy; elected prfisidcnt of Hamilton college in

1867, and resigned the position in 1880. He has published a L'fe erf llnfiis Clioate; Biog-

raphy of Helf- Taii,(/]it Men; etc.

BROWN, SamuklR., d.d., 1810-SO; b. Conn. His mother was Vhe author of the

familiar liymn, I hve to Hfcal a inhiU away. The family remov(>(l in early chiMhood to

Monson, Mass. Dr. B., as an American missionary, foundtjd the first l^rotestant Chri.s-

•tian scliool in China, at which Yung \Ving, now a member of the embassy from China
to the Unit(!d States, and chief of the educational commission Avhich has 120 Chinese

you'ilis in iN'ew England schools and colleges, was educated. (Jradualrd from Yale in

1832, I">r. Brown sailed for China, 1838, and was manager of {\\v. Morrison Chinese

McliDol for boys, at Canton. 1838-47. lie was in the United Slates, 1817-59; and in

1859, was stationed at Yokohamn, Japan, as om; of the first missionaries. He is transla-

tor of the Bible into Japanese, and of sevciral Jai)anese books; author of Colhxjwial Ja/p-

(iticHd. a grammar; PixndergimCs Mantcry Syn/cni, adapted to the study of English or Jap-
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anese; and of many articles on Chinese and Japanese subjects. He returned to this

country in feeble health, in 1879, and died in Monson, Mass.

BROWN, Thomas, 1663-1704; recognized by Addison as "of facetious memory."
He was a farmer's son, and entered at Oxford, but was obliged, for liis wild conduct, to

leave college. In London, alter trying teaching, he wrote poems, letters, etc., lor his

bread. His works are witty, but coarse, and often indelicate. Ke would lose his friend

sooner than iiis joke.

BROWN, Ulysses Maximilian; 1705-57; after studjdng at Limerick, Rome, and
Prague, lie entered the Austrian army, serving with distinction in Corsica and Italy, and
rising rapidh"^ in riuik. In 1739, he was tield-marshal lieut., and one of the aulic

council. He was field-marshal in the seven 3'^ears'' war, repulsed the Prussians at Lowo-
sitz, and was mortally wounded in the great battle of Prague.

BROWN, William Law'kence, 1755-1830; minister of the English church al

Utrecht, and successor of his father and uncle. He was also professor of moral phi-

l'>soph3^ and ecclesiastical historj^ in tlie university, to which was added a professorsliip

of the law of nature. After the French i;evolution he escaped to England, and at a
later iieriod became principal of Marisclial college, Aberdeen. In 1800, he was chaplain
to the king, and in 1804 dean of the chapel royal. Kis best known works arc Enmy on
the Natural Eqvaliiy of Man; On the ExkteMce of tJie Suiwetne Creator; and on the existing

religions with regard to their moral tendency.

BROWNE, Edv^ahd Harold, d.d,, an English bishop, b. 1811; educated at Cam-
bridge, and holding various professorships until in 1864 he was consecrated bishop of

Ely. He has published Art Expomtion of the Thirty-nine Articles; Aids to Faith, etc.

BROAVNE, Isaac Hawkins, an English poet, 1705-60; educated at Cambridge ; then
engaging in the law. He was twice chosen to parliament; but his reputation rests exclu-

j^ively upo!i his poems, such as Desif/ji and Beauty, and The Pipe of Tobacco, in which he
imitates Cibber, Pope, Young, Swift, and othci*s, all of whom were living when it was
published. De ArmricB Imniortalitate, a close imitation of Lucretius, was his most impor-
tant work.

BROWNE, John Ross, b. 1817; an emigrant from Ireland to the United States when
a child. He learned shcvtliand writing, and bex'ame a reporter in the United States .sen-

ate. Having a desire to travel, he went first on a whale-ship, and on his return publislicd

a l)ook of observations in Zxinzibar. He next went on government business to California
in 1849. Two years later he went as corresiwndent of a ncwspa^xT toEuroj)e, traveling

Ihrough Italy, Sicily, and Palestine, and giving an account in Yuscf. After further
service in the north-western Jerritories and oi\ the Pacific coast, he went to Algeria, Ice-

land, Poland, and Russia, and pulilished 77/*:' Land of Thor, and An American Family
in Germany. In 1869, he published an elalK)rate report on the Re^urces of the Pacijic

JS!ope. He was minister to China for a .short time, apjwinted in 1868, but recalled two
years later.

BROWNE, William, an English poet, b. 1590, of whose life little is known, save
that he was in Exeter college, Oxford, antl was a tutor to an earl of Caernarvon. He
v\'as of the school of Si)enser, and author of Britafinia's Pustorah, and T/i£ SJtepherd'g

Pipe.

BROWNE,WnxiAMOEORGE. 17G8-1S13; an English traveler, educated at OxfoM. He
visited Egypt and Sinai in 1793, and trie<l to s,o through Abyssinia. In 1800, and later, he
traveled in Greece, Asia Minor, and Sicily. In 1812, he proixtsod to visit Sanmreaud,
and f!urvey unexplortni Central Asia, After leaving Tclieran in 1813 he was no more
lieard from, f?ave that the panj'" were attacked by Imnditti and plunderetl and Browne
was niiuxlered. Thevenot, the French ti-aveier, found and buried what he supposed
were his bones.

BROWNELL, Henry Howard. 1820-72; b. Rhode Island; educated at Trinity
college, Hartford, and intendcnl for the bar, but devoted himself to teaching and author-
ship. In 1847, he issue<l a volume of ^joems, after which came The People^i: Haiidbook of
Ancient ami Modern History; The Dii^tr^rer^, Pioneerti, and Settlers of North and South
America, etc. Near the close, of the civil war he was acting eusi2:n on admiral FaiTxigut's

l^taiT, and after the war accompanied the admiral to Eurt)ix\ In 1866 he issued in a
voluuic War Lyrics and otiier Poe MIS.

BKO>WNELL, Thomas CiiuiicH, d.d., ll.d., 1779-1865; b. 3Ias3.; graduated at Union
college in 1804, where he was tutor and professor of chemistry and mineralogy. In 1810,
he traveled in England and Ireland; and in 1816 was ordained a minister of the Protestant
Episcopal church. In 1818 he was assistant minister of Trinitv church in New York
city, and in 1819 made bishop of Connecticut. It was under his care tliat Washingtoa
(now Tiinity) college was founded, he being the first president. He was the aulhor
of The Family Prayer Book, and author and compiler of Religion of the Heart and Life.

BROWNIAN MOVEMENTS. The motion of non-living particles as seen through the
microscope, often mistaken for motions of living matter. The cause of the movements
iisis not been .satisfactorily shown, but it has been surmised that heat is the motive
power.
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BROWNISTS, a sect of English puritans of the 16th c., who took their doctrines and
i!:inie from Uobert Brown. In 1592, sir Walter Raleigh estiniaied their luinibers at

20,000. Harsh meai;un\N suppressed tlieni in England, or drove them oui; but liie exiles

found refuge in Holland, where their ehureh included a number of eminent men. Ere
long they divided into Brownists and Separatists, and soon the Brownisis gave place to

the Independents, or Congregationalists. The Brownists objected not to the doctrine,

but to the form of government of the English church, and to tiiat of the i-'resbs terians

as well. They wouid join no other reformed church on account of the toleration of
unregenerate persons as members, with whom they held it impiety to be in Christian
fellowship. Ihey condemned the wedding serviee in church, holding marriage to be a
civil contract; refused ihe baptism of the children of those not churcii-menibers, or of
_those who did not take suUicient care of their ciiildreu already bapti/.ed, and rejected all

forms of prayer, holding even that the Lcjrd's prayer was presenletl as a model for imi-

tation, not for repctiiion. Their form of church government was deiiiocralic, all power
residing in the brotherhood. Tlie churches were severally independent; the minister of
one could not otliciate in another. Lay brothers could prophesy or exhort, and it was
vsual after a sermon to question and discuss the topics broached. Eveiy Brownist
church was a perfect body corporate, possessing full power over its own members and
acts, and accountable to no otiier jurisdiction whatever. The principles of this sect
were those of a rude and extreme independency—the natural reaeiiou from the ecclesi-

astical abuses of those times. Their leader, late in life, returned to the established
church, becoming again a clergyman in it. His followers divided among themselves on
some minor points of principle or of method, and the sect as a body came to nought.
Yet those who favor " voluntaryism" in the church as against national establisment, and
tiie sovereignty of the local congregation as against the consolidation of all the churches
of some vast region, claim that the Brownist movement was the rough prophecy and
heralding of a cardinal principle of polity then about to be restored to the chm-eh after
ages of neglect.

BROWXLOW, William Gannaway, 1805-77; b. Ya. He was bred to the car-
pi'nter's trade, but in 1826 became a Methodist minister, and was for 10 years an itiner-

ant. He took part in politics, advocating the election of Adams in 1828. In 1837, he
was editor of the K/w.vviUe Whir/, and his bold and (quaint utterances soon gave him a
wide reputation. In 185(>, he defended the Methodist church in a work called The Iron
Vilieel Ejcamiued and its Spokes Extracted. Two years later, with Rev. A. Pryne of New
York, he discussed the question, "Ought American Slavery to he Perpetuated?"
Brownlow defended slavery. In the secession he climg to the union as the best, means
of upholding the institutions of the south. For this he y» as arrestclQ by the confederate
government and sent out of their lines. He returned to Tennessee in 1864, and the next;

year was elected governor, and in 1869 was sent to the United States senate, lie was
ardent, fearless, and resolute, caring little for refinement in speech or action.

BROVv^N-SEQUARD, Oiiarlks Edward, b. in the island of Mauritius, 1818; a
French-American physiologist. He was educated and took the degree of m.d., in Paris,

in 1840, and thenceforward devoted his attention to experimental phy.siology, occasion-
ally coming to the United States to lecture and make observations. His name is con-
nected with many interesting experiments wath the blood, such as transfusion, fibriniz-

ii'g and detibrinizing, and with oxygen and other elements. He concludes that arterial

blood is subservient to nutrition, and maintains the irritability of the muscles; and that
venous blood is necessary to produce muscular contraction. He puts natural animal heat
at UW Fahr., four or five degrees higher than the standard of most physiologists. Uon-
cerning the sj)inal cord, most authorities agree that its posterior columns are sensitive,

and convey .sensation to the brain; that the interior columns are motor, and convey the
infiuence of the will to the voluntary muscles; and that the gray matter of theCord
serves only to reflect impressions from the sensitive to the motor nerve roots. Brown-
Hequard concludes that the sensitive fibers do not communicate directly with the brain,
but convey impressions to the gniy matter of the cord, by wiiich they are transmittecl
onward <.o the brain, and that thliir decussations or crossings takc^ place on tlu; cord
its^df, at or near the point at which they enter, not at the cerebellum or incdnlla oblon-
gata. He eame to the United State.s to reside in 18(;4, an<l wjk' appointed ]>n)f{\s.sor of
the i)hy.siology and pathology of tin; nervous system in \\n^ niedieal depart n»ent of Har-
vunl univr.'isity, where he rcmiiined four years. J^'tiirniiig to France in JS(>0. he wa«
appointed professor of ex])erim(?ntal nnd (;omparMliv(; pathology in the school ui modi-
cirn; at Paris. In 1858. lu; started tin; ,hnriutl <>f Ihe a lijirioUHjn of Mix n and AidninlK; in

1869, he pul)lishf!d Arc,hi'm>< of Noruiid and P(tlhol(>([iml /V/.//.wV>/w///. }Ie again returned
to the Unit'-d St.at(;s in 1873, began i)raetic(j in New York city, and. with Dr. Seguin,
commenced the publication of tlie Arehiten of l>denUfr ami PmcHcal Affd/'rine.

BRtOWXSOX. Okkstkh AiUiusTirs, m,.i>., 180:{-77; h. Yrrmont; u IhrologJan and
author. He was at first a Presbytcrifin, l)ul soon Ixcnme n Universalist ])reaeh(»r. and
v;as an inderatigablc writ(;r in sup|>oi't of whatever lu^ for the timi? adopted. In 1K2S,
U(J went into polities and tried to establish a workingm(M)'H party in iNt^w York, moved
tiiereto by the ideas of Robert Owen. In 18:52, he was enthusiastic over I>r. (.Jluinning.

and became a Uiutarian i)R'aclier; in W](), he organized in Boston " The Society of
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Christian Progress," sis a church of which lie was pastor. About this time he pub-
iished iV6'?c Views of Christianity, Society, undtlte Church, wiiich was a moderate attack
ou Protestautism. In 1838, he started the Boston Quorterly Revieic, which had existence
for about live years, and was tlien merged in the New York Democratic Review. In
1840, he published Cliarles Ehcood, or the Injidel Converted, a treatise in tbe form of a
sloi y, in favtjr of the Roman Catholic churcli, towards which the author was drifting,

:uid wiiich he joined in 1844. His literary labor was enormous, nearly all the original

mailer in his various reviews and magazines being from his own pen. Though so
ciiaugeable in his early years, he seems to have found a tinal conviction in his late life;

and he certainly gave to the Roman Catholic church a sincere and powerful advocacy.

BROWNSVILLE, a t. in Fayette co., Penn., 30 m. s. of Pittsburgh; pop. 'TO, 1749.
The village is on the Monongahela river, over which there is a large and expensive
bridge. The river is navigable to this point.

BROWNSVILLE, a village in Haywood co., Tenn., on the Louisville and Memphis
railroad, 57 m. n.c. of Memphis; pop. '70, 2454—1016 colored. There is a college for

women under Baptist direction. The village is in a rich planting district, and has a
good trade.

BROWNSVILLE, a city in Cameron co., Texas, on the Rio Grande opposite Mata-
moras (Mexico), 35 m. from the gulf; pop. '70, 4905. It is a port of entry, and has a
considerable commerce. Fort Brown, near the city, is occupied by a United States
garrison.

BROWN UNIVERSITY, at Providence, R. I., was organized in 1764, at Warren.
in the same state, and removed in 1770 to its present location. It was known at first

as Rhode Island college, but in 1804 the name was changed in honor of Nicholas Brown,
cue of its most munificent benefactors. It lias been Irom the beginning under Bap-
tist direction and patronage, but it is not sectarian in its teaching. It has an endow-
ment of $775,000, and an annual income of §05,000. Its propert}- is valued at over
$1,250,000. The college buildings, five in number, stand upon elevated ground, and
nre inclosed in a campus of 16 acres, beautifully graded and adorned with trees, chiefly
elms. The library, a choice and admirable selection, contains 52,000 volumes and
16,000 pamphlets; and a permanent fund of .$27,000 insures its constant increase. The
museum of natural history contains a valuable collection of .specimens. There are

(1880) 14 professors, 3 other teachers, and 260 students. The alumni number 2845.
Mr. James Manning was the first president. Rev, Jonathan ]Maxey the second, and Rev.
Asa Messer the third. The latter was succeeded in 1827 by Rev. Francis Waylaud,
D.D., one of the most eminent of American divines and educators, under whose'direc-
tion the institution greatly prospered. His successors have been Barnas Sears, d.d.',

LL.D., 1865-67; Alexis (Jaswell, d.d., ll.d., 1867-72; and the present incumbent.
E. G. Robinson, d.d., ll.d., appointed in 1872. A fund of §50,000, created by the
state, sustains 30 scholarships. More than 50 other scholarshijis, each yielding about
$60 per annum, have been established; and there is an arrangement whereby $25 is

annually deducted from the tuition of a number of indigent students, not exceeding
two fifths of the whole body.

BRUCE, a CO. in n.w. Ontario, Canada, on lake Huron; IGOO sq.m. ; pop. '71,

68,815. There is a coast line of 130 m. in the n.w. part of the county, forming a long
peninsula between the lake and Georgian bay. Vast beds of salt underlie the coast
along the lake-. In the s. part the soil is level and fertile. Capital, Walkertou, on Sau^
geen river.

BRUCE, George, 1781-1866; b. Scotland, came to Philadelphia in 1795 as a printer.

and in 1803 became publisher of the Keic York Advertiser. In 1812. he and his brother
introduced the art of stereotyping, and followed that and type-founding thereafter. One
of the nephews was the inventor of a machine for casting types.

BRUCITE, a native magnesic hydrate, found in serpentine in New Jersey, and in

the chrome mines in Texas. Syn. IMgHoOo.

BRUCKER, JoiiANN JAI^JDB, a German theologian and historian, 1696-1770. He
was educated at Jena, where he took the degree of a.m. in 1718, and the next year pub-
lished Ttutamen Tnt-rod-uctionis in Ilif^toriam de Ideis. In 1723 came De Vita et Scritiiia

CI. Etrinr/eri, and in 1731 he was chosen a member of the Berlin academy of sciences.

Thence he went ta Augsburg as pastor of the church of St. Ulric, where he published
dissertations on the history of philosophy, and still later a history of philosopliy in dia-

logue form. In 1741 came the first volume of his great work on the critical history of
philosophy, completed in 1744. a work that had tui immense success. He wrote many
other works on philosophical subjects, and superintended and corrected an edition of
Luther's translation of the New Testament, but did not live to complete it.

BRUGMANS, Sebaldus Justtncs, 1763-1819; a Dutch naturalist and physician,
professor of philosophy and physical sciences at Franeker. Holland, where he founded
a museum of comparative anatomy. He organized and became chief director of the
sanitary institution of Holland. He improved the condition of military hospitals, and
by his effort the 20,000 soldiers wounded at Waterloo were properly cared for. In lbl5,
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he was at the head of the sanitary service of the army and navy. Many of his pajiers

ou medical science and natural history have heeu published.

BRUGSCH. Hi:ixiiicii Kaul, Pii. d., b. 1827; a German Egyptoloi^ist, and director

of tiio Egypiiaii museum in Berlin. lie made two visits to Egypt tor archaeological

purposes, and was a member of the Prussian embass}' to Persia in IbtiO. In 18U4, he
foundeti :il Leipsie a periodical devoted to Egyptian archaeology. At Gottingcn he was
professor in 1808-70. when he Iwcame director of an Egyptological school at Cairo, lit*

kas pui)lislied several important works on Egyptian subjects, one especially iutcn'sting.

on th ' Biblical story of the crossing of the Tied sea, advancing a tlieory cpiitc dilfercnt

from iliaL long accepted as to the {)lace of that event. He aligns Ihe crossing by tlic

Israelites and the ingulting of the Egyptians to the vast morass near the shore of the

Mediterranean, aiul occasionally inundated by its waves driven by a strong wind. His
evidences of this show ingenuity and learning, but have not commanded the general

assent of scholars.

BKU-MATH, or Biiu.vpt, a t. of Lower Alsace, on thcZorn; pop. 71, 5619. It has
tt castle and mineral wells, and is on the site of the ancient Brucomagus.

BRUMlOr. CoNsrANTixK, "1805-80; a native of Rome, Italy, sou of a Greek father
and an Italian mother, widely known as a fresco painter. He Avas educated in the col-

lege of line arts at Rome, and came to the United States in 1852. His lirst work. "The
Cruciti.xion," was in 8t. Stephen's" church in New York. Thence he went to Philadel-
phia and to the city of Mexico, at both places employ icg himself in church decoration.
In 1854 he arrived in Washingion, and was at once employed on the bare walls and
ceilings of the national capital, the roiuuda of which contains many fine pieces from
his hand, combining mythology, allegory, and history. There are cartoons of his yet to

be put in piac;!, but by otiier hands, including " ()glethori)e and the Indians," "' The
Battle of Lexington," " Surrender of Oornwallis," " Decatur at Tripoli," "Tlie Death
of Tecumseh," " Entrance of General Scott into Mexico," and " Tlie Discovery of
Gold."

BRUMMEL, GEOiiGtE Bryan. 1778-1840 (better known as "Beau" Brnmmel); a
man of wealth and fashion, who became an intimate companion of the prince of Wales,
and was looked upon by the society of his day as the "glass of fashion and the mold
of form." He was the arbiter in all matters of fashion, and considered the very top of

perfection in taste, especially in dress. As long as his fortune laste<l or the prince of

Wales would contribute, he kept up an elegant bachelor establishment in London; hut
ftnally he lost the favor of his royal friend, became poor, gainbled recklessly, lied from
uis creditors, and died in France in a hospital for mendicants.

BRUNDUSIUM. See Brindisi, ante.

BRUXEIIAUT. or BRUNJ<:irrLDE, 534-GI3; daughter of Athanaglld, king of the Vis-

igoths and wife of Sigebert, king of Austrasia. Her sister Galsunda, the wife of Chil-

peric, king of Xeustria and the brother of Sigebert, had been abandoned and murdered
by Chilperic at the demand of his mistress, Fredegonda, who became queen. Brune-
haut induced her husband (Sigebert) to invade Neustria, where, Avhile besieging Toiir-

nay. ho was slain by emissaries of Fredegonda, and Brunehaut was taken prisoner by
('hiiperic. At Rou(!n she persuaded one of Chilperic's sons to marry her, and, with the

help of the bisjiop of the place, she escaped to Austrasia, which was then ruled by C'hil-

(hibert; but sIk; recovered her authority. After the death of Clnldebert she provoked
war betw(;(!n Ikt grandsons, heirs to the throne, in which one was killed, and she was
about to take the throne when a son of Fredegonda, Clothaire II.. interpo.sed and cap-

tured h"r easily, as her army refused to tight. She was for three days expo.sed to tor-

ture and insult, and then tied to the tail of a wild horse and dragged to death, after

which the body was burned and the a.shes scattered to the air.

BRUNNER, Sebastian, b. 1814; chaplain of the university of Vienna, wlicrc lie

studied theology. In 1848. Ik; established the Vienna (Jhiirrli (hvceitr.. Soon al'ter he pub-
lished, under tiie name Nihehmfien-IAcd, a satire upon IlegcTs doctrines. His entire

works have b(;en coll(;cted in 20 vols. Among them is a sharj> ciiticismof Renan's Zi/i.'

of Chrint. In all his writings he is of the ultramontane Roman Catholic .school.

BRLNNP^R. orBRUXN. JonANN Conuad, 1053-1727; aGerman anatomist, professor

in the tmiverslty of Heidelberg, and ])iiysician to the el<!Clor palatine. He made many
anatomical investiirations, j)articularly in th(^ pancreas, the small inlc'siines, and the duo
deiunn. His name liv(;s in th(! Drnnner'n (rhiiKh.

BRL'NSWK IC. a co. in s.e. North Carolina, on the ocean nnd cape Fear and Wac-
camaw rivers; 1100 sq.m.; pop. '70. 7754—330fJ C(>lored. It is lev(>l and swampy, with
poor soil, but i>roducir)g rice and cotton. Tar, rosin, and fine himber are exported
The railroads are the Washington, Colundiia and Augusta, and the Wilmington and Wel-
don. (/O. sciit, Smithville.

BRUNSWICK, a co. in s.e. Virginia, on North Carolina, watered by the Roanoke
and Noftaway rivers; 000 sq.m.; f)op. '70, 13,427—81)02 (colored. Production.s, tol)acco,

corn, wheat, etc. Co. seat, Lawrcnceville.



BRUNSWICK, a t. in Glynu co., Ga. ; a port of entry on St. Simon's sound, 8 ni.

from the ocean, and 80 ni. s.s.w. of Savannah, at the s.e. terminus of the Macon and
Brunswick and Albany railroads. There is a lighthouse at the entrance of the sound,
and the harbor is spacious and safe. Pine lumber is ihe chief article of export. Pop.
2348.

BRUNSWICK, a t. and village in Cumberland co., Me., on the Androscoji-gin, 8 m.
w. of Bath. It is at the head of navigation and the foot of water-power on the river,

and has mills and other manufacturing establishments. Here are Bowdoin college and
the Maine medical school. The Maine Central and other laihoads unite at B. Shij)-

buildingand lumbering are leading industries. Pop. about 2500.

BRUNSWICK, House ok. Henry the Lion, who held the united duchies of Bavaria
and Saxony in the 12th c, may jjroperly be called the immediate ancestor of this house,
though they can trace their lineage back to Albert Azo I., margrave of Este in Italy,

who died in 961. The eldest son of Henry the Lion became count
i
aJatinate by mar-

riage: his second son, Otho. died in 1218 after having been ciowned Giin.au tiiipcror,

and it was therefore William, a younger sou, who succeeded to ll)e Biunswick inhcrit-

ance. Otho, a grandson of Henry the Lion, was invested in ]2o5 with these domains as

a tief of the empire and recognized as the first duke of Brunswick. Ernest the Pious, or
the Confessor, who died in 1546, inherited the principalities of Brunswick Lraiebuig, and
was the founder of both branches of the existing dynasty; he took an active part in the
reformation and signed the confession of Augsburg. His descendant, Einest Augustus,
duke of Brunswick-Luneburg, was raised to the dignity of ninth elector of the emjjire in

1692, by his marriage with Sophia, a grand-daughter of Jjimes 1. of England. His .««oii

George Lewis succeeded to the crown of Great Britain in 1714. Feidinand. a later duke
of this house, entered the Prussian service in 1740, distinguished himself in the seven
years' war, decided the battle of Prague, and gained the victories of Corfeldand Mindon.
Theducal residence, which had been at Wolfenbuttel, was in 1754 removed toBiunswick
by duke Charles; he loiinded the famous Collegittm Caiolirum, and was a faithful ally

of England during the seven years' war. He died 17K>. His successor, Charles William
Ferdinand, was a nephew of Frederick the great, and n.anied Augusta, daughter of
George III. of England. He fought in the seven years' ^jar, ar.d played an important
part at the battle ol Krefeld in 1758. In 1792 he was coTtimander-inchief of the allied

armies of Austria and Prussia against France. He marched into Cln mpagric. but was
compelled to conclude an armistice with Dumouriez after trying in vain to force the
position of Valmy. In 1806 he was called to lead the Prussian troops against
Napoleon, who defeated him at Jena and Auerstadt: l:c retiied biokcn-Learttd. and
died soon afterwards from the effects of his wounds. Napoleon incoij orated his duchy
with the new kingdom of Westphalia, l)Ut after the I atlle of Leipsic it was restored
to his son Frederick William, who had distinguished him«-elf in tlie canipaigns of 1792,

1793, 1806, and who fell at the head of his troops at the 1 attle of Quatre-Bras in 1815.

His son Charles Frederick v.'as a minor, and uj) to 1823 George iV. of Enghmd acteei a.*;

prince-regent. The people of B. endured the misrule of Charles Frederick for .'^eveii

years; then they revolted and drove him out of liis duchy in 1830. He died childle.">s at

Geneva in 1873. By an act of the Germanic <liet the duchy was transferred to hi.s

brother William, prince of Oels (b. 1806), who assumed tlie goveinn;ent, Ain-il 25, 1831.
He is still unmarried, and, if he elies without issue, Brun;swick will pass to the house of
Hanover.

BRUSA, or Burs.v. See Brouss.v, ante.

BRUSASOR'CI, or DoMENico Riccio, 1494-1567; an Italian painter noted fe)r his

close imitation of Titian. He worked chiefly in fiTsco. and on mythological themes.
The " Coronation of Charles V.," the " Proces.^ion," " I'hathcn,"nnd the "Martyidemi of

St. Barbara," are among his more important achievements.

BRUSH, Gkoiuje ,L\uvis, b. New York, 1831 ; educated at Yale, and at ^Munich, and
the Freiberg mining academy ; chief of the Slufheld ^cientifiC school (of Yale), and jno-
fessor of mineralogy and n'letailurgy in Yale college. He has written upon various
scientific subjects in the Amcvimii Journal of Science, and assisted in editing Dana's
Minei'alofiy.

BRUSHES AND BROO'MS. implements of vegetable fiber or hair of very early use.

mentioned by Homer. Brushes are simple or compound. The simple kind consists of

but one tuft, and are such as hair pencils and painters' bruslies. The compound have
more than a single tuft. Where they are placed side by side em flat boards the\v are

called stoe^k brushes. Those with single tufts, such as are u>^rd by artists, are made of the

hair of the camel, goat, badger, and e)f hog's bristles. Tlie hairs for pencils are arrange<l

so as to form a ]ioint in the center, and are fixed in a quill or other small lube. Com-
pound brushes are of set or pan work, and of drawn woik. The ordinary lumse broom
is an example of ])an work, into the stock of which holes are bored of the size desire^!.

The bristles, hairs, or fibers needed to fill each hole are collected, the thiek ends dipped
into molten cement, usually pitch, bound with thread, dippenl again, and with a quick
twist set into the hole. In drawn brushes, those inteneled for shoes, teeth, nails, etc.,

and clothes, the holes arc more carefully bored, anel have smaller ones at the top oom-
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muiiicatiug ^vilh tbe back of tho brush, tliroiigh which a lo(ip of wire passes from the

back of the stock. Half tlic number of liairs or fibers needed to till the holes are passed

around t!ie wire, whicii is then smartly drawn up so as to double the hairs and force them
as far as possible into the hole. The outside ends are made even with trimming, and
Ihe backs of the brushes are covered with veneer to conceal the wire-work. ]]ristlesare

imported from Poland. Russia, and other countries. In 1808, the manufaciurc of brushes

from tlie fibers of whalebone, and in 1810, from twigs of broom, rushes, aiid other

])iants, was patented. In 1842, split quills were added, and in 1872, horn and other sub-

sluuces. The great staple in the United States is broom-corn, a considerable amount
being raised in tlie state of New^ York, and manufactured by the Shakers. Kevolving
brushes were patented in 1811; and in 1862, revolving hair brushes, for tlie use of bar-

bers, were introduced, but they have never become popular. As long ago as 1699, there

was invented "a new engine for sweeping the streets of London or of any city or

town." But nothing of the kind was put in use until 1825, when revolving brooms v/ere

used. A great many improvements followed, and at the present time street sweeping by
such machines is common in large cities. The most important recent invention in brush-

making is of American origin, the Woodbury machine for bunching, wiring, and insert-

ing bristles in the stock. In this machine a metal comb of uniform thickness is filled

with bristles, holding them by the middle, so that one half of the bristles appear above
the surface of the comb, and the other half underneath. Tlie comb thus charged moves
in guide-ways, and discharges bristles from each division successively into a channel in

winch they are brought into a horizontal position and a proper quantity taken up to

form a tuft. This tuft is moved along an incline against the end of a cyiindur, when a

plunger doubles the bristles into a loop, which is seized by wire, and in an instant

securely fastened.

BRUSH TURKEY, the native name of an Australian bird of the megapodiidae
family, of which a dozen species are known; called also the New Holland vulture, jun-

gle fowl, and native pheasant. It is the only wild fowl known that is gregarious in the

duty of hatching. Before the time for laying eggs, several pairs of these biids unite in

l)uilding an enormous pyramidal heap of vegetable matter in part decayed. In this

muck-heap of leaves, grass, and rotting wood the females deposit their eggs, which are

placed about a foot from each other and covered 2 ft. deep. The hatching is done by
the heat of the decaying matter, and the young appear full feathered and able to take

care of themselves from the first. iSTests have been found that contained a bushel of

.eggs. Some species of the brush turkey place their eggs in sand, some construct liuge

mounds of earth, and some make excavations on the sea-shore. In size and general

appearance it much resembles the common domestic turkey.

BRUTTIUM, an ancient division of Italy, comprising the s. portion, now Calabria.

The people known as Bruttians became rulers in the peninsula about 356 h.g. Before
that period the people seem to have been of some Pelasgiau races, but at an early date

Greek adventurers started settlements on the coast, of which the more important were
Crotona, Riu'gium. and Ijocri. The warlike Greeks subjected the natives and held
them in slavery until after tlie Peloponnesian war. At that period the Lucunians came
in from the n. and still further oppressed the natives. At last, about the middle of the

4th c, B.C., the people rising against oppression became their owm masters; they gained
power rapidly, captured some of the Greek cities, and, assisted by the Lucanians, held

their own against the Grecian arms. The B. were powerful until after their participa-

tion in the Siimnite war against Rome, 282 B.C. Not long afterwards tliey were sub-

jected to Rome and gave up much of their territory. In the second Punic war they

revolted and assisted Hannibal, lor which they were punished by Rome in the sacrifice

of what little they had left of independence. At that time the Brutti as a nation disap-

I)eared from history,

BIIUYAS, .J.vcQUES, 1637-1712; one of the Jesuit missionaries in Canada, employed
among the Iroquois. He mastered their speech, and wrote some ])ious works in it. In
1802, his RijAicid Words oftke Mohawk Lungiutfje was first published.

BRUYS, or Biiuis, Petp:ii dk. a priest of southern France supposed to have been
one of Abelard's pupils, founder of a sect by the name of I*<>tr(tbrnssians, He
opposed the church as it was, seeking to restore the Christian religion to its original

himplicityand freetlom from symbols, denied the authority of any establislied liierarchy

and the necessity of any priestly ministiation, opposed infant baptism and the com-
munion, and held that, as prayer could be oflered any wliere, churches Avcrc nseh^ss. His
followers destroye*! imagcis, burnt crosses, and maltreated jiriests. After many years of

non-molestation B. was burnt, at iJie stake at St. Gilles. The sect oxistcfl for a long
time under the name of Henricians, from Henry of Lausanne, one of their leaders.

BRYAN, a co. of e. Georgia, on tlie sea-coast; 472sq.m.
; i)op. '70. 5252—3005 colored.

The soil is levc;! and mostly of sand, and in a large degree covered with pine forests.

Tlie Atlantic and Gulf railroad passes through the county. I*roductions, rice, corn,

cotton, etc. Co. seat, Eden,

BliYAN, MiCFiAKi., 1757-1821; an English art critic and connoisseur, author of a
l)idi<jiiary of PdinJcvH ami EiKjracers, u recognized standard work. " In 1794, he was
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employed by several English noblemen to purchase the celebrated Orleans gallery ot
paintings, an achievement which widely enhanced his reputation.

BRYAXLS, a Greek sculptor, contemporary of Praxiteles and Scopas, with whom
he parlicipatctl in the work on the mausoleum at llalicarnassus about 345 B.C. He al'^o

createtl live colossal ligures of the gods at Rhodes, of Bacchus at Cnidus, of ^sculapius
and Hygeia at Megara, Apollo in the grove of Daphne at Aiitioch, a* statue of Pasiphfe,
and a portrait of Seleucus. It is thought that B, v»-as the first to produce statues of
^sculai^ius and Serapis.

BPvYDGES, Sir Samuel Egehton, 1762-1837; an English author, bred to the law.
He was a prolliic writer, and is said to have produced 2000 sonnets in a single year.
His more important works are Censura Literaria in 10 vols, and his own Jiutohiograyhy,
Times, and Opinions.

BUANSUAH, a wild dog of India, conjectured to be the progenitor of the domestic
animal. It is very shy, lives in thick woods, and, like the wolf, hunts in packs. In
companies of a dozen these animals do not fear to attack tlie tiger. If captured young
tliey are easily tamed.

BUCIIAJN, David, 1780-1837; an officer in the British navy who spent many years
in explorations in the north polar seas. In 1810, he commanded a schooner on the New-
foundland station, and made a trip up the river of Exploits, the largest stream in
Newfoundland. In 1818, he commanded an arctic expedition for the discovery of the
north pole. He reached 80° 84', but, was caught in the ice and drifted al)out'between
'Greenland and Spitzbergen until his vessel was disabled, when he managed to return to

England. In 1823, he was commander on the Newfoundland station, and in 1825 high-
sherilf of the colony. A few years later he saih'd again for the arctic seas, and was
Ecver afterwards heard from. He made many important scientific observations couceru-
jng tiie variation of the needle and ocean currents.

BUCHANAN, a co. in n.e. Iov»a, watered by tributaries of the Red Cedar river;
57() sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 17,034; in '80, 18,090. It is tolerably level and well timbered. The

Dubuque and Sioux City railroad traverses the co. near' the central poriion. Produc-
tions chiefly agricultural. Co. seat, Independence.

BUCHANAN, a co. in n.w. Tvlis.souri, on the Missouri river; 450 sq.m.; pop. '70,

35,109—1953 colored. Five railroads, or their branches, traverse the county. The soil

is fertile; productions chielly agricultural. Co. seat, S't. Joseph.s.

BUCHANAN, a co. in s.w. Virginia, on the Kentucky l)order, bounded n.w. by the
Cumberland mountains; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70, 3777; in 'bO' 4330. The surface is rough
and much of it mountainous. Agriculture is the chief occupation. Co. scat, Buchana^.

BUCHANAN, Claudius, d.d., 17GC-1815; an English missionary; in 1796. chaplain
to the East India company. He wrote Christian licf^carclit.-i in Aifia, and other works
which had much inlluence in stimulating and supporting missions.

BUCHANAN, Fkanklin, b. Md., about 1800: a midshipman in 1815. and in

1845 the first superintendent of the U. S. naval academy. In 1855. he was made a capt.,

and in 1861 had conmuuid of the Washington navy-yard. He resigned when the rebel-

lion broke out, but as his state did not leave the iinion, he asked to be restored. This
was refused, and he went over to the confederates, having command of the ^^in'i}^iac in
the attack upon the union fleet in Hampton Koads, in which engagement he was
wounded. Two years later, as admiral he commanded the confederate fleet so thoroughly
defeated by Farragut in Mobile bay. On that occasion he was wounded and taken pris-

oner, but released when the war closed.

BUCHANAN, .James (ante), the 15th elected president of the United States, filling the
18th presidential term (1857-61); b. at Stony Batter, Franklin co., Peun., April 22. 1791;
d. Lancaster, Penn., June 1, 1868. He was the son of an Irish emigrant and an American
mother, educated at Dickinson college, bred to the law, and admitted to ]>racticein 1812.

Though a professed federalist, he served as a private in the war with England. In 1814,

he was a member of the Pennsylvania legislature, and in 1820 was elected to congress.

Avhere he served through five terms. In 1828, he favored Jackson for president, and in

the congress of 1829-31 was chairman of the committee on the judiciary. After leaving
(congress, Jackson sent him as minister to Russia, where he concluded the first commer-
cial treaty between the two countries, securing valuable privileges in the Black and
Baltic seas. In 1833, he was chosen to the United States senate, where he supported
Jackson, especially in the claim that appointments might be marie by the ^'•resident alone
when the senate was not in session. When it was proposed to exclude from congress
petitions for the abolition of slavery, B. desired to prevent even the discussion of slavery by
congress, proposing to leave the matter solely to the slaveholding states, and holding that
congress had no power over it. He favored tiie recognition of Texan independence, and
the annexation of that republic to the United States. In the affair of the French
indemnity, he supported Jackson's dennuid for payment or war. During Tan Buren's
administration Buchanan supported the independent treasury scheme; favored the pre-

(Muption of public lands, and opposed the bill to prevent tlie interference of federal officers

in elections. He sustained the veto power under Tyler, and opposed the ratification of
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the Ashbiirton treaty, which settled the dispute concerning the northern boundary. When
the question of the aniiexiitioa of Texas came to the senate there were l)ut 15 votes in its

favor, but the measure was carried in the form of joint resohitions only three days before

the cUise of the term of coug'ress. 13. was the only member of the senate committee of

loreiiTU aifairs to report iu favor of annexation. Folk made him secretary of state. In tliis

positiuu he had to (teal with the nortli-western boundary question, wlieuce arose the famous
partisan cry " ol'^rtO orlig'ht." Botii England and the Lnitod t^tateshad formally clainietl

tlie territory between the Pacitic coast and the Rocky mountains up to the Russian boun-
cUiry, but after much negotiation the line of 49' n. hit. was agreed upon. During the war
with Mexico. B. was busy in avoiding or preventing the interfereuceof other nations, lie

was in priv^ate life during the discussion and adoption of the compromise measures of 1850,

but fully approved theai. Wlieu Pierce came into office in 18oo, he sent B. as minister

to Great Britain, where he was engaged in endeavors to settle a series of questions con-

cerning Central American affairs, lu llie course of these duties he was present at the

Ostendcouierence, the object of which was to bring about tlie sale of Cui)a to the United
States; but nothing resulted beyond talk. In April, 1850. B. returned to the United
States, and in June was nominated for president by the democratic party, Tiie electoral

vote was: for Buchanan, 174; for Jolin C, Fremont (candidate of the newly organized
republican party), 114; for Millard Fillmore (native-American), 8. Thepopular vote was:
Buchanan, 1,838,109; Fremont, 1,341,204; Fillmore, 874,534; majority against Buchanan,
377,029; plurality for him, 493,905. He had the votes of every slaveholding state except
Maryland, which went alone for Fillmore. The vote for Fillmore also gave BuchauaJi
California and New Jersey. In the executive chair his effort was to smother and pu;
out of sight the agitation concerning slavery not only in new states, but everywhere.
Among other acts of liis administration was the temporary pacification of the Mormon
troubles, and the vetoing of the homestead bill. After Lincoln's election, B, was more
than ever anxious to suppress the slavery discussion, and pointedly accused the north, iu

liis last message, as to blame for the impending disorder, because of that discussion, which
had " produced its malign influence on the slaves, and inspired them with a vague idea

of freedom." While holding that the executive ought to take care that the laws be
faithfully executed, he shrank before the secession of South Carolina, declaring that he
could not employ force except upon the demand of the lawful authorities of the .state,

and in South Carolina no such authority then existed. Ilis argument w^as that, if a state

liad withdrawn, or was even attempting to withdraw^ from the union, there was no power
in the constitution to prevent the act. A few days later he was confronted by commi.s-

sioncrs from South Carolina (tiiat state having passed an act of secession on the 20th

D^c, 1830), who came to demand the surrender by the president to the seceded state of

all public property, and to negotiate for the continuance of "peace and amity between
Uiat commonwealth and the government at Washington." His reply Avas that he had
lo power, and could oniy reler the matter to congress; he could only receive them as

•'private gentlemen of the highest character," and treat respectfully such propositions

jlH they miglit make. He did, however, decline to accede to their demand for the

removal of tlie troops from Charleston harbor. The cabinet immediately broke up. Gen.
Cass was .secretary of state, but resigned wlien the president refused to order reinforce-

ments to the Charleston ports; the secretary of the treasiuy and the secretary of the

interior had already gone; Floyd, secretary of war, resigned because the president refused
to withdraw the troops. The last ollicial act of president Buchanan of any importance
was characteristic of his whole course where the south and its institutions were con-

cerned. It was embodied in a letter from the secretary of Avar (Holt) to the governor of

South Carolina(Jan. 5, 1801), which declared, "by order of tlu; |)resident," that " the forts

in tiiat state, in common with the other forts, arsenals, and pro))erty of the United States.

are in charge of tiie president, and that if assailed, no matter from what quarter or

under wiiat pretext, it is his duty to protect them l)y all the means which the law has

placed at his <lisposal;" adding that it was not his present purpose to garrison the forts,

as he "considered tliem entirely safe under the protection of the law-abiding sentiment
for which the people of South Carolina had ever been distinguished; but should thev be

attacked or menaced with danger of being seized or taken from the possession ot th(!

United States, he could not escape from his constitutional obligations to defend and
preserve them," After the installment of his successor, B. retired altogetherfrom public

allairs, but a year or two aft(;r the ic^bellion had b(;en [)ut dr)wn, he |)ublisbed a defense

of his administration and the measures he adopted for tlu; ])reservation of peace. He
was never married.

liUCHAXAN, RoHKUT, b. 1841; a poet of Scotland, educated at Gla.sgow university

In IHOO, he published (//u/rrfoium, a volume of verses; in 1805, I((?//.n (utd, fjondon P<>(ms
In the sain(! y(;ar he edited WaiiHitle Pos/'ch. and translated ballads from the Danisji

BUCHNEB. Fiur.Dnirii Kakf- CiiniHTiAN Lcnwu;. b. 1824; a (Jerttian allieistk'

philosopher. He was a practicing physician, in the school of Tubingen, whence he was
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removed because of his publication of the doctrine tliat nothing beyond material force

is known to man (published in English as Force and Matter). The main ideas of liis

doctrines are the eternity of matter, the inde.stru(;tibility of force, the co-existence of

light and life, and the infinity of forms of being in lime and space. His works have
been widely circulated in liis own and other languages.

BUCHU. See Bucku, ante.

BUCKAU, a t, in Saxony on the Elbe, adjoining Magdeburg; pop. 71, 9696. It has
rxtensive machine work.s, and several important manufactories.

BUCKINGHAM, a co. in central Virginia on the James and Appomattox rivers, tra-

versed by the James canal; pop, '70, 13,371—7711 colored. The surface is hilly, but the

soil near the river.s is good. There is a eold mine near Willis mountain, and iron and
slate are found. Co. seat, Marysville.

BUCKINGHAM, Joseph Tinker, 1779-1861; an American journalist, native of

Connecticut. He was bred a printer, and in 1800 went to Boston, "where, six years
later, he began TIlc FolyantJnis, a monthly magazine, which was soon suspended', but
resumed in 1812. In 1809, he published a weekly called The Ordeal; from 1817 to

1828, The Neio England Galaxy and Masonic Magazine; and, in 1831, The Kew England
Magazine. In 1824, he started the Boi'ton Courier, oi which he was editor until 1848.

On the 24th of June, 1840, he i)resi(led over the celebration (in Boston) of the four
hundredlh anniversary of the invention of printing. As an editor he wiis a vigorous
v^riter, but rather bitter and personal. He was several times elected to the legislature.

Besides his ordinary work, lie ])ub]ished Specimens of JWirspaper Literatnre, irith Per-

sonal Memoirs, Anecdotes, and. Reininiscences, and Personal Memoirs and Eecolkctions of
Editorial Lfe.

BUCKINGHAM, William Alfi^ed, ll.d , 1804-75; the "war governor" of Con-
necticut (1858-60), noted for his zeal and untiring energy in support of the union cause
during the rebellion. Before his election as governor he was a carpet manufacturer and
merchant. In 1869, he was elected U. S. senator. Among his benefactions was $25,000
to the theological school of Yale college.

BUCKINGHAM, or BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, .ToniT Sheffield. Duke of; 1649-1721

;

son of the second earl of Mulgrave. In the war with Holland, he served in the navy and
commanded a ship; and afterwards, in the land forces, he joined Turenne to study the

art of war. James II. made him lord chamberlain and one of Ihe privy council. He
acquiesced in the revolution and was in the cabinet of William III. : and, on the acces-

sion of Anne, with whom he was a personal favorite, he received the privy seal and
became lord lieutenant of the North Riding of Yorkshire. He sided with the tories,

and held last the dignity of lord president. He wrote two tragedies, and an essay on
poetry, and one on satire.

BUCKLAND, Cyiitjs. b. Conn.. 1799; a successful inventor, pattern-maker of the

U. S. armory at Springfield, Mass., and designer of machinery for making arms.

lie has produced many new machines and tools in the line of arms manufacturing.

BUCKMINSTER, Joseptt. d.d.. 1751-1812; an American Congregational clergyman,
b. Mass. He graduated at Yale, studied theology, and was for a time tutor in the col-

lege. In 1779, he became pastor of the North church, Portsmouth. N. II., where lie

remained for a third of a century, retiring only by reason of failing health. He died
soon afterwards, while on a visit

*
to Vermont. Dr. B. took deep interest in the contro-

versy that in his later 3'ears divided the Congregationalists into liberals and conserva-

tives. He published many sermons, a memoir of Dr. 3Iackintosh, and was one of the

compilers of the Piscataqua River Prayer Book. His daughter published his memoirs
and those of his son.

BUCKMINSTER. Joseph Stevens, son of Rev. Joseph. 1784-1812. He was edu-
cated at Harvard, and was a teacher in Phillips Exeter academy, having Daniel Webster
for one of his pupils. In 1804, he was made pastor of Brattle street church, Boston, one
of the leading congregations in New England. In 1806-7. he traveled in Europe, taking
a deep interest in the purchase of books for the Boston AtheUcTum. In 1808. he super-
vised the republication of Griesbach's New Testament (in Greek), and was .«:oon after-

wards appointed lecturer on biblical criticism at Cambridge. He was a member of
most of the important literarv societies of the day. His works have been published in

two volumes. While preparing for his biblical lectures in 1811, he had an attack of epi-

lepsy which broke his intellect, and from its effects he died in the following XQtxv.

BUCKNER, Simon Bolivar, b. Ky.. 1823; a graduate of West Point who went
into the service of the confederacy, issuing an address to the people of Kentucky to take
arms against the usurper Abraham Lincoln. He surrendered Fort Donelsou and 16.000
troops to gen. Grant; was for a time a prisoner of war, and v»us finally in Kirby Smith's
surrender to gen, Canby.

BUCKS, a CO. in e. Pennsylvania, on the New Jerscv border, bounded bv Delaware
river; 600 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 64,336; '80. 68,522. It po>se.^:>es mines and quarries of iron,

plumbago, zircon, limestone, and sandstone. Surface hilly but well cultivated. The
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North Pennsylvania, Pliilndelphia and Trenton, and Doylestown railroads pa«:s through.
Prodiictions.'coru, oats, hay, potatoes, butter, tobacco, etc. Co. seal, Doylestown.

BUCKS. See BLCKixciiiAMsiiiuE, ante.

BUClvSPOKT, a t. in Haucock co.. Me., on the Penobscot. 16 m. r. of Bangor; pop.
'70, o4;")8; '80, 8056 It is a liandsoiue to^vn, regularly laid out on a gentle slope. At
the bend of the river there is a strong fort commanding the liarrous and the river both
up and down. As the river seldom freezes here, B. is a convenient winter jtort for ves-

sels bound to Bangor. There are several ship-3'ards and manufactories. In the last war
with England, B. was captured by the British.

BUCKAVIIEAT TBEE, Clifton fa lifjt/xfiTna, an evergreen slirub in the gulf .states of
the order cyrillacea?, bearing fragrant white blossoms. It grows ai'oiu.d ponds and
streams, and gets its name from the shape of its pendulous fruit. Its local name is

*-titi."

BUCYRUS, tiie co. seat of Crawford co., Ohio, on the Sandusky river, 62 m. n. of
Columbus; on the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Chicago railroad; pop. 'TO, 3066; in
'80, 'SS-iiS. There are mineral springs and a spring of inflammable oil in the neighbor-
hood. It is in a thickly populated district, and is noted for manufactories and schools.

BUDD^EUS, JohajS'n Franz, 1667-1729; a learned Lutheran divine, b. in Pomera-
nia. At Wittenberg he won distinction in languages, theology, and history; was Greek
and Latin professor at Cobiu'g, professor of ethical sciences and politics in the university

of Halle, and in 1705 professor of divinity at Jena. He produced an historical German
dictionary, an^ecclesiastical history of the Old Testament, a work on practical philoso-

phy, one on laws, and a universal theological history.

BUDGELL, Eustace, an English writer for the Tatter, Spectator, and Guardian.
He was under-secretary to Addison, and afterwards a member of the Irish parliament.
Still later he was comptroller-general of the revenue in Ireland, from which office he
was removed because of a lampoon written by him upon the lord lieutenant. In 1730,
lie lost £20,000 in the South Sea scheme, and afterw^ards spent £5000 to get into parlia-

ment, but did not succeed. Then he started the Bee, a weekly journal of short but
stinging life. Lawsuits accumulated, and he ended his troubles by drowning, leaving
on ins table a slip of paper on which was wa-itten "What Cato did, and xlddisoJl

approved, cannot be wrong."

BUDINGTOX, William Ives, d.d., b. Conn., 1815; graduate at Yale, and in
theology at Andover. He was ordained in 1840, and took charge of the first Congrega-
tional church in Charlestown, Mass., remaining there 14 years. He published a history
of that church in 1845. In 1855, he took charge of the Clinton avenue church, Brooklyn,
New York. Failing healtii compelled him to relinquish public duties early in 1879,
and he died in December. Dr. B. was one of the acknowdedged leaders in ins denom-
ination.

BUEL, Jesse, 1778-1839; a native of Connecticut, began life as a printer, and estab-
lished the AUjai.y Arfjus in 1813, continuing as the publisher until 1821, when he retired

to a farm and became one of the most successful cultivators in the country. In 1834, he
started the Albany Gulticator, and subsequently published the Farmer's Instructor and
the- Farnier'a Companion.

BUELL, Don Carlos, b. Ohio, 1818; a graduate of West Point; served in the
Florida and Tslexican wars, from 1849 to 1861 assistant adjutant-general in various mili-

tary departments; in the latter year commanding the department of the Ohio, and in

1862 made maj.gen. of volunteers. He was mu.stered out in 1864, and resigned his

conunand.

BUENA VISTA, a co. in n.w. Iowa, traversed by the Dubuque find Sioux City rail-

road, and watered by Coon and other rivers; 576 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 1585. Agriculture is

the nuiin busmes.s. Co. seat, Prairieville.

BUEXA VISTA, a small settlement in Coahuila, Mexico, on the San Juan, a tribu-

tary of the Rio Grande;, 7 m. s. of Saltillo; the site of a battle betweciu the I'nited States
forces under gen. Taylor and the Mexicans \inder Santa Anna, Feb. 23, 1S47, the fc Tier

with 5200 men and Die h\iU'.r with about 20,000, After two days of sharp lighling, ,?inta

Anna was defeaterl with a loss of nearly 2000; Taylor's loss being 746. The result was
flue in great part to the superior effcjctiveness of Taylor's artillery.

BUFFALO, a co. in central Dakota, on the Missouri river; 750 sq.m.; pop. '70, 246.

Iron ore has been discovered.

BI:FFAL(J, a CO. in central Nebraska, on the Platte river; 850 sq.m.
; i)op. '76, 4396.

Soil fertile. The Union Pacific railroad passes through. Co. scat, Gibbon.

BUFFALO, a co. in w. Wisconsin, on the Missi.ssippi and Chipoewa rivers. Grain
and wool are the main products; 650 sfj.m.; pop. '75, 14,219; in '80, 14,752. Co. .seat,

Alma.

BUFFALO (ante), city, a port of entrv, and tlie seat of justice of Eric co., N. Y., in
42' 53' n., 78° 55' w., at the foot of lake Erie, at the mouth of the Buffalo river and at the
liead of Niagara river, which is here cros.scd by an iron bridge. TJie city has a water
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i'lont of about 5 m., running 2^ m. along the shore of the lake, and 2^ m. along Niagara
nver. It is connected with Goderich on lake Huron by the Buffalo and Luke Huron
railroad; with Detroit by the Great Western railway; witli Toronto and Montreal by the
<J-rand Trunk railway. Tiie climate is pleasant and healthful; the streets, broad-and
generally lined witli trees, are well paved, lighted, and supplied with sewers. There
are many fine residences with attractive grounds, and numerous squares and public
places. A combin<itioTi of parks and pleasure grounds has been laid out, extending to over
500 acres. It comprises three sections, situated respectively in tlie northern, western and
eastern parts of tlie city, which, with the connecting boulevards, afford a drive of nearly
10 miles. In population Buffalo is the third city in New York, and the thirteenth in the
United States. It was founded in 1801, became a military post in 1813, and was burned
by the British on the last day of the same year. x\fter the war the place was rebuilt,

and in 18o2 it attained the rank of a city. In 1820, it contained 2095 inhabitant.s.

After the opening of the Erie canal in 1825, its growth was rapid, the population
being 8653 in 1830; 18,213 in 1840; 42,261 in 1850; 81.129 in 1860; 117.714 in 1870;
134,238 in 1875, and 154,766 in 1880. A portion of the river front is a bold bluff 60 ft.

above the lake and the JErie canal, wliich passes near it. There are 5 public squares,
Niagara, Lafayette place, Washington, Franklin, and Delaware place. The principal
streets are Main street, about 3 m. in length, Niagara street, 4 m., and Delaware .'-treet,

3 miles. Tlie most important public buildings are the city and counly hall, a granite
structure, erected at a cost of over $2,000,000, in the fcn-m of a double I-oman cross with
a tower 245 ft. high; the United States custom-house and po.'^t-oft'ce; the .<-tate arsenal:

the Erie co. penitentiary, wliich is one of the 6 penal establishments of NewYc-rk;
and the state asjium for the insane, an edifice which cost about $;3,0C0,C00, and has a

front of 2700 ft. and a capacity for 600 patients. Tliere are 76 churches, the most
imposing edifices being St. Joseph's catludral (Koman Catholic) and St. Paul's (Episco-

pal. The churches are divided among the various denominations as follows: 18 Roman
Catholic, 11 German Lutheran and Evangelical, 10 Episcopal, 10 Methodi.st, 9 Presby-
terian, 8 Baptist, 4 Mission, 2 Jewish, 1 French Protestant, 1 Congregational, 1 Uni-
tarian, 1 Universalist, and 1 Friends*. The Forest Lawn cemetery in the suhuibs < on-
tains 75 acres, tastefully laid out. There are 9 daily newspapers, 5 in English and 4 in

German, 10 weeklies, and 7 periodicals issued monthly. Tlie educational in.^litutions

comprise a state normal se;hool, 50 public schools with an average of 853 teachers and
21,808 pupils, and a number of collegiate schools and acaeleniies. Among other educa-
tional institutions are Can isius college, founded by the Jesuit fathers; St. Joseph's col-

lege, conducteel by the Christian brotliers; Martin Luther college (theological); St. Mary's
acaclemy anel industrial ^school for girls; anel the medical college of the university of

Buffalo. The cliaritable institutions of the city are numerous. The Buffalo orphan
asylum, founded in 1835, occupies a fine l)uilding in Virginia street. The St. Vinc( ut's

asylum for orphan girls is under the care of the sisters of charity. The St. Joseph's
asylum for orphan boys, founded by the Iloman Catholic chure'h. has a reformatory insti-

tution connected with it. The church charity foundation (Epi.^copal) suj^ports a honu'
foraged and tlestitute females opened in 1858, anel an orphan waul organized in bSiO.

The St. John's orphan home is under the care of the Evange^lical Lutheran chuich.
The Inglcside home was organized in 1869 for the purpose of reclaiming erring women.
Among other charities are the St. Mary's asylum for widows, foundlings, and infants; the

Buffalo general hospital in High street; the Buffalo association fe>r tlie relief of the poor;
and a homeopathic hospital founded in 1872. B. has 3 national banks. 6 slate banks, and
5 savings banks. The Young Men's association has a library of 30,000 volumes, anel i^al

estate valued at about $250,000. This society owns St. James hall, which is greatly in

demand for concerts and lectures; and their large library building is occupied by the

Buffalo historical society with its large library and cabinet; by the society of natural

sciences, which has made an extensive collection of minerals anel fossil casts; by the

academy of fine arts; anel l\y the mechanics' institute. The Young Men's Christian

union anel the German Young Men's association have gooei libraries. The Grcsvenor
library contains about 15,000 volumes of valuable reference works.

The city government is composed of a mayor, a common council of 26 members
(2 from each of the 13 w^ards), a treasurer, controller, city attorney, superinteneieut of

eelucation, city engineer, overseer of the |x>or, and 3 assessors. It is often claimed that

B. is the healthiest city of the United States, having the best water and the most
complete sewerage; its water-suppl}' is procured from the Niagara, through a tunnel
extending almost to the middle of the river. The police department, with a force of

174 men, is under the control of a board of three commissioners. The city has a paid
fire department, 3 volunteer hook-and-ladder companies, and a volunteer protee tion

company; a fire and police alarm telegraph, with 70 m. of wire, 68 signal-stations, and
27 alarm-gongs. The telephone has been introduced and extends to various parts of the

cit}'. The gas of B. is supplied bv three private companies. There are several lines of

street railroads. The total debt o'f the citv in 1879 was I?". 514. 264. 72; the assessed val-

uation of property was $88,876,545; (real estate, $80,929,165; personal property, |7.947.-

380).

The position of B. on the great water and railway channels of communication between
the west and the east gives it a large commercial importance. Its harbor is capacious,
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and is protected by extensive breakwaters. Tlie city is the center of an important sys-

tem of ruilrDads; i\ is tlie eastern terniinus of tlie Lal^e Shore ;ir.d ^licliiuan S(jnll»eru

raih-oad, of Hit' Canaihi Soulhern. arici a branch of the Grand Trunin raih'uadof Canada;
it is llie western terniinns of ll:e Erie canal, the New Yoiiv C'entral raih'oad. and a divis-

ion of tlie Erie railway; and otlier lines converge here. Tliere is a board of trade,

orixanized in 1S44 and incorporated in 1837. The immense quantities of grain moving
fiom western slates to the sea-board constitute the most important feature of tlie com-
merce of the city. The facilities for liandling and storing it are unexcelled l)y those of
any other city on tiiis continent. The lirst grain elevator was built in 1843 by Josejih
Dart, and thirty years from that (bite, in 1873, there were 82 elevators, with a capacity
for h:mdliu<r 8.000,000 busliels a dav. The record of receipts and exports is as follows:
receipts, 188(>-45, 41.851,488 bushefs; 1846-55, 174,717,487 bushels; ]856-6o, 482,390,318
bushels; 1806-75, 571,255,254 bushels. During the same lengtli of time the exports kept
pace witli the receipts, 31any of these elevating Avareliouses are costly structures of
stotie, or of iron and brick; several of them have grain " driers" attached. The live

stock trade of B. is second only to the grain trade, but will probably exceed it before
long. For the accommodation of this branch of business the Kew York Central railroad

company has built large yards in the eastern suburbs; these yards are well sheltered,

l)aved, watered, and taken care of with strict regard to cleanliness. In the amount of
tliis business this city has third rank among the cities of the United Stales. B. has a
large trade in anthracite and bituminous coal, received from Pennsylvania and distrib-

uted both e. and w. : great improvements have been made lately fol* handling and sliip-

ping this article. The rapid growth of the coal trade may be seen from the fact that the

lake slnpments westward during the season of 1879 amounted to 612,976 tons against

825,676 tons in 1878. Tiie lumber and timber trade is large, although want of harbor
and proper storage has driven a great part of it to Tonawanda on the Niagtu'a river,

a'oout ten miles below Buffalo. The receipts in 1879 amounted to 207,531,000 ft., exceed-
ing those of 1878 by 30,000,000 feet.

The manufacturing interests of B. are extensive, and have grown with marked
rapidity in recent years, especially the manufacture of iron, which is carried on in more
Mian 80 large esta])lisliiTient.s, employing 5000 men. The leading establishments are blast

furnaces, rolling-mills, foundries, breweries, tanneries, manufactories of agricultural

implements, and flour-mills. Of the last-named there are eleven, with a yearly capacity
of 839,000 barrels; the average annual production of flour being about 250,000 barrels.

Wooden ship liuilding was formerl}' carried on here, but it has been superseded by iron

shipbuilding. Two extensive establishments are devoted to this industry; these have
constructed the finest lake steamers, besides supplying the gov(ii'nmeut with a number
of iron revenue vessels.

BUFFIEIl, Claude, 1661-1737; a French psychologist and metaphysician, for the

most of his life a lecturer in the Jesuit college in Paris. His best known woi'k is Tvaite

f/ci Veriles Pir-miereft, in whicli he intended to discover the ultimate principles upon
which all knowledge is based. He wrote also on the elements of metaphysics, and a
French grammar on a new plan.

BUFORD, John, 1826-63; b. Ky. ; graduate of West Point, was capt. of dragoons
in 1859. In the war of the rebellion he served on the union side, and was one of the
mo.st conspicuous and useful of cavalry otlicers, participating in many engagements,
in one of which he was wounded. He rose to maj. gen. of volunteers.

BUGinS, or Bi^Gis, a ^lalay people in the island of Celebes. The merchants of
these people do much of the trade of the island and the neighlioring seas. TluMr govern-
ment is an electlv(> monarchy, the chief ruler being chosen by the nobles and the higher
(;lasses. He holds power only during good behavior, and may at any time be volecl out
of oflice. The p(;ople are represented as being orderly, peaceable, and well b(>liaved; good
good workers in iron, copper, cotton, etc.; constructing good houses and durable ships.

Their language has been reduced tovsiiting, and tliey use the common divisions of tlio

year. They also use the magnetic compass and charts. Half a century ago they were
represented as cannilials, but the\Mvcre conquered by the jNlacassars and compelled to

embi'ace Molia!rime(lanism. In recent years they have settled colonies of their own
people in .sonn; of tin; adjacent countries.

. BUHLE. JoiiANN Gottlieb, 1763-1821; a German scholar and liistorian of philo.so-

l)hy; a graduate of Gtittingen; at an early age occupied a professor's chair at Bruns-
wick. Thence he went to Moscow as profes.sor of ancient langu:iges, and on hi.s return
lo Brunswick took the chair of natural law, which he lield during his lile. lie edited
Aratna, and a part of Arintof/j', and wrote a liand-book of history and jiliilosophy, and
a usfjful history of modi'rn phiIoso[)liy.

BL'Hi, Bkun'akdo, d. 1520; a S[)anish nenedictine monk, in 1^93 sent by the pope as
apostolic vicar to the new world, nccomjianying Columbus on his second voyage. In
1495, he returned to Spain, and was one of the foremost in pressing charges again.st the
unfortunate disr:overer.

BFITENZOKG, a t. in Java, 66 m. s. of liatavia, with which it lias railway com-
munication. It is in a line situation, bOO ft. above the .sea, and is a favorite residence
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for Batavia's rich men. The country palace of the governor-general is one of the chief

buildings, and there are a mansion for the regent, a garrison church, and mosques. The
botanical gardens, laid out in 1817, are among the best in the world. In the neighbor-

hood is a sacred forest held in great veneration by the natives.

BULAMA, the most easterly of the Bissagos islands off the w. coast of Africa; IV
34' n ,

15^ 'S'ii' w. ; 18 by 9 m. ; fertile and heavy wooded, but insalubrious. There is a

good harbor. Aa English colony was sent here in 1793, but nearly all soon fell victims

to the climate.

BULAU, or Tikus, Gymnura raffleui, vig., an animal in Sumatra, of the mole family

resembling the opossum. The body is 12 to 14 in. and the tail 9 or 10 in. long. It is

about 5 in. high at the shoulder; color ])lack and white, with a black stripe over each

eye; the fur mixed with long brivStly hairs, and tail nearly naked. It feeds on insects,

and secretes a strong odor of musk.

BULGARIAN LANGUAGE, the richest of the old Slavic tongues, used by the

Grseco-Slavic church, and the chief medium of religious writings in that region. After

the fall of the Bulgarian kingdom, about 1500 a.d., the language became mixed with
neighboring dialects and lost its purity. In the older literature are found translations;

of the Bible made in the 10th century. The literature of the present time is of sinaU

account, being only such as is found in elementary and doctrinal works. Grammars
and dictionaries have been published since 1835, and a New Testament was issued in 1840

for the British and foreign Bible society. The language lives in many native songs, but
is not as yet printed anywhere in the country.

BULGARUS, the most celebrated of the famous "four doctors" of the law school

of Bologna. He was a native of that city, and was regarded as the Chrysostom of the

gloss writers. He lived to a great age, becoming childish before his death in 1166. B.

was one of the most trusted a'dvisers of the emperor Frederick I. The commentary D&
liegulis Juris is his most celebrated work.

BULI'MUS, a genus of land snails most numerous in the moist parts of Brazil.

Jkilimtis oratyfi, sometimes 6 in. long, is sold in the Rio Janeiro markets. It has aa
oblong turreted shell of unequal ujargin, and lays large eggs nearly an inch long»

resembling those of birds, but ver}' brittle, which it protects by a covering of dried

leaves. There are many fossil species. The species of temperate regions are small.

BULKLEY, Petkr, 1583-1659; b. England; the earliest minister in Concord. Mass.

He was his father's successor at Woodhull, England, but was removed for non-conformity,

and in 1635, M'ith a number of other emigrants, founded the Concord settlement. He
wrote several Latin poems, and a work called The Gotijyd Covenant Opened, published iu

England. His son Edward succeeded him in the ministry.

BULL. Sec Ox, ante.

BUIyL, John, 1563-1628; an English organist and composer. He was appointed
organist in the queen's chapel in 1591, and ne.\t year made doctor of music in Grcsham
college. Not understanding Latin, he was especially permitted to lecture in English.

He visited the continent, and had many offers of honorable and lucrative positions, but
declined all, returning to England to be organist to James I. On another visit to the

continent he became organist to the cathedral in xVntwerp. where he died. The claim
that he composed the English national anthem has not been sustained.

BULL, John, a familiar synonym for the English people. Its origin is attributed to
dean Swift, but Arbuthnot lirst gave it literary currency in his HMory of John Bidl-

(1712), a political allegory intended to satirize the duke of jMarlborough, and to increase,

feeling against the war with France. In art Jolin Bull is well known as a buily country.-

squire, impetuous, honest, narrow-minded, dogmatic, and easily imposed upon.

BULL, Ole Bornemann {ante), d. 1880; came to New York the first time in 1843:

He became attached to this country, taking a great interest in its repiiblic:ui forna^oC

government. Returning to Norway, his American ideas offended the ginernnujniii,'..

resulting in many huvsuits and the dissipation of his wealth. His wife, a larisian lad.yi.

died; and in 1852, after an absence of 7 years, he came again to this country. Here he:

put into practice a scheme long contemplated, which, like most of his business spiecu-

lations, resulted disastrously. He purchased 120,000 acres of land in Pennsylvaniji. undi

attempted to found there a colony of his countrymen. He designed a castle IW his.

permanent home, and erected it on the summit of a mountain, from Mhich there w\as jv

commanding view. Before the castle was completed the colonic is grew disconlented.

and about the same time he learned that the title to the land which he had purchased,
was worthless. Ole Bull relinquished everything, and again had recourse to his violin

to repair his bankrupt fortunes. All that remains as a reminder of his grand scheme
is the village of Olcana, named after him, which clusters around the base of the moun-
tain capped by the once lordl}' castle known to this day as " Ole Bull's Folly.'.' After a.

protitable European tour, he returned to this country, and has made his home^since 1861)

in Cambridge, ^lass. In 1870, he made a happy marriage with a young Mi.unesotalady. .

I

His form was tall and erect even to old age. He was gifted with a remarkable memory
and with social qualities by which he made and retained many friends. On.hisseven-

Am. Ad. I.—24
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t'wih birthday, Avhicli occurred in Feb., 1880, a surprise party was srivcn in his honor at

his liome in Cambridge, at wliicli many literary eelebritie:; ol tlic vicinity were ])resent.

He uas then, to all appearances, strong and healthy. Early in the summer lie sailed for

his summer residence in Norway, where he died.

BULL, GoLDKN, applied to the decree of Charles IV. of Geirmany. published in 1356,

i.0 tix the laws for the election of emperors and regulate the number of electors. A
jsimilar edict by Andrew IL of Hungary (1222), tor similar, purposes bears the name.

BULLHEAD (ante), a popular name ai)plied to several species of fresh and salt

water tish lound in the eastern parts of America, and belonging to the genera cottus and
(icanthocottus. Tlie common B., often called the "sculpin,"is well known to anglers
for its scarecrow form and (;o!ors. They are voracious, devouring small fish, crabs,

decayed flesh, etc., and frightening away such tish as tliey cannot eat. They vary
greatly in size, but are usually small, and seldom used for food.

BULLITT, a co. in n. KentuckJ^ on Salt river and Rolling fork, intersected by the
Louisville and Nashville, the Bardstown, and the Lebanon branch railroads; 250 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 7681—1194 colored. Productions chiefl}^ agricultural. Co, seat, Shepherds-
ville.

BULLOCK, a co. in s.e. Alabama, on the Conecuh river, the Mobile and Girard, and
the Montgomery and Eufaula railroads: 750 sq.m.; pop. '70, 24,474—17,257 colored.

ProductioQs, corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat. Union Springs.

BULLOCK, a CO. in s.e. Georgia, between the Ogeechcc and Cannouchec rivers; 900
s({.m. : pop. '70, 5G10—1744 colored. It is level, with poor soil, in large part covered
with pine forests, and abounding in game. Corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes are raised.

Co. seat, Statesborough.

BULL RUN, a small stream in n.e. Virginia, falling into the Occoquan about 25 m.
s.w. of Washington, the site of two important battles early in the war of the rebellion.

The first battle took place July 21, 1831, the national forces coinrnuuded by ^an. McDowell
and the confederates by gens. Johnson and Beauregard. The forces were about 28,000
for McDovvell and very nearly the same number on the other side, though not moretiiaa
18,000 union men were actually in the contlict. Until about 4 p.m. the advantage was
evidently with the union side; but at that tini'^; an impatuous charge from Beauregard's
whole line turned the tide, and the union army was completely routed and fled as best

they could across ttie stream to Centreville, where a council of war was held and a retreat

to Washington determined upon. The union los? was: killed, 481; wounded. 1011;
missing, 1400. The confederate loss wast killed, 378; w^ounded, 1489; missiwg, oO.

On the 29th and 30th of S.\v^., 1833. the secoal battle was fought, gens. McDowell
and Pope commanding the union forces, with gens. Leo, Jackson, and Longstr«ct oa
the; other side. On the last day tlie unionists were defeated and fell back to Cl*ancellors-

ville, where they suffered another repulse, and then retinul to Washington. The forces

engaged were about 35,000 union, and 4(3.000 confederate. No complete report of

the union losses was given, but the figures for killed, wounded, captured, and missing
iire put at 11,000; Lee reported tlie confederate loss to be 1090 killed, and 6514 wounded,
but the report was incomplete, others making the total loss 8400. The confederates call

these engagements the " first and second battles of Manassas."

BULLS AND BEARS, a common designation in the stock market for two classes of

operators; the "bulls" being those who seek to advance prices, and the "bears" tliore

who endeavor to bring them down. A fanciful derivation of the term is that a bull

los.ses up with his liorns, while a bear tears down with his claws.

BULL-TP^RRIER, a cross-breed of the regular bull-dog and various kinds of terriers,

having more docility than tlu; bull-dog and all the sagacity of tin; terrier. The bull-

Icrrier is a favorite house-dog, noted for wat(;hfulness and its intense enmity to rats.

BiJLOW, Hans Guido von, a cele])rated })ianist and composer, was b. at Dresden,
Germany, Jan. 8, 1830. His father, a well-known author, who intended that he sliould

Htudy law, and was very much opposed to his adopting music as a prolession, refused to

support him after ho had given u]) liis law studi(!s at lierlin. He was assisted by Liszt,

who recognized his talent, and Richard Wagiuir securc'd him a position as leader of

fMchestra at a theater in Zurich in 1850. Duiing the y(!ar 1851-52 he devoted himself to

the study of the piano at Weimar, under IIk; tuition of Liszt. In 1852, he made his first

appearance in puldic as a pianist; edited the Ncuc, /yiturJirift fi'ir Musi/c, and composed his

faiaous overture fo JuliuH (J<niar, whi(;h was fXM'formed with great succ(!ss. In 1855. he
became leading professor in the conservatory of music at Berlin, and in 1857, married
(/osima, daughter of Liszt, from whom he was divorced in 1869. In 1875, he came to

this country and made a v(;ry successful concert tour. He n(!ver plays his own pieces

at public p( rformaiuu'H, althougli his compositions are very num(!rous j.nd often cho.scn

l>y other .'utists. His larger works luimbcr f)ver 30, and he has composed many songs
and choruses. He is considered one of the leading pianists of modern times.

TUJLWER-LYTTON, Edwaiid Rouhut, Earl, ordy son of the English novelist, b.

1^31 ; educated by private tutors; wont into dijjlomatic service in 1849 undiT his uncle,

811 Henry, who was then British envoy to the Unit(;d vStates; afterwards served diplo-
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Tnatlc<ally at Florence, Paris, the Hague, Vienna, Copenhagen, Athens, Lisbon, Madrid,
jind again at Vienna aUd Paris. He succeeded to his title on the deatli of liis father in

187iJ. In 1874, he was sent again to Lisbon as ambassador, and in 1876 was viceroy of

Indiii, where, Jan. 1, 1877, he presided at the ceremonial proclamation of Victoria as

empress of India. In literature he is widely known, first as " Owen Meredith," the author
of many poems, the chief of which is Ladle. Other works are TannhauM'.r , or tlie

Battle of the Bardn; Neville Temple; JuUan, Fane; songs of Ser via: The Kiiuj of Ama^is;
Chronicles and Characters; Orval, or the Fool of Time; imitations in verse from various

languages; Fables in Song, etc;.

BUNCOMBE, a co. in s.w. North Carolina, n.e. of the Blue Ridge, on French Broad
river and the Western North Carolina railroad; 450 sq.m.; pop. '70, 15,412—2303 col-

ored; in '80, 21,640. The surface is rough, but the soil is fertile and good for cattle-

raising. There are warm springs in the n.w. part. Corn, wool, and tobacco are the
chief productions. Co. seat, Ashville.

BUNO'DES GEMMxi'CEA, a species of the order actinoida. See Anemone, Sea,
ante.

BUONAFE'DE, Appiano, 1716-93; an Italian philosopher and general of the Celes-

tines; author of several works on philosophical themes.

BUONAIIOT'TI, Michael Angelo. See Michael Angelo, ante.

BUPALUS AND ATHENIS, Greek sculptors, 540 b.c, in the isle of Chios. They
w^ere brothers, and sons of Authermus, also a sculptor. As the}' jDroduced only draped
figures, it is inferred that the art had not advanced so far as to attempt nude subjects.

It is said that B. made a caricature of the poet Hipponax, who was naturally intensely
ugiy, and that the poet retorted by verses that drove the sculptor to suicide.

BUPHONIA, or Diipolia, a religious festival held in Athens on the 14th Jul3% when
the very old ceremony of sacrificing an ox to Zeus was observed.

BURBAGE, or BURBADGE, RicirAKD. d. 1619; an English actor, son of James, also

nn actor. Richard was the first person to receive license as a player (1574), and wa.>» for
many years a business and professional associate of Shakespeare, acting ''Richard III.,"

"Proteus," and other leading characters.

BURBRIDGE, Stephen Gano, b. Ky., 1831; bred to the law, but engaged in mer-
cantile business and farming. When the war of the secession began, lie entered the
union service, and was distinguished for bravery in many engagements. He resigned
after the close of the war, with the rank of brevet brig.gen.

BURDEKIN, a river in n.e. Australia, in the colony of Queensland, about 350 ni.

long, falling into Upstart l)ay.

BURDEN, Henry, 1791-1871; b. Scotland; son of a farmer; came to the United
States in 1819, and the next year made the fi.'Gt cultivator used in agriculture in thi.s

country. His inventions include improvements in plows, a machine for making iron

spikes, and one for fashioning horseshoes which produced 60 shoes per minute from
the bar. He was agent and afterwards proprietor of the Troy iron and nail works, one
of tlie largest manufactories in the world. He devoted much attention to steam naviga-
tion, and built, in 1853, a steamboat which from its shape was c<Uled the " cigar l)oat," but
it was lost before its speed had been fairly tried.

BURE, or Bur, a mj^thical being who stands in Norse mythology as the gmndfather
of Odin, tlic supreme deitj'^ in that religion. The larger portion of Snorro Sturleson's
work known as the Younger or Profie Fdda (in distinction from tlie poetical or Eider
JMda) is devoted to the Fooling of Gylfi, and these two older and younger Eddas corre-

spond in that old heathen religion very nearly to the old and new testaments in (M.ris-

tianity. It is not in place here to tell all the strange adventures of Gylfi in his search
f(U' the origin of things, but only so far as concerns Bure. Gylfi (who was a king of
Svifhiod, or Sweden) journeyed to Asgard (the home of the gods) in search of knowl-
edge, and the gods, knowing of his coming and his purpose, were rcady to answer him.
After he had been satisfied about the gods, their number and attributes. Gylfi asked
about their origin. He was told that, many ages before the earth was made, Niflheim
(the nebulous or shadowy region) was formed; that in the middle of Niflheim was a spring
called Hvergelnur (the roaring cauldron), from which twelve rivers flowed. When the
rivers had flowed far from their sources the venom which they rolled along hardened,
as does the dross that runs from a furnace, and became ice. The ice stood still, and
the vapor that gathered over it froze into rime, or frosty-snow^ and in this manner were
formed in Ginnunga-Gap (the yawning abyss, or all space) many layers of congealed
vapor, piled one upon another. But tlie southern part of Ginnunga-(jap was filled with
sparks and flashes of fire that flew into it from Mushellheim (the home of elemental fire).

In the conflict of elements the rime was melted and the melted drops took a human
semblance, and the being thus formed was named Ymir (the prim.oi"dial giant). Another
creattire formed from this conflict of heat and cold was a cow named Audhumla (dark-
ness), and from her teats ran four stivams of milk, on which Ymir was fed. "But "

asked G^Mfi, "on what did the cow^ ferd?" The answer was that she supported herself

by licking the surrounding stones, which were covered with hoar-frost and salt. Tlie
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first day she licked there appeared the hair of a man; the second day the head came to

view; and the tliird day the whole man appeared. This man was called Bur or Bure
(••born," whence old German "' barn," and Scottish "bairn," a child). This tirst crea-

ture in the torni of a man was the father of Bor (also meaning born), who took for his

•wife Besla. tlie daughter of the giant Bolthorn (calamity or evil), and this pair were the

parents of Odin, tiie Norse allfather, and his brothers \'eli and Ve. ISo wife is named
for Bure, nor is anything further related of him.

BUREAU, a CO. in n.w. Illinois on the Illinois river; 800 sq.ni.; pop. 70, 32,415;
level and fertile, with little timber; the chief business is agriculture. It is intersected by
the Chicago and Rock Island and other railroads. Co. seat, Princeton. • a

BURGDORF (Fr. Berthoud), a t. in Switzerland, on the Emme, 14 m. from Bern.''

It is over 1800 ft. above sea level, and consists of a lower and an upper part, which are
connected by spiral streets. There are an ancient castle, a town-house, hospital, library,

etc.; also ribbon, tobacco, and chocolate manufactories, and a large trade in dairy prod-
ucts. In 1384 the town and countship wx're purchased by Berne for 37,000 florins, and the
Bernese magistrates held rule until 1798. Pestalozzi had his school in the castle for a
number of years. Pop. '70, 5078.

BURGERSDYK, or BURGERSDICIUS, Francis ; a Dutch logician, 1590-1629. He
was professor of logic and moral philosophy, and afterwards of natural philosophy, at

Leyiien. His Logic was a valuable work; Idea Phllosophim Moralis waa a posthumous
publication.

BURGES. Tristam, ll.d., 1770-1853; b. Mass.; a laAvyer, and head of the Rhode
Island bar; in 1815, chief justice of the state. In 1816, he was professor of oratory in

Brown university; in 1825, elected to congress, where he served ten years. He was a
ready, witty, and sarcastic speaker, and had man}' sharp discussions with the equally
ready and sarcastic John Randolph. In 1839, he published TIlg Battle of Lake Erie, with
Kotices of Commod/ne Elliott's Conduct.

BURGESS, Daniel, d.d., 1645-1712; an English dissenting divine, who openly
avowed Presbyterian princii)les, and, in Ireland, frequently preached in defiance of the

severe laws against non-conformity. He was impi isoned, and upon release went to Lon-
don, wliere \vi soon gathered a large congregation by ardent zeal and the witty and
ludicrous illustrations he used in his sermons, lie was tutor of Henry St. John, after-

wards lord Bolingbrokc.

BURGESS, George, d.d., 1800-G6; b. R. I.; graduate of Brown university and
tutor therein, afterwards studying in Germany. In 1834, he was rector of an Episcopal
church in Plartford, Conn., and in 1847 became bishop of Maine, olfiiciating also as

rector of a church in Gardiner. He published The Lant Enemy Conquering and Con-
quered; Sermons on the Christian Life; and a metrical version of a portion of the Psalms.

BURHXNPUR, a t. in British India. 280 m. n.e. of Bombay, 21° 31' n., and 76° 20'

e. ; 2 m. from the railway station of Lalbagh. It was founded in 1400. and was the
chief seat of the government of the Deccan provinces of the Mogul empire until 1635.

In 1861, it was ceded to the British government. Pop. '72, 29,303. B. is celebrated for

its muslins, flowered silks, and brocades.

BURIATS, a Mongolian people in the vicinity of lake Baikal. They arc scattered

in various tribes that take the names of their si)ecial localities; and the tribes are sub-

divided according to kinship. In 1857, the B. numbered about 190.000. They have
liigh cheek-bones, flat noses, and sparse beard on the chin; they shave the head, leaving

a cue at the top, like the Chinese. In summer they dress in wool and cotton; in

winter in sheep-skins and furs. Rearing cattle is their chief occupation, and some of

them pos.sess large herds. A few tribes engage in agriculture, and in 1839 the \\. had
about 240,000 acres under cultivation. The soil is fertile, and they have an elaborate

system of irrigation. Some activity is shown in trapping and fishing. In religion they
are mainly Bu(ldi)ists; their chief lama living at Goose lake. Some arc Shamanists, and
their sacred spot is the Shamanist stone at tlie mouth of Angar river. About 10,000 are

Christians. lieading and writing are general among the B., and they have books of

their own, translated from the Thibetan. Tiicir language is ]\Iongolian. and in three

distinct <lialects. The Russians first e.x])lored tlie r(\gion in 16:51, and aft(!r several

unimportant contests permanently subdued the B. before tin; end of the 17th century.

BURKE, a co. in c. Georgia, on the Savannah river and the (Central Georgia railroad;

1040 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 17,639—13.436 colored; in '80, 27,130. Surface hilly.' with fertile

soil, producing corn, sweet potatoes, and cotton, Co. seat, "VVaynesborough.

BURKE, a co. in w. North Carolina, on the Catawba river and tlu^ Wilmington and
North Carolina railroads; 450s(j.m.; pop. '70, 9777—2314 colored. Surface inountam-
ou.s, with fine scenery; production.j agricultural. Co. seat, Morgantown.

BURKE, Sir John Bernard, b, 1815; son of John, who started the genealogical
books known as Burke's Peerage, etc., and continuing the work aftc-r liie fatlier's death.

\h'. was called to the English bar in 1839, and was knighted in 1854. He has published,

be.'sides the Peerage and Jiaronctage, Jlislory of Jhrmaiit, Abeyant, Forfited, and Extinct

PceragcH; History of ilie Lan,dcd Gentry; Vicissitudes of Families, ando{her workai
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BURLAMAQUr, Jean Jacques, a writer on natural law, lie was professor and
lecturer in Geneva, and M'as elected to the council of the state. Ilisv»'orks arc upon the
principles of natural and political rights, and have passed through many editions.

BURLEIGH, William Henky, 1812-71; b. Conn.; printer and editor of several

literary and religious journals, among which were the Christian Witness, Pittsljurg,

Penn. ; the Charter Oak, Hartford, Conn. ; and the Washington Banner. He published
a volume of miscellaneous poems.

BURLESON, a co. in central Texas, on Brazos river; 97G sq.m.
;
pop. 70, 8072—3021

colored. It has an uneven but productive soil, about two thirds covered with oak for-

ests. Productions, corn, cotton, and wool. Co. seat, Caldwell.

BURLINGAME, Anson, ll d., 1820-70; b. N. Y.; educated in Michigan and Har-
vard universities, and practiced law in Boston. He was chosen to the state legislature

and the constitutional convention. He was an early worker in the free-soil party when
Van Buren was the presidential candidate, and was also a leader in the American party
in 1854, and by them sent to congress. His denunciation of Brooks's assault upon sena-

tor Sumner provoked a challenge from the South Carolinian, which the Massachusetts
member at once accepted, naming rifles as the weapons. Brooks did not light. Bur-
lingame was a congressman until 1861, and in that year was sent as minister to Austria,

where the feeling against him because he had favored Hungarian independence led to a
positive refusal to receive him as a diplomatic representative. He was then sent to

China, where he was successful in negotiating certain treaties favorable to both coun-
tries, and for the first time securing China's recognition of international rights of prop-
erty, trade, and worship. In 1869, having gained the full confidence of the Chinese
government, he was sent as minister of the Ciiinesc empire to Russia, and other European
countries, but died soon alter entering upon his duties.

BURLINGTON, a co. in central New Jersey, between the ocean and the Delaware
river; 600 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 53,639. It is level and in some parts fertile, but much of it is

sandy and covered Avith pine forests. Iron ore, marl, and petrified ainmal remains are

found. Chief productions, cereals, potatoes, ha}", ))utter, and wool. The railways are

the Camden and Amboy, Camden and Burlington County, Pembcrton and llightstown,
and branches of the New Jersey Southern. Co. seat. Mount Holly.

BURLINGTON {ante), a city in Dcs Moines co., Iowa, on the Mississippi; 207 m.
w.s.w. of (/hicago; pop. '75, 19,937. It is at the junction of several railroads, and is an
important business point, having also many manufactories. The business ]iortion is of
the river shore, while private residences are on the high bluffs in the rear. It is the scat

of Burlington university, and lias other excellent schools. There are extensive coal and
limestone deposits near by. From 1837 to 1840 it was the state capital.

BURLINGTON {ante), a city in Burlington co., N. J., on the Delaware 18 m. above
Philadelphia, founded by Quakers in 1G77. It is on the Camden and Amboy rail-

road, and is connected by steamboats with Philadelphia. Among its educational insti-

tutions are a college and St. Mary's hall for young women (both Episcopal). There is

considerable manufacturing business, and trade by the river and railroads. B. was for

a long period t!ie seat of government of the colony of West Jersey, and the last ofiicial

residence of Win. Franklin, the governor, at which period and' afterwards it had a
lucrative West India trade.

BURLINGTON {ante), the chief city of Vermont, a port of entry, and the co. seat

of Chiitenden co., on lake Champlain, 38 m. by rail n.w. of ^lontpelier; pop. '70,

14,387. The harbor is commodious and safe, protected by a breakwater SOO ft. long;
and the location of the city is remarkably tine, bolh forconnnerce and charming scenery.

Besides the lake navigation, the Central Vermont, Vermont and Canada, Burlington and
Lamoille, and Rullaiul and Burlington railroads give ample means of communication.
There is a steam ferry to Plattsburg, N. Y. The luml.'er trade is the largest single

business, but there are marble works, manufactories, and a large local trade. B. is con-
nected with Wiaooski, a manufacturing suburb, by a bridge over the Wiuooski river.

The university of Vermont, founded in 1791, is on the highest ground in the city;

dep.artments of the university are the agricultural college and a medical school Another
educational feature is the Vermont Episcopal institute, organized in 1858. The city is

supplied with gas and water; its notable public buildings and institutes are: a U. S.

custom house, a city hall, and a court house; 2 Congregational churches; 2 Roman
Catholic; Unitarian. Baptist, Episcopal, and jMetluuiist churches; the Fletcher free

library; the Mary Fletcher hospital; Lake View cemetery, near lake Champlain, and
Green Mount cemetery, overhwking the Winooski valley, the latter containing a credit-

able monument over the grave of Ethan Allen.

BURLINGTON LIMESTONE, a valuable material for building found in abundance
near Burlington, Iowa, and elsewlierc alonu" the ]\Iississippi, usually in double beds, the
upper one nearly all carbonate of lime, and the lower one containing magnesia. This
stone is peculiar for the vast abundance of fossils found in it, especially of crinoldca and
corals.
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BUKMEISTER, HEnMAXN, b. 1807; a German naturalist; studied medicine and

natural hisiory, and in 1842 was appointed prolcssor of zoology in the university of

Halle. In 1848, lie was a deputy to the Frankfort assembly, and afterwards a represent-

ative in the first Prussian chamber. In 1850, he made a survey in Bra/il in llie interest

of science, and visited other parts of South America a few years later. He has published

many elaborate works on natural history, travels, etc.

BUR^IESE AVxVRE, small cups, etc., made of strips of bamboo woven like fnio

basket work, the interstices being tilled with paste made of wood-oil and tine powders,

and when sulliciently hardened the surface smoothed with pumice-stone and Avater.

Sometimes they are ornamented with pictures worked in with the varnish

BURNAP, George AVasiiington, d.d., 1802-1859; a graduate of Harvard and

pastor of the First Independent churcli of Baltimore from 1828 until his death. He was

the author of many volumes on religious themes, lectures, a life of Calvert, governor of

IMaryland, etc.

BURNET, a co. in central Texas, on the Colorado river; 995 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 8688

—

858 colored; in '80, 7033. The surface is hilly and rocky, with fertile soil. Marble of

various colors, limestone, coal, iron, and petroleum arc found. Agriculture is the main

business. Co. seat, Burnet.

BURNET, Jacob, ll.d., 1770-1853; a graduate of Princeton, and one of the early

settlers of Cincinnati; judge of the Ohio supreme court in 1821, and U. S. senator in 1828.

ne ])ublislied I\-otes on tlie'Early Settlement of the North-west Territory.

BURNETT, a co. in n.w. Wisconsin, on the St. Croix river, 1100 sq.ra.
;
pop. '70,

1456. Co. seat, Gordon.

BURNETT, Waldo Irving, 1828-54; a naturalist and microscopist; b. Mass. He
did a irreat amount of microscopical work within the five years preceding his death.

Ilisclnef publication was a prize essay Oii 'ihe Cell, itHPhijsioloriy,P<itholo'jy, and PldloHophy,

deducedfrom Original Obseraiiions; to which is added its History and Criticism.

BURNEY, Fr.\nces (Madame D'Arblay). See ButiisEY, Dr. Chaules, ante.

BURNS, Francis, d.d., 1809-G3; b. in New Yorli ; a colored preacher who became

a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal clnircli. In 1834, he was a missionary in Liberia,

where, in 1851, he founded the Monrovia academy.

BURNSIDE, Ambrose Everett, b. Ind., 1824; a graduate of West Point, i

serving in the array until 1853, when he resigned and established in Rhode Island a

factory for making a breech- loading rille of his own invention. In the civil war he

served as colonel, and brig, and maj.gen. of volunteers, and was in many important

engagements. He resigned" at the close of the war, and in 1866 was chosen governor of

Rhode Island; was re elected twice afterwards; in 1875 became U. S. senator.

BUR OAK. Qaercus macrocarpa (IMichx.), a valuable tiee for timber, found in the

Atlantic and western states; sometimes called the mossy-cup oak.

BURR, Aaron, 1716-57; a Connecticut teacher and clergyman; in 1738, pastor of

the Presbyterian church in Newark, N. J., and in 1748 second president of the college

of New Jersey. He published a Latiii grammar, several sermons, and lite Bapreme

Deity of Our Lord Jesus Christ Maintained. His wife was a daughter of Jonathan

Edwards.

BURR, Aaron, son of the clergyman Aaron Burr; b. N. J., Feb. 6, 1756; d.

N. Y., Sept. 14, 1836. He was left an orphan before the ago of three; graduated at

Princeton in 1772; in 1775, went into the army as a private; at Arnold's attack on

(Quebec, acted as aid to gen. Montgomery, and endeavored to bring olT the l)ody of that

olficer, who fell at his side. He acted as brigade-major to Arnold, and in May, 1776, ho

became a nuimber of Washington's military family, v.-hich ho l(;ft after a few weeks

to become aid to gen. Putnam! In 1777, he was made lieut.col, and won distinction

at Monmouth in command of a brigade. In 1778-79, he wus stationed \uv.\y New York,

and was for a short time in command of West Point. He was always opposed to Wash-
ington, whose military talents he esteemed very lightly. B. resigned in consequence

oflll health in the; spring of 1779, and three years later married Mrs. Prcvost, the widow
of a British oHicer. was adnnttcd to the bar, and began the practice of law at Albany,

N. Y. In 1784. and again in 1798-99, he was elected to the state assembly. In 1780,

lie was appointed attorney-general of the state, and in 1791 was chosen U. S.

senator. He was an early, zealous, and unscrupulous partisan leader among the

*'repul>licans" (afterwards '' demo(;rats"), and the esjxu-ial rival of Alexander Hamilton,

the prominent leader of the federalists. In the i)resi(lcntial struggle of 1800, .)oh:i

Adams (then president), Tiiomas .Jelferson, Charles C. Pinckney, and B. were the

candidates, and tlu; votes for Jcifl'erson and J^ were e(pial—73 for (?ach. As the con-

stitution then i)rovid(!d, the person having tlie greatest nutnber of elec'toral voles was to

be president, and th(; n(;xt higliest was to be vice-president. This ccpial division

devolved upon the hou.se of representatives the settlement of the mattcn-, and there

each state had one vote oidy. a majority of all (he states being necessary to elect.

After a week of balloting. JelTeison was selected the president,, B. being vice* presi-

dent. He had been favored by Jeilerson for that place fro::i the first, but his ambiliou
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was higlicr, a-arl ho dl;l lils utmost to dofcat Jefferson, who was the regular candidattj of
the party. This course politically ruined B. ; lie was thereafter trusted by no party,

though HI 1804 t!ic federalif^ts nomiiinted him for governor of New York, tlie result

being his dcleat by Morrran Lewis. These disappointments and defeats, added to the
intensely bitter character of t'le ])artisan warfare of the time, led to the duel (July 11.

1804) in wiiich Hamilton was killed by Burr. For this act, which was then deemed
little less than murder, B. was legally disfranchised in New York, and covered with
t!ie heavier curse of popidar indignation. In the spring of 1805, he started for the

western ])art of the couutiy, bent, as was generally believed, upon establishing a govern-
ment in the Mexican territories, and possibly comprising a portion of the Louisiana pur-
chase, lie bought a large tract of land on Red river, and intimated that the conquest of
Mexican states was a part of the plan. It was in the course of these operations that he
plundered the famous Blennerhassett (q.v.). President Jefferson caused him to ho.

arrested (Feb. 19, 1807, in Alabama) on a charge of treason, for which he was tried the
next month at Richmond, Va. The jtuy gave a verdict of acquittal, and the next year
lie visited Europe to raise the means for an attempt upon ^lexico. Four years of effort

amounted to nothing, and in 1312 he returned in extreme poverty, and began to practice
law in New York; but his course had alienated the people, and he could never regain
his position in the courts. At the age of 78 he married Madame Jumel, a widow, who
had a large estate in the upper part of the city of New York; but they were soon after-

ward divorced, and B. died in 1806 on Sta'ten island in poverty and utter abandon-
ment, not only because of his political course, but more in consequence of his social

character. He had but one legitimate child, a daughter named Theodosia, who became
the wife of Joseph Allston, governor of South Carolina. This daughter was probably
the only human being except himself whom B. ever really loved: and she sailed from
Charleston in tlie spring of 1312 on a visit to her father (who had just arrived from
Europe), but the schooner on which she Avas a passenger was never afterwards heard of.

There have been many stories told of its fate, and three or more dying prisoners have
given relations of their part in the r;)l)bery and destruction of the vessel, but none have
proved trustworthy. The most probable theory is that the schooner foundered off cajxi

iiatteras in a furious storm that came soon after she sailOic

BURRANPOOTER. See Bkaiimaputka, ant^.

BURRHUS, or BURRUS, Af«akius, d. 62 a.d. ; a Roman prsctor who promoted
Nero's advancement to the throne. With Seneca's assistance, B. successfully resisted

many of Nei'o's tyrannous acts; he opposed the murders planned by Agrippina, but
would not become Nero's accomplice in her assassination or in that of Octavia. This is

one story; but another is that he congratulated the royal monster upon the murder of
his mother, and had his share of the spoils of Britannicus.

BURRILL, J.\MES, LL.D.. 1772-1820; b. R. I.; graduated at Brown university, and
in 1791 began practicing law. From 1797 to 1813, he was attorney-general of Rhode
Island; in 1816, chief-justice; and in 1817, senator in congress, where he was an able
opponent of the Missouri compromise.

BURROUGHS, George, a graduate of Harvard, and preacher in Falmouth. Miiss.,

in 1076, and in Salem in 1G80. He was accused of witchcraft in having "tortured,
afflicted, pined, consumed, wasted, and tormented " one ]\Iary Wolcott. Though a

man of the most unblemished character, he was condemned and hung at Salem, Aug.
19. 1692.

BURROUGHS, Sticphen, 1765-1800: a native of New Hampshire, who ran away
from home when but 14 years of age and joined the army; deserted;, became a student
at Dartmouth college, where he committed various offenses and escaped; served for a
time on a privateer; practiced medicine; taught school; officiated as pastor of a Cou-
gregational church until he was convicted of passing counterfeit money and imprisoned
at Northampton. He set fire to the jail in hope of escaping, but did not succeed, and
was sent to Castle island in Boston harbor, to a prison from which he '^scaped, with seven
others, oidy to be recaptured. When finally released, he went to Canada, and was for

years the chief of a band of counterfeiters. Late in life he was converted and became
a member of the Roman Catholic church and a privat" teacher for the sons of wealthy
citizens; and, it is Raid, " was esteemed and respected by all." His Memoirs of My (kcu
Life was once as popular as the life of Jack Sheppard.

BURROWING OWL. or Coqutmbo Owl. Athene cunicnluria , a species of owl that
lives in the burrows of the prairie dog. or dia's a home for itself: and seeks its prey
(chiefly small insects) in daylight rather than like other owls in the night.

BURROWS, William, 1785-1813; entered the U. S. navy in 1779, and served on the
Barbary station. In the war with Endand lie commanded the Enterprise in the engage-
ment with the Boxer off Portland, Me., Sept. 5. 1813. The Boxer was taken; butB.
was mortnlly woimded, living only long enough to receive the surrender. The
English commander was also killed, and both otficers were buried near each other at

Portland.

BURRSTONE. See Bun::t.vroNr., ante
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BURSCIIEN'SCIIAFT. nn association orj^anize I by German students for tlic pur-

pose, originally, of reforming the excesses and oiitra-^cs cuslonuiry at the universities of

Gjrmauy, and to arouse a spirit of nationality by uniting the students of diilerent uni-

versities' The first organization of the B. took place at Jena in 1815, and most of

the students who became members had fought in the German war of independence;
during 1815-17 it spread to Tiibingen, Heidelberg, Ilalle, and Giessen. As it was
evident that the students were to be disappointed in the hope that the war would be fol-

lowed by political reforms, the B. of Jena decided to have a general gathering of the

associations, which took place at the Wartburg, Oct., 1817. At this festival all the

universities were represented, and in Oct. of the following year, delegates from 14

uiiversities adopted a constitution, which was agreed to by all except the universities

of Austria. Gottingen. and Landshut; they adopted the colors of ihe German empire,
black, red. and gold, and resolved to hold annual conventions. In 1810. Kotzebue, the
German dramatist, who had been declared by the B. a traitor to his country, was
ass;iS5inated by Sand. After a couferencj at Carlsbad, the German government took
steps to suppress the B., but without avail; it resulted only in their holding secret

instead of public meetings. The original plan of a national B. was revived in 1827;

the chief obstacle was the difference of view held by the Germanen, who desired to

bring about the unity of Germany by practical and political means, and the Arminen,
who laid more stress on the ideal unity of their country and the cultivation of indi-

vidual powers. The vjews of these two parties were discussed at the convention of

Bamberg in 1827, and in Frankfort in 1831; and, although the Arminen had the larger

number of followers, they were obliged to give way to the more energetic Germanen.
On the 25th of Dec, 1832, the B. resolved to attain the freedom and unity of Ger-

many by a revolution; all the students were called upon to support the B., whose head-
quarters were at Frankfort-on-the-Main. The attempt was made at Frankfort in June,

1833, in which nearly 2000 students were implicated. It resulted in the arrest and pros-

ecution of students at all the German universities, and many of them were impris-

oned and disfranchised. The students of Vienna, who had never before been connected
with the B. , took a prominent part in the revolution of 1848.

BURT, a CO. in e. Nebraska, on the Missouri river; 500 sq.m.
;
pop. '7(5. 4354; in '80,

6977. The Omaha and Northwestern railroad passes through it. Agriculture is the

chief business. Co. seat, Tekama.

BURTON. Asa, d.d., 1752-1836; a graduate of Yale in 1777; in 1779 settled as pastor

of a Congregational church in Thetford, \t., where he remained all his life. He pub-
lished many sermons, and Essays on Some of the First Principles of Metaphysics, Ethics,

and Theolofjy.

BURTON, William Evans, 1804-60; b. London; son of William George B., author
of Biblical lldi^carchcs. He was intended for the church, and received a classical educa-

tion; at 18 took charge of his father's printing establishment and edited a magazine.
Fro:n amateur acting he drifted towards the regular stage, and made a successful debut

at the Hay market, in 1832. He began also to write dramas, one of which was played
simultaneously at live London theaters. In 18o4, he came to the United States, where
lie was always prominent as actor or manager, chiefly in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and
New York. In Philadelphia he established the Gentleman's Magazine, a literary monthlv.

His greatest success was in the management of the Chambers street theater. New York,
where, witli Brougham and others, he produced dramas from several of Dickens's novels.

His own forte was low comedy, and some of his characters were so established in public

favor that no actor has satisfied an audience in them since his death. Such were "Captain
Cuttle," " Toodles." " Micawber," " Aminadab Sleek," "Paul Pry."j^"^l others. He Mas
a fine scholar, and had a superior library, ])articularly of Shakesjiearian literature. He
was for several years the editor of the Literary Souvenir, and published in two vols, a

Cyclopaedia of Wit and Humor.

BUSBECQ, A J3IER GiiiSLEN de, a Flemish diplomat, 1532-93. lie was engaged in

many important negotiations, and twice sent by the emperor Ferdinand I. to the court

of Constantinople In 1562, he was made tutor to Maximilian II. in Vienna. He
wrote Dvicourse of *he State of the Ottoman Empire, and a Relation of My Two Journeys to

TarJcey.

BUSCII, JoiiAN.X Gkoro, 1728-1800; a German philanthropist {yid statistician, pro

fcssor of mathematics in the Hamburg gynuiasium. He (!slal)lislu;d an association

for the promoiion of art and industry, aiid a school of trade, the latter becoming especi-

ally famous. He wrote largely upon the history and theory of trade and commerce, and
on qu(,'stions of political economy.

BUSENTO, a river of Salerno, Italy, 'emptying into the bay of Busento. This

is the stream that was turned from its channel by the followers of Alaric, who
buried that great leader in the original bed of the stream and then restored the

water to its natural course so that no enemy couhflind the grave.

BUSH, Gkorge, D.D., 1796-1859; b. Vt. ; a graduate of Dartmouth college and
Princeton seminary; ordained in the Presbyterian church, and four y(!ar.s a missionary

in Indiana. In lo..., i.j \.as ap;)<nnted professor of Hebrew and oriental literaturo in
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New York university. In 1832, he published a Life of Mohammed, and the next y( nr

ii Avork on the millennium, in which hs held that the beginniag of the millennial age w Jis

marked by the triumph of Christianity over Roman paganism. He abo wrote a Hebrew
grammar, and seven volumes of eominentary on tlie Old Testament. In 1844, he con-

ducted The Ilierophant, devoted to the explanalion of prophetic symbols, and published

a work in which he opposed the idea of a physical resurrection of the body. In 1845,

he united with the New Jerusalem church, and began to translate Swedenborg's works.
In support of these doctrines, he edited the New Church liepoidtory. His latest work
was l^riesthood and Clergy unknown to Ckristlanity.

BUSHMEN, or Bosjesmans ; so named by the Dutch colonists, but calling themselves
S.VAB, or Saan; an aboriginal race of s. Africa, somewhat like, and yet differing from,
the Hottentot, but like them having nothing in common with the Kafl'er or negro*

They rank with the savage of Australia among the lowest existing types of mankind,
and are in a most degraded and destitute condition. They are of small stature, of

dirty yellow color, and very repulsive features. The cheek-borjes are large and promi-
nent, the eyes deep set and crafty in expression, nose small and depressed, and the hair

in small woolly tufts with bald spaces between. Of 150 measured by a traveler, the

tallest man was 4 ft. 9 in., and woman 4 ft. 4 in. Some are well proportioned, active,

and capable of enduring great privations and fatigue. Those furthest n., near lake

Ngami. are considerably larger in body. They clothe in skins and are fond of orna-

ments, decorating their arms and legs with beads and rings, and the women sometimes
paint their faces red. They dwell in huts of reed or in holes in the ground; in the

mountain districts they live among the rocks with mats for shelter. They have no
cattle, nor any animals except- a few half-wild clogs, nor have they the least signs of

agriculture; but r.?, they live by hunting they are well acquainted with the habits of ani-

mals, and follow the herds of antelope in their migrations. Their weapons are bows
and arrov.'s, the latter tipped with bone or iron, and poisoned with vegetable matter
mixed with the venom of snakes or spiders, or the entrails of an exiremely poisonous
caterpillar are used alone. On account of the use of these fatal poisons the B. are

held in dread by neighboring tribes. The discovery of their rude tools for digging
tubers, scattered over Avide regions not now occupied by them, indicates the existence

of greater numbers of B. in earlier times. They have no approach to tribal organiza-

tion, nor any chiefs; bodily strength forming the only distinction of superiority. Their
various dialects are not understood by the Hottentots, the tongue of the latter being
more agglutinative, that of the B. more monosyllabic; the Hottentots u.se gerider in

names, while the B. do not. The Hottentots can count 20; the B. only 2—calling all

above that "many." The B. possess a pictorial faculty not known in any other south
African tribe, and the rocks of the Cape Colony and Drakenberg mountains sliow many
examples of Bushman drawings of men, women, children, and animals. Rings, crosses,

and other signs, drawn in blue on rocks and stones, and believed to be centuries old, have
given rise to the suggestion that these may be the remains of hieroglyphic wiitiug;

and the discovery of drawings of men and women with antelope heads, also very
ancient, recalls the mythological figures of Egypt. The B. have a kind of intelligence,

and are valued as servants by the Boers, being much more energetic than the Hotten-
tots. A wholesale destruction of B. on the borders of the colony ui earlier years,

reduced their numbers grcatlj'; and though this hunting of them has ceased, their

children are still captured by the Boers for servants. The B. retaliate by ravaging the

farms on the border and driving off cattle. As they once occupied a much larger area, it

seems probable that the B. are the remains of the earliest aborigines of s. Africa, and
that they existed there before the KafPers, and perhaps before the Hottentots. A
former and more general distribution of the race is indicated by the discovery in late

3'ears of undci'sized j^eople near the upper Nile basin and on the western equatorial

coast land by Dr. Schweinfurth and Du Chaillu.

BUSHNELL, Hokace. d.d., 1802-76; b. Conn., graduated at Yale in 1827, where
lie studied law and theology; in 1833, became pastor of the North Congregational
church in Hartford. He was a voluminous writer on theological subjects; some of his

works hoing Principles of National Grcdtnesis; Chrimtian Nurture; God in Chri,st; Chrii<-

i'.an Theology; Sermons for the Neic Life; Nature and the Supernatural; Work and Piny;
Christ and llis Salvation; Woman's Suffrage, the licform Against Nature; 'ihe Vicarious

Sacrijice. He was also a writer for various periodicals and newspajK'rs. He was a bold
and original thinker, with peculiar eloquence of style. Though stnujgly evangelical in

belief, he denied the Calvinistic theory of the atonement (known as the "satisfactirn

theory"), and gave less than the ordinary emphasis to the distinction between the per-

sons in the Trinity. These, with other divergences, led to his being accused of heresy;

but ultimately the fellowship of the Congregational churches was found broad enough
to include him, and he kept his standing therein with growing inlluence until his death.

During his later years his health compelled his relinquishment of the active pastorale,

but his labors in authorship were uniutermitted. While his theory of the atonement
has not commended itself in its exact form to the majority of evangelical Christians, and
is adhered to by no organized sect or party, it cannot be denied that his moral earnest-

ness, his si^iritual power, his wondrous suggestivencss, his brilliancy of thought and
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Style, and his broad menial scope, have profoundly modified the thinking of the present

a»^e thn)Ui;h almost the whole circle or Protestant dononiiuations. indeed, with his

detestation of all provincialism ami sectarianism, he would have chosen any otiier lorm
of intluence rather than that v.hich is exercised by the leader of a parly in the church.

BUSHWHACKERS, a term nmch in use in the war of the rebellion (though well

known before) to indicate men who pretended peace or neutrality, but v* lio were ready

to make secret attacks whenever o})portunity olfered. They were numerous in some
western states, where many of tliem were summarily shot as outlaws.

BUSI'RIS, an Egyptian t., capital of the B. nomos, in the hieroglyphic language,

the *' Place of Osiris," believed to correspond to the modern Abusir, and situated about
the middle of the delta. It was supposed to be near the entrance of the gates of Elysium.
Close to B. was the pyramid of king Sahura, of the 4tl) dynasty, known as the Sa-ba, or
*' pyramid of the rising soul." The shrine of the goddess Isis was in B. juid a great

annual festival and lamentation for Osiris was held there. The place was destroyed by
Diocletian, but the Copts and Arabs have preserved the name in Bousiri and Abusir.

BUSI'RIS, a mythical king of Egypt mentioned by the later Greek writers. After

Egvpt had been afflicted for nine years with famine, Phrasius, a seer from Cyprus,
announced that the famine would not cease until a foreigner was annually sacrificed to

Zeus. B. began by sacrificing Phrasius, and continued the custom yearly; but when he
undertook to make a victim of Hercules the latter burst his bonds and witii liis club
slew B. and his son Amphidamas. Attempts to find the ])lace of B. as an actual king
iiave not succeeded. There is no good reason to believe that human sacrifices were ever

offered in Egypt.

BUSSEY, Benj.\min, 1757-1842; served as a private soldier in. the revolutionary
army; after the war, began business in Boston and accumulated a fortune, most of which,
after the death of certain relatives, went to the support of the law and diviuit.y schools

in Harvard college, and the founding of a school of agriculture, for which special object

he gave a large farm near Boston.

BUSSORA. See Bassora, ante.

BUSTAMEN'TE, Anastasio, 1783-1851; a physician of S,m Luis Potosi, Mexico.
He was among the earliest supporters of Iturbide when the revolt against Spain began
in 1821. In 18o0, he became vice-president of the republic, exercising the full power of

president. He n'sin-iied when Santa Anna's revolution of 1832 became successful, and
the next year was exiled, living in Europe until 1836, but recalled after the downfall of
Santa Anna, and in 1837 elected president. In 184S, he was president of the Mexican
congress.

BUTADES (vs^rongly called Dibutades), a G-reek modeler in clay, described as the

first who copied the human face in that inaterial. Seeitig on a Avail a drawing in outline

of his daught(!r's lover, B. molded the face of it in clay, and baked it with the tiles

which it was his business to make. The incident led B. to ornament the ends of roof-

tiles with faces, a practice largely imitated in after years. He lived about 600 B.C.

BUTE, John Patrick Criciiton Stuart, third marquis, and reputed hero of Dis-

raeli's Lothair. He joined the Roman Catholic church in 1808, and look great interest

in furthering rt^ligious education, in pursuancje of wdiich he. among other enterprises,

purchased land, and established near Jerusalem an asylum for j)ilgrims.

BUTLER, a co. in .s. Alabama; 875 sq.m.; pop. '70. 14,981—0391 colored; hilly, nnd
mostly covered with pine woods; produces corn, cotton, etc. The JMohile and Mont-
gomery railroad passes through, Co. seat, Greenville.

BUTLER, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on Cedar river and the Dubufpie and Sioux City rnil-

road; 570 sq.m.
;

pop. '75, 11,734; an agricultural region, mostly praiiie. Co, scat,

Butler Centre.

BUTLER, a co. in s. Kansas, on the White and Walnut rivers; 1510 stj.m.; pop.
'78, 14,175. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, El Dorado.

BUTLER, a co. m s.w. Kentucky, on Green river; 500 sq.m.; ])f)p, '70. 9404—043
colored. Surface uneven, with moderately fertile soil; agriculture the main business.

Co. seat, Morgantown.

BUTLER, a co. in s.e. Missouri, on the Arkansas border, w. of St. Francis river;

500sq.m.; pop. '70, 4298—21 c'onid. It has a level surface and fruitful soil, pro-

ducing corri, tobacco, etc. O). sf^at, Po[)lar P>lufT.

BUTI.KR. a CO. in c. Nebraska, a. of Platte river; 570 sq.m.; pop. '70, 4730; in '80,

9052; productions agricultural. Co. seat, David city.

BUTLER, a co. in s.w. Ohio, on the Indiana border, int(>rsecf(Ml by Miami river,

the Miami canal, and thr(!e railroads; 455s(j.m. ; pop. '70. 30,912. Prtxluetions agrlcul-

turiil. (^o. seat. Hannlton. There an; in the co. many int(;resiing monuments of
uboiiginal itdiabitaiits.

BUTLER, a r.o. in w. Pennsylvania, near the Alleghany river, drain"d by the waters
of the Beaver; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70, 30,510. The surface is diversified, and the soil
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sandy but tolerably good, producing the usual crops. Coal, iron, and limestone are
plentiful. Co. seat, Butler.

BUTLER, Alban; an English hngiologist, 1710-73. lie was educated at theDouay
Roman Catholic college, where he was proressor of philosophy, and afterwards of divin-

ity. He traveled on iiie continent, was chaplain to the duke of Norfolk, and president
ot the English college at fet. Omer's, where he died. The Lkes of the Saints was his

great work. It has passed through many editions.

BUTLER, Andrew Pickens, 1796-1857; a graduate of South Carolina college, and
lawyer of South Carolina. He was in the legislature in 1824, and in 1833 was appointed
judge of sessions and afterwards of the supreme court. In 1840, he was chcstn U. S.

senator. It was Mr. Sumner's reply to B.'s last speech in the senate that led to the
assault upon the Massachusetts senator by Preston 8. Brooks.

BUTLER, Benjamin Franklin, 1795-1858; a native of New York, and law part-

nej" of IMartin Van Buren. He served in the legislature, and was a member of the com-
mission to revise the statutes. In Jackson's cabinet he w;.s attorney-general, 1831-34,

and acting secretary of war, 1836'o7. He was afterwards professor of law in the

imiveisity of New York. He Avas a leading member of the Den;ocratic jjarty up to the
time of the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska bill, after wliich he acted with the other
party.

BUTLER, Benjamin Franklin {ante), b. N. H., 1818; a graduate of "^^'atcrville

(Me.) college; admitted to the bar in Massachus^etts, and acquired a large practice

in Lowell nnd other cities. He was early in politics as a member of the Demo-
cratic party, and by them was chosen to the legislature in 1853. In the Fome year he
was a member of the constitutional convention, and in 1859 was elected to the stale

senate. On the first call for troops in the secession cor.tiict (April 15, 1861), B.,who
was a brig.gen. of militia, called out his In'igade. On the next day, the 6th regiment
left Boston; and on the 18th, B. at the head of the 8th regiment started for Wa.'^liinghn

by way of Baltimore. Two regiments of his biigade had in the mean time sailed ler

fortress Monroe, of which they took possession. Ilie bnrning of railroad bridges pre-

vented B. from reaching Washington directly, and he took possession cf Arn{:polis arel

repaired the railroad from that city to Washington so speedily, that the 7th New Ycik
and the 8th Massachusetts regiments readied the capital in seasrn to prevent any
attempt at seizure. In May, he took possession of Baltimore without opposition, ar.d

the same month was appointed maj.gen. and given command cf fortress Monroe. Here
he made the declaration, when recpiesteel to return runaway negroes, tliatthe slaves were
"contraband of war"—a doctrine that greatly discouraged the secessic nisis and corre-

spondingly elateel the union side, for up to that period lliere had been no hesitation on
the part of the civil or miliiary authorities in doing their utmost to arrest and return

fugitive slaves. In the spring of 1862, he ccir.manded the hud force of 18,CC0 men
designed to co-operate with Farragut in ccn.mand of the tieit to operj'te in the lower
Mississippi, and on the 1st of May he look p(s.-ession of New Orleans, where l:e

remained until relieved by gen. Baidvs in December. Bis admini.^tiaticn in New
Orleans was violently denounced: but he kept order; forced the people to keep rea.'cn-

ably clean streets and so avoided the yellow-fever f(^r one FCfiFcn; crmpelkd the rich

secessionists to contribute to the support of those whom lluir rebellion lir.d rcehtced to

want; and enforced due respect for the ling of the naticn. Near the close of UC3. he was
put in command of the department (f Virginia and North Carolina, and in 3Iay. 1864.

occupied City Point and Bermuda Hundred in sujiport of Grant's n-ovcnunt upon
Petersburg. In October he was sent to New York to as^ure peace during the election,

there being danger of serious trouble. In 1864, he was sent against Tort Fisher, but the

enterprise failed, in consequence of a storm, and he returneo, contrary to oiders, for

which he was relieved from command. In 1866, he was chosen numlerof cergrees

from the Boston district, anel in 1868, was one of the managers in the imj taeh.ment of

president Johnson. From the breaking out of the rebellion until 1876-77, Butler acted

with the Republican party; but when the greenback and labor movcm.ent began to take

shape he favored it, and in 1878 was the candidate of those parties, and of a large por-

tion of the Democratic party, for governor of Massachusetts, receiving 1C9.435 vctes to

134,723 for the successful Republican candidate. He was again a candielate of "green-
backers," labor men, and Democrats, in 1879, but was ngain unsuce-essful.

BUTLER, Charles, 1750-1832: a prolific English writer, nephew^ of Alban. Fe
was educated at Douay, anel entered at Lincoln inn in 1775, coming to the bar in 17£1.

His literary activity was enormous. Among his works were Bi'miiiisaiices; Iloraj B^lUca:
Jform Juridic^ Subsecivm; Book of the Boman Catholic Uiurch; and lives of Erasmus, Gro-
tius. and others. He also editeel his uncle's Lives of the Saints, and completeel an editic n
of Coke upon Littleton.

BUTLER Clement M.. d.d., b. K Y., 1810; a Protestant Episcopal minisier

in Georgetown, D. C, Boston, anel Washington; rector of Grace church, Rome. It;":iy.

1862-64; professor of ee*clesiastical history in the divinity school of the Protestant Epis-

copal church in West Philadelphia. He has published The Book of Common Bra^'cr
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Interpreted by its Historif; Old Truths and New Errors; St. Paul in Rome; Inner Rome;
Manual of Eccleaiastical Histoi^yfrom iJie \st to the ISth Century; Sermons, etc.

BUTLER. John, a native of Conn.; d. Canada, 1794; a tory leader in the revolu-

tion, comiuauding a iTginieut of militia. In 177G, he organized a band of guerillas dis-

guised as Indians" Avhocomniitted many outrages. He also commanded the men who
destroyed Wyoming. Peun., in 1778. After peace he settled in Canada, where he was
agent for Indian allairs.

BUTLER, William Allen, ll.d. ; b. N. Y., 1825; a graduate of the university of

New York, studied law with his father (Benjamin F. of New York), and traveled exten-

sively abroad before commencing practice. He is the author of several popular satirical

poems, among which are Isothincj to Wear; Barniirn's Parnassus; and Two Millions. He
has also published Lawyer and Client, and a biograpbical sketch of Martin Van Buren.

BUTLER, William Orlando, 1793-1880; b. Ky.; served in the Indian battles of

1812, and under Jackson at New Orleans, and after the war practiced law in Kentucky.
He was a member of congress, 1839-43, and next year democratic candidate for governor;

in 1848 the democratic nominee for vice-president, but not successful. He served as maj.

gen. of volunteers in the war with IMcxico, and was wounded at Monterey. He was a
member of the peace congress of 1861.

BUTO, an Egyptian goddess, deity of the town Buto in northern Egypt. She per-

sonitied lower Egypt; and, it Avas believed, presided over tire, and resided in the sun. B.

was considered Co represent the Greek Latona, and to be the regent of certain districts

and cities in Egypt and Arabia.

BUTT, Isaac, b. 1813; graduate of Trinity college, Dublin, and a member of the

Irish bar. He was one of the counsel for Smith O'Brien and others tried in 1848 for

treason, and also for the Fenians tried in 1865. In 1852. he was chosen to parliament

from Younghallas a liberal conservative; and in 1871 he was returned from Limerick
as a " home ruler," and litis been to the present time the chief leader and support of the

idea which that name involves. He was one of the projectors, and for a time the editor,

of the Dublin University Magazine. He has also published Literature of Political

Economy; History of the Kingdom of Italy, and works on the relations of landlord and
tenant.

BUTTE, a small hill or knoll, or rising ground; in some places applied to mountains,
as the Downieville Buttes in California, which are nearly 9000 ft. high.

BUTTE, a co. in. n. California, on the Sacramento and Feather rivers; 1458 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 11,403. The surface is rough and well w^ooded, and the soil fertile. The co.

is rich in gold, silver, platinum, cinnabar, lead, and iron. The Marysville branch of

the Pacilic railroad crosses the w. portion. Wheat, barley, wine, and wool are the chief

agricultural productions. Co. seat, Oroville,

BUTTERFIELD, John, 1783-1869; one of the founders of the express business

in the United States. Before the time of railroads he was proprietor of many impor-
tant lines of stage coaches, especially in New York state.

BUTTERFIELD. William, b. 1814; an English architect noted as a leader of the
"Gothic revival" in England. His work has been chiefly in church and collegiate

arcbi lecture.

BUTTERMILK FALLS, in Le Roy, Genesee co., N. Y., on Oatka creek, which
falls over a limestone ledge 90 ft. high. The same name is given to a cascade in Bog
Meadow creek, near West Point, N. Y.

BUTTERNUT, or White Walnut, Jaglans cinerea, a large, wide-spreading Ameri-
can tree, with nearly smooth bark, and large leaves. The nuts are well-known, and
form agreeable food when dried; when taken green and pickled they are prized for the

table. Sugar can be made from the sap, but it is much inferior to that made from
maple. The timber is useful for coach and cabinet work, posts, rails, and wooden bowls.

BUTTON, Sir Thomas, the successor of sir Henry Hudson in the exploration of the

n.o. coast of America. In 1612-13, he was frozen in and wintered on the w. coast of

Hudson's bay. The next summer he explored all the coasts of the bay, returning to

England in the autumn.

BUTTS, a CO. in central Georgia, on th(! Ockmulgee; 240 sq.m.; pop. '70. 6941—3435
colored. The siirf;ic(! is uru-ven, and soil fertile. Productions, corn, cotton, and sweet
potatoes, ('o. seat, Jackson.

BUXTON, Jedidtah, an English prodigy of skill in numbers, b. 1704, and lived

about 70 years. Though the son of a schoolmaster and grandson of a vicar, B.'s educa-
tion was so neglected that he could not write, nor was he at an early period remarkable
for knowl(Mlge of numbers. He never could tell how his singular power came, or how
he used it; but it was observed that when "figuring" his attention was withdrawn from
allext(;rnal objects. He woiked out every question l)y Ins own methods, without external

aid. anrl without undersfanrling th(! comnu)n rules of arithmetic. \\i\ would stride over
ft pieceof land and tell the contents to almost (ixact measure. In this mannc.'r he measured
the whole estate of Clinton, some thousands of acres, giving not only the acres but even
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the square inches. Then for his own amusement, he reduced the Avholc to square hair-

breadths, on the base of 48 hairs to a lineal inch. His memory was such that he could
stop in the midst of an abstruse calculation, aud a week or even a month later resume it

where he had left off. This mania for figures shut him out from all other knowledge, and
on returning from church it did not appear that he had brought away a sentence that had
been given out. His faculty was tested before the royal society, where he was presented

with a gratuity. While in London he was taken to see Richard III., but his only enjoy-

ment was in counting the number of words spoken by Garrick. He would easily count
the steps of a company of dancers, but admitted that the sounds given out by a number
of musical instruments perplexed him beyond measure.

BUZZARD'S BAY, on the s coast of Massachusetts, about 30 m. long by 7 wide;
sheltered from the ocean by the Elizabeth islands and Vineyard sound. In the bay are

the harbors of New Bedford, Wareham, Sippican, Fairhaven, and Mattapoiset.

BY-BIDDING, at auctions where the bidder may be employed by the owner, and
realfy bidding to enhance the price, not meaning to purchase. This form is unlawful;
but bidding merely to prevent the sale of property below its actual value is not so con-

sidered.

BYLES, Mather, d.d. ; 1706-88; graduated at Harvard, and ordained minister of

the Hollis street church, Boston, in 1733. In 1765, he was given the degree of doctor
of divinity by the university of Aberdeen. He was a correspondent of Swift and Pope,
and published a volume of "his own poems. During the revolution he adhered to the

English side, and for that reason his connection with his parish was dissolved. In 1777,

he was denounced as an enemy to the country, imprisoned for a time, and condemned
to exile, but the latter sentence was commuted to confinement in his own house, belore
which sentinels were placed. His reputation for quick aud caustic wit has kept his

memory alive.

BYRAM RIVER, a small stream, scarcely more than a brook, which is often men-
tioned as the farthest western boundary of New England, separating the towns of
Greenwich, Conn., and Rye, N. Y, Recent surveys have straightened the boundary
line, which, however, still begins at the mouth of the river and follows it a short distance.

One mile above its entrance into Long Island sound, the stream Avidens, receives the
tide, and is navigable for the smaller class of vessels to the village of Port X?hester.

BYRD, William, 1674-1744; b. Va., and educated in England, where he became
a fellow of the royal society. Returning to America, he was receiver-general of revenue
in Virginia, colonial agent, member of the council, and one of the commissioners to fix

the North Carolina boundary. He laid out the cities of Richmond and Petersburg in

1733 on his own land.

BYROM, John, 1691-1763; an English poet and miscellaneous writer. Colin and
Phoebe, his first poetical essay, appeared in the Spectator. He was made a member of
the royal society; invented and taught a system of short-hand writing; was a person of
livel}' wit, and had a tasLe for the mystical theology of Bohme.

BYRON, Anne Isabelxa Miluanke, 1792-1860; only child of sir Ralph Milbanke,
and wife of lord Byron. She married lord Byron Jan. 2, 1815, and separated from him
in Feb. of the next year. On the death of her cousin, the earl of Scarsdale, she became
baroness of Wentworth, and for several years before her death employed her large
iucome in works of charity. One child was borne by her to Byron, "Ada, .<ole daughter
of my house aud heart," who married William, lord King, afterwards earl of Lovelace.

BYRON, Henky James, b. Manchester, Eng. ; a playwright, author of many dra-
matic works, chiefly in burlesque, that have won popular favor. Among them are
f^ra Diavolo; Maid and Mafipie; Babes in the Wood; and travesties of many of the more
popular operas. Of comedies he has written War to the Knife; A Hundred Ihoumnd
Pounds; Not Such a Fool as he Looks (in which he played the hero); An American Lady;
Old Sailors; and Our Boys, the last comedy achieving an almost unexampled success.

BYRON, Hon. John, 1723-80; an English admiral and circumnavigator. He was
the grandfather of Byron the poet. While young, he accompanied Anson around the
world, and in later years experienced so much hard service that he was nicknamed by
sailors " Foul-weather Jack." In 1769, he was a governor of Newfoundland, and in

1776 became vice-admiral. In 1778, he Avas sent with a fleet to watch the movements of
count d'Estaing, who had gone to the assistance of the American colonies then in revo-
lution; and in July of the next year, fought the count off Grenada, but the action was
of little importance.

*

,

BYZANTINE RECENSION, the Greek New Testament used in Constantinople
after that city became a see in the eastern church: also nsed as the basis of the old
Slavonic version. It differs very little from the received text.

BZOVIUS, or BzowsKi, Abraham, 1567-1637; a Polish Dominican, one of tlie most
voluminous writers of his time. He wos professor of philosophy and theology at INIilau

and Bologna. He continued the ecclesiastical annals of Baroniiis from 1198 to 1532.
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CABALA. See Cabbala, ante.

(,'ABANEL, Alexandre, b. 1823; a Frencli painter of mythological and religious

subjects, among whi(;h nre "'I'lie Birth of Venus" (of ^vllicll he nuide two copies for

American patrons), a!ul "Nymph carried off by a Faun." He is a member of tlie

French academy, and a professor in tlic scliool of fine arts.

CABARRUS, a co. in s.w. North Carolina, on the N. C. railroad, watered by Rocky
river: 350 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 11,954—3929 colored. Soil moderately fertile, producing

corn, wheat, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Concord.

CABARRUS, Francisco de, 1752-1810; a Spanish financier, originator of a bank
and company for trade with the Philippine islands. lie was one of the council of

finance under Charles III., and proposed many reforms. Under Charles IV. he was
accused of embezzlement and imprisoned, but soon after was released and made a
count. Bonaparte made him a minister of finance, in which oflSce he died. His
daughter Therese, under the name of Mmc. Tallieu, afterwards princess of Chimay,
was conspicuous in the closing days of the French revolution of 1789.

CABEC;A de vaca. See Nunez Alvar.

CABELL, a co. in s.w. West Virginia, on the Ohio river at the Chesapeake and
Ohio railroad, watered by Guyr.ndotle river. It is hilly but fertile, producing corn,

tobacco, etc. Co. seat, Barboursville.

CABEN'DA, or Kabtnda, a seaport in Loango, low^er Guinea, on the Atlantic, at

the mouth of the Livingstone, 5^ 30' south. It is one of the few^ salubrious places on
the coast. Pop. 16,000.

CABINET (see Ministry, ante), in political affairs, the heads of departments wdio

are the immediate advisers or counselors of the chief executive. In the United States

government tliQ cabinet consists of the secretaries of state, treasury, war, navy, and
intei-ior, the attorney-general and the postmaster-general. They meet whenever desired

by the president, but not pubiicl)^ No minutes are kept of their doings, nor are the

names of those present recorded. The president presides; and he may at any time
require in writing the opinion of any of the members upon matters concerning his depart-

ment. But the cabinet has no responsibility, as that rests with the president alone.

CABIRI, or Cabeiri, divinities w^orshiped in Egypt, Phenicia, and other countries,

but of whicli worship or its purpose little is known. The worship was observed yearly

and tiie ceremonies lasted nine days, always in secret, though women and children were
admitted. In Lemnos all the fires were extinguished, sacrifice for the dead was offered,

and a sacred vessel w:is sent to Delos to procure new fire, wliich was distributed among
the people, and with its kindling they began a new or regenerated life, free from sin.

CABOCHIEXS, certain butchers of Paris, named from their chief Jean Caboche,
who were partisans of John of Burgundy against the Armaguacs. In 1418, their out-

rages provoked the people of Paris to rise against them.

CABOT, GKoiKiE, 1751-1823; b. Mass.; in early life a ship captain, but in 1770
chosen to the ^Fassachusetts provincial congress. He w^as also in the state constitutional

convention, and in 1789 was chosen U. S. senator. He was offered but declined the

position of .secretary of the navy. His last political act was to preside over the Hartford
convention.

CABOTVILLE. See Ciiicopee, ante.

CABRAL, Fraxcihco, 1528-1009; a l^ortnguese Jesuit missionary at Goa, and super-

intendent of the mission schools in India. He also labored in Japan wilii success, and
had the supervision of missions in China. He was for nearly 40 years at the head of

the Roman Catholic school in Goa.

OA(/TIE (a hiding-place), usually a cavity, natural or artificial, in the ground or

among rocks, where voyagers and cxjilorcrs stow jtrovisions or records, to be found by
themselves or others. If containing provisions, the caclie needs to be very strong to

re.sist the deprcdation.s of animals.

CACHE, a CO. in n.e. Utah, on the Idaho frontier, watered by Bear river; 700 sq.m.;

pop. '70, 8229; in 'MO, 12,080. Productions agricultural. Co. s('at, Logan.

CACHICO, or C'AcirEii. at. in S('IU'L^'unl)!a. w. Africa,, itj the land of the Papels, \\

few miles from the mouth of San Domingo or Cachoa riv(!r; pop. 15,000. It is a Por-

tuguese fortified post, and has trade in ivory and gold dust.

CACHICAMA, or TatotM'EBA, IhisiipiiH jiorcm-rinctxs, an armadillo in tropical

America, cov(!red with horny plates. It is about l^- ft. long, harmless, and easily tamed.
Its food is antri and other insects.
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CACIIOE'IRA, or Caxoeira, a t. in Brazil, in tlic province of Baliia, and 62 ra,

n.w. of the city of Bahia; pop. 15,000. It lias a town-house, a prison, a Carmelite
convent, aud several cliurches. Its trade is in tobacco, coffee, and sugar.

CACTUS. See Cacte^, ante.

CACUS, in legend, a gigantic son of Vulcan, who dwelt in a cave on mount
Aventine and continually vomited fire and smoke. He stole cattle from the people aud
drew them backward into his cave, so that tlieir tracks would not point to his abode.
He was slain by Hercules for stealing the cattle of Geryon.

CxVDA MOSTO. LuiQi da, a Venetian navigator of the 15th c, who, with others, in

1455, explored the w^ coast of Africa as far south as the river Gambia. He wrote an ac-

count of his voyages in the Book oftlce First Voyage oter the Ocean to the Land oj ]S'efjroe»

in Lower Ethiopia.

CADASTRAL SURVEY is one which represents objects in their true relative posi-

tions and dimensions, as they exist on the face of the country, differing thus from a
topographical survey, which, for distinctness, enlarges certain objects, as the dimensions
of houses, width of roads, streams, etc. The usual scale of a map of C. S. is about 2 ft.

to a mile.

CADDO, a parish in n.w. Louisiana, bordering on Arkansas and Texas; 1200 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 21,714—15,799 colored. Productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, etc. The
Texas Pacidc railroad passes through the parish. Principal town, Shreveport.

CADDOES, or Cadodaquios, Indians in or near Texas on the upper Red river and
lake Caddo. There are but a few hundreds left of a once large tribe.

CADET {ante). All students at the United States military academy and naval acad-
emy have this title; and there are also medical cadets recognized as a distinct rank,

CADILLAC, Antoine de la MoTirE, d. 1719; a French peer and an officer in

America, who came to Nova Scotia in 1G91 ; commanded at 31ichilimackinac, 1691-97.
and in 1701 fovmded Detroit. He was governor of Louisiana, 1712-17, where he had
much trouble with the Indians.

CADIZ, a province in s. Spain, in the ancient division of Andalusia; bounded n.

by Seville, e. by the Mediterranean, s. by the straits of Gibraltar, aud w. by the Guadal-
quivir; 2806 sq.m.; pop. '70, 426,499. It is a mountainous region, traversed by the
Sierra Nevada, and but partially cultivated. The wines of the province are especially
fine. The western part is traversed by the Seville and Cadiz railroad.

CADWALADER, George, b. Penn. ; bred to the law; served as brig.gen. in the
Mexican war and maj.gen. of volunteers in the war against the rebellion.

CADWALADER, or CADWALLADER. John, 1743-86; b. Penn.; a member of
the Pennsylvania convention of 1775, and brig.gen, in the revolutionary war, participat-

ing in the engagements at Brandywine, Germantown, Monmouth, aud Trenton. After
peace he was a member of the Maryland assembly.

CJ^CIL'IUS STATIUS, d. 168 b.c. ; a Roman comic poet and dramatist, of whose
works few fragments remain. The people ranked him with Plautus and Terence, as
among the first of comic writers.

C^'LIUS AURELIA'NUS, a physician of Numidia in the latter days of the Roman
empire, and author of a valuable medical work. lie divided disease into two great
classes, acute and chronic, devoting his work of ten books to their elucidation.

C^LIUS MONS", one of the seven hills of Rome. See Rome, ante.

C^RE. See Cervetere, ante.

C^ESALPl'NUS, or CESALPINO. Andreas, 1519-1603; an Italian philosopher of
whose family or descendants nothing is known. He first appears as professor of botany
in the university of Pisa, where he seems to have studied, and perhaps taught, anatomy
and medicine. In his first work. Specnlnni Artis Mrdieo' Hijrpocraticnn), he left proof, in

a passage often quoted, that he had a clear idea of the circulation of the blood, at least

through the lungs. In botany he Avas more original, and his works are highly pliilosoph-

ical and valuable, being a ricii mine from which Linnaeus. ]Morrison, and others took
their ideas of botanical arrangement. He died in Rome in attendance upon pope
Clement VIII.

CV^SAR, Sir Jutjus, 1557-1636; an English statesman, educated at Oxford and
the university of Paris; doctor of civil and canon law. He was master of the rolls,

and held other high offices under Elizabeth and .lames I. He was noted for a gracious
dignity of character, and for wide beneficence to tiie poor.

C^SU'RA, a pause or division in a verse; a separation by the ending of a word, or
by a pause in reading, of syllables rythmically connected, as'in this line: " These part-

ing numbers, ca-denced by my grief."

CAF, or Kaf, the mountain, or range of mountains, that in Arabic and Persian fic-

tion surrounds the earth. The pivot on Avhich the mountain rests is a great emerald
from which the sky receives its colors, and the mountain is the dwelling-place of giants
and genii. *' From Kaf to Kaf " signifies from one to the other end of the world."
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CAFFAREI/LI, or GAFFATIELLI, Gaetaxo Ma.torano, 1703-83; an Italian

vocalist who. when a boy, was properly qualiiied for singing feminine oarts and was
<leemed the lirst soprano of t)ie age. He was highly successful for many years, having
no rival excepting possibly Farinelli; and he had success as a composer also. On return-

ing to private life he built a pahu'C, over the entrance of which he inscribed: " Amphion
built Thebes; I this bouse," alluding to the story that the walls of Thebes rose without
liands to the music of Amphiou's lyre.

CAGLI, a walled t. in the province of Urbino. Italy, at the confluence of the Can-
tiano and Busso, where there is an old Roman bridge over the former river. It is a
bishop's seat, and has several monasteries, in one of which is a famous fresco by Gio-

vanni Sanzio, the father of Raphael. Leather manufacturing is the chief business. Pop.
10,213.

CAGLTARI, a province of Sardinia, occupying the s. part of that island; 5224 sq.m.

;

pop. '72, 393,208. The district is rough and mountainous, but the cultivation of grain

and cattle-breeding are successfully prosecuted. There are mines of silver, lead, and
iron.

CAHAWBA, a river rising in Jefferson co., Ala., flowing s.w. through a region

rich in coal, and joining the Alabama 8 m. w. of Selma. The C. is navigable by small

craft for about lOU miles.

CAIIEN, Samuel, 1796-1 802; a French Jcw^ noted as a Hebrew scholar. He trans-

lated the Old TestameiU into French with Hebrew on opposite pages, and with notes

and comments. He also founded the Archives Israelites, a monthly publication devoted
to Jewish questions and interests.

CAHINCA. the Indian name of the plant know^n in Brazil as the raizpetra, used by
the natives as a puigative, emetic, or diuretic medicine,

CAI'APHAS, high-priest of the Jews in the reign of Tiberius Caesar, at the beginning
of Christ's ministry, and also at the time of his trial and crucifixion. His wife was the

daughter of Annas, a former high-priest, who still had great influence in sacerdotal

matters. In the council summoned by the chief-priests and Pharisees to take action

upon the remarkable spread of the doctrines of Jesus, Caiaphas, was decidedly in favor

of putting him to death, using the prophetic language: "Ye know nothing at all; nor
consider that it is expedient for us that one man should die for the people, and that the
whole nation perish not." Christ was arraigned before Caiaphas, when the effort to

convict him on false testimony failed; and then the prisoner was called as a witness and
asked if he was indeed the Christ, the son of God. The answer being in the aflirmative,

the high-priest pretended to be sorely grieved at what he considered blasphemy, and
appealed to Christ's enemies to say if that was not enough. The answx^r was that Christ

deserved death, and without remonstrance from the high-priest, they at once fell upon
the prisoner with insult and injury. But the high-priest had not the power of final con-

demnation, that being in the hands of the Roman governor only.

CAILLIAUD, Frederic, 1787-1869; a French goldsmith who traveled in various

parts of Europe, Egypt, and Asia Minor. He was engaged by Mehemet Ali to explore

the deserts along the Xile and near the Red Sea, and in the work discovered the emerald
mines of ]Mt. Zabarah. He returned to France with a valuable collection of antiquities,

plants, and minerals, and published Voyage a V Oasis de Thebes, etc. He went again to

Egypt and made explorations in the eastern deserts, making an expedition to upper
Nulna with Ismael Bey. In 1819-22, he published Voyage a Mcroe. Among the relics

of antiquity brouglit by him to France and purchased by the government, was a nuunmy,
inscribed with hieroglyphical characters accompaiued with a Greek translation, which
proved of great help to Champollion in the study of the ancient language.

CAIMACAN', or Kaimakam, a Turkish ofl[icer corresponding with lieutenant or lieu-

tenant-governor. The caimacan of Constantinople is the lieutenant of the grand vizier,

wliojn he represents in processions. Such oUicers also act as governors in the prin-

cipal towns.

CAIRO, James, b. 1810; an agriculturist of Scotland, author of Tllgh Farming as the

Best Substitute for Protccti/m. In 1850-51, lie visited all parts of England as agricultural

writer for the London Times, his letttjrs being afterwards i)ublished in a volume. In

1858, he visited the United Stat(;s and wrote an account of the western territories. While
in parliament he was the originator of agricultural statistics, now annually published by
the Briti.sh government. Since then he has been a magistrate in tlu; co. of Wigton.

CAIRXES, JoiFN Eltjott, 1824-75; b. Injland; educated at Trinity college, studied

law, and was admitted to the Irish bar, but j)assed most of his time in writing for the

press, chiefly upon (!Conomical questions affecting Ireland. In 1850, he was appointed
professor of political economy in Dublin, and the next year his ])rofessional lectures

were published under the title Character ami Logical Method of Political Kcononiy. Ho
next wrote for Frascr's Magazine a series of essays on the gold question, induced by the

sudden increase of supply from California and Australia. In 1801, he was a])pointed

professor of political economy and jurisj)ruden(M! in (Queen's college, and in tlie next

vear oublishcd his work on TIlc Slave Power. His conclusions were to a large extent veri-
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Hed by the results of the war in the United States then just commenced. In 1866, he
T^as appointed professor of political economy in University college, London. His later

years were spent in collecting and publisliing his numerous papers, and in writing his

chief work, So?ne Leadinfj Principles in Politicdl Eronoiay, newly Enpounded. He is

regarded as high authority on subjects connected with political economy.

CAIRO, a city in Alexandria co.. 111., on the extreme southern point of the state, at
the junction of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, 147 m. by rail s.e. of St. Louis; pop. '70,

0267; in '80, 9026. The Illinois Central railroad ends here, and connects hy ferry with
the McMle and Ohio railroad at Coltnnl)US, in Kentucky. All the steamers of the
Ohio and Mississippi make C. a stopping place. It is a port of entry, and hns a fine

custom-house, and some other handsome buildings. The founders of C. anticipated its

becoming the largest and most important city in the Mississii)pi valley, but the loca-

tion was unhealthy, and the land so low that costly dikes were necessary to protect
it from inundation; and even these did not suffice, for in 1858 the city was nearly
destroyed by a liooil. Since then, however, ample protection has been provided.

(AISSE, a coffer, box, case, or chest; in finance, aca.sh-box, or pay-office, or fund for
payments. In anatomy, the drum of the ear. The French call a savings bank, "cais.se

d'epargne."

CAISSON {ante), in engineering, a hollow box of iron or wood, open at the bottom,
sunk where piers are to be placed. The largest caisson yet sunk was for the tower of
the Brooklyn bridge on the New York side. At the bottom it was 172 ft. long and 102
ft, wide, with an air-chamber 91 ft. high, the roof 22 ft. thick, and the sides carried up
82 ft. from tlie lower edge. It had a coffer-dam in the upjer ])art; was built of timber
lined with boiler-iron, and bolted together. In its construction there were used of lum-
ber, board measnre, 4,200,000 ft., and of iron, including bolts, G20 tons, "^'hen com-
pleted, it weighed 13,271 tons, and there were cO,CCO tens of masonrj- laid within it.

There were two double air-locks extending into the air-chamber, in which were steam-
pipes to keep an even temperature. Two shafts passed up through well-holes in the
masonry, with an elevator in one, and two spiral stairways in tlie other. Below the
lowest edge of the caisson extended two water-shafts, each 7f ft. in diameter, in which
dredges and scoops grappled the stones and soil, raising their loads to cars above, which
conveyed the refuse away. At the same time sand and fine dirt were blown out by air-

pressure through 40 or more pipes in vai'ious parts of the structure. The interior was
illuminated by gas, and constant comnuinieation by telegraph was kept up with the
workmen inside. There were four .'shafts, each 2 ft*, in diameter, for the introduction
of material for the concrete with which the whole interior was finally filled. The cais-

son was sunk 78 ft. below mean tide, a work that required a ]iressuie of 34 lbs. per sq.

inch, in addition to the normal pressure of air; and to supply this addition, 13 large
com})ressors were used. The earliest caissons for such purposes were used in England
in 1738-40 in laying the foundations of the Westminster bridge over the Thames.

CAJAMAR'CA. See Caxamakca, luiie.

CAJATAM'BO, a province in the department of Jnnin, Peru; 1500 sq.m.
;
pop.

24,750. The region is mountainous and comparatively barn ii, with a .severe climate.
There are many remains of ancient towns, aqueducts, etc. The chief town, of the same
name, has a pop. of about 3200, and is in a fertile plain at the foot of the Andes, 140
m, u.n.c. of Lima. The people are employed in spinning wool for sale at Lima.

CAJ'ETAN, or GAETANI, Benedetto. See Boniface VIII., ante.

CAJ'ETAN, Tommaso de Yto, 1469-1534; an Italian priest of tlie Dominican order,
and the general of that order. In 1517, Leo X. sent him as legate to induce Maximilian
of Germany (o join in the league against the Turks, and especially to bring the
Lutherans back to allegiance to the church; but C.'s arrogant manner defeated the pur-
pose for which he was sent. When Rome was taken by the impei'ialists in 1527. he
was made a prisoner, but he bought his freedom for 5000 crowns. He made a trans-
lation of the Old Testament with commentary, and wrote a treatise on the authority of
the pope which was answered bv the faculty of the university of Paris.

CALABO'ZO. a t. in Venezuela, 120 m. s.s.w. of Caracas, in the plain w. of the river
Guarico; pop. 6000. It is an important point for commerce, but is subject to inunda-
tions and extremes of heat. The town has a college and a number of schools.

CALAIS, a cit}'^ and port of entry in "Washington co.. Me., on St. Croix river at the
head of tide water, and opposite to St. Stephen in New Brunswick; the most north-
easterly seaport in the United States; 75 m. n.n.e. of Bangor; pop. '70. 5944. The river
is crossed by several bridges, and the New Brunswick and Canada railroad touches at
St. Stephen. The St. Croix and Penobscot railroad from C. to Bangor is partially built.

ThvM'e is a tide at C. varying from 20 to 30 ft. and steamers of the largest size conie and
go freely. The St. Croix alsofurnie'ies abiuulant water-power, to which is due the great
lumber trade of the city. Nearly 100 mills are eniiaged in making boards, laths,

shingles, etc. Ship-building is also an extensive business, and there are founderies.
Tiachine shops, and dry dock, flour mills, and many other branches of mechanical
industry. Among the chief buildings are a city hall, an opera house, and a dc>zea

A.M. A IV I.- -'?S
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<;burcbcs. The city was nearly destroyed l)y fire in Aug., 1870, since which tiDie it ha«
been rebuilt in a more substantial manner.

CALA]\[ATTA, Luigi, 1802-69; b. in Milan; an engraver who l)ecame famous bj
<in engraving of the head of Napoleon taken after his death at St. Helena; and also for

iiu engraving of Ary Scheffer"> •Franeesca da Rimini.'" His widow, Josephine, is a

painlJr of religious subjects.

• CALAMI BUCO, a tree found only in the n. part of the island of Luzon, considered

superior to teak or live oak for shipbuilding. It is dark and hard, like teak, and is proof

against the destructive white ant of the Malay region. Warlike, mechanical, and agri-

cultund tools and implements are made from it. The same name applies to the tree that

furnishes the eagle-wood and aloes-wood of commerce, found in biam and Sumatra,
The resin which it yields, is supposed to be produced by some disease in the tree, and is

.used iu eastern countries for incense.

OALAMICn'THYS, a cylindrical and extremely slender ganoid fish in the waters of

-vv. Africa, allied to the polypterus of the Nile.

CAL'AMIS; 467-429 B.C. ; a sculptor of Greece, who made statues in bronze, ivory,

gold, and marble; also famous for his representations of horses.

CAL'A]MY, Edmund, d.d., lGOO-1666; an English non-conformist clergyninn. who
arranged for the j^ress Baxter's Life and Times, and wrote Defense of Modern ^,<-r'-fon-

fonnity; The jSon- eonformists Menwrial; and published many sermons.

CALAND, or Kaland, a brotherhood of Roman Catholics devoted to charitable and
devotional works, dating from the 13th c, and of considerable extent in Germany,
Switzerland, and France. It degenerated so far that it was suppressed before th«

reformation, its property being confiscated for public purposes.

CALAND, PiETER, b. Holland, 1826; an engineer, and son of an engineer; author

of works on encroachments of the sea, and the effect of the sea on rivers; but better

known for his improvements in the communication of Rotterdam with the ocean,-

whereby he replaced a toi'tuous and difficult route by one easy and direct.

CALA'NUS, a Hindu philosopher, whose real name, according to Plutarch, wag
Sphines. He was for some time in the camp of Alexander the great, but having
become seriously ill, he was burned alive at his own request.

CALxV'SIO, Matiio de, 1550-1620; an Italian scholar, doctor of theology and profes-

sor of Hebrew in Rome, Avho made a Hebrew dictionary and grammar. He devoted 40
years of his life to a great work called Goncordantm Sacrm'iim Bibliorum Hebraicce, which
was published after his death.

CALAVE'RAS, a co. inn. California, on the Calaveras, Stanislaus, andMokelumne
rivers, and the Stockton and Copperopolis railroad; 936 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 8895—1441

Chinese. Gold and copper mining are the leading occupations, with agriculture. Th«
^rove of big trees is in this county. Co. seat, San Andreas.

CALAVE'RAS, a river in n. California, running from the Sierra Nevada w, to the

San Joaqui:], on the border of Sacramento county.

CALCA'l'EOUS SPRINGS, springs charged with calcareous matter which is depo:^-

iled in the fomi of incrustations. Such deposit is called calcareous tufa, and takes the
form of other substances inclosed, such as leaves, twigs, and branches of trees. When
freshl}' quarried it is easily shaped, and is therefore convenient for building. The tem-
ples of Paestum are of this material, and the stone has acquired great solidity and
strength. In central New York such deposits are conunon, forndng the marl below
swamps and in the bottoms of jwnds. One of these springs at Clermont, France, has
formed a deposit of white concretionary limestone 240 ft. long, 16 high, and 13 wide.

CALCAR, or KALCKER, John dk, 1499-1546; a painter, disciple of Titian at

Venice, and perfected by studying Ra])hii('l; so good an imitator of Titian that his works
can scarcely be distinguished from those of that master. One of his pieces is a
"Nativity" representing angels around the infant Savior, so arranged that the light by
which tliey are seen comes wholly from the child.

CAL(/ASIEU, a j)arish in s.w. Louisiana, on the gulf of Mexico and Texan border;
5000 s(i.m. ;

])op. '70, 0733—1457 colored; in '80, 12,381. The surface is level in broad
.savannahs, iind the soil very productive in corn, sugar, molasses, niid cotton. Clnef
town, Lake Charles Court-house.

CAL(yASIEU, a river in Louisiana, about 200 m. long, running into the gulf of

Mexico. Near its mouth is a broad exijansion calh^l C. lak(». TIic river is not icivi

>?able.

CAI/'IIAS. a Greek soothsayer in the time of the "^I^rojan war who foretold tin*

length (»f the siege, and when the fleet was dcitainr-d at Aulisby adverse winds, demanded
l,he sacrifice of Iphigenia. He is said to have died from vexation on being surpas.sed ia

prophecy by another .soothsayer called Mopsus.

CALCRAFT, Wiijjam, d. 1879; the oflicial executioner oi- hanirman of London ; .t

person rjf qniet and even gentle matuiers. who was looked Tipon l)r the ignorant as some
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fearful being quite out of the natural order of humanity. As public executions were
stopped in 1860 his fame declined, and little was heard of liim except through the exag-
gerated reports of the ignorant. The price for hanging >s fixed in Britain at 'iia. 6ck., of
wliich 7i<. Qd. is the fee, 4^. 6d. for stripping the body, and 2.s. 66^. for the use of the
shell (coffin). C. received that price regularly: lie made much more by traveling
expenses, perquisites, etc. He died in financially comfortable circumstances. Bull,
(prenomen unknown), the first English liangnian wiiose name survives, lived in thelGtli
century. The first person lianged in England was Maurice, a nobleman's son. He was
executed in 1241, for piracy. Before C, Jack Ketch was tliemosl famous of execution-
ers. He executed, among others, lord William Russell and tiie duke of Monmouth.
0. had retired from office some years before his death r;n account of advancing age.

CALDA'NI, Leopoldo Marco Antonio, 1725-1813; an anatomist and physician, b.

at Bologna, assistant to Morgagni, the celebrated anatomist of Padua, after whose death
•C. was cliosen liis successor in the professorship. At the age of 76 lie published a val-
uable series of anatomical plates. He had long before published ElemettU of Pathology
-and Phydolo(iy.

CALDER, Sir Robekt, 1745-1815; a Scotch baron of an ancient family, .-econd sou
of sir Thomas Calder of Muirton. He served long and honorably in the British navy,
and as captain of the fleet took part in the battle off cape St. Vincent in 1797, for which
he received a baronetcy and the thanks of parliament. He was a rear-admiral in active
service during the expected invasion of England by Kapolcou, received both prai.-e and
blame, and was tried by court-martial. He Mas acquitted of disaffection and coward-
ice, but reprimanded for not having done more to renew an indecisive CLgagenient.
Three years before he died he was restored to command.
CALDWELL, a co. in w. Kentucky; 250 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,828—2076 colored; geu-

erallj'^ level, and good ]rasture land. Iron and coal are found. Chief productions, corn,
tobacco, wool, etc. The Elizabethtown and Paducah railroad is projected ihrough this

county. Co. seat, Princeton.

CALDWELL, a parish in Louisiana, on the Washita river: 528 sq.m.: pop. '70,

4820—2224 colored. Surface hilly, producing corn, cotton, etc. 'liief town,
Columbia.

CALDWELL, a co. in n.w\ Missouri, on the Hannibal and St. Joseph railroad; 435
Bq.m.

;
pop. '70, 11,390—284 colored: in '80, 13,645. Products, corn, wheat, oats, but-

ter, wool, etc. Surface level, and soil ricli. Co. seat, Kingston.

C^ALDWELL. a co. in n.w. North Carolina, on Catawba river and the Western
North Carolina railroad; 450 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8476—1380 colored. Surface rough and
partly mountainous, including a portion of the Blue Ridge. Productions, corn, w heat,

oats, and tobacco. Co. seat, Lenoir.

CALDWELL, a co. in s.e. Texas, e. of the San ]\Iarcos river; 535 sq.m.: pop. '70,

0572—2531 colored; in '80, 11,821. Main business agriculture and stock-raising; an
undulating surface, well wooded and fertile. Co. .^^eat Lockhart. near which are about
20 springs of some celebrity.

CALDWELL, a village and scat of justice of Warren co., N. Y., in a delightful
eituation at the s. end of lake George—a place much frequented by tourif-ts. Near by
are the ruins of fort Si. George of the French and Lidian and revolutionar}' wars,
and on the site of fori William Henry is an immense hotel. Pop. of township, '75. 1267.

CALDWELL, Charles, 1772-1*853: a native of N. C.. celebrated as a physician,
and Avriter on medical subjects. He published Blumenbach's Ehw(nU of Phy,\iolof!y

translated from the Latin, edited the Port Folio, edited Cullen's Pxrcticr ofPhys-ic. pub-
lished the Life and Campaigns of General Greeni; was ]>rofessor of medicine in Transyl-
vania university; made a tour in Europe; established medical institution^ in Louis-
ville; wrote Memoirs of tJie Pe\\ Dr. U'^^'aee HolUy, and left his own memoirs ready for
publication after his death.

CALDWELL, James, 1734-81; a native of Va.-. graduated at the college of New
Jersey; became pastor of the Presbj'terian church in Elizabethtown. He was a zeal-

ous patriot during the revolution, and became obnoxious to the tories of the region,

who. in 1780. burned his house and church. Soon afterwards a British force from
Stateu Island fell upon the village of Connecticut Farms,' where C.'s wife and children
were temporarily resident, and the wife was killed by a shot while praying with her
'Children. It is of C. that tlu.> story is told of his distributing hymn books to the soldiers

short of wadding, with the exhortation "Now-, boys, put Watts into them." C. was
shot and killed by a patriot sentinel at Elizabethtown Point during a dispute about a

package that the soldier declared it his dutj'- to examine. The soldier was tried by tlir

civil authorities for murder, convicted, and executed. A tine monument to "Thr
Soldier Parson" was dedicated at Elizabethtown on the 64th anniversary of his death.

CALDWELL, Joseph, d.d., 1773-1835; a native of N. C; graduated at the college
of New Jersey, and a tutor there from 1791-96; then chosen professv)r of mathematic«
in the North Carolina university, and in 1804 was made president and professor of moral
philo.ciophy. He wrote a Trrafisie on (ifometry and letters on internal improvements.
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CALEDONIA, a co. in n.e. Vermont, on tlic New Hampshire border, intersected by
the Connecticut and Pa^ssunipsic River railroad; 050 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 2"3,247. It is an
agricultural region, wiili streams that furnish abuudaiu water-power, and has (piarrie?

of granite and limestone, and sulphur springs. Co. scat, St. Jouusbury.

CALEDONIA SPRINGS, in Prescott co., province of Ontario. 40 m. from Montreal.

They are strongly alkaline, with additions of bromine and iodine, and are mucn fre-

quented by persons attiicted Avith scrofulous, cutaneous, and rheumatic disease.

C'ALEF. Robert, d. April 13, 1719; a merchant of Boston, who wrote J=/>>rc WoNde/'H

of the Incisible World, in answer to Cotton ]Nhither\s book of similar tiile. C.'s book was
so obnoxious to the witch-persecutors of the time, that it was publicly burned at Harvard,
by order of Increase Mather, the president of the college, but it was of much value in

ending the witchcraft delusion.

( ALENDAR, Fkencii Revolutionaky. The French nation, in 1793, wliile reform-
ing so many other of the world's customs, undertook the task of making a new calen-

dar, professedly upon philosophical principles. Tiie new era began with the republic at

midnight of Sept. 21, 1792, and the months, seasons, and festivals were arranged iis-

follows:
AUTUMN.

Vendemiaire Vintage mouth. . . 22 Sept. to 21 Oct.

Brumaire Fog month 22 Oct. to 20 Nov,
Frimaire Sleet month 21 Nov. to 20 Dec.

WINTER.

Nivose Snow month 21 Dec. to 19 Jan.

Pluviose. Rain month 20 Jan. to 18 Feb.

Ventose .• Wind month 19 Feb. to 20 Mar.

SPRING.

Germinal Sprout month 21 Mar. to 19 April..

Floreal Flower month 20 April to 16 May..
Prairial Pasture month 20 May to 18 June.

SUMMER.

Messidor Harvest month 19 June to 18 July.

Fervidor, or Thermidor Hot month 19 July to 17 Aug.
Fructidor Fruit month 18 Aug. to 16 Sept..

SANSCULOTIDES, OR FEASTS DEDICATED TO.

LesVertus The Virtues 17 Sept.

Le Genie Genius 18 Sept.

Le Travail Labor 19 Sept.

L'Opinion Opinion ...20 Sept.

Les Recompenses ...Rewards 21 Sept.

This calendar existed until the 10th Nivose, year of the republic XIV. (Dec. 31, 1805),,

when the old system was restored by Napoleon.

CALEPI'NO, Ambrogio, 1435-1511, an Augustine monk who devoted his life to-

making a polyglot dictionary. The latest edition comprises 11 languages, some of tliein

added l)y Passerat and others.

CALHOUN, a co, in n,e, Alabama, on Coosa river, and Selma, Rome and Dalton
railroad; 1170 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 13,980—3892 colored. Surface uneven and in some; parts

mountainous. Productions agricultural. Marble, limestone, lead, and iron abound, and
some gold has been discovered. Co. seat, Jacksonville.

CATjHOUN, a CO. in s. Arkan.sas, on the Washita and Moreau rivM-s; 000 sq.m.;

pop. '70, 3853—1100 colored. Surface rolling or level, and soil good; productions agri-

cultural. Co. seat, Hampton.

CALHOLX, a CO. in vv. Florida, on the gulf of Mexico, w. of Appalachicohi river;

464 sq.m.
; p(<p. '70, 998—244 colored. Surface; level and fertile, producingcorn, tobacco,

<»tc. (Jo. seal, Abe's Spring.

CALHOUN, a co. in h.w. (Georgia; 300 scpm. ;
ju)p '70, 5503—3477 colored. It is

level, with fertile soil, but little cultivated. Co. seat, Morgan.

CALHOUN, a co. in s.w. Illinois, Ix-tween the Hlinois and Mississippi rivers; 260
nq.m.

;
pop. '70. 0563. Near tlie rivers the land is low and .sul)ject to inundation; in

wtlnn- parts nnirkcul by high bluUs and table-lands. Productions agricultural. There
arc coai-lields in the w. section, ('o, seat, Hardin.

CALHOUN, a co. in w. Iowa, on (!oon river and the Dubu(juo and Sioux City nul-

road; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1003; iu '80, 5591. Produ(!tions agricultural. Co. seat, I^akc

liitT.
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CALHOUN, a co. in s.w. Michigan, on St. Joseph river and the Peninsular and
Michigan Central railroads; 720 sq.m.; pop. TO, 06, 569. Soil rich; surface generaiir
level; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Marshall.

CALHOUN, a co. in n. Mississippi, on the Yallabusha river; 800 sq.m.; pop. '70,

10,561—2000 colored. Productions, corn, cotton, butter, etc. Co. seat, Pittsboro.

CALHOUN, a co. in s.e. Texas, on the gulf of Mexico and including ^latagordn
island; 684 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8443—907 colored. Surface level, and soil poor with littlr

timber. The San Antonio and Gulf and the Indianola railroads traverse the county.
•Co. seat, Indianola.

CALHOUN, a co. in w. West Virginia, on the Little Kanawha river; 300 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 2939; in '80, 6031. An agricultural region. Co. seat, Grantsville.

CALIFORNIA {ante). This name, originally given to a portion of western North
America, was apparently taken from a Spanish romance published in 1510, in which the
author speaks of " the great island of C, where a great abundance of gold and precious
stones is found." The coast of the present C. was explored by Cabrillo, in ''542. as far
up as cape Mendocino, in 42" north. In 1578, sir Francis Drake, who was plunder-
ing Spanish commerce, coasted along as far as 48^ n., and landed to refit his ships
•either in sir Francis Drake's bay or the bay of San Francisco—probably in the for-

mer. In 1602, the bays of San Diego and jMonterey were discovered by Yiscaino, and
then came an interval of a century and a half before settlements began to be made. The
•Jesuits, who had missions in lower C, made some settlements in the present C. about
1760; but in 1767 they were expelled from the country by the order of the king of Spain,
And their property was turned over to the Franciscans, who established a number of
missions, and prospered well until 3Iexico became independent (1822); thenceforward
•they rapidly declined, and in 1840 were broken up altogether. The treatment of the
natives by these missions was such as to promote their worldly welfare, but was not
•especially notable for intellectual improvement; indeed, it i.s charged that the Indian*
w^ere little better than slaves under this rule. There were in all 21 missions, the first

founded in 1769, the last in 1820. The}^ were all on or near the coast or bay of San
Francisco, and the priests displayed excellent judgment in selecting loi their .«=ettlement*

the best garden spots in the country. The Indian population was large until about the
time of the cession to the United States. In 1734, the Indians drove out the Jesuit mis-
sionaries, but they returned very soon and succeeded in collecting and to some extent
civilizing many of the natives, so that 40 years ago the "mission" Indians numl>ered
;about 30,000. The aborigines in northern C. were much superior to those in the south.
Under Mexican rule the Indians were recognized as owners of their lands, but the
United States never acknowledged the right, and now the aborigines are homeless. In
1870, there were 29.000 Indians in all the states. The principal tribes were the Klamath?,
•the Hoopas, the Ukies, the lledwoods, the Tules, the Tejons, the Siahs, the Wylackies,
the Ooncovvs, the Wichmunies, the Coweas, and the Yokas.

California was very little known on this side of the continent until witnin the past
35 years. Half a century ago, about all the trade with C. was. from Boston, whose mer-
chants sent out groceries and cotton goods in exchange for furs, the voyage around cape
Horn lasting two years or more. Nt)W and then a wandering American or Englishman
would settle in C, and a few daring -ul venturers found their way across the continent,
so that by 1830 it was thought there were as many as 500 foreigners w, of the Sierra
Nevada.

The territory was once seized by the United States, but was relinqnished the ncxi
day. This was in 1842, when commodore Jones of the American navy captured the
fort at Monterey, and hoisted the stiirs and stripes; but the next morning he hauled
'down his flag, and apologized for the mistake. It was about this time that three nations,
the United States, France, and England, were looking with peculiar interest at the Cali-
fornias, upper as well as lower. Both the European powers were suspected of coveting
possession, a thing the United States could not tolerate. The result was that about the
tim.e war was declared against Mexico, col. Fremont, who was conducting a scientific
'expedition on the Pacific coast, received— in ]\Iay, 1846—certain instructions by an
K)lficer who had landed from a national ship at Vera Cruz, and crossed the land to
Mazatlan; whereupon Fremont almndoncd his investigations and made his way to
Sonoma, where he organized a battalion of mounted nflemen. and on the 5th of JuIt
recommended a declaration of independence. On the 2d of that month commodore
Sloat ill a United States frigate put in at jMonterey, and on the 7th hoisted the star*
.and stripes with no intention of imitating his predecessor's example bj' pulling them
.down. He issued a proclamation declaring C. to be from that time forward a part of
the United States. Some little fighting was had with the Californians, and there arose
a bitter discussion among army and navy officers concerning their pai t in the conquest
•oi the country. Fremont brought trouble on himself by obeying the orders of commo-
dore Stockton (who had superseded Sloat) instead of tlu)se of "gem Kearney, who ranked
liim and assumed command. Kearney preferred charges, and Fremont was tried by
•court-martial, which found him guilty of "mutiny and disobedience of the lawful com-
nund of a superior officer." The president rejected the tinding as to the mutinv, and
n'lnitted the penalty on the other count, but Fremont refused theClemcncv and resiirnetl.
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IJe aflciwards conducted several famous overland expeditions, which met great sulier-

iugs, and was so much connected with Califoruiau allairs that tlie people almost every-

where considered liim the real conqueror of the territory.

At the end of the war the annexation of C. to the United States came with the treaty

of peace, ratified .May lU, 1848, and then the question became pressing whether it should

be a free or a slave ^tate—a question hotly discussed long belore. L'j) to the adjourn-

ment oi' congress, on the 4th of Mar,, 1841), nothing had been done towards organizing

either state or territorial government except making Sun Francisco a port of entry, and
extending the customs and revenue laws over the country. The people of C. then tool,

attairs into their own hands, and in Sept. of that year held a convention, which
framed a state constitution in which slavery was expressly forbidden. On the 7lh oi

Sept., 18.~)0, a bill was passed by congress admitting C. as a stale without slavery, bu^.

leaving New Mexico and Utah (organized into territories on the .same day) open to it.'^

introduction. This legislation was" the " omnibus bill" and a part of the famous com
promise measures through which it wiis hoped that the question of slavery would be

permanently settled, or at least removed from discussion in congress.

The discovery of gold at capt. Sutter's mill, in Feb., 1848, attracted towards C. a tide

of emigration unparalleled in modern times. From 40, '00 a year or two before the war,
the white population rose to 32o,000 in 1860, and 500,000 in 1870. The gold fever was
the phenomenon of the age. The emigrants were nearly all young or middle-aged men,
«carcely a hundred women going out for the first year or two. Nine tenths of the adven-
turers rushed at once to the mines, or prospected for new ones. The organization of so-

ciety was neglected, and in many places the only law was the momentary decision of the

people themselves. Fortunes were made in a day, and the golden stream flowed east-

ward with steady and rapid increase, so that the gold production of the United States

for the 17 years from 1849 to 1875 averaged $15,600,000 per year. In 1853, the product
of the C. mines was $65,000,000. All property was affected by the fever; lots in San
Francisco were wortli gold coin enough to carpet them; speculation ran wild; all forms
of gambling w^ere recognized as legitimate business; adventurers and criminals flocked

in, and society became chaotic. Self-preservation soon demanded order, and the cele-

brated vigilance committee enforced it. The latest of those committees assumed the
proportions of a regular government, and resisted the efforts of the state powx^r to

disband it; but formally resigned near the close of 1856, after hanging four culprits,

and driving hundreds of the worst from the state.

C, popularly called the "golden state," is bounded on the u. by Oregon, the line

running e. on the 42d degree to the 120th parallel, thence s. to tlie 39th degree, thence
s.e. to the intersection of the 35th degree on the Colorado river, thence along that river

to the Mexican or lower California boundary about 33' n., and thence direct nearly w.
to the Pacific. The extreme length from s.e. to n.w. is about 750 m., and the breadth
an average of about 240 m. The area given in the census of 1870 is 188,981 sq.m., but
that amount is probably too large by 25,000 sq.m. Near the coast below 34'' are the

islands of San Miguel, Santa liosa, Santa Cruz, Santa Barbara, Santa Catalina, San
Nicolas, and San Clemeutes, but none of them are important, and but one or two are

under cultivation.

The principal harbors on the Pacific are San Francisco, San Diego, Humboldt. Santa
Barbara, Monterey. Boilega, San Luis Obisbo, and Tomales. The bay of San Francisccv

is the finest harbor on the Pacific coast. Entering by the "Golden Gate," a strait only
a m. wide and 5 m. long, vessels are in a land-locked bay about 9 m. wide by 50 iiii

length, sheltered from the ocean by land from 6 to 15 m. wide. The bay of San Pablo^

is a portion of that of San Francisco. San Diego, in the s. , is also an important harbor.

The surface oi C. is generally rough. There are two mountain chains running through;
the Coast range, and the Sierra Nevada, or snowy mountains, the latter forming in some
parts the eastern boundary of the state. Both ranges are united at the n. and s. end.

The Coast mountains are compai'alively low, seldom showing penks as high as 5000 feet.

The range; is near the ocean, and there are but few available harbors along the 700 m. of

coast. The bay of San Francisco picM'ces this range, which is further divided by valleys-

audi as the Napa, Sonoma, Los ,\ngel(!s, and Salinas. In breath the Coast range is

from 20 to 40 miles, ""i'lie plains and valleys are fertile, and generally have a delightful

clinuite. A lesser chain, the Mount Diablo range, is about 150 m. in length by about 25
wide. (>n(; of tlu^ i)rominent natural features near San Francisco is the Contra Costa
range of hills, running fioni (Jarcjuines l)ay about 50 m. in a s.e. direction. Some of the

higJKM- of the ('oast mountains are: .Mts. Diablo, 3881 ft.; Ripley, 7500 ft.; Downie,.
5675 ft.; and San Carlos. 4977 ft. All thes(! nu)unl:iins nw hcnvily cloihcd in verdure,

»nd nearly all contain minerals of value. In lh(; n. part ol" tlu; state mimcious brancheH
of the(Joast range and the Si(MTas intermingle, rendeiing that portion extremel}'^ rugged.
The Sierra Nevada range, starting from Alt. S:in B(!rnardino, about 34' n., runs n.w.

and n,, and reaches the Coast range; again at 41'^ 15' by a we-stern sjjur. The summits of

Die Sierra me)untains are in many in.stances above the sneiw line, and tliere are but feH\

available; passes. The; range; is al)e)ut 450 m. Ie)ng, anel fre)m 50 te) 80 rn. wielc. Tlu
mountains nrc thie^kiy wooele;el as far as tree's will grow, anel abe)ve the gr(;e'n pines shoot

up bare; and snow-e;ove;re;el 'j-nmite; |)e'aks. Souie; e)f the* altiliieles are: Sluista, 14,442 fl.

Tynelill, 14,:{S0 f).; Iin.we;V, 13,886 ft.; Dana, 13,277 ft.; Castle, 13.000ft.; Lassen
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10,577ft. The Johnson "pass" over this range is 6752 ft., and that of the Central

Pacitic is 7042 ft. above tide. Mt. Diablo, about 28 m. n.e. from San Francisco, is a
lone and very conspicuous peak, affording from its summit a comprehensive and pictur-

esque view ; and the same is true of Mt. Helena, at the head of Napa valley, 60 m. n.

fi'om San Francisco.
The region between these great mountain ranges seems to have been once the bottom

of a lake. It is now called the Sacramento and the San Joaquin valleys, and includej?

jibout 25,000 sq.m., reaching 400 m. n. and s., and having a width of more than 50 miles.

The Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers drain this valley—the former the northern and
the latter the southern portion. Near the central part of the region these rivers unite,

jtnd tind an outlet through the coast mountains to the ocean. In the extreme s. small

lakes and marshes cover a considerable extent. The laud in this vast central basin is

remarkably fertile, and level near the large streams, but rolling and hilly towards the
mountains. There is a plateau or table-land in the n. at about 41% which is more than
100 m. long and about 5000 ft. above tide. This high plain forms a basin by itself,,

having no outlet for water. In the s. part of C. is another basin knoAvn as the Colo-
rado desert. It is about 150 by 70 m., and is mostly a barren waste of sand.

The largest river is the Colorado, Avhich forms the boundary along Arizona, and is

navigable beyond the C. line. The Sacramento is navigable as far as the citj' of Sacra-

mento, and the San Joaqui/i is available for light-draft boats nearly to the sierras.

Mountain lakes are a feature of California. Lake Tahoc, on the summit of the sierras,

6200 ft. above tide, is about 20 m. long and 1500 ft. deep, and its water is exceedingly
pure. The overflow passes into Truckce river, and disappears by evaporation. Other
lakes arc Clear, Owen's, and Mono, the latter 14 by 9 m., and 7000 ft. above the sea. In
Lassen and Modoc cos. are several large alkaline lakes.

The wonderful scenery of the Yosemite valley is known the world over. This val-

ley is in the sierras, about 150 m. a little e. of s. from San Francisco. The valley is

nearly 4000 ft. above tide, and is hemmed in by almost j)erpcudicular cliffs from 2000 to

more than 3000 ft. high. The cascades in and around the valley are of great beauty and
variety. Yosemite creek falls 2600 ft. in three leaps, the highest being 1500 feet. The
Merced and Nevada falls combine nearly as great heights Avith larger bodies of water,
and are surprisingly grand. A commanding object in the valley is the Half Dome, a
rocky mass rising about 4750 ft. al)ove the level, and presenting a vertical face of 1500
fert. Parallel with the Merced river, which flows directly through the valley, and a
little farther n., is the Tuolumne, noted for the number and beauty of its cascades, and
the picturesque scenery along its course. This river falls 4650 ft. in the course of 22
miles. Mt. Dana, over 13,000 ft. high, dominates the region above the YoNcmite. and
from its easily accessible summit opens a magnificent panorama of the Sierra Nevada.
Mono lake is 7000 ft. below; bej'ond are the lofty and in some instances snow-clad peaks--

of the great basin, while volcanic cones are visible to the s. of the lake.
" The big trees" are another peculiar and remarkable feature of California. There

are several groups or patches of these forest giants, the most important being about 30-

m. n.n.e. of Visalia. They are called seipioia yir/antca, or giant red-wood, and vary
from the height of a large pine to nearl}'^ 400 ft., with circumferences at a man\^ height
from the gi-ound varying from 25 to more than 100 feet. One is still standing that is

reported to be 376 ft. high and 104 ft. around; and remains of fallen trees show that,

there have been specimens considerably larger. One was cut down which was more
than 24 ft. in diameter without, and about 27 ft. with, the bark, or a circumference of
nearly 85 ft, ; its age was nearly 1300 years. Other C. timbers are \m\es in large variety,

l)lack oak, ash, hickory, elm, beech, white cedar, spruce, flr. laurel, tamarack, cypress.
yew, juniper, chestnut, acacia, poplar, cottouM-ood, walnut, maple, buckeye, etc. Of
jthnihs tlu; more remarkable are the thorny manzanita and the chamiso, which form the
ifupcnetrable undergrowth known as '' chaparral."

The fauna of C. is varied and extensive, and may be headed by the grizzly bear
(now a'nio.st extinct). liiere are black, brown, iuid cinnamon bears; sea-lions.

who.se noises and gambols around Seal Kin^k in San Francisco bay attract thousands of
sight-seers; beaver (rapidly disappearing); ground squirrels (great plagues to farmers for
their burrows in the soil); gophers (a similar nuisance); mountain .squirrels; elk (once
abundant but nearly extinct); deer; antelope (rapidly thinning out); mountain sheep
(also nearly gone); raccoons, skunks, badgers, martens, minks.'weascls, wolves, musk-
rats, porcupines, otters, wild cats, coyotes, foxes, rabbits, etc. Birds are abundant;
tho.^e peculiar to the region are the road-runner, nearly allied to the cuckoo, but
like a pheasant in habit of running and inaptitude to fly; the C, Avoodpecker, which
bores holes in the bai'k of trees and Alls the cavities Avith acorns, the object apparently-
being to collect food in Avhieh grubs Avill fatten and in due time gratify the palate of the
bird. The C, vulture is the largest flying bird in North America; the sage hen is a.

Taluable bird, and plentiful; there are two species of quail, besides eagles, hawks. oavIs-,

buzzards, crows, magpies, ravens, jays, SAvalloAvs, humming-birds, robins, larks, orioles,

pigeons, doves, cranes, bitterns, herons, coots, snipe, rails,"sandpipers, curlcAvs, duck.",
teal, geese, the pelican, albatross, cormorant, loon, gull, petrel, etc. The rattlesnake is-

the only dangerous reptile, but there are many other serpents, Avith tortoises, frogs, toads^
Kzards, and salamanders. Fish are abundant, and include salmon, eels, mackerel.
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blackfish, perch, rediisli, HouikKis, herring-, shad, sturgeon, sharks, and simfiish. 03'sters,

clams, scallops, etc., with lobsters, crabs, and shrimps, are abundant.
Nearly all tlie gold mines arc on the western slope of the Sierra Nevadas, in a belt of

country about 220 by 40 m. . or nearly JJOOO sq.m., extending n, to Oregon. The richest
section is in the middle of this auriferous belt. The gold is in a metallic condition, and
mixed with silver and other metals. In the stream and alluvial deposits the metal is in

fine scales, with occasional lumps; in rock it is in veins or quartz lodes. The gold iu
the soil is gotten out l)y washing, and the process is called "placer mining," from
^' placer," i.e., " place of deposit." liock mining is more expensive, and requires heavy
and costh' machinery for crushing or grinding the quartz, from which the metal is

extracted by amalgamation with quicksilver. From a single quartz mill in 1851, the
number rose to 421 in 1870. Mercury is found in C. in the form of sulphuret, or cinnabai'.

which is plentiful in the coast range iu the s. part of the state, particularly at NewxVlina-
deu. In separating gold by amalgamation, the crushed ore is put with the mercury into
a revolving drum, and whirled around for a time. When the drum is opened there i«

found a fluid mass, which is the mercury, appearing half congealed, and containing all

the gold. The mixture is ])oured into a retort and heat is applied, when the mercury
distills over, leaving the gold in the retort. The mercury is then ready for future use.

Silver has been found iu many places in C, but not much attention has been given to

it. There are silver and copper ores in combination in the s.e. part of the state, and
very superior magnetic iron ores in the coast range and other parts. C'opper and man-
ganese have also been found, and the valuable platinum is plentiful in the valley of the
Klamath. Tin, lead, zinc, plumbago, and antimony are found, and thisre are asphaltum
and petroleum in some places. There are hot springs impregnated with alum; and buhr-
stoue, alabaster, granite, and marble, some of the latter finely variegated. Gypsum,
bismuth, brick and porcelain clay, and hydraulic limestone are found. There is bitumi-
nous coal in Mt. Diablo and the neighboring hills, and salt in several places. Very rich
deposits of sulpiuu- have been worked in one locality. One of C.'s mineral novelties i.^

biborate of soda, or borax, found in Clear lake, the water of which is impregnated with
the mineral, the borax being crystallized in the mud that forms the bottom of the lake;

and near another borax lake there are a number of boiling springs, the wat^er of which is

impregnated with soda, chlorine, and boracic acid.

The state possesses some valuable advantages of climate, the leading feature being
the remarkable uniformity of temperature. Comparing San Francisco with Washington,
we find the mean of the year to be about the same; but the summer mean is 60° in San
Francisco and 76.3^ in Washington, while the winter mean is 51° in San Francisco and
3G.0.V' in Washington. On the Taeific coast the isothermal lines run much farther n. than
on the Atlantic. The line that passes through New York touches the Pacific near Van-
couver island; that of Halifax, N. S., reaches n. of Sitka, in Alaska; and if we go
.s. down the sea-coast we find San Diego 6 or 7 degrees cooler than Charleston and Vicks-
burg, which are in nearly the same latitude. There are but two seasons in C, the dry,

and the rainy; the winds are remarkably uniform, and in the hot months there is invari

ably a strong cool breeze from the ocean. Some of the valleys shut from the wind
€n(lure very high temperature, often as much as 120" in the shade; but even there at

night the radiation is so intense that bed-l)lankets are needed. In the s.e., C is intoler-

al)ly hot; at fort Yuma the range is often above 90" day and night for weeks together;

but this is an excej)tional place.

The volcanic character of C. is manifested by the mountain formations, and, as in all

such regions, there are occasional earthquakes. There was one in ]Mar., 1872, of great

violence;, giving one tremendous and many lesser shocks, upheaving and cracking th«

ground, and causing the destructioti of 30 lives and a vast amount of property. In 1861.

there were heavy floods in the same parts of the state, whereby property to the value of

millions oi dollars was destroy(;d. To these calamities fire added enormously, especially

in San Francisco.

Agriculture in C. is dependent upon the amount of rain. If there is plenty, excel-

lent crops are the result; if rain fails, the crops are inferior or worthless. Oidy a small

p-rtion of C.'s 120.000,000 acres are availal)le for farming, and the census of 1870

returned only 0,200,000 so used. Sowing is done in Nov., and June and July are

Jiarvest months. Machinery is largely employed in agricidture. Fruits are important

and al)undant. Grapes and wines from C. are always in the eastern markers. As early

as 1861. a million gallons of wine were made in (I. (see American Wines). Apples,

j)ears, plums, apricots, oi'anges, lemons, figs, pomegranates, olives, and almonds are

raised, ('otton and tlie sugar-beet grr)w well. Wool-growing is a large industry, the

hilly i)artH of the state being well adapted to the raising of sheep, which need neither

fodder nor .shelter, even in winter.

C. is not remarkable for manufaeluring industries, though they are increasing.

Flour and grist mills and lumber-mills are in great number. IJoots and shoes, eigarp,

wagf)ns, woolen goods, guripov.der, lanneiies, chemicals, and iron may be mentioned.

The branch mint in San Francisco turns out a large coinage.

The heterogeneoustiess of tlw; population of ('. is noticeable. The gold excitement
brought people from the ends of tlu; earth, Jind ev(!ry slumbering clime awoke and sent

onward her legi(»ns. Of 500,247 inhabitants in 1870, 209.848 were l>orn in the following
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countries: Africa, 48; Asia (not including China and Japan), 56; Atlantic islands, 943;
Australia, 1593; Austria, 1078; Belgium, 291; Bohemia, 90; British America, 10.670;
Central America, 126; China, 48,826; Cuba. 45; Denmark, 1837; France, 8068; Ger-
many, 29,701; England, 17,699; Ireland, 54,421; Scotland, 4949; Wales, 1517 (total of
British subjects, 90,926); Greece, 97; Greenland, 1; Holland. 472; Italy, 4660; Japan,
33; Luxembourg, 11; Mexico (the native Californians were naturalized bv the treat}-),

9339; Norway," 1000; Pacitic islands, 93; Poland, 804; Portugal, 2508;*^Russia, 540;
Sandwich islands, 278; South America, 1956; Spain, 405; Sweden, 1944; Switzerland,
2927; Turkey, 17; West Indies (except Cuba), 350; at sea, 142. Every one of the
United States and territories was represented. The largest numbers were from New
York, 33,766; Illinois, 10,695; Maine, 11,261; Massachusetts, 15.334; Missouri, 16,050;
Pennsylvania, 11,201; others ranging from 10,000 down to 7 for Dakota, while 23 came
from xVlaska. The natives of C. were 163,653, not quite 30 per cent of all natives. Of
the entire population only 26,909 were natives of the United States born of native
parents, or less than 5 per cent. Males largely exceeded females, being 349,479 to

210,768. The Chinese are the cause of much jinnoyance to many of the people, who
urge against them that they unduly cheapen labor, and that they bring demoralization;
and stj-ong efforts have been made, both by legislation and by popular violence or
threat, to keep them out, but hitherto without effect. The problem is complex and dif-

ficult; and its solution cannot be said to have been yet reached. In 1870, there were
11,703 Chinese in San Francisco, about 8 per cent of the total population.

The chief cities and towns in the order of population, in 1870. are ban Frauci.'^co,

Sacramento (the state capital), Oakland (across the bay from San Francisco), Stockton,
San Jose, Los Angeles, Maryville, Santa Cruz, San Diego.

C. is well supplied with serial literature. At the beginning of 1879 there were 41
daily newspapers, 1 tri-weekly, 9 semi-weekly, 209 weekly, 1 .-emi-monthly, 19 m.onthly,
1 bi-monthly, and 2 quarterly publication!?. The state has r^ade ample provision for
education. Sehool age is from 5 to 21; persons within the age, 205,475; enrolled,

154.079; averas^c attendance, 94,696; school-days in the year, 144; teachers of common
schools, 3293; school fund, $2,011,800; income, |3,820,661; expcn.^es, ^3,155,815; value

• of school property, $6,343,369. There is a state normal school at San Jose, having, at

last report, 90 students. In 1879, there were 13 colleges, viz. : Sacred Heart, St. Igna-
lius, and St. Mary's, all in San Francisco, and Our Lady of Guadalupe, at Santa Inez
(all Roman Catholic); C. college, at Yacaville (Baptist); Hesperian, at Woodlawn. and
Pierce Christian, at College City (both "Christian"); Pacific Methodist, at Santa Rosa
(Methodist Episcopal, South); university of the Pacific, at Santa Clara (JMelhodist); St.

Augustine, at Benicia (Protestant Episcopal); the university of C, at Berkeley, and the
university, at Washington (both non-sectarian). The Pacific theological seminary (Con-
gregational) and the San Francisco theological seminary (Presbyterian) are at Oakland.
Medical education is provided for by the C. college of pharmacy, a medical department
iff the university of C. , and the medical college of the Pacific, all in San Francisco.
The university has also a law department. In the 13 colleges there were 199 in.^tructors

and 3187 students; in the theological seminaries, 7 instructors and 15 students of col-

legiate grade; in medicine, 26 instructors and 90 students; and in law, 3 instructors and
103 students. A special course of three years is provided for young women by the
Pacific (Methodist) college, and women are admitted to all, except the Roman Catholic

• colleges.

The railroads in California at the beginning of 1879, and the numberof miles within
the state, were: Southern Pacific, from San Francisco to Colorado river (to unite with
the projected Texas Pacific from the Mississippi river), 712 m. ; Central Pacific, from
San Francisco to Ogden, Utah, 615 m.; Northern, from Oakland to Suisun, 113-i

m. ; California Pacific, from San Vallejo to Sacramento, 113 m. ; San Francisco and N.
Pacific, from San Rafael to Cloverdale, 94 m. ; N. Pacific Coast, from Sancelito to 3Ios-

cow mills, 79| m. ; Sacramento and Placerville, from Sacramento to Shingle springs.

49^ m.; San Pablo and Tulare, from Tracy to Martinez, 47 m.; Stockton and Co] per-

opolis, from Stockton to Oakdale, 44| m. ; Vaca Valley and Clear Lake, from Elmira to

Madison, 30 m.; S. Pacific Coast, from Dumbarton to Los Galos, 29f m. ; Los Angeles
and San Diego, from Florence to San Diego, 27 m.; Amador Branch, from Gait to lone.

27 m. ; Calfornia Northern, from Marysville to Oroville, 26| m. ; Nevada County, from
Nevada City to Colfax, 221 m. ; Santa Cruz, from Santa Cruz to A'ajaro depot, 2U m.,

and nine other roads, from 17 to 3^ m. in length; there being 2046 m. of railroad in the

state.

The organic law of C. is very similar to that of New York and other old states. The
constitution, which was adopted Nov. 13, 1849, put the then residents on the same stand-

ing as native-born citizens with regard to property. Public debts exceeding $300,000 at

one time cannot be incurred unless approved by popular vote. Voters are white male
citizens, 21 years old, resident six months in the state, and 30 days in the voting dis-

trict. (The 15th amendment to the federal constitution makes colored citizens also

voters, but the Chinese are not permitted to vote.) Elections are biennial, on the first

Tuesday in September; but judges and the superintendent of public instruction are voted
for at special elections in October. A plurality is sufficient to elect. The assembly ha*;

80, and the senate 40 members, who are paid $10 per day for sessions limited to 12*
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days, aud $8 lor nvcry 20 in. of travel. The legislature meets bieDiiiaiiy at Sacramento.

The chief executive oHicers and annual salaries are: Governor, !j;700(); lieuteuant-gor-

eruor, $12 per day during the session of the legislature, and i{;10 per day as warden of

the state prison; 'secretary of state. $4000; treasurer, $4000; controller, $4000; super-

intendent of public in.struction, $8000; adjutant-general, $4000; and surveyor-general,

$3000. A chief justice and four associate justices of the supreme court are chosen for

terms of ten years, having salaries of $6000. The governor's veto may be overcome hy

a two-thirds vote in the legislature. There are county courts, each with a single judge. '

who also acts as surrogate, except in San Francisco. The wife is secured in both real aud

personal propertv had before or acquired after marriage. The earnings of both wife and

husband are com'mon property, but liie wife's earnings are not liable for the husband's

debts. If a wife be separated from her husband, her earnings and those of her minor

children are her own; she may sue and be sued alone, and, by leave of a court, convey

alone; and a married woman can dispose of her separate estate by will. Homesteads to

the value of $50o0 for the head of a family, aud $1000 for a single person, are exempt

from levy. In.solvent debtors, resident and non-resident, can be discharged from debts

upon making assigmnent of all their property, and publishing notice thereof. The
)uore importaat penalties are; For trea.son, and murder in the first degree, death; mur-

der in the second degree, and robbery from the person, 10 years to life imprisonment;

miuslaughter, 10 years or less; killing in a duel, 7 years or less; mayhem, 14 years

or less; rape, from 5 years to life; forgery and perjury, 14 years or less. Chinese

and Indians cannot testify in court against white persons, and special taxes are imposed

to restrict immigration from China (but this is believed to be illegal under our treatiea

with China). Any rate of interest agreed upon is lawful. Open accounts are outlawed

in two years; notes in four, aud judgments in five, year.s.

This constitution was in force until 1879. In that year (Mar. 3) a state convention,

which had been in session 157 days, reported a uew^ constitution, in which there were

manv novel propositious and radical changes from the old organic law. The new con-

stitution was vigorously opposed, but in the vote taken May 7 there were 77.959 in

favor and 67,134 opposed, showing an allirmative majority of 10,825. The main pro-

visions of the new constitution are the following: Trial by jury may be waived, by c(m-

sentof parties, in criminal cases not amounting to felony; aud in civil cases as may be

prescribed by law. In civil actions and misdemeanors juries may consist of 12, or less, a>^

parties may agree; and three fourths of a jury may decide a verdict in civil actions. No
native of China, no idiot, insane person, or person convicted of infamous crime, and no per-

son hereafter convicted of embezzlement or misappropriation of public money, may
vote. After 1880, legislative sessions begin on the first Monday after Jan. 1, and are bien-

nial. Senators (40) hold 4 years, assemblymen (80) 2 years; legislative elections are held

on the Tuesday following the first Monday in Nov. Pay of members continues oidy 60

days; no bill can be presented aft(!r 50 days of the session have gone by except on c()n-

seut of two thirds. In ai^propriation bills the governor may veto or approve special

items. Persons holding United States offices, except post-masters who have less-

than $500 salary, cannot hold ortices of honor or profit in the state. No one con-

victed of embezzlement or defalcation of public money of the union or of any state,

county, or town, is eligible for ollioe in California. No money shall ever be taken fron>

the state treasury for the benefit of any institution not under the state's entire control;

but the leirislature may grant aid to orphans, al)and()ned children, and aged poor. Laws
shall be passed to prohibit lotteries, gift enterprises, and anything in the nature of a

lottery; al.so, to regulate or prohibit speculative sales of stock; and all contracts for

future delivery of stock are void. In elections by the legislative the mend)ers shall vote

viva voce. P^very descrii)tion of direct or indirect appropriation or gift of ])roperty for

Mie benefit of any sect is forbidden, not only to the legislatm-e, l)ut to the counties, cities,

towns, .school districts, and corporations. The public credit shidl not be given or loaned

in aid of any person, association, or corporation ; nor .^hall the stale or any ])()litical

division thereof subscribe for stock or become an owner in any corporation. Fxtra

compensation to public officers, agents, contractors, etc., is positively forbidden. I^aws

shall be (jnacted regulating charges for gas, telegrai)hing, and storage and wharfage.

Brib(jry of a nieml)er of the legislature and lobbying with that i)ui|)ose are dcclareii

felony'; members i)roved guilty of receiving bribes *are disfranchised and c.ni never hold

offices of honor or trust. Witnesses in examinations for bribery shall be compelled to

testify. Tlie gov(;rnor's term is four years, salary $(5000; other state officers $8000.

The hjgislatun; may redu(;e but cannot increase; these sums. Fees are abolished so far

as thest; offic(;rs are concerned. A governor is ineligibU; for V. S. .senator during \\\»

term of office. Among the judiciary provisions it is provided that after .Inly 1, 1880,

no judge of sup(!rior or suijn-me court shall receive .salary unless he swear that im
cause in his court submitted ninety days i)revious remains undecided. Appnjpriii-

tlons to .sectarian schools are prohibil(!d. Counties, towns, and cities can incur

debt only by the consent of two thirds of the voters at special elections. Cities and
towns have power to regulate tiie price of water and artificial light. A stockholder

in a corporation is liable to tin; amount of his shares for debts incurred while he

is an owner. Directors and truste<;s anj lial)l(! to slocklioUU.'rs and creditors for nu)nej

rymbezzhtd or misai)proprialcd. The acceplinice of pas.ses from railroads or other
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transportation companies by meniUcrs of the legislature, or by public .yrticers except
railroad commissioners, works a I'orieiLurc of olliue. Lands and improvements tliereou

shall be separately assessed. Cultiva'ced and uncultivated lands of the same kind and
situation shall be assessed at equal values. Tax-payers shall make return under oath of
iheir real and personal property, and provision may be made for payment of real estate

taxes by installments. Income taxes may be assessed and collected. There is a poll tax
of $2 on each male inhabitant ov(!r 21 and under 00 for the benefit of the school fund.
Except in case of war, invasion, or insurrection, the legislature shall not create a del)tof

over $300,000 unless for some specific object, and then provision for payment within
20 years shall be made; and such special debts shall be voted upon by the people.

The famous Chinese provisions areas follows: Sec. 1. The legislature shall prescribe
all necessary regulations for the protection of the state, and the counties, cities, and
towns thereof, from the burdens and evils arising from the presence of aliens who are or
may become vagrants, paupers, mendicants, criminals, or invalids afflicted with con-
tagious or infectious diseases, and from aliens otherwise dangerous or detrimental to the-

well being or peace of the state; and shall impose conditions upon which such persons
may reside in the state, and provide the means and mode of their removal from the state

upon failure or refusal to comply with such conditions; provided, that nothing contained
in this section shall be construed to impair or limit the power of the legislature to pas-s-

such police laws or other regulations as it may deem necessary.

ibec. 2. No corporation now existing orliereafter formed under the laws of this state

shall, after the adoption of this constitution, employ, directly or indirectly, in any
capacity, any Chinese or Mongolian. The legislature shall pass such laws as may be
necessary to enforce this regulation.

Sec. 3. No Chinese shall be employed on any state, county, municipal, or other
public work, except in punishment for crime.

Sec. 4. The presence of foreigners ineligible to become citizens of the United States
is declared to be dangerous to the well being of the state, and the legislature shall dis-

courage their immigration by all the means within its power. Asiatic coolyism is u
form of human slavery, and is forever prohibited in this state, and all contracts for
cooly labor shall be void. All companies or corporations, whether formed in thi»
country or any foreign country, for the importation of such labor, shall be subject to
such penalties as the legislature may prescribe. The legislature shall delegate all neces-
sary power to the incorporated cities and towns of this state, for the removal of Chinese
without the limits of such cities and towns, or for tlieir location within prescribed
])ortious of those limits; also, it shall provide necessary legislation to prohibit the intro-

duction into this state of Chinese after the adoption of this constitution.
Principals and seconds in duelling or challenging to a duel are ilisfranchised, and

cannot again hold office. The property of husband and wife shall belong separately to
etich. The suffrage shall be i)rotected by adecpiate laws. ]Mechauics and laborers have
property liens for the value of labor and material furnished. Eight hours is a day's
work. No person shall, on account of sex, be disqualified from entering upon or pur-
suing any lawful business, vocation, or piofessit)n. There are no more judicial districts;

every county elects a su])erior judge (San Francisco elects 12, six others elect two
each). Three railroad districts were created, and the congressional districts were newly
arranged.

At the time the vote was taken on this constitution, for and against which 145,212
votes were cast, there were 104,638 votes against Chinese immigration. But all the
enactments on that subject fall to the gnmnd, since they are in conflict with the treaty
with China, and the federal constitution provides that treaties shall be the supreme law
of the land.

The first votes of California (4) for president were ca^t in lvS52 for Pierce and King; in

1856, for Buchanan and Breckinridge; in 1860. for Liiuidn and Hamlin; in 1864(5 votes),.

Lincoln and Johnson; in 1868, Grant and Colfax; in 1872 (6 votes), Grant and Wilson;
in 1876, Hayes and Wheeler. Of high federal officers, the state ^\is ^'u'" ished one
supreme court justice. (For latest statistics, see Appendix.)

CALIFORNIA, University of, established in 1868 as a non-sectariau institution,

an outgrowth of the college of California. The university is at Berkeley, 4 c_. u. of
Oakland, and occupies two buildings. In 1879. it had 38 professors and instructors, and
332 students of college grade, under the presidency of John Le Conte. The students are

enrolled in separate colleges, in each of which they may pursue a regular or a special

course. The college of letters maintains two courses: the regular classical, which leads

to the degree of bachelor of arts, and tiie literary course, which leads to the degree of
baclielorof ])hilosopliy. In both courses a liberal amount of time is bestowed upon the
principles of modern science. All the colleges are in successful operation, including
the college of letters, five colleges of science, and three professional colleges of law.
ttiedicine, and pharmacy, under regular faculties. Students of both sexes are admitted
mi equal terms. The university is entitled to the avails of the public lands given to the
xtate for an agricultural college by the act of congress of 1862. Tuition is free in the-

Mniversity pn^per, but not in the pn^paratory department.
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CALIPPUS, or CALLiprus, an astronomer of Greece, in the 4th c, b.v. He corrected

'earlier measurements of time by Meton's cycle of 19 years, which he found to be six li()uj"«i

too long. He made the year oGoi^ days.

CALISTHEX ICS, pji3'sical exercise designed to promote strength and proper bodily

development. The usual apparatus includes a pair of light dumb-bells, Indian clubs,

itout wooden rings, a wooden stalf about 4 ft. long, horizontal bars, bags of beans for

throwing and catching, and two weights running upon vertical cords. The practice of

calisthenics is growing among schools for girls.

CALIX'TUS, a name borne by three popes. The first was born a slave, and is said to

have sullered martyrdom, 223 a.d. The second (d. 1124) was a son of the count of Bur-

gundy, and a ruler of firmness. He expelled the anti-pope Gregor}' from Rome in 1120,

stormed the castle in which he took refuge, and made him a prisoner. He also concluded
the concordat with Henry V., of Germany, at Worms; broke the power of the Cenci
family, and demolished their castles. The third w-as of the Spanish Borgia family, and
his leading idea was to institute a great crusade against th > Turks, in which he failed.

He died in 14o8, and was succeeded by Alexander VI., one of the most notorious of the

Borgia famih\

CALLAHAN, a co. in n.w. Texas, not settled; 900 sq. miles. It has a rocky and
l3roken surface, with little timber, but good for grazing.

CALLAWAY, a co. in s.w. Kentucky, on Tennessee river; 450 sq.m.; pop, '70,

9410—812 colored; in '80, 13,333. The surface is varied, and soil fertile, producing
-corn, tobacco, etc. Co seat, jVIurray.

CALLAWAY, a co. in e. Missouri, on the Missouri river; 743 sq.m,; pop. '70,

19,202—3434 colored. The soil is mainly prairie, and fertile, producing corn, tobacco,

potatoes, butter, wool, etc. Co. seat, Fulton.

CALLE'JA, Don Felix del Rey, 1750-1820; count of Calderon, commanding the
Spanish forces in Mexico during the Hidalgo insurrection. In Jan., 1812, he captured
the fortress of Zitacuaro and murdered all the inhabitants; and in the same year he cap-
tured Hidalgo's successor, the priest Morelos, who was at once shot. For tliese acts he
was made viceroy and ennobled.

CALLIC'RATES, a Greek architect in the 5th c. B.C., who, assisted by Ictiniis, wa«
the builder of the Parthenon.

CALLICRAT IDAS, the successor of Lysander in command of the Lacedemonian
fleet against the Athenians, 406 B.C. After two successful battles he was defeated in a
third, tiirown overboard, and drowned.

CALLIERES BONNEVUE, Louis Hector, Chevalier de, 1639-1703; a French
•army officer, governor of Montreal in 1684, and in 1687 leader of the advance of the

forces invading the lauds of the six nations in New York, He visited France to urge
the seizure of the city of New York as a security for French supremacy in Canada, in

1669, he was made governor-general of Canada.

CALUM'ACHUS. an architect and artist of Greece, who lived about 400 n.c, and
is said to have been the originator of the Corinthian column.

CALLI'NUS OF Ephesus, reputed to have been the earliest of the Greek poets, lived

;about 700 B.C. One of his elegies has been preserved to the present time.

CALLIR'HOE, a fountain near Athens, called the fountain of nine springs, because
its waters were distributed in that number of channels.

CALLISTE'TA, a Grecian festival at which a prize was awarded to the most beauti-

ful woman. l>ut among the Elians men were the competitors, and the victor received
a suit of armor which he dedicated to Minerva.

CALLIS'TRATUS, an orator of Athens who.sc eloquence led Demosthenes to devote
himself to pul)lic speaking. For surrendering Oropus (after a heroic defense) to the The-
bans, he was condemned to death, 361 B.C., but he fled to Macedonia, where he founded
the city of Datum, aiterwardH called r^hilii)pi. At a later period he returned to Athens
nnd was put to death.

CALMAR. See Ival.m.M!, ante.

CALORIMO'TOR, a powerful galvanic battery devised by Dr. Hare. He placed a
sheet of non-conducting substance, as paste-board, between a sheet of copper and
another of zinc, rolled the whole together, and j)lung(!d the bundle into a barrel of
acidulatecl water. As there was but otu^ pair of ])lates. the intensity of the clectricitT

produced was feeble, but because^ of the great surface, the (|U!inlity was large; elTectn

which depend upon quantity, as heat, were produced in an intense degrcu'. The same
result is now attained by coupling iIk^ eleiiKjnts of many small cells in such a way that
all the positive plates shall be; united in one, and the negative plates in another,

CALO'VIUS, Abuaham, 1612-H6; a Lutheran minister, rector at Dantzic, and pro-
fessor at Konigsberg and Wilteni)erg. He was a strong controvertist, and a vigorou#
*«up[)orter of his sect.

C.\I/PF. See Heiu^ules, Pillaiis of, ante.
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CALPUR'NIUS, Titus Julius, surnamed Siculus, a pastoral poet who lived in

Sicily about the end of the 3d century. He seems to have been an imitator of Virgil,

but beyond his comphiining of poverty notliing is known of his personal history,

CALTANISET'TA, a province in Sicily s. of Palermo; 1455 sq.m.
;
pop. 71, 230,066.

The soil is fertile, producing grapes, olives, almonds, hemp, cotton, etc. Marble, agate,

alabaster, sulphur, and iron ore are found. Agriculture is the chief industry, but there
are foundries and manufactories of chemicals.

CALUMET, a co. in e. Wisconsin, on Winnebago lake; 360 sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,335
It is a hilly region, but with abundance of timber and good pasturage, and produces
grain, hay, hops, wool, etc. Co. seat, Chilton.

CALUMET, a t. and village in Houghton co., Mich., on the Mineral Range railroad;

pop. of township '80, 8291. In the town is a copper-mine supposed to be the richest in

the world; employing from 1800 to 2000 men and yielding annually 12,000 to 15,000 tons
of pure copper. There are some manufactures in the village.

CALVERT, a co. in Maryland, on Chesapeake bay; 250 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9865—5533
colored. Its surface is rolling, with good soil, having marl in abundance. The chief
productions are tobacco, corn, and oats. Co. scat. Prince Frederick.

CALVERT, Geoiige and Cecil. See BAi/riMORE, Lord.

CALVERT, George Henry, b. Baltimore, 1803; a graduate of Harvard, and for a
long time editor of the Baltimore American. In 1832, lie published Tliustration.s of Phre-
nology, the first treatise on the subject issued in this countrj'. Among his works are a
Metrical Version of Schiller's Don Carlos; Scenes and Thovg/tts in Europe; Cahiro, a Don
Juanic poem; An Introduction to the Social Sciences; The Genilernan; Aynta and Other
Poems; First Year in Europe; Ellen, a Poem; and Goethe, Jus Life and Works. In 1843, he
removed to Newport, R. 1., of which city he was chosen mayor in 1853.

CALVERT, Leonard, 1582-1647; brother of the .>^econd lord Baltimore, and first

governor of Maryland. In 1663, he led the fii^i expedition to Maryland in two small
vessels, and on the 25th of Mar., 1634, at St. Clement's island on the Potomac, a regu-
lar mass was celebrated. Immediately afterwards they settled on the right bank of a

river called by them St, George, and founded the prospective city of St. Mary, no signs
of which now remain. After much diflliculty with the people of Virginia the colonists
under Calvert were fully established, and in 1647 his name as governor of the province
was recognized,

CALVmiSTIC METHODISTS, in Great Britain, are in three divisions: the Whit-
field Connection, 1741; Lady Huntingdon Connection, 1748; and Welsh Methodi«;ts, 1750.

CALVI'SIUS, Sethus, 1556-1617; an astronomer and chronologist of Germany, who
organized a system of chronology embodying the history of the world. The work was
commeudca by Scaliger and Casaubon, but was condennied in the Index E.vpurgatorius.
In 1612, he published a work cm the Gregorian calender, undertaking to show the inade-
quacy of that system and to supplant it with one founded upon astronomical principles.

CAL'YDON, an ancient city of ^tolia, 7-k m. from the sea on the river Evenus, said

to have been founded by Calydon, son of ^tolus, to have been the scene of the
hunting of the Calydouian boar by ]\Ieleager and other heroes, and to have sent
soldiers to the Trojan war. In 391 r.c, it was in i)ossession of tlu- Aclia^nns, and so
late as the time of Pompey, it was a place of importance. In 31 B.C., xVugustus removed
the inhabitants to Nicopolis, a city then founded to commemorate the victory of Actium.

CALYP'SO BOREAL'IS, an orchid with heart-shaped leaf, and beautiful yellow,
pink, and purple flowers; growing in the bogs and moist woodlands of the United States

and Canada.

CAM, in machinery, a curved plate or groove, by which motion is comnninicated
and controlled. The moving plate or groove is a driver; the rod, bar, or other thing-

moved, is called the follower.^ The follower is held against the driver by its weight or

by a spring, or other device. The radii of the driver determine l>v their length the
motion of the follower, and the angles which they make with some one, chosen as a

base of calculation, fix the time at which change of motion occurs. For example, it

may be desired that the follower shall move up\\ ard. and tlu'i) downward, with a uni-

form velocity. From the center of the driver any coiiveniert number of radii may be
drawn, divicling equally the 360'" of angular space. On one of these radii we mark the

distance from the center of the driver at which the point of the follower will stand when
in its position nearest to that center. Upon the opposite radius, distant 180 from the

first, the point is marked which gives the farthest position of the follower; the ditler-

ence between these radii being divided into as many equal parts as we have made angu-
lar spaces in the 180", we increase the length of each radius in succession, beginning
with the shortest, by one of those parts, and we draw a curve connecting the ends of the

radii so terminated. Of course the greater the number of parts chosen for the division

of the angular space and of the ditference of the first and last radii, the more accu-

rately will the curve be drawn. The edge of the driving-plate being cut to tliis curve,

the follower being made to press constantly against it. and the driver being turned with
^uniform rotation, the follower will move tlirough it.*? limited space with an equj^Mf
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motion, because the nulii of tlic driver increase by constant amounts, at constant inter-

vals of time. If the curve is reversed, the second part being the symmetrical oppo-
Mle of the tirst part, the follower will desceml as uniformly as it rose. The cam ihu«
drawn is one of frequent use, and is called the hf(/rt-t</iap<'d cam. To avoid friction

the end of the follower often carries a roller which works against the s\n-face of the
<'am; in this case the cam-surface is found by drawing a line parallel to that above
descrilK'd, at a constant distance equal to tlie radius of the roller. If we wish the fol-

lower to rest at any jiart of a cycle of motion, the radii for that time Avill be made equal.

and the corresponding cam-surface will l)e a circular arc; the lime will be such a part

of that of a complete C3"cle, as the angle between the radii of the en<ls of this arc, is of

3(50 . The cam-plate has sometimes a groove cut upon its tiat side, and the end of

the follower runs in the groove. A spiral gi'oove may be cut into the surface of a cylin-

<ler as in a screw; if a follower be inserted in this groove it will be driven forward as

the cylinder turns; when the groove reaches the end of the cylinder, it may turn back,
and cause the follower to return with the same motion, or if the i)itcli of the grocn'e be
made shorter or longer, the return of the follower will be changed accordingly. l>y a

judicious construction and arrangement of cams, almost every variety ol motion may
be produced with the greatest precision as to time and amount. A cam-form which
does not make a complete revolution, l)ut after moving a short distance in one direction

oscillates in the opposite direction, is called a wiper. A familiar example may be seen
in the engine-room of a steamboat, in the rocking arms which raise and let fall the valve

rods.

CAM, DiOGO, a Portuguese navigator of the 15th c, who continued the w. African
discoveries commenced by Don Henry. He had sufficient influence with the king of

Congo to induce that monarch to permit the establishment of Christianity in his

dominion.

CAMAIH'NA, an ancient city of Sicily, near the mouth of the Hipparus, 20 m. e.

of Terranova. It was founded by Syracusans in the 6th c. B.C., but soon after was
<iestroy(?d, because it had thrown off its allegiance. It was restored 495 B.C., but again
depopulated, being finally established about 34 j^ears later. In 285 B.C., most of its

people were sold by the Roman consuls as slaves. It continued to exist until the 2d c,
but since then has been in ruins.

CAMBA'LUC, or CAMBALU' (Mongol, Kaan-Bfdlgh, "city of the Khan"), the city

now known as P(;king. It was captured in 1215 by Genghis Khan, and in 1264 adopted
as tlie imperial residence by his grandson Kublai, who founded a new city near the old

one of Yenking. The new city, Ta-tu, or " great capital," was a rectangle about 5]- by
Z% m.. or more than 18 m. in circumference, surrounded by a colossal wall of mud,
liaving an inner inclo'^ure for the palace and gardens of the khan. There were 11 g.ites,

and the streets ran towards thorn in direct lines. It was the residence of the Mongol
emperors until the fall of their power in 13oS. Soon afterwards the native dynasty gave
it the name of Peking, or "north court," by which name it was known to the early

Jesuit missionaries; but now the native name in ordinary use is King Cheng or King-tu,

signifying " the capital." The restoration of Cambaluc was commenced in 1400; the

size was diminished, and the town made more nearly a square, and in this form now
constitutes the " Tartar city" of Peking. The walls were finished in 437. In 15(-4,

the " outer city" was formed, the portion now known as " the (Chinese city." The whole
city under the name Cambaluc was made an archiepi.scopal see by pope Clement V. in

1307.

CAMBEUT, Robert, 1628-77; the first composer of French operas; organist of the

<:hurcli of St. lionoie, and musical superintendent to Anne of Austria, the mother of

Louis XIV. When Lulli was made musical superinleiulent lo tlie king, in 1673, C.

went to London, wiiere Ciiarles II. made him master of the band. Ilis chief works
were Aruidne, or lite Ainoarx of Puicchnx; Ponunia; and Tlce Painn and Plcaxvrcn of Love.

CAMBON, JosHi'ir, 1756-1820; a French financier. He was a member of the

national convention of 1792 and of the committee of safety of the next year; and in

1791 pro(nf;l(Mi the downfad of Robespi(!rre. He is credited witii having laid the founda-
tion of the linancial system of France. In 1816 he was exiled.

f CAMBRIA, a co. in s.w, Pennsylvania, drained by allluents of the Susquehaima
and Alleghany rivers, and intersected by I he Pennsylvaiiig railroad; 670 sq.m.

;
pop.

'70, 36.569. It is a high and broken tal)le-land, with abundat/cc! of coal and iron.

Agriculture is the chief business, Co. seat, Ebensburg.

C/y\"MBRI.\.\ SYSTEM (CAMni:i\N Rocks, /////r), rocks belonging lo the primordial
flivision of pal-eo/oic time, and comprising the oldest )»art ol" the lower Silurian age,

HI)pears on the American continent in JVewfoiindland. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
('aiTada, northern N(!W York, Vermont, eastern ]\Iassa(husetts, the Appalachian moun-
tains, mat)y parts f)f th(! Missis'^ippi valley, and under the secondary and younger jmla'o-

zoic ro(;ks of the Rocky moimtains. They are divided by American geologists into the

Acadian *.ul Potsdam groups; the former are the oldest of American primordial rocks,

anti contain a n.ass, 2000 ft. deep, of gray and daik .shales with some sandstones; tlie

Jailer, ;dso in pari s.md-lMnf. lias in Newfoundland a depth of 5600 ft., hut in the ""al-
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ley of the St. Lawrence dimiuishcs to 600 and even 300 feet. Tlic sandstone l>eds contain
ripple marks, mud cracks, layers indicating the wind-drift, and ehb and How structure,

and animal tracks. The Acadian formation yields primordial trilobitcs of the genera
paradoxides conocoryphe, agnosias, and some othei's; brachiopods of the gonvra Unffvlelfa,

discina, obo.dla, and 6»?-^7^/.s; and several kinds of annelide tracks. The Potsdam rocks
<;ontain a few sponges, the earliest forms of graptolite, some brachiopods, including,
besides the genera in the Acadian beds, obolus, camarella, nvulorthmna; some pteropods,
ihyoUtes or thcca); two species of arthoceras; annelide tracks; trilobitcs of the genera
^onocoryphe, agnosfus, dikdocephalus, olenellus, ptyclcaspis, cltarioccphalvK, nglaspis, fmd
lllcenurus. Barrande found a remarkable uniformity in the organic remains of those
parts of this system which he investigated, extending through Europe and America.
a.nd named by him the primordial zone.

CAMB1?IDGE (ante), a city, and one of the co. seats of Middlesex co., Mass., w. of
Charles river, which separates the township from the city of Boston, of which C. is

practically a part, fis Brookhm is of New York. There are four principal divisions.

North, East, Old Cambridge" and Cambridgeport; pop. '70, 39,634. The city spreads
over a large extent of territor}^ and is handsomely laid out in broad avenues with
abundance of shade trees, among the most interesting of which is the elm under which
Washington assumed command of the revolutionary forces in 1775. The house in
which Washington dwelt is now the residence of Longfellow, the poet. The modern
residences are generally surrounded with handsomely cultivated grounds, orchards, and
flower and fruit gardens. The main feature of C'. is Harvard college (q.v.). the build-

ings of which are in Old C, 3 m. from Boston, occupying a plot of 14 acres hand.somely
laid out and shaded with ancient elms. At a little distance n.e. of the college are the
ynuseum of comparative zoology, founded by Agassiz, the botanical garden, and tlie

observatory, noted as possessing one of tJie best lelescopcs in the country. Near the
museum are the Harvard law school and the Lawrence scientific school. Another con-
spicuous building is Memorial hall, erected to the memory of Harvard .students and
graduates who fell in the war of the rebellion: this is prol)ji))ly not exceeded in

grandeur by any college hall in the world. It presents three apartments—a memorial
vestibule, the Sanders theater for great academic assemblies, and a dining-hall with
accommodation for 1000 persons. The whole structure is 310 ft. loiig by 115 ft. wide,
with a tower 200 ft. high. There is also a granite monument near the college ere( ted by
the city in honor oi ihe fallen soldiers. C also contains Mt. xVuburn, one of the most
beautiful cemeteries in the Avorld. It occupies 125 acres of hill and valley, laid out in

a charmingly picturesque manner, while the monumeiits show a great variety of taste

and muniticence. This is the oldest of the splendid burial places in the country, having
been dedicated in 1831. Bridges over Charles river connect C. with Boston. Brighton,
and Brookline. Horse railroads connect with all adjacent towns, and the Boston and
Lowell and the Fitchburg railroads pass through East Cambridge. The streets are well
drained, and lighted with gas. C. is not a business place, but rather a home for the

business peoj)le of Boston. Still there are manufactories of locomotives, steam-engines,
glass, carriages, marble, chemicals, brushes, biscuit, candles, soap, chairs, cabinet ware,
etc. The Biverside press and the university print ing-otHce, are noteworthy; the last

named is the oldest printing establishment in the country. C. has a regular city govern-
ment, vested in mayor, aldermen, and common councilmen, with the usual executive and
judicial courts and functionaries. AVater is supplied from two large lakes in the neigh-

borhood, and stored in large reservoirs. Under the influence of the college the schools
of the city are of a high oi-der, and to these are added the Dana library and free lectures

at the Dowse institute. There are in C. three or four newspa]iers and about 30 churches
or congregations. The first settlement here was in 1630. and was called Newiown, and
Winthrop and others intended it to be the chief town in the colony. The first minister.

Rev. Mr. Hooker, was settled in 1632. In 1638, money was vot( d to establish a public
school, which was further aided by grants from the Rev. John Harvard of Charlestown.
The city charter of incorporation was granted in 1846.

CAMBRIDGE, ADOLrn us Frederick, Duke of, 1774-1850; youngest son of George
III., and uncle of queen Victoria. He served as an ensign in the army, antl was edu-
cated afterwards at Gottingen, returning home in his 20th year. In the Nethcrland
campaign of 1793, he was taken prisoner by the French, but was almost immediately
exchanged. Thereafter most of his public duty was in Hanover as governor and vice-

roy, until the separation of Hanover from the British crown in 1837. when he returned
to England, mixing no further in public affairs.

CAIMBRIDGE. Gkouge William Fredekick Cuakles, Duke of, b. 1819; field-

marshal and commander-in-chief of the British armies; first cousin of queen Victoria,
son of Adolphus Frederick, duke of Cambridge; succeeded to his title Jul}' 8. 1850.

In 1837. he was col., and in 1854, lieut.gen. commanding the first division sent in aid
of Turkey against Russia. He led the troops at Alniii and at Inkerman. In conse-
quence of ill health he returned to England, and in 1856 succeeded viscount Hardiuge
«,s commander-in-chief; in 1862, he was given the rank of field-marshal. The duke has
never married, but for many years has lived with Miss Fairl)anks. once known as a
beautiful actress, ])y whom lie has several children.
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CAMBRIDGE PLATFOKM, the system of church discipline agreed uijoii by the

representatives of the New England churches at the synod held in Cambridge in 164b-

In regard to doctrine they adliered subsianlialiy to the NN'estmiiistcr confession, though
they did not mipose that on the churclies; l>ut tlu'v did not accept that confession which
wiis Presbyterian with respect to church order and polity, for regulaiing which thej

constructed the Cambridge platform, which declares that the form of church govern-

ment is one and immutaule, and prescribed in the word of God. According to this

l)latform, thr church in general consists of the whole company of the redeemed; but the

state of tile visible church militant was before the law economical, or in families; under
the law, national; and since Christ, only congregational, or in local companies. In
nund)t':' a church ought not to be greater than may ordinarily meet together conveniently

in one i)lace, nor fc'wer than can conveniently carry on church work. The su})reme
]iower of the church belongs to Jesus Christ, who deputes extraordinary power to

apostles, etc , and ordinary power to every particular church; officers are necessary to

the wcll-b'jing but not to the l)cing of a church. Extraordinary officers, as apostles, are

temporary; the ordinary, which arc bishops (the same as ciders or pastors) and deacons,
are perpetual. A deacon's official acts are confined to temporal atl'airs. Any church
m ly elect and depose its own officers, but in so doing the advice of neighboring churchcK
should be sought. Ordination is the solumn putting a man into his otticc; it follows his

election. In respect *to Christ, the head, the church is a monarchy; in respect to the

body or the brotlierhood, it is like a denocracy; in respect to the presbytery, or com-
pany of ministers, it is an aristocracy. Synods, though not necessary to the being, are
useful to the well-being of the churches; but synods are not permanent ecclesiastical

bodies. It is declared that local churches are of right distinct, equal, self-governed
under Christ; yet that they should be gathered and should proceed in communion with
each other; which communion they are to exefciL.e by mutual care, by consultation, by
admonition, by sharing in acts of worship, b}^ needful transfer of members, by relief and
succor. Synods have not power of church-censure and discipline, but are to declare
the principles on which such acts are based, and their decisions are to be subn:itted to if

found consonant with the word of God. The platform deals also, as its date required,
with the relation of civil magistrates to affairs ecclesiastical. The platform is accepted
and largely followed by the congregational churches as a useful guide, and as a strong-

presentation of the principles of church order given in the New Testament: but its

enforcement upon any church as an authoritative rule would of course be attempted iu

vain.

CAMBRONNE, Pierre Jacques Etienne, 1770-1843; a French general of great

renown for daring bravery, and a devoted servitor of Nai)oleon, whom he accompanied
to Elba. He was in command of the imperial guard at Waterloo, and when entirely

surrounded, and the battle utterly lost, he contemptuously refused to surrender, but
fought until literally cut down. He was nearly killed, but lived to go to London, where
he heard that in France he was charged with an attack upon his own country, to answer
which Jie at once went to Paris and demanded a trial. This was granted, and he was
honorably acquitted, and after the revolution of July he was restored to his rank in the
army,

CAMDEN, a co. in s.e. Georgia, on the ocean and the Florida border, n. of St.

Mary's river, and including Cumberland island in the Atlantic; 000 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

4615—3157 colored. It is level, with sandy soil, rice being the chief production. Co.

seat, Jefferson ton.

CAMDEN, a co. in central Missouri, on the Osage river, and touched by the Atlantic

and Pacific railroad; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6108--149 colored. It has lead mines, and
an undulating surface, and tolerably fertile soil, jjroducing tobacco, corn, wheat, etc.

Co. seat, Lynn Creek.

CAMDEN, a co. in s. w. New Jersey, e. of Delaware river, traversed by live railroads,

all centering at Canuh'n, the chief town, opposite Philadelphia; 220 sdj.m; pop. '70,

46,193. Surface mostly level and fruitful, producing grain, butter, milk, vegetables

and fruits for city markets. Co. seat, Camden.

CAAH)EN, a co. in n.c. North Carolina, n. of Albemarle sound and e. of Pascpiotank

river; 280 sq.m., a portion of which is in the Dismal Swamp; pop. '70, 5631—2121 col-

ored. The Dismal Swamp catial extends in this county to the Pasquotank at South
.Mills. Product i(;ns—corn, sweet potatoes, and cedar and cypress tiniber. Co. seat,

Camden Court-iIou.s(!.

CAMDEN, the seat of ju.stice in Wilcox co., Ala., 33 m. s.w. of Sclma; pop. '70,

3060—2225 colored. 'IMie village is on an enunencxj 4 m. from the Alabiuna river, and
i.s the center of an important trade.

CAMDEN, the sr-at of justice of Washita co., Ark.. N2 m. s.w. of iiittle Hock,
at the head of navigation ori'tin; Washita liver, in a good situation for trade; pop. '70,

1612—612 colored. The i)lace was fornuirly a rendc/vous for hunters.

CAMDEN {anU-:), a city in New Jersey, opposite Philadelphia, 87 m. from New York,

and an important railroad and shipj)ing point; pop. '70, 20,045. The street.s are on the

rectangular [)lan, but wide, and tlu^ city shows many line buildings, including the rail-
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road depots, opera house, etc. There are iron foundries, chemical works, and some
oilier manufaclories. C was chartered as a city in IS'.il.

CAMDEN, in Kershaw co., S. C, 102 m. n.w. of Charleston, at the terminus of

tlie C. branch of tlie »5. C. railroad; pop. '70, 1007—555 colored. Two battles were
fought in the vicinity in the war of the revolution; the tirst on Aug. 16, 1780, when the

English commander Cornwallis defeated Gates and the revolutionary forces, mortally
wounding baron De Kalb; and a less important engagement a year later, when Greene
and the Americans were repulsed by the English under Kawdon. In 1825. a monument
was erected at Camd(;ii to the memory of De Kalb, the corner-stone of which was laid

by Lafayette.

CAMDEN, a co. in s.e. New South Wales, Australia, on the Pacific ocean; 2200

sq.m. ; pop. '06, 22,734, but now much larger. It is the largest grain-producing county
in the colony; has iron mines, and vast herds of cattle. Capital, Berrima.

CAMEL, a machine for floating ships over shoals and bars. A long water-tight box.

or caisson, nearly filled with water, is sunk on either side and attached to the ship, and
then the water in the caissons is pumped mit. adding additional buoyancy as they l)ecome

empty. The C. is sometimes employed in raising sunken ships, and the principle is

ai)plied to dry-docks in some instances.

CAMELLIA CEJE, an order of exogenous trees and shrubs in s. and e. Asia and
South America; North America has four species. The tea plant and the camellia are

specimens.

CAMELOPARDA'LIS, a constellation defined by Ilevelius, between the pole-star,

Auriga, Cassiopeia, and the head of Ursa Major, consisted of stars of the 4tli and lower

magnitudes, forming, in imagination, the shape of a giraffe.

CAMEL'S HAIR is woven by Persians and Arabs into material for tents and cloth-

ing. . In early ag(;s rough garments of this stuff were worn by monks and prieatsj. b}-

way of penance. A fine article of camel's hair is used for pencils by artists.

CAMELS HUMP, or Camel's Back Moj-ntatn, one of the peaks of the Grtec
mountains, 4188 ft. high; 17 m. w. of Montpelier, Vt.

CAME'N^E, nymphs with prophetic powers in Koman mythology, named Egeria,

Carmenta, Antcvorta, and Postvorta. The poets sometimes give the iiame to the nine

muses.

CA'MENZ, or Kamenz, a t. in Saxony. 22 m n.e. of Dresden; pop. '71, 6406. In

1742, the town was nearly destroyed by fire. Lessing was born here, and in 1826 a pub-

lic hospital was dedicated to his memory.

CAMERA'RIUS, Rudolph Jakob, 166-5-1721; a Gennan botanist and pliysician,

professor of medicine and director of the boianic garden at Tubingen. He was the fii^st

to observe and establish the sexual theory of plants.

CAMERON, a parish in s.w. Louisiana, on the gulf of Mexico: surface low, with
many swamps; productions, agricultural; pop. '70, 1591—342 colored. Chief town.
Grand Cheniere.

(/AMERON, a co. in n.w. Pennsylvania, traversed by the Philadelpliia and Erie rail-

road; 400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 4,273. Productions, agricultural. Co. seat, EmiM)rium.

CAMERON, a co. in Texas, on the gulf of Mexico and the Rio Grande; 3,000 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 10,999—157 colored. The portion along the Rio Grande is very fertile; the
reniaind'^r is grazing land. Co. seat, the city of Brownsville, op|K)site Matamoras.

CAMERON, Donald, a Scottish highland chief who fought for the pretender and
was wounded at ('wlloden, but escaped to France. He was the " Lochiel" of Camp-
bell's poem.

CAMERON, .Tamej^ Donald (usually called " Don" Cameron\ b. Harrishurg, Pcun.,
1833; eldest son of Simon; graduated at Princeton college in 1852, and since . largely

engaged in iron, coal, and manufacturing industries of his state. As president of
the Northern Central railroad, he did great service to the union cause during the war.
In 1876, he was appointed secretary of war. and in Mar., 1877, succeeded his father as

U. S. senator. In 1879. he was chosen chairman of the republican national committee
in place of Zachariah Chandler, deceased. This position he resigned in 1880,

C'AMERON, SniON, b. in Lancaster co., Penn., 1799. In 1845. he was elected by
the democrats to the U. S. senate, but joined the republicans on the organization of that

party, and was by them re-elected to tlie senate in 1856. In 1861, he was secretary of
war, and in 1862 minister to Russia. Twice again he was chosen senator, in 1866 and in

1874, and was succeeded in that office in 1877 by his son. James Donald. He is one of
the leading financiers and business men of the state.

CAMERONITES, a sect in France, followers of John Cameron of Scotland. They
are moderate Calviuists, and assert that the will of man is determined only by the prac-
tical judgment of the riiind; that tiie cau.se of men's doing good or evil proceeds from
the knowledge that God infuses info them; and that God does not move the will phys-
ically. I)ul only morally, by virtue of its dependence on the mind. This peculiar doctrine

A.M. Ap. 1.—26
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of grace and free-will was adopted by many eminent teachers -who thought Calvin's doc-
trine too harsli.

0AMP:R00NS' {ante), mountains on the w. coast of Africa between 3" 57' and 4' 25'

n.. and 9^ and 9" '60' e. ; a volcanic mass covering 700 sq.m., the In^rhest about i;i,000

feet. They touch the gulf of Guinea on the w. and south, Capt. Hurton ascended these

mountains in 18G1, linding tiie sides for about 4000 ft. covered witli a dense growtli of

l>alms, acacias, tigs, cardaujoms, cabbage trees, oaks, ferns, and bamboos. Higher up
were smaller trees, and at 4580 ft. there began a labyrinth of lava streams and tields of

slat:-. At about 8000 ft., craters appeared, of which there arc nearly 130. The natives tell

of an eruption in 1838.

CAMILLA, in Roman fable, a virgin wonderfully swift of foot who aided Turuus
against ^nea.s. She was said to ])e a daughter of king Metalus.

CAMILLUS AND CAMILLA, applied in ancient Rome to the boys and girls who
shared in sacriticial ceremonies. If tliey were designed for the priesthood, it was neces-

sary that their parents should be still living and free-born.

CAMINATZIN', or Cacumaztn, d. 1521; king of Mexico; nephew of Montezuma.
He was one of the victims of the treachery of Cortes, against whom he had declared
war. At the instigation of Cortes, Montezuma invited his nephew to tlie city of Mexico
to make a reconciliation with the invaders. He replied that he would enter that city

only to destroy the enemies of the country. Still inliuenced by Cortes, Montezuma had
the young prince seized, but his captors permitted Cortes to get possession of him, and
he was kept a prisoner until the expulsion of the Spaniards. He probably died soon
after the siege of Mexico.

CAM'ISARDS, the name given to the peasantry of the Cevennes, a mouu.tainous
region in s. France, who for several years from 1702 kept up an organized military

resistance to the drac/ormades, or conversion by torture, death, and coriliscation of prop-

erty, by which, after the revocation of the edict of Nantes, the Roman Catholic Icfulers

endeavored to enforce their authority in all the Huguenot districts. The name is of

doubtful origin; some say it was from caviist', a white shirt or frock, outwardly worn
by the peasants; others that it was from camisade, a night attack; and still others,

from canm, a road runner. The C. were also called bai-bets (or water dogs, a

term also applied to the Vaudois), vagabonds, assemblers (a name given to a meeting or

convention of Huguenots), fanatics, and children of God. They belonged to the

romance-speaking people of Gothic descent, who took part in the earliest movements
towards religious reform. It was in Languedoc that the peace of God and the mercy of

(xod were formed in the 11th c. against the miseries of private war. (See God's Tkuce,
ante.) There were preserved thelorms of municipal freedom, Avhich nearly all Europe
had lost; and the* commerce flourished without spoiling the thrift, the patience, ortlie

sim|)licity of the national character. Calvin was warmly welcomed when he preached
at Nim(is, and Montpellier became the chief center for the instruction of Huguenot
youtii; but it was in the triangular mountainous plateau called Cevennes (see Ci-'vknnks,

iiate), among the small farmers, the cloth and silk weavers, and the vine-dressers, that

Protestantism was most universal and intense. The people were, and still are, very
poor; but they are intelligent and pious, and add to the deep fervor of the Provencal
character a gravity that is probably the result of the trials and sufferings of their ances-

tors.

To understand the position of the C. in the war which began at the com-
mencement of the 18th c. it is necessary to glance at the preceding history of France.
The system of toleration which was established by the edict of Nantes (see ante), April 13,

1598, and tlie edict of Grace, July, 1G29, was essentially a political coni))romise, and not

a recognition of religious equality. The right of having a private chapel was given to

oertain .seignieurs. New i)ublic churches were to be authorized at a certain rate in cer-

Vmi\ places. On the other hand, Calvinists W(ire admitted toall])ublic ])ostsand to all

professions; and they could publish books in towns where they ha(l churches. Thechaui-
berof edict was formed in the; i)arliam(.'jit of Paris for the impartial judgment of cases

bixfttaght by Hiigu(!nots; and the half-Catholic. hall-Protestant constitution was adof)t'.'d

i-u ith<; tcxwn consulates and the local parliaments of the south. Aftei" the short struggh^

l;rt,wf;en Louis XHI. and the due dc Rohan. Ilie Huguenots settled down into 'jontetited

dndustry; the army :«tid navy of France were led by two Huguenots—Turemu* and
JJuquesrie—and Cardinal Hentivoglio wrote to the pojK! that he no longer found in

France ithe insane f(;rvor for right of conscienee so radical among the Huguenots. Hut
the court in which Mine, de Maintenon had succ(!(;ded to jMnu!. de Mont(\sj)an, where
lyouvoifi. and the Jesuit, p^re la Cliaisi;, were as supnune as Rossuet and Flechier in the

-church, oould not long be satisfied with tolerated heresy, which they chose to consider as

vailed rob(;llion. On the death of Mazarin a commissioiKT had gone over the kingdom
to inqtiire into the titles, or ratlKM* tf) suppress as many ns possil)le, of the Huguenot
churches. sc.lu>ols, and (umieteries. The e\tir|)ation of her<^sy had indeed been provided
for by a clause in the mairiagec.onti'act between liouis and Maria Ther(>saas long before

AwlOtK), .and iu spile of the protection of Colbert, a policy was be^uu of gradually
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destroying the privileges of dissenters. Tliey were shut out from public offices and trade
corporations; they were forbidden to marry with Roman Catholics, and the conversion
of their children seven years old and upward was encouraged and almost enforced. The
famous edict came in Oct., 1685. It directed all dissenting churches to be destroyed,
forbade their religious meetings under pain of imprisonment and confiscation of piop-
erty, ordered all pastors who would not change their faith to be bauLshed within fifteen

days and to stop preacliing at once, promised exemption from taxes and increased
salaries to converted ministers, suppressed Huguenot schools and directed all children
to be baptized and brought up in tiie Roman Catholic faith, prohibited all Huguenots
except ministers from going abroad, and declared the property of those who had already
gone to be forfeited unless they returned within four months. These were tlie main
points of the edict revoking the libeial edict of Isantes. In carrying it out Huguenot
Bibles and books of instruction were burned, and Huguenots were forbidden to Lire
themselves as artisans or as domestic se«"vants. Torture, hangings, insults worse than
death to women, the galh^ys, and imprisonment for life w ere the ordiuaiy occurrences
of the next sixty years. In the twenty years preceding the revocation, it is believed that
400,000 Protestants fled from F'rance, and that 600; 000 escaped in tlie twenty years that
followed. But in the Cevennes the people were too poor to escape, and all over Lan-
guedoc began the secret meetings of the church of the desert. At last Louvois, the
sanguinary war minister of Louis XIV., proposed that this district should be made an
actual desert. An army of 40,000 was raised, and forts were erected at ]S^imes, St.

Hippolyte, Alais, and Anduze. The abbe du Chaila, a Roman Catholic missionary
from Siam, had been appointed inspector of missions in the Cevennes. He introduced
the "squeezers" (an instrument of torture which re.sem])led the Scotch " boot "),

and his cruelty at last broke the patience of the victims. His assassination, July 23,

1702, was the first blow in the war. There was to have been a general massac're of
Roman Catholic priests, but the plan failed, and the originator, Esprit Seguier, soon
fell. He was succeeded by La Porte, an old soldier, who", as his forces increased,
assumed the title of "colonel of the children of God," and ujimed his country the
" camp of the eternal." His cai)tains were selected from those on whom the prophetic
influence had fallen, such as the forestrranger, Castanet; tlie wcol caiders, Condercaud
Mazel; and the soldiers, Catinat, Joany, and Ravenel; but the most famous were Roland
and Jean Cavalier, the baker's b(jy (see Cavalier, Jean). For three yeaisthe C.
held out. Then there was sent again.st them an army of 60.COO, among them an
English brigade which had just returned from the persecution of the Vaudois. A pol-
icy of extermination was commenced, and in tlie upper Cevennes alone 466 villages

were burned, and nearly the entire population put to tl:-e sword. In this bloody work
the pope, Clement XL, assisted by issuing a bull against the "execrable raceof the
ancient Albigenses," promising remission of sins to the holy militia which was now
formed among the Roman (iitholic population under the name of cadets of tlie cross.

The formidable force brought against them induced Cavalier to listen to proposals, and
he finally assented to a surrender on being guaranteed liberty of conscience, the right of
assembly outside of walled towns, the liberation of all his ]ieople then in durar,ce. and
the restitution to emigrants of their civil rigiits and property. Still, the greater part of
the army, under Roland, Ravenel, and Joany, refu.^ed. and insi.-ted upon the complete
restoration of the edict of Nantes. They continued the war until the beginning of
1705. by which time their leaders were killed or dispersed and they became disorganized.
In 1711 all outward signs of the reformed religion had disappeared, and Mar. 8, 1715,
a few months before his death, Louis XIV.. by « s^H^eial medal and by proclamation
announced tlie entire extinction of heresy. Fourieen years afterward, in spite of the
strictest surveillance aided by military (ucu] at;( n. ilieie liad been organized in Langue-
doc 120 churches, which were attended by CCOXKO Protestants. Persecution coidd not
s;cure suppression, but it was not until 1775 that the last galley slave from Languedoc
was liberated, and not till 1780 that the national assembly repealed all the penal laws
against Protestanism.

There was a singular psychologic or spiritual phase in the history of the C. that
must be noticed. It was u sort of inspiration or ecstasy. The subject, who had endured
long fasting, became pale, and fell insensible to the ground. Then came violent agita-

tions of the limbs and the head; and finally the patient, who might be a little child, a
woman, or a half-witted person, began to speak in good French of the Huguenot Bible,
warning the people to repentance. ]iropliesying the immediate coming of the Lord in

judgment, and ckdming that these exhortations came directly from tlie Holy Ghost.
After a long discourse the patient returned to his native patois witli no recollection of
what he had been doing or saying. All kinds of miracles, so they believed, attended
upon the Camisards. Strange lights guided them to places of safety, unknown voices
spoke encouragement, and wounds were often harmless. Those who were in tlie ecstasy
of trance fell from trees without sustaining hurt; they shed tears of blood, and they sub-
sisted without food for nine days. The Kipernatural was a part of their life. Many
judgments have been passed upon these phenomena. Flechier and Brueys, Roman
(atholics, consider them the product of fasting and vanity, nourished by apoca-
lyptic literal ure. Rertrand and Calmed, physicians speak of magnetism, hysteria, and
epilepsy, and a prophetic mama baseil on belief in divine pos.sessiou. Most Protestants
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:ire content with the epithet " ecstasy," while semi-radical Roman Catholics consider
the whole business the work of the devil.

CAM MEKHOFF, John Frkdkkick. 1721-51 ; b. in Germany, and one of the first

Mv>ravian bishops in America, where lie arrived in 1756, as assistant to the bisliop then
j)rL'sidiug. He won the eonlidenee of the Indians, witli wliom he was a great favorite.

Ill 1750, he attended an important Iroquois eoun(;il at Onondaga, N. Y., making a canott

joiirne}' of 13 days up the Susquehanna, and going thence ou foot through tlie wilder-
nc'ss, an exertion which ruined his health.

CAMPAN. a t. in France, in the department of Hautes-Pyrenees, 18 m. s.e. of
Tarbes; pop. 3700. It is in a valley of the same naine, on the Adour, and is noted for
]>icturesque scenery, for a stalactite grotto, and marble quarries, along the road to

I'.agneres de Bigone. Some of the tiuest of colored marbles, with green, flesh-colored,

rjd, and white veins, are found here. The Avomen are employed in knitting scarfs and
wonderfully thin gauze from fine wool brought from Spain.

CAMPA'NI-ALIMENIS. M.\.tti<:o, an Italian ])hilosophcr and mechanician of the

17t,h century. He was a curate in Rome, but devoted his time mainly to scientific pur-
suits, constructing the object-glasses with which two of Saturn's satellites were discov-

ered; making dluminated and noiseless clocks; and attempting to correct the variations

of the pendulum due to temperature. He published a work on horology. Guiseppe, a
younger brother, was also an optician and astronomer of some eminence.

CAMPANI NI, Italo, b. Parma, 1846; an Italian tenor. He enlisted in the army of
Garibaldi when fourteen years of age, and took part in the fight before Milazzo. Hav-
ing discovered during the campaign that he had a wonderful voice, he studied singing
for two years at the conservatory of Parma, and made his first appearance as the notary
in Im Sonaamhula at one of the theaters of his native town. He sang with very little

success with different opera companies till 1869. In that year he went to Milan and
pkiced himself under the tuition of the cglebrated teacher, Francesco Lamperti. After a
thorough training he made his debut in Faust ai La Scala of Milan, and was pronounced
by a critical audience to be one of the finest tenors of the age. In 1872, he made his

Jiondon debut as " Genaro," in Lucrczia Borgia, and in 1873 sang with Christine Nilsson
i.T New York. He returned to America during the season of 1879-80. Besides being
tije gi-eatest tenor living, he is remarkable for the immense scope of his repertory, which
includes nearly 80 operas, the tenor roles of which he can sing at a few hours' notice.

CA^IPBELL, a CO. in n.w. Georgia, on the Chattahoochie river and the Atlantic and
Westpoint railroad; 360 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 9.176—2,587 colored. Among its minerals are

g'ild and iron. Productions, corn, wheat, and cotton. Co. seat, Campbellton.

C'AMPBELL, a CO. inn. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Licking rivers; 120.sq.m,
; pop,

'70, 27,406—282 colored. The surface is level in the bottom lands, and undulating away
from the rivers; soil generally fertile, producing grain, tobacco, etc. Co. seat, Alex-
andria.

CAMPBELL, a co. in n,e. Tenne.ssee, on the Kentucky border; watered by Clinch
river; 450 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 7,445—428 colored. It has a rough surface, and is traversed by a
spur of the Cumberland mountains, and is to a large extent covered with forests. It

l)roduces corn, wheat, and sugar.^ Co. seat, Jacksonbourgh.

CAMPBELL, a co. in s. Virginia, between James and Staunton rivers, intersected

by the Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio railroad; 576 sq.m.; pop. '70, 28.384—14,343 col-

onel. It has an uneven surface, and fertile soil; producing tobacco, corn, wheat, etc.

(••). seat, Campbell Court-house.

(JAMPBELL, Alp:xandki{, d.d., 1788-1866; b. in Ireland; educated at Glasgow
university, and came to the I'nitcd States in 1809, settling in Bethany, Penn., as pastor

of a Presbyterian church, from which he so(m departed and organized a society whoso
<l jctrine was tiial the Bible should be the sole creed of the church. His followers increased,

»,id are now known as " Disciph^s of Christ," or "('ampbellites," end number about
h;ilfa miiruMi. Dr. ('. was the author of many works on religious subjects, and lield

important controversies with such disputants as Robert Owen, archbishop Purcell, Kev.

N. L. Uice. and He v. Wm. McC^alla.

CA^HMiELL. AucFrinAt.i). See Atujyi.e, Duki: of, ante.

CAMI^BELL, Wii-MAM, 1745-81; b. in Va. ; an ollicer in the revolutionary war,

J!e was aujong the earliest of th(! j)alriot troops from that colony, and was distinguished

in the conflicts of King's mountain and Guilford, for which he was promoted to b«

brig.gen. He died in Lafayette's <;amp, just before the Yorktown surrender.

CAMPBELL, WiF.MA.vi, Lord. d. 1778; the last English governor of South ('arolina.

He was a cupt. in th(! navy; a mcimlxT of parlian»ent in 1764; in 1766, irovernor of

Nova Scotia, and 1775, of South (/'arolinn. lb> was active in stirring up tin; Indians

against the colonists, and was in the expedition led by sir Peter Parker aiiainst South
Carolina, in the <'oursc of which he received the wound that caused his death.

CAMPi5ELLITES. See Di^ch'les ok CnuiST.
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CAM'PE, Joachim Heinuich, 1746-1818; a German teacher educated at Hailc in

theology, and ciiaplain at Potsdam. lu 1787, he was counselor of education in Bruns-

wick, where lie published books for schools, and established a prosperous business.

His works on education have been w^idely circulated, not only in German, but in other

languages.

CAMPE-VCHY, one of the states of Mexico occupying the s. pan of the peninsula

of Yucatan, and bordering on Guatemala and the "^I^eiize; 36,000 sq.m. ; pop. alx)ut

90.000. of wiK^ni a large proportion are Indians. The soil is for the most part sandy
and unproductive, but there are good pasture lands. The main productions are rice,

sugar, and sail.

CAM PEG GIG, or CAMPEGGI, Lorenzo, 1479-1539; in early life a lawyer, but on

losing his wife he joined the Roman Catholic church and rapidly rose to the position of

cardinal. In 1519, he was sent to England to preach a crusade against the Turks, but

was unsuccessful. Henry VIII. made him bishop of Salisbury in 1524, and he came
again to England in 1528 to assist Wolsey in the case of Henry's divorce from Catherine.

He accomplished nothing, however, and the see of Salisbury was taken from him.

CAMP'HAUSEN, Wilhelm, b. 1818; a German painter whose specialty is hnttle

pieces, to qualify for which he served as a volunteer in the army. Among his works arc
*' Tilly at Breitenfeld," " Prince Eugene at Belgrade," "Godfrey de Bouillon at Ascalon,"

"Puritans watching the Enemy," " A Convoy of Prisoners of Cromwell's Camp,"
*' Cavaliers and Uoundheads." "Storming of an English Castle by Cromwell's Soldiers,"
" Charles II. in the Retreat from Worcester," "Charles I. at Naseby," etc. In 1859, he

was made professor of historical painting in the Dusseldorf academy,

CAMP'HUYSEN, Dirk Rafaelsz. 1586-1627; a Dutch painter, theologian, and
poet. He made a translation of the Psalms, and wrote many short poems of merit;

also several theological works, among which was a compendium of the doctrines of

Bocinius. His fame rests upon his work as a painter, which was more than ordinarily

good.

CAM'PIAN, or CAMPION, Edmund, 1540-81; one of the few English Jesuits of

celebrity; educated at Oxford; ordained deacon in 1567, but as he could not consent to

the Protestant formulary as required by the English church, he went to Ireland and
wrote a history of that country; and then to Douay, where lie joined the society of

Jesus. In 1580, he returned to England as a propagandist missionary. The next year

he was charged with exciting the people to rebellion and holding treasonable corre-

spondence with foreign powers, found guilty, and hanged at Tyburn, with several others

of his order.

CAMPIDO'GLIO, Palaz'zo del, a pile of buildings erected by Michael Angelo on

the Capitoline hill, in Rome, on the site of the ancient capital.

CAMPOBAS'SO, a province in s. Italy, 1178 sq.m.
; pop. '70. 3G4.208. The surface

is almost wholly mountainous, the highest point being monte Miletto. 6.740 feet. Chief

products, grain, wine, and vegetables. There are manufactories of steel and iron ware.

The most important stream is the Biferno.

CAMPOBAS SO, NicoLO, Count of. a soldier of fortune in the 15th c. ; the son of a

noble family whose estates were confiscated because he sided with Anjou in a war
against Naples. He sold his services to Charles the bold, but subsequently betrayed

liim, and was suspected of being concerned in Charles's death. Walter Scott depicted

C. in Anne of Geierstein.

CAMPOBELLO, an island in Passamaquoddy bay. 2 m. from Eastport, Maine,

l)elonging to New Brunswick; 8 m. long; pop. 1073. There are copper and lead ores;

but fishing is almost the only occupation,

CAMPUS, in ancient Rome, a vacant space in or near a city, for public shows, com-
bats, etc. There were eight around Rome, of which the C. ^lartius (camp of Mai-s) was
the most important. It was outside the walls, occupying the level space between the

Quirinal, Pincian, and Capitoline hills. In this met the comitia cfnturiuta and the comitui

tributa; and in it was the public hall for the use of the magistrates and foreign ambas-
sadors, who were not permitted to enter the city. In later times it became a pleasure

ground, with shaded walks, gardens, baths, theaters, and a race-course. Julius Cnesar

built within it the marble halls for the comitia; Agrippa the baths and the pantheon;.

Augustus his own mausoleum; and Statilius Taurus the first stone amphitheater. Later

emperors crowded this particular C. with public buildings and private residences.

Under Aurelian it was taken in as a part of the city. The district in which the old

C. was situated is now called Carapo Marzo. Another ancient C. was the Sceleratus,

the polluted field, where vestals who had been untrue to their vows of chastity were
buried alive. The open grounds around modern colleges often bear the name of campus.

CAMUS, Charles Etienne Louis, 1699-1768; a French mathematician, associate

of the Paris academy of sciences, and member of the royal society of London. In 1786,

he accompanied Maupertuis and Clairaut in an expedition to Lapland to mcjisure a
degree of the meridian. He w^as the author of a Course of Mathematics, and several

essays on mechanical and mathematical subjects.
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CA'NAAN, the fourth son of ITam, and grandson of Noah. The posterity of Canaan
were numerous, there being ten sons wlio were tlie fathers of as many tribes dwelling in

Palestine and Syria. His eldest son, Zidon, is supposed to liave been the founder of the

citv of Sidou. The wliole of Palestine was called after the patriarch the "Land of

Canaan." As to the curse pronounced by Noih upcm Canaan and his descendants,

tliere is no just reason to suppose that it was tae immediate consequeuce of the untilial

conduct of Ham.

CA'NAANITES, a collective name for the several nations conquered by the

Israelites on the w. side of Jordan. Five, six. seven, and ten nations are mentioned

in various places in the Old Testame<;t; but of only two of them have we any col-

lateral information—the Hittites, and tlu; Amorites. And the former of these appears

to iiave been included not with stiict propriety among the Canaanites, evidence now-

tending to show that they not only dwelt beyond the border of Canaan, but did not even

speak a Semitic language; nor were they homogeneous with other Canaanitish people.

In general, the Canaanites are described as living in a state of political disintegration;

tiie combined result of Semitic love of independence, and of varied conformation of tl'.e

soil. Thirty-one of their petty kings are mentioned in the book of Joshua. That tlie

Isiaelites were not immediately successful in conquering the C. is now universally

recognized. The work of many years was concentrated by tradition on a single

great name. The iinmediate result of the Israelite invasion was, not the extinction

of the old, but the addition o'.* a new element of stronger material, but less advanced
culture. Tiie chief object of Canaanit.ish worship was the dual-natured god of life and
fruitfulncss, Baal, or the Baal, *' the lord," and his consort Asherah, "the happy. ' The
masculine form of the latter was the name of one of the twelve sons of Jacob. Asherali

must not be confounded with Ashtoreth or A.starte, who belonged to another type of

Semitic religion. The symbol of Aslierah was the stem of a tree, though possibly some-

limes carved into an image; that of the Baal probably nad the form of a cone and repre-

sented the rays of the sun, or the generative power. It is these symbols which are

referred to in the phrase " the Baals and Ashorahs" (Judges iii. 7), where "the gi'oves"

of the king James's version is clearly a mistranslation. The licensed harlotry which
formed a part of the worship of Asherah was ])eculiarly obno.xious to the later Hebrew
})rophets, though, indeed, even the folk-lore of the Israelites shows traces of aversion to

its attendant immorality. Another characteristic of the Canaanitish religion was sooth-

saying, and this was vigorously denounced b}' the conquerors (Dent, xviii. 10-14).

There were relics of Canaanitish times in old traditions Avhich the Israelites did not sup-

press, and it is alleged by uncompromising historical critics that some of the narratives

in Genesis are revised and purified versions of Canaaniti.sh legends. The most obvi-

ou:j of these are said to be the stories which are attached to localities in Canaan, such as

IjUZ and Beersheba. The question whether a remnant of the old ]iopulation of Pales-

tine may not be still in existence is answered in the attirmative by several recent investi-

gators, *^who find descendants of the (. in the fellahs or jieasants of the Holy
Land. From an ethnological point of view there seems to have been a close affinity of

the three peoples, the Israelites, the C, and the PlKPiii{;iaus, who appear to liave

migrated successively from a Babylonian center, and the last lo move westward wero
probubly the Hebrews.

(!.iN:VDIAN RIVER, rising in n.w. Mexico, 25 m. n.e. of Santa Fe, running a.

I.IO n., and then e. near the bounds of the Indian territory and Texas, thence- through

the Indian territory, and emptying into the Arkansas river near the w. boundary of the

state of Arkan.sas; whole length about GOO miles.

CANAJOHA'RIE, a t. and village of Montgomery co., N. Y., 50 m. n.w. of

Albany; pop. of township '75, 4,241. There are fine stone quarries in the vicinity.

CANANDAI'GUA (ante), a beautiful village in Ontario co., N. Y.; the co. seat,

situated at the n. extremity of Canandaigua lake, 24 m. s.e. of Rochester, on the New
York (Jentral railroad, where it is joined by the Rochester and Elmira, and the Canan-

daigua, i^hick Rock and Tonawanda railroad.s. The villng(; is celebrated for picturesfpio

scenery and the ch-garu-e of its privat(i residences. Poi>. '75, 7.771. Among the i)ub-

lic buildings are a tine court house, two orphan asylums, several churches, an academy,

and a seminary for women. Tlu; Indian name " Caiv.indaigua" means " the chosen spot."

CANANDAI'GUA LAKE, in Ontario co., N. Y., 15 m. long by about 1 m. wide;

668 ft. above the tide arul 4:^7 ft. above lake Ontario, into which it is emptied by Iho

Clyrlc and Seneca rivers. It is .surrounded with high banks and charming .scenery,

and its steamboats are largely patronizc^d by i)leasiire-seekers.

CANBY, Edw.vkd Rhiiai;!) SiMtnui, i.n.j). ; 181l)-7;}; b. Ky. ; a graduate of West
Point; served in the Florida r.nd the Mexican war, and in the war of the rebel-

lion; in 1803. made brig.gen. of volunteers, and inaj.gen. in 181)4. He was severely

wounded on two occasions, and was often chosen for special and difiicult duty. In

I860, he was commissioiUMl as brig, in tin.' regular army. In the winter of 1872-73, ho

was sent to mak(! a settlement of tin; difficulties between the Modoc Indians and the

whit(!S of n. California and Oregon, and was holding a talk under a Hag of truce near

his camp when he was treacherously shot by capl. Jtick, one of the Modoc leaders.
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CANCALE, a seaport of France, 10 m. e. of St. Malo, on the bay of St. Michael;

famous for its oyster trade; pop. 72, 3814. In 1758, the duke of Marlborough here

hwided an English army of 14,000, intending to attack St. Malo, but returned without

making the attempt.

CANCAN, a wild dance, or rather a series of violent gymnastic exercises, originated

by tlie demi-monde of Paris. Though perhaps quite as decorously clad as the opera-

ballet, the C. is considered out of the pale of respectable diversions. There is some

resemblance between it and the wild orgies of the Bacchic or Dionysian festivals of

ancient Greece.

CANCAO', CANCAll, or KANG-KAO, also known as Ponthiamus or Potai-

MAT. the capital of a small state in w. Cambodia, on the e. side of the gulf of Siam. at

the mouth of the river Cancao, lO"" 14' n. and 105' 55' east. It was once the center of Cam-
bodian trade, but in 1717 the Siamese drove out the merchants who had settled there,

since which time the trade of the town has greatly decreased. The harbor is shallow,

but there is a good depth of water in the river.

CANCRIN', Geoug. Count, 1774-1845; a Russian statesman, educated in Germany,

and employed in various capacities in Russian service. In 1813, he was commissaiy-

gen. of all the forces, and in 1814. he accompanied the emperor Alexander to Paris.

He was minister of finance from 1823 until his death. Pie was one of the few Russian

writers on political economy.

CAN'DACE, queen of the portion of upper Nubia called by the Greeks Meroe. prob-

ably corresponding with the present province of Athbara, between 13" and 18° north.

From its fortunate situation. MeroS became one of the richest countries in the world.

Candace appears to have be(!n the name of several female rulers in Ethiopia. The one

liere meant invaded Egypt 22 B.C., but was defeated by the Roman governor. Petronius,

who destroyed Napata, the queen's capital city. The queen was leniently treated by

Augustus. The high chamberlain or treasurer of Candace was converted to Chris-

tianity by Philip the evangelist, and there is a tradition that through the efforts of this

officer the queen herself was converted.

CANDAITAR', or Kandahar, a mountainous province of Afghanistan, s w. of

Cabool. It is for the most part sicrile, though there are fruitful belts along the river.^

where tobacco, grain, and fruits are produced. A large transit trade passes through C.

between India and Persia. Candahar once formed a part of the latter kingdoni; was

afterwards subjected to the sovereigns of Delhi; was once more annexed to Persia, but

after the death of Nadir Shah it became a province of Afghanistan. The people are

Mohammedans, chiefiy of the Sunni sect.

CANDAU'LES. See Gyges, ante.

CAN'DIA, or Megat.o-Castron, formcrlv the capital and still the most populous

city of Crete, on the n. shore of the island, 13° 20' u., and 25' 9' east. It is surrounded

l)y fortifications built by the Venetians, but which are now out of repair; and much of

the town has also been mucli injured by earthquakes. The main buildings are the

pasha's palace, 14 mosques, three churches, a monastery, the bazaars, and the baths.

It is the seat of an archbishop of the Greek church. The chief trade is in oil and soap.^

besides which there is considerable coasting commerce. There are manufactures of

leather and of wine. The pop. is from 15,000 to 18.000. of whom about two thirds are

Turks. Candia occupies the site of the ancient Heracleion, the seaport of Gnossus.

The present citv was founded by the Saracens in the 9th c. ; was fortified in the 12th

c. by the Genoese, and greatly strengthened by the Venetians in the following three

(HMituries. It was taken by the Turks in 1669 after a stubborn defense by the Vene-

tians, who lost 30,000 men.

CANDIAC, Jean Louis Pierue Elizabeth de 3Iontcalm de, 1719-26; a child of

wonderful precocity, b. in Nismes, France. At four years of age he read Latin, either

printed or written; at six he imderstood Greek and Hebrew, had a remarkable acquaint-

ance with arithmetic, history, geography, and heraldry, and had read many of the best

authors. He died in Paris at the age of seven.

CANE DELLA SCALA, 1291-1329; known also as Can Grande, "great dog." a

noted prince of Verona, who took Padua from the Guelphs. In 1318, he was appointed

to the chief command of the Ghibelline forces, which brought upon him the pope's

excommunication. After several victories, he was seized with illness -while making a

ti-iumi)hal entry into Trcvi.so, and died in the cathedral of that city. His court was the

most important political and social center of the time, entertaining Dante, among other

men of learning. In the Paradiseo, Dante eulogizes his patron in glowing terms, and
Petrarch also sang his praises.

CANEPH'ORI, girls of Athens annually selected from the highest families to walk
in the Pnnathenaic and other processions in festivals, carrying on their heads bjiskets

containing the implements and apparatus necessary for a sacrifice. Their graceful atti-

tudes (wiiich may be seen on t)ie, friezes of the Parthenon in the British museum) sug-

gested subjects for sculpture to some of the great artists of Greece. Similar statues are
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also used in arcliitcctuie to support light eutabhitures, and are sometimes identified willi

Lui yatides.

C'ANGA-AKGUEL'LES, Jose', 1770-1843; a Spanish statesman who was an active

oppc^ueni ot Napok'ou, and an energetic member of the cortes of 1812. On tlie return

of the Bourbons he was exiled lo the piovinee of Valencia, Under the restoration of

1820, he was nuule mini5.ter of linauce, in which position he made many reforms. After

the overtiu'ow of the constitution in 18:33 he went to England, but returned to Spain in

1829. and was appointed keeper of the archives at Simaucas. He wrote Mements oj

Finance; a DlcUoiuinj of Fitiancc; and Obscrcatioua on the Fcuiiisular War.

CANGE, I)u. See Dufhesne, Charles, ante.

CAXGTA'GI, or CAMBIA'SO, Luioi, 1527-85 ; a Genoese painter, tauglit by his father,

lie gained celebrity at an early age, and, in 1583. Avas invited to Spain l«y Philip II. to

assist in the decoration of the Escurial, in wdiich lie painted the ceiling of the choir,

representing the "Assemblage of the Blessed," which is considered his best work.
Among others of his works are the " liape of the Sabine Women," the " Sleeping Cupid,"
and "Judith."

CANI XA, LuiGi, Cavalieke, 1793-1856; b. in Piedmont; an architect and archie-

ologist. He was professor of architecture at Turin, and superintended the excavation of

Tusculum in 1829, and of the Appian Way in 1848. He wrote many works on arciii-

lecture and arciueology, some of which were published in the most sumptuous manner
by his patroness, the queen of Sardinia.

CANINES, or Canine Teeth, the four teeth, two in each jaw, wdiich are pointed
and stand between the incisors and the bicuspids; sometimes called "eye teeth" or
" stomach teeth." In lions, wolves, dogs, and other carnivora they are large and strong,

for holding prey and tearing raw flesh.

CANI'NI, Giovanni Agnolo, 1617-68; b. in Rome; a painter and engraver, pupil

of Domenicheno and of Barbalvenga. He painted altar-pieces in Rome, among which
are the "Martyrdom of St. Stephen," and that of St. Bartholomew. He was engaged
by Concert to design from medals, antique gems, and other sources, portraits of

tiie mo.st illustrious ciiaracters of antiquity; but he died soon after the work was begun,
leaving the completion to his brotlier Marcantonio, who, with the assistance of Pic;ard

and Valet, published, in 1699, 150 engravings.

CANIS lUS, Petiius, 1521-97: a Dutch Jesuit, who took a prominent part in the

council of Trent in 1545; was preacher to Ferdinand I., and the first ecclesiastical gov-
ernor of the Jesuits in Germany. He established colleges of the order at Prague, Eri-

l)ourg, Ausburg, and Dillengen. He was the author of two catechisms, the larger and
the .^mailer, the latter of which has passed through more than a hundred editions.

CANKER (ante), in the human being, is developed chiefly among children in tho

form of ulceration of the mucous membrane of the mouth, commonly the result of indi-

gestive derangement. In general it is only a local and temporary afllietion, and may Ini

removed by proper application of nitrate of silver, either solid or in a solution, or with
borate of soda.

CANKER WORM, Anlsopterys, a genus of destructive insects of the ord(>r lepidoptera

and family geometridaj. The female moths, from the eggs of whicli this worm comes,
are wingless. In the spring they creep up the trunks of trees, on which they deposit

their eggs. These soon produ(;e the worms, whicli feed upon young leaves of fruit-

trees and of nearly all cultivated trees. After about four we(;ks of feeding they creep
down, or let themselves down by a web, and burrow in the ground, where they change
to chrysalis, and remain until the following spring. Like otluM- geometridic, the worm
has six l(!gs forward and four stout prop legs behi/.d. In (;()nse(iu('nce of their singular

mode of locomotion thc.'y are often called measuring, or inch or sjjMn, or loop worms or

geomet(;rs. As the f(;inale moth cannot fly, trees may be ])rotect('d from this worm by
surrounding tiieir trunks with a hollow vessel filled with oil or thin tar, which prevents

the ascent of the egg laying moth; but in recent years the sparrows introduced from
England have entirely subdued this worm in many districts that had been completely
denuded of lejives almost (ivery summer. This nimedy, however, is worse than tho

disea.se. The English sparrow is not, in general, an insect-eating, l)ut is a grain-eating

l)ird; it is very pugnacious, and as prolifK; as the rabbit; it h:is driven away the native

birds wherever it lias gained a fooling, and as tliere anr many oth<'r insect leaf-eaters

whif;h it will nf)t tcMich, and which no other birds an; l(!ft to destroy, the trees are in

nearly as great danger as Ix^fon*, while the grain-fields of farmers are beginning to sutter

severely from the ravages of the sparrows.

CANNA, a plant of the order mamntacea', a species of reed, the fruit of which is a

hard black seefl growing in a cai)sule. The starch of V. is sometimes used instead of

arrow-root. It grows along the coast in the southern states, and is becoming a common
ornamfmtal plant in tin; north.

CAN'NABIS IN'DICA. See Hemp, ante.

CANNEL COAL. Sec Coal, ante.
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CANNELTON. a t. in Perry co., Ind., 70 m. above Evansville; pop. '70, 2,481. Near

the 'town are the most extensive coal mines below Pittsburg. Fire-chiy, sandstone, and

limestone are also abundant. There is a large cotton mill in the village.

GANNON, a co. in central Tennessee; 320 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 10,502—927 colored. The

surface is uneven, but the soil is generally fertile, producing grain, tobacco, etc. Co.

seat, Woodbury.

CANNONSBURG. See Cano^sjjurg.

CANNSTADT, or Kannstadt {ante), a t. in Wurtemberg, 2i m. n.e. of Stuttgart,

in a fertile and populous part of tin; country, and no^v one of the most flourishing

towns in Germany. Among its public buildings are a cathedral of the 15th c, a town
hall, the royal theater, market house, etc. The Wilhelm palace, built in 1843-51, for

kiwg William, is a tine specimen of elaborate Saracenic architecture. The more impor-

tant industries are spinning, cotton-weaving, dyeing, and the manufacture of machinery.

The mineral springs, about 40 in number, attract a large temporary population of tho.se

who suffer from dyspepsia and nervous weakness. In the hill of Sell berg, near by, are

caverns in which many fossils are preserved. Down to the middle of the loth c, C. was
the capital of Wurtemberg. Pop. '71, 11,804. •

CANO, Alonzo, 1601-65: a Spanish painter, called by his countrymen the "Michael
Angelo of Spain." His master-piece is said to be the " Conception of the Virgin" in

the church of San Diego, in Granada. He was a contemporary of Velasquez, and was
court painter to Philip IV. He was a man of violent tem])er, and was once tried (but

acquitted) on a charge of having killed Ids wife, when the ju(lg(^s who put hira to torture,

exempted his right arm from the rack, because of its surpassing skill in art. In statuary

his famous works are a Madonna and Child, and colossal figures of San Pedro and San
Pablo.

CANO, or CANUS, Melciiiok, 1523-60; a Spanish theologian and bishop, profes.sor

at Salamanca. By reason of his violent opposition to the establishment of the Jesuits in

Spain, he was sent to the Canaries, but by the king's intluence, was soon afterwards
permitted to return, and became provincial of the Dominican order.

CAN'ON (Sp. a "tube"), used in the western states and territories to designate a

deep ravine, especially if worn down by running streams. Of late the word is often

spelled canyon. There are many caiions in the Rocky mountain region and further

westward; but the greatest is the Grand Canon of the Colorado, wliich is more than oOO

m. long, with nearly perpendicular walls from J], 000 to 7,000 ft. high. Through this

awful gorge the river flows, now down swift declines, now in peaceful pools, or long

stretches of navigable water.

CA^fON CITY, in Fremont co. , Colorado, on the Arkansas river at the foot of the

Rocky mountains, and on the Denver and Rio Grande railroad. There is unlimited
water-power, and in the neighborhood are iron, silver. c()]tper, coal, petroleum, marble,

and limestone. There are also hot and cold medicinal springs.

CANONESS, the name given to female members of certain orders in the Roman
Catholic church, who seldom took monastic vows, but lived in common. The com-
munities were favored by noblemen, who intrusted their daughters to them, but with
the privilege to marry at any time. After the reformation, there were Protestant bousi'8

of similar kind in Mecklenburg and Westphalia.

CANONICAL VIRGINS, young women of the early church who took vows of

perpetual virginity, but were not gathered into communities. They were inrolled at

their homes, where they continued to reside.

CxVNON'ICUS, a Narragansett Indian chief, 1565-1647; the constant friend of tJie

early white colonists, and especially of Roger Williams, to whom he was strongly

attached. It was from him that Williams obtained liis title to the lauds that now con-
stitute Rhode Island.

CANON'K/UT, or Conanicut, an island in Narragansett bay, about 8 m. long by
1 wide. It forms the town of Jamestown, R. I.; pop. '70, 378.

CANONSBURG, a t. in Washington co., Penn., on the Chartier's Valley railroad, 22

m. s.w. of Pittsburg; the seat of Jellersou college and of the Pennsylvania reform scliool.

Pop. '70, 641.

CANSO, Cape, the e. point of Nova Scotia; a port of entry, with a large Ashing
trade. There is a light on Cmnberry island, in 45° 19 n.. 60' 55' west.

CANSTEIN. Karl HiLDERRKAND, Count of, 1667-1719; studied law at Fninkfort,
but did not practice because of failing health. At Berlin he became intimate with
Spencer and Francke, who persuaded him to devote his time to increasing the circula-

tion of the Bible, and that led him to form the Bible society at Halle which bears his

name. He published the New Testament for about 8 cents.* and the whole Bible at a
proportionate price. He wrote a Life of Spenser, a Ilurniony of the GospeU. and otlier

theological works.

CANTA'BRIA, a district in Spain on the s. coast of the bay of Biscay. The old
geographers give the name to nearly the whole of the Biscayaii coast, biit it is now
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restricted to the province of Santauder and the e. portion of Asturias; indeed, Cantabria
is not now a geograpiiical division. •

CANTACUZE NUS, Johannes, b. about 1300 at Constantinople; a statesman, gen-
eral, and historian, and under Andronicus II. had principal charge of the government.
W'licn Andronicus died he uas left regent, the successor being John Paloiologus, then
only nine years old. C. ^vas suspected by the empress, tied from Constantinople, and
got himself crowned in another place. Six years of civil war followed in vvliicli the
rivals employed foreign mercenaries of every description, and nearly ruined the empire.
C formed an alliance with the sultan of Broussa, agreeing to send his daughter to his

ally's harem and to permit the sultan to make slaves of the Greek subjects. In 1346, he
entered Constautir.ople and became joint emperor with John, l)ut retained full power
during John's minority. He badly governed the almost ruined empire until 1354, when
John made an easy success, and C. took refuge in a monastery, where he wrote a history
of his life and times.

CANTALOUPE, or Musk-Melon, a well-known fruit, taking its name from
C!antalupo ir Italy. It is extensively cultivated in the United [States, and is much
esteemed for the table.

CAN'TEMIR, Anti'ochus, or Constantine Deme'tkius, 1704-44; the youngest son
of Demetrius Cantemir. lie was a member of the St. Petersburg academy; wrote
satires, and assisted in fixing versification and developing Russian poetry. At the age
of 30 he WiLs sent as minister to Great Britain, and in 1736 to France. He was a suc-

cessful diplomatist, and was highly esteemed both at home and abroad. Besides trans-

lating into Russian the main works of Anacreon and Horace, he wrote odes, satires, and
fables, and translated important works from French and Italian.

CAXTEMIR, Demetrius, 1673-1723; a son of a Moldavian prince and heir to the
throne, which, however, he never claimed, preferring to serve the Turks. In 1710, he
was appointed prince to resist the expected invasion of Peter the gTcat. Convinced that
ruin would come to the Turks, C. joined the czar and shared in the unfortunate cam-
j)aign on the Pruth in 1711. When pc^ace was made, Peter refused to surrender him to

the Turks, and kept him employed in Russia, Avhere he became a great favorite. His
most important work was a history of the rise and fall of the Ottoman empire.

CANTIUM, a Roman district in ancient Britain, covering nearly the same territory

as the modern co. of Kent. Cajsar speaks of the inhabitants as the most civilized

people of the island.

CANTON, a city in Fulton co , 111., on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, and
the Toledo, Peoria and Western railroads; 210 m. from Chicago, and 28m. from Quincy;
pop. '70, 3.30S. Manufacturing and coal mining are the main industries.

CANTON, a t. in Lewis co.. Mo., on the Mississippi river and the Mississippi Valley
and Western railroad. 200 m. above St. Louis, and 22 m. below Keokuk; pop. '70, 2,363.

li is a i)rominent shipping place, has a numl)er of manufactories, and is the seat of Can-
ton university, an educational institution under the charge of the Christian denomina-
tion.

CANTON, a t. in St. Lawrence co., N. Y., on Grass river aLd the Rome, Watertown
and Ogdensburg railroad; 60 m. n.e. of Watertown; pop. '75, 6,123. It is the co.

scat, and has a court house, almshouse, St. Lawrence university, and several churches.
There is abundant water-power, used in the manufacture of lumber, flour, etc.

CANTON, a t. in Stark co., 0., on the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago rail-

road. 100 m. n.e. of Columbus. There is abundance of water-power, and considerable
manufacturing is carried on. Coal and limestone are found, and the surrounding couu
try is a fine wheat-growing district.

CANTON, John, 1718-72; an English natural philosopher, who mnde valuable dis-

coveries in the then new science of electri(tity. For constructing artificial magnets he
was honored with the membership and a gold medal of the royal society, and. in 1757.
he l)ecame one of the couiKsil of the society. He was the" first person in England
to verify Franklin's theory of the identity of lightning and eleclricity. having, in 1752.
obtained fire from the clouds during a thunder-storm. He and Franklin almost simulta-
neously discovered that some clou(i-; we;-e charged with positive jiiid others with nega-
tive electricity, a circutristance that nindc th(Mn warm personal friends. C. opposed tlie

theory then generally accept('d that water was incomprcssiljle.

CANVAS-HACK, fnUcjina {aihya) rallivierid, a species of duck frequenting the
Atlantic coast of tln^ United States, grcjitly prized for its flesh. The canvas-back reaches
its highest perfectir)n in and around Chcsaix'Mkc bay, where these birds pii.ss tln^ winter
after returning from their breeding grounds in the far north-west. In its :innual migra-
tions it is taken in great numbers in the mnrshes which surround the southern extremity
of lake Michigan, where the zoxtrra rdflisnerm, or so-called wild celery, known to bo
identical with tiie i)lant of that name in the Chesapeake bay, abounds.

CAPANNORI. a city of Italy, 5 m. e. of Lucca; situated in a fertile plain, on the rail-

roiid from Pisa to Florence; pop. '71, 48,313.
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CAPE AGULIIAS. See Agulhas, ante.

CAPE ANN, in n.e. Massachusetts, 31 m. from Boston; 42° 38' n., 70° 35' w.
; has

two* fixed liglils 90 It. above tide, and about half a mile apart. There are two oilier

lights on Thatcher's island, about a mile oil shore. There are valuable stone-quarries

at the cape. The whole rocky peninsula generally included under this name, projects

about 30 m. into the Atlantic ocean.

CAPE BAB-EL-MANDEB. See Bab-el-mandeb, ante.

CAPE BIANCO, the most northerly point of Africa, on the Mediterranean; 37' 20' n.,

9° 48' east.

CAPE BLANCO, or Orford, in s.w. Oregon, 42^ 45' n., 125° 45' w. ; 25 m. from the

mouth of the Rogue river. A little s. of the cape is Port Orford; on the cape is a light

125 ft. above tide.

CAPE BLANCO, on the w. coast of Africa. See Blanco, ante,

CAPE BOE'O, the w. point of Sicily, a mile from Marsala, 37° 28' n., 12° 25' ea.«t.

Off this cape, in 241 B.C., the Romans gained a naval victory over the Carthaginians,

closing the first Punic war.

CAPE BOJADOR'. See Bojadou, ante.

CAPE BON, or Ras xAdder, in Tunis, Africa, 37' 6' n., 11° 3' e.. at the entrance of

the gulf of Tunis.

CAPE BRETON, a co. in e. Nova Scotia, a part of the island of the same name,

nearly surrounded by the ocean; pop. '71, 76,424. Coal is the chief production. Chief

town, Sydney.

CAPE CANAVERAL, about the middle of the Atlantic coast of Florida. 28' 27' n..

80' 33' west. It has a revolving light 139 ft. above the water. There are dangerous

shoals around the cape.

CAPE CHARLES at the n.e. entrance of Chesapeake bay. Virginia. On Smith's

island there is a revolving light 37' 3' n., 76' 2' west. This cape is the extreme s. pro-

jection of the " eastern shore " of Maryland.

CAPE CLEAR, a high promontory on the s. side of Clear island, co. Cork. Ireland,

usually the first land seen when steamers are approachiug England from America.

There are two lighls, one in 51" 26' n., 9'' 29 w. ; and one on Fastuett rock, 3^ m. u.w

by s. from the cape, 148 ft. above high water.

CAPE COD {(tnic), the n.w. point of the long sandy strip running around Cape Cod
bay and fornnng Barnstable co., Mass., inclosing Provincetown tind Cape Cod harbors.

Tile name is applied also to the whole strip of land. On Race point, at tiie n. extremity,

tliere is a revolving liirht 155 ft. above tide, in 42"" 4' n., 70' 15' west. There are also

several other lights. The cape was discovered by Gosuold 18 years before the arrival

of the pilgrims.

CAPE COLONY. See Cape of Good Hope, ante.

CAPE COM'ORIN. See Comorin, ante.

CAPE DIAMOND, the high rock at the junction of the St. Lawrence and the St.

(harles on which staiuls the citadel of Quebec.

CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT, or Cape Hancock, the s.w. point of Washington terri-

tory, at the entrance of Columbia river; 46' 10' u., 124^ 2' w.; has a white light 232 ft.

above the water.

CAPE DUCA'TO. See Ducato, ante.

CAPE ELIZABETH, in the town of that name in Cumberland co.. Me.. 6 m. .^.e. of

Portland, 43' 33' n., 70" 11' m'. There are two lights, one fixed and one floating. The
town is a suburb of Portland, and a popular summer resort; pop. '70, 5,106.

CAPE FAREWEl.L. the s. point of Greenland, a precipitous headland on an

island; 59' 49' n., 43' 54' w. The currents, the ice. and the winds combine to make
this probably the most boisterous point on the globe.

CAPE FEAR, the s. point of Smith's island at the mouth of Cape Fear river in

North Carolina; 33° 48' n., 77' 57' w. There is a light about a mile from the shore.

CAPE FEAR RIVER, in North Carolina, formed by the Haw and Deep rivers, and

affording navigation from the ocean to Wilmington, and further for steamboats. It

enters the Atlantic n. of Smelt island.

CAPE FINISTERRE'. See Finisterre. ante.

CAPE FLATTERY, the extreme w. point of the United States (except Alaska), in

Washington territorv. s. of the strait of .Tuan de Fuca. On an island half a mile from

the cape is a light. 48° 20' n., 124° 43' 48" west.

CAPE FLORIDA, the s. extremity of Key Biscayue in Dade co.. Fla.. e. of the

Everglades. There is a fixed white light.

CAPE GATA, or Oapk dk Gattk. a promontory of Spain in the province of Gra-

nada extending into the Mediterranean ; a mass of Vock about 24 m. in circumference.
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The most notable of the pile is the amieiit Piomitoiium Charidenii, tlie Mooiisli
Kheyruu, and is rormed chiciiy of agates, spurs, and eryslals. Tlie cape uas once a
resort of Moorish pirates.

CAPE GIRARDEAU, a co. in s.e. Missouri, on the Mississippi aiul the Si. Louis
jiud Iron Mountain raih'oads. it is level, fertile, and well cultivated; producing- wheat,
corn, oats, potatoes, tobacco, etc.; 875 sq.m.; pop. '70, 17,538—1(J4G colored. Co. seat,

Jack.sou.

CAPE GIRARDEAU, a city in the co. of the same name in Missouri on tiie

Mississippi river, 100 ni. below tSt. Louis; pop. '70, o,585. It is in a rich and well culti-

vated section. St. Vincent's college. Roman Catholic, is the principal public institution.

CAPE GUARDAFUI'. See Guakdafui, ante.

CAPE HATTERAS {ante), the point of the coast of Xorth Carolina stretching fur-

thest into the Atlantic, and by far the most dangerous part of the American coust lor

navigators, on account of shoals and frequent gales and storms. Coasting vessels are
apt to be crov.ded up towards this cape by the gulf stream, which is only about 20 m.
east. There is a light near the cape 192 ft. above the sea. Cape Hatteras is off about
the iRiddle of Pamiico sound, and is one of the most desolate and barren regions on the
U. S. coast.

CAPE IIENLOPEN, on the e. coast of Delaware, at the s. entrance of the Dela-
ware bay, I'd m. s.s.w. oi cape ^lay, which is in New Jersey, on the otiier side of tlie

entrance. Cape Henlopen is in 38" 47' n., 75" 5' w., and has a fixed light 182 ft. above
the sea.

CAPE HENRY, on the coast of Virginia, at the s. entrance to Chesapeake bay,
opposite to cape Charles in Maryland; 30" 50' n., 76" 4' w. ; has a lixediight 120 ft. above
the sea.

CAP'EL, Arthuii, Lord, 1600-49; representative of Hertford, in the Long parlia-

ment of 1640. He was a ro^-alist officer, acting with lord Colchester and Edward Hyde
as a general, and was in the actions of Bristol, Exeter, and Taunton. At Colchester,
he was compelled by famine to surrender to Fairfax. He was tried for treason and exe-
cuted Mar. 9, 1649. He was the author of Daily Obserwtions or Meditations.

CAP'P^L, Thomas John, b. 1835; an English Roman Catholic priest. When but 17
j'ears old, he, with others, founded a normal training college for tiie education of school-
teachers, of which, in 1853, he was chosen president. Being comjjelled to seek southern
Europe on account of ill health, he founded at Pan a mi.ssion for English-speaking
Roman Catholics, in consequence of which the pope advanced him to "monsignore," a
position equivalent to that of bishop. Returning to England, in 1873 he established the
Roman Catholic public-school at Kensington, and devoted much of his time to preach-
ing. In 1874, he published a Bcplij to Glathtone's Political Expont illation.

CAP'ELL, Edward, 1713-81; b. in Suffolk, England; a Shakespearean annotator
and critic. As deputy-inspector of plays, he became so much disturbed by the inaccura-
cies in the current edition of Shakespeare, that he projected an entirely ntnv ]')rint, care-

fully compared with the original as far as possible. This was published at the expense
of the London book-sellers. He continued his Shakespearean researclu>s durip.p:his life,

and .shed much light on the great author's works. He also published a volume of ancient
])oems under the tithi of Prolusions.

CAPE LOOKOUT, on thee, coast of Korth Carolina, 85m. s.w. of cape Hatteras;
34" 7' n., 76"' 33' w., having a fixed wiiite light 100 ft. above tide.

CAPE MATAPAN', the s. extremity of the continent of Europe, in Greece,
between the gulf of Laconia andKalamatia, 36'' 23' n., 22' 29' east. The ancient Greeks
called it T;enarium, and made it sacred to ]S'ei)tuue, whose temple stood near the cajxi,

the remains of which are yet to be seen.

CAPE MAY, the s. point of New Jersey, at the n.c. entranc^e to DehiAvarc bay.
There is a revolving light 152 ft. above tide; 38° 56' n., 74° 57' west.

CAPE MAY. a co. in s. New .tersey, on the ocean and I)elaw:>re bay, intersected hy
the Ca])(! May and Millville railroad; 25() sq.m.

; i)op. '70, 8349. The surface is level, and
Hf)mewhat swampy, with alhivial soil, producing grain, hiiy, and fruit. In one of the
swamps is a deposit of cedar tree<<, the timber of which is stiJl good, tliough it must have
been under-ground more than 2000 years, ('o. seat. Cape May Court-house.

CAPE MAY, or Capk Island, a t.. village, and celebrated watering place, in Cape
May CO., N. J.; connected with Philadeli)hia by railroad; sometimes called Cai)(! (;ity or
Cape Island city. Th(!re is a line; l)each several nules long, and the bathing facilities are
of the fir.'.t order. The lioteis are numerous, and of nuxlern conslruetion. and in sum-
mer the place is the favorite resort of Phila(lel|)hians as well as of peoi)le from cities

mor; remote. "^I'he climate is usually equable and pleasant.

CAPP: MENDOCI'NO, in Humboldt co., Cal., the extreme w. point of the state;
40° 26' 24" n., 124' 23' 27" W(;st. There is a Hashing light 428 it. above the water.

CAPE NORTH. Bee Magkhok, ante.
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CiVPE ORTEGAL', the n. extremity of Spain, projecting into the bay of Biscay in

Mie province of Corunua; 43" 47' n., 7^ 5(5 w. ; on a rugged and barren coast,

CAPE PALMAS, the s. extremity of Liberia, Africa, 4' 27' n.. T 44' west. Thiis

was the point at which the Maryhiud colony of free coiored emigrants settled in 1834.

Tlie surrouiuling country is oue oi the Liijeriau states, and is called Maryland. There
is a light-house on the cape.

CAPE PRINCE OF WALES, in Behring sea, the w. point of the mainland of
Alaska, directh' opposite to East cape in Siberia, the strait between the two being the
narrowest water between Ameiica and Asia. The cape is a few miles s. of the Arctic
i;ircle, and teriniuates in a bold biull, u. of which are dangerous shoals.

C'x\PE RACE, the s.e. point of Newfoundland, usually the first American land seen
by Hteamers from England, 46" 40' n,, 52- 54' west. There is a revolving light 180 ft.

above the sea The cape terminates in a bold rough headland.

CAPERS, William, d.d., 1790-1855; a Methodist minister of South Carolina, in
early life a missionary among the Indians in Georgia. He was for several years presid-
ing elder in Charleston, Avhere he edited the Wedeyan Jmirnal, afterwards merged in

Zio-n.'s Herald, and still later changed to the Christian Aclwmte arnl Journal, of New
York, In 1888, he was representative to the Wesleyan conference in England, and in

1855 was chosen professor of the evidences of Christianity in the South Carolina uni-
versity. In 1846, he was elected bishop, and tilled the olhce until his death.

CAPE SABLE, the s. point of the mainland of Florida, and the s.e. extremity of
the mainland of the United States, 26'^ 55 n., 81° 15' west. The cape is occupied by
fort Poinsett.

CAPE SABLE, the s. point of Nova Scotia. 43' 26' n.. 66^ 38' west. There is a light

on Cape Sable island, v>'hich island has a pop. of about GOO lisliermen.

CAPE SAN LUCxVS, the s. point of the peninsula of Lower California, 22° 44' n.
109" 54' west. Directly e. across the gulf is the Mexican port and city of Mazatlan.

CAPE SAN ROQUE, in n.e. Brazil, in the province of Rio Grande, 5' 28 s., 35'^ 16'

west. Behind the cape is a bay, on which is the town of St. .Josc^ph.

CAPE SPARTIYEN'TO. in a. Italy, in the Mediterranean. 37^ 57' n., 16° 5' east. The
an{;ients called it "Hercules' Promoniorium," and supposed it to be the mos.t southerly
point of Italy.

CAPE ST. 'VINCENT, the s.w. extremity of Portugal. 37' 2' n ,
9' west. Off the

cape, Feb. 14, 1797, the English admiral Jervis defeated a Spanish fleet much larger
tlian his own.

CAPE TITMOUSE, Ilarv» capeutii*, a small bird of the cape of Good Hope, remark-
able for its cmious nest, Avhich is built of cotton or other liber in the form of a bottle,

ai'.d suspended from the limb of a tree. On the outside, lu-ar the o]x?ning, is built a
pouch or pocket, in which the male bird rests while the fem;ile is on the nest, and Avhen
she leaves he manages by strokes of his wings to close the mouth of the ue.st. to prevent
intrusion while they are in search of food.

CAPE TRAFALGAR'. See Thafalgar, ante.

CAPE VINCENT, a t. in JeflCerson co.. N. Y.. on the St. Lawrence river; pop. of
township, '75. 3,180. The village is a port of entry; in in connection with Watertown
by railroad, and with Kingston, Canada, by ferry.

(^\PISTRA'NO, Giovanni dt, 1386-1456; an Italian lawyer who became a Fran-
ciscan monk and a powerful and popular i)reacher. In 1450, the pope sent Inm to Ger-
many to preach against the Hussites, and also to forward the projected cnhsade against
the 'Purks. who tlireatencd to overrun Europe. He failed to start the crusade, but in
the siege of Belgrade he led the inhabitants with the cross in his hand in three success-
ful sorties. He was canonized, and his tomb became a popular resort for pilgrims.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT {ante) under the laws of the United States may be
inflicted for treason, murder, arson, rape, piracy, robbery of tlie mails Avith jeopardy to
the lives of persons in charge, rescue of a convict going to execution, burning a vessel of
war. and corruptly destroying a private vessel. Until within a few years C. P. was the
rule for the highest cririies in all the states. l)ut it Avas abolished in Wisconsin and in
Maine in 1874, and had been about that time abolished in Iowa; but in the latter state
it was restored in 1878. the argument showing from the record that during its abolition
crimes of violence had largely increased. Under the present law. a year must inten-ene
iK'tween the sentence and execution, and the term may be further extended by reprieve.
There is much difference of opinion as to the effect (^f the abolition of the death penalty,
and perhaps no settled conclusion can be reached. The effect of its abolition has not
thus far supplied any very strong reasons for the stand of those who would abolish it

altogether. Perhaps the inost notable suspension of th's punishment in all histor}- wa^
during the war of the rebellion in the United Slates, w len. in the face of the most* pow-
erful, open, and dangerous treason, not one i)erson was deliberately executed for that
crime, the extreme penalty visited even upon the captured leader of the rebellion being
the loss of the political (but not the persoiuil) rights of a citi/^'u.
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CAP'ITOLINK GAJMES, instituted 337 B.C., in commemoration of the preservation
of the Roman capilol (I'orlrcss) from the Gauls. Nero revised tliem, modeled them after

the Olympian games, and proposed to institute a new computation of lime founded upon
tlie 5-yeai period intervenmg between the celebrations.

CAP'ITOLINK HILL. See Capitol, ante.

CAPITOLI'NUS, Julius, a Latin historian of the 3d c, who Avrote the lives of sev-

eral of the liomau emperors, and was one of the authors of iXn: llidurin Aaguata.

CAPPE, Newcome, 1732-1800; an English dissenting clergyman who studied under
Doddridge, and adhered to Dr. Priestley's Unitarian doctrine, lie was pastor of a dis-

senting congregation in York for more tlian 40 years, and was one of the ablest and
most eloquent of Ids denomination. He was also the author of a number of devotional
works.

CAPPEL, a French family of scholars, theologians, and lawyers. Guillaiimk, in

1491, had the boldness to refuse tlie payment of tithes demanded by the pope. jAcquEK,
his .son, was councilor of state under Erancis I., and in 1537 made a ])Owerful speecli
against Charles V. Louis, son of Jacques, was professor of theolog}' at Sedan, and
more than once risked his life in the cause of Protestantism. One of iiis acts was to
present to Charles IX. the confession of faith drawn up by the Protestants of Paris.
Two others, a son and grandson of Jacques, were distinguished, one in the law, and the
other in theology, history, philogy, and antiquities, Both these were named Jacques;
and the younger was the father of Louis, the most celebrated member of the family
(lo85-16o8), who studied at Sedan, Oxford, and Saumur, and was professor of Hebrew
at the latter place. He devoted much attention to the text of the Scriptures. On the
revocation of the edict of Nantes, Louis fJcd to England, where he died. His life was
published by his nephew Jam:es, who at only 19 3^ears of age was professor of Hebrew
at Saumur.

CAPRA'RA, GrovANNi Battista, 1733-1810; an Italian statesman and bishop, who
served as papal legate or nuncio at Cologne, Lucerne, Vienna, and to the Erencli repub-
lic in 1801, where he arranged the concordat of that year re-establishing the Roman
Catholic form of worship, in May, 1805, he crowned Napoleon as king of Italy.

CAPS AND HATS, names of political parties in Sweden in the early part of the 18th
c, the former favoring and the latter opposing tlie alliance witli Russia.

CAPTAIN, MiLiTAUY {ant^). In the U. S. army a C. is responsible for the camp
and garrison equipage and the arms and clotliing of his company. The rank is between
lieutenant and major.

CAPTAIN, Naval {ante), in the U. S. navy, ranks with a col. in the army, and next
below a tiag-officer in the navy. Before the war of the rebellion there Vv as no definite
l(!gal rank in the navy higher than captain. A C. of marines ranks with a lieutenant
in the navy and v/ith C. in the army.

CAPTURE {ante?). Sec Lnteknational Law, ante.

CAPU'CHINS, ante, a branch of the Franciscan order whose rule is essentially tlie

same as that of the friars minor, or ^linorites. They were founded by Matthew da Bassi,
a Franciscan of Ancora, and were authorized by'^a bull of Clement Yll. in 1528. At
first they were pers(!eut(;d by the other orders, but through the iniiuence of the duchess
Cibo, wife of the duke of Camerino, they obtained |)apal favor, and were permitted to

impart their peculiar hooded habit to any who might be willing to join them, to live as
hermits in wild and desolate places, to go barefoot, to wear beards, and to call them-
.selves " Hermits Fr-ai-s Minor." The pope, however, soon gave them the nickname

i

" ('ai)pueino," referring to tlui hood, one of their more conspicuous articles of apparel.
They grew rapidly, and Matthew became the superior of the first (convent. They have
always liad the reputation of great success in making converts. By late accounts they
had 82 missions, in Europe. Asia, the East Indies, Afriea, and SouHi America. In tho
United States they have houses in the states of New Jersey, New York, and Wisconsin,
Nuns of the order were lirst established at Naples m 15381!

CARABO'iUJ, a state in Venezuela on the Caribbean sea; a fertile well-watered
region, producing grains, fruits, and cattle. The chief exi)orts are c(jiree, cacao, indigo,
rice, corn, rum, and fruils. The climate is good in the inland region, but the coast is

subject to fevers. Capital, Valencia.

('AR'A(X>LE, in horsemanship, a sudden half turn, Kometimea ])('rform(d frctpiontlr
in an attack of cavalry to mislead the enemy as to the i)oint at which the assault is to
be mafle.

CARA'FA ])E (;OF>OBRANO, Michklk, 1785-1873; an Italian composer; in early
life a soldier in Mio French army. Among his operas nrv. MctmxiiUo m\d J.o t<oUlair<\

He was a member of the Paris academy of tine arts, j)rofessor in the conservatoire, direc-
tor of nulitary music at the gyrruiiist;, and a member of the legion oi honor.

CA'IIAITES. See Jewish Sects, a //Yr;.

CARAU'SIUS, a Hupposed miliv(! of Holland, of whom nothing is certainly known
except that he had a con8picuous part as ;in allv <,'f l!ie Jiomansin tlie concpicstand ml-
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ing of Britain near the close of the 3(1 century. He had been put in command of the fleet

in the English channel for the purpose of protecting the coasts of Britain and Gaul

from tlie I'risian pirates; and his conduct had been such that the Roman emperor Max-
imilian gave an order lor his death. (J, immedialely assumed the title of emperor of

Britain, and held power for about seven years, his independence having been acknowl-

edged by the Romans, whose empire was rapidly failing into ruin. lie was assassi-

nated at York in 298 by his chief olflccr and rival, Allectus, who held the impeiial title

for three years, at cud of which time (296) Constantino Chlorus re-established the rule

of Rome.

CARAVEL'LAS, a seaport of Brazil, in the province of Espiritu Santo, near a bay
of that name; poj). about G. 000. It is the principal port of the surrounding country,

and the head-quarters of the whale lishery of the Abrothos islands, which Tie olf the

coast.

CARBON, a co. in e. Pennsylvania; 400 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 28,144; a mining region,

on the Lehigh river, and the Lohigli Valley and other coal-transporting railroads. Next
to the minuig of anthracite coal, the chief business is agricultural. Co. seat, Mauch
Chunk.

CARBON, a CO. in Wyoming territory, extending entirely across the territory, from
Montana to Colorado; 15,000 sq.m.; pop. '70, lo68. The co. is crossed by the' Union
Pacitic railroad. Co. seat, Rawling's Springs.

CARBONATES, chemical substances which are compounds of carbonic acid with a

base; e.g., carbonates of lime, potash, soda, iron, lead, copper, silver, etc. Their for-

mulae are: carbonate of lime (marble), CaO,Co2; carbonate of potash, KCCOa; carbonate

of iron (protoxide), FeO, CO2, etc. As affinities of carbonic acid are very weak, carbonates

are easily decomposed: by heat, as in reducing marble and limestone to lime; by a more
powerful acia, as in the preparation of certain kinds of bread, which are made light by
the carbonic acid set free from the bicarbonate of soda, the carbonate of potassa, or

the carbonate of ammonia, by the acid of sour milk; by the acid tartrate of potash

(cream of tartar); by an acid phosphate, prof. Ilorsford's method; or by hydrochloric

acid; or as in the prepMration of so-called soda-water, Avhich is merely common water
surcharged with carbonic acid set free from marble chips by sulphuric acid.

CARBONDALE, a city in Luzerae co., Penn., near the head of the Lackawanna
river, and on the Delaware and Hudson railroad; 110 m. n.w. of Philadelphia; pop. '70,

6,393. The city was incorporated in 1851, and is in the midst of one of the most
important coal-mining districts in the state.

CARBON DISULPIIIDE, or Bisulphide, also called by workmen sulphur alco-

hol, a chemical compound produced by burning carbon in an atmosphere of sulphur, or

by distilling certain metallic sulphides with charcoal. It is a colorless liquid, of spe-

cific gravity of 1.2G8, and boils at 114° Fahrenheit. It does not combine with water, but
readily mixes with alcohol, ether, and other hydrocarbons. It readily dissolves India
rubber, gutta-percha, resins, oils, camphor, phosphorus, sulphur, and iodine, and is very

inflammable. With oxygen or atmospheric air it forms an exjilo-^ive compound. It is

of great use in manufacturing in many ways, such as vulcanizing India rubber, extract-

ing fat from bones, dissolving oil from seeds, removing sulphur and bitumen from rocks,

making pure spices, purifying paraffine; also for destroying vermin, producing artificial

cold, malciug photographic light, cleaning greasy rags, preserving hides and fresh meat,

and making delicate perfumes. It is also used to some extent iii medicines. The od<ir

of the crude article is most sickening. It has a high refracting j)ower, and is used in

prismatic glass bottles for producing, on a large scale, a spectrum, with an electric or a
lime light.

CARBONIF'EROUS LIMESTONE, or Mountain Limestone, one of the lower rocks
of the carboniferous system, generally of coralline formation, containing magnesia, and
rich in organic remains. Some varieties make good building stone.

CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEIM {mite). Most of the great coal fields of the world
belong to this system of formation. In this country, coal is widely distributed over
Pennsjdvania, Ohio, Illinois, Kansas, Virginia, and other states. It is estimated that

there are 400,000 sq. m. of the earth's surfiice now covered by }>roductive coal fields.

Now as there arc about 3,100,000 sq. yards in a m., and as a cubic yard of coal weighs
nearly a ton, and as in some of the fields the vein or dei^osit is from 30 to 60 ft. thick,

there would not seem to be any inmiediate danger of failure in the supply of coal. See
Anthracite, and Coal.

CAR'BURETS. Sec Carthdes, ante.

CARCINO'MA. See Canc?:r, ante.

CAR'DENAS, a seaport and city of Cuba, capital of a district, 105 m. e. of Havana,
on a bay of the n. coast, and having railroad connnunication with Matanzastuid Havana.
There is good anchorage in the harbor. Sugar is the chief article of export. Pop. 11.-

000. The streets are well laid out and lighted, and the liouscs are usually nesit and solid.

There is a bronze statue of Columbus in one of the squares. oVIuch of the business is
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done by people from tlie United Staters, a fact that gives it the name of the "American
city.'' In IS.")!), the city was plimdere.l by Lopez.

CARDI'AD.E, a family of bivalve lamelli branchiate mollusks of Mhich the cockle
is a sj)eci:no:i.

CAm)IFF GIA>'T, a rude Matue of a man lOi ft. high, cut (in Chicago) from abloek
of gN'psum Fent from Iowa. It was secretly buried near the village of Cardilf.

(>no:;daga co., N. Y., where il was ])retended to have been found in Oct., 18G9, and was
exhil-ited with great success for several months as "the petrilied giant," dec;eiving even
some men of seic^uce. The fraud, one of the most notable in recent times, was liualiy

coni'e-s.seil.

r:ARDIGAN, Jamks Tno.vAS Biiudenell, 7tli earl of; akso baron Brudenell,
lient.gen. ; 1797-18G8. He was educated at Oxford, and went into parliament in 1818.

In 18.^4, he entered the arm}' in the hussar.s, and rose (18i]2) to be licut.col. He was
overbearing and ([uarrelsome, and treated his men with great severity, so that out of a
r 'giment of 350, he made within two years 700 arrests, and held 105 courts-martial. In
iSo7, lie succeeded to the peerage. In 1840, lie fought a duel with capt. Tuckett, au
ofti'.'er of his regiment, in which his adversary was wounded. The house of lords sub-
jected the carl to a show of trial, and he was acquitted. Tlic Crimean war sent him to

i he field as commander of the light cavalry, and he led that body of 600 through the
«!esperate charge at Balaklava, cutting his way through six tihies the number of Rus-
sian heavy cavalry, but leaving half his men dead or wounded on the field. This charge,
(•<'lel)rated in Tennyson's poem, was desperate and brilliant work, but in the opinion of
many critics a wanton and needless sacrifice of his men. In 1801, he was made lieiit.

gv'u. He left no chihb-en, and the titles passed to his relative, the marquis of Ailesbury.

CARDUC'CI, B.MiTOLOMMEO, 1560-lGlO; an Italian artist; b. in Fiorence; studied
under Zuccher<\ whom he accompanied to JMadrid, where he painted the ceiling of the
lOseorial library. He died in Spain, where most of his works are to be found, the most
celebrated being a "Descent from the Cross," in a church in JNIadrid. His brother,

N'incenzo, was also a painter of celebrity, and the author of a dialogue on the excellencies
of painting.

(!ARDU'CIH, a warlike peoi)le once inhabiting the mountains of Kurdistan, snp-

l)().sed to have been the aiu-estors of the Kurds of the present day. The Greeks, in the
famous retreat of the 10,000, had to jkiss tlirough their country, and were greatly har-
as(»ed by them.

('ARDWELL, a co. in central Ontario, Canada, formed recently from Peel and
Simcoe cos.; pop. '71, 10,500.

CARDWELL, Edwaiu), 1787-186J ; an English clergyman and ecclesiastical hi.storian,

educated at Oxford. In 1820, he was chosen Camden professor of ancient liistoiy, and
durmg his period of oliice he wrote a translation of the EtJiics of Aristotle, with notes,

and The ColiuKje, of the Auricnt Grcek.'i and Iloinans. Jn 1831, he was made principal of
St. Albau's hall, and held the place through life. Among his publications were a
student's edition of the Greek T(;stament; Josephus's \\\^io\'\ \\\\\\ woidii; Documeaiary
Anfudn of tlie llifovnud Church <f EiujUtiidfrom 154(> 1o 1716; History of Conferences, etc.,

rojnu-cte.d with the Reclnloih of the.Book <f Coiiunon Prdifer; t^ijiiodidla, (i Colkciion of ReligionB
f^nion^^ and Froceadiuf/s of Concocatiort from 1547 to 1717; and licfonnatio Leguni
KccU'Hlant'tc<irum

.

CARDWELL, Edward, Viscount, b. 1813; nc^phew of the ]lov. Edward; graduat(>d
at lialiol college, and admitted to the bar, but prefernnl ]>()litieal life and entered parlia-

iiKMit in 1842. being S(;veral times tiiereafter re-chosen. In 1845. he was secretary of the

treasury nnd presi<lent of the board of trade. He was subsequentl}' chi(>f secretary for

Ireland, chaner>llor of the duchy of Lancaster, and secretary of state for the colonies.

In Gladstone's cabinet, 1868, he became secretary for war and a member of the com-
miliee of the council on education. In the war oflice he proposed and effected a re

(»rgani/,ation of the army. With earl Stanhope he was one of the literary executors of
.sir iiobert IVel, and one of the editors of Peel's Mcnioiri*.

CARRW, (iKouoE, 1557-1020: Earl of Totness and Baron of Clopton; educated at

Oxford and joined the army, ludding an important command in the Irisli wars against
ijie enrl of Desmond. He filled sevrMal offices, among them that of on? of the lord
judge-s of Ireland, in whi(;h by a vigorous but prudent policy he speedily reduced the
re bels to Mubniission. His crownlnir exploit was the capture of Dunboy castle, an event
that greatly disappointed the; Spanish allies of the Irish, and ended the war. For these
.services he was raised lo the jieeragc and mad(^ governor of (4uernsey. His last office

was that of piivy councilor to .lames L He wrote Jliht r/iio, Pacittn. n UMovy of the
wars in Ireland.

(;AUEW. Sir GKOiifu-'.. d. about 1613; educated at Oxford, and knighted by <|ueen
Eliy.abeth. n<» was secretary to sir Christoplxr Hal ton, and was sent as ambas.sador to
the king of Poland. Under James I. he was empUiyiMl in negotiating the treaty of
union between England and Scotland, and afli^rwards as ambassador to Franco. He
was liie author of a illitiou of the S((f(f of Ihtnce.
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CaREW, Richabd, 1555-1620; an Oxford student who at the age of 14 was chosen

tx) dispute extemporaneously with sir Philip Sidney in the presence of an audience of

noblemen. He was sheriff of Cornwall, and the author of a Savvey of that county, a

work that enjoyed a hii^h reputation. He also wrote, or translated from the Italian,.

The Exaininathn of Men's Wits; The Tme and Ready Way to Learn the Latin Tongue;

and made a translation of the first live cantos of Tasso's Jerusaiem Delitered.

CxVREY, riENiiY, d. 1743; an English musical composer and poet, an illegitimate

son of George Saville, marquis of Halifax. Carey's ballads and songs, though of no

great merit as compositions, were very popular at the time. He wrote a number of

dramatic pieces, among which were Chrononhotonthohgos, a burlesque on tragedy; the

Honest Yorkshircmdn, an operetta; Nancy and Thomas and Sally, interludes; The Lh-agmi,

of Waniley, Margery or the Dragonsss, burlesque operas. One of his songs, Sally in our

Alky, is still remarkably popular in England.

CAREY, Matitew, b. Ireland, 1760, d. Philadelphia, 1869; an author and publisher.

In consequence of publishing an address to the Irish Roman Catholics on their oppres-

Rion by the penal code (about 1778) he was compelled to leave Ireland, but returned

within a year and established, in 1783, the Volunteer's Journal. His attacks upon parlia-

ment and the ministry caused his imprisonment in Newgate until the dissolution of

parliament. He arrived in Philadelphia by the aid of Lafayette, who sent him $400.

and immediately started The Pennsyltania Herald, one of the"^ first papers in the country

to furnish accurate reports of legislative debates. In Jan., 1786, he fought a duel with

col. Oswald, another editor, and was seriously wounded. He v.as subsequently con-

nected with the Golumhlan Magazine and the American Mnsevm. In 1791. he began

trade as a bookseller, and with his sons built up a prosperous business. During tlio

epidemic of yellow fever m 1793 he was active in the work of relief, and nfterwurds wrote

a history of the disease. In 1793, he, with others, founded the Hibernian society, and
in 1796 he assisted bishop White in establishing the first Sunday-school societv. Carey

was a constant writer, and published a great number of essays on party politics, polit-

ical economy, and social questions. Among his favorite ideas were internal improve-

ments and a protective tariiT. His son Henry C. (see ante) was one of the foremost

American writers on political economy.

CARGILL, Donald, 1610-81; a leader of the covenanters appointed to a church in

Glasgow, where he made himself so obnoxious to the government that he was forced to

leave. He was wounded in the battle of Bothwell, and fled to Holland; but returned

almost immediately and joined Richard Cameron in publishing the Sanquhar declara-

tion, and boldly excommunicated the king and his officials. He was soon afterwards

arrested and beheaded at Edinburgh, July 27, 1681.

CARIIEIL, Ettenne de, a Jesuit missionary among the Indians of Canada alwut

1668. He was among the earliest to master the native languages. The time of bis death
is not known, but he was at missionarj'^ work as late as 1721.

CARIBBEB ISLANDS. See Antilles, ante.

CARIBOU'. See Reindeer, ante.

CA'RIBS, Indians of the West India islands, who were in the time of Columbus
numerous and i)owerful; a warlike and aggressive people, who pertinaciously opposed
the advances of the Europeans. It is supposed, tliough not proved, that they were
addicted to cannibalism. They have almost entirely disappeared from the islands; and
at present their chief settlement is in Honduras, where they form an industrious and
prosperous portion of the people, though still retaining their language and many of their

customs. In 1790, the English, weary of the continual disturbances occasioned by the

Caribs, transported them in a body from Dominica and St. Vincent to the island of

Ruatan. There are two great tribes, the red, and the black; the former were descend
ants of the ancient stock," and the latter mixed with negro blood. Some of the Indians
in South America are apparently of the same race.

CARI'NUS, Maecfs Attiielius, son of Cams, succeeded his father as emperor of

Rome in 283 a.d. He was a cruel and profligate ruler, and the soldiers naturally

rebelled, proclaiming Diocletian. Carinus marched into Moesia to quell the revolt, and
won a decisive victory, but at the moment of triumph he was killed by one of his sol-

diers whose wife the profligate emperor had led awa)'.

CARTSBROOKE. a village in the isle of Wight almost adjoining Newport, chiefly

noted for its castle, which is supposed to have been built bv the Saxons in the 6th cen-

tury. It was enlarged in the 11th c. by the first lord of Wight; was captured by Ste-

phen in 1136. and in the time of Richard II. successfully resisted attacks by the French.

During Elizabeth's reign it was further enlarged until its outer walls inclosed 20 acres.

It was in this castle that Charles I. took refuge in Nov., 1647, hut he soon found his

asylum a prison. After his execution his two youngest children were confined in the

castle, and the princess Elizabeth died there. The remains of the castle are still exten-

wve. Opposite the castle-hill are the remains of a Cistercian priory founded in the 11th

c., and the parish church claims even a greater antiquity. Pop. of parish "71, 8198.

Am. Ad. I.—27
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CARIS'SIMI, GiovANKi GiACOMO, b. about 1G04 near Home; became chapol-niastcr,

or director of musie, at tUe iigc of 20. By educaLiou he belonged to liie old Koman
school of music, but his compusilious mark the lurniug-poiut from the traditions of the
renaissance peiiod lo tiie incipient aspirations of modem music, ilis numerous compo-
bitious include masses, cantatas, motets, and oratorios.

CAR LEE, or Kai^li, a village in India, 40 m. c. of Bombay, remarkable only for

a Buddhist tem])le hewn into a rocky precipice Avhich rises 800 ft. above the plain, the
temple being about two thirds of the way up. The temple is loO by 40 ft., with a high
arched roof. An arch rises over the entrance to the artiticial t '.Vvjru, and before each of
the side entrances are screens of stouc->voik ornamented with naked male and female
figures in alto-rilieio. In front are three large lions, and around the portico are figures

of elephants, each one surmounted by a driver and a howdah or saddle containing fig-

ures of two persons. The interior is finished with a double row of sculptured pillars

formmg a semicircle. This curious temple is well preserved.

CAKLETOX. a co. in New Brunswick, Can., on the Maine border, drained by tlio

St. John and its tributaries; 3,008 sq.m.; pop. '71, 19,938. The surface is rough, with
forests and excellent timber. Chief town, Woodstock.

CAKLETON, a co. in e. Ontario, Can., on the Ottawa river; 647 sq.m.; pop. '71,

21,739. The co. is traversed by the Ottawa and Prescott railroad, and the kideau
c.mal. Lumbering is the principal business of the people. Chief town, Ottawa City.

GARLETON, Sir Guy, Lord Dorchester, 1724-1808; a British officer distinguished
at Louisburg, Quebec, and Belle- Isle, and wounded in the siege of Havana in 17(32. Ho
was a lieut. gen. in tlic British army, and the successor of sir Henry Clinton in chief

command in the American colonies during the war of the revolution and till its close.

CARLINVILTiE, a t. and seat of justice in j\[acotiplu co.. 111., on the Chicago and
Alton railroad, 39 m. s.w. of Springfield. C. is the seat of Blackburn university, and
is an important center for local trade. Pop. township, 1870, 5,808.

CARLISLE {ante), the seat of justice of Cuml)erland co., Penn., on the Cimibcrland
Valley railroad, at the junction of the Pino Grove branch, 18 m. av. by s. of Ilarrisburg;

pop. about 7,000. It is in a highly productive agricultural region; is well built, witli

wide and handsome streets, and several line public buildings. Dickinson college was
founded here in 1783 by the Methodist denomination. Near the town are the well-

known C. barracks; and in the mountains 4 m. n. is C. Springs, a famous v/atcring-

place. Washington had his head-quarters in C. during the whisky rebellion in 1794,

and in Jidy, 1863, the place was bombarded by the confederates.

CARLISLE, Frederick Howard, Earl of, 1748-182o; an English statesman ; one of

the commission sent to the American colonies by lord North about 1778 to endeavor to

eiJect a reconciliation, which effort was a failure, not from mismanagement but because
of the unpopularity of North's administration. In 1780, C. was made viceroy of Ireland,

where, in a very critical period, he managed to maintain peace and pron^ote prosperity.

In the discussion concerning the regency, C. favored the prince of Wales, and in the

period of the French revolution he was a vigorous supporter of the war. After opposing
the corn laws in 1815, he took no further part in public alfairs.

CARLIST3. See Carlos de Bourbon (ante) and Carlos, Don.

CARLOS. Luia Maria Fernando, Don, 1818-61; son of Don Carlos Maria Isifor.

|In 1846, he lived in England with his father, under the name of Montemolin. In ApiMl,

1849, he went in disguise to Si)ain, was discovered and kept in prison for a few days,

but returned to England before the end of the month. In 1860, he invaded Sjiain witli

3,000 men. and was defeated and made prisoner at Tortosa. Beingagain set free, oncoi
dition of renouncing his claim to the tiirone, his lirst act was to repudiate that renun
elation.

CARLOS, Marl\ dr los Dolores Juan Isidou Josep Francesco Quiiili^o

Antonio Mic;i;el Gabriel Rafael, Don, 1). Mar. 30, 1848; nephew of Luis IMaria

Fernando; jjrescnt claimant of the throne of Spain as the legitimate heir of Charles

•VUL As Charles VI. died without issue, his rights devolved \\\Hm his brother Don
Juan, who had married tin; archduchess Maria Theresa of Austria, i)rince.ss of ^iodeiia.

Th(;lr son. the present Don (Carlos, was educated principally in Austria, and married Mar
gan.'tde Bourljon. princess of I*arma, daugiiter (d' the late duke Ferdinand, Clu.rlcs ilL,

and sister of the present count de Chambord, who claims to be Henry V. of France.

inOct., 1868, DonJuan alxllcatcd In favor of his son, whose standard was raised bysoinc
of Ills partisans In the n. of S|)ain In April, 1872. On th(; 16th of July following, Don
Carlos puljllslied a i)roclamailon calling upon the people of ('atalonia, Aragon, and
Valencia to take arms in his cause, promising to rebtore their ancu^nt liberties; and
.in Dec. his hrother, Don Alfonso, assununl comjuand of tlu; Cailist forces in CxxUv

lonla. Don Carlos himself made his entry to Spain, July 15, 1873, unnouncing that lui

came for the purpose of saving the country. Tiumceforward then; was ln(;essant war
in the n. i):ii t of the kingdom or the reiJiibllc, In which there were victories on both

pidcfi; but for the most part the battles were unfavorable to the (/arllsts, until Feb.,

1876, when their cause was completely crushed at Tolosa, the defenders of that last
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stronghold flying in a panic toward France. Don Carlos went to Paris, where. Mar.
3, 187G, he proclaimed; "Being desirous of putting a stop to bloodshed, I forbear con-
tinuing a glorious but at present fruitless struggle. In the face of a great superiority oi

numbers, and in view especially of the sufferings of my volunteers, it becomes necessary
to return the sword to the scabbard. I will never sign a convention [abandonment of

all clainrsj. My Jlag remains furled until the moment which God shall fix as the

supreme hour of redemption." Don Carlos has five children, four daughters and a son.

CAR'LOWITZ, or Carlovitz, a t. in Hungary, on the right bank of the Danube,
8 m. s.e. of Petcrwardein; pop. '78, 4,419. It is the seat of the Greek archbishop for

the Austrian dominions, and has seminaries for Greek and Roman Catholic clergy, a
gyninasium, a lyceurn, and a hospital. It was here that peace between Austria, Turkey,
Poland, and Venice was concluded in 1699.

CARLSTADT, Kaiilstadt, or Karolostadt (real name, Andreas Rudolf
Bodensti:in), 1480-1541; a German reformer, at first a friend and afterwards an oppo-
n(;nt of Luther. He became a professor in Wittenberg, first in philosophy and then in

theology, and in 1511 was rector of the university, about which time he became a per-

sonal friend of Luther. Carlstadt went to Rome to study canon law, returning to

Wittenberg in 1515, where he took up the defense of Reuchlin, the scholar against
whom a violent persecution was raging. In 1517, he published arguments asserting

the supreme authority of the Scriptures, and declaring that in the silence of Scrii^ture,

appeals from, the fathers of the church must be made to reason. When Luther nailed
his thesis to the door of the church, Carlstadt supported him. In the bill against Luther,
Cailstadt was especially named and condemned; and he was the first to appeal from the
pope to a general council. In 1521, by invitation of the king, he went to Denmark to

leach the doctrines of the reformation; but he soon returned. About this time, difi'ci'-

euces sprang up between Carlstadt and Luther, owing to the former's hot-headedness;
he demanded violent measures, where Luther desired prudence and patience. While
Luther was imprisoned, Carlstadt greatly impaired the cause by his extreme course, and
at last Luther declared against him. Being compelled to leave Wittenberg, Carlstadt
became a pastor in Thuringia, where his violence created a suspicion that he was asso-

ciated witli Anabaptists, and that he might be implicated in the schemes of the peasant
revolt. The eleclor sent Luther to find out the true state of affairs; and when Luther
preached against Carlstadt at Jena, they held a discussion on the "real presence," which
Carlstadt was the first to deny, and an open quarrel broke out between them. Carl-

stadt was oidered out of Saxony, and wandered from place to place exciting tumults,
and prompting the people to destroy pictures and images in the churches. Again sus-

pected of provoking insurrection, he was pursued and exposed to hardships, and even
danger to his life. In this extremity he appealed to Luther, through whose infiuence ke
M-^s i>ermitted to return to Saxony, where for some years he led a quiet Hfc. This quiet
was unendurable by his restless spirit, and he once more attacked Luther; the contro-
versy, in which Zwingli agreed with Carlstadt in his views of the Lord's supper, grt'w
fiercer than ever, and Carlstadt, who was no longer permitted to dwell in Saxony, fied

to Fricsland, and thence to Switzerland, where Zwingli's influence made him a pastor,

and afterwards an archdeacon at Zurich. In 1534, he settled as professor of theology
in Basel, remaining thereuntil his death. lie was the first priest to write against celib-

acy, and the first Protestant clergyman to take a wife.

CARLTON, a co. in n.e. Minnesota, on the AVisconsin border, intersected by the
Northern Pacific and Lake Superior railroad^; 900 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 286. Surface uneven,

and for the most part covered with maple and pine trees.

CARLTON, Thomas, d.d., 1809-74; b. N. H. ; a Methodist minister, who in

1829 began his work in the Western New York conference in Rochester, Buffalo, and
other places. He was for 20 years the principal agent of the ^Methodist book concern,
in New York city.

CARLUDOVI'CA PALMATA, a South American shrub or tree bearing the leaves
from which Panama hats are woven, the best of which are plaited from a single le^f,

the work requiring many weeks of labor.

CARLYLE, JosEPU Dacre, 1759-1804; educated at Cambridge, and a fellow of
Queens' college. He succeeded Dr. Paley as chancellor of Carlisle, and in 1794 wuj*
appointed professor of Arabic at Cambridge. He had already published a translation of
an Arabic history of Egypt, and in 179(> he issued a volume of JSpccim/:ns of Arabcc
Poetry. Lord Elgin procured Carlyle's appointment in the Turkish embassy, which
gave liim an opportunity to travel in the east, Avhero he collected Greek and Syrine
manuscripts for a contemplated revision of the New Testament, but he did not live to
do the work.

CARMAGNO'LA, Francesco Bussone. Count of. 1390-1433; a celebrated brigand,
at first in the service of the duke of ]Milan, who made him count and governor of Genoa.
Having fallen from the duke's favor, Carmagnola became a gen. in the Venetian army,
and took Brescia from his former master, whom he defeated in 1427. In 1431, he incur-
red the suspicion of the Venetian senate because of certain military failures, in con-
sequence of which he was tortured and finally beheaded.
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CARMARTIIEX. See C.^J:R:*IART^EN, ante.

CARMICHAEL, Gersiiom. 1C72-1729; ix Scotch metaphysician, educated nt Etlin-
burgh university, in which institution lie became a master, an office which wasconverted
to the professorship of moral philosophy in 1727. lie was a successful teacher, but often
in diliicuity v.ilh his superiors in consequence of his hasty tempei". His v.orks are a
treatise on logic and the psychology of the intellectual powers, in which he afiirnis that
all knowledge may be resolved into immediate judgments known in Iheir own light; a
synopsis of natural theology; and an edition of Pullendorfs JJc Oj/icia Jloniiiiis ct Civis.

CARNARVON. See Caernarvon, ante.

CARNE'IA; a festival in honor of Apollo among the ancient Spartans, taking its

nnme from the Greek name of the month (August) in which it was celebrated. "Tho
calebratiou lasted nine days.

CARNIFEX FERRY, in Nicholas co., Va., near which, Sept. 10, ISGl, there was
an engagement between the union forces under gen. Jiosecrans, and the confederates
under gen. Floyd, the latter being defeated with the loss of camp equipage and war
material. Floyd escaped by retreating over Gauly river, and destroying the bridge.

CAR'NOCHAN, John Murray, b. Georgia, 1817; educated in Edinburgh; studied
medicine and surgery with Dr. 2.Iott of New York, beginning practice in 1847. Dr.
Carnochan rapidly rose to the first rank among practicing physicians and surgeons, and
acquired great celebrity for the boldness and success of his operations, such as the
removal of the lower jaw; the cure of elephantiasis by ligature of the femoral artery;

excision of the ulna and still preserving the arm with most of its functions; amputating
the Irtp joint; and particularly for removing, in a case of neuralgia, the entire trunk of
the second branch of the fifth pair of nerves. He lias been professor of the principles

and operations of surgery in tlie New York medical college, and health officer of the

port. He has published a number of important papers on medicine and surgery.

CARNUNTUM, an ancient t. in upper Pannonia, on the Danube, founded by tho

Celts, but at an early period a Roman post. Marcus Aurelius resided Iierc for three

3'^ears during his wars with the ^Marcomanni. In the 4tli c. C. was destroyed l)y German
invaders; it'was afterward rebuilt, and finally destroyed in thcMagyar wars of the middle
a^es.

CAROL, a Christmas hymn that may be traced to the primitive church. It was
customary to call upon such as could sing to praise God in a hymn, either out of the

Scriptures or of their own invention ; and it was also customary for bishops on Christma.s

day to make sport with their clergy, and to sing; which custom was in imitation of the

Gloria in Excelm of the angels. See Christmas Carol, ante.

CAR'OLAN, or O'CAROLAN, Turlogh, 1670-1738; one of (he most noted of native

Irish bards. When but 18 years old he became utterly blind, and thenceforward followed
tlxB profession of wandering minstrel, in which character he won gn^at fame. The num-
ber of his compositions, to the greater part of which he fitted words, was about 200.

CAROLINA, Maria, 1752-1814; daughter of Francis I. and Maria Theresa of Aus-
tria, and queen of Naples by her marriage with Ferdinand IV. in 1708. She had great

influence with the Icing, leading him in 1798 to declare war against France, the con-

sequence of which was the marching of the French upon Naples and the flight of Fer-

dinand and Carolina to British ])rotection. After returning to Naples she conspired
against Napoleon, and, with her husband, was again expelled. She died iu Vienna
before any further restoration to the throne.

CAROLINE, a co. in e. Maryland, on the Delaware border, intersected by the Mary-
land and Delaware and the Dorchester and Delaware railroads; 300 sq.m. ;

pop. '70,

12,101—3,758 colored. It has a level sandy surface, producing corn, oats, potatoes, etc.

Co. .seat, Denton.

CAROLINE, a co. in e. Virginia, on the Rappahanock river, and the Richmond,
Frederick and Potomac railroad; 480 .s(i.m. ;

pop. '70, 15,128—8,038 colored. Produc-
tions, wheat, corn, oats, and tobacco. Co. seat, Bowling Green.

CAROLINE BOOKS, four works drawn up at the request of Charlemagne against

the decrees of the seccmd council of Nice on tho adoration of images, and contained
Ml tlie Oapitulare Proliviam of ( harlemagne,

CAROLINE ISLANDS, or NEW PHILIPPINES, a widely scattered archipelago in

tlie Pacific, n. of New Guinea and e. of the Philij)pines, between 3" and 1 T n., and 135*

and 137'' e. The westernmost are known as the J'elew (q.v. nnU) or Palau islands, and
cover 346 sq.m. of land, being nearly encircled by a coral reef, Th(; surface is well

wooded, and the soil fertih;, ))rodu(;ing bread-fruit, co(;oa-nut9, sugar-cane, oranf^ea,

hananas, etc., in abundance, (battle, she(;p, and hogs liave becni domesticated; tiiere is

a great varietv of birds, and th(; lagoniis abound with fish. The inhabitants are dark-

colored, and evidently of Papuan and Malay blood. The islands, and most of tlu; vil-

lages, form indep(.'ndent l)ut co operativf; rei)ublics. One of the most remarkable insti-

Uitions is the " clobbergall," a kinfl of union for mutual aid and d(:f(!n.s(;. The women,
too, have clobbergjdls of their own, and exercise much political influence. Up to the
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close of the last century the people used stone instruments and weapons. Their cur-

rency consists of pieces, or pieds, of ancient glass and enamel, to which they ascribe a
divine origin. The population, supposed to be about 10,000, seems to be decreasing.

The centrid islands, or Carolines proper, consist of 48 groups, and comprise between
400 and 500 islands, of about 360 sq.m. in all. The Matelotas group lies n.e. of th«

Pelews, and consists of three islands, thinly inhabited. Yap, or Guap, further n.e., is

10 m. long, and has a good harbor. The natives of Yap are more advanced in civiliza-

tion than their neighbors; they cultivate the betel-nut with great care, build good boats,

layout regular villages, pave the streets, and build stone piers and Avharves. A Span-
ish mission was established in 1856. The Ulea, Swede, and Lutke islands are unim-
portant; but the llugoleu (or Ru.u) group, discovered in 1824, consists of five large and
about 40 small islands, with 35,000 inhabitants of two races, red and black, who are

often at war with each other. The Mortlack, or Young William's, group consists of

three islands, with a population of about 3,400, of Samoan origin, who are the only

idol worshipers in all the archipelago. To the n.e. lies Kuven island, inhabited by
immigrants of mixed foreign blood. The Seniavine group, comprising three islands,

has a small colony of whites, and one of the islands has been the seat of an American
mission since 1851. This island, called Ascencion by the French, is a rendezvous for

whaling vessels. In the center is a remarkable i:iie of ruins which seem to have
belonged to a fortification. Strong's island, in the center of the Carolines proper, is a

volcanic upheaval, discovered by Crozier in 1804, and is now the seat of an American
mission. The eastern Carolines, otherwise the Mulgrave archipelago, comprise the

Radak or Marshall group, and have a population estimated at 100,000. See Polynesia,
ante.

CAROLINE MATILDA, 1751-75: sister of George III. of England; queen of

Denmark, having married Christian VII. in 176S, by whom she became the mother of

Frederick VI, Through the jealousy of the queen dowager and the king's step-mother,

she was accused of infidelity, and the king, who had become weak-minded, if not idiotic,

caused her and Strueusee, her physician, to be arrested. The interference of the British

minister saved the queen from death, but she was sent into Hanover, where she died of

grief in the castle of Celle. See Stkuensee, ante.

CARON, Renk lilDOUARD, b. Canada, 1800; a lawyer and statesman; educated in

the Quebec seminary, and admitted to the bar in 1826. He was mayor of Quebec from
1827 to 1837, and again from 1848 to 1853, after which he abandoned poUtical life and
was appointed judge of the queen's bench. In 1857, he was commissioner for codifying

the laws of Lower Canada, and in 1873 he was appointed lieutenant-governor of Quebec.

CARPiE'A, a dance in ancient Thessaly; a pantomime represented by two men, one
a robber and the rjther a plowman, in which there was a contest for the possession of

the plowman's o.\en, which are finally captured by the robber. All the action was
rhythmical, and performed much like a pantomime of the present day.

CAR'PATilOS. See Scaupanto, ante.

CARPEAUX, Jean Baptiste, b. 1827; a French sculptor, whose more conspicuous
works are " The Fisher Boy," " Ugolino and his Chikben." " Keapolitan Fisherman,"
"Girl with a Shell," "France enlightening the World, and protecting Agriculture and
Science," and the noted group, "La Danse," on the facade of the Paris opera-house.

CARPENTER, Francis B., b. 1830; a painter whose portrait of Lincoln, and
"Emancipation Proclamation," have gained some celebrity. lie published Six Mont/tif

ill the White House.

CARPENTER, Lant, ll.d., 1780-1840; an English Unitarian minister, successor

of Dr. Kenrick at Exeter; afterwards in charge of a church in Bristol. He was much
interested in the religious instruction of children, and established several Sunday
schools. Among his works are An Introduction to the (Jcography of the Iseic Testa

ment; Unitdriduism the Doctrine of the Gospel; Examination of the Charges against Unt-

tarianism; and Harmony of the Gospels.

CARPENTER, M.MTirew H., b. Vt., 1824: studied law with Riifus Choate: and
in 1848 settled in Wisconsin, from which state he was returned as U. S. senator in

1868, and was re-elected in 1879. He is an able lawyer and a brilliant debater.

CARPENTER, SHIP'S, a naval officer whose duty is to keep a ship of war in repair,

speciall}'' during action in case of damage that may endanger sinking.

CARPETBAGGER, a term of contempt applied by the people of the southern
United States to a man who came from any other part of the union to live in the south, or

to transact business there after the clo.se of the rebellion. The term has been extended so

as to designate any person in any part of the country who has no fixed residence. One
offense of the carpet-bagger in the south was in teaching negroes to read and write, and
helping them to assert their new political rights, wiiicli the greater majority- of native

whites were in no hurry to see exercised. In the unsettled condition of the southern
states after the rebellion, they furnished an inviting field for adventurers and dema-
gogues, who gave some ground for the stigma which has largely attached to the name
of carpet-bagger.
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CARPI, GiROLAMO DA, 1501-56; au Italiau paiDter who became infatiLatcd v;it\ the

works of Correggio, and so closely imitated them as to pass off his own as ongiuals.

Very probably some of these imitatious are now llguriug as true Correggios. Da Carpi's*

best works are the "Descent of the Holy Spirit," "Adoration of the Magi," and tho

jaints Catherine, George, and Jerome, in churches at Rovigi, Bologne, and Ferrara.

CARPZOV, a Saxon family descended from Simon Carpzov, burgomaster of Bran-
denburg about the middle of the IGth century. He left two sous—Benedict and Simon.
Bknedict, 1505-1634, was a jurist and professor of law at Wittenberg; and in 16013, chan-

cellor to Sophia, electress of Saxony. He died at Wittenberg, leaving tivesons. Joachim,
tiic eldest son of the burgomaster, readied a high position in the Danish army. Benedict,
the second of the hvc, 1595-1666, wiis a professor at Lcipsic, ordinary of the faculty of

jurists at the .<=;ame universit}', and in 1653, privy councilor at Dresden, lie published

.several works which liad much inlluence in the administration of justice. His later

years were spent in religious study. August, 1612-83, his brother and the fourth son of

the first Benedict, was distinguished as a diplomatist, Avas chancellor of the consistory

at Coburg, and at the time of his death a privy councilor at Gotha. He was a man of

piet}', and the author of several devotional w'orks. Joiiann Benedict, 1607-57, fifth

son of the first Benedict, was professor of theology at Leipsic, and the author of a
.system of theology and other works of that nature. lie also left live sons, all of whom
obtained conspicuous reputation. One of the five was Joiianx Gotlob, 1679-1767, who
became an eminent theologian and professor of oriental languages at Leipsic. He wrot(5

an introduction to the canonical books of the Old Testament, and a Critica Sacra VeU'n'n

Testiiiienti. Joiianx Bexedict, grandson of the first Johann Benedict, 1720-1803, wa?4

professor of philosophy at Leipsic, and professor of poetry and Greek at Helmstadl,
and professor of theology. He wrote many philological works, and ended his life as aa
abbot.

CARQUTTsTEZ, or Kaequexas, a strait in California, between Suisun and San Pablo
bays, 7 m. long, navigable for steam-boats, and for large vessels as far as Benecia.

CARR, Dabnet, 174.4-73; a son-in-law of Thomas Jefferson, and an eloquent
member of the Virginia colonial legislature.

CARR, Sir Robert, d. Rhode Island, 1667; one of the English commissioners to

New England, appointed by Charles IL, the others being Nichols, Maverick, and
Cartwright. After the capture of New Amsterdam (New York) from the Dutch in

1664 by Nichols, C. compelled the Dutch and Swedes on the Delaware to submit to a

capitulation. He then went with the other commissioners to Boston, where they
administered the government.

CARRAC'CL Sec Bolognese ScnooL.

CARRAN'ZA, Baktoleme de. 1503-76; a Spanish theologian of the Dominican
order, a man of great learning and eloquence. Charles V. sent him as envoy to tiic;

council of Trent, where he maintained that it was the duty of priests to reside in their

benefices. He accompanied the prince, afterwards Philip II., to England, where he
went to settle the marriage with Mary. In England. Carranza became queen Mary'.s

confessor, and worked hard for the re-establishment of Roman Catholicism. I^hilip made
him archbishop of Toledo, an appointment that aroused such jealousy that Carranza
was denounced as a heretic. He was kept in prison eight years, thence taken to Rome
and kept in prison, being at last compelled to abjure opinions which he had never held.

He was then degraded from his office and sent to a convent, v/here he died seven days
afterwards. He was afterwards honored as a saint by the Spanish people.

CARRE'RA, Rafael, 1814-65; a Guatemalan of Indian and ueg.o blood, who in

1837 led a band of insurgents and the next year captured the cit^' of Guatemala. In
1839, he again held the city by force. In 1847, he waselected president of the republic,

and in 1851, re-el(;ct(Ml for life. In 1863, he made war on San Salvador, captured the

capital, and expelled the ])resident. Though almost a savage, and without education,
Ids goverinnent on the whole was mild and reasonable.

CARIilACOU', one of the AVest India islands, 20 m. n.e. of Grenada; 7 m. long by
3 wide. Cotton is the chief production.

CARRICK'S FOPJ), on Cheat river in West Virginia, where, July 13. 1861. a con-

federate force under gen. R. B. Garnett was I'outed by a federal force under gen. T A.
Morris, and of the confederates several were killed.

CARUIERE', MoiiiTZ, b, 1817; a German scholar, ])rofessorof philosophy at Geissen

and Munich, and author of many works on philosoi)hy, r(;ligion, jesthetics, poetry. I'tc.

He is a pronounced liberal, going so far as to advo(;iite the conv^jrsion of the cathedral

at Cologne into a free church. He is also an art critic of high rank.

CAKRlf:]?E9, LoT'iH dk, 1662-1717; a Roman Calholi(! theologian of Franee, who
publi'<hed a literal commentary on the Scri])tures, in which most of the comments were
in the words of the Bible itself.

CARRIERS (anfe). In tlie United Stales, common carriers are such as transport for

liiro for :dl persons indifTcrfntly. Tliey o])erale both on land and water, and end)raco

stage-coach proprietors, railway and steamboat companies, truckmen, teamsters, exprcsa
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companies, etc., including owners and masters of every kind of vessel or water-craft
who come before the public as the carriers of freight of any kind for whomsoever mjiy
clioose to employ them, for either a long or a short voyage. Common C. are responsibie
for loss or damage during transportation from whatever cause, "except the acts of G(;d,

or of the public enemy." The act of God means only such inevitable accidents as ccciir

without man's agency. The carrier is not responsible for losses occurring frcm natuial
causes, such as fermentation, evaporation, freezmg, the ordinary decay of perishable
articles, or the natural wear in the course of transportation, provided he exercL<-e8

reasonable care to have such dangers as little as practicable. C. who undertake
general business are bound to carry all matter that offers, under liability of legal actic n
it they refuse without just excuse; but any carrier may restrict his business to certain
goods, in Avhich case he is not bound to accept things out of his line. A carrier niry
require payment of freight in advance; and he is entitled to a lien uj en the gccds Icr
liis freight and for what he advances to other cairiers. Eut all c(nncn-]aw rc&pcn.^i-

bility mc}>y be qualified by special contracts. The bill of hiding, (;r h ceipt ior the gccds,
is an acknowledgment of the carrier's responsibility, and is piesumt d to name excep-
tions from responsibility if any there be. Kailway ccn.jranits, 5-t({n;lcat cwrers, ai d
other C. who allow express companies to carry jaiceis and packages cii their cai.'^,

boats, or other vehicles, are liable as (cromon 0. to the c\\r.eis of the gccds ior Icjk

or damage without regard to the contract between them f.nd such expiess canic^i.--.

Railways, steamers, etc., carrying passengers, sdlhcngh rot liable for injury to passtngcis
without the C.'s fault, are responsible for the b«icg{!ge of sueh jas-Hrgeis inin;st(d

to them as common C, anel the responsibility eontinres until Ike deliveiy of the lag-
gage to the owner, or to his order. The l;:ggrge eheek is the j-i.d.c rs a bill of Incir.g

for goods, and is evidence of the re!^];onsibility as&rii.cd. Je^^e]lyfld a^^^.tch in a
trunk are considered baggage, but nxney, beyond a lens-erriblc i^rrcunt Icr expenses, is

not so considered. The responsibility of C. 1 eairs n] en the deliveiy cf the g(ods ior

immediate transportation. A delivery at the usual ])lace of leceivirg iieight, or to tlcse
employed by the company in the usual e-ourse of business, is fcufflcjenl. Eut vheie 0.
have a house at which they receive j:ccds that aie rot to be ici"waiiled rntil further
c;rdor or a later ti;ne, such C. are in the mean time lefpcnsible enly as eiepcsitaiies;

and where goods arc received as by wharfingers, cr v^{ll( l.euf-ers. or f( iwyreUrs. rnd ne.t

as C, liabilities are incurred only for oidinniy regligence. The re j-pcnt-ibJlilj' of the
e;arrier terminates when, alter the arrival of the ^(cds i\{ their (Uslii:;ili« n, a .^-rflicicrt

time has elapseel for the owner to receive them in business !k nis. .Aiter tl.:it il e eairicr

may store them, anel is responsible only for eidinaiy eaic. Tl;er[:(i]ts tf ecipciaticrs
which are common C, such as railway anel stern.leat eenijiuits, b'ld ileir j rin-

cipals to the full extent of the business inlrusteel to their ecntiol, vlcil er tl)ey follcw
their instructions or not; nor will it excuse the cdrpary io ^1 < w il at tie r«.(nts acted
willfully in disregard of instructions. The carrier h?.s rn irniir.ble inieuj-t in tl;e gee els

both in regard to tire and nuu-ine disaster, except sueh as uiult fiem iievitable t:(ci-

dent, such as fire by lightning-stroke. If a paitieular line is set kr the e:eliv(ry if
goods, elamages may be recovereel for exceeding that tine. Tie eaiiier is liable i-](u

general principles where the goods are elelivered Ihicngh liis eleffiult. to the (xt(nt ef
their value at the place of destination; iind this inclvelcs lie jirfits cl 11 e r cvenli.ic.

If the goods are only damaged, or not delivered in tim.e, the c\\ncr is lci;id to receive
them. He will be entitled to damages, but he cannot repudiate the gccds r.rd rceove r

for the total loss.

Carrtp^ks of Passengers. (See Carriers, avfe.) Persons Avho cnriy pasFcrgcis
are not held responsible as insurers of the safety of their licight as csiineis of ^ee <'s

are held. But they are held to the highest degree of watchlulrei^s r.r^d cfiie in all lit*

conduct of their business. So fr.ras human foresight and prudence ean secuie il;e ] }::-

senger from harm, there is a right to denu\nd it of all who as!^l:me the tuirs] crJaliou e f

persons. It is a practice to print on passes or free tickets a notice iLat ^ueh a pas!-ci:f.( r

assumes the risk of personal in jivry, but the courts have again and jgjiin ceeided Ihjt
this in no degree lessens the carrier's liability, holding even that the tian.*-} citing paity
was as much responsible for a non-pajing as for a paying passenger, pj s.Hrger-eaiiieis

are responsible for the baggage of their ])assengcrs, and for the salcty cf ] are (is

intrusted to them or their agents. Many decisions of American courts tcueh varies
points in the case of passengers, but all sustain the principle that if anything moreccirld
iiiave been done by the carrier to insure the safety of his passengers, and injury ccnr
in consequence of the omission, he is liable. Passenger-carriers are not lespcnsible
where the injury occurs through the negligence of the passenger; but Avhen there is

intentional wrong on the part of the cari'ier, the injured ]\irty may recover notwith-
standing his ne\giigence. And so also, where the carrier's negligence ccntiibutcd only
remotely to the injury and the passenger's culpable want of care was its inmicdiate
cause, a recovery may still be had. Passengers leaping from a conveyance in conse-
quence of anj^ just sense of peril may recover for injury. Carriers are bound to cany
for the whole route for which they stipulate, and according to their public notices and
the general customs of tiieir business; but they are not bound to carry persons disorderly
in conduct, or those having contagious diseases, or who are in any Avay dangerous or
offensive to other passengers. The carrier is liable for damages if he fail to deliver tho
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passenger in a reasonable time, or according to the published schedule. The sale of
tbrougli tickets for a route operated by several successive companies of carriers having
no partnership connection, renders each company liable for injuries to passengerH
occurring only in the part of the route Avhich pertains to it severally. One decision in

case of the death of a passenger was that the jury are to cstinuite damages for the
death as they would for an injury to health, by tl.ie probable financial accumulations of

the deceased had he survived, or not been injured through the culpable negligence of the
carrier: therefore he or his estate is entitled to recover not only the damages sustained
up to the time of trial, but all prospective damages likely to accrue from the injury.

Passengers must conform to the rules of the road or company with regard to ])urchas-

ing, showing, and giving up tickets, and in respect to trains and cars. But it has been
held that when one purchased a ticket indorsed "good for this trip only," and was
unexpectedly detained, he could lawfully demand transportation by another train, even
on the next day. Railway companies may exclude merchandise and articles known as

"express" mitter from the passenger cars. When an accident occurs to a train, or a

stage-coach is overturned, the fact is considered prima facie evidence of fault on the

part of the company or its agents. With regard to steam and other vessels, very strict

rules are enacted by governments for the safety of passengers and property, regulating

the number of ixissengers, the amount of jDrovisious, the navigating of the ship, pilot-

age, etc.

CARRO', Jean de, 1770-1857; b. Geneva; a German physician in Vienna and Carls-

bad, noted for his advocacy of Jenner's system of vaccinaticm as a guard against small-

pox. Through his efforts, kine-pox inoculation was introduced into India, where tlie

people, hearing that the vaccine matter came from a cow, ascribed its origin to their

sacred cow. and called it by a name meaning "immortality." Carro wrote several

works on medical subjects.

CARROLL, a co. in n.w. Arkansas, on the Missouri border, and King and White
rivers; 700 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 5,780—37 colored. Surface varied, and soil generally fertile.

There are quarries of excellent yellow marble. Co. seat, Carrollton,

CARROLL, a co. in w. Georgia, on the Alabama border, and the Chattahoochee and
Tallapoosa rivers; 572 sq.m.; pop. '70, 11,782—1,809 colored. The surface is mostly
mountainous; but the soil is generally fertile, producing corn, wheat, cotton, etc. One
or two gold-mines have been protitabiy woiiied. Co. seat, Carrollton.

CARROLL, a co. in n.w. Illinois, on the Mississippi river, and crossed by the Westom
Union railroad; 416 sq.m.; pop. '70, 16,705. The surface is uneven, occupied by
prairie and forest, and the main products are cereals, butter, and wool. Co. seal,

Havannah.

CARROLL, a co. in n.w. Indiana, on the Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers, traver^'^d

by the Toledo, Wabash and Western railroad, and the Wabasli and Erie canal; ;»M
Bq.m.

;
pop. '70, 16,152. It has a diversified and well-timbered surface, and productive

soil, agriculture being the chief business. Co. seat, Delphi.

CARliOLL, a co. in central Iowa, on the Chicago and Northwestern railroad, dniiiied

by the North and Middle Raccoon rivers; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 2,451. The cliuiaie is

good and the soil fertile. Co. seat, Carrollton.

CARROLL, a co. in n. Kentucky, on the Ohio and Kentucky rivers, and I^ouis

ville, Cincinnati and Lexington railroad; 209 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6, 189- -5'iO colorctj. It

has a calcareous soil, with abundance of limestone. Productions ch.efly agricultu:ijl.

Co. seat, (.'arrollton.

CARROLL, a parish in n.e. Louisiana, on the Mississippi river and bnyou Botnf;

1050 sq ni.
;
pop. '70, 10,110—7,718 colored. It has a level surface, ])ro(lucing corn :ir.d

colton. {^eat of justice, Providence.

CARROLL, a co. in n. Maryland, on the Pcnn.=;ylvania border suid Ihe P:itapsconnd
Monocacy rivers, n^ached by the Baltimore and Ohio, and crossed by the Western Mary-
land railroarl; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70. 28.()19—2. 175 colored. It lias a hilly surface, arid

rather thm but well cultivated soil; its productions are wheat, corn, butter, tobacco, etc.

Co. seat, Westminster.

CARROLL, a CO. in w. Mis.sissippi, on the Yalabusha, Yazoo, and Big Bhick river.s.

and cro.ssed by the Mi.'^sissippi Central railroad. 900 scj.m.; i)op. '70, 21,057—11,550
colored. The .surface is level, and the soil is remarkably fertile; chief productions, corn
and cotton. Co. .seat, ('arrollton.

CARROLL, a co. in n.w. ]\Iis.souri, between the Mi.ssouri and Grand rivers, traversed
by a brancii of the North Missouri railroad; 700 scj.m.; pop. '70, 17,446—827 colored.

It has an uneven surfa(;e, in many parts covered with black walnut and oak forests;

4HKoil is generally productive. Chief business, agriculture, Co, scat, ('arroUton.

(/ARROLL, a co. in n.e. New Hampshire, on the Mairu! ])order and Wini])is(»oge«

Inke, reached by the F^ortland and Ogdensburg, and tin; Portsirioiith, Great Falls and
('oriway railroads. The surface is mostly mountainous; productions chielly agricul-

tural. Co. scat, O.ssipee.
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CARROLL, a co. in e. Oliio, traversed by the Tuscarawas branch of the Cleveland
and Pittsbur<j, and the Carrollton and Oneida railroads; B30 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 14,40L

It is hilly, but well-watered and fertile. Iron and coal are found. Tiie chief produc-
tions are grain, hay, butter, and wool. Co. seat, Carrollton.

CARROLL, a co. in n. Tennessee, on the Big Sandy and Obion rivers, and tho
Louisville and Memphis, and the Kashville and Xorthwestern railroads; G25 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 19,447—4,799 colored. It is level and fertile, with forests of black walnut,
hickory, maple, and oak. Chief productions, corn, wheat, cotton, and butter. Co.
seat, Huntingdon.

CARROLL, a co. in s.w. Virginia, on tlie Korth Carolina border, drained by the
Kanawha river; 440 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 9,147—328 colored. The surface is rough, burwell

adapted to grazing. Copper, iron, and lead are found. The Gray.son sulphur springs
are much visited. Productions chietiy agricultural. Co. seat, Hillsville.

CARROLL, Charles, op Carrollton, b. Md., Sei)t. 20, 1737; d. Nov. 14, 1833,
aged 95 years; the hist survivor of the fifty signers of the declai'ation of American
independence. He was educated in the Jesuit colleges of St. Omer and Rheiras; studied
law at Bourges, Paris, and London, returning to America in 1764. He inherited the
last and the largest of the old manorial estates of Maryland, a property estimated in 1775
at $2,000,000, and he was then considered the wealthiest private citizen in the colonies.

In 1775, he was chosen a member of the " committee of observation " at Annapolis, and in

the same year sent to the provincial convention. In 1776, he v.-as one of the commissioners
sent to persuade the Canadians to join in the revolt against England. Returning to

Maryland, he was prominent in bringing the colonial delegates to agree upon union for

independence; and July 4, 1776, he was sent to congress, where, Aug. 2, he signed the
declaration. At the lime of signing, a delegate, alluding to Carroll's great wealth,
remarked, " There goes a few millions; but there are many Charles Carrolls, and the
British will not know which one it is;" whereupon Carroll immediately ndded after his

name of Carrollton, an addition that was ever afterward respected. In congress, he was
one of. the board of war. About the close of 1776, he was one of the committee
that drafted the Maryland constitution, and was chosen to the senate of that state. In
1777, he was again sent to congress, and in subsequent years was repeatedlv elected to

the state legislature. In 1789, he was United States senator; in 1791-, one of the ^fary-

land and Virginia boundary commission. July 4. 1821, but four of the signers of the

declaration were living: Carroll, William Floyd of New York, and ex-presidents Adams
and Jellerson. Floyd died in the next month, and xVdams and Jeller^on both died July
4, 1826, leaving Carroll the sole survivor. His last public act was the laying of thu
corner-stone of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, July 4. 1828, when in his 90th year.

Carroll's grand-daughter. Miss Caton (d. 1853), was the Marchioness of Weliesley.

CARROLL, John, p.d., ll.d., 1735-1815; cousin of Charles Carroll of Carrollton:

an American Roman Catholic prelate, educated in Europe, and for a time professor at

Bruges. I'eturning to America, he Avas selected, with his cousin and Dr. Franklin, to

go to Canada to urge the people to join the colonies m their elTort for freedom. After
the revolution, C. was appointed vicar-general, and in 1789, was ])romotLd to bishop,
being the first bishop of the Roman Catholic church in the United States. A short time
before his death he was made archbishop.

CARROLLTON, a city in Green co., 111., 34 m. n.w. of Alton, on the Jacksonville
and Alton railroad; pop. 2,700. Its trade is in lumber, agricultural products, and coal.

CARROLTON", a city in Louisiana, on the Mississippi, 7 m. above New Orleans, in

Jefferson parish ;
pop. 6,495. Its trade is chiefly in sugar and molasses. Horse railroads

connect with New Orleans.

CARSON, Alexander, ll.d., 1776-1844; an Independent or Congregational preacher
of the n. of Ireland, officiating at Tubbermore for 30 years, Avithin which time he became
a Baptist and an earnest advocate of their views.

CARSON, Christopher, or "Kit Carson," b. Ky.. 1809, d. Col.. 1868: one of the

most famous pioneers ;nid scouts of the west. When about 24 years old he Avas appointed
liunter to Bent's fort, Avhere he remained eight years; he was then engaged as a pioneer
m Fremont's explorations among the Rocky mountains. In 1847, he Avas made lieut.

in a rifle corps of the regular army. In 1853, he drove 6,500 sheep over the i^lains

and mountains to California. He Avas afterAvard Indian agent in Ncay Mexico, an(i

was instrumental in making a number of treaties of importance. In the civil Avar

he did good service on the borders, and Avas brevettcd brig. gen. The remarkable adven-
tures of *' Kit Carson" often surpass the most extraA'agant romance, though the most
daring of them are literally true. Per.sonally he Avas as modest as he Avas brave.

CARSON CITY, the cai>itn.l of Nevada, in Eagle valley, Orinsby co., 4 m. from
Carson river, 178 m. n.e. of San Francisco, on the Virginia and Truekee railroad. It

is in a picturesque region near the base of the Sierra NcA-ada. and only about 10 m.
fi'om lake Tahoe. There is a branch mint in Carson City Avhich receives immense
deposits of silver and gold ore. There are a state house, scA'eral churches and schools,
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anti many mining and manufactiiriug establishments. Pop. '70, 3,042. The state prison
IS 2 m n.e. of tlie city.

CARSON RIVEIl, a sitream in Nevada, rising in the Sierra Nevada, passing n. near
Carson City and Lyon, and emptying into Careon lake, a body of water about 15 milea
ioug, tliat appears io iiave no outlet.

CAKTA'GO. a city in the state of Cauca, United States of Colombia, loO m. n.w. of

Bogota. It is in a salubrious and well cultivated region, and has a considerable trade
iu cotton, fruits, colfec, cocoa, and tobacco. Pop. 8,000.

CARTER, a co. in n.e. Kentucky, on Little Sandy river; 500 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 7,509-

100 colored. It Iia-^ a rough sun'aec. but near the streams the soil is good. The main
business is agriculture. Co. seat, Grayson.

CARTER, a co. in s.e. Missouri, on Current river: oCO sq.m.; pop. '70, 1455. Tlic

surface is hilly and well wooded; productions, grain and tobacco. C()pi)er and iron arc
found. Co. seat. Van Buren.

CARTER, a co. in n.e. Tennessee, on the North Carolina border, in the highest part
of tbe state, watered by the Wautauga, Doe, and aiilucnls of lIolst;)n rivers; 350 sq fh.;

pop. '70, 7.90;)—573 colored. A branch of the East Tennessee, Virginia, and Georgia
railroad traverses the county. There are rich iron mines, but agriculture is the cliief

business. Co. seat, Elizabethtown.

CARTERET, a co. in e. North Carolina, on Pamlico sound and the Atlantic ofcn,
traversed by the Atlantic and North Carolina railroad; 450 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9,010—2.725
colored Much of the surface is occupied by swamps and pine forests. Productions
mainly agric\dtural. Co. seat, Beaufort.

CAR'TERET, Philip, an English naval ofticer who commanded the Swallow on a

voyage of discovery in the South seas in 17G6-G7. He was gone 2.} years, and mado
8ome discoveries, among them an island to which he gave his name.

CARTESIAN PHILOSOPHY. See Descartes, ante.

CARTflAGE, a city in s.w. Missouri, in the lead regions, on the line of tl>c Mem-
phis, Carthage and Northwest railroad, 220 m. s.w. of Jefrerson C'ity

;
po]). about 800.

On July 5, 1861, a force of confederates under gen. Jackson and ^o\\. Price, consisting

of about 3,500 men, while retreating Irom the main army of gen. Lyon, were, at a point

about 7 m. e. of Carthage, confronted by gen. Sigel with about 1500 union troops. Gen.
Sigel, being superior in artillery, gave battle, which continued several hours with much
lo.ss to the confederates, when, to })revent the confederate cavalry from outflanking him
and to protect his baggage train, gen. Sigel fell back iu good order, and continued his

retreat to Carthage and Sarcoxie, 15 miles to the east. The union loss v^•as 50 in killed

and wounded, tliat of the confederates was reported to be 50 killed and about 150

wounded.

CARTHAGE'NA {ante), a fortified seaport of the United States of Colombia, founded
by the Spaniards, 1508. The city is noted for its fortifications, convent buiUlings, and
fine harbor. The walls and defenses were completed in 1717, at a cost of $50,000,000.

In 1585, C. was sackc'd by the Englisli luider sir Francis Drake, and in 1741, besieged by
the fleet of admiral Vernon. In 1800, gen. Mo.squera abolished the convent S3'^stem,

allowing priests and nuns but 48 hours to leave the city. The climate is dry and hot,

but .salubrious, altiiough (J. has been ravaged at intervals b}' yellow fever. There is a

small export of caoutchouc, tobacco, hides, and other interior products. The popula-

tion, which in 1800 was about 25,000, is now reduced to 3,000.

CARTHAGO NOVA. See Cartagena, ante.

CARTIER, Sir George f:TiENNE, 1814-73; a laywer of Canada, educated at St.

flulpice, Montreal, lie was one of the Papineau "rebels" in the abortive revolution of

1837-38, but was forgiven; and became a member of the ])rovincial legislature, secretary,

and attorncv-general. In 1858, 1.;: became premier. He was instrumental in abolishing

feudal tenure in Lower Canada, in making the legislative council elective, in codify-

ing the law.s, in decentralizing the judiciary, and in bringing about the coidederation of

the colonies.

(JAinTER. J.vrcjrKS, b. 149i, in Brittany. In 1534, he saihid from St. Malo in com-
manrl of two ships lo e.vplore tlx; n.e. coast of America. He touched at cape Buenavista,

.Newfoundliind, passed up the straits of Belle Isle and discovered I he niiiinlaud of Canada,
which he claimed for France. TIk; n(,'.\t yciu*, wilh another (^xpedilion, he saihid up the

St. Lawrence as far as Hocthelaga, a larger fortified nativ(^ villag(! at the foot of a

hill, which he named Mont liojal (now Montnial). Disgusled wilh the severe climate,

ami his men being sick with scurvy, Ik; went back to France in 1530, and nothing was
done tov.ards coionI/,ation until 1540, when Jean Francis do la Roche, sieur de Ro^berval,

obtained \v:\V' to foiin a sell lenient. In 1541, Cartier was sejit out in command of five

.ships, and near th(; pr(?sent Quebec he built a fort and named it Chailesbourg; but the

Indian.s, whose chier h( h;id carried OiT in his previous voyage, gave him so nnich trouble

that he returned lo France, ("artier appears no mor<Mn public lite except ua seigneur

of Ids native villag<; of Liaioilin, where he was living as late as 1552.
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CARTOUCHE, Louis Dominique, 1693-1721; tlic leader of a band of robber<=i and
assassins in Fiance, whose crimes created great terror in Paris. For many years he
eluded tlie police, but at last was arrested by chance in a low drinkiug-house. He had
a long trial, which created a great deal of interest, and was finall}'' sentenced to death,

and broken on the wheel before an immense assembly of approving spectators.

CARTWRIGHT, Joim, 1740-1824; usually called maj. C. ; in the English nary in

his youth. He was present at the capture of Cherbourg, and subsequently on the Kew-
foundland station, when he was appointed chief magistrate of the settlement, discharging

the duties of the office with great ability for five years. When the dispute with the

American colonies began, he espoused their cause, declining to fight against them, and
thereby rejecting an almost certain high military or naval promotion. In 1774, he pub-

lished Americaiilndependencs the Glory and Ititerest of Great Britain. The next year he
was appointed maj. in the Nottingham militia, which position he served for 17 years,

being finally superseded because of his political opinions. In 1776, he appeared in print

as the advocate of parliamentary reform, and thenceforth devoted his life to the aliain-

nient of universal suffrage and annual parliaments. In 1778, he was an unsuccessful

candidate for Nottinghamshire, and the same year founded the "society for constitu

tional information," a ))ody which embraced many of the distinguished men of the day,

and from which organization rose the famous "corresponding society." His work in

the furtherance of leform was incessant. In 1819, he was indicted for conspiracy, found
guilty the following year, and sentenced to pay a fine of £100. He spent hi^ last years

in London. He was married, but left no ch'ildren. In 1831, a monument to him was
erected on Burton Crescent.

CARTWRIGHT, Petp:r, d.d., 1785-1872; a native of Virginia; settled in early life

in Kentucky, wiiere, in 1806, he was ordained a deacon in the Methodist Episcopal

church. He was subsequently regular preacher and presiding elder, and a member of

every quadrennial conference from 1816 to 1860, and once more in 1868. He was a

zealous worker, in the course of 33 years preaching about 15,000 sermons, and baptizing

12,000 converts. C was widely known for his homely but powerful preaching; and
interesting stories are told of his daring and romantic adventures among the rough back-

woodsmen. ])ilany of these can be found in his Fifty Tears a Presidiufj Elder, and in the

Autobiogra]ihy of Peter Cartwright, the Backwoods Preacher.

CARTWRIGHT, Samuel A., b. Ya., 1793; d. about 1803. He studied medicine
under Dr. Rush and graduated at Pennsylvania college. During Jacksor. s campaigns
against the Indians an(l the British he was surgeon-in chief, and, after 1815, settled in

Alabama and afterward in Natchez, Miss., where he labored for a quarter of a century.

Dr. C. wrote many valuable papers upon fevers, cholera, and other diseases.

CA'RUS, Maiicus Aurelius, 222-83; Emperor of Rome; supposed to have been the

son of a noble Roman lady and an African father. On the assassination of Probus
in 282, C. was proclaimed emperor by the legions. He was victorious over the Sarnia-

tians, and in a winter campaign in Asia, he carried his arms beyond the Tigris. He
died very suddenly in camp, and it was given out that he had been struck with lightning.

CARVAIIAL'. orCARBAJAL, Tomas JoseGonsalez. 1753-1834: poet and statesman
of Spain ;educate<l at Seville. Heheld anumberof offices of inqiortance, and in 1812, became
director of the university of San Isidore, where, by establishing a chair of international

law he ofiiended the government, ar.d was imprisoned for 5 years. He was reinstated

by the revolution of 1820, but forced into exile by the counter-revolution 3 years later,

lie died a member of the supreme council of war. C. obtained celebrity as the author
of metrical translations of the poetical books of the Bible, and for other works in prose

and verse.

CARVAL'IIO e MELLO. See Pombal, ante.

CARVER, a CO. in s.c. Minnesota, on the ^linncsota and Crow rivers; 375 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 11,586. Surface undulating, and soil fertile; productions chiefly agricultural.

One or two railroads are in operation or in progress. Co. seat, Chaska.

CARVER, John, b. England, d. jNIassachusetts. 1621. Ho left England on account
of religious intolerance, and settled in Leyden. whence he was sent to effect certain

arrangements with the Virginia company. In 1619, he got a patent, and sailed in the

Ma.yfioiPcr with 101 colonislts. On the landing at Plymouth, Carver was chosen as gov-

ernor, and managed affairs prudently for the four mouths between his election and his

death.

CARVER, Jonathan, 1732-80: a native of Connecticut: began the study of medi-
cine, but became a soldier, and served in the colonial wars previous to the revolution.
After the peace of 1763, and the cession of the Canadas to Great Britain, Carver traveled
extensively in the northwestern wilderness, for the purpose of finding new openings for

trade, going to England to announce his discoveries. In 1778, he published 2 ravels

through the Interior Parts of North America, and the next year a treatise on the culture of
tobacco. He died in extreme destitution.

GARY, Alice, b. near Cincinnati, C, 1820, d. N. Y.. 1871. At the age of IS. she
began to write for the press, and at the age of 30, with the assistance of her sister
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riioebc. she published a volume of verses which were exceptionally popular. In 1851,
the sisters removed to New York, city, where, under the irieudsliip and palrona.i!:e of
Horace Greeley, they led successful literary and social lives for 20 years. Among the
works of Alice, besides many poems, are Clocernook; lla(nn\ a tiionj of To-Day; Ma)^
r/td, not Mated; Pictuvca of Country Life; Snow Berries; T lie Btaliop's JSon; Tim Locer's
Diary, etc.

CARY, Archibald, 1730-86; a Virginian, conspicuous on the patriot side of the
revolution, his services being mainly in the Virginia convention and house of burgesses.
When the state government was organizeil he was chosen president of the senate. The
story is told of him that, on hearing a report that Patrick llenry was spoken of for dic-

tiitor, he said to Henry's half-brother, "1 am told that your brother wishes to be dicta-

tor. Tell him fjoin me that the day of his appointment shall be the day of his death,
for he shall lind my dagger in his heart before the sunset of that day." Patrick Hcury
was the last man in the world to aspire to a dictatorship.

CARY, LoTT, b. a slave in Virginia in 1780, d. in Monrovia, Africa, 1828. Early
m life he became a zealous Baptist; redeemed himself and two children from slavery,
and in 1821 went to Liberia, where he was concerned in removing the colonists from the
unhealtliy locality tirst chosen for their settlement. He did much to advance the wel-
fare of the new republic, and was left in full power when, in 1826, Mr. Aslimun sailed

for the United States.

('ARY, PiicEBE, 1824-71; sister of Alice, also a poetical and prose writer. Most of
her works were issued with those of Alice. She d. at Newport, R. I., three months
after the death of her sister, with whom she Avas a life-long companion. Neither of
them were ever married.

CAR'YL, Joseph, 1602-73; a non-conformist clergyman, a native of London, edu-
cated at Oxford. By order of Cromwell, he attended Charles I. in llolmby house, and
in 16.")0, he was sent with Owen to accompany Cromwell to Scotland. He is remem-
bered for a ponderous commentary on the book of Job, in which, after the fashion of
his time, he enlarges on every verse, and almost on every word.

CARYSFORT REEF, ofi the s.c. coast of Florida, in 25° 13' n., and 80" 13' west.

There is a light 106 ft. above tide. Navigation is dangerous on account of the proximity
of the gulf stream.

CASA, the prefix to many names in Italian and Spanish, signifying "house" or
"home."

CASABIAN'CA, Loing; 1755-98; b. at Bastia; an officer in the French navy, and at

a later period a member of the national convention; later still one of the council of 500;
and finally capt. of D'Orient, flag-ship of the fleet that transported Bonaparte and his

army to Egy!)t. In the battle of Aboukir, when the fleet was attacked by the English.
Casablanca fought to the last; and, with his son 10 years old, was killed in the blowing
up of the vessel.

CA'SAS GRAN'DES (the "great houses"), at. in Chihuahua, Mexico, 150m. n.w.
of the city of Chihuahua, celebrated for the ruins of early JNIexiean buildings still to be
seen. These ruined houses are built of sun-dried bricks of mud and gravel, each brick
about 22 in. thick and 3 ft. in length. The walls, which are in some places 5 ft. thick,

seem to have been plastered both outside and inside. The main edifice, about 800 by
200 ft. in extent, is rectangular, and ajjpears to have consisted of three separate piles

united by galleries or lines of lower buildings, and the ruins indicate a height for the

main staircase of six or seven stories. In the same vicinity are artificial mounds from
which have been excavated stone axes, corn-grinders, and various other utensils. Simi-
lar ruins are found near the Gila, the Salimas, and the Colorado rivers.

CASC'A, PuiiLiUH Seiivilius, the one among the assassins of Julius ('{csar who, accord-
ini;: to Plutarch, struck the first blow. This was done across the back of Caesar's neck
with a short sword, but the wound was not deadly, and the finishing of the work was
left to Brutus and the others.

CASCADIC RANGE, in Oregon and Washington territory; a mountain chain form-
ing a continuation of the California coast range. The mountains are al)out 100 m. e.

frf)m the Paciflf;, and the more; conspicuous peaks are Mts. Baker, Jellerson, Wood,
Pitt, and Ranier, the latter the highest i)oint—14,444 ft. above tide.

CASCO BAY, an indentation of the s.w. coast of Maine, about 20 m. wide n.e. of
caj)e Elizabeth, near Portland. The bay contains hundreds of small islands which are

much resorted to in the summer by pleasure-seekers.

('ASE, AiHUMTUK Ludlow, b. 1H12; midshipman in the I'.S. navy, in 1S28, rising fo

be cafitain in 1863, and rear-adinirMl in 1872. H(! served in the Mexican war and
in the war of the rebellion, in the latt(!r ])arti(;ipating in the capture; of fort Hatteraa
and Clarke. In 1807, he was lighthouse inspector, and in 1869 chief of the bureau of

ordnance. In June, 1873, he was named for the command of the European Rcpiadron.

CASE, Wn-LiAM, 1784-1855; b. Mass.; a Methodist minister in the New York con-

ference, und for 18 v/jars presiding elder in the western and central part of the state of
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New York and in Canada. He was superintendent of Indian missions and schools in

Canada until his death, and had also the chief direction of the Methodist ministry in

Uiat country.

CxiSEY, a CO. in central Kentucky, on Green and Salt rivers; 350 sq.m.
; pop. '70,

8,88-1:—544 colored. It has a rou<;ii surface and produces grain, tobacco, butter, and
wool. Co. seat, Liberty.

CASEY, Silas, b. It. I., 1807; a West Point graduate in 1826; in the Florida war in

1837-41, and made capt. ; served in the Mexican war, and was wounded at Chapultepcc;
perved in the war of the rebellion at Fair Oaks and in other engagements, and was retired

with the rank of brevet brig. gen. He is the auttior of a System of Infantry ladies, and
Infantry Tdctics for Colored Troops.

CAS'IMIR I. (ree Casimir), called "the peaceful," son of the Polish king, Miecis-
lasIL, and a German princess named Ri.xa. The mother endeavored to rule during
C.'s minority, but was compelled to fly to Germany, her son following her and leaving
Poland in anarchy. In 1040, C. was called upon by his country, and," with the help of
the German emperor, established his authority, drove out the plundering Bohemians,
and earned the name of "the restorer." He left a moderately well organized govern-
ment to his successor.

CAS'IMIR II., surnamed "the just," 1138-94; one of the four sons of Bolcslas,
king of Poland, and ruler over the reunited kingdom after the expulsion of Miecislas
III. in 1177. Under C. II. the first Polish senate was organized, and laws were enacted
defending the p3asants against the oppression of the nobles.

CASIMIR IV., 1437-92; brother and successor, as king of Poland, of Ladislas III.

He reigwed 48 years; waged successful wars against the Teutonic knights; kept liis

country for most of the time in peace and prosperity; and introduced Latin into schools
and official business. Of his six sons, three succeeded each other on the throne, or.e

became king of Hungary and Bohemia, one was a cardinal, and one was canonized as a
da int.

CASS, a CO. in n.e. Dakota, organized since the census of 1870, on the Red river of
the north. The surface is of river valleys and undulating prairie; and the soil is gen-
erally fertile. Co. seat. Fargo.

CASS, a CO. in w. Illinois, on the Illinois river, intersected by throe railroads: "50

sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 11.580. The surface is level prairie and woodland; and the soil is very

fertile, producing corn, wheat, oats, etc. There are also a number of manufactories of
flour, lumber, paper, and carriages, Co. seat, Beardslown.

CASS, a CO. in n.w. Indiana, on "Wabash and Eel rivers, traversed by the Wabash
and Erie canal and two or three railroads; 420 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 24.193. With the excep-
tion of bluffs near the rivers, the surface is mostly level prairie and forest, producing
cereals, butter, wool, etc. Co. seat, Logansport.

CASS, a CO. in s.w. Iowa, on the tributaries of Nodaway river, and intersected by
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroad; 576 sq.m.; pop. '70, 5,464. Il is iu an
agricultural region. Co. seat, Lewis.

CASS, a CO. in s.w. Michigan, on the Indiana border, traversed by the Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern, the Peninsular, and the Michigan Central railroads; 528 sq.m.:
pop. '70, 21,094. The surface is level prairie, with oak openings, and dense forests.

Iron and limestone are found. Other productions are mainly agricultural, and there i»

considerable manufacturing business. Co. seat, Cassopolis.

CASS, a large co. inn. central Minnesota, nearly surrounded by the Mississippi river:

4,7i')0 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 380. There are numerous streams and a great number of large

and small lakes, one of which (Itasca) is the source of the Mississippi. The Northtrn
Pacific railroad will probably pass through the s. part bi the county.

CASS, a CO. in w. Missouri, on a branch of Osage river, and in part cro5.sed by the
Pacific railroad of Missouri; 1000 sq.m.; pop. '70, 19,206—502 colored. Surface mostly
prairie; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Harrisonrille. ,

CASS, a CO. in s.c. Nebraska, on the Platte and Missouri rivers, intersected by the
Burlington and Missouri River railroad; 570 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8,151. The surface is

chiefly prairie, well watered and fertile; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Platte-

mouth.

CASS, a CO. (formerly Da^vts) in n.e. Texas, on the Arkansas and Louisiana border,
bounded n. by Sulphur fork, a tributary of Red river; 927 sq.m.: pop. '70, 8.875—3.379
colored. It has a heavily wooded and fertile soil, producing cotton, rice, corn, etc. Co.
seat, I^inden.

CASSA'BA, or Casaba, a t. in Asia Minor. 63 m. e. of Smyrna, with which it is

connected by a railroad. C. has a flourishing trade with tdie surrounding district.

Cotton is one of the chief articles of trade, and silk-worms are raised for export.
Another valuable industry'' is the raising of melons for the Constantinople market. In
1865, a large portion of the town was destroyed by fire, and in the same year there were
many deaths from cholera. Pop. about 15,000, two thirds of whom are Turk^.
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CASSAGNAC. See Granier de Cassagnac, ante.

CASSAN'DI'^R, George, 1515-G6; a nnlivc of Zeeland; professor of classics at

BruLTc's and Gliciit; spent most of his life in trying to effect a union between the Roman
Catholic and Protestant churches; to wiiieh end lie published several works, which had
the distinction of being both liercely attacked by Calvin and pointedly denouuced by
the council of Trent.

CAS'SEL, Paulus Stephanus Selig. b. 1827; a German author of Jewish descent;

educated both in Roman Catholic and Protestant schools; linished his studies under
Hanke in Berlin, and became a journalist. He was in the Prussian chamber of depu-

ties, 1800-67, and declined re-election, preferring to become minister of Christ churc-h,

Berlin. He has published articles and books on the Jews, and on religion and politics;

and is well known as a lecturer on papal history, the German war, etc.

CASSIN, John, 1813-69; b. Peun.; except a few years in business, he devoted

most of his life to ornithology, and published many works thereon, among which are

Birch of Cdlifornia; Aiiwricaa Oniithohxjy;^ Mammalogy and OrmiluHoyy of the U. IS.

Exploring Expedition; Oruitliology of the Japan Explorimj Expedition.; Ornithology of
GiUisi<s Astronomical Expedition to Chili; a portion of the Ornithology of the Pacific

llailroad Explorations and Surveys; and the ornitiiology of the Iconographic Encyclopaedia.

He was grand nephew of commodore John Cassin, and nephew of commodore Btepheu
Cassin, both of the U. S. navy.

CASSI'NO, a game at cards played by two or more persons. Four cards are

dealt, one at a time, to each player, and four are turned face up on the table. After

the hands are played the greatest number of cards counts the holder three, the greatest

number of spades one, big C. (the ten of diamonds) two, little C. (the deuce of

spades) one, and each ace one, so that nine can be possibly counted by one person;

the whole game is 21. The play is to take from the table ns many cards as possible,

preferring spades, or aces, or big or little Cassino. The cards are taken by the num-
ber of their spotv; thus a ten will take a ten, or a nine and an ace, or four aces and <i

si.K. or any combination of spots that make just ten. Another part of the game i.s

*' building;" for exampli , a player puts a four on a six to make up ten, meaning to

take both when it again conies his turn; but anyone having a ten may take them
before him; or if he builds a six, the next player may make it a nine, and the next
still may put on an ace and call it ten; but in building, the one who mnkes any })ar-

ticnlar number must hold the card that will take it. Some persons make a progressive

build; that is, if one has a nine and cannot at the time make a nine, he puts a four on
a two and calls it six, having of course a three to make nine when it is next his turn to

play. But this kind of biulding is generally rule^l out as irnjgular. A mo'"i-:.rn varia-

tion of tli(; game is now common, in which the knave counts eleven, tl.e queen twelve,

the king thiiteen, the ace one or fourteen as the players may choo^e, and the "joker
'"

fifteen. This plan greatly enlarges the number of combinations, and makes the game more
intricate; as, lor instance, an ace may possibly take three other aces, four deuces, and
a tray, making fourteen spots; or the ace may take the big and little C. and two
aces, which would make six points in the game.

CASSIS. See Helmet Shell, ante.

CAS'SITERITE, the common ore of tin, the only source of the metal; found in

Banca (an island in the jNIalay archipelago), in ('ornwall (England), Spain, Sweden,
France, California, and ('hili. It consists of 78.38 tin, and 21.62 oxygen; it is found in

mass, in fibres, in rolled Hakes, and in grains.

CASSIUS PARMENSIS, or Caius Cassius Severus, one of the conspirators against

the life of Julius Ca3sar. He was an adherent of his namesake Cassius, smd fought on
his side until their defeat at Philippi. Afterwards he adhered to Pompoy, and linally

8upi)orled Anthony until the d(,'feat at Actium. He w(;nt to Athens, but was arrested

and excf'Uted by order of Augustus. He made some pretensions to ])()etry, but he was
not tli(! Cassius alluded to by Horace as noted for the abundance and the poverty of his

compositions.*

CASTAGN'O, Andrea del, 1390-1457; a painter of the Florentine school, who
imitated the naturalists of the time in boldness of attitude, but was deficient in graiie

and coloring. J^'or sf!V(!ral centuries, C. rested under tlu; imputation of Invving mur
dered his colleague, Donienieo Venezaino, in order to monopoli/.c! tin; Ihen rec(!nt secret

of oil painting as practiced in Flanders by the Van Eycks; but tlm ciiarge has been

l)rovcd untrue, as Domenico outlived C. liy four years. One of C.'a extant works is an
equestrum figure in the Florentine cathedral.

CABTA'NEA. See Chestnut, an^c.

(/ASTEJi.\R', Fi%fii-T(), b. TH32; an author, statesman, and president of the Spanish
republic. \\v was I Ik; son of a broker, and at the death of his father was left in povcirty,

but managed tf) s(!(aire a good education. He came before the |)ul)lic as a wriUir- of

novels, more promijiently as an advafK.-ed liberal in ])oliticM. In 1850, lie obtaincid the

professorship of iiistory in the university of Madrid, but lo.st the place in 1864, in con-

sequence of joining CarrascMi in the establishment of La Dcmocracia, a radical journal.
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The paper was suppressed in 1866, and C. was sentenced to death for participation in

the disturbance of .June in that year; but he escaped to Switzerland, and subsequently
uent to France. At the beginning of the revolution in 1868 he went l)ack to Spain and
vesumed his professorship, and in 1869 was one of the few republicans returned to the

cortes. In that body hy advocated republicanism and vigorously opposed the prospect

of a regency. In the government chosen by the cortes att r the abdication of Amadeo,
C. was made minister of foreign affairs. In Aug., 1873, he was elected president of the

cortes, but vacated the post when, Sept. 6, he was nominated for prcrddent of the exec-

utive power. Ills first act was to prorogue the cortes and assume complete authority,

lie made energetic but ineffectual efforts to suppress the Carlisis. and sent the minister

of war to Cuba, in person to protect Spanish interests in that island. When the cortes

re-assembled, Jan. 2, 1874, a vote of confidence in president C. Avas defeated, and he at

once resigned. Thereupon, Pavia, as capt.gen. of Madrid, forcibly dissolved tlie cortes

and appointed a provisional government witli marshal Serrano at its head. Soon after

the pronunciaraento in favor of Alphonso XII., Dec. 13, 1874, C. went to Switzerland,
whence in Mar., 1875, he sent back his resignation of the chair of history in the univer-

sity of Madrid. Among his writings are novels, poems, works on politics, slavery,

the war in Africa. Old Rome and New Italy (tran.slated into English), parliamentary dis-

courses, etc. ills oratory is vigorous and elegant.

CAS'TELL, Edmund, 1606-85; an English orientalist who spent 18 years in compil-
ing a lexicon of Hebrew, Chaldee, Syrian, Samaritan, Ethiopic, Arabic, and Persian.

He, spent from 16 to 18 hours a day on the work, and had 14 assi'^tants. The outlay

was .^60,000, which reduced him to poverty, but his los.'^es were in part compensated by
a niunber of preferments, among them that of prebend of Canterbury. C. assisted Dr.
Waller in the preparation of the polyglot Bible.

CASTEL'LO, Giovanni Battista, 1500-69; an Italian historical painter of the Geno-
ese school. His best known works are the " Martyrdom of St. Selia-tiun," and "Our
Savior as Judge of the World." He was also an architect and .sculptor.

CASTEL'LO, Valerio, 1625-59; a son of Giovanni Battista, who excelled his father

in painting, especialh'^ in cattle scenes. He decorated the cupola of the church of the

Annunciation, in Genoa, and painted the "Rape of the Sabiiies," in the Brignole palace

in that city.

CASTELLON', a province in e. Sjiain, on the Mediterranean, 2,447 sq.m.
; pop. '70,

296,332. It is a rough and mountainous region^ containing many mines, and mineral
springs. A raih'oad runs through the province parallel with, and not far from, the sea.

The chief town is Castellon de la Plana, near the Mediterranean, 40 m. n.u.c. of Valen-

cia, wiUi which there is raiU'oad connection; pop. 20,133.

CASTELNAU', Michel de, Sieuu de la MAUvissii:KE, 1520-92; a French soldier

and ambassador to the court of queen Elizabeth. He was thoroughly educated, traveled

much, and served in the French army in active service in Italy. Avhere his courage
and ability secured for him the friendship of the cardinal of Lorraine, who took him
into his service. In 1557, he was given a command in the navy, but soon rejoined the

French army in Picardy. He executed several delicate diplomatic commissions so satis-

factorily to the constable de Montmorency that he was sent by the king to Henry II. cf

Scotland with dispatches for Mary Stuart, who was then betrothed to the dauphin
(afterwards Francis II). He went also to England and treated with Elizabeth respect-

ing her claims in Calais, a settlement of which was made at the congre.>s of Cambray.
Afterwards he was sent to IMargaret of Parma, governess of the Netherlands, and later

still to Rome to ascertain the views of the pope witli regard to France. Returning to

France he again entered the navy and had the fortune to discover the earliest symptoms
of the conspiracy of Amboise. After the death of Francis II. he accompanied the queen
(Mary Stuart) to Scotland, remaining a year, during which time he made several

journeys to England and attempted to bring about a reconciliation between Mary
and Elizabeth, but his wise and tempeiate counsels were disregarded. In 1562, he
retired to France in consequence of the civil war, and was employed against the Protest-

ants of Brittany, by whom he was taken prisoner, but was soon afterwards exchanged.
He served at tlse siege of Rouen and at the battle of Dreux. took possession of Tanker-
ville, and contributed in 1563 to the recapture of Havre from the English. Within the

next ten years he was emplo^'ed in a number of important missions; first to qneen Eliza-

beth to negotiate a peace; next to the duke of Alva, the new governor of the Nether-
lands, on which occasion he discovered the project formed by Conde and Coligny to

seize and carry off the royal family (1567). After the battle of* St. Denis he was again
sent to Germany to solicit aid against the Protestants, and on his return was made gov-

ernor of St. Dizier. In 1573, he was sent to England by Charles IX. to allay the excite-

ment caused by the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and in the same year was sent to

Germany and Switzerland. Two years later he was sent by Plenry III. as ambassador
to queen Elizabeth's court, where he remaiue'l ten years. VVhile on this duty, with a

view of strengthening and maintaining the alliance between the two countries he used
Ins influence to procure the marriage of Elizabeth with the duke of Alencon; but Eliza-

beth made so many promises, only to break them, that C. at last refused to trans
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mit them to his government. On returning to Frnnce he was out of favor with the

league, lost his governorship of St. Dizier, and ^vas reduced to extreme destitution;

but" on the accession of Henry IV. he was, tliough a Koman Catholic, intrusted with
many important missions. The memoirs of C. are valuable for their accuracy and
impartiality.

CAS'TI. Giovanni Battista, 1721-1803; an Italian poet of humble origin, who rose

to the dignity of a canon in tlie church, but preferred, to further preferment, a life of

travel to tlie gay cities of Europe. In 1783, on the death of Metastasio, he was appointed
poet-laureate of Austria, in which position he devoted himself to comic operas. His
best known work is GU Annimali F<trlanti, freely used in W. S. Hose's Court and Par-
Im merit of Beasts. On the wliole, his poems are harmonious and pure in style, lively

and sarcastic, but without originality of plot, and often grossly licentious.

CASTIGLIOME, a village on the site of the old city of Gabii, in Italy, 10 m. e. of

Rome. The place is noted for ruins of a temple to Juno, a theater, the ancient walls,

and other relics of the past.

CASTIGLIO'NE, Giovanni Benedetto, 1616-70; a Genoese painter who studied

for some time under Vandyke. He excelled in depicting fairs, markets, and rural

scenes, and painted portraits and historical pieces. He also made many etchings which
were remarkable for light and shade. Among the most famous of his paintings was
*' The Nativity of Jessus," in the church of San Luca at Genoa. His brother Salvatore,

and his son Francesco, excelled in similar subjects.

CASTIGLIO'NE, Giuseppe, 1698-1768; an Italian Jesuit missionary who labored

many years in Pekin and other parts of China. He was also an artist of ability, and it

is said'that the emperor Kien-Long erected several palaces from his designs,

CASTIIi'LA, Don Ramon, 1797-1867; a Peruvian who entered the Spanish army in

1816. but soon after 1820 joined the revolt against Spanish rule. In 1830, Gamarra
m; de him caief of staff of the whole army, and the provisional president appointed
him brig gen. After the treaty with the president of Bolivia, Castilla went to

Chili, and in 1837 joined the Peruvians who marched against Santa Cruz, the president

of Bolivia. When the revolutionists proclaimed Gamarra president, Caslil"hx was made
minister of war. In 1841, he was one of the leaders of the Peruvian force tliat invaded
Bolivia, and in 1815 he was elected president of Peru. His successor, Echenique,
became unpopidar, and Castilla started a revolution, overcame Echenique, and became
sole ruler of the country. One of his important reforms was the abolition of slavery.

In 1858, he was re-elected president, and in 1860, he proclaimed a new constitution

"/hich granted luiiversal suffrage and prohibited the exercise of any religion except the

Roman Catholic. Hi« last political movement was in 1867, when he led an insurrection

against Prado, then president; and he was on his way to Arica when he died.

CASTILLE'JO, Chiustoval De, 1494-1556; a Spanish verse-writer of great fertility,

whose poems were about the last of the old Spanish school before the changes led by
Garcilaso de la Vega. Being strongly anti-clerical. Castillejo's writings were usually

noted on the Index Expurgatorius, and were smuggled into Spain from foreign printing-

houses, while in a later period the agents of the church altered Ihc verses to suit them-
Belves. The works of Castillejo are in three books, one entitled Love, one Convcrmtian,

and PaMiine, and the third comprising moral and religious verses. Ue died in a
monastery.

CASTINE, a t. in Hancock co., Maine, on the Penobscot. 34 m. below Bangor; pop.

70, 1303. It was here that the baron de Castine settled in 16G7 a French colony, which
was soon abandoned in consequence of Indian and English wars. In 1760, it was re-

occupied by the English, who made a harbor that was always accessil)le for the largest

ihip.s. Castine is now a port of entry, and ship-building and fishing are the employ-
ments of the greater portion of the people.

CASTING. See Foundino, ante.

CASTriE.MAINF'v, a t. in tlie province of Victoria. Australia. 65 m. n.w. of Mel-
honriie; pop. '71, 7,308. It was a jilace of much importance wlicn gold mininc began,

th(! diggin^rs near by being among the earliest opened. The Victoria railroad pas.sc9

Ihrougii the town.

CASTT.E PEAK, a peak of the Sierra Nevada in California, about 38" 10' n. ; height

estimated at 13,000 feet.

C.\STr.iKTOX, a t. in Richmond co., New York, forming the n. portion of Staten

Island, and oc.cupied in part liy the summer residences of business nuin of the city,

pop. '75, 10,957; in '80, 12,723. New Brigliton is the only considerable village. There
arc ferries from several points in the townsliip to New York, and one to New Jersey;
and a railroad connects with the southern i)art of the island. Among Ihc institutions is

" Sailor's Snug Harbor," a \unx\v. for old and ir.digent seamen, estal)iiHlije I aliout the

beginning of the century by capt. I'andall. The surface of the township is hilly, and
there art; many charming sites occupied by handsonn! modern villas, from some of

which wide vir;\vs may be had over the city of Ncvr York, and large portions of New
Jersey, Long Iwiand, and the ocean.
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CASTLETON, a village in Rutland co., Vt., 12 m. s. of RtrtTand, reached by the

Rensselaer and Saratoga, and the Rutland and Washington railroads; pop. '70, 3,243.

The slate quarries in tiie neighborhood are valuable. In the village is the state normal
school.

CASTOR, iVNTONHja, an eminent botanist of Rome in the first century after Christ;

several times ([uoted and mentioned by Pliny. He had a botanical garden, probably the

earliest on record. He lived more than 100 years in perfect health, it is reported, both,

of body and mind.

CASTOR AND POLLUX, twin gods of Greece and Rome; known under the name
of Dioscuri (from Dios or Jupiter, and Kouroi, children); children of Jupiter by Leda,

who met the divinity in his form of a swan. The Dioscuri were specially reverenced

among people of the Dorian r;ice, and were said to have reigned at Sparta. They pre-

sided over public games, Castor being the god of equestrian exercises, and Pollux the

god of boxing; but both were usually represented on fiery steeds, with spears, and egg-

shaped helmets crowned with stars. They were the patrons of hospitality, and their

aid was especially sought by travelers, to whom tbey were always gracious. Among
their exi)loity were the invasion of Attica to rescue their sister Helen from Theseus; their

part in the Calydonian hunt; tiieir participation in the Argonautic expedition, during

wliicli they married the daughters of Leucippus; and lastly their battle with the sons

of Apiiareus, in which Castor (the mortal brother) was slain by Idas. On finding him
dead, Pollux, who was immortal, implored Jui)iter to permit him also to die: but
Homer says the dead one was permitted to live again on condition that both should, on
alternate days, descend to Hades, or that they should live only on alternate days.

Another story is that they were placed among "the stars, and now, as the Twins, form
one of the 12 zodiacal signs. They were greatly venerated at Rome, where it was
believed that at the battle of lake Rcgillus they fought at the head of the legions of

the commonwealth, and afterwards with incredible speed carried to the city the news
of the victory. Where they alighted near a well in the forum, a temple was Imilt, and
a great festival was held in their honor during the ides of Quintilis, the supposed anni-

versary of the battle, where sacrifices were offered at the public charge. A part of the

ceremonies was a grand muster of the equestrian body, when all the knights, clad in

purple and crowned with olive, assembled at the temple of Mars, out of the city, and
rode in state to the forum where stood the temple of the twins. For centuries this

pageant was one of the most splendid sights in Rome. In the days of Dionysius the

cavalcade consisted of 5,000 horsemen, alTpersons of wealth and honorable repute.

CASTRATION, taking away, or destroying the natural powers, or the essential

organs of generation in animals; in males the removal of the testicles, and in females

a mutilation or removal of the ovaries, commonly called "spaying." The general

purpose is to make domestic animals more docile and useful, and more valuable for

meat, as well as to restrict unlimited reproduction, q
CASTR^^N', Matthias Alexander, 1813-52; a native of Finland, and the first

eminent philologist and antiquarian of that country. He traveled extensively in all parts

of the country to become familiar with the language (having been educated in Swedish),

and with the antiquities and folk-lore of the people. He also traveled among the

Samoieds of Europe and Siberia to the provinces of China and liie Arctic ocean. He
was the first professor of the Finnish language and literature at the university of Hel-

gingfors. All his works were publishe\i after his death, and a monument lias been,

dedicated to his memory at Helsingfors.

CASTRO, Guillen de, 1569-1631; a Spanish dramatist who enjoyed the friendship

of Lope de Vega, whom he assisted in the famous festival of the canonization of San
Isidoro, where he won a prize in the literary tournament. Castro wrote abt)ut 40 plays,

the most celebrated of which was Laft Mera^des del Cid, to which CorneiTe was greatly

indebted for the materials of his renowned tragedy. It is said that Castro died in

poverty and was buried by charitable friends.

CASTRO, Henry, 1786-1861; a native of France, an officer of the national guard of

Paris, who, after the downfall of Napoleon, emigrated to the United States, and in 1827,

was consul for Naples at Providence, R. I. He returned to Paris 11 years later, became a

partner in the counting-house of Lafitte, and was made consul-general for the new republic

of Texas. He engaged in the business of sending out emigrants, and within a few years

established at Castroville and other places settlements which, after the annexation, were
organized into Medina county.

CASTRO, JoAODE. 1500^8; viceroy of the Portuguese Indies, son of the civil gover-

nor of Lis])on. He served in a military capacity in Tangier. Tunis, and elsewhere, and went
to the Indies with his uncle, Garcia'de Noronha. On arriving at Goa he enlisted among
the "bravest of the brave" who were told off for the relief of Diu (a Portuguese settle-

ment on an island of the same name, in the present province of Guzerat). Returning to

Portugal he was made commander of a fleet to clear the European seas of pirates; and
in 1545 he was sent out as viceroy of the Indici^ to supplant ^lartin de Souza. The next

three years were full of struggle, suffering, and triumph. Yalianlly seconded by his two
Bons, one of whom was killed before Diu, he overthrew Mahmoud, king of Cambodiiu

Am. Ad. III.—28
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relieved the beleaguered town of Dm. and defeated the great army of Adhel Khan. He
subsequently completed the subjugation of ^Malacca, soon after which he was fully com-
lui.^siouc'd as vii-eroy, but did not live long to till the phice, dying the next year in the
arms of his friend. St. Francis Xavier. lie was buried at Goa. but tlie body was after-

Avards rejnoved to Portugal, to be interred under a splendid inonumeni in tiie convent at

Bemlica.

CA8TUUCC10 CASTRACA'XI, 1283-1328; a Gliibelline exiled at an early age
"with his parents and others of that faction; orphaned at the age of 19; sfirved as a sol-

dier in England, France, and Lombardy, until in 1313 he returned to Italy and was
chosen chief of the Ghibelliues, who had obtained mastery over the Guelphs. Thence-
forth he passed a stormy life, chiefly in the suj)port of the emperor Louis V., whom he
accompanied to Rome, and who made him duke of Lucca, count of the Lateran palace,
and senator of the empire. Castruccio was excomnmnicatcd by a Guelphic legate, and
died soon afterwards, leaving several children, whose fortunes were wrecked in the
Guelphic triumph that followed his death.

CASWALL, Henry, d.d., 1810-70; b. in England, and emigrated to the United
States at the age of 18, graduating at Kenyon college, Ohio. After some years of service

as minister and professor of theolog}', in 1842 he returned to England, and procured a
private act of parliament recognizing the validity of his ordination in the United States.

He was appointed vicar, became proctor, and prebendary of Salisbury cathedral. About
1868, he returned to the United States, and he died in Pennsylvania. He v:rote Aniermi
and the America )i Church; Scotland and the Scottish Church; IJie Western World Revisited

;

The Martyr of the Pongas; and two works on Mormonism.

CASWELL, a co. in n. North Carolina, on the Virginia border, watered by the tribu-

taries of the river Dan, and intersected by the Richmond, Danville and Piedmont rail-

road; 400 sq.m.; pop. 70, 16,081—9,494 colored. The chief productions are tobacco,
corn, oats, and wheat. Co. seat, Yanceyville.

CASWELL, Alexis, d.d., ll.d., 1799-1877; one of the corporators of the national
academy of sciences. He was professor of mathematics in Brown university from
1828 to 18o0, and of mathematics and astronomy from 1850 to 1864, and president from
1868 to 1872. Author of a Memorial of John Barstmc.

CASWELL, RiciiAKD, 1729-89; a revolutionary officer, native of Maryland, but an
earl}'- settler in North Carolina, where he was for many years a member of the colonial
assembly, speaker of the house, treasurer of the state, tirst governor, and thrice re-

elected. He was a delegate to the convention that framed the federal constitution, and
in 1787, was speaker of the state senate, and was presiding in that body when he was
stricken with fatal paralysis. He was a brig. gen. in the patriot armies, and shared in

the battle of Camden, and other conflicts.

CATAHOU'LxV, a parish in Louisiana, on the Tensas, Black, and Saline rivers; 1770
sq.m.

;
pop, '70, 8,475—4,082 colored. The soil is fertile, producing corn, cotton, etc.

Seat of justice, Harrisonburg.

CATAL'PA, a genus of trees of the order hignoniaceae. The catalpa synngifolia is a
native of the s. portion of the United States, and is cultivated there and in the cities

of the northern states as an ornamental shade tree. It may be known by silver-gray

bark, wide-spreading but few branches, and the fine paU^ green of its large heart-shaped
leaves. The flowers are white, tinged with violet or purple, and dotted with the same
colors. The flowers are succeeded by long bean-like pods, that sometimes hang on the

otherw4.se bare limbs all winter. The wood is light and of fine texture, and useful in

cabinet work. There is a catalpa in London said to have been planted by lord Bacon.

CATAMAR'CA, a province in the Argentine republic, between 25' and 29' s., and
66° and 69' w., lying at the foot of the Andes; 35,500 sq.m.; pop, '69, 79,962; the

greater portion being of pure Indian blood. The province is intersected liv .several

mountain-chains; and by many small streams, most of them dry in the sununer, but in

winter subject to destructive floods. Some of the plains are sandy deserts, while others

are periodically inundated; and wdien the waler dries away, it leaves a coating of salt,

which is gathered for home use and for trade. Gold, silver, and copper are found, the

latter in abundance; and nearly all the fruits and giains of trf)pic;d and lemperate
regions are grown. TIk; cotton of C. is especially esteemed. Among the animals are

large luM'ds of alpaca, llama, and vi(Mina, and also horned cattle, asses, and mules. The
main (;X|)orts are wines, brandy, raisins, hides, leather, tobacco, cochineal, and copper.

The people are occupietl in agriculture, and in manufactures of earl hen ware, and
fabrics made from the wool of the alpaca and kin(!ve(l iniimals. The eliier town and
capital IS the city of the same name.

CATAMAR'CA, the capital of the province of Calamarca, in the Argentine iei)ublic,
28'' 20' H., 06' 25' west. It is a regular and moderately well-buill town of about 6000
inhabitants. Of jjublic buildinL^^s, there are a town house, a Franciscan monaster}', and
a convent. There is considerai)le import-trade of lOuropeuu goods, and the place is a

center of distribution for a flourishing district. Dried figs, wmes, brandy, and cotton

are the principal articles of export.
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CATAME'NIA. See Menstruation, ante.

CATAMOUNT. See Puma, ante.

CATAKACTS and RAPIDS. See Waterfalls, ante.

CATASAU'QUA, a t. in Lehigh co., Penn., on Lehigh river, 3 m. above Allentown;
pop. '70, 2,853. The Lehigh Valley and the Lehigh and Susquehanna railroads unite

here.

CATAWBA, a co. in w. North Carolina, on the Catawba river, crossed by the West-
ern North Carolina railroad; 250 sq.m.

;
pop. 70, 10,984—1703 colored. It has a varied

surface and fertile soil, producing wheat, corn, oats, etc. Iron ore is found in abun-
dance. Co. seat, Newton.

CATAWBA, or Great Catawba, a river rising in the Blue Ridge in n.w. North
Carolina, and flowing e. and s. through the gold :egion of that state into South Caro-
lina, wiiere it takes the name of the Wateree acid joins the Congaree, the two forming
the Santee. The C. is about 250 m. long.

CATAWBAS, Indians of North Carolina, '*nce a large tribe in the region of

Catawba river, but now a mere remnant. At the time of tlie early white settlement.s.

they could muster many thousands of warriors, and as late as the revolution were able

to furnish a valuable contingent to the Carolina troops. They occupied several towns
along the river that still bears their name; but at last leased the lands to the whites, and
removed into the territory of the Cherokees, with whom they had been at war. After

a short residence they returned to a reservation in their original district. Their lan-

guage is closely allied to that of the Waccoes and the Caroline tribe. Peter Harris, a

revolutionary soldier, was said to be the last full-blooded survivor of the Catasvba tribe.

CATCH-DRAINS, open drains, and sometimes covered drains, along a declivity to

intercept and carry off surface water.

CATECHETICAL SCHOOLS, the name given to the ancient Christian schools of

theology, of which the chief were those of Antioch and Alexandria. Clement and
Origen were the most famous of the teachers.

CA'TEL, Franz, 1778-1856; a German artist who first gained reputation by his illus-

trations of Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea. He labored in Paris and Rome, and his

works found their way all over the continent. He left all his fortune for the benefit of

poor artists.

CATERPILLAR FUNGUS, or Fungoid Parasites, a species of fungus that attacks

insects, particularly the larvae of moths and beetles, filling their bodies and sending
shoots beyond the skin so that the creature takes the appearance of a vegetable growtii.

These growths vary in length from a slight projection to nearly a foot, and in 'diameter
from a hair to a quarter of an inch. The fungi attacking insects also infest all organic

and decaying matter.

CATES'BY, Mark, 1680-1749; an English naturalist who was seven years in the

American colonies, returning to England in 1719 with a fine collection of plants. He
made another journey in 1722, exploring South Carolina, Georgia. Florida, and the

Bahamas. He published Natural Hixtory of Carolina, Flmnda, and the Bahama Mands,
in which the figures were etched b)'^ himself from his own paintings. He also wrote
Hortus Eitropem American us and a paper on Birds of Passage.

CAT-FISH, a name given to several species of the family SiluridcB, dwelling in

American rivers and lakes. The common cat-fish, or horned pout, of the Atlantic slope,

is preferred above most river fish for food. They are from 7 to 9 in. long, du.sky brown
in color on the back and sides, and white underneath. The upper jaw is the longest:

the tail is rounded; skin Vvithout scales and commonly covered with a slimy secretion.

It has two fleshy barbels (long beard like spines) on the top of the nose, and others at

the angles of the jaws. Its mouth is very large. Immense cat-fisli are found in the

great lakes and western rivers, more than 4 ft. long and weighing 60 to 150 lbs.

CATHAR'TES AURA, a vulture known as the turkey-buzzard, from its resemblance
to the domestic turkey. Its home is in the southern Atlantic and gulf states, though it

is sometimes found in the West Indies. The full-grown bird is 30 in. long, with a spread
of wings of 6 ft., and the color black and brown. This greedy bird acts as the scavenger
for southern cities, devouring refuse matter that might otherwise be injurious to the
public health. For this purpose they are deemed so valuable that in some places their

destruction is forbidden. There is a small species known locally as the carrion-crow.

CATHAY. See China, ante.

CATHEDRAL (ante). As Christianity was at first established chiefly in cities, the

churches that grew up adjacent to them were, either originally or eventually, included
in the diocese of the city bishop. Throughout the Roman empire the ecclesiastic;il

divisions were the same as the civil, and the bishop's seat was placed in the same city

with the governor's chair of state. From tliis point the transition was easy to the formal
decree requiring that a C. as the seat of a bishop should be established in cities

only. In Britain, however, where in the early days of Christianity cities were few and
small, this rule could not be enforced. The bishop was over a district or tribe rather than
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a city, and naturally placed his scat where he found it most convenient and safe. Often,
he \va.s compelled to remove it from one plnce to another. As the country became more
settled this necessity ceased to exist, and at the close of the lllh century afaw was passed
requiring that the sees of bishops should be removed from villages to walled cillc.-;. In
the early missionary work, especially of Britain, instead of beginning with a bishop,
companies of i)riests were organized, with the church as their center of work and tho
monastery as their home. After sulilcient progress had been made, a bishop was
appointed over them, and the church became a cathedral. The revival of missionary
work by the church of England, at the beginning of the present century, led to a renewiil
of this system. The bishop followed the missionaries, and placed his seat in a church not
originally designed for the honor. lu colonial and foieign missionary work, within the
last 2o years, there has been a return to the earlier plan. In the dioceses of Africa, New
Zealand, and elsewhere, the bishop takes the lead in the date of his appointment as well
as in rank, and his cathedral church is at once erected and manned. In this way the
original design of such an establishment as described by bishop StiHingflect is accom-
plislied. "Every C, in its first institution, was as a temple to the whole diocese, where
the worship was to be performed in the most decent and constant manner; for which
end it was necess.-uy to have suc!i a number of ecclesiastical persons there attending as
miglit still bo ready to do all the ofilces which did belong to the Christian church

—

such as constant olfering of prayer, singing, preaching, and administering sacraments

—

which were to be kept up in such a church as the daily sacrifice was in the temple."
The bishop in his church was surrounded by his college of presbyters, of which he was
the head, and the design of which was: 1. To strengthen him by wise counsel. 2. To
maintain public worship with reverence and dignity. 3. To go forth at his command,
as evangelists, whitherso<-vcr he miglit send them. • In this way the chapter of the C. was
established, originally in closest connection with the bishop, and having no corporate
existence separate from him. It sometimes consisted of "secular clergy," who were not
bound by monastic vows, and had separate homes of their own; and sometimes of
"regulars," who were under monastic rule and lived in buildings common to all. Of
both kinds of chapters the bishop was the head: of the latter, as the abbot of the mon-
astery to which his cathedral church belonged; and of the former, as having sole authority
over it. In early times, there was an arch-presbyter, who hacl chief authority among
the cathedral clergy, always in strict subordination to the bishop, lie was grodually
supplanted by the archdeacon, who was followed in the 8tli and 9th centuries by the
" pnepositus" or provost. The " dean," the present head of all English cathedral chap-
ters, first appears in the lOtli or Hth centur}'-. Gradually, as the bishop's diocesan
duties increased and important political functions also were assigned him, he was obliged
to leave the affairs of his C. to the head of the chapter, who consequently, in time, became
the actual chief; and when the chapter was organized as an independent corporation, the
bishop, seldom present, sank into a mere " visitor, " called in occasionally to correct
abuses or .settle disputes. This is the explanation of the strange anomaly, witnessed in

modern times, that in his own cathedral church, of which he is the titular head, and which
is dignified by the presence of his seat, the bishop has less authority than in any other
church of his diocese. Under the bishop as its nominal head, the chapter of a fully

organized C. , formed of secular pries'.s, consisted of four chief dignitaries and a body of
canons. I. The four high ofUcers were: 1, the "dean," as the general head of the
chapter charged with its internal discipline; 2, the precentor, presiding over the choir
and musical arrangements; 3, the chancellor, who superintended the religious and liter-

ary instruction of the younger members, took care of the library, and wrote the lettcTs;

4, tlie treasurer, to whom were intrusted, not the money of the church (as might appear
from the modern use of the word), but it3 sacred vessels, altar-furniture, reliquaries, and
similar treasures. II. In addition to these dignitaries, a cathedral chapter consisted of a
board of ofiicers called canons, because they were inrolled on the list and perhaps because
they wf-re subjected to the rules; some of them who enjoyed a separate estate (pra^benda)

in addition to their share of the corporate funds, were called prebendaries, A ])r('ben-

dary was always a canon, but a canon was not always a ])rebendary. Each canon had
his own house and personal establishment. In the middle ag(!S an attempt was made to

imi)ose on them, in part, monastic rules with dining-hall and lodging-rooms in common;
but th(; restriction was ncjver acc(!ptal)le, and was gradually given iq). ]\Ionastic cathe-
drals closely resembled other mona.steries, except that in tlie almost constant abs(;nce of
the bishop—their nominal abbot—Ihey were governed by a prior. At the reformalioa
the distinction between .secular and monastic cathedrals was maintained under the titles

of cathedrals of the old and new foundations. And when IIh; monasteries were snp-
press<;d, the cathedrals connected with them were furnished with new chapters of secular
canons, presided over by a dean. In the early part of (|ueen Victoria's reign all tho
catiiedrals in FiUgland and Wales wen' reduced to a uniform constitution.

In the I*rofestant Epis(;opal church in the United States, there is in recent years an
evident movement in sotik; dioceses toward tin; establishment of the cathedral system
of England, with stuth modifications as the cin'umstances may recpiire. For the dioceso
of Long island, noble struct\ireM are now in process of erection at (iardenCity, including
scJiools of various grades, and institutions of beneficence, grouped around a magnificent.
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-calbcdral church. The funds for this great work arc from the estate of the late Alex-
ander T. Stewart, of New York.

CATHERINE of BRAGANZxV, 1C38-1T0o
;
queen of Charles II. of Ensland, daughter

of John, duke of Ijragauza, the rightful heir to lac tiironc of Portugal, then under t^pan-

ish rule. John headed the revolt of 1040, and after years of fighting succeeded in reaching
Lis throne. The mother of Catherine was a woman of ability, and governed Portugal
for several years alter the death of her husband. Slie foresav,' the coming restoration

in England, and proposed the marriage of Catherine with Charles mainly to gain a
powerful ally against Spain. The latter power vainly tried to prevent the marriage,
and when it was agreed upon, Portugal promised a dowry of £500.000. and the towns
of Tangier and Bombay (the latter being the first of the now enormous English posses-

sions in the east), besides many privileges of trade. On the marriage at Plymouth,
May 13, 1GG3, C'harles appeared to be well pleased with his bride; but the union proved
unhnppy. Catherine had been brought up in a convent, and had none of the manners
required by the most fashionable and protiigate court of EuroxK'. The chief trouble,

however, was the heartless and shameless profligacy of her husband, who brought his

mistresses into the court, and, when the queen expressed her indignation at the insult,

lectured her upon tlie duty of submission. After repeated humiliations of this kind, the

queen's spirit vsas broken, and alienation naturally followed. As she was a Roman
Catholic, she was an object of suspicion outside of the court, and her name was subjected
to calumny. The only satisfaction she could experience in her unfortunate connec-
tion was the grer.t aid rendered by England a-rainst Spain in the struggle of her native

power with that kingdom. After a life of entire seclusion during the reign of James II.

and the first years of William III., she returned to Portugal in iC92, where, for a time
before her death, she acted in capacity of regent to her brother, Don Pedro. P<he had
no children.

CATHERINE FIESCIII ADORNO, Saint, 1477-1510; a daughter of the viceroj
of Naples, who, at the age of 13, devoted herself to a religious ll.*"e, but three years later,

in obedience to parental desire, married Julian Adorno, a £::ri young nobleman of Genoa
—a reckless fellow, who spent her fortune and gave her a life of misery for many vcars.

After his death bhe became mother-superior in the hos'piial. and extended her caiv to the

sick throughout the city. She wrote' several works, two of which, Jhirfjatory, and Dia-
logue JJctwam iJie Sovl and the Body, are evidently records of };cr own experience. She
was canonized in ll'Zl. In her, a piety contemplative, mystical, and almost ecstatic, had
an accompaniment not always found of active beneficence.

CATHERINE OF YALOIS, or of FKA^-CE, 1401-3G; Qu-en of ITcnry V. of Eng-
land. She was unfortunate in her childhood, her father, Charles VI. of France, being
•subject to prolonged fits of insanity, while her mother—who was one of the most aban-
<ioned women of the time—neglected her children to such an extent that they were often

without suitable fcjod or clothing. She was at last taken away from her mother and
educated in a convent. AVhen she was only 12 years old, Henry asked her hand in mar-
riage, coupling the pro]K)sal with a demand for a large dowry in money, and tiie restitu-

tion to England of the French jn-ovinccs once held by the English crown. The proposi-

tion w:is indignantly rejected, and Henry soon afterwards invaded France and asserted

his claims in a manner that was not to be resisted. All his claims were admitted, and
when he married Catherine at Tr()3-es in 14C0 he received immediate possession of the
provinces claimed, the regency of France during the life of the father-in-law, and the
reversion of the sovereignty after the death of Charles, In 14t?l, Catherine was crowned
at London, and in Dec. of that year she became the mother of Henry YI. The next
year she was in France, where her husband died, and she returned to London with the
funeral cortege; but after the funeral little is heard of her history, the only notable event
being her secret marriage to Owen Tudor, the heir of a princely house in \V"ale5. who had
distinguished himself for bravery at Agincourt. His position in England, however, wjia

low, and the marriage was long kept secret—a necessity that caused Catherine much vex-
ation and probably hastened her death. Iler son by Tudor was made earl of Richmond,
and married IMargarct Beaufort, heiress of the house of Somerset, and junior representa-
tive of the branch of John of Gaunt, and she became the mother of llenry YII., and
consequently the ancestress of the Tudor line of English kings.

CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH. See Iiivingites, ante.

CATHOLIC, or United, COPTS, a body of about 10.000 native l:gyptian9 who
acknowledge the authority of the pope of Rome. In 1S55, one of their priests WiU
appointed vicar apostolic and bishop in partibus.

CATI'NEAU-LAROCHE, Pierre Marie Sebaptien. 1772-1828; a French philolo-

gist who emigrated to San Domingo, where his antislavery sentiments were so obnoxious
that he was prosecuted and saved from death only by the interferent e of the home
government. He went to Ca]->e Hayti(m. where in* the great massacre he alone of 17

Frenchmen was saved. He returned to Paris by way of the United States, set up a
printing-ofilce, and produced several dictionaries. In 1819, he was sent by the govern-
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meut to study the climate of French Guiana, and three years hiicr liis notes were i)ulv

lished.

CATLIX, Geokoe. 1796-1872; b. Penn. ; an artist celebrated for his travels, writings,
and portraits of Anieriean Indians. He was bred to the law and practieed for a year or
two in Philadelphia, but having a taste for art he established himself in New York as a
portrait-painter. About 1882, he became impressed with the fact, that the most
remarkable American Indians were fast disappearing, and resolved to rescue at least

the portraits of some of them from oblivion. In pursuit of this object he traveled and
dwelt among the aboriginal tribes in North and South America, acquiring tiieir languages,
and thoroughly studying their manners and cu.storas, traditions, history, and modes of
life. After collecting many portraits, and many sketches of life and scenery, he pub-
lished in London, in 1841, a large work on the Maimers, CitsUmis, and CondiicOii of the
North Ameriatn Indians, with 300 illustrations. In 1844, followed the North Americanr
Portfolio ofHhMing Sc£n.es; in 1848, Eight Tca?\s Travels and Besidenee in Europe, in which
he gives the stories of several Indians whom he had introduced to various European
courts. In 1861, he published a little monograph which created much interest among
medical men, entitled lite Breath of Life, in which he argued the importance of keeping
one's mouth close 1 when sleeping —an idea doubtless suggested by the fact that the
Indians u.se special care in this respect. His last work was Last Rambles among the

Indians of the Rocky Mountains and the Andes.

CATMAND00. See Khatmandu, ante.

CATNIP, See Catmint, ante.

CATOOSA, a co. in n.w, Georgia, watered by affluents of the Tennessee river, and
crossed by the Western and Atlantic railroad; 175 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 4,40iJ—616 colored.

The region is hilly, with much woodland. The productions are chietly agricultural.

Co. seat, Ringgold.

CATSKILL, a village on the Hudson river, in e. New York, the capital of Greene co.,

84 m, s. of Albany; pop. '75, 6,G79. C. is one of the landing places for tlie thousands of
visitors who go annually to the Catskill mountains, a few^ miles westward. A ferry
across the river connects with the Hudson River railroad. There are several important
manufactories in t!ie v"!lago. >

CATSKILL GROUP; in geology, the name of rocks of the Devonian system seen in

the northern counties of 1 cr.nsylvaiiia. Ihcy are chiefly red i-ai.dslcne and shale, and
contain fossil scales of the earliest fishes. The Catskill mountains were formerly sup-
posed to belong in this group, whence the name, now known to be inappropriate.

CATSKILL .AIOUNTAINS {ante), a part of the Appalachian system w. of the Hud-
son, river in Greene co., N. Y. 'i he group, about 12 m. long, nearly i^arallel with the
river about, 8 m. distant, turns westward in sjiurs extending many miles. Besides the
Ulst<;r and Delaware railroad, beginning at Kingston and leading w. into the moun-
tains, there is a good wagon road from Catskill village to the " Mountain House." 12 m..

w., which is a favorite summering place. The house stands on a terrace 2,231 ft. above
the river, and almost at the nfl^^a of a perpendicular cliff several hundred ft. high.
There is another public house on Overlook mountain, a few miles to the s., which i»

estimated to l)e 3,800 ft. above tide. The views from these houses and from the neigh-
boring peaks are wonderfully varied and beautiful, reaching from the Green mountain.s
in Vermont to the highlands at West Point, and taking in nearly 100 m. of the Hudson
river and valley, with numerous cities and villages, and a vast expanse of highly culti

vated farming country. An immense number of summer boarders are ac(;ommodated
through all this n^gion, not only in hotels, but also in countless farm-houses and villagt^

homes. One of the highest points is tlie top of Overlook, 3.800 feet. The other prom-
inent elevations are Hunter mountain. High peak, and Round Top. One of the sights

of the region is "The (Jlove," or ravine, and the falls therein. The ravine is about 5 m.
long. At its head two rivulets unite and flow rapidly to a point where the mountain
divides and forms a deep hollow into which the brook rushes over a cascade of 180 ft.

:

and further down are other falls, one of 80 and another of 40 feet. The; ice formation
in winter around lh(; liiLdiest fall is j)articularly grand and beautiful. There arc; other
ravines and wat(;r-falls in the region, but none equally impcjrlant. Tlu; mountains arc
for the most part covj-red with thick forests of oak, hickory, ash, maple, Ixcch, pine.

etc.

CATTACK. See Of ttack, ante.

CATTARAUGUS, a co. in w. New York, on the Pennsylvania border, watered "t)y

the Allegheny and other rivers, and intersected l)y the New York and l^rie and the
Atlantic and Great Western railroads, and the Gencisee Valley canal; 1250 scj.m.

; pop.
'75,47,130. The surface; is undulating and the soil fruitful. The chief i)roducts arc
wheat, corn, oals, potatoes, hay, cheese, butter, wool, hops, and maple sugar. Iron,

manganese, marl, peal, and sulphur are found. (V). seat, l>itlle Valley.

(/A'I'TV (Malayan. Icaii; Japanese, /.:///), I he unit of weigljt used throughout
Chinese and Malayan Asia, and hy the Cliinese jdi ov(!r the world. Ameriean scalea
exported to Asia an; graduated into cattie>^. A catty is IJ^ pounds avoirdupois.
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CATTYWAR. See Kattywak, aide.

CAT'ULUS, QuiNTUS Lutatius, d. 87i5.c. ; consul of Rome with C.'aius Ma^iu!^.

Catulus was beaten by tlie invading Cirnbri and driven across the Po, but Marius came
to his aid, and the barbarians were defeated at Vercellai in July, 101 «.c. In tlie civil

war Catulus supported Sulla and was proscribed. Preferring death to capture, he
i-'Uffocated himself over burning charcoal.

CAT'ULUS, QuiNTUS Lutatius, son of the consul; made consul in 78, and censor in

O"), B.C. He put down a rebellion incited by Lepidus after the death of Sulla, and
;..-.•listed Cicero in the suppression of Catiline's conspiracy.

CAU'CA, one of the United States of Colombia, occupying the whole w. coast of

,!ie Caribbean sea to Ecuador, including the chain of the Andes and the valley of the

.ioCauca; 257,462 sq.m. (more than half of the republic); pop. '71, 435,078. The region

i ^ well cultivated, producing cereals, sugar, +obacco, coffee, cocoa, cotton, etc., and vast

iicrds of horned cattle and mules. The capital is Popayan.

CAUCASUS, INDIAN. See IIindu-Kush, ante.

CAUCHON', Joseph, b. 1820; a Canadian journalist and legislator, who has been in-

tlie colonial or Dominion parliament since 1844. From 1867 to 1872 he was speaker of

the senate. He established the Quebec Journal in 1842, and has conducted it ever since.

CAUCHY, AuGUSTiN Louis, 1789-1857; a French mathematician; a member of the

academy in 1816, and professor of mathematics in the polytechnic school. His repu-

tation rests chiefly upon his residuary and imaginary calculus. In politics he was a
tirm legitimist, steadily refusing to take the oaths of allegiance from time to time
proffered, and on that account resigning his chair of mathematics in the new univer-

sity of Paris in 1852. He published several valuable works on the calculus, on analysis,

and other mathematical themes.

CAUCUS, a meeting, private or public, of citizens to select candidates for office; or

of members of a legislative body for a similar purpose. Recently the meaning of the

term has been extended to almost any conference previous to final action. Thus the

people may hold a C. to as;k or instruct their representative to support one or another
measure; or the members of a party in congress, legislature, common council, or town-
meeting may hold a C. to determine their course upon any subject. Legitimately,

therefore, the term C. means a preliminary or preparatory meeting to arrange methods
for some designated end. Much effort and ingenuity have been spent in trying to

settle the origin of tlie term, but the most probable theory is that it came from Boston
about the middle of the last century, and originally meant "the calkers' meeting," that

is, the private gathering of the ship-calkers. The term was applied almost indiscrimi-

nately to meetings in the period preceding the revolution, and when the federal government
was instituted it was accepted as the ofiicial term for what are now called "nominating con-

ventions." Candidates for president of the United States Avere uniformly selected by a

C. of the members of congress of the .several parties, from 1789 to 1823. In the election

of 1824, the regular democratic C. candidate, William H. Crawford, ran behind both
Jackson and Adams, and but for some jugglery in New York would have run eveo-

behind Clay and come out the lowest of the four. This result ended the congressional-

C. system of presidential elections, and since that time candidates have been nomi-
nated by national conventions or political parties. Soon afterwards state conventions--

upplantedthe legislative C. for the nomination of state officers, and now the C. is prac-

tically confined to the meetings of partisans in legislative bodies to decide upon a policy,

or to select candidates for presiding and other officers of the particular body, or (by

joint C. of senators and members of assembly) to settle upon nominees for U. S,

senators. Outside of these special functions partisan work is now usually managed by
conventions of the party at large, or by smaller conventions of dek'gates chosen by the

voters of the party, or hy committees appointed by such conventions.

CAUGIINAWA'GA a village in Canada, 9 m. w. of Montreal, on the s. bank of thft

r>l. Lawrence, at the head of the Lachine rapids. It is inhabited exclusively by Indians,

lejnnanls of the once powerful Iroquois. They are about 500 in number.

CAULIER, Madeleine, a peasant girl of France who aspired to the military fame
of the maid of Orleans. At the siege of Lille, in Sept., 1708, she conveyed into the city

an important order to the officer in command, for which the duke of Burgundy offered

lier a large rcAvard. This she declined, but received permission to raise a company of

dragoons. She was killed in the battle of Denain, July 24, 1712, when marshal Villiers

defeated the imperialists.

CAULO NIA, an ancient Greek city in Italy near the gulf of Syllacium. It was a
town of importance five centuries before Christ. In 389 bTc. it was captured by Diony-
sius the elder who removed its people to Syracuse. Porphyry asserts that Pythagoras
sought refuge in Caulonia after his expulsion from Crotena.

CAUS, or CAULX, Salomon de, 1576-1630: a French engineer and physicist who
resided in England and in Heidelberg, and later in Paris. Little was known of him
until Arago exliumed his works, from which he considered him to have been the real

inventor of ihe sl( aiii cnuine. for in one of these works he gave the plan of ;in apparatus
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for raising water by the power of steam. Some critics believe that it was from Caus
tliat tlie marquis of "Worcester got the idea, printed in ins (Jentury of Inventions in 1633,

of tlie "exuci and true deposition of tiie most stupendous water-commanding engine,

invented by tlie right honorable Edward Somerset, lord marquis of Worcester."

CAUTERETS , a watering phice in llautes-Pyrenees, France, 2C m. from Tarbes.

It is in a basin 3,254 ft. above tide, and is noted for its many hot sulphur springs rang-

ing from 102^ to 140° F. Pop. loOO.

CAUTERY. See Bleeding, and Moxa, ante.

CAVAIGXAC, Eleoxoke Louis Gouefkoy, 1801-45; a journalist of Paris, son of

Jean Baptiste. He was an opponent of Louis Philippe and one of the prominent found-
ers of the " Societe des Amis du Peuple,''and of the " Societc des Droits de I'ilomme."
lie was often arrested and sometimes imprisoned, but escaped in 1835 and went to 15el-

gium. In 1841, he returned to Paris and became one of the editors of the lieforme, the

ablest of the opposition newspapers.

<1'AYAILL0N, a t. nnd important railway junction in Yaucluse, France, 13 m. s.e.

ol Avignon. It is a poorly built and dirty place, but has a fine town-house, an old

•cliurch of the 12tli c, and the remains of a triumphal arch of about the time of Coustan-

tine; other relics of the Roman period are found in the neighborhood. There is consid-

erable trade in dried fruits, madder, and the agricultural productions of the fertile region

around. Pop. '72, 3,906.

CAYALCAX'TI, Guido, d. about 1300; an Italian poet and philosopher, the son of

the philosopher whom Dante pictured in torment among the Epic;ureans and Atheists

—

but himself a friend of the great poet. By marriage C. l;ecame the head of the Ghibel-

lines, and, after some years, was banished with the other leaders, and died in exile. His
poems are chiefly in honor of a French lady by liim called Mandetta. He also wrote on
philosophy and oratory.

CAYALIER', Jean, 1660-1740; a native of lower Languedoc, in southern France;
the famous chief of the Camisards (who in some particulars seem to have been the pre-

cursors of the English and American shakers). He was a peasant's son, And was
employed in sheep-keeping, afterwards as apprentice to a baker, and within that period

trained l)y a pious Protestant mother. He was driven from his native place by the piti-

less persecution of Protestants that followed upon the revocation of the edict of Kantes,

iind took refuge in Geneva. The murderous dragonnadesof Louis XI Y. drove the Prot-

estants of the Cevennes at last to revolt, and C., inspired with the hope of being their

<ieiiverer, returned in 1702 to his own count) y. where he became one of the chosen lead-

ers of the insurrection, which broke out in July of that year. It A\r.s Koland v*ho was
put in chief command, but C. soon rose to be his equal, and. though untrained in arms,

Jie disjiiayea not only fiery courage, but extraordinary military skill. Although these

^'children of God,"' as the insurgents were called, numbered at the most not more than

.S.OiJO men-at arms, they coped successfully again and again with the far greater forces of

the king, and were never entirely conquered. After several conflicts, C. changed the seat

of the war to the Yivarais; andl^'^eb. 10, 1703. defeated the royal troops at Ardeche; but

only a few days later he was completely defeated on the same ground, and was sup-

l)osed to have fallen. He reapp^'ared, howe^-er; v/as again defeated at Tour-de-Bellot;

and again recovered himself, recruits gladly flocking to his standard to take the places of

the slain. By a long series of successes he raised his reputation to the highest pilch, and
gained Mie fuil contidiince of the people. The harshest measures were tr.ed in vain against

the Camisards; their mountain retreat was invaded by the Roman Catholics, and their

liouses sacked and burned; but C. retaliated in kind, 'invaded the region of tlie plains,

and even threatened the city of Nismes. April 10, 1704, he 'encountered marshal ^lon-

Irevel at Die bridge of Nages with lOCO men against 5,0( 0. and. although defeated, man-
aged to retreat with two thirds of his forces. Marshal Yilliers was next sent against

liun, bui proposed to negotiate instead of flghting. Jioland refused to listen, but C.

agreed to treat, and did so, the result being that ('. received for himself a conmiission

and a pension of 1200 livres, and for his brother a cai)tain's commission. C. was
authorized to raise a regiment of Camisards to be sent to Spain, and libert^y was given

to his father and other Protestant ])risoners. This treaty, which did not include any
provision for general liberty of conscience, excit(.'d great indignation among the com-
panions of C, who cailed him coward and traitor, and descried him. He was greatly

disheartened at this treatment, and soon afl<'rwar(l visited the king in Paris, by whom
3ie was coldly received. Tiiese disappointments and rebulTs. together with stories cur-

rent of i)robable attempts upon his life, inqx'lled him to leave I'Vance. He went to

hwit'/erland, and tlien to Holland, where he married a daughter of Hme. J)ionoycr, nladj
of Nismes, who had on(;e been sought in marriag(! by Yoltaire. ('. then went to Eng
iand to recruit his regiment of Camisards. and had an interview with queen Anne, who
«ent Jiim with his regiment to S))ain under the earl of I*eterborough and sir (."loudsley

Shovel, in May, 1705. At tlie battle of AJman/.a his Camisards (;n(;()untered a French
regiment which they had met in the Cevennes, and, without tiring, both bodies rushed

upon (;ach (Alier in* a flerce hand to hand light, and made a fearful slaughter, C. being

severely wounded, but saved from death by an English oflleer. Long after his return
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to England he was made a maj.gen., and governor of Jersey; and finally governor of the

Isle of Wight. He died at Chelsea, where he was buried.

CAVALLI'NI, PiETRO, 1259-1344; a Roman artist taught by Giotto, whom it i*

believed he assisted in the mosaic of the ship of St. Peter, in the porch of St. Peter's

church, lie was also an adept at painting, and his grand fresco of the crucifixion at

Assist is still in tolerable preservation,

CAVALRY {ante). The earliest records of C. as a distinct military organization

date far back in the history of Egypt. Diodorus of S.cily states that Osymandias,
who lived long before the Trojan war, led 20,0U0 mounted men against the rebels in

Bactriana. Josephus states that the host of Israelites which escaped from Egypt
included 50.000 horsemen and GOO chariots of war. Herodotus often alludes to C.

;

and Xenophon relates that in the first Messenian war, 743 B.C., Lycurgus formed his

C. in divisions. In the year 371 IJ.C, Epaminondas had a C. force of 5,000 men.
and we know that C. contributed greatly to the victories of Philip and Alexander
of Macedon. It had an important part in the battle of the Granicus, £34 B.C.;

and at the battle of Arbela, 331 B.C. Alexander, who led the Macedonian C. of

7,000 men, dashed into a gap of the Persian army, and by this brilliant feat utterly

routed the enemy After the death of Alexander, the C. of Greece and iMacedon
greatly degenerated. The Roman cavalr}^ was very inferior to that of Hamikar and
Hannibal, and most of the victories of these two generals were won by cavalry over

the splendid infantry of the Romans. Publius Scipio's defeat at tlic Ticinus, 218 B.C.,

was due to the superiority of the Carthaginian horse; and the bitter experience at the

Trebia and the battle of Cannoe, 216 B.C., taught the Romans the value of cavalry,

by which Scipio finally defeated Hannibal at Za'ma, 202 B.C. Yegetius states that the

Roman C. was organized into ten troops or squadrons, forming a regiment of 726

horses, generall}-- attaclied to some special legion. It is a singular fact that saddles were
not in use until the time of Constantiiie, and stirrups were introduced by the Franks
in the 5th century. During the middle ages C. ma}^ be said to have constituted

almost the only efficient arm of battle. This was owing to the unwillingness of the

nobility in all countries of western Europe to intrust ar.y military i:(.wer to the serfs; the

upper classes went into battle mounted, and both riders and horses had hcavj' defensive

armor. The feudal cavalry consisted of mail-clad knights with their men-at-aims. 1 heir

weapons were lances, battle-axes, and SAVords. The infautrv was looked down upon
during the middle ages, being com]iosed principally of serfs and such as liad net the

means to keep a horse; but with the invention of gunpowder, the intrcduction of mus-
kets, and the use of field artillery, a complete change took place; the infantry gradually
rose in reputation, and the number of this class of troops was augmented. It seems
that light (/. did not exist as a distinct body, with general ofiicers ar.d a staff, before
the time of Louis XII. Montluc, however, nientions a general (if 12.COO light horse in

the time of that monarch; and we hear of Henry II., in 15o2, taking a tioop of 3,CC0
cavalry in his expedition to Germany, In 1554, marshal De Erisj-ac formed a corps of

mounted infantry, called dragoons, trained to fight either on horseback or en foot.

Maurice of Nassau, who saw the imporlance of giving more mobility to this arm, was
the first to organize cavalry regiments, each regiment being composed of four squadrons,
formed in five ranks, and numbering I'bout 1000 horses. Gustavus Adolphus was a great

C. general, and used his cuirassiers and dragoons to good advantage. His tactics were
nuich admired, and were adopted by many European nations. The French, esi^ecially.

distinguished themselves after his death *in the employment of C. Turenne, Conde,
Montecuculi, and IMaiiborough were considered e.xcLllent C. leaders in the wars of
Louis XIII. and Louis XIY. Cromwell Avas indebted to his abilities as a C. cfiicer

for the victories of Marston IMoor and Naseby. Defensive armor for C. had been
.abolished in his time, and the C. troops were taught to use the carbine. Charges of
cavalry were seldom made in battle except by the Irench: thcnigh C harles XII. afways
made use of cavalry charges at full speed with great efiect. ^Marshal Saxe made many
improvements in this arm. and used guns in connection with cavalry at the battle o*f

Fontenoy, although regular horse artillery was not introduced till 1702. It was not
until the wars of Frederick the great, however, that the lull importance of cavalry was
developed; he saw the necessity of training these troops to use swords instead of' fire-

.arms, and endeavored to mtike them perfect riders, Iso firing whatever was allowed in
the battle during the first charge; he claimed that the only two things required to beat
the enemy were to charge him with the greatest possible speed and force, and then to
-outflank him. The brilliant victories he obtained from the adoption of these tactics
under the able leadership of Seydlitz have probably never been excelled. At the battle
of Ilohenfriedberg the Prussian cavalry of 10 squadrons broke 21 battalions, routed the
•entire left wing of the Austrian infantry, and captured 66 standards, 5 guns, and 4,000
prisoners. At the battle of Zorndnrf, after the Russians had compelled the Prussian
infantry to retreat, Seydlitz with 36 squadrons rode down the Russian cavalry, and then
completely routed their infantry. Frederick had learned to appreciate the true princi-
ples of mounted warfare through long exj-ierience and the occasional disasters which he
had met in the first and second'Silesian wars; and it was due to the efficient reforms
which he instituted in the Prussian cavalry that he was able to win the battles of Ross-



baeli, Stric'guu, Kesselsdorf, Leiitbtni, and others. One of the first improvements made
in the French army by Napoleon wasiiie reorganization of the cavalry, lie increased

the cuirassiers from one regiment to twelve, and reintroduced the use of the lance and
ilefeu'^ive armor. Some of his splendid victories were due to tins force, esi)cc!ally at

>[arengo and Austerlitz; and it was owing to tlie loss of the French cavalry in the

Russian campaign of 1813 that some of his finest achievements in 1818 proved useless:

he was well aware of this, and made the statement that had he possessed cavalry at tise

battles of Lutzen and Bautzen the war would then have been brought to an end. 1:.

modern warfare it may be mentioned that cavalry was conspicuous at the battle of S"

ferino; but in 186), the first great European war since Waterloo, neither the Austrian

nor the Prussian cavalry won great distinction, although the manner in which the Aus-

trian cavalry covered the retreat of their army at the battle of Kouiggriltz was a noble

example of courag;? and devotion. In the Franco-German war of 1870, however, the

excellency of the Prussian cavalry was the chief means of Von Moltke's ability to carry

out his strategic plans. The French cavalry were more remarkable for bravery than eJii-

ciency, Great pro .cress was made in the C. of the United States during tlie war of

the rebellion; a large numb jr of men of both armies were good riders, and understood

the management of horses. They w^ere at first, however, quite ignorant of military tac-

tics, and were used as scouts, as orderlies, and for outpost service. Gen. Sheridan, act-

ing under instructions from gen. Grant, made the first successful organization of C,
which was called the cavalry corps of the army of the Potomac, comprising three

divisions of 5. 00 J mouated man each. Their weapons were repeating carbines and
sabers. It was with tliis force that gen. Sheridan defeated the confederate C. at Yellow
Tavern, near Uiclim:)nd; and it contributed largely to the defeat of Early at the battle

of the Opcquan, near Winchester; and later, iii the battles near Petersburg and at Five
Forks, thj C. took an important part. Gen. Wilson, whom gen. Sherman put in com-
mand of a force called the C. corps of the military division of the 3Iississippi, did good
work in the way of organization towards the close of the war; he had 12,000 mounted
C. and 3.0)0 who foii/ht on foot at thj battle of Nashville, not including a detachment
of 3.000 men in Kentucky.

Oar C. system is similar to that of Europsan countries; a regiment consists of 10

companies of 6i mjn each; 3 companies form a squadron; they are armed with sabers,

pistols, and carbinas. According to the army regulations, the C. in battle should be dis-

tril)uted in echelon on th? wings and at the center, on favorable grounds; it .should be

instructed not to take the gallop until within charging distance; never to receive a

charge at a halt, but to meet it; or, if not strong enough, to retire maneuvering; and in

order to be ready for the pursuit, and prepared against a reverse, or the attacks of the

re.serve, not to engage all its squadrons at once, but to re&erve one third, in column or

in echelon, abreast of or in the rear of one of the wings; this arrangement is better

than a .second line with intervals. When the regular arm}^ pursuant to the act of con-

gress of Aug. 15, 187i3, was reduced to a maximum of 25,000 men, the United States

C, consisting of 10 regiments, with 439 officers and 7,911 enlisted men, was left intact.

CAVEAT EMPTO't, notice to a purchaser of property to beware or be watchful of
his rights. In a sale of real estate the rights of the purchaser depend entirely upon the

covenants of title which he receives; but personal property the purchaser takes at

his own risk, unless the seller gives an express warranty, or the law .should impl\' such
warranty from tlie circumstance of the case and the nature of the thing sold, or unle-s

the seller should be guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation or concealment in respect ;

a material inducen.ent to the sale.

CAVE.VU, a convivial and literary as.sociation in Paris, .so called from meeting in i

cavern kn >\vn as "the cave." It was started in 1728, and continued al)out ten year-

Dinners were given on the first Sunday in each month, which were attended by Helve
tins, Crebillon, and other celebrities. The Caveau Moderne was started in 180(5, and
liad dinner on the 20th of each month at the Rocher de Cancale. The as.soeiatioi!

declin(;d, but was reorganized in 18-54, and in 1866 Jules Janin was received as a niei,:

ber. 'I'lie m:;etings are now m )re formal and academical than convivial.

CAVEDO'NE, Jacot'o, 1577-1600; an Italian painter, educated in the school of

(Jaracci. and workman under them in the churches of Rologna. His chief productions
are "Tin; Adoration of iIk; Magi;" " The Four Docloivs;" " Tlu; Last Supper:" and espe-

cially "The \nririn and Ohild in Glory," now in the Hologne.s(^ academy. He was at

one time an assistant to Guido, in Rome, In his decliningyears he was broken down by
the lo.ss of a favorite .son, and finally died in (extreme poverty in a .stable at Bologna.

CAVELIF^R'. I*iKTn!K Jt'i.Ks, b. 1811; a French sculptor, who .studied under Davhl
d*Angers and Delaroche. Jle first gained celebrity about 1842 by a statue of " Penelope."
for which he rer;eived tli(! njedal of honor and tlinM' years' jH-nsion. A few years later

he l)ecame a member of the institute. Among his other works are "Truth," in the

Louvre, a statue of Ab(;lard, and busts of \ai)oleon, Ary SchalTer. and ilorace Vernet.

CAVENDISH, Tiio.MAH. 1560-02; the third circumnavigator of the globe. He,-studied
for a bri(!f period at ('aml»ridge, but left without a degree, followed the court, and .soon

.s(piand(;re(l his inheritance, to repair which he turned to maiitiine iidventure. and !ilt(!(i
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out a ship that accompauied sir Ricliard Grenviile's expedition to Virginia in 1585. In
Jul}', loyO, he sailed from Plymoulii with three vessels on a predatory expedition, passed
through the straits of Magellan, cruised along tlie west coast of ^^oulh America and 2viexico,

and burued or sunk 19 vessels, amoug which was tlie Hauta Anna, belonging to the king
of Spain, and having an immensely valuable cargo, wliich he seized off California. lie
returned to Plymouth Sept. 9, 15b8, with his phinder, liaving gone around the globe in
2 years and 50 days. When he came home it was said that his seamen were clothed in

.
silk, his sails were of damask, and liis topmast was covered with cloth of gold. AVithin
three years he wasted his wealth, and was under the necessity of making another voy-
age, whicli was disastrous, his crew rebelling after le:iving the straits of 3Iagellan and
compelling him to return to England. This so dispirited him that he died on the voyage.

CAVENDISH, Sir William, 1505-57; brought up in the family of cardinal Wolsey.
"whom he served as gentleman-usher of the chamber. He was present at the deatii of
the cardinal, and delayed his attendance at court to see the remains of his patron properly
cared for. The act so pleased Henry VIII. that he made Cavendish a member of his
househald, treasurer of his chamber, and a privy councilor, subsequently adding the dig-
nity of knighthood. He filled other offices, and obtained grants of valuable lordships in
Hertfordsliire. His great property became the foundation of tlie immense estates of the
dukes of Devonshire. He seems to have retained favor through the reigns of Edward
VI. and Mary. He was the author of The Life and Death of Cardinal WoUey.

CAVENDISH'S EXPERIMENT. See Earth, ante.

CAVERY, or Cau'very, a river in India, rising about 12"^ 25' n., and 75' 34' e.,

and flowing s.e. to tlie br.y of Bengal. It is about 470 m. long, but navigable only for
small boats.

CAVIA'NA. an island of Brazil, in the mouth of the river Amazon, about 35 m. long
by 20 wide; fertile and well-stocked with cattle. The little town of Robadcllo, on the
s.e. coast of the island, is almost exactly under the equator.

CAWDOR, or Calder, a parish in co. Nairn, Scotland, noted as the site of Cawdor
castle in which Shakespeare places the murder of Duncan by ]Macbcth. But the murder
took place 400 years before the castle was built—which n);\y prove that Shakespeare was
"not for a day but for all time." During the rebellion of 1745, lord Lovat was»for a
time concealed in this castle.

CAXAMAR'C-A, or Cajamarca, a Peruvian city, the capital of the province of the
same name, on the e. side of the Andes, in a fertik; valley at an eleva'ion of more than
9,000 ft. above tide, 7° 7' s. and 78" 31' w. ; 72 m. n n.e. of Truxillo. The streets are re.i:u-

lar, but most of the houses are of clay. There are two or three fine churches, a
monastery, a nunnery, and the remains of the palace of Atahualpa, the last of the Incas
of Peru, who was murdered there by the Spaniards in 1533. ^iear the city are Uic

sulphur springs of Pultamarca, called "the Inca's baths," which have a temperature of
156^ and are much frequented. There are manufactures of wool, linen, steel, silver, etc.,

and a good trade with Truxillo. A railway connects C. with the port of Pacasmavo.
Pop. 12,000.

CAXI'AS, a t. in Brazil on the river Itapicuru, about 300 m. s.e. of Maranhao. It is

a place of large tnde in rice, cotton, cattle, etc,

CAYAM'BE oivCayamre-Urcu, a peak of the Andes, 45 m. n.e. of Quito, in Ecuador.
It is of regular conical shape. 19,540 ft. high, and always capped with snow. It is espe-

cially notable for being situated almost exactly under the ecjuator,

CAYCOS, or Caicos, or The Keys, four of the Bahama islands, in the Atlantic,

between 21° and 27° n., and about 72' west. Great Key is 30 m, long. Little and North
Keys and Providence island are smaller.

CAYLEY, Sir George, 1733-1857; an English physicist and inventor, whose
experiments on the steam engine resulted in the invention of the air engine. Among
his other inventions was an arrangement for aj^plying the jMnver of electricity to

machiner}'-. He was one of the originators of the London polytechnic institution, and
late in life was a member of parliament for Scarborough.

CxVYLUS, Anne Claude Philippe de Tubieres, Count de, Marquis d'Esternay.

Baron de Bransac, 1692-17()5. W^hcn young he served with distinction in the Frencii

army, but after the peace of Rastadt (1714^ he traveled extensively in Europe and th^

east,' studying and collecting antiquities, on which he published several works. Ho
rediscovered the method of encaustic painting with wax, mentioned by Pliny. He was
also an engraver, and-copied many of the famous pictures of the old masters. But he i<

best know-n as the autlior of several romances, humorous pieces, and fairy tales.

CAYLUS, Marthe Marguerite de Vtllette de IMurcay. Marquise de.

1673-1729; a descendant of the family of D'Aubigne, but converted by 3Ime. ^Iain-

tenon to the Roman Catholic faith. She acquired celebrity as one of tlie leaders of
court society. Racine so admired her abilities that he wrote the prologue to his trage(\v

oi Eiffher as a compliment to her. Her first husband, the marquis de Cfiylus, wa^
worthless and dissipated. After his death, she became the mistress of the duke of
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Vllleroi. for which she was sent away from the court; but after the death of Mme
MainteuoQ she was restored to favor. Voltaire editetl iier tkmveriirs.

CAYUGA, a co. in w. central New York, extending from hike Ontario half waj
across the state, iuter.sected by the New York Central and several other railroads; 75<

sq.m.
; pjp. '75. 02,434. It is a line agricultural section, with undulating surface.

Gypsum, salt, and limestone are among the minerals. Near the center of the co. lies

Owusco lake, about 10 m. long, and on the w. border is Cayuga lake. The chief pro-

ductions j.re wheat, corn, oats, barley, potatoes, hay, butter, wool, and tobacco. Co.-

seat, the city (;f Auburn.

CAYUGA LAKE, a fine navigable sheet of water in w. central New Y'ork, 38 m.
long, and fro:n 1 to 3.V m. wide. At the n. end it is shallow, but in some places it is

very deep. It is 377 ft. above tide water, and 146 ft. higher than lake Ontario, into

which it em])ties through Seneca river. The lake is mucli frequented by tourists and
pleasure seekers.

CAYUGAS. one of the Indian tribes forming the Six Nations in New York. They
built the viUages around Cayuga lake in central New York, and, when first known by
the French explorers from Canada, were able to muster several lumdred warriors. The
<J. were, with the other Iroquois, against the French in the wars of the ITlli century. A
few of their chiefs became Christians; and one who was taken in war and sent to the
galleys in Franc;e, on his return to Canada became a friend of the white man. In the
American revolution they were on the English side. After peace, they ceded nearly all

their huids to tiie state except a small reservation, and that they abandoned about 1800,

when som3 of them went to the Senecas, some to Canada, and others to the Indian
coantry. Scarcely 200 of tha tribe now remain.

CAZEM'BE {ante), the hereditary name of an African chief, Avhose territory is s. of
lake Moero, and n. of Bangweolo, bet.veen 11° and 9° s. ; 120,000 sq.m.; pop. 500,000.

The coantry forms a hollowed plain, and is watered by numerous rivers, among the

most important of which is the Luapula, wdiich is supposed to be one of the head
8treun? of the Congo. The population consists of two races, the Messiras and the

Ca:np:)lola5, ot whom the former are natives subjugated, and the latter intruders and
rulers; they alone being eligible to oflice, and theirs being the language of the court.

Som3 altentio;i is paid to agriculture, and millet, maize, manioc, sugar-cane, j'anis,

gourds, and bananas are grown. The horse and the ass are unknown animals; sheep
are scarce, but cattle are abundant. Salt is an important article of trade, and coarse
cotton cloth, earthenware, and iron goods are the chief manufactures. The exports are

slaves, ivory and copper-ore. The chief, or cazembe, has despotic power, and uses it

barbarously. He has G03 wives, and tiie great nobles take as many as they can afford to

keep. The capital is moved whomever a new ruler is put in power. The coimtry of the

Cazemhe was first visited by wliite men in 179G. It has not yet been explored to any
coa.sidera')le extent.

CAZEXOVIA, a village and township in ]\Iadison co., N. Y.; pop. '75, 4,240. The
village is on Cazenovia lake, and is reached by the Cazenovia and Cauastota railroad.

There is a Methodist seminary in the place.

CAZOTTR, Jacques, 1720-92; a French authrir, educated by the Jesuits. lie pro-

duced at first a mock romance and a coarse song which became so popular that he
undertook something more respectable and brought out his lloiiian d'OUvier. This was
followed with //? DjiVx Amoareux, and another s])ortive creation. lie also contiimed
Voltaire's Ctcll War in Oeaeva with such close similarit}'^ that no one doubted the wcn-k
to i)e that of Voltaire, Cazotte next took a wide departure, embraced the views of the
Illn ninati, an 1 declared that he possessed the j)ower of prophecy, lie adhered to the

royal cause, in consequence of which he was arrested by the revolutionary tribunal and
executed.

CEBES. a Greek philo.soplier, disciple of Socrates, mentioned by Plato and bvXeno-
phoii as distin.;iiishe(l for virtue and love of truth. The work Tabula Cdxlix attributed

to him profe-ises to be an (ixplanation of an allegorical ])icture, and begins with the

Platonic doctrine that men enter the earth from a pre-exi.stent state, in which they were
taught how to guide their course in this world; but the draught of oblivion, which all

must drink, though not in equal quantities, causes them to forget the instructions. ]\Iany

allurements entice them to vice, but by patience and endurance they may attain to vir-

tue anl happiness. Sciences are declared not to be the true discipline, but yet to be
useful, esi)ecially as restraint for the young.

CEBU, a city on the island of Cebu, one of the Philippines, 400 m. s.e. of Manila.
Ccbu is the oldest i)rovincial town in the archipelago, and still ranks as one of the best

built, while its position makes it the chief commercial center for the southern Pliilip-

pines. It is the residence (jf a military governor, and an alcald.^ as well as the governor-
general of the Vissagas. There are exports of sugar, heinp, tobacco, Japan-wood, etc

Thf* grave of Magellan, the navigator, is on the island of Malan, opposite the town. Poj)

inclusive of Die suburb of St. Nicholas, about 34,000.
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CEBIT, or Zp:bu, one of the Philippine islands, between 9" 35' and IV n., and 123^

and 123° 50' e. ; about 1200 sq.m. The surface is rough, and the soil not suited to-

agriculture, though there are fertile valleys producing cotton, sugar,, rice, tobacco, and
cocoa. The climate, though very hot, is salubrious.

CEC'CO D'ASCOLI, 1257-1327; the popular name of Francesco degli Stabilt. a
mcdioival poet and eucyclopsedist. lie studied mathematics and astrology, and was
professor of the latter science in the university of Bologna. Having published a com-
mentary on the sphere of John de Sacrobosco, in which he- propounded bold theories
concerning the employment and agency of demons, the clerical i)arty caused him to be
condemned to certain fasts, prayers, and fines; but he eluded punishment by going to
Florence. His free-thinking and plain-speaking, however, raised up many enemies; he-

had attacked Dante's Commedia and his fate was sealed; an old accusation of impiety
was renewed, and he was tried, sentenced, and burnt at the stake in Florence, in the
70tli year of his age.

CECIL, a CO. in n'.e. Maryland, on the Delaware and Pennsylvania border, inter-

sected by three railroads; 300 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 25,874—4,0I4colored. It has an uneven

surface and fertile soil, its products are wheat, corn, oats, potatoes, hay, butter, and
wool. Of stone and minerals there are granite, gneiss, slate, iron, chrome, and sulpli-

ate of magnesia. There are flouring mills, and several other manufactories. Co. seat,.

Elkton.

CECIL, Richard, 1748-1810; a minister of the church of England, celebrated as a
pulpit orator. His works have been published in England and in New York. They
are prized for deep spiritual fervor. '

CECRO'PIA MOTH, Platysmnuv cecrapia, the largest moth of the United States r

belonging to the family bembycidoe, it is akin to the silk-worm. Its larva grows to be-

between 3 and 4 in. long, and is a most beautiful object; its color is a tender green,
shading into blue upon its sides; on its head it wears an amber-colored knob raised
upon a short stem, and armed with short black points; rows of smaller knobs adorn the-

back and sides, those along the sides being turquoise blue; the foremost four on the
back are amber-colored. The larva feeds upon nearly all kinds of fruit trees, the
maple, wilk-w, and some other trees. It spins a largo cocoon, sometimes attached to
the under-side of a twig, when it is closely woven and tapers to a point at each end;
>>ometimes in the space between forking limbs, when it is loosely made, and is often as
large as a goose-egg. The outer and inner surfaces of the cocoon are somewhat con-
densed, so that there appear to be two cocoons or coverings. In the earlier stages of
the spinning, the insect often thrusts the silk in loops through the openings between the
threads, and these loops make it difficult to reel the silk; by dissolving in an alkali the
gum which the insect exudes to harden the cocoon, ai d by using great care, it is possi-

ble to reel the silk, but it is dark and coarse, and would be tit for only coarse and strong
fabrics. It has been carded and spun. The larva does not thrive in confinement, but
might bo cultivated in the open air with a little pains. The moth appears in June; its

wings expand from 5 to 7 in. ; its general color is dark brown thickly powdered with
gray; the borders of the wings are clay-colored, and each wing bears a light gi'ay kid-

ney-shaped spot, bordered with lines of red and black. The antennse of the males are
particularly large and fine, the main stem being feathered on each side with long
branches in pairs. Like other lepidopterous larvte, the cecropia is preyed upon by
various parasites, two species of ichneumon flies being notable.

CEDAR, a co. in e. Iowa, watered by Cedar and Wapsipmicon rivers, and intersected
by the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, and the Chicago and Northwestern railroads;

576 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 19,731. The surface is divided between woodland and prairie; the

productions are mostly agricultural. Co. seat, Tipton.

CEDAR, a co. in s.w. Missouri, on Sac river; 435 sq.m.; pop. '70. 9.474—111 col-
ored. The surface is uneven, but the soil is productive. Agriculture is the chief but;i-

ness. Co. seat, Stockton.

CEDAR, a co. in n.c. Nebraska, on the Missouri river, watered chiefly by Bow creek

;

650 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 1032. It is an agricultural region, but as yet not much cultivated.

Co. seat, St. James.

CEDAR CREEK, a stream in Shenandoah co., Va., falling into the Shenandoah
river. On this creek, Oct. 19, 1864. the confederates, under gen" Early, surprised Sheri-

dan's (union) camp, during that officer's absence. The unionists were compelled to

retreat. Gen. Sheridan, who was at Winchester when he heard of the disaster, hastened
to the front, and. rallying his forces, in turn surprised the confederates who had stopped
to plunder the union camp, recovered nearly all that had been lost, took 2,000 prisoners,

and 50 pieces of artillery, and the next day cleared the valley of the Shenandoah of con-
federate troops. This brilliant achievement was the theme of T. Buchanan Read's stir-

ring poem, Sheridan's Ride.

CEDAR FALLS, a city in Black Hawk co., on Cedar river and the Iowa division

of the Illinois Central, at the intersection of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minne-
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sola niilroiuls, 93 m. from Dubuque. It is a manufacturing place of importance Pop.

SO, 3.0;ir).

CEDAU MOUNTAIN, a hill in Culpepper eo.. Va.. near which, Oct. 8, 1862. there

Avas an engasrenicnt between the federal torecs under gen. Bank.s and the confederates

k'd by gen". Jackson. Tlie confederates had the advantage and held the lield, but two
days later fell back towards Gordouville to join gen. Lee. The reported losses were:

On the union side, l-tOO killed and wounded, and 400 prisoners ; of the confederates, 1283

killed and wounded, and 31 missing.

CEDAR RAPIDS, a cit}' in Linn co., Li., on Red Cedar river, and the Burlington,

Cedar Rapids, and Minnesota railroad, at the intersection of the Iowa division of the

Chicago and Western railroad, and the junction of the Dubuque and Northwestern rail-,

roail.
" There are many important manufactories in and near the place. Pop. 5,940.

CEDAR, or Red Ci:dah, IUVER, rises in s.e. ^Minnesota, and flows s. and s.e. through

more than three quarters of the breadth of Iowa, falling into the Iowa river about 20 m.

c. of the Mississippi. The entire length is about 350 miles.

CEDAR SPRINGS, a village in Spartanburg co., S. C, formerly a popular watering-

place. It is now the seat of a deaf and dumb asylum. The village is on the Spartan-

burg and Union railroad.

CEDROX, an extract of a bitter nature from a small tree growing in Central and
South America. In those countries the bitter is thought to be a remedy for the bite of

serpents, and a prophylactic against hydrophobia. In medical practic(? it is used as a

simple bitter principle.

CEFALU', a .seaport in n. Sicily, 39 m. e.s.e. of Palermo; pop. 10,200. The new
town, founded in 1131 by Roger I. of Sicily, is at the base of a steep promontory which
overlooks the magniticent bay of Cefalu. The houses are well built, and the cathedral,

begun in 1132, is distingui.shed for the beauty of its fa9ade, with antique pillars and
mosaics. There is a small but good harbor, and some trade in manna, oil, and sardines;

but most of the people are engaged in the sea-fishery.

CEL'EBES (ante), was first discovered by the Portuguese in the early part of the 16th

c, the exact date being given by some authors as 1512. At that time the Macassars
were the most powerful people in the island, having successfully defended themselves

against the king of the Moluccas and the sultan of Ternate. In 1609, the English endea-

vored to gain a foothold. The Dutch arrived near the end of the 16th or the beginning of

the 17th century. In 1611, the Dutch East India company obtained a monopoly of the

trade on the island of Buton, and in 1618, an insurrection in Macassar gave them an

opportunity of obtaining a definite settlement in Celebes. In 1660, the native kingdom
was forcibly subjugated by the Dutch, with 33 ships, and 2,700 men. Six years later,

the war began again, but was ended in 1667, and a treaty was signed by which the Dutch
were recogni/.ed as protectors and mediators of the different states who were parties to

the treaty^ In 1683, the n.e. part of the island was conquered and put under the command
of the governor of the Moluccas; and in 1824, the kingdom of Boni was reduced. Since

that time there has been no important military event except the speedily suppressed

insurrection in Boni in 1859. The island is very irregular in outline, and has been com-
pared to a star-fish with its limbs torn away from the w. side. There are few rivers, and
none are navigal)le for,any consideral^le distance; but the lakes are numerous, and some
of them large The most important of these is the Tamp-arang-Labaya, or Teir.pc, in

the s.e. .section of the peninsula. It has a depth of 30 ft., and is richly stocked with fish.

The .scenery throughout the i.sland is varied and picturesque. There are wonderful
gorges, cha.sms, and prc'cipices, many of the latter 600 ft. high, and yet covered with a

tape.stry of vegetation. Much of the country is still covered with the primeval forest,

which is traversed here and there by .scarcely perceptible paths, or broken by occasional

clearings or villages. The fauna of Celebes exhibits .some specimens peculiar to the

island. Of 200 species of birds, 80 are not eLsewhere found. There are only 14 species

of mammalia, and of these 11 are almost entirely (.-onfined to the area. The most
remarkable of the.'^e are an ape found m but one other counliT, a small ox-like quad-

ruped that iidiabits the mountainous districts, and the pig-deer of the Malays. Neither

the elephant, the tapir, the rhinoceros, nor any large beast of prey is re])resented. Not
mucli attention has been given to agriculture, except where the Dutch influence and
example are strong; and manufactures are few and crude. The women weave a toler-

able cotton cloth. The houses are f)f wood aj)d bamboo, and are usually very frail. The
whole of Celebes is practically in tin; hands of the Dutch government, lljough but a

comparatively small portion is under their direct administration, and many of the petty

princes are jH-rmitled to manage their internal affairs much as tli(!y ])l('a.se. For admin-
istrative purj)o.ses then; arc three " residences." (Celebes, Manado, and Ternate, llu; former
two belonging solely to the island, whih; tin; third in(;lud(!s a large; ])art of the Moluccas,

The most important and int(;resting jjcoplc in the island are those in the department of

Maca.ssar. They consist mainly of Macassars and .Malays proju^r, of lOndinesc! from the

island of Flores, and immigrants from the neighboring kingdom of Wadjo. The foreign

colonies are eacli under the manag(!tnent of a separate captain, and the Malays are under
the care of a head priest. The Macassars belong to the Malay race; they arc well built
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and muscular; with dark brown complexion, a broad and expansive face, black and
sparkling eyes, high forehead, nose rather flat, large mouth, and black soft hair which
they let fall over their shoulders. The women are sprightly, clever and amiable, and
formerly brought large prices as slaves. The men are brave, ambitious, jealous, and
revengeful, but not tieacherous. Drunkenness is rare, but gambling and cock-tigliting
are passionately engaged in. Running "amok" was once so common that the Dutch
dismissed the Macassar soldiers from their service to break up the evil. They take
great pleasure in all bodily exercise. In religion they call themselves Mohammedans,
but their worship is full of pagan superstitions; they worship animals and a divinity
called Kareng Love, who has power over their fortune and health. Their language,
which belongs to the Malayo-Javanese group, is spoken by about 300,000; but it" has a
much smaller area than Buginese, which is the language of Boni. Their literature is

poor, and consists mainly of romantic stories from the Malay, and religious treatises
from the Arabic. Of their few original works the most important are the early histories
of Goa, and some other states of the Celebes, and a collection of laws and maxims of the
old princes and sages. In no part of their possessions, however, have the Dutch made
more important transformations than in Minahassa, or the confederation of ]\Iauado.
At the beginning of the century the people were still savages, and in almost continual
warfare among themselves. About 1822, it was discovered that the soil of the mountain
sides was very favorable for growing coffee; the cultivation was introduced, and a sys-
tem established by which the native chiefs undertook the management of the plantation.
The result has been not only to make one of the best coffee districts in the archipelago,
but wonderfully to advance the civilization of the inhabitants. Missions and education
have been successful; villages of handsome houses have grown up; the country is tra-

versed by roads shaded by trees, and rivers have been bridged. The trade of the dis-
trict is in a flourishing condition, and promises to become ^till more important. The
coffee plant produces a fine kernel of transparent greenish-blue color, and brings a much
higher price than that from Java. Besides other large district divisions, foi^the most
part physically similar to those described, there is the district or state of Toiadja. lying
entirely inland, which is in possession of a wild pagan race who shun intercourse with
other races, and are generally regarded as the aborigines of the island.

CELEBES, a body-guard of 300 young men of the best Roman families, organized,
according to tradition, by Romulus. Next to the king, iheir leader was the'highest
ofiicer of the state. This position was held by Brutus when he expelled theTarquins.

CELESTE, Madame, b. 1814; a dancer and melodramatic actress of French descent,
and a pupil of the Paris conservatory. She came to the United States about 1829, and
not long after married a man named Elliot. After his death she went to England, and
in 1830 began a career of remarkable success in the sensational drama of The tn nch Spy.
She made two other American tours, 1851 and in 1865. In 1866, she returned to Eng-
land and retired from the stage.

CEL'ESTINE, the name of five popes. 1. Saint Celestike, d. 432, is supposed to
have been a near relative of the emperor Valentinian. He held the council of Ephesus
in 431, at which the Nestorians were condemned; actively persecuted the Pehigians;
struggled for Roman orthodoxy; sent Palladius to Scotljind, and Patricius (St. Palrick)
to Ireland; raged against the Novatiaus in Rome, imprisoning their bi.shop, and forbid-
cing their worship, and was intolerant of the least innovation of the colisti tutions of his
predecessors. His papacy lasted nearly 8^ years. 2. Guido di Castello. chosen in
1143; d. 1144, after a reign of 5 months and 13 days. He gave absolution to Louis VII.
of France, on the king's humble subjection, and removed the papal interdict from that
country. 3. Giacinto Bobone Oksim, elected Mar. 30, 1191; d. 1198. after ruling
nearly 9 years, and was buried in the Lateran ; supposed to have been 90 years old when
chosen. He crowned the emperor Henry YI. of Germany, and subsequently excommu-
nicated him for keeping Richard I. of England in prison. In 1192, he confirmed the
statutes of the Teutonic order of knights. 4. Goffredo CASTIGLIO^•E of Milan, a
nephew of Urban III. He was elected pope by only seven cardinals, Sept. 22. 1241,
and occupied the chair only 17 days, dying Oct. 8, be'fore he was conscciated. He was
the author of a history of Scotland, in which country he was once a monk. 5. Pietko
daMorone, the son of a peasant of Naples; became a Benedictine monk, and lived
many years in caves after the manner of John the Baptist. Terrible stories are told of
the severity of his penitential discipline. During his hermit life he founded the order
that bears his name (see Celestines, ante). Aft'er the death of Nicholas lY he was
elected pope, but refused to accept until persuaded by a deputation of cardinals rein-

forced by the kings of Naples and Hungary. He was'choseu July 7. 1294. was crowned
Aug. 29. He issued two decrees; one confirming that of Gregory* X. ordering the shut-
ting up of the cardinals when in conclave, and one declaring" the right of any pope to
abdicate at pleasure—a right which, after ruling 5 months "and 8 days, he exercised,
Dec. 13, 1294, In his document of renunciation he assigned as the moving causes "the
desire for humility, for a purer life, for a stainless conscience; the deficiencies of his
own physical strength; his ignorance, the perverseuess of the people, and his longing
for the tranquillity of his former life." Having divested himself of every outward sym-
bol of dignity, he returned to his old solitude: but lie was not permitted to remain:* his
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successor, Boniface VIII., sent for him, and, despite his efforts to escape, imprisoned
him in a castle, where, after hiuguishing ten mouths in the infected atmospiierc, he died,
3Iay 19, 1296. He, like the first of the name, is recognized as a saint by the Komau
church.

CEL'LARER, a person under the Roman emperors who supervised the domestic
affairs of the household and examined accounts. The same title was given in later
times to the purveyors for monasteries or priests. As an officer of a monastery tlie C.
regulated every matter affecting provisions.

CELLULOID, a remarkable modern invention, apparently capable of wide useful-
ness, wherever India-rubber and various kinds of cloth arc now employed. Celluloid
is produced by mi.xing gum camphor with a pulp of gun-cotton, and subjecting the com-
bination to a high degree of pressure and heat, 'i he result i.s a hard product of extra-
ordinary toughness and elasticity. It can be made plastic again and molded into any
required form. Any color can be given to it by the use of coloring matter during the
process of manufacture. It is extensively used as a substitute for ivory, which it

resembles so closely that it is sometimes diiiicuit to detect the difference. It is said to
equal ivory in strength and elasticity, and not to warp or discolor with time. It has
proved a good material for piano and organ keys, billiard-balls, backs of bru.'^hes, look-
ing-glass frames, handles for knives, forks, umbrellas, and many other articles. It is-

much cheaper than ivory, and is claimed to be better for decorative purposes. It

is also used with much success to imitate tortoise-shell, malachite, amber, pink coral,

and other costly material .s. In imitation of tortoise-shell, it is made into combs, nap-
kin-rings, match-boxes, card-cases, etc. Imitations of pink coral jowelry are made and
sold at prices much below those of the genuine. The same is true of imitations of mala-
chite and amber. Mouth-pieces for pipes, cigir-holders, etc., are common. It is also
used as a substitute for porcelain in making dolls' heads. The frames of e3'e-glasscs,

opera-glasses, and spectacles are made of it. More recently it hsis come into'use in
combination with linen, cotton, or pai)cr, for shirt bo.sonis, cuff'.s, and collars. The
material lias a hard glistening surface, like that of newly laundered linen; is elastic and
impervious to moisture, and when soiled can bo renovated with a moistened sponge.
There seems to be some danger in the manufaclure of C. Though there have beT-n

explosions and several persons killed in one of the manufactories, it is said that wilh
due care, and avoidance of unwarrantable experiments, tiie manufacture is not unsafe.

CELSIUS, Anders, 1701-44; a Swedish astronomer, b. at Upsala. He traveled in

Germany, France, Italy, and took part in the expedition of 17oG led by ^laupertiusand
others to measure a degree of latitude in Lapland. C. was a member of the academies
at Stockholm and Berlin, of the British royal society, and secretary of the royal society
of Upsala. Among his works are Obsertntions on, the Measurement of the Earth, and A
New Method of Measuring Vie Dintance of the Sunfrom the Earth, in which he endeavored
to show that the waters of the ocean are decreasing in volume.

CEMETERY (ante). The famous POrc la Chaise, in Paris, is the most celebrated of
modern cemeteries, although by no means the largest. It was laid out in 1804, and com-
prises about 200 acres, and more than 10,000 monuments erected to the memory of
nearly all the great men of France of the present centur3^ Twice this C. and the
neighboring heights have been the scene of desperate fighting. In 1814, during the-

attack on Paris by the allies, it was stormed by a Russian column; and in 1871 the com-
munists made their last stand among these tombs, where 900 of them were killed, 200
being buried in quicklime in one huge grave, and 700 in another. Paris has also the
cemeteries of ^lont Parnas.se and Montmartre, besides many smaller burial-grounds. lu
1874, a very large C. was laid out 16 m. u. of Paris, covering nearly 1300 acres. In
France, every city and town is required bv law to provide a burial-ground beyond its

barriers, properly laid out and planted, and each interment must take place in a separate
grave. This law does not apply to Paris, however. There the dead arc buried 40 or 50
at a time in ihafoases communes, the poor l)eing interred gratuitously, and a charge of
20 francs l)eing made in all other ca.scs. 'Y\ui fosse when full is left undisturbed for 5
years; then all the cros.ses and other memorials are removed, the level of the ground is

raised 4 or 5 ft. hy fresh earth, and interments begin again. For 50 francs a grave can
be leased for 10 years; but wlnni permanent monuments arc desired the ground must be
purchased in fee.

In English cities, about 1840, the people began to di.scussthe dangers to public health
arising from the condition of tlu; graveyards surrounding, and the vaults within and
underneath, the gr(;at churches. In London, these receptacles were literally crammed
with coffins, and the surrounding air was infected to a dangerous degree. Cofiins were
piled upon each other until thev came within a few inches of the surface of the ground,
and then the ground was rai.sfMl from time to time until its level came nearly up to the

lower windows of the church. To mak(! room for new burials, old bones were thrown
out, and this led to systematic robbing of graves for the sake of the cofiin i)lates and the

pretty ornanients sometimes biiried with lh(H)0(ii('s. The result of this action and dis-

cussion was an entire change in the .system. Burials within the limit's of cities and vil-

lages were p>roliibited, and as a necessit}' rund cemeteries were founded. The chicrf

cemeteries of London at present arc : Kensal Green, on the IlaiTow road, 2i m. from
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Paddingioii ; ITighi,'ate, on a slope of Highgate hill; AbneyPark; the Norwood and
I\unlicu(l cemeteries, on the s. ; tlie west London C, at Brompton; Iliord and Leystonc
cemeteries in Essex; the Victoria and Tower Hamlets cemeteries in e. London;" while
farther from the city were the cemeteries of Woking and Colney Hatch.

The dead-houses (Leichenhauser) of Frankfort and Municli forma remarkable feature
of the burial customs of those cities. The objects of the founders were to obviate the
remotest, danger of premature interment, and to provide a respectable |>fece for the recep-
tion of the dead, in order to remove the bodies from tlie often coulined dwellings of the
friends. At Frankfort, the dead-house is at the entrance to the cemetery. It consists
of a warder's room, wiiere an attendant is always on duty; on each side are tive rooms,
well ventilated, and kept at even temperature, and each one is furnished with a bier, on
which a corpse can be laid. On one of the lingers of a corpse is placed a ring, to which
is attached a light cord, connecting with a bell which hangs outside of the attendant's
room. Bodies deposited here are inspected at regular intervals by a medical officer, and
the warden is always on the watch for the ringing of the bell. The importance of this

care was once proved at Frankfort by the revival of a child. The attendants are required
to receive and treat the dead with all respect, and no interment is permitted until sign.srf

decomposition appear. The relations are then notified, and a funeral is held. ISin:iIi.r

mortuaries have been established in many English towns.
Of the cemeteries still in use in southern Europe, the catacombs of Sicily are the most

remarkable. In one of these, near Palermo, under an old Capuchin monastery, there-

are four subt(!rranean corridors, in whicli more than 2,000 corpses are ranged in niches
in the wall, many of them shrunk into the most grotesque attitudes, or hanging with
pendent heads or limbs from their receptacles. As a preparation for its niche, the body
is desiccated in an oven, and then dressed as if in life and put in its place in the walk
At one end of this C. there is an altar, strangely ornamented with a mosaic of liuman
skulls and bones.

Among nations in the cast cemeteries have been in us«^ from the earliest times. In
(^hina the high grounds near j\Iacaoand Canton are crowded with tombs, many of them,
in the form of small tumuli with a low encircling wall, like the ringed ban'ows of west-
ern Europe. But the most picturesque of all cemeteries are those of the Turks. From
them it was, perhaps, that, the first idea of the mcaern ('. , with its ornamental planta-
tions, was derived. Around Constantinople the cemeteries form vast tracts of cypresa
woods, under whose branches stand thousands of tombstones. A grave is never reopened;
a new^ resting place is given to every one, and so the dead now occupy a wider territory
than that wiiich is covered by the homes of the liying. The Turks believe that until the
body is buried the soul is in a state of discomfort, and the funeral, therefore, takes place
as soon as possible after death. Ko cofiln is u.sed; the body is laid in the grave, a few
boards are placed around it, and then the earth is shoveled'in, care being taken to leave
a small opening extending from the head of the corpse to the surface of the ground, fin

opening not unfre(|uently enlarged by dogs and other beasts which plunder the graves. A
tombstone of white marble is then erected, surmounted by a carved turban, in case of a
man, and ornamented by a palm branch in low relief, if Ihe grave be that of a woman.
The turban by its varying form indicates not only tlie rank of the sleeper below, but also
the period of his death, lor the fashion of the Turkish head-dress is always changing.
A cypress is usually planted beside the grave, its odor being supposed to neutralize anj-

noxious exhalations from the ground," and thus, every C. is a forest, where by day
lumdreds of tuitlc-doves arc on the wing or perching on the trees, and where bat's

and owls swarm undisturbed at night. These cemeteries are a favorite resort for Turk-
ish women, some of whom are always to be seen praying beside the narrow openings
that lead down into a parent's, a husband's, or a brother's grave. The cemeteries of tlie

Armenians abound in bas-reliefs, which show^ the manner of the death of the person
beneath, and on these singular tombstones are frequent representations of men being
decapitated or hanging on a gibbet.

Americji closely followed England in the sanitary reform of burial-places, and many
yenrs ago burial within certain limits of cities was prohibited except in special cases,
sucii as the use of private vaults in church-yards. The earliest of the great cemeteries
in the United States Avas Mount Auburn, near Boston, covering 125 acres, lovely by
natuie, and most elaborately adorned.

Laurel Hill C, in Philadelphia, was opened in 1836. It is on the Schuylkill river,

about 4 m. n. of the center of the city, and is part of a rt^ion of romantic
beauty, abounding in gentle declivities, picturesque lawns, rugged ascents, rocky
ravines, and flowery dells. A carriage drive, along the river front, connects Fairmount
])ark and the "Wi.ssahickon; thus bringing the ever-varying activity of the living into
association with the tranquil resting-places of the dead. ^ Since the first purchase of
ground, several larger tracts have been added to it; while, under the management of
various associations, other portions of the beautiful vicinity have been, in a similar
manner, consecrated and adorned. This was followed by Greenwood C, the first and
one of the greatest ]X)pular burial-places for New York and Brooklyn. The company
was chartered in 1838. The grounds, which comprise 450 acres, occupy the hills and
valleys on the e. side of the bay of New York, about 3 m. s. of the city "hall in Brook-
lyn. The situation is one of the finest in ail the region. From thg higher points of the
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C. the eye takes in the two cilios of New York and Brooklyn, the ha}', half a dozen
cities in New Jersey, the far-oir Palisades, the broad lower bay. tlie hiulilands near
Sandy Hook, Coney island, the rich garden lands of Kings comity, and a grand view
of the Atlantic ocean. This 0. has live entrances; .early 20 ni. of stone-beddeil

avenues, and 17 m. of concrete paths. Water for drinking and irrigation is supplietl

from the city works to nearly 40 hydrants. There are eight lakes of varying dimensions,
and four ornamental fountains, 'j'he grounds are drained by 17 m. of subterranean
«ewer pipes, with 1140 receiving basins. There have been 2o.OOO lots sold, anil over
200,000 interments made, the first one on the 5th of Sept., 18i0. Among the edifices

iiud monuments of note are: the entrance buildings, the receiving tomb, the shelter

house, and the following monuments and statues: to Horace Greeley, statue of a printer
setting type; to John Matthews, a sarcophagus with marl^le efligy; of the Brown brothers,

representing tlie loss of the steamship Arctic and the loss of five members of the
family; on Highwood hill, a tribute to Samuel B. Morse, inventor of the telegraph; the
Firemen's monument, a fireinan rescuing a child; monument to Henry Howard, ex-chief
of the New York fire department; chapel monument to Mary M. l)an.ser, noted for

charitable bequests; marble temple of A. S. Scribner, of fine Italian marble, containing
a figure of Hope, under a marble canopy, supported on eight pillars, and on the sides, in

bas-relief, illustrations from the life of Christ, from birth to ascension; monument to

Thomas J. Read, a granite figure of Faith Clasping tlie Crosa; statue of John Correja, a
sea-captain taking an observation with the sextant (put up by hims(;lf many years before
his death); the monument to Charlotte Canda, who was killed on her r7th birthday by
falling from her carriage. (This is an elaborate Gothic temple, and was for many years

the great attraction of the place; more people have visited this structure, probably, than
any other of the points of interest.) The Soldiers' monument, in honor of those who
fell in the union cause during the rebellion, with four life-size statues representing the

different branches of the service; the Pilots' monument, to Tliomas Freeborn, who lost

his life in trying to save the b\\v^ John Mlnturn, in 1846: the statuary group of James
Gordon Bennett, founder of the New York Herald, of the finest Carrara marble, repre-

senting a life-sized female figure, kneeling on a cushion, in an attitude of prayer, com-
mending to the Almighty Giver her child held in suspense by an angelic figure;

the colossal bronze statue of De Witt Clinton; m(mument to Louis Bonard, who was
one of the founders of the society for the prevention of cruelty to animals. This (\

is not a stock corporation, but a public trust, managed by trustees chosen by the lot

owners.

CENTS, 'Slo'^T {ante), the site of some remarkable railroad building within the last

15 years. In 1865. an English engineer ol)tained permission from thcllalianand French
governments to lay a railway on the line of Napoleon's carriage road over the mountains.
The road was built in the ordinary way with the addition of a third rail midway betv/eeu

the outer ones, and raised nearly a foot higher. This third rail was strongly gripped by
the driving wheels, by which means the trains could safely traverse very sharp carves

and descend grades as .steep as 1 ft. in 12. On the French side the rise to the summit in

6f m. of road was 4,400 feet. Then there was a stretch of 5 m. nearly level, and Jifter

that the descent to Susa on the Italian side, a distance of 20 m. over curve ^ so numerous
and so sharp that the view changed almost every minute, trains descended by the

momentum of weight, the speed being regulated by brakes. This road was sujK'r.^eded

by the one now in use, which runs through the great tunnel. (See Tunnel, ante.)

CENSOTII'NUS, a chronologist and grammarian of the 3d c, known by a work
called De Die Natali, in which he treated of mini's generations, his natal hour, and the

infli.en -c th:it the stars and genii exercise over his fate. It v.as by .some wo:k of his

on chnmology that certain important dates have been ascertaiiuid.

CENSUS (ante). The tenth C. of the United States was taken in June, 1880. Up to

1860 our decennial progress in population and material wealth had been uniformly rapid

and wonderful. The war of the rebellion then interfered, and both directly and indi-

rectly tended to arrest that progrcs.s—directly in the destruction, through war and dis-

ease, of more than three quarters of a million of men in the beginning of life, when, in

the natural course of events, they would have largely increased the population; and in-

directly in checking the flood of immigration, a Hood that had been bringing us half a
million inhabitants in a single year. The regularity of progress from 1700 to 1860 is

very remarkable. The percentage of increa.sc in each decade is here shown:

Decade. Per Cont. Decade. Per Cent

.

1 790 to 1800 :15.02 1 8;U) to 1 840 ;]2.(i7

1800 to 1810 :K;.45 1S40 to 1S50 35.87

1810 to 1820 33.13 1850 I0 I860 35.58

1820 to 1830 33.49 1860 to 1870 22.22

80, for the 70 years up to 1860 the population gnrw at an average; rate of 3.\ |ier cent jxt

annum, dividing the whole period into ])erio(ls of ten years each. Without the war
the population of the United States in 1870 would have been 42,600,000; in 1880, by the

name ratio, it would have been upward of 57,000,000.

The numbering of the people, though on one special occasion forbidden by the
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highest power, is an ancient custom. Moses numbered the Israciitcs in the wilderness,
and, in later times, Joshua and David followed his example. The Chinese tell of a C
of their people taken 2,()4i years before the birth of Christ. In Japan an enumeration
was made aliout 1,900 ycar.s ago. tSolon ordered the C. of Athens to be taken, especially
with reference to cias.ses of the people and taxable property. Servius Tullius, sixth
king of Rome, ordered a C, when every citizen had to appear on the field of Mars and
declare on oath his mime and residence, the nunibei" and names of his children, and the
value of his property. Failing to do this, his property might be confiscated and him-
self scourged and sold for a slave. Augustus enlarged the scope and improved the
manner of taking the census. In the lOtii c. the church began to record births, mar-
riages, and deaths, and fi'om this practice gradual!}'' grew up the modern C, though
there docs not appear to have been any exact popular C. made until after the beginning
of the 18th century.

Russia, then almost a barbarous country, appears to have led other nations in C.
taking. Partial enumerations were made in 1700, 1704-5, and 1710. In 1719, Peter
the great sent a commission into all the provinces to make a general census. This
commission took account of the number of peasants, mechanics, domestics, and men
unemployed. Women were not taken into account at all at the commencement, but
they were recognized before the work closed, and in some districts were partially

enumerated. In 1722, the C. distinguished the insane and infirm without means of
subsistence, and the czar ordered that a C. should be taken every twentieth year.

In 1802, a central bureau of statistics was organized, reorganized in 1852, and again in

1858. This bureau is charged with the taking of the C, which now include.'j much
the same information as that obtained in the United States. Prussian enumerations
were begun under Frederick William I., and improved by his successor. From 1748
to 1800, the C. was taken annually, except when prevented by war. In 1805, the
central bureau of statistics was established. In 1834, a triennial C. was ordered.
The schedules for questioning were very full, and the enumeration was to be made some one
day in December. The first C. of the German empire was taken on the 1st of Dec,
1871. Austria first took a C. in 1754, and kept it up triennially until 1837, when it

was enacted that the enumeration should be made every sixth 5'ear. In Sweden, as early

as 1086. there was a law requiring the clergy to record marriages, legitimate and illegiti-

mate births, deaths, persons removed from or settled in parishes, and all the population,
arranged by place of liabitation and households. Such information w'as first publishetl
in 1746. A statistical bureau was established in 1857, to collate and publish C. and
other statistical information. Norway has kept up a decennial C. since 1815, and
the work is usually thoroughly done. In Spain, enumerations were made in 1787, 1798,

1857, and 1860, and, by caiculation, in 1867. Tlie work is done by government officials

in one night. Denmark had a C. once in five years, from 1S40 to 1800; now it is

decennial, the last enumeration b;'ing on the 1st of Feb., 1370. The fir.^t and only
C. of Portugal was made Jan. 1, 1864, and extended only to the number of the
population. Switzerland, began enumerations about 1750. Her C. is now decen-
nial. Belgium doubtless leads all nations in the fullness and accuracy of her statistics,

although )ier C. is taken but once in ten years. The last was in 1876. The Nether-
lauds C. is decennial. The last was taken Dec. 1, 1870. Italy has an enumeration
once in ten years, the ^ast Dec. 31, 1871. Greece counts up irreirularlv. From 1836 to

1845, a C. was made every year: then in 1848, 1853, 1856, ^1861,' 1808, and 1870.
Turkey lias nevc^r taken a C. except for conscription or taxation. The first C
on record in France was taken in 1700 and published in 1720. There was a general
C. taken in 1800, and a decree of the national convention ordered that it should l;c

continued every fifth -year. Since about 1820. the C. has been taken very regularly.

Brazil be2:an in 1872, tiie Argentine Republic in 1869, Colombia in 1870, and Eirvpt In

1862.

The first real effort to record the population of Great Britain was made in 1801. and
then it did not extend to Ireland, which had just become a part of the empire by the
celebrated union. This C was crude and unsatisfactory, and the returns were im
possible of classification. The chief value of the C. of 1801 was in calling attention
to the importance of such statistics and evoking better methods for getting and classify-

ing them. Much better work was done in 1841 and 1851, when advantage was taken of
the elaborate records of births, marriages, and deaths, which were begun the 1st of July,
3837. The first attempt ;it a general C. in Ireland was made in 1811, but it was a
failure. Some improvements were mide in 1821 and 1831, since which satisfactory
enumerations have been made by the constabulary. We lack space to go over the enu-
merations in Great Britain and Ireland in 1841, 1851. and 1861, and must come directly
to the first imperial C'.—1871. This first attempted C(unplete enumeration of the popu-
lation of the empire was, so far as Great Britain and Ireland were a part, made in

one day, April 3, 1871. The returns for the whole em])ire showed a population of 234.-

762,593, living upon 7.769,449 sq.m. of territorv, viz. .—England and Wales, 22.856.164
population; Scotland, 3,392,259; Ireland. 5,449,186; island^? in British seas. 147,470;
colonies and possessions, 202,917,214. The annual rate of increase from 1861 was:—In
England and Wales, 1.23 per cent; Scotland. 0.92; Ireland (decrease), 0.71. The work
^f this C. was in charg(i of the registrar-general, assisted b}' Dr. W. Farr and J. T.
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Hammick. The main work was done by 32,543 enumerators, emploj'ed under 2,195
registrars and 6:26 superintendent registrars. All the enumerators were required to bo
intelligent, trustworthy, and active; to write well, and to have some knowledge of
arithmetic. They were to be not under eighteen nor over sixty-tive, and to be in good
health and of unexceptionable character. The whole country was divided into minute
districts, and so great was the care taken, that every unnumbered house or dwelling had
a tixed number put upon it before the schedules were sent out. Every means was taken
through the press and by means of special publications to apprise the people of >vh:it

was wanted, and instructing them how to facilitate the work. The householders' sched-
uler were delivered in person by the enumerators who were to take them up. Every
separate occupier received a schedule arranged so as to record the name, day, age, rank,
profession or occupation, conjugal relation, relation to the head of the family and birth-

place of every person who abode in any house on the night of Sunday, 2d of April,

1S71. There were special blanks for blind, deaf and dumb, etc. There were G,500,0U0
of these schedules, weighing 41 tons. In addition to schedules and enumeraliou books,
there were sent from the central office 115 different printed forms of instructions and
circulars. The houseless population were enumerated by the police, the navy by the
admiralty, the merchant seamen by the customs bureau, and the army through the tield-

marshal's office. The tenacity of the "Welsh tongue was shown by the return of 17,276
schedules fdled out in that language. The care exercised in taking this enumeration may
be inferred from the fact that the enumerators were instructed to consider a house as com-
prising all the space within the external and party walls of a building, whether occupieil
by one or several families; the}' were also instructed to make an ex:ict record of each
hou'^e and the number of schedules left. With the help of the police they were to return
all persons not on that night dwelling in houses, but sleeping in barns, sheds, caravans
or tents, or in the open air. Special schedules were printed for the enumeration of
persons in public institutions, on board vessels, or in charge of boats and barged em-
ployed in inland navigation. Persons traveling during the night of Sunday, April 2,

v*-ere to be included in the schedules of the hotel, or the house at which they arrived on
the morning of Monday. Persons engaged in work away from home during the rdght
of Sunday were to ba included in the schedule left at the house where they usually
resided. The causes why an unusual number of persons were present or absent at any
given places vrere to be reported. The expedition with which the enormous mass cf
information was assorted and compihxl may be knovv^n from the fact that the abstract
showing the population of Great Britain Avas laid before parliament in print on the 2()th

of June, only eleven weeks from the day for collecting the schedules. The C. of
Ireland at the same time .was taken by 4,533 members of the royal constabulary'-, aided
in cities by the local police. In Scotland there were 1016 local registrars, and 8,o42
emunerators. The cost of this imperial C was, in England, £5 5^. '7}cL for each 1000
of population; in Scotland, £8 Is. 4d. ; in Ireland, £7 2.s. 7(1.

Census work began in the United States with the beginning of the government. In
order to secui-e a proper apportion:nent of representatives iii the lower house of congress
a 0. is taken every tenth year. At first it was nothing more than an enumeration of
the people, classifying slave and free. Additions and iuiprovements were made until

the schedules of 1870 comprised questions as to name, age, sex, color, conjugal condi-
tion, place of birth and place of birth of father and mother. To these were added par-

ticulars as to schools, libraries, newspapers, churches, disease and mortality, paui)eiism
and crime, school, military and citizensliip ages ; areas of farms, families and dwellings

;

the blind, deaf and dumb, insane and idiot:c, occu])ations of the people, wealth, taxa-

tion, and public indebtedness, and the amount and value of the products of agricailtin-e

and manufactur(;s. The questions Avere certainly comprehensive enough, but the mode
of taking the C. was slow, cumbrous, and unsatisfactory. It was two years and six

m.onths after the beginning of tlu; work when the comi)ilation l:nown as tlu,' ('duijh itiliinii

was sent to congress. In the introduction to this compendium gen. Walker, superin-
tendent of the ninth C, says: "There is no reason, however, why, with such mod-
ifications of exi.sting laws as would- insure that the material should come originally to

the census office in proper* shape for tabulation, the entire compilation should not be
concluded within a y(;ar from the dafe of the lirst receipt of returns. It is not ])o.ssible

fr)r one who has had such ])ainf'.d occasion as IJie present sui)erintendent, to ob.serve tlie

wor'kings of the census law of l;-)50, to characterize it otherwi^(; than as clumsy, anti-

quated and barbarous. The machincjry it ])rovides is as unfit for use in the C. of
the United States, in this day of advanced statistical science, as the smooth-bore mu/.zle-

loadirig (jucen's arm of the revolution would be for service against lln; repeating riih; of

the |)res('nt time. It ought not to be possible that another ('. should be taken under
this law ; such a thing ought not to be seriously proposed. The country has suffered

more than, enough already of jliscredit aiid of los^ on account of the wretched insuffi-

ciency and intippropriateness of tlie j)rovisions of tins ill-constructed and outgrown
statute."

In 1850 Mr. Joseph C. G. Kennedy, who superintended the C. of that decade,
ventured to ])rf)phesy our future popidation, l)asing his estimates upon the ])rogre89

already achi(;ved. Of course, he did not ninke allow;uices ff)r the war, then undreamed
of. lie reckoned that in 1870 we should have a population of 42,328,432, and in 1880
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it -would rise to 53,450,241. His estimates were high, hut witliout tlie war we should
prohilbly have come well up to them. Taking the whole country, we lost througk
battle and diseases conseqiieiit upon military service more thiiii a million of men ; and
those were men in the prime of life—just the period for natural increuse of families.

Three times as many, who did not lose their lives, were away frona their homes one,
two, or three years, and tliis, too, gi'eatly reduced natural increase.

CENT {ante), a coin of the United States valued at the hundredth part of a dollar.

The lirst one authorized by act of congress, April 2, 1792, was copper, and weighed 204
gr.iins. The next 3^ear the weight was reduced to 208 grains, and in 1796 to IGfc; giains.

Half cents were also coined, but not to great extent. Collectors of coins should remem-
ber that no coins other than gold or sih'er were issued from the United Slates mint in

the year 1815 or 1832. By the act of Feb. 2, 1857 the issue of half cents was discontinued,
and the copper C. was made of .88 copper and 12 zinc, and to weigh 72 grains. Apiil

22, 1864, the bronze C. was introduced, consisting of .95 copper and .5 tin and zinc,

and weighing 48 grains. Ten of the present c«nts weigh just a tro^' ounce, and 120
cents weigh a tro}?^ pound. They cannot be conveniently used for avoirdupois or com-
mon vreight. Cents are legal tender to the amount of 25 cent^.

CEjSiTENNIAL exhibition, in the United States, held at Philadelphia in 1876, a

hundred years after the declaration of independence. It was opened in Fairmount park,

Tday 10, 1876, An area of 236 acres was used, and the co.st of the live main buildings
was $4,500,000. Before the close there were more than 200 separate buildings within
the inclosure. Some idea of the magnitude of the preparations may be obtained from
the apportionment of space in the main building, designed for the exhibition of the manu-
factured products and products of mines and nietjillurgj', as well as the condition of

science and education in all nations. This building covered 20 acres, and was liiiiSO ft.

long and 464 wide, with projecting wings in the center of the sides 416 ft. long, and in

the center of the ends 216 ft. Jong. The exliibition space was on one tioor. The
roof of the main portion was 70 ft. high. In the center was an elevated square, with
sides of 184 ft., liaving towers 120 ft. liigli and 48 ft. square at the corners. At the
lV)ur corners of the building were towers 75 ft. high. The roof was supported by wrcught-
iroi) roof-trus.ses resting upon 672 wrought-irou columns. The sides were closed with
glazed sash, above a substructure of brick 7 ft. high, iTsting on a for.nchilion of massive
jnasonrj. Space was apportioned i.s follows, in square feet: Argentine Republic, 2,861

:

AnstrJa-IIungary, 24,727; Bel<j:iu:n. 15.598; Brazil, 6.899; Cana<!a, 24,118; Chili. 3,244;
China, 6,638; France, 45,460; Germany, 29,629: Great Britain and Ireland, 54,155;
India and British colonies, 24,193; Hawaiian islands, 1575; Ital}', 8,943; Japan, 17,831;
Luxemburg, 247; Mexico, 6,.'",07; Netherlands. 15,948; Norway^ 6,159; Orange Free
State, 1058; Peru, 1463; Spain and colonics, 11,253; Sweden. 17,799; Switzerland, 6,693;
Tunis, 2,015; Turkey, 3,347; United. States, 136,684. Within this viist space tJie nations
vied with each other in showi:ig proofs of their industry, wealth, and greatness. A most
inter'C.sting ])art of the exhibition wa-5 that devoted to tlic pi"ogress of modern ediication.

Another building was the wo-nen's paviiion, covering an acre oi ground, designed to

receive the products of woman's ingenuity and progress. Besides the Uidted States
more than a dozen other n:itions v\'ere iiere represented. This was the first collect-

ive display of women's work ever attempted. The art building was called Memorial
hall, and remains as a ijermanent moriUment of the exhibition. It is a splendid structure,

ill the renaissance style. On a central tower 150 ft, high stands a colossal statue of

America; at the base are four figures of smaller proportions, r(>i>rescnting the four quar-
ters of the globe. The building is 3G5 ft. long by 210 wide, and 59 high; it is of gTauite.

glass, and iron. Machinery hall, next in size to the main building, was 1402 ft. long by 360
wide, its area, including that of itsannex, being ner.rly loacres. Steam, water-power, and
sliaftini!!: were provided" by the commissioners. The I'nited States building was 504 by 306
feet. In it were exhibited, as fully as possible, all the operations of government service,

Ilorlicultural hall, in the Moorish style C)f the 12th c, was built by the city of Philadelphia,
and was intended to be permanent. It is of iron and glass, !dS^ by 193 ft., a-nd 72 in

Xioight. Agricultural hall co\ ei-ed a rectangular space 820 ii. long and 540 w ide. Great
.Dritaia erected three buildings for the use and entertainment of her conunissioners;
i^:rd German}', Brazil, and Portugal each had a pavilion. The English buiklings were
11::e specimens of the later Tudor arehiteeture. Sweden exhibited a national school-
hoiise with educational appliances and furniture complete. France had a building
c;>;i!alning charts, drawings, and models of public works. Canada displayed her woous
:rad lumber in log and frame liouses. Spain had a soldiers' barracks, and Cuba had
an acclimatization garden. Turkey showed in a spi'cial building her sp«;)uge Jisheries.

Japan had a model dwelling. ^Nlorot-co had a Mix^risli villa for the dispUi}- and sale of
her productions. Chili had a building containing models of amalgamating machines.
There were also a number of special edilices belonging to private exhibitors. There
was a Turkish cafe of true oriental type, where Mocha, mastic, Syrian tobacco, and
Samian wine were dispensed. There were a Tunisian bazar, and an Algerine pavilion;
Japanese booths, houses, and gardens; a New England farmer's home with the old style

of kitchen, and other peculiar structures. There Mere 26 buildings for the headquar-
ters of as many states, some of tkem containing large exhibitions of state products;
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several were made of the stone or wood of the state represented. Thirtj' or more build-

ings were erected by private companies or individuals. Among them were tlie tele-

graph building, the transportation building, the bankers' building, the American kin-

dergarten, the Bible building, and others showing the manufacture of innumerable
articles; finally, the ingenuity of man was sui)plemeuted by bees making honey in the

midst of all the crowd and turmoil. The exhibition was opened to vi.siiors every day
except Sunday for six months, closing on the 10th of November. The number of admis-
sions was 9.910,966, of whicli number 7,250,020 paid the regular fee of 50ets..and
7r)3,654 the special rate of 2o cts. ; 1,906,692 admissions were free, representing exhibit-

ors, officers, employes, the press, and complimentary passes.

CENTER, a co. in middle Pennsylvania, traversed l)y the Allegheny and other

mountain ridges. Bald Eagle creek, and two or three branches of the Pcimsylvania
railroad; 1000 sq.m.; pop. '70, 34,418. The chief business is agricultuvc. Coal, iron,

and limestone are abundant. Co. seat, Beliefonte.

CENTRAL AMERICA, in geography that portion of North America included be-

tween the isthmus of Tehuantepec find the isthmus of Darien; politically including the

states or republics of Guatemahx. Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and British llon-

duras, or Belize. The geographical limits would take in on the n. from Mexico the

states of Tehuantepec, C'huipa. Campeche, and Yucatan ; and on the s. from the repub-

lic of Colombia the greater portion of the state of Panama. Further details will be

found under the titles of the respective countries. Also, see Amehica, anie.

CENTRAL CITY, in Gilpin co., Col., about 40 m. w. of Denver; the center of sup-

ply for a rich mining district. Pop. '80, 2626.

CENTRAL HEAT involves the theory that tlie temperature of the earth increases

from its surface towards its center. Obser\ations in mines and in boring artesian

wells seem to justify such a conclusion, and the inference Ihcrefore is that the solid

earth is a mere crust, at most but a few miles thick, within which all matter nuist be iu

a state of fusion. Observers have estimated the increase of heat at 1° F. for 50 to 60 ft.

of depth. Eminent philosophers, however, reject the theory, and attribute the phe-

nomena to local heat. They argue that if such a mass of lire existed in the interior the

crust would soon be melted. Some contend that if the earth ever cooled from a state

of tire to its solid form, the cooling must have commenced in the center. The most
that can be said is that it is still an open question. Y»hile experiments and indications

seem to favor the theory of a fiery and fluid interior.

CEXTRALIA, a city in Marion co., 111., on the Illinois Tentral railroad, at a junc-

tion of the Chicago branch with the main line, 112 m. n. of Cairo. There are repair

shops of the Illinois Central railroad, which give employment to many persons. Pop.
3,190.

CENTRAL INDIA POLITICAL AGENCY, the official name for a group of feud-

atory states in the middle of India, the principal of which are Gvvaliar (Scindiah), Indor
(Hoikar), Rewah, and Bhopal. The total number, great and small, comprised in the

C. I. P. A. is 71; covering about 90,000 sq.m., and having a pop. of 8,000, 000._ These
states have nothing in common except a diplomatic connection with the British gov-

einment through the agent to the governor-general.

CENTRAL PARK. See Npjw York City.

CENTRAL PROVINCES, a chief commissioncrship of British India, between 17"

50' and 24° 30' n., and 76' and 85^ e. ; 80,078 sq.m.; pop. '72, 8,201,519. The chief-

commissioner.ship was constituted in 1861, when the territories previously known as tho

Nagpur i)rovince and the Sagar and Nerbudda territories were united under the name
of the Central provinces. This tract comprising almost every variety of soil and
physical aspect, inhal)it(;d by races of very diverse origin, is bounded n. by the feudatory

Ktate of Rewah, th(! small njUive states of Bundelkhand, antl by the district of Latatpur

in the Northwest Provinces; on the n. and e. by the Chhota Nagpur division, the Oressa

tiibutary states, and the n. districts of Madras; on the s. by the Godavari district; and
on the s.w. and n.w. by the states comprising the ('entral India Political Agency. The
(Central Provinces are separatctl into four divisions, or commlssionerships: Nagpur,
.labalpur, N(M-bn(lda. and Chliatisgarh, comprising 19 British districts. The country is

nitcrsccted by tlio Great Indian Peninsidar and the Kast Indian railroads. 'I'he pop.

is made uj) in (rach thousand, of 717 Hindus, 28 M<)hamm(Mlans, 4 Huddhlsts,^ 2

Christians, and 249 "others," who consist of descendants of Gonds and original in-

habitants.

CE.\TlJ!\rVnir, judges among llie Romans nppoi!)ted to d';cid(; common causrs

among the people. 1'hree wer(! chosen in each lril)e. Theextentof their jurisdiction i.-t

not clearly understood, but it was probably contitu;d to uidmportant cause.s.

CEXTURION, a Roman infantry oilicer wlio origmally connnandcid a hundred men,
but afterwards an indefinite nnml)er. 'i'hey W(rre of two graders, and were chosen liy

the tribunes. Their duties were to <lriH the soldiers and appoint them tasks; and they

had i»ower to punish for nunor ofTenses.

CENTURY PLANT. See Agave, ante.
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CEPHALIZA'TIOjST, a word used to indicate tlie degree iu which the head, or, more
accurately, the bruin, doniinatcs over the remainder of the animal structure. The dis-

tinction between a higher and a lower cephalization may be indicated thus:

Inferior Cephalization.

Fewer of the anterior appendages serve
the head.
The structure of the head is loose and im-

perfect ; the form is elongated and enlarged.

Great length of tail shows inferiority of
grade.
The anterior extremity tends downward,

finds its limit and i.j horizontal in the fish.

Superior. Cephalizatiox.

More of the anterior appendages serve the

head, in supplying food, etc.

The structure of the head i.s coniDacted,

and its form abbreviated.
The posterior part of the body is abbre-

viated and compacted.
The anterior extremity tends upward;

finds its limit in man, and is erect.

Degradation often extends to the absence of essential parts, as teeth, limbs, senses,

and is often indicated by gross enlargement of mass, accompanied by stupidity and
sluggishness.

"l)egrees of cephalization may be illustrated by the subdivisions of the mammalia,
beginning with the lovv^est: 1. The mutilates, in which the liml)s are wanting, or are

degraded to tins; a.i whales, dolphins, etc.: 2. Herbivores, or plant-eaters; as the ele-

phant, horse, deer, hog, etc. : 3. Carnivores, or flesh-eat^.rs : as the lion, bear, dog. wolf,

etc.: 4. Quadrunumes, including monkeys: 5. Bimanes, including mankind. Follow-
ing this arrangement, ns we asct'ud step by step, we find constant degrees of develop-

ment corresponding to higher cephalic character, and showing itself in every phase of

organized structure. In locomolic^n, for example, we find the limbs of (1) the mutilates

fit only for paddling the body about in the element which gives it support; those of (2)

the herbivores carry tliem from place to place; those of (*i) the carnivores carry them
about, and serve to grasp and tear their prey; those of (4) the quadrumanes serve for

locomotion, for grasping prey, for carrying food to the mouth, and for carrying and
defending their young; while in (.1) man the fore limbs are leiieved from service of loco-

motion, and are fitted not merely for feeding, for carrying, for defense, but also for

an infinity of purposes, to which Ihey are guided hy the acuter sensibility of the brain.

Similar steps of gradation may be found in other respects, as in the tail, the teeth, the

form of the skull, etc. The principle may he further illustrated by the gradations of

the lower orders, as in the articulates, going from the worms through the crustaceans to

the insects; or in insects, from myriapods through spiders to the; true insects; as in the

varieties of man, in which the lower races have projecting jaws, retreating foreheads,

and enlarged b:isal brains. With increased brain-iorce we find diminished jaw, le.ss

facial angle, clcvaled and enlarged forehead, the head generally shortened from front

to rear, a larger cavity for the brain, and a greater weigiit thereof. Finding this con-

stant progression from lower to higher developments, whose exponent is larger and
more eflicient brain, with nicer adaptation of mechanism for all the functions of life;

finding also evidence of a similar gradation in sensation, sensibility, intelligence—every-

where the material more and more subordinated to the immaterial, the body conformed
to the spirit, and ruled by it—it is not strange that men should look fen* a law of devel-

opment, pervading and controlling all animated nature, or that they should expect to

find in this law a fornuila of the relation between thought and matter, as a function of
the brain. But, while there may be abundant reason for supposing that such a law of

relationship might exist, and that if demonstrated it might account logically for a Viist

and rapidly growing mass of observed facts, it is evident that no such law has yet been
proved. Nor, indeed, does it now seem that such a law can be demonstrated without
the admission of axioms and postulat(!S, which involve as great strains upon the philo-

sophic imagination as the very principles which such demonstrated law^ would antago-
nize and overthrow.

CERAC'CllT, GiusKPFE, 17G0-1801; a native of Corsica Avho was active in estal>-

lishing a republic in that island in 1798. lie took refuge in France, and w ilh others
undertook the assassination of Napoleon. The deed was to have been done while the
consul was at the opera, Oct. 10, 1800, but there was a traitor among the conspirators,

and C. and three others were seized, tried, and executed. C. was a sculptor of some
note.

CERAMI'CUS, a public ground, or potter's field, outside of the walls of Athens,
where citizens killed in war were buried at the expense of the state.

CERAUNIAN :M0UNTAINS. a name given by the Greeks to two mountain chains,

the first being probably the e. extremity of Caucasus; according to Strabo that portion
of the Caucasus which looks dawn upon the Caspian sea, where he locates the land of

the Amazons. The second, called also " Acroceraunian," extended along the coast of
the Ionian sea. These mountains were often mentioned in ancient poetry. The chain
is now called Khimara, Chiniara, or Chinari.

CERDONIANS, a sect of Gnostics, founded by Cerdo, a Syrian, who came to Rome
about 140 A.D. They held that there were two j-irimal causes—the perfectly good, and
the perfectly evil. The good created the world, is the God of the Jews, and the author
of the Old Testament. Jesus Christ is the son of the trood Deitv: he Mas sent into the
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world to oppose evil ; but his incarnation, and consequently bis sufferings, were mere
appv'urance. Deeming the human body the work of the evil deily, liie C'erdoniuns pro-

hibited mairiage. wine, and tiesih-eating, and advocated lasting and other austerities.

Cerdo rejected the Old Testament, and all of the New, except a part of Luke's gospel

a»d Paul's epistles.

CEii EBRO SPIXAL IMETnIXGITIS. See Meningitis, ante.

CERRO DE PASCO, or Pasco. Sec Cerro Gordo, ante.

CEIUIO GOIIDO. See Cerro Gordo, a/-!/e, a mountain pa?s on the national road

from Vera Cniz to the city of 3Iexico. April 18, 1847, gen. h^coLt with a United States

force of 8.500 defeated Santa Anna, the Mexican leader, with 12,000-nieii. at this place.

The Mexican loss was from 1.000 to l,2(i0 killed and wounded and 3,000 prisoners; that

of the other side, 63 killed and 368 wounded.

CERRO GORDO, a co. in n. Iowa, intersected both e. and av., and n. and s. by rail-

roads, and watered by Shell Rock rixer. Lime creek, and the headwaters of lieaverDam
river; 6.V2.s(i.m. ;

pop. '70,4,722. It is an agricultural region. Co. seat, Mason (•it3\

CERRO GORDO DE POTOSI', a mountain in Bolivia, directly s.w. of Potosi, con-

taining very rich silver mines. The summit is 16,150 ft. above sea level.

CERTIORA'III (ante), a writ by a superior to an inferior court of record, recjuh-ing

the latter to send to the former some proceeding pending, or the rec(n'd of some cause

terminated in cases where the proceedings were not in accordance with the course of

conuuon law. The writ is granted or refused at the discretion of the superior court,

and the usual result is that the proceedings below are either quashed or affirmed.

CERUT'TI, Giuseppe Antoine Joachim, 1738-92; a Jesuit and professor in the col-

lege of that order in Lyons. Among his works are an Apology for the Jitsiituie of the

Jesitifx; a Memoir of the People of France; a poem entitled llie Garden of Bieiz. He also

edited a weekly journal, and was once elected to the legislative assembly.

CERVET'ERE, or Cekvet'ri {ante), a village on the siteof the ancient Ciere. in s.

Etruria. near the Tyrrhenian sea, in the district of Civita \ ecchia, 32 m. from Rome.
It afforded refuge to the Tarquins after their expulsion from Rome, and was ])y the

Romans chosen as the safest hiding-place of their treasures during the occupation of

the ca{)ital by the Gauls. The old city thenceforward declined, and in 1250 was
deserted by a large portion of its inliabitants, who removed to the present villngc of

Ceri. From the fact that the old inhabitants were admitted to Roman ciii/.enship

without the right of suffrage, the " Cairite franchise" came to bo a proverbial expression

denolinLC disfranchisement. Many interesting Etruscan remains have been found in the

tombs of the city. One of the sepulchres belonged to the Tarquin family.

CESNO'LA, LuiGi Palma di, ll.d., Count, b. in Turin, Italy, 1832. When but 15

years old he enlisted in the war against Austria. In 1850, he graduated from the Turin

royal military academy, receiving a commission which he surrendered in 1854, In tlie

Crimean war he was a staff officer. lie emigrated to New York in 1800, and began

teaching languages. The next j'ear he married one of his pupils, a daughter of com-
modore Reid. of the U. S. navy. In the wa.r of the rebellion, he was col. of cavalry

and participated in many engagements until June, 1803, when he was wounded and
made prisoner. He was exchanged not long after, and left the service at the close

of the war, with the rank of brig.gen.; at once became an American citizen, and
was appointed consul at Cyprus. There he soon interested himself deeply in arclue-

ological researches, and brought to light some of the most valuable remains of ancient

Greek art thus far recovered (see ARCir/EOLonv). Gen. Cesnola has devoted the greater

portion of his time to Cyprian or Grecian exploration for the past 15 years. In 1878, he

gave le( tures in New York and elsewhere, and in 1879. was made a director of the

metropolitan museum of art, in which his great collection is deposited. (See New
York City.)

CfiiSPEDES, Carlos Manuel de, b. in Cuba, 1819; educated in the university at

Havana, and admitted to the bar. He traveled in Europe and learned several languages.

At Maflrid he was concerned with Prim in a conspiracy to overthrow the govern-

iiient, and was compelhid to fly. He returned to Cuba and began the practice of law.

Wiicn Lojm;/ wva^V^ his revolutionary e\i)erinient, C. sympalhi/.ed with the acts and uas
imprisoned. When th(; revolt of 18()8 began he was the leader, and one of his first acts

was to lil)erate the slaves on his sugar estate;. C)n tlu^ 10th of Oct., 18(58, he ])roclaimed

the independence of (.'uha on tiie field r)f Ynra. and when tlu; republic was formally

orgmiized, Ai)ril 10, 1869. he was elected ])resi(lent. Th<; attemi)t at revolution was
kept up at intervals until 1878. On the 21st of Feb., in tinit 3('ar, the rebellion was offl-

cially declared at an end.

Ci<:SPE'I)ES, Pablo de. 1538-1608; a Si>;inis]i theologian, linguist, poet, painter,

architect, and .sculi)tor; I;, at Cordova, and edu<'Mled at Alcala (h; Ilenares. and in art

at Rome. He was a bold and correct draughtsman, a skilHid anatomist, and a master

of color and composition. His best pictuie is
"

'I'iie Lust Supi)(;r," at (V)rdov)i.^ Hut
little of his jxH-try has been preserved. th(^ most important beinu; fragments of The Art

Cff Painten//. C. held the ofllce of j)r(iljend of the cathedral of Cordova.
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CESTUI QUE VIE, a person whose life is +lie measure of the duration of an estate.

If A. grants to B. an estate to be JB.'s own so long as another person named C. lives,

then (J. is the cestui que vie.

CETUS, or The Whale, the largest of all the constellations. It renches from 0' to
25' s. declination, and from to 2h. 8Qm. right asceniion. Mira, a variable star, is the
uiost conspicuous feature.

CEYLON, ante. The Cinghalese, or Singhalese language is spoken in the interior

and on the s. coast of the island of Ceylon. It is a modification of the aboriginal Ebu
by the Sanskrit, Aviih a tinge of Mahiy. The Cinghalese has so far degcneiatcd that

there is now a material difference between the vernacular and the wriiten language.
The former is copious and has a regular grammar. There are 50 letters, 8 vowels, t' diph-
thongs, and 34 consonants, but all representing only 80 sounds, 7 vowels and 23 conso-
nants. In literature the language has several original poems of some merit, and an
extensive and interesting series of native chronicles, but the most valuable literature is

written in Pali. This Pali is one of the Prakrits of ancient India, " which was spoken
in the 6th c. before Christ, and has been a dead language for upwards of 2, COO years."

CIIABAS, Francois Joseph, b. 1817. He has devoted himself especially to Egypt-
ian archaeology, in which he is considered among the highest authorities. His jji-incipal

works are Le Papp-us Magique Harris; Voyage in Egypt and Syria; Les Paste urs en
Egypte, and Studies in Ancient History.

CIIABLAIS, an old division of the province ofAnnecy inSavo}'. now the arrondisse-

ment of Thonon, France; 356 sq.m.; pop. 60,193. It once formed a part of the king
dom of Burgundy. Under the French empiia it was a part of the department of Lemau;
in 1814, its possessions went to Sardinia, and in 1860, with all of Savoy, it was given
over to France.

CHABOT, Philippe de, d. 1543; a French general, brought up with Francis I. He
defended Marseilles in 1524, but the next year was made prisoner at Pavia. He was
subsequently- made admiral, and in 1535 commander in chief. He was said to have been
the first to suggest the colonization of Canada. There is a monument to him in the
Louvre.

ClIA'BRIAS, an Athenian gen. who assumed command al)out 392 B.C. He defeated
the Spartans at ^gina in 388, and again at Na.xos in 376. He ccAipmanded with Iphi

crates and Oallistratus at Corcyra, and repulsed Epaminondas before tlu walls of Corinth.
In 366, he was accused of treachery in advising the surrender of Oropus to the Thel.ans,

and WAS defended by Plato. At the commencement of the social war, in 357. he joined
Charos in the command of the Athenian lleet. At the siege of Chios his ship was dis-

abled, but he refused to retire, and was killed while lighting. C. wa.s famous for invent-

ing a new style of receiving a charge, which was on the left knee, the shield resting on
the ground, and the spears pointed at the enemy.

CIIACHAPOY'AS, or San Juande laFrontera, a t. in the department of Amazo
nas, Peru, 410 m. w. of Lima; pop. 6,000. It is on a tributary of the Maranon, in a rich

agricultural region.

CIIACO, EL GRAN, a large and little explored country in South America, about the
middle of the continent, 'ilie n. portion is well Avatered and densely wooded, with
intervals of grassy plains and marshes, and capable of producing nearly all tropical

vegetation. The s. portion is for the most part a desert and can be cultivated oidy after

irrigation. The n. portion belongs to Bolivia, while the s. is occupied almost entirely

by Indians,

CHAD, Saint, bishop of York, in the 7tli centuiy. He was educated under Aidan
at Lindisfarne, At his death he held the see of Litchfield, His day is Mar. 2.

CHADBOURNE, Paul Ansel, d.d., ll.d.. b. ]\Ie., 1823; professor of natural history

and chemistry in Williams college and in Bowdoin college, and in 1867. chosen presi-

dent of the university of Wisconsin, at the same time becoming profes^sor of metaphysics.
In 1872, he was elected president of Williams college, and resigned in 1880. He has
published Natural Theology, and Instinct in Animals and Men.

CHAILLU, Paul B. DU. See Du Chaillu.

CHAIN SNAKE, or King Snake, an American serpent, haunting moist or shady
places, and feeding upon mice, moles, small birds, and reptiles. It is remarkable for

the beauty of its colors, the ground work on the upper part of the body being a lustrous

black, while the scales are marked with white spots. The head is very small.

CHAJUG, or CHIUG, Jehuda ben-David, b. about 1030; regarded by Jewish crit-

ics as the first of Hebrew grammarians. He made some very remarkable and valuable
discoveries in philology,

CHALCHIHUITL, a stone held in great repute by the ancient Mexicans, and still

by the Indians of that country, who fashion it into ornaments and occasionally use it in

trade. It is a turquoise found in the mountains not far from Santa Fe. The mines
were exhausted before the coming or the Spaniards. The stone was valued by the
Mexicans more highly than gold.
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CHALD^'AX CHPiISTlANS, a branch of Ncstorians \vlio acknowledge the pope

of Home. They use tlie eastern rite, and are under the patriarch of Babylon. They
are supposed to number about 70,000.

CHALEURS, BAY OF, a westward extension of the gulf of St. Lawrence, separating

New Brunswick from Quebec. It is nearly 100 m. long, and varies in width from 10 to

22 miles. It is navigable in all parts, and is nuich resorted to for its mackerel fisheries.

CHALKLEY, Thomas, 1675-1741; a Quaker preacher, native of London. He came
to America in 1098, and traveled in Virginia, Maryland, and the New England colonies.

Keturniug to England, he married, and soon afterwards came back and settled in Phila-

delphia. Again he crossed the sea and traveled in Holland and Germany; thence he
went to the West Indies, where he died while engaged in missionary work. In his

will he founded the library of the four monthly meetings of Friends in Philadelphia. The
journal of his life and labors has been published.

CHALLONER, Richard, 1691-1781; the son of an English dissenter, but brought
up among Roman Catholics, whose religion he embraced. He was ordained a priest at

Douay, and made professor in the faculty. In 1730, ho held the English mission in

London, where he published several religious works. In 1758, he became vicar aposto-

lic, residing generally in London; but during the "No Popery" riots of 1780, he retired

into the country. He was the author of numerous controversial and devotional Avorks,

the most popular one being The Garden of the Soul, which has been frequently reprinted,

and translated into various languages. He revised the Douay Bible i,in English); and
as an antidote to Foxe's well-known Martyrology, he wrote 3Icmoirs of Missionary Fritsts

and Otlur Catholics of both Sexes, who suffered Death or Itaprisonmcht in England on
Account of their Religion.

CHALMERS, Alexander, 1759-1834; a Scotchman educated for a physician who
gave up that calling for literature, writing for periodicals generall3% and being for some
time editor of the Morning Herald. Besides revised editions of standard authors, he
published a General Biographical Dictionary, in 3'3 vols. ; a Glossary to Shakespeare; and
Britiah Es>iayisls from the Tatler to the Guardian, both inclusive.

CHALOTAIS, La, Louis Rene Dp: Caiiadeuc, 1701-85
;
procurcur-general of the

parliament of Brittany, where he was a decided opponent of Jesuits. Grinun asserts

that Chalotais's reports led to the suppression of the Jesuits in France. Voltaiie gave
C. high praise for his essay on national education. Later in life he was subjected

to long political persecution, but was finally found free of blame, and resumed his

place in the parliament at Rennes.

CHAM, or Amedee De Noe, 1819-79; b. Paris; the son of a former peer of France;

he was intended for the polytechnic school, but preferring painting he studied with Paul
Delaroche. and afterwards with M. Charlet, where he developed a talent for the gro-

tesque. Beginning in 1842, he contributed, chiefiy to Charivari (the Punch of France),

an immense number of caricatures, and some sketches, under the signature of "Cham."
His political cartoons are singularly sharp and effective. He has also written many
vaudevilles.

CHAM BA, a feudatory state of n. India, subordinate to the Punjab government,
between 32' and 33^ 9' n., and 75"" 54' and 76'' 30' east. A range of mountains separate

C. from Kashmir. C, is about 65 by 50 m. in length and breadth; pop. 140,000. The
agricultural products are wheat and millet, and among other productions are timber,

nuts, wax, honey, lime, and slate,

CHAMBER OF C0:MMERCE, ante. The Chamber of ( V)nun(>rce of New York city

is the oldest existing institution of the kind in America, organized in 1768, and incorpo-

rated by royal ciiarter Mar. 13, 1770, under the name of The Corporation of the Chamber
of Commerce of the City of New York in America. When the state government was
established the charter was renewed by the legislature. It was composed at first of 24
of the most prominent merchants of the city, who established an exchange which has
been ever siJice kept up, though not recently under control of the body. The objects

of the (JJiamber of (Joinmerce are to encourage and pronioleconnnerce, sui)port industry,

adjust disputes relative to trad(!, and procure such laws and leguhitions as may be
fouiifl nec<?s.sary for the benefit of trade in general. Tin; membei'ship is about 800,

inchiding nearly all the leading mendiants, financiers, and business men of tlie city.

Several years ago a court of ailiitration was eslablislied, by which ditVerences between
members are adjusted, and much Htigation in courts avoided. Meetings are held once
a month. In the rooms of the chaml)er is a vast (collection of commercial and other

statistics. Similar bodies exist in other large American cities.

CHAMBERLAIN, Joshua L., ll.d.. b. Me., 1828; a graduate of Bowdoin college.

During the (;ivil war he served with distlMction, was si.\ times wounded, and l(d"t tlie

servi(;e with the rank of maj.gen. From IfSOO to 1.S70, he was g(j\'ernor of Main(>, and
in IH71 was chosen j)resident of Bowdoin college. WIumi th(! democtrats and fusionists

under the l(;ad of '^f)V. Garcelon, in 1879-80 undertook to get possession of tlu; sf.ate

government, and there was .some danger of civil war, (!. was gen('ral-in-(;hief of the

militia of the state. He adhered to the regularjy elected legislature, as sustained by the
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"uuiinimous opinion of the supreme court, and by a quiet but firm liold of his lawful
power, without any display of military force, prevented the intended violence and
usurpation.

CriAMBERS, a co. in e. Alabama, on the Georgia border, intersected by the Atlantic
and West Point railroad. Before a division was made to form Lee co., the area was
775 sq.m.; pop. '70, 17,562—8,588 colored. It is partly bounded by the Chattahooche
river, and i.s intersected by the Tallapoosa. Productions, cotton, corn, wheat, and sweet
potatoes. Co. seat, Lafayette.

CHAMBERS, a co. in s.e. Texas, on the gulf of Mexico, bounded on thew. by Gal-
veston bay, and intersected by Trinity river; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70, 150u—452 colored.

Tlie sui'facc is mainly prairie; productions, corn, cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat,

Wallisville.

CHAMBERS, George, 1803-40; an English painter. When a boy he followed the
sea, where he made sketches of vessels, which so pleased his master that he canceled the

boy's indentures. C. then apprenticed himself to an old woman who kept a jmint-shop,

and began house-painting. Finally he got employment as assistant in painting the
panorama of London for the Colosseum, and then became scene-painter in a theater,

llisbest works are naval battles, such as " The Bombardment of Algiers," and " The
Capture of Porto Bello," both in the Greenwich hospital.

CHAMBERSBURG, the seat of justice of Franklin co., Penn., on the Cumberland
valley railroad, 52 m. s.w. of Harrisburg; pop. '70, 6,308. C. is in the midst
of a populous and well-cultivated region, and has manufactories of cotton, wool,
iron, paper, etc. The village is well built. A great part of it was burned July 30, 1864,

by the confederates under gen. Early. C. is the seat of Wilson college for young
women.

CHAMBERTIN, a vineyard in the department of Cote d'Or, France, 6 m. s.s.w. of
Dijon. It covers about 60 acres, and produces a red wine notable for excellence.

CHAMBLY, a s.w. co. in the province of Queljec, Canada, on the St. LaAvrence,
opposite Montreal; 190 sq.m.; pop. '71, 10,498. It is intersected by the Montreal and
Richelieu rivers, and by the Grand Trimk and the Cliamplaiu and Montreal railroads,

and tiie Chambly canal. Chief town. Chambly.

CHAMBORD, Makie Tiieuese Beatrice GAii:TANE, Countess de, Archduchess of
Austria; b. July 14, 1817; wife of the Bourbon who calls liimself Henry V. of France,
and eldest daughter of Francis IV., duke of Modena. Her sister was the wife of Don
Juan de Bourbon, and mother of Don Carlos, didxc of ^Madrid. She won great reputa-
tion and respect for her care of sick and wounded French soldiers during the German
war.

CHAMBURE, Augijste Lepelt.etier de, 1789-1832: a French soldier, whose
daring at Dantzic in 1813, and in other places during Napoleon's wars, earned for him
the name of "the devil," He wa^ a prisoner for a time, but was released, and restored
to military command in France. After Louis Philippe came to the throne, C. became
one of the staff of Soult, minister of war.

CHAMFORT, SEnAsriEN Rocii-Nicolas, 1741-94; one of the most remarkable
and among the first of French Bohemians, or brilliant but thriftless authors, or wits.

He was the illegitimate son of a strolling actress, and never knew his father. Starting
in life with only the name " Nicolas," he found his way to Paris, got into the college
des Grassins, worked hard, and won nine prizes out of ten in two years. Much dis-

gusted with the Latin hexameters that crowned his college nputation, he considered the
time wasted which he had spent over them, sununarizing his opinion in the contemptu-
ous ei)igram, "What I know I do not know ; what 1 do not know I guess." He assumed
the name of C, and began writing for the press for bread and renown. Being repelled

alike by booksellers and editors, he took to writing- sermons at a louis each for lazy or
incompetent priests. Having successfully competed for one of the acadcni}' prizes, the
salons of the upper world were opened to him, and he became fashionable. He went
on with alternate success and failure, alwaj's poor, ami living for the most part upon
eleemosynary dinners and suppers, repaying countenance and sustenance with his always
brilliant but cynical and sarcastic conversation. He was entertained at Sevres for

some years by ]\[me, Helvetius. and Cliabanon gave him his pension of 1200 livres in

the Mereure de France. C. also took two more academy prizes, won a hundred livres

from Necker, and obtained an enormous reputation. He wrote little and talked much;
his reputation increased, and linally, under the protection of the duchessede Grammont,
he went to court, where the prince de Conde made him his secretary. He was now
about 40 j'cars old, and fast growing misanthropic. He resigned his secretaryship and
retired into solitude at Auteuil, where he fell in love and married a lady attached to the
household of the duchesse de Maine. She was a clever, anuising woman of the world;
but in six months she left C. a widower. Then he traveled in Holland, where he lived

awhile with M. de Narbonne. Then, returning to Paris, he received the chair in the
academy left vacant by the death of Sainte Pelaye m 1781. He haunted the court and
made himself loved in spite of his withering and uncontrollable irony; but in conse-
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quouce of an unfortunale love affair he loft the court and %vas received into the house
of M. de Vaudreiiil; about which time he made the acquaintance of Mirabcau, ^vhom
he assisted witii orations, and wiiom he followed heart and soul into Ibe storm aud
tumult of the revolulioii. lie forgot his oid friends; he freciucntcd the clubs, and was
for a time secretary of that of the Jacobins; he became a street orator; was among- the

first of the stonuing party to cuter the Baslile; aud %vorked for a royalist journal iu

which he depreciaic'cl kingships. With the fall of the Girondins his political life came
to aa end; but he could not restrain the tongue that had made kim famous: he no more
spared the convention thau he had spared the court. This rashness was the cause of his

arrest, and he was threatened with a second arrest, whereupon he attempted suicide

Avilh i)isl()l and poignard; and, shockingly hacked and shattered, dictated to those who
came to arrest him the well-known declaration: "1, Sebastien lioch-Nicolas Chamfort,
declare that I would sooner suffer death as a free man than be conducted as a slave to

prison." He did not die immediately, but lingered awhile in charge of a gendarme. To
the ahbe Sieves he had given fortune in the title of a pamphlet, W/uU is the Third
Eatate? Ecerytlung. What has it.? Nothing. And to iSieyesalso bespoke the famous sar-

casm: "At last I am about to leave the world, where the heart must be broken or be
changed to brass." As a writer, 0. left little of value. It was as a conversationist, and
especially for his epigrammatic wit aud cynicism, that he won a world-wide fame.

CHAMPAGNE, or CHAMPAIGNE, Philippe de, 1602-74; a painter of Brussels,

born of a poor family. He was a pupil of Fouquier, and in 1621 was employed with
Nicholas Poussin to paint in the Luxemburg palace. His best work is in Vincennes,
and in the Carmelite church in Paris, where may be seen his celebrated crucifix. He
became lirst painter to the queen of France, and rector of the Paris academy.

CnA?>IPAIGN, a co. in e, Illinois, intersected by the Toledo, Wabash and AYestern,

the Chicago branch of the Illinois Central, and the Illinois, Bloomington aud Western
railroads; 880 sq.m.; pop. '70, 32,737. The surface is level, aud the chief pro(hictions

are corn, broom-corn, oats, potatoes, wheat, hay, cheese, butter, wool, aud sorghum
molasses, Co. seat, Uibana.

CHAMPAIGN, a co. in w\.Ohio, intersected by Mad river, and by the Cincinnati,

Sandusky and Cleveland, the Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St. Louis, and the Atlantic and
Great Western railroads; 390 sq.m.; pop. '70, 24,188. The chief productions are corn,

wheat, oats, potatoes, hay, butter, and wool. There are also a number of important
manufactories. Co. seat, Urbana.

CHAMPAIGN, a city in Champaign co., 111., on the Illinois Central and the Indian-

apolis, Bloomington and Western railroads, 128 m. s.s.w. of Chicago. It is the seat of the

Illinois Industrial universit}'. Chamjiaigu is a handsome and growing place, 2 m. from
Urbana, the county seat, with which it is connected by horse railroad. Pop. '70, 4,625.

CHAMPARAN, a district in India, in the Behar province, under the jurisdiction of
tiie lieutenant-governor of Bengal; 26" and 28° n. and 84° and 66° east. The district is a
vast level except in the n. and n.w., where it is undulating and rugged as it nears the

uiountaius of Nepaul. The s. and w. portions are w^cll cultivated, and have a dense
I)f)pul;ition. The wliole population in 1872 was 1,440.815, of whom 86 in a hundred
were Hhidus, 14 Mohammedans, 7 unspecified, and one in a hundred (Uirislians. There
are only two towns of consequence: Bettiah, pop. 10,708; and Motihari, the headquar-
ters of the district, pop. 8,266. The princii)al crops are rice, corn, barley, sugar-cane,

opium, and indigo; and the mineral products, gold, copper, aud limestone. Indigo,

saltpeter, and rope are the only manufactures.

ClfAMP DK MARS, originally Champ de Mat, the titl(> given to annual meetings
of the Franks of Gaul in the 5tli c. and later. They were national assemblies in which
the chief men gathered to pay obeisance to their chief; or were s|)ecial meetings called

l)y tlie king, to deliberate upon important matters; or luilitary reviews. One of the

Carloviimians change<l the time of n^gular meeting from Mar. to May, Avhence the

name. The Romans called them jdactia,.

CHAMP DE 3LVRS, a great parallelogram in the environs of Paris, between the

Seine and the Ecole Milituire, used espcicially for nulitary purposes and drills. It ia

101)3 yards long and 537 wide;, with four rows of trees on (jither sid(\ flanked by
ditches, and <;nter(!d by live gates. It has been the site of many rcMiiarkable jjolilical

and o!her demonsti'ations. fi-om that against th(! legislative assembly in 1791, to the

more peaceful universal expositions of 18()7 and 1878.

CILVMPE. Jonx, 1752-98; a soldier in the revolutionary army, who was sent as a

spy to New Vork with a view to carry oU" Arnold, who. after th(! discovery of his

treas(m, harl taken refuge in the Hritish lines. (-'. discovered that Arnold was in

th(; haltit of walking in his garden at a late hour (ivery night, and arranged to sei/.c! and
hurry him to a ])oat and across the Hudson; l)ut on the appointed night Arnold
liad changed his head-quarters and faikid to appear. C immediately escajx'd and
rejoined the patriot armv, but he was at once honorably discharged from service, lest if

taken pri.soncr he shouhl be summarily haijged as a spy.
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CIIAMPFLEURY (real name Jules FLrERY), b. 1821. Beginning as a clerk with a

Parisian book-publisher, he speedily acquired reputation by such books as Confendo/cs of

Sylvius; Adventures of Marieite; Stories of Winter, Spring, and Auiwian; nmX^ number of

pantomines. lie is one of the founders of L'Evenement newspai)er; and an author

of Les dies du Noel for Proudhon's Voice of the People. A satire on country life, Lesi

Bourgeois de Molinchart, added to his fame. His works have been published with illus-

trations, including the History of Ancient and Modern Caricature.

CHAMPION HILLS, in Hinds co., Miss., where, May 16, 1863, a confederate force

under gen. Pemberton had a short tight with gen. Grant's forces, then marching upon
Vicksburg. The confederates were beaten and forced to retreat to Big Black river.

CHAMPLAIjN", Lake {ante), discovered by Samuel Champlain in 1609, the year in

which Henry Hudson discovered New York bay and the North river. The possession

of this lake was a matter of importance in the war between the United folates and

Great Britain in 1812-15. In Aug., 1814, an English army of 12,000. led by sir George

Prevost, passed up the w, side of the lake to Plattsburg, accompanied by a squadron

of 16 vessels, 95 guns, and 1,000 men. The Americans had a hastily constructed tleet

in Plattsburg, comprising l4 vessels, 86 guns, and 850 men. A fierce engagement took

place Sept. 11, in the beginning of whicli the English had the advantage, but the vic-

tor}^ was with tlie Americans. The British land forces aV)andoned the design of invasion,

tmd under cover of darkness and a storm hastily retraced their steps toward Canada,

abandoning their sick and wounded, and a part of their baggage. Tliere are in the

lake about 50 islands, the largest of which are North and 8outh Hero, and l.'^le I^i

Motte. The lake is noted for its magniticent scenery, and is a favorite resort for suumier

tourists.

CHAMPLAIN, a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, bordering on the n.w. bank
of the St. Lawrence, about midway between ^Montreal and Quebec; 229 sq.m.; pop. 71,

8.167. It is intersected by the St. Maurice and other rivers. The soil is fertile, and
tiiere is abundance of good timber. Besides ordinary agricultural crops, tobacco and
maple sugar are raised. Cliief town, Batiscan.

CHAMPLAIN, a township in Clinton co., N. Y., on the Canada border, forming
the extreme n e. point of the state. It has a vill:ige of the same name; pop. of township.

75, 5,806. The village is on the Ogdensburg and Lake Chr.mplain railroad, 114 m. e. of

Ogdensburg.

CHAMPLAIN, Samuel DE, 1567-1635; the sou of a sea captain, and when young
in the army of Henry IV. of France. He accompanied the Spani-sh fleet to the West
Indies, and on his return wrote an account of the voyage. In 1603, he was sent to Can-

ada by De Chaste, on wliom the king iiad bestowed some of the new territory. From
1604 to 1607, he was engaged in exploring the coasts and seeking a dcJiirable place for a

settlement. The next year lie made a third voyage, and l.egan a settlement at Quebec.

After many misfortunes and struggles the settlement became prosperous. In 1629. it

was captured by some English adventurers, and C'. was taken to London, but was sot at

liberty in 1632. The next year he returned to Canada, and died there. C. wa.s in fact

the governor of the settlement from its commencement until Lis duilh.

CHAMPLIN, James Tift, d.d., b. Conn., 1811; a graduate of Brown university,

;uid tutor therein; from 1838-41 pastor of a Baptist chuich in Portland, Me.; 1841-07,

professor of ancient languages in Waterville college, anil from 1857-72, i)resident of

of the same institution, now\nowu as Colby university. He has published :i number of

college text-books.

CHAMPNEY, Benjamin, b. N. H., 1817; an artist noted for landscape painting of

Alpine and White mountain scenery. In early life he was a lithographer in Boston.

CHAMPNEY, James Wells, b. Mass., 1843; learned the business of wood
engraving, taught drawing, and studied painting in Europe. He served as a volunteer

in the civil war.

CHANCELLOR {ante). The constitutions of some of the United States create tliis

officer and define his power by legislative statute. In New York, the officer was recog-

nized witli others of colonial (English) appointment in the first and second constitutions,

but in the constitution of 1846 the court of chancery was abolished, and the C.

passed out of office. The tendency of late years is to merge the courts of chancery
into the superior law courts. Separate chancery or equity courts exist in only a few-

states; in others the courts of law sit also as courts of equity; in some equity relief is

administered under the forms of the common law; and in others still the distinction

between law and equity lias been formally abolished. The federal courts exercise

equity jurisdiction whether the state courts in the district are courts of equity or not.

CHANCELLORSYILLE, Battle of, in Six)ttsylvania co.. Ya., between th.e union

army under Gen. Hooker and the confederate forces under Gen. Lee, 3Iay 2, 1863.

Hooker had succeeded Burnsidc in command of the army of the Potomac, and after

nearly three months' Avork brought it into a state of efficiency. He liad 132.000 men,
13,000 of whom were cavalry. This army, in seven corps, lay on the Rappahannock
opposite to Fredericksburg.* On the heights on the other (right) bank the confederate
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army was strongly intrenched; it numbered 63,000 men, of whom about 8.000 were cav-
alry. Hooker resolved to turn tlie confederate left lltink, first seiuliiig- nearly all his
cavalry to destroy conununication with Richmond. April 27th, Hook^n* sent BO. 000
men up the left bank of tiie river beyond the confederate line, and tliej' crossed J^afely.

The objective point was C. a solitary brick dwelling-hou.se in a wide and bar-
ren region. Before sunset, on the 80th, 48,000 union soldiers had reached the place,
Anotlier considerable union force had cro.ssed the Rappahannock below Fredericksburg,
and were making demonstrations in the confederate front. Lee appears to liave beeu
unaware of these movements until the evening of the 80th. At midnight his men were
in motion, and before noon of May 1st he was in line of battle in Hooker's front. At
daybreak "Stonewall" Jackson, with 30,000 confederates, moved behind the shelter of
a dense forest (tlie " Wilderness"), and at 8 p.m., after a march of 15 m., fell upon the
union army while the men were preparing their dinner, with arms stacked and their
intrenchments unguarded. The union forces tied without making a stand, and pushed
towards C. There they were with dilUculty brought to a stand. Jackson,
who had pursued them closely, rode out to reconnoitcr, when he was fired on by
his own men who mistook his escort for a ur.ion company. He died the next day.
Thus far the greatest damage suffered by the federals was the temporary disorganization
of Howard's corps, which was the weakest corps in the field; and this was more thau
supplied by the arrival during the night of a large corps from Washington. On the
morning of May 3d (Sumlay), Hooker was still on the defensive. The confederates
began the attack, and it was hotly continued until 10 o'clock, both sides suffering
severely. Wliile Sickles was bearing the brunt of Stuart's attack, the ammunition
failed, and Sickles sent for aid. At the moment the message came to Hooker, he was
struck by a spent ball and fell insensible to the ground; so tiiere was no one to send aid
to Sickles, and he was obliged to fall back. The weight of some half-dozen assaults

fell upon his division, until he Avas overpowered and his lines destroyed. The day
passed in desultory fighting and strategic movements, in which, on the union side, there
was much indecision and loss of opportunity. During Monday night Hooker resolved
to abandon his position, and threw up intrenchments to cover his bridges. A. storm
came on Tuesday afternoon, but during the night the imion forces crossed the river, and
the battle was over. The los.ses, as set forth in official reports, were : on the union side,

17,000, of whom 12,000 were killed and wounded and 500 missing: on the side of the
confederates about 13,000, of whom 10,300 were killed and wounded and 2,700 missing.

CHANCERY, Cotjut of (ante), in this country exists only in a few of the states;

some never established the court at all, and a number which inherited it from English
colonial times or established it in their first constitutions have abolished it and given
the equity duties to the courts of law. According to latest authority, the court of chan-
cery exists in Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Mississippi, New Jersc}", Tennessee, and
Vermont; but in most of these states the court of chancery is held by a justice of the

supreme court.
A

CHANDAL'A, the lowest of the impure classes in Hindu caste. Besides the foi:/

pure cla.sses there are various mixed and more or less impure classes, some of whicl:.

the (/'. for in.stance, are so vile tliat their shadow is pollution, and no true Hindu ui..

take shelter under the °aine roof or tree with them.

CHANDELFIJR ISLANDS, in the gulf of Mexico, between the mainland of Missis-

sippi anfl the mouth of the river. There is a light on the n. end of the most northerly
jsland, in 30" 8' n., and 88' 52' west.

CHANDLER, Ciiakles Frederick, rn.D., ll.d., b. Mass., 1836; educated at Har
vanl, Berlin, and Gottingen. In 1857, he liad charge of the chemical department dl"

Union college, and in 1864, was made professor of chemistry in the school of mines of

(/olumbia college. In 1858, he held the chair of chemistry in the New York college of

pharmacy. He is a member of the chemical societies of Ber/in, l^iris, and London. In

1870, with his brother In; (jstablislu.'d The American 0/i-emist. liecentlv he has been tlic

chief ollicer of tlie l)oard of health of N{;w York city, and has ])aid much attention to

.sanitary reforms, lie is the author of many important .scientilic papers, the greater

number of which can be found in his magazine.

CHANDLER, Samuel, d.d., 1693-1766; adi.ssenting minister of Berkshire. England,
the .son of an eminent non-c-onformist divine. He studied at Gloucester and Leydcn, and
lield life-long fri(;ndship with bishop Butler and archbishop Seeker. He was a fellow of

tlie royal ami anti(pnirian societies, and receivcul offers of higli iirefermcmt in the estab-

lished cliur(;h, but these he positively refu.sed and nMiiained until his death a Presby-
terian minister. He was forty years pastor of the meeting house in the Old -lewry. lie

left many sermons, commentaries, and other works pertaining tp religious and chuicli

matters.

CHANDLER, ZAcnATiiAiT, b. N. IT., 1813; d. CMucago, 1870. He was educated in ii

common school and seminary. At the ag(; of 22, In- went to Michigan and settled in

Detroit, wh(;re lu; became; a wealtiiy and i)rosp(!rous merchant. He was an early and
active member of IIh; whig part}', and in 1854 was elected mayor of the city. The
next year he was nominated for governor, but was defeated. When the republican
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party was organized, he took an active part, and was by it chosen U. S. senator

in 1856. In the senate he was a firm opponent of all schemes lor the extension of

slavery, and stood side by side witli Benjamin Wade of Ohio, and others who resisted

the arrogant tone of the extreme yjro-slavery senators. When the civil war broke ont,

Chandler was one of the foremost in favor of a vigorous prosecution, and had little

respect for those whom he denounced as traitors. In 1865, he was defeated for senator,

but was at once appointed secretary of the interior, where liis business talent soon
became manifest in the improved administration of the department. In 1868, and
again in 1876, he was chairman of the rejiublican national committee, having the gen-
eral management of the party canvass. The day before lie died he made a powerful
speech to a great mass-meeting.

CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPARTMENT. See Dartmouth College.

CHANNING, Edward Tyrrel, ll.d., 1790-1856; brother of AVilliam Ellery Chan-
ning, d.d, ; a lawyer of Boston who devoted his attention chiefl}' to literature. In
1817 to 19, he edited the North American Rediew, and was a regular contributor to it

through a large part of his life. He was professor of rhetoric and oratoiy in Harvard
college until iSol. A volume of his lectures has been published.

CHANNING, Walter, 1786-1876; a physician, native of Rhode Island, brother of

William Ellery Channing, d.d. He studied medicine in Boston and Philadelphia, ami
in Edinburgh and London. In 1815, he was professor of obstetrics and medical juris-

prudence in Harvard, resigning in 1854. He was also for 20 years pliysician of tlie

j^Iassachusetts general hospital. Among his writings hyq Etherization, in Childbirth; A
Phydcian^s Vacation, or a Hammer in Europe; Professional Reminiscences of Foreifjit

Travel; Old and JS'ew; Reformation of Medical Science; and a volume of poems.

CHANNING, William Ellery, b. Mass., 1818; a son of Dr. Walter Channing.
He studied in Harvard, but did not graduate. In 1839, he went to Illinois, and
in 1840 to Cincinnati, where he was for a time connected with the Gazette. In 1844-45,

he was one of the editorial corps of the New York Tribune; visited Europe soon after-

ward, and in 1855 became one of the editors of the Mercury of New Bedford. He has
published three volumes of verse, and, in prose, Conccrsaiions in Rome and Thoreuu,

the Poet'Naturalist.

CHANNING, William Henry, b. Mass., 1810; nephew of William Eller^r Chan-
ning, d.d. He graduated at Harvard in 1829, at Cambridge divinity school in 1833,

and was ordained in charge of a Unitarian church at Cincinnati in 1835. After
filling several pastorates in this country he succeeded James I^Iartineau as minister of

the Hope street Unitarian chapel, Liverpool, England. On the commencement of the

rebellion he returned and took charge of the Unitarian church in Washington. He was
one of the early supporters of the socialistic movement in this country, was editor of The
Present and 2Vie Harhtnycr, and in 1848 presided over a socialistic association in Boston.

He has been a prolific writer, contributing to the North American Rerieic, The l)i<d. The
Chnstian Examiner, and other serials. Among his larger works are a translation of

Joull'roy's Ethics; Memoir of William Ellery C/urnning; Memoirs of the Rev. James Jf.

Perkins; Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli; and a work on TJie Christian Church and
Social lieform,

CHANT (see Ambrosial Chant, and Gregorian Chant, ante), a modification
between singing and recitative es])eeially used for litanies and psalms ij the Roman
Catholic and Protestant Episcopal service. The chant is the ancient style of church-
song, certainly as old as Christianity, which seems to have inherited it from the Jewish
church. St. Paul exhorts believers to sing (to chant) psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs; and Pliny the younger mentions the early morning assembling of Christians to

chant hymns to Christ. As rhymed and metrical hymns, now so common, were the

l^roduct of a later art, go the tunes accompanying them are modern as compared with
eluuits.

CHANTAL, Jeanne Fran(;oise Frkmiot, 1571-1641 ; a daughter of the president of
tiie parliament of Dijon. Her husband was killed in hunting, whereupon she took the
vovvs of celibac}^ and devoted herself to the education of her children and the care of
the sick and poor. She was, under the direction of St. Francois de Sal^^s, the founder
of the order of the visitation at Annccy. She was canonized in 1767. One of her sons
was the father of Madame de Sevigne.

CHANTILLY, a village in Fairfax co., Va., 20 m. w. of Washington, where, Sept.

1, 1862, a battle occurred between the right of the union army under Pope and the con-
federates under Jackson. The battle continued, in spite of a severe thunder-storm, until

dark, but without important results. The unionists suffered the loss of two generals
killed, Philip Kearny and Isaac I. Stevens.

CHANZY, Antoine Eugene Ai-fred, b. 1823; a French gen. who .first served as

an apprentice in the navy. In 1843, he graduated from the Paris military school as

sub-lieut. of zouaves. He served in Algeria, Italy, and Syria, and again in Algeria,

In 1868, he became gen. of brigade, and early in the Franco-Prussian war he roJ*e to

commander-in-chief of the second army of the Loire. During the supremacy of the
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commune, he narro^vl^' escaped death. In 1873, ho wns elected to the national assembly,
where he acted with the left-center party. In Dec., ISTo, he was chosen senator lor life,

and in 1878 received the grand cross of the legion of honor.

CHAPEL HILL, a village in Orange co., N. C, 28 m. n.w. of Raleigh; pop. about
3.000. It is the seat of the university of North Carolina.

CHAPIN", Aaron Lucius, d.d., b. Conn., 1817; a graduate of Yale, and Union
(N. Y.) theological seminary. In 1838, he was a profes.sor in the New York insritution

for the deaf and dumb. In 1844, he became pastor of the First Presbyterian cliurch in

Slihvaukee, Wis. ; and in 1850, was chosen tirst president of Beloit coUege, an ottice
,

which he still holds. He was for some years one of the editors of the Cougrtgatu/ual

Bevieic.

CHAPIN, Edwin Hubbell. d.d., b. in Washington co,. N. Y., 1814; educated ata
seminary in Bennington, Yt., and commenced preaching in Richmond. Ya., to a congre-
gation of Unitarians and Universalists. In 1846, he went to Massachusetts, and in 1848,

to New York, where he became muiister of the Fourth Universalist church. lie has
ever since remained over this congregation, which, from a small beginning in the lower
part of the city, has grown to rank among the largest, occupying a prominent church
edifice in Fifth avenue, known as the Church of the Divine Paternity. Besides his reg-

ular sermons he has delivered a great number of lectures, and has published several

volumes, among which are Duiiea of Young Men; Duties of Young Women; Characters
in the Gospels; Couioiunion Hours; Discourses on the Lord's Prayer; Cfoicn of lltorns;

The Beatitudes; Moral Aspects of City Life; True Manliness; and Discourses on the Book
of Proverbs; besides sermons.

CHAPLAIN {ante), in the United States officially known only as the chaplain of the

.senate and of the house of representatives, and in the arm}' and the nav}-. In some of •

the states there are chaplains for one or both of the legislative bodies. In llie army
there are both post and regimental chaplains; and there is usually a chaplain in every
regiment of militia, though they are not always ordained clergymen. In the navy there

are a certain number of chaplains, according to the number of vessels in commission.
It is usual, also, to appoint chaplains to state prisons, to reformatory institutions, and
to asylums. Where there are radical differences of religious belief to any considerable
extent, as ui the institutions of New York city, chaplains of Protestant, Roman Catho-
lic, and .Jewish faith are employed or permitted to officiate.

CHAPLIN, .Jeuemiah, d.d., 1776-1841; a native of Massachusetts, graduated at

Brown university, and for some years a tutor there. He was for 16 years pastor of a
Baptist church in Danvers, Mass., and from 1820-32 president of Waterville college.

CHAPMAN, .Tames, a.m., d.d., b. N. H., 1880; graduated at Waterville college, and
in 185.') became a Methodist minister. He has occupied pulpits in several New England
towns, in Boston, and in Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHAPMAN, .John Gadsby, b. Ya., early in this century. He studied art in

Rome, and returned to Now York, v.'hcre he had a studio, but not long aftcrwju'ds went
l)ack to Rome, where he now resides. Among his paintings are "The Baptism of
Pocahontas" (for the capitol m VYashington); "An Etruscan Girl;" " Tlic Israelites

tSpoilin'z the Egyptians;" "The First Italian Milestone;" "A Donkey's Head;" and
"The Last Arrow."

CHAPPE, Claude, 1763-1805; an engineer, and the inventor of the first working
telogra])!) of any importance. His invention consisted of an upright post, on the top of
which was fixed a transverse bar. and at the ends of the bar two smaller arms movable
(Ml pivot«. The position of the bars represented letters or words; and by means of such
maciunes placerl at remote but easily visible points, messages were conveyed fifty leagues

in a quarter of an hour. Until almost the period of electric telegraphy, the maciiinc
was used <;s[)ecially for noting the arrival of ships. C. was so mucli annoycMl l)y charges
that he had copied his invention from others, that he committed suicide.

CHAPSAL, CiFARLKs PiEUKK, 1787-1858; a French grammarian, joint autlior (with

Francois .Joseph Noel) of the NourAle Grarnniaire Frauniise, anr Lxcrc/res, one of

the most widely adopted of all grammars of that language. The ])roceeds of tlu; book
gave lum a fortune, much of which was given to chanties, among which Was onj

.

i)equest of 80,000 francs to the teachers in the environs of Paris.

CHAP'l'AL, .Jean Antoine, 1756-1833, count of riianteloup. a French eliemisl and
statesman. He was professor of cliemistry at Mon1i)ellier, where he taught the «loetrines

r)f Jvavf)i:-ier instead of those of Stahl. By tJie dealh of an uik^Ic, C. acquired capital,

which he emi)l()y(!d in manufacturing mineral acids, alum, Avlnte icad, soda, and dlhcr

';hemi(.al wares. After thr; nivolution of Nov. 0, 17!)0, lie was made a couneilnr of stale

by Napoleon, nnt] sueceeded Lucien B(mapart(! as minister of the interif)r, in winch
capacity he cstablisherl a .school of arts, and a society of industries He also reorganized
the hospitals, introduced the metrical system of weights and measures, and 'therwise

'.greatly encouraged arts and sciences. ()n Napoleon's return from Elba, C. was made
director general of commerce and manufactures, and minister of state. The downfall
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of the empire sent C. to private life, but lie kept his interest in science, and in 1816 was
named member of tlie academy.

CHAPU. a maritime t. in tlie province of Che-keang, China, 50 m. n.w. of Chinhai,

in one of tlie richest districts in the country. It is the port of Hang-Chow, with which
it has canal cominunication, and it was formerly the only Chinese port trading with
Japan. It is about 5 m. in circuit, exclusive of the suburbs. It was attacked and
much injured by the British, who captured it in 1842, but it was immediately abandoned
by them.

CHAPUL'TEPEC, a fortress on a mound of rock about 200 ft. high, 2 m. s.w. of the

city of Mexico. In the war with the United Stales this fortress, one of the chief

defenses of the city of Mexico, was taken (Sept. 12, 18-47) by gen. Scott, and the city

itself was captured the next day.

CHARBAR, or Choubar Bay, a harbor in the Indian ocean on the coast of

Beloochistan; 25^ 16' n., 60° 35' east. The town of Charbar at the entrance is garrisoned

by the sultan of Oman. Near by are the ruins of the early Portuguese settlement of

Tees.

CHARCAS. See Chuquisaca, ante.

CHARDIN, Sir John, 1643-1713; a native of Paris, the son of a jeweler, and bred
to the same business; but preferring adventure he traveled in Persia and India in 1665-69.

Two years later he made a second and more extended journey of four years. In 1681, he
settled in London, and was knighted by Charles II. In 1686, he published a portion of tlie

Travels of Sir John Chardin into Persia and the East Indies, etc. The complete account
of his travels, however, did not appear until 1711.

CHA'RES, 4th c. B.C., an Athenian general who relieved the Philasians from the

siege of tlie Argives and Arcadians; fought against Oropus; lost the island of Coreyra
to Atliens; commanded jointl}^ with Chalnas in the social war, and made a successful

attack upon Chios, in which Chalnas was killed; led an expedition against and captured
Sestos; commanded in Thrace, where his main business was private plundering; and
in 338 was one of the Athenian commanders in the battle of Chaironea.

CHA'RES, a Grecian artist in bronze, a native on Lindus, and the designer of the

colossus of Rhodes, lived in the 3d c. B.C. He was a pupil of Lysippus.

CHARIS'TICARIES, officers (in Greek ecclesiastical history) who had full power
over the revenues of hospitals and monasteries.

CHARITON, a co. in n. central Missouri, lying n. and e. of the Missouri and w. of

Grand river, and intersected by the North Missouri i-ailroad; 740 sq.m. ; pop. '70,

19,136—2,800 colored. Tlie surface is rolling prairie and forest, with fertile soil.

Coal and limestone are found. Chief productions, wheat, oats, corn, hay, tobacco^ and
butter. Co. seat, Keytesville.

CHAR'ITON, or Grand Chariton, a river rising in s. central Iowa, and flowing s.e.

into Missouri, thence s. joming the ;^^^ssouri river in Chariton co. ; 250 m. long, and.
navigable about 50 miles.

CHARLEMONT. See Giyet, ante.

CHARLES, a co. in s.w. Maryland, between the Potomac and Pawtucket rivers;

450 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 15,738—9,318 colored. Surface uneven, with forestsof locust, oak,
ash, chestnut, and cedar. Tobacco is the main production. Co. seat, Port Tobacco.

CHARLES I., THE Bald, 823-77; Knig of France and emperor of the Romans, son
of Louis le Debonnaire by his second wife, Judith. The father, in order to furnish

C. a kingdom, took aw^ay portions of the territory of the other sons, and war among
them followed, which ended in leaving C. in possession of a large kingdom in the

w. part of the empire. When Louis died. C. undertook to succeed "him as the

emperor, and made an alliance with his brother Louis, the German. In 841, C.

defeated his rival and eldest brother, Lothaire. In 843, the treaty of Verdun confirmed
C. in possession of the kingdom, which comprised all France west of the Meuse,
Saone, and Rhone, and Spain from the Ebro to the PjTcuees. But the government of

C. was weak; the Norsemen pillaged the country almost without resistance; and
finally the people, in despair of relief, called in the aid of his brother Louis, who drove
C. from the country for a time. But C. had the church on his side, being entirely

under control of the bishops, and in 875 he was crowned emperor by the pope. Louis
was too strong for him, however, and he never to any great extent recovered his power.
He died in 877, near mont Cenis, while on his way against the Saracens at the request of
the pope.

CHARLES II., THE Fat, 832-88; King of the Franks and emperor ox the Romans,
third son of Louis the German. From his father, C. inherited Swabia, m 880. the
death of his brother Carloman of Bavaria made him king of Italy; in 881, he was
crowned emperor; the death of Louis of Saxony in 882, also a brother, brought hiiu

all Germany, and that of Carloman, the French king, in 885, left liim all France; and
so by no effort of his own, but by natural causes solely, C. became sovereign of all the
dominions of Charlemagne. But he was a weak, gluttonous creature, more iuteut upou

Am. Ad. 1.—30
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the pleasures of tiie table than upon matters of state. The Norsemen sailed up the
Seine and laid siege to l*aris, and C, instead of making even an attempt at resistance,

houglit them oil" with 700 pounds of silver and a free passage to the upper Seine and
Burgundy, where they might ravage at will. In 887, C. was deposed by his people, and
died the next year in a cloister.

CHA.IILES III., THE Simple. 879-929; King of France; posthumous son of Louis
the stanuuerer. By the deaihof his rival, Charles the fat, in 898, he obtained possession
of the whole kingdom. The most conspicuous act of his reign was the cession to the

harassing Norsemen of the territory afterwards known as Normandy, on condition that

the heathen should be baptized, that Kollo (FIrolf Ganger, or Ralph the walker, a Danish
pirate ciiief. and the ancestor of William the conqueror, of England) should marry
Charles's sister, and become a duke and vassal of the crown. In 922, the barons rebelled

against Charles, and elected Robert, brother of the previous king, in his place; but
Robert was killed by Charles's own hand in the battle of Soissous. tliough that did not
secure to him the victory. The barons then chose for king Raoul, duke of Burgundy.
After many failures, misfortunes, and a long imprisonment, Charles died at Peroune.

CHARLES IV., THE Fair, 1294-1388; King of France and Navarre; third son of
Philip the fair, succeeded his brother Philip Y., in 1322, The chief purposes of his

policy were to free the country from the Lombards, and from the exactions of the barons
and the judges. He also did something towards improving the condition of the Jews,
and assisted his sister Isabella in her contest with her husband, Edward II. of England.
In 1325, being supported by the pope, Charles made an unsuccessful effort to attain the
imperial crown.

CHARLES, Count of Anjou and Provence, King of Naples and Sicily, about
1220-85. He was the ninth son of Louis VIII. of France, and wedded Beatrice, heiress

of Provence, after scattering his rivals by the aid of an army furnished by his brother,
Louis IX. His next adventure was on a crusade to the Holy Land in company with his

brother, wdien both were taken prisoners. Returning to Provence. Charles resumed his

authority, and began to cherish high ambitions. He lirst assisted Margaret of Flanders,
in a plan to set aside the children of her husband by a former wife, for the aggrand-
izement of her own offspring, for which Charles was to receive the province of Hain-
ault; but Louis interfered and Charles was compelled to relinquish Haiuault for a
sum of money. About this time the pope. Urban IV., requested Charles to assume the
crown of the Two Sicilies, to assist in the oveithrow of the bastard Manfred, the
Ghil)elline king; and in 1265, Charles was crowned at Rome; a crusade was preached
against Manfred, who was taken and killed; Conradin, the legitimate heir, was also

betrayed, captured, and murdered; a like fate was dealt out to many Italian nol)les;

estates were confiscated to reward the French mercenaries; and they established over
Sicily an arbitrary and brutal rule. Charles aimed at becoming the head of the eastern
empire. With this intent he accompanied his brother on another crusade; but the ven-
ture failed in consequence of a great storm and the breaking out of the plague.
Charles also incurred the enmity of the pope, Nicholas II., by refusing to accept the
hand of his niece for Charles's grandson; so Nicholas went over to the Ghibellines,
and took from Charles his titles. But Nicholas died in 1280, and Charles procured the
election of a Frenchman, Martin IV., to the chair of St. Peter, in return for which
Charles was made senator of Rome, and his rival, the emperor ]\Iichael Palajologus,
was excommunicated. Another expedition was ready for the east, when news was
brought of the rebellion, afterwards known as the Sicilian Vespers (see anU;); the people
of Sicily had risen against their conquerors, and on Easter Monday, 1282, nearly exter-

minated the French in all Sicily. Charles at once sent his tleet against i\[essina, refus-

ing all offers of capitulation; but the city held out until assistance came from Don Pedro
of Aragon, and Charles's tleet was burned. Despairing of other means of su(,'cess,

Chai-les challenged Don Pedro to single combat; the latter accepted, but only Charles
appeared in the list. Soon afterwards Charles's son was defeated and taken prisoner; and
in 1285, Charles himself fell ill and died at Poggia,

CH.\RLFS in.. OF DURAZZO, 1345-87; King of Naples and Hungary. His father,

who hful reb(!ll(;d against the queen. Joanna I. of Naples, died in ])rison; and the
queen adopted the son, but afterwards displaced him in favor of Louis of Anjou. the
father of Charles V. of France, ('harles made an alliance with the king of Hungary,
and set out to invade Naples. At l^)me he was orown<'(l king by the i)ope; thence ho
went to Naples, captured the queen, and had her assassinated. Three years later he
was invited to accent the crown of Hungary by the nobles, who were dissatisfied with
the rule of queen Elizab(;th, and was crowned on \\n' last day of the year 138(5. Five
weeks afterwards Elizabeth cau.sed liini to be murdered in her own presence. As he
and his kingdom of Naples were under papal interdict, his body remained uuburied for
five years.

CHARLES I., b. 1839; Prince of Roumania. .second son of prince Charles Anthony
of Hohenzollern. In 1800. (/harles was elerle 1 president of Roumania by an almo.st

unaninH)Us vote. H(; found the country in a wret(;hed condition, tlie treasury empty,
education unprovided for, and the people divided into warring political factions. By
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and when the P.iisso-Tni!:-cnergy and good statesman;-hip he greatly improved matters, anc

ish war bcgau he seized tlie occasion to proclaim Koumania's entire iudepeudenct? (.f

Turkey, and such a declaration was officially made by tlie chambers. In 1»G9, Ciiarivs

married princess Elizabeth of Wied.

CHARLES II., 1661-1700; King of Spain; son of Philip IV. He was but four

years old when his father died, the regency being in the hands of the queen, Anui
Maria of Austria. During her rule, Spain was much weakened by an unsuccessful war
with France and by the loss of Sicily. In 1675, Charles assumed the government,

taking for his chief adviser Don John, an illegitimate son of the late king. By mar-

rying Louise of Orleans, a niece of Louis XIV., Charles mdutained harmony with

France for several years. Afier her death, Charles married a sister of the emperor,

Leopold I., and in 1694 he joined Leopold in a war against France. The war was speedily

concluded by the peace of Ryswick, 1697, and as Charles was childless there was a long

negotiation concerning the succession, ended through the influence of the pope, who
secured the crown for the grandson of Louis XIV., Philip Bourbon, who ruled Spaiu

as Philip V.

CHARLES IIL, 1716-88; King of Spain, second son of Philip V., and great-gi'and-

son of Louis XIV. of France. Parma, Piacenza, and Tuscany having fallen to Spain,

Cliarles, at the age of 15, was furnished with an army and given rule over those coun-

tries. At 18 he conquered the Two Sicilies, and the emperor was obliged to acknowledge
him as king. On the death of his brother, Charles succeeded to the Spani.sh throne, in

1759. He was a man of ability and liberal ideas, and made many reforms, especially in

linancial administration. The Jesuits were banished, and an unsuccessful effort was
made to bring the inquisition under the control of the civil power. He endeavored to

put a stop to brigandage and to Algerine piracy; and interested liimself in the develop-

ment of commerce, and arts and sciences. In 1763, he ceded Florida to England in

exchange for Cuba, and some years later he joined France in sending as.sistauce to the

American colonies, then engaged in the war tor independence. At the close of the war.

Florida was again given to Spaiu. He made an unsuccessful attempt to rescue Gibraltar

from the English. Charles died in Madrid after a reign of 29 years.

CHARLES IV., 1748-1819; Kingof Spain, son and successor of Charles IIL When very

young, Charles married his cousin, Maria Louise of Parma, who soon acquired gi'eat influ-

ence over him. The government was conducted chiefly by Manuel Godoy, a handsome
guardsman who gained the friendship of both the queen and her husband, and was made
duke of Alcudia, and minister of foreign affairs. Godoy concluded peace with ihe

French republic in 1795, atter an unsuccessful attempt on the part of the king to assist

his relative, Louis XVI. Soon after this peace an offensive and defensive alliance was
made with France, and Spain speedily became involved in war with Portugal and also

with England, the main event of which was the destruction of the Spanish fleet by Kel-

son at Trafalgar in 1805. In 1807, Charles made with Napoleon a secret treaty according

to which Portugal was to be seized by the French and Spanish, and the greater part to

be divided between Godoy and the queen of Etruria, and Charles was to assume the title

of emperor of Amercia; at the same time, 16,000 Spanish troops were to be sent to llie

assistance of the French in Denmark. While this was going on. Napoleon was intriguing

with Don Ferdinand, the heir to the throne, who was soon after discovered in a plot to

assassinate his father. Though pardoned, Ferdinand continued to do all that he could

to arouse ill feeling against the court, and in 1808, Charles was so alarmed at disturbances

in Madrid, that he abdicated in Ferdinand's favor. Charles declared immediately thai

this act was not voluntary; but the matter was decided by a meeting with Napoleon at

Bayonne, urged by Godoy, who was moved by fear of Ferdinand, and also by the queen.

Charles surrendered the crown to Napoleon (who gave him a pension of six millions of

francs, and the castle and grounds of Chambord), refusing again to assume authority,

although he might have done so, his sou being very unpopular.

CHARLES IX., 1550-1611; king of Sweden, the fourth son of Gustavus Vasa. The
Swedish crown belonged to Charles's nephew, Sigismund, king of Poland; but as he

was a Roman Catholic, Charles was appointed to direct the government till Sigismund
signed a decree establishing the Lutheran religion in Sweden. After many attempts at

accommodation, Sigismund was formally deposed in 1604. and Charles was elected

king. He had w^ars with Poland, Russia, and Denmark, and when 60 yeare old he

challenged the king of Denmark to single combat, but the Dane did not respond.

Charles founded the universitj' of Gothenburg, and made a new code of laws. He
wrote a rhymed chronicle of the war with Poland.

CHARLES XV.. 1826-72; King of Sweden and Norway, succeeding his father^

Oscar I., who was a son of Charles XIV. The rule of C. was 'liberal and popular. The
most important event was the change (in 1866) in the constitution of the p;\rliament,

which from that time has consisted not of four, but of two chambers, one elected by
the provincial representatives and the other by the people. Charles's kindl}" nature was
shown in his flrm refusal to sanction capital punishment. He had a taste for literature

and art, and published a volume of poems. In 1850, he married Louisa, daughter of

the king of the Netherlands, by whom he had one d.aughter, who became the wife of

prince Frederick of Denmark.
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CHAHLES, ELiz.vnicTH lirxDi.E. b al)out 18:20, tlic wife of Andrew P. Chaiic-*. of

London. Sl'C li:i.s written Chro>uck!< of the Sc/ionbcrg(Jotta Family; Diary of Mrs. Kitty
'I reriflynn; 'ind other popular works of fiction.

C'lIAULES, Jacques Alexandre Cesar, 1746-1823, a French physicist, noted for

skdi in experiinonls and public demonstrulions. He made tlie first balloon lo hold hydio-
gen gas, with winch a successful ascent was made. He was the inventor of a number
of optical mstruments.

CHARLES AUGUSTUS, 1757-1828, grand duke of Saxc-Weimar. He assumed
the government in his eighteenth year, and the next year entered the Prussian arm}-, in

which he remained until the defeat at Jena in 1806, when he became a member of the
Rhenish confederacy and furnished aid to the French. In 1813, he joined in the coali-

tion against Napoleon, and took command of an army of Saxons. Hessians, and Rus-
sians. He fought among the allies in 1815. and the congress of Vienna rewarded his

services by enlarging his principality and making it a grand duchy. Charles was au
intimate friend of Goethe, Wieland, and other men of letters.

CHARLES CITY, a co. in s.e. Virginia, on the James and Chickahorainy rivers;

184 sq.m.; pop. '70, 4,979—3,153 colored. Productions, corn, wheat, oats, etc. Co.
seat, Charles City Court House.

CHARLES MIX, a co. in s.e. Dakota, on the Missouri river; pop. '70, 152, of whom
117 were Indians. Co. seat, Greenwood.

CHARLES RIVER, a stream rising in central ^Massachusetts, and flowing easterly

to Boston harbor. It affords valuable w^ater-power in many places, and in its lower
course its banks are lined with large and small manufacturing villages.

CHARLESTON, a co. in e. South Carolina, on the ocean, and including several
islands; 1906 sq.m.; pop. '70, 88.363—60,603 colored. The Santce river is the n.e.

border, and the Ashley, Edisto, and Cooper rivers intersect the county. The surface is low
and level, and much of the soil i^ very rich, producing sea-island and short staple cotton,

rice, corn, sweet potatoes, etc. The South Carolina, the Savannah and Charleston, and
the North-eastern railroads intersect. Co. seat, Charleston.

CHARLESTON, a village in Coles co., 111., on the St. Louis and Indianapolis rail-

road, 85 m. w. of Terre Haute, Ind. It is the count}^ seat, and has a medical college,

some manufactures, and the trade of a productive agricultural district. Pop. '70, 2,849.

CHARLESTON {ante), the chief city of South Carolina and capital of Charleston
CO., stands upon a peninsula formed by the confluence of the Ashley and Cooper rivers,

in lat. 32' 45' n., long. 79' 57' w., 7 m. from the Atlantic ocean. The harbor, formed by
the junction of the two rivers, and laud-locked on three sides, with a depth of water
of from 40 to 50 ft., is one of the best on the coast. It is defended at the mouth by
four fortresses, fort Moultrie, fort Sumter, castle Pinckney, and fort Ripley. The
entrance to the harbor, on account of shifting sand-bars and the uncertain depth of
tlie water, would sometimes be diflicult were it not for the floating lights and bell-boals

provided ])y the government. The water on the bar is only 18 ft. deep, but the channel
is being deepened by the gov^ernment. The city covers an area of more than 5 sq. m.,
has nearly 10 m. of water front, and more than 50 m. of streets. The latter intersect

each other mostly at right angles, and some of them are spacious. The houses, instead
of being built in blocks, are general 1}' separated from each other by gardens, shade trees,

and shrul)bery, giving the city a peculiarly picturesque appearance, while greatly
increasing its area. Charleston was founded in 1680 by an English colony. Its growth
at first was slow, but with the development of the cotton tratlic its commercial impor-
tance was greatly increased. The pop. '60 was 48,409, of which nearly one-half were
colored. The war of the rebellion, which begun here in the spring of 1861 in the com-
pirlsory evacuation of Fort Sumter by the U. ^. garrison under command of gen.
R'jbert Anderson, and a great fire which occurred a few months later, paralyzed the
business and greatly diminished the population of the cit}'. Commerce indeed, between
1860 and 1865. was utterly destroyed. The wharves decayed, the docks were filled up,
and the railroads leading into the interior were torn up. It was not until more than a
yvAW after the peace that the city was again made a port of entry; but from that time
industiy and commerce revived and liave since steadily increased. The census of
18T0 .showed a very slight increase of population in comparison with that of 1860. the
proi)ortion of colored i)ersons to white beini; al)out the same. 22 to 26. The ]>opulation
by the census of 1880 was 49.999; 24,005 being white, and 25.994 being colored. A
large wholesale trade is carried on with tin; interior, an extensive region of country
drawing its supplies of merchandise from this sour(!(\ The overland trade with St.

Jjouis, Chicago, and oth(!r cities of the north-west in flour, bacon, grain, etc., is raj^dly
iiuix'asing. Rice, cotton, lumber, naval stores, and })h()sphate rock are tin? princij^al

exports. In tin; extent of the cotton trade, Charleston ranks next to New York and
New Orleans. The manufacture of fertilizers from marl and phosphate rock has b<'en

developed since 1868 and is very extensive. Early vegetables, gnnvn in the suburbs, arc
exported in large quantities to New York, Jios'ton, and other 'northern cities. The
whole amount of coastwise iini)orts is very large and constantly increasing. Manu-
factures of iron, wood, and pho.si)hate, employ much capital, and afford occupation for
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upwards of 3,000 people. There arc several larg:e mills for removing the husk from
rice and preparing it for market. A large portion of the rice raised in South Carolina
and Georgia is cleaned at tliese mills. The valuation of property bv the census of 1870
was over $50,000,000. The state assessment for 1872 was less than "this by $10,000,000.
the city assessment for 1873 was less by more than $20,000,000. In 1870 the number of

dwellings was 6,861; the number of families, 9,098; the number of persons engaged in

mechanical occupations, 18,705. There are seven banks of discount, with a capital of

more than $3,000,000, and five savings banks, with deposits amounting to more than
$1,000,000. The public squares are few and small, the battery near the water's edge,

being the principal public resort. There are 3 daily and 5 weekly newspapers, and
about 40 churches, of which 11 are Episcopal, 8 Presbyterian, 5 Roman Catholic, 5

]\Iethodist, 4 Baptist, 3 Lutheran, and 1 Unitarian. The most noted church edifice is

St. ]Michaers (Episcopal), built in 1752. It has a fine chime of bells, and its tower can
be seen far out at sea. St. Philip's is the oldest church organization, but its house of

worship is not so old as that of St. Michael's. In the graveyard adjoining St. Philips
lie the remains of many noted persons, including Gadsden, Rutledge, Pinckney, and
Calhoun. Magnolia cemetery, near the northern boundary of the city, contains many
fine monuments. The principal benevolent institutions are the orphan house, with an
endowment of $190,000, and over 300 inmates; the Roman Catholic orphan asylum,
with more than 100 inmates; the almshouse; the asylum for the aged and infirm; the

city hospital; and an asylum for colored orphans, supported by the state. The principal

public buildings are the U. S. arsenal and citadel, the market, city hall, court-house,

orphan house, academy of music, custom-house, post-oflice, Charleston hotel, and Mills

house. Three steam railroads have their center here, and there are horse railroads con-
necting the different parts of the city with each other. The streets are lighted with
gas, and many of them are well paved. The .schools of the city are under the control

of commissioners elected by the people and a superintendent appointed by the commis-
sioners. In 1872, there were 8 pu})lic schools (5 grammar and 3 primary); number of

children of school age, 12,727, of whom 5,068 were enrolled; number of teachers 68, afl

but four of them males; total school expenditures over $40,000 annually. There are

also a considerable number of private .schools. Charleston college, founded in 1871.

in 1872 liad 5 instructors, 50 students, and a library of 8.000 volumes. The state med-
ical college, at the same date had 9 professors. The Charleston librar}', founded in

1748, has 14,000 volumes, and the apprentices' library is a valuable collection. Charles-
ton was among the first of the principal places in the south to enlist in the revolutionary
struggle of 1776. It was captured May 12, 1780, after a siege of six weeks, by 12,000
British regulars under sir Henry Clinton, and evacuated Dec. 14, 1782. It was the

center of tlie nullification movement of 1830, which was put down by Andrew Jackson,
and the war of the rebellion had its beginning here in the bombardment of Fort Sumter,
which aroused the northern people to a stern resistance. The city remained in the pos-

session of the confederates until the surrender of Columbia, the state capital, to Sher-
man, when it was evacuated by the confederate forces, and all the public buildings,

stores, cotton warehouses, shipping, etc., were fired by order of gen. Hardee, the con-
federate commander. When the union forces took possession, Feb. 18, 1865, they did all

that they could to rescue the city from destruction. During the war many buildings
were destroyed, and the towers and steeples of the churches riddled with ^hot and shell.

CHARLESTON (Post office, KxVNawha Court-house), the capital of West Virginia,

on the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad and the Kanawha river, at the junction of E'k
river; 130 m. s.w. of Wheeling; pop. '70, 3,162. The Kanawha is navigable to the

Ohio. Charleston is in a region productive of timber, coal, iron, and salt, and is an
important shipping point. The salt springs are just above the city on both sides of the

river, and more salt is made here than in any other place in the country excei")t Syracuse.
N. Y. The State-house is the most conspicuous building. There are a Roman Catholic
seminar}'-, and several high schools. The seat of the state government Avas fixed here
April 1, 1870.

CHARLESTOWN (ante), now part of Boston, formerly a city of 3Iiddlesex co.,

Mass. It is situated on the northern bank of the Charles river, and is connected with
Boston by two free bridges. The Mystic river, which unites with the Charles at this

point, forms the boundary on the e. and north. The pop. in 1873, when the city

was annexed to Boston, was 28,373. From the territory of Charlestown. originally very
large, several towns have been taken on its northern side. The surface of the
remaining portion is very uneven, two eminences. Bunker and Breed's hills, rising near
the center, and affording many fine building sites. On Bunker hill was fought a

celebrated battle of the revolution, June 17, 1775. commemorated by a granite shaft

erected on the summit and rising to the height of 220 feet. The corner-stone of this

monument was laid in 1825 bygen. Lafayette, and the work was finished in 1843.

The attempt of the Massachusetts committee of safet}' to fortif}' this eminence was
the immediate occasion of the battle, in the course of which the town was burned by
the British, being set on fire by shells from Copp's hill in Boston, and by men wlio
were sent across the Charles for that purpose. C. is well built, having some tine

streets and residences. It has an abundant supph* of water from 3Iystic lake, excellent
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schools, 15 churches of vjirioiis denominations, a public library of 15,000 vohimos, r

fund of ^28.000 tor the benctit of the poor, and a home for aged and inditrenl women.
The stale prison was located here from 1805 to a very recent period, and the buildings

used for that purpose are still standing, A navy-yard of the United States, covering

more than 70 acres of ground and having all the appointments required for such an
establishment, has existed here since 1798. C. is also a place of considerable business.

It has manufactories of steam engines, boilers and machiner}^ of stone and brass-ware,

gas fixtures, mechanics' tools, leatlier, draw-pipes, sugar, soap, etc.

CHARLESTOWN, the seat of justice of Jefferson co., W. Va., on a branch of tiie

Baltimore and Ohio railroad, 10 m. s.w. from Harper's Ferry; pop. '70, 1593. It is ia a

line agricultural district. It was in this village that John Brown was tried, condemned,
and hanged Dec. 2, 1859.

CHARLEVOIX, a co. in n.w. Michigan, on lake Michigan and Green river; 50')

sq.m. ;
pop. '70, 1724, Grand Traverse bay bounds the county on the w., and Little

Traverse bay on the north. The chief business is agriculture, Co, seal, Charlevoix,

CHARLEVOIX, aco. in the province of Quebec, Canada, forming a triangle, one side

of which runs 80 or 90 m. along the n.w, bank of the St. Lawrence, reaching nearly to

the Saguenay river; 5,224 sq.m,; pop, '71, 15, Gil, of whom all but nine were Roman
Catholics. The surface is mountainous, and not Vvcll adapted to agriculture. It is inter-

sected by five or six rivers that fall into the St, Lawrence, and one that joins the Sague-

nay. Chief town. Bale St. Paul,

CHARLEVOIX. Pierre FRAN901S Xavier de, 1082-1 7G1 ; a French Jesuit who
was sent as a teacher to Quebec in 1705. After about five years he returned to France,
and became professor of belles-lettres. He returned to Canada in 1720, and journeyed
up the St. Lawrence and the lakes and down the Illinois and Mississippi to New Orleans,

and thence went to Paris. His principal work is a valuable History of New France (or

Canada), which was not published in English until 1865, He also wrote a history of

Christianity in Japan, and a history of Paraguay.

CHARLOTTE, a co. in s. Virginia, on Staunton river; intersected by the Atlantic,

Mississippi and Ohio, and Richmond, Danville and Piedmont railroads; 550 sq.m.;

pop. '70, 14,513—9,G13 colored. Surface hilly; productions, wheat, corn, oats, and
tobacco. Co. seat, Marysville.

CHARLOTTE, a co. in s.w. New Brunswick, on the Maine border and the bay of

. Fundy ; 1323 sq.m.
; pop. '71, 25.882. The county is traversed by the New Brunswick and

Canada, and the North American and European railroads. Ship-building and sea-fishing

are the occupations of the greater portion of the inhabitants. Chief town, St. Andrews,
at the mouth of St. Croix river.

CHARLOTTE, the seat of justice and an incorporated city of Eaton co,, Mich,, 20

m. s.w. of Lansing, on Grand River Valley division of the Michigan Central, at the

crossing of the Peninsular railroad; pop. about 3,000. Lumber and agricultural prod-

ucts furnish the greater part of its trade.

CHARLOTTE, a city of North Carolina, the seat of justice of IMecklenburg co., on
Sugar creek, and the Wilmington, Charlotte and Rutherford railroad, at the ternunus of

the North Carolina division of the Riehmond and Danville, and the Charlotte, Columbia
and Augusta railroads. The city is in the North Carolina gold region, and a mint was
established in 18;'>8, but closed in 1861 on account of the rebellion. Up to that date more
than $5,000,000 in gold had been deposited in the mint. There arc several manufactories
in the city. It was here that the "Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence" was
adopted, May 31, 1775.

CHARLOTTE AUGUSTA, 1796-1817; daughter of George IV. and queen Caroline

of England. She was well educated under the care of the bishop of Exeter and Lady
Ciilford. It was desired that she should wed Ihe prinre of Orange, but she loved and
married prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, who, long after her death, became king of Bel-

gium. She was married May 2, 1816; was delivered of a stiil-born child early in Nov.
of the next year, and died, in con.sequence of malpractice, as was Ix^lieved. Her olfici-

ating piiysician committed suicide. Her domestic life Avas most wretched, as her pub-
Jished letters show.

CIIAIILOTTE HARBOR, or Boca Grande, an inlet in llie gulf coast of Florida.

25 m. long, and 8 to 10 m. wide, with an entrance! three fourths of a inih; wide, and 30

to 40 ft. de(;|). There is a good harl)or, sheltered from the sea by a number of islands.

Wild fowl, n.sh. and oysters are [)lentiful.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, a village in Albemarle co., Va., G5 m. n.w. of Richmond,
on the Orange;, Alexandria and Manassas, and the Chesajieake and Ohio railioads. The
place is IIkj scat of the unive-rsity of Virginia, founded by ''I'homas JeH'erson; and Mon-
ticello, .lefferson's Ijome, is i>ut 3 m. distant. Pop, '70, 2.838,

CH ARl/I'ON, a co. in s.e. Georgia, on the Florida border, iticluding a portion of the

great Okefenoke swamp; 1000 s(|.m.
;
])op. '70, 1897—401 colored. Productions, rico,

cotton, tar, and turpentine. Surface level and soil sandy. Co. seat, Trader's Hill.
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CHARNOCK, Stephen, d.d., 1628-80; an English non-conformist minister, educated
at Cambridice. He began to preach in London, and went thence to Dublin, wliere he
was successful. In 16(j0, he was silenced by the act of uniforniily, and returned to Lon-
don; he continued 15 years in and near that city, preaching, but wiiliout a settled con-
gregation. Many of his sermons have been published, and his work on the Aitnlmtes
of God is still liighly valued. He was a vigorous and original, as well as judicious thinker

;

and as a writer he was vivid and clear.

CHARONDAS, a lawgiver of ancient Greece, by some supposed to have been a dis-

ciple of Pythagoras. It is related that he fell a sacritice to one of his own laws, by which
it was made a capital olfeiise to appear armed in a public assembly. On leturning from
a military expedition he hastened to quell a tumult, having his sword at his side. Being
reminded by a citizen of his law, he replied. "Then I will seal it with my blood," and
immediately plunged his sword into his breast.

CHAROST, Armand Joseph de Bethune, Due de, 1810-65; a descendant of Sully,

the famous marshal. C. took part in the revolution of 1830 as a republican, and in 1883
was made a lieut. Afterwards he served in Algeria, and {ifter the revolution of 1848 he
was appointed under secretary of state. He was one of the zealous republicous in the
national assembly, and one of the victims of Dec. 2, 1851, being imprisoned at Ham, nnd
afterwards exiled to Belgium. In 1854, Kapoleon III. expelled liim from France, and
he went to Holland and afterwards to Switzerland. He wrote a history of tlie cauipaign
of 1815, in wliicli he severely criticised Napoleon's generalship, and a history of the v» ar

in Germany in 1813.

CIIARRIERE, or CHARRIERES, Isabelle Agnate de Saint-HyacttsTHe de,
1740-1805; a native of Holland, daughter of a Dutch baron, and married to a Swiss,
who had been her brother's teacher. In 1780, appeared her most important book.
Caliste, or Letters Written in Lausanne. She traveled in France and England, ar.d was
an intimate friend of Benjamin Constant. She was a brilliant and beautiful woman,
but, owing to loss of her estate, the latter years of her life were ispent in strict seclu-
sion.

CHARROjST, Pierre, 1541-1603; a French philosopher, one of llie 25 children of a
bookseller of Paris. He studied law at Bruges, and began practice in Paris, but not
having immediate success, he went into the church, and rose to eminence as a preacher.
At Bordeaux he formed a short but famous and important friendship with ^Montaigne,
who, on his death in 1592, requested C. to bear the arms of the Montainne family.
In 1594, C. published Le Trois Verites, in which he seeks to prove that there is a
God and a true religion, and that the true religion is the Roman Catholic. This was
followed by a book of sermons, and in 1001 came his most reuiarkable work, De la

Sagesse, a complete popular system of moral philosophy. This work brought upon its

author the most violent attacks, but a second edition was soon called for. This, after

much opposition, began to appear in 1003, but only a few sheets had been printed when
C. died suddenly in the street.

CHARTER OAK, a famous tree that stood in Hartford, Conn., until blown down
by a storm, in Aug., 1856. Its name was given because when sir Edmund Andres, gov-
ernor of New England and New York, came to Hartford in 1687, by the order of Jf^mes II.,

to demand the colonial charter, that document was hidden in a hollow of the tree by
capt. James Wadsworth, and thus preserved. Though some writers have cast doubt on
this interesting tradition, it is generally accepted by historians.

CHARTIER, Alain, the most distinguished man of letters in France in the 15lh c,
supposed to have been born about 1380. After studying at the university of Pavis, he is

supposed to liave entered the service of Charles YI., and after that to Lave followed the
fortunes of Charles the dauphin, afterwards Charles YII. Tlie lot of C. was cast in

troubled times; he felt the agony of Agincourt, and saw the rise of the maid of Orleans.
The story of the famous kiss bestowed b}^ Margaret of Scotland, w ife of that Lvuiis the
dauphin who was afterwards to be known as Louis XL, "on that precious mouth from
which has issued so many witticisms and virtuous sentences." is interesting if only as a
proof of the high degree of estimation in which the ugliest man of his day was held.

His best works are said to be Lc Livre des Quartre Danus, which was called forth by the
battle of Agincourt, and Le Quadriloque-Invectif, a patriotic dialogue.

.

CHARTRES, Robert Philippe Louis Eugene Ferdinand d'Orleans. Due de. b.

1840; the youngest son of the late duke of Orleans, and grandson of Louis Philippe.
His father died when he was but two years old, and when he was eight the revolution
drove him into exile. He was cared for at Eisenach, in Germany, but soon afterwards
joined his family, who were in England. In 1860, he traveled in the east, ard in 1861
came to the United States with his elder brotlier, the count of Paris. Both of them
served for a time in the war of the rebellion on gen. McCkllan's staff; but they went to

Engltmd in the summer of 1802. In June. 1863. Robert married his cousin Francois
Marie Amclie d'Orleans, l)y wlumi he has tive children. After the revolution of Sept.,

1870, he returned incognito to France, and served in gen. Chanzy's arm}': and in 1871,
after the repeal of the act banishing the Orleans family, he was appointed a maj. in the
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army and served in Algeria. lie has published his travels, and his father's posthumous
work on the campaigns of the Frencii army in Africa in 1835 and 1839.

CHASE, a CO. in e. central Kansas, on the Xeosho river and its afHuents, inter-

sected b}' the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad; 757 sq.m.
;
pop. 'TO, 1975. It is

an agricultural region. Co. seat, Cottonwood Falls.

CilASE. Ikati. d.d. ;
1793-1864; educated at :Middlebury college and Andover theo-

logical seminary, and ordained in 1817. lie labored for a time as a Baptist missionary
in West Virginia, and in 1818 became professor in a theological school in Philadelphia.
The school was transferred to Washington, and he remained in his professorship seven
years. In 1825, he aided in establishing a theological school at Newton Center, Mass.,
in which he was a professor for nearly 20 years. In 1830, he assisted in founding the
Baptist mission in France. Among his M'orks are The Life of John Bunyan; The Design,

of Baptisiii; IVie ^Vol'k Claiming to be the Constitution of the Holy Apostles, revisedfrom the

Greek; Infant Baptism an Invention of Man; and many sermons and essays.

CHASE, Philander, d.d., 1775-1852; graduated at Dartmouth in 1705, and ordained
to the ministry of the Episcopal church in 1798. He labored as a missionary in western
Kew York, and in 1811 became rector of Christ church in Hartford, Conn. In 1817, he
went to Ohio, where, two years afterward, he was chosen bishop. A few years later he
laid the foundation of Kenyon college and Gambler theological seminary. In 1835, he
became bishop of Illinois, where he was instrumental in founding Jubilee college, at

Robin's Nest, where he died. Among his works are A Plea for the West; 'ihe Star in tJie

West, or Kenyon College; Reminiscences, etc.

. CHASE, Salmon Portland, 1808-73; b. N. H. He was the son of a farmer,
and a nephew of bishop Chase, who supervised his earlier education. Graduating
from Dartmouth college in 1826, he opened a school for boys at the national capi-
tal, and in 1830 was admitted to the bar, where almost his earliest woriv was the
preparation of an edition of the statutes of Ohio with annotations, and a sketch of the
histor}' of the state. This assisted him in gaining practice, and in 1834 he was appointed
solicitor in Cincinnati for the bank of tlie United States. His first effort in a cause touch-
ing slavery was in defense of a colored woman claimed as a fugitive. He maintained
that the fugitive slave law of 1793 was void, because unwarranted by the federal consti-

tution. In the same year he defended James G. Birney (subseqviently the candidate of
the aV)olitionists for president), wiio had been prosecuted under the state law for harbor-
ing a slave. In this case he argued that slavery w^as a local institution, and that as the
slave had been brought into a free state by his master, he was in fact free. In
1846, in the Van Zandt case before the U. S. supreme court, he took the ground that
under the ordinance of 1787 no fugitive from service could be reclaimed from Ohio
unless he hnd escaped from one of the original states; that it was the understanding of
the makers of the constitution that slavery was to be left to the disposal of the several
states, without sanction or support from the federal government; and that the clause in
the constitution relating to persons held to service was a compact between the stales,

conferring no power of legislation on congress, and was never intended to confer such
j)Ower. In 1841, he was prominent in the organization of the liberty party of Ohio,
which nominated him for governor. In the national liberty convention at Buifalo in

1843, and in subsequent conventions until the nomination (in 1848) of ]Marlin Van
Buren for president, C. was a leading member, and in most cases directed the ])roceed-
ings. In Feb., 1849, he was chosen U. S. senator from Ohio, his vote coming from all

the democrats and a few freesoil members. He acted generally with the democrats
until the nomination (in 1852) of Pierce on a strongly pro-slavery platform, when he
withdrew and undertook the formation of an independent democratic party. The debate
on the Nebraska bill gave him an opportunity to oppose the famous compromise, to

which he moved an amendment looking to the exclusion of slavery from all the territories;

but it was not adopted. Through all the contest for the repeal of the Missouri compromise
and the Kansas del)ate, he Avas foremost in oi)posltion to slavery extension. In tiu; mean
time, he was heard on other important subje(;ts. lie favored internal improvements
by the general government, and supported the free homestead movement, and cheap
postage. In 1855, he was elected governor of Ohio by the votes of the opponents of the
Nebraska bill, and he was re-elected in 1857. His name was before the first national
convention of the repul)lican party (1856) for president, but was withdrawn at his own
request. He w;ih named, also, in the convention that nominated liincoln, but was not

Sress(!d. In 1861, he was api)ointed secretary of the tn-asury, and held tlie oHlce until

uly 30, 1864. when he resigned. In this position the niduous duties of sustaining the
natif)nal credit in tlie strugude with th(! rebellion devolved in a gre:it degrei; upon him;
and he proved erpial to the occasion. The (h^ath of llogcr B. Taney in Oct., 1864,
made a vacancy in the chair of the chief justicte of the U. S. supreuK! court,

wiiich was immediately WUv.d by the apjunntment of C., in which capacity he presided
at tlie trial on 1h(; im]i(!achment of Aiidrcnv Johnson in Mar., 1868. About this time,
Ijis dissatisfa(!tion with the course; of tin; republican party b(!cam(! so decided as to tlu'ow

his iiilhu'tice on the side of the democrats, at whose national convention, July, 1868, ho
was i)rominently, though unsu(;cessfully, urged as a presidcMitial candidate. In 1870, he
was stricken with paralysis, the elfects of whicli lasted until his death.
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CHASE, Samuel, 1741-1811; one of the signers of the declaration of Aincrican inde-

pendence ; son of an Episcopal clergyman, and a lawyer in Annapolis, 3Id. He was cnc cf
the earliest and strongest friends of colonial liberty; was a member of the contincn'ir.l

congress for four years, and in 1776 went with Charles Carroll and others on the fruit-

less errand to induce the Canadians to join in the rebellion against Englisii rule. lie

filled several judicial offices in Maryland, and in 1796 was appointed associate justice of

the U. S. supreme court. In 1804, John Randolph brought about his impeachment for

misdemeanor in the conduct of political trials, but he was found not guilty on trial by
the U. S. senate. He remained on the supreme court bench until his death.

CriASLES, Michel, b. 1793; a French mathematician, educated at the Paris poly-

technic school. In 1841, he was appointed professor of geometry in that institution.

Among numerous essays and books of his productions are: Ilisfoncal Views of the Ork/in

and Develo^yment of Methods in Geometry; History of Arithmetic; and Treatise on Superior
Geometry. In 1851, he became a member of the academy, and in 1867, he reported to

that body that he was in possession of 27,000 letters and documents of great antiquity

and value, among them letters and papers believed to have been written 1)}' Dante,
Petrarch, Rabelais, Julius Ceesar, Shakespeare, and other persons of renown. Only
about 100 of these were genuine, though they completely imposed upon C. and otlitr

good judges. The forger, Irene Lucas, was imprisoned two j^ears for forgery and
fraud.

CHASLES, Victor Euphemign Philarete, 1798-1873; a French writer who
traveled in the United States about 1820-23. In 1837, he was director of the Mazarin
librar}^ and in 1841, professor of German language and literature in the college of

France. He published in 20 vols. Comparative Studies of Literature; wrote tales and
books of travel; and prepared editions of classic authors.

CHASSELOUP-LAUBAT, FRAN901S de, Marquis, 1754-1833; a French military

engineer who conducted the works at IMaestricht in 1794, at Mentz in 1795, and in the
Italian campaigns up to 1812; when he was appointed senator. Louis XVIII. made him
a marquis.

CIIASSELOUP-LAUBAT, Justin Napoleon Samuel Prosper de. Marquis. 1805-

73; in 1837, a member of the French chamber of deputies and afterwards councilor of
state. In 1849, he was again a member, and then and afterwards a supporter of Louis
Napoleon, who made him minister of marine. He was for some years the president of

the colonial board of Algeria. In 1869, he presided over the council of state until the

accession of Ollivier's administration

CHASSEPOT, a breech-loading rifle invented by Antoine Alphonse Chassepot, b.

Mar, 4, 1833; he was attached, in 1858, to the government workshops of St. Thomas at

Paris, of which he was made director in 1864; and was afterwards officially attached to

the national manufactory of arms at Chatellerault, near Poitiers. He took out patents
for his invention, and the royalty has brought him a large income. He was decorated
with the cross of tlie legion of honor in 1860. Tlie first model of the C. was exhibited
in 1863; but it was not introduced in the French army tiil after the Prussians had proved
the efficiency of the needle-gun in the war of 1866 against Austria; it was used success-

fully in the Franco-German war of 1870. The C. is an improved needle-gun; the ful-

minate is in a paper wad which forms the rear of the cartridge envelope; the gas check
is a cylindrical ring of vulcanized India rubber, which is pressed against the surface of
the chamber when the explosion takes place; the cartridge envelope is of silk or linen,

with a caliber of .433 inch. The gun has 4 grooves, and can be fired 12 times a minute
at a range of 1200 yards. An improved form of the C. has been recently introduced in

France, in which the metallic cartridge can be used.

CHASTELAIN, Georges, 1403-75; in the service of Philip the good of Burgundy,
at wdiose request he compiled the Grande Chronique, or history. Of their work, Avhich
was to liave filled six volumes, only two fragments of importance are known to exist

—

the first extending from 1419 to 1422; the second, with large breaks in the text, from
1461 to 1474.

CHASTELARD, Pierre Boscobel de, 1540-63; a French poet, a scion of the house
of Baj'ard. The name of Chastelard is romantically connected with that of MaiW queen
of Scots. He was a page in the house of marshal ^Danville, whom he accompanied in

his journey to Scotland as escort of Mary in 1561. C. returned to Paris in the
marshal's train, but left almost immediately for Scotland bearing letters of recommenda-
tion to Mary from Montmorency, and also the "regrets" addressed to the queen l\v

Pierre Ronsard, C.'s master in the art of song. The enthusiastic page fell in love with
the queen, who is said to have encouraged his passion. Copies of verses passed between
them, and she lost no occasion of showing herself partial to his person and conversa-
tion. The 3'oung man hid under her bed, where he was found by the maids of honor;
but IMary pardoned the offense, and the old familiarity between them was resumed.
Again C. was so rash as to violate her privacy; but he was discovered, seized, sen-

tenced, and hanged the next morning. He met his fate consistently, reading, on his

w^ay to the scaffold, Ronsard's " Hymn to Death;" and turning at the'moment of dorm
towards Holyrood; addressing to his unseen mistress the famous farewell: "Adieu!
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thoii so fair and so cruel; thou killest me, and yet I cannot cease to love thee!"
Another story is that he simply ejaculated " Cruel queen!" emphasizing the words by a
threatening gesture.

CHASTELER, Jean Gabriel Joseph Albert, !Marquis de, 17G3-lS2o. He was
in tlie Austrian service as a general officer, and served in the war of tlie Bavarian suc-

cesi-ion. and in the war against the Turks. He defended Namur against the French,
participated in the third partition of Poland, and was sent to Russia to engage tlie

emperor Paul in a coalition against Prance. In 1799, he was in the Husso-Austrian
army, and was seriously wounded before Tolona, Italy. He fought in the Tyrol against

Napoleon, but was beaten by Lefebrc, May 13, 1809, and was compelled to fly to

Hungary. When the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom was established, he was made gov-
ernor of Venice.

CHASTELLUX, Francois Jean, Marquis de, 1734-88; a French soldier and author,

distinguished in the seven years' war in Germany, and in the army of Rochambeau in

the American revolution, where he held the rank of maj.gen. His chief works are De
la Felicite Pabliqae; Voyages in North America; and a Discourse on the Adtantages Eesult-

ing to Europefrom the Discovery of America.

CHATEAUGAY, a s.w. co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the St. Law-
rence, drained by the Chateaugay, the Noire, and other rivers; 250 sq.m.

;
pop. '71,

16,166. It is generally level, and the soil is fertile. Chief town, St. Martiue.

CHATEAUGUAY, Sieur de. See Le Moyne.

CHATEAU-THIERRY, a t. in the department of Aisne, France, on the right bank
of the Marne; pop. '72, 5,347. It has a commercial college, a public library, and manu-
factories of linen, cotton, leather, and earthenware. There is a marble statue of La
Fontaine, the fabulist. The town takes its name from a castle said to have been built

bv Charles Martel for Thierry IV., the ruins of which are on an adjacent hill. The
position of Chateau-Thierry has subjected it to many disasters. It was captured by the

English in 1421, by Charles V. in 1545, by the Spanish in 1591; pillaged in tiie Fronde
wars in 1652, and suifered severely in the Napoleonic campaign of 1814.

CHATEL, Ferdinand Toussaint FRAN901S, Abbe, 1795-1857; ordained as a priest

in 1818, serving as vicar to several French towns, and as chaplain in the army. In

1831, he founded a new sect in whose doctrines Christ was to be venerated only as a

perfectly good man, and the confessional, fasting, and vows of chastity and celibacy

were to be omitted. The authorities interfered in 1842 and closed his place of worship,

but in 1848 he appeared again as an especial champion of women's rights. His public

meetings were suppressed in 1850, and he passed his later years in the duties of a metro-

politan postmaster.

CHATELET, the name of two old fortresses of Paris, believed by some to have
been built in the time of Julius Caesar. The grand C. was restored by Louis IX.

and remodeled by other kings. It was demolished in 1802. It was the residence of

counts of Paris, and became an im])ortant seat of the judiciary, as well as a prison. This
fortress stood on the right bank of the Seine where is now the w. part of the place de

Chatelet. The petit C. was on the other bank near the present place du Petit Pont. It

was demolished in 1782. In earlier times it was one of the gates of the city.

CHATHAM, a co. in s.e. Georgia, on the ocean and the South Carolina border;

358 .sq.m.; pop. '70, 41,297—24,518 colored. It is level and swampy, with fertile soil

near the rivers. liice, sweet potatoes, corn, and cotton are the chief productions. The
Savannah, Alabama, and Gulf railroad intersects it. Co. seat, Savannah.

CHATHAM., a co. in central North Carolina, reached by the Chatham railroad, ajul

drained by the Rocky, New Hope, Deep, and Haw rivers; 700 .sq.m.; pop. '70. 19,723—
6,830 colored. Chief jjroductions, wheat, corn, oats, tobacco, butter, and coal. Co.

seat, Pittsboro.

CHATHAM, a t. in Barnstable co., Mass., on the s.e. extremity of cape Cod, near

the Cape (Jod railroad; pop. '70, 2,411. Fishing is the business of the greater portion

of the inhabitants. There are tliree important lighthouses in the to\vnshi[).

CHATHAM, a t. in Northumberland co., N. B.. on the Miramichi river, near lis

cnlrarice into Miramichi bay; pop. '71. 4.303. It has a Roman ('atholic cathedral, a

college, and a temperance hall. It is a i)ort of entry, and has a large export trade in

tish, liimb(;r, etc.

CH.\THAM. a t. in Kent co., Ontario province, Canada, on the Thomas river, 47

m. e. of Detroit, Mich.; reached by the Great Western railroad, and by steand)oals fron»

the lakes. It is in a rich agricultural district, and has a large trade in grain and lumber.

Pop. '71, 5,873.

CHATI. a c.n,i, felis mitis, smaller than the ocelot, and something like the leopard, a

native of South Amf;rica. It greatly ainioss fiirmcrs by destroying fowls, bird.s, and
smaller animals. Like all of the cat kinil, it huuLs mostly in the dark.
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CHATOYANT, a term to denote the changeable internal light seen in some minerals,
such as " cat's eye." (See Cat's Eye, ante.)

CHATRE, La., a t. in the department of Indre, France, on the river Indre, 20 m,
s.e. of Chateauroux; pop. '66, 5,167. There is a ruined castle, one of the towers of
"vs'hich is still used as a prison.

CHATTAHOOCHEE, a co. in s.w. Georgia, on the Alabama border; 250 ?q.m.

;

pop. '70, 6,059—3,405 colored. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Cusseta.

CHATTx\NOOGA, a city in Hamilton co., Tenu., on the Tennes.see river, rear ihe
Alabama boundary; pop. '70, 6,093—2,221 colored. The river is navignble for steam
boats about eight months ia the year, and by light-draught boats fit all limes. Four
railroads center at Chattanooga, and afford easy communication in all diiections. The
city is one of the most important shipping points in that section of the country. The
region is rich in coal and iron, and there is abundance of water-power. At this point,
in Oct., 1863, occurred one of the most important conflicts of the war of the rebellion.

After the retreat of Rosecrans from the lield of Chickamauga, in Sept., the confed-
erates under Bragg sent a cavalry force across the Tennessee libove Chattanoogn, and
seized several points on the railroad in order to cut off his supplies. Sliorih' after-

wards, Grant relieved Rosecrans and assumed ccnin'and of the department of the
Tennessee, Cumberland, and Ohio. Thomas was appointed commander of the depart-
ment of the Cumberland, Sherman was assigned to the department of the Tenncs.'^ee,

and Hooker, with the 11th and 12th corps, which had been transferred from the army
of the Potomac, was sent across the river to make a flank movement against Eragg,
while a force under William F. Smith was thrown across the river at Brow n's feiry,

below Chattanooga, to seize the pomts of Lookout mountain that r( mmardcd the
passage of the river. These measures, which were executed Oct. 27. 28, and 29, were
successful in restoring the connection between the union army at Chattanooga and it.s

depot of supplies. Sherman's army having arrived, the movement against the confed-
erates was begun Nov. 23. Thomas's troops attacked and earric d theenemy's first line

of rifle-pits at 2 p.m., and held it during the night. The next day the attack was renewed
along the whole line. Thomas strengthened himself in his advanced po.'-ition, repelling
every effort of the enemy to recover the lost ground. Sherman succeeded in carrying
Missionary ridge, and Hooker, after partially carrying Lookout mountain, intrenched
himself in a strong position, compelling the al)andonment of the mountain 1 y the entmy
during the night. On the 25th the battle raged from dawn till dark. Missionary ridge.

Lookout mountain-top, and all the rifle-pits in the valley, were carried by dcspeiate
fighting. The confederate army was routed, and pursued by Sherman and Hooker
back to Georgia. The union loss was between 6,000 and 7.000 in killed, wounded, and
missing. The confederate loss in killed and wounded is estimated at 2,500; in pri.«:orers,

6,000. The effect of this battle was to cut off Bragg from communication with Long-
street, and to force the latter to abandon the siege of Knoxville and retreat into

Virginia.

CHATTOOGA, a co. in n.w. Georgia, on the Alabama border, inter.^eeted by the C.

river; 360 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 6,902—1503 colored. The surface is .somewhat mountainous.

Limestone, marble, lead, and iron are found; and wheat, corn, oats, and cotton are

raised. Co. seat, Summerville.

CHAUCI, an important tribe of ancient Germany, who dwelt between the Elbe and
the Ems. Tacitus records that they wx^re conspicuous for their love of peace and jus-

tl(;e, being powerful but not ambitious, ready to resist aggression, but never provoking
war. They finally merged into the wider designation of Saxons.

CHAUDET, Antoine Denis. 1763-1810; a French artist, whose statue of (Edipus,
finished in 1810, established for him a high reputation. He also excelled in designing
and penciling; and illustrated the works of Racine for Didot. Among his statuary are

"Paul and Virginia," "Sensibility," " Surprise," a silver statue of " Peace," and the

"Napoleon" that crowned the Vendome column. His wife, Jeanne Elizabeth Gabion,
was his pupil in painting, and produced many tine pictures.

CHAUFFEURS, or Garrotteurs, outlaws during the French reign of terror who
roamed over the country in organized bands, under the lead of Johann Buckler, or
Schinderhannes. They garroted liien and women, and roasted their feet to compel
them to disclose treasure. In 1803, vigorous measures were taken which resulted in

their suppression. \ ,

CHAULIAC, or CHAULIEU, Gui de, a surgeon of France, of the 14th c. who was
physician to three of the popes of Avignon. In his profession he was far in advance of
the time, and his works are still regarded as important. He is credited with laying the
foundation of the modern principles and practice of surgery. One of his works describes
the plague or black death of 1348.

CHAUMONOT, PiERnE Marie Joseph, 1611-93: a French Jesuit missionary among
the North American Indians. His work was chiefly among the Hurons of Canada,
among whom he establi.'^hed missions and schools. He left a grammar of the Huron
tongue. In 1658, he visited the Onondagas.
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CHAUNCEY. Charles, ll.d., 1777-1849; son of the Connecticut attorney-general;
became a member of the Phihidelphia bar, where he won high rank.

CHAUXCEY, or CHAUNCY, Charles, ll.d., 1747-1823; a native of Massachusetts,
admitted to the bar in 1768. and settled in New Haven. He was attorney-geueral of llie

state, and in 1789, judge of the superior court.

CHAUNX^EY. or CHAUNCY, Isaac, 1772-1840; a capt. in the U. S. navy. He
began sea-faring life in the mercantile service, in which he was conspicuous for enter-

prise and energy. In 1799, lie entered the nav}' as a lieut., and in 18U2 was made
acting capt, commanding the Chesapeake, of 38 guns, the flag-ship of the squadron sent

against Tripoli, serving with distinction in that brief war. In 1806, he was made capt.,

arid in the war of 1812 had command on the great lakes. In 1813, he participated in

tlie capture of York, now Toronto, and of fort George, driving the enemy from the

whole of Niagara region. On one occasion he captured live British vessels, and a
regiment of troops. In Aug., 1814, he blockaded a British fleet in Kingston harbor
until the close of navigation. Before the lake opened again, peace was concluded. In
later years lie was in command of the navy-3'ard at Brooklyn, and of the squadron that

conveyed an officer to make the treaty of peace with Algiers. At the time of his death
he was president of the board of navy commissioners.

CHAUNCY, Charles, 1705-87; great-grandson of the president of Harvard, a
graduate of that institution, and pastor of the First church in Boston in 1727. He pub-
lished many Avorks, among which were Complete View of the Epucopacy ; Seasonuhle

Thoughts on the State of KcUgion in Neio England; Mystery Hid from Ages, or the Salva-

tion of all Men; and The Benevolence of the Deity. He offlciated 60 years in one parish.

CHAUNCY, or CHAUNCEY, Charles, 1592-1672; a native of England, educated
at Cambridge, where he became professor first of Greek and afterwards of Hebrew.
His Puritanism involved him in ditficulties with the ecclesiastical authorities, and lie

was fined and imprisoned. In 1638, he emigrated to New England, and was for three

3'ears pastor at Plymouth, Mass., and afterwards at Scituate. There having been a
change in ecclesiastical policy in England, he was about to return to his vicarage in

AVare, when Henry Dunster, the first president of Harvard college, resigned, and the

place was offered to Chauncy. He at once accepted (1654), and remained in office all his

life. He left six sons, all of whom graduated at Harvard, and all became preachers.

CHAUTAU'QUA, a co. in w. N. Y,, having lake Erie on the n. and Pennsylvania
on the s. and w. ; drained by Conewango creek, and traversed by the Erie, the Lake
Shore, the xVtlantic and Great Western, and other railroads; 1000 sq.m.

;
pop. '75,

64,-781. Among mineral productions are iron and marble; also there are sulphur springs,

and natural gas, which has been successfully used in lighting houses. The surface is

mostly level, and the soil fertile, producing wheat, oats, corn, barley, potatoes, hay,

cheese, butter, wool, and maple sugar. Co. seat, Mayville.

CHAUTAU'QUA LAKE, in Chautauqua co., N. Y., 730 ft. above the level of lake
Erie and 1290 ft. above the ocean. It is 18 m. long and 1 to 3 wide, with a navigable
outlet to Alleghany river.

CHAUVEAU, Pierre J. O., b. Quebec, 1820. In 1844, he was chosen to the pro-

vincial legislature, liecame .solicitor-general in 1851, and provincial secretary in 1853. In
1855, he was appointed superintendent of education for Lower Canada. On the organi-

zation of the confederation, he became fir.st minister of the government of Quebec, and
in 1873 was chosen speaker of the Canadian senate. He is the author of Charles Ouerin,

the first Canadian-French novel ever published.

CHAUVENET, William, ll.d., 1819-70; b. Penn. ; a graduate of Yale; and long
connected with Alexander D. Bache in magnetic and meteorological observations at

Girard college. In 1841, he was appointed professor of mathematics in the navy, and
assistefl in the establishment of the naval academy at Annapolis and of its observatory,

of which he was made director. He was for a time professor of mathematics and astron-

omy in Washington university at St. Louis, Mo. Among his works are Mawutl (f
Si)h,erical and Practical Astronomy; The Binomial Theoi'em of Exponents and of Loga-
rithms ; and Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

CHAUVIN, Etiennk, 1640-1725; a minister of tlie reformed religion, b. at Nlmes.
At the revocation of the edi(;tof Nantes, he went to llotterdam, and in 1695, he was made
professor of ))hilosopliy at Ik-rlin. His jirincipal work is a Lexlcoti Uationale, sire The-
Havrus PhiUfHopliiniH. He also wrote Thexcs de Coguitione Bei, and started i\ni Nouveau
Journal den Savants.

CHA'VP^S, a t, in Portugal, near the frontier, on a plain near the right branch of
the Tamega, which is lutre crossed by an old Roman bridge; of 18 arches; pop. 4,870,

but formerly as many as 20,000. Its hot saline springs weie known to the ancients, lu
one of its churches is the tomb of AI|)honso I.

('HAZLJiliKS, .Than M.\Tirr!:i- I)f<;, 1(557-1710; a mathematician and engine(>r; b. at

Lyons. He was for sonn; time cmiijoycd by Cassini in measuring an arc of tlu; meri-
dian, and finally becanuf liydroiiraphic professor for the galleys at Miirseillcs. In 1689,

he set sail from Kochefort with 15 galhiys, cruised as far as Torbay, in England, and
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took part in the descent upon Teignmouth, C. piiblislied many maps and charts
in the Neptune Fran^ais, and traveled to Egyi)t, where he measured the pyramids. He
was made a member of the academy in 1695.

CriAZY, a village and township in Clinton co., 11. Y. , on the w. shore of lake Cham-
plain; the village on the Plattsburg and Montreal railroad; pop. of town, '75, 3,068.

One of the mineral products of the township is the C. limestone, of the lower Silurian

formation.

CHEATHAM, a co. in n.w\ Tennessee, on Cumberland river; 350 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

6,678—1470 colored. Chief productions, corn, oats, and tobacco. Co. seat, Ashland
City.

CHExlTING {ante), defined in American law as "deceitful practices in defrauding
or endeavoring to defraud another of his known right, by some willful device contrar}'

to the plain rules of common honesty," Bouvier saj's: "In order to constitute a
cheat or indictable fraud, there must be a prejudice received, or such injury must
affect the public welfare, or have a tendency to do so." Courts have held that it is

not indictable for a person to obtain goods by false verbal representations of his credit

in society, and of his ability to pay for them; or to violate his contract, however
fraudulently it may be broken; or fraudulently to deliver a less quantity than was
contracted for and represented. To cheat one of his money or goods by false weights
or measures has always been an indictable offense. The word " cheat" is not actionable
unless spoken of a plaintiff in relation to his profession or business.

CHEAT RIVER, a stream in West Virginia, formed by brooks rising in the Alle-

ghany mountains, flowing through a region rich in iron and coal, and joining the
Monongahela in Fayette co. It furnishes abundant water-power, and is in some parts
navigable for steam-boats.

CHEBOY'GAN, a co. in n. Michigan, forming, with Emmett co., the extreme north-
ern portion of the peninsula; 500 sq.m.

;
pop, '70, 2,190. It contains a number of small

lakes. Agriculture is the main business, Co, seat, Duncan.

CHECKERBERRY. See Gaultheria, ante.

CHECKERS. See Draughts, ante.

CHEDOTEL, the pilot of the expedition sent from France in 1598 to the coasts of
Nova Scotia, under command of the marquis de la Roche. Arriving at Au Sable island

(90 m, s.e. of Nova Scotia, an uninhabited island 25 m. long by 1 to \\ wide), 50 men
were landed, and the ships departed for the mainland But weather prevented a land-
ing at the island on returning, and the men were left there seven years. In 1605, they
were sent for, and 12 only were found alive.

CHEESE {ante), manufactured in immense qunntity in the eastern and northern
United States, particularly in New York, Ohio, Illinois, Vermont, Massachusetts, Penn-
sylvania, Wisconsin, and Michigan. Of 163,000,000 lbs. returned as made in the census
year of 1870, 101,000,000 lbs. were made in N. Y. State. Within recent years nearly all

descriptions of foreign cheese are imitated in thiscountr}-, and the most of the imitations
are equal to the imported article. Man}- farmers have ceased to manufacture C. in their

own dairies. The milk is taken to large factories, where it is weighed and emptied into
a common receptacle. The processes following are directed by trained superintendents,
and the average product is greatly improved. The farmers receive either payment for
the milk as brought, or a share in the proceeds of the manufacture.

CHEESHAHTEAUMUCK, Caleb, an Indian, b. 1646; the only aboriginal graduate
of Harvard college.

CHEEVER, EzEKiEL, 1615-1708; b. in England; came to New England in 1687, and
assisted in founding New Haven colony, in which he became prominent as a deacon, a
minister, and especially as a teacher. He also taught in Ipswich. Charlestown, and
Boston, being at the head of the famous Latin school in Boston for 38 years. He pre-
pared the Accidence; a short Introduction to tJie Latin longue, and wrote Scripture Prophe-
cies Explained, in three shoi't Essays.

CHEEVER, George Barrell, d.d., b. Me., 1807; a graduate of Bowdoin college
and Andover theological seminary, and in 1832 ordained pastor of a Congregational
church in Salem, Mass. He began at an early age to write for the press, contributing
prose and verse to the current magazines and quarterlies. The Unitarian controversy
attracted his attention, and he wrote a defense of the orthodox system of Cudworth.
Temperance also became a leading idea, and in 1835 he published in a Salem newspaper
Deacon Giles's Distillery, a bitterly satirical allegory which had a wonderful popularity.
The author was prosecuted, and sent to prison for a month. After some time passed in

European travel he took charge of the Allen street Presbyterian church in New York
city, and soon afterwards gave a series of lectures on the "Pilgrim's Progress" and on
" Hierarchal Despotism," After another trip across the sea he became the leading
editor of the Evangelist, a weekly religious journal in New York, for which he had been
a correspondent. In 1864, he became pastor of the Church of the Puritans (Congrega-
tional) in New York city, retaining that oftice until 1868, when the church, whoi^e gi-ouud-
lease had expired and which was weakened by dissensions, disbanded. His ministry
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tlicre was amid the fierco debate wliicli preceded the wnr of the rebellion. Since that
time he has not been in tlie active ministry, and has resided at Engiewood, N. J. He
has wiiiten many essays and boolcs, among whicli are, titadici in Pottry; Lectures onihe
Pt^griiti'A Progrew; Wdiulenngsof a Pilgrim; Windings of the River of tlte Water of Life;
Voices of 2^'nture; Potcers of the World to Come; God against /Slavery; and The Guilt of
Slavery and Crime of Slace-holding.

CHEEVER, Henry T[[EODouE, b. Me., 1814; brother of George B. ; a graduate of
Bowtloin. and correspondent abroad of the Evangelist of New York. He was a Congre-
gational minister in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, and secretary and agent
of the church anti-slavery society from its beginning. He published several books of

travel, memoirs, etc.

CHE-FOO, or Yen-tai, a seaport t. of n. China, on the s. coast of the gulf of Pili-

chih-ti, in the province of Shantung, 30 m. e. of Tang-chow-foo. It was a place of
small consequence until, under the treaty of 1858, it was opened to foreign trade as the
port of Tang-chow. There is now a custom-house, a British consulate, and a considerable
foreign settlement. The imports are chiefly woolen and cotton goods, iron, and opium;
the exports bean-cake, bean-oil, peas, raw silk, straw braid, dried fruit, etc. There is

some trade with the Russians in Mantchuria.

CHEHA'LIS, a co. in Washington territory, on the Pacific; 1600 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

401. Gray's harbor, one of the few places of refuge from the ocean, is in this county.
Co. seat, Moutesano.

CHEH.OANGIOS'COPY, a method of observing the circulation of the blood.

Heretofore, with the exception of a single experiment the evidence of circulation in the
human subject has been entirely circumstantial, derived from the facts of structure of
tiie circulatory organs, and from the manner in which the blood flows from several

arteries and veins. But by means of a simple arrangement, invented by Dr. C. Hiiter,

a German, it is now possible for one to witness the actual flow of blood in the blood-
vessels of another person, and that with suflicient accuracy to detect any abnormality in

the circulation, and so to obtain invaluable assistance in the diagnosis of disease. In
Dr Hater's arrangement the patient's head is fixed in a frame, something like that used
by photographers, on which is a contrivance for supporting a microscope and lamp.
TJie lower lip is drawn out, and fixed, by means of clips, on the stage of the microscope,
with its inner surface upward; a strong light is thrown on this surface by a condenser,
and the microscope, provided with a low-power objective, is brought to bear upon the
delicate net-work of vessels, which can be seen in the position indicated, even with the

naked eye. The appearance presented is, at first, as if the vessels were filled with red
injection. But by focussing a small superficial vessel, the observer is soon able to dis-

tinguish the movement of the blood-stream, rendered evident by the speck-like red
corpu.^cles, the flow of which, in the corkscrew-like capillaries, is said by Hliter to be
especially beautiful. The colorless corpuscles are distinguishable as minute white
specks, occurring now and again in the course of the red stream. Beside the phenomena
of the circulation, the cells of pavement-epithelium lining the lip, and their nuclei, can
readily be distinguished, as well as the apertures of the mucous glands. Beside the
normal circulation, various pathological conditions can be observed. By a pressure
quite insuiflcient to cause pain, the phenomena of blood stagnation—the stoppage of the
flow, and the gradual change in the color of the blood from bright red to purple—are

seen. A momentary stoppage is also produced by touching the lip with ice, a more
enduiing stasis by certain reagents, such as glycerine or ammonia.

CHELMSFORD, Fuedekick Tiiesiger, Baron, b. London, 1794; a lawyer and
judge; solicitor-gen(;ral in 1844; and next year attorney-i^eneral, and again in the same
oflice in 1852. In 1858, he was made lord chancellor, and received the title of lord C.
He filirjd the same oflice in 1806.

CHELSEA, a city in Suffolk co., Mass.
;
pop. '70, 18,547; a .suburb of Boston, with

which it is connectcjd by ferry, and horse ;ind steam railroads, C. is separated from
Ei-^t lioston by C. creek, and fi'om Charlcstown by Mystic river, which is crossed by a
bridge ?>M)0 ft. long. The principal j)ublic building'^, besides churches, are the city

hall, the U. S. naval hospital, the marine lio.spital, odd fellows' and masonic halls, and
Winnisimmet hall. C. is in the Boston customs district, and there nre some numufnc-
torirs in the city; but the business of many of the ifdiabitnnts is in Boston. It has the
usual civic government of mayor, aldermen, and com?non council; with police, fire, and
water departments, bourd of education, etc. C. was .settled in lOIJO uiuler the naiTic of
Wimiisinmntt, and was a purt of Boston until 17I}8, when, with adjacent settlements, it

was organized as the town of C It was incorporated as a city in 1857.

CHKMOSH, the national deity of the Moa1)ites and tlu; Amorilcs. Solomon Intro-

duced the worHl)ip of C. into Jerusalem, but Josiali put a stop to it. Scholars are not
{igreed as to descriptions eitlujr of the deity or the worship. Jerome identifies ('. with
BaalPf.'or; others with Baal-Zebub; Genesius with Mars, or some god of war; some with
Saturn, as the star of ill omen; V,. having, according to Jewi.sh legend, been worshifx'd
in the form of a black stone; and MaimonidcB says ids worshipers went barcheuded, and
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used no garments sewn by the needle. Hackmann makes the name equivalent to "royal
deity," and, apparently, children were sacriiiced to liim.

CHEMUNG', a co. in s. New York, on the Pennsylvania border, intersected by
Tioga river, and traversed by the New York and Erie and the Northern Central railroads,

and the canal from Seneca lake to Elmira; 513 sq.m,; pop. '75, 41,769. The surface is

partly level and partly hilly; soil fertile. The chief productions are wheat, corn, oats,

buckwheat, potatoes, hay, butter, wool, honey, and tobacco. There are in the cotinty

several caniage and wagon manufactories, flour-mills, saw-mills, tanneries, etc. Co.

seat, Elmira.

CHENAN'GO, a co. in s. New York, on a branch of the Susquehanna, and the Che-
nango and Unadilla rivers, intersected by the Chenango canal, and the Albany and Sus-
quehanna, the New York Midland, and a branch of the Delaware and Lackawanna
railroads; 624sq.m.; pop. '75, 39,879. It has an elevated, hilly, and broken surface, with
fruitful soil, producing corn, wheat, oats, potatoes, hay, cheese, butter, wool, maple
sugar, and hops. There are in the county more than 40 cheese factories, and several
flour-mills, tanneries, furniture and carriage manufactories. Co. seat, Norwich.

CHENAN'GO RIVER, a stream in central New York, rising in Oneida co., and
flowing, with a length of about 90 m. , through Madison and Chenango counties to the
Susquehanna, near the Pennsylvania boundary.

CHENDAREE, or Chundkree. See Chandhairee, ante.

CHENEY, Charles Edward, d.d., b. 1836: a graduate of Hobart college and a
student in the Virginia theological seminary (Episcopal). He had pastoral charge in

Rochester and Havana, N. Y., and in Chicago, 111. In Dec, 1873, having left the
Protestant Episcopal church, he "Vvas chosen assistant bishop, and afterwards bishop, of
the Reformed Episcopal church, then newly organized. He is a vigorous thinker and
an able organizer; he is still rector of Christ church, Chicago.

CUfi^NIER, Akdre-Marie de, 1762-04; a French poet, b. in Constantinople. He
undertook military life, but resigned his commission after six months' trial, and returned
to Paris, wliere he wrote idyllic poems, such as Le Mendicant; L'Avevgle; and Le Jtvne
Malade. Overw ork made a journey for health necessary, and he traveled in Switzerland.
Italy, and the Grecian islands. Returning to Paris in 1786, he reccmmenccd study and
work, and produced the Elegies; Art (TAimer; VInvention ; Ilermex; t^vmnve, and La
Liberie. From 1787 to 1790, he resided in London as a secretary to the Frendi em I assy,
but neither the position nor the people were congenial, and he returned to France, plung-
ing at once into the revolution, then well under way, taking the moderate side. In
1791, he was defeated as a candidate for a seal in the natioiial assembly, and tlie next
year an invective against the Jacobins involved him in a quarrel with liis brother Josej-h,
whom he was afterwards to defend against the attack of Buike. When llie hopes of
the monarchy were gone, he returneel to literature, but llie trial of the king brought him
once more forward, and he took part in preparing the defense, and also drew up an
appeal to tlie people. He was broken in health and spirits; Paris a\ as dangeious; and
he went to Versailles, where he wrote poems to "Fanny." At Passy, Jan. 6, 1794, he
opposed the arrest of a lady in whose house he was living, an act whuh resulted in Ids
own seizure and incarceration in St. Lazare. Here he wrote La Jtuve Captrre for the
duchess of Fleury, and for the convention the furious iamhics so often quoted. At the
tribunal he appeared with 44 others, and 38. including himself, were condemned to
execution. The next day, July 25. 1794, he, with the counts de Montalembert and de
Crequi, w^as led to death. As he descended the steps of the coueiergerie, he said to
Roucher, " Je n'ai rien fait pour la posterite. Pourtant" (striking his forehead), " j'avais
quelque chose la." Three days later, in the same place, Robespierre and liis fellows
were executed, and the "reign of terror" was at an end. C.'s poems, with the excep-
tion of two, remained unedited for a quarter of a century.

Cn;^NIER, Marte Josepit de, 1764-1811; poet and dramatist, younger brother of
Andre Chenier; b. in Constantinople, and educated at the college de Navarre. He also
served a short time in the army, but left it for literary coniposition, producing, at the age
of 20. Asemii'e, a tragedy which was not very successful. His next work, however,
Charles XII., gave occasion for the commencement of Talma's renown, and gained great
popularity. It still keeps the stage. Following these came Henry VllJ^nd Colas;
in 1792, Caivs Qracchits, which w^as proscribed and burned because of the anti-anarchical
phrase "The law, and not blood;" and the drama Timolcon, proscribed in 1793. The
death of his brother on the scaffold took him away from play-writing, which lie

attempted again only once (in 1804), when he produced Cyrns, which was not a success.
He was long a prorriinent member of the Jacobin club; a member of the convention,
and also of the council of five hundred, over both of which he presided; he had a seat in
the tribunate, and belonged to the committees of public instruction, of general security,
and of public safety. In 1806-7. he delivered a course of lectures, on th^e laniruace and
literature of France from the earliest period; and in 1808, at Napoleon's request, lie

prepared his Tableau Historique de VEtai et dn Progres de la Litteratvre Fran^aise. He
was the author of many hymns, songs, and odes, among them the famous Chant du
Depart; odes on the death of Mirabeau, the oligarchy of Robespierre, etc.; tra<^edie3
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that iK'ver reached the stage, and translations from the Greek, Latin, and German
authors. As a satirist he was said to possess great merit.

CHENONCEAUX, Castle of. See Bleke, (uite.

CHEOPS, according to Herodotus, an Egyj^tian king, called Chombcs by Diodorus,
Souphis by Manetho, tSaophis by Eratosthenes, and in Egyptian "Khufu." He was the
second king of the fourth dynasty of Manetlio, and the builder of tlie great pyramid at

Ghizeh. His name was supposed to mean " wealtiiy," or ''having much hair." He
spent enormous sums on the pyramid (see Pyramid, unte), and one improbable story is

that he was compelled througli want of money to sacrihce the honor of his daughter to

insure its completion. He is also depicted as impious towards the gods, closing the
temples, and stopping the worship; but subsequently repenting, and writing a sacred
book much esteemed by the Egyptians. The monumental information about C. does
not contirm the Greek historians; on the contrary, it records the construction of temples,
in honor of the gods, the repair of the shrine, and the gift of various figures to the temple
of Isis and Athor, close to his own pyramid, and his construction or repair of the temple
of the same goddess Athor, the Egyptian Venus, at Denderah, or Tentyris. C. carried
on war at the valley Magarah, in the peninsula of Sinai in Arabia; and a rock tablet
represents him as having conquered the hostile tribes in the presence of the god Thoth,
who had revealed to him the mines of the locality. His oppression had so afflicted

Egypt, that charges of impiety had attached to his name; but the tombs of his children
reveal no change in the established religion, and his pyramid differs from those of his
jM'edecessors and immediate successor only by its larger size and greater b(;auty. The
date of C, according to Lepsius, is 3,095 to 3,032 B.C. ; but great difference of opinion,
amounting to nearly 2,000 years, exists as to the time of Menes, from whom tiie lists

separate him by an interval of 898 years.

CHEPHREN, in the hieroglyphs "Khafra," called also Cephren, Chabrias, Souphis
II., and Saopliis II.; according to the legends, the son or brother of the Egyptian
king Cheops. He built the second of the great pyramids at Ghizeh, near the sphynx
and the threat pyramid, and was said to have been tyrannical and hated, like his brother,
so that his mummy was not buried in tiie sepulcher, but torn to pieces, and the sarcoph-
agus emptied of its contents; but there is no more reason for believing in his impiety
than in that of Cheops. His wife was a priestess of the god Thoth, and another prince
of the family was a priest at Hermopolis. He also built the small temple behind the
sphynx. It is probable that he lived 95 years, and his reign, according to Lepsius,
was 3,032 to 2,966 B.C. A statue of him is in the Boulaq museum.

CHEQUE. See Check, ante.

CHERBULIEZ, Antoine Eltsee, 1797-1869; a native of Switzerland, professor of
political economy in Geneva and in the national polytechnic school in Zurich. He was
a contributor U) cyclopaedias and periodicals, and author oiL'Utilitaire, and Freces ds la

Science economiqne.

CHERBULIEZ, Victor, b. 1832; a Swiss author, the son of a Hebrew professor in
Geneva. He has written many novels for the Revue des Deux Moudes (Paris), among them
L". ComU Kostia; Le Prince Vitale; Pauk Mere; Le Roman d'une honnete Femme; undLe
Idee de Jean Tetetrol.

CHEROKI^E, a co. in n.e. Alabama, on the Georgia border, on the Coosa and Chat-
tooga rivers, reached by the Selma, Rome, and Dalton railroad; 250 sq.m.

;
pop. '70,

11,132—1480 colored. The surface is mountainous, and in large part covered with
forests of pine and oak. Productions mainly agricultural. Co. seat. Centre.

CHEROKEE, a co. in n. w. Georgia, on the Etowah river, which is navigable by
steamboats; 620 .sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,399—1281 colored. It has a rolling surface and fer-

tile .soil, yielding the usual agricultural crops. Co. seat, Canton.

CHEROKEE, a co. in n.w, Iowa, on Little Sioux and Maple rivers, traversed by the
Dubuque and Sioux City railroad; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1907. Agriculture is the chief
lousiness. Co. seat, Cherokee.

CHEROKEE, a co. in s.c. Kansas, bordering on Missouri and the Indian territory;
604 sq.m.; pop. '70, 11,038. It is an agricultural region, and is intersected by the
Missouri, Fort Scott, and Gulf railroad. Co. seat, Columbus.

CHEROKEE, a co. in .s.w. North Carolina, the extreme point of the state, adjoining
Georgia and Tennessee; 650 .sc^.m.

;
pop. '70, 8,080. It has a mountainous forest-covered

surface, and is little cultivated. Co. seat, Murphy.
CHEROKEE, a co. in e. Texas, l)etween the Angelina and the Neches rivers, inter-

sected by the International and Great Northern railroad; 1144 wj.m.; poji. '70, 11,079—
3,283 colored. It is in an excellent agricultural region, consisting of alternating wood-
land and prairie. Co. seat, Rusk.

CHEROKEES, iji their own tongue called Tsanaglieo, a tril)e of Indians of tlic

United Statrs. now settled in the Indian territory, where they occupy 5,960 s(i.m. in the
n.e., and H,5()0 along \\w. n. side. Their original home was in the country now forming
portions of Florida, Geori^ia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee. They were then iu
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two great divisions, the Otture, or Olari, dwelling in the raounlainous districts, and the

Airate, or Erati, occupying the lower hinds; and they were further divided into seven

clans, each of which prohibited intermarriage between its own members. They adhered

to tlie English in early colonial times, formally recogn;z^d the king in 1730, and in 1755

ceded territory and permitted the establishment of English forts. The tribe was con-

siderably advanced in civilization when the w^ar of the revolution began. They clung

to the royalist side, and in consequence their country was laid waste by American forces.

They were subjugated after a few years of intermittent war, during which they lost

much territory, and, by the treaty of Hopewell, Nov. 28, 1785, they acknowledged the

sovereignty of the United fetates, and were confirmed in the po.ssession of their hunting

grounds. Then began the ever-recurring story of white man's encroachment and red

man's resistance, with the ultimate advantage on the side of the intruders. By treaties

in 1791 and 1798, portions of their territory were surrendered, and many of their people

emigrated beyond the JMississippi, In 1817, the C. on the Arkansas numbered 3,000.

Those who remained m their old territory abandoned hunting, and the greater portion

of them lived by agriculture. But the white men of Georgia, who coveted their lands,

demanded the removal of the remainmg C. notwithstanding the great services which
they had rendered (1812-15) in the war with England; and though the Indians were
eutn*ely peaceable, generally industrious, and were fast becoming Christianized by the

efforts of Moravian missionaries and those of the American board, the clamor for their

removal prevailed, and in July, 1817, they were forced to exchange their eastern lauds
for territory w. of the Mississippi. The end was not effected, however, without much-
trouble and bloodshed. Georgia passed laws extending over the territory of the C, by
which the Indians were practically outlawed, deprived of citizenship, and prohibited
from being witnesses. They appealed to the V. S. supreme court, and that body

—

which long afterward decided that a negro had no rights that a white man was bound
to respect—refused the Indians the right to bring an action; and finally the general
government confessed its inability to fulfill its own treaty obligations. But this inability

did not prevent the federal government (in 1835) from making a treaty with a small por-

tion of the tribe for the removal of the whole of them, and three years later an armed
force w^a.s sent into their ountry to compel the removal. At that time the whole nuqiber
of Indians in their old homes was about 27,000. The Indians were themselves divided;
one section, led by John Ross, at first opposed, but at last directed the removal. Within
a few years, after much difficulty and not a few murders, their removal was effected.

Since their occupation of a share of the Indian territory, the C. have greatly advanced
in learning and in material prosperity. About 1821, a member of the tribe invented an
alphabet, and books and newspapers have been printed in their own language for half a
century. In the war of the rebellion, they at first favored the confederates, but the
majority soon came over to the union side. Between the two armies, their territory
suffered severely, and they were compelled to emancipate their slaves. The territory of
the C. now amounts to about 5,000,000 acres, and they hav(% in the keeping of the
United States, school and orphan funds to the amount of about $1,(500,000. They are
governed by a national committee and council elected for two years, and a chief who i»
chosen for four years. In 1873, the C. numbered 17,217, and they had 63 schools with
1,884 pupils. They live in well-built villages, and are peaceable and industrious.
Tahlequah is their chief town.

CHERRY VALLEY, a village in Otsego co., N. Y., 68 m. w^ of Albany, reached by
way of the Albany and Susquehanna railroad; pop. of township, '75, 2,240.* The village
was the scene of a massacre of Americans, Oct. 11, 1778, by Indians and tories under
direction of British ofiicers; 16 soldiers of the revolutionary army and 32 inhabitants,
nearly all women and children, wTre killed, and all others carried into captivity. Every
house in the settlement was burned.

CHER'SIPHRON, an architect of Crete, who, with his son Metag-enes, built or began
to build the great temple of Artemis at Ephesus, commenced about 600 b.c. The col-
umns were erected about 40 years later. It was completed 220 years aft(;r its com-
mencement, and a few years afterwards was destroyed by fire on the night in which
Alexander the great was born. This temple was considered to be one of the seven
wonders of the world.

CHESEBRO', Caroline, 1825-73; a native of New York, author of a number of
works of fiction, mostly of a moral or religious nature; among them. Dreamland by
Daylight; The lAtile Cvoss-bearcra; The Fishermari's Daughter; The Beaut(ful Gate; and
The Foe in the HouseJwld. She w^as for many years a teacher in the Packer institute, in
Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHESHIRE, a co, in s.w. New Hampshire, bordering on Vermont and Massachu-
setts, bounded on the w. by the Connecticut and drained by the Ashuelot river, and
traversed by the Ashuelot and Cheshire railroad; 770 sq.m.

; pop. "70, 27,365. It has a
hilly surface, with some mountains, the highest being Grand Monadnock. There are
several small lakes and ponds in the county. The soU is fertile, particularly along the
rivers. The chief productions are grain, potatoes, hay, wool, butter, cheese, and maple
sugar; and there are also many manufactories. Co. seat, Keeue.
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CHESNE, Andre Du. See Duciiesnk, ante.

CHESNEY, Charles Coknwai-lis, 182G-76; a brevet-col. in tlie British royal engi-

neers, wlio first attracted atteution b}' ^-I Military View of RecoU Campaiyns in Virginia

and Maryland, published in 1863, wliicli was followed two years later by Canipaigtisin

Virginui and Maryland, both having reference to the war of the rebellion in the United
States. The work from wliich he received the greatest fame at home was Waterloo Lec-

tures. He publislied, also, The Military liesources of Prussia and F)uuce; Eeceni Changes
in the Art of War; and Essays m Modern Military Biography.

CHESXEY, Francis Rawdon, 1789-1872, a British soldier who projected and led

the Euphrates expedition by an overland route to India in 1835-6. He was a brig.gL'ii.

iu China in 1843, maj.gen. m 1855, and gen. in 1868. He ^'voia Expedition for the Surrey

of Euphrates and Tigris; Observations on the Past and Present States of Fire-arms; Russo-
Tur'.'sh Campaigns c?/" 1828-29; and Narrative of the Euphrates Expedition.

CHESS, or Cheat, common names of the hromus secalinus, a plant of the order
graminacece; a troublesome weed that frequently springs up in wheat-fields, the seed

mixing with the true wheat, from which it can be separated only with diflflculty. It was
once generally believed among farmers that wheat itself w^as transmuted into chess.

CHESTER, a co. in s.e. Pennsylvania, on the Delaware and Maryland borders,

traversed by the Pennsylvania Central, Philadelphia and Baltimore, Philadelphia and
Reading, and other railroads; 738 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 77,805. The soil is rich and is thor-

oughly cultivated, producing wheat, corn, oats, potatoes, hay, butter, wool, etc. There
arc^de"^l)osits of chromate of iron, gneiss, porcelain clay, sandstone, copper, lead, iron,

and occasionally zinc, agate, amethyst, silver, titanium, zircon, sapphire, and beryl are

louud. The historical Valley Forge is in the co., which also contains the birthplace of

Anthony AVayne. Co. seat. West Chester.

CHESTER, a co. in n. South Carolina, between the Catawba and Broad rivers,

traversed by the Charlotte, Columbia and Augusta, and the King's Mountain railroads.

The surface is uneven, soil fertile; business mainly agricultural. Co. seat, Chesterville.

CHESTER, a city in Delaware co., Penn., on the Delaware river and the Philadel-

phia and Wilmington railroad; 10 m. s.w\ of Philadelphia; pop. '70, 9,485. C. is the

oldest town iu the state, having been settled by Swedes in 1643. William Penn's pro-

vincial assembly w^as held in Chester, and it was the co. seat of Chester co. until Dela-

T\'are co. was set off in 1789.

CHESTERFIELD, a co. in n.e. South Carolina, intersected by the Cheraw and Dar-
lington railroad; 868 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,584—4,309 colored. Prcductious chiefly agri-

cultural. Co. seat, Chesterfield Court House.

CHESTERFIICLD, a co. in s.e. Virginia, between the Appomattox and the James
river, traversed by the Richmond and Petersburg, and the Richmond, Danville, and
Piedmont railroads; 300 sq.m.; pop. '70, 18,470—8,733 colored. Coal is abundant, but
agriculture is the chief business, and corn and tobacco are the principal crops. Co. seat,

Chesterfield Court House.

CHESUN'COOK LAKE, an expansion of Penobscot river iu Piscataquis co., Mc,
about 24 m. long by 2 to 4 m. wide.

CHEV'P^RUS. Jean Louis Anne Madeleine Lefejjvre de, d.d., 1768-1830 : the

first Roman Catholic bishop iu New England. He was raised to the priesthood in 17U0,

and had a curacy at Mayence, in France; but on refusing to take the; oath required I'y

the as.sembly he went to England, and in 1795 came to America and joined the Roman
Catliolic mission in Boston, He spent some months iu Maine as an Indian missionary.

During the prevalence of the yellow fever in Boston his faithful and efiicient service,

without regard to .sect or belief, made him remarkably popular, and when he started a

sub.scrlption for funds to build a church of his faith, John Adams, then president of

the United States, headed the list. In 1808, he was made bisliop again.st his own protest.

In 1823, he was recalled to France, and made bishop of Montaulwn, and still later bisliop

of Bordeaux and peer of France. He was appoiiit(?d a cardinal Feb. 1, 1836. Six months
afterward he died suddenly from ai)oplexy.

CHEVP^S, L.xNODON, LL.D., 1776-1857; a native of South Carolina; elected to the

state a.s.seml>ly in 1808; and to congress in 1816, serving five years, for a part of the time
being speaker of the hou.se, in which position he gave the casting vote that defeated the

recharlering of the U. S. bank; but in 1819 he became president of the same bank.

He was chi(;f commissioncir in settling some of the provisions of tlu^ treaty of Ghent.
In 1850, he was a delegate to the Nashville national convention, and in 1852, a mem-
ber of the South Carolina state convention, in whicli he opposed a separate state seces-

.«ion.

CIIEVREUSB, Marie db IIohan Montbazon, Duchessc do, 1600-79; a native of

France, married first to the due de Luynes, and next to (/laude de Lorraine, due de
Chevreu.se, Her fri(;ndsliii) for Anne of Austria made Richelieu her enemy, and
he resolved to have her arrested; but, hiarning of his purpo.se, she dressed in male attire,

swam acro.ss the Somme, and escaped to England. She was concerned in other political

intrigues, and was kept iu banishment nearly all her life.
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CHEWINK, the popular name for the ground robin, or towhee bunting, pipil<}

eryihrophthabaa. It is of variegated colors, red, wliite, and brown, is about 7 or 8 in.

long, nests on the ground, and flies with a peculiar jerky motion. It lives in thickets,

^nd tinds its sustenance in seeds and worms scratched up from leaves and grasses.

CPIEYENNE, a co. in s.w. Nebraska, on the Colorado and Wyoming border, inter-

sected by the n. and s. forks of the Platte; 6,000 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 190. The Union

Pacific railroid passes through the s. part. Co. seat, Sidney.

CHEYENNE, a city in Laramie co., Wyoming, the capital of the territory, on the

Union Pacific railroad, where it is joined by the Denver Pacific, 516 m. w, of Omaha
and 1400 m. e. of San Francisco; pop. about 5,000. The town is on a broad open
plain, 6,000 ft. above tide, and the streets are wide and regular. It is connected by rail

with Denver, 106 m. s. of Colorado. The main business is in receiving and distributing

supplies for Indian agencies and government forts. There are, however, several man-
ufactories, and a rapidly growing general business. The place was first settled in 1867,

when the Union Pacific railroad reached that point. In 1869, a large portion of the

city was destroyed by fire.

CHEYENNES, an Indian tribe of the Algonquin family, once residing on and near

the Cheyenne river, a tributary of the Red river of the North. Driven awaj" by the

Sioux, they retired beyond the Missouri, and about the beginning of the century they

were further driven to the Black Hills region. In 1825, the first treaty with them was
made by gen. Atkinson. Since then many treaties have been made, and almost all of

them immediately broken by the whites, and constant trouble has been the result. The
iearful and cold-blooded massacre of nearly a hundred men, women, and children of

this tribe, by col. Chivington, of Colorado, in Nov., 1864, led to war that cost the

U. S. government $40,000,000, and so embittered the Indians that a permanent peace

can hardly be looked for. In 1867, gen. Hancock burned some of the villages, and
began or rather continued a state of war, in the course of which gen. Custer defeated

them at Washita, where Black Kettle, a chief, and two or three dozen squaws and pap-

pooses were killed. The revenge taken upon Custer a few years later will not soon be
forgotten. Almost while this article is being written, tli? government is in danger of

another general Indian war, growing out of unfair dealing on its own part with the

Cheyennes and other Indians with whom it has entered into solemn contracts.

CHHATISGARH, a division of British India under the jurisdiction of the commis-
sioner of the central provinces, comprising the districts of Kaipur, Bilaspur, and Sam-
balpur, and seven small feudatory states, between 16° 50' and 28' 10' n., and 80" 30' and
83° 15' e. ; 86,467 sq.m.; pop. '72, 3,289,043, of whom 2,054,874 were Hindus, 26,046

Mohammedans, 243 Buddhists, 451 Christians, and 1,207,429 aboriginal tribes of religion

not specified. Two large rivers, the Nerbuddha and the Son, -ise in the n.e. corner of

the division, the former running nearly w. to the Bombay coast, and then falling into

the Ganges in lower Bengal.

CHHINDWARA. See Chlndwara, ante.

CHICAGO {ante). In 1831, when the first white settlement was made at the mouth
of the Chicago river, it seemed an unpromising site for r great city, and for years after-

wards there probably was not among its inhabitants one who expected that such a city

would grow up on that spot. The river mouth was a sluggish bayou; its banks marshy,

muddy flats, suggestive of intermittent and congestive fevers. But harbors on the great

lakes were not turned out ready made by nature, but had to be constructed to a greater

or less extent by human enterprise and skill, and that of Chicago was no exception to

the general rule. There was need of a good harbor at that point, and the location was
not unfavorable, if the citizens and the government could be persuaded to spend money
enough in the effort. The channel coutd be dredged, the flats filled, and the waves of

the lake beaten back by artificial structures of wood or stone. This work, begun upon
a small scale, has been rapidly extended to meet the growing wants of commerce, until

C. now has a harbor adequate to the demands of a great city. The shore of the lake at

this point presents an even line, extending very nearly due north and south. The river

extends back from the lake westerly five eighths of a'mile, at which point two branches

come in, one from the northward, the other from the southward; thus dividing the city

into three parts, known as the n., s. , and w. divisions. The s. branch of the river is

connected by tlie Illinois and IMichigan canal with the Illinois river at La Salle, thus

opening a direct water communication with the Mississippi. In the earlier period of

its history, C. suffered much from intermittent and bilious fevers, cholera and other

diseases, consequent upon its low, marshy situation; but at length the grade of a large

portion of the city was raised from 8 to 10 ft.; block after block of heavy buildings,

including some of the largest hotels and stores, being raised to the required level by
jack-screws, worked by steam-power. It was one of the most stupendous engineering

experiments ever undertaken, but it was successfully accomplished. The Illinois and

Michigan canal was completed, 1848. It is 96 m. in length, and at its highest level was
originally 12 ft. alx>ve the lake; but in 1866-70 the city deepened it at a cost of $3,251,-

621. It "is now 8^ ft. below the ordinary level of the lake. The river channel was also

deepened, so that the lake no longer receives its waters, but itself furnishes a clear
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stream flowing the other way, giving improved navigation and carrying off the sewerage
of the city towards the Illinois river at llie rate of a mile an hour. The fruits of this

engineering enterprise are seen in the suppression of the foul odors so long endured by
the inhabitants, and the consequent improvement in the sanitary condition of the city.

The harbor at the mouth of the river is protected by magniticent lines of breakwater, so
arranged as to afford space for extensive sliip cliannels and docks. One of the basins

thus provided comprises an area of nearly '600 acres, the entrance to which from the

lake is 600 ft. wide. The city extends along the lake side about 8 m., and westward 5
m., embracing an area of about 35 ?q. miles. Its grade is 14 ft. above the lake on the

eastern side, and 28 ft. at tiie western extremity. The descent towards the lake from
the w. is sulticient for drainage. The city is regularly laid out, the principal avenues
running parallel with the lake shore. The streets are generally 80 ft. wide, and some of
them are from 3 to 7 m. in length. The scarcity of stone has led to the use of wood,
cinders, and gravel for pavements. The streets are lighted witli gas, and amply supplied
witli sewers. The n., s., and w. divisions are connected by numerous bridges across the
river and its branches, and by two stone tunnels under the river-bed, of which, one
passes under the s. branch, connecting the s. and w. divisions; the other, under tlie main
river, connecting the n. and s. divisions. These tunnels cost nearly i)!;!^ 000, 000. Horse
cars traverse the city in every direction. The business poiliou of the city is mainly in

the s. division, and here also arc tiie chief jjublic buildings, hotels, retail stores, etc.

The most important public buildings are the U. S. custom-house and post-office,

occupying an entire block 343 by 210 ft., and costing upwards of $5,000,000; tlic

chamber of commerce, a spacious and imposing structure, with elaborate interior deco-
rations; the new city hall and county court-house, occupying a whole block and costing-

15,000,000; and the exposition building, a vast edifice of iron and glass, 800 ft. long and
200 ft. wide, and surmounted by a dome CO ft. in diameter and 100 ft. in height. Some
of the 300 churches of the city are fine specimens of various styles of ecclesiastical

architecture. C. has G public parks, with an aggregate area of nearly 2,000 acres, con-
nected by boulevards 250 ft. wide, extending around the three sides of the city, with a.

drive on the lake shore. These afford a continuous driveway of more than 30 miles. Lin-
coln park, in the n. division, contains 230 acres fronting upon the lake. A boulevard on
the n., 3i^ m. long, connects this with Humboldt park on the w. ; while that by another
boulevard is in turn connected with Central park, and that again by still another with
Douglas park. From the latter a boulevard runs a distance of 9 m. to a park in the s.

division From the s. end of the northern park a broad avenue extends eastward to

another fronting upon the lake. The parks of the s. division are just outside of the

city limits.

The water communications of C. are of vast extent, embracing the whole chain of
northern lakes, with their 3,000 m. of coast-line. Steamboats and sailing vessels of the
largest class are employed in commerce with lake Superior, bringing down vast stores

of iron and copper ore from that region ; while through the Welland canal (around
Niagara falls), connecting lake Erie with lake Ontario, vessels loaded at C. pass east-

ward to Montreal, where connection is made with steamships for Europe. The
Erie canal through New York is also a commercial liighway for Chicago to the ports of
the Atlantic seaboard. The Illinois and Michigan canal, already mentioned, gives the

city conmiunication with the Mississippi and its affluents during nine months of every
year. But, important as all these water channels are, they are not more so than the

network of railroads by which C. is put in rapid communication with a vast region of
country extending from the lakes of the north, eastward to New York, Philadelphia,

Boston, and Portland; southward to Louisiana and Florida; and westward to the Pacitic

coast. There is not another such railroad center in the world. From 10,000 to 12,000
m. of railway are in a greater or less degree tributary to this great city, now about 50
years old. The dilTerent lines of road converging to the city, as represented on the
map, are bewildering alike to the eye and to the imagination. Nearly 400 trains enter
and leave daily upon tlu!se roads, making an aggregate of nrarly 800 arrivals and depart-

ures. The acconunodations for these roads are, upon the whole, excellent. The Union
depot, one of the largest and finest buildings of the kind in the coiuitry, is used by two
of the principal roads; the Central depot, by two others; and there are three or four

more for the use of others. Plans for uniting all the roads at a conmion center, or for

conned ing them by a common track, have been i)roposed.

(J. is supplied with an abundance of pure water from lake Michigan by a process

which is one of the wonders of modern engineering skill. Two cylindrical brick tunnels,

one C ft., the other 7 ft. in diameter, starting from tlu; shore at diiVen.'nt })oints, extenda
listance of 2 m. under llie lake, and meet in an inunense crib inclosing a grated cylin

<ler, tlirou'jh which the water descends into them in a stream unlading as the lake itself.

The smallest of these tunnels, ext(,'ndii)g from the shore of the n. division of the city,

was completed in 1800. 'ihe water as it is received at the shore nd of the tunnel is

forced bv steam-pumps through a stone tower to a height of 100 ft. into a reservoir,

whence it is distributed by pipes to dilferent i)arts of the city. Tiie top of the water-

tower, whi(;h is reached by a spiral staircase;, affords a fine view of the city and the sur-

rounding country. On the crib, 2 m, out in the lake, stands a light-house, with a
dwelling for the keeper. Tlie seeond and larger tunnel, which suj)plies the south-west-
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€rn section of the city, was completed in 1874. A tunnel 7 ft. in diameter-, passing
under the central portion of the city, is to connect the old works with tlie new, and
afford an independent supply of water for extinguislring fires. The tunnels under the

lake cost $1,507,022. The water-works altogether, to Jan. 1, 1873, are estimated to

have cost more than $5,000,000. Besides the supply from the lake, the city has another
resource in some 40 artesian wells, two of which (C94 and 911 ft. deep respectively)

yield about 1,200,000 gallons per day. The great stock-yards, the west-side parks, and
some of the manufacturing establishments, are supplied from these wells.

The educational facilities of C. are extensive, and of a high order of excellence.

The public schools, which give instruction to the children of citizens with no distinc

tion of class, are well organized and efiicient. The number of these schools in 1872
was 32, occupying 45 builcuugs and employing 47G teachers—all but 31 women. The
school pop. of the city (between 6 and 21 years of age) was 88,219; the number of pupils

enrolled 38,035, of whom 512 were in the high school, and G3 in the normal school.

Of the teachers, 221 were graduates of the normal and high schools. Total expenditure
for these schools in 1872, $499,349, including about $360,000 for teachers' salaries. The
school buildings with the land on Avhich they stood were valued at over $2,265,000.

The Roman Catholics also have schools, and there are many private academies. The
university of Chicago, a Baptist institution, founded by the efforts of Stephen A.
Douglas, has connected with it a law school, and the Dearborn astronomical observa-

torj'-, both well equipped and efficient, and a library of 20.000 volumes. St. Ignatius's

college, founded in 1870, also is a flourishing institution. Of the six medical colleges of

the city, one is open to wom(;n, one is homeopathic, and one eclectic. Of the four theo-

logical seminaries, one is Baptist, one Congregational, one Lutheran, and one Presby-
terian. Tliere are also three commercial colleges, and four female colleges or seminaries

of high grade. The academy of sciences, established 1857, lost heavily by the great

fire of 1871, but is getting a new museum and library. The public library occupies the

old custom-house and post-office, whose walls outlasted the great fire: the number of

volumes is estimated at 100,000. According to the latest reports, there were more than
100 newspapers and periodicals published in the city. Of these 11 were daily, 5 tri-

weekly, 45 weekly, S semi-monthly, 1 bi-monthly, and 4 quarterly; 18 were religiou.s,

16 political, 18 literary, 10 commercial, and 5 juvenile. Some of these papers have a
very large circulation, exerting a very wide influence in the north-western states.

The principal religious denominations, according to the num])er of their churches,
rank as follows: Roman Catholic, 27; Methodist, 22; Baptist, Presbyterian, and Epis-
copal, each 18; Congregational, 17; Swedenborgian, 4; Unitarian, 5; Universalist, 4.

Benevolent and charitable associations and institutions are numerous. Among them are

7 orphan asylums, 6 dispensaries, 2 asylums for the aged and indigent, 1 home for the
friendless, and a multitude of smaller charities. The C. relief and aid society, from its

foundation, 1857, has had the management of a large portion of the voluntary charities

of the city for the benefit of the poor, infirm, and Jielpless. The same society disbursed
to the sufferers by the great fire of 1871 the sum of nearlv $6,000,000, sent for their

relief from Europe and every part of the United States. 'I'he young men's Christian
association was also very active at that time, as it was before and has been since, for the
relief of the poor and destitute. The population of C. in 1870 was 298,977; according
to the unofficial figures of the census of 1880, as reported by the Tribune of that city, it

is 503,298. [At the date of this writing the census has not been officially issued.]

As a commercial city C. ranks next to New York. It is the center of a vast trade in

breadstuffs, live-stock, pork, beef, provisions, lumber, wool, hides, groceries, dry-goods,
boots and shoes, hardware, clothing, and tobacco. The statistics now accessible are

very inadequate as a means of showing the prese'nt extent of the trade and manufactures
of the city. Every year shows a startling augmentation of the volume of business of
almost every kind in this great western emporium, itself the wonderful growth of but
Imlf a century. The aggregate wholesale trade of the citv in 1872 was reported bv the

board of tracle at $500,000,000. The total receipts of wheat in 1873 were 16,626,923
bushels; to this add 88,426,842 bushels represented by the flour received in 1872 ^ess,

doubtless, than was received in 1873), and we have a total of 105.053,765 bushels for a

single year, The great yards which are the center of the live-stock trade were opened
in 1858. They cover an area of 345 acres, affording a capacity for 21,000 cattle, 75,000
hogs, 22,000 sheep, and 200 horses. They are thoroughly drained, supplied with water
from artesian wells, and furnished with ever)"- convenience for the reception, care, and
transfer of the animals. The total value of live-stock received in 1872 was estimated
by the board of trad3 at $75,475,000. The chief branches of manufactures in 0. are
iron, flour, high-wines, agricultural implements, pork and meats, boots and shoes,

leather, cotton, and watches. It is supposed that at the present time not less than 60,000
people are employed in manufactures of one kind or anotlicr, and that nearly one third

of the commerce of the city is based upon what they produce. Ship-building also is

carried on to some extent. The flour manufacture was temporarily crippled by the

great fire, 6 of the 15 mills having been destroyed. The banking business of C. is very
large. In 1872, there were 21 national banks, with a capital of over $11, 000. (X)0, and
more than $23,000,000 of deposits. There were also 18 savings-banks with over
:$12, 000,000 of deposits, and numerous private banks. The total valuation of real and
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personal property for taxation in 1872 was $284,197,430; the actual value at the same
time was more than $620,000,000.

The great fire of Oct., 1871, raged two days and nights, destroying everytliing upon
an area of 2,100 acres, embracing nearly all the business portion of the city, and a very
large number of private residences, among which wctc the most costly in the place.

Moi'e than 17,000 buildings were destroyed, including the custom-house, court-house,
post-ofUce, gas-works, the principal newspaper offices, 32 hotels, 3 railroad depots, 8
school-houstfs, 10 theaters and halls, 41 churches, 5 grain elevators, and all the national
banks but one. The loss on buildings was estimated at $50,000,000; on personal prop-
erty and merchandise, $140,000,000; total $190,000,000, of which a little over $40, 000,-

000 was recovered on insurance. Many insurance companies were utterly ruined. Not
less than $7,000,000 were contributed in this country and in«Europe to aid the sufferers.

Over 98,000 persons were rendered homeless, while 200 were killed. The recovery of
the city from this calamity was rapid, insomuch that after the lapse of three years
scarcely a trace of it could be seen, and almost its only evidence was in the immense
miprovement of the buildings over all the ravaged district.

CHICKADEE, Parus atricapillus, is distinct from the European blackcap. It is about

5i in. long, and 8 in. in spread of wings. Head and neck, and a patch on the throat,

black; other plumage, ash-gray and brown; tail edged with white, and a white bar on
the wings. Where it has not been driven away by the English sparrow, it destroys
great numbers of canker worms and other caterpillars. It is a very lively, sociable, and
useful bird.

CHICKAHOM'INY, a river in Virginia, rising n.w. of Richmond and running e.

between the James and the Pamunkey to the w. line of James City co., where it turns
abruptly s., and after a course of about 10 m., joins the James. The surrounding country
e. of Richmond is level, and in one section there is a large swamp. On and near the
C. in the early years of the civil war occurred many of the most important military
movements, skirmishes, and battles—here mentioned in the order of time. In 1862, the
peninsular campaign on the part of the union army began with the siege of Yorktown,
the objective point being Richmond, to reach which it was necessary that the C. should
be crossed. >IcClellan, on the union side, had 118,000 men when the siege was begun,
April 5. On the other side, the confederates had 15,000 men in Yorktown, and about
50,000 more scattered over n. Virginia, all under gen. Joseph E. Johnston. The 6th of
May was the day for opening fire upon Yorktown, but on the 4th Johnston left the
place, taking guns, baggage, etc., and retreated towards Richmond. On the 5tli he was
assailed by Hooker; and Longstreet, who commanded the rear of the confederates, turned
on the defensive just as he had passed Williamsburg. He was met by Hancock's divis-

ion, and was compelled to abandon his works after a sharp fight; but Longstreet held
his position long enough to secure the confederate trains from pursuit. This was the
battle of Williamsburg. The union loss was 1856 killed and wounded, and 372 missing.
The confederate loss was about the same. On the 27th of May occurred the battle of
Hanover Court-House, in which the union loss was 53 killed and 344 wounded and
missing. The confederate loss must have been much greater, for McClellan's report
says there were about 200 of their dead buried by our troops, and 730 prisoners were
sent to the rear. The confederates had now concentrated in and around Richmond,
where they had 67,000 men. The next fight on the C. was the battle of the Seven Piiics,

or of Fair Oaks, which took place on the 31st of May, and resulted in a substantial

union victory. The confederate leader, gen. Johnston, was severely wounded, and their

losses were very heavy, but, as in most cases, no trustworthy report was made of the
numbers. The union army lost 890 killed, 3,627 wounded, and 1222 missing. It is well
known that the confederates felt this to be a disastrous defeat, and in common "with the
people of the northern stat(;s, they expected that the next move would be tlie capture of
Richmond; but, for reasons concerning which it is to be said only that they were never
explained to the general satisfaction of the people in the northern states, McClellan
made no demonstration, and soon the almost defenseless city was powerfully fortified

under the direction of ^^i^n. Robert E. Lee, who had superseded Johnston in the confed-
erate command. The fourth of the contests of the C. was the battle of Mechanicsvillo,
June 26, and was not imp)ortant in results. Tiie confederates made sevend attacks upon
two union ]>rigades, but finally abandoned the work after losing about 1500 men;
federal loss, 300. A more important action which occurred June 27, is known as the
battle of Cold Harl)or, or Gaines' Mill; the confederates call it the battle of the Chicka-
horniny. Their loss was about 9,500; the union loss, 4,000 killed and wounded, and
2,000 prisoners. The sixth confiict in the neighborhood of the C. is known as tlu; ])att!c

of Savag(!'s Station, June 30, and was not an important affair. The losses were: union,

600; conf(!derate reported at 400. The next was the battle of Frazier's Farm, also June
30, in which there was .some sharp fighting, resulting in a union loss of 300 killed and
1500 wounded; and on the other side, 325 killed and 1700 wo\ind(>d. The battle of Mal-
vern Hill occurred July 1, and involved a union loss of 375 killed and 1800 wounded;
and of confederates, 900 killed and 3,500 wounded. All these engagements from June
26 to July 1 cost the federals 1582 killed and 7,709 wounded; and the confederates 3,150
killed and 15,255 wounded. Including prisoners and nussing, the totals of loss were;
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union, 15,429; confederate, 19,405. The object, on the part of the confederates, was to

relieve Riclimond from the threatened siege and capture ; and tliey succeeded, rsear tlie

end of tlie summer the union armies were withdrawn and combined to form the army

of the Potomac. But nearly two years later there occurred one more (the second) battle

of Cold Harbor, when Grant had command. The fight took place June 3, 1864, and

was substantially a check of the union advance. The federal losses were about 7,000

in all; the losses on the other side were said to be only half as many. It was at this

time that Grant sent to Washington the historical dispatch: "I propose to fight it out

on this line if it takes all summer."

CHICKAMAU'GA, Battle of, Sept. 19-20, 1863, between the union army of the

Cumberland, led by gen. liosecranz, and the confederate forces led by gens. Bragg and

Longstreet. The forces on the union side numbered about 55,000, a quarter of whom
were not engaged; the losses were 1644 killed, 9,262 wounded, and 4,948 prisoners;

total, 15,854. The confederate reports embrace but two thirds of their army, and show
1394 killed, 8,974 wounded, and 882 missing; total, 11,250. A few days after the battle

gen. Rosecranz was relieved, and gen. Grant placed in command. The battle v»-as

credited as a victory for the confederates, though no substantial advantage was gained

by them.

CHICKAREE, a popular name for the red squin-el, sciurits Iludsonius. It abounds
in the southern and middle Atlantic states, and is esteemed for the tenderness and flavor

of its flesh. It is not so gentle or so easily tamed as the gray squirrel.

CHICKASAW, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on the Wapsipinican river and its tributaries,

reached by the McGregor and Missouri river and the Cedar Falls and Minnesota rail-

roads; 576 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,180. The surface is prairie and woodland, and the soil

fertile; agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat. New Hampton.

CHICKASAW, a co. in n.e. Mississippi, on the head waters and tributaries of tlie

Tombigbee river, and touched by the Mobile and Ohio railroad; 990 sq.m.; pop. '70,

19,899—10,069 colored. The county is a part of the territory ceded by the Chickasaw
Indians. It has a level surface and fertile soil, producing corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat,

Houston.

CHICKASAW BLUFFS, Battle op, Dec. 29, 1862. The siege of Vicksburg being

in progress, gen, Sherman (union) was ordered to make an attack in the rear, and for

that purpose sent a force up Yazoo river to land above the city and approach it from
the north. In this march they came upon a bayou held by a confederate force strongly

intrenched. Several attempts were made to force a passage, but without success. The
union loss was 192 killed, and 982 wounded. That of the other side was very small.

CHICKASAWS, a nation of Indians occupying a section of the Indian territory,

embracing 6,840 sq.m. on the left bank of the Red river. According to their traditions

and the evidence of philology, they are closely connected with the Creeks and Choctaws;
and they believe that they emigrated with those tribes from the west, crossed the Missis-

sippi, and settled in the district now forming the n.e. part of the state of Mississippi.

Here De Soto visited them in 1540, From the first they were hostile to the French, and
were frequently at war with them; but with the English they were generally friendly.'

In 1786, they made a treaty with the United States, and in 1793, they aided the whites

in the war against the Creek Indians. In the early years of the present century, part of

their territory was ceded for certain annuities, and a portion of the tribe migrated to

Arkansas; and in 1832-34, the remainder, about 3,G00 in number, surrendered to the

federal government the 6,642,000 acres of which they were still the owners, and entered

into a treaty with the Choctaws for incorporation into that tribe. This union was after-

wards dissolved and by paying the Choctaws ^150,000 they secured full possession of their

present territory. In the civil war they assisted the confederates, but their rights were
restored bv the Union government in 1866. The next year they surrendered 7,000,000

acres of land at 4^ cents per acre, the money ($300,000) 'to go to their late slaves unless,

within two years, they adopted them as members of the tribe. In Jan.. 1873, they con-

cluded to adopt the negroes. The nation has a printed constitution prefaced by a

declaration of rights, which asserts that all political power inheres in the people: that

all men should be free to worship God according to the dictates of their conscience, and
not be compelled to attend, erect, or support any religious ministry against their cou-^.

sent; that there should be freedom of speech; '^that "there should be security from'

unreasonable searches of property or person; that every person accused of crime should

have a speedy trial. All free males 19 years old or over who are Chickasaws by birth or

adoption, may vote, unless idiotic, insane, or convicted of infamous crime. Tliere are a

senate and house of representatives, the latter of 18 members elected annually by the

voters of the counties or districts. A representative must be 21 years old. There are

12 senators elected for two years from the four districts of the state. A senator must be

30 years old, a Chickasaw by birth or adoption, and a resident of his district six months.

The governor must have all the qualifications of a senator; he is chosen for two years bv
popular vote, and has about the same powers and functions as a governor of one of

the states. There is a supreme court consisting of a chief and two assistant justices

elected to the legislature for four years. There are also circuit and county courts. The
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nation has in the custody of the federal p;overnnient {? 1,200,000 in bonds on wliich inter-

est is paid. In 187o, Mie number of C'hickasaws was about 6,000. One newspaper is

published at Tanlequah.

CHICKEX SNAKE, or Milk Snake, Ophiholus Eximius, a harmless individual of

the serpent tribe, frequenting houses, stables, and dairies. It is sometimes 5 ft. long,

though usually much less; the color is milky white above, sometimes tinged with red,

with dusky spots along the vertebral line and smaller spots along the sides, the abdomen
silver white or yellowish. It feeds on insects, mice, loads, frogs, and small birds,

CIIICKERING, Jonas, 1798-1853; a self-taught piano-maker of Boston, wiio suc-

ceeded in establishing the largest piano-manufactory in the country, at times producmg
at the rate of 1,500 instruments in a year.

CHI'COT, a CO. in s.e. Arkansas, on the Louisiana border and the Mississippi river,

intersected by Crooked and Mason's bayous; 820 sq.m.; pop. '70, 7,214—5,398 colored.

The surface is level, r.nd in some parts is subjected to inundations; chief productions,

corn and cotton. Co. seat, Lake Village.

CHICOUTDII, the n.e. section of the organized territory of the province of Quebec,
Canada; little .settled except along the bank of the St. Lawrence and on the Saguenay
rivers; 23,753 .sq.m.; pop. '71, 17,493, all except about 100 being Roman Catholics, and
all except about 800 of French descent. The surface is mostly rugged, and there are
immense pine forcvSts of great value. Chief town, Chicoutimi, on the Saguenay, 75 m.
from the mouth.

CHIEF-JUSTICE, the presiding justice of the supreme court of the United States,

and of the courts of highest jurisdiction in most of the several states. The chief-justice

of the United States administers the oath on the occasion of the inauguration of the

president and vice-president; he presides when an impeached president is tried, and has
the nomination of certain judicial officers.

CHIE'TI (Province). See Abruzzo, ante.

CHI- (or TSIN-CHI-) IIOANG-TI, or Ching-Wang, Emperor of China from 246 to

210 B.C. He is said to have consolidated eight or more feudatory states in a single

kingdo:n, which covered nearly the territory now occupied. One of his monuments is

the great wall, built to keep out barbarians.

CHILD, Lydia Maria, b. Mass., 1802. When 23 years of age she published
Hohomok, an Indian Story, and a year afterwards The Rebels, a Tale of tJie Revolution, in

which she gave a speech by James Otis, and a sermon by Whitfield, both \ong believed

to have been made by the men themselves. For eight years she was the editor of The
Juvenile Mincellany, a monthly magazine for the young. Among her earlier works are:

T he Americrin BVugal Housewife; The Girl's Own Book; and Tlie Mother's Book. She was
among the first of the New England anti-slavery writers, beginning with Appeal in behalf

<f that Glass of A/nericans adled AfrieoMs; and in 1841 she became one of the editors of

Vug National Anti- Slavery Standard, in which paper she published her popular Letters

from New York. Sub.sequently she published History of the Condition of Women in alt

Ages and Nations; Biographies of Good Wives; Lfe oflsaa^ T. Hopper; Progress of Relig

ious Ideas; Autumnal Lmves; Looking towards Su.nset; Tfie Freedinan's Book; A Romance
of the Republic, etc.

CHILDBIRTH. See Midwifery, ante.

CHILDREN, John Ge:oroe, 1777-1852; an English scientist who traveled in the
United States, devoting his attention chiefly to electricity and galvanism. Among his

papers, are those; discussing the conversion of iron into steel by union with diamond,
and a method of extracting silver from the ore without amalgamation. He translated

Bo'zolius on the l)lovv-pipe, and Thenard on chemical analysis He was for .some years
secretary of the royal society.

CHILDREX'S AID SOCIETIES, first established in New York city, chiefly by the
cxc;rtions of Charles L. Brace, about the yeai 1853. The object of this and its many,
tmi'tafive societies is to care for the poor and neglected children of large cities, to rescue
them from want and-crime, afford rudimentary ediuiation, and provide homes for tlicm.

usually among the farmers of the agriculturarstales At the last annuul meeting of the
New York society, the report showed that, during the 20 years of its oiK-ration, 55,717
persons had been sent to homes and places of work, and of these more than 45,000
were children. During the year 1879. no ie.ss than 3.713 persons were sent to homes, of

whom 1930 were boys, 1380 girls. 210 men, and 203 women. In the lodging houses
during 26 years, 200,000 different boys and girls have becni sheltered and ])artly fed and
instructed. In the industrial schools ovcm- 50,000 poor litMe girls have b(>en taught. The
society brings forward the police statistics on crime to show that "vagrancy aiid crime
among young girls have been greatly diminisluid during tin; past 15 or 20 years; while
among boys, criminal ofTen.s(;s have not grown with the poi)ulation. but have been held
decidedly in check." Among 162, 153 boys who. during the past 25 years, have been in

the newsl)oys' lodging-house, there has been no case of contagious di.sease. and only one
death. The other l)oys' lodging-houses have been almost equally fortunate. Statistics

are given to show tiiat since the estjiblishment of the sick childreil's mission and summer
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home six 3-ears ago, 1000 lives annually have been saved under diarrheal diseases alone,

and that the general death-rate has been reduced from 33.76 to 24.93 per 1000. The
total expense of the 21 industrial schools in 1879 was $71,540.15, and the average attend-

ance 3,632, making the annual cost for each child $19.69. The cost in 1878 for each
child in the public^ schools, not including rents, was $38.41; this expense not including
food or clothing. In the lodging-hou.ses, 13,653 boys and girls were fed, slieltered, and
taught during the year, at a total expense of $47,143.66. Deducting the receipts, together

witli the cost of construction ($26,916.17), the net cost was $20,227.49: dividing this by
the nightly average attendance, the average cost to the public of each child was $42.67.

The average cost per yetir of each pri.soner in the Tombs is $107.75, and the Roman
Catholic protectory draws from the city treasury over $100, annually, for each of its

inmates. The total number placed out by the society, mainly in western homes, during
last j'-ear, was 3,713; the total cost for railroad fares, clothing, food, salaries, etc., was
$29,679.48; the average cost; to the public, accordingly, for each person was $8.04. Yet
any one of these children placed in an asylum or poor-house for a year would have cost

undoubtedly nearly $140. The number who enjoyed the benefit of the summer home
was 2,912; the total expense, deducting cost of construction, $1000.28, and rent of 1878,

$350, was $5,036.30; making the average cost for each child $1.89.

CHILDS, George Washington, b. Md., 1829; a journalist, for many years
and now proprietor of the Philadelphia Ledger, one of the earliest and most successful
cheap newspapers of the countr}-. He is noted especially for liberal patronage of

men of letters, and for generosity towards deserving charities. ^
CHILI {ante), though less revolutionary than some of its sister republics, has been

subjected to several forcible attempts to change the government. The most formidable
of these w^as in 1851. At first the insurgents were victorious, but after 4,000 men had
fallen in battle and great damage had been done to business and commerce, the govern-
ment succeeded in effecting peace by money more than by arms. This was during the
presidency of Don Manuel Montt, a man of great ability. He restored peace and pros-

perity to the country, and it has since been free from internal strife. In 1864, C.

sympathized warmly with Peru against Spain, and in the following year its coast was
blockaded by a Spanish fleet. March 31, Valparaiso was bombarded, notwithstanding
the protest of the foreign ministers and consuls. Thousands of shot and shell were
thrown into it, destroying many public and private buildings and involving a loss of 10
millions of dollars, the chief part of which fell on the foreign residents. The remonstrances
of the European governments soon compelled a cessation of hostilities and the raising

of the blockade. In 1871, a treaty of peace was negotiated through the mediation of the
United States government, and signed at Washington. During the past few years C. has
advanced greatly both in material and intellectual development. New mines are worked,
agricultural schools and societies arc exerting a beneficial infiucnce, and great improve-
ments in rivers, harbors, and streets are projected. In 1877, more than 1200 m. of rail-

road and nearly 5,000 m. of telegraph were in operation, and additional lines of both are
in progress. There are 500 efficient government schools, and an equal number established
by cities, churches, and private persons. Two normal schools, for male and female
teachers are in good condition. The government university at Santiago has a prepara-
tory department connected with its higher course. The conc.ilinr seminary combines
collegiate and theological studies. There are also at the capital agricultural, naval, and
military schools. The national library, founded by the Jesuits, contains 25,000 vol-

umes, many of which are on theological subjects. In 1843, a dispute arose between C.
and the Argentine Republic for the possession of Patagonia. Manj* unsuccessful attempts
to settle it were made, and war between the two countries often seemed imminent, but
in 1879 a treaty was signed by which the disputed territor}^ was ceded to the Argentine
Republic. C. having transferred a portion of disputed territory to Bolivia on condition
that the Chilians residing in it should not be taxed. Bolivia did refrain from taxation
but confiscated some property owned by a Chilian company. Upon this C. sent troops
into Bolivia. Peru offered to mediate between the parties, but the offer having been
rejected an alliance followed between Bolivia and Peru, and, in April, 1879, war against
C. was declared. Hostile operations have been cnrried on with great enertry. In a naval
engagement the Chilians captured the powerful iron-clad steamer Huascarand turned it

against its former owners. Peru, with inferior vessels, has since accomplished several
daring exploits, and the war goes on with bitterness and varied success. Recently, how-
ever, C. has gained decided advantages, capturing Arica, and entering on the siege of
Lima. The victories in this war have been not without the accompaniment of indis-

criminate pillage and ravage.

ClIIL'IASTS. See Millennium:, ante.

CHILLAN, a t. in the province of Nuble, Chili; 120 m. u.e. of Concepcion, 35^ 56'

s., and 7r 37' west. The houses have only a ground floor and are built around rec-
tangular courts; the streets are 60 to 70 ft. wide, having open drains in the center. C. is

In the center of a large agricultural district of great productiveness, and is an important
outlet for grain and cattle by railroad to Tome. The place is also celebrated for
minernl baths. The town was founded by Ruiz de Gamboa in 1594, but has since been
cevernl times destroyed and reconstructed. In 1601, it was wasted bv tlie Indians; in
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1 657, by an earthquake, and in 1797, by the overflow of the river ^Tuble. The people then
removed to La Horca, where in 1835 their town was again leveled by an earthquake.
The next year they began to rebuild on the present site, and now have a prosperous
town of about 20,000 population.

CHILLICOTHE, a city in Lexington co., Mo., on the Hannibal and St. Joseph, the

Chillicothe and Des Moines, and a branch of the St. Louis, Kansas City and Northern
railroads, 76 m. e. of St. Joseph; pop. '70, 3,978. It is tlie largest town in the Grand
liiver valley.

CHILMA'REE, or Chalamari, a t. in British India, in the presidency of Bengal,
35 m. s.e. of Rungpur, on the Bralimaputra. It is remarkable chiefly as the seat of a
great religious and commercial festival which brings together sometimes 100,000 people.

CHILON, or Child, one of the seven sages of Greece, by birth a Lacedaemonian.
He appears to have lived about the 6th c. B.C. It is said, that he died from joy, on
learning that his son had gained a prize in the Olympian games. Many of his apoph-
thegms have been handed down to us. According to Cliilon, the greatest virtue of man
was prudence, or well-grounded judgment as to future events.

CHIMA'RA, or Chimari. See Ceraunian Mountains.

CHIMAY, Jeanne Marie Ignace Therese, Princess of; 1775-1835; daughter of
count Cabarrus, minister of finance in Spain; early married to M. de Fontenay, soon
divorced, and next married to Tallien, the French revolutionist, whom she induced tO'

engage in a plot for the overthrow of Robespierre, and thus made herself the chief pro-

moter of the revolution of July, 1794. Her beauty and her free manners with her con-
sequent social triumphs gave her husband offense, and he left her, going with Napoleon
to Egypt. A mutual divorce followed on his return, and Jeanne then married count
Caraman, with whom she lived peaceably. While ranking first among the beauties of
the time, she w^as never admitted to court circles. She is represented as amiable, witty,

kind, and always ready to serve even her enemies.

CHIMES {ante). This class of music is believed to have originated in some of the
German monasteries, and the first instrument for the production of C. to have been
made in 1487 at Alost, in the Netherlands. Among the celebrated chimes "of Europe are

those of Copenhagen, Ghent, and Amsterdam. A number of bells is required for a
proper execution of this music. The carillons a clavier are played like a piano-forte ; the
keys are handles connected with the bells by rods or cords, and the carillonneur emplo3'S
his hands and feet to play an air. The pedals communicate with the larger bells for the

bass. The keys on which the treble notes depend are struck with the hand, which is-

protected by a leather covering. It is stated that Potthoff, a blind organist of Amster-
dam, was able to perform fugues on this instrument. The invention of carillon miichin-

ery is of modern origin; one person now is able by simply turning a barrel similar to

that of a music box to chime eight bells with little difliculty. C. have been largely intro-

duced into our American churches. In New York there are four churches that liave large

chimes, St. Thomas, Grace, Trinity, and St. Ann's. The C. of Christ church in Phila-

delphia, Christ church in Boston, and Trinity church in New York, are probably the

oldest in this country. Little is known of the Trinity church bells, except that five of

them were cast in London before the year 1845. The ten bells have an aggregate weight
of about 15,000 lbs.; the largest weighs 3,081 lbs., the smallest, 700 lbs. ; they are hung
in a frame-work of wood, and the machinery is somewhat primitive, St. Thomas-
church has ten bells which were cast at Meneely's in w. Troy, and put up in 1874; they
are very fine in tone and tune. Grace church has ten bells with an aggregate weight of
10,300 lbs., the largest, called the Rector's bell, weighs 2,835 lbs. ; they are played on by
means of a cariU/jn a clavier, like those in Holland. The C. of old Christ church in

Piiiladelphia are of historic interest. These bells were sent from England as a present

from queen Anne; they were taken down during the revolution, and sunk in the Dela-

ware river, as it was feared the British might capture them. At the close of the war
they were hung in the old belfry; and may now be heard on every holiday through the

year. Christ cliurch in Boston also has an ancient and notable chime. Full and partial

chimes, the latter called i)eals, can now be heard in all jiarts of the country. There are

three sets of chimes in Troy, N. Y. The church of the Good Shepherd, in Hartford;

St. James church in Birmingham, Conn. ; old St. John's in Savannah, Ga. ; churches of

different denominations in Indianapolis, Petersburg, Va. ; Cleveland, O. ; Concord, N. H.

;

liochester, N. Y. ; and many others, produce chime music. Worth mentioning are

those of St, Ann's, in Brooklyn; St. John's, in Newark; Grace church, and St. Patrick's,

in Buffalo; the cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, in Albany; St. Paul's, in Read-
ing, Pa.; Pilgrim clmrch, in St. Louis; in the bell-tower of (vornell university, at Ithaca,.

N. Y. ; and in the college chapel at Amherst, Mass. The half C. and peals in tlie United
States are very numerous. (See Bell, ante.)

CHTMSEYANS, Indians of the n.w. coast of North America, between 53° and 55*

n., including several small tribes. They are noted, like the Indians of Alaska, for dis-

figuring themselves by inserting a large ])iece of wood or ivory iu the under lip. Their
language is said to be sonorous and comj)rehensive.
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CHINA WAX, produced by an insect which lies on the ash trees of China. It is

scraped from the limbs, melted and strained, when it resembles bees' wax.

CHINCHA ISLANDS, three small islands in the Pacific, 13° 38' s. and 76° 28' w.,
12 m, from the coast of Peru, aud 106 m. from Callao. The largest, known as north
island, is only about 170 acres in surface. The importance of the islands is owing to

their immense deposits of guano. They are of granitic formation, rising from the sea
in precipitous cliffs, worn into countless caves and hollows, which furnish convenient
resting places for sea-fowl. Their highest point, now 113 ft, was once nearly 90 ft.

higher, the whole deposit being of guano. The name of the islands and of the town
and valley of Chiuclia in the mainland is derived from an ancient Indian race, which has
left some interesting relics of its sojourn. A stone idol and two water-pots of grotesque
form were discovered under 62 ft. of guano ; and a number of wooden idols, two regal

emblems, and a envious stone slab have been found. In 1846, the amount of guano in

these islands was estimated to be 18,250,000 tons, and in 1852 there still remained 12,-

360,000 tons. The supply is now nearly exhausted. Between 1853 and 1872, 8,000,000
were taken from the n. and middle islands. In 1868, there was a population of 6,000;
in 1874, only 105 remained.

CHINCHAYCO'CHA, a lake in Peru, 10° 42' s. and 75° 40' w., 10 m. s.s.e. of Pasco,
and 13,000 ft. above sea-level. It is 35 m. long by about 7 wide.

CHINCH BUG, Blissus leucopterus, an insect which has sometimes done immense
damage to wheat and other crops in the western United States. The female lays her eggs
on the ground, and there are often two swarms of bugs in a single year, one in June and
one in the autumn. The chinch bug is from a seventh to a fifth of an inch in length ; the

wing-covers are black, with three or four white dashes, sometimes wanting; the

body is usually black, though the unwinged young are at first red, with a white band
on the back.

CHINCHEW, or Chlnchu, an ancient and famous port of China, in the province of

Fuh-keen, 27° 57' n. and 118° 35' east. Though occasionally visited by missionaries and
others, Chinchu is not one of the treaty ports. The chief exports are tea, sugar, china-

ware, tobacco, and nankeens. The English Presbyterians have had a chapel in the city

since 1862. In the middle ages this city was the great port for western trade with
China, and was known to Europeans as Zayton,

CHIN-INDIA, or Farther India. See Siam, Burmah, Cochin China, a7it€.

CHINOOKS, Indians of n.w. North America who once inhabited the region around
Columbia river, in Oregon. They are now nearly extinct.

CHION, OF Heracle'a, one of Plato's pupils, who sought to liberate his native city

by slaying the tyrant Olearchus, but the friends of the tyrant slew the conspirators and
the oppression of the people became still greater,

CHIPMAN, Daniel, ll.d., 1762-1850; brother of Nathaniel; educated at Dartmouth
college and began law practice in Vermont in 1790. He was a member of the legisla-

ture and of congress, and professor of law and jurisprudence in Middlebury college from
1806 to 1816. He was the first official reporter of the decisions of the supreme court of
the state, and the author of An Essay on the Law of Contracts for the payment of Spe-

cific Articles.

CHIPMAN, Nathaniel, ll.d., 1752-1843; a native of Connecticut, educated at

Yale, served as a lieut. in the revolutionary army, and, was present at the battle of Mon-
mouth. He was admitted to the bar in 1779, and began practice in Vermont, where he
became chief-justice of the state. In 1791, he was a member of the convention called

to decide whether Vermont should join the union, and was one of the commissioners to

arrange for the state's admission. Wasliington appointed him judge of the U, S, court for

the district of Vermont, In 1797, he was chosen U. S. senator, and in 1813, he was again
elected chief-justice of the state. He was afterward for 27 years professor of law in

Middlebury college. Among his published works are The Sketches of the Pi-inciples of
Oovernment; a volume of Reports and Dissertations; and Principles of Government—a
Treatise on Free Institutions, including the Constitution of the United States.

CHIPMUNK, the common name of the ground squirrel, tamias striatus, especially
in the New England and northern states. See Sqihrrel, ante.

CHIPPEWA, a CO, in n.e. Michigan, on lakes Huron and Superior and the straits of

Ste, Marie; 1500 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 1689. The surface is hilly, and mostly covered with

pine forests. Co. seat, Sault Ste. Marie.

CHIPPEWA, a CO. in s.w. Minnesota, on the ^Minnesota, Chippewa, and Chetomba
rivers, reached by the St, Paul and Pacific railroad; 2.445 sq.m.; pop. '70, 1467. Pro-
ductions, almost entirely agricultural. Co. seat, Chippewa City.

CHIPPEWA, a CO. in n.w. Wisconsin, on the head-waters of the Chippewa river;

4,000 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 8.311. The surface is varied, and to a great extent covered with

forests. Lumbering is the chief business. Co. seat, Chippewa Falls.

CHIPPEWA, a village in the province of Ontario. Canada, at the junction of the
Chippewa with the Niagara river, 2 m, above the great falls. It w^as here tliat gen.



t^cott defeated the Briti>^li, July 5. 1814. The Americans bad 1900 meu, of whom 68
were killed and 207 wounded; the English ha(i 2.100 men. of whom 138 were killed

and 365 wounded.

CHIPPEWA RIVER, m Wisconsin, rising in the n.w. part of the state and emptying
into the 3Iississippi just below lake Pepiu. Its length is about 200 miles.

CIIIPPIXG BIRD, or Chtpping Sparrow, Spizella fiociah'.s, a common American
bird, 5 or 6 in. long, white underneath, back and sides ash color, with stripes of black

And white. Its half-dozen notes of song are repeated with great rapidity.

CEIIQUIMU LA, a department of Guatemala, running from the Caribbean sea along
the Honduras border; 4,000 sq.m.

;
pop. about 75,000. Tlie river Motagua runs through

the middle of C. and emi)lies into the gulf of Honduras at San Tomas de Castillo, one
of tiic best ports m Central America.

CHIQUI'TOS, a nation of Indians once very powerful m South America, inhabiting

the region w. of Paraguay river. Early explorers described them as an intelligent, war-
like, and independent people, living in families, subsisting by agriculture and by the

cliase, very numerous, and having ample material resources. The Spaniards first

invaded their country in 1525, and there were frequent wars with little advantage to the

whites. The first permanent white settlement among them was not effected until 1691,

when a Jesuit mission was established. The missionaries soon obtained great influence

over them, and agriculture and arts prospered, and a considerable trade grew up with
the adjoining Spanish settlements. The missions were prosperous until the expulsion
of the Jesuitl in 1767. Thereafter the- Indians rapidly deteriorated, and within a third

of a century following the abandonment of the missions tw^o thirds of the C. nation had
disappeared.

CHI'ROMANCY, fortune-telling by a study of the human hand (always the left

hand), once widely believed in and still practiced to some extent. The points to be
observed are the lines, the projections, the joints, the nails, and the contour of the thumb
and fingers. The principal line is tlie line of life, running in a curve from the upper
joint of the forefinger around the ball of the thumb to the joint of the wrist. If this line

«hows four distinct and equal furrows near its beginning at the forefinger joint, the per-

son is promised an easy attainment of wealth and honor. If the line be regular and
deeply colored, a long and happy life is predicted; if it be freely marked, tortuous and
broken, it foretells ill health and short life. If short perpendicular lines run from the

line of life toward the palm of the hand, the person may be expected to go on a long
journey; if toward the wrist, to be exiled. If the line of life be narrowed but long and
strongly colored, it indicates ingenuity and wisdom; a deep line, equally colored, denotes
a malicious disposition; and if separated near the center by sharply defined cross lines.

It IS a sign of approaching death. Tlie next important line is tJi^ line of health, starting

with the line of life and running nearly or wholly across the middle of the hand. If the

line be clear and unbroken, it indicates excellence of body and mind; if it be broken and
feeble, timidity and ill health are indicated. The line of fortune, or Jiappiness, is below
the line of health, and runs from the base of the fore to the base of the little finger.

When this line is distinct and straight it indicates happiness and pleasant temper; if it

begins close to the upper side of the hand, it indicates pride; if red in the upper section,

<;nvy is foreshadowed; a cross line, so that the two form an upright cross, indicates gen-

erosity; if broken and crossed by small linos near the n^iddle, it indicates duplicity.

Another line not found in all hands is tJte li/i", of the joint, or line of the tnanr/le, extending
from the base of the littU; finger to the middk} of the joint of the wrist. When this line

is clear, it promises great success after much dilficulty. The mountai)!. of Venus is t1ie

•elevation at the l)ase of the thuml), and when .-smooth and unfurrowed a happy tempera-
ment is indicated. Tho, mountain of Jupiter \fi the fleshy projection at tlie l)a.se of the
forefinger; that of Sitturn at the base of the middle finger; that of the ,wn jit the base of
the ring finger; that of Mcrcarjf at the base of the little finger, and that of the moon is the
elevation oi- l)unch on the lower side of the hand. When the.se mountains are clear and
smooti), \\\(i indications are of Jupiter, a heart inclined to virtue; of Saturn, love of

lal)or, and simplicity of character; of the sun, eloquence and vivacious tc.inj^cramcnt ; of

Mercury, firmness in men, and modesty in women; of Mars, courage and heroism; of
the moon, a tranfjuil disposition inclined to melancholy. The lines and shades on the

mou!itains have tlioir significance. Small lines near the little finger, parallel with the

line of fortune, indicate happy wedded life, and some say their number foretells the

number of children. One more line is called the milky way, running downward on the

mountain of the moon from the wrist joint toward the little finger; if it be long and
elearly defined, it ff)retells success in studies or in arts or fortune in adistant land. Small
white spots under the nails indicate tin; fulfillment of wishes, at near or remote jx'riods

as they are far or n(!ar the roots. Aristotle regarded C as a distinct sc-icnce; the Roman
soothsayers, and even the emp{;ror Augustus, praclicttd it; in the middle ages it was
studied with alchemy and asti-ology by the greatest philosophers; the church tolerated

it while condemning astrology, or its interlVirence with the doctrine of human liberty.

No longer regarded as .scientific, it presents at least a eunous study.
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CHIRONEC'TES, a genus of salt-water fishes remarkable for their grotesque forms.

The mouse-fish may be taken as a specimen.

CIIISA'GO, a CO. in e. Minnesota, on the Wisconsin border; 450 sq.m.; pop. '70,

4,358. It is intersected by the Lake Superior and Mississippi railroad. The principal

productions are wheat, corn, oats, hay, and butter. Co. seat, Chisago City.

CHISELHURST, a parish in Kent, England, 11 m. s.e. of London. It was here

Viat Napoleon III. fixed his residence in 1871, and died, Jan. 9, 1873. His widow, the

impress Eugenie, dwells in Chiselhurst (1880j.

CniSHOLM, Caroline (Jone?), b. England, 1810; a noted philantliropist who set-

tled in Australia in 1838 and founded at Sydney schools and asylums for destitute girls.

In 1840-44 she procured employment for more than 11,000 persons, and lent in small

sums about $G,000, of which all but $120 was returned. In her honor the people of

Sydney founded the "Family Colonization Society."

CIIITTAGONG HILL TRACTS, a district on the e. frontier of British India,

between 21° 13' and 23" 47' u., and 9V 46' and 92° 49' c. ; 6,882 sq.m. ; pop. '72, 69,607;

among whom were only 31 Christians. The region is hilly, with deep ravines and
prominent cliffs, covered with gigantic creeping plants. The crops are rice, corn,

tobacco, and cotton,

CHITTELDROOG, or Chitraddrg, a t. in British India, in the province of Mysore,.

280 m. w.n.w. of Madras. It is in a fertile plain, and was once one of the strongest

places in India. The present fortress crowns a high rock in the rear of the town, and
is a formidable defense. Hyder Ali besieged C. in 1776, getting possession eleven years

later, but then only through treachery.

CHITTENDEN, a co. in n.w. Vermont, on lake Champlain; 517 sq.m.; pop. '70,

36,480. It is drained by the Winooski and Lamoille rivers, and traversed by the Cen
tral Vermont, the Rutland and Burlington, and the Burlington and Lamoille railroad*.

The productions are wheat, corn, oats, potatoes, hay, cheese, butter, wool, and mapw
sugar. Co. seat, Burlington.

CHITTENDEN, Mautin, 1766-1840; son of Thomas; a graduate of Dartmouth col

lege, and for many years in judicial offices in Vermont. He was chosen to congress m
1803, and four times thereafter; and was governor of the state from 1813 to 1815.

CHITTENDEN, Thomas, 1730-97; the first governor of the state of Vermont, b. m
Conn., where he was a member of the legislature. In 1774, lie settled in Vermont,,
and participated in all the political action of the people in councils and conventicms,

until the territory became a state, before and after which period he was the governor.

CHITTY, Joseph, 1776-1841; a lawyer of England whose text-books have been con
sidered almost necessary for students and young practitioners. The chief of his worka
are, Treatise on the Parties to Actions and to Pleadings; Treatise on the Law ofStations rela-

tive to the Legal Effects of War on the Commerce of Belligerents and Neutrals, and on Orders

in Council in Licenses; Political Treatise on Criminal Law; and Synopsis of Practice in

the King's Bench and Common Pleas.

CHLAMYDOSAU'RUS, a lizard of Australia, which has on its neck a singular

mantle or plaited frill covered with scales and edged with spines. When full grown,
this lizard is nearly 3 ft. long.

CHLAMYS, an outer garment worn by the Greeks and some other people of the

east. It was of wool, smaller than the more common blanket, of finer material, and
often of brilliant colors. It was an oblong square, twice as long as its width. The
wearer fastened the corners of the shortest side to the middle of the chest, the chlamys
falling down over the back to the knees; or when fastened on the right shoulder it fell

over the left arm and side. The chlamys for women often had a fringe or border of
rich colors.

CHLORAL (ante), a liquid prepared from absolute alcohol by the action of dry
chlorine. It is composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and chlorine, formula C3HOCI3.
Combined with water, it forms chloral hydrate, a transparent crystalline substance,

having the appearance of alum, sometimes administered to induce sleep. Its effect is

attributed to chloroform produced in the system from the chloral by the alkaline

reaction of the blood. As a rule 20 grains causes in a healthy tidult a light and
refreshing sleep, after about half or three quarters of an hour, without headache or other

bad results. Repeated use blunts the good effect, and causes serious nervous demoral-

ization; overdoses have caused death. Chloral hydrate has special value where the use

of opium is inadmissible; also in delirium tremens, mania, rheumatism, gastralgia, and
as antagonistic to tetanus and the effects of strychnia.

CHLORIC ETHER, a name formerly given to a compound of chlorine and olefiant

gas, also called chloride of ethylene, or Dutch liquid. Now applied to a mixture con
taining one part of chloroform and eight or nine parts of strong alcohol. Dr. John C.

Warren's " chloric ether," used hy him as an anaesthetic, contained one part of chloro
form and two of alcohol. C. E. is used as a means of administerinET chloroform inter-
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naily ; it is a mild anodyne, useful to allay restlessness and spasmodic disturbancbS, as of
the air-passages.

CHLORO METirYL, or Methylene Bichloride, CHcCU ; a liquid—clear, volatile,

of pleasant odor; when inhaled, producing ana?sthesia more quickly than ciilorol'orm,

and usually free from disagreeable consequences. Like chloroform, not absolutely

safe.

CIILOROX'YLON, plants of the order cedrelacea?, the fruit having only three cells

and splitting into three parts. The satin-wood of India is a specimen.

CHOATE, RuFus, ll.d., 1799-1859; a native of Massachusetts, graduated from Dart-
mouth college in 1819, and a tutor there for a short time. In 1824, he commenced the

practice of law in Danvers, soon removed to Salem, and in 1825 and 1827 was a represent-

ative and a senator in the state legislature. In 1832, he was elected to congress, and on
the expiration of his term, removed to Boston. In 1841, he was chosen U. 8. senator to

fill Daniel Webster's unexpired term, the latter having been appointed secretary of state.

In 1846, he resumed law practice in Boston, and in 1853, was chosen attorney-general of

the state. His mind was acute, his scholarship broad and fine, his rhetoric magnificent.

For many years he was recognized as the foremost lawyer of New England, and was
especially renowned for eloquence in pleading. His more famous efforts were a eulogy
on president Harrison, an address on the landing of the Pilgrims, and a eulogy on Daniel
"Webster. His w^orks and correspondence have been published.

CHOCTAW, a co. in s.w. Alabama, on the Mississippi border; 800 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

12,676—6,872 colored. It is watered by tributaries of the Tombigbee. Productions
chiefly agricultural. Co. seat, Butler.

CHOCTAW, a co. in central Mississippi, on Big Black river; 900 sq.m.; pop. '70,

16,988—4,462 colored. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Greensborough.

CHOCTAWS, or Chahtas, a tribe of American Indians now occupying a portion
of the Indian territory on Red river, numbering about 16,000, and possessing 10,450 sq.m.
of land. When first known to Europeans they occupied the country now forming
the w. part of Alabama and s. part of Mississippi. When Louisiana was settled they
formed an alliance with the French against the Chickasaws and the Natchez. By degrees
they became friendly to the English,, and in 1786 they recognized the supremacy of the

federal government. About 1800, they began to emigrate beyond the Mississippi. In
the war with England and the Creek war they did great service to the union. Georgia
gave them special privileges, even making them citizens, but they preferred to emigrate,

and were all gone soon after 1830, In 1818, missions were established among them. In
the civil war, they went with the confederates, but after it was over new treaties were
made by the United States, slavery was abolished, and other necessary changes made.
They have a regular constitution, prefaced l)y a bill of rights. Free males 21 j^ears old

and six months citizens of the nation are voters. There is a house of representatives

of 17 to 35 members chosen for two years. The governor is elected for two years by
the people, and is eligible for four years only out of any term of six. There are courts,

supreme, civil, and probate; and justices of the peace. Books are printed in their lan-

guage, and a newspaper is regularly issued every week at their chief town.

CHODOWIE'CKI, Daniel Nicolas, 1726-1801; a Polish painter and engraver
who designed and engraved subjects from the seven years' war, and subsequently the
" History of the Life of Jesus Christ," a series of miniature paintings that made him at

once famous. Thereafter he was represented by his work in almost every book of

importance published in Prussia in which engravings could be used. Still, the picture

of "Galas and his Family" is the only one of C.'s that has wide reputation.

CHGjNIX, a Grecian measure of oapacity variously represented as equal to 0.186,

0.248, and 0.495 of an English galloiL It is supposed to have been used chieily for

measuring grain.

CIIQ'jR'ILUS, a Greek tragic writer of the time of Thespes and yEschylus. He was
a competitor for the tragic prize in 529 B.C. It is said that he took 13 i)rizes, and was
the author of 150 tragedies, besides other works that have been lost.

CIKERTLUS, OF Sa.mos, a Greek writer, b. about 470 B.C. ; author of a poem treat-

ing of the wars of Greece with Darius and Xerxes. Fragments of his writings have been
preserved in the works of Aristotle, Josephus, and Ei)horus»

CHOISEUL, Claude Antotne Gabkiel, Due dc, 1760-1888; a col. of dragoons
during the Frencli revolution, and a warm suj^porter of the royal cause. He made an
attempt to rescue Louis XIV. from IIk; revolutionists, ))ut the royal party was recaptured,

a price was set upon (J.'s head, and lie was compelled to lly. He raised a regiment of

hussars and joined the royalist army. He was finally taken ])risoner and confined at

Dunkirk. He (sscaped, and sailed for Lidia, but was wrecked on the coast of France,
captured, and condenincjd to death. Vet he escaped (ieatli, and at the restoration lie

was called to the liouse of peers by Louis XVIII. In the revolution of 1830, he was a
prominent member of the provisional government, and afterwards received from Louis
Philippe the post of aide-de-camp to the J^'ng and governor of the Louvre.

I
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CHOISEUL-GOUFFIER, Marie Gabriel Florent Atjguste, Comte de, 1752-

1817; a French scholar who traveled in the east, and published in 1782 the first volume
of his Voyage Pittoresque en Grece. During the revolution he adhered to the royal

cause, and afterwards went to Russia, where he was made director of the imperial

libraries, and of the academy of fine arts. Another part of his work appeared in 1809,

and the concluding portion in 1824, after his death.

CHOLERA INFANTUM. A disease of infants characterized by intestinal disturb-

ance more or less obstinate and dangerous. Opinion is unsettled in regard to the nature

of the complaint, and it passes under different names in different countries. In this

country, besides C. I. a common name for it is summer complaint, because it is essen-

tially a disease of hot weather. Most British authorities describe it under the general

head of diarrhea, others call it weaning brash, watery gripes, and choleric fever of

children. In France it has various names, principally alluding to its location, as colo-

enteritis, follicular enteritis, and gastro-intestinal catarrh, the latter name being also the

one in most frequent use in Germany. But the disease as it is known in this country,

and doubtless elsewhere, depends upon a variety of pathological conditions, which,
however, may change from one to another during the progress of the case. The causes

of the complaint are not completely settled, although all the authorities agree that hot

and badly ventilated apartments and malaria generally are highly conducive to it. The
older American physicians were, with Dr. Benjamin Rush, accustomed to call it infan-

tile bilious remittent fever, and many of the cases w^hich occur in those rural districts

"svhere remittent malarial influences prevail have much of the character of remittent

fever, but in cities, particularly where the sewerage is bad, and the streets are suffered

to be choked with decaying garbage, the diarrhea has more the character of that of

t3''phoid fever, and many of the symptoms are of a general typhoid, that is, of a weak
nervous character. Too high a heat maintained in the nursery, will, if continued,

probably so alter the functions of secretion as to bring on the disease; especially if the

diet is defective, as from poor milk, or the injudicious giving of solid articles of food.

It sometimes comes on very suddenly, but is often insidious in its advances, deluding
the mother and family with the idea that it is merely a temporary diarrhea that will

soon pass away, or can easily be relieved. The attack, however, may commence with
violent symptoms, and there will be much excitement of the circulation, with vomit-

ing and purging. There is in all cases great weakness of the digestive and assimi-

lative powers. Milk w^hich has been given but a short time before is voided by the

rectum in curds, mixed w'ith greenish slime of various depths of color, and contain-

ing fibrinous shreds and gelatinous masses, indicating mucous inflammation, and having
a peculiar and diagnostic odor. The evacuations are preceded by colic pains, often

intense, the movement usually giving temporary relief. The abdomen may be quite

full at first, but gradually, often rapidly, grows gaunt, with more or less rapid emacia-
tion of the whole body. The child becomes peculiarly fretful and impatient, the

expression of its features and its general appearance being highly diagnostic to the

experienced observer. In advanced stages there is a withered, clammy appearance of

the hands, arms and legs, peculiar to the^ disease. Without change of air or diet, or
under bad treatment, the disease usually runs a rapid and fatal course, but sometimes,
under fair but not decided treatment, the sufferer lies for several weeks, when, accord-
ing to statistics, death is more likely than recovery. There is a considerable differ-

ence, according to the testimony of practitioners, in the mortalit}^ which occurs in

the practice of different individuals. In some charitable institutions the deaths of

cases of C. I. run as high as 70 per cent, even under as good hygienic regulations as

may be had in a city, and many private physicians, from the result of their practice,

place the percentage of deaths above 50 per cent. There are others, and they form a
large portion of the profession, who maintain that under their method of treatment the
mortality is much less, ranging on an average from 10 to 25 per cent, and even below
this. All concur as to the importance of pure air and proper diet. Often the simple
removal to a mountainous district will, alone, result in recovery; or even a change from
hot to cold weather, without removal, will often produce decided relief. As the digest-

ive functions are very much weakened, the food should be the most digestible which
can be obtained, also nutritious. If the case be one in which the child is suckled by the
mother, but there is reason to supp6se that her milk disagrees with it, weaning may be
advisable; but, as a rule, the mother's milk is the best food for a child under 1-4 months
of age. When the child is fed from a bottle, beef tea, made either from fresh beef, or
from beef extract, may be given with advantage. Farinaceous articles, such as farina,

tapioca, corn starch, and arrow root, are, contrary to the ill-advised conclusions of
many, not proper food for infants. The only article of the kind that ever ought to be
given in a case of cholera infantum, is rice w^ater, which, from its slight astringent prop-
erties, may sometimes be given in moderate quantities together with good milk and
beef tea. The radical difference between physicians, in the medical treatment aside
from hygienic measures, and aside from any reference to the different "schools" of
medicine, consists in the degree of reliance to be placed upon opiates and astringents,

or in other words, upon palliative treatment, as distinguished from that which seeks
to produce a decided change in the functions of the various secreting organs, a great
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lujijority of which are manifestl}' much deranged iu the disease under notice. The
bile is scanty and not of normal character, and the inflamed and highly irritated mucous
membrane of many parts of the intestinal tract interferes greatly with the functions of
the mucous glands of these parts. There has long been a discussion among ])hysi-
ciaus as to the therapeutical value of mercurial preparations, particularly as to calomel,
and its power of influencing the secretion of the liver, and diminisliing inflammation. It

seems proper therefore to say that in the experience of the most successful physicians it

is found that the admiuistraliou of small and oft repeated doses of calomel in cases of
C. I. is attended, as a rule, with decidedly beneflcial results; so tliat in the course of two
or three days, frequently in a few hours, a change takes place for the better in the char-
acter of the fecal evacuations and in the appearance of the patient. The administratiou
of the calomel alone, given in a little pulverized sugar, slightly moistened and placed on
the child's tongue, in quantities from one twelftii to one quarter of a grain, and repeated
every two, three, or four hours, will often produce decided relief; but it is generally advis-
able, or necessary, also to give a slight opiate, such as paragoric elixir, and perhaps a
few drops of the tincture or aromatic syrup of rhubarb. The calomel must be persisted
in for several days after the evacuations have become natural, although not given so
often. It is a rule with but few exceptions among physicians of experience, that an
infant cannot be salivated. On the contrary, the child grows strong and hearty under
the use of calomel in those cases when the secretions are much deranged and the system
reduced. In doses sufficiently small it undoubtedly possesses the power of improving
assimilation. Warm baths, or father warm sponging, and general attention to cleanli-
ness, and the preservation of an equable temperature, should not be neglected. Patients
who cannot be removed to the country, may be taken out in an easy carriage and
wheeled on the shady side of the street, or in a park or grove.

CHOMEL, AuGUSTE Fkan^ois, 1788-1858; a French^ physician long employed in
the Paris hospitals; author of E'isai sur les Rheumatismes; Elements de Pathologie generale;
and Traits des jievres et des Maladies pestilentiellss. He was made professor of medicine
at the faculty of Paris, as successor to Laennec. He had a more lucrative practice than
any other physician in France.

CHOXS, or KnoNsou, an Egyptian deit) worshiped at Thebes as the gi*eat eldest
son of Amen-Ra and Mut, and identified with the moon. The Greeks thought him
to be a form of Hercules. Like Horus, he is represented as a youthful god, hi% form
mummied, wearing the lock of hair at the right side of his head, and a skull-cap
surmounted by the full and dichotomized lunar disk; or hawk-headed, wearing the
same. He holds a crook and whip. He was a celestial deity, and at a later time
connected with Thoth, and was said to have proceeded from Nu or Han, the celes-

tial waters. xV tablet found in a temple at Karnak which was dedicated to this god,
records the departure of C. in his ark in the 16th year of the reign of Rameses
XII. to the land of Baktan to expel a demon which had possessed the daughter of
a king of that country and sister of the queen of Egypt. He succeeded, and returned
in his ark 17 years later. The worship of C. appears to have been common in the
Ptolemaic period, and figures of the god m porcelain and bronze are not uncommon.
He represents the youngest, as Ammon did the oldest, of the divine circle.

CHONTA'LES, a district of Nicaragua, n.e. of lakes Nicaragua and Managua, tra-

versed by the Cordilleras, along the slopes of which are valuable mines. There are a
number of small towns peopled chiefly by native Indians. Some of the gold mines now
worked by tiiem were worked by the early Spanish adventurers. Tliere is a bed of

•coal near lake Nicaragua. The grassy plains among the mountains 6uj)port large
herds of horses and cattle. Tropical fruits grow abundantly, and there is good tim-

ber iu the neighborhood of the mines.

CIIOPTANK RIVER rises in Delaware, and flows s.w. through that state and
Maryland, forming a wide estuary as it nears Chesapeake bay, into which it empties.
It is navigal)le for small vessels for about 50 miles.

CHOREPIS COPI, an order of ministers of ancient origin, whose functions were to

assist City bishops ui rural districts or remote places. They acted in a subordinate capa-
city, and possessed limited powers, acting as colh.'agues or vicars of the bishops. They
po.s.ses.sed tiie privilege of attending councils in their own right, and not merely as- sub
stitutes for bishop.s. At first they were confined to the eastern church, but began to
multiply in the western church in the 5th century. They were succeeded after the 10th
c. by archdeacons, vicars general, and rural deans. In the east (he order was abolished
by the council of Rodicea about 305 a.d.

CilOKliKY, Hknuy FoTiiKiuiiLL, 1808-72; an English author who paid much atten-

tion to musical criticism. After long efTort he got a position on the London Atfwjiaium,

and for 35 years conducted the musical department of that journal. He wrote on other
subjects besides music, producing the librettos of the Amher Witch; the May Queen; St.

Cecilia; Kenilworth; IJce Happhire Necklace; and Favst. Other of his works are. Conti
the Dinairded, and Other Tales; Sketches oj a Seaport Town; Memorials of Mrs. Ilemans;
Lion, a Tale of tlie Coteries; Music and Manners in fiVance and (Hermany; P&nifreiy

Criticumi on Modern German Muidc; and Thirty Years' Musical Recollectums.
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CHOROID COAT. See Eyt5. ante.

CIIOSnOES. Sec Knosnu, ante.

CIIOTEAU, a c.o. in Montana, on the Canadian bordor, near the headwaters of the
Missouri river, drained hy tlio Missouri. I'ho L'o^, I^ill:, Arrow, Teton, Juditii, Lear, and
other rivers; about 12,500 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 517, besides ludiaus. Co. seat. Fort Benton.

CnOT YIN", KiiOTiN, or CnocziN, a t. in rcsstnnhin, on t!;c river Dneister, 45 m,
s.v,'. of Kiv.nieniec; i)cp. 'C7, 20,017. It is a fortiT.ed military porit, and once belonged
to the Turi-LS, but was talven by the Eussiaus in 1 7o9.

CIIOULE.^, John Overton, d.p., irOl-cG; a native rf Erc-'ard, wlio emigrated to

the United states ia V&.'A. In 1827, lie became minisicr of the J^'econd Ilaptist church in

Newport, \\. 1. iSix years later, he went to Kew liedford; in 18u7, to Eullalo; in 1841, to

the k>ixth street Eaptist cliureh in New York; ar.d in 184'.], 1o th:; cliureli at Jamaica
Plain, near lioston. In 1847, lie returned to his Newport cliurch; and in 1S54, accompa-
nied commodore Vanderbilt in his yacht voyage to Europe. Among his publlcaiions

are Youug Amerlmii't Abrorul. and The Crvise of tha North Kar (the commodore's yacht),

lie also contributed to and edited several historical works.

CHOUTEAU, AuGUSTii:, 1739-18:9; a native of New Orleans, and a pioneer in

Dortli -western settlements. With his brother Pierre he was the founder of the present

city of St. Louis.

CHOUTEAU, Pi^i^RE. 1740-1840; brother of Anguste, and with him the founder of

8t. Louis, where tluy settled in 17G4. The two were members of an expedition under
Laclede, sent by the French government of Louisiana to open trade in the region of
theMis>ouri and upper Mississippi. The brothers remained in St. Louis all their lives,

Auguste reaching 9J and Pierre 100 j'ears of age. They were the heads of large fami-

lies of high standing and great wealth and intluencc in Missouri and adjoinmg states.

CHOUTEAU. Pierre. 1780-18G5; son of Pierre the founder of Tt. Louis. He Avas

all Ids life engaged m the fur trade, following the Indian tribes as they retired belore
white encroachment, and establi>hing trading-posts in many remote points. In 1S;U,

he and his associates bought the fur-trade interests of John Jacob Astor, and extended
tiieir operations over all the regions e. of the Rocky mountains down to ]\Iexi(:o.

Chouteau was a member of the convention that framed the I'rst constitution of
ilissouri.

CHOWAN, a co. in n.e. North Carolina, on xVlbemarlc sound, and bounded w. by
Chowan river; 24i) sq.m.

;
pop, '70, G.450—t],o09 colored. The surface is uneven, and

the sod fertile, producing corn, cotton, etc. C-o, seat, Edenlon.

CHRESTIEN, or CHIIETIEN, DE TROY'ES, an early writer of French romance,
of whose life little is known, except that he was b. at Troyes in llie 11th century. It is

Bupposed that he was attached to the court of Phdip of Alsace, count of Flanders.
Tl;e six romances that critics concede to be of liis composition are: J/ec ct Enkle, from
which Tennyscni took one of his Arthurian legends; Ol/gof or CIff/et, a second round-
table romance; Le Chetalur an Lion; Guiiliiiirne (VAngkterre; Lc CJicvnlier de hi CJi<ncite;

and Perceddi le^Gallois. lie also wrote Tru^fan, au le lloi Marc ct le Heine Tueult, and Ld
(Jhcvdlier cle VEpee, but these two works are lost,

CHRESTIEN, Florent, 1541-CG; a Latin poet, at an early nge tutor to ITcnry of
No.varre, afterwards Henry IV., who made him his librarian. Chrestien was thcaulhor
of many translations from Greek into Latin verse, and also of tianslations into French,
He wrote in verse against I ibrach, tlie apologist of tl;e massacre of ISt. Partholomew;
but his claim to a place among satirical writers rests upon his share in the ISuiyreMaiip-
pee, a pasquinade ia the interest of Henry IV.

CHRESTOMATHY. a collection of extracts, or text books, useful in learning a lan-

guage, or m gaining special information.

CIiniSTADELPHlANS, a recently organized religious sect m America, whos©
principles are thus stated: The Old ami New Testaments arc equally important: God
will restore to immortal life all who love him in this life, but those who have not
accepted this mimorlal principle cease to exist at death; there is no personal devil;

Christ is the son of God, deriving from the Deity moral perfection, lut from his mother
a human nature; he has the three-fold character of prophet, ]iriest. and king; the lirst

olliee he fullilled by his life and death on earth, and now as priest he mediates before
the deity; as king lie will return to earth and reign over ail i: o v^orld from the throne
of David. The adherents of this sect are few.

CHRISTIAN, a co. in central Illinois, traversed by tlie Illinois Central, the Indian-
apolis and St. Louis, the Spnuirfield and Illinois Souih-easfcrn. and the St. Louis
division of the Toledo. Wabash! and Western railroads; 675 s(].m.; pop, '70. 20.303,

It IS generally level timber-land and prairie; productions agricultural. Co. seat,

Taylorsville.

CHRISTIAN, a co. in s.w. Kentucky, on the Tennessee border, intersected by the
Evausville, Henderson and Nashville "railroad; 704 sq.m., pop. '70, C:'.2C7—9 ri!^..

Am Ad. I. —32.
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colored. li is hilly in the n., but level ia the s., ^vith productive soil; the products are
wheat, corn, hay, butter, wool, and tobacco. Co. seat, llopkinsviUe.

CHllISTIAN, a co. in s.w. Missouri, drained by James river, and intersected by the
Atlantic and Pacilic railroad; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6.707—114 colored. The surface is

h:ily, and the soil in the valleys is I'ich, producing wheat, corn, tobacco, etc. Timber
abounds. Co. seat, Ozark.

CHRISTIAN YIIL, 178G-1848; king of Denmark, nephew of Christian VII. When
Norway was ceded to Sweden by the treaty of Kiel, the people of the former country
repudiated the transfer, and C was then made governor, raised an army and convened
a diet, at which a constitution was framed, and he was elected, Muy 29, 1814, king of
Norway under the title of Christian I., but the allied powers compelled him to relin-

quish the throne on the 10th of Oct. On the death of Frederick YI., Dec. 3, 1839, he
became king of Denmark. He tried to unite Pchleswig and a part of Ilolstcin to Den-
mark, but did not succeed. He died just before the beginning of the revolution of
1848.

CHRISTIAN COMMISSION, The United States, an important organization in
tliC loyal states during the war of the rebellion, to aid and co-operate with the sanitary
commission, and generally to assist in the cause of the union. Its purpose was to sup-
ply material wants and comforts for the army, especially to the sick or wounded. It

gave also an unsectarian religious help. Like the sanitary commission, it accomplished
^ vast amount of valuable work. The C. C. was originated by a call from the Young
Men's Christian association of New York. It is noticeable as one of the earliest signs,

.as well as causes, of the growing charity among diifcrent denominations so marked in
recent years.

CHRISTIAN CONNECTION {ante), an organization of American Christians drawn
mostly from the Baptist, Methodist, and Piesbyterian churches in various parts of the
United States. Th^ earliest organizations were "Republican IMethodists," seceders
from the Methodist ciiurch in 1793, who took the name of " Christians." In 1800, there
was a secession from the Baptist churches in Yermont, which soon grew to considerable
importance. Nearly at the same period there was a secession from the Presbyterian
-church in Tennessee and Kentucky, and a separate synod was formed. These three
organizations liually merged in one body, and adopted the common name of " Chris-
tians." Each congregation is independent, and they take the Bible as their standard of
doctrine. They hold that the Scriptures are inspired, and are of divine authority; that
every man has the right to interpret the Bible for himself, and that therefore dilterences
•f)f theological views are no bar to church fellowship; that there is one God, but the
<loctrine of the Trinity is not generally received; that Christ is a divine being, that he
pre-existed, and is the mediator between God and man; that the suil'crings of Christ
atone for the sins of all men, Avho, by repentance and faith, may be saved; that immer-
.sion is the only proper form of baptism, and believers the only proper subjects for that

ordinance; that communion at the Lord's table is open to believers of all denomina-
tions. In government and usage they are congregational, each church beinc: indepen-
dent, although there are annual or state conferences which receive and ordain pastors,

but can pass no laws that will be actually binding on the several churches. They have
an American Christian convention, which has a regular constitution, officers, and
departments. Among their institutions of learning are llesperia and Pierce Christian
colleges in California; Eureka college in Illinois; Bedford college, Butler university,

and U'nion C/hristian college in Indiana; Oskaloosa college in Iowa; Eminence college

and Kentucky university in Kentucky; C/hristian university in ^Missouri ; Christian col-

lege in Oregon; and Bethany college in West Yirginia, besides a number of theological

seniinarie.} and academies. Antioch college in Ohio, though not olllcially known as

JL)elonging to this connection, has had much favor in the denomination.

CHRISTIAN ERA, sometimes called the era of the incarnation, is now almost uni-

versally employed in Christian countries, and is used by some eastern nations. Its

epoch, or commencement, is the 1st of Jan. in the fourth year of the 194tli olympiad,
the 7i53d year from the foundation of Rome, and the 4,714th of the Julian period. It

is usually supposed to begin with the year of the birtli of Christ, but there are v.^rious

opinions with regaid to the year in which that event took j)l;ice. The general opinion

seems to be that Christ was born four years earlier than the dates now used imply.

The C. E. was introduced into It-aly In the 0th c, and began to be used in Gaul in the

8th c, though not genc^rally used in England i)efore the close of the 8th century.

Before its introduction the usual practice in Latin (countries was to distinguish the

years by their numixjr in the indiction. In the C. E. the years are distinguished by
Arabic numei'als, those l)(!fore the birth of C^hrist l)eing marked n.c. (before Christ),

•or .I.e. (a/i/e (Jliristniii); and thos(; after Christ a.d. {(Iidio JJomini, in the year of our
Lord). There is didicully in determining the y(;ars l)efore Christ, since astronomers
r(!ckon the year ])re(;(!ding our era as the year u.v., while chronologer.i call it 1 n.c.

'i'he latter .seems to be correct, and by that method I he leap years before Christ fall

on tlic years 1, 5, 9, 13, etc., while thos(^ after Clirist fall upon 4, 8, 12, etc. Dates of
the C. 10. are greatly confused by variations of lime for the begininng of the year.
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Dionysius, who was the author of tl)e C E., began the first year on the 2oth of Mar., or
on the day of the Annunciation to the virgin ^lary, 9 months before the birth of Christ.

By this calculation the 0. E. began 9 months and 7 days before our year 1, whicli
began on the 1st of January. This beginning the year on the 2r)th of Mar. was the prac-
tice in most Italian states as late (in iisa) ;;S 1745. It was adopted in some papal docu-
ments, and it was employed in Franco about the middle of the 11th century. In some
instances the year was counted from the 2o;h of i\Jar. following oiu* epoch, which
would be 2 months and 24 days after our beginning of th(3 era. A few writers of the
6th and Ttli centuries began the year on the 1st of January, In France, the practice as
late as the middle of the IGlh c. was to begin the year with Easter; but in 1C63
Charles IX. directed that thereafter the year should commence on the 1st of January.
In Germany, about the lltli c, it was usual to begin the year with Christmas, and tins

practice prevailed at i\Iilan, Kome, and other Italian cities in the 18th, 14th; and 15th
centuries. In England, the practice of beginning the year at Christmas was irtro-

duced in the 7th c, and traces of it arc found down to the IStli century. Gervase
of Canterbury mentions tliat most writers of liis country agreed in regardir.g Christmr.s
as tlie first day of the 3'ear, because it formed the term at which the sun finished arc!

recomnienced his annual course. This is a remnant of the old Norse religion. In the
severely cold regions of Scandinavia tlie return of the sun from its extreme southern
declination was hailed with great rejoicing; the great yule festival was lield, and offer-

ings and thanksgiving marked the period. This was, of course, at tlie winter solstice,

in early ages very nearly on the day of Christmas. When Anschar and other Roman
Catholic nussionaries penetrated to Denmark, they engrafted upon the heathen yule the
Christian Christmas, and for the return of the material sun they taught tl:c rising of tlie

son of God. Thus, tlie church Christmas may be the successor n(3t (mly of theRoman
saturnalia, but of the Odinic yule. The memory of the latter is still strong among tl:e

rural population of England. In England, in the 12th c, the practice prevailcnl of
beginning the 3'ear on tlie xVnnunciation, the 25th of IShar., and that was the general
practice until the reformation of the calendar, in 1751, by a parliamentary law,"wl:ich
directed that tlie year 1752 should be reckoned from the Ist of Jan., thus'leavlng 1751
nearly three months short. English auihors, however, have endeavored to make the
beginning of the liislorical year on the 1st of January. The liturgic year of the church
of England began with the first Sunday in Advent, the Lord's day before Christmas.
These variations in the commencement of tlie year lead to much confusion in dates.
The English revolution is popularly called the revolution of 1088; but if we reckon
from the 1st of Jan., it began in 1089. In the tables of modern works on chronology,
the birth of Christ is placed in the year 4 before Christ. Some recent chronologers of
eminence place the N:itivity nearer the Christian era. Eusebius dates the crucilixion in
the year 33 a.d. ; but Augustine, Origen, and others, place it in the year 29 a.d. In
either case, the long-established date of the commencement of the C. E. is not altered.
See Chronology.

CHRISTIAN'IA, a province in s. Norway; about 10,000 sq.m.
;
pop. '76. 489,915. It

is a rough, mountainous region containing many lakes, and is traversed by theGlomm.er,
the Drammen, and other rivers. The mineral products are copper, silver, and iron.
Agriculture is scarcely profitable, though cattle and iiorscs are ^ai:^cd in large numbers.
The chief article of export is lumber.

CHRISTIANS OF ST. JOHN, or Naz.vreans, a sect in Persia, in tlie courtry
around Bassorah. They seemingiy deify John the Baptist and consider Jesus an impo:^-
tor. They say that they dwelt on the Jordan in the time of Jesus, but were driven
from Palestine by the IMohammedans. Their name " Christians" is wholly a misnomer.
Tliey consider the Jehovah of the Jews a spurious divinity, and ( hrist a false teacher;
that the world was created by seven angels of darkness who inhabit the seven planets,
and there is also a liingdom of light superintended b}' good angels. Behind these king-
doms is a region of splendor, and there is the supreme original being. Ferha. and the
female principle, Ajar. There are conflicts between the workls of darkness and of liglit,

but light is to triumph. The Mosaic and Christian systems of religion came from the
region of darkness; but that of John the Bapti^t from the region of light. Baptism is

the means of introducing men to the kingdom of light. John was married, but his
children sprang from the Jordan. These people practice polygamy, and forbid mourning
for the dead. They have five sacred books, of whii-h four are doctrinnl. and one treats
of astrology. It is supposed that, 200 years ago, they numbered about 100, GOO.

CHRISTIANS OF ST. THOMAS, the name of a branch of an old Persian church
still existing on tlie JMalabar coast, formed originally by excommunicated Nestorians.
Their liturgy is in the Syriac language. They^still celebrate the early agape or love-
feast, use bread, salt, and oil in the communion of the supper, and anoint infants in
baptism. Their priests are allowed to marry. While the Portuguese held Malabar they
were submissive to the Roman Catliolic church, but as soon as the Dutch took control
the Nestorian system was resumed.

CHRISTIANSUND', a seaport on the w. coast of Norway, 85 m. w.s.w. of Trondh-
jem, in 63° 3' n., and 7° 40' e. : pop. 5,709. The town is built on three small islands by
which its harbor is inclosed. The chief exports are fish and fish products.
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CHRISTIAN UNION CHURCHES, an organization projectod at Cclumbns, Ohio,,
in 18o5, and supposed to have oU, 000 to 40.000 nu-inbers, phucipally in the \ve^>tt'in and
south-wc'steiu states. Their leading doctrines, ;is stated in tlieir ])ublieations, ai(;: the
oneness of the church, Avitii Clirist the only liend, nnd tlie Bible tiie only rule of I'ailli

and practice; the good ^vorks of a Cluisti:in life tl.e oidy condition of lellowsblp; the
suppression ot contiovers}"; local or congregjilninal church govennnent; no pieMciiii^g

of paity politics. They adoj^l the niolio, "In things esscniiid, uiiily; in non-essentials,

liberty; in all things, chaiiiy." Baitism is a condition of luenibership, but in comniu-
uiou they are practically unrcstricied.

CrTRISTINOS, a political party in Spain during the regency of queen Christina,
who were opposed to the Carlisls.

CIIRISTLIEB, TriEODOii. d.d., b. ITGo; a native of "Wurtcmbcrg; educated at
Tubingen, a teacher in France, a preacher in London, and an auihor of lectures on
M/.lt'i'u. Doabt (till GhriHtla It Belief. He returned to Gerinar.y in loGo, r.nd "vvas made
professor of theology at Bonn. In 1873, he was a delegate lo the evangelical alliance,

meeting that year in New York. At its sessions his addresses excited gieal interest.

CHRISTOPULUS, Athanastos, 1772-1847; a Greek poet, the son of a Wallachian
priest. He studied at Buda and Padua, and became teacher in the family of the
AVallachian prince Mourousi, and, after the fall of that prince, he assisted the hospodur
Caradja in drawing up a code of laws for the nation. He ^vrote love diities av.d

drinking songs, which are very popular among the Greeks. He is also the author of a
tragedy, and some philological works.

CHRO.MIC ACID, composed of trioxido of chromium and water; formula, Cr04n2.
It forms coloring pigments, such as chromatc of lead, andchromate and bichromate of
potash; and is used as a caustic in surgery.

CIIROiHC IRON, or Ciiromite, ore of chromium, found in INIaryland, Pennsyl-
vania, the Slietland islands. Scotland, France, and other places. It usually occurs in

mass, but is sometimes crystallized in octahedrons. Oxides of chromium and iron are
its ingredients.

CHRONICLES, tlie name of two of the books of the Old Testament, as found in the
common English Bible. In the Hebrew canon the C. for.n but one book, which is

catii.ed Eceitts of the Times—and this appears to have been a desigiiation commonly
»pi)iied to special histories—in more definite shape, Ecents of tlie Tiiaea of King David, or
the like. The Greek ti'anslators divided the long Hebrew book into two, and adopted
the title l/ujigs 0/rutted. that is, not recorded in tiie other historical books. Jerome
suggested the title Ui"onico/i, whence comes the English name. Tlie book of C. begins
with Adam and ends abrupt^ in the nnddle of Cyrus's decree of restoration. The con-
tinuation of the narrative is found in the book of Ezra, which tills up the fragment of
the decree of the Persian king. Of the authorship of C. nothing is known except what
can be determined by internal evidence. The language implies that the book is one
of the latest of the Old Testament. In the Hebrew Bible it is placed last. As to tho
time of the writing of C, it is argued that the ciu'onicler wrote after the fall of the
Persian monarchy. What seems lo be certain and important for a ri^ht estimate of
the book is that t!ie auihor lived a considerable time after Ezia, and stood entirely

under the influence of the religious institutions of the new theocracy. This point of
view determined the nature of his interest in the early history of his people. ^I'he true

importance of Hebrew history had always centered in the fact that this petty nation was
the p'jople of Jehovah, the s))iritual God. The tragic interest which distinguishes the

annals of Israel from the forgotten history of jMoab or Damascus lies wholly in that

long cf)ntest v/hich finally vindicated the leality of spiritual things and the supremacy
of Jehovah's purpose, in the political ruin of the nation which was the faithless

dep.');sitary of th:ise sacred truths. After the captivity, it was impossible to write the

hi-it()ry of Israel's fortunes otherwise than in a spirit of religious pragmatism. But
within the limits of the religious concei)tion of the plan and jnirpose of the Hebrew
history more than one point of view miglit be taken. 'I he book of Kings looks upon
history in the spirit of the prophets. But before the chronicler wrote, tlie last spark
of prophecy had becom'! extinct. The Jerusalem of Ezra was organized no longer as

a nation, but as a municipality and a churcli. The center of njligious life was no
longer the [)roplietio wonl, but th • ordinances of the Pentateuch and the liturgical

service of Iht sanctuary. The ndiucious vocation of Israel was no longer national, but
ei'-cle-iiastieal and municipal; and the historical conlitiuiiy of the nation was vividly

re diz'fd only within the walls of Jerusahnn a^id the coiu'ts of the temple, in the solenui

assembly and stately ceremoinal of a feast day. I'liese inllucnccs naturally operated
most strongly on thosr; who wei'e otllclally attached to the sanctuary. To a r>evite, even
m')i'e than to other Jew.s, tho history o^' Israel meant above nil things the history of
Jerusal(;m. of the tempi:;, and of the temple ordinances. The author of ('. betrays
i;i every page his essentially fiCvitical Indiit of mind. To wich a mind, in tin; fallen

condition of tin; J(;ws as a political mition. tluM'e seemed to be room for a new history,

which should confine itself to matters still interei^ling to the tluiocracy of Zion, U(>ep-

iug Jeru.sdem and the temple in the f(;reground, ami developing the divine signili-
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caiice of the history in its causes and results, not fo much with reference to the

prophetic word as to the fixed lei^isiatioa of the rentutcueh, so that the whole narra-

tive might be made to teach that the glory of Israel lies in the observance of tl)G

divine law and ritual. lor the sake of systeniaiic completeness, llie aullf(;r cf the

C. begins with Adam; but he had nothing *to add to the Tentateuch, and the peri< d
from"jMi)ses to David contained little that served his purpose, lie therefore coi:tij:ct(d

the early history into a series of genealogies, wiiich were by no means the least inter-

esting part of his work at a time when ever}' Israelite was concerned to prove tl:o

purity of his Hebrew descent. From the death of Saul the history becomes fuller,

and runs parallel with the books of Samuel and Kings. The limitations of the arilhor's

interest in past times appear in the omission, among other particulars, of David's

rciun in llei:)ron, of the disorders in his family and the revolt of Absalom, of the circum-

stances of Solomon's accession, pnd of many detail •; as to the wisdom and splendor of

that sovereign, as well as of his fall into idolatry. In the latter history the ten

tribes are quite neglected, and political affairs in Judah receive attention, not in pro-

portion to their intVinsic importance, but according as they serve to exemplify G(-d's

help to the obedient and his chastisement of the rebellious. That the author is always
"unwilling to speak of the misfortunes of good rulers, is not to be ascribed to a desire

to suppress the truth, but shows that the book was throughout composed not in purely
historical interest, but with a view to inculcate a practical lesson. The more important
additions which the chronicler maki s to the old narrative consist partly of full details

of points coimected with the history of the sanctuary and the great feasts, or tlio

^rchicology of the Leviiical ministry, and partly of narratives of victories and defeats,

of sins and punishments, of obedience and its reward, which could be made to point

a plain religious lesson in favor of faithful observance of the law. The minor variations

of 0. from the books of Samuel and Kings are analogous to the larger additions and
omissions, so that the whole work has a consistent and well-marked character, pre-

senting the history in quite a different perspective fi-om thiU of the old narrative. An
immense amount of criticism has been expended upon C; but after all it is safe to con-

clude, with Ewald and other careful critics, that there is no foundation f()r the charge
that the chronicler invented history in t;.e interest of his practical purpose of exhor-

tation and encouragement. Dut it is not to be doubted that in shaping Ids narrative he
allowed himself the same freedom taken by other ancient historians, and even by copy-

ists. [I'ortior.s of this article are, with modifications, ivowi Encydvpccdia Uritaniiica,

lunth edition.]

ClIRONOL'OGY (ante), a llxcd pcricd frcra which dates arc reckoned. The Chris-

tian era (q. v.) starts at ti:c birtii of Christ. 1 he 5 ears before are marked B.C. and those

after, a.d. (Anno Domini). Tliis cr:i is now almost universally accepted. The
olympiad was a Greek era in periods of live years; the birth of Chii.-t r(curK d in the

middle of the fourth (some say In the second or third) year cf the 19-lth Olympiad.
The era of the lour.daiiou of Icome is usually assigned to 703 B.C. The era of the

creation is f^xed at many widely varying points. The reckoning of Constantinople,

winch is still used by tlie Greek churoh, makes it CoC9r.c.; the Al)ys>inian cLurch,

6492; the Alexandiian clmrch, 5002, and later 5-l<J2; the Jews. 37G1. (*)ue writer on the

0. of sacred history collected more tlian 2C0 dd£( rent estin'.ates of the era of the

creation, the shortest being J]-18;3, and tlie longest CGb4 B.C. If such or sixh a d:.tc

from the creation me;ms anything, it is probably to" be read hy the peri(;d f.xed by Dr.

Usl'er, which was 4004 B.C. Yet it must be understood that, on this point, we are v. ilh-

out tiic data for an accurate and positive chronology. There is an era of the creatic n
used in India, which is only 3102 B.C.- The era of Yicramjxlitya m common use in

India begins OG B.C. The Spanish era, dating fiom the conquest of Spain by Augustus,
88 B.C., was in use in Spain, Dortugal, North Africa, and Southeru J ranee. .The era
of Dioeleiian, or of the martyrs, is dated J184 a.d. The ^Mohammedan era, beginning at

the time of the prophet's llight to ^Medina, is G22 a.d. As reckoned by our ordinary
C, the precise dates of commencing the above and other eras are:

Grecian IMundanc Sept. 1, oOrS b.c

Constantinople, Civil Sept. 1. 5508 ''

Alexandrian Aug. 29, 5502 "

Antioch, Ecclesiastical Sept. 1, 54C2 "

Julian Period Jan. 1, 4713 "

]\lun(lane. Usher Oct. 4008 "

Mundane, Jewish Oct. S7G1 "

Abraham Oct. 1, 2015 "

Olympiads July 1, 776 "

riome, foundation of April 24, 753 "

Nabonassar Feb. 26, 747 "

Metonic Cycle July 15, 4C2 "

IMacedonian, or Grecian Sept. 1, 312 "

Tyrian Oct. 19, 125 "

Sidonian .Oct. 110 "

Caesarian, of Antioch Sept. 1, 48 "
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Julian Year Tim. 1, -lo b.c.

Spauish Era -Tan. 1, 38 "

Actiuu Jan. 1, 30 "

Augustan Feb. 14, 27 "

Usual Christian (ours) Jan, 1, 1
"

Destruction of Jerusalem Sept. 1, 69 "

Era of Maccabees Nov. 24, 166 "

Era of Diocletian Sept. 17, 284 "

Era of Ascension Nov. 12, 295 "

Armenian July 7, 552 " '

3Ioliammedan, llegira July 16, 622 "

Persian of Yezdegird June 16, 632 "

CHRZANOW'SKI, Adalbert, 1788-1861; a native of Poland, who participated in

Napoleon's Russian campaign, in the engagements at Leipsic, Paris, and Waterloo.

After Napoleon's final defeat he served in the Russo-Polish army, and was under Die-

bitsch in Turkey in 1829. In the Polish revolution of 1830 he served with distinction,

rose to the rank of gen. of division, and was made governor of Warsaw. He fell under
suspicion of friendliness to the Russians, and was from tune to time under a sort of
ostracism. In 1849, he was chosen by Charles Albert commander-in-chief of the Sar-

dinian forces in the short-lived revolution of that period. Ramorino and C. were
charged with treacliery, and the former was put to death. Some years later C. emi-

grated to the United States, and died in Louisiana.

CHUXD, or CiiAND, a Hindu writer of the 12th c, court poet to the last of the

Hindu sovereigns of Delhi. He wrote in verse an immense encyclopiedic work, includ-

ing a history, and especially an account of the exploits of the autiior and of his master.

CHUPRA, a t. in India, in the province of Behar, Bengal, on the n. bank of the

Ganges, 35 m. n.w. of Patna. It extends nearly a mile along the river, and has several

pagodas, mosques, and churches. There is trade in cotton, sugar, and saltpeter. Pop.

about 30,000.

CHURCH, Albert E., ll.d., 1807-78; b. Conn.
;

graduated at West Point in

1828. He became professor of mathematics in the U. S. military academy in 1838, and
published Elements of Differential and Integral Calculus; Elements of Analytical Geome-

try; Elements of Analytical Tngonojnetry ; and Elements of Descriptive Geometry, xcith it»

application to Spherical Projections, Shades and Shadows, Perspective and Geometric Pro-

jections.

CHURCH. Benjamin, 1639-1718; a New England soldier who served with distinc-

tion in king Philip's wans, and was commander in the fight in which Philip was killed.

He commanded a number of expeditions against the Indians of New Hampshire and
Maine. From his dictation and memoranda his son wrote a history of king Philip's

war.

CHURCH, Frederick Edwin, b. Conn., 1826; a pupil of Thomas Cole, and
a piiintcr of eminence. The works which gave him prominence are a "View of East

Rock, near New Haven," and "Scenes in the Catskill Mountains." He visited South
America in 1853 a!id 1857; and in Ecuador and New Granada made sketches for a num-
ber of palntitjgs, some of which have attained great celebrity, such as the " Heart of the

Andes," "On tiie Cordilleras," and "Cotopaxi." Another celebrated work is the
" Hf)rse-shoe Fall, Niagara." He visited Jamaica, and afterwards Europe and the Holy
Land. Some of his other works arc "Damascus," "Jerusalem," "The Parthenon,''

and "Tropical Scenery."

CHURCH, John Hubbard, d.d., 1772-1840; a graduate of Harvard in 1797, and for

nearly 40 years pastor of a Congregational church in Pelham, N. H. He held various

offices in Dartmouth college, Andover theological seminary, and Phillips academy, and
was prominent in Bible, tract, and missionary societies.

CHURCH, sir Riciivrii). 1780-1873; an Englishman, wlio held the principal com
ma;:d in the Greek war of indijpendence. On the final establishment of Ihe kin,;':doin of

Greece he was made a councilor of state, and afterwards a member of the senate; and
wa.s for many years at the head oi the army and navy.

CHURCH, Sandkord E., ll.d., 1815-80; b. N. Y. ; bred lo the law, m which he

Bpeeddy ro.se to a promitKMit position. In 1850, he was elected li(Mit.g()V. of New
Yr)rk. and was re-elect(!(l in 1852; in 1857. he wa.*. elected com|)tr()ller. but twice after

wards defeated ff)r the same f)nic(;. In 1870, he was elected chief just ice of the court of

appeals, wljicli position \\o held until his death.

(;iIURCn CALENI).\R, a table of the order and series of days, weeks, months, and
lioly flays HI the year. The name is derived from ralenda:, or first days of the Rom:in
month. The earliest now existing which contains tlu; C'hnstian festivals is that of

Silvius. 448 A D. A fragment of a (iothic CJileudar remains, which prol)abIy belongs to

the 4ih century. Th.- name is iipi)liefl also to the /r/.s/i or catalogues for particular

churches, of the j-amts most iionored by them, such as bishops, m;irtyrs. etc. At the

reformation the German Lutheran c:hurch retained the Roman calendar. In 1850, j^

i
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calendar was published for the evangelical chtirch of Germany. It has been continued
annually, and contains much mteresting information, in addition to the table of feasts,

fasts, etc. The full calendar of the ciiurch of England contams 9 columns, giving the
golden number, days of the month, the dominical or Sunday letter, the calends, nodes
and ides, the daily Scripture lessons, and the holy days of the church, together with
some of the Roman festivals which have been retained, not as having any religious value,

but because the practice of the courts, the habits of tradesmen, and the times of popular
amusements had become interwoven with them. The calendar of the Protestant Epis-
copal church in the United Sliites retains only the festivals which are referable to a
Scriptural origin.

CHURCH CONGRESS, the name of free gatherings of ministers and laymen of the
estal)lished church of England, annually convened for the discussion of ecclesiastical and
religious questions. The first church congress was held in 1861 in Canterbury,
and in the following j-ears successively in Oxford, Manchester, Bristol, York, etc. The
attendance is usually very large, and comprises many bishops and lower dignitaries.

Full reports of the proceedings of each session are published. Such meetings, having
the advantage of free interchange of views, but with no claim to ecclesiastical authority,
have been found very profitable in this country; and though in the Protestant Episcopal
church the sentiment in their favor has not been unanimous, they are winning for them-
selves an established position through either enthusiastic advocacy or silent consent.

CHURCH DIET, the free gathering of nunisters and lay members of German
Protestant churches. Such meetings arose in consequence of the revolutionary move-
ments of 1848, which threatened to endanger the influence of the evangelical church
upon society. Members of the Lutheran, Reformed, the United Evangelical, with the
high church " confessionals" participated in the earlier meetings; but after 1860 only the
evangelical parties were represented. Annual reports are published.

CHURCHILL, a co. in w. central Nevada, intersected in the n. part by tlie Central
Pacific railroad; 5,800 sq.m.; pop. '70, 196. It is watered by the Humboldt, Carson,
Walker, and other rivers. Among the minerals ai"e gold, silver, salt, soda, etc. Co.
seat, Stillwater.

CHURCHILL, John. See Marlborough, ante.

CHURCHILL, MissiNNiPPi, or English RIVER, in British North America, rising
in Methy lake, and running s.e. through Buffalo and La Crosse lakes, to Hudson's bay;
length about 700 miles.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND. See England, Church of, ante.

CIIURCH OF GOD. See Winebrennerl\ns.
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. See Scotland, Church of, ante.

CIIURCH OF SCOTLAND, FREE. See Free Church of Scotland, ante.

CHURUBUS'CO, a village 6 m. s. of the city of Mexico, on the river Churubusco,
connected with the capital by an elevated paved causeway. In the village is the large con-
vent of San Pablo. In the war between the United States'and ^Mexico, Santa Anna" made
a stand here, Aug. 20, 1847, but the Americans under gen. Scott were victorious after a
sliurp action. On the same day occurred the battle of Contreras, and three weeks after
that of Chapultepec, and the capture of the IMexican capital.

CHUTLV. or Chota, NAGPUR, a division of British India under the lieutenant-
governor of Bengal, comprising the districts of Hazaribiii^h, Lohardagii, ^Manbhiim, and
Sinhbhum, and the seven tributary states which constitute the soutli-west frontier agency,
between 21° and 25° n., and 82° and 87° e. ; 43,901 sq.m.

; pop. '72, 3.825,571, residing in
25.766 villages and 725,287 houses. The people consist of 2,567,292 Hindus, 169,006
^Mohammedans, 15,798 Christians, and 1,703,475 of no rehgion specified. The last-

named class consists mostly of remnants of tribes driven from the plains by tlie Hindus.
There are in the division only six towns of more than 5,000 inhabitant's. The chief
productions are rice, corn, pulse, potatoes, and oil-seeds. A little tea is grown m two
of the districts. The climate is dry and healthy.

CHUTIA, or Chota, NIGPUR TRIBUTARY STATES (of India), seven in number,
viz. ; Sirguja, Udaipur, Jashpur, Gangpur, Bonai, K(Mia, and Chang Bhakar, now under
the political superintendence of the commissioner of Chutiii Nagpur, and forming the
south-west frontier agency. The states are mountainous, thinly cultivated, and inhabited
for the most part by wild aboriginal tribes, area. 15.419 sq.m. • pop. '72, 405,980. There
are no towns, and only three villages of more that 1,000 inhabitants.

CHWAIiYNSK', a t. of Russia on the Volga, pop., 14,262. It is a river port, and
has important manufactures.

CHYTR^'US, Davtd, 1530-1600; an eminent Lutheran theologian. He studied at
Tubingen and Wittenberg, and was a pupil of Melancthon. His learning and talents
gave him high position, and he was employed by Maximilian II. to arrange ecclesiasti-

cal affairs in Austria. He was principal autlior of the statutes of Helmstadt, and one of
the authors of the Formula of Concord. He left a number of important theological
Works.
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CIBA O, a range of mountains in the middle of the island of ITayti, about 90 ul
long, and iiaviug bummils more ihuu 7,000 it. high. Gold has been louiid in these
muunuiihs.

('injiEIi. Caius Gabriel, lGOO-1700; a sculptor, b. in 'Ilolstein, Avho was engaged
to execuiC 'be bassi riLtcVi o\i the pedestal of ihe Lcndcu monument, to comnienioiaie
the g lea I. tire of 16GG. lie nuule al.^o tlie two ligares lepreseuiing '• .^Uadness " whieh
once adorned the gate of the old Lelhieheni hospital, lie built lue Danish chuicli in

London at his own expenbC.

CIBDEIl. SusAif.xAii 3lAra.v, 171G-GG; Avife of Theophilus, and daughter-in-law of
the dramatist C'olley Cibber. Dr. Arne was her instructor in music, hi widch hrst fcho

appeared publicly; but alter her marriage slie preferred tragl.'d3^ !She is the actress cjf

wiioni Garrick exclaimed, on hearing of her death, "Then tragedy has expired with
lier!"

CIBO'RIU]\r, a chalice, pyx, or cup, usually of gold or silver, •with a cover sur-

mounted by a cross. It is u.-ed in tlie lionian Lalhoiic service lo contain the Jiost, or
consecrated wafer, in ihe service of I lie mass. Ciborium is also the name of a canopy
on the altar, supported by four columns, to which the cup, in the sliape of a dove, was
attached by chains. This especial cup contained the wafer for the comrauuiun of tho
sick.

CICOGNARA, Leopoldo, Count da, 1767-1834; an archoBologist and art-critic of
Ferrara. He visited all the noted cities of southern Kurope, stunyiilg them w iih tho
eye of an archaeologist and connoisseur. Isapoleou found him engaged in politics and
a m.'mber of the legislative body of Modena In 1808, (J. w as made i)resideut of
the academy of fine arts in Venice. In iSlo-lS, he produced his great work on the
his.tory of art, designed to complete the labors ol Wiuckelmann and u'Agincourt. lie

published many otiier elaborately illustraicd works.

CTENFUE GOS, a cily in Cuba, on the s. coast of the island, on the bay of Jagua,
120 m. s.e. of Havana; pop. 9,9o0. It Las a good harbor, and is one of the lest Lu.it

cities in tlie island Railroads give communication with Cardenas and other towns on
the n. coast. C was founded in 1813 by a captain-general of that name.

CTMICIF'UGA, or Bugbaxe, an lierb of the order raminciduceiv. It is the black
snake-root found in all the northern states, and much used in rural districts as a medicaie,
chleHy in the form of a decoction. It is believed to be useful in nervous diseases, rheu-

matism, and bronchitis.

CINALOA. See Sinat.oa.

CIXCTXXATI {ante), the chief city of Ohio, covers an area of 24 sq.m., and is laid

out upon a plan substantially like that of riiiladelphia, the long slreeis and avenues,
mostly 0>J ft. or more in breadth, being generaliy well paved or macadamized, and some
•of them adorned with shade-trees, 'ihe buildings are mostly ot brick, and viry sub-

stantial. tSoaie of the streets leading back from the river towards the high hills on tho

w. are of a steep grade. The sunimiis of these hills, which have bcLU made accessible,

co.umand highly picLuresque views of ihe surrounuing c<iuntiy, includmg a wide sweep
of tnj terriioi'y on tiie utiier siile of the river, in Kentucky. Tlie main purlion of liio

city lies l)cLween \)iit^i' creek on the e. and Mill creek on the av., these two htrcams enter-

ing the Oaio at a distance fi'oni (ach other of ^j miles, 'i he hillsides between tne creeks,

i\. of Eist ijil)erly street and Hamilton road, aie terraced with streets to the summits,
and coveied with dwfjiimgs. On some of tne westein hills are vineyards and garilens.

Tlie suburban portions of the city in various directions are very attractive, being tilled

"wiih eleg.mt and costly private residences, siuTouudcd by trees and shrubbery and
cu.iiv'uted lawns, with picturesquely winding paths. 1 here are beauliiul drives iiL

various tlireciions, the roads being line and the scenery of a very attractive charac-
ter. TJie cily is well provided with ])ark3 and ])ublic grounds. Etlen park, on a hi.l in

tlie eastern district, commands a line prospect. It contains 21G acres. JJncoln, "Wash-
ington, Hopkins, and City parks near the center of the city, are beauliiul. though
small. JiurnL't wootls contains 170 acres, nearly all forest, {spring Grove, a beautiful
cemetery, is '6 m. n.w. of tiie city, in the valley of i\Iill creek. It is approached by an
avenue lOJ ft. wide, and contains COO acres of land tastefully laid out, and has a large
nuiiiber of costly monuments, among which are the Dexter mausoleum, and a l)ronze

Matue commeinorating the supi)icssion of the rebellion of 1801. The most noteworthy
%vork of art in the city is the Tyler Davidson fountain, in Filth street between \'inc and
^Valnut, which was cast at the' I'oyal foundry in .Munich, and which cost $;:00,()(;0. It

was suggested by Mr. Tyh^r Davnlson, after wh-.se death it was completed and prc-
ficated lo the city by .Mr. ileniy Piobasco in 1871. Standing in a cons|)icuous place, it

is an object of per|)etual interest to ciiizcns and strangers. During the warm days of
summer, from early morning till midnight, its flowing jets make their welcome music,
and impart a refreshing coolness to the air. 'Hk; suspension bridge across the Oho.
connecting Cincirinati with the Kentucky shore at Covington, was designed by .John A,
Koebling, and completed in 1807 at acost of $1,800,000. Another bridge, of wrought
iron and resting upon i)iers, connects the city with Newport. Ky., and is used for both
railroail and ordinary travel. Many of the public buildings of CiuciuJiati urc distiti.
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guished for arcliitectunU beauty. The U. S. government building, containing the post-

•oilice, custoni-liousc, court-rooms, and various oliiccs, presents a Inmt of IGJ It, on Vine
street, and 80 ft. on Fourth street. It is of sawed freestone, three stories higii, in the

lioinan Corinthian style. The county couit-house is a squtiro of three stories, ai:d

nearly lire-proof. Its cost was C50u,0< 0. AVith the county j;iil in its rear it o( cupics a
•whole square. The buildings lor the use of the city government are less imposing,

thougli well adapted to their purpose. The ci;y hospital, consisting of tight (.islinct

buildings arranged around a central court, occupies a square of Lcaily foiu- ucres. It

cost over $700,000, exclusive of the ground, which is worth ^1X0,000 more. It has
accommodations for 700 patients. The public library, built of brick i. \^.^ licnnanesqiic

style, with funds laised by taxation, cost about ^;G7o,000. Masonic hall, in the iiyzaa-

tine style, 19.3 by ICO ft., and lour stories high, is a very imposing cdilice. Pike's opera-

house also is of grand dimensions, with a front of lo-t ft. and a depth of 170 feet.

Mozart hall is a massive edilice, with an auditorium seating 3,0uO people, fct.

Xavier's college is a splendid building, in the rLomanesqae style. The city v»-ork-

house, 515 ft, long, has cells for 700 prisoners, with workshops and grounds for

their employment. Longvicw asylum for the insane, at Carthage, 10 m. from the city,

is of brick in the Italian style, G1:J ft, long and four stones in height. The valui3 of iho

buildings and grounds is $1.0C0,0C0, bt. Peter's cathedral (Ivoman Catholic) is tho

finest church edifice in tho city. It is 180 ft, long and Co and 90 ft, deep, in the

pure Grecian style, with a stone spire 224 ft, high. The number of churches in

Cincinnati exceeds 150, of which upwards of 40 arc Ilonian Catholic, the rest being

divided among a large number of Protestant sects. The public library contains

00,000 volumes, the young men's mercantile library 27,000, a!)d the historical library

18,000 and many valuable ]\ISS. There are in the city five literary colleges, s:x

medical colleges, one law school, one college of dentistr}', five commercial colleges, and
a university. The common schools, about 30 in nun^.'ocr, 'are well organized and
managed. The Woodward and Hughes high schools have a high reputation for cfii-

ciency. The Roman Catholics support over 100 parochial schools. The "Wesleyan col

lege for women, established here in 184'3, has preparatory, academic, and cohegiate

departments, and a department of music and art. bt. Xavier's college, administered by
the Jesuits, alTords instruction to many students. Lane theological seminary, on Wal-
nut hills, a Presbyterian institution, was organizeil in 1829, with an endowment of

$200,000. Cincinnati is the center of a vast network of railroads, by means of which it

is in direct and easy comniunieation with eveiy portion of the country. It is con-

nected with lake Erie by the Miami canal, and the Oiiio river opens for it a channel of

intercourse with a vast region, rapidly increasing in popidation and commerce. It is

"well supplied with daily and weekly papers and other periodicals, and is the center of a

vast and various mtmufacturing industry and a widely extended commerce. Pop. in

'80, 255,804. The city was founded in 17o9 by settlers from New Jersey. Ilostih Indians
jit that time rendered the navigation of the Chio dilllcidt and dangerous, ai.d its prog-

ress for many years was slow. After the introduction of sti am it grew rapidly. Thou.Lh
saved from tlie inroads of slavery by the oriiinance of 1787, its proximity to, and its

social and commercial relations with, the slave states, induced a'uong its inhabitants an
inveterate oi)i)osilion to every scheme of emancii)ation. From 18J1 to 181)8. the imb'.ic

discussion of slavery there was haidly less odious and dangerous than it was in Kew
Orleans and Richmond. Two or three times an anti-slavery press established there by
James G. Lirney was destroyed by a mob, with the open and avowed sar.ction of emi-
nent citizens and the connivance of the city government. The excuse urged for these

outrages was that C. depended for her prosperity hugely upon 1 cr trade with the .»^lave

states, and that this trade would not be retained' if an anti-slavery journal were toler-

ated. The ci'y was a rendezvous and a thoroughfare for fugitive slaves on their flight to

Canada, and thus served to ketp the people in a state of const;u.t fermcntaticn. Levi
Cofiln, a Quaker citizen of tlie place, who lately died at an ailvanced age, w-.s proud to

declare that he had harbored no less than 3.000*of these fugitives, not one of wh(.m tailed

to make good his escape. A large proportion of the population, moreover, were natives

of the south, and therefore in natural sympathy with the region whence they had emi-
grated. So strong was this sympathy in 1802, when an attack by a confederate force

was expected, that it was deemed necessary to put th^ city under martial law. These
memories, however unpleasant, are a part of the history of a period now happily passed
away.

CINCINNATI. SOCIETY OF THE (ante). At the second general meeting, in 1787,

Washington was elected president-general, and was re-elected every third year during
his life. His successors in ofiice were Alexander Hamilton and the Pinckneys; and
when Lafayette visited the country in 1824, he was its only surviving maj.gen. The
last survivor of the original association was Robert Eurnet, of New York, who died in

1854. The society now exists but in four or five f;tates. Hamilton Fish, ex-secretary

of state, is the ])reskling ofiicer, and the largest gatherings are at the annual meetings
in New York city. Nearly all the prominent generals in the U. S. army have been
or are now members of the society. It has been thought or charged that the society has
.some political partisan significance or inclination, but this is not the fact. The Tam-



many society, which is aggressively partisan, was started to oppose the society of the
Ciuciuuati, because the latter was supposed to be established in the interest of the
wealthier and more aristocratic classes.

CIN EAS, the chief adviser of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus. His most famous work,
was in visiting Home, to arrange for peace, after tlie defeat of the Romans in 280 B.C.

In Rome, he learned in a single day the name of every man of importance in the city.

He was not successful in securing peace, and when he returned he told Pyrrhus that.

Rome was a temple and its senate an assembly of kings.

CIO NE, Andrea di. See Orcagna.

CIRCAR, an Indian term applied to the component parts of a province, each of
which is administered by a deputy governor. In En^^lish, it is principally employed in

the name of the Northern Circars, used to designate a now obsolete division of the
Madras presidenc}', which consisted of a narrow slip of territory lying along the w. side

of the bay of Bengal, from 15' 40' to 20'' 17' north. These Northern Circars were Cicacole,
Rajahmundry, Ellore, Coudapilly, and Guntoor, in all 30,000 sq. miles.

CIRCE'II. a t. of ancient Italy, in Litium, at the foot of Mons Circeius, a short dis-

tance from the sea, 10 or 12 m. from Terracina. Its ruins are still visible on the Monte-
della Cittadella, and consist of walls and gateways, built of polygonal blocks.

CIRCENSIAN GAMES. See Circus, ante.

CIRCLEVILLE, a city in Pickaway co., Ohio, on the Scioto river, and the Cincin-
nati and Muskingum Valley railroad, and the Ohio canal; pop. 70, 5,407. It was built
on the site of an old Indian fortification of circular form, from which comes the name
The city has many mills and manufactories.

CIRCUIT COURT, in American jurisprudence, a court whose jurisdiction extends;
over a number of counties or districts, and which holds its sittings in various places,
within the jurisdiction. More definitely, a class of federal courts ol" which the terms
are held in two or more places successively in the various circuits into which the whole
union is divided. They are presided over by the chief-justice of the United States, cl-

one of the associate judges, or by a special circuit justice, or in some cases by a district

judge. The C. C. has jurisdiction in law and equity, direct and appellate; hears appeals
in admiralty, and in some instances in criminal cases. The systems respecting circuit
courts in the several states differ considerably. In the classification of English courts
no such title is known.

CIRCULATING MEDIUM. See Money, ante.

CIRCUMCELLIO'NES, fanatical Donatists of the 4th c, who got their name from
their habits of wandering. They rambled over the country, plundering, burning houses^
and murdering those who made resistance, saying that by such means tliey sought the
crown of martyrdom. They styled themselves " Milites Christi Agnostici," and' called
their chiefs the leaders of the s^ons of the Holy One. Constantine treated them with
forbearance, but under his successor they were put under restriction by the civil ])ower.

CHICUMPO'LAR STARS, those stars which, in the apparent daily revolution of
the sky, do not pass below the horizon of the observer, or, in familiar language, do not
set. it will be remembered that the apparent daily motion of the stars is the reflex of
the actual rotation of the earth upon an axis which passes through the center of the
earth and a point in the sky, near the north, or polar star; that the lines in which the
stars seem to move, called lines of daily motion, are the circumferences of circles that
are perpendicular to this axis. Hence,' if an observer is at the equator, the axis lies in
the observer's horizon, the circles of daily motion are all perpendicular to the horizon,
anrl all stars seem to rise and set. If the observer is at a distance from the equator, for
exuinple 10' n., the norlhern end of the celestial axis is raised 10' above the horizon,,
and any star which is within 10 of the n. pole of the sky will not pass below tlie horizon in
its apparent motion about the pole. The lar<^est circle of the sky which may be drawn about
the pole without passing below the horizon,'is called the circle of perpetual Mj)parilion. A
similar circle drawn about the s. pole, without corning above the horizon, is called the circle
of perpetual occultation. and the stars within that circle are never visible lo the observer
in consideration. But, to an observer in the southern hemisphere, having as. latitude
equal to the n. latitude of the first supposed observer, the terms will be transposed; the
circle about the s. pole is to him a circle of ])erpetual ai)|)ariti()n, and llu; stars within
it, cin;unipolar stars; the corresj)onding circh; about the n. pole is the circle of perpetual
occultation, th(; stars witiiin which n(!V(.'r appc.-ar above his horizon. The radii of the
circles of perpetual api)arition and occultation are equal, and equal to the latitude of
the observer, and to the altitud*; of the nearest pole. In the northern slates the most
conspicuous circumpolar constellations are th(! gnjat and little bear— the; latter conlain-
hig the pole star—and Cassiopeia. In the southern sky the most brilliant constellation
la the southern cross.

CHvIL'LO, Do.viENico, 1734-99; a Neapolitan naturalist who accompanied lady
Walpole to Fiance and England, and l)ecam(! a fellow of tiie royal society, enjoying-
there and on the continent the friendshij) of BufTon. Diderot, D'Alembert. and other
Jearned men. When the French established government in Naples in 1799, C. was.
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chosen a representative, and became president of tlie legislative commission. After the-

re-establishment of the royal government, he was sentenced to death, but was offered

his life if he would ask for mercy. 'J'his he refused to do, and suffered death. He-

wrote works on botany and entomology.

CIRTA, an ancient city of Numidia, Africa, in the country of the Massyli, regarded

as the strongest position in Numidia. It was the center of all the Roman military roads.

It was restored by Constantine, and the modern town now bears his name,

CISLEITHANIA, or Cisleithan Austria, a name applied to that portion of the

Austro-Hungarian monarchy which is represented in the Reichsrath of Vienna. It has

about one half the area and four sevenths of the population of the monarchy, and
embraces the crown lands once belonging to the German confederation, Dalmatia,
Buckowma, and Galicia.

CIS'PADANE REPUBLIC. See Cisalpine Republic, ante.

CIS'PLATINE REPUBLIC, the name of the republic of Uruguay. 1829-31. It had
previously belonged to Brazil and had the name of the Cisplatine province.

CIS'RHENANE REPUBLIC, the name chosen in 1797 for the proposed con-

federation of the German towns w. of the Rhine. As the whole region was soon after-

wards transferred to France, the name never came into use.

CISSEY, Ernest Louis Octave Courtot de, b. 1812; in 1853, he served under
gen. Trezel in Algeria, and in 1854 in the Crimea, rising to brig.geu. after the battle of

Inkerman. He also served in the war with Germany. In 1871, he was elected to the

national assembly, and the same year he led the second corps against the Paris com-
mune. He was appointed minister of war in 1871, and served, except in the period of

the De Broglie cabinet, until 1876, when he resigned.

CITEAUX, or Cisteaux, a village in the department of Cote d'Or, France, 12 m.
from Dijon. ' It is celebrated for the great abbey founded in 1098, which became the
headquarters of the Cistercian order. The buildings are now occupied as a juvenile
reformatory. The place became famous for the wines made under the care of the
abbots, the celebrated Clos Yougeot having been raised on lands belonging to the abbey.

CITHAE'RON, Mount. See Elatea.

CITRONELLA, the name of an oil imported from Ceylon ana used by perfumers,
and also the name of a perfume prepared from common balm; and again, of a liquid

brought from the West Indies, and used in France to flavor brandy.

CITY POINT, a village and fort on James river, in Prince George co., Ya., 10 m.
n.e. of Petersburg, occupied during the war of the rebellion by the union army as the
principal landing-place and depot for army supplies.

CTUDAD' REAL', a province in s. Spain; 7,543 sq.m.; pop. '70, 264,649. The
country consists chiefly of barren plains skirted by lofty hills and mountains, clad with
forests, and inclosing deep valleys. The productions ;ire wheat, rye, barley, corn, cattle,

horses, asses, sheep, goats, etc. Iron, silver, copper, lead, cinnabar, coal, and marble
are found in the mountains. The most famous of the mines is that of quicksilver at

Almaden. Hot and cold mineral springs are also found. Considerable manufacturing-
is done in wool, linen, cotton, silk, soap, wine, and oil. The chief towns are Manza-
nares, Almodovar, Yaldepeilas, and Calatrava.

CIYIALE, Jean, 1792-1887; a surgeon b. in Auvergne, and a pupil of Dupuytren
at the hospital of the hotel Dieu in Paris lie was the discoverer of that process of lilh-

otrity, by which the stone in the bladder is crushed and the fragments removed through
the natural channel. He was a member of the leading societies, and an officer of the
legion of honor. He published a number of works, all relating to his discoveries and
practice in lithotrity.

CIYIC CROWN, considered among the Romans more honorable than any other
reward. It was given for saving the life of a citizen in battle or assault. It was given
to Cicero for his discovery of Crililine's conspiracy, and to the emperor Augustus. The
C. C. was merely a wreath, at first of twigs of efm, then of beech, and lastly of oak.

The one to whom it was given had the right to wear it always. When he appeared in

public, if senators were present, they rose to do him honor, and he was excused from
all troublesome duties and services, with the same immunities for his father and his

father's father.

CIYIL SERYTCE (ante), in the United States, was partially introduced in the cus-
toms and some other ollices in 1877 and the years following, but up to this time (1880)

it has made no great progress. The genera! principles of the system are the same

I

as in England, involving tlie separation of officials from all absorbing political partisan-

ship, and, in general, the retention of capable and deserving civil officers through suc-

1 cessive changes of administration. It involves also the promotion of Avorthy public
servants as vacancies may occur. It lays the foundation for all this in conferring
offices, not as reward for partisan services, but on strict competitive examination as to-

character, capacity, and education. By many it is pronounced both impracticable and
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undesirable; by others, a fine ideal not likely to be realized; and b}' others, an indis-

pensable practical reform.

CLACKAMAS, a co. in n.w. Oregon, w. of the Cascade mountain?, drained by tho
Clackamas and NVilinmetie rivers, and intersected by the Oregon and (alifornia rail-

road. Seven liundre<l sq.m.
;
pop, '70, G.U'.io. It is heavily timbered and has a fertile

soil. The chief productions are agricultural. Co. seat, Clackamas.

CLADRAS TIS, a small leguminous tree, reseml)ling the common locust, liaving a
yclloA- bark with cathartic properties. It is variously called yellow wood, yellow ash,

yellow locu>t, nud fusiic.

CLAGGETT, Thomas Jottn, d.d., 1743-181G; a native of IMaryland, ordained in

England, and the first Protestant Episcopal bishop consecrated on this side of the Atlan-
tic. In 1800, he was chaplain to the U. S. senate, and in 1808, he became rector of
Trinity church, ^larlborough, Md.

CLAIBORXE, a parish m n.w. Louisiana, on the Arkansas border; 1000 sq.m. ; pop.
'70, 20.24')—10,6»)8 colored. It has an undulating surface ]")arlly covered with timber.
The chief productions are cotton, corn, wool, and sweet potatoes, Co. seat. Homer.

CLAIBORNE, a co. in s.w. IMississippi, on the Mississippi and the Big Black rivers;

740 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 13,380—9.99G colored. The surface is uneven, and the soil is fertile,

producing corn, potatoes, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Port Gibson.

CLAIIJORXE, a co. in n.c. Tennessee, on the Kentucky border, bounded s. by
Clinch river; 350 sq.m.; pop. '70, 9,321—708 colored. It has a rough mountainous sur-

face, but fertile soil, with mines of lead, zinc, and iron. The chief joroductions are agri-

cultural. Co. seat, Tazewell.

CLAIMS, Court of, in the United States, created by act of congress, Feb. 24, 1855,

.and consisted of three judges appointed by the president and senate, to hold office dur-
ing good behavior, and to have jurisdiction to liear and determine all claims founded
upon any act of congress, or on any regulation of any executive department, or upon
an}' contract, express or implied, with the government of the United States; and all

claims which might be referred to it by either liouse of congress. The United States

were represented before it by a solicitor and assistant-solicitor appointed by the presi-

dent; the solieitoi: being authorized to appoint a deputy, and the compensation of all

members of the court was fixed by law. The court had no power to render a judg-
ment which it could not execute, buL reported to congress the cases upon which it had
finally acted, tlie material facts which it found established by the evidence, with its

opiui')n in the case, and reasons thei'efor, or what was equivalent to an opinion in the

return of a judgment as to the rights of the parties upon the facts proved or admitted
in the case. By another act, Mai'. 3, 18G3, two additional judges were to be appointed
by the president, and a chief-justice from the whole number of judges (five). The court
was als ) authorized to take jurisdiction of all set-olTs, counter-claims, claims fi)r dam-
ages, liquidated or unliquidated, or other demands whatsoever on the part of the gov-
ernment agiinst any persm making claim against the government in said court. If the

judg;ne it of the court be in favor of the government, it shall be filed in the oflice of the

cler.i of the proper district or circuit court of the United States, and ahixW ipao facto
become and be a judgiiient of such district or circuit court, and shall be enforced the

same as other ju igments. If the jadgaient be in favor of the claimant, the sum thereby
found due to the claimant shall be jniid out of any general appropriation made by law
for the p;iyinjnt of private claims, on presentation to the secretary of the treasury of a
duly certiiieJ co|)y of such judg:nent. In cases where the amount in controversy

exceeds .$3,0)'), an appeal may be taken to tlie supreme court of the United States at

any tinii within 90 days after judgment. Wiiere the judgment or decree may alYect a
cons' itulional question, or ^'urnish a precedent alfecting a class of cases, the United
States may take an appeal without regaid to tiie amount in controversy. (Maims must be
filed within six years after the claim accrues, except in ca.ses of disability. The court

is requinid to hold one session annually, commencing on the first j\b)nday in Oct,

Meml).'rs of congress are prohibited from ]n'aeticing in the court. At the instance of

the soliciior of the United States, any claimant may be recpiired to testify on oath. The
jiirisdictif)n of the court is not to extend to any claim growing out of any treaty with
foreign nations or Indian tribes, unless such claim was pending in said court Dec. 1,

18j3; nor shall tin; jurisdictif)n of the court extend to any claim against the United
States for tin; desti'uction, appropriation, or damage of any propcMty by the army or

navy engaged in the suppression of the rebellion, from the commencement to tin; close

thereof. Proceedings origmate in the court by petition filed; and testimony u.sed in the

hearing and (letr;rminatiou of claims is taken by commissioners who are appointed for

the purpo.se l»y the court.

CLAIRVOYANCE, as explained by Mr. Hudson Tuttle—whoso language is hero
in part adopted, but with some decuh'd modifications—" mu^t be regardecl as a peculiai

state of the mind, in which it is in a greater or less degree independent of tho

physical body. It presents many gradations from semi-conseiousnes.s to profound and
<leath-like trance. However induced, the altcMidirig plienomena are similar. The con-

<liti )n of the physical body is that of the deepest sleep. A fianie may be applied to if.
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without produc'in,<r a quiver of the nerves; the most pungent substances have no effect

on the nostrils; pins or needles tliruat into the most sensitive parts give no pam; surgi-

cal operations may be made without sensation. Hearing, tasiing, snielliiig. feeling, as

well as seeing, are seemingly independent of the physical organs. The muscular sys-

tem is either relaxed or rig-id; the circulation impeded in cases until the pulse becomes
imperceptible; and respiration leaves no stain on a mirror held over the nostrils. la

passing into the clairvoyant state the extremities become cold, the brain congested, the

vital powers sink, a dreamy unconsciousness steals over the faculties. There is a sen-

sation of sinking or Hoaliug. Alter a time tiie percepiions become intensified; wo
cannot say ihe senses, for they are of the bcxly, which for the time is insensihle. The
mind sees without ])hysical organs of virion, iiears without orgsms of hearing, and feel-

ing becomes a refined conscMousncss" which brings it c/i rapport with some intell'gence

nol its own. "Tiie more death-like tlie condititm <f the body, the more lucid the per-

ceptions of spirit or mind, which f(;r the time owes it no fealty." ^o far j;s clair-

voyance depends on the unfolding of the spirit's perceptior.s, the extent cf that unfold-

ing marks the pert'eclness oT the state, and tlsc nature of that lo which tlie spirit's per-

ceptions are unfolded marks the value of the state. As a me'.e natural condition the

state may be co!iceivcd of n^ the same, v.helher observed m "the Pythia or Delphic

oracles, the visio.i of St. John, t'le trance of Mohammed, the e;.iden.ic catalepsy of

religious revivals, or t!ie illuminitiori of Swedenborg or Eavis." In jdl cases, there

may be the same general mode of disclosure; but temperament, education, and char-

acter give such bias and color as to deprive ihe mere natural slate of all claim to infal-

libility in teaching, and commonly of all value. A divine illumination, or any degree

of value, can be proved in any particular case of clairvoyance, only by evidences aside

from the mere state itself. The tendency cf the clairvoyant is to make objective the

subjective ideas which he has acquired by education or fixed I'V character; "if a
Christian, to see visions of Christ; if a IMoslem, of Mohammed; soincwhat as dreams
reflect t;ic ideas of wakefulness." Yet there is claimed to l)e "a profound condition

which sets all these aside, in which the mind appears to be divested of all physical

trammels, and to come in direct contact with the thoug'.it-atmosphere of the world—

a

condition ia whicli time and sp:ice have n) existence, and matter becomes transparent."

It may be found diflicult to prove or disprove the last assertion, as it is not evident what
is intended by the "thought-atmosphere of the world." By whatever name called,

this condition of clairvoyance or tiance has been observed among many peoples and.

nations from tlie earliest times. IIow near or remoti3 it has been from the prophetic

power, or from the epidemic frenzy of religious or fanatical excitement, from mental
ecstasy or epilepsy, it is not our province to determine. Theories, opinions, and judg-

ments upon the causes, conditions, and results of clairvoyance are almost as various as

the number of those who have studietl its phenomena. The Latin author Apuleius, who
wrote in the 2d c. a.d., in his Di:<courxG on Mar/x very clearly refers to the practice of

mesmerism or clairvoyance. He says: "And I am further of the opinion that the

human mind may be lulled to sleep and so estranged from the body as to become
oblivious of the present being either snmmoned away from it by the agency of charms,
or else enticed by the allurements of sweet odors; and that so all remembrance of what
is done in the body having been banished for a time, it may be restored and brought
back to its original nature, which no doubt is divine and immortal, and thus, being in a

kind of trance, as it were, may presage future events."

CLALLA^I, a co. in the n.w. section of "Washington territory, lying along the strait

of Juan de Fuc;i and the Pacific ocean; 172J sq.^n
;
p(vp. '70, 408, besides Indians.

The soil is fertile; chief business, agriculture. Co. seat, Is'ew Dungeuess. In tlie co.

and elsewhere in the region are the remnants of a tribe of Indians knov.n as the Clal-

lains. but calling tliemselves Nuskliyum. In 1870, they numbered about CGO, but were
rapidly diminishing. Their language is a dialect cf the feelibh.

CLAP, IxOGEK, 1G09-91; a native of Pevorshire. Erg]ard;cre of the foimders of

Dorchester, JSIass. He held several prominent positions, but is known chietly by his

memoirs of leading men of New England.

CLAP, Thomas. 1703-67; a minister settled at TVindhr.m, Conn., in 1727, and ia

17P)9 elected president of Yale college, holding the chair for 27 years, and doing great

service to the institution. Throuuh his efforts a college building and chapel were
erected. He published a history of the college, and mter.deil to wriie a history of Con-,
necticut, but his materials were lost or canicd away during the raid upou Kew Haven
by the British under gen. Tryon.

CLAPAPf^lDE. Jean Louts Rrnis Antoine 1-DOUakd, 1S32-70: a Swiss naturalist,

who studied medicine and natural science at Berlin. He devoted himself especially lo

the study of echinoderms. infusoria, and rhizopods, m which he was jomt !al)orer witli

J. Miiller, Ehrenberg, and Lachmann, In 1857, he became proflss<^r of comp:;rative

anatomy in the Geneva academy, and subsequently visit( d Fngiand and the He brides.

For the benefit of his health, he r''sid(Hl for some time m Naples, where he published an
important work on the aunelidje of the gulf. He bequeathed his library to Geneva, his

native city.



CLAPP. Theodoke, 1793-18G6; a native of Massachusetts, graduated at Yale in
1814. studied theology at Aiuiover. and in 1822, became pastor of tlie tiri^L Presbyterian
church in New Orleans. In 1884, he becjime a -l nitaiian, and organized a < hurch
wliich inchuk'd a large portion of liis Presbyterian charge. He was liighly e-ieemed
for his failliiuluess to duty in seasons of yellow fever, having lalored unceasingly Ihrougii
30 of these epidemics. His only published work is Autobiographical Sketches and lii'col-

lections.

CLARAC, Charles Otiion Frederic Jean Baptiste, Count, 1777-1847; a native
of Paris, an arti^^t and antiquary. He superintended the excavations at Pompeii, of
whii.-h he gives an account in Foailks faiics a Pompeii. lie was for a time a member of
the French embassy in Brazil, and on returning to Paris, was made keeper of the nuiscuni
of antiq lities iu the Louvre, of wliich museum he published a catalogue. Others of his
works are Manuel d^ I'llidorie de VArt cJcez les Anciens,i\.\nX Muaee de Sculpture Antiqui*
et Moilernc.

CLARE, a co. m central Michigan, on the head-waters of Muskegon river, reached
by the Flint and Pere Marquette railroad; 650 sq.m.; pop. '70, 366. It is mostly covered
with forests. Co. seat, Farwell.

CLARE, John, 1793-1864; know^n as the Northamptonshire Peasant Poet, the son
of a farm laborer. He was taken from schoijl at the age of 7, and set to watch-
ing geese and sheep; at 12 he worked on a farm, paying for such education as he
could get in earnings from his meager wages. He tried to get a place in a lawyer's
office, but failed; studied algebra; fell in love; became a pot-boy in a public-hous(';

was apprenticed to a gardener; ran aw^ay; enlisted in the militia; lived among the
gypsies; worked as a lime-burner, and at the age of 25 was compelled to seek parish
relief. Two years after, he published Poems Descriptixe of Rural Life arid Scenery"
and in the folio wuig year his Village Minstrel and oiher Poems. He became famous,
was patronized and flattered, and overrun with curious visitors, fell into dangerous
habits, and died a madman in a lunatic asylum.

CLAREMONT, a t. in Sullivan co., N. PI., on the Connecticut river, and the
soutiiern division of the Vermont Central railroad; 48 m. n.w. of Concord; pop. '70,

4.053. Tlie principal village is 3 m. from the Connecticut, on the Sugar river, which
furnishes abundant w^atcir- power, employed in the manufacture of cotton, wool, and
paper. The Stevens high school, founded by Paran Stevens, a hotel-keeper first in

Clareraont and afterwards in Boston and New York, is the principal public institution.

CLARENCE, Duke of, the title occasionally given to a younger male member of

the British royal family.

CLARENDON, a co. in e. South Carolina, bounded on the s. and w. by the Sautee;

700 sq.m
;
pf)p. '70, 14,038—9,366 colored. The surface is generally even and the soil

fertile, producing corn, cotton, rice, etc. Co. seat, Manning.

CLAREXDON, a t. and village in Rutland co., Vt., on Otter creek and the "Western

Verinont railroad, 6 m. s. of Rutland; pop. of township, '70, 1173. C. is much visited

for its mineral springs, the waters of which are said to be useful in kidney and cutane-

ous diseases.

CL.VREN'DON PRESS, a printing establishment connected with Oxford university

<England), foundel in 1673, and named Clarendon, because the printing-house was paid

for by the profits on the .sale of Lord Clarendon's History of the llebellion, of which work
the university has a perpetual copyright.

CL.VRI. Gtovvx.Ni Carlo Maria, b. 1699; an Italian composer of music, pupil of

Colonna, c!iapi;l-master, and author of the opera II Savio delirante. He wrote also

church music, duets, and trios.

CLARIOX. a co. in n.w. Pennsylvania, on the Alleghany and Clarion rivers,

traversed by the Alleghany railroad, 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 26,537. Surface hilly, and
soil fertile, producing wheat, corn, oats, rye, buckwheat, butter, wool, etc. Co. seat,

Clarion.

<• CL.VRK, a CO. in e. Illinois, bordering on Indiana, and bounded on the s.e. by Wabash
river, inter.'iected by the St. Louis, Vandalia, Terre Haute and Indianapolis railroad;

460 sq.m ; pop. '70, 18,719. The chief business is agriculture. Co. seat, Marshall.

CLARK, a CO. in central Kentucky, bounded by tlie Red and Kentucky rivers on

thes. ; intersected by the Lexington and Big Sandy railroad ; 210 sq.m.; pop. '70. 10.822

—3.715 colored. It has a hilly and broken surface, with unusually fertile soil; chief

products, wheat, corn, butter, and wool. Co seat, Winchester.

CLARK, a co. in .-^ e Mi.ssi.ssippi. on fho Alabama border, intersected by tlie Mobile

and Ohio railroad: 650 sq.m.; pop. '70. 7,505—3,439 colored. The region is hilly, and
«ccupi(;d chiefly by ])asture lands. The crops an; corn, cotton, rice, etc. Co. seat,

Quitman.

CL.ARK. a co. in s.w. Ohio, on Mad river, traversed by the Cincinnati, Sandusky
and Cleveland, tlie Pittsburf^ C^incinnati and St. Louis, and a brancih of tin; Cleveland.

Columbu.s, Cincinnati and Indianapolis railroads. 380 so.m.; pop. '70, 32,070. The

i
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surface is diversified ; soil fertile, with plenty of timber, and well watered. The chief

products are wheat, corn, oats, potatoes, butter, wool, and flax. Co. seat, Springfield.

CLAHK, a co. in Wisconsin, on the Black and Eau Claire rivers, reached by the w.

branch of the Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad; 1548 sq.m.; pop. '70, 3,450. It has a

hilly surface and fertile soil. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Neilsville.

CLARK, Abraham; 1728-94; one of the signers of the declaration of American
independence. He was a native of New Jersey, in which colony and state he held many
impottant offices, representing the state in congress, and in the commercial convention

jf 1786.

CLARK, Alonzo, a graduate of "Williams college, and in xnedicine of the New York
college of physicians and surgeons in 1835, in which institution he was professor of

physioloiiy and pathology, and of the practice of medicine. He has been president of

the New York state medical society, and has been a leading hospital and general prac-

titioner iu New York city for many years.

CLARK, Alvan, b. Mass., 1804; the son of a farmer, and a "self-taught engraver,

portrait-])ainter, and optician. His telescopes have won high reputation and the praise

of astronomers in all countries. He is the inventor of a double eye-piece, an ingenious

method of measuring celestial arcs of from three to sixty seconds. In 1863, with one of

his own telescopes he discovered a new star near Sirius, in honor of which the French
academy of sciences awarded to him the Lalande prize.

CLARK, Davis Wasgatt, d.d., 1812-71; a native of Maine, graduated at TVesleyan

university in 1826, and for seven years presided over the Amenia seminary. In 1852, he
was editor of the Ladien' Repository, and of the works issued by the western Methodist

book concern. In 1864, he was elected bishop of the Methodist Episcopal church. He
published Treatm on Mental Discipline; Fireside Re<tdings; Life and Times of Bishop

Uedding; Man Immortal; Sermons; etc.

CLARK, Jonas, 1730-1805; a graduate of Harvard in 1752, and pastor at Lexington,

Mass. It was near his residence that the first blood of the revolution was shed. The
next year he preached an anniversary sermon on the battle.

CLARK, Lewis Gaylokd, 1810-73; for 25 years the editor of the Knickerbocker

Magazine, a monthly publication in New York city. He was the twin brother of Willis

Gaylord, who wrote the OUapodiana for the Knickerbocker, and at the time of his death

(1841) was the editor of the Philadelphia Gazette.

CLARK, Thomas, 1801-67; a Scotch chemist, and lecturer on chemistry, in the

Glasgow mechanics institution. He was apotheciiry to the Glasgow infirmary, and in

1833 was professor of chemistry in Marischal college, Aberdeen. He made many valu-

a,ble discoveries in chemical science.

CLARK, Thomas March, d.d.,ll.d., b. Mass., 1812; graduate of Yale, in 1831;

studied theology at Princeton, and was licensed to preach in 1835. In 1836, he became
an Episcopalian, and was made rector of Grace church, Boston. In 1843, he went to

Philadelphia, but returned to Boston four years later. In 1854, he was consecrated

bishop of Rhode Island. He has published Early Discipline and Cidture and Flimai-y
2ruths of Religion.

CLARKE, a co. in s.w. Alabama, between the Tombigbce and Alabama rivers; 1270
sq.m., pop. '70, 14,663—7,565 colored. The surface is uneven, and much of it is cov-

ered with pine forests. Corn and cotton are the leading productions. Co. seat, Clarks-

ville.

CLARKE, a co. in s.w. Arkansas, on the W^ashita and Little Missouri rivers. 941

sq.m.; pop. '70, 11,953—3,493 colored. The chief productions are corn and cotton.

Co. seat, Arkadelpliia.

CLARKE, a co. in n.e. central Georgia, on the Oconee river and its branches, reached
by the Athens branch of the Georgia railroad. The land is poor, except near the streams.

Productions; wheat, corn, oats, cotton, etc. Gold, garnets, and tourmaline are found.

Co. seat, Athens.

CLARKE, a co. in s.e. Indiana, on the Ohio river, traversed by four or five railroads;

400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 24,770. The surface is level and the soil fertile. Iron, limestone,

and hydraulic cement are found. Productions, wheat, corn, oats, potatoes, butter, wool,
tobacco, and sorghum molasses. Co. seat, Charleston.

CLARKE, a co. in s.w. Iowa, traversed by the Burlington and Missouri River rail

road. Drained by the e. fork of Grand, and Whitebreast, "and South rivers; 432 sq.m. •

pop. '70, 8,735. Surface mainly prairie, and soil good; products, wheat, corn, oats,

butter, wool, etc. Co. seat, Osceola.

CLARKE, a co. In n.e. Missouri, on the Mississippi and Des Moines rivers; 510

sq.m.; pop. '70, 13,669. The surface is uneven, chiefly of fertile prairie lands, with
forests of good timber. Productions almost entirely agricultural. Co. seat. Waterloo.

CLARKE, a co. in n. Virginia, on the West Virginia bolder, traversed by the Win-
chester, Potomac and Strasburg division of the Baltimore and Oliio railroad, and inter-
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sected by the Shenandoah river, 208 sq.m. ; pop. '70. 6,670—2, lot; colored. It is a hilly
region, wiih fcrlile soil, producing wheat, corn, -wool, etc. Co. seat, Berryviile,

CLARKE, a co. in the s. w. part of Washington territory, bounded s. and w. by
Columbia river, \Yhieh separates it from Oregon; 1400 sc^.m.

;
pop. '70, 3,081. The

soil is fertile, and agriculture is the chief bubiness. Co. seat. Fort Vancouver.

CLARKE. Gh:okg3 Rogers. 1752-1818; a native of Yir<rinia, ^Yho served against
Bjuedict Arnold in that colony in 1780. lie was made a brig.gen. in 1781.

CLARKE, Hen'RY F., b. 1820; graduated at West Point in 1848. ITe served in the
Mexican war, aud was in ten battles, at Molico del Key ho was wounded. In the war
oi tuij reljellion he served i.i the commissary department, and was made brevet maj.gcn.

CL.IRKE, .Jam:es Freeman, d.d., b. N. II., 1810; a graduate of Harvard, and of
Cambrivlge divinity .school; pastor of a Unitarian church in Louisville, Ky., then of the
C.inrch of the Disciples in Boston; and for many years one of the overseers of Harvard
college. Besides a vast number of articles contiibuled to current journals and mnga-
ziiies, li;,' has piiblishel Theodore (a translation from the German); (Jam.paign. of 1812;
Eco.'ii [Vji'hf ill E iro;}',; Christian Doctnne and rorgircnc^if; Service Bo<jk <ind IIi/mn
B>'ik for the (j'lurckof tk3 DlH('inle>^; Mc.rnoirsof the MarchionetiS d'OssoU; Chrii<1in ii Doctrine
of Pni'i'^.r; T.ui llo'ir which Cometh tnid Noao Is; Orthodoxy, its Truths and Errors; JSteps

of Belief; lite T'<in Great RcliQions; Common Sense in Eelifjcun, etc.

CL.VTIKE. John', 1609-73; an English physician, who came to Massachusetts soon
after tiie Plynn) ith settlement was eiiected. lie was one of the friends of Ann llutch-
ii»s')n. and wit.i her was driven out of the colony. Kcgcr Williams received him, and
Clarke tiias becam'j one of th3 founders of Rhode Island. He founded in Newport (in

\^i6. 9,o\m. say; others. 1044) a Baptist church, ^^hicll some believe to be the earliest in
AuktIc I of that denomination. He went with Williams to England in 1651, as an agent
for the colony, and there published Id News from Acio EnrjUind, or a JS'drrative of New
Eny'diid Persecution. After spending 12 years in England, he procured a second char-
ter for Rhoie Island, which secured to every person at all times the right to follow his
own jud^aient in matters of religious concern. On his return, he resumed the care of
the Nvi wport church, and kept the pulpit until his death.

CLARKE. McDonald, 1798-1842; known cis the " mad poet." He was a native of
Connecticut, but was for many years a conspicuous figure in New York city. His mad-
ness was never violent, nor of easy detection by strangers. It was a boundless eiiotism
ratlier than lunacy. He believed himself to be a great poet, and wrote a few good lines

amidst an ocean of trash. Some of his conceits were admirable, however, arid such a
8tri.<.iag (igure as this, "Night drew her mantle o'er her breast, and pinned it wit'.i a
star," will have long life. Personally, he was excessively formal and polite, and free
from bad habits. Though always in the depths of poverty, he played the gentleman to
the last.. His death was peculiarly sad. He was arrested one night by a watchman, who
did not know him, as a destitute vagrant, and locked in a cell. In tiie niorning he was
found dead, drowned by an overflow of water caused by neglecting to shut off the
faucet.

CLARKE, Mary Victoria Cowden, b. 1809; daughter of Vincent Novello, and
sister of Clara Novello, the vocalist. She was the pupil and f\ssociate of ]\Iary Lamb,
ill! 1 was familiar with the literary men and women of half a century ago. At the age of
19 she was married to Charles Cowden Clarke, and soon afterwards began the great work
of her life, the Concordanc3 to Shakespeare. This book cost her 16 years of almost
uninterrupted labor. It was published in London in 1846. She afterwards published
Tiie AloerUaret of KU Htm, Mariner; The Girlhood of Shakespeare's Ileroinex: The Iron
Cousin; World-noted Women; Portia, omd other Stories of the Early Bays of Shakespeare's
Heroines, etc.

CL VRKE, Wirj.rv:,!, 1770-18;}8; a native of Va., appointed by Jefferson second
lieut. of artillery, and ordered to join the Rocky mountain expedition which left St.

Louis in Mar.,'^1804. To Clarke's' thorough knowledge of Indians and their habits the
success of the exj)edition was mainly due.^ In 1818. he was a]^]>ointed governor of Mis-
souri, and held the olli(;o until the ."-tate o'gani/alion was completed, in 1822, he was
made superintend'jnt of Indian affairs, A\hich ollice he held until his death.

CL.VRKE'S FORK, or Ci,.\rkk'h Rtveu, formed by the iunction of Flathcnd and
Bitter-root rivers, in Montana, and llowing n.w., joining tin; Columbia river almost
exactly on the line between the United States and Canada; length, aliont 050 miles.

CLARKSVHiLE, a village in Montgomery co., Tenn., on the Cum])erland river,

and the .Memphis and Louisville railroiid, 48 m. n. of Nashville; ])op. 8,200. It is a
shipping poiiii, for tobacco, and the center of a large trade in that article.

CL.\SSIFI(JATION, the act of forming Into a class or classes; a distribution into
groups, sucii as classes, orders, famili(!s. etc.. according to relations or allinities. Arti-
llcial C, is an arrangemcint based on prir.ciples adoi)led without niiercMice to natural
relations, or in ignorance of them. Natural C. is an exhibition of systematic order as
found in nature.
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CLASSIS, in tlie Ecformed church of Holland (and thence brought to America) the
name of an ecclesiastical body, corresponding to a presijytery. The C. hears appeals
from the cousistories, which are the olHcial boards of local churches, and the synod hears
apj)eal3 from the Classis. The 0. also cotdirms and dissolves past(*ral connections,
ordains and deposes ministers, and sends delegjites to the local and general synods.

CLATSOP, a co. in n.v/. Oregon, on the Columbia river and the Pacific ocean; llOO
sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 13Go. The soil is good, and timber is abundant. Co. scat, Astoria.

CLAUDE, Jean, 1619-87; a French Protestant preacher and controvertist. professor
of theology in the Protestant college atNimes. lie had along controversy with Bossuet
and Aniaidd conceriung the eucharist. On the revocation of the edict of Nantes lie

tied to lIoHaud, and preached at the Hague until his death.

CLAUDIUS. Marcus Aurelius Gotiticus, the second of the Poman emperors
named Claudius, b. in the first half of the 3d century. lie had great military ability,

Deciusgave him commandof an army, and Valerian appointed him general on the lllyrian

frontier, and ruler of the provinces of the lower Danube. "When Gallienus died, he
was chosen emperor, it is said at his owu request.

CLAUDIUS, Matthias, 1743-1815; a German poet known also by the fwin de plume
of " Asmus." He wrote for the Wanclf<becker Bote (a v/eckly publication), a great num-
lx>r of poems which snited the popular taste and were eerywhere repeated and
admired. In his later years, he became devout, and gave up light verses to translate the
works of St. Martin and Fenelon. His most popular song is the Rhine-wine song, stilL

often heard at festivals in Germany.

CLAUDIUS C^jCUS, Appius, of the 4th c. b.c. ; a Roman patrician and author.
While censor he achieved some radical constitutional cliaiiges. He filled senatorial
vacancies with men of low birth, and when his nominations were rejected he continued,
in defiance of long established custom, to hold his ofiice, even although his colleague
had resigned. He also held on to the censorship for five years in defiance of the law
which limited the term to a year and a half. In many ways, lie invaded the traditional
rights of the patricians and elevated the lower classes. He built a road and an aque-
duct and gave them his own name, a thing before unheard of ; and these public works-
have kept his memory down to our times. In 307, he was elected consul, but his
military triumphs were unimportant. He was blind and tottering with age when
Cineas, the minister of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, visited Rome to make a treat}'; but the-

fiery eloquence of Claudius so discouraged Cineas that he quickly gave up the work,,
and the liomaus forgot their recent misfortunes in the patriotic appeals of the aged.
consul.

CLAUDIUS CRASSUS, Appius. Sec Appius Claudius Crassus, ante.

CLAUSEN, Henrik Nikolai, b. 1793,- a Danish statesman and theologian, professor
of theology in the university of Copenhagen, editor of tho Periodicalfor Foreign Theo-
logical Literature, and author of a number of religious works. He was president of the
provincial diet in 1846. and two years later a member of the constituent assembly, and
one of the privy council. He was also one of the signers of tlie Danish constitution, la
18.31, he resigned from the cabinet, but retained his seat in the diet.

CLAUSEWITZ. Karl von, 1780-1831 ; a Prussian soldier and author. In 180G. he
was adjutant to prince Augustus, and was captured by the French. After the restora-
tion of peace he acted as maj.gen. of stall, and as military instructor to the crown princt
of Prussia, and to prince Fre(lerick of the Netherlands. In the Prussian army he served
with distinction; and in the campaign of 1818 he was a staff ofiicer under BlUcher. Ho
wrote the history of that campaign. In 1818, ho was made maj.gen. and director of the
military academy, and in 1831, chief of the general staff of Gneisenau's army on the
Polish frontier. His works are good authority on military science and history.'

CLAUSIUS, Rudolph Julius E-Manuel, b. 18C2; in 1825. professor in the poly-
technic institute of Zurich; in 18G7. professor in the university of Wiiizburg, and in 18C9,
professor at Bonn, His mathematical calculations based on the dynamical theory of
heat, intended to show the scientific necessity of a Creator and the possibility of miracles,
have attracted much attention.

CLAVERACK, a village and township in Columbia co.. N. Y.. on the Hudson and
Chatham r:ulroad. 4 m. s.c. of Hudson; pop. '75, 3,817. Among the public institutions
are the Hudson river collegiate institute and the Claverack academy. There are a num-
ber of important manufactories in the township.

CLAY, a CO. in e. Alabama, on the tributaries of tlie Tallapoosa and Coosa rivers; 700
gq.m.

;
pop. '70, 9,500—737 colored. It has a good soil for agriculture: products are

wheat, corn, oats, cotton, butter, etc. Co. seat, Ashland.

^CLAY. a CO. in s.e. Dakota, on the Nebraska border, intersected by Vermilion
river, and the Dakot.'i Southern, Sioux City, and Pembina railroad; 500 sq.m.; pop. "70,

2,621. The chief business is agricultue. ' Co. seat, Vermilion.

CLAY, a CO. in n e. Florida, bounded on the e. by St. John's river, and reached in its

ILW. corner by the Florida railroad; 430 sq.m.
; pop. '70, 3,098—309 colored. It has a
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level surface; aud produces corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, and molasses. Co. seat, Green
Cove Springs.

CLAY, a CO. in s.w. Ga., bordering on Alabama, intersected by the Fort Gaines
branch of the Southwestern raihoud; 200sq.n\.

;
pop. '70, 5,49:j—2,\S4U coU)red. The

surface is level; the soil fertile, producuig corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Fort Gaines.

CLAY, a CO. in s.e. Illinois, on the Little Wabash river, intersected by the Spring-
field anil Illinois Southern and the Ohio and Mississippi railroads; 440 sq.ni.

; pop. '70.

15,87.j. Surface, prairie and forest; productions, wiieat, corn, oats, butter, honey,
sorghum molasses, etc. Co. seat, Louisville.

CLAY, a CO. in s.w. Indiana, on Eel river, crossed by the St. Louis, Yandalia, Torre
Haute, and Indianapolis railroad, and the Wabash and Erie canal; 360 sq.m.

;
pop. '70,

19.084; in '80. 2o,277. It has a level surface, with beds of coal and iron ore. The
chief productions are agricultural. Co. seat, Bowling Green.

CLAY, a CO. in n.w. Iowa, on the Little Sioux and its tributaries; 700 sq.m.; pop.
*70, 1523. Productions agricultural. Co. seat, Peterson.

CLAY', a CO. in e. Kansas, intersected b}'^ Republican river; GGO sq.m.; pop. '70,

2,943. Agriculture is the principal business. Co. seat, Clay Centre.

CLAY, a CO. in s.e. Kentucky, on the headwaters of Kentucky river; 870 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 8,297—495 colored. It has a mountainous surface, and fertile soil, producing,
corn, oats, wool, tobacco, etc. One of the principal industries is the manufacture of
salt. Co. seat, Manchester. '

CLAY, a CO. in n.w. Minnesota, bounded on the w. by the Red river of the North,
and crossed by the Northern Pacitic railroad; 380 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 92. There is no con-

siderable settlement in the county.

CLAY, a CO. in w. Missouri, bounded on the s. by the Missouri river, and crossed by
a branch of the Hannibal and St. Joseph railroad; 415 sq.m.; pop. '70, 15,564—1846
colored. Surface uneven, and soil fertile, producing the usual agricultural crops. Co.
seat. Liberty.

CLAY, a CO. in s.e. Nebraska, on Little and Big Blue rivers; 576 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 54.

It has an undulating surface, and fertile soil.

CLAY, a CO. in n.w. North Carolina, on the Georgia border, watered by the head
streams of the Hiawasse river; 200 sq.m.; pop. '70. 2,461—142 colored. Productions
agricultural. Co. seat, Haysville.

CLAY", a CO. in n, Tennessee, on the Kentucky border, intersected by the Cumber-
land river; 175 sq.m. Co. seat, Butler's Landing. This co. was organized after the

census of 1870.

CLAY, a CO. in n.w. Texas, bordering on the Indian territorj^ and the Red river;

1100 sq.m. The co. is very little settled.

CLAY, a CO. in central We.sl Virginia, on Elk river; 400 sq.in,
;
pop. '70, 2,196. Agri-

culture is the chief business. Co. seat. Clay Court-hou.se.

CLAY, Gjikkn, 1757-1826; a native of Virginia, and a pioneer m Kentucky, where
he was a land surveyor in early life. While the country belonged to Virginia he repre-

sented the Kentucky district in the Virginia legislalure. He was in both the Virginia

and Kentucky conventions for the ratilication of the federal coustiiution. He was for

several jears in the Kentucky legislature, at one time speaker of the senate. In 1813. he
led a force to the relief of giin. Harrison, who was besieged by the British at fort Meigs;
aud he defended that fort successfully against the British and Indians undei- gen. Proc-

tor and the renowned Tecumseh.

CLAY, Henry (ante), was the son of a Baptist preacher in humble circumstances,

who died when Henry was five years old. The mother married ten years later and went
to Kentucky, leaving Henry (the fifth of seven childnin) a clerk in a store in Richmond,
Va. When about 16 years old. Henry found a place as copyist in the ollice of the clerk

of the court of chanc(!ry, and turned his attention to the law. He was licensed to prac-

tice when 20 years old, and, following his mother into the wild west, opened an othco

in Lexington. He won practice and political i)Osition very easily, and in 1806—a few
months before he was eligible by age—he Avas chosen to fill a vacancy in the U. S.

senate. His term end(;d with the .session, but in that l)ri(!f period he had foreshadowed
Jiis corning fanje as Uut champion of Internal improvements by the national government.
The next year, he was elected to th(; state; legislature and chosen speaker of the lower

house. A proposition that each mctmber of the legislature should clothe him.self in home-
made clothing provoked remark by Humphrey Marshall that it was the pro])osition of

th(! (hrmagogues. As an orator, he had immense power over his audiences, whether
cultured or unrefined; and his eloquence is one of the traditions of the western stales,

and. indeed, of the wliole counfrv. He had a wonderful ix-rsomil magnetism, which
attracted to him an enthusiastic fnendshij).

(/LAYBOUNE, William, an early English setthir in Virginia, member of the coun-

cil and .secretary of the colony. He was for many years at war with the Maryla:id set-

tlers on questions of territorial jurisdiction, and at one time forcibly took possession of
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Calvert's government. In 1651. the English council made him one of the commissioners
for the reduction of Virginia to obedience to Cromwell's commonwealth, and he after-
wards took part in bringing Mai-yland also into obedience. In tlie Bacon rebellion, he
was one of the couit-martial for the trial of the prisoners. His descendants are very
numerous in Virginia.

CLAYTON, a co. in central Georgia, on Flint river, traversed by the Macon and
Western, and the Atlanta and West Point railroads; 150 sq.m.; pop. '70, 5,477—1748
colored. Productions, wheat, corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Jonesborough.

CLAYTON, a co. in n.e. Iowa, on the ]Mississippi river, intersected by the McGregor
and .^iissouri River railroad; 760 sq.m.; pop. '70. 27,771. The surface is chietly fertile
prairie; and water power and timber are abundant. The chief productions are, wheat,
corn, oats, barley, butter, and wool. Co, seat, Elkader.

CLAYTON, a village and t. in Jefferson co , N. Y., a port of entry on the river St.

Lawrence, at the termination of the Utica and Black Kiver railroad, 108 m. n. of Utica;
pop. '75, 4,207. The village, 11 m. above Alexandria bay, is near the famous Thousand
Islands of tiie St. Lawrence, with which it has connection by steamboat.

CLAYTON, John, a native of England who came to Virginia about 1710 and died
there in 1773. He was educated for a physicinn, but guxe his whole attention to botany,
and sent to the royal society many papers on the flora of the American colonies.

CLAYTON, John Middleton, 1796-1858; a native of Delaware, a graduate at
Yale in 1815. who became an eminent lawyer in his own state. He was for many years
a member of the U. S. senate, in which he held a prominent position. In 1849, he wa.s
appointed secretary of state, in which office he was followed by Daniel AVebster. In
1851, he was again sent to the senate, and was in oflk-e when he died. He was the
negotiator on the part of the United States in 1850 of the treaty with England guarantee-
ing neutrality of interoceanic communication acro.ss Central America. This agreement
was known as the Claytou-Bulwer treaty.

CLAYTONIA, or Spring Beauty, a genus of plants of the order portulacacefF, an
early and brilliant spring flower in the United. States, and naturalized in Europe. The
two species are perennials, growing from tubers in moist places.

CLEAR'CIIUS, a Spartan commander of the 5th c. b.c. After Ferving in the Hel-
lespont, and at the battle of Cy/.icus, he became governor of Byzantium; but during
his absence the town was surrendered and lie was punished by a tine; after being
sent into Thrace to protect the Greek colonies he was recalled by the EpLori, but he
refused to obey, and made himself master of Byzantium. Being driven thence, he
visited the court of Cyrus, for whom he levied a small army of Greek mercenaries and
led them in the expedition of the Ten Thou.sand. He wa's the only Greek who knew
the real intentions of C'yrua, and it was not until they had proceeded too far for him to
retire with safety that he made known the object for which they had been collected.

He commanded a division of his countrymen in the battle of Cunaxa, and led them on
their difficult ret\irn journey until, being treacherously seized by Tissaphernes, he was
sent to the court of Artaxerxes, where he was put to death.

CLEAR CREEK, a co. in n. Colorado, the center of the silver-mining region; 350
sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 1596. The Medicine Bow mountains occupy a considerable part of the

county. The soil in the valleys is good, and water-power is plentiful. Co. seat, George-
town.

CLEARFIELD, a co. in v,\ Pennsylvania, intersected by the Susquehanna river and
Clearfield creek, and reached by a branch of the Pennsylvania Central railroad; 1150
sq.m.; pop. '70, 25.741. The e. portion is rugged and mountainous, but in other parts
there is some good land. Coal and iron are plentiful. Co. seat, Cleaiheld.

CLEARING-HOUSE, in banking. In New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincin-
nati, and other large cities of the United States, clearing-houses have been for several years
in successful opeiation. Either a well-known bank or a special building is used for the
purpose. The best equipp(>d and most admirably arranged clearing-houses are those of
New York and Philadelphia. The room for this business is provided with separate
numbered desks for a representative of each bank, and a raised dais for the manager of
the clearing-hou.se. Each bank belonging to the system is represented by two clerks,
on(> of wiiom takes his place at his special desk, and the other stands in fVont to act as
messenger. Usually at 8.80 a.m., the clearing-house manager calls to order, and with
the utmost regularity the business of the hour proceeds. The messenger receives from
his clerk packages intended for other banks, and moving from left to right visits each
desk, leaving w'iih the entering clerk such matters as he may have for hinC together with
a complete list of his transactions. Should all be correct, the clerks then return to their
respective banks with statements of debits or credits—which must be settled with the
clearing-house on the same morning. Should any errors be discovered, the clerks are not
allowed to leave the clearing-house until they havebeen rectified, and in some iusUtnces lines

are imposed and collected from the banks Vepresented by the offending clerk. Complete
records of all business therein transacted are preserved at the clearing-house. Thus
transactions which formerly required many hours, are completed in a fe"w minutes at a
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great siiviug of expense. The amounts tran.sferred iu .some of the clearing-houses repre-

sent many million;> of dollars daily. The iSew i'ork clearing association commenced its

operations on Oct. 11, ISb'S, numbering as members 52 banks, representing a capital of

$46,721,21)2.50. The number was soon reduced to 48 by tiie retirement and closing up
of four, in consequence of their inability to meet its requnements, reducing the aggre-

gate capital to ^45,118,800. On the 1st of June, 187U, ihe association con.sisted oi 59
members, nuluding the assistant treasurer of the United btates at New York. The
aggregate capital ol the banks of the city was !J88,508,800, with a surplus of ,$27,204,100,

a reduction of capital and surplus m less than six years of )$8G,0o4,0u0, cau>ed. in the

opinion of bankers, principally by unequal and excessive lax under both ledeial and
state laws. 'I'he transactions of the first day, Oct. 11, 1853, amounted to !j>23, 1)38, 082. :^5.

Total transactions since its organization to June 1, '70, amounieil to $520, 110,04 T, 750 40,

a daily average, during 25 years and 7^ mouths, of $07,545,202.20. The hignest daily

average for any one year was for that ending Oct. 1, 1800, viz., $125,058,780.01. T..e

total transactions for'that year were Jj^38,527,347,204.42. 'ihe total transactions for the

year ending June 1, 1879, were $23,3^7,402,034.05, a daily avciage of !^70, 107,983.44.

The largest amount for any one day during the year was $122,020,347, on .]at». 27, 1870,

and for any one day since the otgar.izatiou of tlie association, 1^)200,034,920.50, on JSov.

17, 18lJ8. This was the day after the Black Frichiy famous for the collapse of the

gigantic " corner" in gold. The largest balance paid to the clearing-house by any bank
was .$4,774,039.59, on April 5, 1872. The system in use by the iS'ew Vork clearing-house

is so perfect that, of the enormous transactions made through it, no error or dilference of
any kind exists in any of its records; neither has any bank belonging to the association

sustained any loss in its connection by the failure of any bank or otherwise, while a
member. It has proved of great service during financial emergencies, notably in aiding
and sustaining the United States government at the breaking out of the civil war; and
during financial paiiics, especially that of 1873, when, by combining the resources of its

members through the machinery of the clearing-house, they were enabled to greatly
modify the dangers which so seriously threatened the whole countrj'. Its operations
amount to over 05 per cent of the total exchanges of the 23 clearing-houses of the
United States, and con.sequenlly it represents in a measure the magnituile of the daily
business of the country; while the fluctuations in its naily, monthly, and yearly trans-

actions, as shown by its records, are of great value both to the merchant and financier.

The clearing-house occupies a building owned by the association, and arranged with
special reference to its requirements,

CLEAR LAKE, a body of water in Lake co , Cal., 113 m. n. of San Francisco. It

is about 25 m. long by 2 to 6 m. wide, and is in a picturesque region.

CLEAVELAND, a co. in s.w. North Carolina, on the South Carolina border, inter-

sected by First Broad river, and a division of the Wilmington, Charlotte and Ruther-
ford railroad; OGO sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,090—2,003 colored. The chief productions are
agricultural. King's mountain is near the s.e. corner. Co. seat, Shelby.

CLEAVELAND, Parker, ll.d., 1780-185S; a native of Massachusetts, graduated at

Harvard, in 1799. In 1805, he was chosen professor of matiicmatics and natural phi-

losophy, and lecturer on chemi.stry and mineralogy inBowdoin college, a position which
he retained until his death, although many professorships in other colleges and the presi-

dency of his own were oirered to inm. His attention was devoted chietly to mineralogy,
in the interests of which he explored particularly the White mountains, and corre-

sponded with many .scientitic men abroad. In the 53 years of his connection wdth the
college he kept a meteorological journal, making three entries every day,

CLEBURNE, a co. in n.e. Alabama, on the Georgia border, watered by the Talla-

poosa, and intersected by the Selma, Rome and I)altf)n railroad; 700 sq.ju.; pop. '70,

8,017—570 colored. Surface uneven; productions mainly agricultural. Iron and lead

are found, Co, .scat, Edvvardsville.

CLEEF. Jan Van. 1046-1710; a Flemish painter whose works are found in many
churches of Flanders and Brabant,

CLEMANGES, Nicolas dk, 1360-94; one of the nblest Roman Catholic writers of the
middle ages. He was educated in I^aris, and studied theology under I^ierrc d'Ailly.

He was cliosen rector of the university of Paris \n 1393, and esteemed the !iu)st elo(]uent

member of that institution. (Jlcrnang(!s was an ardent advocate of reform in the church,
and labore<l with great pertinacity to heal the schism then exi>ting. that of a double
papacy, one at Rome and one at Avignon. His doctrines were much in ailvancf of the

age in many points. Wo, [)Ia(;e(| tlie authority of general councils over that of the pop(^,

and the authoiity of the liibh; ov<!r that of generaf councils. He doubted whetheratall
fr)rmer (ecumenical councils the Holy Spirit really presided, as thnt Spirit would not
a'^sist men in pursuing secular aims. He wrote sirongly against the immoral lives of the

higher clergy, and ivK'ommended the teaching of the IJible as a remedy against wars
and disturiianc(,'S. In 1421, at (Jharlres, he defended the liberties of tlu^ Galli(Mui chuich,
and in 1425 he began to lecture on theology in the college of Navarre, continuing his

duties as long as he lived.
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CLEMENS, Samuel Langiiorne, b. in Missouri, 1835. He is known more generallj

by his adopted uame of '* iviark Twain." He leanu-d the trade of a printer, and worked
at tlie ea.se in several western cities, and in Philadelphia and New I'ork. In 1855, he
made a voyage down the Mississippi, took a fancy to steanibcat lile, and learned the

bu.Mness of pilot. His next venture was in mining in Mevada; and in lbd:i lie Lecame
the local ed.tor of the JiJnterpnae, in Virginia City, where he remained three years,

and beg'an to use the name by which he is so well known This name is said to be the

cry oi uie lookout on a river steamer, when he throws the lead, and finds the d( pth of
water just two fathoms, " mark twain" signilies "at the mark of two fathoms." l-rom
JNcvada, Clemens went to San Francisco and was for a time a reporter, and afterwards
"Wi^rked in the gold diggings in Calaveras. In 18G6, he spent several nionlhs in the

krandwich islands, and on return made a commencement as a lecturer. In lh67, he went
^vlth a pleasure party up the Medilerranean to Lgypt and Palestine, and on his return
described the journey in a serio-comic volume, "Ihe Innocents Abroad." After editing

a paper in iJuiialo, and much lecturing all over the couiitry. he married and settled in

Hartrord, Conn. His principal books, most of which enjoy remarkable populr.rity, are
'j'Ue Jumping I'log, and OiUtv iSlcttdits; llovgJiing It; ana The Iniiocenis Abroad.

CLEMENT IL (Suidgeii), a Saxon chancellor to the emperor Henry IIL of Germany,
•wlio made him pope in Dec, 1046, on the abdication of Gregory \l. He died the next
year.

CLE3IENT III. (Paolo or Paulino Scolaiii, bishop of Prsenesle), elected pope
1187; d. 1191. He settled some of the troubles between the popes and the Roman people
by permitting the latter to elect their magistrates, while the nomination of the governor
of the city was left to the poi)e. He incited Piiilip Augustus and Henry II. of England
to undertake the third crusade.

CLEMENT IV. (Gui Foulques, archbishop of Narbonne), chosen pope 12G5; d.

12G8. He had been secretaiy to Louis IX. of France, and when raised to the chair of
St. Peter the papacy was at war with Manfred the Ghibelline usurper of >iaples, and C.

was compelled to enter Italy in disguise. He made an alliance with Charles of Anjou,
the French pretender to the Neapolitan throne; Manfred was slain, and Charles formally
established. C. is said to iiave disap])roved of many of the harsh rreasures of Charles,

lie also eucouiaged aiid protected Roger Lacon.

CLEMENT V. (13ektiiand de Goth, archl)ishop of Bordeaux), chosen pope 1314.

He removed the seat of the papacy to Avignon, and suppressed the order of templars.

During his papacy, Henry Vll. entered Italy, and was crowned in Rome by C.'s legate;

but Henry died suddenly, leaving It:ily in a condition of anarchy; tlic Roman barons
were at the height of their dissension, and the Lalcrun palace was burned. C. sup-

7)iessed in the bloodiest manner the heresy of Fra Dolcino, and died leaving a reputation

dis'iracoful for nepotism, avarice, and cunning. He was the first pope to wear the
triple ciown.

CLEMENT VI. (Pierre Roger, archbishop of Rouen), tlic fourth of the popes of
Avignon, elected 1C42; d. lo52. He was entirely under French intlucnce. refused an
invitation to return to Rome, and purchased the sovereignty of Avignon fnmi Joanna,
queen of Naples, agreeing to pay her 80,000 crowns. He never paid the money, but
probably deemed that he had given its equivalent when he absolved the queen for the
murder of her huiiband. He disputed with Edward III. of England concerning that

moiiarcii's encroachments upon ecclesiastical jurisdiction, excommunicated Louis of

Bavaria, and made some negotiations for a reunion with the eastern church.

CLEMENT VII. (Giulio de Medici), elected pope 1523; d. 1534. His worldlincss

and lack of insight into the tendencies of the age disqualified him from ccmprehending
the great religious movement which then convulsed the church, while his timidity and
indecision no less disabled him from following a consistent policy in secular alTairs.

He was at first attached to the imperial interest, but by the overwhelming success of the

emperor in the battle of Pavia was terrified into joining the other Italian prine s in a

league with France. But his zeal soon cooled, and by want of foresight and unreason-
able economy he laid himself open to an attack from the turlnilent Roman barons which
obliged him to invoke the mediation of tiie emperor. "When this danger seemed past,

he veered back to his former engagements, and ended by drawing upon himself the

ho.U of the imperialist gen., the constable Bourbon, who led his army against Rome,
and assaulted and sacked the city, May 5, 1527. The pope retired to the castle of San
Aiiirelo. and was there kept a prisoner for six months. He was released upon very onerous
conditions, and for several years arterwards followed a policy of subserviency to the

emperor, on the one hand endeavoring to induce him to act with severity against the

Lutherans of Germany, and on the other striving to elude his demand for a general

council. One consequence of thi;^ dependence on Charles V. was the breach with Eng-
land occasioned by the pope's refusal to sanction Henry VHI.'s divorce from Catherine
of Aragon

CLisMENT VIII. (IrroLTTO Aldobrandixi). elected to the papacy 1502; d. 1605.

He brought about the reconciliation of the church with Henry IV. of P^'rancc; and to

Iiim Europe was indebted for the peace of Vervins (1598) whlcU put an end to the long
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contest between pYance and Spain. He also annexed Fcrrara to the .states of the

church, the last addition of importance to the pope's temporal dominion. Tlie only
serious stain upon his character was the execution of Giorda.io Bruno, Feb. 17, IGOO,

CLEMENT IX. (Giulio Hospigliosi), elected pope 1667; d. 1669. He adjusted the
disputes between the Koman see and those prelates of the Gallican church who had
refused to join in comlemniiig the writings of Jansenius.

CLEMENT X. (Emilio Altieri), ciiosen pope 1670; d. 1676. lie ^vas 80 years old
when elected, and in consequence of infirmity he left the government to his nephew,
cardinal Altieri, whose interferen<;e with the privilege of ambassadors occasioned dis-

putes in which the pope was obliged to yield.

CLEMENT XI. Giovanni Francesco Albani. elected pope 1700; d. 1721. The
most memorable event of his rule was the publication in 1713 of the bull Uiiigenitus,

which so greatly disturbed the jieace of the Gallican church. By this famous docu-
ment 101 iM'opositions extracted from the works of Quesnel were condemned as heretical,

and as identical with propositions already condemned in the writings of Jansenius.

The resistance of many French ecclesiastics, and the refusal of French parliaments to-

register the bull, led to controversies extending through the greater part of the 18th

century. Another important decision by this pope forbade the Jesuit missionaries to

take part in idolatrous worslnp, or to accommodate Christian language to Pagan ideas

under plea of conciliating the heathen.

CLEMENT XII. Lokenzo Coksinf, pope from July, 1730, to Feb., 1740. He was
the first pope to condemn the order of Freemabons.

CLEMENT XIII. Carlo Rezzonico. Bishop of Padua, chosen pope 1758; d. 1769,

it was suspected from poison. In his time France, Spain, and Portugal urgently
demanded the suppression of the Jesuits, but Clement warmly supported them. The-
pressure, however, became so strong that he was supposed to be about to give way, and
had convoked a consistory, when he died very suddenly, and thus the Jesuits were saved.

for the time.

CLE.MENT, Jacques, 1565-89; a monk who was selected by the leader of the league

for the a.ssassination of Henry HI. The day before the murder C. fasted, partaking-

only of the Lord's supper. In the morning, Aug. 1, 1589, he was admitted to the palace
as the bearer of a letter, and while the king was reading it he stabbed him. Henry
threw the knife into the assassin's face, exclaiming "Oh; the wicked monk! he has
killed me! put him to death!" He was immediately killed, and his body quartered and
burned. Tlie king died the next day, and the murderer was declared a martyr by
Bourgoing and other Roman ('atholic prelates.

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDIilA. See Clemens, Titus Flavius, ante.

CLEMENTINES, a collection of papal decrees and constitutions published by pope-

Clement V. in 1313. They constitute five books and 52 titles in the Corpus Jurus Can-
ontea.

CLEOBU LUS, one of the seven sages of Greece, the son of Evagoras, and a native-

of Lindus, over which town iie was ruler. He vvas celebrated for strength and beauty
of person, the wisdom of his sayings, the acuteness of his riddles, and the elegance of
Ids lyrics. A letter of his inviting Solon to tid^e refuge with him from Pisistratus

indicates that C. was alive m 560 u.c. His son Cleobuline Avas quite as famous for
riddles.

CLEO.M'BROTUS I., a son of Pausanias, and king of Sparta in 380 r.c. He was
the leader of the army on several expeditions, but without remarkable success. In
371 he went against the Thebans, but was disastrously defeated by Epaminondas. C.
was mortally wounded in this battle, which took plac* at Leuclra.

CLEOMENES I., King of Sparta about 519 ivc. He led a Spartan force to Athene
in 510 to aid in the expulsion of Hippias; and he was afterwards called in to sup-

])orL the Athenian oligarchical parly led by Isagoras against the party of Clisthenes.

On a tecliidcal charge of pollution, he banished 7,000 families, and established a new
constitution, transferring the old senate to 300 of the oligarchical party. He was
toon afterwards forced to leave the city. He made ajiother unsuccessful attempt to

sustain Isagoras. When the Ionian colonies revolted fi'om Persia, their leader, Aris-

tagoras, came to seek aid from Sparta, and tried to bribe Cleomenes to join him. olTer-

ing higlu-'r and higher sums, until (•leomenes' daught(;r, Gorgo (afterwards the wife of

Leonidas). eight or nine years old. said, "Father, go away, or the stranger will corrupt

you." During a local war betw(M'n Sparta and Argos, Cleomenes, by a stratagem,

deleated the Argive forces near Tiryns. I'hose who escajied from the bailie took refuge

in s: sacred grove, which CleouKMies ordered to be set on tire, and 6.000 of the flower of

.\rgiv(! cit/etis peri.^hed in the llames. a loss from which Argos was long in recovering.

.\nother leg(!nd is that Argos was defended against Cleomenes by the women of the

city, in the later years (;f his lif<! C. became insiine. and was kei)t in coidinement; but.

he prevailed upon a slave to bring him a knife, with which Ik; killed himself.

CLEOM'E;VI':S HI., the last king of Sparta of tlu; Agidu'. came to the throne in 240

n.c. He desired to restore the old con.stitution and discipline of Lycurgus, and also
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to il( siroy the Acliaean leascue. The leagiu; was defeated in a great battle at the
foot of Mt. Lyca3uin. In Sparia, (-leomeues found active opponents in the ephors,

but lie crushed thetn by surrounding the hall in which they were feasting, and slaughter-

ing them in a body. Then he established a new constitution, abolished the ephors,
restoring the old prerogatives of the kings, making a re-distribulion of lands, and'

extending the franchise. But in the war which ensued with the Achtean league he was-
defeated in the battle of Sellasia, 222 «.c., when the death-blow was given to the inde-

pendence of Sparta. Cleomenes fled to Egypt, but came back some years later and
headed an insurrection against the king. The plot failed, and Cleomenes committed
suicide.

CLERC, Laurent, 1785-1869; b. France; he was a deaf mute, and without the

sense of smelling, having when an infant fallen into a fire, seriously burning his face

and head. He was taught in the institution for the deaf and dumb in Paris, becom-
ing the favorite pupil of the abbe Sicard. and after eight years of stud}^ became himself
a teacher. In 1816, he came to the United States witli the Rev. Dr. Gallaudet, and the
next year the two opened an institution for the deaf and dumb in Hartford, Conn.
Clerc was a teacher of deaf mutes for more than half a century. At the age of 34, he
married Miss Boardman, a deaf mute, who brought him several children, all of whom
had the sense of hearing jmd could speak. His oldest son became an Episcopal
clergyman.

CLERK, in the middle ages, designated an ecclesiastic—the term indicating a man
of science or of learning—extended at a later period to mean a complimentary title for

men of learning, whether of the church or not. In modern times it indicates any one
who makes and keeps records, public or private; but in the law it is still an appellation
of the clergy. In the United States there is an official clerk to each house of congress,
and to eacli house of a state legislature; also there are county, city, and town clerks,

and others of lesser importance. In the law, the clerk is an important officer of any
court. In mercantile and other business life there are almost innumerable varieties of
clerks.

CLERMONT, a co. in s.w. Ohio, on the Oliio river, reached by the Marietta and
Cincinnati, and the Cincinnati and Muskingum valley railroads; 462 sq.m.; pop. '70,

34,268 The soil is fertile; productions, wheat, corn, butter, wool, tobacco, etc. Co.
seat, Balavia.

CLERMONT EN BEAUVOISIS (Clermont Sur Oise), a t. in Fiance, 36 ra. u. of
Paris; pop. '72, 5.774. The town-hall, and church of St. Simon, date from the 13th c,
and the hill on which the town is built is surmounted by an old castle of the 10th or
11th c, now transformed into a penitentiary for women. C. was an importitnt post in
the middle ages. It was frequently taken and retaken in the wars with the Eni^lisb,

and in 1487 it was surrendered to them as a ransom for the French leader, La llire.

Cassini, the astronomer, was born here.

CLERY, Jean B.\ptiste, 1759-1809; one of the devoted friends of Louis XVI., and
one of tlic few attendants permitted to share his prison. A few days before the king's
execution Louis shared a loaf of bread with C, that being the only proof of regard he
was able to show him. C. published an account of the king's imprisonment.

CLfiSINGKR, Jean Baptists Auguste, b. 1820; a French sculptor who first

became noted by his bust of Scribe. Among a great many works from his chisel are
"Girl Bitten by a Serpent," "Liberty." "Fraternity," "Gypsy Girl," " ( leopatra in

the Presence of Cjcsar," statues of Louise of Savoy and Sappho; equestrian statues of
Francis I. and Napoleon I., for the Louvre: busts of Charlotte Corday, the emperor of
Russia, and the king of Prussia, for the Hotel de Ville. He married the daughter
of the famous authoress. George Sand.

CLETHRA, a genus of shrubs of the order cricacem. It is the white alder or sweet
peppcrbush, found' in all the states from Canada to the gulf. The flowers are white and
fragrant.

CLEVELAND {anU), the second city of Ohio, on the southern shore of lake Erie.
170 m. w. of BulTalo. and 130 m. n. of Columbus, has grown to its present dimensions
from a small town originally surveyed and settled in 1796 by gen. Mo^es Cleveland, one
of the d

I
:'ectois of the Connecticut land company, for whom it was named. It is the

chief po.t of the " western reserve," and the capital of Cuyahoga county. It is divided
into two parts connected with each other by bridges crossing the Cuyahoga river, which
here empties into the lake. The harbor, which has been much improved by the national
government, is one of the best on the lake. The most beautiful portion of the city lies

upon a sandy bluff on the c. side of th(> river, from 60 to 150 ft. above the surface of
the lake. The whole city is laid out with good taste, mostly in squares, the principal
streets l)eing from 80 to 120 ft. wide, and one having a width of 132 feet. Shade trees,

the ma]>le predominating, are so abundant that the place is properly called the "Forest
city." Euclid avenue, lined with elegant ])rivate residences, each of which is sur-
rounded with ample grounds, is acknowledged to be the handsomest street in tlie

country. Superior street, having a width of 132 ft., is occupied by tlie banks and the
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fushioaable retail stores. Monumental park, in the center of the city, with an area of
tea acres, as oiii^iually laid out, is now crossed by streets at right angles, and so divided
into four sinallL-r squares, beautifully shaded and carefully kept. In one of these
squares is a harulsouiL' fountain, in another a pool and a cascade, and a statue of cora-
lu )il )re Perry, tiie hero of the battle of lake Erie, erected in 186U at a cost of ^8,000.
AVest of the river is an>)tlier tiuely shaded park, called the circle, with a beautiful foun-
tain ia tlij Cc'iiter, Ta^ city ceinetery, oa Erie street, contains many tasteful monu
int'nts; WooJI.iwn cemi'tery, on the eastern side of the chy, is rich in monuments and
statuary; Lake View cemetery, containing 300 acres, 5 m. from the city, is elevated 250
ft. ai)ove the level of the lake. Besides tnese there are tlie Koman Catliolic and several
fim.iller cemeteries. Water for the city is obtained by means of a tunnel under the
lake, and is distributed from a reservoir on the highest elevation w. of the river. The
prmcipal public buiidmgs are of stone, and present a tine appearatice. The United
Stales building contains tae custom-house, post-oliice, and rooms for the federal courts.
Tae CO. court-house and city hall occupy conspicuous places, and are well adapted to their
several uses. The house of correction is a large and handsome ediiice, costing $170,000.
Tlie C. medical college is an imposing structure, and the city intiiinary, five stories

liiga. cost $3"),00(J. The union railway station, a massive structure of stone, is one of
tlio larg.'st buikliag-t of the kind in the world. The high schools and several of the
churches are very liandsome structures. The public library v/as opened m 1869 with
6,301 volumes, and contains 30,000 at the present time, it is supported by a tax of

y^j of a mill oa the city valuation. The mercantile library h.is an endowment of |!23,000,

aad contains 10, ."300 vo'u:nes. There are several smaller libraries. Charity (St. Vin-
cent's) hospital, op3ned in 1833, with a capacity for 200 patients, was built by private
sul)^criplif)n. ""I'lie city infirmary is miintaiaed*^ at an annual expense of $14,000 In
co.iaection therewith is a farm, the annual products of which amount to more than
§10,0JJ. The city hospital has no endowment, but enjoys an annual income of $7,000
from donations an I the rental of its l)eds. The foundling hospital is supported in the
same way. The homeopathic hospital, founded by the faculty of the C. homeopathic
college, provides for t le wants of an iacre isiug number of patients. The United Slates
miriae hospital, for the benefit of sailors, is supported by appropriation from congress
aa i a small tax oa the sailors of the 0. district. The house lor the i\ged poor, founded
1870 by the "little sisters of the poor," is supported by private charity. The house for

worki ig-womea. founded 183 J, ovvas its buildiags and grounds, but has no other
endovmeat. The Protestant orp lan asylu n, chartered 1853, has an endowment of
$1),00}. St. Mary's female orpaaa asylum, founded 1851, and its tributary, St. Joseph,
founded 18")3, have b.it a small endowment. St. Vincent's male orjihan asylum,
foun led 18")3, has miay in n ites, but no endowment. Besides these, the Jewish
orplian asylum, the Bethel home for the destitute, and the children's aid society,

-deserve mmtioa as hig'aly useful charities. The churches of the city number more than
103. 15 of which are ii)m:ia Catholic, and the rest divided in varying propoitions
between the several Protestant denomuiatioas. The Roman Catholics sustain two con-
vents, and the evangelic u Prote>tants a young men's Christian association. The public
schools are well orgaaizid and elieieatly managed. The seminary for women is a
flourishing institution, so also is the union business college. The Koman Catholics
liave 11 acade ni 'S an I schools. The state law college has a library of 2.500 volumes
and a coasi(L'ral)le nu nbjr of students. The C. medical college (attached to the uni
versify of Wooster) was organized ia 1843, and graduates annually a large nund)er of
6tu lents. Tlie hoaieopithic medical college, founded in 1849, is liourishing C. con-
tains 6 national banks, with an agxregate capital of more than $4,000,000, 2 savings
?)anks, 9 insurance companies, 3 markets, and more than 30 hotels. Five or six great
liae^of railroad ceater her<\ and the Ohio canal con]iects lake Erie at this point with
the Oliio river. It was this canal, completed in 1834, tiuit liist gave a great imi)etus to

the commerce of the city. Seven street railway companies connect all parts of the

city wit I one aaother. Numerous steamers ply between C. and all other ports on the

lake. The m uiufacturing industries of the city are varied and exten.^ive. and increas
iirg with great ra|Mdity. They embrace iron, coal, retined })etroleum, sulphuric acid,

W(xod(!n ware, agricultural implements, sewing machines, railroad cars, marble, white
Jead, etc. Tlie capital inveslful in these and other manufaciures is estimated at

upwards of $20,000,000. In 1873. the wages paid to laborers in the more than 300
.manufacturing establishments amounted to about $7,500,000. The assessed valuation
'of tile city ia 1873 was $65,000,000. The i)op. of C. at different |)eriods was as follows
fl810. 57r 1820, 350; 1830, 1000; 1840, 6,071; 1850, 17,034; 1860,43,417; 1870, 93,018;

1880, 159,404.

CLEVELA.ND. CiiARLEfl Dkxtkh. 1802-69; a native of Massachusetts, graduated at

Dartmouth in 1827; profes.sor of liatin and (ireek at Dickinson colIeg(\ and of Latin in

the university of the city of New York. In 1H61, he vas ai>i)ointed U. S. consul at

Cardiff, Wales. Among his publications are T/w Mfmil C/iararfers of TlicophrdntuH;

CompenfUufti of Greciaii Antif/uifit's; Omipnidium of (Jrccian Literatiive; llymtiH for
Bf-hfolH; Eiujllsk IAtcraiave of the Nineteenth dcntury; Coinpendinw, of American Litera-

ture; (Jompt-nflium of C'/ttfi^^il LUeiuitnre; and Lyra Ameri^^ana.
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CLEVENGER, Shobal Vail, 1812-43; a native of Ohio, who when young worked
nt stone-cutting, from which he rose to be a sculptorof more than ordinary merit. Alter
malting busts of Webster, Clay, and others, lie went to Florence, and was rapidly
advancing wlien consumption attacked him, and he died at sea on a homeward voyage.

CLIFTON, a t. in Ontario, Canada, on the Niagara river, a m. below the falls; pop
about 3,500. It has a huge trade with the United btates, and is an imporianl station on
the Great Western, and Erie and Michigan railways. Its situation near the falls attracts

to it a gieat number of tourists.

CLIMBING F'EKN, Jli/godivm palmntvm, a species of fern found, rarely, from Mas-
sachusetts to Virginia and Kentucky, remarkable for (limbing or twining around weeds
and shrubs. The leaves are broadly palmate, and the fertile frondlets form a panicle

upon the upper portion of the stem. It is prized for interior decoration of houses.

CLINCH, a CO in s.e. Georgia, on the Florida border, intersected by the Little

Suwannee river and the Atlantic and Gulf railroad; 1000 sq.m.
;
pop. '70.3,945—507

colored. It is a level and swampy region; chief productions, rice, corn, cotton, oats,

€tc. Co. seat. Magnolia.

CLINCH RIVEH, lising in s.w. Virginia, flows into Tennessee between Clinch and
Powell mountains, joining with the llolston, and forming the Tennessee. Its length is

;about 200 miles.

CLINGMAN, Thomas Lanier, b. N. C, 1812; graduated from the university of

North Carolina in 1832; practiced law, and was elected a member of the state legislature

and of coUv^ress. In 1858, he was appointed to fill a vacancy in the U. S. senate. In the

rebellion he sided with the confederacy, was expelled from the senate, and served as'a

col. in the confederate arm^^

CLINGMAN'S DOME, the highest peak of the Smoky mountains in North Carolina
on the border of Tennessee. It is 0,600 ft. above the sea level; and is the second highest

of the Appalachians.

CLINTON, a co. in s.w. Illinois, on Kasknskia river, intersected by the Ohio and
Mississippi and the Illinois Central railroads, 420 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 16,285. It consists of

fertile prairies with tracts of forest land. Productions chiefly agricultural. Co. seat,

Carlyle.

CLINTON, a co. in central Indiana, reached by tlic Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and
Lafayette railroad; 432 sq.m.; pop. '70. 17,330. Its surface is mostly of forest and
prairie lands; chief business, agriculture. Co. seat, Frankfort.

CLINTON, a co. in e. Iowa, on the Mississippi river, intersected by the Chicago
and North-western railroad; 093 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 35,357. It has a surface of prairie and
forest, with generally fertile soil, producing the usual agricultural crops. Co. seat, De
Witt.

,

CLINTON, a co. in s. Kentucky, on the border of Tennessee, bounded n. by the
Cumberland river; 350 sq.m.; pop. '70, 0,41)7—292 colored. The surface is hilly, and
in some parts mountainous. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Albany.

CLINTON, a co. in central Michigan, on Grand, Maple, and Looking-glass rivers,

reached by the Detroit, Lansing, and Lake iMichigan. the Jackson, Lansing, and Sagi-
naw, and the Detroit and jMilwaukee railroads. The chief business of the people is

agriculture. Co. seat, De Witt.

CTJNTON. a co. in n.w. Missouri, reached by the Hannibal and St. Joseph, the
Cameron and Kansas City, and a branch of tliC North Missouri railroads; 400 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 14,063—683 colored. The surface is chiefly prairie, but there is plenty of wood-
laud. Productions agricultural. Co. seat, Plaltsburg.

CLINTON, a co. in n.e. New York, on the Canada border, bounded c. by lake
Champlain, and s. by Au.sable river, and traversed by the Vermont and Canada, the
>Iontreal and Plattsi)urg, and the Whitehall and Plattsburg railroads; 952 sq.m.; pop.
'75, 20,736. The soil is fertile, level near the lake, and hilly further inland. There is

abundance of iron ore of the best quality. Chief productions, wheat, corn, oats, buck-
wheat, hay. butler, wool, and maple sugar. The Clinton state prison is at Dannemora,
in this county. Co. seat, Plattsburg.

CLINTON, a co. in s.w. Ohio, traversed by the Cincinnati and Muskingum Valley,
and the Marietta and Cincinnati railroads; 467 sq.m.; pop. '70, 21,914. Surface undu-
.hiting. and soil fertile. The chief business is agriculture. Co. seat, Wilmington.

CLINTON, a co. in central Pennsylvania, on the Susquehanna river, traversed by
the AVesl Branch canal, the Philadelphia and Erie, and a division of the Pennsylvania
•Central railroads. Surface mountainous; chief occupations, agriculture and lumbering.
Co. f?eat. Lock Haven.

CLINTON, a city in Clinton co., Iowa, on the Mississippi river, 43 m. above Daven-
port; i^op. '70, 6,129. It is on the Chicago and Norih-western railroad, at the junction
of several otlier railroads. The Mississippi is crossed at Clinton by a bridge 4.100 ft.

long. In the city are the repair shops of the railroad, and a number of manufactories.
It has a large and rapidly increasing trade.
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CLINTON, the seat of juiilice of East Feliciana parish, La.; 85 m. n.w. of Nevr
Orleans; pop. '70, 930—207 colored. There is railroad comiuuuication with Port Hudson.

CLINTON, a t. in "Worcester co., Mass., 32 ni. w. of Boston, on the Xaslnui river;

pop. '70, 5.42ii. Tlie people are extensively engaged in manutacluring carpels, cotton

ancl woolen goods, boots and shoes, etc. The Boston, Clinton, and Fitchburg, and the

Worcester and Nashua railroads reach the village.

CLINTON, a t. in Hunterdon co., N. J., 31 m. n.w. of Trenton, on the s. branch of

Raritau river, and the New Jersey Central railroad; pop. 'TO, 3,134; of the borough,

783. It is in the midst of a tine agricultural region, and has many important manu-
factories.

CLINTON, a village in Oneida co., N. Y., on Oriskany creek and the Chenango
canal, and the Utica and Bingliamtou railroad; pop. '70, 1040. It is tlie seat of Hamil-
ton college, and a place of important manufacturing business.

CLINTON, a village in Huron co.. province of Ontario, Canada, 13 m. from
Goderich. on a branch of the Grand Trunk railroad; pop. about 2000. Near the place

are valuable salt wells, and a deposit of rock-salt 20 ft. thick. There are various manu-
factories.

CLINTON, Charles, 1690-1773; a native of Ireland, and progenitor of the Clintons

of New York, of whom his grandson I)e Witt was the most famous. The grandfather

of Charles was an adherent of Charles I., and lied to the u. of Ireland on the fall of the

king. After a voyage in which a number of the emigrants starved to death, C. landed

at cape Cod in 1729, and in 1731 settled in Ulster co., N. Y. . where he was a farmer, a

land surveyor, and a judge of the local court. In 1756, with two of his sons, he served

in the campaign against Fort Frontenac.

CLINTON, De Witt {anU'), 1760-1828; I). N. Y., was theson of James Clinton and
Mary De Witt, and grandson of Charles the immigrant fiom Ireland. His paternal ances-

tors, although long resident in Ireland, were of English origin, and his mother was of
Dutch-French blood. He was educated at Columbia college, graduating with high honors.

Choosing the law for his vocation, he studied under feamuel Jones, afterwards chief

justice of the United States superior court. Admitted to the bar in 1788, C. entered,

immediately into political life, becoming an ardent supporter of his uncle, George Clinton,

who was governor of the state (from 1777 to 1795 and from 1801 to lfc04), and tlie leader of
the republican party. Young C. took an activ^e interest in the adoption of the federal

constitution, and reported for the press the proceedings of the convention held for that

puri);)se; about the same time and afterwards acting as his uncle's private secretary.

His tirst office was secretary of the board of regents of the university; and the next,

secretary of the board of commissioners of state fortifications. He opposed the adminis-

tration of John Adams, and also that of John Jay, governor of the state; but while oi)pos-

ing Adams's hostility to France, he raised and commanded an artillery company to

resist the Fi'ench in case war should come. In 1797, he was elected to the state assem-

bly as a representative of New York city, where he made his residence, and the next

year was chosen state senator for four years. By virtue of his senatorial ollice, C.

became a member of the council of appointment, a body consisting of one .senator from
each district to whom tiie governor made nominations for state and local ollices. Up
to this time the governor had exercised the exclusive right to make nominations; but C.

vigorously attacked the s^'.stem. and succeeded in procuring an amendment to the con-

stitution giving the members of the council of appointment equal rights of nomination

with the governor. During this period C. found time to devote himself to scientific and
.sof:ial questions, studying natural history, and other .sciences. Th ; protection and
improvement of the public health, and the enactment of laws in favor of agriculture,

manufactures, and the arts, and especially the use of steam in navigation, engaged his

restless mind. He laborful also for the abolition of slaveiy, and of its kindred barbar-

ism, imprisonment for debt. In 1799, when but 33 years of age. he was a])p(Mnted a

senator of the United States, where he greatly incrcas'ed his popularity, i>arti(udarly by
his vvise and moderate counsel in a high excitement then existing agaiii'^t Spain in con-

sequence of alleged violation of treaty stipulations alTecting the Mississi))j)i and its

trade. Before lils term in the .senate expired, C. resigned to accept the office of mayor
of New York, an appointment made by his uncle, the governor, and the coimcil of

appointment. He h(;lrl tlu; mavor's office four years; was removed; again appointetl in

1809; again removed in 1810; finally ai)point('(l in 1811, afrain holdinir four years, through

th(^ period of tlx; war with lOngland. He was also a member of the sl:ile senate.' from
1805 to 1811 ; lieutenant-governor lor the n(;xt two years, and for part, of this time ag:iin

a member of the council of appointnuMit. in 1H04, his uncle, tlu; governor, w is elected

vice-president of the United States, ami .soon afterwards. I)y reason of age. retired from
polilif;al life, leaving tin; partisan s(!epter of the Clintons in the hands of De Wilt, who
speedily became the leader of the republican ])arty in New York, and their candidate!

for president, near the close of Madison's first term. Madison, backed by his war record,

was easily nominated by the republican congressional caucus; but the N(!W York sec-

tion of tlie party insisted on running Clinton. The result was a disastrous defciit for

the latter. In; having but 89 electoral votes to 128 for Madi.son. This severe blow led C.
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to a temporary cessation of political work, and he turned his attention to less exciting

subjects. His partisan opponents considered his political life at an end; but they were

wrojig. He took a leading part in establishing- the free-school system of New York
city, and in the establishmi'nt and promotion of various institutions of science; in the

improvement and modification of criminal laws; in the extension of agriculture and

manufactures; in the relief of the poor, the improvement of morals, and the advance-

ment of all worthy objects. For many years no .mportant movement was made in ihese

and kindred matters with which he was not identified, and oflener than otherwise as

the master spirit. All these, liowevcr, were little in ccmiparison with the great object

on which his fame securely rests—the Erie canal. He was an early and energetic advo-

cate of internal improvements, especially such as could connect the great lakes by navi-

gable channels with the tide-water of Hudson river, and no man so eloquently or so

prophetically set forth the great advantages that such works would biing to New York
city. How these prophecies have been fuitiiled the position of that city as the commercial

center of the two Americas will attest. It would require many pnges to record with

what zeal, tireless energy, patience, and hope, he lal)ored for this great object. "Clin-

ton's folly" was the by-'word of scoilers through dark years of discouragement, but he

never despaired, never yielded an inch, until, a dozen jcnrs after his great political

defeat, a line of cannon stationed at intervals along the much lidiculed " ditch," and
starting their tiring at Builalo. awakened the people of the '"Empire State" to the fact

that the waters of.lakc Erie were pouring through "the canal, bearing on their waves the

message that the great lakes were on that d;iy wedded to thet)cean. In the mean time

he was never entirely out of the political field. In 1816, the governor (Daniel D. Tomp-
kins) was chosen vice-president, and resigned the goverrcrsliip. C. was brought for-

ward for the place, bearing not only the odium of advocatir^g the " 1)ig ditch"' and of

the crushing defeat as a presidential candidate four years before, but the additional

ignominy ot having been but one year before removed from the office of mayor of New-

York by a council of appointment controlled by Ids own party. To run for governor

seemed madness, yet the innate power and greatness of the man gave him an easy vic-

tory, and he was elected by a heavy majority. He was re-elected in 1820, in 1824. and
in 1826. In 1822, he was out of the field, and Ids enemies once more celebrated his

])olitical funeral, adding, in the course of their two years' rulb, the indignity of remov-

ing him from the odice of commissioner of the canal then underway. This outrage

was more than the people could bear, and C. was at once l)rought forward for governor,

running against Samuel Young. The disgraced canal comndssioner was elected by

17,000 majority. He died suddenly in his chair while engaged in official duty at Albany.

Among his published w^orks are Discourse before the ^ew York lUstoricdl &Kuty; Mtiuoir

on the Antiquities of Western Neio York; Letters on the Natural History and Intirnal

Resour'-es of New York; Speeches to the Le/jislaturc; and many historical and scientific

addresses.

CLINTON, Geouge, 1730-1812; b. N. Y.; youngest sou of Charles Clinton. His

first noteworthy advenlure was connected with privateering in the French war of 1763.

He was an olKcer in the expedition against fort Frontenac, and after the war went
into the law and politics. He was chosi n to the colonial assembly and to the continen-

tal congress, was made brig.gen. in the revolutionary army, and in 1777 was elected first

governor of the state of New York. He was re-elected, and occupied the executive

chair in all for 18 successive years, and in 1800 was chosen for one more term, making
21 years as governor. In 1804, he'was elected vice-president of the United States, bedd-

ing the office until his death, or during all except 10.V months of .Madison's two admin-
istrations.

CLINTON, Sir IIenut, 1738-95; grandson of Francis, sixth earl of Lincoln. Sir

Henry was a maj. gen. of the British army in the American revolution, was in the battle

of Bunker Hill, and took possession of New York after the defeat of Washington's
forces in the battle of Long Island, Aug. 26, 1776. In 1778, he succeeded sir "\\ illiam

Howe as commander-in-chief. He returu^edto England in 1782, and in 1703 he was made
governor of Gibraltar, where hv died.

CLINTON, James, 1736-181-^; b. N. Y. ; fourth son of Charles the immigrant, and
father of De Witt. He went into the English army, serving as a captain in the French

war, distinguishing himself in the capture of fort Frontenac. In the i evolution he

took the side of the colonies, and was male brig.gen. He was wounded at the capture

of fort Clinton by the British, but esca]u>d with apart of the garrison across the Hudson
river. He was engaged against the Indians in gen. Sullivan's Iroquois expedition, and

was present at the siece of Yorktown and the surrender of Cornwallis. and at the evac-

ualicm of New York by the Englis'h He was a delegate to the New York convention

which adopted the federal constitution.

CLINTON STATE PBISON. in Clinton co., If. Y"., in the t. of Dannemora: pop.

of township, '75. 1863. The prison comprises a number of buildings inclosid in a

stockade which surrounds 37 acres of land. This location was chosen for the purpose

of employing convicts in the ndnir.g and manufacture of iron, there being abundance

of that ore on the tract belonging to the prison, or to the state. It is also in a densely
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wooded region, and the timber furnishes the charcoal used in the furnaces. The prison
was begun in 1844.

CLIS TIIENES. or Cleistttenes, an Athenian, grandson of the tyrant Sioy«n,
who, after llie expulsion of Hippias from Athens, look tlie side of the common people
against the would-lKi tyrant Isagoras, and ellected some changes in tiie constitution

which tended to increase the rights and priviliges of citizens, his object being to destroy
the oUl aristocracy. He is said to have been the tirst to introduce ihe punishment of

ostracism, and the tirst to sutler from it. lie was banisliea by tlie Athenians, and 700
families of his followers also were sent away; but Isagoras finally failed ot his purpose,
and Ciistheues and the banished families were recalled.

CLITUMNUS (now Clttu.mno), a small river in Umbria, Italy, celebrated for the
clearness of its waiters and the beauty of the cattle raised upon its banks. Its source is

near Spoleto, and after a course of 9 m. it takes the nnme of Timia. It was once so

famous that Caligula, Honorius, and other great people made hpecial visits to its banks.
Near the river was a grove of cypresses, and close above the water was a temple to Cli-

tumnus. supposed to b^ the same now occupied as a Christian chapel. The white cat-

tle peculiar to the valley of the Clitumnus were held in great demand for sacrifices to

the gods.

CLITUS. or CLEITUS, foster-brother of Alexander the Great, who saved Alexan-
der's life at the battle of Gfauicus 334 B.C. when, with a blow of his sword, he severed
the arm of Splthridates which was stretched out to slay the king. He held high posi-

tions in Alexander's armies, and in 328 was made satrap of Bactria; but on the night
before he was to leave for his satrapy a feast was given by Alexander in honor of the

Dioscuri. Both tlia king and Clitus became excited with wine, and a MTangle ensued
in which Alexander thrust him through with a spear and killed him.

CLOACI'NA, in Roman mythology, the goddess of sewers, mentioned in very early
times. Piiny derives the name from a verb which meant to wash or purif3^ (See Cloaca
Maxima, ante.)

CLOCKS. Curious. Among remarkable clocks, one of the best knowm is that in

the Strasbourg cathedral. *Anotlier, illustrating the elaborateness to which clock-work
is sometimes carried, was placed on exhibition in New York in the summer of 1880. It

is the work of Felix Meier, who spent more than 10 years on its construction. It is 18
ft. high. 8 wide, and 5 deep. It has 2,000 wheels, runs by 700-lb. weights, and is wound
up once in 12 days. Above the main body of the clock is a marble dome, upon which
Washington sits in his chair of state, protected by a canopy which is surmounted by a
gilded statue of Columbia; on either side of Washington is a servant in livery, guarding
the doors, which open between the pillars that support the canopy; on the four corners

of the main body of the clock are black v.r.lnut niches; one of the niches contains

the figure of an infant, the second the figure of a youth, the third of a man in

middle life, ths fourth of an aged graybeard, and still another, directly over the cen-

ter, contains a sk 'leton, representing father Time. All of these figures have bells and
hammjrs in their hands. The infant's bell is small and sweet-toned; the youth's bell

larger and harsher; the bell of manhood strong and resonant; that of old age dimin-
ishing in strength, and the bell of t':e skeleton deep and s;id. A figure of Widiam C.

Bryant, and another of prof. Morse rest upon t!ie pillars that support the planetary sys-

tem. The astronomical and mathemvUical calculation, if kept up, would show the

•correct m')vemL'nt of the planets for 200 years, leap years included. When the clock
is in op-ration it s!if)".vs local time in hours, minutes, and seconds; the difference in

time at (Jhicigo, Washington, San Fnincisco, Melbourne, Pekin, Cairo, Constantinojde,

St. Peter-burg, Vieniii, London, Berlin, and Paris; the day of the week, calendar day
of the montli. month of the year, and seasons of the >ear, the signs of tlu^ zodiac, the

revolutions of the earth on its own axis, and also around the sun; the revolutions of

the moon around the ear h, and with it around the sun; also, the moon's changes from
the quarter to half, three-quart(M-s, and full; the correct movement of the planets around
the sun, comprising .Mercury, which makes the revolution once in 88 days; Venus, once
m 2^i days; Mars, once in 086 days; Vesta, once in 1,327 days; Juno, once in 1,593

<lays; Ceres, once in 1,6S1 days; Jupiter, once in 4,332 days; Saturn, once in 10,758

days; Uranus, once in 30.088 days. TIkm-c is, therefore, a movonent in this womlerful
piece of machinery which cannot regularly be repeated more than once in 84 years.

But the inventr)r has a crank attacliment to the clock, by mciinsof wliich be can hasten
tlie working of the machinery, in order to show its movements to the public. By turn-

ing continuously 12 hours a day, for 10 days and 8 hours, a iH'rfcct revolution of the

l)lanet Uranus around the sun would be made. At the (md of every quarter hour the
infant in his carv(;d niche strikes with a tiny hammer upon the bell which be holds in

liis hand. At the end of cacii half hour tlie youth strikes; at the end of three-quarters

of an hour the man, and at the end of each hour the graybeard, death then follow.s with a

measured strok'; to loll tiiC hour. A large music bo.x. manufactured sit Geneva exi)ress]y

for this clock, begjua t.f) play at the sanu! time that the skeleton strikes the hour, and a
«ur[)ri'<ing scene is enacted tipf)n the i)latf()rni beneath the canoi)y. Washington >;lowly

;'isps from hi^ ch.iir to his feet, extending his right liaud, presenting the dcclarutioh of
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independence; the door on the left ia opened by the servant, admitting all the presidents
from Washington's lime, including president Hayes. Each president is dressed in the
co^^lumc of his time. Passing in tile before Washington, lliey face and raise their hand.s-

as they approach him, and walking naturally across the platform disappear through the
opposite door, which is promptly closed behind them by the second servant. Washing-
inglon retires into his chair, and all is quiet, save the measured tick of the huge pen-
dulum, and the ringing of the quarter hours, until another hour has passed.

CLODIUS PULCHER, Publius, (real name. Publius Claudius Pulcher), appears
in history. 70 B.C.. .serving under Lucuiliis in Asia, and in civil jiffairs in 69, when he
impeached Catiline for extoriiou in Africa; but Catiline bribed the accuser and escaped.
Cloilius appears to have been avaricious and un.scrupulous. Near tiie close of the year
Q2, Clodius was said to have had an intrigue with Pompeia. wife of Julius Ca?sar, on the
occasion of the celebration of the Bona Dea in Caesar's house. Clodirs was tried for
violation of the sacred mysteries, but was acquitted, it was charged I'ccause he had
bribed the judge. lie was elected tribune in 59, and one of his tirst acts was to exile
Cicero, who had refused to dciend him in the tiial for sacrilege, but the great orator wjvs-

soon afterwards recalled in s^>ite of Clcdius's opposition. He went (;n from bad to
worse, gathering around him tlie worst elements of the people, until he be(ame a can-
didate for the praetorship (5o B.C.) in opposition to Milo. Both candidates worked with
the energy and recklessness supposed to be characteristic only of modern times. The
contest was ended in an unexpected manner, Jan. 20, 52 B.C. JIdilo set out on a journey
to Lanuvium. On the way he met Clodius, who was on his ro;id to Rome. Both were
accompanied by armed followers, but passed each other without disturbance. However,
some of the men in the rear guard of each party began to quarrel, a tight followed, and
Clodius was killed.

CLOQUET, HipPOLYTE, 1787-1840; a physician of Paris distinguished as a teacher
of anatomy. He wrote valuable works on descriptive and compaialive anatomy, and
on odors and the sense of smell. In his later days, he was afflicted with mental imbe-
cility.

CLOQUET, Jules Gekmatn, b. 1790; brother of Hippolyto, and also a physician
and surgeon; eminent especially in the latter science. He was for many years professor
of surgery in the faculty of Paris. Among his works are one on the human anatomy,
in three volumes, profusely illustrated; others are on hernia, on calculi, and diseases of
the urinary organs; on the preparation of skeletons, on the lachrymal apparatus in ser-

pents, and on the anatomy of intestinal worms. He made many new .surgical instru-
.ments, and invented improved methods of performing operations. In 1860^ he received,
the cross of the legion of honor, and in 18G7 was made a baron.

CLOSSE, Raphael Lambert, d. 1GG3; a Canadian pioneer famous for fighting
Indians. He came from France in 1G42, and was made serg.maj. of the garrison at
^.loutreal. He had many severe contests with the aborigines, on one occasion engnglng
800 Iro(iuois with only 34 men. killing 50 and wounding 87 of them, with the loss of only
one man killed and one wounded. In 1655, he acted as governor of Montreal. He was
killed in a light with Indians in 1662.

CLOTIIO, one of the three I\loira;, Parcae, or Fates; daughter of Erebus and Nox
or of Jupiter and Themis. She was the youngest of the dreaded sisters, and her symbol
was a distaff, fiom which she was supposed to spin the threads of mortal life. By some
she is represented in a parti-colored robe, wearing a crown with seven points or stars.

CLOTILDA, Saint, 475-545; a daughter of Chilperic, king of Burgundy, and wife
of Clovis, king of the Franks. Her father, mother and brothers were murdered by
Gundebald. her uncle, but he spared and educated her. He opposed her marriage with
Clovis, but she eluded him and was wedded, and converted the Frank kingto the
Roman Catholic religion in 496. He avenged the murder of her family, and made
Gundebald his tributary. After the death^of Clovis. Clotilda persuaded' her sons to
renew the quarrel, and a war followed which ended with the union of Burgundy to the
Frankish empire. Clotilda then retired to Tours, and practiced the austerities of a
devotee until lier death. She was buried in the church of St. Genevieve, which her
husband had built in Paris, and was cauoniz.ed a few years afterwards. During the
revolution a devout abbe, fearing tliat her remains might be desecrated, had them
exhumed and burnt, and the ashes are now in an urn in the church of St. Leu. There is

a statue of her in the Luxembourg, and a tine church in her honor was built in Paris
a few years ago.

CLOUD, a CO. in n. Kansas on Republican and Solomon rivers; 720 sq.m. : pop.
'70, 2,828. The productions are almost entirely agricultural. Co. seat, Concordia.

CLOUGII. Arthur Hugh. 1819-61; the son of a cotton trader of Liverpool, who
emigrated to Cb.nrl"-^)n in 1828. The boy went back to England in 1828, and was edu-
cated at Rugby ami i.)xford. becoming a tutor in Orreil college. He resigned in 18-t8,

and in 1852 visited the United States, where he made the acquaintance of Emerson.
Longfellow, and other literary men. On his return the next year, he was appointed
examiner in the education ofUceof the privy councd. Afterwards he traveled in Europe,
and was on a tour in Italy when he died suddenly of a fever. His poems are his prin
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clpal works. He revised Dr3'den's tninslatiou of Plutarch's Lives, and wioio a series of
tales uuder tlie title Mdri Mugu^ .

CLOWES, Jonx, 1743-1831; i-.n i-.n-iish clergyni;uu one of the first folh/wcrs of
S\vi'{U':il);)rg in England, lie translated the Arca/ia ddesUa, and puhllslied lit.storution

of tJte Pure Relujum, and two voluine-s of sermons.

CLOWES. William, 1779-1847; the lirst English printer to u.se stcnm pres.ses (in

1833). He was the printer and publisiier of the l\.iunj Magazine and t he Peuiiy Cyclopaedia.
The establishment founded by him in London is still one of the largest in England.

CLUXIA.CS, or Congregation op Cluny, an order founded at Chmy, in France,
hi 9JJ. by the Benedictines. It spread rapidly, and at one time had nioie than 2,000
convents. It was suppressed in 1790 by the constituent asL>cmbly. Among its great
men were Gregory V'ii., Urban H., and Pascal IL

CLUXr, or Clugny, a t. in France, in the department of Saone-ct-Loire, 13 m. n.w.
of Micon; pop. 4.0JJ. There is considerable agricultural trade, and niauuiactuies of
pottery, paper, etc. Its importance lies chiefly in its ancient architecture, including,
besides the celelirated abbey, the church of Isotre Dame, dating from the 13th c, the
church of St. Marcel, with a beautiful spire; the ruins of fet. ivuiyeui; portions of the

anc.ent fortitications; and picturesque houses dating from the 13th c. autl onward, all

classed aai^ng the historic d monuments of France. Before the erection of tSt. Peter's

at Koine, the abbey church at Cluny was the largest building of its kind in Europe, being
650 ft. long by 130 wide. Daring the wars of the IGth c, the buildings were much dam-
aged, and in the revolution (1783) a considerable number were demolished. Large
restorations have b^ea made; and now the abbot's palace contains a mu.seum and a
lIbrar3^ the cloisters are occupied by a stiJiool, and the site of the abbey church allords

room for a government stud. The college of Cluny, founded in 1209, has disappeared.

CLUSEilET, Gusrwa Paul. b. Paris, 1833; educated in the military school of St.

Cyr; in 18 H. mi.leamij. of Uiq garde mo^jite, participating in the suppression of the
insurrection in June of that year. He served in the Crimea, where he was wounded;
and against the Kibyles in 18j}; resigning his commission in 18r)8. In 1860, he joined
Gu'ibaldi's stall, and co.nniadei the Frenc'a legion. In 18G3. he came to ti)e United
4States, t^o'ji siM'vice oa g3:i. McOlellan's stiX and afterwards served with Fremont.
Hj becani bri^ g2a, of vjhiatjers in 1833, and two years afterwards resigned and
bec.i nj edit;)r of a wj3k:iy pi )3r in ISTew Yorlc, advocating Fremont, and opposing
Lincoln for a second term. He returned to France in 1807, but was expelled for cer-

tain publications concerning a great railway project in the United States in which
some oiliesrs of the Fre icli government were interested. In the war with Germany,
he opposed Laais Napoleon's government, and engaged in some unimj)ortant insur-

rectionary attenpts in Lyons and Mu'seilles. Under the commune he was made minis-
ter of war, but was suspected of treachepy, and for a lime imprisoned. He escaped
to Switzerland on the dovvnfall of the commune, and in 1873 was formally sentenced
to death.

CLUSIUM. See Ciriusi, ante.

CLUSTER, PriiLip, l.o80-1633;a German, who traveled in Poland and other coun-
tries; first studied law. but forsook it for geography with Joseph Scaliger at Leyden for

his teacher. He served two years in the army, visited England, where he niarried;

passed some tim.' in S^'otland and France, and returned to Holland, where he published
a number of works on geography, all relating to antiquity, except Introductio in Uni-
vers I III (Je >griiph 'a n.

CLYDE, a village in the t. of Galen, Wayne co., N. Y., on Clyde river, the Erie
<;ana!, and th'j N. Y. Central railroad, 38 m. w. of Syracuse;; pop. about 2,500. It is a
place of active trade, and has a considerable manufacturing industry.

CLYMER, G:oRGR. 1739-1813; b. Philadelphia; one of the signers of the American
declaration of independence. He was a tnember of the council of safety, and with four
others was appointed to take the phu-e of the Pennsylvania delegation in the continental
congress which had refused to sign the declaration "of indcDendcnce. He lilled various
important positions, both militarvand civil, until the peace of 1783. Afterwards he was
sent to the legislature, and in 1788, was a member of llu; conv(!iition that framed the

1 U. S. constitution. H(i was ;ilsoa mcMnber of the first federal congress, and held many
lionorable ollices in Philadelphia.

CLYTIE. a water nymph in lov(; with Apollo. Meeting with no return for herafTec-
tion, she was chariged if) a sunfiower. In that form she gazed upon Apollo (the .sun),

and hence the notion that this flower funis on its stalk as the sun moves along the sky,
always presenting its full face to that luminary.

CNEPH. the name und(!r which the Egyptians adore the creator of the world.

CNOSSUS, or Gnossus. a city of Crete on the n. side f)f the island. 3 m. from the
coast, said to have been founded l)v Minos, a. traditional king of the ishiiid. Tnidition
.says that Jupiter was l)orn, mnrried, sind buried nenr C'nossus; aiul it is aKo snld to have
be(m the site of tlir; labyrinth in which llie Minotaur wns confined. This fable may
h;ive arisen from the nuiny iniriente caverns in the region. The inhabitants were Dorians,
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with Dorian manners, customs, and political institutions, AVith the other parts of the

islands it tinally became a Roman colony. Among its great men were jEnesidimus, the
skeptic philosopher, and Chersiphron, the architect of the temple of Diana at Ephesus.

CQACII-WIilP SNAKE, a serpent of the United States, having a long narrow head,
small neck, long body, and a tail like the lash of a whip. It is sometimes more
than two yards long. It is not venomous, but will defend itself with great courage by
twining its long folds around an enemy. It lives on birds and small animals. Found
only in" the states of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.

COAHOMA, a co. in n.w. Mississippi, on the Mississippi river; 750 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

7,144—5,881 colored. It is low and level, and much of the land is frequently inundated:
but the soil is good, producing chiefly corn and cotton. Co. seat, Friar's point.

COAL {ante). In North America the carboniferous strata are divided by geolo-

gists into two principal groups: the lower or sub-carboniferous, which corresponds to

the carl)oniferous limestone of Europe; and the carboniferous, which includes the mill

stone grit and the coal-measures. The first of these is about 5,000 ft. thick in Pennsyl
vania, consisting mainly of shales and sandstones; but in the Mississippi valley, in llli

nois, Iowa, and Missouri, a considerable thickness of limestone is developed in this part

of the series. In the former region some thin coal-seams are found, the relation between
the two areas being in this res])ect similar to that of the carboniferous limestone in Eng
land to the coal-bearing formations of similar age in Scotland. The millstone grit forms
a mass of sandstone and conglomerates from 1200 to 1400 ft. thick in e. Pennsylvania,
but thins rapidly to the w., being only from 100 to 250 ft. thick in Ohio and Tennessee.
In Arkansas the compact silicious rock known as novacuiite, or Arkansas lione-stone.

occurs in this m('nvl)er of tl'.e carboniferous series. The coal-measures proper occur in

a very largo part of the United States and Canada. First in importance is the Appa-
lachian coal-lield, covering about 00,000 sq.m. extendimj: through parts of Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Vir<j:inia, Kentuckv, Tennessee, and Alabama. The maximum thickness of strata

is from 2^500 to 8,000 ft.; 120 ft. near Pottsville, 63 ft. at Wilkesbarre, and 25 ft. at

Pittsburg, showing a gradual diminution in a westward direction. The most persistent

coal deposit is the Pittsburg seam, which is known over an area measuring 225 by ICO
m., but with a thickness varying froni 2 to 14 feet. The anthracite district of Penn-
sylvania occupies an area of aljout 650 sq.m. on the left bank of the Susquehanna.
The strata between Pottsville and Wyoming, which belong to the lowest portion of

the coal-measures, are probal)ly about 3,000 ft. thick, but it is diflicult to come at an
exact estimate owing to the numerous folds and contortions. There are frc»m 10 to

12 seams above 3 ft. in thickness; the principal one, known as tlie Mammoth or Palti-

more vein, is 29 ft. think at "VVilkesbarre, and
,
in some places exceeds even 60 feet.

The Illinois and Missouri basin covers a considerable part of these states, as well as of
Indiana, Kentucky, Iowa, Kansas, and Arkansas. Its area is estimated at 60,CC0
sq.m., the thickness varying from 600 ft. in IMissouri to 3,000 ft. in w. Kentucky. The
aggregate thickness of C is about 70 feet. A good furnace C. is found in Indiana,
the so-called block C. near Indianapolis, which, like the splint C. of Scotland and of
Staffordshire, can be used in blast furnaces without coking. In ^lichigan a nearly cir-

cular area of coal-measures of al)out 5,000 sq.m. occurs in the lower peninsula between
lakes Erie and Huron. The thickness is only 120 ft., and the C is unimportant. There
are also coal-bearing areas of less value in Texas and Rhode Island.

The carboniferous strata are largely developed in the e. provinces of the dominion of
Canada, notably in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The lower carboniferous group
here consists of about 6,000 ft. of red sandstones and green marls with thick bcdsof fo^-

siliferous limestone, accompanied by gypsum. The overlying coal-measures, including
the millstone grit, occupy an area estimated at 18,000 sq. miles. The whole thickness of
this group in one place is about 14,750 ft., with 76 included coal-seams, together 45 ft.

in thickness, which are contained in tiie middle division of the series. At Pictou there
are six seams, together measuring 80 ft. in thickness. The coal-mea.mres in this area
approach nearer to the great coal-fields of Europe in thickness than these of the other
American carboniferous districts. Rocks of tiie carboniferous age occur in various
places on both flanks of the Rocky mountains, and in the Arctic archipelago, but they
have not been explored. Lignite-bearing strata of cret-iceous and tertiary age occu]\v a
considerable area in the central and western portions of North America, especially in the
upper ]\Ii.ssouri and Saskatchewan valleys, in Utah, Texas, Calit\)rnia, Oregon, and
Vancouver island. In the last locality for several years past, C. has been extensively
mined near Namiimo, on the e. const, in strata of the cretaceous age. Tertiary lignites

;jie worked in Bellingham bay. at Coosa bay in Oregon, and at monle Diablo near San
Francisco. The lignite fornuUions of the e. flank of the Rocky mountains, which arc
considered by Hayden to occupy a position between the cretaceous and the eocene ter-

tiary strata, cover an area estimated at about 50,000 sq.m. within the United States, and
extend n. into Canada and s. into jMexico.

In South America, coal, probably of the carboniferous age, is found in the Brazilian
province of Sao Pedro. Rio Grande do Sul. Santa Catharina, and in the neighboring
state of Uruguay. The largest area is that known as the Candiota coal-tield. which is

exposed for about 50 m. in the valley of the river of the same name. The sections
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exposed show five seams from d to 26 ft. ciich, or iu all about 65 ft. of coal. Other
basius arc kuowu at feaii Sepo, and San Jcroninia, on the Jacaliaiiay river. The latter

is the ouly ])ohit at ^vhic•h mines are worked, as the C, though iliiuner than that of
other localities mentioned, is situated withiu the reach of navigable waters, iieediug a
land carriage of t)nly 8 m. to the river.

On the w. coast of South America cretaceous coal is worked at Lota in Chili, aud at

Sandy Point in the straits of Magellan. In Peru both secondary and carboniferous co:d

is known at various points in the interior, the former occupying a position on the first

rise of the Andes, while the latter occurs in higher ground, and at a greater distance
from the coast. Good coal is also found at many points in the Santa valley. i^Iuch

of the Peruvian coal has undergone considerable disturbance and metamorphism sub-

sequent to its deposition. At Porton, 43 m. e. of Truxillo, a ridge of coal-bearing sand-
stones has been changed into a hard quart'/ite, with an interstratified seam of anthra-
cite in u nearly vertical position. The coal is remarkable as containing a large

amount of sulphur.
The annual production of coal throughout the world was roughly estimated for

1874 at 2C0,000,000 tons, including about 17,000,000 tons of lign-'te and C. from forma-
tions newer than the coal-measures of Europe. Kearly one half of the total was raised

in Great Britain, Excluding lignite the figures are as follows:

Tons. Tons.

Great Britain 125,000.000 Russia 1,000.000
United States 48,000,000 Spain 750,000
Germany 35,000,000 India 700,000
France 17,500,000 Other Europe 125.000
Belgium 17,000,000 British N. America 750,000
Au.stria 4,700,000 Chili... 200,000

New S. Wales 1,300,000 Australia 50,000

In America the first C. discovered was by father Hennepin, near what is now Ottawa,
111. The first mining of C. was in 1813. when five boat-loads of fiinty C. were flouted

down the Lehigh river and sold in Philadelphia for $21 per ton. The fuel of the period
was almost eutirelv of wood, Liverpool C. being a rare luxury. As late as 182' only
22,122 tons of C. (Liverpool) were imported into the United btates. The first regular

shipments of C. from the Pennsylvania mines began in 1820. The C. indu.stry of

Pennsylvania has reached enormous proportions, the annual product being valued at

over $50,000,000. Besides more than 20,000,000 tons of anthracite C. there are mined
in Pennsylvania near 10,000,000 tons of bituminous C. per annum. Of bituminous C.

the states' of Ohio and Illinois produce the next most extensive yield, each about 3,000,000

tons annually. In 1870, there were 1506 collieries in the United States, employing 92,454

hands, and invested capital to the amount of $110,000,000. In 1820, the total C. pro-

duct of Pennsylvania was less than 2,000 tons. It is now more than 30,000,010 tons per
annum. See Anthracite.

COAN, Titus, dd., b. Conn., 1801; ordained a CouCTcgational minister in Boston
in 1833, and in that year made a trip of exploration to Patagonia, where he wished to

establish a mission. Circumstances being unfavorable, he returned, but soon afterwards

he went to the Sandwich islands and was stiitioued as a missionary at ILl-j. Besides

liis work as a inissionary he has published in the American Journal of Science and else-

where many valuable papers on scientific subjects.

COASTING TRADE {ante). This trade in the United States is far more extensive

than in any other country. Of the 38 states now in the union, 18 border on the Atlan-

tic ocean and the gulf of Mexico, and two border on the Pacilic, to which may bo

added the territory of Washington, and the enornums coast-line of the newly acquired

territory of Alaska. There is an immense amount of coastwise trade, especially along

the Atlantic and the gulf. In the time of the early settlements such trading was ilono

in small shallops, sloops, and schooners, and th(Te was very little of it. Tlie introduction

of steam-vessels made a great change, and the trade rapidly grew in importance. At Iho

present time many hundreds of .sleamcs and more hundreds of sailing cralt are con-

stantly plying from iSIaine to Texas, transferring the cotton, sugar, and rice of the

southern to northern, and the lumber, grain, and manufactured goodsof the northern to

southern markets. The swift propell(!r brings the oranges and strawberries of Florida

to Maine, and takes back the ice of the Penobscot. In summer, these coasting steamer.<}

do a large siiare of the j^assenger as well as trade trafiic. 'l"he thoroughness of tlic coast

survey, and tlie n.-cent introduction of the weather service whereby mariners are duly-

forewarned of danger, have (lone nuich to prevent the disasters w'hich were common
not long ago, and even the dreaded capo llatteras has lost much of its terror.

COAST-LINE, the ocean boundary of any continent, island, or section of land.

Such lines vary in IcnuMh willi the amoiint of indentntio!) by guMs and bays. Euro])0

has nearly 20.000 tn. of coast-line; Africa, 15,000; Asia, 30,000; North America, 23,000,

and Sr)Uth America, 15.00').

COAST RANGE, or Coart Mountains, In CMlifornia, running in a course almost

parallel with the oc<.'an from near the )x)undliry of Oregon into Lower California. Tlio
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rango has a width of 30 to 40 m., and has inimoroiis spurs which usually run toward tho

occun. Iklwccii t.lt^^e are \VLil-\.a.ci\.il uuil t \cv cwiiig.y icil.ie valluys. 'Ihe ( hief

pcalvS of lae r;in,Li,c UiC S.iii Dcruaid.ii*), ll,o.yvJ li.; i.taii.i, JJ/iOO. '1 liC piincii.al I'as^ca

are Irom O^o \o o,7oJ ti. above sea level, 'i i.e i..i;iiiiiaiii-* ;m\' usually locky and bleep.

'i\iose uearllie sea are Cvjvcrcd vviiii timber, \\ii.lj ^li^^^u lar iulauu arc neany bare.

COAST SUPiVEY, a scientific, ('epar'.ment of tlie government of the United States,

estnllislied lor the purpose of Kiaking geodetic ai.d 1.} tlrogri.phie surveys to delerniine

llie coa>l-!ine, ;ii;d c.t mr.klug cha ts of harbors ai.d tu.<.--\v;.le.s, and of the bottom of tlio

ocean ;:lon^r ll:c c:»ast. It e..tends its ob.^ervations to all paits cf t!;e ulobe, as may be

lhoui^!it serviceable to navigation; and it ir.akes sr.eh cthtr observatlors (;.s of tl.e tidi-s

and currents, a:;d of the nature or the sea and river Lotlcmf-) as will permit calculations

of clianges to be expected in the futuie. Its cilice is ;;li-o to ir.dicate petitions tor the
erection of liglit-houses ar.d all otiier useful signals, and lo make various mtteorolog-.cal

and other observations. Tlic inception of the organization was contcmpl.-.ted in the n:cs-

sag3 of president Jeflerson t.> congress in loC7. An ac t was passed r.uthorizing Inm to

ca.ise a survey of tiu (?f):!sts of tiie United States, includir.g i>.hii:ds. shoals, and places-

cf aneliorage within 20 leagues of tlie shcre, a::(l of St. George's Lank; and to take:

soundings and observations upon currents heyond such limits, to the gulf stream. This-

act appropriated $.10,000 for ilie object. I Lir.swere requested from .sciectilic men, and.

that proposed by Mr. F. 11. Ilassler, a native cf Switzerland, was adoj.tcd. It was, in.

the iJrst place, to determine tlie positions of certain piominer.t points of the coast by
astronomical ()bservations, andlo connect Ihcm ly trigoi.cmetiical lines from which to-

mtdic a nautical survey ; but notliing was done till Ibll, when he went to Euiope to.

obtain instruments and material lor the work, lie was, however, detained till the close.

of the war with Great Britain. On his return he v. as appointed j^urerintendcnt of the.

coast survey, but did not begin active labors till J817,when, in the vicinity of Kew York,
lie measured a base-line we.-t of the I alisades on the Hudson, for the triangulation of*

Kew York harbor; but the work was rot extended beyond this, for want of funds, except
that a few detached survej's were made b}" the navy, and 1 y the topographical engineers,

of the army. An interval of ten years elapsed, and in 18C2, after a small appropriation
had been made by congress, Mr. ilassler resumed the active duties of liis otiice. and wa*
authorized to employ, in addition to the naval and army oflicers designated for that ser-

vice, such astronomers and other persons as l:e might deem necessary. He continued-

to superintend the survey till his death, in 1843. The work which he accomplished was
to extend the survey at Kew York as far eastward as Point Judith, TJ. I., and as far s.

as cape llenlopen, Del. The triangulation extended over an area of 9.000 sq.m., deter-

mining the positions of about 1200 stations, to be used in the delineation of about ICOO
m. of shore line. iMr. Ihissler was succeeded by prof. A. D. Eache. In 1845, surveys
were begun on the coasts of Virginia and Korth Carolina, and during the next two years
they were extended to Georgia and the gulf states, and afterwards to the Florida reefs and
keys. Many observations on the gulf stream were taken during the lime of the supeiin-

tendency of prof. Bache, and extended observations Avere m;;de upon the tides and cur-
rents in various rivers, for the purpose of deducing the laws by which they are governed^
The magnetic force and direction in pares of the earth included in the survey were:
observed, and various meteorological observations were taken for the purpose of investi-

gating the laws of storms. The rebellion interrupted the operations of the survey
along the coast of the southern states, but many of the co^ast-survcy otficers were with,
the Ijnited States vessels, and their knowledge was of the utmost importance in navat.
oi)erations. Two years after the close of the war, prof. Fache died (1867), and prof..

Benjamin Fierce, of Ilarvarl university, was appointed his successor. Since then a.

more comprehensive system has been prosecuted, extending across the continent; and
the Facilic coast ha-i been the subject of extended triangulation, although still far frora
complete; and the hydrographic survey has been actively carried on. See LIydroq-
UAi'iiY, Geodesy, and Ti{ia:sgulation.

COATZACO-VL'CO. a river of Mexico rising in tho Sierra iMadre, flowing partially
across lirj isthmus of Teliuantepoc, and emptying into the gulf of iMexico. This river,,

and the region around, havj bee:i several times explored wit'.i t!ie view of constructing
a canal across tiu istli:nu3 fro:n the gulf to tho Pacitic, the river being considered an
important element i.i the wor.i.

COCB, a CO. in n.w. Georgia on tiie Chattahoochee river, intersected by theTTestem.
and Atlantic railroads; 5C9 sq.m.; pop. '70. 13,814—3,217 colored. Surface hilly and
in part mountainous, soil fertile. Gold has been found. The main products arc wheat,
corn, cotton, and butter. Co. seat, ^Marietta.

COBB, D.wiD, 1743-1830; b, i\Ias3.
;
graduated at TTarvard. and became a physician.

He was an ollicer in the revolutionary army, member of congress, judge of the common
pleas, aUvl lieutenant-governor of iMassachusetts.

COBB, Howell, 1S15-G8; b. Ga., graduated at Franklin college, and admitted to-

the bar in 1830. In 18i3. he was sent U) congre.^s, where he servetruntil 1851. In 1849.
he was elected speaker of the house. lie was one of the leaders of the southern party in

congress, and favored the extension of slavery Into the territory acquired from ilexlco.

Ail. Ad. T.—34
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In ISol, he was chosen rrovernorof Goorgin. and a.c^ain to concrross in 1855. lie "was
secretary of slate iu IJuchauan's cabiuet, i\ sign in i^ Dec, IbGJ. to join tlie soiitli i.i i.io

apprnachhiij: war. He \va> the lir^l president or l.iu coufcJeiMle coagresa, aud all^r-

waids a maj.geii., hut made Uv) iidlitar/ lepuLiiliou.

COBB, Sylvanus, d.d., 179D-1SJG: h. ^tle. ; t\ minister in the Univcrsr.list fhiirch.

yie edited a newspaper for 20 years, and wrote a C'^i/immtur// on r/u ,\cw i\:.HjiiHe/d,

/.:id other works, llis name is moie Avidely linown through tlio literary work of his

.*oa iSylvanus, b. 182'o, u prolilic writer of tales and sketches for many 3 ears p:.st.

C03BE. Frances Poweu, 182*^-80; an English authoress, agreal-granddaughtcr of
•Charles C'ohbe. archbisliop of Dublin. Slic became interested in religious studies, .-md

v.-as for a long time a personal friend and adnurer of ''IMKodore Tarker, editing tho
Lnglisli edition of Ills works, and being wi:h liim at Florence in the last days of Ins lilc.

{She traveled in Ittdy and the east, giving lier obsjrvations in the The Cctlrn t>f the l\isi,

Amoiig her otiier works are Stiid.es New and Old of Ethical Silijectn; Jloar.'i of Work
rCnJ Pjiy; EsMj on IiUuitiv>e Moials; Heligious Duty; and Uarwini^in in Morals, and oilier

L'issaj/x.

COBLIjIGIT, Nelson Ebenezeh. d.d., ll.d., b. N. II., 1314; a graduate of
"TW'.^lcyan university; professor in JMcIvendree college, Ohio; in Lawrence university,

"NVis.
;
president of East Tennessc:) Wesleyan university; and editor of two Melho list

newspapers, Zion's IIj/uU, Boston, 1858, and the MdJiodist Adcaailc, Atlanta, Ga., 187^.

COBOURG, a t. in Canada, in JSTorthumberland co., on lalvc Ontario and the Grind
Trunk railroad; GJ m, n.e, of Toronto; pop. '71, 4.423. It is the sjat of justicq of both
Duriia.n and Nortliuaiherland. Victoria college 'u in this town.

COBUIIG FAMILY, a Gorman ducal family dating from tho 15th c, remarkahlo
for alliances with tho Englisii and continental royal houses. Queen Victoria's m >tiior

was a sister of duke Ernjst I. The lirst wife of Ernest's brother Leopold (king of Bel-

.j^ium) was a daughter of Go )rgo IV of England, and his second wile was a daughter of
Louis Philippe. Ali^crt, the son of Ernest I., was the husbanil of Victoria.

C0CC0LITri3 and C0CC0SP1IERC3, bodies calle;l "bathybiu;" by Huxley.
Tiiey are rouad, or nearly so, and adhere to gelatinous protoplasm found in suiunarino
localities.. Prof. Ilaxley divides the coccoliihs into discoliths and cyatholiths. and de-

«cnl).,*s the discf)Iil.is as "oval discoidal bodies witli a thick, strongly rcfract;d ri:n, and a
tiiiauor central portioa, the greater part f>f which is occupied by a slightly opaque cloud
patclu corresponding to the inner edge of tho rim, from wliicii it is separated by a trans-

parent zone;'! usually tliey are concave on one side and convex on the other, tlie rim
I; ring raisod on tlio convex side. . In diameter they are one fivc-thou-iandfi of aa inclL

Tlie cyatholiths arc a little hirger, and of the shape of minute studs or l)Uttonsl Cocco-
fiphores are citiier compactor iof)se in texture, and vary from a thirteen-liundredth to the
7J0tli of an inch in d.a.neter. Dr. Wallich tliinks that tho coccosplieres are the prf)geni-

t )rs of tho cocooliths; aad both arc the calcareous part5 of bathybius. They arc found
fcisil ia challt.

COCUDII, a trlho or race of Indians in the pcninsuh\ of lower California, s'.Ul in

Iho lowest stages of savago life. Tlicy say their ancestors were driven southward by,

•Other L'ldian n iLion i after a general vvar. The .iesults established missions among theai

early ia tlio lolli c, bat tho-missions were suspended after the expulsion of the order.

COCIIITU.VTS LAK3.*in Middlesex co.. ]\Iass., 17 m. s. of Boston, covering a
little nioro thaa 1 s i.ni., wheucc Boston draws its supply of water.

C0C:i:iAN3. Jonx Dundas, 1780-1825; an English sailor and traveler. In 1820, ho
laid b.H'ore tho admiralty a pla.i for exploring the river Niger, but it was rejected. In
Feb.. 1830, he siarle 1 from London on a journey around tlie world, to l)o ])erformed aa

f.u'iL-i p,)-;iil)lo 0.1 foot. After muoh suilei'ing he male his way through Russia and Silieiia

to Pelrop lulowski, in Ka.ntohatka. i heie be married the daughter of a sexton, and
nhan lonod the idea of cro-isiag North America. Returning to JiOndon by the same route
over which he ha^l p i-ised, ho published a JS'arrtifirc of a J'cdeKfrutn Jonrnci/ ihrough

II li.iiiiu an I S'Jj.'j'Ui I 'l(irtut"fiifr\t-!n the frontier of QKDia to Die Frozen JSja and Kanitchatka.

IIo died while making ii tour in South America.'

COCKBURN^, Sir Ai.enandicii Jamks Edmund, b. 180C: son of Alexander Cock-
barn who wa-t B iglish inini-tcr in ('olombia. He was educated at Cambrid'jc, and called

t ) tiro b.ir in 1829. In 1841, be was made a qtiecn's counsel, and in 1817 was elected to

pirliamennt fr>m Southampton, where he distinguished himself (1H50) by defending
J'alni 'rston's ff)rcign policy. lie was soon afterwards app«"inte<l solieitor-gcncral, and
ia 1851. promoted to attorney-general. In 1854. he was made recorder of Bristol; in

185) appointed ja-uice of th(! common pleas, and in 1850 he became lord chief justice of

England. In bS7l. \u\ was made English arbitrator for the settlement of the Alabama
"C'lainn. He diffei-ed with bis coilcNigacs at (x'oiKtva. refusing to sign the award. lu 1878,

lie wascliairman of the Cambridge iini,v(!rsily coiiiinission.

C0CK15URX. Atjrom. (.Mrs), 1712-94; author of one of the most delightful Scotch
ballads, known as Tiie Fioirern of Via; Forcnt. She was the daughter of a border laird, and
had little education, and was fond of rambling around tho country. Tii<! song is ^^eiier-
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ally hclicvofl to have* been written nfter the dcpnrturc for London of one John Aikn^.nn,

an early lover. In I?:)!, she was married to Patrick Cockhurn, of Onnistoii, an advo-
cate. iShe sul)sequently became acquainted \vith all l!:e celebrities of tlie day. t-lie was
one of tlu! beiles of Ldinburgii, a gracelid dancer, an iudelatigable letter writer r.nd

composer of parodie-?, squibs, toasts, and characier sketches, bhe was a relative of
AV'alier bcoll's motiier.

C0CK13UIIN, Catheiitxe, 1079-1749; r.n Ilnglish aiithoress, wife of a non-juring
c^er.iyman who fin;dly conformed and received a living in Cumbeiland. She wiol<;

A Dje/mj of Loc/oo'.i Kim^ on the inckmiaudLntj, besides p ays, pocn.s, and essays.

COCKBUUN, Sir Geouge, ]77S-18r)3; an English naval officer wl;ose operations
jigaiiist Martinique secured that island to Great Biitai:.. He was active in the w ar \\ ith the
United States in 1812-1.^, marauding aloag the shores of tlie Cliesri (ale j.i.d l.un.ing

the public buiidiiigs at NVaahinglon. His last noteworthy sea enij)ioyn:ent was to C(U-
vey iNapoU'oa to bt. llelen^i. lie rose to the rank of r.dmiial, was sevcial tiiriCS reluine<l

to the house of co. unions, and was one of the lords of the admiralty.

COCXS, a CO. in e. Tennessee, bordering on K«ith (an lira, travcrFfd h}' the Cin-
cinnati, Cu;nb3ilmJ Gap aad Uhai'lestoa railroad. };i.d wjttcnd by French Broad and
]jig Pig ;i):i rivers; i7J s j.m. ; p >3. 7i). 13, 453— 1274 colored. Surface mouuiaiuous and
Weil wo;)Jed; produjtio.is, agneulluril, Ci). seat. Newport.

COCKERELL. Ciiari-es RouEnT. 1788-18Co; an Erglish architect who visited

Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor to study ancient rrchittctnial remains, n aking cxcnva-
tions at^gina and other places, and euricbing tie JJritish museum wiih nnuiy rare and
valuable fragments, lie became a member of tbe royal academy, jiid a piolessor of
architecture, his lectures on which were Jiighly csiccme<l. He was the designer of ninny
public buildings in London, Cambridge, Liverpool, and oilier places, and was the author
of several works o:i his favorite the.ne.

COCKERn.L, John. 1793-1840; an English engineer, who established at Seraing
one of tlie largest machine-sljops in Europe, half of it being owned by the king of Hol-
land. He often had 2,0U0 man employed at one time. Hi 1839, he failed.

COCLES, HoRATius, "the one-eyed," one of the mythical heroes of ancidit Rome,
who, aided by Lartiusand Herminius, defended the Snblician biidge against agreiitarmy
under Lars Porsena, keeping the enemy at bay until the Romans behind them dcslioycd
the bridge. When the l)ri(lge was about to fall, ( oclcs sent his two (ompunies back; and
when it had fallen, sheathing his sword and pr:iying the liver to favor him, he plurged
ia and swam safely to the sliore. He was given j;s n i:(h l!;rd r.s l:e (ould draw a jilow

arouiui ill a day, and a s!atue in the comitium. No hero was held in higher honor, and
liom.m writers nevjr wearied of telling what Maciinhiy ri peats in his spiiited Lnya of
Ancient Ilt.jis, " How well Horatius kept the bridge, in the brave (hiys of old."

COCOA-PLUM, nn edible fruit growing on a shrub of the order roynrece, in the West
Indies, and some of the s.w. United States. It is yellow, purple, or black, and is much
like a large plum in appearance.

COCO-MAR] COPAS, or M.\titcopa9. a tribe of Indiana, in Xew^ Mexico, on the
Gila river, occtipying the snme territory with the Pinos. who are advanced in civiliza-

tion to a like extent. The joint reservation is alM)Ut ^o m long and 4 m. wi<le. Loth
tribes are cultivators of the soil, and rinse large crops. Tl;(y live in villjigxsof CO to CO
houses, usu.illy surround 'd by g:irdens and culiivaied fields. Tlnir houses are built of
corn husks and straw, and are siipported by stakes. Attached to each house is an open
booth or wiiiwam where they pass their time in fair wtaiher. Each family lir.s al.'-o a

granary or storehouse; and iliey have horned cattle, horses, aiul n u!es. Their food is

chicHy bread, made of tiour and corn meal, and v(<:( tables, ll/cy laise cotton, and
make good clotii therefrom. Their basket work and ] < ttdy also aie good. 1 he won-.en
wear simply a long strip of cotion cloth wound around the loins, ai.d f-aiMlals made of
raw hide on the feet. Their heads are bare, and the hair is left to haiigfieely down the
liack. E.xcejit for a breech cloth the men go naked, but in cool wcaihcr use llankets.

The hair is never cut except over the eyes, and there it is "l j.r^'cd." as the style is

called in these days. They believe in a great spirit, and in nn existence after death,
and avoid polygamy. They say that their souls will go to the banks of ihe Colorado,
the dwelling place of their ancestors, and there be changed into various animals or birds,

and also that feuds with other tribjs w ill coniinue in the future existence. Their lan-

guage is allied to that of the Yumas of Colorado. There is little doubt that they are
descended from the strange j^eople w ho left such remarkable cities ar.d fortiCcations in

that part of America. At tbe la-t census they numbered only c82 persons.

CODDINGTON. Wilmam, lGOl-78; a native of Lincolnshire. Eng., and founder
of the colony of Rhode Island. He came out in 1600 with a commission as magistrate,
landing at Salem, and was for sojne time a trader in Boston. He undertook the defense
of Ann Hutchinson, and opposed similar ])ersecution in other cases, but wiihout suc-
cess. April '26, 163S. he. with eighteen others, removed tothe island of Aquidneckand
founded a colony, which was to be ju«lged and guided by the laws of Christ. He was
elected judge and governor in 1G40, and held the ollice until the colony was iucorpo--



ratcci in Vac c'.iarter wUli Provulcncc plantations. In lfi."3t, he went to England, where
lie w;us grunlod a co:n;n:j;s;on as i!(.vcrnor of AijuichKck i^i:uKl, indcpoudcnl of llie

rG:nain(Lr of I'.ic co ony. bat lie never undeitoo!; u> cxctcise luc auUiuiily, and soou
resigned. In IGTl, hj was oacj more maue governor.

CODE {(iuf() is defined in t!ie United States as a bod;/ of laws establislied by the-

legislnlive a:illiori:y of tlie state, and detiigneJ to rcgu.ale coinpleicly, so far asasialulc
may, the sulijeets to ulneli it relates. '1 he earliest and moot eoiupic'le eode of tlie

Anleriean staUs is t!»at of Louisiana, linished in 1^2 1, l.ie worlv of Laward Livingston,

a member of lac celebrated family of Ihatname in isew Vor^c, and was baseil on Ine codvi

Kapoleonenne. It has o.o'22 articles in one series, but comprises three books—L of
l\'r->ons; H. of Things, r.nvl llic iMoviihcation of Property, 3. of tlie Dillereut .Modes of
Acqu.ring rro])L':ty. A code was compK-teil in M issachusetls in 18o."), and it was
revised LJ years later. l\ii\v York's liiv-^t code for.ned tae r^-vised statutes of ISJO.

There have l)een various more or less complete revisions, and there is the whole or a-

part of a further revision niAV before tlie legicNlature. All except tae latest new states-

have compilations of codilied editions of tiieir laws. D.ivid Dudley Field o.^" IS'ew York.

Lao been ueiive a.id eminent in tlie work of e>)dihcatio-i. bee Fii:..d, Daviu Dudley.

CODZIA. an alkaloid existing inopiam witUmeeonis acid; formula, CasIlaO^sOs. It

u insohible in a.kaliue solutions, but soluule in etlier, alcohol, or water.

CODEX {(inti), oriTinaily t!ic Roman name for the trunk of a tree, and also applied
to the smootii tablets smeared wita wax on waicli tiie Ko nans wrote their records. It

finally came to mean any written document, but especially designating collections of
laws, ;^lodern sciiolars give the titie to versions of the bciiptinvs, and sometimes to
important secular manuscripts (see Code, ante, for some of these codicesi aud also

under taeir several names, such as Alexandkian <. odex, etc.).

CODEX ALEXAXDRINU3. See Alexandrian Codex, an/c.

CODEX DEZ/E, or Codex Cantabhioiensis, a manuscript believed to liavc been
written in llie Gtli c, containing the four gospels and the Acts in Greek and Latin on.

opposite pages. It was found in a monastery at Lyons, France, and presented to Cam-
bridge university in 1581 by Theodore Eeza.

CODEX EPIIRAE'MI, a palimpsest manuscript of portions of the Greek Lible pre-

served in the national library ia Paris. It is judgjd to be as oUl as the 5th c, an(l ia
critical authority it ranks next to the Sinaitic, Vatican, aud Alexandrian manuscripts.

CODEX SINAITICUS. See Sinaitic Codex.

CODEX VATICAXUS. See Vatican Codex.

CffiLEX'TEIlA, a group of animals including the classes hydrozoa, anlhrozoa, and
cterophora. See Actinia, Cokal, and IIyduozoa, ante.

COEN, Jan Pietehszoon, 1587-1030; the founder of Patavia, the capital of the

Dutch East Indies. Jle went to India in 1007 on a commercial exploration, and in lOLJ
m ide his second voyage wiih two ships. The next year he was appointed director-gen-

eral of tlie Indian trade, aud in 1019 he destroyed the native towuof Jacalraaud founded
Latavia on its site.

CCEUR, Jacques, d. 1450; a native of Pourges, France, who opened trade between.

his C(;unLry and liie states of the Levant. In 14o0, Charles Vll. made him master of the

mint just established in Paris, and in 1440 his family were ennobled. In 1441, he was
Bent as one of the royal commissioners to preside over the new ])ariiament of Langue-
doc. andin 1448 he represented the French king at the court of Nicholas V., who treated

him with great distinction, lodging him in the papal i)al ice, and granted him a special

license to Irallie witii the infidels. The power and fame of C. were now at their highest.

He had represented France in tliree embassies, and had furnished the sinews of the war
thai had driven the English from Normandy, lie was invested with various olllces of
dignity, and possessed the largest fortune ever amassed by a private French citizen.

Tlie sea was covered with his ships; he had oOO factors in his employ, and lunges of
business in all the chief cities of France, lie had built hotels and chapels, and had
founded C(d leges in I'aris, at Monlpellier, and Pourges. Dealing in all things—money
and arms, |K;itry and jewels, brocades and woolens—broker, banker, farmer—he had
absorbed all the trade of the country, and merchan's complained that they could make
no gains on account of "that Jaccpies." Very soon, however, he was a broken man
ami a fugitive. Charles was surrounded with the great merch:mts; he was as unstable

as water, auil always ikmmIv. C had to go the; way of others who ha<l been the friends

of the king. In Feb.. 1449, Agnes Sore], the king's nusiress, died of puerperal fever.

Put it was (barged that Lf)uis (the (laii|»hin) had procaircMl her death; and aconsiderable
time after she died. C, who was one of her executors, was accused of having poisoned
her. Tneie was nr)t even a pretext for sueh a charge; neverlhelc^ss, th(^ needy ami
nnscrupulous king, in July, 1451. orderecl his arrest and the seizure of hisgoods. reserv-

ing for himself a large sum to carry on the war in Guienne. lie was tried j ad convicted

by men whose business it was lo convict him without regard to the evidence or to justice;

and he was condemned lo do public i)enance, lo pay lo the king a sum e(pial to $5,000,000
of modern money, aud to remain a ])risoner until the judgment was fully aatiiilied Ail
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Ills property was confhscalocl, and he was subject to exile during the ro3-al pleasure. In
14o»>, 1:0 inanagvd lo <.>cape ii.lo 1 lovt-i.cc, s.im, liiou^'.i cio.->e.y [»uisiii;d, sut (ceded in

leaeuiui^ Konie, where; lie was well received l>y l.ie pipe, wiio \»a.s Uitiu;^ out an c.xpcdi-

i'um agaiiisi liie Turivs. C was given l.u comuiaua oi l(i gaiiey.->, uai ao n»us lakea ill

t Oa.oj, dud, iijJ w.ij liki.'ied Oil L.ie isiiiiid.

COFFEE, a CO. lu s.c. Alabama, watered by Pea river and. its tributaries, original

iirea, UOU sq.ni.
;

po,). '70, 0, Iil— 10:^0 colored, huriace liiiiy, and soil lor the most
part poor, wiLa auaiiduuco of puio limoer. i'roduclioas, agricultural. Co. seat, Elba.

COFFEE, a CO. i:i s.w. Georgia, between tiie Ocmulgee and the Alhipaha rivers,

reached by the Macoa and ljrua.^wlck, and tiie Eruuswick and Albany iailroads;

lOOJ sq.m.; pop. 70, 3, TJ-i—OTJ colored. It has a level and saudy burluce, pro-

ducing corn, oals, nee, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Douglas.

COFFEE, a co. in central Tennessee, intersected by llie^IcMinnvilleand ^lanchestcr

railroad; o20 scpm.
;
poj). '70, 10,23?— 1,001 colored, burface hilly, and soil lerlde; pro-

ducing wheat, corn, cotton, etc. Co. beat, Manchester.

COFFEY, a co. in s.e. Kansas, intersected by the Neosho river, and traversed by
the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas railroad. The business is almost exclusively agricul-

tural. Co. seat, Eurlington. •

COFFIN, Sir Isaac, 17o9-1839; b. Mass.; went into the British naval service in

1773, and rose through all grades to admiral. In 1«18, he was elected to parliament,

where he remained until 18x16. la the latter year, he lounded a school in >Jantucket,

which is still called by his name; indeed, the name was once almost a common noun in

Chat island, so numerous were the families that owned it.

COFFIN, James Henry, ll.d.. 180G-73; h. Mass., and graduated from Amherst col-

lege in 183S; was professor in Williams college, and superintended the erection of the

observatory on Greylock mountain. From 184C until his death, he was professor of

mathematics and astronomy in Lafayette college, at Easton, Penn. Among his publica-

tions are <Solar and Lunar Eclipses; A Discussion on the Meteorie Fire Bali; and Winds of

the Northern Hemisphere.

COFFIN, John 11. C, b. iMaine, 1815; a graduate of Bowdoin college; in 1836.

appointed professor of mathematics in the U. 5;>. navy. In 1844, he was detailed to the

naval observatory, and from 1866 has been in charge of the American Ep/iemeris and
JSautical Alrna/uic.

COGIIETTI, Francesco, b. 1804; an Italian painter who has execut<}d many fine

nltar pieces in the churches of Bergamo and elsewhere, lie painted for the villa Tor-

Ionia the exploits of Alexander the great. He is recognized as the head of a modern
«chool who strive to restore the classical styles of painting.

COGNIARD, Theodore, 1806-72; a dramatist of Paris, who, with his brother,

Ilippolyte, wrote a great number of fairy plays, vaudevilles, and other light pieces,

which were unusually successful. Some of them are La Bichs aux Bois; Belle llelene;

Barbebleae; Berichole; and the Grande Duchesne.

COGNO'MEN. equivalent to family name or surname. A Boman of any social

position crdinarily had three names, the la>t being his C. and the name by which
his family was known. In ]\Iarcus Tullius Cicero, the first name is the prce-nomeii, the

second the nomen, and the third denoted the family, or gens.

COGSWELL. .TosEPii G'ieen, ll.d., 1787-1871; b. Mass.; graduate of Harvard in

1803. Ilestudiedlaw with Fisher Ames, bul did not continue its practice, preferring to

Ijc a tutor at Cambridge. In 1S16, with George Ticknor and Edward Everett, he

traveK'd in Europe, where he piid special alteuti<»n to the methods and principles of

1iislru(;tion. In 1830 he was ma le jtrofessor of mineralogy and iieology, and librarian

of Harvard college la 182 >, w.tli George Panciolt, he lounded the Koiiud Hill school

sat Northampton.' iMass. About 1839, he settled in New York, where he was employed
by .Tohn Jacob Astor, and became chief adviser of the millionaire in e^talilishing the

Astor library, one of t le most valuable colUctions in the country. Uiukr C.'s .vupeiiu-

tendencethe library took fi)nn and grew i.p tocompletem ss. ai.d ben mained its leading

spirit as long as hi^ h^'altli vvoul I permit, retiring from the superinteiulenee in 1863.

COriASSET, a t. ir Norfolk co., ]Mass., IT) m. s.o. of Boston, readied by the South
S'lore raiiroal: poj) TO. 2, 13 ). Th" township borders on ]\Iassac-husetts bay and on
Plvmnut'i cou.itv. Northward from C., the jieninsnla of Nantasket stretches tovxards

Vol n\ harbor. *The i>eople of C. are engaged chiefly in the fishing and coastibg trade.

The original India i nanit>, Conoliasset. means "fishing promontory."

COITOES'. a city in Albany co.. N. Y., at the junction of the Mohawk and Hudson
Tivers and the o. lerminus of the Erie e.inal. at ils'jnnction with the Chami lain canal;

reached bv the Rensselaer and Sirato-i an 1 the Trov and Schenectady railr(»ads. and
from .Mba"nv by horse-iailroad; pop. '75, 17.493. The citv is furnished with unlimited

\valer-]V)wer bv the Mohawk, which here his a fall of 70 feet. A dam :d)Ove the falls

liolds back Ihe"^ water, which is supplied to tlu mills and factories by canals. There are

immense cotton-mills, wouleu-niills, knitting-mills, rolling-mills, axe-tactories, pin-fae-
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toiies. and many other branches of manufacturing industry. There r.rc many fine
cliuiclics in lue city.

COHOSH, the Indian name of bhick snake-root. It is rc2:ar(Icd as a ^timulatin;:!^

tonic, tcndiiii; to diiiiinish the force aiul frequency of taj pui&o. it is u.sed lo a i;reat

extent as a speciiic lor ^hcunlali^nl and cholera.

COIN (anfe). moiijy tivi le of nicjtal—in the United States, of gold, silver, nickel, and
copper. Ill aiite-ivv()liitio:ia.'y tinii.'S. a id before liie adopt. 0:1 of ihe present coiistilutiou

of tlie Unaed States. Ihj virions colonies and stales, so tar as ihey found occasion, iiia.:c

their own coias. wiiic.i aJfor.l iuieresting study tor the nuniisniarist. The coinage laws
of the L'niteil State-; h ivj u.i Ij.-g )aj a variety of changes since 17lJ3. when the hr.->L code
was adopted. In 1S7J. an a t was pas--ed by congress consolidaiiiig tiie reguhilions gov-
erning l!ie coinage of t:ij C'jaatry. in conformity with ihe aov.ee of John Jay Kiio.k^

comptroller of tnj carre.uy. O-jld aid silver, on account of tlieh" soilness, leqnire,

when usevl for coins, to be ha:*dj.K'.l by ail.)y. Tiie goid < oins are made of metal con-
sisting of UJJ p u'ts pji-j g)Id a id IJJ of alloy: the ahoy bc-iug 1 part i>f .silver and U of
copper. G.)I I of t ii.s q.i.i.ity i^ cdled sta.idard goid. Silver coins are hardened by tli©

s.iMij prop »rtii)n of cop )jr. Tlijg)lJ dollar contains 1^5.8 gis. jjure metal (the alhjy not
recko.ie 1); the quarter-eagle ($3.."iO), Gi.lgrs. ; the lialf-eagle(!^5\ l2Jgrs. ; the eagle (^10)»
2oS grs. ; and tlie doulile eagle (-^20). ."ilG grs. The gold coins uw a legal tendtr to any
am.)uat. Tne silver coias are tlu "trade dollar" (coined csjccially lor use in China
an 1 Jap in, contuniag 42J grs. of silver); the doll.-ir, 4:2^ gis.; the half-dollar (oUc.K
12V grams, or 19J.9 grs.; tii; quarter-dollar (2.~)c.), the dime (lOc). tiie half-dimo
(oc). e.ic.i of |)r{)portio.i ite wjigit aconling to its relative; value. The silver coins aro
a legal ten.ljr to aay amount not exceeding $5. The niii or c(ais rie (< njiCKd <,f 15
per cent of copper and 5 pjr «ent of tia a.i 1 zinn. The live-cent nickel i)ijce is 20 niill-

iineter.s in diameler, a.id wei^Iis ~) irrams. Tlie three cent pi<'ce weighs 30 grs. tho
cent 48 grs. Tne-<e arj a L'gil tjndjr for any amount not exceeding 5^5. Individual
citizens are permitted to c )in inoney, but this coiu must not bo iu "resemblance or
verisimilitude"' lo thoSs; maJ;.; by the government

COIHE. See CuuR, ante

COIT, TiroMAS WiNtniioP, dd., ll.d., b. Conn., 1803; a graduate of Yale; rector
of St. Peter's (Episjopil) cliurch. Salem, Alass., in 1827. and t'.vo years later of Christ
church, Cambridge. In 18J4. he was chosen president of Transylvania university; in

18.>4, he was elected professor of ecclesiastical history i 1 Berkeley divinity school. Mid-
dletown. Conn. He has published A T.iet>l'y/Li'<il Conunynp'aM B>>k; TIlc lUble ant
Apocrypk.i ill Purdf/raii'iH <iiul P.irallelism^; Remarks on Mr. Nortortu Slatemtmt of li a-

sort.'i; Purituniii/i, a C/itirc'tiaan'-i B^fe/isa ajal/nst its Aspersioiu; Lictarcs on the Ear'y
Ucstory of ChrUtiiLniiy in England, etc.

COIvR, TuoMAS. D.D., LL.D., 1747-1814; b. Wales; first bishop of the Melhodi'^t
Episeop d church. He was educ.it.'d at O.vfor I, and entered the ministry of the established
chure.h about KT.I; but objections were made to his sermons as too evan<reiical. and h-j

was silenced. After an inierview with We.^ley he joined the new denotnination and wa^t
sent to London, where \id b ;came popular. In 1782, he was appointed president of tho-

Irish conference, ;\nd in 1781. he was made bis!io|) of America, reaching New York in
t.ie same year. Francis Asbary acknowledged his authority, and was by lii-n ordained :u

bishop They travele I tog.-ther among the various conferences until the iniddlcof ]78.~),

when Coke returned to England, and visited Scotland. Wales, and Ireland. He made
anoliier visit to America, and afterwards devoted himself to mis^ionary work, his first

CiTorls being among t!ie negroes in the West ln(li<'s. Again he traveled in a portion of the.

United Stales, and ivturn ;d to England in 1787. The next year he again visited \\\v.

West Indies and the Uailed States, and again in 1790. After Wesley's deatii he wa:-i.

chosen secretary of the general conference. The remainder of his days wen; passed in

active missio.iary woik in Europe and America, and in 181o he sailed for Ceylon, dying
on the vo.a'j:e. He wroie a life of Wes'.ey, a commentary on the Scriptures. HlnUtnj of
the Went In' tics; llUtori/ of the JUhle; Dfense. of the Doctrine of JastificatUfU Irj I aith and
tJie Witnem of the ilolj Spirit, and man}' essays

C0Ij1M']RT, a CO. in n.w. Alabama on the Geno.<;scc river. inter.<<ected by the Memphis
and Charleston railroad; ])op. '70, 12,r);}7—4.Go9 colorcil. The i)roductions are wheat,
corn, oats, cotton, etc. (>o. .seat, Tuscambia.

COLI5I'2HT. JiOAN DAPnsTK. IGol-OO; son of the Frr^nch minister of finance. IIo
succeeded his f.ither jis tiie iieal of the nivy. aid by his eiK'rL'V raised that liranch of
public defense to its higiiest elliciency. I.i 1084, he pcrbonally led a naval cxpediiion
against Genoa.

COLIiUUN, Wauiu:\, 17rK)-18:];3; b. IMass. ; a graduate of Harvard in 1810. and
teacher of a select school in lioston. His t.isfo luriu d to niailiematics. at^l in 18L'l ho:

publishiNJ /'Vz-h/. /yCHHoiiH in Arifh/n'it/'r, the i-ale of w liich I'ar exceeded that of any previ-

ons inithematical work. It was translated into nearly all the langu.tges of Europe an<l

into .some of lliose of India. From haching he went into mannfaclurimr, iwni \^^«i.

BupcrintendeLt of large oi)erations in Waliham and Lowell; but luucli cf his time waa.
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devot-^d to lecturini^ on scientific subjects. In 182T, be became a member of the Amen-
CTM ncadeiny of sciences, aiid was lor several years one of the Harvard cx:.minmg com-
miitec.

C'OLBURN, Zerait, 1804-40; b. Vt. ; wonderful for natural gifts in mathematics.-
At six years of a.^e, he was brought before llie public in exhibilions. and his j^erfurni-

auces excited gnat interest. There seemed to be no limit to his analytical capaciiy. He
answered almost on the iiu-tant sucii cjuotions as How many seconds in My a.r>? What
is the square of yCU,l)L>y? and many more ditficult. He was taken to Ki.gland for

exhibition; but the faiher returned in jiovcrty, leaving Zer;di at We.'tniin;-ter school,

"where Iji; remained untU 1811). The father Uien desired him to heconx* an actor,

and he took lessons from Charles Kemble. Failing in this, he taught school. Oa
his father's death he returned and taught m various places. In 18L5. he joined the
Jleiliodi-<t church, and became an itinerant preacher, and in 1835, was .-ippointed pro-

fessor of languages in Morwich university. It is stated in his autobiograi)hy that
tlie remarkable talent for mathematical work left him about the time he came of age.

COLBY, Thomas, 1784-18."i2: an English engineer engaged in the trigonometrical
survey of that country. He was a leading worker in other surveys, especially in

Ireland, and became superintendent of that branch of j)ublic service. The inventioa
of the "eompensalion bar" (a red of biass andiron, the ends of which are alwjiys^

at the same distance without regard to temperaluie) is attributed to him; and he
made great improvemen.s in m:\\)t and ch .rts.

COLBY UNIVERSITY, incorporated by the legislature of Massflchu.<i('tt.s in 1815
as "The Maine Literary and Theological Institution." It was established in Bangor,.,
])Ut in 1818 it was Irauslerred to AVaterviJle, on the Kennebec river, 18 m. aljove-

Augusta, and two years later received fiom the legislatuie of the new stale of Maine
the name of '* Waterville college " In 18G7. when tlie college received a lai^c endow-
ment from Gardner Colby of Alassachuseits, the name was (hanged to the one now
used. Besides an endowment of $2i:0,0(>0, there is a recent bequest of $120iKjO from
Mr. Colby. Its annual income is about $20,000. The college is under the conti-ol of
the Baptists. At the last report. Henry E. Robin.*^. d.d., was the president; there were
Q instructors, and 157 pupils. The alumni number over tOO. "Women are adntitted
to the classes. The cour.se is the usual college course of four years. The library ha3
14,500 volumes. The WatervilJe classical institute, controlled by the managers of the
university, has the place of a preparatory department.

COLCHAGUA, a province in Chili between the ocean and the Andes. 3.516 i^q.m.

;

pop. '75. 146,880. The climate is good and the soil fertile. There are gold and copper
in the mountains. Chief town, San Fernando.

COLCHESTER, a co. in Nova Scotia around the upper part of Klines channel and
Cobequid bay; 1300 sq.m.; pop. '71, 23,331. There are mines of gypsum and coal,
and limestotie is plentiful. The chief occupations are agriculture, lumbering, and ship-
building. Chief town, Truro.

COLD. See Catarrh, ante.

COL DE LA SEIGXE, a pa<is in the Alps leading from the Val d'Aosta in Piedmont
into Savoy, 7 m. w.s.w. of Mo.it Blanc. The crown of the pass is 8.472 It. above tide.

COLDEN, Cadwai.ladeii, 1688-1776; a native of Sc »tland wim came to America in
1708 and practiced with great success as a physician in Philadelphia. In 1718, he set-

lied in New York city. He was the first surveyor-geireral of the colony, a member of
the provincial council, and in 1761 was appointed lieutenant-governor, hOlding the ollice
until his death, which look place on Long Island live weeks after the British tx>ok pos-
session of New York city. As the governors were often changed. C. was. the real
executive of the colony for 15 years. He published a number of works, of which the
most imj)ortant is his H'-^ion/ of iJie R'os Indiaa Natioins of Qtnnda. a work of great
V due. One of his f ivorit^' studies was botany, in tnc pursuit of which he sent many
hundred plants to Liniui?us, who published descriptions of them.

COLDHN, Cadwai.lader David, ]709-18:M; grandson of Cndwallader. . lie waa
b--ed to the law, and beerune one of tiie most eminent of the New York bar. In the war
of 1812, he was a colonel of vohmteers. In 1818, he was chosen to the state assembly,
and in the same year was appointed mayor of New York. He was chosi-n to con-ress
in 1822. jxnd to the atate senate in 1824. *

C. was one of Clinton's best supporters in the
work of internal improvements; and he was conspicuous in the cause of pulilic educa-
tion, the reformation of juvenile offenders, and otlier inoral and social reforms. He
wrote the life of Robert Fulton, and a memoir on the opening of the New York canals.

COLD HARBOR, Battles OF. See Chicxaiiominy.

COLD SPIUNG. a village in Putnam co.. N. Y., on the Hud<^n river and the Hud-
scm river railroad. 53 m n. of New York. The place is noted for the manufacture of
cannon, brass castings, and machinery,

COLDWATER, a city in Branch co., ISIich., on the Coldwater river and Lake Shore
and Michigan Southern railroad, 115 m. w.s.w. of Detroit; pop. '70, 4,381. It is tlia
center of an important local trade.



COLE, a CO in rontral Ttllssonri. on the Missouri rivor, hounded s.o. by the 0?nge,
intersected by the Pacific railioail of ^lissDiiii; 4lU5;4.m.

;
pop. '<*0, 10, 129J— 1,2.31 (;oioi\d.

TiiJ s )il is g^'nerally Icitilc, proauciuir waeat, coru, (lats, etc. Co. seal, Jell'cison City^
llic slate capital.

COLE, Thomas. 1S01-4S; b. England; came fo the United States in 1819. Having
a tiste for paialiag. he persevered, u iliiout leacliers. nioiiey. or cucoiiragcnient. until

18J0 hefore oblaiidug general recognition. In that year Jie set up a studio in JN'ew York
in tae garret of his faiiier's hou^e. He hegan lo paint ^cenes from nature, going to the
Catiikiiis for the jju-pose, and very soon secured liie puhiic apitreciaiion tor wnich ho
lia 1 labored. Thencefitrth his career was prosj)erous. He visited the White nioiaiiainsi

and Nia^iara, and in 1829 went to Europe, fiiinishiug pictmcs lor various exhilHt.ons.

After visaing Fh)rence. Home, and other art centers, he returned to Kew York in Ib'di.

Heceivingau order to furuisii a private gallery witii his pictures only, he produced hid

"'Course of Empire," live paintings which he intended to l)e an illuslralion of the his-

tory of the human race. These works are now in the gallery of the JSew York histori-

cal society. In later years Cole produced "Departure" and *' Return." the "Dream of
Arcadia." and the " Voyage of Life." The latter, an allegory in four pictures, was ono
of his most popular works, and elicited praise from Thorwaldsen, with whom Cole became
intimate on a second voyage to Home in 1841. He returned in the same year. Among-
liis many works, besides these mentioned, are: a picture of Mt. Etna, views in the
AVhite mountains, and on Lake Winnipiseogee, the "Angel Appearing to the 8hep-
Lerds," " L' Allegro," "II Penseroso," "Home in the Woods," "Hunter's Keturii,"

'* Mountain Ford," "The Cross and the World," etc.

COLEMAN, a co. in w. Texas, on the affluents of the Colorado; 1000 sq.m.
;
pop. '70,

S47. The region is adapted to cattle-raising. Co. seat, Camp Colorado.

COLEMAN, Lyman, d.d.. b. Conn., 1796. He traveled and studied in Europe, and
"has been connected with several literary institutions in the United States. In 1873,

"he was professor in Lafayette college. He has published Afifiquitiea of the Ghrlstiar^

{jhurch; Ancient CliriatUinity; Ilktorical Text-book and Atlas of Biblical Geography; PreU
cicil and Ritualism, and other works.

COLENSO, John William, d.d.. b. England. 1814; educated at Cambridge, and
•^vas fellow and assistant tutor in St. John's college. In 1853, he was appointed first

3)ishop of Natal, South xVfrica. He published a number of books on mathematics, VU"
iage Sermonn, etc.; but the first of his works that attracted especial attention was
A T'ranHlafion of the Eoistle t^ the Romans, Commented on from a Mism'onart/ Point of
View, issued in i86l. This was followed in 1862 by The Pentateuch and Book of Joshua
Critically Examined, in which the authorship of Moses and the accuracy of many state-

ments in the books were questioned. An attempt was made to depose the writer by his

«uperior, the bishop of Cape Town, but the deposition was declared void by the privj
council. The local bishops then stopped his income, but the court of chancerj"
ordered it to be paid, witli arrears and interest. In recent years Colenso has pub-
lished Natal Sermons, a Zulu grammar, dictionary, and New Testament, and other
educational books in that language. His later works are The New Bible Commentary
by the Bishops an-l Other Clergy of the Anglican Church, Critically Examined, and Leo-

lures on the Pentateuch and the Moahite Stone.

COLERIDGE, Henry Nelson, 1800-40; nephew of the English poet, and graduate
of Cambridge, devoted to letters, an associate of Macaulay, Praed. and others in writing
for Knight's Quarterly Miigtizine, where he appeared over the signature of Joseph Haller.

In 182o, he published Six Mmth/t in the West Indies. The next year he was called te

the bar, and alioift that time married his cousin, the poet's daughter. His most impor-
tant literary work was done as his uncle's executor in publishing the Table Talk; Literary
Remains; and Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit.

COLEIHDGE. Sir John Taylor, d c.l.. b. 1790; a nephew of the poet, and mom-
"bcr of the English bar. In 18o."). he was made a judge of the king's bench, and a privy
councilor in 18.1i8. On the retirement of Gifford in 1824, he became for a short pericxl

editor of the Quarterly Review. He published an annotated edition of Blackstoue'a
Conimenuiries.

COLERIDGE. Svrv. 180^-52; only daughter of the poet, and wife of her cousin,

Henry Nel.son Coleridge, whom she married in 1829. One of her first publicationf
Pret'y L's^ons for Little Children, designed for her own children, became a ])opular

•liousehold book. She assisted her husband in editing her fathers works, and when the
liusband died, assumed the whole responsi ility herself. ^\\o aWlt-d No'rs on S'nkes-
p(^irr; Aids fo /{/''Jecfifin; and EfynyHon /lis Qrn 'limes. In 1S;)7, she published PhotV'

tasmion. a hiiry TaU, her longest original work. In her later years she was a con-
firm(;d invali«l.

('OLES. a CO. in s.c. Illinois, watered bv Embarrn<? river, and intersootod by the
Illinois and St. Louis, and Illinois Central raib-onds; .TiO sq in. ; pop. '70 2.'). 2;)."). Tho
tmrface is prairie and forest with feriilesoil. ('hief productions, wheat, oats, corn, butter,

Avool. and sorghum molasses. Co. vseat, Charleston.
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COLET, John, 1466-1519; an English theologian who Ptudied in Paris nnd Italy,

tind iR'came acquainle(l with Biidaeus and Erasmus. Returuiug to England he tilled

•several offices in the chui-cli, ending wiih dean of St. Paul's, lie founded bl. 1 aul'sr

«ch()ol in Ivondon. of which Wi:liani Lilly was the tirst master. His religious opinions,

were so much more liberal than was common at the time that he was subjected to con-

«ideial)le persecution. As dean of St. Paul's, he uitroduced the practice of preaching

from and expounding the Bible; and tnougli he remained in communion with the church
of Home, he disapproved of auricular confession and the celibacy of the clergy. Hisr

influence is traceable as j)aving the way for the reformation.

COLET, Louise Revoil, 1808-76; a French poetess and novelist, wife of a musical
professor in the Paris conservatory. Her first work, Fleurs du Midi, gained her the

•friendship of Cousin, but it was so severely criticised by Alphonso Karr that the author-

ess undertook to stab him with a knife. In 1839, she published I'enscjosa, a second
volume of verse; and this was followed by Le Masee de Versailles, a poem for which she

-was crowned by the institute: La Jeaiiesse de GoetJie, a comedy; and J.ex Caurs Br'Ses,

:a novel. In 1840. she published Les Funerailles de Napoleon, a poem, and La Jtvrifsse-

de Mirabeau, a novel. In 1849. she was sued by the heirs of Madame Pecamic r for pub-
lishing that famous woman's correspondence with Benjamin Constant. She was crowned
five or six times by the institute, more through the influence of Cousin than fiom the

merit of her works. She wrote many stories, plays, didactic poems, and travels, but
they show no remarkable talent.

COLFAX, a co. in n.e. Mississippi, on the Tombigbee river, intersected by the Mobile
rand Ohio railroad; formed after the census of 1870. Co. seat. West Point.

COLFAX, a co. in e. Nebraska, bounded s. by Platte river; intersected by the Unioa
Pacific railroad; 500 sq.m; pop. '70, 1434. Agriculture is the main business. Co. seat,

Schuyler.

COLFAX, a co. in n.e. New Mexico, on the Colorado and the Rio Grande; pop. 70,
1992. Co. seat, Elizabethtown.

COLFAX, Schuyler, b. New York, 1823. He went to Indiana in 1836. where he
.studied law, and in 1845 became editor of the Register, a whig newspaper at South Bend.
He was elected to congress in 1854, and was six times re-elected, being speaker of the
house in 1863. In 1868, he was nominated for vice-president and elected. Since the
expiration of his term. Mar. 4, 1873, he has not been prominently in public life.

COLLAMER, Jacob, ll.d.. 1792-1865; b. N. Y., but removed when young to Ver-
mont, graduating at the university of that state in 1810. He was admitted to the bar in

1812, and soon became one of the leading lawyers of the state. He was associate
justice of the supreme court from 1833 to 1841. In 1842, he was chosen a member
•of congress, and twice re-elected. He was postmaster general in Taylor's cabinet for
a, year; and in 1850. was elected judge of the supreme court of the state. In 18">6,

lie was elected to the U. S. senate, where he serve d until his death,

COLLEGE HILL, a village in Hamilton co.. Ohio, 6 in. l "»f Cincinnati, the scat of
T'armers' college, and of the "Ohio Female College."

COLLEGE POINT, a village in Queen's co., N.Y., on Long Island sound, and a
branch of the Long Island railroad, 11 m. e. of New York; pop. about 4.500. There
4are several manufactories, one very large establishment making iudia rubber goods.

COLLEGES, AMERICAN, have been organized mostl}' according to one general
plan. A corporation, acting under a charter granted by the legislature, liascontiol of
the property, appoints the instructors, makes laws for the government of the irstitution,

4ind confers degrees. In some colleges the trustees fill the vacancies which occur in their
bod}^: in others, the state appoints some orallof the board.; and in an increasing nundter,
the alumni elect a certain part. In this country, the distinction between a colli ge and a
university has never been sharply drawn. Some of the youngest and smallest institu-

tions car themselves universities, and some of the oldest have out-grown the coLdition
of the coll.'ge, assuming the name of the university.

As a large number of American colleges were established with special reference to the
training of young men fo*- the Christian ministry, the (ourse of study was naliually
:arrange(l in accordance with that design. A century ago the studies chiefly pursued were
Latin. Greek, mathematics in limited measure. ai:d. in h'lTcr proportion. K gic. n. eta-

physics, rhetoric, and oratory. Theology ^cce ved special atteiiti< n during the h.tttr part
of the course. Towards the close of the last century, natural philoso] hy ard astioi tmy
began to Itemore thoroughly studied. Modern languages and physical ard politic al sc;ei:( o

liad hardly an assured place in the course until after the ]iresentV('nturv began. Towards
the middle of the century, there was manifest an ii-cieasirg dis>atisfaction with the
restricted course. Formerly there had been three distinctively mail ed prof( ssi( ns— tluol-

ogy, medicine, and law: but as new employments were developcnl, having the digi. it}' and
responsi'oility of ]')rofessions. modifications in jireparatory studies became neces.vaiy. To
secure tlicm. various metliods were proposed, i^ome per-ons demanded tl.at thec<.ursecf
study in ("xistiiiLi" coUejres should be changed by (lrop]ting certain studies, so makirg room
for those with new and higher claims; others desired thai new studies should Le added io-



the old, or that parallel courses should be cstablisliod "uith liberty of choice betwex.-i them,
a tiiird class bjin-vcd ilial ik'VV iiisiitutioMS wi-rc rcquiivd lor liic now srludics. JNiiich bad
been accjiii;)li>licil iii all llvcsc diivcti«)MS cxci-pL ilic m>t. ^lO previously c^la.^lislu•^i coiiego

lias abaiui«)iK-(.l tiie old course, and it is not j;robal).c that any one wul. LJul very nuiiiy

have aihL'il to lae oM course elective studies which are suhuuttid to llie sludeni's choice.

Parallel cou/ses, a.^o, have been established. 1 he old method aims lir>t at secm-iug
meutal djvcljpneat, cu.liire, a.id di.-'Cipiine, which in:iy alierwarus le app.ied to tho

chosjn cjurse ot lue. Tiie i ew makes iiumediate preparation lor that coarse its tjrt.t

aiai. and is satislijd to have meutal discipline and culture asibe incidentalyet the assured
result of the sialics pursued In uu-st of the new institutions of the we&t, there are

sjvcimI CO. I se< of sta.ly. auioncf waicli students are allowed their choice. The older
colL*ge3 of \hi ea-t. evca t.ie oldest, are impelled to follow in the siune patiu 1"hey have
all. f<)r somj iiau past, given a limitel range cf cUctivc studios (liuini:: ihe latter half of

tiie coa:"sL^ In ISid, Harvard extended the liberty of choice throuirh tiirce out of the four
years. Tho movement has leaehed beyond the Atlantic, even the university of Oxford,
where tlu s iprj.ua^y which Latia aad Greek had maintained lor ccniuries has been
broken. In 1S72, the statutes were amended so as to include mathematics, natural

Sv^-ienje, nitii;vd history, j u-isprudjnc?, and theology, among the subjects in which can-
didates fjr djgrcjs may be examined, end to allow a wide range both in subjects and
authors, on wliich llie examination may be passed. The latitude of choice is even greater
than in m )st Arajrican colleges.

Besi les eL'clivu courses in a college, separate colleges have been established cxclu-

eively fjr scienthio and practical studies. Some of these r.re cej artments of existing

colleg 's, e.g., tlie scientilic schools in Yale, Columbia, Princeton, and Lafayette collegos;

and sonij a."e in.lepjndent, e.g., t »:; institute of technology, in Boston, and the Stevens
iastituie at Iloboken, and the agricultural and industrial colleges endowed under tho-

cong.-ession d grants of 1S3). Tiiese changes are partly the result and partly tlie cause
of t.ij great djvelopnieat of physical science which marks the present generation. The
scie.ice of matter, as distinct from the science of man and of mind, now impoitunr.fely
deni mds a high place i i i)a bile regard. Yet the old science cannot be driven out. It has
a s;)nere into wlucii nothing can intrude. The greater the increase of material knowl-
c^lge. the m )re will mental and .spiritual attainments ultimately b * reopiired. The wisest

• frijnds of metapliysical study, therefore, view with no d-sfavor the splendid augmeula-
tion of facilities for physical investigation.

Exa ninationsal college, when designed as tests of comparative scholarship, are now,
fro u tlie beginning of the course to the end, conductv^d in writing and by means of
questions fu.-nish^'d alike to tiie whole class and at the same time. This method com-
nivjuU itself by its fairness to every mind; yet "examination pa;x;rs" arc scarcely moro
Iha a one goneratinn oil.

Separate colleges for the education of women have been established v.ith great suc-

cess Bat because of the inadequacy of these, at least in poir.t of number.^, many persona
are de!)ating [hi question—Shall not young women be admitted into the same insti.u-

tions and be taught in the same classes with young men? On llie allirmative siiie it ia

maintained that as the sexes are associated together in the employ jucnts of childhood and
of m iture life witli safely and advantage, so may they be in acquiring their education.
Tnose who take thj negative side reply that this is the period during whirh their asso-

ci.ilion together is attended with tiie greatest dangers, and is most in need of restrictions,

wiiich cannot, in ge.ieral, be fully maintained during the cxcrcisci of college liTe.

COLLEGIAXT.S, a rcct in Holland who called their assemblies colleges. They
rejected creeds, had no regular ministry, nor any form cf church government. They
al opted l)a!>!ism by immer.4o!i. but their communion was open to all. They were not
unlike the Piymoutli Brethren of the pre en t day. >

COLLEGIATE IXSTRUCTION FO?. WOMEN, PrJ\ ATE (familiarly known as
V.u: "Harvard Annex"). For several years prior lo IBTD. the question of the higher
cd icalion of women ha I HxmI llie attention of a small circle of fi lends of Harvard
colkrge, including a pj.M-tion of its alumni and instructors, 'i'he opening of many other
colb'ges to tli;; e.itri.jcj of w ni.'u, and the founding of several more lor their exclusive
advantage, naturally raised the(iucstion v.lielher Harva:d jiluaild net take some jiart in

a movenunt wliic'i was exciting s > profound an interest both in this (country and in

Kurtpe. Tlij op!)')sition to admilting women to tiie college was based on cherished
triditions. an I strengthened by fears ih it (;ouKl not be lightly disretrarded. Yet it was
felt til It in so ne way Hie superior advantages of Harvard should le nn de available to

thr).sc woni(;n tliat sought l!ie:n. The parents of one family, who had the subject muck
at he irt. after consuilation and inquiry, happily sticceedcd in dcvisij:g a plar which
quickly commendeil itself lo h*adinT mendxMs of the faculty, and which has been
executed with satisfaclory results. The plan, in brief, was, lo ]^rovide for women a
course of privite sludv. und"r tlie direction, voluntarily given, (d" the most distinguished
members of the; faculty; and to give to those who successfully pui'sued this course
certi!icates of their proliciencv. Some of the most eminent and conservaiive friends of
the coll •g(5 gave this pla i th"ir h arty concurrence, jMid Ihe j)rofess()rs whose; co-opera-
lion was most desired oilercd tiieir usaiatauce. It was .seen ihat an experiment of the-
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highest importanco conM thus bo made without involving the college itself in rcFponsi-

biiity or aliirming is most conservative supporicis. Lvciystcp m execution of the
plan was carefuliy and deliberately taken. A bo.ird of managers, composetl of ladies of
^ne higiu'St social standing, w.-ls formed. The president of the college was duly informed
l)f the whole pr.)ject, anil hin advice carefully weigiud. A C(jnimitt(e of live of the
professors was appi^uiied as an advisory ho u'd, with instructions t<» estaMisii a woiking
Fchenie. lay out t.iec )ur.-)es of stu ly, a 1 I lix tu conditions lor the adnussion of .--tudents.

^Vhen due prei)araiions had been made, the lady n-anagers ijsued a circul;;r explaiiung
the plan, and staling that lurthcr information as to the qualiticalions required ol ])upils,

with the names of ine instructors in any branch of study, might be luul upon appiiealion
totheir secretary or at.y one of their number. The requisitions for adnussion were estab-

lished by taking as standard the Harvard examinations for the admission of freshmen.
April 0, 1878, a second circ-ular was sent out, in which the coi.ditions of admission wcra
detinitely stated lor the aeademic years 187y-80 and 1880-81, with the amiouncc nu-nt that
the courses, if successful, would be eontnuie I, "Any one." said the circular, "will be
admitted to the instruction here atl'orded who passi'S satisfactorily in any eight of the
following subjects: 1. English; 2. Ihysical ptography ; 8. I'(.t;:ry or physics; 4. ^lathe-

matics, including arithmetic, algebra (hrougji equations of the t:rst degree, proportions,
fractions, and common divisor; 5. IMatheniatics, including algebra through quadratics,
anil plane ge()metry; 6. History; 7. French: 8. Gcrn.an; y. Latin: 10. Gieek. Kxandna-
tions to be held in Cambridge, New York, Ihiade'phia. and Cincinnati; beginning May
28, 1871). Regular fee for examination, |'15. .^. ee for a years insti uction, s::;00"

Arrangements were proposed also f(.r special Miiderts in .'cUcted brarches, and for

advanced studies. Applications came in lapidly, and 27 wf men. mo.st of whom de.sired

to take advanced stuuies. were admitted. lv\city-l«r.r ((ui.'(s (f in.'-tiuction were
f^^iveu during the tirst year by eig t professors, sevi n a^.<^istant professors, and eight
instructors. The college recitation rooms were not u.'cd by the lady students. Two
ladies, living near the college, generously opened tl.eir luuses to the "annex. "one giving

up her library for recitations, the other her parlor as a ccnsulting-room. Thus, without
any departure from the privacy of home life, the ladies pursued their studies, with no
excitement in or around the college. It was feari d that the presence of the lady readers
in the library, side by side with tlu^ young men, might lead to unpleasant con.sequences;

hut the young lady Avho most fre(iuenied the pace ttsiifitd that the courtesy of the
college students was all that could be desired. It may ] ossibly be discovered in the
fuiure that the same courtesy is to be d( pendcd upon if the lady students .-hould be
admitted to the recitation room as well as the library. 1 he "j.nuex" has more tliaa

fullilled the best anticipations of those who created it. The professors and in.-truc tors

who have had charge cf the lady students are cheered, peihaps even surprised, by the

result of their labors. "There is. on the part of our academic faculty." .says the

.professor of ethics, the venerable Dr. Peabc<ly, "(utire satisfaction with the woiklng of

our system for the educatio:! of women." The simple organization, \\hith is all that is

required, has Arthur Gilman as its secretary.

COL'LES. C:iuiSTOPin:n. 1708-18'^1; a native of Ireland, who came to America,

before the revolutioi and delivered lectures in New York on land locked i.avigation.

One of the lir.-t steam-engines made in the country was designed by him: and he was
among the earliest to propose water su]>ply by reservoirs for the r-ity of New V(Mk. lie

anticipated the great Erie canal as early as 1784. when lie reconmended to the legislature

the connecting of lake Ontario with the Ilud.son river 1 y c.-iials and such natural chan-

nels as could be used, and with tliis purpose in view Ik? surveyed the Mohawk river.

He first explored the piincipal roads of thj stale of New York, and published descrip-

tions of tiiein.

COL'LETOrr, a co. in so. SouHi Carolina, on the Atlantic ocean, intersected by the

Bouth C:irolin:i and tlic S.-ivannah and Charleston railroads; 167"3 sq.m.: pop. "70,

2."),410— 1G,49I3 colored. The soil is level, and mo-;tly alluvial, producing cotton, corn.

•ugar, a:id great quantities of rice. Co. seat, Waterborough.

COLLETON. J.\M'^.!^. one of the governors of the province of South Carolina,
• nppointed in KJ.st; in the interest of the proprietor^, one of whom was his broiher. The
colonial i)arlianient anrl the people, however, were opposed to him, and wheu William
and Mary were proclaimed he was deposed and banished.

COLLET'TA, Pirtuo, 177.")-! 831 ; a native of Nat>les who took an active part dur-

ing the French invasion, and in 181*2 became a gen. The restoration of tiie Bourbons
made him a pri.soner; but wIij'U the revolution began he was sent to Sicily as viceroy,

and soon afterwards mrle minister of war. Hj endured othei* banishments, but was
permitted to die in Florence.

COTJilER. Arthur. 1G80-17"2: rector of Lamrford in Eng^ind. a chnrge which had
come down thvough the family from his great-grandfather. His most important work
Avas Clavis Unireixdl'x. or <i Nnr Inq"/'}-" of the TnifJi, beiiifi a Deiiionsfration oftjwyon-
e.r.'xtence or Imnoufdbi^iff/ o"-' (tn KrUrnal Worhf. But in the substance and purposes of thi.s-

Avork ho, had been anticipated by others, notably bv bishop Berkeley, and though it was
translated in Germany, it attracted very little notice elsewhere, lis thought is crude.
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nnil it lacks the scientific development which has commenceJ bishop Berkeley's work
even to thiukers of our own day.

COLLlMATOPi, AND COLLDLVTIOX, in a-lronomy, determining the zenith point

on a vevlicnl circle wiiliout using the phinih line, the spirit level, or any rchecling sur-«l

f.ice. and that too at any moment of lime, 'iliore are two kinds of collimators, tho

horizontal, and the vertical. The horizontal collimator is a telescope of small dimen-
f^ions, lirmly attached to a cast-iron ])late lloating on mercury, and having a cross wire

in its focus* A telescope thus arranged, when placed on the siu'lace of a hasin of mcr-

•cury, will always assume a horizontal position. 13y illuminating the cross wires tho

r;jy's from them'wiil issue parallel, and may always therefore be brought to a focus by
tlie object-glass of any other telescope; in which they will form the image of any celes-

tial oI)ject"in their direction. The vertical collimator consists of a vessel of mercury
towards which the obj;'cl glass of a telescope, attached to a circle or transit instrument,

may be du'ected, so tliat the cross wires in its focus may be reflected in the mercury.
The wires of the instrument are illuminated by a lamp jilaced laterally so that the rays

from the lamp may be conducted to the wires without entering the eye of the observer;

the telescope is then directed to the surface of the mercury. The rays issue from tho

wires in parallel lines, and are reliected back to the object-glass, wliich is enabled \(y

•collect theju again to its focus. By this means a reflected image of the cross wires is

formed which indicates the vertical position of the lube with great accuracy.

COLLIN, a CO. of n.e. Texas, watered by one of the branches of Trinity river; 870
«q.Tn. ; pop. '70, 14,013—1653 colored. Agriculture and stock-raising arc the chief

occupations. Co. seat, Mc Kinney,

COLLIXGWOOD, a t. in Simcoe co., province of Ontario, Canada, on the Georgian
tay ; pop. '70, 2,829. It is important as the terminus of the Northern railway on the liu©

•of travel to ancl from lake Superior.

COLLINGWOOD, in Australia, a suburb of the city of Melbourne, on the n.c.

toward Yarra Yarra, having a pop. of nearly 20,000. There are many public buildings

and manufactories.

COLLINS. Mortimer, 1827-7G; an English poet and novelist, early engaged in

journMism in London. In I800, he published a volume of lyrics, and ten years later

Jiis first novel, Who is the Heir? and another volume of verse. T/ie Ian, of Stranr/a

Meetings, was issued in 1871, and the next year he produced his longest poem, TJ16

British Birds, a Communication from tlce Ghost of Aristophanes, lie was a prolific con-

tributor to journals and magazines, and wrote several other novels, of which SioeetAnne
Page was very popular.

COLLINSON. Peter, 1693-1768; an English botanist, a member of the society of

JFriends. He corresponded with Benjandn Franklin, Cadwallader Colden, and other

men of science of the period, and is said to have sent to Franklin the first electrical

machine known in America. One of his pursuits was the naturalization of plants^

flowers, and trees, lie sent English plants to America and brouirht American ])lants to

]iis own country, .successfully introducing many new species. He is also credited with

first suggesting grape cultivation in Virginia.

COLLISION^, in mechanics, the meeting of two bodies, one or both of which are at

the time in motion. The motion or velocity of the bodies after the contact depends
upon their firmness, or solidity. If perfectly incompressible, they will move together

^s one body; if elastic, t'ley will be more or less compressed, but will resume their shape,

-and the motion will d^pjiid upon the amount of force created by the collision,

COLLISION OF VESSELS {ante:). If a collision happens without fault, and no
l)lam:i can be charged to those in charge of either vessel, each party nuist bear its own
loss. In ease both pirties are at fault, neither can have relief at common law; but
maritime courts a'.rgregate t!ie damage to both vessels and their cargoes, and divide Iho

.A nount equally between the two. In case of inscrutable fault, that is. by a faub of

(hose in ch irgo of one or both vessels, and yet under such circumstances that it is

i/npossii)le to le u'n who is at fault, the rule of equal division is also adopted. Whoro
the fault is on the part of one vessel and no fault on the other, the owmums of tho vessel

at fault must bear their own loss, and are also liable for the damaire to the other vessel.

In .some cases the personal lia'iilitv of owners is limited to tlx; value of the ve.'jsel and
freight. Sti'icl laws, ruUis. signals, elc. are a(h)pted liv all nations to prev<'nt collision,

(See NAVKiATioN, L\wh o>\ nutr.) P>ut. no matN-r how exacting be the rules, cases
will occur when their followin'i- wf)uld vesult in disaster. No ves'-el should unneces-
sarily incur the prol»abilitv of collisir)-! bv strict adherence to the rules. If it is clcirly

in the power of one vessel to avoid collisir)Ti l>v departinii froni tlie rules, she will bo
held bound to do sr); but a vessel is not required to dei^art from the rule when sho
cannot do so without danircr A proper lookout must be kept: the absen'^o of such a
lookout is in itself evidence of negli"'''nee. In some ca«es certain lu'hls niu«t be kept.

Losses of the iniured vessel bv coMision are withiri the onTmary policv of insip-ance;

but when tlu (!o11i<ioM is the fault of the insured vessel, or of Itoth \'es«--eN. the iiiv^ip-er is

n(jt oidinaril liab'e for injur'- rlotie to the other vessel which uimv be decreed a?raitist tho

vessel ir. urcd; but lecent policies provide that the insurer shall be liabh; in such case.
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Undue speed on the part of a steamer in a dark night, or in thick weather, or in cro\v('cd

thoroughfares of conHnerce, will render liie steamer liable for damages otcasioi cd by
Collision; and it is no excuse to plead lliat tlie steamer was carrying llie mails. A\ l.er&

ii pilot is lawfully in charge of a vessel, he only is responsible lor aamages; but il mubt
be bhuwu that the coUisiou was due to his fault.

COLLORE DO, the name of an Austrian family, a branch of the house of "Waldsce,

dating from the lltli century. TJu-y Averu distinguished in the Ihiriy years' war, m ih'

siege of Candi:i, and in diplomacy m aa parts oi' Europe.

COLLYEPs nonEiiT, b. England, 1823. He emigrated to the United States in U-i .

and became a jMetliodlst minister. In 1850, he adopted Viiitaiii.n views, ai.d scon

became one of the most famous preachers of that deuonunatloa. 1-iom Ifc.'.y to Ifcll) be
wjjs pastor of the Cliurch of the Unity, C'hicago. Jle is jit jrcMLi in cl !;ij:e of the

Church of the Messiah, New York city. He is also w idely known as a ketuicr.

COLALVN, Benjamin, D.D., 1G73-1747; b. Boston; graduaie of PTarvjud, ICf?. ITe

was the lirst pnstor of the Brattle street church in Boston, h(.l(ling the
i
hu e i.nlil his

de:Uh, a period of nearly '>0 3'ears. He was chosen president of llarvaid cchige, but.

declined the olhce. His sermons and some poems were publisl.ed.

COIjMAN, Henry, 17^.")-1849; b. Boston; graduiite of raiirrruth: mirlFter of ai

Congregational church at llinglni n from 1807 to 1820; and frem 18)^5 lo Uol, I nitaiij n
pastor in Salem. He was agricultural commissioner for ^?aj-f-a( hu^tlts, j.nd

i
i.liij-l.td

(after a trip to Europe) '" Afjricaltural. and liunil Economy in troiin', Lefp'vw, J.olltu.d,

aiul tiu)itzi',rla;il; Euro/ieafi Af/ricuUttiuU and liural l-xonomy; Einop<an Lfe o/.d J.tni-

nern, in LcUern to Frieiuh; and also reports on the silk culture, abd on the I'.gntultuie

of Massachusetts.

COLMAX, Samuel, b. Maine, 1832; an artist noted for American and foreign
landscapes.

COLOCO'LO, a large cat, native to the n. part of South America. It is v,'ild and very
ferocious, making great havoc among monkeys and other small animals.

COLOGNE WATEIl. See Eau de Cologne, ante.

COLOMBO ROOT, the root of an African vine, a mild tonic, containing colum-
hin, berberiue, and columblc acid, with starch and coloring matter.

COLON. See Asptnwall, ante.

COLONEL {ante). There is no material difference in the position of col. in the.

American as compared with the Briii.sh army. The rank is between lieut.col. and
brig. gen., and the extent of command is usually a single regiment.

COLONIZATION SOCIETY, TnE American, an associjitirn rrgnrizrd in 181 6 for-

the purpose of tr.insporting free and niaiumitted repioes 1i(m tie Unitrd Slates ta-

Africa, In 1819, congress appropriated $1C0,0(0 in aid of tie woik. si d lie n(M A(ar
the society sent out the first colonists. Henry (lay was f( r a h i g tin e \ usideiit ot ihe^

society. The emancipation brought Bl)out by the war (f the ulellifn 1 is hi.(hud lie-

legitimate work of the society of little importance, altLcugh its ciganizulicu is still

kept up.

COLONNA, Giovanni Paolo, lived in the latter part of the 17th century. He w.'>s-

chapel-master of St. Petronia at Bologna, and jiej-icUnt ( f ll e | hill.ain < i.ic re (i< n y
there. The school established by him produced many grrd mii.«-ic'' js. < i.c ( 1 v. !•« m wjis

Clari. His works are mostly for church services, and many \>i th.r are vn.oi g \\x n.Ci^t.

remarkable compositions of the 17th century.

COLORADO (ante), nnmed from the Colorado river, n^ranirg " red water.'' Itisthe
the 38ti» and youngest of the states of the Americnn urion. j ( milled Auv. 1, 1816. It

is bounded by arbitrary lines of lat. and long.. 87^ to 40^ n. j nd U2° lo i(9^ w., leirg
about 280 to 380 m , anil estimated to contain ]06.400 sq. miles. It is n. rl iNtw 3'(xi(o,

and e. of Utah, s. of Wyonnng and Nebraska, ard w. ol !N(l la.'-ka s id Im i ^51S, s i d liis

on both sides of the Rockv mountains, on the bend waters of tl e 1 jjilie j rd tl e .Ail : i fsis

running e., oi the Rio Grande del Norte going s., aid the (oUuido n iinirg A\(i.t.

Thus C. forms a conspicuous portion of the great mount.iin watd-shid of lie (( i tii ii.t.

The source of the Platte at ^Montgomery is 11,17(5 ft. alove t'de, m d its lall in tl.e

short distance to Denver is 0,000 feet. The Arkansas rises 10.176 It. r.loAe the Mn,
and ranldly falls to 7 877. in one place passing through a r rf.( n with walls of IClO

to 1500 feet. The Rio Grande del Norte rises in the" Sawatch (Fp. i^arn'cU) irigc
(a continuation of the Sierra Madre of Mexico), flows through San Luis Paik into

New Mexico, and forms the boundary between Mexico and the United States 1(1( w El
Paso, about 32^. The laracst of the head streams of the Colorado are the Eiar. AA hite,

Bunkara. Gunnison, San Miguel, and Dolores. None of these streams are irvi*;ble.

The only lake in C. of any consequence is that of San Luis, in the s. pait of the ."tj.te;

about 60 m. long, with a quarter of that width. This lake receives learly £0 j-tic nis of

various sizes, but has no visible outlet. It lies in a highly picturesque region in the

center of San Luis Park.

C. is traversed from n. to s. by the Rocky mountain chain, known by various namci
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nccnrding to loc tion or rTIrcction. The Srir/atch ranrrn is a ma'^s of solid crr^nite avcr-

r.ziuj l.'].t)OJ ft. hirli, and prcseiiis a bold and coiK-^picuons oiiLine. The width of thii

r;ingj is f;-o:n IJ lo ~0 in'.l s, Amonu: l.Jc i)fuks, somewhat close. y j;rou")ed. are Bowles,

It. 10> ft ; Ilov/arJ, l-i.:20J; T.a Plaia, I4.1.G: Eibert. l-i.loO. aiul Griz/ly peak, i:J,7oC;

[Massive r.io;inla::i, Ikl'JJ. TiJC range i^ then comparalively low lor 18 m. to the n.,

but aTiin rl.-;es i:i l.ie ler^ilnnl p:\-ik ot the Holy Cn)s-< (lo.478 Vt.), so na:r.ed because tlio

s:)0 V i,i t'.i'j ravine-i near l.ie suainiit i)resents taat ligure to tae eye. 'I'he L.k tnountaiiis

.strike o.T Iro.n l.ie ISawatc.i range i.» a s.w. direction I'.r o) \n., and s;rj interesting to

fjjo.ogi-ls l.)r Hk; reniar.iabie (li"i)lace:iient of strata of which tliey arc composed and
l.ij a_);)aront confusion to which thii condition lias given ri.se. 'ihe more noteworl.iy

j)j.iki a'c itali.iQ laonntain (i;],4Jl ft.), S) named because it sliows the colors of Italj'

—

Jed. whit?, a. id g.-eea; While ro:;k, l;),847; Tecalii. lo.)i74; Crested Ihittc, 12,1/14;

G )t!r:n, i:.4Jl; fenow 3Ias^, 13,l)Ji: Maroon, 14,0)0; (Ja^lie peak, 11, IJo; Capitol,

IJ.JOJ; Vv^Htc House, 14.0J0; and ISopris, 1J,0T2. 01 less iniporta.icj a.e Iho Uucom-
p.iliire ia l.ic .'^. w., the liatoa in thes., andthj Wet raoant lathes c. The eastern mou.i-

t.iins whica a )Ut on ta'j region of the plai.is are calied l.ie Lront rangj. 'i'^ese moun-
tains rising aion^ tac bonier line prese.it in their roag a and precipitous faces Ihj strong,

bold o atiines produced i>y tae inetainorpaic rocks, lae g.anite, gaeiss, and toe shi.-ts;

wliilj In J sedimentary rocks at tneir bases—the liaiestoaes, shales, sla.es, ciays and
cliie.ly saadsto.ies—prese.it a diUjrent appearaace. 'i'hese sedimentary rocks at their

point of coniact witn tae trranite-i are not horizontal, but have beep turned up on cud
b/ tie for.to cierted by tae granite m.iss against which they were deposited, when it

li.ted then to l.ieir pres -nt positions. Their slope to the e. from this poi.it is nowuero
jiD.'e t.ian G)'. Tney form tne b.isis of the ga\at puiin, a.id were once tlie bed of

t.ie sei. wiiicii. on receding, left those tiiousauds of feel of sediment to be carved out and
cu'rie I olf oy the ie-'i and water, wniea have left such woii.lerful traces of their power.

Tuj first featurj of tiie lowlands is the low s ries of bids of a very even hue of

elevation, formi.ig a so.'t of horizon or belt near the foot of the luountains, ciit at

iutjr/als by taj strean; which descend from t.ie hills. 'I'Ik ends of these hills tiiat

overlook t u stream, bjiag afterwirds roaade.l.give ea.'^h section a long, gently curvrd
liae at its upper sarj'ace. w.iica has earned f.)r t.ie u t le name of '* liogoac.;s." Tiiey

sjj.n to be a aitar.il boi i I iry line between t.ie two geological .systems here brouglit

togjtaer. It is ii).v bjlieved that lae sedi.nentary rocis, tae ends of wnic.i arc iiomt

ex ))i,'.d to vie.v along t le eastern side of this valley, must h.ive cxieiided very much.
fart i.N* into taj m )a itaias, and that after tiie elevation of their mass they were partly

re 11 )V J I b,' er)si)a. Tae taiexaess of taese layers is given by Dr. iiayden's sur-

veys at 7.0)) fe.T.

Ab)iD liilf-.vay l)et-.v?en Deliver an 1 the "garden of the gods" is the divide which
sepi.MtM la J AMt'jr; of tie l*lalte f ro n taose of tae Arka.isas. This elevation of a
litile over 10)) ft. a!))ve DM/er controls the flo^v of the tributaries of those streams
UQli'l ta;y revj'a th j ope i pliias to the n. aiJ s. of this point, when they take the direc-

ti ) a of 1 13 lo i^ gj itl; si )_)i to tie east. To t le s. of this divide the peculiar, almost
m ) 1 I n Ml il u )lifL; of ro.;c inere ise in nuni'oer until th.; "g.irde.i of the gods" is reached,

wiiM ov J ; Its n I n ! t ) tne gr.i id display of the.se objects at that place. These motiu-

m;.it4 sej n t") lii/e b;ji for.ne I i.i several ways, principally, however, by erosion;

tiji! is)iit;l pir:^ lii/e b;ei left becuisj they were eitner of harder material than
tut s irr.) 1 1 li 1 ; t.i; II. o.'ia)re a')L' to resist meteoric shocks. They seem to be an
a|;'-'git o I of q urt-c a 1 1 pihjie* loosely held tog'ther in a nearly ciriular condition,

w.ii ; I tap;r> ir mi 1 13 t u.'Ji o.uj toA^arvl tae top. This shaft is surmounted by a cap
of r.i ;te ). )

•
; 1 siiIsl.).!;. vvaic.i owes ils gri'ater size to the oxide cf iron that forms a

CiU'iL, bia.li.i ; In graiaj tog -taer. Tiie smaller monuments here dcscrilxd vary in

1i)i^ It ii'j II IJ t » iJ f ;eL. Tiiere are also the castellated forms of the larger table biittes

or "in;>:s " Tnjij m usivj oijjeets are from 1(U) to 2">0 ft. in height, and are .sometimes

cip")!! with a la/.ir of p.irplj p)rpiyritic !»asalt. They rise from tlie beautiful grccri

m ; 1 1 ).v i, aa 1 lli;ir aln>it pjrpea licular S'dcs give theni an appearance which is

pirtieal.irly i iiprji;i/e at sa u;t.

Taj fa a ) u So u I l*.irk cov m--? an area of 1200 sq.m.. with a general elevation of
S.l)) ft., riu.i ; at ti II M to lO.O)) ioet. It is surrounded by mountains, the ba.ses of
w.iie I hjir in irk i of m hiving been die bed of a lake. The valley of the Arkansa.s. a
h 1 1 I "J I .nilji e. r tar »a;i the mountains to Poncho pass, with a width of 8 to lOm.,
at )r ls4).ij of t li.i 1 Mt ti ;l Is for the st i ly of glacial acli;.n m the west. At first llie vallpy

mi<t lii/e hi I I h 1^; gl leijr running fro ii n. to s. lhi(/ugh its length, as there are still

tri.ijs of s IJ lag I ;ie •
i I th3 m;irl;ing< on the sides of the mountains and in the drift

in itter o i its si > )m. Tii m pari of this valley forme«i the bed of a large lake, as is shown
by tij djpxits il tie botto ns where they are exposed. This lake occupied the lower
liilf oflii! villj/. ail vvh.in it was drainvl olT tlirougli tlu; opening now traversed by the

Arciia* rivjr t le lijavy aiiil coa''-^ ; material at the upper end and the finer drift matter
at tli; lo.v.T e i I were exposetl. Tiie valley has nia;iy rounded oblong hills, which arc

covjrj.l by dj iri; a id ra igf; in lieiglii from 500 to 700 feet. After this first large Ldacier

can;ot!iers. whicli might be called s -conilafy. and occupied the lieds of the present
tributary strea us of the Arkansas. Kacli om(! of these! is marked by large moraines, and
vvho-re exposed tac glaci.ition is maixnilitxat. The masses of rock which hav« been
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transported bj these n.gonclcs r.rc incredibly larjt, T^ftcn reaching 103 ft. in dinmctcr.
Vliis uMole vaiicy inii^t liavo bvCii occirp.cd L/ a jr.acicr of l:o;n ICOJ lo l^GO It. in

deptli. The tcnii.r.al ir.orahics of l!i;-s gl.i(iv.r a:c loiiiailiabb lor t'.icir &lzc. Evory-
wlierc t'.ic traveler u liiiidcraJ ia lilo j:)iiracy by raouads, lidgL-s, babiu.s, and bowlders,

tae latlcr oftea from C J lo to it. ia d.aaiL'ter. Worn iDcks arc al.^o e::po.ed, showinij
tlie elt'o'ct of ijo oa liielr sarlac^a. kian i.uis istlie largest of lliei)aiUs, a;.d is ia llieceu-

tral s. part of ihe state l)et\veea lao Wasatca aial tae JLa^tern ranges. Tiiis re.::i()n is

tae l.)\vest land ia tae state, aad u exceedingly fertile. It is watered by the tributaries

of the K.o Grande, aad has a djiigatlul Ciimatc. Crossing llie Uocky mountains to the

n. we reaeli bouth Park (above described). Further on is Middle i*ark. somewhat larger

aad higher, and stid fu.ther ij JN'ortU Par.i, tae last of tae series—t.ic wliole ttmr

l)ark3 extending ia u liae n. and s. larough the middle of the stale. All these parks
urj walled by liigh mountain r.dges; are of Narii-d surface, no co:isiderable amount
Ljing le\el; :.re exceedingly ferli.c, and have dense pine forests where elk. bear. luA
djer are sli.l ia aOimdauee. Here and there are found mineral springs, and in Middle
Park there are hot suli)hur springs which are medicinally valuable.

C lias a remarkably regular and salubr.ous climate. The days arc son^etimcs l;ot,

but lao nights are cool and without dew.s. The cold, except on the heights, is si Idcmi
severe, ami it is rare to hnd the mercury down to zero. Ilows sue 1 ( j.vv ard lasting

on the mountains, but in the lower levels it is seldom deep, and very sooninelts away.
The dry atmosphere is so pure, that fre.sh meats are preserved by tlic* simple process of
drying. '1 he late summer is almost rainless. The cbmate and air of C. are considered
to l>j of great beneht to asthmatic and pulmonary sulferer.s, jaid the charming parks
are likely to become the gieat natural saniiaria of IS'orth America, The variiius min-
eral spi. ngs are also adjuncts to the remedial nature of the climate. There are chaly-
beate, socia. and sulphur springs; and Manilou, where they are of soda, is already a con-
siderable watering-place.

C. is very rich in minerals, gold and silver being the most important. Iron is also

widely dilliised. and zinc anJ copper are found, fhere is coal in abundance. The
value of gold sjnt to the mints from C. up to Dec, 1818, was §oO,()00,000, and of sil-

ver, $10,000,000. The product of U.th in 1878 was about ^8,800,(00.
Agriculture is growing rapidly. About half the land, except the mountain."?, is

nvailaule, and the hjst grains are corn, wheal, rye. oats, and buckwheat. Pool vege-
tables thrive remarkably, an acre of potatoes producing 500 l-uslu'ls. !:^m!dl fruits are
raised, and grape.- are abundant and of superior quality. Kr.tural grna-es thrive ln.\u-

riantly, and in most parts pasturage busts all winter, so that C. will doubtless rai.k high
for raising ca. tie and wool. Tliere does not seem to be a great var.ety of trees, the

l)ines, cetlars, cottonwoods. firs, and kindred grow th, forming most of the forests. Of
llowers, the state has immense profusion. "The color of the lantbcape." .^ays one
traveler, " is green and flowers in summer, and yellow and flowers in w inter— but jdwjiys

flowers." Among the pests of agriciilluiists are poi>onous weeds, which in a lew dis-

tricts render the laud us<.;les3 for cattle; butagnater torment is the guissl.opper. the

ravages of which are in some sea.sous almost ruinous, lo this pest must le aodid the

Colorado beetle, or potato bug, which has not only devastated this and neighlcr.ng
states, but c.irried its war upon the potato to and beyond the sh< res of Ihe Atlantic.

Denver is the principal city and the capital (jf the state. Pleciions are biennial: the
legislature meets bieniu.illy; .senators jire chosen for four years, and iissemblymen lor
two. and both {'re paid $4 per day for sessions limiied to 40 days. Tht* llrsi vote lor

president will be given in 1880. The young state has not much of a hi.story. '1 li;it ]ioi-

tion n and e. of the Arkansas river and the Kocky mountains was a p..ri of ihe Louisiana
purchase; and the remainder came from Mexican ttrriiory ceded alter our war with that
<*ountry. Up to 18(51, the territory v»as divideil among the adjacent organized territ( lies

of Ubdi, New IMexico. Kan.sas, and Ntbraskii. In 1801. C. was <tiganize(l as a sc] aiate
territory. The early Spanish gold-huntei*s doubtless visited C. in the IGth c. but no
settlements were made until within the past quarter of a cei.tury. Alout UOO, niaj.

Pike led a government exploring expedition into the region, leavirg his memory in tlie

name Pike's Peak, a high mountain near the geographical center (4 the tcnitoiy. Sub-
sequently, nbout 1820, another party under col Long, of the Unitc<l bt.-ites engineers,
liatl some travel ii C. ; ;ind in 1843, Vapt. John C. Fremont. " the p.-itli tinder." made full

examination of the rorthern part. The discovery of gold in 1858, on the Platte, near
the present city of Denver, started a flood of immigration, which was but little cheeked
even during the rebellion. Towns spr.-ing up as easily as in the Arabian stories. Denver,
Go'den City. Central CMly. Nevnda, etc.. startf^d within a year, and the next year boro
a large crop of these improvised "cities." The struggle with the rebellion ard one
severe Indi:in war had .somewhat interfered with the growlh of C, but, with all draw-
backs, its prog?-(>ss has been very rai>id.

There were 7 daily. 1 semi-weekly. 43 weekly newspapers, and 1 monthly magazine
published in C. nt the beginning of 1879. The j.-itest statistics of education .--'how 20,473
persons of school age (0 to 21); 16.041 pupils enrolled: 9.700 average nttendai^ce; 100
school-days in the year; 507 teachers: income, ?281,074; expenses, ^243.850. There is

n normal department in tlic .state university, at Boulder. There is a school of mines at

Golden, a mining institute at Colorado Springs, and there is soon to be an agricultural
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«. )l!cgG. The Pt:itc u-iivcrsity in 1873 had G3 students; tlicre is an in«;titution for deaf
1 lutt'o at Colorado Springs, anil at lac bume place Luiurado college (Long.). The school
i.i-i.ls anioJht to 0.740,000 acres.

The railroads in (J., tinishcd and in pro^rc-s on t!io l<t of Jan., 1S70, were- Denver
an I Ui>) Grande, from Denver to El Pas >, Te.\as. L3DV m. ; l^uehlo and Arkansas Val-
1 y, 230 ni.; Colorado Central, from Golden \o Clieyenne, Wyoming Te:.. uilh a branch
t ) D.'nver. 184;^ m. ; Kansas Pacitic, 1 uel)lo to Kansas stale line, 104 m. ; Denver Pacilic,

fr )m Djnver^to Cheyenne, 9G ni. ; Denver, S»)Ulii Park and Pacitic, from Denver to
\\'e'i.>ler, 7Si m.; and Denver and Boalder N'alley, irvjin Hughes to Louider City, 27
luilei.

The fr luers of thj constitution of C. provided against tlie evils of special legisla-

tion very carefully. Sjc. V. says: "The !:eueral a>send)ly shall not pa-s local or special
la.vsinan/of tlie followi.ig ca^e.-^: For granting divorces; laying out, opening, alter-

iag, or working roadi or hig.nvays; vacating roads, town plots, streets, al.eys, and pub-
lic groun h; io:;ating or clianging county seat--, regulating counly or township allairs;

regal iting practice in c(>urls of jastice; regulating i.ie jurisdiction and duties of justices

of ihc pjajj, police nugistratjs, auvl constables; changing the rules of evidence in any
til il or inq dry; pr»)viding for changL-.j of venue ia Ci\il or crinuual cases; declaring
any person of agv*; for limitations of civil actions cr giving effect to informal or invalid

djeils; s'.im noning or impi leling grand or petit jurors; p.oviding for the management
of public soli )jU; reg dating thj rate of interest on money ; the opening or conducting
of any eljcli)n, or djiigaating t le place of voting; the sale or mortgag'e of real estate

beloni;ing to inin;)rs or others under disability; the protection of game or lish; charter-

ing or licencing roads or toll-bridges; remitting fines, penalties, or forfeitures; creating,

increasing, or decreasing fees, percentage, or allowance of public otficers; changing the
law of discount; granting to any corporation, association, or individual the riglit to lay
down railroad tracks; granting to any corporation, association, or individual, any special
or exclusive privilege, immunity, or franchise whatever. In all other cases where a
general assembly law can be made applicable, no special law shall be enacted." Women,
lire rec )g'uzed in affairs of education, and can vote at school district elections, and hold
school o.ti ;js. Tac legislature may makii educatioa compulsory. (For latest statistics,

see Appendix.)

COLORADO, a co. in s.e. Texas, on the Colorado river, reached by the Buffalo
Bayou. Brazos, and Colorado railroad; OOosq.m.

; pop. '70, 8,236—3,701 colored. The
region is fertile and heavily wooded; productions, corn, cotton, sweet potatoes, etc.

Co. seat, Columbus.

COLORADO RIVER, in Texas, rising near the New Mexican boundary and flow-

ing s.e. through nearly the whole breadth of the state, emptying into Matagorda bay.

It is about 900 m. long, and in winter is navigable by steamboats to the city of Austin,
tiie capital of the state.

COLORADO, or Conu Leubu, RIVEK, rising in the Andes, and flowing s.e.

through a portion of the Argentine Republic to the Pacific. It is about 600 m. lon^,

and is said to be navigable for 120 m. ; but it flows through a region of which little la

known.

COLORADO RIVER, or Colorado of the West, a large river rising in Utah, and
flowing s. and w. throuu:h Utah and Arizona, and between Kevada and California and
Arizona. The Colorado is formed by the junction of the Green and the Grand rivers

of Utah in hit 3S'' north. The main tributaries of the Colorado are from the e., and
include the San Juan, the Little Colorado, and the Gila. After leaving United States
territory, the Colorado Hows s. between the Mexican provinces of Lower California and
Sonora, and discharges its waters into the extreme n. point of the gulf of California.

The length of the Colorado, reckoning from the .sources of Green river, is about 2000
miles. It is navigible for steamers a little over 600 m , nearly to the foot of the Grand
canon. There is a good harbor near the mouth of the river, used mainly by vessels in

the Colorado trade. The remarkable features of this river are its canons, wliich extend
for more than 503 in along its course. The most notable, and in itself a great wonder,
is more than 2J0 in. long, with walls quite or nearly vertical, varyinu: from 4.000 to 7,000
ft. high. Tiic channel of the riv(!r is in some places 100 yards wide, and then perhaps
suddenly narrowed to less than 20 yards. The fall of the stream is from 5 to 200 ft. in

a inih;. and the deep gloomy gorge is full of whirlpools and waterfalls. Below the
oaiions thtrre is a valley from 2 to 8 m. wide, of fertile .soil. In 1867, the cni^ons were
descended by James White;, the sole survivor of a party prospecting for mines. lie
escaped ihrough them from hostile Indians, and floating on rafts of driftwood, came
out scarcely alive. Again, in 186'J, prof. J. W. Powell, with a corps sent by the United
States government, ex|)lored the cafions through their whole length, suffering great
hardships, and often narrowly escaping with life.

COIjOR-GUAHD, in the infantry, is a guard of eight corporals and the color-bearer
In each regiment. T\n;y are attached to the right center company in the line.

COLOSSIANS, EPISTLE TO THE, is |)roved by external testimony and infernal

evidence lobe a genuine production of the apostle Paul, and as such has been unjvcr
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snlly acknowledged except by a few modern critics who oppose but car.not overturn tho
general judgment. From the epistle itself it is plain that Paul wrote it when lie was a
prisoner; but whether at liome or Csesarea has been strenuously debal'jd. "W hile the
intfM'ual evidence is perhaps evenly balanced for each place, the testimony cf tradition
H decided tliat the epistle was written at Kome. If that view be correct, its date is

about G2 or G8 a.d. Another question much disputed is whether or not the church at

Colossal was lounded b}' the apostle Paul. On the negative side the cliief argument is

derived from Paul's declaration concerning his anxiety "for the Colossians, Laodiceans,
and all who had not seen his face." From ibis the conclusion is drawn that the
(-'olossians were a part of those who had not seen him. On the afiirmative side it is

urged- 1. In reply to the preceding argument, that Paul's language , maj' fairly be inter

preted to n)ean that his anxiety was for the Colossians and Laodiceans who knew him,
and for the great multitude in addition wiio had never seen him. 2. That as it la

statetl in Acts that Paul went through Phrygia twice, preachiDg the gospel and revisit-

ing the disciples, it is not probable that lie passed by Colos?a3 and Laodicea, two
of its important cities. 3. That his friendship for many prominent Christians at
Colossie, the cordial relations which existed between liim and the church there, and his
intimate acquaintatice with their affairs, almost require the supposition that he had
introduced the gospel among them. The epistle was probably written to counteract
C(>rtain false teachings and tendencies Avhich had appeared in the church and were, as
Neander thinks, a combination of oriental theosophy and asceticism with Christiar.ity

in the effort to obtain a deeper insight into the spiritual world and a nearer approach to
purity and intelligence than simple Christianity could yield. Such an effort v.as
especially natural in Phrygia, the land of m3'stic rites and magical superstitions; anditis
remarkable that m the 4th c. the council of Laodicea found it necessary to forbid angel
worship, wiiich had hel<i its ground in that region. But in Paul's daj' the errors were
only beginning to s[)ring forth, and lie opposed them by showing that in Jesus Christ
C/iiristians have all that they require; that he is the image of the invisible God, exalted
above the angels, the creator and upliolder of all things; that all Christians are complete
in him and will be presented by him perfectly holy and unblamable before God if they
continue steadfast in the faith; that while the prescriptions of a mere carnal a.^^ceticisni

are not worthy of their regard, there are high principles which should guide their con-
uciences, and important duties which shoiUd govern their lives. The epistle so closely
resembles that to the Ephesians, in doctrine, style, and manner, that a careful compftn-
*on of one with the other will greatly promote a correct knowledge of both.

COLQUITT, a co. in s.w. Georgia, on the Withlacoochee river; GOO sq.m.; pop.
"70, 1654—lo7 colored. The region is level, and the chief productions are agricultural.
Co. seat, Moultrie.

COLQUnOUN, Patrick, 1745-1820; a Scotch author, chief magistrate of Glasgow,
and for years a police magistrate in Lx)ndon. His works are A Treatise on the Police of
the MetropoUf<; A JS'nr Sf/}<fcm of Education for LahoHng Pecfjle; A Treatise on Indigence;
and On, the Population, Wealth, Power, and Posources of the BHtish Empire.

COLSTOX, Edwat^d. lGnO-1721 ; a native of Bristol, England, successful in trade in
the West Indies and elsewhere, and the accum.ulator of a large fortune, much of which
he gave to the establishment and sup])ort of charities, especialh'in founding and sustain-
ing almshouses and schools. He Mas a strong tory and a high churchman, intolerant
of dissent and dissenters. He was three years in parliament.

COLT, Samuel, 1814-62; h. Hartford, Conn., where his father had a manufactory
of silks and woolens. At the age of 14, Samuel ran off to sea and made a voyage to
India, in the course of which lie made a wooden model (said to be still in existence) of a
revolving pistol, the forerunner of the " Colt's revolver." After the voyage, he applied
himself to the study of chemistry, and lectured on that science in the United States and
Canada. In 1835, he visited Europe and patented h.is invention in London and in Paris,
and on his return secured American patents. In the same year, he founded the Patent
Arms company for the manufacture of revolvers only. The scheme did not succeed, the
revolver was not appreciated, and in 1842 the company became insolvent: no revolvers
were made for live years; and none were to be had when gen. Tavlor sent from Mexico
for a supply. The government then ordered 1000 to be made, and this coir.mission was
the foundation of the inventor's wonderful success. The little factory at Whltrcyville,
where the first order was filled, gave way to larger and larger buildings, until his manu-
factories caine to exceed in size and i'mportance any establishment for th.e making of
anns in tlie country. Not only pistols but rifies are made, with all the accessories of
such Aveapons; balls, cartridges, bullet-molds, powder-flasks, etc. He was also the
inventor of a submarine battery for harbor defense, and of a method d insulating sub-
marine telegraph cables.

COLTON, Caleb ChaPvLES. 1780-1832; an English writer, a graduate of Cambridge,
and a vicar. In consequence of his passion for gambling, he fled to the United States,
but afterwards went to Paris, where he was correspondent for a London journal. He
committed suicide through dread of a surgical operation which had become necessary to
save his life. His works are Hypod-isy, a Saiincal Poem; Napoleon, also a poem;
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Lines on the Conflagration of Moscoic; and Lacon, or Many Things in Few Wo^ds. The
Lacon enjoyed reinarktihle popularity. He edited a newspaper in Wasliiugton, advo-
cating the election of Clay for president; and published Ltfe and Times of Henry (Jlay;
Public Economy for the LTnited States; The Genius and Mission of Protestant Episcopal
Churches in the United States; and edited Clay'g speeches.

COLTON, Calvin, ll.d., 1789-1857; b. Mass.; goaduated at Yale, and studied
theology at Andover. He was ordained in 1815, and took charge of a Presbyterian
church in Batavia, N. Y., but his voice failed, and he left preaching for work as a
newspaper correspondent, writing letters from England. On his return he published
Four Years iit Great Britain. About 1835, he took orders in the Episcopal church, and
published Vioughts on the Religious State of the Country, and Reasons for Preferring
Episcopacy. He soon returned to secular literary work, and wrote a series of whig
arguments called the Junius Papers.

COLTON, Walter, 1797-1851; b. Vt.
;
graduate of Yale and Andover, and pro-

fessor of moral philosophy and belles-lettres at Middletown, Conn. He was for many
years a chaplain in the navj-. and w^hile in the service he gathered materials fo*r

Ship and Shore in Madeira, Lisbon, and the Mediterranean; Visit to Athens and Con-
stantinople; Land and Lee in the Bosporus and JEgean; and l^otes on France and Italy,

He was on the Pacific station at the beginning of the war with Mexico, and in 1846
acted as alcalde of Monterey. He built the first school-house and started the first news-
paper in California, and a letter of his to a Philadelphia newspaper made the first public
announcement in the United States of the discovery of gold at Sutter's Fort. Some
years later he returned to Philadelphia, and published Deck and Port, and Three Years
in California.

COLUBRI'NA, one of the sub-orders of serpents, distinguished from the viperina
by being oviparous, and by a different arrangement of teeth and maxillary bones. The
C. includes more than half the known species of snakes.

COLUMBIA, a co. in s.w. Arkansas, on the Louisiana border; 950 sq.m.
; pop. '70,

11,397—3,718 colored. Has a level and fertile £oil, producing, corn, cotton, etc. Co.
seat, Magnolia.

COLUMBIA, a co. in n.e. Florida, on the Georgia border, bounded by the Suwannee
and the Santa Fe rivers; 864 sq.m.; pop. '70, 7,335—3,228 colored. Surface level and
soil sandy; productions mainly agricultural. Co. seat. Lake City.

COLUMBIA, a co. in e. Georgia, on the Savannah river and the South Carolina
border, traversed b}^ the Georgia railroad; 500 sq.m.; pop. '70, 13,529—9,449 colored.
The surface is uneven; productions, agricultural. Co. seat, Appling.

COLUMBIA, a co. in s.e. New York, e. of the Hudson river, on the border of Mas-
sachusetts, traversed by the Harlem, the Hudson River, the Boston and Alban}^ and the
Hudson and Boston railroads; 620 sq.m.; pop. '75, 17,270. The surface is varied, and
the soil productive. There are warm springs at New Lebanon. The chief productions
are rye, corn, oats, buckwheat, potatoes, hay, butter, wool, hops, and orchard fruits.

Co. seat, Hudson.

COLUMBIA, a co. in n.w. Oregon, bounded e. and n. by the Columbia river, which
eeparates it fiom Washington territory; 470 sq.m.; pop. '70, 863. Coal and iron are

found. Co. seat, St. Helena,

COLUMBIA, a co. in e. Pennsylvania, intersected by the Lackawanna and Liooms-
burg and the Catawissa railroads, and the North Branch canal; 375 sq.m.; pop. '70,

88,766. Spurs of the Alleghany range make the surface hilly and mountainous, but the
valleys are fertile. Iron ore and limestone are abundant. Productions chiefly agricul-

tural. Co. seat, Bloomsburg.

COLUMBIA, a co. in s. Wisconsin, intersected by the Wisconsin and Neenah rivers,

and cros.sed b^ the Milwauk(!e and St. Paul railroad; 751 sq.m.; pop. '70, 28,803. The
surface is rolling or liilly, and the soil fertile, producing the usual farming crops. Co.

seat, Portage City.

COLUMBIA, a village, the co. seat, of Boone co.. Mo., 115 m. w.n.w. of St. Louis,
on a branch of the North Missouri railroad; i)op. '70, 2,330—798 colored. The village

is the seat of the state university,

COLUMBIA, a ])orough in Lancaster co., Penn., on the Susquehanna river at the

terminus of the e. division of llu; state (;anal, and Philadelphia and ('olumbia rail-

road. There is also rail conn(!fttion with Harrisburg. York, and Baliimore. Pop. '70,

6,461. This i)lacc is the princii)al depot for lumber l)rought down the Susquehanna in

rafts.

COLUMBIA, the capital of South Carolina, in Richmond co., on the c. side of
Congaree river, a short distance ))e]ow its junction with Broad river, 137 ni. n.w. of
Charleston, and readied by three railroads; pojx '70, 9,288—5,295 colored. The river

is navigable to this point. Tlie city is handsomely laid out, and the surrounding views
arc very fine. There is a fine park, and the streets we well shaded. The state house,
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built of granite, occupies a commanding situation near the center of the city. The
executive mansion and the city hall are also attractive buildings. The city is well sup-
plied with water and gas, and has a very considerable manufacturing industry. This
place was purposely selected for the capital by a law passed in 1786, which provided
for the foundation of a city. During the war of the rebellion, the old state house and
its libraiy of 25,000 volumes, a convent, several churches, the railroad depot, and a vast
quantity of cotton were burned, whether by the confederate or union forces, or pur-
posely, has not been satisfactorily determined.

COLUMBIA, a city in Maury co., Tenn., on Duck river, 38 m. s.w. of Kashville,

areched b}'- the Nasliville and Decatur railroad; pop. 70, 2,o50—1108 colored. Jackson
college is situated here, and the place was the residence of James K. Polk before he was
elected president, the stream giving him the title of " The Duck river statesman."

COLUMBIA COLLEGE. In Dec, 1746, an act of the colonial assembly was passed
to raise money by public lottery for tlie encouragement of learning and towards the

founding of a college in the city of New York. The amount thus raised was vested in

ten trustees, seven of whom were members of the church of England and some of ihem
vestrymen in Trinity church. A parcel of ground, w. of Broadway, bounded by Bar-
clay, Church, and Murray streets, and the Hudson river, was granted by Trinity church
as the site for the college. On a portion of this, at the foot of what was alterwards
called Park place, the college edifice was built; the rest of it was leased and becjime a very
valuable endowment. Dr. Samuel Johnson, of Connecticut, was chosen president, and
in July, 1754, commenced the instruction of a class of students in the school-house
belonging (o Trinity church. Soon after, a charter was obtained, according to which the

institution was called King's college, and was to be governed by a board of trustees, con
sistingof the archbishop of Canterbury, the first lord commissioner for tiade and plan
tations, the lieutenant-governor of the province, several other public officers, the ministers

of the live principal religious denominations in the city, and twenty-four private gentle-

men. The new buildings were first occupied in 1760. In 1763, a grammar school was
established. In March of tliat j'ear, on the resignation of Dr. Johnson, the Rev. Dr.

Myles Cooper of Oxford, Eng.—an accomplished scholar—was elected president. In 1767,

a grant of land containing 24,000 acres was obtained from the province, but as it was
wrthin the bounds of what afterwards became the state of Vermont, it was ultimately lost.

In Aug., 1767, a medical school was established. Before the war of the revolution, the
emoluments of the college were largely increased by grants from tlie king and by contri-

butions in England and America; and the course of instruction was extended so as to

include "divinity, natural law, physic, logic, ethics, metaphysics, mathematics, natural

philosophy, astronomy, gcograpliy, history, chronology, rhetoric, Hebrew, Greek, Latin,

modern languages, the belles-lettres, and whatever else of literature may tend to accom-
plish the pupils as scholars and gentlemen." Among the earliest graduates wereKobert
R. Livingston, Gouverneur Morris, and John Jay. "All students, except those in

medicine, wTere required, unless specially exempted, to live in the college building, the

grounds of wdiich were surrounded with a high fence whose front gate was con.-lantly

attended by a porter and was closed each evening in winter at 9 o'clock, and in summer
at 10. The names of all students who came in after the hour were reported to the j^resi-

dent." In the disputes which arose with Engjnnd, Dr. Cooper wrote on the side cf the

mother country and was answered by an anonymous correspondent, whoafterwaids was
found to be Alexander Hamilton, then a student. When the war commenced, Dr.
Cooper returned to England, and t4ie Rev. Benjamin Moore was chosen to take his place.

In 1776, the building became a military hospital, the students were scattered !ii.d the

college was broken up. On the return of peace, when its affairs were put in oidcr, its

name was changed to Columbia college, and its original charter, with the necessary
alterations, was confirmed by the legislature of the state. DeWitt Clinton was among
the first students under the new order of things. In IMay, 1787, Dr. William Samuel
Johnson, an eminent lawyer and statesman, and son of the first president, was elected to

the office. Among the students of this period, was John Randolph of Roanoke. In Julj',

1800, Dr. Johnson resigned, and was lollowed first by Dr. AVharton and soon after by
bishop Moore, with the understanding that, on account of his ecclesiastical duties, he
would not ordinarily take an active part iu the business of the college. In ISIO, the
standard of admission was raised and a new course of studies arranged. In 1811, bishop

> Moore having resigned, in order that a president might be chosen who could give his

whole time and attention to the office. Rev. William Harris was elected, with the addition

of Rev. John M. Mason as provost. Tliis office was created for Dr. Mason, and held by
him onl}^ He had cliargc of the senior class and gave new life to the lecture-room. He
resigned in 1816. In 1814, a grant of land, containing about 20 acres, and then valued at

$5,000, was made to the college by the legislature, with the condition (afterwards

repealed) that new college buildings should be erected on it. As this ground is l)elween

5th and 6th avenues, and extends from 47th to 51st street, its value has, of course, vastly

increased. Between 1817 and 1820, the old edifice was thoroughly repaired and addi
tional buildings were erected. In 1829, a grammar school was established under the

charge of the faculty, and a building for it erected within the grounds. This school was
discontinued in 1864. In 1830, besides the original course of study, which was continued
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entire, a scientific nnd literary course was cstablislicd, tlic ndvantagca of Tvliich, eitlicr

entirely or in pan, %vore olfered to persons wlio ^vere not nuitriciilated students; but as it did
not appear to find favor with the public, it Avas discontinued in 18-13. Atlhesanie timetlic
Gebhard prol'essorsliip of the German lan'j:uago and literature was established upon the
endowment made by the bequest of Fryderick Gebhard. In 1847, the study of German
was made voluntary for the two hi2:her classes, and in 18o7 for all the classes, with llie

addition of two annual prizes of ijvJO each, and two of ,$20 each, in order to stimulate
attention to the study. The requirements of commerce having, alter the lapse of a cen ,

tury, made the removal of the college from its original site necessary and desirable, ne\ /

buildings were erected for it on the block extending from 49th to OOlh street, between 4tL{

and ^ladisou avenues, and were occupied in 1857. At the same time the scope of instruc-

tion was greatly enlarged and several new professors were added to the faculty. In
1858, the law school was established. The distinguished jurist, chancellor Kent, had
formerly been professor of law in the institution, and had delivered courses of lectures
which attracted much attention and were of great service in preparing students to prac-
tice at the bar. He was followed by W illianfBetts, ll.d., whose lectures were at length
^»hoHy discontinued. The object of the new organization was to give law students a
systematic and comprehensive course of instruction, and to combine the constant drill

of oral recitation with lectures by thoroughly qualified professors. The advantages
expected from the system adopted have been attained. In 18G0, a union was effected
with the college of physicians and surgeons by which it became the medical department
of Columbia college. The union is complete in the single respect that tlie united author-
ity of the two institutions is necessary to the conferring of degrees; all diplomas bearing
the signature ol the president of C. college with those of the facultv of medicine. The
school has an independent board of trustees, and its financial affairs are distinct from
those of Columbia college. In 1864, the school of mines was established, with the distinctive
purpose of furnishing the means for acquiring a thorough scientific and practical knowl-
edge of those branches of science which relate to mining, and of supplying persons com-
))etent to conduct mining and metallurgical operations on scientific principles. Instruc-
tion is given in five regular courses of scientific study, viz. : Mining engineering, civil

engineering, metallurgy, geology and paleontology, and chemistry, analytic and applied.
]n 1874, a new buikling for the school of mines, admirably adapted to its uses and
work, was erected at a cost of $150,000, and this was followed in 1878 by a building
for the school of arts. Prizes, scholarships, and fellowships have been founded by the
trustees and by benevolent associations and individuals, to be annually conferred on
iUudents who excel in various departments of the several schools. The school of mines
is provided with a library whose value has been greatly enhanced by a judicious selec-

tion of standard and recent works in the various departments of science which it

tmibraces, and in their adaptation to the specific wants of the school. There are also

collections of specimens and models illustrating all the subjects taught in the school. A
liberal appropriation is annually made for the increase of the ]ibr;'.ry an(J collections.

The law school has a choice library of nearly 6,000 volumes, including works in all

departments of legal study. The general college library contains al)out 20,000 volumes.
TJie formation of it began in 1754. A large number of valuable books were contributed
Hy friends of the in^^titution in London and Oxford as well as in iVAf, coxivAvy. But dur-
ing the revolutionary war the library was removed from the college building and a great
part of it was ultimately lost. It has since been enriched from time to time both by
liberal gifts and large purchases. In forming it the wants of the faculty and students
have always ])een first considered, so that it has become eminently a colk'je library.

There are also collections in astronomy, mathematics, philosophy, archit(!C.ture, typog-
raohy, natural histoiy, music, and the fine arts; and a good supply of biographical
dictionaries, encycio^);edias, and rcvi(!ws. The institution has in all its faculties, includ-
ing the i)resident, an assemblage of 123 professors, instructors, and assistants; and in all

its schools a total of about 1500 stTidents.

COLUMBIAD, a cast-iron howitzer intended chiefly for use in sea-coast defense,
riic howitzer shell guns wore remodeled in 1844, when Ihe larger gun was first named
/jolumbiad. In 18C1, the Hodman exterior form was applied to these and other heavy
^Min.s.

COTiUMBIAN'A. a co. in e. Ohio on the Ohio river and bordering on Pennsylvania,
traversed by the ftandyand lieaver canal, and l)y the Cl(;veland and l^ittsburg, tlio Pitts-

burg, Fort Wayne, and ChicaLTO. and the New Lisbon railroads; 490s(j.m.; ])()p. '70,

38,299. The surface is level in the n. and hilly in th(>. s. portion, and the soil fertile;

produ(;tions chiefly agricultural. Co. .seat, New Lisbon.

COLUMBO. Sec Calumiu, ante.

COr^U.MBRE'TRS. or Colomuhktks, islands in the Mediterranean, off oape Oropesa,
belonging to Sj)ain. They are of volcani(; origin, and form a i)i(;tur('s(pie group. There
i.s on(j good harbor, and on the largest island there are a few inhal)itaiits. Tho C. are
important only as a military station. They have been a noted resort for privateers.

COLUMBUS, a co. in s.e. North Carolina, between the Waecamaw and Lumber
rivers; 600 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 8,474—2,948 colored. The surface is level and marshy;
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productions, cotton, rice, etc. The "Wilmington, Columbia, and Augusta railroad inter-

sects. Co. seat, Wiiiteville.

COLUMBUS, a city in Georgia, the seat of justice of Muskogee co., on the Chatta
hoochie, 84 m. s.w. of Macon, reached by Muscogee railroad, and connected by railroad

Avitli JMobile. Tiie river is navigable for the greater portion of the year, and alfonh:

ready communication with the neighboring cotton-growing districts. A change in the

level of the river at C. furnishes a strong iiead of water, which lias been turned to prac-

tical use by the construction of a dam, and other hydraulic contrivances. The city,

which occupies an extensive area, is regularly laid out in wide and handsome streets.

Tliere are a court-liouse, a temperance hall, churches, and other public buildings. IIil^

chief industry is the cotton trade, but there are flour mills and manufacturing establisii-

luents. The tov.n was laid out in 1^528 on a portion of an abandoned Indian reservation.

Pop. '70, 7,400—3,204 colored.

COLUMBUS, a village in Bartholomew co., Ind., 41 m. s.s.e. of Indianapolis, witli

which it is connected by railroad; pop. '70, 3,359.

COLUMBUS, a t. in Hickman co., Ky., on the Mississippi, 18 m. below Cairo: pop.
'70, 1574—761 colored. Tlie village is on a bluff, and was strongly fortified by the con-

federates early in the war of the rebellion; l)ut the capture by the federals of forts

Henry and Donelson, rendered C. useless, and the confederates abandoned it.

COLUMBUS, a city and seat of justice of Lovviides co.. Miss., on the Tombigbco
river, 132 m. n.e. of Jackson, having steamboat connection with Mobile, and a branch
extending to the Mobile and Ohio railroad; pop. '70, 4,812—2,738 colored. The city is

the shipping place for large amounts of cotton.

COLUMBUS, a city in Franklin co., O., the capital of the state, on the Scioto river,

too m. n.e. of Cincinnati; pop. '70, 31,274, The city owes its importance almost entirely

to the presence of the capitol and other state institutions. The streets are wide and
regular, and finely shaded, and the squares and parks are handsomely improvetl.

Among the prominent features are Goodale park, the city park, the gardens of the hor-

ticultural society, and Green Lawn cemetery. The chief public buildings and instiui-

tions are the state capitol, the penitentiar}', and the asylums for the blind, the deaf and
dumb, the insane, and the idiotic. There are also the U. S. arsenal, the city haV, the

high-school building, the court-house, tlw almshouse, the op<.Ta-house, the odd-fellows
hall, etc. Six or seven railroads center here; there are also horse railroads. The city

was projected in 1812, and became the state capital in 1816.

COLUMBUS, Bartolommeo, 1432-1514; the eldest brother of the discoverer. In
1470, tie was in Lisbon constructing maps and charts, and it is supposed that he went
to the cape of Good Hope with Bartholomew Diaz, He was sent bj" his brother to

England to seek the aid of Ilenrj'VH., but there is no evidence that he succeeded.
After the discovery he was in favor -.v.i the brother of the admiral; and under him was
lieut.gov. of the West Indies, in which position he showed discretion and courage.

COLUMBUS, or COLON, Lons, 1472-1579; a grandson of tlie discoverer. He with-
drew his claim to the viceroyalty of India in 1540. and received in exchange the title

of duke of Vcragua and marquis of Jamaica, and a pension.

COLUSA, a CO. in n, California, between the Sacramento river and the coast range
of m.ountains;; 2,370 sq.m. : pop. '70, C, 105. The surface is rough; quicksilver, sulphur,
and salt are found. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Colusa.

COLWELL, STEPiuiiN, 1800-71; a native of Virginia, educated at Jeffei-son college,

and admitted to the bar in 1821. He practiced law for several ycfus, but left it for
riiercantile business. Besides many articles for reviews and magazines, he wrote a
number of works on trade and finance, labor, banks, taxation, and kindred subjects.

COMAL', a s.w. co. of Texas, on the Cibolo river, and intersected J)y the Guada-
lupe; 575 s{(.m.; pop. '70, 5,283—377 colored. The surface is mountainous in some
parts, and alK)ut two thirds is covered with live oak and mosquito. The greater por-

tion of tlic people arc Germans, and agriculture is tlieir chief occupation. Co. seat.

New Braunfels.

COMA'N.\, a city of Cappadocia, in a deep valley of the Anti-Taurus range,
through which the river Sarus flows. C. was celebrated" in ancient times as the place
where tlie rites of the goddess Ma (the Greek Enyo^ were celebrated, with much solem-
nity and great magnificence, in a spacio\is and s\nnptuous temple, to which the city was
scarcely more than an appendage. It was governed by the chief priest, who took rank
next to the king. In Strabo's time, more than 6,000 jx^rsons were engaged in the serv-

ices of the temple.

COMANCHE, a co, in e.w. Kansas, Iwrdering on the Indian territory; 780 sq.m.
It is as yet imsettled.

COMANCHE, a co. in n.w. Texas on the Leon river; 1050 sq.m.; pop. '70, lOOO—
24 colored. The surface is undulating and well timbered. Stock raising is the leading
Uusine&s. Co. seat, Comanche,
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COMANCHES, American Indians, of the Shoshone family, known to the French
as Padouqucs, AVhen first known to Europeans, they occupied the regions hctween the
Tipper waters of the Brazos and Colorado on one side, and tlie Arkansas and Missouri on
tile other. In 1788. tliey were brought to nominal subinission by the Spanish general
Anza, who killed 80 of their chiefs; l)ut tliey again became troublesome, and continued
to harass tiie district of Texas until tlicy were settled ia a reservation. In 1872, a por-

tion of the tribe known as the Staked Plain Comanches had to be reduced by military
measures. In that year they numbered in all about 8,800.

COMAYA'GUA, a department in Honduras, 4,800 sq.m.; pop. about 80,000. The
province occupies the w. central portion of the republic. The soil is rich, and well
adapted to the cultivation of tropical vegetation. 1 here are silver and copper mines,
and various other minerals; and of timber there are pine, oak. mahogany, cedar, lignum
vitae, etc. In the mountains in the s.e. part of the province is a considerable population
of Indians wlio are descended from the Lencas. The province is famous for raising

superior breeds of cattle.

COMBACO'NUM, a t. in s. India 20 m. from Tanjore, and 80 m. from the sea; pop.
40,000. It is a large town, with wide streets, and is adorned with pagodas, gateways,
and other edilices of considerable pretension. The gate pyramid is a building of 12
stories rising more than 100 ft., and is ornamented Avith a profusion of figures of men
and animals done in stucco. One of the water tanks in the town is reputed to be filled

with water taken from the Ganges once in 12 years, by a subterranean passage 1200 m.
long. Tliere is considerable trade, and w^eaving is one of the chief industries. The
city was once the capital of the Chola race, an old Hindu dynasty.

COMBAT, Single, the " Holm-gang," or i.sland duel of the old JSTorsemen. A great

many quarrels were settled by single combat, when, to guard against interference, the
])rincipals went alone to some small island (or holm), and there settled their quarrel by
strength and skill. The idea is as old as war. In the Bible we read of Goliath chal-

lenging any Israelite to single strife. In the Iliad, Ajax challenges any opponent, and
furthermore defies heaven. It was not uncommon in England, and was particularly
invoked in charges of treason. The idea finds its modern and despicable expression in

dueling.

COMET-FINDER, a telescope having a wide field of view but rather low magnify-
ing power, used in searching for comets,

COMFORT, George Fisk, b. New York, 1833; a graduate of Weslej^an university,

especially known as a teacher. He was one of the leaders in organizing the American
philological association, and also in establishing the metropolitan museum of art in

New York, and has held a number of professorships. He is the author of a text-book
for the study of German, and various essays upon linguistic and aesthetic subjects,

COMITAN', or Comitlan, a t. in the state of Chijipas, Mexico, about 40 m. s.e. of
San Cristobal. It has a fine church and a convent dedicated to St, Domingo. Agri-
culture is the chief occupation of the people.

COMI'TIA {ante). It was a fundamental principle of the Roman constitution that
the supreme power was inherent in the citizens, though it might be delegated by them
to hereditary or to elected magistrates. All imporU^nt matters, however, had to be
brought before the sovereign people, who could either ratify or reject, but without dis-

cussi(m, the proposals made to them. Such, at least in theory, and, during the best
da3's of the r(;public, in practice also, was the function of these popular assemblies. As
may be readily understood, different elements had the ascendancy among the Roman
])eoplc at different periods of their history. So far as it was possible for a state cxi)Osed
to .so many and such various inlluences to b(; conservative of its political traditions,

Rome, whether monarchical, republican, or imperial, was es.sentially so. But, under
the force of circumstances, from time to time innovations were introduced Avhich mate-
riall}'' altered the position of the two political parties—the natricians and the plebeians

—

into which the state was early divided, and by whose dissensions it was long distnicted,
and in none of h(!r institutions can the progress of th<! struggle between the.sc risini]^

factions be more clearly tractnl than in the motive and power of those jv^semblies, or
coinilia, by which the sui>reme authority of Rotne was in succession wiehled. It is

usual to describe the Roman coniilia as of three? kinds, named fronj the mode in wliich
the people were organi/x-d and in which they voted—the conutia curiata, or assembly of
the curite; the comitia centuriata, or as.sembly of th(; c(;nturies; ainl the comitia tributa,

or assembly of the tril)es. To the.Hc .some add a fourth, the comitia calata (from calare,
to call); but as this as.s(Mnbly had neither political functions nor a separate organization,
it is unnecessary to do more than mention the name.

1. Comitia Cuuiata.—The a.s.seml)ly of the curijc is l)elieved to have hocrx coeval
with the rise of Rome itself, and its origin is therefore lighlly ascribed by tradition to
the mythical founder of the city. Tl»e syst(.'m .seenis to liave been an es.sential part of
Ihe conununities, of which Rome was originally only one. Its primary object cannot
iiovv be' satisfactorily determincid; but the pnrpr)se for whieh it came to*l)e employed is

sufflciently clear. From a very early jxriod the Roman curite, or " wardships," as the^
may be called, numbered 80, being 10 for each of the three once independent commuui-
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ties—the Rliaranians, the Titles, and the Luceres—from whose amalgamation the Roman
people sprang. At flrst, these curiai were probably made up extensively of the free-

holders, or patricians, as the freeholders were afterwards designated, on whom devolved
exclusively the right and the duty of bearing arms. It has been maintained by some
tliat the class of dependents called by the Roman writers clients, as well as the bur-

gesses or citizens, had a right to vote in the assembly of the curiae. No direct evidence,

however, can be brought forward in support of this supposition, which, in the nature

of the case, is highly improbable; and, if allowed to be present at all, they were very
likely nothing more than spectators, or, as their name is said to imply, "listeners." In
an assembly each had one vote, and determination was by the majority of the individ-

ual voters in the different curiiB. As the number of the latter was even, and no pro-

vision was made for deciding in case of there being an equal division on any question,

it would seem as if this function had not been thought of in fixing the number of the

curiae, or had been subordinated to some other consideration.

2. CoMiTiA Cejntturiata.—By the operation of obvious causes, a gi*eat increase soon
took place in the number and influence of the dependent members of the Roman com-
monwealth. As a natural consequence, the way was paved for a reform of the consti-

tution, though we may well conceive that the step was hastened by the gradual thinning
of the ranks of the old freeholders in the incessant wars in which Rome found herself

involved with her neighbors. Thus, in the course of lime a new class, the plebeians of

history, arose out of the clients, preponderating in numbers, and by no means destitute

of wealth. Though this class had not, perhaps, the rights of citizens, it was exempt
from service in the field; and while the political inferioiity of its members must have
been galling, their immunity from the chances of war can hardly have been looked upon
with equanimity by the ruling faction. It was to redress this twofold grievance that

the reform ascribed to king Servius Tul]ius is generally believed to have been effected.

But the whole scheme was one skillfulh^ devised to assign duties to the plebeians rather

than to bestow upon them rights, and it was e\idently the work of a statesman who
was in the interest of the patricians. The chief authorities for the details of the

arrangement are Livy and Dionysius, whose accounts, thougli they differ in some par-

ticulars, agree in the main. We must bear in mind, however, that both of them describe

the assembly of the centuries rather as it existed in their own day than as it was first

constituted. Livy gives the whole number of the centuries as 194; Dionysius makes
them 193. The voting in the assembly was b}^ centuries, each possessing a collective vote

exactly as in the case of the curiae. It was so arranged that the 18 centuries of equities

and the 80 centuries of the first class voted first. If they were agreed upon a question
at issue, the other side were not called upon to vote at all. As the centuries, though
nominally "hundreds," probably contained in the first class fewer, and in some of the
other classes certainly many times more than that number, it is plain that in the assem-
bly by far the largest share of power was retained in the hands of the wealth}', of
whom the original burgess element would long form the main portion. How far we
have in this scheme merely a modification of an earlier arrangement, there are no means
of determining. As Mommsen remarks, it is more than probable that the original

assessments were laid upon land. Be this as it may. the Servian reform was originally

a new military rather than a new political organization, its author intending that the

privileges of the patricians assembled in the carive should remain as before. But its

results were different from what had been anticipated. B}' a process easily understood,
the rights of the curiie gradually passed to the centuries. The assembly of the former
continued, indeed, to meet, but the assembly of the latter became thenceforth the chief

guardian of the rights of the Roman people.

3. CoMiTiA TillJ5UTA.—The further development of the democratic element in the
Roman constitution, consequent on the change just described, soon led to a demand for

greater changes in tlie same direction. The tribunes of the people, now the acknowl-
edged leaders of tlu' democracy, took advantage of an ancient division of the original

territory of Rome into tribes, to give greater prominence to this element than it had
yet possessed. These tribes, 30 and afterwards 35 in number, which, as is supposed by
some, had already supplied a basis for the arrangement into curia' as well as classes, seem'
to have at first existed for purely local purposed. But the leaders of the people suc-

ceeded at length in forming them into a political union entitled to exercise certain func-

tions, chief among which was the election of the inferior magistrates, and the approval
and rejection of such legislative measures as affected the interests of the plebeians as a
class. Whether the assembly of the tribes was composed of plebeians only, or of all,

whether patrician or plebeian, living within certain limits, has not been ascertained ; but
the balance of opinion inclines to the In'pothesis that it consisted of plebeians alone.

After the rise of this new poAver. it became a matter of great difficulty to determine
what questions were to be submitted to the tribes, and what to the centuries, each claim-

ing to be the real representatives of the whole body of the people. A solution appears to

have been sought and found in some combination of the two rival assemblies. At what time
this change took place, and what was its exact nature, are matters which remain involved
in the greatest obscurity. All that can be said is this: the plebeians, either by means
of their own assembly, or by some use of it to counterbalance the power of the patri-'

cians in the assembly of the centuries, ultimately gained what they had so long aimed
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at—a position of supreme importance to the republic. When the wealthier classes found
their inliuiMice thus neutralized, they ceased to attend tlie coniitia altoi;ethcr. and the

popular will was represented by the lower classes alone. A period of moral and political

corruption followed, ending in the military despotism of the Ca>sars. Undttr the tirsL

emperors the form of calling the assemblies together was still observed, but the peoplo

met no longer to control their chief ruler, but simply to receive inforn)ation as to what
he hud done. Even this form was by and by discontinued, and in the last days of tliG

empire the comitia was an institution known only as one of the traditions of the past

greatness of Rome. Sec Home, ante.

COMMANDER (ante), in the U. S. navy, an officer next in position below cap.,

equivalent to lieut.col. in the army.

C0:MMANDER-IX-CIIIEF {ante). In the United ?tatcs, the president is the com
mander-in-C'hiei of all the laud and naval power of the nation. The immediate com.
mander of the laud forces is the "general of the army," In most of the states, Uio

governor is commander-in-chief of the militia.

CO^iIMAXDERY, the title of the meeting or meeting-place of freemasons who havo
reached the degree of knights templar. Its origin was with the knights of aMalta of the

middle ages, and was first applied to sums saved from the revenues of the order for th*i

support of war against the Moslems. It soon came to mean persons and places rathci

than things, andl;he "grand commander" became the next office to the grand master.

Among the religious establishments suppressed in England by Henry ,YI1I. were more
than 50 commanderies of knights temp-iars.

COMMANDMENTS of the CHURCH are certain rules laid down by Roman
Catholic ecclesiastical autli(>rity which have almost the force of scripture commandments.
The chief of them require the observance of Sundays and holy days of obligation,

attendance at mass, rest from servile work on certain days, abstinence from tlesh and
but one meal on fast days, confession of sins at least once a year, the reception of the

sacrament once a year, contributions to the support of pastors, and certain regulations

concerning affinity and times in marriage.

COMMEN'SAL, a term denoting animals (not parasites) wliich attach themselves to

other animals to share their prey. The term is equivalent to " table com]-)anion," and
was applied to court-officers in France who had their meals at the king's table.

COMMERCE. The term C. in its general acceptation means international traffic in

goods, or what constitutes the foreign trade of all countries as distiiiguished from
domestic trade. The first foreign merchants of whom we read, carrying goods and
bags of silver from one region to another, were the Arabs, the reputed descendant:^ of

Ishmael and Esau. Their trade was by land. The first maritime carriers of goods were
the Plienicians, who dwelt in a narrow strip of land on the e. shore of the ^lediterra-

nean. They founded Tyre and Sidon, of whose opulence thei-e arc abundant proofs

both in sacred and profane history. Launching their oared barks on the waves, and
8teering close along the shore so as to be able to take ^lielter in the nearest harbor on
the approach of a storm, they established an easier and securer passage between Egypt
and Syria than had before been known. The corn and wine of the Nile, and the oil,

silk, dyes, and spices of western Asia, flowed through their hands. From carriers they

became merchants, and to merchandise they added manufactures. In the days of Solo-

mon their vessels penetrated the Red sea, and brought to that king the wealth of Ophir.

They traversed the shores of the Mediterranean, established colonies in the Greek
i.slands, and founded Carthage, one of the most noted commercial cities of the ancient

world. Tlie Plienicians fiourished greatly until the capture of Tyre by Alexander, o[]2

ij.c. Then the inhabitants who survived a long siege were killed or sold into slavery,

and the very name Phenician disappears from liistory, absorbed, doubtless, in the rising

glory of the cities of Greece—Athens, Corinth, Argo, and their colonies; of Carthage,

then in full fame; and of Alexandria, the great seaport founded by the conqueror.-

While Rome was .giving laws and order to the half-civilized tribes of Italy, Carthage,

operating on a diiferent base and l)y other methods, was oi)ening trade with less acces-

sible parts of Europ(!. The strength of Rome was in her legions, ])ut that of Carthage in

lier ships; and her ships could reach realms where legions W(;re powcn-less. Her mariners
had passed the mysterious strait into the Atlantic and establislu'd the jiort of Cadiz.

They founded Carlliagena and Barcelona, and had depots and traders on the shores of

Gaul. This, prosperity of tlujir C. led to wars with martial Rom(>, and, MGb.c, the

great city of Carthage, more than 20 m. in circumference, and containing a million of

iidiabitants, was utterly destroyed. In the same year the Romans caiUured and burnt
Corinth, Avhicli was then an important commereial city; and (10 years later, AtluMis met
a similar fate. These disasters alnujst atuiiliilated sea commerce^ Land C. also sulfered

a disastrcjus blow soon aft(!r the fall of Athens, in tin; capture by tlu; Romans of the

important city of Palmyra, when the walls were razed, the people killed or dispensed,

and the famous queen Zenoijja tak(ai to Rome a prisoner.

The repeated invasions of Italy by the Goths and Huns gaveri.sc to the founding, for

defense and for trade, of the city of Venice, about the middle of the Hth c. ; a city that

lor more than a thousand vears stood foremost in the trade of the world. The Veny-
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tians traded -with Constantinople, Greece, Syria, Egypt, India, and Arabia. They
hecame rulers in the Morea, in Candia, and in Cyprus. It was in Venice that the fiihl

public bank was organized; that bills of exchange were first negotiated, and funded debt

became transferable; that finance became a science, and book keeping an art. AVe cannt't

trace the steps of C. during the middle ages; nor is it important; in fact, international trade

to any considerable extent was unknown. But the loth c. showed a wonderful expansion

of discovery, and consequently of trade. The mariner's compass made distant voyagis
jiossible ou the open sea. In 1418, the Canary islands weie coioidzed by the Portuguese;
in 1431, the Azores were discovered; in 1486, the Guinea ccast of Africa was n.adc

known; and in 1497, Vasco da Gama passed round the cape of Good Hope to Zanzibar.

Before the end of the century, Columbus had thrice crossed the Atlnntic, touched at San
Salvador, discovered Jamaica, Porto Rico, and the isthmus of Earitn, and had ^een the

waters of the Orinoco in South America. Meanwhile, Uabot, sent cut by England, had
discovered Newfoundland, Labrador, Nova Scotia, and Virginia. Nearly all this daring
enterprise had for its prime object the finding of some easy uute to the fabulously

wealthy east, to India and China. But a century elapsed before the English fixed iheir

first establishment or factory in India. The discovery of the new world, however, while

so diligentl3' searching for a sea route to the old one, was destined to diange the couise

and the nature of trade. The Spaniards overran South ar;d Central An-.crica, eager above
all things for conquest and for gold; the French opened Canada and the great Mississippi:

in 1621, the Dutch were fairly established in what is now the foremost ccmmercial city

of the two continents, and second to but one in the world in trade and importance—New
York. About the same time the English colonized Virginia and New England.

From such rapidly spreading exploration and colonizaticu there necessarily arose

Hew wants, new products, new manufactures, and rapidly increasing trade; interrupted

more or less by wars, but in the main marching steadily and rapidly on. The present

century has witnessed an extension of the commercial relations of n ankind to which
there is no parallel in history. In 1819, the first steam-vessel crossed the Atlantic ocean,

from Chjirleston, S. C, to Liverpool, and a similar adventure frcm England to India

was accomplished in 1835. The application of steam to transportation and mai:ufac-

turing immensely enlarged the capacity and needs of commerce. Another astonishing

impulse to trade came with the discovery of gold in California and Australia. The two
events were almost coincident, and came when a general extension of trade had already

been ten years in progress. The first effect was to produce a great emigration to the

regions in which the gold-fields were situated, and this was followed by large exports

of goods to the same quarters, which, as usually hai)i)ens when business falls cut of the

ordinary mercantile course, was much overdone, and ended in heavj- loss to many shif>-

pers. Abundance of labor had been supplied with unwonted celerity to the gold-fields,

and as the labor was not unremunerative, and in many case s was r( warded by large

findings of gold, the commotion in emigration, shipping, and trjiflfic was sustained for a

number of years. The colTers of the great banks were filled with new supplies of gold,

and this imparted confidence to banking operations by which the money was soon dis-

tributed. AH this w'as calculated to give additional impulse ard cxteusicn to the com-
mercial forces already in motion; there was an increased deuiand for goods; much
labor had been transferred from old seats of industry to new fields, and there v.as rise

of wages as well as of prices. The California anil Australia mines remain productive,

though in a reduced degree, and their most permanent effect on C. will be found
in the fact that they hel^3ed to build California into a populous and prosperous state,

and to make the Australian colonies a growing empire.
Great as has been the effect of these gold discoveries upon C, they sink into

comparative insignificance before an influence already alluded to. and that is steam.

There is little use to descant upon steamships and railways, and the later important
agency of the telegraph, all equally marvelous in their power of facilitating C.. and
in the rapidity of their construction to this end. In 1889, tlie ocean steamers of the

world might have been counted on the fingers of one hand. To-day. all the great mari-

time states have lines and lleets of sea-going steamers, enormous icv bulk and power,
threading the great rivers, cleaving every sea, and gulf, and strait, and going and com-
ing from every considerable port on the earth. Great Britain alone lias more than ICOO

such steamships employed wholly in foreign trade. No one knew until 1825 that

goods and persons coukl be haided over the fand by steam. k\ this year. ISSO. ihere are

in the United States alone, 85,000 m. of railroads in operalion, built at a cost of ^4.762,-

000,000. The rapid development of the telegraph is more wonderful in an age of won-
ders than that of steam. It was in May. 1844. that the fii-st line of macnetie telegraph

(Morse's) was used in this countrv, between Washington r.nd raltimore, about 40 miles.

There are now almost 100.000 m. of line and over 2i^0.000 m. of wire in the United
States alone, not including railroad telegraphs. Continents and nations arc linked by
submarine cables, and it is actually easier to-day for a mercharit to send an order to and
receive an answer from Calcutta thaii it was 40 years ago to achieve the same feat

between New York and Brooklyn. Still another modern improvement—made possible

by the telegraph—has a beneficial effect upon C. ; and that is the weather service estab-

lished in the United States, Great Britain, and vsome othei' European countries. There
can be no doubt that C. by sea has been rendered much more secure by the knowledge
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of the state of the weatlior at a distance, and the probabilities of what it is likely to be
in any given place, now published in all centers of trade.

By these inventions and in the natural course of progress, C. has acquired a security

and extension in all its essential conditions, of which it was void in any previous age.

It can never again exhibit the wandering course from route to route, and from one soli-

tary center to another, which is so characteristic of its ancient histor}-, because it is

established in every quarter of the globe, and all the seas and ways are open to it od
terms fair and equal to every nation. Wherever there are population, industry, resource,

art, and ski!l, there will be international trade. C. will have many centers, and one
may relatively rise or fall; but such decay and ruin as have smitten many once proud
seats of wealth into dust, cannot again occur without such catastrophes of war, violence,

and disorder, as the growing civilization and reason of mankind, and the power of law,

right, and common interest forbid us to anticipate. [Portions of this article are, with
modifications, from Enci/lopcedia Britannica, 9th edition.]

CO:kDIISSA'RIAT {ante). In the U. S. army, the C. is in charge of the "commis-
sary of subsistence," an officer with the rank of brig. gen.

COMMITTEE {ante). In the U. S. congress and in state legislative bodies, the form-
ing and management of committees are almost the same as in the English parliament,

except that in committee of the whole house any man may preside (except the speaker),

while in the house of commons there is a regularly chosen chairman of all committees
of the whole house.

COMMODORE {ante), in the U. S. navy first recognized by law in 1863, but long
before used by the people as an honorary title. The rank is above capt. and below
rear-admiral.

COMMON COUNCIL, ordinarily means, in American cities, the local legislative

body, consisting of the boards of aldermen and assistant aldermen, or councilmen, or

selectmen. In Boston, and a few other cities, the aldermen form a different board from
the common council.

COMMONER, in England applied to all citizens except the hereditary nobility. John
Hampden was called the "great commoner," and the title was also given to the elder

Pitt before he became a member of parliament. In Oxford, students of the second rank
who pay board are called commoners.

COMMON LAW {ante), in the United States is in all essentials the same as the com-
mon law of England, from wiiich it differs only in the forms of administration. It

covers those principles, usages, and rules of action applicable to the government and
security of property and of person, which do not rest their authority upon any positive

statute or enactment.

COMMON SCHOOLS. The Puritan settlers of New England built the school-house

by the side of the church even before they had provided permanent homes for them-
selves. Their first schools (in which Latin was taught) were, however, free in part

only, and to those who had (;ontributed to found them. The free public school was of

New England origin. A Massachusetts law of 1643 required that every township con-

taining 50 families should have a school for all the children ; the tuition to be paid either

by their parents or b}^ general provision. In Hartford, Conn., in 1642, a school was
instituted and funds for it ])rovided from the public treasury; and in the following year

a vote was passed that "the town shall pay for the schooling of the poor and for all

deficiencies." New Hampshire and Vermont, in like manner, provided for schools in

every hamlet that could furnish employment and support to a teacher. Even amidst
the almost constant conflicts with the Indians and French in which the colonies were
involved, C. S. were steadily maintained. In 1670, one fourth of the annual revenue of

the colony of (Connecticut was spcnit for the sup)>()rt of the common schools. In 1795,

the state of Connecticut devoted the money obtained by the sale of her western reserve

lands, amounting at the time to $1,200,000, to the support of her common schools. Mass-
achusetts made a similar use of a part of her lands in Maine. Within the last 60 years

the .system of C. 8. has been extended thi-ough the northern and north-western states,

and the course of instruction has been greatly eidarged. As each state has control of its

own schools, tlujre is great variety in the details of their management. The following

leading principles are the same in all: 1. A system of grad(;d schools embracing pri-

mary, grammar, and high schools. 2. State superintendents who delermiiu^ by exam-
inations the (pialitications of the teachers and watch over the efiici(incy of the instruc-

tion given. 3. Uniformity M text-l)ooks. 4. Public examinations. 5. School libra-

ries and illustrative aj)paratus. 6. Improved construction and furnisiung of school-

Ijouses. 7. Access to the school for all children of suitable age. 8. Normal schools

for the training of teachers. Some of the slates have funds to aid them in supporting
their schools. In the western states these funds are generally large, arising from the

sale of lands granted by the general government, and, in some instances, also by the

state. Such grants by IIk; Unitcid States for school puri)()ses amount to 68,000,000 of

acres, valued at more than $60,000,000. In many of the states the attendance; of (chil-

dren, within specified ages, and for at least a ])art of the year, is compelled by law.

Before the civil war there was no general and well-ordered system of C. S. in the south-
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ern states. But in their new state constitutions they have made provision for them,
and are now pressing forward tlie work. In 1867, a national bureau of education was
established by congress for the purpose of collecting statistics and diffusing informa-
tion on the whole subject, so as to aid the people of the United States in the adoption
and support of the best school systems, and to advance in other ways the cause of edu-
cation through the land. In the year 1878, so far as reported, the school population of

the states and territories was 14,617,000; the public elementary schools had 9,213,000
pupils enrolled, 262,000 teachers, and an income of $92,683,*^000. See Education,
ante.

COMMONWEALTH of ENGLAND, the title of the government of England under
Jromwell, from the death of Charles I., Jan. 30, 1649, to the restoration of Charles IL,

May 29, 1660. (See Chomwell, Oliver, ante.)

COMMUNE, the smallest administrative division of France, much like the town
and village local government organizations in the United States. The C. is a legal

Ijody, and can buy and sell property, contract debts, and appear in the courts. The
VMef magistrate is the maire (mayor), who is assisted by one or more adjuncts, and a
;liberative assembly, called the conseil municipal. As the agent of the national gov-

virnment, the maire is charged with the local promulgation and enforcement of laws and
decrees; and, as a member of the municipality, he has to attend to the police, the rev-

enue, and the public works of the C, and in general to act as the representative of the

corporation. In communes that rank as the administrative centers of a department,
arrondissement, or canton, or that have a population of more than 8,000, the maire is

nominated by the central government; in those not so distinguished, the appointment is

made by the prefect of the department. The councilors are elected by the votes of the

communal electors, and hold office for five years.

COMMUNE DE PARIS, the organized socialists and workingmen who revolted

against the French government March 18. 1871, a few days after the evacuation of Paris

by the Germans, subsequent to the long siege and capture. The national guard of Paris
were permitted to retain their arms, and a large proportion of them joined in support
of the commune. The more prominent among the leaders of the commune were Felix
Pyat, Flourens, Assi, Delescluze, Paschal, Grousset, gen. Cluseret, Dombrowski. Arnoud,
Jules Valles, Blanqui, and Kochefoi't. Their principles are a subject of much dispute,

but it is fair to quote this definition by one who belonged to the fraternity: "Their
philosophy is atheism, materialism, the negation of all religion; their political programme
is absolute individual liberty by means of the suppression of government, and the

division of nationalities into communes more or less federated; their political economy
consists essentially in the dispossession, with compensation, of the present holders of
capital, and in assignment of the coin, land, etc., to associations of workmen." The
same writer affirms that "the central committee of the national guard, exclusively com-
posed of workmen, members of the Internationale, has taken the initiative, and alone
has the merit of the movement." The national guard being divided in sentiment, the
communists gained control of the city. Convicts released from the prisons, and foreign

refugees, joined them. Tiie more intelligent of the leaders, who had some moral scru-

ples, were soon discarded, and desperadoes and outlaws obtained complete control. An
election for the choice of members of the commune was held on the 26th of March, but
the friends of order declined to vote, and the insurgents had an easy triumph. After
the result was ascertained, the leaders issued a proclamation in these words: "The cen-
tral committee has remitted its powers to the commune citizens; your commune is con-
stituted. The vote of the 26th of March has sanctioned the victorious revolution," etc.

The government at Versailles sent a force to suppress the insurrection. On the 2d of
April, a body of insurgents marched against Versailles, but were repulsed at !Meudon.
Gustave Flourens, oneof the commanders of the commune, was soon afterwards killed.

The army of the republic, under command of marshal McMahon. began tlie siege of
Paris. Dombrowski, Cluseret, Rossel, and Delescluze, successively held command of

the insurgent forces. The commune was torn with dissensions, which greatly dimin-
ished their power of resistance. On the 5th of April, they an'csted the archbishop of

Paris and others, and imprisoned them as hostages. Possessing several forts in the

environs, the insurgents made an obstinate resistance to the advance of McMahon; but
they were at length overcome. After capturing several of the forts, the besieging army,
90,000 strong, entered Paris b}^ several gates on" the 22d of INIay. and inclosed the insur-

gents in a semicircle; but the latter fouglit for five days behind barricades, committing
atrocious acts of cruelty and vandalism. They set fire to the public buildings, and
threatened the destruction of the ancient monuments and treasures of art. Among the

fine edifices which they burned were the Tuileries, the Palais de Justice, the Palais
Royal, and the Hotel de Ville. The Louvre was partly consumed. They shot Darboy,
archbishop of Paris; Boujeau, president of the court of cassation; and others whom they
had held as hostages. In the execution of their incendiary schemes they ignited petro-

leum, gunpowder, and other explosive materials in many places. At length, on the 27th
of May, the contest ended; 25.000 communists were taken prisoners, some of whom
were put to death, while a number were sentenced to deportation. Delescluze was
killed while fighting in the street. Most of the ringleaders who survived the battles



were put to death. All but a very small number of those who were banished were
amnestied in 1880.

There was a still older commune in Paris—that of 1700, which was created by law,

but soon proved stronger tliau its creators. Tliis coummue bore a leading part in tl)e

worst outrages of that terrible era. ISee Pakis, ante.

COMMUNICA'TIO IDIOM'ATUM, a term denoting the doctrine that the one per-

son of Christ has conjoint possession of the attributes of two natures; the two nature&

l)eiii2: inseparable, so that whatever in either nature is proper to Christ in the abstract,

belongs to him in the concrete.

COMMUNION IN BOTH KINDS. It is universally acknowledged that in the

primitive church, at the celebration of the Lord's supper, both the bread and the cup
were distributed to tdl who tommuned. Beets which, like the Manichaiaus, discarded

the wiue were condemned as irregular. As, however, tliere was frequent occasion lo

carry the consecrated eleinents from the church to sick persons at their homes, it

became customary, for convenience, to dip the bread in the wine, administ(;ring, in this

way, both in one. At length it was thought more convenient to omit the wine. In the

13th c, Robert Pulleyn, of Oxford, approved the custom of giving to the laity the bread

only, in order, as was said, to avoid the danger of spilling the wine. This view
was adopted b}^ the scholastic theologians, who taught that Christ was wholly present

in the sacraTueut under either form, and that, consequently, one form was suliicieut for

a valid observance of it. Thomas Aquinas and Bonaveutura, especially, advocated the

administration of the communion uncler one form only. In proportion as the doctrine

of transubstantiation was developed, it became the practice of the church to withhold
tiie cup from the laity. Against this the reformeis of the middle ages, as the Wnldenses,
lluss, VVyckliffe, and Savauarola, protested. The Protestant churches, also, were united

in regarding the communion in both kinds as essential to the right observance of the

ordinance. The practice of the Roman Catholic church was confirmed and made bind-

ing by the council of Trent in 1563. It has always since been adhered to, a/.d is

defended on the ground that the cup is not necessary to the completeness of the sa»'rr_.

meut. Since the whole Christ, as to his body, soul, and divinity, is not only in each
species, but in every particle of both, he who receives the consecrated bread receives tti«

whole Clu'ist, and derives all the benetit from communing that the sacrament can afford

But while this law is uniformly enforced in the western Roman Catholic church, those

portions of the eastern churches that acknowledge the supremacy of the pope are

allowed to retain both forms; and the same toleration has been offered lo Protestants

in order to facilitate their return into the unity of the church under the Roman see.

See Lord's ScrrEii, ante.

COM'MUNIS^M (ante). So far as America is concerned the theory and practice of

C. have made littie progress. Socialism has been tried, and with some degree of suc-

cess; but comnuinit}^ of property and of interest has been emphatically rejected. In a

land where aU men are free, wdiere all roads to prosperity and oflice are open to ail

men, where tiieie is no caste, and, since t'je extinction of slavery, no degree of citizenship

(except as relates to Indians and Chinese), there is little opportunity for those who
would organize public robbery because one man has more acres or more dollars than

another. Indeed, nearly ail that has been heard in the United Stales in favor, or even

on the subject of C, has been forced upon tlic public ear by discontented spirits from
abroad. It is waste of time to prate about tyranny and kings where every man wears n
crown. But since lialf a ilozen screaming iuid worthless grasshoppers will make more
noise in a clover field than ten thousand industrious and honest bees, we must perforce

consider their noise and its purport. 'I'he veiy corner-stone and starting-point of the

communists is the overthrow of the institution of private property, "that ])rimary and
fundamental institution on which, unless in some exceptional and very limited cases, the

coonomicalarrangementsof society have always rested." Naturally the opinion that acom-
muiiist is one wlio has no property to lose, and who therefore advocates a general re-distri-

bution of wealth, is widespread and [jopular. Such movements against ])roi)ei'ty have taken
place in almost every country and in nearly every age*, "^rhey have originated with men
us lar apart in tinu! and intellect as l^lato and Rol)ert Owen, and with men as different

n social surroundings as sir Thomas More, St. Simon, and fatiier Kajij). The nuuition

of these names goes far to relute the popular idea that eoinmunists are always needy
adventurers, seeking to possess themselves of the projicrty of others. Among the

modern leaders of C. who have actually reduced to practice the theoretical schemes of

V\iiU)'H Ilcpu/jlic and sir Thomas More's Utopia, have been some who have devoted great

wealth and rare organizing faculty to the realization of their plans for the n^eonstruc-

ti(Mi of soci"ty. It has been estimated tliat ^luring his life Robert Owen d(!Voted as much
as ii;;{00,000 of his own privat(! fortune to the ))romotion of comnuinistie sclir'nies. Il«»

had a wonderful faculty for business, and to him tlu; a(rcumulation of money was nntu-

ral and easy. Tlu; great pecuniary sacrifices made ])y iiim in the catise of (/\ sliowcd

that he at least was animated by molives the direct oj)r)osite of tin; selfishness and sloth

generally attributed to tin; a(lvocat(!S of the system. Much the sanu; remarks, so far as

pecuniary interest is concerned, might ai)i)ly to St. Simon of France, and to John
Ilumphrey Noyes, the iiead of the Oneida community, in New York. In many countries
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the men foremost in thougLt ar.d action have been more or less attracted by communis-
lie schemes. These scliemes liavje been so various in scope, and the amount of detail

witli which they are described by their authors is so considerable, that it is difficult to

get at the underlying principle common to tliem all. It must be remembered that the
philosophic 0. of Plato and More has been adopted to the ^vants of actual daily life by
rouii'h German peasants and Lancashire cotton-weavers; and though, of course, the
r.etual has differed much from the ideal commune, yet their resemblance is, under the
circumstances, very much more striking than their divergence. In Plato's Bepiiblic the
dissatisfaction is not limited to merely economical conditions. In his examination of

the body politic there is hardly any part which he can pronounce healthy. He would
alter the life of citizens of his state fiomthe moment of birth. Children v.ould be taken
:ivvay from their parents and nurtured under the supervision of the state. The old
nursery tales, "the blasphemous nonsense with which mothers fool tlie manhood out of
their children," are to be suppressed. Dramatic and imitative poetry are not to be
jillowed. Education, marriage, the number of births, and the occupation of the citizens,

are to be controlled by the guardians or the heads of the state. Perfect equality of con-
ditions and careers is to be preserved. The women are to have similar training with
the men, and no career and no ambition is to be forbidden to them. The inequalities

and rivalries betAveen ricii and poor arc to cease, because all will be provided for by the
state. Other cities are divided against themselves. "Any ordinary city, however
small, is in fact two cities, one the city of the poor, the other of the rich, at war with
one another," but this ideal state is to be a perfect unit; although its citizens are divi-

ded into classes according to their capacity and ability, there is none of the exclusive-
ness of birth, and no inequality is to break the accord which binds all the citizens, both
male and female, into one harmonious whole. The marvelous comprehensiveness of
the scheme for the government of this ideal state makes it belong as much to the mod-
ern as to the ancient world. Many of the .social problems to which Plato draws atten-

tion are yet unsolved, and some are in process of solution in the direction indicated by
him. He is not appalled by the immensity of the task which he has sketched out f(>T

himself and his followers. He admits that there are difiTiculties to be overcome, but he
says " Nothing great is easy." He refuses to be satisfied v.ith half measures and patch-

, work reforms. ** Enough! my friend!' he exclaims: "Cut v>hat is enough when any-
thing is wanting?" These sentences indicate the spirit in which philosophical as
distinguished from practical communists, from the time of Plato until to-day, have
undertaken to reconstruct human society. Sir Thomas More's Utopia has mi^ny of the
characteristics of the Republic. There is in it the same wonderful power of shirking off

the prejudices of the place and tim.e in which it was written. The government of
Utopia is described as founded on popular election; community of goods prevailed; the
magistrates distributed the instruments of production among' the inhabitants, and the
wealth which rcL'ulted from their industry was shared by all. The use of money and
all outward ostentation of wealth were forbidden. All meals were taken in common,
and they were rendered attractive by the accompaniment of sweet strains of music,
while the air was filled with the scent of the most delicate perfumes. More's ideal state

dilfers in one important respect from Plata's. There was no c;onmiuniiy of wives in

L'topia. Thus a oneness of the family relation and fidelity to the marriage contract
were recognized by More as indispensable to the well-being of modern society. Plato,
notwithstanding all the extraordinary originality with which he advocated the emanci-
l)ation of woman, was not able to free himself from the thcor}' and practice of regarding
the wife as part and parcel of the property of her husband. The fact, therefore, that he
advocated community of property led him also to advocate commimity of wives. He
speaks of the " possession and use of women and children," and proceeds to show how
this possession and use must be regulated in his ideal state. ^Monogamy was to him
mere exclusive possession on the part of one man of a piece of property which ought to

be for the benefit of the public. The fact that he showed no capacity to think of wives
otherwise than as the property of their husbands only makes it the more remarkable that

he claimed for women absolute equality of training and careers. The circumstance that

conununists have so frequently wrecked their projects by attacking marriage and advo-
cating promiscuous intercourse between the sexes may probably be traced to the notion
wliich reg;irds a wife as being a mere item among the goods and chattels of herhusl and.
It is not difficult to find evidence of the survival of this ancient habit of mind. " 1 will

be master of what is mine own," says Petruchio; "she is my goods, my chattels." In
More's Utopia we find the singular anomaly of slavery existing side by side with insti-

tutions which otherwise embody absolute personal, politicab and religious freedom,
Slaves he would have for all sordid services; and the institution of slavery wiis made
supplementary to the criminal system, for the most part of the slaves wore men Avho
had been convicted of crime; and slavery for life was made a substitute for capital

punishment. Besides the points mentioned, IMore's proposals comprise universal com-
pulsory education, a reduction of the hours of labor to six hours per day. the employ-
ment of all adults, the most modern principles of sanitary reform, a complete revision

of criminal legislation, and absolute religious toleration.

The poliit of education has been a strong one with theoretical and also witli practical

communists," as the labors of Owen in that direction clearly show. It is to be observed
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that communists have seldom relied on their peculiar system alone for the regeneration

of society. Community of goods has indeed been tlieir central idea; but they have
almost invariably supported It by other projects of less questionable utility. Compul-
sory education, free trade, and faw reform, the various movements connected with the

improvement of the condition of women, have found their earliest advocates among the-

oretical and practical communists. Thej' denounce the evils of the present state of

society; the hopeless poverty of the poor, side by side with the self-regarding luxury of

the rich, seems to them to cry aloud to heaven for the creation of a new organization.

They proclaim the necessity of sweeping away the institution of private property, and
insist that this great revolution, accompanied by universal education, free trade, a per-

fect administration of justice, and a due limitation of the numbers of the community,
would put an end to half the self-made distresses of humanity. Has it never occurred

to them that a similarly happy result might be attained if all these subsidiary reforms

were carried out, leaving the principles of private property and competition to their old

performance m the economic world? If the principles of C. and of private property

are to be fairly compared, the comparison must not be between C. as it might be and
private propert}^ as it is. C. to be successful requires to be accompanied by important

reforms, towards which existing society, founded on private property, is gradually find-

ing its way. The power which society, as at present constituted, has shown of adapt-

ing itself to altered circumstances, and of assimilating by slow degrees the more valua-

ble concomitants of tlie most revolutionary theories, is strong proof that it does not

deserve to be dealt with in the summary manner advocated by the communists.
Thirty year ago Louis Blanc was the foremost advocate of C, and he took strong

grounds against tne education of the poor. In his work on the Organiznfion of Labor

y

published in 1839, he says that in the existing order of society the spread of education

among the masses would be dangerous—would, in fact, be impossible. This, if true,

would be the strongest possible indictment against the existing order of societ3^ But
how have events falsified the assumptions made in the following passage— " We have
seen why in the present system the education of the children of the people was impos-

sible. Many thinking persons consider that it would be dangerous to impart instruction

to the lower classes; and this is true. But do they perceive that this danger of educa-

tion is an overwhelming proof of the absurdity of our social arrangements? Everything

is wron^ in the social order. Work is not held in esteem. The most useful trades are

I looked down upon. The workman is, to say the least, an object of compassion, while

tliere are not found crowns enough for a ballet dancer. That is—yes, that is why it is

dangerous to educate the people." Hence he concludes, a social revolution ought to be
attempted; a new system of society ought to be introduced; the old system of society is,

he says, so full of iniquities that it cannot co-exist with a diffusion of education among
the people. Even at the time when these words were written there was much to show
that they were not true. Since they were written the spread of education has been most
general in those countries in which the old social order, founded on private property and
competition, is unshaken. Germany, Scotland, and America have educated the peo-

ple, and they are distinguished among other countries for possessing a peaceful, la-v^'-

abiding, and order-loving population. So far from education being a danger to the

institution of private property, nearly every one has been convinced by events that

property is much more seriously threatened by ignorance and by the helpless despera-

tion which ignorance l)rings: and the old order of society has recognized the necessity

of protecting itself by the diffusion of education.

Passing over the war upon banks and banking made by Louis Blanc and his fol-

lowers, and the equally bitter opposition by the German communists to the wonder-

fully successfully credit banks of that country, which were devised for the ex])ress

benefit of the laboring classes, we come to the question of excessive populati(m,

which is almost always one great cause of famines and deep depression among the

poor. The greater part of communist writers passionately deny this, and denounce
with muf;h vigor the idea promulgated by Malthus that poi)ulation tends to increase

faster than subsistence is capalile of being increased. No one, however, has attempted

to throw a doubt upon the main fact on which the Maltluisian doctrine rests, that

everywiiere, except in very new countries with a large extent of unoccupied fertile

land, checks on population are in active operation. Such cliecks must e.\ist every-

where wjiere pf)pulatif)n does not increase at its greatest possiljje speed. Under fav

orabie conditions poi)ulati(m has sometimes doubled itself in 20 years. In the 38

years between 1707 and 1805 the population of Ireland doubled. At the rate of

mcreasc shown by the last census the population of Enghttid would double in G3

years, and that of France in 265 years. In the United Slates for the ten years before

180O the increase was very nearlv 4 per (lent. per year, wliich woulddouble the pop-

ulation once in 25 years. Tiie civil war in the decade; after 1860 renders a compari-

son for that period worthless. In France and England, therefore, checks on poi)ula-

tion are. in a varying degree, in active operation; and the sanu; may be said of ail old

countries. These checks may be divided into two classes, the first carrying witii it

nothing but misery and degradation, the second implying a high degree of self restraint,

independence, and foresight. In the first class may be i)lace(l war, pestilence, famine,

and all the diseases incident to insufiicient food and overcrowding. In the second class
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may be placed prudential restraint on marriage ana the number of birC-'.s to each mar-
riage, and emigration. Every circumstance which weakens the efficienc / of tlie checks
on population comprised in the second class necessaril}^ adds to the force of the checks
which we have placed in the first class. In other words, any circumstance which relaxes
the force of the prudential checks on population tends to produce the misery of famine,
scarcity, and starvation diseases. What would be the effect of communi.sm on the pop-
ulation ? Would it strengthen or weaken the motives which promote a prudential limi-
tation of numbers? Nearly all communists, whether theoretical or practical, have
faced in one way or another the population question. But the theoretical communists
of our times have hardly found words strong enough to express their detestation of
the principle 'that any limitation is desirable to the possible number of births. The writ-
ings of Malthus are spoken of as "an outrage on household life." Louis Blanc says it

is blaspheming God to say that the prosperity of the poor would be promoted by a limi-

tation of the population. Why are you not logical ? he cries; if you were you would
recommend that the children of the poor should be put to death. And in another* place
he speaks of " this political economy without bowels, of which Ricardo has so com-
placently fixed the premises, and from which Malthus has drawn in cold blood the most
horrible conclusions. This political economy contained in itself a vice that was to make
it fatal for England and for the world." But practical communists have met the ques-
tion of population in a different spirit. Several of the most successful realizations of
communistic life have maintained the strictest celibacj'' among their num.bers. The
Essenes, who practiced community of goods before the Christian era, were a sect com-
posed entirely of men who lived in seclusion from the world, and were in man}' import-
ant respects the prototypes of Christian hermits or monks. Two of the most important
communistic societies in the United States have also made celibacy an essential feature
of their system. The Economists and the Shakers, dating back respectively to 1805 and
1792, are strictly celibate, their numl)ers being recruited from the outside world and to
a slight extent by the adoption of pauper children and orphans. Among the Moravians
marriage is not permitted to take place without the consent of the heads of the society,
who furnish the newly-married with a suitable marriage portion. The Separatist's,

another American community of German origin, established in 1817, favor celibacy
although they do not enforce ft. No marriage can take place without the consent of the
trustees of the society; and they further discourage marriage by entering among the arti-

cles of their religion a declaration of their belief that celibacy is more in accordance with
the divine will ttjan marriage. The Amana, another American community of German
origin dating from the last centurj^ discourages marriage among its members, and no
man is permitted to marry under 24 years of age. Even the Perfectionists, who have a
most extraordinary system of complex marriage, take many precautions against a super-
abundant population. The number of births is controlled*^ by the heads of the society.

The practical answer made by the communists to the population question, even in so
wealthy a country as the United States, in which unoccupied fertile land can be easily

and cheaply obtamed, is that a strict limitation of numbers is absolutely essential to their

social and industrial well-being. As a matter of fact the population of neai-h* all the
American communistic societies has not increased at all, but has greatly declined during
the last 50 years. In 1823 the Shakers numbered 3,800; in 1874 they were only 2.415.

The Icarians, the only American community which makes marriage compulsory, have
declined in 25 years from 1500 to 65.

It should not, however, be concluded from these facts that the general adoption of

C. would tend to strengthen the prudential checks on population. We have seen that

modern communists, when freed from the trammels of actual experience of the daily

working of the system which they advocate, have vigorously denounced the theor}"

and practice of Malthusianism. The American communists have declined in numbers
partly in consequence of the adoption into the communities of celibacy as a religious

principle. It is also impossible to avoid the conclusion that their numbers have fallen

off partly in consequence of the unattractive conditions of communistic life. The
young members of these societies not unfrequently leave them when they arrive at

manhood or womanhood. The routine and absence of spontaniety of a communistic
life is a weight to young and active minds that is not counterbalanced by a security

from want, or a mere bread and-butter prosperity. The number of marriages and births

liave been controlled in others of these societies in virtue of the absolute despotism
which is vested in the chiefs; individual liberty is entirely suspended; the smallest

minutiae of the daily life of their members is regulated from headquarters. "A govern-
ment which decides at what hour its subjects shall go to bed at night and rise in the

morning, which prescribes the color, shape, and material of the dresses worn; the time
of meals, the qualitj'- and quantity of food, and the daily task apportioned to each mem-
ber; which enforces a rule that each of its subjects shall leave every morning a notice

stating at what exact spot he or she will be found during each hour of the day; a gov-

ernment which can do all these things will find no great difficulty in controlling the

number of marriages and births. The fundamental principle of communal life is the

subordination of the individual's will to the general interest, or the general will. Prac-

tically this takes the shape of unquestioning obedience by the members towards the

elders or chiefs of their society." If, however, C. were adopted throughout a whole
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n:«ti()n. the minute despotism which now distinguishes the government of existing Com-
munisiic societies, and which funiish them with an ellectual control over the growth of
l>opulatioa. woukl cease to be possible; or if, indeed, it should ever become possible it

would be through the careful supervision of individual liberty, and through the strenu-
ous encouragement of everything which tended to destro}- self reliance on the part of
tliL' people, and to build up the absolute power of the state. A people who purchased
material prosperity at the price of their liberty would strike a bad bargain, especially

when it is remembered that the limitation of the number of marriages and births which
is enforced by the central authorities in a comnmnistic society can be effected by vohm-
lary self-control in a societ}' based on private property and competition. The difference,

therefore, as far as the population question is concerned, between communistic and
private property is whether the necessary restraint upon the possible number of births

shall proceed from the direct intervention of the state, or whether it shall proceed from
the combined motives of self-interest, self-control, and parental obligation on the part
of the people themselves. It should be i-emembered that what communists profess to

be able to do is to insure to every member of a communistic society an ample supply of

the necessaries and conveniences of life. If the population question is pressing when
the almshouse and charitable contributions are the only refuge of those who cannot
maintain themselves, would it not become much more pressing if a man could obtain
freely, and without fulfilling any disagreeable conditions, food, house, and clothing for

liiniself, and as many children as he chose to bring into existence ? It is this considera-
tion which has forced upon the government of communistic societies the control of the

marriages and births of their members. Wherever the principles of C. are adopted iu

so very materially modified a form as they are in the English poor-law system, legisla-

tive control over population has been enforced. The regulation which separates hus-

])and and wife in the workhouse is a practical recognition of the principle that where
the st;itc guarantees a maintenance it must, in self-protection, exercise control over the

members of those dependent on it for support. Self-help brings with it self-control;

state help makes state control indispensable. In the present economic condition of
society the.solution of the population question is not to be found in placing in the hands
of the state, as C. has done, absolute control over domestic life. The solution of tho

problem must be sought in education, in an improved standard of comfort, and a deter-

mination on the part of the people not to sink below it, and in a reform of the poor laws
and in systems of indoor and outdoor relief.

There are some charges made against C. which may be brought with at least equal
force against the economic and industrial arrangements which now prevail. One of
these is that C. does not avail it.self sullicicntly of the motive of self-interest, in order to

obtain from each laborer the best and most conscientious work of which he is capable.

If, it is urgefl, the result of man's industry belongs not to himself solely, but to the
wiiole comnnmit}' of which he is a member, he will not throw the same energy and zeal

into his work as he will if everything he produces belongs solely to himself. There can
Ik; no doubt of the truth of this statement; self-interest is a force on which industrial

machinery chiefly relies for motive po.wer. But it is remarkable that the prevailing
.system of working for fixed weekly wages checks the play of self-interest in tlie work-
njan much more completely than it is checked in the communistic society b}^ the fact

that the results of the labor of each are shared by all. A. workman who is in the receipt

of fixed weekly wages has no motive to reach any higher standard of excellence or
expedition in his work than such as will prevent him from being discharged for bad
work or laziness. It is a complaint constantly heard among employers of labor that tho

o!!ly ambition of the men seems to be tlie doing the least wt)rk ])()ssibie for their wages.
The actual existence of the feeling among workmen is proved by many of the rules of
trades' unions—such as that which limits the number of bricks which a hod-man is

allowed to carry, and which in one case forbade the use of wheel-barrows in taking
bricks from one spot to another. Thornton's book On Labor gives several examples of

the rules adopted by trades' unions to check the tendency which is sometimes found in

a workman t(; exert himself to do his best, and thus show his superiority over his fel-

lows. "Not besting one's mates" has by several English unions been made a social

enactment. Such exain])les are Kufiicient to show that the i)rcsent industrial system
<loes iKtt biing into play tlu; motive force of direct self-interest in stimulating the exer-

tions of the laborer. In this resi)ect (/. would seem at first sight to compare favorably

with m(;re wages-receiving industry; for in aconununistic sociv.'ty every man and woman
ban some direct share, however .snndl, in the result of his oi- her labor. If more is pro-

duced, there will l)e more to receive; and instead of a trade union, every member of

which is pledged, under penalticwi, to work slowly and to walch that his fellow-work-
men do the same, C, gives to each laborer a direct interest not only in working well

himself, but in watching to see that honest and steady work is done b-y his neighbor. Ai
II matter of fact, the American conununistic societies have lound no difiiculty In enforc-

ing t':e habit of careful and regular industry on th(!ir members. Tlie Amcrictan com-
munists do not as a rule Work hard, for they find that they provide for all the wants of

Ww. community without (fxcessive or exhausting toil; but there are no idU; members;
every one works well and steadily while he is working. That the (juality of their work is

good is proved by the fact that their conunorcial reputation stands very high. Tlw
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garden seeds of the Shakers, and their brooms, have been celebrated all over the United
States for their excellence. " The Oneida perfectionists established the rei)utation of

their silk twist in the market by giving accurate weight and sound material; the woolen
stuffs of Amana command a cous,taut market, because they are well and honestly made;
and in general they (the communists) have a reputation for honesty and fair dealing

among their neighbors wherever their products are bought and sold." It should, how-
ever, be remembered that a few successful communists afford no test of what would be
the effect of a general adoption of C. on industrial activity and efficiency. In the United
States there are only about 5,000 communists, children included; and though there are

eight different societies, these are divided into 72 separate communities, the Shakers
alone having 68. On an average, each community consists of less than 70 persons. The
elaborate despotism of communistic government, together witli the minute surveillance

which the small size of these communities renders possible, maizes it easy for the leaders

to exact from each member his quota of toil; idleness would be at once detected, and
would not be suffered to exist, as the power of expelling an idle member would be
resorted to if the voice of public opinion were not sufficient to induce him to mend his

ways. Similar means of detecting and preventing idleness would be completely absent
if C. were generally adopted. There would, of course, in this case be no power oc

expelling an idle member, and the difficulty of detecting and proving to the central

authorities a disposition on the part of any of the members to avoid a fair share of work
would increase step by step with the increase of the size of the community. The motive
of self-interest in promoting good work is much more powerful in a small communistic
society than in a large one. A man can appreciate the value of his own industry much
more clearly if the resulting product is shared between 30 or 40 persons, everj- one of

whom is known to him, than he can if it were thrown into the common stock of 20,000
people. The weakening of the motive of self-interest which is inherent in C. is reduced to

a minimum in small communities; but it would act with fatal results to industrial activity

if there should ever be an attempt to make C. universal. For much a» the present sys-

tem falls short of making the most of the great engine of self-interest among those who
merely work for wages, there is no such feaiure among the other indastrial classes.

Capitalists, land owners, inventors, traders, members of partnerships, members of co-op-

erative societies, all are brought under the stimulating influence of self-interest, and
thus devote themselves to industrial projects with a zeal completely and necessarily

unknown among those who work for wages, or those who are members of communistic
societies. It is a special feature of co-operation that it brings the motive of self-interest

into activity among manual laborers without attempting, as C. does, to overthrow all

existing economic institutions. It takes these as they are, and men and women as they
are, and suggests a means by which the laborer, no less than the capitalist, can be
stimulated by direct self-interest to throw some energy and enthusiasm into his work.

While it has built up co-operation, C. as a sj'stem has been a signal failure. In
F''ance, the names of St. Simon, Fourier, Bazard, and Enfantin are synonymous witli

disaster. In England the name of Owen recalls the brief existences of Harmony hall

and Orbiston, the establishment of the labor exchange and the issue of labor notes, and
a number of other schemes which raised great hopes and expectations that were doomed
to speedy disappointment. In the United States the success of C, such as it is, is hardly
more encouraging than its failure in Europe. The measure of material prosperity achieved
is not very considerable, bearing in mind the length of time most of the societies have
existed and the ease and cheapness with which unoccupied land can be obtained.

Nordhoff estimates the capitalized wealth of the 72 American communities at $12,000,-

000. They own from 150.000 to 180,000 acres, or about 36 acres to each person; they
possess some of the most fertile soil in thtj world; one of the Shaker villages owns a
magnificent estate of 4.500 acres lying in the famous Miami valley, a soil much of

which is so fertile that after 60 years of cropping it will still yield from 60 to 70 bushels
of corn to the acre without manuring. The material condition of the inhabitants of

the commr.nistic villages compares favorably, no doubt, with that of the German peasant
by whom the majority of American conmmnes were originally started; but the monot-
ony, the personal submission, the impossibility of privacy or temporary seclusion, the
absence of anything like intellectual activity in these societies, would render the life

well-nigh unbearable to people who had been previously accustomed to a higher standard
of happiness than that at present within the reach of the ordinary day laborer. Many
communistic experiments in the United States have been unsuccessful. No)"es, in his

book on Amerimn Socialism, gives brief histories of no less than 47 of these failures.

Comparing the histories of those societies which have died a natural death with that of
those whicli have continued to exist, it is found that the successful societies had no
advantage either in the wealth of their members or the intellectual ability of their

leaders. Most of the successful societies began poor; most of the unsuccessful societies

began with what were believed to be suthcient means to achieve success. Many of
the unsuccessful societies were founded by high-minded, highly cultivated men and
women, and their members were distinguished for education and intellectual attain-

ments. From these facts, and with ample means through personal experience for
forming a correct opinion, Mr. Nordhoff draws the conclusion that in a communistic
experiment success depends upon a feeling among all the members "of the unbearable-
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ness of ilio circ'iim5stances" in -winch their lives Merc originally cast. They must have
suffered from v.Toiiir and oppression, as well as from -wanl, before C, can appear as a
welcome chaniie in their manner of life. Hence the poorer and more narrow and miser-

able the condifioii of the people who start a communistic experiment tiie more likely it

is under judicious leaders to succeed. People are easily satisfied when almost any
change in their lives must be for the better. It would be undesirable to detract from
the achievement of the American communes in raising the poorest and most miserable

to a degree of material prosperity which compares Avilh that of W(^ll-to-do small farmers

in any country. This is no small feat; as they have also proved the p()ssii)ility of put-

ting C. into practical forms at least on a small scale, and under exceptionally favorable

economic conditions. But it is impossible to doubt that tb.eir practical value to the

world has been in illustrating the limitations and drawbacks of the system. As long us

C. remained an une.Kplored region given over to the dreamers of dreams and the seers

of visions, it was impossible t6 nrove that it did not possess all the marvelous perfec-

tions which they fondly atti'JVutM to it. The American societies offer a life which is

confessedly attractive only''W 'fliose wiiose original circumstances are exceptionally

unfortunate. To those, C. Cfi'tl'gJve, together with a congenial religious atPiiosphere,

material prosperity of a hVi^nble type, accompanied by the sacrifice of individuality,

liberty, privacy, and intellci^'tiial development. It can hardly be denied tliat these

expermients prove that, evoti'were C. on a large scale practically possi^^lc, it would never

satisfy the aspirations of Ifiiosb who look for a time when increased nititerial prosperity

among the working classi^i^, shall be nccompanied by a corresponding increaso of intel-

lectual activity, political responsibility, and personal independence. The old form of

Bocietv seems more favorable than C. to the grow^th of these qualili(!s; and it is probable

that the experiments in the United States may help to establish the conviction among
economic revolutionists that more can be accomplished by grafting new institutions,

Buch as co-operation, on the old plan of private property than can be achieved by root-

ing it up altogether and planting the seedling of C. in its stead. [Portions of tliis article

are taken, with some modifications, from EncyclopcKdin Brittaiika, nintli edition.]

CO'MO, a province of Lombardy, Italy, on the border of Switzerland; 1049 sq.m.;

pop. '71, 47T,G42. It is a mountainous region, with many small lakes and several rivers,

the Adda and Ticino being the most important streams. The products are corn, wine,

fruit, silk, etc.; and there are mines of copper, lead, and iron, and quarries of white

marble. There are also manufactories of cloth, siik. and woolen goods, paper, firc-

arms, etc. The people are generally industrious and in good condition. This province

was ceded to Italy by Austria in 18o9.

COMONFORT, Ygnacio, 1812-63; a statesman and president of Mexico. ' He was
n member of congress in 1842-, and a senator six years later. In 1854, lie assisted

Alvarez against Santa Anna, and on the resignation of Alvarez ho became provisional

president. He was proclaimed president in 1857, and in 1858 he was driven Into exile.

In 1863, he commanded an army to oppose the French invaders who intended to estab-

lish Maximilian in power. Near the close of the year, ho was assassinated by banditti.

COMOPN, a CO. in Hungary on the Danube; 1145sci.m. ;
pop. '70, 148,090, nearly

all of whom arc Magyars. Tlic'n. portion is fertile; the s. mountainous, A very excel-

lent wine is produced. Dotis is one of the principal towns.

COMPANY (anle). In the U. S. army, all branches of the service are divided into

companies. Infantry companies in time of war are expected to number about 100 men,

A battalion of infantry has 10 companies, and each company has a capt. and two lieuts.

In the cavalry, a company is sometimes called a troop, and in the artillery a battery.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY, is the term employed to expres.s that branch of

anatomy in which the construction, form, and structure of two or more animals aro

compared with each other, so as to bring out their features of similarity or dissimilarity.

It is sometimes used, in contrast with the term human anatomy, to signify the anatomy

of the lower animals, but this is an inexact use of the term, as the anatomy of nnm may
Ire made comparative when it is examined in com})arison with that of animals. Tho
study of comparative anatomy is of especial importance to the physiologist, tho

embfyologist, the veterinarian, and the zoologist. To the physiologist because, from
the comparison of the bodies of different animals with each other, modifications in tho

fjize, form, and structure of any particular organ can b(? traced, and conclusions can bo

drawn on the importance of the functions of the organ in the economy. Moreover,

with a kp.o\vi(-dge of comparative anatomy, the physiologist can conduct experiments

on atnmals whi(;h have organs similai- in structure to those of man, and determine their

functions more precisely than woidd be possible in the human body. To the veteri-

narian a knowledge of the comparative anatomy of the domestic animals is essential to

the study of their di.seases. To the embryofogist, a knowledge of the anatomy of

diffenmt animals throws light on tin; signification of the structural changes which tho

lK)dy of any particidar animal passes through in the course of its development. To the

7,ooloi;ist. aknoAvlcdgc not only of the external form but of the internal structtire of

animals is essential in order that he mjiy frame a precise system of <dui^ification. In tho
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present work the anntomy of the different classes and of some of the moro important
orders of the animal kingdom is arranged under special heads.

COMPASS PLANT, called also "resin weed" because it abounds in resinous mat-
ter; a large plant growing on the prairies, whose leaves are said always to point
directly or nearly n. and .s. When cultivated in gardens this property does not always
appear.

COMPASS, SOLAR, an in^nrumcnt for determining at any place an accurate
n. and s. line. It has a range of about 35 \ and.may be adjusted to the latitude of any
l)lacc in the United States. It Jias a latitude arc, a declination arc, and an hour arc,

each to be duly adjusted for an observation; and has been found of much service in
running important boundary lines, and other government surveys. One of its recom-
mendations is its avoidance of the perplexities caused by local attraction. It is the
invention of AVilliam A. Burt, of Michigan.

COMPITA'LIA, or Ludi CoMriTALiT ii, a festival in Rome in honor of lares com-
pitales, the divinities presiding over places where two or more roads meet. Macrobius
says Unit Tarquinus Superbus reclored the festival which had been neglected, and sacri-

ficed boys as a part of the .services. Human sncrifices, if ever really made, did not sur-
vive the Tarquins, for, after their expulsion, garlic and poppies were offered,

COMPLEXION, the color of the skin, existing in the epidermis and dependent upon
certain pigment cells. Those nations most exposed to the weather and least under the
inliuence of civilization are usually of the daiKest color. The savfiges of Australia are
black; while tlie half-civilized people of New Zealand are much lighter, the perple of
the Friendly islands are often olive colored, while those of Tali^fc, who liave attained a
good degree of civilization, are of a light complexion, and have long flowing hair. The
same conditions are found in civilized countries where degrees of rank are observed; the
nobility arc easily distinguished by their fair and the peasant by their dark features.

Bkunenbach divides mankind into tive classes, according to color: 1. Caucasian, or
white, having for the most part a white skin and red cheeks, and hair soft, long, and
wav3% sometimes black, but oftener brown, and frequently yellowish. 2. Mongolian, or
olive, having a skin of an olive color, and hair black and stiff, straight, and spare in

quantity. 3. Ethiopians, or negro, with black skin, and black kinky hair. 4. Ameri-
can, or red, witji copper-colored skin, and black, stiff, and straight hair. 5. ^lalay, witli

tawny skin, and black, curly hair. Light liair is the usual accompaniment of while and
thin skin; while dark hair and dark complexions commonly go together. Therc doi^s

not appear to be any anatomical difference in the skins of the white and the colored
races; the changes are the result of temperature, climate, and exposure.

COMPLUTEN'SIAN POLYGLOT, the edition of the Scriptures issued under the
patronage of car<linal Ximcnes at a very great cost to himself. It was in six volumes,
printed at Alcala in Spain, between 1503 and 1517. The first four volumes contain the
Old Testament, with the Hebrew, Latin, and Greek in three columns, the Targum, and
a Latin version of the same. The fifth volume contains the Greek New Testament and
tl:c Latin vulgate; and the last volume has the vocabularies and indexes. Only 600
<'opies were printed. And yet, while this great and learned cardinal was expending a
large fortime in producing* this most valuable polyglot of the Scriptuies, he made a
Vv'anton and wicked destruction of a vast auKHint of most valuable literature. This was
in consequence of his tiery zeal for the extirpation of heresy. To effect such extirpation
and to preclude the possibility of converts returning to their former errors, he caused
all procurable Arabic manuscripts to be piled together and burned, in one of the great
squares of the city, so as to exterminate the very characters in which the teachings of
the infidels were recorded. But from thousands of manuscripts destined to the tire he
did reserve about throe hundred, all of which related to medical science. His conduct
was in strict keeping with that of the Roman Catliolic conquerors of ISIexico. who
<lestroyed every Aztec manuscript, and as far as possible defaced every inscription that
fell under their notice. The modern scholnr, groping in the dark for information con-
cerning ancient religions and primitive nations, may well paraphrase Mme. Roland's
bitter aphorism: " O religion! what crimes are committed in thy name!"

COMPOUND FRACTURE, is such a breaking or contusion, that the air may pass
through lacerated tiesh and skin to the bone. Such fractures are verj' "'ifficult to treat

• ith success.

COMPOUNDING of FELONY (ante), in the United States, is t.eatea much the
same as in England. It is punishable by fine and imprisonment. The accepting of a
promissory note signed by a party guiby of larceny, as a considemtion for not pnisecut-
ing, is enough to constitute the offense; but the mere retaking of stolen goods by the
owner is not an offense, unless the thief is not to be prosecuted. A receipt in full of
all demands, given in consideration of stopping a criminal prosecution, is void.

COMPROMISE ]\IEASURES, or Omnibus Bilt-, the popular name of a series of
measures submitted to tiie U. S. senate in Jan., ISoO, by Henry Clay, having for their

object "an amicable arrangement of all questions in controversy between the free and
the slave states growing out of the subject of slavery." These questions, which had
perplexed the national government from tiie beginning, and which, since 1830, had
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caused a wide ngitation nmong the people, were complicated by the war with Mexico,
whicli led lo the iicquisitioii of much new territory, the status of which in respect to
slavery remained to be determined. At the north it was insisted that the territory in
question was ipso facto exempt from slavery, and that it was the right and duty of con-
gress to protect it from the blight of an institution whose nature was at war with
republican government The slaves states, on the other hand, were ambitious to estab-

lish slavery on at least a part of this territory, and insisted that the national government
had no power under the constitution to set up any legislative barriers against the system.
The controversy was thought by many to menace the safety of the union, and Henry
Clay, on whom had been bestowed the soubrujuct of "the compromiser" for his previous
efforts to stop the agitation of the slavery question, proposed in the senate a series of
measures for the purpose of making "a tiual settlement" of all the questions arising
from this subject and bringing the people of the two sections of the country into perfect
harmony. When congress met in Dec, 1849, the country was profoundly agitated.

President Taylor at an early day transmitted a special message, recommending in sub-
stance that California, a part of the newly acquired territory, should be promptly
admitted with the anti-slavery constitution which her people had framed and the
boundaries which they had designated, and that the other territories should be left under
the military government which had been established upon their conquest until such
time as the}^ should be entitled to and desirous of admission into the union as states,

when they should be received with whatever republican institutions they might present.

This plan made no provision for the settlement of the boundary of Texas, which state

claimed to include within its rightful jurisdiction most of the people of New Mexico
with tlieir entire territory e. of the Rio Grande. To this assumption the people of New
Mexico manifested the most determined and active hostility, Mr. Clay at an early day
made a speech in the senate concurring in gen. Taylor's preference that each subject

siiould be considered and decided by itself, but insisting that the territory should be
promptly organized under regular territorial government, and the Texas boimdary
settled. In the progress of the discussion Mr. Clay waived his own preference of

separate action upon the several questions, and assented to the combination of the

admission of California, the organization of the territories, and the adjustment of

the Texas boundary, all in one bill, which thence obtained the nickname of the "omni-
bus bill." A grand committee of 13 was raised, with Mr. Clay at its head, from winch
committee the "omnibus" was fully reported. It was contested by a good share of the

strength and much of the weakness of the senate. When the struggle was at the fiercest,

iren. Taylor died, and it was supposed that his decease and the succession of vice-

president Fillmore, who was esteemed moderately favorable to the omnibus bill, would
secure its passage; but that expectation Was not realized. On the contrary, after various

amendments had been proposed, and most of them rejected, though some of consider-

al)le importance were adopted, a motion to strike out all that part relating to the

boundary' of Texas was carried, and the bill thus crippled was dismembered limb by
limb, until nothing remained but the section organizing Utah as a separate territory.

The famous omnibus bill, reduced to this one item, was passed and sent to the house.

However, the California admission, the New Mexican territorial and Texas boundary
section, and a new statute for the rendition of fugitive slaves, all passed as separate

measures. Tlieir effect, however, was not to suppress but rather to intensify the anti-

slavery agitation, which waxed hotter and hotter, until it was finally suppressed only

by the destruction of slavery itself.

COMPTON, a co. in the province of Quebec, Canada, on the New England border,

drained by the St. Francis, Chaudiere, and Salmon rivers; pop. '71, 13,665. The Atlantic

and St. Lawrence railroad crosses the s. w. section. Capital, Cooksville.

COMPTON, Henry, 1682-1713; bishop of Oxford and afterwards of London. He
was the tutor of .James II., who, through liis teachings, became attached to the Protest-

ant faith. James deposed Comi)ton, but when invasion was threatened he reinstated

him; but Compton adhered to the Protestant side, and when William was proclaimed,

crowned him with his own hands.

COMSTOCK, Cyrus B., b. Mass., 1881; a graduate of West Point, major of engi-

neers, largely employed in engineering works during the war of the rebellion. In 1871,

he was made superint(!ndent of the geodetic survey of the northern lakes.

COMSTOCK, .John Lek, 1789-1858; b. Conn.; a physician in Hartford, He is

widely known as the author of textbooks for schools, the one on philosophy having had
u sale of mon; than a million copi<;s,

CO'MUS, in the later mythology of the Greeks, the god of mirth. In classic

mythology, the i)ersonification does not exist; but in the works of Philostratus, a
wiiter of the 3d c, a.i>., C apix-ars as a winged youth slumbering in a standing
iittitude, his legs crfjs.sed, jiis countenancre fiuslied with wine, his head (which is sujik

upon his l)n'ast) crowned with dewv fiowers, his l(!ft hand feebly grasping a hunting
spear, his right an invented torch, liorn from tiie loves of IJaechus and VArcc, C. is

k. "much like his father, but his motlujr more;" a son^erer, like her, who gives to travel-

i*«rii a magic draught tliat changes the human face into the " brutal form of some wild
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beast," and, hiding from them their own foul disfigurement, makes them forget all the
purities of life " to roll with pleasure in a sensual sty,"

CO'NANT, Hannah Chaplin, 1809-65; daughter of Jeremiah Chaplin, president
of Waterville college, and wife of Thomas Jefferson Conant, d.d. In 1838, she was the
editor of 271^ Mother's Jounml, and before and afterwards a contributor to current litera-

ture. She was thoroughly versed in the Germnn language, and assisted her husband m
ti-auslations and other literary work. Her principal work is T?ie English Bible, a Hia-
tory of the Traiislation of the Holy Scriptures into tJie English Tongue. She wrote, also.

TJui Earnest Mmi^ an excellent biography of the missionary Judson.

CO'TiTAlSrT, Thomas Jefferson, p.d. ; b. Yt., 1802; a graduate of Middlebury col-

lege in 1823, studied philology in New York, and was professor of languages in Water-
ville college (now Colby university). He resigned in 1833, to devote his time to the
stud}'- of eastern languages, and in 1835 he was appointed professor of Biblical litera-

ture and criticism in the Baptist theological seminar^' at Hamilton, N. Y, This
position he held for 15 years, two of which were passed in Europe. He translated
Gesenius's Hebrew grammar, with the additions of Koedigcr. a work which became a

r>tandard text-book in the United States and England. After holding the professorship of
Biblical literature in the \miversity of Rochester for several years, he settled in Brooklyn
in 1857, where he now resides, devoting himself for a long rime to Bible revision for the
American Bible Union. His work has been chiefly with the books of Job, Matthew,
Genesis, Psalms, and Proverbs. He also published (in 1860) a treatise on the term
Ba-ptuim^ in the New Testament, wliich atti-acted much attention. He has been for a
imm5>er of years one of the American contingents of the Canterbury (England) commit-
tee on the complete revision of the authorized version of the Bible.

CONCEITS, from the Italian concetti, and meanmg ingenious thoughts or curious
and pleasant terms of expression in literary compo.sition. These quaint and often
absurd conceits greatly marred the iitemry work of many writers in the 16th and
17th centuries in Italy and France, and thej made some progress m England, as may
be seen in Cowley's and Donne's verses,

CONCEP'TUALISM, the name given to a philosophical theory which is, in some-
sense, intermediate between "realism" and '* nominalism," Realists assert that the gen-
eral notions of the mind are the sul)stance of things; tliat " ideas" answer not only to

the reality of objects, but contain their soul and life. Nominalists miiintain that general
notions are mere abstractions, inventions of the brain, not expressing the real substance
of things. Conceptual ists, striving to find a {wsition Ixitween the two, teach that the
mind has the power of forming for itself general conceptions of siziglc objects. Aris-

totle taught that, although wc cannot pro>^c tiie coriiesixindence of general conceptions
with the reality, we are always coiu]->elled to take them for indisjx^nsable forms of think-
ing, if we will think at alL Conscquenth', some have been unable to SiXtisfy tliemselves
wlwither they were realists, nominalists, or conceptual ists.

CONCH, the name of m;i«y univalve shells, which are sometimes used as dinnei
iiorns, having almost the sonorous quality of a trumpet. In some of the Pacific islands

the shell is used as a musical instrument. The heaps found in various places on the
Atlantic coast of the United States indicate that the Indians used for food the tough
clam-iJke creature inclosed in the shelL

CON'CHA, JosB DE LA, b. 1800; a Spanish statesman, a native of Buenos Ayres. In
South America he fought against the revolutionists, and agjiuist Don Carlos in Spain,
where he found rapid promotion, lu 1849, lie was made ciiptam-general of Cuba, wliere
he br«:»ught about many reforms. He was removed m 1851. agnm ap|X)inte<:l in 1854, and
again itic-alled in 1S5(>, He wr.s senator, amlmssador to Fnmce, and a member of the
cabinet. In 1868, lsai)ellii made him prime-minister, and when her cau.sc was lost he
followed her into exile,

CONCHA, Manuel de i.a. Marquis of Douro. b. 1794; brother of Jose. He eorved
against Napoleon, against the Noith American i-evolut ion ists, and agauist Don Carlos;
imd gupporteti IVIaria ChrLslina, I&il)ena, and the adjninistnuions of Espartero and Nar-
vaez. He escorted Maria Christina to Pari.«*. and was afterwards one of the pi^ominent
iultnvc»>nser\^aiives in the Spanish legislature. He suffered banishment and endured
promotion witn subsequent changes of government. His work on infantry and cavalry
tactics i^ a text-book in Sptim.

CtlN'CIIO, a CO. in w. Texas, on the Colorado, intersected by the Concha river and
other streams; 1025 sq.m. ; no population. It has a broken and rocky surface, with little

timber.

CON'CHOS, or Ccncitas, a river in Mexico in the state of Chihuahua, flowing
through the ridi table land of that region and joining the Rio Grande del Norte, after a
course of about 350 miles.

^

CONCLAMATIO, a custom among tin* ancient Romans something like the '' wake"
among modem Irish. When Dido Inn-ned herself to death, her palace was vocal with
the howls of her attendantsL Their ululations apparently resembled the wild lament of
the Irish over their dead-
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CONCOMITANCE, Sacramental, ju the Roman Catliolic church, implies that

the body and blood of Christ. sacTameutnlly, accoiu[)uny each other, so that uuder either

form, ^vhether wine or bread, both are saeraineutally reeeived.

CONCORD, a t. in Middlesex co., Mass., on the Concord river mid the Fitchburg
railroad, )10 in. u.w. of Boston

;
pop. '70, :3,412. It is a very handsome viila«;e, iu !i lovely

rural reiiion, Ikivuil;; a variety of n)anufactories. It was in Coneord that the proviueial con-

gress met in 17r4-7.j, and here, April 19, 1773. a number ui men were killed in a skirmish

between the people and the English troops. Ralph Waldo Emerson, A. lironson Alcott,

llawthrojie, Tliorcau, and other men of literary lame, liave been re.sideut6 of the tovv-n,

which has gained a repute in America and Europe as one of the centers of philosophic

thought.

CONCORD (cmie), a city in Merrimac co., N. IL, the co. scat, and capital of the

state, on Merrimac river, 60 m. u.n.w. of Roston. The river divides the city almost
' equally from n. to s., and along a part of the u. border winds the Contocook river. At

the junction of the two streams there is an island historically famous as the place where,

in 1097, 3Irs. Hannah Dustin, aided by a boy and her nurse, slew ten Indians who had
made the women and boy captives at Haverhill, Mass. The site of C. was the seat of

the Peimaeooks, formerly a powerful Indian tribe. The city, settled 1725, incorporated

1853, is well laid out, and the streets are finely shaded with maples and elms. Four or

five railroads center here, connecting with all points iu New England and Canada. In
1810, the pop. was 2,398; in 1870, it was 12,241. One of the principal buildings is the

State-house, built of granite by the labor of state-prison convicts. It is in a tine park
near the center oi the city. Half a mile away stands the state asylum for the insane, a
large brick building, with which is connected a line farm. The city is supplied with
water from works built in 1872. Not far away are extensive quarries of tine-grained

white granite, of which large quantities are sent to other cities. There is an i^bundance of

water-power fui-nished by the rivers and small streams near the city. The raanuiactiu'o

of carriages is one of the leading industries. There are nearly 150 manufactories in this

and other branches of business. The libraries and schools of the city are a.mple and of

the most advanced order. There are about 20 churches, and seven or eight ce\Yspapei"s.

CONCORD, Book op, a collection of confessions of faith published in 1580, gener-

ally accepted by tlic Lutheran church. Its contents are: 1. The Apostles', the Nicene,

and the Aatlianasian Creeds; 2. The Augsburg Confession; 3. Tlie Apology of tho Con-
fession; 4. The Schmalcald Articles; 5. The Larger an<l Smaller Catechisms of Luther;

6. The Formula of Concord. The last named division, the Fokmui-a oi-"* CoJSCOiiD.

appeared in 1580, after protracted conferences, and was acceded to by 8G of the sYales

of the empire. Its topics are: The Rule of Faith and the Creed; Original Sin; Free
Will; Justification; Good "Works; The Law and the Gospel; The Third Use of the

Law; The Lord's Supper; The Person of Christ; The Descent of Christ into Hell; The
Customs of the Church; Predestination, and Election; and an appendix concerning
heresies and sectaries.

CONCORDIA, a parish in e. Louisiana, on the Mississippi and Red rivers; 790
sq.m.; pop. '70, 9,977—9,257 colored. The surface is low, and much of the land i^J

subject to inundation. Cotton is the chief production. Seat of justice, Yidal-ia.

CONCORDIA, a Roman divinity, the goddess of concord, in whoso lionor many
temples were built, the oldest of them by Camillus in 3(57 n.c. In this temple tho senate

s /inelimes met. It was restored by Livia, wife of Augustus, and consecrated to

Tiberius ui 9 A. D. It was burned in Constantine's time, but was again restored. The
gojddess was represented as a matron, holding in her right hand a sam^er-like vessel or

an olive brancli, and in her left, the horn of plenty. Her symbols were two hands
clasped together, and two serpents entwined about a wand.

CONDAMIXP], CiiAKLEs Makie dk la. Sec La Condamine.

CONDE, HiiNrir I. de Bourdon, Prince de, 1352-88; tson of Louis. lie joined tho

Huguenots after the death of his father, and escaped death at the massacre of St. Bar-

tljolomew only on a promise to renounce Protestantism. Some time afterwards he (col-

lected a military force and joiiuKl Alen(;on, the Protestant leader. In 15S5, ho was ex-

communicated l»y the i>')pe. He dirid from poison, and bis wife wa'^-. suspected of being

guilty of his death; but Henry IV. refused to prosecute her, and that led to the suspicion

ttiat she had a liaiaoii with tliat monarch.

CONDE, LouiM Hknki .loHKi'ii de BouunoN, Prince d<% son of F^on is Joseph, and
ltt.st prince of Conde, 175(>-1830. When he was quite young h(? fought a duel with the

c;ount d';Vrtf)is (afterward Charles X ). At the siege of Gibraltar in 1782, ho was
wounded. In the revolution of 1793, he fc2,rly came forv/ard and served in the Conde
army. He was not married, and his mistress ])revai!ed upoi\ him to .settle his fortune

on the son of Louis Philij)pe, tin; due (rAuimde. At the revolution of 1830, he pro-

posed to ciiang(! this will, l)ut befon; doing so he was found strangled. It Wiif. judici-

ally decided that he had committed siucide.

CONDfC, LouiB Joseph dk Bouuiiox, Prince de, 1736-1818. Hia father left him an

orphan when he was but three years old. He was bred to arms, and won distinction ia
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the seven years' war. In the revolution of 1793, he fled to the PJiine frontier, and witli

an army oi" fugitives cooperated with the Austrians. In 1797, he went lo liussia, and
scM'ved two years later in the campaign in tSwitzerland, and still later he was in the

Austrian servi(;e. After the restoration, Louis XV ill. made him grand-master of the

royal household. He wrote an essay on the lile of the lirst Conde, and a history of

tJie laniily.

CONDER, JosiAU, 1789-1835; an English author, editor of the Eclectic Review and
I'/ie I'dtrioi. He published also many works on religious, political, and miscel]aneou"3

subjects. The most p()i)ular of tliese was his Modern Traveler, a series of 30 volumes
descriptive of the various countries of the globe.

CON DICT, John, 1755-1834; b. N. J.; a soldier and surgeon in the revolutionary

army. He was several times chosen to the state legislature, was a representative in con-

gress for three terms, and U. S. senator from 1803 to 1817.

CONE, 1Spp:n('EH HouanTON, d.d., 1785-1855; b. N. J. ; studied at Princeton college.

His mother became a widow wlien he was about 14 years of age, and he undertook
teaching to sui)p();t the family. He also became an actor, and played in Pliiladelphia

and other cities with good success for seven years. He was engaged to be married, but
the prospective hride required him first to abandon the stage, which he did, and took an
editorial position on a Baltimore newspaper. During the war with England, he served

in the army, and was present in the attack on Washington .and Baltimore. Hq next
turned his attention to the pulpit, and wiiile holding a small government office, preached
in some churches in Washington and the neighborhood, in 1815-16, he was chaplain

to congress, and in 1823 was called to the Oliver street Baptist church, New York city.

In 1841, he took charge of the Broome street church, wliere he remained during life, in

1832, he presided over the Baptist general conference for the United States. During his

entire ministry he w\as conspicuous in all branches of church work. In 1850, he, with
others, published a pamphlet recommending a new tran.slation of the Bible. The idea

did not find favor at the time, but the work was undertaken at a later period through llic

agency of tlie American Bible union, an organization of which Cone was the president.

CONE'CUH, a co. in s. Alabama, on the Escambia river, crossed by the Mobile and
Montgomery railroad; pop. '70, 9,574—4,901 colored. The surface is hilly, and the soil

sandy. Cotton is the most im])ortant crop. Co. seat, Sparta.

CONEJOS, a CO. in s.w. Colorado, on the Utah and New Mexico borders, bouadcd
e. by the liio dc Norte; 11,000 sq.in.; pop. '70, 2,504. There are several ranges of

mountains in the co. ; but also much good land, and gold and silver deposits. Ihe w.

section is taken up by the Ute Indian reservation. Iksides Indians, the inhabitants" are

chietly Mexicans or half-breeds. Co. seat, Conejos.

CONES'i'O'GAS, or Gandastogues, Indians once living m Pennsylvania, called by
the people of Maryland " Susquehannas," and l)y the Dutch "Minquas." They were
of the Iroquois family, and were once veiy powerful. Near the close of the IGth c,
they nearly exterminated the Mohawks, and held several tribes in subjection. After

almost continual war with their neighbors for a century, they were quite subdued in

1675. Their king made a treaty witli William Pcnn in i701. \\nothi'r treaty was made
with them in 1742, at Avhich time but few of the tribe were left. During an excite-

ment against red men in 1763, the few remaining members of the tribe took refuge in the

jail at Lancaster, Pa., where they were murdered by a band of white rutlians. One of

the foremost of their chiefs was Logan (in Indian, Tah-gah-jute), whose speech so

famous for eloquence and pathos will be well reinembeied by jieople who were familiar

with American school-books of the early part of the 19lh century. The Swedish mis-

Bionary Campanius made a vocabulary of the Conestogas language.

(X^NEWAN'GO CREEK, a small stream in Cattaraugus co., in w. New York,
which forms part of a line of continuous water navigation from the gulf of Mexico
tiirough the Mississippi, the Ohio, and the Alleghany rivers, and this creek and Chau-
tauqua Inke, to a point only 10 m. from lake Erie.

CONEY ISLAND, in Kings co., N. Y".. 9 m. s.e. of New^ York city. It was one
of thetirst pla(?es of landing of the Dutch discoverers, and for 240 years was regarded

as worthless except for pasturage. About 1840, steam-boats began Sunday and holiday

excursions from the city to Coney Island, and cheap hotels and rude bathing-houses were
put up. For the next 25 years the island was a favorite though not jilways reputal>le

resort; but the extraordinarv growth of New York, and especially of Brooklyn, turned
attention to the island as a summer resort, and better accommodations were provided, order

was enforced, and it became tit for the reception of respectable people. About 1875. .h

great impetus was given to its popularity by the construction of steam railroads and the

erection of immense hotels of the best class!^ and last year (1879) the island was visited by
more people during the summer season than any other place of resort in America. It

is reached by 7 or 8 railroads, and by 7 regular "lines of steamers. The island is nearly'

5 m. long b}- \ to f wide, and is nowhere more than 20 ft. above high water. It ih

se]>aratcd from the mainland by a tidal stream in .some places not more that 13 ft.

wide. The pop. varies from 15,000, or more, in summer, to 100, or less, in winter.
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CONFECTIONERY, preparations of sugar, or of material of which sugar is the
principal ingredient. There are endless varieties of these preparations, from simple can-
dies unadorned and shapeless, to the most elegant and costly works of art. One of tiie

'simplest forms is tliat of lozenges, or drops of plain or flavored sugar. In making these
The sugar is ground to a line powder, after which it is mixed wiili dissolved gum ara-

ble so as to form a stiff dough; then rolled, or cut and pressed by macliinery into the

required forms. Another variety is known as comtits. To make these a core or center
of some kind is required, and these cores consist usually of nuts or small fruits, varying
from a caraway seed to a peach or a pear. Around such cores successive layers of sugar
are deposited until the required size is reached; and to do this the cores are placed in

large copper vessels which are geared so as to move back and forth in a small angle,

whereby the cores are kept in constant motion, the mixture being steadily supi)lied with
pure strained sirup of sugar. Much talent is expended in large cities in making and
ornamenting confectionery for table show-pieces. Where confectionery is pure its use
may involve little danger to health. Unfortunately it cannot be doubted that a large
proportion of the cheaper kinds are adulterated, and colored with poisonous stuffs.

CONFEDERATE STATES of AMERICA. See Rebellion, War op the.

CONFEDERATION, an alliance of nations, states, or princes; sometimes used for

a single nation, as that of the Mexican republic, the official title of which is "The Mex-
ican Confederation." The German confederation was formed immediately after the
Vienna congress of 1815. ' In July, 1778, the united colonies (afterwards the United
States of America) agreed to the " Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union between
the- states of New Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Providence Planta-
tions, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia." In these articles are set forth the
principles of government which were a few years later embodied in the constitution of
the United States, with such additions as were necessary "in order to form a more per-

fect union." In South America is the Argentine coufedeiation, and Switzerland is

sometimes called t!ie Swiss confederation. The confederation of the.Rhine was formed
in 1806 by a number of German states, under the protection of Napoleon.

CONFERENCE, a coming together to consult upon any cause or course. In legisla-

tion there are often committees of conference when the two housesof congress or of a state

legislature disagree on any measure. In that case ea'ch house appoints a committee, and
these committees either agree to a single course, or report to their several houses that no
agreement can be made. The two licmses may meet in joint session for certain specitied
purposes, but never in conference. Between the representatives of nations there have
been manv important political and commercial conferences, such as those of Vienna in

1820 and 1834. of Paris in 1856, of London in 1864, 1867, and 1871. Of late years, con-
ferences have grown popular. There was nn international conference (or congress) at

Geneva in 1864, for the organization of the sanitary commission, and at Paris in 1867, on
the money question. There have been many ecclesiastical conferences. One was held at

Hampton Court palace, at the instance of James I., in Jan., 1604. It was composed of
prelates of tiie church of England and dissenting ministers, the object being to effect a
general union. This conference led to the translation of the Bible known to English
readers as the authorized version. Another conference was held in 1661. when some
alterations were made in the prayer book. Similar conferences were once frequent in

the Roman Catholic church; and in other churches there are pastoral and other con-
ferences. The annual meeting of the Wesleyan church of England is called the " Annual
Conference ;" and the same title is used for annual or other stated sessions in the Methodist
Episcopal, the Quaker, the Evangelical, Baptist, and other denominations. Under the
name of " Evangelical Church (Conference," delegates from the German states and Austria
meet for the consideration of questions affecting church matters. See Conferences
OF THE Metiiodikt Episcoi»al Church.

CONFEREXCFS of the Methodist Episcopal CniiRCii are five in number: 1.

Tlie QiuirU'/rly (Jonfereuce, limited to a single pastoral charge (or local church), and hav-
ing supervision over it. Its meml)ers are the pastor, local preachei-s, exliorters, stewards,
and class-leaders, together with tlie trustees and Sunday-school sn])erintendent, if mem-
bers of the church. 2. The J)isfrict (Jonfere.une, embracing the churches of a presiding
elder's district, is com[)os('d of the pastors, local preachers, exhortcrs, and one st(!war(l

and Sunday-school sii|)('rintendcnt from ('a(;h pastoral charge;. It has a general super-
vision of the temporal and spiritual atfairs of the distri(;t; licenses lo(;al ])reach('rs, has
junsfliction over them, and recommends Miem to the annual conference lor admission on
trial and for orders, ii. Thi\ Anny<iU!(niferenc(', composed wiioUy of traveling pn^acjhera.

Possessimr no legislative power, its functions are purely administrative. It has the power
of discii)line over its own members, inquiring annually into the (Jhristian character
and minist(?rial efficiency of each by name. 4. T\\i\ Jutlirml (Jonfei-encr, \\\Hi\\\\io.i\ \or

the trial of bishops who may be accused of wrong-doing, and of appeals by con-
victed members of an annual confer(!nce. TIk; annual conf(!rences severally elect seven
"triers of appeals." In case of an appeal the triers from three adjacent conferencCvS

constitute the judicial conference to which it is referred. For the trial of an accused
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bishop the triers from five neighboring conferences are necessary. 5. The General Con-
fcirrice, tlie highest judicatory and only legislative body of the chnrcli, meets once in

four jears. It is composed of one minister for every 45 members of each annual con-
ference, and two laymen, chosen by lay electors, from the several quarterly conferences
within the same territory. Under certain restrictive rules it has supreme authority,
with supervision over all the interests and work of the denomination. Jt elects the bish-

ops and otlier general officers. The bishops., who are its presiding officers but not mem-
bers of it, are subject to its direction and answerable to it for its moral as well as official

conduct.

('ONFESSION {ante), in law, is a voluntary declaration, made by one who has com-
mitted a miydemeanor or a crime, to some other person, of the agenc}' or participation
which he had in the offense. Also, the admission of a prisoner that he is guilt}' of the
offense with which he is charged. If made before a magistrate or in the course of judi-

cial proceedings before a court, such confessions are "judicial;" if made anywhere else,

they are "extra judicial." An entirely voluntary confession is admissible in evidence;
but not so if procured through inducements, threats, promises or hopes, of escape or
lavor. A confession in answer to questions by a magistrate or by any other person is

admissible. A prisoner's confession when the corpus delicti is not otherwise proved, is

not sufficient to warrant conviction.

CONGAREE RIVER, m South Carolina, formed by the junction of the Broad and
the Saluda about the middle of the state. After a course of 50 m. it unites with the
Waterce, after which the two are called the Santee. The Congaree is tiierefore only
50 m. long. It is navigable for steamboats.

CONGENITAL DISEASES are such diseases as are acquired during the period of
pregnancy. They are hereditary and non-hereditary. Among those wliich are hered-
itary are syphilis and some chronic skin diseases; and they may be inherited from
either parent. The mother may also communicate sniall-pox and other acute skm
diseases. Among the non-hereditary are congenital hernia, and hydrocephalus. In this

connection may be mentioned malformations, such as double toes and fingers, which
are hereditary, and other monstrosities non-hereditary.

CON'GLETON, Henry Brooke Parnell, Lord, 1776-1842: son of John Parnell,
chancellor of the Irish exchequer, and a descendant of Parnell the poet. For 35 years
he represented Queen's co., Ireland, and Dundee, Scotland, in the English parliament.
In 1841, he was made baron Congleton. He is the author of the Principlea of Ctirrtncy
and ExcJiange; The Penal Laws against Irish Catholics; Paper Money, Banking, and
Over-7Vadiug, etc. He became insane and committed suicide.

CONGO SNAKE, found in the s.w. United States. It lives in muddy places and
feeds on small fishes and insects. It is sometimes 28 in. long; blue-black above, tinged
with violet, the under-side dark purple. It is amphibious, and not venomous.

CONGREGATIONALISM (Independents, ante), a church polity according to
which any congregation of believers, associated for Christian worship and work, mutual
edification, and the maintenance of Christian ordinances, is a church of Christ, subject
to no ecclesiastical -authority, though bound by the law of Christ to be in fellowship
especially with neighboring churches and generally with the whole body of believers.

This system recognizes no church as statedly organized on any Held wider than that
of the local communit)^ If in the administration of its affairs the interests of other
churches seem involved, or if it have vainly sought to settle serious difficulties within
itself, it seeks the advice of neighboring churches in a council; but it is not bound to

follow such advice against its own deliberate and conscientious conviction of Christian
duty. The cases are, however, verv rare in which the decision of a council is not found
to be practically self-enforcing by moral pressure. A member whose rights are invaded
by the action of the church, may request the church to join with him in calling a coun-
cil to consider the case; if his request be disregarded, he may call an c.r parte council.

A council is always limited stiictly by the letter-missive which convenes it. That is its

charter, and it has no functions as to an}^ case or question not distinctly specified

therein. Each Congregational church frames or adopts its summary of doctrines, in

accordance with its own interpretation of the Scriptures, elects ils own pastor and other
officers, admits or rejects candidates for its membership, admonishes and rebukes offend
ers, and withdraws fellowship from them if they prove incorrigible. Every male mem-
ber of full age has the right to vote in church aft'airs, and in some churches the right
for women and minors lo vote is admitted. The officers of a church are a pas'tor

(usually the moderator in church meetings), and deacons in nund)er as may be needed.
A clerk, a treasurer, and needful committees may be appointed. The deacons serve at

the communion table, care for the needy membeVs, and aie expected to aid the pastor
in watching over all the interests of the brotherhood. In theory, their office involves the
charge of the temporalities of the church, but practically theiV duties in this regard are
in the hands of a board of trustees appointed by the "society," which provides for all

the temporal affairs of the church. The deacons are elected sometimes for life, and
sometimes for a period of time. The church has power to ordain its own minister if it

see necessity so to do, but this is almost universally avoided as an irregularity, and when
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ji pasior has been elected, his ordination is by a council of neighboring churches called

for this purpose, and present by their pastors and delegates. The council examine.^
ti)(' candidate as to his moral, spiritual, and intellectual qualifications, and, if it find him
worthy, ordains or installs him by such religious services as to it may seem tit. These
services usually embrace a sermon, a pra3'er of ordination, Avith laying on of hands, a

charge to the pastor, with the riglit-hand of fellowship, and an address to the church
and congregaiion. It occasionally hapjiens that a council called to aid in the settlement
of a minister fails to be satisfied with his fitness, and therefore declines to act in induct-

ing hiiu into oHice. In such cases the church, in its discretion, either relinquishes the
candidate, or (very rarely), continuing him in tlie pulpit, takes upon itself the responsibil-

ity for whatever may be the clfect of its action upon its standing and fellowship wiih
oLiier churciies.

Congregationalism, like every other church polity, may be associated with any form
of theological doctrine. The Baptist, Unitarian, Universalist, and some other denomi-
nations adopt the polity, though they do not take the name. The " Congregationalists"

80 called, and bearing this as their distinctive title, are clearly evangelictd, and are

deemed Calvinistic, though scarcely so except in a sense somewhat modified by modern
thought. Their ecclesiastical polity, whose central principle is the independence of the
local churcli under the law of Christ alone, tends to malie subordinate questions of mere
form or method, to keep open the path of free inquiry, and to foster the spirit of prog-

ress; wdiile the moral inlluence of the great body of churches voluntarily associated in

religious fellowship and for co-operation in Christian work, operates as a check, all the
more pov/erful because unostentatious, upon hasty and ill-considered divergences from
the old paths.

It is claimed by Congregationalists that their system of government is in complete
accord wuili that of the apostolic age, and conformed to the genius and spirit of Chris-

tianity; but they do not trace it in direct historical line further back than tlie period of

the Protestant reformation. Their theory is that Congregationalism is a return to the
primitive order which had been rejected for the ecclesiasticism of Rome or of great

national churches. John Robinson is generally regarded as the father of the system as

revived in modern times, tliough doubtless he was only one of many founders. He was
prominent among those who sought refuge in Holland from the persecutions of the

church of Engla;id. Settling first in Amsterdam in 1G09, he and his little flock after-

wards removed to Leyden, where, with constant longings for their native land,

they tasted the sweets of religious liberty. Seeing no prospect that the persecu-
tion in England would cease in their time, and finding their situation not altogether
pleasant among a people wdiose language and habits were different from their own, a
large portion of the little company concluded to seek a permanent home in the wilder-
ness of America. Having come to this resolution, they organized themselves as a
church, and, with the blessing of their pastor, wdio expected to follow them at a later

date, embarked on the Matj/hwer at Delft Haven in 1G20. The little cohmy landed in

Plymouth, on the coast of Massachusetts, Avhere they laid the foundations of a church
and state joined together after the pattern of the Jewish theocracy, and it was not until

after the colonies became indej^endent of England that the ties which bound the two
were wholly severed. Robinson died before he could join the colony. The Plymouth
church, formed in Holland, was the first in New England. The first church ever
organized in New England was gathered at Salem, Mass., Aug. G, 1620. The colonies of
Massachu.settsBay, ('onneclicut, and Ncav Haven were mainly composed, not of "Inde-
pendents" like the Plymouth settlers, but of " Non -conformists," who did not at first

contemplate a severance of tlnar connection with the church of England, but sought
chiefly the reform of that church in certain i)ra('tices b}^ them deemed idolatrous and
poj)ish. But the free air of the new w^orld created in them a thirst for wider liberty,

Hiid the religious life of New England externally considered was soon molded to tlie

form of Congregationalism. The idea of complete religious liberty, as now understood,
was then hardly known in the world, certainly not accepted by any large party, and
Congregationalism, wielding the civil authority, assumed for itself rights Avhich it refused
to dissenters. Thence the history of tlie colonial period of New England is not free from
the stain of persecutions which no one at this day seeks to justify. Episcopalians,

liai)tists, Quak(.'rs, and others, felt the strong hand of civil and social jiroseription. The
spii-it of fref'dom, however, was even then working in the minds and hearts of many
thoughtful men, and slowly ])reparing the way for the complete liberty of religiou.s

belief and worship which is now the glory of tlu; repu1)iie. The whole spirit and t(!nd

ency of Congregationalism is universally admitted to be at war with persecution in all

its forms,
Congregationalists hold to no order in the ministry hi<j:her than that of the pastor of

n local church. Religious fellowship among them finds expression in Confennices
formed of a number of e,hurch(?s in a giv(!n neighliorhood, and meeting at slated times
for worship, mutual edification, and the promotion of mission.ary and I)enevolent work;
in state associations or conferences comi)osed of ministers and laymen del(>gated by the

sinalhu' conferences, and meciting anniially; and, finally, of late, in a national council,

meeting once in three y(!ars—an addition to the system favore'*! by many, but gravely
distrusted by some. None of these bodies have the least ecclesiastical authority or
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power. In the Congregational system, the society or parish, composed of the pew-
liolders and "worshipers, Whether menihers of the cliurch or not, acts concurrently with
the church in the settlement and dismissal of a pa;^tor, and elects tlie trustees in whom
the law vests the management of the clnirch property.

The forms of worship in Congregational churches are usually simple, varying,

however, according to the taste of tlie pastor or the preferences of the congregation.

There is general similarity, hut no binding rule as to the ])arts or the order of service.

Of late years the practice of responsive reading of selections from the Psalms, and of

reciting" in unison the Lord's prayer, is gaining favor. The ordinances observed are

baptism and the Lord's supper. Infant baptism is geuerally practiced, but not strictly

enforced. Persons baptized in infancy are admitted to the church like others with a
public confession of Christ. The officiating minister, before the administration of t^e
liord's supper, usually invites other than memberw of the local church to partake,
ex[)ressing such invitation not in any prescribed form, but in terms more or less strict

according to his own views or those of tiie church. In most instances the invitation is

confined to meml)ers of evangelical churclu^s, or churches of Christ in good and regular
standing; in others it is so broad as to incliide all who love and follow Christ, whether
members of a church or not. Differences like this illustrate the freedom and elasticity

of Congregationalism.
Until within the last 30 years Congregationalism was mainly confined to New

England, making no effort for its own extension in the region beyond, and freely giving
its force to the building up of other denominations: but it has recently made large
advances in tlie states of the north-west, in those of the Pacific coast, and even in the
nuddle and southern states. The number of state organizations is 31; of churches
0,620, with a total membership of 382,020; of ministers. 3,C-85. Bcnevclcnt contribu-
tions of the churches in 1879, so far as reported, si<l, 01)8,091.43; home expenditures,
^2,594,228.81. Tlie national co-operative societies of the Congi-egationalists are the
American board of commissioners for foreign missions, the American home missionary
society, the American missionary association, Auicrican Congregational union. Con-
gregational publishing society, American college ami educational society, the westem
education society, and the American ('ongregational association. Number of ordained
jnis.sionaries in foreign fields, 119. Tliere are seven theological seminaries under Congre-
gational control, with an aggregate of 298 students. I'he Congregatiouid churches Inive
always been noted for their high standard of ministerial echication: and, diu'ing the
present century, for their earnestness and liberality in the work of missions among the
lieathen.

CONGRESS, UNITED STATES, theonly legislative hody of the nation, is composed
of two liouses: the senate, having two members from each .state; and the house of
representatives, having a membership based on population (see APi'ORTIO^ME^'T Bills),
llH)ugh every state must have at least one member. Se!iators are chosen by the state
legislatures, the two houses of a legislature holding a joirit meeting or jointly voting on
Um same day; elections are by ballot; senators mu.st be at least 30 years of age on taking
tiieir seats, and their term of office is six years. There being now* (1880) 38 states, tliere

are 76 senators. They are paid $5,000 a year witli a small allowance for stati(mery and
mileage. The vice-pi-esident of the United States is the presiding ofiicer of the senate,
but he has no vote unless in the case of a tie. The senate haseciual power with the
house in legislation, except that bills for revenue purposes must originate in the latter
body. The senate has the sole power of trying imiwaciiments. Wlien the president is

impeached, the chief-justice of the United ^States supreme court must preside, and the
vole of two thirds of the senators present is recjuisite to a verdict of conviction. The
h.ouse of representatives now consists of 293 members, in the following nuiubers from
tlic several states: New York 33, Pennsylvania 27, Ohio 20, Illinois 19, Indiana and
Mis.souri 13 each, Massachusetts 11. Kentucky and T(>nncssee 10 each. Georgia. Iowa,
Mi('higan, and Virginia, 9 each: Alaliama. North Carolina, and Wisconsin, 8 each;
.New Jersey 7; Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, and Texas. 6 eacli; Arkansas, Cal-
ifornia, and Connecticut, 4 each; Kansas, Minnesota, Vermont. West Virginia, and
New Hampshire, 3 each; Florida and Khode Island. 2 each; Colorado, Delaware,
Nebraska, Nevada, and Oregon, 1 each. The ap]K)rtionment to follow the census of
1880 will greatly change these numbers; the .states w. of Ohio will have a very large
increase, while the southern states must lose heavily, and some of the eastern states
also may lose. Members of the house are chosen in separate districts by popular vote,
and their term is two years. Tlie house elects one of its number to he speaker, or pre-
siding officer. The course of legislation need not be exjilained. In case of a veto by
the president, it requires a two-thirds vote in each house to re-enact the hill. 3Icmbers
of the house must be 25 years old. They are paid the same as senators. The whole
number of members of the house has been regulated by the decennial apportionments as
follows: In 1789, 05 members: in 1793, 105; 1803. 141; 1813, 181; 1823, 213: 1833. 240;
1843, 223; 1853. 234; 1803, 243; 1873. 293. Under the first apportionment there was
one member to 30,000 citizens; imder the last, one member to 131,425.

CONGREVE, Sir William, 1773-1828; the inventor of the congreve rocket, a native
of Staffordshire, Eng. He had a commission in the artillery, and became lieut.gen.
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He was also a member of parliament, and author of an "Elementary Treatise on tJu

Mounting of Naval Ordnance, and a Description of the Ilydro-pneumatic Lock.

CO'NI. or CuNEO, a province of Piedmont, Ital}-, on the French border; 2,656 sq.m.

;

pop. 72, 618,232. The surface is about equally divided between plains and hills. The
province is watered by streams that run into the Po. The chief productions are wheat,
corn, hemp, rice, and silk. The capital is the city of the same name.

CO XIINE, or Conine, an alkaloid constituting the poisonous principle of poison
hemlock; formula, C^HisN. It is an oily liquid, specific gravity 0.89, boiling at 333'

F. It has a penetrating and repulsive odor, and a sharp taste. It is easily soluble in

alcohol and ether, but slightly so in water. Its action is that of an acrid narcotic
poison. In common with the seeds and leaves of the plant, the alkaloid is used in
pharmacy as a narcotic.

COXINGTON, John, 1825-69; a native of Lincolnshire, Eng., remarkable for pre-

cocity, knowing the letters of the alphabet when he was but 14 mos. old, and reading
well at 3^ years. He was educated at Oxford, and in 1854 w^as appointed to the newly
founded chair of Latin literature in Corpus Christi college. Among his works were
transhitions of i\\e Arjainenirion and the Ghoepltori of Eschylus; Virgil's Eclogues and
Georgics; the Odes of Horace; Virgil's Eneid; the 12 last books of the Iliad; and the Ars
Poetica of Horace.

CONKLIXG, RoscoE, b. in Albany, N. Y., Oct. 30, 1829. He was bred to the law,

and settled in Utica in 1846. Twelve years afterwards he was chosen maj'or of the

city. In the same 5'ear he was elected a member of congress, and was returned three

time afterwards, serving in the house from 1861 to 1869. In 1872, he was elected U. S.

.senator, and re-elected in 1879. He is a remarkably facile and commanding orator, and
has for several years been the recognized leader of the republican party in the state.

CONNEAUT', a village in Ashtabula co,, Ohio, 2 m. s. of lake Erie near the Penn-
sylvania line; pop. '70, 1163. There is a good harbor on the lake, and the Lake Shore
railroad passes through the village. Conneaut is noted as the landing place of the first

white settlers of northern Ohio, in 1796.

CONNECITCLTT {ante), (from the Indian name of the river, Quon-ck-ta-kot, mean-
ing " long river"); one of the original 13 states. The region was first explored by the

Dutch from Mew Amsterdam (New York), but they made no settlement until 1633, when
they built a fort called the " house of hope," on the site of the present city of Hartford,

purchasing the land from the Indians. An Englisli patent covering all the territory u.

and s. from some distance above Montreal to near Philadelphia, and running from the

Atlantic ocean westward an indefinite distance to the " great south sea," had been granted
in 1620 to the New England proprietors, and these proprietors in 1631 made a grant of ter-

ritory 120 m. wide along the coast from Narragansett river s. toward Virginia and w. to

the Pacific. When the English undertook to settle in 1633. the Dutch threatened war, but
finallj'sold them the " house of hope, "and Connecticut became Ireely opened to the New
Englanders, who made their first permanent stand at Wetliersfield in 1634, though a
small party of them had previously established a trading-house at Windsor. In 1638,

Rev. John Davenport led a company of emigrants and .settled at New Haven, and very
soon there wei-e white settlements at Hartford, Windsor, Saybrook, and some other

places. In 1637, the new towns threw off the New England government and set up for

themselve-s, and the next year the New Haven colony joined the others. In the .same

year there was a short war with the Pequot Indians, who were defeated, and the tribe

completely broken up. In 1662, a new charter was granted to John Winthrop by
Charles U., and very soon all the settlements were united under one government, New
Haven, liowever, standing out for a considerable period. We should mention that as

early as 16^9, a constitution had been adoi)ted at Hartford, now referred to as "the
first one written out as a complete form of civil order in the new world, and embody-
ing all the essential features of the constitutions of the American stales, and of the

republic it.self, as they exist at the present day." Under tliis constitution, until 1661,

the only recognized authority was the supreme i)()wer of the commonw(;alth, and the

peoph; were practically independent. The charter granted by Chark^s II. was so near

to our .sy.stem of government tliat no important changes were needed wlum Connecti-

cut becauKi a member of the union—in fact, tlx; organic; law of the lirst settlers was not
much altered until the adoption of a new constitution by tlu; state in 1818. James II.

made strenuous efforts to revoke; all the New England eharteis, and in 1687, sir Ednuuid
Andros, whom James had made governor of all New England and New York, apptuired

in Hartford during the session of the assembly and demanded the desired document;
but upon search it was not to be found, and is beli(!ved to have been hidden away in

the Jiollow of a tree wiiich was famous afterward as the "charter oak." James was
driven from the throne in 1689, and the Connecticut ctjlonial government renewed its

complete authority.
From the union of the early settlements until 1701, Hartford was the .seat of govern

ment; after that N(!W Haven shared the honor; and the law making both state capitals

continued until 1874, the higislalun; meeting twice m each vear, in May in one city

and in Oct. in the other, until 1818, and then yearly in the cities alternately until 1874,
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when, by vote of the people, Hartford was made the legal capital. The colony was
active in the early Indian and the French wars, and among the most zealous in the
war of the revolution, its legislature having early in June, 1776, instructed its delegates
in the continental congress to propose, in substance, the famous declaration that was
made on the 4tli of July. The settlers of Connecticut were mainly Puritans, and had
all the religious earnestness of their age. Though they did not go to the extreme of
burning witches and persecuting Quakers, their laws were strict, of which occasion was
taken to attribute to them the whimsical code known as the "blue jaws," a code
which never existed except in a malignant history written by Samuel Peters, an Epis-
copal minister who adliered to the tories during the revolution. During the revolu-

tion, gen. Washington relied much upon Jonathan Trumbull, then governor of the

colony, a wise and excellent counselor, whom Washington addressed as "Brother Jona-
than." Reminiscences of the original grants to Connecticut long remained. Tlie exten-

sion westward to the "great southern ocean," gave Connecticut a strip of land 60 m. wide
to the Pacitic; and these claims were recognized in western New York and northern
Ohio, but long before the land became of great value, amicable arrangements were
made and the claims of Connecticut Avere relinquished. The portion in Ohio was over
3,600,000 acres, and is still known as the "western reserve." During the second war
with Great Britain, Connecticut was the stronghold of those who opposed the war, and
the "Hartford convention." held by leading federalists, led to the downfall of the

party, and the name of the assembly was for half a century used as an opprobrious
term. It is now generally conceded that this opprobrium was without just cause. In
the rebellion, Connecticut did her full share for the support of the government, fur-

nishing 50,000 men, and contributing money freely.

Connecticut is one of the smallest of the states, its area being only 4,674 sq.m.,

lying between 41° and 42° n., and about 71° 50' to near 73° w. ; with Massachusetts on
tlie n , lihode Island on the e., New York on the w., and Long Island sound on the south.

In shape it is nearly a parallelogram of about 90 by 50 miles. The whole state lies on
the s. slope of the New England hill region, and is billy, though with no very high sum-
mits. Tiie highest elevations are in the n.w. portion of the state. The largest river is

the Connecticut, with a varying width, but usually nf>t far from a quarter of a mile, and
navigable to Hartford, 50 m. from the sound, into which it empties. Its course presents
a series of beautiful views. The chief attiucnt of the Connecticut in the state is the

Tunxis. In the e. part of the state is the Thames, formed by the Shetucket, the Yiintic,

and the Quinnebaug; it is navigable to Norwich. In the w. are the Housatonic and the

Naugatuck, its affluent; the Housatonic being navigable to Derby, where the Naugatuck
comes in. Smaller streams furnish abundant waler-power. There are no large lakes.

The Blue Hills of Southington, a part of the Holyoke range from Massachusetts, and
the Housatonic Hills, are the prominent elevations.

Connecticut is not conspicuous for mineral wealth. Gold is unknown, and silver is

found only in minute quantities in otlier ores. Copper mines were once of some con-
sequence, but are unimportant since the working of the rich deposits at lake Superior
Iron is abundant, and has been worked for more than a century. Lead with slight

traces of silver has been tried, but its working is not protitable. Marble and limestone
are abu"d;\iit and of excellent quality, and there are vast deposits of freest. •.., v.hich is

sent in immense quantities for building to New York and other cities. There are also

flagging and tiling slates, clay of all kinds, granite, gneiss, and sulphate of barytes in

great abundance. Some mineral springs are known, but none have become especially

famous. Timber was formerly plentiful in Connecticut, and there are yet left oak,
hickory, tulip, chestnut, asli, maple, birch, beech, and some other useful trees. Pine
and hemlock are nearly gone. Wild grapes and berries are plentiful. The wild deni-

zens of the forest, such as bears, panthers, and wolves, long ago disappeared. A few
foxes remain; rabbits are in abundance, also squirrels, woodchucks, muskrats, moles,
and the Norway and water rats. Now and then an eagle is seen; hawks, crows, ravens,

and owls are found, with gulls along the shore; song birds are numerous; game birds,

grouse and woodcock are increasingvmder the protection of law; snipe and wild ducks
and geese are abundant. Of fish, Connecticut has immense quantities, among the most
valuable being shad, black, blue, rock, bass, pickerel, perch, sheepshead, weaktish, and
catfish. Attention has been given recently to the cultivation of salmon. Mollusks and
shellfish are very abundant, and great quantities are sent to the markets of large cities

Venomous snakes are scarce. T^he climate of Connecticut is severe, like that of all

New England. Spring opens rapidly in April, cold weather comes about mid-Novem-
ber, and the winters are usually severe, snow being generally several inches deep, excej^t

near the coast, for many weeks at a time. The siimmers are correspondingly warm

;

the brief autumn is very pleasant, though often foggy. Swamps and marshes do not
abound, and miasmatic diseases are almost unknown."'

The state excels in variety and extent of manufactures. Agriculture is a large

interest, however, and good crops are raised in the numerous valleys, while the uplands
furnish excellent pasturage and cheap fuel. The principal fruits are apjiles. pears,

grapes, and berries; and the chief crops are hay, oats, rye. corn, tobacco, and potatoes.

The tobacco is of a superior kind, the leaves being excellent for " wrappers" of cigars.

Dairy products are also among farming resources. The farms are usually small,
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averaging in 1870 about 60 acres of improved land each. For many years the sons of

native farmers have souglit homes in the west, and a considerable portion of IIjc lanii ia

Connecticut is now in possession of emigrants from foreign countries. In point of value,

woolens stand rtrst among tlie manufactured goods; then cotton, hardware, iron-work,

machinery, paper, india-rubber, wheeled vehicles, sewing-machines, hats, caps, silks,

tire-arms, and cutlery. Thougii the smallest of the states except Delaware and Khode
Island. Connecticut stands eighth in the value of manufactured ]M-oduets. C-'locks from
Connecticut o'i all sizcis and prices are scattered ail over the world. In 1870, the value

of clocks made in the United States was returned at $2,o09,04o, of which $2,245,04B

was from this state.

Connecticut has four ports of entry on the sound—Stonington, Kcw London, New
Flaven, and Fairliold; and on the river, Middletown. Forcigii commerce is small, and
these ports arc not important.

Tliere were issued in Connecticut Jan. 1, 1879, 116 newspapers and periodicals—l'i

dailv, 4 semi-weekly, 8G weekly, 3 bi-weekly, 1 semi-monthly, G monthly, 1 bi-monthly,

and'l quarterly. The school age is 4 to 16 years, and the number between these ages

in 1878 was 138,407, of whom 119,328 were enrolled in schools; average attendance,

77.218; school days, 178; teachers, 2,711; fund, $2,791,993; income from all sources,

$1,509,159; expenses, $1,506,177. There is a normal school at New Britain with 18

male and 122 female students, and two training schools in New Haven with 1000 pupils.

Yale college, non-sectarian, though historically afhliated with the Congregationalist.s,

stands at the head of the higher institutions, with 97 professors and 1026 students.

Trinity college at Hartford (Prot. Kp.) had at last report 15 instructors and 110 students;

and WesleyaTi university (Meth. Ep.) at Middletown had 17 professors and 163 pupils.

The Yale divinitv scliool (Cong.) had 11 professors and 107 students; the Berkeley

divinity school at ?.liddletowii (Prot. Ep.), 7 teachers and 27 students; and the theo-

logicarinstitnte of Connecticut at Hartford (Cong.), 9 instructors and 88 students. The
Shellield scieiUilic .school (Yale college) had 28 instructors and 196 pupils; the medical

department of Yale, 11 teachers and 60 students; and the Yale law school, 10 teachers

and 59 pupils. The latest addition to Yale is the professorship of Chinese language and
literature. Both sexes arc admitted to the Wesleyau university.

Besides abundant steam navigation on the rivers and the sound, Connecticut lias 21

railroads within or passing through her territory. The principal are the Hartford,

Providence, and Fishkill, iroin Watcrbury to Providence, R. I., 122^- m. ; New York,

New Haven, and Hartford, Springfield, Mass. to New York, 123 m., with branches;

New London Northern, from New London to Miller's Falls, [Mass., 100 m. ; New Haven
and Northampton, from New Haven to Williamsburg, Mass., 84 m, ; Housatonic, from

Bridgeport to Mass. state line, 74 m. ; Norwich and Worcester, from Norwich to

Worcester, 59] ra. ; Naugatuck, from Naugatuck to Winsted, 56.^ m. ; ]3oston and New
York air line, from New Haven to Willimantic, 50 m. ; Shore line, from New Haven to

New London, .50 in. ; Connecticut Western, from Hartford to New York state line, 66}

m. ; Connecticut Valley, from Hartford to F(!nwick and Saybrook, 46} m. ; Shepaug.

from Litchiield to Hawlcyvillc, 32i- m. ; Danbury and Norwalk, from Datibury to South

Norwalk, 24 m.; Connecticut Central, from East Hartford to Mass. state line, 20j iii.

;

and seven roads from 18 m. to 2.} m. long.

The rights of women in Connecticut are well guarded. Ecal estate acquired by a

married woman's services, or conveyed to her for a consideration, mi\y be held for her

owa use. Tiie husband is trustee of a wife's personal estate, which upon his death falls

to her or her devisees, legatees, or heirs, as though she had never been married; and

married women may convey by devise the same as single per.sons, except that a husband
(if he have not abandoned her) must unite in conveying by deed. Divorce maybe had for

fraudulent contract, adultery, desertion, and neglect of duty for three years (the ])ei\son

not heard of), for seven years' habitual intemperance, cruelty, for imprisonment for

life, and for certain crimes. The constitution of Connecticut is almost the same as in

other northern states, providing for distinct legislative, executive, and judicial ofllcers.

Tin; crovernor must bo 30 years of age, or over; is chosen annually, and is i)a!d a salary

of $2,000. His veto may be overcome by a majority in each house. The general assem-

bly consists of asenaU; of 21 members, and a house of representatives according to po^m-

lation, districts being changed by the legislature after every federal census. Every toc/n

in(;orporated he fore 1785 has two members, and every later town one member. Each
iiir;mber is paid JjlHOO per year. All elections are by ballot,, and voters must be citizens

21' years old or f)ver, and able to n.'ad any article in the United States constitution. The
pardoning ])ower is in the general asseml)iy. The judiciary is a supreme court of

errors, consisting of a (;hicf and four judges; a superior court of six judges, together

with the live of the court of errors; five courts of common pleas, each with one judge;

8p<-cial courts for certain cities; and justices of the jx'ace. TJie higher judges are

ch')sen by the assembly' for eight years, and are discpialilied on niaching 70 years of age;

salary $4^000. Provision is made in the constitution for free srhools, to sui)port which
there is an ample fund which was set apart when the state sold h(!r claim to the western

re.servf! in Ohio, ("onnecticut has four members of congress and six electoral votes.

For president, hor votes have been: 1789 (7 votes), Washington 7, Adams 5, Samuid
Huntington of Conn. 2; in 1792 (9 voles), all for Washington and Adams; in 1796.
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Adams 9, Thomas Pincknoy 4. John Jay 5; in 1800, all for Adams andPinckney ; in 1804
(when president and vice-president were first separately voted for), Charles C. Piuckney
and Kiifus Kini;; in 1808, Pinckney and King; in 1812, George Clinton and Jarell

Ingersoll; in 1810, Kufiis King, and for vice-president, Jaraes Ross of Pa. 5, and John
Marshall of Va. 4; in 1820, Monroe and Tompkins; in 1824 (only 8 votes), J. Q. Adams
and Andrew Jackson; in 1828, Adams and Richard Rush; in 1832, Henry Clay and
John Sergeant; in 188(3, Van Rureu and R. M. Johnson; in 1840 (only votes), Harrison
and Tyler; in 1844, Clay and Frelinghuysen; in 1848, Taylor and Fillmore; in 18G2,

Pierce and William R. King; m 1856, Fremont and Dayton; in 1860, Lincoln and Ham-
lin; in 1804, Lincoln and Johnson; in 1868. Grant and Colfax; in 18T2, Giant and "\\ il-

son; in 1870, Hayes and Wheeler, The chief officers of the general government from
Connecticut have been a secretary of the treasury, two .secretaries of war, four post-

master-generals, one attorney-general, one supreme court justice, three presidents pro
tern, of the senate, and one speaker of the house. (For latest statistics, see Appekdix.)

CONNER, Davtd, 1792-1856: b. Penn. He entered the United States navy in 1809
as midshipman, and was in the action (Feb. 24, 1813) when the American IJornet

captured and sunk the British Peacock. In 1815, in the action letween the
Hornet and the Penguin, he was dangerou.s]y wounded. He became commander
in 1825, and capt. in 1835. During the war with Mexico, he was on blockade duty
in the gulf. After the war he was in com.mand of the Philadelphia navy -yard.

CON'OLLY, John, 1794-18C7; a native of Lincolnshire, England. He studied medi-
cine at Edinburgh, and practiced at Chichester and Stratford-on-Avon. In 1827, he
was appointed professor of the practice of ph3^sics in University college, London. His
most noteworthy work M'as done some years afterwards, l)y carrying oi:t on a large scale

the principle of non-restraint in the treatment of the insane. He also wrote mhch upon
insanity and its treatment.

CONON, an Athenian gen., and one of the iaw general officers who superseded
Alcibiades, 406 E.G. In 405. the Athenian fleet was surprised by Lysander at ^^?gos-

potami, and Conon fled to his friend Evagoras, king of C'yprus. On the outbreak of

the v/ar between Sparta and the Persians, ho obtained with Pharnal;azus joint com-
mand of a Per.sian fleet. With this fleet, in 394, he defeated the Lacedromonians near
Cnidus, and thus deprived them of the empire of the sea, and finalh' completed his

services to his country by restoring the long walls and fortications of the Piraeus.

CONRAD, Robert T., 1810-58; b. Philadelphia; a lawyer and author. While a
student he wrote Conrad of Naples, a traged}'' successfully represented in many citie?.

He wrote also for the press, and in 1822, began the Dailt/ JiitdU^inccr, ^^hi(•h was soon
merged in the Pliilndelphia Gazette. He edited Graham''^ Mcfjuzine, and was judge of
the court of sessions. His best known drama is Aybucre (or Jack Cade), in

which Edwin Forrest represented the hero. lie also published a volume of poems.

CONRING, Hermann, 1006-81; a native of Friesland, studied at Lcyden, and wr.?

professor of medical science, philosophy, political science, and juri.^jirudtnce at Hi Im
stedt. He was also jnivy councilor to the duke of IjiiuK-wick, and conlulant of ihc

German emperor. Ho was a voluminous writer on history, luw, science, and theology.

Elsie Sophie, his daughter, became distinguished as a poet.

CON'SCRIPT FATHERS, a name given to the Roman senators after the expulsion
of the Tarquins, when Brutus added 100 to the number of senators, writing the old and
new names together

—

con-scripti.

CONSEN'TES DII, the twelve chief roman deities: Jupiter, Apollo, Mai's, Nep-
tune, Mercury, Vulcan, Juno, Vesta, jNlinerva," Ceres, Diana, and Venus.

CONSHOHOCK'EN, a borough on the Schuykill river and the Reading railroad.

13 m. n.w. of Philadelphia; pop. 3,071. It is a manufacturing place, ar»d has blast-fur

naces, rolling-mills, machine-shops, etc.

CONSISTORY {antt). the name of the body of officials in each local church of the
" reformed" denominations (Dutch or German) in the United States.

CONSTABLE {ante). In the United States, the duties of constables in regard to keep-
ing the peace and making arrests are generally the samu as in England, but ger.erallv

only petty constables are retained. There was a high constable in New York until

about 60 years ago, but the oftice was merged in that of chief of jx)lice. Philadelphia
also has had the oflice of high constable. Some of the states have an oflicial known as

constable of the commonwealth.

CONSTABLE. Archtbald, 1774-1827; widely known as a publisher of books in

Edinburgh, Scotland. He was a bibliopolist by nature, and before coming of age went
into business on his own account. He took great interest in Scottish literature, and the

elegance of his publications soon brought him prominently into notice. Among publi-

cations wholly or partially under his care were the Scofx Mapaxine and the Edhdatrgh
Jtevieio. His acquaintance and friendship with sir Walter Scott is well known, and
nearly all the works of the great novelist came to the people through Constable's
press. Among his latest effort were the purchase and enlarging of the Ei\cpclop<Fdia

Bntannica, and the starting of Constables Miscellayiy, a series of original standard works
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to be issued in cheap form. This was continued but a short time, and the firm became
heavily iu debt and failed in 1826, leaving Walter Scoit largely involved in their liabili-

ties.

CONSTABLE, John, 1776-1837; an English artist excelling in landscapes and scenes
from nature. Among his pictures are "Stratford Mill." the "Hay Cart," "Salisbury
Cathedral," '"The Loch," "\ alley Farm," and "The Corntield.

CONSTANS, Flavius Julius, 320-350; second son of Constantino the great, and
emperor of Home, after having defeated and killed his brother (ConstantinelL) at the

battle of Aquileia in 340. He was rapacious and profligate, but he protected the
Christians and closed many of the pagan temples. His reign became so obnoxious that

his troops in Gaul revolted, and sent emissaries to slay him, which they did while he
was Hying towards Spain.

CONSTANTINE IL, 312-40; eldest son of Coustantine the great. On the death
of his father the empire was divided between the three surviving sous, but Coustantine
IL beinji the eldest was considered the emperor.

CONSTANTINE VII., Porphyrogenitus, 905-59; Roman emperor of the east,

sou of Leo VI. He paid more attention to literature than to state affairs, leaving the

latter to his wife Helena. It is reported that he was poisoned by his son Romanus, who
was his successor. He wrote a life of his grandfather, Basil I., a work on government,
for the instruction of his son, and several other treatises.

CONSTANTINE XIII., Pal^ologus, the last of the emperors of the east, b. 1394;

killed at the capture of Constantinople in 1453. When Mohammed II. set about the tak-

ing of Constantinople and the final subjugation of the eastern empire, Coustantine
appealed iu vain to the princes of Christendom. A long siege preceded the capture of

the city, but it was accomplished May 29, 1453, and Coustantine was slain by some
unknown hand. The body was recognized and the head was brought to ^Mohammed,
but he gave the body an honorable burial.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Councils op. Eight have been held which are recognized
as ecumenical either by the Greek or. Latin church, or by both. The Jirst was the 2d
ecumenical council of the church, convened in 381 by the emperor Theodosius I. to

legalize his violent ejectment of the Arians from the eastern churches. It consisted of

150 bishops, chosen under the dictation of the emperor and chiefly from the cast, besides

the semi-Arians, followers of Macedonius of Constantinople, who withdrew after their

opinions had been condemned. This council condemned also the Arians, Eunomians,
and Eudoxians; it reaffirmed the resolutions of the council of Nice, and declared that

the bishop of Constantinople, or new Rome, w^as, of right, next in rank to the bishop of

old Rome; both of them being alik6 subject only to the emperor. The second was the 5th

ecumenical council of the church, convened in 553 by Justinian I. to sustain his condem-
nation of three distinguished teachers of the Antiochian school whose opinions had been
collected into " three chapters." There were 165 bishops, mostly eastern, m attendance.

They condemned the " three chapters" and included in the sentence Vigilius, bishop of

Rome, because he would not condemn them absolutely. The M/;y/ was the Cth ecumenical
council, held in 680, and consisting of 289 bishops, including three eastern patriarchs

and four Roman legates. Through the influence of the legates, the council condemned
the doctrine of Honorius that "as there was only one Christ, so he had only one
will." and recognized in him, consistently with the doctrine of two natures in one
person, two wills made one by the moral subordination of the human to the divine.

The fo'U'th Avas the council held in 693, by command of Justinian II. It is recog-

nized as ecumenical only by the Greeks, and is called " ginmse^timi" becau.se it

supplementc'l the 5th and 6th. It i)asse(l more than one hundred canons concern-

ing the morals of the clergy and church discipline. The ffth was held in 754 and
attended by 383 bishops. It is recognized only by the Greets. It issued a decree

against image worship, which was revoked in 786 bv the 2d ecumenical council of

Nice. Tlia nixth was held in 869, and is recognized only by the Latin church. It

deposed the patriarch Photius, restored Ignatius, and enacted laws concerning church
discipline. The Hcventh was held in 879. There were 380 bishops present, including

the Roman legates. It recalled Photius, rep(!aled th(! action of the precedijig council

against him, and defined the position of the patriarch of ('onstantinople in relation to the

pope. The eU/hth Wiis held in 1341, and is called by the Greeks the 9th ecumenical. It

cond(:rnrie(l Barlaam, an educated monk, as heretical in opposing the monks of mount
Atlios, who asserted the j)ossibility of attaining, while yet in the body, an intuition of

the divine light and essence by a perfect ce.s.sation of (corporeal life,

COXSTAN'TIUS, or CONSTANTIUS CHLOIUIS, Flaviub Valkrius, 250-306

A.I).; Er>ii)eror of Rome and father of Con.stjuiti/ie the great. He became emperor in

305, wii(;n Diocletian abdicated, and ruhnl over Gaul, Sjtain, and Britain.

CONSTAN TIUS, FL.wiUHJrLruH. 1). 317 A.n. lb; inherited by his father's will the

Asiatic provinces and J^gypt. He nnule war upon the Per.siiuis. i)ut was defeated. He
was favorable to the Arians, and gave the title of ctusar (emperor) to bis cousin and suc-

cessor Julian.
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CONSTITUTION^ {ante), the organic law under which the national government, and
the several state governments, in the United States are carried on. The Constitution of

the United States is as follows:

We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, estab-

lish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote the

general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do
ordain and establish this constitution for the United Slates of America.

Article I., Sec. 1. All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a congress

of the United States, which shall consist of a senate and house of representatives.

Sec. 2. The house of representatives shall be composed of members chosen every
second year by the people of the several states, and the electors in each state shall hav«
the qualifications requisite for electors of the most numerous branch of the state legisla-

ture.

No person shall be a representative who shall not have attained to the age of twenty-
five years, and been seven years a citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when
elected, be an inhabitant of that state in which he shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several states which
may be included within this union according to their respective numbers, which shall

be determined by adding to the whole number of free persons, including those bound
to service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other
persons. The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the first meet-
ing of the congress of the United States, and within every subsequent term of ten years,

in such manner as they shall by law direct. The number of representatives shall not
exceed one for every thirty thousand, but each state shall have at least one representa-

tive; and until such enumeration shall be made, the state of New Hampshire shall be
entitled to choose 3; Massachusetts, 8; Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, 1;

Connecticut, 5; New York, 6; New Jersey, 4; Pennsylvania, 8; Delaware, 1; Mary-
land 6; Virginia, 10; North Carolina, 5; South Carolina, 5; and Georgia, 3.

When vacancies happen in the representation from any state, the executive authority
thereof shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.

The house of representatives shall choose their speaker and other oflBcers; and shall

have the sole power of impeachment.
Sec. 3. The senate of the United States shall be composed of two senators from each

state, chosen by the legislature thereof, for six years; and each senator shall have one
vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in consequence of the first election, they
shall be divided as equally as may be into three classes. The seats of the senators of
the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year, of the second class

at the expiration of the fourth year, and of the third class at the expiration of the sixth
year, so that one third may be chi^scn every second year; and if vacancies happen by
resignation, or otherwise, during the recess of the legislature of any state, the executive
thereof may make temporary appointments until the next meeting of the legislature,

which shall then fill such vacancies.

No person shall be a senator who shall not have attained to the age of thirty years,
and been nine years a citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when electl'd, bo
an inhabitant of that state for which he shall be chosen.

The vice-president of the United States shall be president of the senate, but shall

have no vote, unless they be equally divided.

The senate shall choose their other otficrrs. and also a presademt pro tempore, in the
absence of the vice-president, or when he shall exercise the olhce of president of the
United States,

The senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments; when sitting for that
purpose, they shall be on oath or afiiririation. When the president of the United States
is tried, the chief-justice shall preside; and no person shall be convicted without the
concurrence of two thirds of the members present.

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualificatioil to hold and enjoy any oflice of honor, trust, or profit under
the United States; but the party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to
indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, according to law.

Sec. 4. The times, places, and manner of holding elections for senators and repre-
sentatives shall be prescribed in each state by the legislature thereof; but the congress
may at any time, by law, make or alter such regulations, except as to the places of
choosing senators.

The congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting shall be on
the first Monday iu Dec, unless they shall, by law, appoint a different day.

Sec, 5. Each house shall be the judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications of
its own members, and a majority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but
a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to compel tho
attendance of absent members, in such manner and under such penalties as each house
may provide.

Each house may determine the rules of its proceedings, punish its members for dis-
orderly behavior, and, with the concurrence of two thirds, expel a member.

Am. Ad. I.—37.
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Each bouse shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to time publish
the same, cxcepthig such parts as may in llicir judgnieut require secrecy, and tlic ycaa
aud nays of the nicmbers of either house on any question shall, at the desire of one tiflh

of those present, Ije entered on the journal.

Neither ln)use. during tlie session of congress, shall, ^vithout the consent of the other,

adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than that in which the two
Iiouscs shall be sitting.

Sec. 6. The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation for their ser-

vices, to be ascertained by law. and paid out of the treasury of the United States. They
shall in all cases, except treason, felony, aud breach of the peace, be privileged from
arrest during their attendance at the session of their respective houses, and in going to

and returning from the bame; and for any speech or debate in either house they shall

not be questioned in any other place.

No senator or representative shall, during the time for which he was elected, be
appointed to any civil office under the authority of the United States, which shall have
been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have beeu increased during such time;
and no person holding any office under the United States shall be a member of either
house during his continuance in office.

Sec. 7. All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the house of representatives;
but the senate may propose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.

Every bill which shall have passed the house of representatives and the senate, shall,

before it become a law, be presented to the president of the United States; if he
approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he shall return it, with his objections, to that house
in which it shall have originated, who shall enter the objections at large on their jour-

nal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such rcconsideiation two thirds of that house
shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be sent, together with the objections, to the other
house, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered; and if approved by two thirds of
that house, it shall become a law. But in all such cases, the votes of both houses
shall be determined by yeas and nays, and the names of the persons voting for and
against the bill shall be entered on the journal of each house respectively. If any
bill shall not be returned by the president within ten days (Sunday excepted) after

it shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law in like manner as if he
had signed it, unless the congress by their adjournment prevent its return; in which
case it shall not be a law.

Every order, resolution, or vote to which the concurrence of the senate and the

house of representatives may be necessary (except on a question of adjournment) shall

be presented to the president of the United States; and before the same shall take
effect, shall be approved by him, or, being disapproved b}' him, shall be repassed
by two thirds of the senate and house of representatives, according to the rules and
limitations prescribed in the case of a bill.

SeCj 8. The congress shall have power t© lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts,

and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general wel-

fare of the Unltrd States; but all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform through-
out the United States;

To borrow money on the credit of the United States;

To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with
the Indian tribes;

To establish an uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform laws on the subject of

bankruptcies throughout the United States;

To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard
of weights and measures;

To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current coin of

the United Slates;

To establish post-offices and post-roads;

To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times, to

authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries;

To (constitute tribunals inferior to the sui)reme court;

To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and offenses

against the law of nations;

To df;clare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning
captures on land and water;

To raise and support armies, but no appropriation of money to that use shall be for

a lotiger term than two yt.'ars;

To provide and maintain a navy;
To make rules for the gr)vernment and regulation of the land and naval forces;

To i)rovl(le for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress
insurreclions, and repel invasions;

To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for governing
wuch part of them as may be employed in the service; (d" the United States, reserving to

the stat(!S respeetivc^ly the ai)poiritnir'Mt of the officers, and the authority of training Iho

militia acciording to the (liscii)line piescribed by congniss;

To exercise exclusive h'gislalion in all ca.ses whatsoever over such district (not
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exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular states, and the acceptance ©f
congress, become the scat of the government of the United States, and to exercise like
authority over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the state in which
the same shall be, for the erection oi forts, magazines, aisenals, dock-yards, and other
needful buildings; and

To make alllaws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into executioti
the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this constitution in the government
of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.

Sec. 9, The migration or importation of such persons as any of the states now
existing shall think ])roper to admit shall not be prohibited by the congress prior to the
year one thousand eight hundred and eight; but a tax or duty may be imposed on suck
importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each person.

'

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in
cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it.

No bill of attainder or ex postfacto law shall bo passed.

No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census or
enumeration hereinbefore directed to be taken.

No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any state.

No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the porta
of one state over those of another; nor shall vessels bound to or from one state be
obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another.

No money shall be drawn from the treasury but in consequence of appropriations
made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of
all public money shall be published from time to time.

No title of nobility shall be granted by the United States; and no person holding any
office of profit or trust under them shall, without the consent of the congress, accept of
any present, emolument, office, or title, of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or
foreign state.

Sec. 10. No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant letters

of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make anything but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts; pass any bill of attainder, ex postfacto law, or
law impairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any title of nobility.

No state shall, without the consent of the congress, lay any impost or duties on
imports or exports, excejjt what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection
laws; and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid by any state on imports or
exports, shall be for the use of the treasury of the United States; and all such laws shall

be subject to the revision and control of the congress.

No state shall, without the consent of congress, lay any duty of tonnage, keep
troops, or ships of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with
another state, or w ith a foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in
such imminent danger as will not admit of delay.

Article II, , Sec. 1. The executive power shall be vested in a president of the United
States of America. lie shall hold his office during the term of four years, and, together
with the vice-president, chosen for the same term, be elected as follows:

Each state shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may direct^ a
number of electors, equal to the whole number of senators and representatives to which
the state may be entitled in the congress; but no senator or representative, or persons
holding an office of trust or profit under the United States, shall be appointed an
elector.*

The congress may determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day on
which they shall give their votes; which day shall be the same throughout the United
States.

No person, except a natural-born citizen, or a citizen of the United States at the time
of the adoption of this constitution, shall be eligible to the office of prcsident; neither
shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not have attained to the age of 35
years, and been 14 years resident within the United States.

In case of the removal of the president from office, or of his death, resignation, or
inability to discharge the powers and duties of the said office, the same shall devolve on
the vice-presicent, and the congress may by law provide for the case of removal, death,
resignation, or inability, both of the president and vice-president, declaring what officer

shall then act as president, and such officer shall act accordingly, until the disability be
removed, or a president shall be elected.

The president shall, at stated times, receive for his services a compensation, which
shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period for which he shall have been
elected, and he shall not receive within that period any other emolument from the
United States, or any of them.

Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall take the following oath or
affirmation: " I do solemnlj^ swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office of
president of the United States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and
defend the constitution of the United States."

* This mode of election of president and vice-president has been modified by the twelfth ftznend
ment, post.
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Sec. 2. The president shall be commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the
United States, and of the militia of the several states, -when called into the actual service

of the United States; he may require the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer in

each of the executive departments upon any subject relating to the duties of their respect-

ive offices, and he shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for oli'euscs against
the United States, except in cases of impeachment.

He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, to make
treaties, provided two thirds of the senators present concur; and he shall nominate, and
by and with the advice and consent of the senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other pub-
lic ministers and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all other officers of the
United States, whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which
shall be established by law; but the congress may by law vest the appointment of such
infx,'rior officers as they think proper in the president aloneT in the courts of law, or in

the heads of departments.
The president shall liave power to fill up all vacancies that may happen during the

recess of the senate, by granting commissions which shall expire at the end of their next
session.

Sec. 3. lie shall from time to time give to the congress information of the state of
the union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge neces-
sary and expedient; he may on extraordinary occasions convene both liouses, or either

of them, and in case of disagreement between them, with respect to the time of adjourn-
ment, he may adjourn them to such time as he shall think proper; he shall receive
ambassadors and other public ministers; he shall take care that the laws be faithfully

executed, and shall commission all the officers of the United States.

Sec. 4. The president, vice-president, and all civil officers of the United States, shall

be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.

Article III., Sec. 1. The judicial power of the United States shall be vested in one
supreme court, and in such inferior courts as the congress may from time to time ordain
and establish. The judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their

offices during good behavior, and shall, at stated times, receive for their services a com-
pensation, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.

Sec. 2. The judicial power shall extend to all cases, in law and equity, arising under
this constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be
made, under their authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers,

and consuls; to all cases of admiralty and marititne jurisdiction; to controversies to

which the United States shall be a party; to controversies between two or more states;

between a state and citizens of another state; between citizens of different states;

between citizens of the same state claiming lands under grants of different states, and
between a state, or the citizens thereof, and foreign states, citizens, or subjects.

In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers, and consuls, and those in

which a state shall be party, the supreme court shall liave original jurisdiction. In all

the other cases before mentioned, the supreme court shall have appellate jurisdiction,

both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and under such regulations as the con-
gress shall make.

The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury; and such
trial shall be held in the state where the said crimes shall have been committed; but
when not committed within any state, the trial shall be at such pluce or places as the

congress may by law have directed.

Sec. 3. 1 reason against the United States shall consist only in levying war against

them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort.
No j)ersr)n shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to

the same ov(;rt act, or on confession in open court.

The congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason; but ik) attain-

der of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture except during the life of the

person attainted.

AuTiCLJ-: IV.. Sec. 1, Full faith and credit shall be given in each state to the publio

acta, records, and judittial proceedings of every other state. And the congress may by
general laws prescribe the manner in which such acts, records, and proceeding.s shall bo

Ijroved, and the effect thereof.

Hec. 2, 'I'he citizens of each state shall ])e entitled to all privileges and immunities
of citizens in the several states.

A person charged in any state with treason, felony, or other crime, who shall floe

from justice, and In; found in another state, shall, on demand of the executive authority
of ihc. stat(! from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to the state having juris-

diction of the c:rijne.

No person held to service or labor in one state, under (he lawslhenjof, esca])ing into

another, shall, in conHCciucncxi of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such
service or labor, but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service

or labor may l>c due.

Sec. 3, New states may ])e admitted by the conf]frcs8 into this union; but no nevr

state shall be formed or erected wlthiin the jurisdiction of any other state; nor any
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state be formed by the junction of two or more states, or parts of states, without the

consent of the legislatures of the states concerned as well as of the congress.

The congress siiall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regula-

tions respecting the territory or other property belouging to the United States; and noth-

ing in this constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the United

States, or of any particular state.

Sec. 4. The United States shall guarantee to every state in this union a republican

form of government, and shall protect each of them against invasion, and, on application

of the legislature, or of the executive (when the legislature cannot be convened), against

domestic violence,

Akticle V. The congress, whenever two thirds of both houses shall deem it neces-

sary, shall propose amendments to this constitution, or, on the application of the legis-

latures of two thirds of tiie several states, shall call a convention for proposing amend-
ments, which, in either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of this

constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three fourths of the several states, or

by conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification

maybe proposed by the congress; provided, that no amendment which maybe made
prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any manner affect the

first and fourth clauses in the ninth section of the first article; and that no state,

without its consent, shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the senate.

Article VL All debts contracted and engagements entered into before the adoption

of this constitution shall be as valid against the United States under this constitution,

as under tlie confederation.

This constitution and the laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance

thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every state shall be ]>ound

thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary notwithstanding.

The senators "and representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several

state legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United States and
of the several states, shall be bound by oath or atfiimation to support this constitution-

but no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any oliice or public trust

under the United Slates.

Article VII. The ratification of the conventions of nine states shall be sufficient

for the establishment of this constitution between the states so ratifying the same.

Done in convention, by the unanimous consent of the states present, the 17th day of

Sept., in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, and of the

independence of the United States of America the twelfth.

Amendments.*

Article I. Congress shall make no law" respecting an establishment of religion, or

prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press;

or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for

redress of grievances.
Article II. A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state,

the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.

Article III. No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house without

the consent of the owner, nor in time of war but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

Article IV. The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers,

and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no
warrants shaU issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and par-

ticularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Article V. No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous
crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cnses arising in

tlie land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service, in time of war and
public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeop-

ardy of life or limb, nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against

himself; nor to be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law;

nor shall private property be taken for public use without just compensation.

Article VI. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a

speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the crime

shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law,

•and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation: to be confronted with the

witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor,

and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.

Article VII. In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed

twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury

shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the United States than according to the

rules of the common law.

* Articles I. to X.. inclusive, vere proposed by the first congress in 1789-90, Article XI. in 1793, Arti-

cle XII, in 1803, Article XIII. in 1805, Article XIV. in 18C8, and Article XY. in 1870.
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AiiTicLi-: VIII. Excpssive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor

cruel and unusnul i^tunisliincnt intlicted.

Article IX. The enumeration in the constitution of certain rights shall not be con-

strued to deny or disparage others retained by the people.

Article X. Tiic powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor
prohibited bv it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.

ArticleXI. The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to

extend to any suit in law or equity commenced or prosecuted against one of the United

States by citizens of another state, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign state.

Article XII. The electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote by ballot

for president and vice-president, one of whom at least shall not be an inhabitant of the

same state with themselves. They shall name in their ballots the person voted for as

president, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as vice-president, and they

.shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as president, and of all persons

Toted for as vice-president, and of the number of votes for each, which lists tliey

shall sign and certify, and transmit, sealed, to the seat of the government of the

United States, directed to the president of the senate. The president of the senate

shall, in the presence of the senate and house of representatives, open all the certificates,

and the votes shall then be counted; the person having the greatest number of votes for

president shall be the president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of elec-

tors appointed; and if no person have such majority, then from the persons having the

highest numbers, not exceeding three, on the list of those voted for as president, the house
of representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the president. But in choosing

the president, the votes shall be taken by states, the representali(m from each state hav-

ing one vote; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two
thirds of the states, and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice. And
if the house of representatives shall not choose a president, whenever the right of choice

shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the vice-

president shall act as president, as in the case of the death or other constitutional disa-

bility of the president. The person having the greatest number of votes as vice-presi-

dent shall be the vice-president, if such number be a majority of the whole number of

electors appointed; and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest num-
bers on the list the senate shall choose the vice-president; a quorum for the purpose
shall consist of two thirds of the whole number of senators, and a majority of the whole
num])er .shall be necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the

office of president shall be eligible to that of vice-president of the United States.

Article XIII., Sec. 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punish-

ment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within
the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.

Sec. 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

Article XI V.. Sec. 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States, and of the state

wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the

privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property Avithout due process of law, nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Sec. 3. Representatives shall be apportioned among the .several states (iccording to

their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each stale, excluding
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the choice of electors

for president and vice-president of tlie United States, representatives in congre.'^s, the

executive and judical ofiicers of a state, or the members of the legistature thereof, is

denied to any of the male inhabitants of such state being tv.'enty-ono years of age, and
citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for |>arlicipation in

rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the pro-

portion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole nund)er of male
citizens twenty-one years of age in such state.

Sec. 3. No person shall bo a senator or representative in congress, cr ch^ctor of

Eresident and vice-president, or hold any oflice. civil or mditary, under the United
tat(;s, or under any state, who, having previously taken an cath as a number of con

gress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of any state leijislature, or
as an executive or judicial officer of any state, to support the constitution of the Uidled
Slates, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or
comfoi t to th'j enemies tlicrcof. But congress may, by a vote of two thirds of eacli

house;, remove such disability.

Sec. 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States authorized by law,
including debts incurred for payment of pensions and boiuities for .service^ in suppress-
ing insurrection or rebellion, shall not he questioned. Hut neither the United Stales
nor any state shall assunu; or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection
or relK'llion against the United States, or any claim for tin; loss or emancipation of
any slave; but all such debts, obligations, and'claims shall ho. held illegal and void.

Sec. 5. The congress shall liave power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this article.
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Article XV., Sec. 1. The right of the citizens of the United States to vote shall

not be denied or abridged by the United States, or by any state, on account of race,

color, or previous condition of servitude.

Sec. 2. The congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legis-

lation.

The state constitutions are very much alike in their general provisions. Of late

years, and especi'aliy since the rebellion, many of the states have amended and modern
ized their constitutions; but in all cases the state constitution must agree with the
federal constitution; any provision conflicting with that is void. There is at this time
an interesting question pending in regard to California. In 1879. that state adopted
amendments to her constitution, which prohibits the introduction of Chinese into the
state as citizens. It is alleged that this provision conflicts with the treaty between the
United States and China, and is therefore void, inasmuch as (see United States Con-
stitution) " all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the
United States shall be the supreme law of the land."

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, a gathering of delegates chosen by the
people of a state to prepare amendments to an existing or propose a new constitution.

The constitutional convention by which the constilution of the United State* was pre-

pared was made up of delegates from the several states, and met in Philadelphia in May,
1787, choosing George Washington as their presiding officer. There can be no other
such constitutional convention, since the constitution provides that amendments shall

be proposed in congress and submitted to the states for adoption. In the states, dele-

gates to constitutional convention arc usually elected by the people. Their work is

submitted to the legislature, and (in most states) by the legislature to a direct vote of
the people. Among the first of the original states to organize under a constitution wai
New York, whose first constitutional convention was held in the spring of 1777. Since
that time the constitution has been twice radically amended by constitutional conven-
tions in 1831 and in 1846. Rhode Island was the last of the original states to adopt a
constitution, which wns in 1842. Up to that year she was ruled under the royal charter
of 1662. The proceedings of a constitutional conventicn are usually governed by tho
rules of state legislative bodies.

CONSTITUTION OF MATTER. The Atomic constitution of bodies is discussed
when we consider whether they consist of finite ultimate particles called afoms,ovinc'mii-
nitely divisible. The Chemical constitution of bodies is the mode in which elementary
substances unite to form compounds. The Physical constitution of bodies is the mode
in which particles of matter in forms cognizable by sense, are aggregated to form masses
of known qualities. Bodies arc classed according to their ability to retain their dimen-
sions when they are subjected to internal stress. A toLd retains its dimensions even
under the influence of a stress which acts in but a sirigle direction. Ajiiu'd changes il3

dimensions unless the stress acting wilhin it is uniform in all directions. If the fluid is

capable of expanding indefinitely to fill the vessel which contains it, it is a f.as; if, under
ordinary circumstances, the fluid does not so expand, but remains collected in some part
of the vessel, it is a liquid. The lines of demarkation between these states of matter can-
not be sharply drawn; the conditions merge insensibly, the one into the ether. Lead is

classed as a solid, yet if submitted to suitable pressure, its particles move upon each
other, and the given mass takes a new form, as when bullets are made by the cold pro-
cess from rods of lead. Sulphuric ether is usually a liquid, which, under ordinary con-
ditions, occupies part of a vessel without expanding to fill the whole; but if pressure be
removed, as in the receiver of an air-pump, the ether assumes the gaseous form, and
resumes the form of a liquid when pressure is restored. Under suitable variations of
volume and pressure, part of the liquid may be vaporized, or part of the vapor n^ay be
liquefied. Experiments indicate that all liquids may be vaporized, as it is known that
all gases and vapors may be liquefied. Substances pass from a liquid to a solid state, or
mce 'Versa, with different degrees of abruptness. The change occurs suddenly in most
metals, as gold, copper, lead, while iron and glass melt ly degrees, and harden slowly;
whence it comes that iron and glass can be welded, while gol.d, copper, etc., cannot.
When the particles of water, iron, sulphur, etc., solidify, they arrange themselves accord-
ing to some law of symmetry, forming crystals; other substances, as pitch, becoming
constantly more and more viscous, solidify by imperceptible degrees, and without sym-
metrical or crystalline arrangement of particles. This quality of viscosit}' indicates a
certain attraction between the particles of a fluid, by which they have seme power of
resisting the stress to which they ultimately yield. In this respect a series of sub-
stances may be arranged, beginning with fluids of extreme limpidity', as water, alcohol,
ether, passing tlirough certain oils, molasses, tar, molten glass, that may be drawn out
into strings, to the metals which even when cold may be drawn into wire, or rolled into
sheets. Prof. Forbes explains the motion of the glacier In' the viscosity of ice. A
substance may seem to lack this property when struck sharply, and may yet show it

under constant, though moderate, pressure; thus pitch, when cold, breaks* under the
hammer, and slowly bends to fit the surface on which it rests.

A body is said to be claMic, if, after its dimensions have changed under the influence-
of a stress, it resumes its original dimensions when the stress is removed. The uumerical;
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ratio of stress to strain, or deformation, is called the co-efficient of elasticity; that of strain

to stress, iXm co-ijUcieut of pliabiliti/. Tlius, it' 10,000 lbs., ai)plied to a av ire of assumed
unit of cross section, elongate the wire one per cent, the co-etlicient of elaslicily of the

wire is -^ of* — 1,000,000 lbs. per unit of section. If the stress upon an elastic body be
pushed beyond certain limits, diilerent for dillerent substances, the body does not return

to its former dimensions, but remains permanently deformed, or may be parted. The
limit beyond which the body becomes permanently deformed is the ii))LU of elasticity.

The limit beyond which it breaks is called the limit of tcitucity. The body i&soft, if it

may be deformed under a small force; it is tough if a large iorce is required. If rup-

ture occurs before deformation, the body is brittle; if it resists great force with neither

rupture nor deformation, it is Jianl, The stijfuess of a body is tiie measure of its ability

to resist deformation; its strength, the measure of the force required to break it.

The changes which occur in molecular deformation have been explained thus: We
know that the molecules of all bodies are in motion. In fluids the motion is such
that any molecule may pass freely from one part of the mass to another; in solids we
may suppose that some, at least, of the particles merely oscillate about a certain position,

so that the configuration of a group of molecules is never much changed from a certain,

stable form about which they oscillate. If the amplitude of the oscillation exceeds a
certain limit, the molecules, failing to return to their old relations, assume \\q\w figures

of stability, in which the strains are less than in the former figures, and may be zero.

This breaking up of configuration may result from wide amplitude of vibration, or from
great strain, and we may suppose that the different groups of a mass may have dif-

ferent xjowers of resistance in either of these respects. We may further suppose that

as the groups break up. some of the resulting configurations are such as correspond to a

strain whicli is uniform in all directions. In the ratio in which the groups reach this

result, the mass approaches the condition of a fluid of greater or less viscosity. If the

ma.ss be conceived as made up of molecules which diller in stability of configuration, it

is po.ssible that the weaker have yielded to a force which the stronger have been able to

resist, and that the latter retain their original condition; that, subsequently, other forces,

as change of temperature or of moisture, or violent vibration, may cause a farther dis-

integration of the groups of low stability; that then the more stable groups have oppor-

tunity to control these weaker groups, and gradually restore the whole mass to the con-

dition and form which it had before any deformation occurred.

CONSUL {ante). The consuls of the United States are appointed by the president

and senate, and each one gives a bond of $2,000 to $10,000 for the faithful performance
of his official duties. Among their powers and duties, they have authority to receive

protests or declarations which captains, masters, crews, passengers, merchants, and others

make regarding American commerce; they are required to administer on the estate of

an American citizen dying within their consular jurisdiction and leaving no legal repre-

sentative, when the laws of the country permit; to take charge of and secure the effects

of stranded American ves.sels in the absence of a master, owner, or consignee; to settle

di.%])utes between officers of vessels and their crews; to provide for destitute seamen,
and send them to the United States at public expense, etc. They have also various pow-
ers and duties in matters of commei'ce and trade. In some cases they have stated sala-

ries, but the greater portion are paid by fees. They gcmerally have special privileges

under local law or usage; but in civil and criminal ca.ses they are on the same footing

with non official foreign residents owing temporary allegiance to the state.

CON'SULATE of the SEA. a collection of maritime customs and ordinances in the

Catalan language, published at i^arcelona in the latter part of the l^th century. It con-

tains a code of procedure issued l)y the kings of Aragon for the guidance of the courts

of the consul of tiie sea, a collection of ancient customs of tlie sea, and a body of

ordinances for the government of cruisers of war. The most valuable portion, Th4
CuHtoirtH of the Sea, has l)een printed in English in the appendix to the Black Book of the

Admiralty, London, 1874.

CONTE.MPT OK COL'RT {ante), generally manifests itself in tlu; disregard by an
inf{;rior coiirt of the orders of a superior coui't, by the; non-j)aynu'nt of costs, the mis-

c;on(luct of ministerial offic(;rs. and by tin; malpractices of attoi'neys; and may be pun-
islKid summai'ily without trial. In this c(^untiy, great license* is given to the press in

their comments on cases before court; in .some states, it is even ])ermissiblo to criticise

L'vidence. In most states, contempt of court is carefully regulated by statute.

CONTINENT.VL, a term intended as the opposite of jirovincial, assumed by tlie

revolted Amerir;an colonies early in the war of the r(;volMtion, an elTort being made to

induce ('anada to join the thirte(.'n colonies. Had the Canadian.s agreed, llu; whole of

the continent under English rule would have been in revolt. 'I'he first general repre-

sentative body of the thirteen colonies was called the "Continental Congress."

CONTINU ITY, Law of, a princi|)le made known by I^eibnitz, which ass(U'ts that

nothing passes from one state to another with(jut passing through all the intermediate

states.

CONTIIA COSTA, a co. in w. California, on Sjin Francisco and Suisun bays, 750

Bq.m.
;
pop. '70, 8,4(51. In the s. portion are several mountains, the cliief of which io
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Mt. Diablo, but most of the surface is level, and the soil is fertile. Salt and sulphur
springs are numerous, and there are valuable coal-mhies. Quicksilver and copper also

are found. Chief productions, wheat, oats, barley, hay, cheese, butter, wool, and wine.
Co. seat, Martinez.

CONTRACT (Consent, ante), an agreement between two or more parties to do or
not to do a particular thing. There are several varieties of contract besides the ordi-

nary agreement which almost every person understands. The chief of these are: Acces-
sor}'" contracts made to assume the performance of a prior contract, such as a suretyship,

mortgage, etc. ; a contract of beneficence, where only one oi" the parties is benefitted, as
loans, deposits, etc. ; certain contracts in which the thing to be done is supposed to

depend on the will of the party, or when, in the usual course of events, it must
happen in the manner stipulated; commutative contracts, in which what is done,
given, or promised by one party, is considered an equivalent to, or in consideration of,

what is done, given, or promised by the other; consensual contracts, formed by the
mere consent of the parties, such as hiring out; executed contracts, those in which noth-
ing remains to be done, as in a sale with payment and delivery on the spot; entire con-
tracts, where the consideration is entire on both sides; executory contracts, in which
some act remains to be done, as an agreement to do a certain thing at a future time;
express contracts, where the terms of agreement are openly uttered and avowed at the
time of making; gratuitous contracts, in benefit of the person with whom made, with-
out profit or advantage received or promised as a consideration; hazardous contracts, in

Avhich the performance depends upon some uncertain future event; implied contracts,

such as reason and justice dictate, and which the law presumes tliat every man under-
takes to perform ; independent contracts, in which the neutral acts and promises have
no relation to each other as equivalent or considerations; mixed contracts, where one of
the parties confers a benefit on the other, receiving something of interior value in return;

contracts of mutual interest, entered into for the common and reciprocal interest of both
parties, such as partnership; onerous contracts, where something is given or promised
as a consideration for the engagement or gift, or some service, interest, or condition is

imposed on what is given or promised, although unequal to it in value; oral contracts,

ordinary simple agreements; principal contracts, where both parties act on their own
account; real contracts, where there must be something more than mere consent, such
as a loan, pledge, or deposit, which from their nature require the delivery of the thing
itself; reciprocal contracts, mutually agreeing together in business, such as sales, hire,

and the like; contracts of record, such as are evidenced by record made, such as judg-
ments, recognizances, etc. (The foregoing are the higher class of contracts.) Severable
contracts are those in which the considerations are, by their terms, susceptible of division

on either side, as agreeing to pay for a certain work as long as it is done in -a certain

way. Simple contracts are the lowest form of contracts; mere non-recorded parol agree-

ments. Unilateral contracts are those in which the party to whom the engagement is

made makes no express agreement on his part. As to the qualities of contracts, the

agreement should be so complete as to give either party his action upon it, and both
parties must assent to all its terms. There must be a good and valid consideration. The
thing to be done must be one not forbidden by law; immoral as well as fraudulent con-
tracts are void, and so are contracts against public policy, even though not forbidden
by statute. The intention of the parties is the marrow of the contract, and this is the
key for construction by a court. Words are, if possible, taken in their comprehensive
and common-sense meaning.

CONTRACTILITY, the property by which the particles of certain substances
resume their normal position when the force that pulls them apart is suspended. Con-
tractility is also the power in animal muscles by which the limbs are moved.

CONTRE'RAS, a village about 13 m. s.e. of the city of Mexico, where a battle

occurred between the Americans under gen. Scott and the Mexicans under gen. Valencia.

It was a part of the battle of Churubusco.

CONTROL'LER, an officer whose duty it is to keep financial accounts, or to sec

that they are properly kept and audited. In the U. S. treasury department there are the first

and second controllers to examine accounts and sign drafts; and also a controller of

the currency, who furnishes circulating notes to banks. In some of the states, as New
York, a controller is elected by the people who has general charge of the financial

affairs of the state. There is also a controller in the city of New York, elected by
popular vote.

CONVERSION, in law, an unauthorized assumption and exercise of the rights of
ownership over goods or personal chattels belonging to another, to the alteration of their

condition or the exclusion of the owner's rights. Direct conversion is Avhen the person
actually appropriates the property of another to his own use. or destroys it, or alters its

nature. C'onstruclive conversion is when a person does such acts in reference to the
goods, or personal chattels of another as amount, in view of the law, to appropriation
of the pro})erty to himself. In equity, conversion is the exchange of one species of
property for another, wdiich, in the consideration of the law, takes place under some
circumstances, although no such change has actually taken place. Land is held to be
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converted into money, in equity, when the owner has contracted to sell; and if he die

before making a conveyance, his executors, and not his heirs, will be entitled to the

money.

CONVERTPHi. in mctalhir«iy, a receptacle holding iron -which is to be converted
into steel; a spherical vessel, lined with tire-clay, the boUom having numerous holes

through which a powerful blast is driven during the process. From this vessel the

liquid sleel is poured into molds.

CONWAY, a co. in central Arkansas on the Arkansas river, and intersected by the

Little Rock and Fort Smilii raihoad; 1200 i-qiu.
; pop. '70, 8,112—080 colored. The

surface is diversiiied and the soil is fertile, pioducmg corn, cotton, tobacco, etc. Co.

seat, Lcwisburg.

COXWAY, a t. in Carroll co., N. II., on the Saco river, 55 m. n.n.e. of Concord;
pop. '70, 1607. Tlie village of North Couwaj^ is famed for beautiful scenery, and is a
favorite place for artists, as well as a popular summer resort. On the e. is a range of
hills, and a little to the n. is Mt. Ke:irsarge, 3,367 ft. above tide. On the w\ are other
peaks, and up the valley of the river Mt. Washington is in view.

CONWAY, Henuy Seymour, 1720-95; a British general who had a command in

Germany in 17G1, and was secretary of state in the English cabinet in 1765. In 1782, he
was appointed commander-in-chief.

CONWAY, MoNcuuE Daniel, b. Yt., 1832; graduated at Dickinson college. 1849;

began to study law but gave it up and joined the Methodist ministry. He preached in

various towns in .Maryland, and wrote for a Richmond paper, being then a cf)rdial sup-

porter of extreme southern opinions. His views, however, experienced a change; he left

the Methodist church, and entered the divinity school at Cambridge, where he graduated
in 1854. Returning to Virginia, he was driven from the state on account of his political

opinions. He then became pastor of a Unitarian church in Washington. From this he
was dismissed because of his opinions on slavery, and he went to Cincinnati. He lec-

tured in Ohio and in the New England states on the slavery question. In 1863. he visited

England, where lie lectured and wrote on the war and its eft'ect on slaver}^ For several

years thereafter he labored as a minister in Loudon. Among Conway's publications are

Tracts for To-Day; The Rejected Stone; The Golden Hour; The Earthward Pilgnmage;
liepuhlican Superstitions, etc.

CONWAY. Thomas, 1733-1800; an officer in the American revolution, a native of
Ireland, educated in France, and came to America in 1777. He was appointed brig.gen.,

and took part in the battles of Brandywine and Germantown. Against the protest of

Washington, Conway was made inspector-general, in which position he was prominent
in the intrigue by which Gates was to be put in Washington's place. In 1778, he resigned,

and in the same year he fought a duel with gen. Cadwallader. ' In 1784, he returned to

France, and was' appointed governor of Pondicherry and the Frejich East India settle-

ments. When the French revolution came, he was compelled to fly and his life was
saved only by the interposition of English authority.

CON'YBEARE, Henuy, sonof AVilliam Daniel, b. 1823; an English engineer having
charge of important works in India. He designed the docks for the port of Bombay.
Of late years, he has had charge of engineering works in England.

CON'YBEARE, .Ioiin, 1692-1755; an English divine, a graduate of Oxford, ordained
in 1716. He subsequently became a tutor in the college and was appointed one of the

preachers to the king at Whitehall. In 1730, he was chosen master of Exeter college.

He had ])revi()usl3'^ attracted notice b}^ the publication of two sermons on Miracles, and
on the NyHtcrieH of the (Jiirintian licligion; and in 1732, he ])ublished his great work, A
Defense of licrealed llelir/ion, a reply to jMatthew Tindale's Christianiiy a:i Old as the

Creation, wliicli appeared two years before. Conybeare was appointed dean of Christ

church, Oxford, and finally bishop of Bristol.

CON'YHFAIiE, John Jorias, 1779-1824; grandson of the bi.shop of Bristol; pro-

fc.s.sor of tlie Anglo-Saxon language and of ])oetry in the university of Ox lord. He made
valuable f;ontril)utions to the annals of philosophy and science, and pul)lished i^/t^iro-

tions of Anglo- Saxo)i, Poetry.

CON'YBI':;VRE. WiM,iAM Daniel, 1787-1857. He was educated at Oxford, and
was one of the earliest and most efficient mend)ers of the geological society. In 1821,

lie discovered and described th(! first plesiosaurus, thereby ()i)ening the road in which
important discoveries were afterwards made by Owen and olliers. He was made dean
of IjlandafF, and was a fellow of tlie royal society. In 183(), he published a course of

theological lectures. His principal work \\"di>>'Outlines of tlie Geologyof Englaiul and
Wales.

CON'YBEARE. William John. d. 1857; son of William Daniel, and an English
clergyman and wriltsr of (;ssays. He wrote Perversion, or the Causes and Consequences of
Infidelity {ivv('\\<j;\(>UH uovu\), and witli Rev. .J. S. How.son wrote the Life and Epistles of
St. J*avl. His es.-ays and sermons were collected and ])ul)lislie<l.

COOK, a CO. in n.e. Illinois, bordering on Indiana and lake Michigan, inlor.spctcd by
the Illinois and Michigan canal, and by the numerous railroads centering at Chicago;
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1027 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 349,946. Tlie surface is level and the soil rich, producing wheat,

corn, oats, barley, potatoes, hay, wool, and vast quantities of milk and butter for the
Chicago local market. Co. seat, Chicago.

COOK, a CO. in n, Texas bordering on tlie Indian territory, drained by the tribu-
taries of Trinity river; 9U0 sq.m.; pop. '70, 5,315—471 colored. Its surface is prairie
and forest, with rich bottom-lands along the streams. Chief productions, corn, oats,

cotton, and butter. Co. seat, Gainesville.

COOK, CiiARLES, D.D., 1787-1858; an English clergyman, appointed in 1818 to the
French mission of the Methodist church in Normandy. It was mainly by his exertions
that Methodism was established in France.

COOK, Claeence Chatham, b. Mass., 1828; graduate of Harvard. lie studied
architecture, and passed several years in teaching. In 1863, he wrote for the N. T.
Irihune a series of articles on American art, and in 1869 he was a correspondent of that
journal in Europe. He has made a specialty of art criticism. He has published The
Central Park, and many articles on his favorite themes.

COOK, Eliza, b. 1817; an English writer of poetry and essays. Her first book was
Mfilaia, and Other Poems. In 1849, she became editor of Eliza Cook's Journal, a weekly
publication intended to inform and elevate the people. In 1864, she published iV'^'j^

Echoes; aud she is the author of several other works.

COOK, Zebedee, 1789-1858; b. Mass., one of the earliest in introducing to this
country the system of mutual insurance, and president of the first company in New York
in that business. He was also interested in agricultural pursuits, and was one of the
founders of the horticultural society of Massachusetts. He was also instrumental in
founding the beautiful cemetery of Mt. Auburn, near Boston, the first burial-place of the
kind in the country.

COOKE, Amos Starh, 1810-71; a native of Connecticut, and graduate of Yale. He
entered the Congregational ministry, and was sent as missionary to the Sand v.- ich islands
in 1837, where he took charge of the education of the royal family, continuing in the
service for 12 years.

COOKE, Edward, d.d., b. 1812; a native of New Hampshire, and graduate of Mid-
dletown college; teacher of natural sciences in Amenia seminary, N. Y., and principal
of a seminary in Pennington, N. J. He was minister in several Methodist churches in
Boston, and was for a time the principal of Lawrence university, Appleton, Wis. In
1864, he was chosen president of the Weslej'an academy at Wilbraham, Mass.

COOKE, George Frederick, 1755-1812: an English tragedian, and one of the first

of high rank to visit the United States, appearing at the Park theater. New York, in
1810, as " Bichnrd III." He played in all the large cities, but his social habits often
interfered with his business, and iiastenedliisdeatli. He wns buried in St. Paul's church-
yard. New York, and his greater successor, Edmund Keau, built a monument over bis
grave.

COOKE, Jay, b. Ohio, 1821 ; for a time one of the leading financiers of the country.
He began as clerk in a Philadelphia banking-house, where he soon became a partner.
About the time the rebellion broke out, he was at the head of the house of Jay Cooke &
Co., and had more than any other man to do with the negotiation of government loans.
The firm suspended in 1873, and its failure was one of the principal causes of the finan-
cial panic of that year.

COOKE, John Esten, b. 1830 in Virginia. He studied law, and was admitted to
the bar, but his attention was devoted almost exclusively to literature in the line of
novels and poems. Among his publications are Leather Stocking and Siik; The Youth^of
Jefferson; The Virginia Comedians; Ellie, or the Human Coniedi/; The Last of the For-
esters; Henry St. John, Gentleman; LJfe of Stoneimll Jackson; Wearing of the Grei/; and
other Avorks relating to the war of secession. His later publications are Doctor Van
Dyke, and Her Majesty the Queen.

COOKE, John Rodgers, 1788-1854; a native of Bermuda, and a distinguished jurist

in Virginia, where for nearly h.alf a century he held a pnmiinent position. He was a
member of the legislature, and of the convention for framing the constitution of the state.

COOKE. Philip St. George, b. Va.. 1807; graduated at West Point academy in
1827, and served in the army as a dragoon olficer. He served through the war of the
rebellion, rising to brevet-brig.gen., and retiring from active service in 1873. In 1856.
he published Scenes and Adventures in the Army.

COOKMAN, George G., 1800-41: a native of England, and a Methodist preacher in
the United States. In 1838, he was chosen chaplain to congress. He was one of the
passengers on the steamship President, which sailed from New York for England, Mar.
11, 1841, and was never afterwards heard from.

COOLEY, Thomas McIntyre, b. N. Y., 1824. In 1845. he settled in Michigan and
was admitted to the bar. He compiled and publislied the laws of the state, andin 1858
was made reporter of the supreme court. When the law department of iMichigan uni-
versity was established he was chosen one of the professors. In 1864, he wjis elected
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jud2;e of the supreme court, and in 1867 chief-justice. Ilis most important publication

is f/i/' Constituiional Limits ichich rest -upon the Legislative Power of the IStaies of the

American Union, lie is tlie author also of valuable articles in reviews, etc.

COOX'TIE, or Coonta, a plant of s. Florida the stem of which furnishes starch

from which arrow-root is made. In the Bahamas and other countries it is called sago.

COOPER, a CO. in central ^lissouri, on the Missouri river, intersected by the Pacific

railroad of Missouri, and the Boonvillc Branch road; 558 sq.ra.
;
pop. '70, 20,692—3,352

colored. The surface is undulating and hilly, and the soil fertile, producing wheat,

corn, tobacco, etc. There are mines of coal,*^ iron, and lead, and quarries of marble

and hydraulic limestone. Co. seat, Booneville.

COOPER, Anthony Ashley. See Shaftesbury, ante.

COOPER, Peter, b. New York, 1791. When young he was in humble circum-

stances, and was obliged to pick up an education as best lie could. xVt the age of 17

he was an apprentice at coach-raaking, where his conduct was so satisfactory that his

master offered to start him in business, but he declined to incur the risk. His first start

towards a fortune was by the invention of an improvement in machines for shearing"

cloth. Such machines were in demand while the importation of foreign cloth was pro-

hibited, during the war of 1812-15. Afterwards they were of little account, and he

went into the manufacture of cabinetware, and soon afterwards into the grocery busi-

ness, and finally he began the manufacture of glue and isinglass, in which busircss he

was engaged for more than half a century, accumulating a handsome fortune. But he was
at various periods concerned in other affairs. In 1830, he built works for the nianufac-

ture of iron, and afterwards a rolling and wire mill in New York, where he first suc-

cessfully used hard coal in puddling iron. In 1845, he had a rolling-mill for making
railroad bars at Trenton, N. J., where he was the first to roll iron beams for building

purposes. At Baltimore, in 1830, he designed and built the first locomotive engine con-

structed in America, and it was soon afterwards operated successfully on the Baltimore

and Ohio railroad. He was also among the earliest promoters of telegraphic communi-
cation in the country, and was for 18 years president of tne New York, Nev,foundland,

and London telegraph company. He was among the earliest to become interested in the

New York slate canal. Before the Erie canal was ready for use, it was a serious ques-

tion what was the best propelling power for the boats. Cooper then made an experi-

ment of propulsion by means of an endless chain. The chain w^as driven l)y the

power of elevated w^ater; and on an experimental trip with the governor, De Witt

Clinton, and a distinguished party, a speed of 2 m. in 11 minutes was gained. Other

power can also be applied to the endless chain. This invention, though not^ then

adopted, has been used in passing boats through canal locks. Always interested in his

native city. Cooper w\as chosen to the board of assistants and of aldermen; and he was also

prominent in the establishment of the old public school society. The great object and

the great honor of his life, however, was yet to come. Feeling keenly the disadvan-

tages under which he labored when a youth in obtaining education, h« long contcnr-

plated and finally established an institution (the Cooper union) in which the poor as well

as prosperous sliould have the amplest opportunity for education without cost. In 1854. he

laid the corner-stone of a large building at the junction of the Third and Fourth avenues

in New York, "to be devoted forever to the union of art and science in their applica-

tion to the useful purposes of life." This institution, which has had his constant care

and help, now counts over 2,000 pupils in the course of the year. It has a .school of art

for women, with free instruction in all branches of drawing, in painting, wood-engrav-

ing, and photography. It has also a free school of telegraphy for young women. These

schools for the day-time accommodate 200 to 300 students. In the evening.s the free

schools of science and art for young men and women give free instruction in mathe-

matics, practical engineering, and practical chemistry; and free lectures are given in

natural i)hilosoi)hy and the elements of chemistry. In art, every branch of drawing

and painting is taught. A large free reading-room and library with about 300 period-

icals and papers, foreign and domestic, and about 10,000 volumes, an; at tlie tlisp(_)sal of

all comers. Every Saturday evening during the winter, free lectures are giv(>n in the

large hall of ihe Cooper union, sonu^times seating 2,000. Tbe annual exix>nse has

amounted to about ^oOjm. In 1879, the founder added an upper story to this most

useful institution. He has just passed his 89th birthday, and is still hale and hearty.

His .son Edward is at present mayor of New York city.

(M>OPER, SANfUHL, D.ix, 1725-83; a nalive of Boston, and graduate of Harvard.

'A^hen but tw(!nty years of age, he succeeded his father as ])ast<)r of Brattle street

church, where he oiliciated 37"years. He was active in the revolution, sustaining the

cause of the people in sermons and pamphlets, and to him Franklin s(»nt the Hutcliinson

letttn-s He was one of the founders of the American acadcuny of arts and sciences.

COOPEIi, Thomas, b. 1805; an English chartist, in youth a shoemaker, and self-

educated so as to become aschoohnaster at tin? age of 23. He was th(^ leader of the

Leicester chartists in 1S41, lectured during the rlot^. and was found guilty of conspiracy

and .sedition, and sent to pris(;n for two y(!ars. WhiU; in jail, he wrolc^ an epic poem,

IVie ^^'irgatory of Suicide, and a series of stories, entitled Wise Saws and Modern Instances.
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Some time afterwards he wrote papers on The Condition of the People; later still,

TriumpJis of Perseverance and Iriumphs of Enterprise. In 1848, he was lecturing; in

1849, editing a radical penny paper; in 1850, conducting a free-thiuking publication.
Near the close of 1855, he gave up skepticism, and has since almost continually lec-

tured in support of Christianity. His poetical worlds were publislied in 1878.

COOPER, Thomas, ll.d., 1759-1840; a native of London, educated at Oxford;
studied medicine and law, and was admitted to the bar. He visited France in the interest

of the English democratic clubs, and became conspicuous among the Girondists, for

which he was taken to task by Burke in a speech in the house of commons. Cooper wrote
a virulent reply, but its circulation was prohibited by the government. Coming to the
United States, he started law practice in Philadelphia, and soon mixed in politics in

opposition to the administration of John Adams, on whom he made a gross attack in a
nevi^spaper. Under the alien and sedition laws, he was tried for libel, convicted, and
sentenced to a fine and six months' imprisonment. As soon as the democratic party
came into power, he was rewarded by the appointment of judge, but he soon became so
odious to the party that he was removed. In later years, he was professor of chemistry
in Dickinson college, in Pennsylvania university, and South Carolina college in Colum-
bia, of which he became president. His latest work was a revision of the statutes of

South Carolina. Among his publications are Information Concerning America; An
English Version of the Institutes of Justinian; Lectures on tlie Elements of Political Econ-
omy, etc.

COOPER, Thomas Sidney, b. 1803; an English painter, who began as scene-painter

in a theater at the age of 17. After much work and travel, lie married and settled in

Brussels, where his talents, especially in painting animals, were appreciated. The rev-

olution involved him in trouble, and he returned to England, where he has enjoyed com-
plete success.

CO-OPERATION {ante), as a system of united effort for commercial or indus-
trial purposes, has been introduced and is spreading among the working classes of this

country.
1. They co-operate in providing homes for themselves. Building-lean associations

have existed in Philadelphia about 80 years. The members subscribe for a given num-
ber of shares and pay one dollar on each share every month for a term of years, until

the sums paid and the interest on them amount to f2C0—the full value of the shares.

This usually requires about 10 years. The money thus provided is loaned to the high-

est bidder. Each shareholder who builds or buys a house can, in order to help pay for

it, borrov\^ a part of the accumulated fund equal to the full value of his shares, paying
the stipulated interest on it monthly, and giving, as security, a mortgage on the liouse.

When his shares attain their fall value, he has enough to p^y the principal of the debt
and cancel the mortgage. There are in Philadelphia more than 500 of thcvse associa-

tions, with an ultimate capital of 100 millions of dollars. They liave given homes to

60,000 workingmen, and now hold 80,000 mortgages, which are being paid off by monthly
installments. Similar associations have been formed in Boston, where they are gi'owing
rapidly in usefulness, popidarity, and strength, and in nine other cities of Massachusetts.
They are flourishing also in various other parts of the United States. Their advocates
claim for them many decided advantages. (1) They enable workingmen to have the
benefit of their earnings in advance, by building houses and paying for il;cm in monthly
installments. (2) The monthly payments on mortgages are more easily met. (3) Tliey
instruct the industrial classes in the management of property. (4) They yield a larger

interest than could otherwise be profitably paid. (5) They do not require payment of
the principal until the shares are complete.

3. A co-operative store was started in Boston, April, 1879. Fifteen hundred shares
were subscribed for at $4 each. The inducements offered by the system and the advan-
tages resulting from it, arc: goods of the best quality onlj' are sold, and at market prices;

full weight and measure are guaranteed; civility from store-keepers and salesmen is

assured; no losses from bad debts are incurred; and an equitable share of the profits is

enjoyed by all who have any pecuniary interest in the store. The b3'-laws provide that

a quarterly adjustment of interest and profits shall be made, when, if the profits arc suf-

ficient, all the shares shall be credited with interest at the rate of 6 per cent. After
that has been done, if there have been a net profit the contingent fund is to he credited
with the percentage required by law, and the balance distributed among the purchasers.
Every one making a purchase, however small, receives a check showing the amount, a
duplicate of which is kept by the store. At tlie end of the quarter he receives a divi-^

dend of the profits in cash in proportion to the aggregate amount of his checks; the rate

to those who do not own shares being half that of those who do. At the end of the
first quarter, the profits were sutficient to pay 6 per cent on the stock. 4 per cent on all

purchases made by shareholders, and 3 per cent to other buyers. At the end of the

second quarter, the dividend was 6 per cent on stock and 6 on purchases. The num-
ber of shareholders is now 650. The capital is limited to $100,000. To enable the

poorest to become stockholders, any person by paying fifty cents can have his dividends
on purcha'^es placed to his credit, and when they amount to $4, a share will be issued
to him. New shares also can be obtained by allowing dividends to remain. These
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associations arc specially adapted to large manufacturing districts, and the interest in

them among \vcrkiugmcii and pliilautliropists is spreading widely.

COOPEll RIVER, a stream in South Carolina, rising ia Charleston co., flowing s.e.

and uniting with the Ashley below the city of Cliarlcston. It is navigable for -30 ni. to

a canal connecting Mith the Santee.

COOPERSTOWN, a village and seat of justice of Otsego co., K Y., 60 m. w. of

Albany, at the outlet of Otsego lake; reached by the Cooperstown and Susquehanna
Yallev railroad; pop. 2,300. It is in a line and picturesque situation. The American
novelist, James Fenimore Cooper, had his residence here, as did his father, after wliom
the village is named.

COOS, a CO. forming the n. portion of New Hampshire, bordering on Maine and
Canada, and separated froniVermontb}- the Connecticut river, intersected by the Andros-
coggin river, and traversed by the Grand Trunk railroad of Canada, and the White
Wouutain railroad; 1950 sq.m. ; pop. '70, 14,932. The surface is hilly and the climate

cold. The chief productions are oats, potatoes, butter, wool, and maple sugar. Co.

seat, Lancaster.

COOS, a CO. in s.w. Oregon, on the Pacific ocean, watered by the Coos and the

Coquilla rivers, and bordered on the e. by the Umpqua mountains; 1500 sq.m.; pop.
'70, 1C44. Productions chiefly agricultural. Gold, copper, and iron have been found.

Co. seat, Empire City.

COOSA, a CO. in central Alabama, watered by the Coosa and Hatchet rivers: COO

sq.m.
;
pop. '70. 11,945—3,394 colored. The surface is hilly, but the soil is productive,

yielding corn, cotton, etc. Co. seat, Rockford.

COOSA RIVER, rising in n.vv-. Georgia, and flowing through n.e. Alabama until

it joins the Tallapoosa, the two forming the Alabama. The Coosa is about 350 m. long,

and navigable in some parts.

COOS BAY, a seaport on the Pacific in s. Oregon, at the mouth of Coos river. The
entrance is n.e. of cape Arago over a bar with 14 ft. of water at high tide. Great quan-
tities of lignitic coal are found around the shores of the ba}^

COPE, Charles West, b. 1811; an English painter, the son of an artist. His first

Vv'ork exhibited was " The Holy Family," in 1831, since which time he has produced a
great number of pieces. Among them are: " Hagar and Ishmael," "The Cronies,"

"Paolo and Francesca," "Flemish Mother," "Almsgiving," "The School-master,"
" The Cotter's Saturday Night," " Trial by Jury" (his first cartoon), " Meeting of Jacob
and Rachel," and dozens of others. Among som.c of the latest are: "Tamingthe Shrew,"
" Anne Page and Slender," "Home Attractions," " Spring Time," " Bianca's Lovers."
" Hope Deferred," and " Cameron's "Welcome Home from the Explorations in Africa."

He was one of the original members of the Etching club, and is one of the trustees of the

royal academy.

COPE, Edwaijd Drinker, b. Philadelphia, 1840; naturalist and comparative
anatomist, frequent contributor to scientific publications, writing on the hcrpetology of

tropical regions, ichthyology of the United States, reptilia of several explorations,

cetacea of the North American coast, extinct cetacea of the United States, etc. He has
also i)ublished papers on The IlypotJiedH of Evolution, P/rf/,sical and Mciap/iT/aical; On the

Method of Creation, or the Law of Organic Development; Extinct Vertebrates of the Eocene

of Wyoming and Nevada; New Vcrtebrata from the Tertiary of Colorado,

COPE, Thomas Py.m, 17G8-1854; b. Penn. ; a distinguished merchant in Philadel-
phia who started the first line of sailing vessels between that city and Liverpool. He
was largely instrumental in introducing the Schuylkill water to Pliiladelphia.

COPI'AH, a CO. in s.w. Mississippi, bounded on the e. by Pearl river, and intersected

by the New Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern railroad; 9G0 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 20,608

—

10,370 colored. It is an agricultural region. Co. seat, Gallatin.

COPPf^IO, IlKNitY, LL.D., b. Ga., 1821; graduated at West Point in 1845; served in

tlic Mexican war, and as assistant professor at the; military academy. In 1855, he was
professor of English lit(;rature and history in the university of ]\;nn.sylvania. He has
publi:^he(l Eiemcnta of ijogic; Rhetoric; and Grant and hin Canipaignt<; besides editing a
number of eclectic compilations.

COWVAi (ante). The principal deposils of copper in the United States are on the

8. shore of lake Superif)r, where the niclal occturs in mass among conglomerates and
sandstones. It is almost wholly in the metallic or native state, runninti; in veins across

the strata. !issociated with spars and crystalline minerals. It is also abundant in beds
of rock, and in such ))laces the riciiest iniiKis are found. In the beds generally thr; metal
is foimd in small lumps or grains, but masses of pure copper of the v/eigiit of many
tons have been found. In 1872, a singh; mine in this region yielded 8.000 tons of pure
copper, or nearly one tenth ol the production of the whole world. There is evidence
that mines in tins region were worked long before the arrival of the mo(l(!rn Euro])eanB
on this continent. The operations now going on were begun about 1845, and hav«
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Increased largely from year to year. There are less important mines in Tennessee,
Comieciicut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina.

COPPERHEAD, a serpent of the rattlesnake family, exceedingly poisonous. It

grows to about a yard in length, is of light copper color, with transverse bars, and is

without rattles. Its bite is dangerous and often fatal. It is called "deaf adder"' and
" chunk-head."

COPPER-SMELTING. I. The dry process.—The ores are sorted according as they
contain much or little sulphur, and are mixed by the smelter to produce a mass, (1) that

will contain 9 to 14 per cent of copper; (2) that after calcining will melt easily without
flux; (3) that when fused will yield a mass containing about 30 per cent of copper; (4)

that shall be free from impurities which would cause a low grade of copper. Three or
four tons of this mixture are spread about 8 in. thick on the floor of a reverberating
furnace. The fire is at first low; as the mass reddens the heat is increased, and the ore

is stirred to expose all equally to the flame. The process lasts from 12 to 24 lujurs.

depending on the quantity of silica and sulphur present. The sulphur is burned or
volatilized, and the iron and sulphur pyrites are partly changed to oxides. After the

calcined ore is removed from the furnace, water is added to assist oxidation, and the

mass is stored for fusing. For this process, the calcined ore, with slag and broken
bricks from old furnace hearths, is spread upon a reverberating hearth, the furnace is

scaled with clay to exclude the air, and the heat is made intense for about 5 hours. Tlie

Avorkman removes the slag which floats on the melted mass, and a second cliarge is

usually added, melted, andskimmed; then the metal is run ofl" into a pit of water, where
it is granulated, or into molds, and afterwards crushed bj' machinery.

The processes of calcining and fusing are repeated, the first with moderate heat to

consume the sulpliur and oxidize the iron; the second with intense heat to remove the

oxide of iron with silica in a slag, while the proportion of copper constantly increases.

When the iron is mostly removed and the proportion of sulphur is much reduced, the

metal is roasted in a current of air for about 24 hours, the mass being kept in a semi-

fluid state. The product is a sulphide of copper, CunS. which is at once submitted to

another roasting for 24 hours, the product being nearly pure copper, which a subsequent
refining fits for the market. The steps of reduction may be understood from the fol-

lowing table:

SUCCESSIVE ANALYSES IN REDUCTION OF COPPER.

Process.

Selected ore..
1. Calcination
2. Fusion
3. Calcination
4. Fusion
5. Roasting...

Cop-
per.

12.3
1:2.2

33.7

33.

58.8

93.4

Composition of Product.

Iron.
Ox. of
Iron.

82.7
22.7
33.6
38.

12.0

.7

Sul-
phur.

Silica,

etc.

31. 24.

18.5 16.2

29.2
80.4

13. 16.

20.5 8.1

.9

100
100
9G.5
100
100
100

CoiiPosinoN o? Slao.

Total. ' Silica, i

Ox. of
Iron.

Ox. of
Cop-
per.

Alu-
mina.
Lime.
etc.

60.5

45.

28.5

53.

11.

II. The wet process.—The ores are first burned to drive off part of the sulphur,
wiiich is utilized in the manufacture of sulphuric acid; about 30 per cent of the weight
is removed. The remainder is mixed with about 15 per cent of common salt, and the

whole is finely ground between heavy iron rolls. A portion of unburned, or over-

burned, pj'rites is usually added to bring the proportion of sulphur in the mass to the

proper standard. The mass is then calcined, the sulphur is oxidized, sodic sulphate is

formed, while the chlorine of the salt unites with the copper to form cupric chloride;

the hydrochloric acid and other gases evolved are condensed in tall chimneys as " tower
water," which is saved for use in the next stage of the process. The calcined ore is

washed in tight wooden tanks, with hot water. " tower water." and dilute hydrochloric
acid, until all soluble copper is extracted. The solution is conducted into other tanks
of wood, containing heaps of old malleable iron, by which the metallic copper is pre-

cipitated in a finely divided condition. When a steel blade, thrust into tlie liquid, is

no longer reddened, the process is ended; the tanks are drained, and the copper is sepa-

rated from the iron by washing with water. This precipitate contains about 80 per cent

of copper, which is further purified, as in the dry way. The liquid which contains the

copper carries also the lead, silver, or gold which may have been associated with the

copper in tiie ore, and these metals may all be profitably separated. About 14,000 tons

of copper are produced annually by this process in Great Britain, out of a total annual
product m the world estimated at from 126,000 to 130,000 tons.

COPTOS, the modern Kobt or Koft, a t. in Egypt, near the right hank of the Nile,

25 m. n.e. of Thebes. It is a place of great antiquity, but its ruins belong to a com-
paratively late period. After the foundation of the port of Berenice on the Red sea,

266 B.C., its position on the caravan line raised Coptos to great importance ; but in 292 a.d..
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in consequence of joining in rebellion against Diocletian, it was almost destroyed.

During a ])ait of tlie 7th c. it was called Justinianapolis, in honor of the emperor
Justinian.

COPYING-MACHINES {ante). 1. The Electric Pen, invented by Thomas A. Edi-

son. This is a metallic tube or style witliin which vibrates longitudinally a steel wire,

pointed and protruding slightly at the lower end. The vibration is caused by an engine

carried at the top of "the style. Several motive powers are applicable, as compressed
air, water, force communicated from other machinery, etc. ; but as the most convenient

and portable, Mr. Edison chose an electro-magnetic engine, actuated by a current

brought from a small battery which stands on the table by the side of the writer. The
engine having been started, and the wire vibrating at a rapid rate, the style is held ver-

tically over the paper, and the point is moved upon the sheet as in the act of writing.

The needle punctures a series of holes in the path over which the pen is carried, and
the paper becomes a stencil, in which the writing readily appears when the sheet is

held up to the light. This stencil is then laid upon a sheet of plain paper, in a
frame wliich binds the two together; an inked roller is passed over it, and the ink
pressed through the holes in the stencil appears upon the clean sheet in a series of minute
dots in the line of the writing. With careful use a stencil will furnish 500 or more
copies. After some copies have been taken, the stencil may be dried and kept for use
again.

2. The Papyrograph. The patentee furnishes a specially prepared paper, upon
which words are written with a common pen, but with a special ink. The sheet is then

soaked in water, and the ink corrodes the fabric of the wet paper, leaving open lines in

place of the writing. The sheet is then used as a stencil, like that prepared by the elec-

tric pen.

3. Tlie Gelatine Pad. A simple, cheap, and effective copier may be prepared thus:

Procure a shallow tin pan, one half an inch deep, and a little larger than a common cap
or letter sheet. Soften 3 oz. of gelatine, white glue, or even common glue, by soaking

in cold water, and remove all the unabsorbed water. Boil for 1 hour in 10 oz. of gly-

cerine, over a salt-water bath, and pour into the pan; wdien cold it is ready for use. In
warm weather a larger proportion of glue is desirable. A special ink is necessary. Boil

1 oz. of violet aniline in 7 oz. of water; when cold, add 1 oz. of alcohol, ^ oz. of ether,

1 oz. of glycerine, and 2 or 3 drops of weak carbolic acid. If this ink dries too quickly

in the pen, add a few drops of alcohol. A good ink is made by dissolving 2 oz. of

citric acid in 6 oz. of water, to which add 1 oz. of violet aniline. The writing to

1)0 copied is laid face downward upon the pad, and lifted again after a moment's delay,

when a copy appears in reverse upon the jelly. A clean sheet laid upon this negative

and instantly removc^d, shows a fac-simile of the original. Success depends much upon
the quality and consistency of the ink. Ink made with black aniline will give about ten

copies; with green, 30; with red, 60; and with violet aniline 100 to 125 fair copies have
been taken. As soon as the copying is finished, the pad should be washed, using a soft

sponge and clear water, warm preferred. The action of the pad is thus explained: The
glue does not unite with the glycerine, but forms a spongy mass whose minute pores are

occupied with the fluid. The aniline ink is absobed by Ihe glycerine and given up suc-

cessively to the sheets of paper, as they are laid down. Bepeated washings wear away
the pad. If its surface becomes injured it may be remelted, and more material added,

at pleasure. Pads of this nature, made from various recipes, are sold under different

names, but the materials and methods of use are substantially as described.

4. 2'he Blue Procens is peculiarly adapted to thercproduction of drawings, and is useful

to architects, engineers, and artificers. Two solutions are prepared: the first contains

one part of citrate of iron in four parts of pure water; the second contains one part of

red prussiate of potash in six parts of water. When ready for use, equal parts of the

solutions may l)e mixed in a shallow disji, and applied to sheets of paper with a sponge
or acanuil's hair pencil. Any paper will serve, but that is best which has but little

sizing. The solution should be applied, and the paper should be dried and kept in the

dark. The solutions thems(dves will keep, separately, in the dark as long as desired,

but if mixed s(K)n l)egin to deteriorate. The drawing or writing to be C()])ied should

])e made with very hlack ink, upon paper or tracing cloth. A ])hotographer's glazed

frame, having a back easily removed, is useful for copying. Place the drawing face

down upon the glass; the prepared paper with its face against the back of the drawing;
put the movable hack in i)la{;e, reverse the frame, and expose to light. In direct sunshine,

2 to 7 minutes will be long (;nough, the time to be ascertained by trial; in dilTused light,

Uie exposure must be 5 to 10 times as long. After e.xposun; \\u\ print should be inune-

diately washed i« a tub of clear water; when the chemicals are removed, the sheet is

fastened by its corners to a line todry, and the surface may be afterward finished by a
hot iron, or by pressure, A litth; practice; may l)e needed to ser-iu'c; the best results, in

which the lines will be clear white;, and tlu; l)ackgr()und a deep blue. A light blue

backgroHnd indicates a weak solution, or insunicient exposure; over-exposun; is shown
by a grayish tint. Cl(;ar, quick sunsliine will give sliarper lines than can be obtained by
slow dilluscd light. The cliernical change is evident; the light causes a renction b(!tweett

the prussiate of potash and the iron, of which Prussian blue is the product; this occurs
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wherever the light has not been intercepteri by the black lines of the drawing, which
therefore appear in white upon an intensely blue and unfading background/ Copies
may be muliiplied at will from negatives in collodion on glass, frooi engravings in books,
from drawings, ov from manuscript.

CORAM. Thomas, 1668-1751; an English philanthropist who began life as a seaman
and rose lo be a merchant captain. He settled in Taunton, Mass." wlK.n? lie was for
several years engaged in farming and boating. In 170:J, he returned to England, where,
after long exertion and waiting, he establi>-lied a hospital for foundlings, opened in
Holton Garden, Oct. 17, 1740, with 20 inmates. Coram was also one of the promoters of
English settlement in Georgia and Nova Scotia: but the hospital and oilier charities
took the most of his attention, and on theini|hc spent all his estate, so that m his
old age an annuity was settled upon him by private subscription.

CORAY', ADAM.\NTrus, 1748-1833; a Greek scholar, the son of a merchant of
Smyrna. He studied medicine in France, and being poor was obliged to support him-
self by translating English and German works into French. In Paris, in 1788, he pub-
lished a number of political tracts looking towards the liberation of his countrymen
from Turkisli control. Napoleon employed him to translate Strabo, and gave him a
pension. The most celebrated of his works are the editions of the IJtldcH and Politics of
Aristotle.

CORBAN, a gift or oblation to God, on preten.se of which a person might reserve
from sons or parents the u.se of property. Property so dedicated went mto the keeping
of the Pharisees of the Jewish temple. They held that no matter how rashly such a
dedication was made, the act released the person fi-om anv duty to aid another with
what he had so devoted.

CORBAUX', Fanny, b. 1812; an English painter and scholar. The failure of her
father reduced her to i)overty when but a child. She determined to make her way as a
painter, and although her own instructor, she soon achieved a good position, excelling
in portrait-painting particu'arly. She also became an excellent. Biblical sciiolar. and
wrote a series of letters on the Physical Geography of the Exodus.

CORBEIL, a t. in France at the head of an arrondissement in the department o\
Seine-et-Oise, at the junction of the Essonne with the Seine, 18 m. s.s.e. of Paris; pop.
'73, 6,016. From the 10th to the 12tli c. it was the chief town of a powerful countship.
It was besieged by the duke of Burgundy in 1418. by the Huguenots in lo62, and by
Alexander Farnese in 1500. The church of St. Spire was rebuilt in the 15th c. ; St.
Joan-en-l'Isle belonged to the templars, and dates from the 10th century. In the
modern town there are more than 40 flour-mills, and many printworks cotton facto-
ries, etc.

COR'BOULD, Edward Henry, b. 1815; sou of Henry, and also an artist. At au
early age he painted "The Fall of Phaeton from the Chariot of the Sun." for which he
received a gold medal from the society of arts. Since that period he has produced a great
number of large pictures. In 1851, he Avas appointed instructor of historical painting to the
royal family. He paints exclusively in water-colors, and excels in pageants and chival-
ric subjects.

COR'BOULD, PIenry, 1787-1844; an English artist antl one of tne most accomplished
draughtsmen of his time. He d(>voted a great part of his life to drawing from ancient
marbles in the British museum and in various private collections.

CORCY'RA. See Corfu, ante.

CORDERIUS, or CORDIER, Mathurin, 1478-1564; a native of Normandy; author
of the Golloquia. He was especially fond of teaching children, and taught at Paris,,
where John Calvin was one of his scholars. He subsequently taught at Geneva. He
wrote a number of books for children, one of them (the CoUoquia) ]\ajsing through
almost innumerable editions, being used in schools for three centuries after his time.

CORDILLERAS of CENTRAL xVMERICA {ant^^). This section of the great
mountain chain which stretches, ahnost without a break, from the Arctic ocean to the
extreme s. point of S(mth America, is contined to the isthmus of Panama and the small
states of Central America. In Mexico, the United States, and British America, the main
chain is called the Rocky mountains, and the long unbroken line skirting the Pacitic
.coast of South America Is known as the Andes. The Cordilleras present their lowest
elevation in the Panama isthmus, where the summit level (of the Panama railroad) is

less than 300 ft. ; and there, too, the breadth of the range is least, varying from about 30
to 70 miles. At another point, there is said to be a pass which is only 150 ft. above tide.
In recent years all this region has been explored Avith a view to tlie construction of a
ship canal from the Atlantic to the Pacitic, and recently (:Mar., 1880) the project has
received new impetus from the presence in America of M'. de Lesseps, the father of the
Suez canal. The great obstacles to isthmus exploration are the extreme unhcalthful-
ness of the climate, the continuous fall of rain, and the impenetrability of the tropical
vegetation. Towards the Pacific, the slope of the mountains is abrupt and steep;
towards the Atlantic it is more gradual. On what is known as tiie Nicaragua route, in
the state of that name, the San Juan river tinds its w^ay through the e. branch (^f i"

Am. Ad. I—38.
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mountains to Nicaragua lake, and that lake reaches within 12 n\. of the Pacific; but on
that narrow strip there runs a bell of the Cordilleras quite too formidable for canal
engineering. Extinct and active volcanoes are common in these mountains, more
especially in the e. range. Between these e. and w. ranges is a central basin about 300
by 150 m.. comprising nearly tlie whole of the state of Nicaragua, and embracing much
grand and beautiful scenery. From the waters, and near tiie shores of lake Nicaragua,
rise enormous volcanoes, their sides rent with fissures and black with lava. Smoke and
flame come from some of these volcanoes, but lava is seldom seen. The Cordilleras

exhibit about the same scenery in the states of Honduras, San Salvador, and Guatemala.
There are five volcanoes in San Salvador, and six in Guatemala; one of the latter, 14,000

ft. high, throws up water only. Silver and copper ores are found, and there is great

abundance of red cedar, rosewood, mahx)gany, mdia rubber, boxwood, vanilla, cochineal,

etc. The temperature in the interior is seldom excessive. Going towards ^Mexico, the

height of the ranges decreases, and at the isthmus of Tehuau tepee the highest pass

between the oceans is in one place only 700 feet. Further north, the mountains spread
out and form the great tableland of Mexico, with here and there isolated summits, some
of which are actively volcanic, and many of which rise to very great heights.

CORDON BLEU; knights of the ancient order (in France) of the Saint Esprit, or Holy
Ghost, were so called because the jewel of the order was suspended on a blue ribbon.

In late times, the term was degraded to mean a first-rate cook. The "cordon grand"
is any member of the legion of honor, their decorations being suspended by a broad (or

grand) ribbon.

CORDOVA, a province in s. Spain on both sides of the Guadalquivir, intersected

by railroads that connect with the ports of Cadiz and IVIalaga, and the railroad system
northward; 4,159 sq.m.

;
pop. 70, 383,052. The land is fairly productive, and w;ine,

oil, hemp, fiax, honey, etc., are the products. Excellent horses and mules are rai^sed,

and there are mines of silver, copper, iron, lead, and coal. The chief town is the

ancient cit}' of Cordova.

CORDOVA, Fernando Fernandez de, b. 1792; a Spanish commander who began
military service in 1810, serving in the wars against Napoleon. In 1841, he was impli-

cated with Concha in the conspiracy against Espartero; in 1847, he was minister of war,

and afterwards inspector-gen. of infantry. In 1850, he was capt.gen. of Cuba. In

1853, he was made gen. -in-clnef of cavalry. He attempted to support Isabella in the

outbreak of 1854, but when the revolution became successful he fled to France. He.

returned a few years later, and in 1864, Narvaez made him minister of war. In 1868, in

common with most of the Spanish grandees, he took part in the Prim revolution against

Isabella. In 1870, he w^as again appointed capt.gen. of Cuba, and in 1871 he was made
minister of state ad interim at Madrid.

COREA {ante), native name CHO SEN (Mornmg Calm). The name Corea comes
from that of the ancient province Koria or Kokorai. The French call it Coree. It w^as

first colonized by Kishi (Chinese, Ki Tsze), a Chinese courtier and reputed author ol part

of the Shu-King, the classic edited later by Confucius. Kishi introduced the elements

of the civilization of ancient China into the peninsula, which he named Cho-sen. The
early history of Corea is known through the Chinese and Japanese annals, the latter

being very full, while many works on Corea exist in Japan. The ancient boundaries of

Corea far exceeded their present limits. From a little before the Christian era, until the

10th c, the peninsula was divided mto the three kingtloms of Shinra (or Shiraki), Korai (or

Koma), and Iliaksai (or Kudara); or in Ciiinese, Sinlo, Kaoli, and Petsi. Though civil

war was almost constant between the three states, with occasional wars with or inva-

sions from China, and nuich help or conquest from Jai)an, yet in spite of war, the arts

flouri.shed, and it was through Corea, and not from (Uiuia directly, that Japan reccMved

those elements of her civilization which are of Chinese origin, ('orea sent to Japan many
scholars, artists, and men of skill in every trade and profession, and the basis of nearly

every order of arts or handicrafts in Japan is Corean. The most noted ancient invasion

of the Japanese is that of the empress, Jingu Kogu, in the 3d century. Fusan (q.v.),

on the e. coast, has been held l)y the Japanese from very ancient times. In the 10th

c, Shinra ol)iain('d supremacy in the penisula, and united Corea was then named Kori

(Jap. Korai). In 1231 a.d., the Mongols invaded Corea, and in 1256, reduced it to vassal

age, after a bloody resistance, the Corean king going in person to the court of the con-

queror of continents to do homage. Anxious to humble Jajmn, Khublai Khan made
Corea his base of oi)erations for his exi)edition in 1273 which failed, and in 1281 for his

mighty armada of 3.500 war junks, and 180.000 Tartars, Coreans, and Chinese. Of his

vast fleet and host, few escaped tin; storm and tiie arrows of the Japanese. The Korai

dynasty came to an end in the 14lh c., the Contan king refusing or neglecting to ])ay

tri!)Ute to the Ming (Muperors of China. A (Jhinese army was sent against Corcia, and

the Corea ^^I'.n. Seikei dethroi)(;d the king, and. being made sovereign by the army,

made offers of homage to tiie (.'hinesc (;mperor, and receivc'd investiture as Cho-sen-o (king

of Chosen), the ancient name of th(; country having l)een restored. This was in 1392.

The dynasty thus established, rules Corea to-day. In 1582. Ilideyoslii (Taiko Sama)
having unified all Japan, resolved on the invasion of C^hina througii Corea, and sent

word to the latter to resume in full form iier ancient ndation as tributary vassal. Corea



having insultingly refused, Hideyoshi dispatched an army of 160,000 Japanese veterans,
under command of his generals Konishi and Kato, to invade Corea. So well organized
and equipped was the advance detachment, that within three weeks after their landing
at Fusan, they had reduced the castles along the line of march and were in the Seoul, or
capital (see Seoul). Pushing northward to Ping Yang, this city was occupied, and the
army of Konishi was reinforced by the other corps which had overrun the seven other
provinces of the peninsula. A Chinese army of 40,000 men now entered Corea, the tir^t

battle betw^ecn the allies and invaders being fought at Ping Yang (q.v.). Falling back
on Seoul, the Japanese fortified it, but massing their forces, left their intrenchments and
gave battle to the allies. In the hard-fought battle which ensued, ten thousand men
were said to have fallen. Diplomacy at Pekin and Kioto, and in Corea, checked hos-
tilities for a time; but the war was renewed with fresh vigor. Several severe naval
battles on a large scale w^ere fought; on land the castle of Kangan, one of the strongest
fortresses in the kingdom, was taken by the Japanese, the Chinese commander slain,

and 3,726 heads of Chinamen and Coreans were cut off and made into a trophy. Tho
final pivot of the war was at Urusan castle, a few miles n. of Fusan. During the
siege, which lasted one year, the large Japanese garrison was reduced by the straits of
hunger to eat human Hesh. Being relieved, a great pitched battle fought near the castle
resulted in bloody defeat of the Chinese and Coreans, The death of Hideyoshi occur-
ring soon after, the Japanese armies were withdrawn, and peace was made on the basis
of Corea's tributary vassalage to Japan. In 1636, the Manchu Tartars invaded Corea.
the king receiving investiture from the Manchu, who soon afterwards entered China,
and established the present dynasty on the throne of Clnna. Under every form
of national government, and of foreign conquest, Corea has remained tributary to
China, and until 1876 to Japan, her geographical position unfortunately rendering
her vulnerable to every invasion from e. or w., and making her like grist between
two great rival nations as millstones. Ko seeds of Christianity were left by the
Japanese army, though Konishi's division was largely composed of converts of the Jesuit
missionaries in Japan; nor by the crew of the Dutch ship SpariceJir shipwrecked off

<^uelpaert island in 1653, and detained as prisoners in Corea until 1667, when they
escaped, Hamel, the supercargo, writing an account of their adventures. Christianity
began in 1777. Piek-i, a young Corean scholar in a coterie of learned men. having found
some books on Christian doctrines, composed in Chinese by the Jesuits at Pekin,
brought into Corea by a member of the embassy, began the practice of the Christian life,

and the propagation of the new ideas. The native Christians increasing, ignorantly
formed a hierarchy among themselves, but abandoned it as greater knowledge showed
them their error. In 1794, the first Chinese priest, and in 1836, the first European mis-
sionary, M. Manbant, had penetrated Corea. Persecution marked the history of the
church from the very first, but with intervals of quiet. Down to 1866, after twenty'years of
uninterrupted labor, and eighty years of Corean Christianity, four bishops and* nineteen
priests, all except four being Frenchmen, had entered Corea. Of these, fourteen suf-
fered death at the hands of the government, and four died of toil or disease. Isine
having been put to death at once, in 1866, the French admiral, Roze, with seven ships
and 1000 men, captured Kang Hoa city (q.v.), but suffered repulse while attacking a
fortified monastery, and the badly-planned expedition failed. In Aug., 1866, the Ameri
can schooner General Sherman, with a cargo of cotton goods, glass, tin plate, etc.. and
heavily armed, left Chifu, China, on a trading or .«;emi-piratical expedition to Corea.
She had on board 19 Malay and Chinese sailors, and five foreigners, viz. . ^Ir. \Ym. B.
Preston, owner, and the captain and mate. Americans; Mr. Hogarth, supercargo, and
the Rev. Mr. Thomas, Englishman. The latter, though warned of the character of the
cruise, went on board as interpreter and to improve his knowledge of the Corean Ian
guage. Arriving in Ping Yang river, the)' made their way up to the city. What further
befell them is not fully known, but the Coreans most probably mistaking the foreigners
for their late enemies, Frenchmen, and being provoked into a quarrel, attacke(i and
killed them all. To obtain redress, the U. S. S. Wachuset, com. R. \V. Shufeldt, an('

the U. S. S. S. Shenandoah, com. J. C. Febiger, were dispatched in 1867 to the w
coast of Corea, but no satisfaction being obtained, the United States goveriiment deter
mined on sending an expedition to the Corean capital. The American fleet under comiuo
dore John Rodgers sailed from Nagasaki, Japan, ]\lay 16, 1870, reaching the French anchor
age off Kang Hoa on the 23d. The fleet consisted of the Colorado, Alaaka. Bemcia.
Monocacy, and Pahs, the force numbering about 1000 men, and having on board F
F. Low, U. S. minister to China, who was. if possible, to make a treaty with Corea.
Negotiations were soon opened;. but with unseemly haste, and without right or warrant,
four armed steam launches acting as "surveying boats" were sent up die Hang river,
together with the Monocacy and Palos. The Coreans. resenting this armed invasion of
their territory, fired on the Americans, who returned the fire wiih their heavy guns.
June 10, a further expedition of 2 gunboats, the 4 steam-launches, and 759 men. 'were
sent up the river to capture all the forts. Within 48 hours, the landing force and the cuu
boats co-operating, five forts were captured and dismantled, 50 flags and 481 pieces of
Artillery were taken, and probably 400 Coreans slain; the American loss beins: less than
15 wounded and 3 killed, among the latter the gallant lieut. ]\IcKee. The Corean gov
ernment refusing to open negotiations, the American commodore discharged his prison
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tis and returned to Shanghai, Cliina. Though England. Russia, France, Germany, and
the I'nited States had tailed to open Corea, the Japanese, after far greater prepara-
tions and equipments, resolved to succeed or go to war. Tlie immediate cause of their

aciion. was the tiring by a Coreaii fort upon one of their gun boats, the Unyo Kan, Sept.

19, 1875. The Japanese liavmg landed for water, ami l)eing m uniform similar to that

of American sailors, were probably mistaken l)y tfie Coreans for the latter, the i^lace

being the scene of the tight with the Americans in 1871. The mikado sent Arinori Mori
(see Mori, A.)toPekin to obtain from Cluna a declaration of neutrality. Iteceiving

from the Chinese a written disclaimer of all authority over Corea, the Jajianese govern-
ment dispatched a fleet and force to Corea, under gen. Kuroda, intrusting the diplo-

matic action to Inouye (q.v.). Imitating, even to minutest details, the ptUicy and
example of the American commodore Perry in dealing with Japan in 1854, Kuroda and
Inouye gained a like " brain- victory," and a treaty of amity and commerce was signed
Feb. 27, 1873. Under the provisions of this treafy, a Corean embassy visited Tokio in

1877, and t;ie port of Gensan (q.v.) with Fusan was opened to Japanese residence and
trade. In addition to the few Coreans residing in Japan and China, 5,000 live in Russian
Manchuria, chiefly in settlements along the lumen river, where tliey are instructed by
Russian teachers and missionaries. It is now proved by linguists that the Corean and
Japanese languages have a very close afflnity, the Corean being probabl}' the parent stock.

See .1 Comparative Study of the Japanese and Korean Languages, by ^V. G. Aston, in

journal of the royal Asiatic society of Great Britain, Aug., 1879. Education in Corea is

baseil on the C-hinese classics. For the best map of Corea see in Dallet, and that pub-
lished by the Japanese war department, size 5 ft. by 4. See Kiaproth, San Kokf Thou
Ran To Sets; Basil Halls A Voyage to the West Coast of Corea; The Corean Martyrs;
Grinnel's journey, American Geographical Society's journal, 1870-71; Dd]\(ii's Histoire de

K Elise de Coree, Corean Primer, and W. E. Griffis's Corea, soon to be issued.

COREOPSIS, a herbaceous plant of the order compositse, popularly known as tick-

seed, the fruit being in the shape of a small bug. It is sometimes raised in gardens
for the sake of its flowers, whicli are yellow with a purple center.

COR'INTII, a village in Alcorn co., Miss., near the Tennessee border; pop. '70,

1512—079 colored. During the war of the rebellion, tliis v;as a place of much impor-
tance and was early occupied by the confederates. After the battle of Shiloh, Beaure-
gard retreated to Corinth, followed by the unionists under Halleck. After some time
sj5ent in what went by the name of "the siege of Corinth," the confederates retreated

and Corinth was occupied by the union forces, Oct. 3, 1863, the confederates under-
took to recapture the place; but on the 4th they were signally defeated in an attempt to

carry it by assault, were routed, and fled in di-sorder. The union loss was 315 killed,

1812 wounded, and 232 prisoners; that of the confederates, 1423 found dead on the field,

probably 5,000 wounded, and 2,248 prisoners.

CORINTHIANS, EPISTLES to the (a/zi'd). From a passage in what is now named
the first epistle

—" I wrote to you in the epistle"—many have inferred that an earlier

letter had been sent by the apostle to the church of Corinth. The weight of evidence,

however, is against that opinion. The genuineness of the first epistle has never been
doubted, and it is attested by the earliest and most abundant proof. The most probable
date assigned to it is a.d. 54. It was occasioned by the divisions, immoralities, and dis-

orders which, the apostle had heard, were existing in the church; and by the request of

the church for instruction and advice. The epistle, therefore, naturally consists of two
parts: the first applying remedies, and the second answering questions.

In the first part, the apostle expresses pleasure and thankfulness, in view of the

abundant spiritual gifts which the Corinthian Christians had received. (1.) He then pro-

ceeds to rel)uke their divisions, and to give the reasons why they and all ('hristians

should be united in Christ and amon;:^ themselves. (2.) He condemns sharply the immo-
rality which some of them practiced, and the indilference to it which many of them
showed. Both the crime and the insensibility to its guilt had their origin in tlie corrup-

tion universal among the Gentiles, and so developed at Corinth that "to Corinthianize"

was a .synonym for licentiousness, and that all who had any remnant of jirudencc or of

shame felt that Corinth was no place for them. Henc(5 it followed that even true con-

verts Ijcgan th(;ir new life in an atmosphere of which we can have only the faintest idea,

now that the Gospel has been waging war against corruption for 1800 years.

In the .second part, the rpiestions submiticd by tlu; church are answered. They liad

refennice (1) lo marriage and celii)acy; (2) to the lawfulness of eating meats .saciificed

to idols; (3) to the decorum of manner proper for both men and women in religious

:i-;semi)lies; (4) to the impropriety in their observance of the Lord's supper, which, like

Jic immorality already spoken of, was the elTect of their 1)irth and training amidst the

Jlsgraceful practices of idolatrous fcjstlvify; (5) to unbelief in the resurrection of the

dead; and(O) to the estimate in which spiritual gifts should Ix; held. On all these points,

piinciples are announced and argnmerits enforced which, while meeting th(^ difllciilties

and errors then prevalent, have also a general application. At the close; of the epistle,

directions arc given for contributions, and salutations are sent to the members of the

church.
The genuineneas of tlie second epistle Vias been as generally admitted as that of the;
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first and it is equally well attested bj' both external and internal proots. It was writ-

ten soon alter the first, as a sequel to it, and probably from Pliiii])!)i, Having been
informed by Titus of the effects produced by his reproofs and inslructions, Paul was
comforted and encouraged, yet saw that the reformation had been only partial. Many
of the Corinthians had amended their lives many were deeply penitent; a grievously
offending member of the church had been expelled, and rcncvved respect for the apostxe

had been shown. Some, however, still under the influence of false teachers, denied the

divme authority of the apostle's ministry, and endeavored to turn his letter against him-
self. They charged him with vacillation of purpose, with severity, with vainglory and
even urged against him personal infirmity as an offset to official power. The second
epistle was written to meet these circumstances of the church. In it the apostle

<1) answers the charge of vacillation, affirming that his delay in visiting them had been
caused by tlie persecution to which he liad been subjected, and by his desire to afiord

them longer time for perfecting the reformation which they had begun. (2) He assures

them that, so far from having been tyrannical or severe in his discipline, he earnestly

desired the welfare both of the church and of the particular offender, and that as

the good effect of the sentence of excommunication had been manifested, he hoped that

]t would no longer be enforced. (3) He ascribes the great success of his ministry alto-

gether to the power and grace of God. He acknowledges his own personal unworthi
ness and weakness, but appeals confidently to the abundant testimony which God had
given to his work in preaching the gospel and establishing the church. Nowhere had
this divine support been more triumphantly displayed than among the Corinthians
themselves; and it would continue to be given, however contumacious any of them
might be. (4) He renews his affectionate exhortations to a holy and beneficent life.

CORIP'PUS, Flavius Cresconius, a native of Africa, supposed to have lived in

the 6th c. ; author of a panegyric on Justin the younger, Byzantine emperor from 5G5 to

578 A.D. Corippus was also the author oi Johannis, a poem celebrating the exploit'- of

a proconsul of that name in Africa in Justinian's time.

CORMONTAIGNE, Louts de, 1696-1752; a French military engineer who took
part in some of the most important sieges in the Polish and Austrian wars. He had
charge of the line of fortification from Calais to the Rhone, and he built nsw defenses

at Strasburg, Metz, and Thionville.

CORNA'RO, Caterina, 1454-1510; aqueen of Cyprus. She succeeded her husband,
wlio had acted as regent until 1473. After a troubled reign of 16 years, she abdicated
in favor of the Venetian republic. Titian painted her portrait, and her history has been
a favorite study for romance writers.

(^ORNBURY, Edward Hyde. Lord, d. 1723. He was grandson of Edward
Hyde, first earl of Clarendon, and one of the earliest among the household troops to

desert from the service of James II. William III. made him governor of the province
of New York, where he arrived in May, 1702. His administration was rapacious and
disgraceful, and after six years he was removed. He was for a long time under arrest

by his creditors, but was relieved on the death of his father, when he succeeded to the

title and estates.

CORNEILLE, Thomas, 1625-1709; brother of Pierre, and 20 years younger. At an
early age he developed a facility for rhyming, and naturally followed his brother's

steps. From about his 22d year he produced plays in ra])id succession, occasionally
with the help of Pierre, but for the most part alone. At his brother's death, he sue
ceeded to the vacant chair in the academy. He then turned his attention to philology
and translation, producing a dictionary intended as a supplement to that of the academy.
This was followed by a complete translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses. Seven years
afterwards he lost his sight, but this did not stop his work, for he soon produced in

three folio volumes a QeogrnphicM and Hisioncal Dictionary. Some of his works were
remarkably successful. His Timocrnte had the longest run of any play in the century,
and for La Devincsesse he received 6.000 livres, the largest sum known to have been
paid by an author from a single piece; and finally one of his pieces, Le BarondCr'i

Foudrieres, had the distinction of being hissed off the stage.

CORNELIA, one of the greatest women in Roman history, was the younger daughter
of Scipio xVfricanus the elder, the conqueror of Carthage, and nK)ther of the great tri

l)unes, Tiberius and Caius Gracchus, and of Cornelia, the wife of Scipio Africanus the

younger. On the death of her husband, refusing numerous offers of marriage, including
<'ven one from king Ptolemy, she devoted herself to the education of her childien. a task

for which her lofty spirit and wide attainments rendered her admirably fitted, and.

which had extraordinary results. The only attack ever made upon iier lofty reputation
was the charge that she was concerned in the death of her son-in-law, Scipio, which
was, there is no reason to doubt, a base slander. On b.er death a statue was erected
to her memory bearing the inscription— "Cornelia. ]\iother of the Gracchi." To a
Campanian lady who asked to see her jewels, she is said to have pro.-ented her sons as

the only jewels of which she could boast. After the murder of Caius. the second of
her .sons, she retired to Misenum, where she devoted herself to Greek and Latin litera-

ture, and to the society of men of letters.
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CORNELIUS, Elias!, d.d., 1794-1832; a native of New York, graduated at Yale,.

.

1813. aud studied theology under pres. Dwiglit, and afterwards under Dr. Lyniao
Beecher. He was licensed to preach in 1816, and was appointed agent for the Ameri-
can board of commissioners for foreign missions. He was sent to the southern states to

raise funds to establish missions among the Indians, and while on his way to the Chicka-
saw nation he redeemed, from a band of Cherokees, a white girl, whose mother had
been killed. He provided for the child, and subsequently wrote her history in The
LtUk O'iiige Girl, which became a popular Sunday-school book. From 1819 to 1826, he
was pastor of a Congregational church in Salem, ]Mass., and in the latter year was-

appointed secretary of the American education society. In 1829, he was chosen pro-

fessor of divinity in Dartmouth college, but he declined the place. In 1832, he became
secretary of the American board of commissioners for foreign missions,

CORNELL'. Ezra, 1807-74; founder of the Cornell university at Ithaca, N. Y.
He was b. in Westchester co., N. Y,, and was among the earliest to appreciate the

great value of the electric telegraph, in the promotion of which he accumulated a large

fortune, the greater portion of which went tow^ard the establishment of the noble insti-

tution bearing his name. His son Alonzo B. w\as elected governor of New York in.

1879, to hold office for three years.

CORNELL' UNIVERSITY, at Ithaca, Tompkins co., N. Y., went into operatioa
in 1868 as an unsectarian institution. Its charter provides that no officer or student
shall be admitted or excluded on any religious or political opinions, arid that at no time
shall the majority of the trustees be of one religious sect or of no religious sect. Its.

foundation was partly the land-scrip, representing 990,000 acres, which had been
received by the state of New York from the national government under the laud grant
of 1862; and partly a donation of $500,000 by Mr, Ezra Cornell, of Ithaca; with addi-

tions by trustees McGraw, Kelley, Sclby, aud Sage, and president White. Eleven
courses of study lead to degrees, viz. : agriculture, architecture, arts, chemistry and
physics, civil engineering, literature, mathematics, mechanics, natural history, aud
philosophy. Those not studying for degrees choose their own course. Five large

buildings are devoted to the uses of the university. A sixth is rented to students and
others. Sage college is a boarding-hall for lady students, and Sage chapel is a beauti-

ful building devoted to religious services. The grounds, comprising 258 acres (of

which 135 are used as a farm by the agricultural department), are beautifully situated

upon the upland e. of the village of Ithaca, 400 ft. above Cayuga lake, are valued at

$94,000, and the buildings at $570,000. The annual income of the university is about
$100,000. There is a laboratory for anatomy, one for botany, one for general chemis-
try, one for agricultural chemistry, and one for each of tlie departments of entomology,
geology, meclianic arts, and physics. Among the collections are 1S7 Rau models of

plows from the roj'al agricultural college of Wurtemberg, the Auzoux veterinary models,
models of plants in papier mache, the Sandwich islands herbarium, the Jewett collec-

tion of fossils, a collection of Brazilian Indian antiquities, the Silliman collection of
minerals, the Newcomb collection of 25,000 species of shells, a collection of 850 archi-

tectural photographs, and collections of models in architecture and free-hand drawing.
The library contains 37,024 bound volumes, and 12,970 pamphlets. On the 1st of Jan.,

1880, there were 43 professors and assistant-professors, 8 instructors, 435 students, and
G22 alumni. Twenty-live professors and assistant-professors and 7 instructors are

engaged in teaching scicntilic branches; 17 professors and assistant-professors and one

instructor in teaching literature, history, and philosophy; and one professor in teach-

ing military s(;ience and tactics. During the year ending Aug., 1879, there were 160

classical or ])artially classical students; 106 strictly scientific, and 158 partially scien-

tific—total, 484. Women are admitted on the same terms as men, except that the

former must be 17 years of age. After becoming students, all are U])on exactly tlie:

same footing, except that women are excused from military drill or its substitute. The
first-year class is required to drill two terms of the year three times a week. The three

other classes are required to take the same drill or to take extra university work equiva-

lent to two recilalions a week. There is no preparatory department. There are no
compulsory religious exercises of any kind, nor is any religious test allowable in any
ease. There is, however, a fund of $30,000 for the support of (Jhristhui preaching in

the chapel, and, except in winter, the i)ulpit is ret^ularly supplied by the best preacher.s.

of the various ('hristian denominations in turn. Each of the assembly districts of the

.state (128 in all) may send yearly one student for four years' free tuition; the choice t(v

be made by competitive examination from the best scholars, male and female, in the

.diiTerent academies and public schools, l)ut subject to the usual entrance examination
at the university.

CORNIIERT, or KOORNHERT, Dikdkik, 1522-90; a Dutch writer on politics and
theology. He was seenjtary to the Inirgomasters of Amsterdam in 1564, and active in

opposing Spanish tyranny, being the author of the manifesto which the i)rince of

Orange ])ublis]H;fl in 1506. He was injjirisoiK'd by tlu; government, but escaped to

Cleves, where he inaint;iined himself l)y his art of engraving on (u)pper. When the

states became free lu* relurncd. ;infl wa< made secretary of state. He was a famous
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llieolo^ia;., and held controversies with both Koiiian Catholics aud reformers, but
refused to join either side.

CORNIF'EROUS PERIOD, the second of the five great divisions of the Devonian
or old red sandstone a.i;e, in American geology. It was the great limestone period of
America, and contains the upper llelderberg, the Schoharie, and the Cauda galliepochs"^

CORN, INDIAN. See Maize, ante.

CORNING, a t. and village in Steuben co., N. Y,, on the Chemung river, and t-lie

Erie, the Corniug and Blossburg, the Buffalo and Corning, and the New York rail-

roads; 13 m, w. of Elmira; pop. '75 (township), 6,796. Tlie principal trade is in coal
and lumber, great quantities of the latter being floated down the Susquehanna. There
is also water communication with the Erie canal.

CORNING, Erastus, 1794-1872; b. Conn.; early settled in Albany, N. Y., as an
iron merchant, where he accumulated a large fortune. He was a member of congress
from 1857 to 1863, and again in 1865-67. He was for many years one of the great rail-

road owners and operators of the couiftry

CORNISH LANGUAGE, a form of speech allied to Welsh and Armorican; not a
living language since the beginning of the century. It seems to have been in u.se in
Corn -.vall and w. Devonshire, Eng.

CORNPLANTER, d. 1836; Chief of the Seneca Indians, a half-breed, the son of
John O'Bail, an Indian trader. He was present at Braddock's defeat, and was one of
those who, during the revolution, devastated Wyoming valley. After peace, lie became
friendly with the Americans, and was, with Red Jacket, a leader and counselor of his
people. He was strongly opposed to the use of liquor, and was one of the most eloquent
temperance orators of the country. He lived to be 100 years old.

CORN SNAKE, a non-venomous serpent common in the southern states, of brown,
color, and sometimes 5 ft. long. It is quite tame, and lives upon mice and other small
animals.

CORNUTUS, L. AnnyEUS, a Stoic philosopher of the time of Nero, a native of
Lybia, but a resident of Rome, He was the teacher and friend of Persius, who left to
him all his books and a large sum of money. He took the books, but gave the money
to the sisters of the donor. Although a friend of Nero, the tyrant banished Coruutus
because he did not like his advice as to the number of books in which ho (Nero) pro-
posed to write the history of the Romans. Cornutus was a voluminoiw writer, but little

is known concerning his works,

CORNWALL, a village and township in Litchfield co., Conn., 37 m. w. of Hartford,
near the Housatonic railroad; pop, '70, 1772, In 1818, a mission school was established
in Cornwall for the purpose of qualifying converts from paganism to preach the gospel
to their countrymen. It was discontinued a few years later,

CORNWALL, a t. in Orange co., N. Y., on the w, bank of the Hudson river, a little

n, of the highlands, and embracing the village of West Point; pop, '75, 6,572 (including
the new town of Highlands). It is a picturesque region, and is much frecjuented in
summer by tourists and sojourners from the cities.

CORNWALL, a t. and port of entry in Stormont co., province of Ontario, Canada,
on the n. side of tlie St. Lawrence river, at the lower end of the Long Sault rapids, 67
m. above IMontreal, and on the Grand Trunk railway; pop. about 3.500. There is excel-
lent water-power, auvl manufacturing is the chief industry.

CORNWALL, Barry. See Procter, Bryan Waller, ante.

CORO (recently named Falcon), a state in Venezuela on the Caribbean sea and the
gulf of Venezuela, the extreme n. part of tiic republic; 10.253 sq.m.; pop, 99.920, It
is drained by many small rivers emptying into the Caribbean sea, one of which, the
Tocoyo, is navigable for 120 miles. The soil is sandy and dry. and a large portion is

still covered with forests. The principal productions are coffee, corn, cacao, and trop-
ical fruits.

CORO, or Santa A.^x de Coro, a maritime t. in Venezuela, capital of the province
of Falcon, on the peninsula dividing the gulf of Venezuela from the Caribbean sea, 155
in. w.n.w, of Valencia; pop. 7.000 The town is poorly built, the streets are unpaved,
and there are no important public buildings. The climate is liot and unhealthy. The
water supply is brought b}^ mules from springs some miles away. There is some trade
wiih the West Indies, This is one of the oldest of the Spanish settlements, having been
formed in July, 1527. The town suffered greatly in the Venezuelan war of independ-
ence.

CORO'NA, in astronomj', the name given to the phenomenon seen around the sun
during a total eclipse. This phenomenon is a complex one, and comprises effects due
to the sun's surroundings or the various layers of its atmosphere, to the light falling on
something between the observer and the siin, and to certain physiologicaK^ffeots in^the
eye. The solar part of the phenomenon comprises the '" chromosphere," a layer of
brightly incandescent hydrogen, with other included metallic vapors, which lie imme-
diately over that interior part of the sun which we ordinarily see; the "prominences."
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or "red flames," •which are the local uprisings ol' the chromosphere; and outside of all,

the " coroual atmospl)ere," which consists, as far as known, of hydrogen less brightly

incandescent than thai in the chroniospljcre. and of an unknown sul)s,tance, the vapor
density of which appears to be less than tliat of hydrogen.

CoKOX^K, in meteorology, colored rings seen around the sua or moon through poou-

liax forms of cloud. See Ualo, ante.

COR'ONACn, a dirge, or wailing for the dead, long common among the Gaels of

Scotland and Ireland in early times. '^I'hc practice seems to have been in vogue in

Greece and Kome, and is still, to some extent, in use at Irish wakes,

CORONER (ante), in the United States, elected or appointed, usually one or more iu

each county or city. The functions of a coroner are almost exclusively conlined to hold-

ing inquests upon persons who have died by violence or accitlent, or in a sudden or

mysterious manner, lie summons a jury, and if need be a physician, and inquires into

the facts, after which a verdict is returned. Keither the coroner nor the jury have

any defined responsibility; Ihey can only rccomnu^nd, except in cases of crime, where
the coroner has power to cause arrests and to commit to prison.

COIIOT, Jean Baptists Camille, 1796-1875; a French landscape painter. He
labored many years without special recognition, but triumphed at last, and received the

cross of the legion of honor and many other marks of distinction. Among his works
are "View in Italy," " Souvenir of the Environs of Florence," " Dance ol the Nymphs,"
"Sunset in the Tyrol," " Ilagar in the Desert," "Dante and Virgil," "Repose," "Soli-

tude, etc.

CORPORAL (ante), in the United States, does not differ from the same ofhcer in

England. lie is the lowest oflicer in a company, standing between a private and sergeant,

and does duty in the ranks as a private,except that he places and relieves sentinels, and
at drill has charge of a squad.

CORPORATION (ante). There are, strictly speaking, no ecclesiastical corporations

in the United States. In addition to the explanation given respecting English corpora-

tions which serves equally to define the position of our own, it may be said, that cor-

porations are public and private. A public corporation (as a village) is a governmental
instrument, and may be dissolved at the will of the creating power; but a private cor-

poration, as a college, cannot be dissolved at will, as no state has the power to deny
obligation of contracts. Therefore it is that in many instances the right of repeal is

reserved by the state in the charter of the corporation. But a private corporation may
be dissolved for the non-fulfillment of contract, for misdirection of funds, and for other

•causes. The law respecting the power of corporations to inherit money or estate is dif-

ferently construed in different states; in some they are entirely deprived of right of

inheritance, while in others they have the right under various restrictions, such as the

limitation of the value of the bequest, or an expiration of a certain time between the

making of the will and the death of the testator. A corporation may, through an

agent, act outside of the limits of its own state, unless prohibited from so doing by a

special enactment. The direction of corporations is never placed in the hands of one
person, as in England, but is generally vested in a board of trustees. The property of

a corporation is subject to the control of the U. S. court of bankruptcy, and the corpora-

lion may be sued as an individual.

CORPS D'ARMI^^E (a7iie), a title not used iu the United States. At present the army
is in three great divisions: the Atlantic, the Pacific, and the JMissouri': During
the late war, sections of the army were known by location, such as the army of the Poto-

mac, or of the Cumberland.

CORPS L1^:GISLATIF, the name of the lower house of the French national legis-

lature under Napoleon III. from 1857 to 1870. Members were elected for six-year

rmtes.

CORPULENCE. Sec Obesity, a7ite.

CORPUS CATIIOLICO'RUM, a name given in Germany after the peace of West-
phalia to the Roman Catholic division of the ('m])ire. The elector of JMayence was at

the liead or president of the cori)U3 catholicorum, which generally lu^ld its meetings in

a convent of that city in which the diet ha))pencd to mevX. Tlie corpus catholicorum

was extinguished by the abolition of the German empire in 180G.

CORPUS CIIPJSTI, the sent of ju.sticc of Nueces co., Texas, 178 m. s.e. of Austin;

pop. '70, 2,140—288 colored. Tlicre is a good harbor, with steamboat communication
with N(;w Orleans, and considerable trade.

(X)RPUS CLEAR ACTION, and ( okimtculah PiiiLOfiOpnY. See Atom, ante.

CORPUS DOCTRI'NyE, collections of writings which were intended to have author-

ity in the Protestant churches of Germany. The chief collection was CorpuH PhiUppi-

cum, containing the Apostolic, the Nicean, and the Athanasian creeds, the Augsburg
confession, and iMclanchlhon's Loci Coimnuiicn. This, and similar collections were .'uper-

«cded by the Jujnnuld ('uncordicp.

CORPUS .TIRIS. See L.vw. nvtr.
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CORPUS JURIS CANON ICI. See Canon Law, ajiie.

CORRE A DA SERRA, Josk Francisco, 1750-1823; a Portuguese politician and
scieutiht. who was eciucaled and look orders in Rome. Witii tlie assistance of the duke
of Alaloes, he founded the Portuuuese academy of science, in Lisbon, and was made
perpetual secretary with the privilege of publishing its transactions without reference

to censorship, lie soon came in conflict with the church, through the inquisition, and
fled to France, and afterwards went to England, where lie became secretary to tlie

Portuguese legation. In 1813, he came to New York; and in 1816, he was made Portu-
guese minister at Washington; in 1820, he was called home and made a member of the

financial council, with a seat in t::.e cortes. He ranked high as a botanist.

CORRIE, Daniel, 1777-1837; a native of England, w-ho was appointed archdeacon
of Calcutta in 1823, and bishop of Madras in 1835. He was a laborer in missions with
Buchanan, Wartyn, Hebcr, and Turner. He translated prayers, homilies, and other
religious works into Hindustanee, and made an ancient history in English for schools
in India.

CORRY, a city in Erie co., Penn., an outgrowth of the great petroleum speculation,

situated at the crossing of the Atlantic and Great AVestern, and Philadelphia and Erie
railroads, and at the terminus of other roads in the oil region; j)op. '70, 6,809. There
are manufactories, and general business; but its establishment and prosperity are due
to the discovery of oil, or petroleum. It was charters d as a city in 1866.

CORSSEN, WiLHELM Paul, 1820-75; a German philologist, :i native of Bremen,
educated in the university of Berlin, and professor in the Stettin gymnasium. He
published The Pronunciation, Vocaliziitiou, and Accentitalion of the Latin Language,
which is considered to be the best work thus far published on the subject. At the

time of his death ho was engaged on the second volume of an elaborate work on the

Etruscan speech.

COR'TE, a t. in Corsica, on the Tavignano, 35 m. n.e. of Ajaccio;pop. '66. 6,094.

Paoli, a native of the place, established and endowed here in 1836 an important school.

There is also a communal college.

CORTE-REAL', the name of a noble Portuguese family. In 1500, Gaspard Corte-
Real landed on the Labrador coast and stole some of the natives, whom he took to

Portugal and sold for slaves. He went the next year for another cargo, but never
returned. Then his brother Miguel set out to find him, and he never returned. Then
the king of Portugal sent two ships to find them, but nothing could be learned of their

fale. A third brother. Vasco, intended to make a search, but was prevented by the

king. The family produced one poet, Jeronymo, who also was a sailor.

CORTLAND, a co. in central New York, intersected by the Syracuse and Bingham-
tou and the Southern Central railroad; 480 sq.m.; pop. '75, 24,4;>4. There is iron ore

in some places, but agriculture is the chief business, the produ(.'tion of cheese, butter,

and maple sugar being prominent. Co. seat, Cortland.

CORTLAND, a village and seat of justice of Cortland co., N. Y.. on the Syracuse
and Binghamtou railroad, 36 m. s. of Syracuse; pop. of township, '75, 6,184.

CORTONA, PiETKO Berkettini da. 1596-1669; an Italian architect and painter
employed by Urban VIII. to decorate a chapel and to execute the frescoes on the ceiling

of the grand salon of the Barberini palace, which, with others from his hand, are among
the most remarkable specimens of decorative art of the period. The church of Santa
Maria del Pace in Rome was his best architectural work.

CORUNNA, a province of Spain, in Galicia, forming the extreme n.w. corner of the
kingdom, bordering on the bay of Biscay and the Atlantic ocean; about 3,000 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 030,504. It has a sinuous and rugged coast, and is traversed by mountain
ridges, between which run a number of small rivers. Much of the province is still

woodland, and wild boars infest the original forests. Iron, silver, copper, and coal

are found. There is a moderate degree of agriculture. The chief town is Corunna.

CORVINUS, Matthias. See IMattiiias Corvinx's, ante.

CORVUS, M. Valerius, a general of the early Roman republic, b. about 370 B.C.

He Avas twice dictator and six times consul, and occupied the curule chair 21 times.

He defeated the Gauls, the Volsci, the Samnites, the Etruscans, and the Marsi. He
lived to be 100 years old.

CORWIN, Thomas, 1794-1865; b. Ky. ; a lawyer, practicing in Ohio, where bis

eloquence soon made him politicall}' prominent. He was a lending member of the whig
party, and a member of congress in 1830. In 1840, he was chosen governor of his state;

in 1845, elected to the U. S. senate, where he made a powerful speech against the
proposed war with Mexico. In 1850, he was secretary' of the treasury; in 1858, again
a member of congress; and in 1861, minister to Mexico. He was a man of great force
of character.

CORYBAN'TES, priests of Cybele, in Phrygia, who celebrated her worship by-

dressing in full armor and performing loose dances to the music of flutes and cymbals.
It is said that under the influence of the music and the dance they became insane, and
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were supposed to be possessed b}' spirits. In Romu Iht- priests of Cylx.'l(,' Mere called

Gain.

CORYELL, a co. iu central Texas on Leon river; 960>q.m. ; pop. '70, 4,124—279
colored. The surface is rolling or liilly, with timber-land and prairie. Stock-raising is

the principal business. Co. seat, Gatesville.

COSEN'ZA, a province in Calabria, s. Ital}', between the gulf of Ttirento and the

Mediterranean; 2,841 sq.m.; pop. 440,468. The region is mountainous, being traversed

by the Apennines down to the sea. Tlie vine, the olive, silk, and fruits are cultivated.

COSHOCTON, a co. in central Ohio, on the Muskingum river and its tributaries,

traversed by the Ohio canal, and the Pittsburg. Cincinnati and St. Louis railroad; 510

sq.m. ;
pop. '70, 23,600. The surface is hilly, and the soil is generally productive: wheat,

corn, oats, butter, and wool are the chief productions. Co. seat, Coshocton.

COSMOG ONY {ante), properly denotes the science of the world's formation, but, iu

the absence of knowledge, is applied to theories on the subject and even to mythical

accounts. The views of the ancients in regard to it may be comprised in three classes.

1. That the world is eternal both in matter and form. Aristotle taught that heaven and
earth, inanimate substances and living beings, had no beginning, but were the eternal

etTect of an eternal cause. Yet he believed that that cause was a spiritual su])stance;

that God is an intelligent spirit, incorporeal, indivisible, immovable, the mover of all

things; and that the world is an emanation from him rather than a creation b}' him.

2. That the matter of the world is eternal, but not its form. ^Asserting that from
nothing nothing could come, many felt compelled to maintain that the world has always
existed in some form. Yet the many (evident changes equally compelled them to deny
that any one form was eternal. The first forms, as they said, had a succession of vari-

able movements which became regular by chance. The Greek poets, folloAving the old

mythological views, represent the universe as coming forth from chaos and darkness,

without the action of God. Some philosophers ascribed all things to an infinity of

atoms or indivisible particles, having form, size, and weight, existing from eternity,

moving by chance, combining into a variety of substances, and changed in the progress

of time into the present organization of things. The Stoics attributed the origin of

all things to two principles which they called God and matter, yet regarded them
both as corporeal, as they did not admit the existence of spiritual beings. 3. The third

theory ascribes the origin of the world to a great spiritual creator. There are traces

of it among the Etruscans, Magi, Druids, and Brahmans, Avho probably derived it by
tradition from a primitive revelation. It was, to some extent, received among the

Greeks and Romans. It is especially the doctrine of the Scriptures, which teach it

with the supreme design of exhibiting the wisdom and power of God rather than of
setting forth, with what we call scientific exactness, the modes and processes by which
the worlds were formed. They employ common language as that which the most sci-

entific and the most uncultured alike understand and use. And although their main
design is not to teach physical science, yet. considered as the w^ord of God, whenever
they do speak concerning his works, they must speak the truth. That the harmony
between the word and the works may appear, it is necessary that both should be fully

imderstood. If either or both be incorrectly interpreted, contradictions necessarily

apjjear. In the past, the interpretations of both have been either absolutely false or
only imperfectly true. But as biblical and physical science, each in its own line, advance
towards perfection, the harmony between them is seen to be great and wonderful.

The account at the opening of tlie Bible, as at present understood, sets forth the

following points. 1. That the matter of the world had its origin " in the beginning"
by the action of God. The word bara, translated " create," is used three times in the

narrative, at its great transition points, with reference to the original matter, of animal
life, and of man endowed with t^piritual life; in all other instances, where proces.ses of
formation only are implied, another word, amh, translated "made," is used ; and at the

close both are joined together: " God created to make .''
2. Matter in its ])riniilive state

is said to have been "without form and void ;" both words have substantially Ihe same
meaning

—

empty, and by the repetition signify very empty; thus they su]»ply the fit

description of gaseous matter. 3. It is said that darkness prevailed unbroken. 4. That
motion was imparted tf) the mass. The root of the word le-hdin. signifies, revolving or
circular motion, and the form of it denotes that to which such motion has been imparted.

5. TIu; action of God's i)ovver on the mass. 6. Light (lilTuscd through the mass as one
of the first results of motion. 7. Separation of light from darkness. Light, wherever
existin;^, is called " day," and darkness, wherever remaining, is called night. This
markedofi' theyi/-.'<< period. H. The .yrr^^z/YZ period was distinguished by the formation, not

of a" tirmaiiKait" (as the English translation has it, from the \ji\\'\i\ fn/iamentnni, and that

from the Greek dzEpEooiicx, all descriljing the heaven as a solid sphere), hui ()[ an expand

^

as Moses .says, giving a good expression for the atmosphere expanded around the world.
The great idea of the second [)eriod's work Is division or sef)aration. This follows from
motion as certainly as light. "The vast primitive nebula of the first jjcriod breaks up
into masses, and tliese are concentrated intf) stars." i). 'J'o th(! /A/rr/ perif)d two works
are assigned: (a) The formation of th(! material glol)e of the earth. The main fact

expressed is the condensation (jf matter into tlie solid globe and its rupiid covering.
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The result is given without auy statement of the process, (b) The introductiou of vege-
table life as the connecting link between inert matter and animal life. An outline of
the system is given once for all at the origin of it. 10. At the fourth period, the sun,
moon, and stars appeared as within the earth's atmosphere, to give light to the earth; to
divide its day from its night; and to govern its seasons, days, and years. These were
not formed in the fourtii period, but then appeared, the original light of the earth hav
ing declined sufhciently to make them visible within its atmosphere. 11. The ffth and
*/a?^^ periods unfold the successive creation of the various tribes of animals which people
the water, the air, and the land, "in the precise order indicated by geology." In Wxe fifth
the water-animals were created, marine monsters and birds; the bixih (the third period
in the era of life) was distinguished (as the third in the era of matter had been) by two
works: (a) the formation of the higher animals that live on the land, and (b) the creation
of man. For the former, the word employed is " God iftade." The word " create" hav-
ing been used to describe the beginning of animal life, all the moditicatious of it are
described only as "made." But the second work of the sixth period was the introduction
of a higher order of life, consequently it is said, God '' created"' msin in his image.
12. The creative and formative works of the .'ix periods are followed by the seventh,
the period of God's resting from them both. That this is still in progress is indicated
in the record by no evening being assigned to it, as had been to all of the six, and in

the universe by its being simply upheld in existence without the creation of any new
worlds or new orders of creatures. And as the Scriptures, at the beginning, declare
the fact of God's resting from the work of formation, so, at the close, they announce
that the work is to be resumed. He that sitteth on the throne said— "Behold, I make
all things new." These six periods of work the account calls "days." For a long time
it was assumed, without reflection, that they were only 24 hours long. Consequently
when, by examination of the rocks and strata of the earth, scientific inquirers were
brought to believe that its formation had been continued through a very long period,

there was an apparent and startling contradiction between the new science and the

Bible. But the account in Genesis nowhere limits the length of the periods. It uses
the Hebrew word yoni (to which the English word "day" corresponds) in six different

applications. 1. As meaning Uglit, in opposition to darkness or night, without refer-

ence to duration. 2. The day of 24 hours—the period of the rotation of the earth, indi-

cated by the apparent rising and .setting of the sun and stars. 3. The illuminated por-

tion of these 24 hours, as distinguished from the dark, making the earth's day and
night. 4. The cosmogonic day. the length of which is the question to be determined.
5. The sum of the whole six of these periods— " in the day that the Lord God made the
heavens and the earth." 6. The seventli day, without being yet ended, has already
been as long as the whole number of years since the earth and heaven were made ready
for man—that is, according to the lowest computation, nearly 6,000 solar years. More-
over, the account does not determine how long the interval was between " the begin-
ning" and the origin of light, or that between the .successive periods of work. If. there-

fore, the strata of the earth certainly show that they have been formed during a verj'

long period of time, what is there in the Mosaic account that is inconsistent with
tliem? The views on the scientific side of the subject presented in this article have
been either taken from the published writings of prof. Arnold H. Guj^ot or confirmed
by comparison with them.

COSTA-CABRAL', Antonio Bernakdo da. Count de Thomar, b. 1803; a Portu-
guese statesman, educated atCoimbra; judge of the supreme court in Oporto and in

Lisbon; a representative in 1835, and prime minister in 1838, and again in 1841. In the

next year he fomented insurrection in Oporto, assumed control of the army, established

a censorship of the public schools, suppressed the universities, p.nd so oppressed the

people with taxes that he was driven from power in 1846. In 1849. he was once more
appointed prime minister, and again played the dictator; but was compelled to resign.

The queen refused to accept his resignation, and a revolution was started against him,
which overthrew his administration in April, 1851. He fled to England, but returned
the next year, and became a member of the council of state. From 1859 to 1861, he
was minister to Brazil.

COSTA RICA {ante). This republic has been an independent state since 1821, from
1824 to 1839 forming a part of the confederation of Central America, and subsequently
separate; now governed under the constitution of Dec. 22, 1871. The legislative power
is vested in a congress of one chamber, chosen in electoral assemblies, the members of
which are returned by universal suffrage. The congressmen are elected for four yeai^s.

one half retiring every two years. The executive authority is in the hands of a president,

elected in the same manner as the congres ' for four-year terms. He is assisted by two
vice-firesidents, elected annually b}' the congress. In recent years, there have been con-
stant changes by revolutions and wars, scT that few presidents have served their full

terms. The administration is carried on by the ministers of justice and the interior, of

public instruction and foreign affairs, of finance and ccnnmerce. and of public works.
The latest estimate of the area of the republic is 26.040 sq. miles. There exist onh'
vague estimates of the po]nilation. which is supposed to number from 180.000 to 190,000,
but staled at twice as much in governnienl returns. The exports of the country con-
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sist almost entirely of coffee. In 1874. there whs in process of construction a line of
railway from Alajuela to Limon, 114 m., destined to connect the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans. At the close of June. 1877, there were in all the country 200 m. of telegraph
lines. The old weiglits and measures of Spain are in use, but the French metric system
will probably soon be introtluced.

Costa Rica is exceedingly fertile, its forests being filled with an immense variety of
timber and useful dye-woods, such as mahogany, ebony, india-rubber, Brazil wood, and
oak. Nearly all the fruits of the tropical and temperate zones thrive well, and tiower
ing plants are in great profusion. Coffee, rice, maize, barley, potatoes, beans, and
bananas arc cultivated in the interior; cocoa, vanilla, sugar cane, tobacco, cotton, and
indigo on the warmer coast lands. In the forests are tiie jaguar, tapir, ocelot, puma,
deer, and wild pig. Birds of all kinds, including the splendid quetzal or trogen, fill the

woods. Among reptiles are the alligator, the iguana, and many other lizards, the bobo,

the black-snake, and the rattlesnake. Among domestic animals, o.xen and mules are the

most valuable. There are no manufacturing industries worth noticing; but the country
IS rich in gold, silver, copper, iron, nickel, zinc, lead, and marble, of which only gold,

silver, and copper have been worked. The country is divided into the .six provinces of

San Jose, Cartago, Heredia, Alajuela, Guanacaste, and Punta Arenas.

Costa Rica was one of the earliest discovered parts of America; Columbus touched
its shores on his third voyage. In 1831, when all the provinces which formed the king-

dom of Guatemala declared their independence of Spain, two parties—one desiring union
with Mexico under the dynasty of Iturbide, the other seeking to form a, separate repub-

lic—divided opinions in the revolted provinces. In Costa Rica, the town of Cartago
chose the former, and San Jose the latter. The opposing factions met, and the republi-

cans were victorious, whereupon the seat of government wa.s transferred from Cartago
to San Jose. In 1824, Costa Rica joined the Central American confederation; but that

union was dissolved in 1839. In 1856, fearing for her own safety, the republic declared

war against the filibuster William Walker, who had taken possession of Nicaragua.
The Costa Ricau forces, led by the president, Don Juan Mora, met Walker's troops under
col. Schlesinger near Santa Rosa, routed them, followed them into Nicaragua, and, in

conjunction with the forces of the other states, surrounded Walker in the city of Rivas,

forcing his surrender to the commander of the United States .sloop St. Mary's, under
whose protection he left the country. On the 17th of Feb., 1872, the ministers plenipo-

tentiary of Costa Rica. Guatemala, Honduras, and San Salvador formed another Central

American union, con.sisting of the independent republics named. The main objects of

this union are to preserve the autonomy and integrity of Central American territory, to

maintain the peace of the several states, to insure to each a republican form of govern-

ment, to guarantee to every citizen full political liberty, and to promote progress, moral,

intellectual, and material. Slavery was denounced, confiscation abolished, and the

extradition of political offenders prohibited.

COSTE, Jean Jacques, Marie Cyprien Victor, b. 1807; a French naturalist noted
for researches in embryology, and for efforts toward the cultivation of fishes in his

country. Mainly through Co.ste's influence, 600,000 salmon and trout were placed in the

RhoneVithin two years. In 1863, he was appointed inspector-general of the river and
coast fisheries. He has long been a member of the academy, and has published dissert-a-

tions on pisciculture and embryology.

COSTILLA, a co. in s. central Colorado, w. of the Rocky mountains, and bordering

on New Mexico, bounded on the w. by the Rio Grande del Norte; 2.000 sq.m.; pop. '70,

1779, mostly Mexicans and Roman Catholics in religion, still dwelling in adobe houses.

Stock-raising is the main business. Co. seat, Costilla.

COSTS {ante), in legal practice in the United States, are very much as in England,

nearly all the states of the union having adopted substantially the statute of Glouces-

ter, 6 Edw. I. c. 1. Statutes which give costs are not to be extended beyond the letter,

but must be strictly construed. They do not extend to the government, and therefore

when fhe United States is a party they neither pay nor receive costs unless by express

provision of a statute. In equity, the giving of costs is entirely discretionary, as well

with respect to the i)eriod at which the court decides upon them, as with respect to the

parties to whom they are given. In the exercise of their discretion, courts of equity are

generally governed by certain fixed principles.

CO TIDAL LINES, a system of lines on a globe or chart which show the move-
ment of the ocean tidal waves. The lines mark the places of high water at the same
moment.

COTTLE, Johi:pii, 1774-1853; a pu])lisher and bookseller of Bristol, England, and
<;special friend of Southey and Coleridge whose first poems he put before the public,

lie wrote poems himself, and a volume of reminiscences of the two ])0(!ts named. His
brother, who made a poor translation into English of the Morse ludda, lives only in

Byron's sarcastic couplet in EnxfUHh lianU and Scotch lieviewerH.

COTTON {antei). Cotton culture in the United States began feebly in Virginia in

1631. when the seed was planted l)y way of exiK-riment, and its easy growth attracted

much interest in England. In books relating to the earlv English seltiements, "cotton
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wool " is spoken of as one of the products of that happy country "seated near the midst
of the world, between the extremities of heat and cold." For a long time the cultiva
tion was hmited to gardens or small fields, and only for home use. The cultivation
appears, somewhat singularly, to have spread northward rather than southward. Traces-
of the culture are found in Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, down
to the era of the revolution. In 1776, it was grown near Philadelphia in sufiicient quan
tity for domestic uses; but very little was used, human clothmg being chietiy of linen
and woolen fabrics. It was first planted in the Carolinas and Georgia in 1733, and in
Louisiana in 174'3. In 1747, several bags of the staple were exported from Charleston;
and in 1770, there were shipped to Liverpool three bales from New York, four from
Maryland and Virginia, and three barrels full from North Carolina. It was near the
close of the 18th c. before the cotton trade of the United States became important. Our
crop in 1791 was estimated to be 2,000,000 lbs. In 1795, the few factories in this coun-
try were still importing foreign cotton; the imports in that vear were 4,107.000. and
the exports 6,27(3,300 lbs. In 1801. the crop was 48,000,000 lbs., of which 21,000,000
lbs. were exported. In 1810, the exports were 94,000,000 lbs. In 1813, owing to the
war with England, only 19,400,000 lbs. were exported; the price in the United States
was 12c. per lb., while in Enu:land it was three times as much. In 1S21, the yield of
the United States was 180,000^^000 lbs., of which nearly 125,000,000 lbs. were exported.
In 1825, the crop rose to 255,000,000 lbs. The following table gives the annual product
of the United States in bales since 1839. The average weight of a bale is 440 lbs.:

Year. Bales.
1829 870,41.5

1830 970 845
laSI 1,038,848
ia32 987,487
18:i3 1,070.4;^
18:^ I,a05,324

18;i5 1,2.54,328

1836 1,360,7.52

18.37 1,422,930
ia38 1,801,497
1839 1,300,.532

1»10 2,177,835

Year. Bales.
lail 1,634,945
1842 1,6S8,.574

1^43 2,378.875
1844 2,030.409
1W5 2,394,.503

1&46 2.100,-537

1847 1,778,6.55

184H 2,?]47,634

1849 2,728,.596

18:.0 2.096.708
18.51 2,%5.257
18.52 3,015,029

Y'ear. Bales.
18.53 3,262,882
1854 2,930,027
1&5.5 2,847,339
18.56 3,527,84.5

ia57 2,939,.519

ia58 3.113,962
18.59 3,&51,481
1860 4,669,770
1861 .3,6.56,006

1866 2,193,987
1867 2,019,774
1868 2,593,993

Year. Bales.
1869 2,439,039
1870 3.1.54,946

1871 4,:i.52,317

1872 2,974,351
1873 .3.9.30,.508

1874 4,170.38&
1875 3.S:J2,991

1S76 4.6*)9,288

1877 4.48.5.423

1878 4.H11,265

1879 5,073,.531

[There is no record of production during the war of the rebellion.]
The section of the United States where this staple is largely cultivated is called the

"cotton belt," and includes nearly the whole of the states named in the following table
of acreage, or surface in acres growing cotton in each year from 1871 to 1877:

States. 1871.

Acres.
1872.

Acres.
1873.

Acres.
1874.

Acres.
1875.

Acres.
1876.

Acres.
1877.

Acres.

North Carolina. .

.

South Carolina . .

.

Georgia
Florida

388.474
523,5a5

1,1 70,8:^2

143.727
1,250,427
1,397,835
&47.044
774,806
597,857
463,042

450,629
570,652

1,311,331
158,099

1,387,972

1,537,618
940,218
914.269
693,512

513,717
677,717

1,455,577
167,584

1,499,009
1,706,755
1,034.2:39

1,097,122
811.409

457,208
571,222

1,310,020
152,.501

1,289.148
1,501,944
827,391

1,119.064
722.1.54

548,683

621,428
955,0.50

1,611,702
185,393

1,732,250
2,016.326
1,415,730
1,48;3,.500

1,13:3.000

780,000

609,000
945,500

1,515.000
165,000

1,732,250
1,976,000
1,260.000
1.483..500

1,133.000
741,000

584,&40
917,135

1,530,150
166,6.50

1.766,895
2,05.5,040

l.:i3.5.600

1 70() (>'5

Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas 1,189.650

755,820Tennessee 518,605 596,395

Total 7,557,579 1 8.432 905 ! 9.509.524 R 499 .3:15 11,934,379 1 1 560 2.50 1 i'> nnr (UVi.
'

The yield of cotton per acre varies from 100 to 250 lbs. The heaviest recorded pro-
duction per acre for a series of years was in Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana. Half a
bale to the acre is considered to be a good crop.

This great staple is by no means easy to cultivate, and the results of the crop are
always uncertain. The plant loves the sun. and is easily damaged by a Avet season or
by an early frost. It has, also, many insect enemies, and is liable to diminution by
insufficient culture. The planting of seed, beginning in Texa^^ in February, is later as
one goes northward, closing in North Carolina and Tennessee not before early in May.
The seed, reseuibli ng a bean in its early growth, shoots up two green leaves, striking a
tap-root deep in it) she earth, and growing hi a few days 2 or 3 in. high. More leaves
soon appear, and in about three weeks a process of plowing and cutting out the super-
fluous plants begins, leaving only 3 or 4 plants in a bunch, the bunches being from 1 to

2 ft. apart. The plowing is twice repeated, follov.ed by the hoe, cutting out all the
grass, and all the plants except one in a hill. What is known as the "stand" of cotton
is of great consequence. Bringing to a stand and cutting out all the plants except one
on a hill, gives additional growth, vigor, and productiveness to the remaining plants.
The flower or bloom of the plant, white in the morning, and red in the evening, comes
usually in June. The flower drops ofl:" after about 3 days, leaving a small ball which
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incloses the cotton Wool. The shell finally bursts and the balls arc ready for picking
i'rom the bush from Sept. to Dec, according to latitude, season, and time of planting.

Tiie ball is about the size and shape of the egg of the guinea hen. The balls are picked
by hand and cast into large sacks loosely suspended from the shoulders. A good picker
\vill gather from 150 to 200 lbs. per day. The next process is the ginning, or sepaniling
ihe tiber from tli" seed. This is done by passing the balls over a revolving apron and
circular saw run at high speed to cut the fiber from the seed. The seed falls to the

ground, and the fiber is blown from the gia into the picking room. The seed weighs
nearl}' twice as mucli as the fiber. About one fourth of it is reserved for planting, and
the remainder is sold for making oil. The fiber is then compressed by powerful presses

into bales, and is ready for market'.

The raising of cotton in the United States shows a .steady and rapid increase. In 13
years before the rebellion there were 40,994,419 bales produced; in 13 years following
die war tlie product was 45,627.847 bales; and this in spite of the disturbance of labor

in the cotton-raising states by emancipation and the extreme financial depression of the

planters. The price of cotton from 1825 to 1877 inclusive is shown in the table below.

The highest and lowest price for each year is given in cents. The figures from 1862 to

1877 represeut United States currency, but those for the last year differ very little from
firold:

Price. Price. Price.
Year. Lowest. Highest Year. Lowest. Highest. Year. Lowest Highest
1825 13 27 1843 5 8 1861 11 28
1826 9 14 1844 5 9 1802 20 68
1827 8 12 1845 4 9 1863 54 88
18-28 9 13 1846 6 9 1864 72 1.90
1829 8 11 1847.... 7 12 1865 33 1.22
1830 8 13 1848 5 8 1866 32 52
1881 7 11 1849 6 11 1867 15 36
1832 7 12 1850 11 14 1868 16 33
ia33 9 17 1851 8 14 1869 25 35
ias4 10 16 1852 8 10 1870 15 26
18.3.5 15

12
7

20
20
17
12
16
10
11

9

1853
1854
1855
1856
18.57

10
8
7
9
13

11

16
11

12
15
13
12
11

1871 15 25
1836 1872 18 25
18:i7 1873 13 21
lH:iH 9 1874 15 19
18 59 11

8
9

1875 13 17
1840 1858

1859
1860

9
11

10

1876 11 13
1841 1877 11 13
1842 7 1878 9 12

The cost of production and the price obtained in the market for the cotton crop raised

in 1876 and sold in 1877 are thus stated. To avoid fractions, tlie sums are put in mills,

or tenths of a cent.

States.

North Carolina

Cost per lb.

of product'n.
93

Price ob-
tained.
98
97
98
92

101

102

States.

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee

Average—

Cost
of pi

per lb.

oduct'n.
97
80
90
90

92

Price ob-
tained.

102
South Carolina 94 91

Ger.rgia
Florida

93
87

99
98

Alabama 99
ilississippi 98 98

Even at this small margin of six tenths of a cent on a lb. the crop of 1876 paid the

planters a profit of nearly $12,000,000. The total value of crop at place of shipment is

but a little less than $200,000,000 per year.

The home manufacture of cotton is one of the most important industries of the coun-
try. The subjoined table shows the distribution of the manufacture by slates, and into

nortliern and southern groups. It gives the number of mills or factories, the number
of spindles, and lbs. of cotton u.sed in 1875.

States.

Maine
New Hampshire
VejTnont
Massachusetts..
Phofle Island...
Connecticut
Nf^w York
New Jcrsf;y
Pennsylvania. ..

Delawan^
Maryland
•Ohio
Indiana

T.>tal North.

Mills. Spindles. Lb.s. used.

27
38
16

206
129
108
66
2fi

60
8

20
4
4

694

6:J8,944

815,709
46,:i+J

3,775.684
l,4.'iH,479

8H!».7H1

615,205
17K,!)28

451,90'»

4M,276
127.8.'>2

13.000

22,988

38,608,286
57,826. liiO

2.872,420
208,894.8.52

61,409,470
45,4!12.5I8
2S,478,469

10,114.800
8I,.572,.'*>5

8,S.'3K,h;2

21,86.S,0-.'0

],764.0(K)

3,261, .'MO

9,057,643, 609,009,613,

States.

Alabama
Arkansas
(ieorgia
Kentuckj'
Louisiana
Mississippi
Missoun
North Carolina
South Carolina
Ttmnesseo
Texas
Virginia

Total South....
Whole country

Mills.

14

2
47
3
3
9
3

81

18

40

181

875

Spindles. Lbs. used.

.58,480

1,781

131..IW
9,5141

2,260
18,256

19,700
54,500
65,88-4

70,282
5,700

54,624|

6,756,170
182,400

23,29!),;^0;i

2,420.862
718,033

1,900,800
2,S10.485

9,671.028
6,701,718
982,365

6,560,885

481.821 67,738.140

9,539,384, 576,742,753
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This amount represents 1,242.080 bales.

lu regard to the goods manufactured, the following figures will be interesting:

COTTON GOODS MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES—1875.

Threads, yarns, and twines, lbs
Sheetings, shirtings, and plain goods, yds.
Twilled and fancy osnaburgs, jeans, etc., yds
Print cloths, yds
Gingham, yds
Ducks, yds
Bags, No

N, England Middle and;
States. Western. !

Total
Northern.

Total Total Un'd
So'them. States.

45,000,000
540,000,000
180,000,000'

640,000,000
30,000,000
12,000,000

8,000,000

19,000.000,'

94,0C0.O00i

45,000.000;

109,000,000!
5.000.000'

16,000,000:

2,000,000

64,000.000 19.000,000
6:^.000,000 92,000,000
226',000,000 21,000,000
749.000,000
;i5.ooo,ooo

28,000,000
10,000,000

as.ooo.ooo
726.000,000
247,000.000
749.000,000
35,000.000
28,000,000
10,000,000

The following shows the exports of raw cotton and cotton manufactures from the
United Slates since 1835. Before that period our manufactures of such goods were
comparatively unimportant. In both columns value is expressed in dollars, and not
quantity.

Year. Raw Cotton. Manuf'd. Year. Raw Cotton. Manuf'd. Year. Raw Cotton. Manuf'd.
ia35... . . $64,961,302 |2,&58,681 1850.... ... $71,984,616 $4,7*4,424 1865... ... $6,836,400 $3,223,637
1S3G... .. 71,284,925 2,2.55,7:34 1851 ...

.

... 111,315,317 7,241.205 1866... . . . 281,-385,223 1.760.165
1837... . . 63,240,102 2,831,473 ia52.... . . . 87,965,7:32 7,672,151 1867... ... 201.470,423 4.6-^8.235

1838... . . 61,.5.56,811 3,758,755 1853., . ... 109,4.56,404 8.768,894 1868. .

.

. . . 1-52,827.73:3 4.871 .0.'>4

1839... . . 61,238,982 18.54.... . . . 93,.596,220 5, .5.3.5, 51

6

1869... . . . 162,633.052 -5.874.222

1840... . . 63,870,;307 3,549,604 1855... ... 88,143.844 5,857,181 1870... . . . 227.027,624 3.7f^T.-S2

1841... . . 54,330,:«1 3,122,.'>46 1856.... ... 128,382,351 6,967,309 1871 .

.

... 218.-327.109 3,-5.5.'^. r36
1842... . . 47,593,464 2.970,690 1857.... ... 131, .57.5,859 6,11.5.177 1878. .

.

. . . 180,6W,.595 2..304.:3;30

1843... .. 49.119,806 3,223,550 1858.... ... 131,386,661 5, 651..504 1873.. . . . 227.243,069 2,947,528
1844... . . 54,063,.501 2,898,780 1859.... ... 161,4^4,923 8,-316,222 1874.. ... 211.22.3.580 3.095.S40
1845... . . 51,739,643 4,327,928 I860.... ... 191,806,555 10,9:^,796 1875... ... 190.638.625 4.071.822
1846... .. 42,767.341 3,r)45,481 1861.... .. 34,051,483 8.059..549 1876.. ... 192.659.262 7.722.978
1847... . . .53,415,848 4,082,5;« 1862.... ... 1,180,113 2,946,464 1877 : ... 171.118,508 10.245.843
1848... .. 61,998,294 5,718,205 186:3 ... . . . 6,652,405 2,906,411 1878... ... 179.0:31 .4&4 11.4:3.5,628

1849... . . 66,396,967 4,923,129 1864.... . . . 9,895,854 1,246,216 1879. .

.

. . . 162,804,250 10,853,950

There are some material differences in the varieties of cotton, as will be seen b}' the
following classification in the princii)al English markets running from the most down to

the least valuable: Sea island, middling; Egyptian, fair; Peruvian, fair; Pernambuco,
fair; West India, fair; New Orleans, middling; Mobile, middling; upland, middling;
and India cotton of four lower grades. Where the long staple Sea island (American)
brought 2M. per lb., upland (which represents the average price of cotton at large) sold
at less than lid.

COTTON, Charles, 1630-87; an English translator and poet, educated at Cam-
bridge. He was a friend of Izaak Walton, and accompanied him on liis fishing excur-
sions. His works, nearly all in verse, are translations of Corneille's? Horace; the Life of the

Duke iVEspernon; The Fair Ofie of Tunis, a traiislation of Montaigne; 7/ie ScaiTonide^s,

ei Virgil Tratestie; the Voyage to Ireland; and The Wondem of the Peak.

COTTON, John, 1585-1652; one of the earliest of Boston ministers, educated at

Trinity college, Cambridge, ^r\A, in 1612. vicar of St. Botolph's church in Boston.
Eng., where he remained 20 years. He leaned towards puritanism, for which he was
cited to appear before archbishop Laud, instead of doing which he fled to America,
arriving in Boston Sept. 4, 1633. There he became pastor of the First church. He was
well educated, and was vemarkable for simplicity and plainness in his pulpit discourses.
It is said that from his strictness in keeping the"^ Lord's Day, came the New England
custom of beginning Sunday on Saturday night at sunset: but this can scarcely be cor-
rect, as earlier so-Ai'ces for this custom can easily be traced.

COTTONWOOD, a co. in s.e. Minnesota on the Des Moines river, and the tributa-

ries of the I?{g Cottonwood, intersected by the St. Paul and Sioux City, and the Win-
ona and St, Peter's railroads; 725 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 534. Surface undulating, and soil

fertile.

C0T70N WORM, the caterpillar of a moth of the tribe noctuep. The insect is of
triangular shape, about an inch long, the upper wings reddish gray, and the under wings
•darker. The caterpillars have 16 feet, and in creeping they raise the back like the inch-
worm, or span-worm. They are green, with light yellow stripes, and black dots along
the back. These worms are sometimes terribly destructive to young cotton plants.

COUCH, Darius Nash, b. N. Y.. 1802; graduate of West Point. He served regu-
larly in the army from 1846 to the close of the war of tlie rebellion, becoming maj.gen.
of volunteers. In 1865, he resigned, and was in that year the democratic candidate for
governor of JMassachusetts, but failed of election.

COUNCIL (ante). Among Congregationalists is an assembly composed of ministers
and delegate-^ from neig!iil;orlng clnirches, called by a ]oc'd\ church, as occasion arises, to
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;ict or assist in ordaining a minister, or give advice on matters referred to it. Its power
is on!y advisory. Tliey liave also a national C, whose name has been criticised as not
accurately indicating its character, composed of delegates from all parts of the denomi-
nation, and meeting for conference concerning its work and welfare. The Pan-Pres-
byterian C. is composed of deleg;ites from Presbyterian bodies throughout the world,
and meets for conference on matters of general interest to the denomination. In the
Reformed Episcopal church, each parish, in addition to the vestry which has direction
of its temporal affairs, has a C, cliosen by communicants, that holds an advisory rela-

tion to the pastor, and is associated with him in the reception, discipline, and dismission
of members. The synodical C. is composed of delegates from a certain number of
parishes; and the general C. , representing the whole denomination, is clothed with
supreme legislative authority.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, a city in Pottawottamie co., Iowa, on tlie Missouri river, 120
m. above Des Moines, and 1000 m. above St. Louis, on the Union Pacilic and five other
railroads; and connected by ferry and bridges witli Omaha. Neb.; pop. '70, 10,020.

The new bridge over the Missouri is over half a mile long and 50 ft. above high water,
and is intended for railroad trains as well as ordinary travel. The city is nearly three m.
t'i'om the river at the foot of the bluffs, a high and pi'ecipitous ridge. It is on a square,
<) by 4 m., making 24 sq. miles. It is well laid out in rectangular blocks, and finely

l>uilt, chierty of brick. The noteworthy buildings are the county court house, the city

liall, high-.scliool, and two public halls. There are many important manufactories,
churches, and schools, and near by is the stale deaf and dumb institution. It was a
M';rmon .settlement in 1846, and was chartered as a city in 1853. The name is in mem-
ory of a council held witii the Indians by the explorers, Lewis and Clarke, in the early

j'art of the century.

COUNTER-MARK, a stamp sometimes found on ancient coins, or medals, "usually

an inscription or a figure, and supposed to show that tlic article was captured from aa
( riemy.

COUNTY (ante), a common, in fact universal political division in the various states

>yi the American union (except in Louisiana, where the similar division is called a " par-

isli''). For purposes of local government, each county has at least one court and one prison,

and usually an almshouse. Tlie smaller divisions arc townships, from three or four to a
dozen or more in a county ; and the supervisors of these towns, cliosen by popular suftVage,

form an administrative board to conduct the financial and other county affairs. In all the

United States there are now nearly 3,500 counties. Usually each county chooses one or more
members to the lowf^r hou.se of the state legislature. In some cities, such as New York,
wards, or special election districts, answer for townships, and the boards of common
council have the powers of supervisors.

COUNTY COURTS (a?ite). In the United States there is a regular court in each
county, possessing the usual jurisdiction, and presided over by a judge elected by the

people or appointed by the governor and senate. In New^ York, the judges are elected

for four year.s. The courts have original civil jurisdiction only in cases where money
or personal property not exceeding $100 in amount is demanded; and jurisdiction also

in the foreclosure of mortgages on real estate, and the collection of what may be due
after the sale of the property; the partition of real estate in the county; admeasurement
of dower; management of the property of infants; mortgage and sale of the prop-

erty of religious corporations, etc. The county courts have also supervisions of an
appelate jurisdiction from decisions of justices of the peace. In counties that liave a

population of less than 40,000 the county judge acts as surrogate.

COURAYER, PiEuiiE Francois dk, 1681-1776; a Roman Catholic writer on theol-

ogy, a native of Normandy. Ho published a work On tJie Validity of EnfiUfdi Ordiiia-

tion.i, in which he endeavored to prove that there had been no break in the line of

ordination from the apostles to the English clergy, lie was persecuted in France for

his opinions, and ficd to England. In 1736, he published a French translation of

Sarpi's IIiMory of the dniinril of Trent, and afterwards a translation of Sleidan's History

of the Rfforrnatioii.

COUiiBirr, GiJHT.WK, 1811)-77; a French painicr. lie began to study law in 1859,

but having a strong liking for art, he took lessons and studicid Hk; old masters, working
privately for several years with little success. .\fter tlu; revolution of 1848, he began

to be appreciated, and rai)idly acquired fann;. In 1871, he was an active header of the

conmiurKj, and directed the demolition of the Vendome column. When the commune
failed he was caught and tried for trea.son, but was awarded only six months' imprison-

ment. Two years later he was prosecuted for destroying the Vendome column, and
his effects were seized and sold. He was noted for studies of the nude female form.

COURLAN, Aramus urMhpne/'MH, a wading fowl, the only one of its family. It is

more than 2 ft. in length, with broad rounded wings, and cleft toes; the color usually

chocolate brown streaked with white. It runs rapidly, but its flight is weak and short.

Its note is between a squeak and a cackle. Its home is in Florida and the West Indies.

COURT, Antoine, 1696-1760; called the "Restorer of Protestantism in France;"

born of peasant parents, adherents of the reformed church, which was then undergoing.
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cruel persecution. Court was 8 years old when the Camisard revolt was suppressed, and
19 when the infamous decree of Louis XIV. vvns published, declaring that all who pro-
fessed the reformed ftiith should be punished as relapsed heretics. "When but 17
years old, Court began to speak at the secret meetings of the Protestants, held literally

•' in dens and caves of the e:irtii," and often in darkness, with no pastor present ta
teach or counsel. He entertained a great desire to build up the church so ruthlessly

persecuted; and to this end he proposed four things: 1. Kegular religious meetings for
teaching and worsiiip; 2. Suppression of the fanaticism of those who professed to be
insi)ired, and of the consequent disorders; B. Kestoration of discipline by the establish-

nii'iit of coiisistories, conferences, and synods; and 4. The careful training of a body of
pMstors. To the exercise of this great task he devoted his life. From audiences of
half a dozen tiembling in secret, he came to address openly 10,000 at one time. In
1724. further fury was hurled at the Protestants in a decree wdiich assumed that there

were no Pi'otcstants in France, and prohibiting the most secret exercise of the reformed
religion. A price was set on Court's head, and in IToO he fled to Lausanne. There, after

immeu>e exertion, he founded a college for the education of clergy, of which, during the

remaining i30 years of his life, he was the chief director. This college sent fortli all the

pastors of tiie reformed church of France until the close of the 18th century. Court
intended to write a history of Protestantism, and made extensive collections for the pur-

pose; but he did not live to do the work. He was the father of the more widely known
Court (le Gibelin.

COURT, in law, in the United States, a body in the government to which the public
administration of justice is delegated. The presence of a sufficient number of the mem-
bers of such a body regularly convened in an .authorized place at an appointed time,

engaged in the full and regular performance of its functions, is a court. Courts are said

to "belong to one or more of the following classes, according to the nature and extent of

jurisdiction and proceedings, and the principles on which they administer justice; admi-
ralty, appellate, central, civil, criminal, ecclesiastical, equity, general jurisdiction, infe-

rior, law, limited jinisdiction, local, martial, not of record, original jurisdiction, of
recofd, superior, supreme, and in some states there are other classilicatious.

COURT-:\IAr.TIAL (aiite), in the United States, composed of not less than thirteen

comnnssioned ollicers of suitable rank. Regimental courts-martial, having jurisdiction

of minor olfense-'-, consists of not less than three commissioned officers; garrison courts-

martial are similarly constituted. A general court-martial for the army can be held

only on the order of the president, or the general of the army, or an ofliccr command-
ing a separate department. For the navy, a court-martial must be ordered by the presi-

dent, t!!e secretary of the navj-, the commander of a lleet, or the commander of a squad-
ron beyond United States jurisdiction.

COURT OF LOVE, an outgrowth of the extreme romance of the age of chivalry.

Such a court was to decide in matters of courtesy and etiquette, particularly in aftairs

where love was or might be concerned. It was composed of women of high birth and
position. Tlu^re was a code (still preserved) of 31 articfes, in accordance with which
decis5t)ns were made. Here is a specimen of the important questions ptLssed upon: "A
lady listened to one admirer, pressed the hand of another, and touched with her toe the

foot of a third. Which of those three was the favored suitor?" To the great annoy-
ance of mankind, the decision has never been known. Among the eminent presiding

divinities of these courts were the countess de Die called the Sappho of her age. and
Laura de Sade, who was celebrated by Petrarch. Rene, king of Anjou; and Richelieu,

tiie great cardinal, made ineffectual elYorts to resuscitate these courts.

COURTOIS, Jacques and Gutllaume, 1621-76; brothers and painters, natives of

France, and sons of a painter; both educated in Italy underGuido and other celebrated

masters. Jacques excelled in battle pieces. Late in life he joined the Jesuits and took
orders, but still continued his artistic work. Guillaume also excelled in battle pieces,

adding thereto many religious compositions.

COUSCOUS, or Stotted Phalangeti, a marsupial animal about the size of the

domestic cat. black and white with brown spots. It has a prehensile tail. It is found
in the Spice islands, a:id sought for both its fur and its flesh. It is sometimes called

the s]iamxha7n.

COUSTOU, Nicolas, 1658-1738; son of a wood-carver of Lyons, who became rector

and chancellcr of the academy of painting and sculpture in Paris. He was remarkable

as a painter. Some of his works are the "Union of the Seine and the 3Iarne." the

"Bergen Chasseur;" and the "Descent from the Cross." behind the choir of Notre
Dame.

COUTTS. See Burdett-Coutts. ante.

COUTURE. Thomas, b. 1815; a French painter, pupil of Delaroche. His first note-

worthy work was '" The Love of Gold." In 1847, he greatly enhanced his reputation by
the "Romans of the Decadence," which secured for him the cross of the legion of

honor. He has taught many pupils, and has had great influence over contemporary
art.

Am. Ad. I—39.
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COVENANT (ante), in law there is a gi*eat variety of covenantti, for almost anj
agreeineul may fall iiuderthat designation. There are affirmative covenants; covenants
ai>aiu6t incuuibrances; aitenialivc, auxiliary, coUaiiral, concurrent, declaratory,
<l^pendent. disjunctive, executed, executory, aud express covenants; also, covenants for

further assistance; covenants for quiet enjoyment; coveuanis ior title; implied cove-
rants; covenants in tleed and inlaw; iliesial covenants; independent covenants; and
iiiiiercnt, intransitive, joint, negative, aud obligatory covenants; also, covenants of right
to convey; of seisin, of warranty, and personal covenants. There need be no particular
form in a covenant.

C(>»VENA]S TEKS. See Cameronl\N8, and Covenants, ajite; and Reformed Pkes-
BYTEKIANS.

COVENTRY, a t. in Kent co., R. I., on the Pawtuxet river and Hartford, Provi-
<Jence and Fislikill railroad; pop. '70, 4,34y. The main business is tlie mauutacLure of
cotton goods, plain aud printed, of mouselinede-laines, aud maciiinery.

COVING rO>\, a CO. in s. Alabama, ou the Florida border, drained b}'" Yellow-water
and (Conecuh rivers; 1200 sq.m.; pop. '70, 4,80«—5i)y colored. It is level, and the soil

is sandy aud poor. Pine timber is the main product. Co. seat, Andalusia.

COVINGTON, a CO. in s. Mississippi, watered by the tributaries of Leaf river; GSO
fiq.u).; pop, '70, 4,753—1047 colored. Soil, light and sandy; chief productions, corn,
cotton, and sweet potatoes. Co. seat, \V illiamsburg.

COVINGTON {ante), a city in Kenton co., Ky., at the junction of the Licking with
the Ohio river, opposite to Cincinnati, O., with which it is connected by a bridge and
by femes. It is sul)stantially a suburb of the city in Ohio, as Brooklyn is of New VorK,
and its growth has been iu equal degree with the chief city. The biidge (wire suspen-
sion) was tluished in 18G7, aud cost ,$2,000,000; the main span is 1057 fl., and the height
above low-water is 100 ft. There is also a wire suspension bridge, over the Licking, to

Newport. From Covington starts important railroad ccmimunication with s. w, stat»?s.

liesicles general trade, the city has a large manufacturing business. Covington wai
founded in 1812. aud iucoiporated in 18o4. Its population iu 1870 was 24,5o5—1114
colored. There is a large foreign population, most of whom are Germans.

C0W-I3IIID, or Cow-Bu^TiNO. See Cow^-pi:n Bied, einfe.

COWETA, a co. in n.w. Georgia, intersected by the Atlanta and West Point rail-

road, and bounded on the n.w, by Chatlahoochie; o78 sq m.
;
pop. '70, 15,875—8,019

colored. The surface Is even and the soil fertile, producing corn, wheat, cotton, etc.

Co. seat, Newman,
COWL, a hood generally attached to a loose cloak and worn on the head. It was

common in England in the nr'ddle ages, but has come to be used chietiy by monks or

members of some religious ore jr, sucu as the Benedictines and Franciscans.

COWLEY, a co. in s,e. Kansas, bordering on the Indian territory, bounded on the
"w. by the Arkansas river; 804 sq.m.

;
pop, '70. 1175, Agriculture is the chief busiuess.

Oo. seat, Winfield.

COWLITZ, a CO. in s.e, Washington territory on the Columbia river, which sepa-

rates it from Oregon; 4G0 sq.m.; pop. '70, 730. It is mountainous but fertile, and i\M

yet little settled. Co. seat, Freeport,

COWPENS, a village in Spartanberg co., S, C, near the n. border of the state.

The pla(;e is noted ciiielly fen* a battle there Jan. 17, 1781, between the British under
col. Taiieton and the Ameiicans led by gen. iMoigan, iu which the former were defeated,

lo.^iii'j,- 300 killed and wounded and 500 prisoners. 'I'he Americans had only 12 killed

and GO wounded.

COWPEiR, William, Earl, 1C64-1723; an English lawyer aud judge, member of
parliament, and lord keeper of the great seal. In 1706, he was made a i-eer, and was
one of the coujinissioners to negotiate the union of Scotland with England. In 1707,

be was lord chancelloi'; iu 171G, loixl high st(!ward; and v.nvl in 1718.

COWPEIi'S GLANDS, two .small yellow lobulated glands iu man under the mem-
braneous portion of the urethra. They secrete a mucus which Hows into the bulb of the

urethra. In woman, the vulvo-vaginal glands are amalagous.

COW-TREE {(lute), the nann; of several trees native in the tropics, whoso sap is

u.sed as a substitute for milk. The cow-tree of the Coidilleras grows in rocky place*

3.000 ft. above tide. For the greater part of tin; year its branches apj)ear to be dead,

but when the trunk is picM'ced it yi.'lds a cojjious stream of sweet and nourishing juico

much res(,'inbling milk. It has a j)lea.sant odor and is .somewhat viscid. It soon turui

yellow, and cicam r'ses to the surface. It is mu(;h us' d by negroes aud Indians, who
go at sunrise to -ath.;r it. as tiicu the .sap flows most abundantly,

COX. David, 1793-1859; an English j^aintcr excelling in landscapes. In 1814, h«
published a '/'reatisfi on Landnctipfi I'dlntbif) ii\ Wulrr ('Moth, still accepted as authority,

COX, Jacob Doi-hon, b. Canada. 1828. lie studied law in N(!w York, and after-

wards at OI)f!rlin college. Ohio, in which state he was admitted to the bar in 1853. In
185.'). he wa.s elected to the legislature. In the war of the rel)elliou ho was active on tlia
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union side, rising to be maj.gen. of volunteers. In 1866, he was elected governor of

-Ohio, aad iu imi), he was appointed secretary of the interior, but resigned the next

jear.

COX, KiciiAKD, 1499-1581; b. Buckinghamshire, Englnnd; educated at Eton and
Caniuridge. Welsey invited Cox to Oxford, but he had aih)pted the reformed ideas,

and tile cardinal gave hiui impiisonmeut instead of pieierineiit. He was afterwards

master of Eion scIkk)! and prebendary of Ely cathedral. He was tutor to prince Edward,
and when the latter became king, lie made Cox one of the privy council and king'.s

ahnoner. Mary put him in priscm, but he escaped to Stiasburg, where he lived witli

I'etcr Martyr. Ehzabeth restored him to the see of Ely. Cox tran.^lated for the Bi>hops'

Biuie the lour Gospels, the Acts, and the Epistle to the Komans, and wrote a number
of polemical essays. He was distinguished for the violence of the measures which he
recommended for the extirpation of popery and dissent.

COX, Samuel Hanson, d.d., ll.d., b. N. J., 1793, of a Quaker family. He
began to study law, but left it for theology, and was ordained a Presbyterian minister

in 18i7. Three years later h^ had charge of a church in New York city, and was
mobbed on account of his anti-slavery sentiments, his house and church being sacked
in 1834, he was chosen professor of sacred rhetoric in the theological seminary at Auburn,
N. Y., and m 1837, became pastor of the First Presbyterian church in Brooklyn,
remaining there until 18r)4. He was, in the mean time, professor of ecclesiastical histoiT"

in Union theological seminary. At the division of the Presbyterian church, 1837, he
Wecame a leade-r in the new school branch, and was on several occasions a delegate to con-

ventions in Europe, and at one time moderator of the general assembly. In 1854, his

voice failed, and he resigned his pastorate. Among his published works are: Quakerism
not Chriistianiiy; latervitw.^, Memorable and Usoful; and many discourses.

COX, Samuel Sullivan, b. Ohio, 1824. He is a graduate of Brown university,

and was a lawyer and editor in Ohio, He has traveled in Europe, and was appointed
secretary of legation in Peru. In 1856-62, he was a representative in congress from
Ohio. In 1866. he removed to New York, was rei5lected to congress, and is still a

member of the house of representatives (1880). He has published llie Buckeye Abroad;
Eight Years in Congress; Search for Wutter Sunbeams; Why we Laugh; and some
speeches.

COXAL'GIA, or Coxi'tis, commonly called the "hip-joint disease." It is usually

a severe inflammation in the joint, extending to the ligaments and surrounding soft

substances. The form in which it oftenest appears in young persons is intlammation of

the membraneous lining, and it frequently originates from rheunnitism. In children it

is sometimes started by a blow or a fall. Lymphatic and scrofulous persons are most
subject to it.

COXCIE, or COXIS, Michael, 1499-1592; a Flemish painter, known by his copy
of the "Adoration of the Lamb," from the original, made by the brothers Van Eyck,
for Philip II. of Spain, at a cost of two years' work. His illustrations of the story of

"Cupid and Pysche" have furnished models for innumerable paintings and engravings.

COXE, Arthur Cleveland d.d.. b. 1818, in N. J.; a son of Samuel Han'^on Coxe.

He graduated at the university of New York in 1838, took orders in the Protestant

Episco|nil church, and ollicialed as pastor in New Jersey, Connecticut, ^Maryland, and
New York. In 1865, he was chosen bishop of western New York, in which ollice he
has shown earnestness and zeal. He is widely known as a writer, and among his works
are some volumes of poems; Sermons or Doctrinal Duty; Christian Balkuis; Inipressiont

of England; and Moral Eeforms Suggested in a Pastoral Letter.

COYOTE. See Wolf, ante.

COZZENS. Frederick Swartwout, 1818-69; b. N. Y. ; in early life a wine-mer
chant, and editor of the Wine Press, for which he wrote papers on the culture of the

grape and the manufacture of wine. This led him to more popular authorship, and he

contributed to magazines. His tirst volume was Prismatics, by Rif^hard Ilaywarde. Then
came the Sparrowgrass Papers, \i\'s> best effort. Afterwards he published ^4rr?^/a, or w
Sojourn among the Blue Noses; and a Memorial of Fitz-Hugh Halleck. One of his latest

and best works is Sayings, Wise and Otherwise.

CRAB APPLE. See ArpLE. ante.

CRABB, George, 1778-1854; an English lawyer and philologist, a graduate of

Oxford, author of textbooks on language and o.'History of English Laid, but known
chiefly by his valuable book on English Synonyms.

CRA'BRO. hymenoptenms insects of the section aculeata, and the sub-section fot-

soirs, or " burrowers." a creature of the hornet family which excavates nests in

decayetl wood, fences, etc.

CRAFTS, Samuel Chandler. 1768-1853; b. Conn. ; graduated at Harvard. When
young he removed to Vermont, where he filled civil offices of various degrees up to

governor of the slate. In 1842, he became U. S. senator to fill a vacancy.
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CRAIG, a CO. in s.w. Virginia, on tlie TVest Yiri^inia border, e. of the Alleghanies;

250 sq.ni.
; pop. '70, 2,942—2^50 colort-cl. The surface is rougli, but the valleys are fertile.

Agriculture is the main business. Co. seat. ISew Castle.

CRAIGHEAD, a co. in u.e. Arkansas, bounded on the e. by the St. Francis river

and lake, 930 sq ni. ; pop. '70, 4,577

—

236 colored. Chief productions, corn, cotton, and
tobacco. Co. seat, Jouesboro.

CRAIK, DiXATT Maria Mulock, b, 1826; an Engli.«h authores.s, chieflj'' of works of

fiction; the daughter of a clergyman. In 1849, she published 'J'he Ogilvlcs, her first

novel, and rapiilTy afterwards, UUve; The Head af the tandly; xilice Leannont; Agatha's

Jlnshand; John Halifa.^, Gentleman (a wonderful success); A LifeJ'or a Life; ChristUuL's

Mistake; Tn'o Marriages; A Noble Life; The Unkind Word; l-air France; and a great

number of short papers. In 18()5, she married George Liliie Craik. Among her latest

works are JSernwns out of Church, and Life and Remains of John Martin, Schoolmaster

and Foet.

CRAIK, James, 1731-1814; a native of Scotland, family phj^sician to George Wash-
ington, lie accompanied Washington in the Braddock expedition, and subsequently
entered the medical service of the revolutionary army, being director of the liospital at

yorkt;)\vn. After the war he settled near Mt. Vernon, and attended. Washington until

his (, Washington's) death.

CRAMER. John Baptist, 1771-1858; a German composer of music, who passed the

most of his life m London. His work is esteemed for simplicity of construction, grace,

and beauty.

CRANCII, CniiiSTOPTTER Pearse, b. Va., 1813; graduated from Columbian college,

Washington; in 18ol, siudied in the divinity school of Harvard university, and was
licensed to preach; but he turned his attention to landscape painting. He has spent
man}' years in Euroj^e, but when at home usually resiiles in or near New York. Besides
producing a great number of land.scape paintings, he has written much for current maga-
zines, and has published tales for children, and a volume of poems. -He is a son of
judge William Cranch.

CRAXCH, William, ll.d., 1768-1855; b. Mass.; graduate of Harvard, and bred to

the bar, l)eing admitted in 1790. In 1801, he was appointed a justice of the United
Btates circuit court for the di;?trict of Columbia, and in 18u5, he was promoted to chief-

justice, which position he held all his life. His reports of the decisions of his own
court and of tlie United States supreme court are widely known.

CUANSTOX, a t. in Rhode I.sland. on the Providence, Hartford, and Fishkill rail-

road; 4 m. s. of Providence; pop. '70, 4,822. The people are largely engaged in the
manufacture u'i cott(m and machinery.

CR.VXWORTH, Robert Monsey Rolfe, Baron, 1790-1868; an English jurist, edu-
cated "it ( anibridge auJ cal'ed to the bar in 1810. He was in parliament from 1832 to

18.]9, and at the .same time solicitor-general. In 1850 he was made vice-chancellor, and
in 18G5-t>6 again held the same oUice.

CRAT ERUS, a gen. of Alcxnnder the great, killed in battle with Eumenes 321

B.C.. two year-, after Alexander's death. On the division of tlie empire, Cratcrus and
Antipater received jointly the government of Macedonia, Greece, Illyria, and Epirus,

Antipatcr taking command of the military forces, and Craterus attending to civil affairs.

CRA TE.S, an Athenian actor and writer of comedies in the 5th c. B.C. His plays

•were remarLnble for not depending on political points for success, as had been common;
and he Wi;s the first one to introduce a drunken character on the stage, where the inebri-

ate individual has since remained as a frequent fc;ature.

CR.V'TES, n cynic philosopher of Thebes, of the 4tli c. B.C., a pupil of Diogenes,
rivahng even Ids master in cynicism. His large fortune he placed in charge of a banker,
with orders that if his sous sliould turn out to be fools the property should go to them;
but if they should become philo.sopher.s it should be given to the poor. Crates wrote a
number of philo.^ophical letters.

CR.V'TES, a Greek grammarian and stoic philosopher of the 2d c. B.C., leader of a
lit' rary school, and chief of the library of Pergamus. Little is known of iiis life except
the event of his visiting Rome 157 B.C., as ambassador of Attains II., king of Pergamus,
which event led him to study Latin grammar. He wrote on agriculture, geography,
and a treali.se on the Attic dialect.

CR.VVEN, a co. in 8.e, North Carolina, bordering on Pamlico sound, and intcr-

lected by the Neu.s(; river and th(^ Atlantic and North Carolina railroad; 1000 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 20.516—12,116 colored. It is low and .nwarnpy, and covered to a great extent
Tvith pine foiests, the lumber from which constitutes the cliief article of trade. Otlier

productions are corn, cotton, rice, and sweet iK>tatoea. Co. seat, Newbern.

CRAVEX, Thomas T.. b. N. IL, 180R; entered the navy as midshipman in 1822,

rising through the various stages to rear iuimiral in 1H<)6, He was engaged in the cap-

ture of Xew Orleans, and with the butteries at Vicksburg.
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CRAWFORD, a co. in w. Arkansas, on tlic border of the Indian territory bounded
s. by Arkansas river; 585 sq.m.

; pop. 70, 8,1)57—988 colored. iSurface mountainous;
coal and some minerals arc found. Tlie productions are corn, col ton, and molasses.
Co. seat. Van Buren.

CRAWP'OKD, a co. in s.w. Georda, on Flint river, intersected by the Southwest-
ern railroad; )dSd sq.m.; pop. 70, 7,557—4,273 colored Tlie surface is uneven, with
moderately lerlile soil, producing cotton, sweel potatoes, etc. Co. seat, Knoxville.

CRAWFORD, a CO. in s.e. Illinois, separated from Indiana by the Wabash river,

and drained in part by the Embarras; 420 sq.m.; pop. 70, 13.889, The surface Is

cliietiy prairie, and fertile, producing wheat, corn, tobacco, sorghum, etc. Co. seat,

Robinson.

CRAWFORD, a co, in s. Indiana, bordering on the Ohio river, and watered by the
Little Blue; 280 sq.m.; pop. 70, 9,851. The valleys are fertile, but the uplands are
mostly sterile. Coal, iron, and limestone arc found; lumber, pork, and beef, are
exported. Co. seat, Leavenworth.

CRAWFORD, a co. in w. lowa, intersected by Boyer river, and* the Chicago and
Northwestern railroad; 700 sq.m.; pop, 70. 2,5o0. The soil is productive; grain and
wool are the main productions. Co. seat, Denison.

CRAWFORD, a co. in s.e, Kansas, on the Missouri oorder, watered by the head
streams of Neosho river, and intersected by the Missouri River, Fort Scotl and Gulf
railroad; 504 sq.m.; pop. 70, 8,160. The productions are chiefly agricultural. Cc.
seat, Girard.

CRAWFORD, a co. in IMichigau on the upper waters of Au Sable river; 620 sq.m.

;

very little settled.

CRAWFORD, a co. in s.e, Missouri, intersected by tlie Maramcc river and the
Ailantic and Pacific railroad; GOO sq.m.; pop. '70, 7.982—86 colored. It has a <iiversi-

fied surface, and is rich in minerals, of which the chief are copper, iron, and lead. Co.
seat, Steeleville.

CRAAVFORD, a co. in n. central Ohio, watered by the head streams of Sanduskj
river, and intersected by the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne, and Chicago railroad; 412 sq.m.

;

pop. 70, 25,556 The surface is level, and the soil fertile. Chief productions, wheat,
corn, oats, butter, and wool. Co. seat, Bi;cyrus.

CR.VWFORD, a co. In n.w, Pennsylvania on the Ohio border, watered bj" Ven-
tingo river, and intersected by the Beaver and Erie canal, the Oil Cre< k and Alle-

ghany River railroad, the Atlantic and Great Western, and the Erie ai.d Pittsburg Vfiil-

roads; 975 sq ni.
; pop. 70, 6-),8o3, It is a good agricultural region, although lumlier is

still an important article of export. The chief produitions are wheat, rye, corn, cats,

buckwheat, potatoes, hay, cheese, butter, wool, maple sugar, and hops. Co. seat,

:Meadville.

CRAWFORD, a co. in s.w. Wisconsin, on the ^lississippi river, bounded s. by the
Wisconsin, and intersected byKickapoo river and the JMilwrnikee and St. Paul railroad;

612 sq.m,; pop. 70, 13,075, Surface partly prairie and partly hilly; productions agri-

cultural. Co, seat, Prairie du Chien,

CIl.VWFORD, Natiianiki. Macon, d.d , 1811-71; b. Ga. ; graduated at Franklin
university, lie studied law, and was admitted to the bar, but never practiced. In 1847,

he was chosen professor of mathematics in Oglethorpe univtrsity; licensed to j reach in

1843. and ordained the next 3'ear, becoming pastor of a Baptist church. In 1847, he
was chosen professor of biblical literature in Mercer university, and in 1854 he became
president of that ins'itution. In later years he tilled chairs in the Western Baptist theo-

logical seminary and the universir\^ of Mississippi, n turning to the pit sidency of fier-

cer university in 1858. A year later he was chosen president of the Bible revision asso-

ciation, lie published Clnistiati Paradoxes.

CRAWFORD, Samuel Wyi.ie, b. Pa,, 1829; appointed assistant surgeon in the
federal army, 1851, In the war of the rebellion he served as an < Ificer on the union
side, rising to brevet-maj. gen. He was one of the garrison of fort Sumter, In 1873,

he retired from active service on account of wounds,

CRAWFORD, Thomas, 1814-57; an American sculptor: b. New York. At the age
of 22 he went to Rome and became a pupil of Thorwaldsen. The tirst work which
brought him prominently into notice was his " Orpheus entering Fades in Sean h of

Eurydiee," finished 1839. This was followed bv other poetical compositions, such as

"Babes in the Wood," "Flora," " Hebe and Ganymede," "Sappho," "Tl.e Darcers,"
and " The Hunter." Among his works are a bu>f of Josiah Quincy : a statue of Wash-
ington at Richmond, Va. ; of Beethoven, in the Boston music hall: of Dr. Channiiig: of

Henry Clay; and the colossal tigure of " Liberty " (in armor) for the capitol at Wash-
ington. For tills building he also executed the pediment and bronze doors. Duiing
his later years he suffered from tniuor of the brain, which deprived him of sight, so
that he was compelled to leave many works unfinished.
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CRAWFORD. William Harris, 1773-1834; b. Va.. but removed with liis family to-

Georgia when a child. He was s^'lf-educated, and in 1708 was admitted to tiie bur. In.

1802, he was chosen a member of the state senate, in A\hieh body hi- presented a lesolu-

tion, which was adopted by botli hou'^es of the legislature, lequestiug Mr. Jellerson to

permit his name to be used as a caniliilate for a third term of the presidency. In 1807,

lie was chosen to till a vacancy in the United States senate. During the canvass, he
fought two duels, iviiied one man. and was wounded in the next venture. He wa»
re-elected to the senate in 1811, and in ISl-i was chosen president pro tempore when
Oeoriie Clinton, the vice-i)resident, was disabled by sickness, lie at first opposed, but

finally supported the war with England. In 1813, he vvas appointed minister to France,

where he became one of La Fayette's friends. In 1315, he was made secretary of war,

and the ne.\t year secretary of the treasury. Crawford thought himself entitled to

succeed Monroe as president, and was nominated b}'' a congressional caucus, which was
then the regular way; but tiiis caucus system had grown odious, and there were four
otlier candidates a-zainst him, Calhoun, xVdams, Jackson, and Clay. Calhoun was paci-

fied with the vice-presidency, to which he was chosen by 182 out of 2G1 votes. There
was no choice for president, the vote being: Jackson, 99; J. Q. Adams, 84; Crawford,

41; Chi}', 37. About the time of the election, Crawford was stricken with paralysis, a

disease from whicl'i he never recovered. His condition rendered it impossible to con-

eider him a candidate when the election came to be decided in the house of representa-

tives, although even in such a condition he got four of the 24 votes From this time
Crawford was out of tlie political field. In hisow^n state, he was made a judge, filling

the Oilice until his death.

CR.VWFORDSVILLE, a city in l^Iontgomery co., Indiana, 44 m. n.w. of Indianap-

oli-?, reached by several railroads; pep. '70, 3,70l. The ci!y is in a line agricultural

regim, and is the seat of Wabash college, a large educational institution under the care

•f the Presbyterians.

CnEA'TIOXIS]\I, a term recently applied to that theory of the origin of man which
is thought to be opposed to evolutionism (see ANTiiKoroLOGY, Evolution)- ^'> how-
ever, has for centuries been used to indicate a theory as to the origin of the soul, 'i'he

question in theology has been, whether tlie soul of each man is immediately created by
God, or is generated by the parents as really as is the body. 1 he former theory is called

crca'ir)iusiii; the latter, traducitiaism. The following aigumenis are advanced by tradu-

cianists: 1 The iScripture declaration that " Adam begat a sou in iiis own likeness, after

Ills image." Concerning tliis son. they aflirm that, as he consisted of body and soul,

these must both have been m the image and hkeness of his father, and both must
have been derived, mediately, from him. 2. The advocates of this theory allirm

that it is necessary in order to account for the transmission of a sinful nature from
Ada:n to his posterity. Community of essence, they say, produces community in sin.

If mankind were not in Adam as to essence, they did not sin in him, and do not derive

tiieir corrupt nature from him; but if they were in him as to essence, then his sin was
their sin. 3. Some urge also that the incarnation of Christ involves the triilh of the

traducian tlieory. He was born of a woman. Unless both his human soul and his

body were derived, mediately, from his virgin mother, he cannot truly be of the same
race wi:h mankind. 4. Another argument is drawn from tlie transmission from one
gmeralion to anotlier of ethnical, national, family, and parental peculiarities of mind,

temper, and disposition, as v/ell as of physical constitution. On the other hand, m
be'.ialf of C— l^ie theory that every iiuman sr)ul is created by the iin:nediate agency of

(jyd—the following arguments are maintained: 1. That it is in accordance with the

general teaching of f-'cripture. In the account of the creation of man, there i.s, they

say, a marked distinction between the origin of the body and of the soul. The one i.s,

inediatelv, from the earth; the other, imniediately, from God; and lbs distinction is

continued th:-(High the Eible, The body and soul are not only n presented as dilTcrent

sub.stanees. but also Jis having a diJerent origin: "The dnst.Oiall return to the (arlh as

it was. and the spirit shall return unto God vho gave it." Cod is cnTud "the God of

the spirits of all lle.^h." and " the Father of spirits." 2. C., it is said, is more consistent

v.i:li the nature of the soul which, being immaterial and spiritual, ir.u.st be indivisible.

The traduciaii t'.ieorv, on the contrary, imi)lies that tl.c essence (if the sor.l is cajmblo

of division. So:ne\;f its advocates, jnd.ced, deny that there is any d'.visio!); bi:t the

great majority of them a Imit that tlie derivation of one soul from another re(^uirc8 a.

division of essence. 3. 'i'he advocates of C. think they have an argument for it in llio

very teacliing of Scri-tturc; concerning tlie person of ( li:ist tov.hich thiir o])ponent3.

resort. He assumed our nature ])y tailing to hi:nself at:i;e bm'y and a rational soul.

He was born of a woman; in lii.-i human nalure, he was lh(; son of David, a::d was
descended from the fatlier.s. As such, the advocates of both llieories achv.it, he was.

williout sin. I5ut if. as traduciani; m aliirms, mankind derive a j-infrd nature from

Adam because of their community of essence witii him, then V. replies that the human
nature of Clrist. sharing the .same community of essence, must also have shared ia the

Binfulness. While thcfse two theories an; generally arrayed in op|)Osit:on, as if one or

the olher must l)e true, it is conceivable tiiat tiiere is a truth in l)oth. ]\Iany theologians.

do not allirui eilher; but, regarding the mode of the soul's coming into being as a part
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of the mystery which envelops the whole subject of tlie existence, maintenance, and
transmission of life, are content to say witli Augustine, "AYlien I wrote my former l)0( k
I did not know how tlie soul derives its being, and I do not know now." See Tkadu-
CiANisii, ante.

CI^EDIT ]\IOr>ILIEIl OF AMERICA, the name of an organization chartered in

Pennsylvania in 1859, a.-^ a corporation for a general loan and contract business. It was
organ iVx'd ill loij3 with a capital of ^'2,500,(;00; and in 18C7, the charter having been
purchased 1 y a company formed for the construction of the Union racilic railroad, the

block was increased to $l),7o0,(i00, and soon al'lerwards rose to great value, payingcnor-
mous dividends. It was charged in 187:3, that a number of senators and members of

congress were privately owners of the stock, and a congressional investigation was
ordered, whose result siiOAved that in some cases the charges were well founded. There
was no law to prevent s::ch ownership; but as liie building of the railroad was greatly

assisted by granis of land made by congress, it was considered r.t the le.-ist highly

improper lor any member to have a pecuniary interest in such a concern. The senate

conuiiittec r( ported the innocence of several who had been accused, and recommended
the expulsion of one senator; but no action was taken. In the house, resolutions cen-

suring two members were adopted. It becam.e evider.t, on the whole, that the charges^

though not wiiliout some basis, had been applied so promiscuously as to involve some
men absolutely free from offense.

CEEEDiMOOIv, a station on the Long Island railroad, 11 m. e. of Kew Yoik, v.hcre

there is the largest and most com;ilete rille range in tiie United States. It is much fre-

quented by 1 itlemen lor target pi'actice,

CREEKS, a nation of Indians originally living in Alabama and Georgia. During
the revolutionary war they adhered to the English, and v^-erc hostile to tlie colonists even
after peace. Eut in 17LI0, they made a treaty with the federal government, in which
nearly a dozen other nations or tribes joined. Tlu-y airain supported the British in the
war of 1812, and i)erpetrated a number of outrages, t'le most important of which was
the massncre'of 4i-0 men, v. omen, and children at fort iMimms. Unsparing war was
made upon llieni by gen. Jackson and other leaders, and in ^lar., 1814, they were com-
pletely crushed. They had lost 2,000 warriors, and their country had been desolated,

btill, Ihere was trouble with them almost constantly until, in 18:)G they were removed
to the present Indian terriiory. Tlie whole number removed was 24,594. They resisted

all ell'orts of missionaries and teachers, and it was not until 1843 that the first school

was established among them. In 1857, they numbered only 14,f 88. In the war of tlie

rebellion, they were about equally divided. They defeated the confederates in two small
engagements; but in a third tliey were routed, and more than G,(>CO, men, women, and
children Hed to Kansas. In 1872, their number was estimated at 12, COO, and they had
84 schools, 'ihe governmental system of these Indians is peculiar. Each town is inde-

pendent of all ot'iCrs, and is ruled by its own elective king, the next ofiicer being tlie

chief warrior. The number of chiefs became so oppressive tliat a change was made, and,

in 18G8, a ))lan was adopted to choose alir.-t and second chief, a house of warriors and &
bou.ie of kings. In 1809, the fugitives of the tribe were returned to their nation.

C'REMATIOX, the burning of human corpses, appears to have been a general prac-

tice in early times, with three exeeptiiiiis: Egypt, where they were embalmed; Judea,
wlicre they were laid away in sepulchers; and China, where they were buric-d in the
c:uth. In Greece, suicides, children not yet having teeth, and persons struck by light-

ning, were denied the riglit to be buried. At liome, burning was the rule down to the

end of the 4th c. after C Inist. AVhether in any of these cases cremation was ad(^pted or
rejected for sanitary or rel gious reasons, it is difllcult to s.iy. Embalming would prob-
ably net succeed in climates less warm and dry than that of Egyj/t; the .scarcity of fuel

might also be a consideration. The Chinese are inlluencc d by the doctrine of Feng-Shui,
or incomprehensible wind water; they must have a properly placed grave in their own
land, and with this view corpses are often sent home from California. Even the Jews
u u'd cremation in the vale of Tophet wlien a ])laguecamc; a d the modern Jews of
Eerlin and the Spanisli and Portuguese Jews at Mile-Cnd cemetery have been among tho
llrst to welcome the lately revived process. Probably, also, some nations had religious

objections to the pollution of the sacred principle oi' lire, and therefore practiced expo-
sure, suspension, throwing into the sea, cave-burial, desiccation, or envelopment. Some
at least of these methods must obviously have been suggested simply by the readiest

m?ans at hand. Cremation is still practiced over a great part of Asia and America, but
not always in the same form. Thus, the ashes may be stored in urns, or buried in the
earth, or thrown to the wind, or i^as among the Digger Indians) smeared with gum on
the heads of the mourners. In one cai:j the three processes of embalming, burning, and
burying are employed; and in an;)ther. if a member of the tribe die at a great distance
from home, some of Ids money and clothes are nevertheless burned by the fainil}'. As
food, weajions, etc., are sonuMimes buried with the body, so they are sometimes burned
with the liody, the whole ashes being collected. The Siamese have a singular institu-

tion, according to which, before burning, the embalmed l>ody lies in a temple for a
period determined by the rank of the dead man—the king for six months, and so down-
wards. If the i)oor relations cannot afford fuel and other necessary preparations, they
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bury the body, but exhume it for burning when an f)pportunity occurs. There can lie

lilife doubt that the practice of civinaliou in modern Europe was at first stopped, and
has since been prevented in great measure, by views whicii liad become associated with
the Christian doctrine oi' the resurrection of the body; partly also by the notion that tlie

Christian's body was redeemed and purilied. JScience has shown that burning merely
produces quickly what putrefaction takes a long time to accomi)lish; but the leeling of

opposition still lingers among tlie clergy of more than one nation. Some clergymen,
however, as Mv. llaweis in his Aslics to Ashea, a Creiuation. Prelude, have been promi-

nent in the refornung movement The objection was disposed of by lord Shaftesbury

when he asked. " What would in such a case become of tlie blessed martyrs?" The
verv general practice of burying bodies in the precincts of a church, in order that the

dead might take benefit from, the prayers of persons resorting to the church, and the

religious cere:nony which precedes both European burials and Asiatic cremations, have
given the question a reliixious aspect. It is really a sanitaiy one. The disgusting results

of pit-burial made cemeteries necessary. But the cemeteries are equally liable to over-

crowding, and are often nearer to inhabited houses than the old chuivh-yards. There is

indeed a disposition to build villas near ornamental cemeteries. It is possible to make
a cemetery safe approximately, b}' Selecting a soil which is dry, close, and porous, by
careful drainage, and by rigidenforceraent of the rules prescribing a certain depth (8 to

10 ft.) and a certain supcrlicies (4 yards) for graves. But one has only to read such a
work as Bt/cer's Laof Relating to Burial to see how many dangers burial legislation has

to contend with. A certain amount of irrespirable gas will escape into the air, or into

sewage dr lins, and thus reach houses, or corrupt material will percolate so as to con-

ta niuate water which is afterwards used. The great Paris cemeteries inllict headache,

diarrhea, and ulcerated sore throat on their immediate neighbors; and a great mass of

similar well-authenticated facts may be brought against even recent cemeteries in various

countries. A dense clay, the best soil for preventing thelevitation of gas, is the worst
for decomp)sition. Tne danger is strikingly illustrated in the careful planting of

trees and shrubs to absorb the carbonic acid. Yault-burial in metallic coffins, even
when saw-dust charcoal is use I, is stiil more dangerous than ordinary bul'ial. It must
always be remembered that the cemetery system can only be temporary. The soil is

gradually tilled with bones; houses crowd a!\^uud;thc law itself (in England) permits

the re-opcaing of graves at the expiry of 14 years. We shall not, indeed, as Browne
say^, " be knaved out of our grave-; to have our skulls made drinking bowls, and our
bones turned into pipes." But on this ground of sentiment, cremation would certainly

prevent any interruption of th it "sweet sleep and calm rest" which the old prayer thah

the earth might lie lightly has associated with the grave. And in the meantime wo
sliould escape the horrors of putrefaction and of the " small cold worm that fretteth the

enslirouded form." For the last 10 years many distinguished physicians and chemists

in Italy have warmly advocated tlu; general adoption of cremati(.n, and in IC'^4, a con-

gress called to consider the matter at Milan resolved to petition the chambers of deputies

for a clause in the new sanitary code, permitting cremation under the supervision of the

syndics of the commune. In Switzerland, Dr. Yegmaun Ercolani is tiie champion of

the cause, and t'lere are two associations for its support. So long ago as 17'J7, cremation

was seriously discussed by the French assembly under tho directory, and the events of

llie Franco- Prussian war have again brought the subject under the notice of the medical
press and the sanitary authorilfes. Tiie military experiments at Sedan, Chalons, and
Metz, of burying large numbers of bodies witli quicklime, or pitch and straw, were u(>t

successful, but very dangerous. The question was considered by the municipal council

of Paris in connection with the new cemetery at j\[eiy-sur-Oise; and tb.e prefect of the

Seine in 1874 sent to all the cremation societies in Europe a circular asking information.

The municipality of Vienna Ikis actually made cremation permissive. There is a i^opa-

gan list society, called the " Urnc," and the maiji difilculty for the poor seems to be the

conveying the bodies five miles. To overcome this a pneumatic tube has been proposed.

Ures len, Leipsic, and Berlin are t!ie centers of the German movement. In Britain the

,sul)ject has slu;u!)ered for two centuries, since in IGoS sir Thomas Browne published

his
'
quaint //y/nWa/y/z/V/., or Urn-burial, whicli was mainly founded on Uui l)e Funcre

li'jinam/ruia oi the learned Kirchmannus. In 1817, Dr. J. Jamison gave a sketch of

the Orif/in of Creinali'fii, and for many years yvv)V to 1874 Dr. Lord, me(lical officer of

health for ilemi)stead, continued to urge tin; jjiactical necessity for the introduction of

the syst(!m. It was sir Henry Thomi)son, however, who of late lir>t brought the question

prom'inently before the public, and starttd in 1874 the cremation society of London.
Its object is to introduce through the agency of cemetery companies, and parochial ar.d

municipal authorities, and burial boards, some rapid process of disposing of the dead,
•" which cannot offend the living, and shall render the remains absolutely innocuous."

Thompson's problem was— " Given a dead body, to resolve it into carbomc acid, water,

and anunonia, rapidly, safely, and not unpleasantly." Relying on the evidence which
suggested recent burial legislation, he pointed out that in the neighborhood of ccmcteri<'.s

t'jere is a constantly increasing risk of contaminated air and water, 'i'he problem he
.solved by the Siemens process of cremation, which, when generally employed, would
effect a gnsit saving in the cost of funerals, and would also leave a (juanlity < f bono
earth equal in value to the bones inq)ortcd into this country chielly for manure. Tho
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British authorities in India have already had much practical experience of cremation.

Poor Hindus often did not supply Avood and oil enough f(/r the total consumption of

the body, and hence sir Cecil Beadon at Calcutta, and the sanitary conimissioner at

Madras, both found it necessary in the public interest to erect cmerators on the burning-

ghat or ground, which might be used on payment of a fee. So aho at Poonah, col.

Martin, struck with the high cost (above 13 rupees) of even a poor funeral, constructed

in 1864 a pentagonal cinerator for the use of Brahmans and tlie other Hindu castes.

Among the practical methods of cremation which have recently been attempted, we
may mention, in the first place, the experiments of Dr. Polii at tho IMilan gas-works,

and those of prof. Brunetti, who exhibited an apparatus at the Vienna exhibition of

1873, and states his results in Lt Cremaziorve de Cadaveri, Padua, 1873. Polli obtained

complete incineration or calcination of the bodies of dogs by the use of coal-gas ndxe I

with atmospheric air, applied to a cylindrical retort of refracting clay, so as to consume the

gaseous products of combustion. The process was complete in two hours, and the

hshes weighed about 5 per cent of the weight before cremation. Brunetti used an
obi :iig furnace of refracting brick with side-doors to regulate the draught, and a cast-

iroi. dome above with movable shutters. The body w^as placed on a metallic plate sus-

pended on wire. The gas generated escapes by tlie shutters, and in two hours carbon-
ization is complete. The lieat is then raised and concentrated, and at tlie end of four
hours the operation is over; 180 lbs. of wood costing 2s. 41. sterling was burned. In
the reverberating furnace used by sir Henry Thompson, a body, weighing 144 lbs. was
reduced in 50 minutes to about 4 lbs. of lime-dust. The noxious gases, which were
undoubtedly produced during the first five minutes of combustion, passed through a
flue into a second furnace, and were entirely consumed. In the ordinary biemeus regen-
erative furnace (which has been adapted by Pecalm in Germany for cremation, and
also by sir Henry Thompson) only the hot-blast is used, the body supplying hydroiren
and carbon, or a stream of heated hydrocarbon mixed with heated air is sent from a

gasometer supplied with coal, charcoal, peat, or wood, the brick or iron-cased chamber
being thus Jieated to a high degree before cremation begins. In one arrangement both
gas and air are at a wliite heat before they meet and I'urst into flame in the furnace.
The advantage of the Siemens furnace and gas producer (whiih would cost about
$4,000 in construction) are that the heat of the expended fuel is nearly all retained by
the regenerators, and that the gas retort admits of the production being stopped witliout

much loss. Some difllculty has been felt about keeping the ashes free from foreign
material. The Greeks used a shroud of asbestos, the Egyptians one of amianth. Mr,
Eassie suggests a zinc collin—that metal being metal being volatile. It is also suggested
that the ashes might be deposited in urns, and these placed in a columbarium, which
might be in the church or at home. (The substance of the foregoing is from Encydo-
ymUa Brltannicay ninth edition.)

CPi^MIEUX, Isaac ADOLriiio, 179C-1880; b. at Kimes, France, of Jewish parents.
He studied law, and was adjnitted to the bar in 1817. About 1830, he went to Paris, where
he soon became famous as an advocate, particularly in the defense in political prosecu-
tions. He entered political life in 1842 as a deputy from Chinon, and served till 1C48.

He sat on the left, and in opposition to the reigning dynasty. Under the republic of 1848,

he was elected as a deputy to the constituent and legislative assembly, acting and
voting always with the left.

On the nigb.t of the 2d of Dec, when Xapoleon throttled the republic, Cremieux was
arrested and thrown into the prison of Mazas. During nearly the whole reign of Napo-
leon he regained in private life, devoting himself to his protcssion. In Nov., 18G9, he
was elected a deputy to the corps legislatif, where he took liis seat on the extreme left,

Toting always with Gambetta, who was for a time a cle; k in his law-oflice. His name is

connected with many acts of legislation and many decrees. It was he who rendered
the famous decree which chased from their seats the infamous maij:istrates composing
the "mixed commissions" under the empire, whose infamous judgments drove from
France into exile so many of her most distinguished and most gilTed sons. Another
decree justly bears his name, the " Decree Cremieux," which naturalized in mass 30,000
of his coreligionists in Algeria. The French nation will never forget his private sub-
scription of 100,000 francs for the liberation of the French teriitory. He was a man of
the highest sense of honor. Deutz, a Jew, who had surrendered up the duchess de Berri
at Bordeaux, finding his treason overwhelir.ed by universal reprobation, asked from
Cremieux what was called a " memoire justificatif." The advocate addressed him a letter

in reply, Avhich created much sensation at the time. He said: "I can do nothing for
you. It is impossible for me to justify you in the eyes of the public. France is deaf to

the justification of cowardice, it is necessary to submit to shame when one has com-
mitted a treason. I can see nothing that will excuse a crime which I detest, and whieh
arraigns yon before no other judges than public opinion. If you count me as your
coreligionaire you will see j'our error." A member of the provisional government of
1848, he was one of tlse first seven named by the chamber, and proclaimed to the people
from the Hotel de Ville. They were jMarie, Lamartine, Ledru-Rollin, Cremieux, Dupont
de I'Eure, Arago, and Garnier Pages. With the death of Cremieux, no one of that
jiumber now survives.
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Ciumieiix was niade minister of justice of the government of 1848. "Under the
republic, wiiicli followed, lie was elected a menil)er of the ciuuubcr oi deputies, and
ai^am in 18Gi). In 1875, was conferred upon hiiii his last and greatest honor in liis elec-

tion as life senator under the Frencli republic, lie liad an auihorrty and mlluencG
among his people wliich no other man possessed. AVlierever a Jew \vasi)t*rsecuted, there
appeared tiie oid Hebrew advocate. It was in 1840 that C went into Syria to defend the
grand rabbi of Damascus, against whom had been made the accusal ion, r.s absurd as it

was terrible, that he iiud cut tiie tiiroat of a monk in order to moisten witli his blood
ilu: bread that ihe Jews eat during liiaster. "Ihe great advocate jjrocured the acquittal
of his client and liiose accused witn liim. As a recognition of that service, it is said he
was escuried out of the couuiry on his return by li5,0L>0 Jcvvs on horsebaclv.

CREMONA, a province of Lombardy, Italy, between the rivers Adda and Oglio, n.

of the Po, which separates it from Parma and Piaceuza; alout 00 m. long from n.w. to

8.e., and 15 m. wide; iiS'Z sq.m.
;
pop. '71, 800,51)5. Tiie surface is level and the soil

fertile, producing abundant crops of wbcat, corn, flax, and rice. Except the spinning
of silk, there are no important manufactures.

CRENSHAW, a co. in s.e. Alabama, drained by Conecuh river, recently formed
from portions of several adjoining counties; about (300 sq.m. ; pop. "«0, 11,150—2,20(>

colored. The surface is level and mostly covered with pine forests, and the soil is poor,

("oru, cotton, and rice are the chief productions Co. seat, liutledge.

CREOX. a fabulous king of Thebes, succecdinir on tlie death of Laius, the husband
of his daughter Jocasta. Thel)e3 was then trembling before the cruelty of the bphinx,
and Creon otfered his crown and his daughter to whomsoever would solve the enigma
proposed by the raonstjr. OEdipus. the sou of Laius and Jocasta, ignorant of his parent-
age, having solved the riddle, received the reward, and thus became the husband of his
own mother, by whom he had two sons. Eteocles and l^olynices, who, after their fathers
death, mutually agreed to reign in alternate years. Eteocles began, but when his year
ended he refusal to resign, and war followed, which was decided by the brothers in single

coml)at, when both were killed. Creon resumed tlie government during the minority of
Leodamus, the son of Eteocles, and commanded that the Argivcs, and above all Polynices,
the cau.se of all the bloodshed, should not receive the rights of sepulture, and that any
one who infringed this deciee should be burned alive. Antigone, the sister of Polynices,
refu.sed to obey, and sprickled dust upon her brother's corp.5e. The threatened penalty
was inflicted; but Croon's crime did not escape punishment. His son, the lover of Anti-
gone, killed himself on his grave, and Thebes was attacked by Theseus, by whose hand
Creon fell.

CREOSOTE. See Creasote, ante.

CRESCEN'ZI, Pip:t]io de. 12C0-1320; an Italian writer on agriculture, author of a
work containing not only his personal observations and experiences, but such informa-
tion as he could gain from ancient agriculturists.

CRESSON, a village in Cambria co., Penn., on the Pennsylvania railroad, 103 m. e,

of Pitt-<burg. It is on the top of one of the Alleghany mountains, 8000 ft. above .tide,

an I IS a famous summ(;r resort because of the purity of the air and the beauty of the

scenery.

CRESSON, Elliott, 179G-1854; a Quaker merchant of Philadelphia, who paid
mu3h attention to the Indian population of the country; also to the emancipation of

the negroes from slavery, his method being mainly by colonization. He lelt over
)^120.0J0 to various benevolent institution.s, besides an estate of more than ^:30,000 to

found a home for aged or inflrm merchants and gentlemen who had fallen into poverty.

CRETACEOUS SYSTEM {(inte). in North America, extends along the Atlantic,

». of New Y(n-k—where, though mostly hidden by the tertiary formation, it is visible

in New Jersey an 1 further s.—around the n. and w. shores of the JNIexican gulf. U]) the

Mi-isissijjpi villey to the mouth of the Ohio, and, on the w., from Texas northward
ov T the sides of the Rockv mountains. Its gieatest development is in Wyoming. Utah,
Colorado, and w. of the Sierra Nevada in Ciilifornia. In some portions of thc.'>e last

nam -d regions it rises to heights of 10,000 and 12,000 feet. It i.s found also in Arctic

Ameri(;a. near the mouth of the Mackenzie river. The American cretaceous beds con-

sist of layers of greensand—called also marl, and extensively used in New Jersey and
cls(?wh ;re for f(»riiliz'ng land—sands of otlwr kinds, clays, .Shells, and, on the gulf of

Mexico, esp"cially i-i T'-xns. limestone. In New Jersey the formation is 400 or 500 ft.

thi(;k. i:i Alabain i 2() )'). in Texas 800, chiefly solid rim('ston(!. in the upper IMi.ssouri

more thin 2.0«)0, and e. of the Wah.satch more than 9,000. In Colorado. New ^lexico,

and Vancouver's island the formation contains imi)ortant beds of brown coal or ligi.ite.

The coal beds of Wyoming and Utah, and .some southward, an* regarded by some geol-

ogists as bc'longini; to thi.s formation; otiKM-s assign them to the tertiary age. Among
American eretaceous fossils are included 100 s|)ecies of the earliest dieotyledonou.'i

plants yet found on this continent, half of which are allied with livinir American forms.

Among th(;m are species of oaU. willow, popl.ir. beech, maple, hickory, flg. tulip, sassa-

fras, sequoia. Ameriec.n [)alm, and cycads. Among the mollusca are species of tcre-

bratala, ontrea, gryph(jpa, ituh'^nxmua, Iiq)pariten, radioUiea, anwwnUes, ncuphites, hamites.
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bac^diifs, belimnites, ancyloceras, aud turrilites. Of the fishes of the American
cretaceous seas nearly lUO species are known. They include large representatives
of nioaern predatory types like the salmon and saury, together with cestracionts and
ganoids. The American reptiles of this period are especially remarkable for their
nunilier, variety, and size. Lope (who includes, however, in his statement the lignite

group, which other geologists rank aiiKmg the tertiary formations) enumerates 18
species of deinosaurs, 4 pterosaurs, 14 cr(jco(iiiians, 16 sea sauriaus, 48 lestudinates,
and 50 sca serpents. iSome of the pterosaurs fi"om the Kansas rocks measured from 20
to ~5 ft. in expanse of wing. The sea saurians were from 10 to 50 ft. long. The elas-

niosaurus Cope describes as a snake like Icim 40 It. long, v. ilh an arrow-shaped head
on a swan-like neck that rose 20 it. out of the water. Consequently it couid swim
many feet belovv the surface, and yet have its head extended into the air for breath.

The American rocks supply 40 species of the sea serpents, some of which were 75 ft.

long, with a head 4 ft. long, and a moutii of enormous size, having 4 rows of i'^imen.se

curved teeth with which to seize their prey and joints in the lower jaw to enable them
the better to swallow it whole. In the American portion of Wn^. formation, 9 species of
birds, have been found. Three belonged to the order of swimmers, which include.9

modern ducks, geese, and gulls; four were waders, and two, of an order long extinct,

resembled fishes and reptiles as well as birds. During the cretaceous period it is sup
pf)sed that the Delaware and Ches:ipeake bays were in the main ocean, that Florida was
under water, that the valley of the jNIissouri was a salt water region, that the Rocky
mountains were in great pai t submerged, and that the gulf of Mexico extended over much
of Georgia. Alabama, and Mississippi, northward to the mouth of the Ohio and far on
to the D.W., perhaps even to the Arctic seas.

CREUTZ, GusTAF FiLTP. Count, b. Finland. 1729; a Swedish poet. He was edu-
cated at Abo, where he made the acquaintance and friends'.iip of Gyllenborg, and the
two became the "Beaumont and Fletcher" of their country. Creutz's best work was
A'y^ and Camilla, a charming idyllic poem. In 1763, Creutz w^as sent as ambassador to

Spain, and afterwards to France.

CREVECOSUR, Hector Saixt John de, 1701-1010; a French traveler and agri-

culturist, who settled in New York as a farmer In the American revolution he v.as

pent to England as a prisoner, was exchanged, and went to Normandy. Afterwar.ls
lie returned to the United States, and became consul-general for the state^ of New York,
New Jersey, and Connecticut. lie found lh:;t his wife was dead and his properly
destroyed, but his children had been protected by a gentleman of Eoston. lie wrote
Letters of an American Agriculturist; Traveh in I\nm-ylvania and JVeio York; and a.

paper on the introduction of the potato into Normandy.

CRIME'AN WAR, begun in 1853. As the French and Russian governments had
taken sides in the contention between the Latin (or Roman) and Greek (or Russian)
churches for exclusive possession of the holy scpulcher and other sacred places, the czar
sent prince Menschikolf to Constantinople Feb. 28. 185J, as envoy extraordinary. In
addition to the claims with regard to the holy ]ilaces, he made certain demands respect-

ing the protection of the Greek Christians in Turkey. As to the holy places, tlic sultan
recommended a mixed commission, which decided in favor cf the Greek church. The
demands of JMenschikoli with respect to t!ic Greek Christians in Turkey were not
acceded to, and the envoy left Constantinople May 21. Two w<?eks later, the sultan
conllrmed all the riglits and privileges of llie Greek Christians, a::d appealed to hia

allies. In Jure, the French and English fleets appeared. A week later the Russians
crossed the Pruth into IMoldavia. Diplomacy was then renewed, and a conference at

Vienna was agreed to by all exnept the suUan. who demanded modifications which
Russia refused. About the middle of Sept., 18.')3, four English and French war- vessels
entered the Dardanelles, and on Oct. 5. the sultan declared war against Russia The
first real act of war occurred Oct. 23, when a Turkish fortress fired on a Russian flotilla.

Nov. 1, Russia declared Avar against Turkey. Then followed in and around the penin-
sula of the Crimea a series of battles through about 23 months. The chief of ihein in^

the order of time were the battles of the Alma. Sept. 20, 1854. when the English, led b}"-

lord Raglan, and the French under marshal St. Arnaud, routed tlic Russians, who lost

5,000 men, of whom less than 1000 were prisoners; loss of the allies. 3.400 Sept. 25,

the allies took Balaklav «. Oct. 17. they began an unsuccessful siege of Sebastopol. The
battle of Balak'jiva—with the celebrated charge of the light brigade—occurred Oct. 25.

On Sept. 8, 1855, the French captured the jMalakoff by assault."and the Russians, sink-

ing their fleet, retreated from Sebastopol. There was little more of important fighting;

peace was concluded IMar. 30. 1853, and July 9 the allies evacuated the Crimea. The
losses of the allies in the entire campaign were—Enirlish. killed or died of wounds,
5,000; died of cholera. 4,244; from other diseases, 10.000; total, nearlv 24.000. besidcs-

2,873 di.sabled. The British public debt was increased more than $200,000,000. The
French lost about G3.500 men; and the Russian loss has been esiimated as much more-
than that of all the allies.

CRISPIN, Knights of Saint, a society of shoemakers organized in "Wisconsin, in
18G6, to protect the interests of workingmen against employers, regulate wages, andsus-
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tain uuemploN'cd and sick members and their families. It has extended to other parts of

the counlry and comprises a large membership.

CRIT IAS, an Athenian orator and poet, one of the thirty tyrants. He was a politi-

cal agitator and disturber of the peace, and became so troul)lesome that he was banished

by tire people. Returning to Alliens he was made ephor by the oligarchical party, and
was one of the most cruel and unscrupulous of the thirty who in 40-1 u.c. were appointed
rulers of the Lacediemouians,

CRITIC'IS!M, the act and art of passing judgment according to a right standard upon
any literary, artistic, philosophical, or mechanical work, and pointing out its merits and
defects. It is the outgrowth and aid of literature and art; valuable in proportion as it

is intelligent, impartial, thorough, and frv-j from prejudice and passion. Criticism was
exercised in ancient times by men of the "ighest eminence, among whom were Aristotle,

Horace, and Quintilian. Some of the gr atest critir^s of modern times in England were
Dryden, Pope, Joimson, Coleridge, llazli' ^Mackintosh, Hallam, Brougham, and Macau-
lay. Boik'au, Voltaire, Saint- Beuve, ant' Tame nmy be reckoned among the emiueat
critics of France- while Germany has hno a host, nm.ong v.honi should be mentioned
Lessing, Goethe, Schlegel, and Kant. There was bu>. a narrow-field for criticism in the

United States during tiie first fifty years after the revolution, but it has widened rapidly

since. The earliest workers in this field were prot. Andrews Norton and prof Levi
Frisbie, of Cambridge, Willard Phillips, Samuel Gilman, and Richard H Dana. Among
tho.se of a later day may be mentioned William EHery Channing, Francis Gray, Edward
and Alexander Everett* John G. Palfrey, George Ripley, George Bancroft, William H.
Prescott, prof. Francis Bowen, James Russell Lowell, Charles Norton, Edwin P. Whip-
ple, and George S. Ilillard. In the department of theological and biblical criticism

J\lo.ses Stuart, Charles Hodge. Bela B. Edwards, and Edwards A. Park have distinguished

themselves. In recent years the number of critics in various departments has greatly

enlarged, and much of their work is of a high order.

CRITO, a friend of Socrates, who assisted the philosopher with material aid, arrang-

ing for his escape from prison. He Avas a writer on philosophy, but none of his works
are extant.

CRITOLA'US, commander of the Achean army in the baUlc of Scarphea, 146 B.C.

He was defeated by Metellus, and is supposed to have committed suicide.

CRITTEXDEN, a co. in e. Arkansas on the Mississippi river, intersected by the

^lemplus and Little Rock railroad; about 893 sq. m. ;
pop. "70,3,831—2,575 colored. The

land IS low and subject to inundations; corn and cotton are the chief productions. Co.
seat, Marion.

CRITTENDEN, a co. in w. Kentucky on the Ohio river, bounded on the s.w. b}"-

the Cumbcrlaiid; 4^0sq.m.; pop. "10, 9,C81—80J colored. The soil is good. Coal, iron,

and lead are found. The chief productions are corn and tobac^ o. Co. seat, ]Marion.

CRITTENDEN, John Joiidon, 1787-1 8G3; b. Ky., a U. S. senator from that state.

He was a lawyer of great ability. In 1841, he was appointed attorney-general by presi-

dent Harrison, but he resigned when Tyler became president. In 1842, he was sent to

the senate. In 1818, he resigned and was chosen governor of Kentucky. AVlien Fill-

more was president, ho was again attorney -general, and in 1855, he was a":ain sent to the

senate. In the war of the rebellion, he was one of the few southern statesmen who stood

firmly by the union. His last public speech was in opposition to a conscription bill then
before congress.

CRITTENDEN, Thomas Leonidas, b. Ky., 1819; son of John J.; a lavvyer. He
.served with distinction on }i;Qn. 'I'aylcjr's stall and under gen. Scott in the ]\Iexican war.

When Taylor became president, he appointed Crittenden consul at Liverpool. Ho served

in the unionarmy during the war of the rebellion, ri.sing to brevet maj. gen. of volunteers.

CIHVEL'LI, C.MiLO, Cavaliere, i Venetian painter of the 15th c, said to have stud-

ied under Jacobo del Fiore. He introduced agreeable landscape backgrounds, and was
particularly fond of giving fruits and llowcrs as accessories. It was thouglit that he was
of the same family as the painters Donato and Viltorio Crivelli.

CRO(,'KER, a co. in Iowa, on the border of Minnesota, recently set oIT; area about

500 sq. miles. Co. seat, Greenwood Center.

CROCKETT, a co. in w. Tennessee formed since 1870. It is in a cotton-growing

region. The Memi)his and Ohio railroad passes through. Co. seat, Alamo.

CROCKETT, David, 1780-1830, a luitive of Ky., famous for eccentricities. He
was a good sjKjcimen of the unlearned backwoodsman, was a great hunter, and pos-

.se.ssed a rare fund of humor, mingled with common sense. He served undcfr Jac.-kson in

the war against the Creek Indians, In bS27, and twice afterwards, he was elected to

congress, where his oddities of dress and addr(!s.s made much sensation. But refined

civilization was iiksf)ine to him. and he was among the lirst of Americans to strike for

the iinlependenee of Texas. lie was one of the defenders of the Alamo, where, with
lialf a dozen others, he was bufehered by Santa Anr.a after the surrender. Crockett's

well-known axiom was: "Be sure you nro, right, then go ahead!"
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CROFT, William, 1677-1727; an English musical composer, organist in the chapel
royal. He published Musica Sacra, or Seiect Anthems on sMre for two, three, four, jive,

six, seven, and eight voices; to which is added the Burial Service as it is occasionally 'per-

formed in Westminster abbey.

CRO'GIIAN, George, 1791-1849; b. Ky.
;
graduate of William and Mary college.

He served on the frouticr in the war of 1812, and was distinguished as an aid to gen.
Harrison. He served as a col. in the war with Mexico.

CUOME, John, 17G9-1821; an English landscape painter, son of a weaver. He
was apprenticed to a sign painter, and alter k)ng eliort became a teacher of drawing.
His works represent the familiar scenery of his native country,

CROMWELL, Uekry, 1G28-73; second son of the great protector, and, at the age
of 16, a soldier in the parliamentary army. In the liarebone parliament he sat as one
of the six Irish members. In 1G65, he was sent to Ireland as a maj.gen., and was sub-
sequently made lord-deputy. His latter years were passed as a larmer. llis great-

grandson, the last lepresenlalive of the house of Cromwell, died in 1821.

CRONOS, in Greek mythology, a son of Uranus and father of Jupiter, Neptune,
Ceres, and Juno. He is usually identified with the Roman Saturn.

CROOK, George, b. Ohio, 1828; graduated at West Point in 1S.J2. In the civil

war he became maj.gen. of volunteers, and was in active service during the whole
period. In 1873 he was made a brig.geu. in the regular army
CROOKED LAKE, a hamlsome sheet of water in w. Isew York, about 18 m. long

by 1 to 1^ wide, lying in a deep valley, and surrounded by vineyards.

CROOKS, Gkouge Richard, d.d., b. Philadelpliia, 1822; graduated at Dickinson
college in 1840 and joined the ^Methodist ministiy, traveling and preaching in the western
states. He subsequently occupied pulpits in Philadelphia, New Yoik. and Brooklyn.
In conjunction willi Dr. McClintock and with prof. Schem he produced text books for

Greek and Latin, and a Latin-English lexicon. In 1800 he was selected to be the editor

of the Methodist, a weekly newspaper then established in New York.

CROPSEY, Jasper Frank, b. N. Y., 1823; distinguished as a landscape painter.

In 1847, he visited Italy, where ho painted " The Pontine jMarshes" and other pieces.

Some of his works arc "The Packwoods of America," "Autumn on the Hudson
River," "Richmond Hill," "Niagara Falls," "Peace," "War," and "The Sibyl's

Temple."

CROSBY, Howard, d.d., ll.d., b. New York, 1826; graduated at the university of
New York, and at present its chancellor or president. Froiy Ibol to 1859, he was pro-
fessor of Greek, and subsequent!}'" held the same chair in Rutger's college. He was
ordained in 1801, and Uicame pastor of the First I*resbyterian ( hurch in New Bruns-
wick, New Jersey. Since 1863, he has been pastor of the Fourth avenue Presbyterian
church, New York. He has been for several years the president and the most active
meml>er of the society for the prevention of crime, niaking resolute fight jigainst illegal

liquor-shops. Besides a great m;uiy sermons and addresses, he has published Lands of
the Moslem; Notes on th^ Neio Testament; SocUil Hittts for Young Christians; Jesus, His
Life and Works, as Narrated by the four Eoanfjelists; Ihonghta on the Ikcalogue; and
an edition of tl»e (Edipu.s 7]i/r<uin>>i, of Sophocles. In 1879, he delivered the "Lyman
Beecher" course of lectures in the Yale divinity school.

CROSS, a CO. in e. Arkansas, on St. Francis river; 62.") sq m. ;
pop. '70, 3.915—1289

colored. It is level, and in some parts swampy, but fertile; producing corn, cotton, etc.

Co. seat, Wittsburg.

CROSS KEYS, in Rockingham co., Va.. where a battle occurred (.Tune 8. 1862)
between the union forces under Fremont and the confederates under " Stonewall " Jack-
son. The contest was indecisive, and the losses were about equal—over 1000 killed and
wounded on each side.

CROSWELL, Edwin, 1797-1871; b. N. Y. ; for many years a leading democratic
editor. He l)egan his journalistic career en the Cafskiil Rerorder, a jounud established

by his father. In 1823. he became sole editor of the Aibanjf Argnx, remaining in that

position 31 years, in partisan warfare with his whig rival, Thurlow Weed. Croswell
was one of the foremost of political editors and managers.

CROSWELL, Harry, d.d., 1778-1858; b. Conn.; a journalist and clergyman. He
was editor of The IMance, a federalist paper in Hudson N. Y.. and of the Wasp, a
less creditable publication, in which he published a libel on Jefferson. He \yas sued,

and his defense by Alexander Hamilton was the Inst forensic effort of that great }awyer.

In 1814, he took orders, and became rector of Trinity church, New Haven. He was the

author of several devotional works.

CROTON, a small river in Dutchess, Putnam, and Westchester cos., N. Y., sup-

plying water for the city of New York. Its length is about 60 m., and it empties into

the Hudson near Peekskill.

CROTO'NA, or Croton, a Greek colony in s. Italy, founded probably about 700 B.C..

by Spartans and Achajans. It is said that in 510 b.c, the colony sent iOO.OOO men into
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tlic Av:ir \vith Sybi.ii, ari'l overcame tliree times that number of their enemies. Th©
colony seems to h.:vc vai,i^;bed us rupidJy as it rose. Crotona was celebraicd as the seat
of ihe scaool of I'yihagoras.

CROWN GLASS, u>eil for ^vindo^vs chiefly, and composed of 100 sand, 35 potash,
and 3.> chaik; nearly a silicate' of soda ami lime.

CROWN and HALF-CROWN, English gold coins first issued in 1527.' In 1551,
they were math- of silver. The crown is worih $1.25 in United IStalc's currency.

CROWN PRINCE, the heir-apparent of the German throne, Tlic title is used also
in Sweden.

CROWS, or Absakoka, a tribe of Indians living around the Yellowstone and other
Rocky mountain rivers; supposed to number something more than 3.500. They have
been generally at peace with the whites; are expert hunters and warriors, and consider-
ably advancecl in civilization. Tliey are tall, well built, and very proud of tbeir won-
derfully long hair. Catiin gives a picture of a chief whose hair swept the ground when
he >totHl eiect.

CROW WING, a co. in Minnesota, on the Mississippi river, intersected by the North-
ern Pacitic and the Ht. Paul and Pacific railroads; 690 sq.m.; pop. '70, i^OO. Co. seat.

Crow Wing.

CRUGER, the name of a prominent Dutch family of New York. Joiest was a slave-
trader, a suecesslul merchant, mayor of New York in 1710, and a member of the first

provincial congress. John IIakuis, nephew of John, was a British officer. After the
war of independence he lied to England, and his property was confiscated, IIenhy,
brother of John Harris, was a member of the English parliament, and with BurkG
opposed harsh treatment of tlie American colonies.

CRUIKSHAXK, or CRUICKSIIANKS, William. 1745-1800; a Scotch anatomist,
author of a number of medical works, the most valuable of which is one on Insendble
Pcrx'piidtlfjii.

CRUSADE, Children's, One of the strange spasmodic fevers of the middle ages. In
1213. a peasant boy iii France began to preach a crusade of boys only. Although strong
measures w. le taken to suppress tlie movement, it went on; and it is stated that more
than 30,000 boys emlmrked at ^Lirseilles for the holy land, expecting miraculous aid in
reaching Palesiine and ccmverting the Moslems. By shipwreck and capture anrl sale

into slavery, the venture came to a disastrous end. Two similar crusades, each of 20,000
chihlren, were undertaken in Germany; one army crossing the Alps at Mont Cenis, and
the other at a more westerly point. All ended miserably.

CRUSENSTOLPE, ]\lAGNrs Jakob, 1795-18G5; a Swedish historian, author of
JJiiitory of the Early Ycam of the Lfe of King Gustavus JV., Adolphu}<; 'J he House of
Ilolateiii-Goitor'p in Siceden; and other works.

CRU'SIUS. CiiKisTiAN August, 1715-75; a German theologian, professor of theol-

ogy at Leipsic. Two of the great objects of his life were to place philosophy on a
thoroughly satisfactory l)asis for the future, and to bring philosophical conclusions into
harmony with orthodox theology. His system was not successful, but it had a few
enthu>iastic supporters.

CRUVKILIIIER, Jean, 1791-1874; a French anatomist educated in the university
of Palis, where he became ))rofessor of anatomy, on which science he published three
works. He was commander of the legion of honor.

CRUVELLI, Sophie, Baroness Vizier, b. 1}:24; a German singer, having a soprano
voice of great strength and ])urity, and in her day the most popular of vocalists. On
marrying baron Vi/ier, in IboG, she left the stage.

CRYR'l"'0-(JALVINISTS, a name given to Melanchthon and those who agreed with
him in wishing to unite the Lutherans and Calvinists, and especially in liis supposed
leaniiiLT towanis the Calvinistic view of the Lord's Supper as shown in the dilTerei:cc

between the oriL'"inal and the altered Augsburg confession. The former said: "The
body and l)loo(l of (Jhrist are truly present in the Lord's supper in the form of bread and
wine, and are there (listril)uted and received by the comnumicants: therel'oi'e the opposite
doclriiM! i>! rejected.' \\\ tlie latter, the last clause is omitted. Luther did not approve
the alt('ration. hut tolerated Melanchthon's change of doctrine. I^Ian}'. however, called
him a Crypto-OJvinisf. The truth s(;ems to have been that he did not consider that
cither opinion was a sufficient bar to communion with Christ, and therefore thought
that b til of them ought to be allowed. Tlie controversy was becoming violent before
his (hfath. but afterwards it broke out with great virulence, and continued with aller-

nate success on each side for 50 years; during which time frequent attempts were made
to suppress the Calvinistic; opinions by imprisoning their leading advocates, and, at last,

in 1011. by tlu; execution of chancellor Nicolas Crell.

CRYPTOG'RAPHY (nntr), secret writing, or writing to understand which the
recipient must know the key. r>uf;h modes of communication ])ave been in use from
the (iarhest times. The Lacedjpmonians. according to Plutarch, liad a method which
Jias been called the scytale, from the stall emi)loyed in constructing and deciphering the
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message. When the Spartan ephors wished to forward their orders to their commander
abroad, they wound slantwise a narrow slip of parciuneiit upon ilie i-iatf so that tho
edges met close together, and the message was then added in ^ueh a way that the center
•ef the line of writing was on the edge of parchment. When unwoubd, the scroll con-
sisted of broken letters; and in that condition it was di^jalched to its destination; the
general to whose hands it came decipliering it by means of a staff exactly corresponding
to that used by the ephors. Polybius has enumerated other nicthods of cryptography.
The art was in use also among the Komans. Upon the revival of letters/melhods of
seciet correspondence were introduced into private business, diplomacy, plots, etc.; and
as the study of this art has always prcbcnted attractions to the ingenious, a curious body
of literature has been the result. John Trithemius, the ablot of S^anheim, was the f.rst

important writer on cryptography. His PoUgi((phin, pid)lished in lOCO, has passed
through many editions, and has supplied the basis upon whicli si.itf-equent writers have
worked. It was begun at the de^lre of tiie duke of Lavaria; but TritLcrr:ius did not at
first intend to publish it, on the ground that it would be injurious to public interests.

The next treatises of importance were those of John ^r.ptist Poita, a Tscapoliian mathe-
matician, who wrote Be Furtlvis Literarum N<A s, ICCu; and of Blaise de Yigenere,
whose Traite des Chffres appeared in Paris in 1587. Lord Ycnilfim freposed an in<:enious
system of cryptography on the phm of what is called the ('ouble ciph( r; but Mhile thus
lending to the art the influence of his great name, he rave rn intimation as to the
general opinion formed of it and as to the classes of men who UKd it; icr wlxn prose-
cuting the earl of Somerset in the matter of the poisoning < f Ov( rbury, he luged it as
on aggravation of the crime that the earl and Overbury "had ciphers and jargons for
the king and queen and all the great men—things seldom used but either by princes and
tlieir ambassadors and ministers, or by such as work or practice : gainst or, at least,

upon princes." Other eminent Englishmen were afterwards ccnrectcd with the art.

John Wilkins, subsequently bi.shop of Chester, published in 1C41 an anonymous tieatise

entitled Mercury, or The Secret and Smft Mesf^evrjer, a fn;all 1 r.t cen-.pidu rsivc v^cik on
the subject, and a timely gift to the diplomatists and leaders of the civil war. The
deciphering of many of the royalist papers of that period, such as the letters that fell

into the hands of the parliament rt the battle of Kaseby, has by Henry Stubbe been
charged on the celebrated mathematician. Dr. John "NValiis, whose ccinntcticn with the
fiubject of cipher-writing is referred to in the Oxford edition of his mnthem.atical works,
1G89; as also by John Davys. Dr. AVallis states that this art, formerly scarcely known
to any but the secretaries of princes, etc., had grown very common and frmiliar during
the civil commotion, " so that now there is scarcely a person of quality but is more or
less acquainted with it, and doth, as there is occasion, m;.ke use of it." Siib^cquent
writers on the subject nm ^o\n\Y'A\QOi\(ir, Cryj^tomenys-ia l\ii('Jacin, 1C85; John Davys,
An Essay on the Art of Deciphcriny in irhich is inserted a Diicourf^e cf B^. Waliis, 1737;
Philip Thicknesse, A Treatise on the Art of Decipheriny and of Writing in Cipher, 1772;
William Blair (the writer of tile comprehensive article "Cipher" in Paes's Cyclopadia),
1819; and 0. von Marten, Qnirs Diplomatique, 1801, a fourth edition of which aj peared
in 1851. Perhaps the best modern work on this subject is the KrvplogniphilK cf J. L.
Kluber, who was drawn into the investigation by inclination and ofdcial circumstances.
In this work the different methods of cryptography arc clafsilled. Amongst others of
less merit who have treated on this art, may be named Gustavus Selcnus (i.e. Augustus,
duke of Brunswick), 1624; Cospi, translated by Kiceron in 1G41; tlie marquis of Worces-
ter, 1G59; Kircher, 1CG3; Schoot, 1GG5; Hillcr, 1GS2; Comicrs, ICCO, Earing, 17S7; Con-
rad, 1739, etc.

Schemes of cryptography are endless in their variety. Bacon lays down the follow-
ing as the " virtues" to be looked for in them: "that they be not laborious to writ*
and read; that they be impossible to decipher; and, in some cases, that they be
without suspicion." The principles are more or less disregarded by all the modes'that
have been advanced, including that of Bacon himself, which has been unduly extolled by
bis admirers as "one of the most ingenious methods of writing in cipher, and the most
difilcult to be deciphered, of any yet contrived."

The simplest and commonest of all ciphers is that in which the writer selects in
plnce of the i)roper letters certain other letters in regular advance. This method of
transposition was used by Julius Caesar. He, "per quartam elementorum literam."
wrote d for a, e for b, and so on. There are instances of this arrangement in the Jewish
rabbi.s, and even in the sacred writers. An illustration of it occurs. Jereniiah xxv,
26, where the prophet, to conceal the meaning ot his prediction from all but tho
initiated, writes Shehach instead of Babel (Babylon), the place meant: i.c, in place of
using the second and twelfth letters of ihe Hebrew alphabet (B, h, D, counting from the
beginning, he wrote the second and twelfth (sh, sh, ch), counting from, the end. To this
kind of cipher-writing Buxtorf gives the name Athbash (from a, the first lettrr of the
Hebrew alphabet, and th the last; b, the second from the beginning, and h, the second
from the end). Another Jewish cabalism of like nature was called Albam; of Mhich
an example is in Isaiah vii. 6. where Tabcal is written for Remaliah. In its adaptation
to Ensrlish this method of transposition, of which there are many modification.s. is com-
paratively easy to decipher. A rough key may be derived from "an examination of the
respective quantities of letters in a type-founder's bill, or a printer's "case." The de-
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Cipherer's first business is to classify the letters of the secret message in the order of
theji' frequency. The letter that occurs oflciiest is <v aud the next in order of frequency
is t. The following groui)S come after these, separated from each oihcr by degrees of
decreasing recurrence a, o, n, i, r, s, h; d, I; c, w, u, in; f, y, g, p, b; v, k, £, q, j, z. All

the single letters must be a, I, or 0. Letters occurring together are ee, oo, ff, II, ss,

etc. The commonest words of two letters arc (roughly arranged in the order of tlieir

frequency) "f, to, in, it, is, be, he, by, or, as, at, an, m, etc. The conunonest woids of

throe letters are the and and (in great excess), for, are, but, not, etc. ; and of four letters

tluit, toith, froin, have^ this, they, etc. Famiiimity with the composition of the language
will suggest numerous other points of value to the decipherer, lie may obtain other
hints from Poe's tale called Tlce Gold Bug. As to messages in the continentrd languages
con.->trncted upon this system of transposition, rules for deciphering may be derived from
Breithaupt's Arti Dccifratoria, 1737, and other treatises.

Bacon remarks that though ciphers were comtnonly in letters and alphabets, yet they
might be in words. Upon this basis codes have been constructed, classilied with words
taken from dictionaries being made to represent complete ideas. In recent years such
codes have been adapted by merchants and others to communications by telegraph, and
have served the purpose not only of keeping business affairs private, but also of reduc-

ing the excessive cost of telegraphic messages to distant markets. Obviously this class

of ciphers present greater ditiiculties to the skill of the decipherer. Figures and other
characters have been also used as letters; and with them ranges of numerals liave been
combined as the representatives of syllables, parts of words, words themselves, and com
plete phrases. Under this head must be placed the dispatches of Giovanni Michael, the
Venetian ambassador to England in the reign of queen ^lary, documents which have
only of late years been deolphered. JNIany of the private letters and papers from the
pen of Charles I. and his queen, who were adepts in the use of ciphers, are of the same
d'.'scription. One of that monarch's letters, a document of considerable interes. :.on-

si^ting entirely of numerals purposely complicated, was in 1858 deciphered by ,ii'oi,

Wiieatstone, the inventor of tlie ingenious crypto-machine, and printed by the Philo-
biblon society. Other letters of like character have been published in the 'i'ird Report

of tJie Royal Comn^iiimion on lEatoriml Manuncripts. In the second and subsequent reports
of the same commission, several keys to ciphers have been catalogued, which seem to

refer themselves to the metliods of cryptography under notice. In this connection also

should be mentioned the "characters" which the diarist Pepys drew up when clerk to

sir George Downing and secretary to the earl of Sandwich and to the admiralty, and
which are frequently mentioned in his journal. Pepys described one of them as "a
great large character," over which he .'-pent much time, but which was at len-Jtli

finished. 25th April, 1660; " it being, says he, " very handsomely done and a very good
one in itself, but that not truly alphabetical."

Shorthand marks and other arbitrary characters have also been largely imported into

cryptographic systems to represent both letters and word.*»—commonly the latter. This
plan is said to have been first put into use by the old Roman poet Ennius. It forms the

basis of the method of (Jicero's frecdman, Tiro, who seems to have systematized the

labors of his predecessors, A large quantity of these characters have been engraved in

Gruter's Inscriptiones, The correspondence of Charlemagne was in part made upon
marks of this nature. In Rees's Cyclop;i3dia, specimens were engraved of the cipher
used by cardinal Wolsey at the court of Vienna in 1524, of that used by sir Thomas
Smith at Paris in 1503, and of that of sir Edward Stafford at Madrid in 1586; in all of
which arbitrary marks are introduced. The first English S3\stem of shorthand—Bright's

(Jhacacterk, 1588^—almost belongs in the same category of cii)hers. A favorite system
of Charles I., used by him during the year 1040, was made up of an al})habet of twenty-
four letti-rs, which were represented by four simple strokes varied in length, slope, and
position, 'i'his alphalKd is engraved in Clive's Linear Sy^i'ein of Shorthand, 1830, havino*

been found amongst the royal manuscripts in the British museum. An interest attach a
tfj this cipher from the fact that it was em|)loyed in the well-known letter addressed by
tlie king to the; earl of Glamorgan, in which the former made concessions to the Roman
Catholics of Ireland.

Coinpli'ations have; been Introduced into ciphers by the employment of "dummy"
letters

— "nulls and in-,ignificants," as Bacon terms them. Other devices have been
introduced to pfirplex th(; decipherer, sueh as spellin.!^ words backwards, making
faKe divisions between words, etc. Tiie greatest .security against the decipherer has
b.;en found in the use of elaborate tables of hitters arranged in the form of the mul
tiplication-table, the message being constructed by the aid of preconcerted key-words.
Details of the working of these ciphers maybe found in the treatises named in this

article. The deciphering of them is one of the most dinieult tasks. A method of this

kind is explained in the Latin and English lives of Dr. John Barwick, whose cor-

respondence with Hyde, afterwards earl of Clarendon, was carried on in cryptoff-

raphy. In a letter dated 20th Feb., 1059-00, Hyde, alluding to tin; skill of his

I)olilical opponents in deciphering, says that " nobody needs to fear them" if they
write carefully in good cipher ." In his next he allays his correspondent's apprcilwrn-

ness as to the deciphering of their letter: " I confess to you, as I am sure no copy could
be gotten of any of my cyphers from lience, so I did not think it probable that they
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could be got on your side of the water. But I was as confident, till you tell me you
believe it, that the devil himself cannot decipher a letter that is well written, or tind that

100 stands for sir II, Vane. I have heard of many of the ])retenders to that skill, and
have spoken with some of them, but have found them all to be mountebanks; nor did 1

ever hear that more of the king's letters that were found at JMaseby, than those winch they

found deciphered, or found the ciphers in which they were writ were deciphered. And
I very well remember that in the volume they published there was much left in cipher

which could not be understood, and which I believe they would have explained if it had
been in their power.'

An excellent modification of the keyword principle was constructed by the late admiral

sir Francis Beaufort; it has been recently published in view of its adaptation to tele-

grams and post-cards. Ciphers have been constructed on the principle of altering the

places of the letters without changing their powers. The message is first written

Chinese-wise upward and downward, and the letters are theT: combined in given rows
from left to right. In the celebrated cipher u.sed by the earl of Argyle when plotting

against James II., he altered the position of the words. Sentences of an indifferent

nature were constructed, but the real meaning of the message was to be gathered from
words placed at certain intervals. This method, which is connected with the name of

Cardan, is sometimes called the trellis or card-board cipher. The wheel-cipher, which
is an Italian invention, the string-ciDher, the circle-cipher, and many others, are fully

explained, with the necessary diagram.^, in the authorities named above—more particu-

larly by Kluber in his Kryptograpliik. [The substance of the above is from Eni/dopcedm
Briiannlca, ninth edition.]

CRYSTALLINE LENS. See Eye, anU.

CRYSTAL PALACE, the edifice in London in wliich the world's fair was held in

1851, designed by sir Joseph Paxton, and built chiefly of glass and iron, with floors of
wood. Its length was 1851 ft. ; its area 21 acres. The visitors numbered more than
6,000,000. A permanent structure of this kind was built, 1854, at Sydenham. 8 m. from
London. Its cost was c€l,450,000; and in its vast collections all departments of art and
science was represented. A crystal palace on a smaller scale, erected in New^ York.
185B, was used for exhibitions and great concerts; but after five years was destroyed by
tire—a disaster from which it had been thought secure.

CSANAD', a CO. of Hungary; 640 sq.m.
;
pop. '69. 95,847. It is very level and fertile,

but unhealthful. Productions, wheat, wine, tobai.co, and fruit. Chief town, Mako.

CSO'KONAI, Miii.\LY ViTEZ, 1773-1805; a Hungarian poet, educated in Debrccsin.
and while very young appointed to the professorsh p of poetry. He was soon deprived
of the place because of his immoral habits. He died after a dozen years of wretched
existence. His works have been published.

CSON'GRAD, a co. in Hungary, intersected by the Theiss; 1280 ^q.m.
;
pop. '72,

207,585. It is level, with a fertile soil, producing wheat, corn. hemji, tobacco, and
fruits. Chief town, Szegedin.

CTENOPH'OR^, jelly fishes, of which about 70 s])ecies are enumerated by Agassiz.
He says: " When active it hangs out a pair of most remarkable ap])endages, the struct-

ure and length and contractility of which are equally surprising, and exceed in won-
derful adaptation all I have ever known among animal structures. Two apparently
simple and irregular threads hang out from the opposite side of the sphere. Presently
these appendages may elongate, and equal in length the diameter of the sphere, or sur-

pass it, and increase to 2. 3, 4, 5, 10, and 25 times the diameter of the body, and more
and more; so much so, that it would seem as if these threads had the power of endless
extension and development. But as they lengthen they appear more complicated; from
one of their sides, other delicate threads shoot out like fringes, forming a row of beardfe

like that of the most elegant ostrich feather, and each one of these threads itself elon-

gates until it equals in length the diameter of the whole body, and bends in the most
grnceful curves," A common species on the Atlantic coast is of a beautiful rose color,

reaching a length of 3 or 4 in., and often so plentiful as to tinge large spaces in the sea

with a rosy hue.

CTE'SIAS, a Greek physician and historian of the 5th c, B.C.. author of a number of
books, among which were histories of which abridgments are extant. The most impor
tant of his books was a history of Persia, but it is now generally discredited.

CTES'IPFION, an Athenian orator in the 4th c, B.C. He proposed the presentation
of a golden crown to Demosthenes for his sacrifices in his country's cause.

CUBA {ante), "the ever-faithful isle," as it has been called by the Spaniards, has a
remarkable history. Discovered by Columbus on his first voyage to the new world,
and regarded by him at first as a part of the western continent, it was not long before
the docile harmdess race of Indians who inhabited it were overrun and reduced to
slavery by the Spanish adventurers, who gained great wealth by their unpaid toil. Las
Casas, the Roman Catholic apostle to the" Indians, seeing that they were rapidly being
exterminated by cruelty, was moved by compassion to appeal to the home government for
their protection. Cardinal Ximenes, the Spanish regent, sent three monks to the island

Am. Ad. I.—40.
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*o correct the abuse?? complained of; but tlicy did not accomplish much, and Las Casas
procnired for himself tiicappoiulinent of '* universal protector of the ludians." Finding
it impossible, even witli tuis additional authority, lo cluck the cruelties which ho
*leplored, and having observed in !St. Domingo that tlie negroes had shown a capacity
for endurance superior to that of tlie Indians, this humane missionary, in order lo sava
the former from the swift exlerminatioii that threatened ihem, proposed that men and
wom.?a of die latter race should be imported to take their places in the mines and
«ane-rtL?lds. The colonists were not slow to act upon this suggestion, and thus negro
slavery, by s uictioa of religious authority, gained a foothold in the western world,
whicirit did not iosj uniil t!i:3 sLivj p )wer in the United States was overthrown in tho

war of lSoi-0.5. The Indians of Cuba, however, did r.ct escape the extermination
which Las Casis w.is so anxious to avert, while the negroes were subjected to cruelties

that cliecked tlieir natural increase and made it necessary to recruit their numbers by
con-taut imp )rtatious. There was a period between the substantial extirpation of tho
Indians and the introduction of the negroes when the planters did not prosper, but tho
African slave-trade revived their drooping fortunes. jMeanwhile Havana was twica
destroyed by the French. In 1733. it was captured by the English, who retained pos-

Bcssion for only one year; but prior to this date 60,000 slaves liad been introduced, and
tuc}' v/ere imported at the rate of 1.03J annually for the next 2.") years. The slave-trado

up to this time had been a monopoly, but now, all restrictions being removed, importa-
tions rapidly increased. The whole number of slaves introduced into the island from
Ihat day to "the present must be immense, for they die oil with great rapidity. Even
now the trade has hardly ceased. British statistical writers, making up their reports

from a ith^ntic data, say the number imported between 1817-43 was 33o,000; and
between 1843-53. 40.000.

Tne government of the island has always been autocratic, being lodged in a captain-
general, receiving his appointment from the home government, and therefore in no way
responsible to the people over whom he rules. In the 18th c, there were two insurrec-

tion-!, bot'i of whicli were i-uppressed, and twelve of the leaders in the last (172o) wero
liangiil. Printing was introduced abojt 1724. From 1790, and onw ards. under a cn\>
tain-general na.n'd Las ('asas (probably of the same family as the missionary beforo
mentioned), the island enjoyed great jirospcrity. Tranquillity was preserved during tho
bloody revolution of St. Uomingo; newspapers were established, and industry promoted.
Wheu the royal family of Spain was deposed by lionaparte in 1808, Cuba took the side

of the crown and made contributions of money and soldiers to sustain it. Since that

day. the captain-generals have f )r the most part adopted the course which promised to

advance their own particular interests, 'with only a subordinate regard for the powers
at ?d idi-id. By a royal order, ratified 1800, the capiiiin-general was empowered to rulo
at all times as if the i-tland were in a state of siege. At the same time a military com-
mission was appointed, which took cognizance of offenses in general, and particularly

of those involving disloyalty. The slave-trade was nearly suppressed by captain-general
ValJez in 18i.j-47, but an increased demand for sugar soon afterwards revived it, and
tt was Carrie. 1 on more extensively than ever before.

The situation of tlie island is exceedingly favorable to commerce, while the extraor-

dinary fertility of its soil and the nature of its i)roduets give it unrivaled advantages.
A range of mountains extends through the island from e. to w., with streams liowing
lo the sea from each side. Some of the elevations reach a height of 8,003 feet. Another
raiii^e skirts a part of the southern coast for about 200 miles. Between the mountains lie

fertile valleys. On the s. side, from Jagaa to point Sabina, the land is a continuous
swamp for 16) miles. The rivers number over 230, but they are generally small, tho

only one that is navigable being the Cauto. which empties near Maiizanillo. On this

river, during the present civil war, several battles have been fought. The river Ay is

i)rok'..'n by picturesque falls, some of them nearly 200 ft. high. Mineral springs, mostly
of a sulphurous character, abound. Gold, silver, iron, copper, quicksilver, lead, anti-

mony, arsenic, magnesia, copperas, and other metals exist, but not under conditions

which render mining profitable. Rock salt abounds on both the n. and s. coasts. Mar-
-ble and jasj)er of tine quality are found in some places. The average temperature of tho

island is al)out 77'. The mercury rarely rises higher than 100" or ifalls belf)w 50°. Tho
average in the hottest month is 83^ i;. the coldest 72 \ The seasons are but two, the

rainy and the dry; th(! former being in May or .June and ending in Nov. In tho

dry .season, dews are abundant. Thunder storms are violent from June to Sept.

Earthrpiikes are frequent on the eastern side. The health fulness of the climate is

anirm(,'d by some and denied by others. Yellow fever often prevails in the towns on tho

coast, but is unknown in the interior. 1 he forests abound in woods of the hardest kind.

Among whicli may Ik; mentioned liiinum-vitai, eI)ony. rosewood, and mahogany. Tho
fruits are those generally found in the tropics, the pine-apple and the banana being
promitKsnt. Of the sweet potato there are several vari<;ties, while cassava and Indian
corn are raised for jiome consumplion. Wild beasts an; few and small, the wild dog
beitiLT th(! most prominent. The indigenous birds number 200 species, some of which
display a beautiful plumage. Birds of prey an; hardly known. Of fishes there arc moro
than 600 sp(;cies. Turtles abound, oysters are small and poor, alligators arc; common,
and snakes are few and mastly harmless. Among the insecLs are the tarantula, the scor-
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pion, the sand-fly, a dozen varieties of mosquito, an ant wliich destroys all living vrgc-
table matter, 300 varieties of the biitti^rtiy, and as many more of Hies, 'llie iiiliabituiils

of Cuba arc uuxstiy of bpanisli or Afrieaa doeent. At lirsl uoue but Castiliaiis were
allowed to seitle, l)Ut now all classes of Spaniards are found uj)(m the island. Tiieyaie,
however, separated iroin eac.i other iii the social scale, the pure Castiliau blood assert-

in;^ i^s superiority. Tlie olfspriug of foreigners, of whatever color, are called Creoles,

between whom and the Spaniards tiiere is a feeling of caste that is almost insurmount-
able. The Spaniards hold all the olUces antl regard Ihemselves as a privileged race. The
trade of the island is mainly in their liands, -while tlie Creoles are generally planters or
land-owners. The island embraces three miliUiry departments—the western, the central,

and tlie eastern. Owin^ to the disturbed state of ailairs, no reliable census of the inhab-
itants lias been taken since 18G2. when (including o4.00() Chinese) they numbered 1,359,-

433; of -whom nearly ?C5,000 were whites, over 222,GCO free colored, ar,d more than
8G8,000 slaves. It is believed that the population Inis rather fallen cff than increased
since this enumeration was made. On June 23, 1870. Spain enacted a law emancipating
all slaves who should be born after that date, and also all those who had attained the
age of GO years; but the slaveholders have been powerful enough to prevent the enforce-
ment of the act. The Chinese imported from 1847 to 1873, numbering over 50.0t0, have
also been virtually reduced to slavery and trerted with great cruelty. The chief indus-
try of Cuba is the raising of sugar and tobacco. Coffee, formerly raised for expor-
tation, is now produced for home consumption. Cotton is cultivated to a small
extent. Oranges and pine-apples are the only fruit for exportntion. The mulberry
is raised for silkworms with success. Cattle-raising is carried on to a large extent.

In the 18th c., the business of ship-building was carried on extensively, the forests

furnishing an abundance of tlie best timber; but the mother country, desiring a monop-
oly of the business for herself, imposed restrictions which led to its di^-contir.uance.

Havana, the capital, is a city of over 200,000 mhabitants. There are a dozen smaller
cities, as many towns, and over 300 villages and hamlets. The disturbed condition of
the island during the last 12 years has had a most unfavorable effect upon business,
diminishing the production of the great s.aples and reducing tnidc in the same degree.
During the first four years of the civil war, from 1838 to 1871. the averMge annuMTpro-
-duction of sugar and molasses was over 7.122.000 tons. The total exports of the island
in 1870 were valued at $8:.G00.G00; those of 1871, at $71,201,440. The e::ports are gen-
erally undervalued, but it is officially known that those received in the Uciicd Stiites in

187.3 amounted to $14.7ol,0'>G.

The educational vsystem of Cuba was at first conformed to that of Spain, but it has been
•changed for local reasons. Innocent Xlll., with the approbation of Spain, cstab-

lishecl the royal and pontifical university of Havana in 1772. The Franciscans had pre-
viously instructed classes in philosophy and theoloiry in their convent. In 1842, the
university, which had been administered by the Dominican friars, became a national
•establishment, and the study of the natural sciences was intrf)duced, but in 1SC3. under
the ministry of gen. Concha, the system of instruction was assimilated to that of Spain,
and philosophical studies reduced to very narrow limits. There are two colleges for the
•clergy—one at Havana, the other at Santiago dc Cuba. The expenses of education
in tlie higher branches are defrayed from the general revenue; those of primary educa-
tion by the town councils. The statistics are not recent, but. according to the latest

reports, there were over 200 public schools, of which k^ss than 100 were fcr girls. The
number of private schools was 245. The pupils numbered 22,200 of both sexes, of
whom 21,000 were white, and 1200 were colored. Less tlnin one half of the while pop-
ulation (excluding the Chinese) can read : nd write. In 18GS, there wore CO nev/spapera
published on the island, 21 of them in Havana, 5 in Santiago de Cuba, 3 in Matanzas,
and the others in places of less importance.

Until within a comparatively recent period, land communication between the differ-

ent parts of the island was diiucult; but railroads have been built between the capital
and severid of the most important towns, with an aggregate length of about 400 miles.

The whole population, with the exception of a portion of the foreign residents, is

Roman Catholic. An archbishop, residing at Santiago de Cuba, rules the eastern, and
a bishop at Havana, the western diocese. The revenues of the island arc derived in

part from duties on importations, and in part from taxation: formerly they exceeded
expendituves by a considerable sum annually; but the civil war has pift the balance ou.

the other side of t!ie ledger. "While slavery existed in the United States, there wns a
strong desire among a large portion of the people of this country for the annexation
of Cuba. To accomplish this end, the supporters of slavery plotted from time to

time, proposing now to wrest the island from Spain by filibustering op(?rations, and
now to purchase it. But Spain would not sell, and filibustering did ik.- prosper. In
1848, president Polk, through the American minister at ^ladrid, without any constitu-
tional authority whatever, offered $100,000,000 for it: but the offer was promptly
rejected by Spain. Indeed, Spain was always as determined not to sell as Amerieau
politicians w^re anxious to buy. The United States more than once gave Spain to
understand that she would not permit the island to be transferred to any nation but
herself, one reason for this being that if it should fall into the hands of England or
Prance, the slaves might be emancipated, and so the island Ix^ome a center of anti-
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slavery influences inimical to the existence of blavery in the southern states. In 1849,
after the failure of the Lopez expedition, ^vhich had been mainly if not wholly organized
on American soil, president Fillmore refused to unite with England and France in
guaranteeing the possession of the island to Spain. In 1854, during the presidency of
Franklin Pierce, when the government was almost wholly under slaveholding influences,
three American ambassadors at European courts, Buchanan, Soule, and ^Mason, met in
conference at Ostend, and joined in a manifesto, in which it was claimed that if Spain
should refuse to sell the island to the United States, and the slaves there should be set

free, the latter power would have a right to seize and annex it. Fortunately the
slavery question, as connected with the national government, assumed from this time
forward an aspect which made the execution of this semi-official threat an impossibility.
The Spanish revolution of 1868 led to a revolt in Cuba, which had in view the independ-
ence of the island and the abolition of slavery. The republican home government gave
no countenance to this movement, but sent money and troops to resist it. The war has
been bloody and cruel. In 1870, the United States, having no longer any desire to con-
serve the interests of slavery, tendered its good offices in behalf of peace, proposing the
sale of the island to the Cubans; but Spain declined the offer. It is believed that S^ain
has sent no less than 100,000 soldiers to Cuba to aid in suppressing the insurrection.
Up to Aug., 1872, 13,600 Cubans had been killed in battle, while 48,500 prisoners had
been put to death. In the first three years of the war, Spain expended therein over
$73,000,000. The expenditures, both in men and money, since that time, have not
been very large, and there has been official proclamation of the end of the rebellion,
yet the war continues, with no definite prospect of termination.

CUCA. See Coca, ante.

CUCUMBER TREE, an American forest tree of the magnolia species, growing in
nearly all the states. The fruit, which looks like a cucumber, when macerated in spirits

makes a bitter tonic drink. The timber is light and useful for boat-building.

CUFFEE, Paul, 1759-1818; a negro sea-captain, b. of an Indian mother, who
accumulated a fortune in seafaring life. lie was a member of the society of Friends.
He was among the first to encourage the colonization of his people in Sierra Leone.

CUFFEE, Paul, 1775-1812; an Indian of the Shinnecock tribe, on Long island,

N. y. ; long employed as a preacher by the New York missionary society.

CUFIC WRITING. See Kufic Whiting, ante.

CUL-DE-SAC, a street or alley with an opening at only one end, easy therefore of
entrance, but not for exit; thence any close, confined, uncomforetabl place.

CULLEN, Paul, d.d.. Cardinal, b. in Ireland, 1803; educated in Rome ; made car-

dinal, 1866. He is the first man of Irish birth who has been made a cardinal since the
reformation.

CULLUM, Geokge W. ; b. N. Y., 1809; graduate of West Point, 1833. He retired
from active service in 1874, holding the rank of maj.gen.

CULPEPER, a co. in n. Virginia, between the Rapidan and Rappahannock rivers,

intersected by the Orange, Alexandria, and Manassas railroad; 673 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 12,-

227—6,169 colored. Agriculture is the main business. Co. seat, Fairfax.

CULPEPER, John, an early English emigrant to the Carolinas who led an incipient
rebellion, was tried for treason, but was acquitted because tlu^re had been really no
government to rebel against. In 1680, he laid out on paper the plan of the city of
Charleston.

CULPEP?:R, or COLEPEPER, Thomas. Lord, d. 1688; one of the grantees and a
governor of the colony of Virginia. He administered the office chiefly for his own
gain, being shrewd and unscrupulous to the J^t degree.

CUMANIA, Grp:at and Little, districts in Hungary. Great C. is a low plain sub-
ject to inundation, with a pop. of about 70,000. Little C. has an area of 1000 sq.m.
and a pop. of about 85,000.

CU.MBKilLAND, a co. ins, Illinois, intersected by the Embarras river and three
or four jiiilioads; 310 sq.m.; pop. '70, 12,223. Agriculture is the main business. Co.
seat, I'rairie City.

CU.MBKRLAND, a co. in s. Kentucky, on tlw; Tennessee l)order; 375 sq.m.; pop.
'70, 7,600— 1509 colored. Productions agricultural, (.'o. scat, Burksville.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in h.w. Maine, on the ocean; traversed by several railroads,

and bounded on the n.e. by the Androscoggin river; 990 sq.m.; pop. '70, 82,021. The
.soil is fertile and well cultivated. Co. .seat, Portland.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in s.w. New Jersey, on Delaware bay; intersected by the
West Jersey and Vineland railroads; 1H0 s(|.m. ; pop. '70, 32,898. Productions chiefly

agricultural. Co. seat, Bridgeton.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in North Carolina, intersected by ('ape Fear river; 1680 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 17,035—7,018 colored. Lumber and turpentine are the staples. Co. s^aV
FHyetteville.

{
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CUMBERLAND, a co. in s. Pennsylvania, in tiie Cumberland valley ; traversed by
three or four railroads; 545 sq.m,

;
pop, '70, 48,912. Productions agricultural, Co. seat,

Carlisle.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in Tennessee; 700 sq.m,; pop. '70, 3,461—98 colored. It is

hilly and mountainous. Co, seat, Crossville.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in central Virginia on the Appomattox and James rivers; 310
sq.m.; pop. '70, 8,142—5,433 colored. Productions mainly agricultural, Co, seat, Cum-
berland Court-house.

CUMBERLAND, a co. in Nova Scotia; 1600 sq.m.; pop. '71, 23,518, Agriculture,
lumbering, and ship- building constitute the chief branches of industry. Chief town,
Amherst.

CUMBERLAND {ante), a city and seat of justice of Alleghany co., Md., on the n.

branch of the Potomac, at the w. terminus of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal; pop.
estimated at 13,000. The city is on the outer edge of the great coal basin of the same
name, with which it is connected by the Cumberland and Pennsylvania railroad, and
the Cumberland coal and iron company's road. The city has gas and water, and being
600 to 700 ft. above the river, is free from miasma. There are 16 churches, a Carmelite
college, two academies, and many public and private schools. Among the manufac-
tories are steel-rail mills, other railroad-bar mills, a blast-furnace, two iron foundries,
f?teel works, cement mills, steam tanneries, locomotive works, railroad car and machino
shops, flour mills, furniture works, etc.

CUMBERLAND Gx\P, a pass through the mountains between Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, an important strategic position in the war of the rebellion.

CUMBERLAND MOUNTAINS, a spur of the Appalachian chain, partly in s.e.

Kentucky, though the main portion is in Tennessee, Its formation is coal, slate, and
carboniferous limestone. It is a plateau in places nearly 2,000 ft. above tide, and
nearly 50 m, in width, with steep descent on both sides, A few hills in the plateau rise

700 or 800 ft, higher. There arc some valuable coal mines, and the main portion is

w^ell timbered with white ash, hickory, chestnut, etc.

CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIANS had their origin in a revival of religion which
commenced about the opening of the present century in the south-western part of
Kentucky, under the preaching of Rev, James JNIcGready, a Presb3terian of Scotch-Irish
descent, who had been educated at Jefferson college in western Pennsylvania. The
revival, at first, was of slow progress, but soon received a great impulse and became one
of the most important religious movements in the United States, as it did much to estab-

lish faith in Christianity among the people of the IMississijipi valley. The number of
congregations into which the converts were organized was so large that it was impossible
to supply them with ministers educated in the thorough manner usually required by
the Presbyterian church. Young men of good abilities and earnest piety were, therefore,

selected and advised to prepare themselves by a shorter course. When they apj^lied for
licensure to the presbytery of Transylvania, exception was taken both to their limited

education and their opinions concerning the doctrines of the atonement and the divine
decrees. They were, however, licensed, and, soon after, were set off to the presbytery
•of Cumberland (formed by a division of the presbytery of Transylvania), and two of
them were ordained by it. A commission was appointed by the synod to inquire into

the action of the presbytery. Its first demand was that those who had been licensed or

•ordained should submit to a re- examination. This they refused to do, and were, therefore,

prohibited from exercising their ministry until they complied with the demand. They
who had been thus proscribed, and the members of presbytery who supported them,
organized themselves into a council for the management of their own church and revival

work. They sent a memorial to the general assembly, but that body sustained the

synod, yet directed it to review its proceedings. On complying with the direction, the

synod confirmed what had been done, and also dissolved llie C-umberland presbytery,

and reannexed its members to the presbytery of Transylvania. After a fruitless

attempt at reconciliation, the two ministers who had been silenced, with one member
of the last-named presbytery, formed themselves into an independent body, which they
called the Cumberland presbytery, after the presbytery that had Ixen dissolved. From
that time the progress of the movement was much more rapid than its originators looked
for; and thouirh the churches starting from it spread both east and west, the local name,
Cumberland Presbyterians, continued to be applied to them. In 1814, an edition of the

Westminster confession and catechisms was published, altered to suit their system,
which tries, it is said, to steer between Calvinism and Arminianism. It rejects the

•doctrines of eternal reprobation, limited atonement, and special grace, teaching that the

'Operation of the Holy Spirit is co extensive with the atonement. Other points of Cal-

vinism, as the necessity of the Holy Spirit's work in regeneration, and the perseverance

of the saints, are retained. Revivals and camp-meetings are earnestly advocated. In
May, 1878, 26 synods were reported to the general assemblv, extending from the lakes

to the gulf, and from the Appalachian mountains to the t*acific. and comprising 112

presbyteries, 1315 ministers, 256 licentiates, 187 candidates, 2.347 congregations, 8,217

(filders, 2,324 deacons, 106,250 conuuunicants, 57,200 persons in Sunday-schools; the value
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of clnircli property reported was $1,750,000. and the nmount of rontributions for the
year, ^280,()(X). The chief insliiuiions of Idiiniii.ir aic the Cumber.aud university^

Lebanon. Tenn. (founded in 1842, and having the leading hnv school of the south);

college of West Tennessee; Waynesburg college. Pa.; Lincoln university, 111.; Trinity
university, Texas; and Cane Hill college, Arkansas. A separate organization of
colored members of the denomination has been formed.

CUMBERLAND and TEVIOTDALE. Duke of. titles borne by the king of Hanover,
n prince of the blood-royal of Great Britain, and tirst cousin of queen Victoria. He was
born in 1819, and is now blind.

CUMING, a CO. in n.e. Nebra.'^ka, crossed by the Omaha and Northwestern railroad;

400 sq.m.
;
pf)p. '70, 2,9J4. Agriculture is tlie chief business. Co. seat. West Point.

CU.MMING, RoDALEYN Gordon, 1820-66; the "lion hunter;" a Scotchman educated
at Eton, who served in the English army in India. In 184;i. he began his live years of
a hunter's life in South Africa, where he had many remarkable experiences.

CUMMINGS. Joseph, d d.. ll d. ; b. Me.. 1817; a Methodist preacher; in 1857,

chosen president of the Wesleyau university at Middletowu, Conn., from which position

he retired a few years since.

CUM^HNGTON, a t. in Hampshire co.. Mass, on the Westfield river; pop. 1037.

The poet William Cullen Bryant was born here.

CUMMINS, George David, d.d , b. Del, 1833; graduated at Dickinson college;

entered the Methoilist ministry; took orders in the Episcopal church, 18^; rector of
several Episcopal churches in Virginia. Washington, and Chicago. He was chosea

assistant bishop of Kentucky, 1866. In 18T3. he resigned this position; and, withdraw-
ing from the denomination, founded the reformed Episcopal church, of which he waa
made bishop, 1873. He was an earnest and eloquent preacher.

CU.MMINS. Maria S, 1837-66; b. Mass., known as a writer of works of fiction^

among them, The Ij<impUghter, and Mabel Vauglian.

CUNARD,' Sir SAMUEii, 1787-1865; an English engineer, the founder of the Cunard
Jine of ocean steamers plying between England and America. He was made a baronet
in 1859.

CUNDURAN'GO. a vine growing in n. South America, containing a strong bitter

principle. It was at o:!e time supposed to be valuable in the cure of cancer, and was
Bold in the United Slate.3 at enormous prices. But it was worthless, and cargoes of it

were used for fuel.

CUNEO. See Coxi. ante.

CU'llES, a t. of the Sabines, about 25 m. from Rome, on the Tiber, the birthplace

of Tatius. The term Qalrifes, as applied to the Roman people, is .supposed to hava
come fiom Cures. The tov/n was destroyed by the Lombards near tlie close of the 6th.

century.

(U RIA. in Roman history, the name of a division of a tribe in the constitution of
Ilomulus. The tribes being 3 and the divisions 10, there were CO curia?. This division

was a division of the populus lo the exclusion of the plebs; and the assembly of lh&
populus was called the comUifi curiata. See C"omitia.

CURR.VGil. in Kildare co., Ireland, an open country lone: favored as a race-course,,

and place r)f meeting for the people. A camp was established there during the Crimean-
war capable of accommodating 10,000 men.

('UliRENCY (ardt), that which is in circulation among a people, being given and
taken as having value or as representing property. Any nation may create a cur-

rency at wdl, decree its nominal value, and enforce its acceptance among their Kub-

i'ects; though its real value will be subject to laws deeper and stronger than any statute,

jy comm(;n con.sent gold (and silver to some extent) is currency among nations. On
extraordinary occasions currency has been i.ssued in notes under the form of a loan to

the government, lo an enormoi 8 extent, as during the civil war in America, when the

obligations of the United States sold for only about 33 cents on the dollar. But all these

Dotes, though .so distrusted at the lime, were really good for all that they pronii.sed, and
are now recognized as such. See Money, nnfe.

CURRENT RIVER, a stream in Arkansas, length about 250 miles. It runs,

through a hilly region rich in minerals, though not mucli developed. It abounds in fish,

and in some pcjrtions is navigable.

CURRITUCK, a co. in n.c. North Carolina, facing the Atlantic ocean; 200 sq.m.;
pop. '70, 5,131. The soil is sandy and poor. Co seat, Currituck Court-house.

('URRY, a CO. in s.w. Ongon. on the Pacific ocean : intersected by Rogue river;

1500 sq.m.; jiop. '75, 088. Has a rough surface, but fertile soil. Co. seat. I'dlensbcrg.

CURRY, Daniei.. d.d., 1). N. Y.. ISOO: a graduate of Wesleyan university in 1837.

In 18''i4. he was aj)j)oinled editor in chief of the ChrUUua Adcocaic, the recognized orgaa
of the Methodist Episcopal church.
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CURSO'RES, an order of swift-footed, large, and strong birds, of which the ostrich,.

the eineu, un(i the cas^owary are examples, 'i he vviiigs, iu most species, are not devel--

oped sutlicieiitly for flight, tliougli they add speed in ruuuing. Among the fossil C
livere the a'pyoruis, the uinornis, etc., larger than any birds now living.

CUKTIN. Andrew Guegg, b. Penn., 1817; governor of Pennsylvania m 1860, when
lie displayed great energy and ability in raising troops for the union in the wai' of the
Tebeiiion, wluch began in that year.

CUKTIS, Benjamin Kobbins, ll.d., b. ]^Iass., 1809-74
; graduated at Harvard.

He was a member of the bar in Boston, and in 1851 was appointed one of the jus-

tices of the U. kS. supreme court, resigning this ottice in 1807. On the impeachment of
Andrew Johnson, lie appeared as one of the counsel for the defendant. His reports of
law cases i;re well known.

CUKTIS, Geouge Ticknor, b. Mass , 1812; graduated at Harvard, and began law
practice in Boston, afterwards removing to JS'evv York. He has been several times in

the Massachusetts legislature, and was lor a lime U. IS. commissioner. While acting as:

fiucli he returned to his master the fugitivvi slave Thomas Sims, an act which brought
upon him severe censure. Among many books issued by him are rfighis and Duties of
2lerehanl Seamen; Treatise on, the Law of Copyrigid; History of the On'ffin, Formation, and
Adoption of the Constitution of the United Statea; and various works on legal subjects.

CURTIS. George William, ll.d., b. Rhode Island, 1824. In early life he was
clerk with a merchant of New York. In 1842, he and a brother joined the Brook Farm
association, near Roxbury, ]\Iass., and from there both went out as farmers. In 1846,

he vi>ited the old world, and on returning published Aile Aotes of a Iloicadji, comprising^

his observations in Egypt. Two years later came The IJo^icadJi in Syria. About thia

period he undertook tiie editorship of a new monthly magazine (Putnam's), and was a
frequent contributor to the New York 2ribune. After the suspension of the magazine
(in which Curtis was a heavy loser), he lectured and wrote for llie Harpers, particularly

"The Editor's Easy Chair" in the New Monthly AJagazine, a series of pai)ers regularly

continued to the present date (1880',. He has for a long period been the chief editor of
llari>efs Weekly, a very widely circulated illustrated journal. Among his separate woika
not already mentioned are l.otua Eating; Prue and 1; 7'rumpi*; and llie Putiphar Papeis.

He is one of the regents of the university of New Yoik. He is popular as a K clurer and
eminent as a political orator, and is master of a clear and finished literary st> le.

CURTIS, Samuel Ryan, b. N. Y., 1805-66; a graduate of W\'st Point; served in

the Mexican war as col. of volunteers; was a member of congress from 18o~) to 1861.

in the war of the rebellion, he served in various grades, reaching maj gen. of volunteers.

In 186."), he was commissioner to arrange treaties with certain luaian tJUes. He was
greatly interested in the construction of The Union Pacific railroad.

CU RULE CHAIR, the chair of state, equivalent to a throne, among the early-

Romans. None except consuls, praetors, and a few others high in author.ty were per-

mitted to occupy it. The chair was usually orname::ted with gold and other precious

work.

CURZON, Paul Alfred de. b. 1820; a French painter especially devoted to land-

pcnpe works. Among his best works are the "Acropolis of Athens" and the "Shores
<of the Cephissus."

CUS.V, Nicolas dk. 1401-64; cardinal of the Roman Catholic church, the son of a
poor fwhernian. The interest of this man for our times lies in his philosojjhical much
mor- than his political or ecclesiastical activity. He prophesied the end of the world
in 1734.

CUSH, a cognomen, to theorize on which would be a waste of time. In Scripture

»

it seems to mean i^ometimcs a man. sometimes a country. It is undoubtedly applietl ia

general to the region s. of the Israelites; including portions of Africa s of Egypt (Ethi-

opia, etc.), and probably also portions of Arabia. Other applications of it have beea
advocated, but remain unproved.

CUSHING, Caleb, ll d., 1800-79; b. Mass. ; a lawyer of eminence. Politically, he
began life as a whig. but. with president Tyler, he drifted over to the otiier side. H&
was often chosen a member of the Massachusetts legislature, and in 18o5 was sent to

congress. As commissioner to China, he negotiated (mr first treaty with that empire.

He served as col. in the Mexican war; was made justice of the supreme court of ]Massa-

chusetts. 1852; and was attorney-general of the United States, l8.")3-o7. He was one of
the couu<5el for the United States in the Geneva conference. He was a man of remarka-

ble erudition, and creat loL'ical faculty; but his extraordinary abilities, though they did

rot fail of public recognition, seem to have failed of their due permanence of appli-

cation.

CUSHING, LuTTTER Stearns, 18 3-56: b. Mass.; an American lawyer, well known
as a reporter of judicial dec'isions, and as the author of a Manual of Parliumentai^

JPracfice, 184"».

CUSHING. TrroMAS, ll.d.. "725-88: b. Boston; a graduate of Harvard, and presi-

dent of the general court, or legislative body of Massachusetts. He was a member of
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the provincial and Philadelphia congresses. In England, he had the repute of being the
great leader of American rebellion.

C'USHING, WiLLi.vM, LL.D., 1732-1810; b. Mass.; a graduate of Harvard, lawyer,

:and attorney-general of Massachusetts. He succeeded his father as chief-justice of the

supreme court.

Cl'SHIXG, William B., 1843-74; b. Wis.; for a time a member of the uaval

academy, \vho showed conspicuous bravery in the naval service of the union during the

war of the rebellion.

CUSHMAN, Charlotte Saunders, b. Boston, 1816; d. there 1876. She was of

Puritan descent, from Robert, one of the organizers of the pilgrim emigration, himself

arriving but a few weeks after the landing of the Mayflower. Charlotte was the eldest

of tive children, left poor with the mother by the early death of her fatlier. She had a
good voice, and took lessons in singing in hope of being able to assist in the support of

the family. In the spring of 1830, she first sang at a public concert, and her fine

contralto voice and good manner were at once approved. It was her intention to follow

the lyric profession, and she appeared with success in Marriage of Figaro and other

operas. In 1835, she went to Xew Orleans, where she suddenly lost the control of her

voice, so far as singing was concerned. She was greatly disheartened, but at the request

of a tragedian (]klr. Barton) she undertook her first dramatic part, and iJiat was no less than

"Lady ^[acbcth." She made a grand success, and the promising ^)7'/wa donna became
on the instant the favorite tragedienne. Every manager wanted her, and she rapidly

added such characters as "Romeo" (to brimr forward her sister Susan as "Juliet"),

"Elvira," "Bianca," "Helen McGregor," "Queen Gertrude," "Goneril," "Emilia,"
•" Tullia." ' Nancy Sykes," and the wonderful " Meg Merrilies." Later on she played
both "Queen Catherine" and "Cardinal Wolsey" in Henry VIII.: also "Ophelia,"
"Pauline," "Viola," " Katherine" (in The Shreic), "Lady Teazle," and many other

parts. W^hile great in Shakespeare, she will be longest remembered as " Meg Merrilies."

She visited England and the continent twice or thrice, and had exceptional triumphs in

London and the principal cities of England and Ireland. She resided several years in

Rome, where she was the intimate friend of Miss Emma Stebbins, the American
sculptor. It was not alone success in her art that made Charlotte Cushman celebrated.

She was not only a great and good artist, but a good woman, honored in the most culti-

vated society in "^America and Europe. Her final appearance in New York, when she

took leave of the stage of that city, was memorable. On the last night she played
*'Lady Macbeth." When the curtain fell, a body of the most eminent citizens, with
"William Cullen Bryant at their head, came upon the stage and presented the actress

with a laurel crown, inscribed " C. C. : Palmam qui meruit ferat." Miss Cushman
never married. In 1880, her tomb in Mt. Auburn (near Boston) was marked by an
obelisk, which is in form an exact copy of Cleopatra's needle as it stood at Ileliopolis.

CUSHMAN, Robert, abt. ] 580-1625, one of the early New England pilgrims. He
chartered the Mayjlower and sailed in her from Southam])ton, in company with the

tSpeedirell. When that vessel was found unseaworthy, and left at Plymouth, England,
lie remained as leader of the delayed pilgrims, and followed with them in the next

vessel. On the 12th of Dec. (old style), 1021, he preached the first sermon that was
printed in America, the sul)ject being, "The Sin and Danger of Self-love." The next

(lay he sailed for England on business for the infant colon3^ C. was a man of ardor

and fidelity, eloquent in speech, and with great capacity in affairs.

CUSK. See Torsk, ante.

(^'STER, George A., 1840-77; b. Ohio; graduate of West Point, and a most gallant

officer in the U. S, army. He served with lionor and distinction during the war of the

reljellion. He was killed in a contest with the Indians in Montana in 1877.

CUSTINE. Ada.m PniLLiPE, Count de, 1740-93; a French statesman during the

revolution of 1789. He was suspected of disloyalty to the revolutionists because of his

aristocratic birth, and was duly guillotined. His son met the same fate.

CUSTIXP], AsTOLiMiE, jVIarquis de, grand.son of count Adam; 1793-1857; b. France;
author of several novels and an inisuccessful tragedy. He also jmblished some books
of travels.

CUSTIS, George W.\snrNGTON Parke, an adopted son of George Washington,
1781-1857; b. Md. He was a grandson of Mrs. Washington—his father being her

fion by licr first husband. Just after the surrender of Cornwallis, this son, John Parke
Custis, di(;d; and of his ff>ur children, Iwo wore adopted by Washington. C was
the only member of Washington's family who survived after 1852. C studied at

Princeton; and in 1802, went toresideon an estate of 1000 acresat Arlington, near Wash-
ington. His daughter married ItolierL E. liCe, afterwards gcMieral in tlu^ confederate

army, and the grand estate was confiscated by the government, and is now the site of a

union soldiers' cemetery.

CUTCH GUNDA'VA, a district in Beloochistan. The Hala range of mountains
extends along the western fronticfr. The soil is rich, i)r()ducing grain and cotton The
climate is damp and luihealthy.
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CUTCH, or KACHH, Gulf of, a portion of the Arabian sea, 110 m. long, running
between Cutch and Guzerat.

CUTLER, Lysander, b. Me., d. 1866; a maj.gen. in the union army during the
rebellion.

CUTLER, Manasseh, ll.d., 1742-1823; b. Conn.
;
graduate of Yale; a Congrega-

tional minister. He was interested in botanical studies. C. was the leader of the
pioneers who settled northern Ohio, and was elected to congress in 1800.

CUTLER, Timothy, d.d., 1685-1765; b. Mass.; an American clergyman, graduate
of Oxford, who became president of Yale college, 1719, and rector of an Episcopal
church in Boston, 1723.

CUTTY STOOL, a seat once used in the Scottish church for the exposure of
offenders against chastity. The sinner was required to sit on the stool before the

whole congregation and endure a lecture from the minister.

CUT-WORM, a somewhat indefinite name for destructive grub worms of various
species, many of which belong to the genus agrotis. The most destructive are the
winter dart-moth and the wheat dart-moth, destroying the germs of wheat and buck-
wheat. Sometimes they devastate whole fields of corn, cabbage, and other vegetables.

One species ravage the young buds of apple and pear trees. No prevention has yet
been found effective.

CUYAHOGA, a co. in Ohio, bordering on lake Erie, traversed by several railroads;

426 sq.m.; pop. '70, 132,110. Productions, grain, wine, butter, and wool. Co. seat,

Cleveland.

CUYLER, Theodore Ledyard, d.d., b. N. Y., 1822; graduated at Princeton; first

a Presbyterian minister in New Jersey; then pastor of Market street Reformed church.
New York; and now pastor of Lafayette avenue Presbyterian church, Brooklyn, which
has the largest membership of that denomination in the United States. He has written
several religious works, and a prodigious number 6i letters and articles in religious news-
papers.

CYAN^'A, jelly fishes known as sea-nettles from a peculiarly poignant sting, which
makes them the annoyance of sea-bathers.

CY'ANE, a nymph, wife of Eolus, the god of the winds. The legend was that

Pluto changed her into a fountain.

CYANOM'ETER, an instrument for determining the color of the sky; a disk divi

ded into sections, the several sections being tinted with blue, gradually mcreasing in

intensity. If the sky be viewed through it, some of its sections will appear deeper
and some lighter in tint than the sky. The section where there is no perceptible differ-

ence gives the measure or degree of the blueness of the sky.

CYAX'ARES. I., King of the :Medes, who began to reign about 663 B.C. In 610, he
was at war with the king of Lydia, when there occurred an eclipse of the sun, where-
upon the kings made a treaty of peace.

CYAX'ARES II., grandson of Cyaxares I., and uncle of Cyrus the great, supposed
to be the "Darius the Mede" spoken of by the prophet Daniel. He reigned in Babylon
two years after its conquest by Cyrus.

CYCLIC POETS, the "routine" writers of Greek mythological stories. The
name was used in a derogatory sense, implying that the writers were mere followers

of greater men. Their names are now scarcely known.

CYDNUS. a river of Cilicia, passing the city of Tarsus and emptying into the Med-
iterranean. It was on this river that Cleopatra* made her voyage to meet Antony.

CYLLE'NE, a mountain in n.w. Arcadia, the fabled biithplace of Mercury. Its

modern name is Zj^'ia.

CYNOCEPHALUS. See Baboon, ante.

CYNOSCEPH'AL^E, a mountain range in Thessaly, ancient Greece, noted for two
important conflicts. In the first the Thebans defeated the tyrant of Plier?e, 364 B.C. ; in

the second the Romans defeated and captured Philip of Macedon, 196 B.C.

CYNTHIAN'A, a city, capital of Harrison co., Ky., on the Licking river and the

Kentucky Central railroad, 66 m. s. of Cincinnati; the^ scene of some fighting during
the rebellion; pop. '70, 1771. It is in a fertile agricultural district, and is widely
known for its famous race course.

CYNURIA, a district in the Peloponnesus, inhabited by a rude class of lonians.

The cit}^ of Thyrea (now called Astros) was one of their strongholds.

CYPRIPE'DIUM, the plant known as lady's slipper and moccasin flower. It is

ui-ied to some extent as a sedative in nervous diseases.

CYPRUS {ante), one of the largest islands in the ^Mediterranean, in the extreme n.e.

of that sea, nearly equidistant from Asia Minor on the n. and Syria on the e. ; 46 m.
from the former, and 60 m. from the latter; 145 m. long and 00 'wide at the extreme
points; 3.678 sq.m. : pop. 135,000—said to have been 1.000.000 when under the rule of
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Venice. By treaty betwoen the British government and the Ottoman empire, June 4,

laiS. Asiulic TuPivcy was placed under bntisii proiecih.u, wilii inu hiipuiauDU tuat if

Kussia shall restore lo TurKey liie conquests umue iu Armenia uuriug the lalevvar, Cyprus
shall he evacuateil by Eu^iaud and the couveuiion he at au end. bir Garnet N\ o.sticy

was appoinieii governor, and was installed as aumiuislralor, July 23. 'ihe island was
formally taken possessiou of in the name of the queen by Vice admiral lord John
Hay, July 1:3, ISiS. Th^' present high commissioner and commander-in-chief is maj.gen,
lijoert iiiddulph. A great part of tue island is occupied by mountain ranges i:i a general
direction of w. lo east. One of the most lofty, and which fills the wholes, portion of the
island, is generally called by moilern geographers Mt. Olympus, but the ancients applied
that nanij u only ono particular peak. The highest summit so far as known is that of
Mt. TrooJos. G.5J0 feet. The s. range terminates in the isolated peak of Oros Slavro,
or hill of the Holy Cross, a conspicuous object from Larnaka, and eviilcutly the one
called Olympus by JStrabo, although it is but 2,o00 ft. high. The n. range is aa
unbroken ridge for 100 m., inferior in elevation to the other, its highest sununits not
exceeding 3,20J feet. Between these ranges is a broad plain extending across the isU\nd
from the bay of Famagostii to that of Morphu on the w., about GO m. long and from 10
to 20 m. wide. This plain is called the Messaria, ami is watered by two streams. It is

for the most part open and uncultivated, presenting nothing but barren downs, but corn
is grown in some piaces, and the whole valley is doubtless susceptible of cultivation.
The plain is bare of timber, ami only the lofiiest and central summits of 3It. Olympua
retain tlieir covering of piao woods. The climate varies indifferent localities; in the
central plain and about Larnaka the heat is excessive, but is tempered by cool sea*
breezjs luilil about Ihs middle of Sept , between which time and the end of
Oct. is thj hottest pcrit)d. Th3 winter is short and cold, but snow is seldom secDf

except upon higli mountain peaks. Fevers are prevalent during the warm months.
lu ancient times this island supplied the Greek monnrchs of Egypt with timber for

thci;' Heels. It wai also celebrated for its mineral wealth, especialTy for copper, a mcta!
whicii takes its name (cuprium) from the name of the island. iSo copper mines are.

novv worked. There waj also considerable silver produced, and Pliny sa^'s the precious
stones were founil there. Salt, for which the island was noted in old times, is sLill pro-
duced in large quanlities in the neigiiborhood of Larnaka and Limasol. It u said that

g )lil and co.-'l have been recently found. The principal vegetable productions arc cot-
ton, wines, and fruits; 8ome tobacco is grown. Cultivation is easy, and the soil in numy
pi ic:3S ii exceedingly productive, particularly at the foot of Mt. Olympus, and along the
levjl land of the n. shore. The want of good harbors is greatly felt. The chief places
of trade, Larnaka and Limasol, have only roadsteads; and Salamis, which was the
chief port of antiqujty, as wed as Famagosta, which held that position under the
Venetians, were only arti jcial harbors on an open sandy coast. The English havo
selected Famagosta kj the most favorable place to construct a good harbor. "The towns
in Cyprus worthy of notice are, 1. Lefkosia, commonly called JSicrosia, which since the
time (;f the Lusignaa kings has been the capital of the'island; 2. Famagosta, on the e.

coast near the ruini of Salamis, which was the chief port \uuler the Venetians, and
famous for the defense against the Turks in 1371, now liavmg only a few hundred
iniiabitanls; il. Larnaka, o i the s.e. coast en the site of the ancient Ciiium, now the
cliief place of trade, with 5,0OJ or G.OOO inhabiiants; 4. Limasol, on the s. coast, some
distance w. of the bite of Amathus, the chief point lor the export of wine.^; 5. LalTo, or
I'aplio, on tie site of tho ancient i'aphos, on the s.w. angle of the island, the seat of
tlie Greek bishop; and, G. Tzerini, or Tzerinia, the ancient Kerynea, which retains its

old Venetian I'oriinoations. but \.i an inconsiderable place. ""^

The early history of this famous island is imperfectly known, it was certainly
colonized at a remote period by the neighboring Phenicians, who established the wor-
eldp of Asljtarotii (called by tlie Greeks Aslarte, and by them identified with their own
Aplirodite), for which wor.^hii)—better known as that of Venus, to whom a temple was
built—llie island was long celebrated.' The Greeks settled there soon after the Pheni-
cim colonization; and it ii probable that the former soon obtained political supremacy,
wliile tiij latter held inlluonce over the manners and customs, aris, and religious rites,

wliicli were wholly diirerent from those in Crete. Khodes, or otlu-r j^']gean islands,
'i'he first known fact in the histr»ry of Cyprus, is its conquest by tlie Egyptian king
Amasis in the Gth c. i;.c. In 52.'5 u.c, however, there was a revolt against Egyptian
an I an acceptance of Per.sian rule, the island thenceforth becoming a tributary province
of the Persian empire. As a proof of the island's great prosperity about this time, it is

noted that Cyprus contributed not less tlian loO ships to tlu; Persian fieet under Xerxes.
Eva^oras, king of Salamis. succeeded in extending his authority over a great jiart of
the idan.l. ',>-i7 u.c, and became independent of Persia, but under his son the I'ersian
rule was again enforced. After the battle of Issus, wIkmi Alexander advanced in Phe-
nicia, all the cities of Cypru> declared in his favor, and sent ships to assist him in the
siege of Tyre. During this period, though the island was subject tf) Persia, the .several

cities enjoyed tlie privilege of local self-government. Their institutions, however, pre-
sented one marked dilTereiKM' from those of oiher Greek cities. They W( re governed
by kings, «»f whom there were not less than nine in the island. The cities which were
the seats of tho.se petty monarchies were; Salamis, Ciiium, Amathus, Curium, Paphos^
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Marium, Soli, Kerynea, and Lapathus. Idalium and Golgos, names celebrated in the
liibtory of tlie vvoi'aUip of V'euus, appear to iinve been ineieiy sauctiones or iioly places.

Alter ilie death of iVIexjiuder, the potisey^ioa of this island, so important for its seemingly
inexhaustible forests (it is now quite bare of trees), became an object of contention
among his successors. After varying fortunes, it passed into tlie hands of Plolemy of
iLgypt, Jiut in iiUG B.C. a great ettoit to recover it was made by D« metnus, son of
Aiitigonus, who reduced the whole island and laid siege to tiie city of Salamis. The
effort of Plolemy, wiio came with a great fleet to raise the siege, gave rise to one of the
most memorable naval battles of anliquily, in which the Egyptiuuy were utterly defeated,

and Salamis, with all the island, passio into the power of JJ)emelrius. But Ptolemy
recovered the island in 295 B.C., and thenceforth it continued to be one of the most
valuable possessions of Egypt. iNloie than once this island decided the Foveieignty of
the Nilo kingdom. Finally, the aggressive liomans ti.xed their eyes on Cypius; the
tribune Clodius proposeil its seizure la violalioa of all right or decency; and Cato was
the reluctant instrument for consummating the outrage. /Lout half a century before
the beginning of the Christian era, there ensued a period of stagnation in which little

is heard of the island. Cyprus is noticed in Acts iv., 36, where it is mentioned as the
native place of Bainabas; and in Acts xi., 19-20, it appears prominently in connection
with the earliest spreading of Christianity. When Paul was sent with Jjarnabas from
Antioch on his first missionary journey, this island was the scene of their first labors.

The most remarkable event in the history of Cyprus while it was under the Poman
empire was a great revolt of Jews, wlio had established li cmselves there in large m.m-
bers, in which revolt the Jews. 117 a.d., are s:iid to have citstroytd not less than 240.000
of the other inhabitants. After the division of the Loman <.n;pire. Cyprus | as.'^ed under
the Byzantine emperors. In C46 the Arabs bectime masters s.nd destroyed the city of
Salamis. Two years later, the Greeks recovered sway; but in 602, it was again conquered
by JIaoun el-Raschid, who was soon compelled to relinquish it to the Byyantine lulers.

In 1184, Isaac Comnenus made Cyprus an independent sovereignly. In 1115, Ri(hard
of England ejected Comnenus and put Guy de Lusignan in j ossession as compensation
for the loss of Jerusalem, of which Guy had been appointed king. For three centuries,

Cyprus had a succession of petty kings, who introduced the Icudal syst«maud other
European institutions. After many attempts to secure control, the Vcnetiim republic

came into full possession of tlri island in 1437. and held the rule for about bO years. In

1570, Se'.im II., sultan of Turkey, invaded Cyprus with GO.COO men, quicklv subdued
the country districts, took the capital (Nicosia) after a siege, and n.urdered 20,C(0
©f its iuliabitanls. Famagosta held out for a j'ear and then made a capitulation, w hich
was of course immediately violated by Ihe Moslem buicliers. who slowly tortured to

death the governor of the city. From that period. Cyprus has been a part of the Turk-
ish empire. Two events only have disturbed the stagnation of that blighting rule; an
insurrection in 17G4, which was quickly suppressed, and a mnssacre of the Gre( k popu-
lation ip. 182o. Under the Koran and the Crescent an island that should be the most
enterprising, prosperous, and produetive in all the Ciist, is one of the most impoverished
and worthless. See AiiciiiKOi.OGY.

CYRENA'ICS, a sect of philosophers founded by Aristippus of Cyrenaica. a pupil of
6ocrates, about 880 B.C. Their theory was that moderate and reasonable enjoyment
was the great object as well as the best method of life. A century later Epicurus elab-

orated the same idea.

CYRE'NIUS, PuBiJus Sut^ptctus, a Roman proconsul (governor) of Syria at tha
time of the bir^h of Christ, lie seems to have had two olhcial terms—from 4 to 1 B.C., and
from G to 11 a.d.

CYRIL, a professor in the ancient law college of Rerytus, and one of the founders of
the cceumenical school of jurists, opening the way for Justinian's legislation. He is

called the great Cyril in distinction .rom ('., a jurist who lived after Justinian. C. Avrotc

a treatise on definitions, in which, according to a statement of his contemporary Palri-

cius, the subject of contracts was treated with superior precision and great method.

CYRILIj.\, evergreen trees and shrubs, of which some varieties are found in the
•outhern United States. Under cultivation, some of these varieties are exceedingly
ornamental.

CYRILLIC ALPHABET, a method of writing invented about 8C3 a.d. by St. CyriL
This, with certain modilications, is the alphabet now used iu liussia.

CYRUS, a river in Asia. See KuriA, ante.

CYTIIE'RA. See Cerigo, ante.

CZARTORYS'ICI. the name of a Polish family of ancient lineage. Michel Frt-
DOUYK, 1095-177"). was chancellor of Lithuania in 1752. His brother, August Alex-
ANDKii. was tlie i^alatine of Red Russia, and accumulated great wealth. His son. Adam
Kazimikrz, w.is president of the diet which elec^ted Poniatowski king. His wife wjvs-

distinguished for beauty and ])oetic geuiu^. Another memljer of the family, Adam;
Jerzy, 1770-1831, was prominent in thci futile attempts at revolution in Poland.
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CZERKA'SY, a t. of Russia, iu the government of Kiev, on tlvo Dneiper; pop.

13,311.

CZER'MAK, JoiiANN Nepomuk, b. 1828; a Bohemian physiologist, the introducer

of laryngoscopy and rhinoscopy into medical jiractice.

CZERNY, Karl, 1791-1857; a German composer who wrote a vast number of

pieces. Liszt was one of his pupils. His Practical School of Composition is well

known.

D

DABOLL, Nathan, 1750-1818; a teacher in Connecticut, author of a famous school

arithmetic. His son C. L. invented the fog-horn or fog-trumpet.

DACE'LO, a genus of the kingfishers, natives of Australia. One specimen is known
as the laughing jackass, so called because of its harsh discordant note.

DACOITS, the name given to a class of men in northern India, who live by robbery

and plunder. The}' were formerly employed in war by the native sovereigns. It is

stated that one tribe alone, between 1818 and 1834, killed 172 persons and obtained

plunder valued at $575,000. Much has been done to break up the roaming bands, but

they are not yet extinct in Bengal and Burmah.

DA COSTA, Ibaak. 1789-1860; a Dutch poet and theologian of Portuguese-Jewish .

descent, who claimed kindred with the celebrated Uriel d'Acosla. His principal poeti-

cal works are well known in Holland, and besides these he was the author of many the-

ological works chiefly' in connection with criticism of the gospels.

DADE, a CO. in s.e. Florida bordering on the Atlantic ocean and Mexican gulf;

4,400 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 85—13 colored. It is the wild swampy region of the Everglades.

There is one good harbor near, cape Florida. Co. seat, Biscayne.

DADE, a CO. in n.w\ Georgia on the Tennessee and Alabama border, intersected by
the Alabama and Chattanooga railroad ; 160 sq.m.; pop. '70, 3,033—245 colored. It is

a rough region, having iron, coal, and other minerals. Co. seat, Trenton.

DADE, a CO. in s.w. Missouri, on the Sac river; 498 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 8,683—204 col-

ored. Agriculture is the main business. Co. seat, Greenfield.

DAGGETT, Dayid, ll.d., 1764-1851; b. Mass.; graduate of Yale, 1783. He was a

jurist of eminence, held a number of local offices, and was chosen United States sena-

tor. In 1832, he was chief-justice of the supreme court of Connecticut.

DAGGETT, Napiitali, 1727-80; b. Mass.; graduate of Yale, and professor of

divinity in the college. lie was president pro tern, for a jjear. When the British

attacked New Haven in 1779, he was so badly treated by them that he never recovered.

He published an account of the famous "Dark Day in New England."

DAGGETT, Oliver Ellsworth, d.d., son of David; b. Conn., 1810; a graduate of

Yale; Congregational pastor for 25 years in Canandaigua, N. Y. ; then ifor three years

professor of divinity in Yale college; afterwards pastor of the Second church. New
London, Conn. He was one of the compilers cf the Connecticut Hymn Book, and has

written many articles in the New Englander.

DAG'OBERT I., one of tlie early Frankish kings, d. 638 a.d. He was a son of

Clotaire II., and after the death of his father he reigned over the whole of the Frankish
dominions. His court was remarkable for magnificence, rivaling that of Constanti-

nople. But he was noted for debauchery.

DAGUKRRE, Louis Jacques Mande, 1789-1851; a French painter, in early life

a revenue otiicer. He was especially successful as a scene painter for the opera, and
afterwards in panoramic views on a large scale. He also opened a diorama in Regent's

park, London. He lost heavily by a conflagration, but speedily re-established his fame
on a secure basis by the invention of the daguerreotype, in which he was aided l)y

Nicephore Niepce. Daguerrc became an ofiicer of the legion of honor. The }irogrcss

of his invention—forming permanent y)ictures on prepared surfaces by the chemical

action of light—was for a long time slow and tedious; but improvements came, until

now the photograi)h may be taken in an instant, and even a horse under full run is

portrayed as if not in motion.

D'AGUESSEAU, Henri Fran(;ois, 1668-1751; chancellor of France. When little

more than 21 years of age he was appointed one of the three advocates-general, and the

•elocpiencf; and learning which Ik; displayecl in his first s|)eeeh gained for him great repu-

latif)n. In 1700, he was made procurafor-gen(!ral, and in 1717, advanced to chancellor.

\ year afterwards he was deprived of his office because of his firm opposition to the

wilfl schemes of John Law. When more than 80 years of age, he retired from the duties

•of chancellor, still holding its rank.

n.MILGREN, JojiN Adolf. 1809-70; b. Philadelphia; a distinguished officer in the
('. S. navy, a midshipman in 1826. lie served in lira/il and in the Mediterranean



squadron, and on tlie coast survey, being commissioned as a lieut. in 1837. Somewhat
later he was engaged in the ordnance department, where he procured the adoption of
the Dahlgren gun. He was the inventor of a rifled cannon, and introduced bronze
howitzers. In 1855, he was made commander, and when the war of the rebellion began,
he was in command of the Washington navy yard. In July, 1862, he was appointed
capt., and chief of the bureau of ordnance. The next year, lie rose to rear-admiral, and
had command of the s. Atlantic and subsequently of the s. Pacific squadron. In
1869, he again took command of the Washington navy yard.

DAHLGREN, Ulric, 1843-64; son of John Adolf; an early volunteer in the union
cause when the war of secession broke out. He performed brave and distinguislied
services, and was killed in an effort to rescue the union soldiers confined in Libby
prison.

DAHLONE'GA, a t. and co. seat of Lumpkin co., Ga., 60 m. n.n.e. of Atlanta, in the
midst of a gold-mining region, remarkable chiefly for the mint established there, 1835,
and abandoned in 1873. Pop. '70, 471—104 colored. Dahlonega, Indian Taidau-neca,
is an anglicized Cherokee name meaning dollar-yellow, in reference to the gold coinage.

DAILLE, or DALL^US, Jean, 1594-1670; a learned Protestant divine, tutor to
the grandsons of Plessis Mornay, and the author of a number of controversial works.
He was president of the last national synod held in France in 1659.

DAI'MIO,. the ofllcial title of the feudal lords of Japan, having Imost independent
rule in their special provinces or districts; but modern changes have largely restricted
their privileges and authority in the direction of the consolidation of the empire.

DAKOTA {ante) (meaning "leagued" or "allied," with reference to confederate
Sioux tribes), a territority of the United States, organized 1861, bounded e. by Minne-
sota and Iowa, s. by Nebraska, w. by Wyoming and Montana, and n. by British
America. Dakota lies between 43° and 49'n. and about 97^ to I04''w., and has an area
of 150,933 sq.m. In length Dakota is 414 m., and in breadth 360. The surface n, and
e. of the Missouri river is in the main rolling prairie, in which are many streams and
lakes, but no swamps or marshes. A single plateau (Coteau dcs Prairies), liaving an ele-

vation of 1450 ft. above tide, runs along the e. margin of the territor}^ more than 200
m., with a width varying from 15 to 20 pi. ; and in the middle and in the n. portion there
is a similar though smaller elevated region. There are no mountains in Dakota the
Black hills in the s.w. corner being the most important elevations. These hills, extend-
ing into Wyoming, cover about 6,000 sq.m., and their bases are nearly 3,000 ft. above
tide; the liiiihest peaks are under 7,000 feet. In the basin of the Kcd river of the North
there are va.>t, ])lains covered with grass affording pasturage and winter feed in abun-
dance. In the Black hills region there are extensive forests of pine and other u.seful

timber, and in nearly all sections there is timber enough for the ordinary demands
of settlers. In the s. and s.w. between the Big Cheyenne and White rivers is a large

tract called the "Bad Lands" {Mauvais Terres), entirely barren, and furrowed into

countless forms by the action of water upon the blue-clay formation. Over the
plateaus and prairies are scattered isolated buttes (summits) from 500 to 1500 ft.

high.

The Missouri river divides Dakota into nearly equal parts, coming in from the n.w.
at about 48° n. and 104° w., and passing out at the extreme s.c. corner, forming the
southern boundary for about 100 m. In its course through Dakota the Missouri receives

from the w. the Yellowstone, Little ]\Iissouri, Big Knife, Heart, Grand. Moreau, Big
Cheyenne, White, and Niobrara rivers; from the u. and e. it gets Little Muddy, White
Earth, Beaver, Little Cheyenne, Dakota, Vermilion, and Big Sioux. On the e. border
of Dakota rise the head-waters of the Minnesota, an affluent of the 3Iississippi; and the
n.e. part of the territory is drained by the Red river of the North and its tributaries,

the main river forming more than half the eastern boundary. This river is naviga-
ble for about 200 m. in Dakota, and the Missouri is navigable throughout. Dakota
is remarkable for the great number of lakes in the eastern half of its territory. The
Mini Wakan, or Devil's lake, is the largest, covering more than 250,000 acres; others
of considerable size are Thompson, Long, Traverse, Big Stone, Turtle, Wood, Tchani-
kanah, and Pembina. In temperature, Dakota, though very cold in winter, is on the
whole favorable for agriculture. In the n. the winters are long, but all crops except
Indian corn ripen easily. In the s. the climate is delighvful, and the usual crops and
small fruits are easily raised. Agriculture is the chief industry, but some manufactures
are already established. ^J

A century ago all these northern and western regions were the resort of fur
traders, trappers, and hunters, and the business of fur hunting- is still important. In
the n. portion of Dakota, buffalo, elk, moose, and deer are found ; also black and cinna-

mon bears, wolves, lynxes, badgers, wolverines, foxes, prairie dogs, rabbits, gophers,
and sqnirrels. Birds are abundant in a great variety of species, i\r'\ the waters are well
vsupplied with fish.

Yankton, on the Missouri river at the extreme s. border of Dakota, is the capital, and
the largest town; Pembina, 425 m. directly n. of Yankton, and on the boundary between
Dakota and Manitoba, is the oldest town and one of the most important. Until the set-
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tlcracnt of the boundary hct-vvcon the United States and Eriticli America, it was, under
Kngii^h rule, the clukt ijf llic I'aiiiuus tclkiik bcU.eii.eiil. Thcic aic scvtml inipor-
t.iiJt mihlary po.-ls «n tiic w. iroiilicis of Dakuia. h.dia.i reservalions take up aLiout
CO.OOl) sq.iu. of the Icrrilory. The \ai.kioii bioux has OCo !-q.m.; the fc>ii>setoii, ii,tOO

sq.m. ; tlie Sioux, in ail, 4U.IJ00 f-q.ni. ; li.e i'cucas, LoO s.ia. ; i;ijd l.ie Arielvurees, Man-
daas. aud Gros Veutres. lo,.")UO wi.iii.

At the beginning- of 1670 there were five railroads in operalion or in pro.c:ress

—

the Northern Paeitie, from Eisn^j.ik to tuluth, l^Jnn.. ll).;^.} m. ; Dakt-ta Southern,
from Sioux City to Yankton, 55| m. ; ^Vi^.ona and It. Pctc-r, from lake Kani-
peska to Winona, ^iinn., 084 m. ; !r ioiix City and Pembina, from Pembina to
lieloit, Iowa, lo} m, ; Worthii;gton and tioux Falls, from Uioux Pahs to Cioux Palls
Junetion, Minn., ].") miles.

In ISl-i, the territory had 10,4C9 children of pchccl ago (."3 to CO years), of whom 5,410
were enrolled, with 257 teachers, and ^C2,L0-1 yearly cobt of bchocls. (j7or Ute::t statis-

tics, see Appendix.)

D.VKOTA, a co. in s.c. Minneso*n, on the IMississippi, intersected by four or five rail-

roads; 550 sq.m.
;
pop. '75, 17,CG0. The productions arc chicUy agricultural, and t^c boil

fertile, Co. seat, Hastings.

DAKOTA, a co. in n.c. Nebraska, bordering: on Dakota and Iowa, and bounded c.

by the Missouri; 400 sq.m.; pep. 'iO, 3,000. Tke surface is ro.llng prair.e; and the soil

fertile. Co. seat, Dakota.

DAKOTA RIVER (also called James river), a stream of Dakota territory, of about
600 m. length, emptying into the JSiissouri below Yankton.

DAKOTAS, North American Indians residing or wandering between the IMississippi

and the Rocky mountains. They believe that their ancestors came eastward from luo
Pacific, jand their language is f^aid to resemble ^Mongolian. They have had many wars
with the Algonquins and the Illinois. At present tuey form a dozen tribes, known us
0.sages, the Poncas. the lowas, etc.

DALE, a CO. in s.c. Alabama, on the Choctawhatchec river; formerly (until divided)
900 sq.m.; pop. '70, ll,o25—17U7 colored. It is a sandy aud unprouuct.vc region. Co.
seat, Newton.

DALE, David, 17o9-1803; a Scottish manufacturcrwhosccurcdtlic use of Arkwright'a
spinning patent, and founded the New Lanark mills, and subsequently other important
cstal)lishineuts, becoming very rich, and noted f;jr benevolence. Robert Owen married
his daughter and succeeded him in the Lanark mills. D.ile was tlie pastor of a clmrch
in which grew up a peculiar sect of Scotch independents who called themselves
"Dalites."

DALE, RicnARD. 1753-1820; an American naval ofTiccr, who, after joining the Eng-
lish sjrvice in the U-ginningof the revolution, went over tj his own country and served
under Paul Jo.jes lie was several times tal;en prisoner. After i id.'pendenoe he was
appointed captain, and had command of the squadron sent against Tripoli. He resigned
ia 180:3.

DALIN, Olof von, 1708-G2; n Swedish poet, who, at llie age of 24, began his literary

career by starting the Argax, a journal in imitation of Addison's JSpccUi'.or. lie pub-
lished a vast number of sketches, j oems, etc. In 1750, he was tutor to the crown prince,

and w:is arrested and tried on suspicion of having taken part in llie attempted rcvolu-
tio.'i of that year, lie was acquitted, but was exiled for five years. He wr.s e.fterwards
cnnobictl aud made a privy-councilor. Ilis great work was v^ lllatory cf tlx Swedish
Kui;/ Ijiu.

DALLAS, a co. in s.w. Alabama intersected by the Alabama river and two railroads;

800 .sq.m. ; pop. '70, 40,705—o2, 152 colored. The chief prcductlousare corn and cotton,
Co. seat, Caluiwba.

DALIjAS, a CO. in central Arknnsas, en Falinc river; 700 sq.m.
; iwp. '70, 5,707

—

1751 colored. The chief productions are agricultural. Co. seat, Pri;:ceton.

D.VLLAS, a co. in central Iowa intersected l;y two railroads; 570 sq.m.; pop. '70,

12,019. Agriculture is the chief busijiess. Co. seat, Adell.

D.VLL.V.S. a CO. in central Missouri; mostly wild land; C70 sq.m.; pop. '70, 8,C33

—

89 colored. Product ions, agricultural. Co. wat, Eullalo.

DALLAS, a co. in n o. Tcxn.s drained by Trinity river; OCO .*q.m. ;
prp. '70, 13,C14

—2.109 colored. It is fertile, well watered, and with good thnber. Agriculture is tho
main business, Co. seat, Dallas.

D.\LL.\S. AiJOXANDEU .Tamk8, 1759-1817: born in tlie r land of Jamaica, died in

Trenton, New Jersc-y ; a lawyer of Peiuisvlvania and aullior of icports on law cases and
decision.s. lie wa^ ilie projector of the llnited States bank at the time when the nation
was in great trouble about eurreiicy to carry on the war with Ihigland. He was also
secretary of the treasury, and acting secretary of war, supcriuLcudiug the reduction of
the army after peace.
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DALLE3 CITY, or Trrn Dalles, the co. scat of Wasco co., Oregon, on the
Colu:iioia livcr. UO m. c. of i'onluLd. Pep. ";0, C40.

DALLI>s"G ATsD LULWEIl, Earon. See Eulweh, Sm IlEKnY Lyttcn, ante.

DALL' OXGAKO, Fuancesco, 1808-73; an Italian poet and dramatic author. lie
nidvjd ill organizing the Garibaldi legion in Komc, and on the capUiic of the city by
i.ic French he. went to Ancona, and afterwards to Switzerland. From the hitter reicgo
Jic wa^ expelic;!, and f^pent four jears in Belgium. Some years afterwards Ijc returned
tj Ital}' and lecanie i)rofessor of literature in Milan and Naples. lie became noted as
% writer of works of Cction.

DALTOIi. a t. in TThitfield co.. Ga., on the East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia,
the Western and Allantic, and tlie Selma, Lome, and Ealtcn railroads, i.i a beautiiul
valley surrounded l.y mountains; pop. about 4,000—4C9 colored. It was a place of
Strategic importance during the rebellion.

DALTON, Edwakd Bakiiy, 1C34-7C; b. Mass.; a physician in California; gradu-
iitcd at Harvard, 18.~o. and at the New York college cf physicians and surgeons, 1853.

lie served as medical director in the army of Virginia during the rebellion, and after-

wards in the r.rmy cf the Potomac. In 1863, he became saniiary superintendent of Iho
ITew York board of healt'n. lie died in California. His medical reports are valuable.

DALTON, John Call, b. Mass., 18C5; professor of physiologj' in the medical
department cf the university of Eullalo, where he began (in this c^ountr}') the illustration

of suvgcry by vivisection. He served as a surgeon in the union army during the war of
the reljcllion. LIi3 medical papers are numerous and valuable.

DALTONISM. Sec CoLO^.-l:LI^'D^:ESs, ante.

DALY, Charles P., ll.d., b. New York city, 1810; for many years a 'xjading

juri.l, being chief-justice of llic court of common pleas. He has i)ublished /7^?(7;;?/ «^/

ViG C'tiirta of New York, and many legal papers of importance. He is j^resident of Iho
American geographical and statistical society, in which he has taken a deep interest.

DAjI. Tinker's, a guard cf dough or clay placed by a tinker around a cavity to

Conlinc ihc melted metal until it " sets." It is worthless after use.

DA?,I (Fr. harrnrc), a barrier fcr raising the level of water in a stream, for tho
purpose of forming a reservoir, or for turning the water in another direction. Several
dams arc sotnetimcs ])'.aced upon a water-course for the purpose of preventing too rapid
ftn escape of water where it is needed for irrigation or for moving machinery. There
i> also a variety of dam called a coffer-dam, in which an inclosure is bounded by a
barrier which prevents exterior water from entering, used gcnerall}' for the j urpo.'^c of
c::cavation. Dams constructed for raising the level of Mater have an important use in
llie slaclv water navigation of rivers. The materials which enter into the construction
of dams dilicr according to circumstances. It the structure be rcquu'cd to 1 ar a narrow
gorg3 and a consldcrallc stream, it must be made very strong, not only to wiihstand
4lie ]i)'"drosta!ic pressure, but also the force of the current, which often, during fresh-

el^ becomes very great. The materials are then generally composed of a combination
of wood-v.'ork and masonr}'. ^Masonry may be principally used when the gorge is so
narrow i:s to^nlloAV of the construction of a sufHciently small horizontal arc to resist tho
pressure. A* hen t'.ic dam is very long (across a wide stream), unless a vast amount of
iitone is used, wooden braces must be (mp.loycd, AVherc the body cf water to bo
restrained is not more than 4 or 5 ft. deep and tlic bottom is firm, a clay cr stiff loam
embankment 9 or 10 ft. thick, wc'.l compr.ctcd. wi'.l answer the purpose if a gate be
provided to keep the water from flowing over llio lop cf the embankment, which would
cause it to wear av.a}-. It is not always economy to build tlie dam in the narrowest
part of a stream, cr where the opposite banks nearr-st approach each other. This will

often cause during a freshet tuo great a depth of running water over the dam, by which
it may be cntlangered. A point should be selected where the dam can Ic made* of suf-

ficient widlii to allow the water to pour over it without piling up too much, aiul where
t!)e foundation is good. The line cf a dam may be transverse or diagonal lo the flow of
water. The diagonal i3 sometimes of advantage in increasing the width of flow, but is

liable to interfere witli the bed of the stream below more than the transverse line.

V'here practicable, the form of :in arc, the convexity fronting up stream, is the best;

l)Ut a broken line may sometimes be employed to advantage, the angles pointing up
Stream acting as braces, while the angles pointing down stream may be held by natural
rock formation cr lieavy masonry, strengthened bv bracing. There are a great many
large dams in the numufaetnring districts of New" ^England, and in fresliets, tlic giving
way of some of them through faulty construction, has caused great destruction of life

Ami property.

An example of a well-constructed dam is at Ilolyoke, ^lass., across the Connecticut
river. It is 1017 ft. long and CO ft. high. The braces are formed cf large square tim-
bers inclined 23" from the horizontal, with the lower ends bohed in the rock, and tho

upper ends sustaining limber frame-work. Tlie canal for delivering the water, which is

received by llnrteen gales, is faced with ma.sonry, and is 144 ft. wide at tlie top, and 22
ft. deep. It is said to be the best water motive-power utilized in the United States. A
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remarkable dam exists across the river Furcns, in F'rance, for protecting the town of
St. Etieune from freshets, and also for supplying the town with water. It is 164 ft.

high, and 328 ft. wide at the top. The excavations for the foundation were very great

and expensive, and the dam was constructed entirely of masonry, the stone laid not in

tiers, but so as to produce a unity of mass, and with hydraulic cement, which is the

mortar always used. The pressure of the contained water, at the depth of 154 ft., as

much as 67 lbs. to the square inch, has sometimes been sufficient on this dam to force

water through the pores of the material. In India, dams are constructed for purposes
of irrigation, aud some of them are of enormous magnitude. One of the longest is

on IheGodavery river at Dowlaisweram. Its total length is 4,872 feet.

A good example of the mode of constructing a coffer-dam under great diflncul-

lies, on account of quicksand bottom, was furnished in the work preliminary to the

building of the dry-dock at the Brooklyn navy-yard. There was over 60 ft. of utterly

unstable micaceous sand below the mud at the bottom of the river. This of course,

under so great pressure, would flow almost like water itself. The area required to

be excavated through this material was over two acres at the top and one acre at

the bottom, which was 37 ft. below mean high water. The flrst attempt was a failure,

and longer and stronger piles w^ere then used, filled between with stone and coarse

gravel. There w^ere six concentric rows of piles, the walls being over 60 ft. thick.

Where the bottom does not admit of pile-driving, crib-work, weighted with stone

aud sunk in proper position, is used, the crevices being stopped with hydraulic
cement. At Blossom Rock, in San Francisco harbor, a combination of crib-work and
iron cylinder was used in the construction of the coffer-dam by means of which the

excavjitions were made, preparatory to blasting. An iron cylinder 6 ft, in diameter,

armed with thick india-rubber flaps at the bottom, was sunk to the ground and then
surrounded with crib-work. Excavation was then made within the cylinder, wiiichwas
from time to time depressed until the depth was reached necessary to exclude the water.

DAMAGES (ante), a term which designates the rules which govern pecuniary
awards in a court of justice. The principles arc general, and substantially the same in

all countries. The chief principle is to give compensation for some right violated.

There is necessarily a wide margin for opinion and judgment in all such cases, depend-
ing largely upon agreements and fortuitous conditions and circumstances. In general,

damages are compensatory only, but in some cases they are punitory or exemplary.

DAMASCE'NUS, Nicolaus, a Greek historian of the time of Augustus and Herod
the great, with whom he was on terms of intimacy. His principal work was a universal

history in 144 books, of which only a few^ fragments remain. He also wrote an auto-

biography, in which much may be learned of the lives of Augustus and of Herod,

DAMAS'CTUS, a philosopher b. at Damascus about the middle of the 5th century.

He taught philosophy in Athens in the time of Justinian. There remains of his works
only Difficulties and Solutions of First Principles.

DAMASCUS BLADE. See Damaskeening, aide.

DAM'ASUS II., a native of Bavaria, a bishop in the Tyrol, chosen the 155th pope on.

the death of Clement II., in 1047. His reign lasted but 23 days,

DAMIA'NI. PiETRO, 1000-72; a Roman Catholic prelate, eminent, intellectually,

and morally, who supported various reforms which Hildebrand (the great pope, Gregory
VII.) also favored, for which he was persecuted by the corrupt priests of Milan. He was
appointed cardinal bishop of O.stia, 1057. In 1069, he was sent as legate to Germany to

dissuade Henry IV. from applying for a divorce, in which he was successful. He was
engaged on other occasions to make peace and suppress disorder. Among his writings

is a fine religious hymn in Latin.

DA'MLVNISTS, or Angelists, a sect of the 6th c, followers of Damianus, a
patriarch of Alexandria, who agreed substantially with tlie Sabellians.

DAIMIR (Kemal udden Abu'l Baga Muharamed Ben Musa Ben Isa ad Damiri Ash-

rtkafei), 1341-1405; b. Cairo, Egypt; an Aral)ian writer on canon law, but better known
to Europe l)y his work on natural history, The Life (f Animals, in which he catalogues

931 beasts, birds, fishes, and insects, with the liab'ils of which he ai)pears to have been

acquainted. The work is full of episodes treating of history and religion, in cousd-

(luence of which its literary value is much increased.

DAMIROX. Jew PiirLiuKUT, 1794-1862; a French philosophical writer who slud-

i(.Ml under Bunioiif, VilU'iiiHiii, and Cousin. He lectunnl on ])hilosophy in various

Parisian institutions. b(!(;am(* professor in the normal school, and titular professor at the

Sorbonne. He was one of tlie founders of tin; Globe newsi)a[)er, a mcmlx'r of the legion

of iionor, and of the academy of sciences. He published a number of philosophical

works, particularly on the hi.story of philosophy in France.

DAN, a city, the position of whicli, at tlie nortliern exlremity of Palestine, is deter-

mined: 1. By its being the northern point on the road to Damascus, at which Abraham
overtook the allied forces that had i)lundered Sodom. 2. By its frecpient designation

as the northern limit of the land, as in the familiar exprcission— " from Dan to Bcer-

shebu." 3. By the statt'ment of Josephus, that it stood at the lesser fountain of the
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Jordan; and that of Jerome, that at it the Jonhm took its rise, and, as he thought from
his view of the etymology, obtained its name Jor-l>an, as "the river of Dan." 4. By
Dr. Robinson's discovery, in the same iocalit}', of "a mound from tlie foot of which
gushes out one of liie hirgest fountains of tlie world—the main source of the Jordan,"
the signification of whose Arabic name, jt'ell el Kadi, " the judge's mound," agrees with
that of the Hebrew Ban, "a judge." The manner in Avhich tiie tribe of Dan acquired
possession of this region is narrated in the book of Judges. Tlieir inheritance by lot

was well situated near tiie powerful tribes of Judali, Benjamin, and Epliraim; but the
most fertile part of it was too small for them, and was olten overrun by the Amorite.s
and Philistines. In order to enlarge their territory they sent out spies to search for a
fertile region which they nnght obtain by force or craft. These having gone to the
north, reported that they had found there a large and good land abounding in supplies
for every want, and inhabited by a people careless and secure. So the tribe, having
arrayed itself for war, fell suddenly on the coveted region, putting the inhaldtants to

death and burning the city. When they rebuilt it they changed its name from Laisli to

Dan <ifter their father. The subsequent history of the city is peculiar. The Danites
stole not only the good land and the city, but also the religion which they established

there. On their wa}'' north they found in Mt. Ephraim a house in which w-as a priest

of the tribe of Levi, with an ephod and teraphim, a molten and a graven image. All
these they carried away with them and set up the idolatrous worship under a permanent
priesthood in their conquered home. Four hundred years afterwards Jereboam remod-
eled the worship, making Dan the religious center for the northern part of the kingdom
which he had usurped. This it continued to be until, about 250 years later, the people
were carried captive into Assyria. At the present day the top of the mound is strewed
with ruins, including traces of old foundations and heaj^s of large stones. There are

ruins also on the plain below. The fertility of the plain or valley, remarkable in the

times of the Sidonians, continues to the present day.

DAN, the fifth son of Jacob and the first by his wife's maid Bilhah. He was own
brother to Naphtali, and there is a close affinity between his name and that of Dinah,
Jacob's only daughter. The tribe of Dan was, next to Judah, the most numerous of
the tw^elve tribes at the numbering in the wilderness; yet he was the last of all to receive
his portion of the land, and that portion was the smallest of all. The Bible gives but
little of the history of the tribe, which seems to have been easily and often led to copy
the idolatry of the surrounding heathen.

DANA, Charles Anderson, b. N. H., 1819. He studied at Harvard for two years,

but an affection of the eyes compelled his retirement. He was one of the members of
the Brook Farm socialistic community, near Boston, and was one of the editors of The
Harbinger, a journal advocating the ideas of Fourier, In 1847, he became a writer on
the NeiD York Tribune, and was correspondent of that journal in France during the rev-

olution of 1848. Keturningto New York, he became tirst assistant (or managing) editor
of the Tribune, which position he filled until about the close of 18G1, when the "On to
Richmond" editorial, immediately followed by the disastrous defeat of tiie union forces

at Bull Run, led to such disagreement with Horace Greeley, the editor of the paper,
that Dana was compelled to resign. He was not long afterwards appointed assistant sec-

retary of war. After the war he became the editor of a new republican paper in Chicago,
but the enterprise was not successful. Returning to New York, he became one of a
company to purchase 2 he Sun, the oldest of the cheap papers of the country. He was
chosen chief editor, which position he retains. ]5esides his work as a journalist, he has
edited a House]) old Book of Poetry, and in connection with George Ripley has been the
editor of Appleton's New American Cyclopcedia

.

DANA, Francis, ll.d., 1743-1811; b. Mass.; graduate of Harvard ; admitted totha
bar in 1767. He was one of the " Sons of Liberty" in and about Boston at the com-
mencement of the revolution. He was a delegate to the first provincial congress of
Massachusetts, and in 1776 was chosen one of the council wdio at that time acted not only
as a senate, but as the executive of the state. In 1781, he was appointed minister to

Russia. He returned in 1784, and was at once sent to congress. In 178o. he was
appointed justice of the supreme court of Massachusetts. He was a delegate to the
Annapolis convention, to the convention which framed the federal constitution, and
to the convention in his own state for its ratification. In 1791, he was made chief-jus-

tice of Massachusetts. In 1797, he was appointed special envoy to the French republic,

but declined on accoimt of ill health. He was one of the founders of the American
academy of arts and sciences.

DANA, James Dw'ight, ll.d., b. N. Y"., 1813; graduate of Y'alo. eminent as a natu-
ralist and geologist. He was with the "Wilkes exploring expedition to the southern
oceans sent out by the federal government in 1838. In 1846, he became one of the editors

of the American Journal of Science; in 1855, he was chosen professor of natural history

and geology in Y'ale college. His works on geology and natural history are well known.

DANA, Napoleon Jackson Tecumseii, b. ^Me., 1822; graduated at "West Point in

1842. He served in the war with Mexico, and through the war of the rebellion, and was
seriously wounded at Antietam. Soon after the war he resigned with the rank of col.

A.M. Ad. I.—41.
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DANA, KicnAKD, 1G99-1772; b. Mass., grandson of Richard, who was the first of the

family in America. He was a grachinte of llarvard, bred to the hiw, and prominent in

resi.siauce to the acts ot the British government whicli preceded the revohition. lie was
al>o a m'-'inber of "The :30ns of Liberty."

DANA. Richard Henry, Jr., b. Mass., 1815; a son of Richard Henry, the poet,
giiidnuted al Harvard, and bred to the law. In consequence of ill healtir he made a
voyage at sea, of which he published a description in J'wo Years B'fore the Ma^t. He
was ad;nltted to the bar in 1840, and made a specialt}'^ of admiralty cases In 1841, he
publisii'-'d I'JiC Scaman'if Friend, cohiaini)ig a 'J'rcatiiie on PnictiaiL Scdinnns/iip, and also

an edition of Wheaton's Interiiaiioniil Late, He was one of the leaders ot the free-soil

parly.

DANA, Samuel Luther, ll.d., 179o-1SG8; b. Mass.; a writer on chemistry and
a.aricullure. While chemist of the Merrimack print-works he invented a method of

bleaching cotton goods which was widely adopted.

DA XAIDE, a hydraulic machine made of two cylinders one within the other^turn
ing easily on a vertical axis, and having a small space between them. The smallest one
is closed at the bottom, and the other has a hole in the middle of its base. The bottoms
of the two are separated by partitions reaching from the circumference to the center,

but the ring-like space between the cylinders is open, H" water be turned into this

spiice horizontally to the surface of the cylinders, they begin to revolve by friction,

which motion is increased by the water in revolution acting on the nvdial partitions m
tlic base. It is found that nearly three quarters of the hydraulic power can thus be
utilized.

DANBIJRY, a t. in Connecticut, the seat of justice of Fairfield co., on the Norwalk
and Danbury railroad, G8 m. n.e. of New York; jwp. '70, 6,543. There is ample water
power, with a large number of manufacturing establishments, one of wiiich makes
nearly a quarter of a million of shirts annually. Danbury was settled. 1GS4. and
burned by the Britisli, 1777, when the American gen. Wooster was fatally wound(!d.
A monnnient was erected in his memoiy 77 years later.

DANCE, George, Jr.. 1740-1825, an English architect. Among his designs was
that for Biackfriars bridge in London, He was associated with his brother Nathaniel
in the foundation of the royal academy, of whose original members he was for several

3'ears the last survivor. Newgate prison and the front of Guildhall were built from his

•designs. His fatiier, also named George, was noted as an architect

DAN'DOLA, Andrea, Doge of Venice, 1342, a member of one of the most illustn

•ous families of that famous city He was a student and a >nan of letters, and an inti

.mate friend of Petrarch. He wrote two chronicles of Venice

DAN'DOLO, ViNCENZo. Count, 1758-1819; an Italian scientist, native of VenicC;
wlierc he began life as a physician. When Venice came under Austria, he went to

Milan, where he became a member of the grand council. He went to Paris in 1799. but

soon after W!irds returned to tiie vicinity of Milan and engaged in scientific agriculture

In 1805. Napoleon made him governor of Dalmatia, where he proved himself an excel

lent ollicer. He published several works on agriculture. In 1809, he retired to private

life in Venice.

DANE, a CO. in s. Wisconsin, intersected by five or six railroads, the co. scat (Madi
son) being the capital and the great railroad center of the state; 1235 sq.m. . pop '70.

53.090. It is mostly prairie, and the soil is fertile, producing wheat, corn, oats, barley.

hay. butter, wool, tobacco, hop-^, etc.

DANE, Nath.xn. ll.d., 1752-1835; b. Mass.
;
graduated at Harvard, 1778. studied

law in Salem, and began to practice in 1782 at Beverl}-^. He was successively a member
of the Massachusetts house of representatives, the continental congress, and the Massa
chu.scttM s(Mmte; then held various commissions to codify or revise laws; and was
judge of commom j)]eas. He was also a memlx'r of the much abu.'^ed Ilartfoid conven
lion. He is credited with placing in the ordinance for the government of the north
western territory tiie clause forever prohibiting slavery.

DANIEL, Herma.nn Adalrert, 1812-72; a German geographer and theologian, edu
cated at Halh;, and subse(|ucntly became a professor at that university. He was one of

the most eminent followers of the geographer Ritter

DA NIEr>, BOOK OF. derives its name from the chief person whose history it narrates,

and who is gencirally regarded as its author. The close corr('S])ondence of its predic-

tions with historical events has, indeed, led .some writers to as.'^ert that it was written

by some unknown person about 175 years r.c. I*orphyry. in the 3d c. held this opin

ion, and. in modern times, (/'ollins. I)(; VVette, and others. Among the answers to them
arc. 1. That how(!ver [)lausible, in Porphyry's dny, the as.sertion may have seemed
that th(; .so-call('<l ))re(lictlons of the ])ook were written after the events in the life of

Antiochus, to which some of them rcl'er, there is no force in it now. nfter the jjrogres

sive accompliKhment. which has since b(;(ui witnessed, of many predictions then unful

.filled. 2. The lirst book of Maccabees refers to tin; book of D. in the same manner
Ji8 to other books of the Old Testament, saying that the enemies of the Jews "set up
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the abomination of desolation upon the altar:" that " Ananias, Azarias, and !Misael, by
believing, were saved out of the flame," and that " Daniel, for his lunocenc}'. uas deliv-

ered out of the mouth of lions." 3 It was translated into Greek, B.C. J.fcO-250, before

the date which Porphyry assigned to it, 4. At a still earlier date it v^as received into

the Hebrew canon. 5. its dict'on, fiartly Hebrew and parti}' Chaldaic, ];roves that its

author v>as master of both languages its acquaintance with Chaldean manners, cus-

t;)ms, and religion, indicates his long residence in the midst of them; and its des-ciip-

tions of public affairs after the conquest by the ISh ces and Persians could have been
given only by one who had full knowlecige of the co.iquerors and v\asin favor wiih

them. Daniel, a Jew of noble birth, familiar v.ith tl^e Hebrew as his cative tongue,

educated from his youth in all that tlie Chaldeans could leach, and high in oftke and
favor with the successive kings through the whole captivity of 70 yVars, fultlls all these

conditions, and he alone. 6. Tne great favors 'vhich Alexander, in the mi('st of his

career of conquest, conferred on the Jews at Jerusalem, are ratiorally ac(c\,Elcd for

by the st;itement in Josephus that when, at the temple, the book of Daniel was shewn
to 1 im, wherein Daniel declared that one of the Greeks vould destroy tl.etn;pire of Ibe

Persians, he supposed himself to be the person intended, and in his joy called en the

people to ask of him any favors which they chose. 7. The testinur.}' cf Chiist is

emphatically given to the book of Daniel, to its prophetic character, and to tl.e r.pproi.ch-

ing fuliillment of things written therein Its phice in the Hebrew cancn is Uf-t an.org
•'the prophets'" strictly so called, but In the same division with "the Fsalms." The
prophets were God's mini.slers among the people at large to instruct, comfort, rnd
reprove, as well as to foretell the future. Daniel's oflice, as lias been seen, was rather

that of a statesman, clothed with vice-royal authority b}' the kings who lield him cap-

tive, and made conspicuous by the manifest wisdom and power of Gcd. He racks
with j^Ioses and David rather than with I.-aiah. His personal prosperity, llie n;iiacles

wrought around him, and the revelations given him, were designed to show, ancng
other tilings, that although God had allowed the Jews to be carried captive for their

sins, his power, as great as it ever had been, was concentrated en Daniel as iheir repre-

sentative, and as a i)!odge that he would restore them to their own land. Tl.cir release

by Cyrus at the end of their 70 years is without rational explanation if Daniel's life and
influence as described in the book are stricken out. The book is partly historical and
partly prophetical; and portions of the histoiy are prophecies fulfilled.

I, The historical part narrates; 1. The captivity of Daniel and his three fricrds,

their education at the court of the king, and their superiority over the rest cf the

Hebrew youth. 2. The king's dream, Daniel's interpretation of it. and the ccuscqucnt
exaltation of liim and his friends. 3. The golden image, the fiery furnace, and the

deliverance. 4. The king's second dream and its interpretation, liis pride, loss of rea-

son, expulsion, and restoration 5. B(.'lshazzar's feast, the writing (.n the wall, the
doom declared, the city captured, and the king slain. 6 Daniel's exaltation in the
kingdom of Darius, the conspiracy against him, the den of lions and his safety there.

7. His prosperity continued during the reign of Cyrus. II. The prophecies in the book
are: 1. Concerning the four kingdoms under the emblem cf the image in Kebuchadnez
zar's dream; its golden Jiead representing the Labylonian; Us silrer aims aiid lieat't, the
Modes and Persians, becoming one; hs brazen loins and ihi(jhs, the Giccks under Alex
ander, divided after hini into two eastern kingdoms, Fgypt and Syria; its iicn Ugs, the
Romans, consisting of two parts—the senate and peoj le, and led by two consuls; its

toes of iron and clay, the kingdoms of Europe, having both the strength of Eeme and
the weakness of barbarous tribes; the stone cvt out uilhovt J ands ai^d smiting the irnace.

the kingdom of Christ commenced and advanced wilb.out human power and destined
to subdue the world and continue forever. 2. These kingdoms were npicsented again
in Daniel's vision by four wild beasts comiing out of the S( a, and explained bj- the
angel as denoting four kingdoms rising out of tumults rrd wais: (1) T lie lion with
eagle's wings was an emblem of Babylon; (?) The bear with three ribs Ibetween its tcdh
denoted the Modes and Persians conqucriiig Pnbylon, Lydia. aid Egypt; (8) The leopaid
v.'itli four wings aud four heads represented 11 e kingdom of Alexander, famous for the
swiftness with v.hicli it was conquered, and divided after his death into fcur parts; (4)

The fourth beast was great, terrible, and strong, and represented the f( urtli kingdom,
diverse from all others, devouring the whole earth, treading it down, and bieaking it to

pieces; but finally to be fudged and destroyed, and to be followed by the kingdom of
the Most High that shall endure forever. 3. The vision of a ram, attacked by a goat
rushing from the w. without touching the ground, represented the kincdcm of the

Modes and Persians overthrown by Alexander advancing ficm ]\!accdonia with une
qualed swiftness Whem the goat was strong its liorn was broken, and in its place

came up four, pointing towards the four winds. And when Alexander was at the
height of his power he suddenly died, and four kingdoms were formed out of his

dominions. 4. The prophecy concerning the 70 weeks—interpreted as ^90 years, each
day signifying a year—revealed to Daniel by the angel Gabriel, measured o'S. the time
between the going forth of the commandment to rebuild Jerusalem and the coming
and death of the* Messiah. This p' riod is subdivided into three—7 weeks, 62 weeks,
and 1 week During the first the city and wall would be rebuilt; at the end of the sec-

ond the Messiah would come, aud in the middle of the third he would be cut off. During
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Vhe third period, botli before liis death and after it, he woukl establish the covenant
with many; and afterwards desolation would come on the temple and city. 5. '1 he
final revelation given to Daniel was from the lips of the bon of God appearn^g in the

similitude of a man. Beginning at the point of time where Daniel then siood, he
numbered the kings of Persia who were afterwards to arise, announced the expedition

of Xerxes against Greece, and gave a condensed summary of human history onward to

the resurrection of the dead to everlasting life or everlasting shame.

DANIELL, Thomas, 1749-1840; an English landscape painter. He made a journey
through India, taking a great number of important sketches. He published Viewis of
Calcutta; Oriental IScenenj (144 plates ); Vietca in tlgypt; ricturesque Voyage to China, etc.

He was a royal academician and fellow of several other societies. His nephews,
William and"^ Daniel, were also artists of repute, the former assisting in the India
sketches, and the latter spending many years in Ceylon.

DANISH LANGUAGE and LITERATURE. The original language of Denmark
was the pure Scandinavian or Icelandic, but it has been transformed by foreign admix-
ture, chieliy German, until the original features are nearly lost. The changes, begin-

ning in the'l2tli c, culminated at tlie period of the reformation, and the language is now
regarded as one of the richest of the European tongues. The literature of the country

has had a remarkable development, and is of great interest not only to readers in

general, but to scholars in all parts of the world. Excepting a medical treatise pub-

lished in the 13th c, the oldest literary production of the country is a collection of

500 ballads, by unknown authors, celebrating the achievements and adventures of the

chivalric age, and written in tiie 13th and I4th centuries. They are of great merit,

historical as well as poetical, and, being handed down at first by tradition, have lately

been edited and published in an exhaustive edition by Svend Gruntvig. The first

printing press was set up in Copenhagen in 1490 by Gottfried of Gheman, and in 1495

was printed the first book, a history of Denmark in verse. Next, in 1506, appeared a
collection of proverbs by Peder Lolle, and eight years later, three sacred poems by
Mikkel, priest of St. Alban's in Odense". These and many other works were published

in Latin. It was not until the period of the reformation that the literary spirit of Den-
mark began to utter itself in the native tongue. Christian Pedersen translated the

Psalms of David and the New Testament, printed 1529; and, in co-operation with
bishop Paladin, the Bible, which appeared in 1550. The first authorized Psalter was
published in 1559. Among the other authors of this early period may be mentioned
Arild Ilvitfleld, historian; Hyeronymous Ranch, dramatist; Anders Arrebo, bishop of

Trondhjeni, father of Danish poetry; bishop Erik Poutoppidan, author of the first sys-

tematic analysis of the Danish language; Brigitta Thott, a lady who introduced to the

Danes the writings of Seneca and Epictetus; Thomas Kingo, of Scotch descent, and
Hans Adol Brorson, eminent hymn-writers. Ludvig Holberg, born 1684, was a his-

torical and dramatic writer of great eminence, whose productions retain their interest

and charm at the present day. He is sometimes called the founder of Danish literature.

His comedies, for the age in which they were written, are remarkably pure in tone and
sentiment. Joannes Ewald \yas the most eminent Danish poet of the 18th century.

One ot his productions, The 'Fishers, contains the Danish national song. Werner Abra-
hainson, critic; Johan Clemens Tode, scientist; Ove Mailing, Peter Frederik Suhm,
and Ove Guldberg, historians, Bastholm and Balle, theologians; and Niels Treschow.
in the department of philosophy, were also among the writers of tlie 18th century. After

the tune of VVessell and Ewald, poetry languished, but prose received a new impulse.

The most eminent prose writers of the period were Peter Andreas Heiberg, political

and iesthetic cutic; O. C. Olufsen, scientist; Rasmus Nyrup, statistician and critic;

Jiuglestoft, historian; bishop My nster, theologian; and Hans Christian Oersted, scien-

tist. With the beginning of the present c, a new school of poets and novelists arose

who won a high reputation in all parts of Europe. The herald of this school was
Adolph Schack Stalliddt, a man w!io unit(;d with great seriousnessand de])th an exquisite

taste in language. He was followed by Adam Gottlob Oehlenschliiger, the greatest poet

of Denmark, in whose verse the old Scandinavian mytlioloLcy was imbued with fresh life;

Steen Steensen Blitciier; Nikolai Frederik Severin Grundtvig; Bernhard Severin Inge-

matiu, the first to introduce the historical novel in Denmark; .lohan Ludvig Heiberg,

poet and dramatist; the countess Gyllembourg. novelist—a woman of remarkable

power; Christian Wintlier, ])astoral lyrist; Hans Christian And(!rsen, Avhose works are

popular in England and Am(!rif;a; Frederik Paludan M filler a poet of great reputation.

In philology, the uanuis of Rasmus Christian Rask and Christian >[olbeck are eminent,

as is that of Niels Matthias Petersen in history. .Joachim Frederik S(;liouw was an
eminent !)otanist; Sonai Nal)y Kierkegaard was a ])hilos()pliical writer of much origi-

nality. Peter Thun Foersom made an excellent translation of Shak(;speare. The greut-

e.st living geologist in D(;iimark is .Johannes .Jajx-liis Smith Sleenstru)). Jens Jacob
Asmussen Worsaae is an emin(;nt antupianan; and Nikolai Miulvig is celebrated as a

philologist. Vilhelm Thomsen has ac(piiied distinction by his researches into the Sla-

vonic tongue. In the fine arts there are some eminent Danish names. In painting,

tliere may be mentioned Abilgaard, Juel, Eckersberg, Marslrand, Vermeliren, Exner.

Dalsgaard, and Skovgaard. In s(ailpture, it is neces.sury only to mention the name of
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Tliorwnldsen, whose works adorn the museum at Copenhagen. The Danes are a musi-

cal people, aud their first great composer ^vus Chrisloph VVeyse, whose comic operas

are greatly admired. Hartmann aud Gade are living composers of great merit,

DAN'ITES, a secret order among the Mormons suspected of having committed
many murders, of which uufortunatcl}^ tliere can be little doubt.

DAN'NEBROG, an ancient battle standard of the Danes, alleged to have fallen from
heaven at the battle oi Volmar, 1219 a.d. Like the palladiusn, it was supposed to

insure victor}', but it was twice captured and twice retaken. The order of the Danne
brog ranks second in the Danish orders of knighthood.

DANNEMO RA, a parish and iron-mining region of Sweden, 23 m. n. of Upsal; pop.

1000. The iron is of excellent quality, and is largely used in making steel.

DANNEVIR'KE, a wall of defense against the Franks, built by the Danes in 808
A.D., reaching from the North sea to the Baltic. During the troubles of 1848, the line

of the old wall was strongly fortified, but the works were destroyed in 186-'*..

DAN RIYER, rising in the Blue Ridge in Virginia, passing through a considerable
portion of that slate into North Carolina, several times crossing the state boundaries,
and finally uniting with the Staunton river in Virginia to form the Roanoke. It has a
length of about 200 m., and is in some parts navigable.

DiVNSVILLE, a village in Livingston co., N. Y., on the Erie railroad, at the
terminus of the Genesee valley canal, 88 m. s. of Rochester; pop. '75, 4.061 (township).

Among the institutions are the Dansville Methodist seminary, founded 1858, and a
hygienic home, established al>out 1860. The village is in a fertile district, and has con-
siderable trade.

DANVERS, a t. in Essex co., Mass., 15 m. n.n.e. of Boston, with which it is con-
nected by rail; pop. 70, 5,600. In 1852, George Peabod3% who was a native of this

town, gave a sum finally amounting to $200,000 for the promotion of knowledge and
morality among the inhabitants. This was the foundation of ihe Peabody institute aud
its fine library.

DANVILLE, a city aud the seat of justice of Vermilion co., 111., on Vermilion river,

16 m. above its junction with the Wabash; connected by railroads with all parts of the
country; 125 m. s. of Chicago; pop. '70, 7,735. Coal-mining is the chief source of the
city's importance.

DANVILLE, the co, seat of Boyle co., Ky., on a branch of Dick's river; connected
by rail with Louisville and Nashville; 42 m. s. of Frankfort; pop. '70, 2,542—1210
colored. It is the seat of Centre (Presbyterian) college, founded 1819, and Danville
theological seminary (Presbyteruiu), founded 1853.

DANVILLE, the seat of justice of Montour co., Penn., on a branch of the Susque-
hanna, 50 m, n.c. of Ilarrisburg; pop. '70, 8,436. There arc rich deposits of anthracite,

great quantities of which find the way to market through the Pennsylvania canal and
various railroads. Iron manufacturing, however, is the principal business; of railway
bars alone, 75,000 are made annually.

DANVILLE, a t. in Pittsylvania co.. Va., on the river Dan, 120 m. w^.s.w, of Rich-
mond, reached by the Richmond, Danville, and Piedmont railroad; pop. about 7.000.

Alter the abandonment of Richmond. April, 1865, Danville became for a few days the
capital of what remained of the Southern confederacy.

DAPH'NE, a nymph in Grecian mythology, of the woods some say, and some t<ay

of the water. She was pursued by Apollo, and prayed for help from her mother (the

earth), whereupon the ground opened and she disappeared. From the place there grew
a laurel, a tree sacred to Apollo, and to all poets and heroes.

DAPIINEPIK) RIA, a festival held once in nine years at Thebes in honor of Apollo.
There was a procession in which the chief figure was a boy chosen for his beauty and
strength, and having both jmrents living. Behind him moved a troop of maidens carry-
ing green boughs and singing hynms io the god. The boy dedicated a bronze tripod
in the temple of Apollo.

DAPH'NIS, in mythology, a Sicilian youth of rare beauty, the son of ^Mercurj' aud
a nymph He became a herdsman on Mt. Etna, where he won the love of a maid, who,
for his supposed unfaithfulness, punished him with blindness. Thereupon his father
carried him away to heaven. To Daphnis is ascribed the invention of bucolic poetry.

DA PON'TE, Lorenzo, 1749-1838; an Italian poet, for many years a resident of
New York, where he died. Exiled from Venice for writing a satirical poem, he went
to Vienna, where he became one of the secretaries of Joseph II. There he wrote for
the stage, among other works the librettos oi Bon Giovanni and Le JS'ozse di Figaro.
After the emperor's death, he went to London, where he was secretary and poet of the
Italian opera. In 1805, he emigrated to New York, where he taught Italian, and in

1828. was chosen professor of that language in Columbia college. He wrote memoirs of
Iiis life, a number of dramas, and translated various English works into Italian.
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D'ARBLAY, IMadame Frances (ante), 175'i-1840; dauf^htor of Cliarlcs Biirney. an
Euglish professor of music. Frances taught herself to read and write. From her 15tli

year she lived in an exceptionally brilliant circle of literary men, musicians and actors.

As her step-mother disapproved of her •'scribbling," she burned all her manuscripts,
among tliem a llcstorij of Caroline Kvehjn, a story of which lier first publislicd novel
EcdiiKL was tiie sequel. About the same time (not much beyond lier loth year), slie

began her famous diary, wliich extended over a varied and interesting life of 72 years
further. Her novel Ecelina, or a Youny Liidi/'s Entrdnce into the \^orUl, was planned
when she was about 10, written some years later, but not published until she was 2G;
and then by .stealth. She disposed of it through her brother to Dr. Lowndes for $100,
and did not herself know of its appearance until slie savv an advertisement of it in the
newspapers, after it had been everywhere commented upon with unqualified praise.

The proud father, who had been in the secret, told it to 5lrs. Thrale, and the authoress
was at once admitted to the literary coterie of which Dr. Johnson was the center. The
proat lexicographer entertained a friendship for her which caused Boswell a jealousy as
kien as it was absurd. Her Cecilia, or the Memoirs of an Heiress, was even more suc-

cessful. In 1786, she obtained the position of second keeper of robes to queen Char-
lotte, wife of George HI., and for five years her chief business was to assist the queea
to dress, and look after her lap-dog and snuff-box, perhaps now and then to read to
her. After five years she resigned, and in 1793, married JM. d'Arblay, a French artil-

lery ollicer. The next year her only child (who became the Rev. A. d'Arblay) was
born. From 1803 to 1812, she was with her husband in France, and in 1814, published
The Wanderer, or Female Difficultiss. Her husband died in 1818. She was not remark-
able for personal beauty; was small, retiring, rather prudish, delighting to be lioniz{;(l,

while she dreaded nothing so much as to be thought unfeminine or eccentric. Her
novels are now not much read, but her Journal and Letters, full of egotism, are known
everywhere. Her mania was to succeed as a dramatic writer, and j\Irs. Siddons and
Kemble appeared in one of her tragedies at Drury Lane in 1795, but the piece was a
complete failure.

DARBOY, Georges, 1813-71; a French Roman Catholic ecclesiastic, ordained a
priest in 183J. In 18o.j, he became titular vicar-general of Paris. In 1859, he was
appointed bishop of Nanc3% and in 18o3, advanced to archbishop of Paris, where ho
was in high favor with the court, being appointed grand olficer to the legion of honor.
Pie was a strenuous upholder of episcopal independence. At the Vatican council ho
maintained the rights of the bishops, and strongly opposed the doctrine of papal infalli-

bility; but when it had been declared, he was one of the first to submit. During the
war with Germany he was indefatigable in works for sick and wounded soldiers. He
refused to leave his i)ost during the siege, or to seek safety in flight during the brief

triumph of the commune. On April 14, 1871, he was arrested by the communists as
a hostage, and May 27, he was murdered in prison, dying in the attitude of blessing,

and uttering words of forgivene-s. He w;is the author of a number of works, among^
which are a life of Thomas u Becket, and a translation of the Imitation of Christ.

DARBYITE3. Sec Plymouth BRi;:TnREN, ante.

DARCET, Jean Pierre Joseph, 1727-1801; a French chemi.st who wasted a for-

tune in the pursuit of his favorite sciencvi. sometimes suffering extreme privations. Ho
was tutor to Montesquieu's sons, and assisted the father in liis mental labors, particu-

larly in prcpaiing T.ie Spirit of tlte Laicx, and in his last moments defended lum against
the attacks of the Jesuits. In chemistry, Darcet made many valuable discoveries. In

1774, he was appointed professor of chemistry in the college of France, and in 1784,

he became a member of the academy of sciences, and director of the porcelain manu-
factory at Sevres. When the revolution began, he went with Robespierre and Danton.

D.\R'D.VNUS, in Greek mythology, the ancestor of the Trojans. It is said that ho
crossed over frf)m Samothrace to the Troad by swimming on an inflated skin, and
founded the kingdom of Dardania befor ; the existence of Troy. He is called a son of
Zeus and the pleaid Electra; and ihc JHad represents that Zeus loved him more than
hi.s other sons.

DARDEN, MiLEB, 1798-1857; b. N. C, and supposed to be one of the largest of
men. He was 7^ ft. high, and at the time of his death weighed over 1000 Ib.s. His
coflin was 8 ft. long, witliin an in. of 3 ft. deep, and 3 ft 8 in. wide.

DARE, a CO. in n.o. North Carolina, on Albemarle sound, including a numl)cr of

i.slanfls along the coast: 350 .sq.ni.
;
pop. '70, 2.778—377 colored. It is covered to a large

extent with red cedar and cypress swamps. Co. .s(!at, Manleo.

D.\RH, Virginia, the fust child b. in America of English nnrenN. nt Roanoke,
Va. (now N.C.), Aug.. 15K7. She was the granddaughter of .John White, who was
lent out by sir Walter Raleigh as g()V(;rnor of the colony, which had an uidinown fate.

D.\ RES, a TroJMii priest of Ilepluestus (Vulcan) in the time of the; Trojan war. lo

whom an aecount of the war las been attributed, though there is no doubt that tha
work was written at a much later jjcriod.
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DAR'IC, a gold coin of ancient Persia, used in Greece as well as Asia. It was much
like llie Greek, stater. On the obverse is the figure of an archer kneeling, and on ihe
reverse a royal palla. It was named from Darius Hytaspis. Its vahie for its times can-
not now be detiuitely fixed; but in American gold it is not far from 7 dollars.

DARK AGES, the period, not well defined, which elapsed between the fall of the
Roman empire and the revival of letters in the I3th century. See 3Iiddle Ages, ante.

DARK DAY, in New England, May 19, 1780. The darkness commenced between
10 and 11 A.M., and continued until the middle of the next night. The wind was from
the s. w. and the darkness appeared to come with the clouds drifting from that point.

It covered the country from New Jersey to Mame, and appears to have been greatest
in Massachusetts and the adjoining portion of New Hampshi.'c; yet it was intense in

Connecticut and Rhode Island. It was much less in New York, and in New Jersey it

was not particularly noticed. Where it most prevailed it was impossible to read ordi-

nary print, or read the time by a watch or clock, or do ordinary l)usiness without arti-

ficial light. An intelligent observer says: " Candles were lighted in the houses: the
birds, having sung their evening songs, disappeared and became sile'it: the fowls retired

to roost; the cocks were crowing all around as at break of day; objects could not be
distinguished but at a very little distance; and everything bore tiie appearance and gloom
of night." Two other less conspicuous dark days had been noticed in the country, Oct.
21, l'716, and Oct. 19. 1763.

DARKE, a co. in w. Ohio, bordering on Indiana, intersected by a number of rail-

roads; 609 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 32,278. The surface is generally level and the soil fertile,

producing cereals, hay, butter, wool, tobacco, etc. Co. seat, Greenville.

DARKE, William, 1736-1801; b. Philadelphia; served through the revolutionary
war, rising to colonel. He was killed in battle with the Miami Indians.

DARLASTON. a t. and parish in Staffordshire, England. 4 m. s.e. of Wolverhamp-
ton; pop. of parish in '71, 12,841. It has extensive mines of iron and coal and manu-
factures of hardware.

DARLEY, Felix O. C, b. Philadelphia. 1822; an artist whose drawings for engravers
have given him lasting fame. His illustrations appear in the works of Irving. Cooper,
Longfellow, and others. Among some of the best known are illustrations oi\he Legend
of Sleepy Hollow, and Rip Van Winkle. In 1868, he published, after a visit to Europe,
iSkefches Abroad with Pen and Pencil. He has executed four large pictures for prince
Napoleon.

DARLINGTON, a co. in n.e. South Carolina, on the Great Pedee river, intersected
by three railroads; 800 sq.m.; pop. 70, 26.243—16,146 colored. It is well watered and
fertile, producing cotton, rice, corn, etc. Co. seat, Darlington Court House.

DARLINGTON. William, ll.d., 1782-1863; b. Penn. ; a botanist. In 1806, he
went to Calcutta, and on returning published an account of his voyage. In the war
with England, he served with distiiietion. In 1815, lie was chosen to congress and
re-elected in 1819. At Westchester, Pa., he founded an athena?um, an academy, and a
society of natural history. Among his publications are Mutual Injluence of JJabifs and
Disease; Agricultural Ghemistry; Agricultural Botany: and ?Iemorial of John Bartram.

DARLINGTO'NIA, a perennial plant of California of the order sarraceniacjB. Its
leaves are very large, sometimes 2 ft. long, and are hollow^ and twisted, the upper part
being shaped like a hood, under which is the opening into the pitcher of the leaf. The
flower stalk is frequently 4 ft. high, the tlower single, and about 2 in. across.

DART:M0UTH college, at Hanover, N. H., had its origin in Moor's charity
school, an institution for the education of Indian children, organized at Lebanon. Conn.,
in 1754, by Eleazar Wheelock. d.d. Dartmouth college receivid its charter in 1769 from
Gv^)rge lil.. at the hands of John Wentworth, royal governor of New Hampshire. Dr.
Wheelock became the first president, and the name given it was in honor of lord Dart-
mouth, one of its chief benefactors. Hanover, on the Connecticut river, on the western
border of New Hampshire, was selected ac a suitable location for the college, and grant,-?

of about 44,000 acres of land were made. An independent charter was obtained soon
afterward for Moor's school, which was continued as a separate department until
1849. When Dr. Wheelock removed his school in 1770 from Lebanon to Hanover, the
student.s consisted of 18 whites and 6 Indians, and the first class of four students grad-
uated in 1771. Dr. Wheelock died in 1779, and was succeeded by his son John Whee-
lock, who after a presidency extending over 36 years, was removed from his office by the
trustees in 1815. A religious controversy had caused a disagreement which led to a con-
flict with the legislature of the state. The legislature favored Dr. Wheelock. and passed
an act to amend the charter, to change the title to •' Dartmouth university," and to
increase the number of trustees from twelve to twenty-one. a m.ajority of whom should
constitute a quorum. A second act. passed Dec. 18, 1816. gave the governor and coim-
cil power to fill all vacancies that might happen in the board of tru>^tees previous to the
next meeting. Tlie cause of the college was araued in the state court by Daniel Web-
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ster. Jt-remiah Smith, and Jeremiah Mason, who were opposed, in behalf of the state,

by Ichahod Bartlett and George Sullivan. At the Nov. term of the court, 1817, cliief

justice William M. Richardson rendered a decision which was adverse to the college.

The case was at once carried to the supreme court of the United States, and was argued
at Washington in that powerful speech which tirst gave Mr. Webster his national fame.
Opposed to him were John Holmes, of Maine, and the attorney-L'cneral, William Wirt.

In Feb., 1819, chief-justice Marshall gave a decision in favor of the college. The "uni-
versity " organization was dissolved, and the old college board of trustees sustained. The
question in this coatlict was of vital importance not only to Dartmouth college, but to

many other institutions, and the decision secured the sacredness of private trusts. Dr.

"Wheelock, who had been elected president by the new board of the university iu Feb.

,

1817, died within two months, and was succeeded by William Allen, d.d., who held the

cilice until the decision of chief-justice Marshall in 1819. Francis Brown, d.d., who
had been elected president of the college b}' the old board in 1815, held the office until

his death in 1820. His successors were: Daniel Dana, d.d., 1831; Benuet Tyler, d.d.,

1821-28; Nathan Lord, d.d., 1828-63; Asa Dodge Smith, d.d., ll.d., 1863-76; and
Samuel C. Bartlett, d.d., ll.d., who entered upon his duties, 1877.

The college comprises live departments, the academical, medical, scientific, agricul-

tural, and engineering, so associated that each shares iu some measure the advantages
of the others. The buildings of tlie college are: Dartmouth hall, the oldest, of wood,
loO by 50 ft., and three stories high, contains the chapel, recitation rooms, and rooms
for students; AVentworth and Thornton halls, dormitories, built in 1880, of brick, 70 by
50 ft.; Reed hall, built of brick in 1840, 100 by 50 ft., containing the libraries, the read-

ing room, the rooms of the physical department, and the collection of pictures belonging
to the college; Bissell hall, the gymnasium, built in 1867, of brick. 90 by 47 ft. ; the

building of the scientific department, entirely rebuilt in 1870, 56 by 36 ft.; Culver hall,

built iu 1870, a handsome structure, 100 by 60 ft., four stories liigli, containing labora-

tories, lecture-rooms, and rooms for the various cabinets and museums; the medical
building, 72 by 32 ft., built in 1812; the observatory, 60 by 18 ft., in 1853; and Conaut
hall, erected in 1874. E.Kcept Conant and Bissell lialls, the buildings of the college are

situated in the college park, a tract of about 40 acres, in the eastern part of the village;

tlie chief eminence commands a view of great beauty, and the grounds arc shaded with
large and beautiful elms. The academic year begins about the 1st of Sept. , and commence-
ment is on the last Thursday of June; the year is divided into two terms of 20 weeks
each. The regular course occupies four years; with very few exceptions all its studies

are required, to entitle the student, upon the completion of the course, to the degree of

bachelor of arts. The degr3e of ma.ster of arts is conferred, in course, on any bachelor

of three or more years' standing.

Tiie Chandler scientific department w^as established in 1851, by a resolution of the

trustees, in acceptance of a sum bequeathed to them in trust by Abiel Chandler, esq.,

late of Walpole and formerly of Boston, Mass., " for the establishment and support of

a permanent department or .school of instruction in the college, in the practical and use-

ful art.s of life, comprised chiefly in the branches of mechanics and civil engineering,

the invention and manufacture of machinery, carpentry, masonry, architecture and
drawing, the investigation of tin; pro])erties and uses of the materials emj^loyed in the

arts, the in.')derii languages and English literature, together with book-keeping and such
other branches of knowledge as may best qualify young persons for the duties and
employments of active life." Students who complete the reguhn" course of four years

receive the degree of bachelor of science. The degree of master of science is conferred
in coiir.se, on bachelors of three years' standing.

At the session of the legislature of New Hampshire in 1866, an act was pa.sscd estab-

lishing the "New Hamj)'>hire college of agriculture and the mechanic arts," on the basis

of the congressional land grant, and aulhorizing its location at Hanover and its connec-
tion with Dartmouth colleg(;. The course of stud}' includes the English portion of a

regular college course, together with suc;h studies as meet the necessities of the intelli-

gent farm'ir.^ Students who complete, the course and prepare theses on subjects relating

to agriculture or the mechanic arts receive the degree of bachelor of agricultural science.

A state mu.seuin of general and applied science has been established, and receives tlie

specimens accruing from the state geological survey. A valuable tract of land of 360
ncres in the immediate vicinity of C'ulver hall is used for the ])urpo.ses of agricultural

experiment, and furnishes opportunity to the students for remunerative labor.

The medical d(;i)artment was founded in 1797; there or two terms of 14 W(!eks v.wh,

begining in Dec. and in Mar.; students, 21 years of age, who liave devoted three years

to the study of MKjdicine, and during that time have attended two courses of medical
lectures, including one at Dartmouth, receive the degree of doctor of medicine. A
museum of i)athological anatomy has bc^en recently added to this dei)artment.

The Tiiayer school of civil cnginecMing aims to provide an exclusively ])rofessional

trainiui^ for young men wjio may desire; instruction of an advanced character. The
course is es.sentially " post graduate," limited in range, and fundamental in its scope.

The general faculty comprises, b(;sid(!sthe ])resi(lent, 25 profes.sors, 5 other instructors,

and a librarian. In 1879-80. the number of students was 396, including 228 in the

academical, 49 in the scientific, 31 in the agricultural, 84 in the medical, and 4 in the
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civil-engineering department, Tlie number of alumni is 4,400, of whom 2,000 are living.

The number of volumes in the several libraries is as follows:
United libraries (exclusive of pamphlets) ... 50,291
Christian fraternity's library 300
Astronomical library 1,100
Medical school library 1,600
Thayer school library 2,000
Agricultural school library 1,435

Total 56,726

D'ARUSMONT, Frances (maiden name, Fanny Wright), 1795-1852; a native of
Dundee, Scotland. From her friend Adam Smith and other learned men, she imbibed
advanced ideas of social reform, and when still young published a defense of the
doctrines of Epicurus. From 1818 to 1821, she resided in the United States, and, after
a visit to France, returned in 1825 and secured land on the Mississippi (near the present
Memphis, Tenn.), to make an experiment of the elevation of colored people. It was a
failure, and after several years of useless expense her people were set free and sent to
Liberia. In later years she lectured in various places, advancing views which led to
much persecution. In 1838, in France, she married ]M. d'Arusmont, but the union was
not happ3\ She afterwards returned to the United States and settled in Cincinnati,
where she died. Her chief publications are Views on Society and Manners in America;
Altorf, a tragedy; and Lectures on Free Inquiry.

DARWEN, at. in Lancashire, Eng., 16 m. n.n.w. of Manchester; pop. '71, 26,553.
The main industries are in the manufacture of cotton goods, carpets, paper, rope,
twine, machinery, and brass. There are three fairs held every year.

DARWINISM, a term often too widely applied, and made to cover every subject
relating to the origin and development of species. Of the writers, mainly in England,
who have gathered the vast array of facts taken as a basis for the doctrine of evolution
(see Species), Charles Darwin (see Darwin, Charles, ante) deserves especial notice.
Though modestly confining himself to the problem of accounting for the evolution of
the higher organic forms out of the lower, Darwin has done much to further the idea
of a gradual evolution of the physical world. The philosophic significance of the
hypothesis of natural selection, especially associated with Mr. Darwin, is due, as prof,
llelmholtz points out, to the fact that it introduces a strictly mechanical conception in
order to account for those intricate ariangements known as organic adaptation, which
had before been conceived only in a teleological manner. By viewing adaptations as
conditions of self-preservation, Darwin explains the abundant appearance of purpose
in organic nature. B}^ his resolute endeavor in this direction, he has done much to
eliminate the teleological method from biology, while it is true, that, in his conception of
seemingly spontaneous variations and of correlations of growth, he leaves room for the
old manner of viewing the organic development as controlled by some internal organiz-
ing principle. Again, Darwin has greatly extended the scope of mechanical interpre-
tation by making intelligible, apart from the co-operation of intelligent purpose, a gen-
esis of the organic world as a harmonious system of distinct groups, a unity in variety,
having certain well-marked typical affinities. Darwin in his doctrine of the organic
world as a survival refers this appearance of systematic plan to perfectly natural causes,
thus giving ncAV meaning to the ancient theory that the hainiony of the world arises
out of discord. Once more, his hypothesis is of wide philosophic interest, since it

supports the idea of a perfect gradation in the progress of things. The variations
which he postulates are slight, if not infinitesimal, and effect a sensible functional or
morphological change only after they have been frequently repeated and accumulated
by heredity. Darwin's later work, in which he applies his theory of the origin of
species to man, is a valuable contribution to a naturalistic conception of human develop-
ment. The mind of man in its lowest stages of development is here brought into close
juxtaposition to the animal mind, and the upward progress of man is viewed as effected
by natural causes, chief among which is the action of natural selection. He does not
inquire into the exact way in which the mental and bodily are connected. He simply
assumes that, just as the bodily organism is capable of varying in an indefinite number
of ways, so may the mental faculties vary indefinitely in correspondence with certain
))hysical changes. In this way he seeks to account for all the higher mental powers, as
me use of language and reason, the sentiment of beauty, and conscience. Finall}',

Darwin seeks to give a practical and ethical turn to his doctrine, since he defines the
ueneral good—the proper object of man's action—as "the rearing of the greatest num-
ber of individuals in full health and vigor, and with all their faculties perfect uniler
the conditions to which they are subject." In his view of the future of the race, he
leans to the idea that the natural process which has effected man's first progress must
continue to be an important factor in evolution, and that, consequently, it is not well to
clu'ck the scope of this process by either an undue restraint of population, or a charita-
()le preservation of the incompetent. It is well to observe that if Darwinism confined
itself to a strict following of the great investigator, it might involve less of philosophic
.:md metaphysical theory than has become popularly associated with it, for much of
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which Darwin is not to be held responsible, nt least in (he tenns ct nis presentation..

Facts and the co-ordiiiaiion of facts in their physical ranges are his iiieslimable con-
tribution to science. Beyond the physical relation, he does not mark out a path. It is

eviilent that from his treasury of facts, ^videly divergent systems of evolution may bo
drawn, according as the evolution which he has presented as a fact is accounted for by
referring its causj or its working force to one or another set of principles.

DASS. Petter, 1047-1708: son of a Scottish merchant of Dundee, who, in 1C30,
left his native land to escape from the troubles in the Presbyterian church, setiled in

Bergen, Norway, and married a Norse girl. Thus, though of Scottish descent, Dass*
was born on an islaiid on the coast of Norway, and was educated in Beigen university.

In 1G72. he was ordained a priest, and for many years fulfilled the tluti( s of that otlico

in the wild northern regions of that country, during which period he wrote innumerable
reams of verses. These writings passed from hand to hand, but few of ihe poetns were
printed in his life-time. The most famous. The Trumpet of NortJddiid, was not pub-
lished until 1739. 'The Norwegian Song of the Valley appeared in 1696, and in 1711. came
a volume entitled Spiritual Pastime. Even now the 'Trumpet is one of the most favorite

national poems, and long ago w'on for its author the title of "father of Norwegian
poetry." It is a rhymed description of the province of Northland, given in dancing
verse of the most breathless kind, and full of humor, fancy, wit, and quaint learning.

DA'SYA, a genus of red alg<e, about a dozen species of which are found in the
United States. The genus includes some of the most beautiful sea-weeds.

DA'TARY, an assistant to the pope, sometimes called chancellor. To relieve the

pope of unimportant business he has power to grant certain requests, in which he is

assisted by a pro and a sab datary.

DAUB, Karl, 1765-1836; a German theologian, educated at Marburg, where he
w\as tutor for a time. In 1794, he was professor of philosophy at Hanau, and sooq
afterwards of theology at Heidelberg, which office he held during life. His writings
are of much importance, since they reflect the influence upon theology exercised by the
several schools of philosophy prevailing during his time.

DAUBER, the name of mud-wasps (family sphigidce, genus Pelopepvs), common in

the United States. The female builds her nest of mud, in the form of a cone the size

of a cigar. Here, in separate cells, she lays her eggs, and with each egg imprisons a
spider alive, but paralyzed by her sting. When the eggs hatch, the grub feeds on the
spider, passes the pupa state, gnaws through the mud of the nest and comes out a perfect
wasp.

DAULIS, an ancient city in Phocis, destroyed by the Persians under Xerxes ; after

being rebuilt, was again destroyed by Philip of Macedon; it was rebuilt for the third
time, and considered from its position on a high hill almost impregnable. Its ruins are
now visible near the village of Davlia.

DAUNOU, Pierre Claude Francois, 1761-1840; a French politician. In the conven-
tion of 1793. he denied the right of that body to try the king, and voted only for his deten-

tion. He was the first president of the council of five hundred. In 1798, he was con-
spicuous in organizing the Roman republic. His later years were devoted to literature,

and in 1807, he became keeper of the archives of France. In 1819, he was professor of
history and morals in the college of France, and in 1839, he became a peer.

DAUPHIN, a co. in s.e. Pennsylvania, bounded w. and s.w. by the Susquehanna,
intersected by a number of railroads and two canals; 530 sq.m.

;
pop. '70. 60.740. The

Blue mountain crosses it near the center. The valleys are fertile. Coal and iron are abun-
dant. The chief productions are agricultural, though there are many manufactories.
Co. seat, Harrisburg, the capital of the state.

D.^VENPORT (ante), a city in Iowa, on the ISfississippi, below^ the upper rapids,

oi)po.sile Rock Island, 111., 3.15 m. u. of St. Louis, and 183 m. w. of Chicago; pojx '75,

21,234. It is reached by the I)aveni)ort and St. Paul, and the Chicago, ]^)ck Island,

and Pacific railroads, while railroads coming to the e. bard< of the .Mississii)pi give easj
communication with the Atlantic cities. The city is on the top and sIojk' of a steep
bluir, and commands an extcMisive view of Rock rsland and the river. On the island

are the U. S. arsenal and military headquarters, and many fine build! n^s put up by the
general government. From D. to the island there is a wrought-iron bridge for railway
and carriages, wliich cost Jj^ 1. 000 000. The city has u city hall, court-liouse, opera-
house, nearly 30 churches. 4 baidcs. the acatlcmy of the Itnmaculate Conception and
the seniinaiy of Sl (Jharles Borromeo (both Roman Catholic), Griswold college (Prot.

Ep.), a Roman (.'atholic hosj)ital. and a number of excellent schools. The water and
gas works f)f the city are vi^vy superior. The manufactures are chiefly of carriages,

faruiing tof)ls, furiiitun;, lumber, Jlour. and woolen goods. There is a large local trade
from the fine agricultural region in which the city is situated.

DAVENPGRT. Edward L.. b. Mass., 1816; d. Penn., 1877; an American actor. He
made his first appearance in Providence, R. 1., playing a minor part in Sir Giles Orcr-
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reach, with the elder Booth as " Sir Giles." Davenport made rapid progress, and was
soon recognize(i as a leading artist in tragedy, comedy, and melodrama. He supported
Anna Cora Mowalt Ritchie in a wide range of characters both in this country and in Eng-
land, and played with Macready and other stars. While in England he married Mrs.
Vining, herself an actress, of a family of actors. Returning about 18(50. he traveled over
the United States, playing in the principal cities, chietly in Shakespearean characters and
those drawn from Dickens's novels. Among his latest conspicuous reiircsenlations were
such widely divergent characlers as "Brutus" in Julius Cc^tsar and " Bill Sykes" in Oli-

ver Twiift. His daughter Fanny is an actress of established fame, and her sister Blanche
is a vocalist of excellent standing, Davenport was highly esteemed for his genial and
open-hearted manners.

DAVENPORT, Joim, 1597-1670; one of the most zealous and eminent of the Puri-

tan divines who came to New England. Graduated at Oxford, and was a minister in

the church of England; but his Puritanic opinions led him to quit that chuich m 1605.

Two years afterwards he came to Boston, and in 1638 was one of the founders of the

New Haven colony. Golfe and Whalley, the regicides, were protected by him. la
1668, he became ndnister of the First church in Boston, and died m that charge. He
was a minister in New Haven for 30 years, and was active in the civil government,

DA'VIDISTS, the name of two distinct sects in the Christian church. 1. Follow-
ers of David of Dinant, whose work was condemned by the synod of Paris in 1209,

His fundamental idea was that the Deity alone had any real existence, hii\ng the mo tena
prima of all things. 2. Davidists, or David Georgians, followers of David George,
or Joris, a native of Delft, Holland. In 1530. he was whipped, had his tongue bored,

and was imprisoned for obstructing a Roman Catholic procession. He founded a sect

of his own, and in 1542, published his Book of Wr/nders, detailing the visions which he
professed to have received. After his death, his body was dug up and burned by order

of the senate of Basel, where he had passed the hitter part of his life as a merchantunder
an assumed name. The sect, under the leadership of Henry Nicholas, became known
in Holland and England as the " Familists. They interpreted the whole of Scripture

allegorically,and maintained that as Moses had taught hope and Christ had taught faith,

it w'as their mission to teach love, the service of which was the highest and best of the

dispensations. The restilt was an extreme Antinomianism in practice, which attracted

the notice of the authorities in both countries. Early in the 17th c, the sect was sup-

pressed or absorbed by others.

DAVID'S ISLAND, in Long Island sound, a few miles e. of New York, occupied
by the federal government for military purposes. Its extent is about 100 acres.

DAVIDSON, a co. in s.e. Dakota, intersected by the Dakota river; 432 sq. miles.

Not included in the census of 1870.

DAVIDSON, a co. in w. North Carolina, on the Yadkin river, crossed by the North
Carolina railroad; 620 sq.m.; pop. '70, 17,414—3,540 colored. Gold aiursilver have
been found, but the chief productions are agricultural, Co, seat, Lexington,

DAVIDSON, a co in n. Tennessee, intersected by *he, Cumberland river, and
crossed by four railroads; 750 sq m.; pop. '70. 02,897—25,412 colored. It is a fertile

agricultural region. Co. seat, Nashville, the capital of the state.

DAVIDSON, LucRETiA Maria, 1808-25; b. N. Y. ; remarkable for precocity in

rhyming. The first of her writings preserved were done when she was nine years old.

At 16 siie attended school in Troy, but health failed and she died the next year. ^Many
of her pieces were lost or destroyed, but nearly 300 were published in a volume.

DAVIDSON, Margaret Miller, 1823-38; sister of Lucretia Maria, and like her a
precocious verse writer. At the age of 10 she composed and acted in a drama of ,\ew

York society, Washington Irving was lier literary patron, and under his supervision

the works of both sisters were published in 1850.

DAVIDSON. WiLLL\M. b. Penn., 1746. of Irish extraction; removed to North
Carolina, 1750; educated in the liberty-loving [Mecklenburg co. ; a nwijor in one of the

first regiments raised in North Carolina for the revolutionary war. He was in the

engagements at Monmouth. Brandywine, and Germnntown, and advanced to the rank
of lieut.col. He was killed in a skirmish with the I^ritish troops under Tarleton near

the Catawba river, but had previously been promoted to the rank of gen. Davidson
college (N. C.) is named after him.

DAVIE, a CO. in w. North Carolina, on the Yadkin river; 250 sq.m. ; pop. '70. 9.620

—3,093 colored. The productions are wheat, corn, oats, tobacco, etc, Co, seat, ^Mocks-

ville.

DAVIES. Charles, ll.d., b. Conn.. 1798. He graduated from the West Point mili-

tary academy in 1815. and the next yenr became a teacher tiiere. He rose rapidly tef

become professor of mathematics, and becan to prepare text-books. In 184"t, he took thJ

chnir of mathematics and natural philo^ophv in the university of New York. His mathe-

matieal works are widely known and used. They make a sequence from primary
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arithmotic to the liifflicr mathematics, and include Bourdon's Algebra and Legendre's

Geomtinj. Of his own Avorks tlic more important are those on Surveyinfj and Trifjo-

iiometry, the Logic of Mathematics, and Dictionary and Cyclopa'dia of Mathematical

Science.

DAVIES, Henry E., jr., b. N. Y., 1836, educated at Harvard, Williams, and
Columbia colleges, and admitted to the bar in 1857. He was an early volunteer in the

Fcrvice of the union when the war of the rebellion broke out, and rose to be maj.gen.

of volunteers.

DAVIES, Samuel, d.d., 1724-61; b. Del. ; licensed to preach, 1746. In 1753, he was
sent to England to solicit funds for the college of New Jersey, and was successful. On
return, he resumed his pastoral work, and after the defeat of Braddock in the Indian
Avar, he published a sermon on the disaster, m a note to which he wrote; "That
heroic youth col. Washington, whom I cannot but hope Providence has hitherto pre-

served for some important service to his country." In 1759, he succeeded Jonathan
Edwards as president of the college of New Jersey.

DAVIES, Thomas A., b N. Y., 1809; graduate of West Point. In the war of the

rebellion he served on the union side, and at its close held the rank of brevet maj.gen.

of volunteers.

DAVIESS, a co. in s.w. Indiana, between the branches of the White river, traversed

by the Wabash and Erie canal and the Ohio and Mississippi railroad; 423 sq.m.
;
pop.

'70, 16,747. The surface is rolling or level, and limestone and coal are found. Agri-

culture is the principal business. Co. seat, Washington.

DAVIESS, a co. in n.w. Kentucky on the Ohio river; 400 sq.m.; pop. '70, 20,714—
3,603 colored. The surface is level and the soil good. Productions agricultural. Co.

seat, Owenborough.

DAVIESS, a co. in n.w. Missouri on Grand river; 576 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 14,410—324

colored. Surface uneven and soil fertile; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Gallatin.

DAVIESS, Joseph Hamilton, 1774-1811; b. Va., but taken at an early age to

Kentucky, widely known and remembered tliere as "Jo Daviess." His eccentricities

gave him much notoriety. On one occasion he appeared as an ardvocate before the

supreme court in the most dilapidated attire, won an important case, and disappeared

in the same garb. He married a sister of chief-justice Marshall, and became U. S.

attorney for the state. He was killed at the battle of Tippecanoe while leading a

•cavalry charge against the Indians.

DAVIS, a CO. in s.e. Iowa, bordering on Missouri, intersected by Fox river and
two railroads; 480 sq.m.; pop. '75, 15,757. Productions agricultural. Co. seat. Bloom-
field.

DAVIS, a CO, in n.w. Kansas, intersected by the Kansas river and three railroads;

386 sq.m.
;
pop. '78, 5,382. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat. Junction City.

DAVIS, a CO. in n. Utah, lying along Great Salt lake, in part occupied by the

Wahsatch mountains; 320 sq.m.; pop. '70, 4,459. It is crossed- by the Union Pacific

and Utah Central railroads. Productions chiefly agricultural. Co. seat, Yarmiugtou.

DAVIS, Andrew Jackson, b. N. Y.,1826. He has long been prominent as a leader in

modern spiritualism, and at the age of 19 published The Principles of Aatare, her Divine

lievelationH, which he claims were dictated to him by spiritual influence. He has also

published Ihe Great Harmonica; The Magic Staff'; and many papers of less conse-

quence.

DAVIS. Charles Henry, ll.d., ]). Boston, 1807; entered the navy in 1823, and rose
to rear-admiral in 1863. In 1859, lie was made superintendent of the American AVn/z'/mZ

Almanac. He was one of the board of oflRcers assembled in 1861 to consider measures
for an attack along tlu; coast of the states then beginning the rebellion, which consulta-

tion resulted in the exp(;ditioii against Port Jioyal. In May, 1862, he had command on
the flotilla off fort Pillow, on the Mississippi rivc^r, and on the lOMi of that month
resisted a fle(!t of 8 rebfl ironclads which came against him, disal)liiig three of Ihe rebel

gun-boats. Tiie confederates abandoned fort Pillow. Early in June, on the 8th of that
month, Davis came up with their iron-clads opi)osite Memphis. He attacked! them at

once, captured or destroyed all but one, and tin; surrender of the city of Memphis
immediately followed. F'or this and otlier servic(!s Davis Avas made rear admiral. Sub-
sequently he Avas chief of the bureau of navigation, and immediately after the Avar lie

Avas marie superintende it of the national ol)servatory. In 1867. lie commanded the
Brazil squadron, and in 1870 t(;ok command of the Norfolk navy yard.

DAVIS, David. LL.D.. I). Md., 1815; graduated fioin Kenyon college, and settled in
law practice in Illinois, where Ik; was su(;cessively ehosen to tiie legislature, to Ihe con-
stitutional convention, and as district judge. In' 1862, he was appointed one of the jus-
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tices of the U. S. supreme court. He resigned in 1877, after 15 years' service, and was
chosen U. S. senator from Illinois. His political affiliations, which have been in ques
lion, are undoubtedly democratic.

DAVIS, Edwin Hamilton, b. Ohio, 1811; a physician and archaeologist; graduate
of Keuyon college, 1888. Occupied the chair of materia medica and therapeutics in

New York medical college. Among other works, he has published Moiiuinenis of the

Misdssipjn Valley.

DAVIS, Emerson, d.d., 1798-18G6; b. Mass.; a graduate of and for a time tutor in

Williams college. In 1886, he became pastor of the First church (Congregational) in^

Westtield, where he remained until his death. Among his works are The 'Teacher

Taught; Hidory of Westfield; The Half Century; and essays and sermons.

DxlVIS, Henry, d.d., 1770-1852; a native of Long island, graduate at Yale, and
tutor in Yale and Williams colleges, and held the Greek profes.sor.'-hip at L'nion college.

In 1809, he was elected president of Middlebury college, and in 1817, of Hamilton col-

lege, resigning in 1888 on account of difficulties with the trustees.

DAVIS, Henry Winter, ll.d., 1817-65; b. Md., graduate of Kenyon college, study-
ing law at the university of Virginia. In 1850, he settled in Baltimore, and in 1855 was
elected to congress, and was twice re-elected. He was a vigorous opponent of secession,

and in 1863 was once more sent to congress. His work, T/ie War of Ormitzd and Ahri-
man in the Nineteenth Century, appeared in 1853.

DAVIS, Jefferson C, b. Ind., 1828. He was a volunteer in the Mexican war, and
subsequently became a lieut. in the regular army. He was stationed at fort Sumter
during the bombardment in 1861. He served on the union side through the war of the
rebellion, receiving the brevet rank of maj.gen. In 1873, he commanded the forces sent

to subdue the Modocs after the murder of gen. Canby.

DAVIS, John, an English navigator of the 16th century. He made three voyages in

search of the northwest passage, but went no further than Baffin's bay. In 1591, he
joined Cavc-ndish in his second voyage to the South sea; and after the most of the expe-
dition had returned unsuccessful, he remained and discovered the Falkland islands. In
1598, he took a merchant fleet from Holland to the East Indies. He made another voy-
age in 1605, and on his way home was killed by pirates.

DAVIS, John, ll.d., 1761-1847; b. Mass.
;
graduate of Harvard in 1781, and began

law practice in Plymouth. He was several times chosen to the legislature. In 1795,
he was made comptroller of the U. S. treasury, and was the next year appointed
district-attorney for Massachusetts. In 1801, he w^as appointed judge of the district

court, holding the place more than 40 years. He was eminent as an antiquary, and was
president of the state historical society.

DAVIS, John Chandler Bancroft, b. Mass., 1822; a lawyer, educated at Harvard.
In 1849, he was secretary of legation in London, returning in 1852. In 1869-71. he was
assistant secretary of state, and agent of the government at the Geneva arbitration.

DAVIS, Matthew L., 1766-1850; b. New York; for many years a newspaper corre-

spondent in Washington. He was strongly attached to the fortunes of Aaron Burr, and
wrote a memoir of him, besides editing his private journal. He was among the first to

make letters from the national capital an especial newspaper feature. " The Old Boy
in Specs" was his favorite signature.

DAVIS, Noah, b. N. H., 1818. He became a lawyer in western New Y^ork; justice

of the supreme court; member of congress; and in 1873 w^as elected a judge of the
supreme court.

DAVORS, Jo (probably a fictitious name), author of a rare work called The Secret

of Angling, quoted by Walton.

DAVC^S, a valley in the Canton Grison, Switzerland, among the RhtTtian Alps,
about 20 m. long; pop. '70, 1726. It is famous as a resort for persons affected with
diseases of the chest.

DAVOUD PASHA, b. 1816; a Roman Catholic Armenian, minister of the Turkish
empire. He was professor in the military college in Constnniinoplc: became secretary
of the embassy at Berlin; superintended the construction of telegraphs; and, in 1861, at

the time of the trouble between the Druses and Maroiiites. was made governor of
Lebanon. Resigning in 1868, he was appointed minister of public works.

DAW. See Jackdaw^ ante.

DAWES, Henry Laurens, b. Mass., 1816; graduated at Y^ale, and became an editor.

He resides in Pittsfield. He has been in both houses of the state legislature, district

attorney, and member of congress. In the house of representatives he was chairman of
the committee on appropriations and the committee of ways and means. He was made
senator.
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DAWSON, a co. in n. Georgia, drained by llie Etowah; 200 sq.m.
;
pop. 70, 4,3G9—

307 colored, ll ic> liil.y and leriiie, producing corn and colton. Vo. seat, Dawsouville.

DAAVSON. a co. ia n.e. Montana, bordering on Dakota and British America, inter-

sected by tlie Missouri; auout DO.OOJ sq.m. ; pop. '70, 177.

DAWSON, a co. in central Nebraska, on the Platte river, intersected by the Union
Paciiic railroad; 1430 sq.m.; pop. '7o, 2,loJ. It is sterile and little cultivated. Co.
•seat, Dawson.

DAWSON, John William, i;l.d., b. 1820, in Picton, Nova Scotia; a geologist;

graduate of the university of Edinburgh. In 1841, he made explorations in Nova Scoiia,

and describes its geology in l-'rocceaingn oj ihe Geolufjical ISoCtCitj of London. In 1850, he
was superintendent of education in Nova Scotia, and in 1855, became principal of McGill
college at Montreal. Some of his works are Handbook of the Geograpliy and Natural
Ilidovi/ if JS'ova iScotia; lituts to the larmers of Nora Scotia; Acadian Geology; Archaia,
vr Studies of the Cosmogony and Natural History of the llchrcic Scriptures; the Story of the

Earth and Man, a treatise on geology. He has also written many geological articles in

the Proceedings of the Geologccal Society of Ijondoii, Tlce Canadian Naturalist, and otncr
journals.

DAY, George Edwakd, d.d., b. Mass. 1815; graduate of Yale, and the Yale theo-

logical semiiiary, where he was assistant instructor in sacred literature. Afterwards he
was in the ministry; from 1851 to 18GG, occupied the chair of biblical literature in Lane
theological seminary, and afterwards that of the Hebrew language and biblical theology in

the divinity school of Yale college. He has published a number of translated and
original works.

DAY, Jeuemiaii, d.d., ll.d., 1773-1867; b. Conn.; graduate of Yale; professor of

mathematics and natural philosophy ; and president of the college from 1822 to 184G. Ho
published An Introduction to Algebra; Navigation and Surveying; etc.

DAY, or DAYE, Stephen, 1G11-G8; b. England; the first printer in the New Eng-
land colonies. He came over in lo38, and began printing at Cambridge the next year,

producing lirst The Freemaris Oath, but what freemen were meant does not appear.

Then came an almanac, and afterwards the Psalms in the rude meter of the age. He
printed also a catechism, Tlie Body of Liberties, and many of the laws enacted.

DAY on DAYS. Dark Day in New England; see Dark Day.—Decoration Day,
the uOth of May, when in the cities and large towns of northern states there are proces-

sions to the various cemeteries, and the decorating of the graves of union soldiers with
flowers. There is a similar custom in some of the southern states, usually som^-what
earlier in the season.

—

Election Day, in nearly all the statesof the union, comes on the

Tuesd.iy following the lirst Monday in Nov.—mostly a legal holiday.

—

Emancipation
Day (in the IJritisii colonies), Aug. 1, 183i, when 770,280 slaves became free. Ihe day
is still celebrated by colored peojjle in the West Indies and the United Siate.s.

—

Emanci-
pation Day (in the United States), Jan. 1, 18G3, when president Lincoln proclaimed
freedom to nearly 4.000.000 of slaves.

—

Evacuation Day, Nov. 25 (local to New York).

Tne iirili.S'i troops held the city during the revolutionary war, but on the conclusion of

peace were withdrawn, Nov. 25, 1183. The annual celebration was long kept up with
^reat spirit, but is now falling out of use.

—

General Training Day, once important
as the annual iurnout and drill of the rural militia, and kept as high holiday. It was
usually ill ti»L* latter part of the summer. In recent times the more complete organiza-

tion of the nulitia has had the ellect of doing away with general town and county mus-
ter.— 1Ii:ni:)UED Dayb, the period betwen I^tar. 20, 1815, when Napoleon left EU)a, and
June 23 f)f tlie same year, when he was forced to abdicate, and Avas sent a i)risoncr to

8l. llel 'iia.—Lucky Day.s, certain recurring periods which people fancy arc i)eculiarly

'fortunate for the;nselvcs; especially those which may be called "recurrent" days, as in

'the case of Thomas il iJccket, who was born, baj)tiz(;d, lied to France, returned to Eng-
land, was a.s.sassinated, and '/(JO years later had a church dedicated to him by cardinal

Manuinj;, e icli event occurring on Tuesday. Cromwell's peculiar day was the 13lh of

Sept., <) 1 which day in successive years he was born, won the battle of Worcester, and
died. lLir.)ld, last of the Saxon kings, was born, lost his kingdom, and Cdv.d on Oct. 14.

Napoleon's day was the; 2d of llu; month, on which date he was made consul, crowned,won
at Austerlilz, and mari'ied Maria Theresa. The; last Napoleon clTected the c<>up d'etat

Dec. 2, was m:ide emperor the same day, began Ihe war on (Jermany Aug. 2, and sur-

rcndjred his sword Sept. 2. Some of the greatest lulers of Prance of the house of

Dourl)on have i)cen curiously (joimccted with tlu; 14th of the month, and also with 14 as

a simple number. On May 14, lOJG, the first king of France named Henry was conse-

crated, and on May 14, lOiO, the last Henry was assassinated. Fourteen letters enter
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into the name of Henri de Bourbon, who was the 14th king bearing the titles of France
find Nava^TC. Dec. 14, lo53, that is, 14 centuries, 14 decades, and 14 years after the
liirtli of Carist, Henry IV. was born; tlie ciphers of the date 1503, wlieu auded to^^ether,

«i;ive tlie number 14. May 14, li)o2, was tiie date of the birth of JVlarguerite de \ alois,

jirst wife of Henry IV. May 14, 1588, tlie Parisians revolted against Henry HI., at

the instigation of the duke of Guise. Mdi\ 14. 15j0, Henry 1\'. gained the battle of
Ivry. May 14, 15D0, Henry was repulsed from the Faubourgs of Faris. Kov. 14, 1590,
the sixteen took an oalli to die rather than serve Henry. ISov. 14, 1592, the parlia-

ment registered the papal bull giving power to the legale to nominate a king to the

exclusion of Henry.- Dec. 14, 1599, the duke of Savoy was reconciled to Henry lY.
Sept. 14, IGOG, the dauphin, afterwards Louis XIII., was bapti2X'd. May 14, 1610, the
king was assassinated by llavaillac. Henry IV. lived four limes 14 years, 14 weeks,
and four times 14 days. May 14, 1G43, died Louis XIIL, son of Henry IV.; not
only on the same day of the same month as his father, but the date, 164o. when its

ciphers are added together, gives the number 14, just as the ciphers of the date of the

birth of his father gave 14. Louis XiV. mounted the throne in 1643; 1, 6, 4, 8 = 14
He died in the year 1715; 1, 7, 1, 5=14. He lived 77 years; 7 and 7 = 14.—Red
Letter Day is so called from the practice of early printers of almanacs denoting holi-

days and fasts and festivals by red ink, all others being in black. Thanksgiving Day,
at tirst a purely New England institution, within recent years has become national. It

is sup[)Osed to have been in some degree a successor of the Hebrew feast of the taber-

nacles. Beginning almost with the beginning of the pilgrim colony, amid privations
which seemed to offer small material for thankfulness, it rapidly spread over all Kew
England, and has at last established itself in all the states, through the recommenda-
tion of governors and of the president in annual proclamations. By iisai^e, the date
appointed is the Thursday last in November.

—

Unlucky Days var}' with different peo-
ple. The most noted among nations speaking English is Friday, as the da}' on which
the Saviour was crucified, to which day, by ccmimon consent, until recently, were
assigned all capital executions of the law on criminals. It is not many years since it

was almost impossible to induce sailors to start on long voyages on this day; but the
history of the great discoverer Columbus gives a remarkable refutation of this super-
stition. On Friday, Aug. 21, 1492, he sailed on his voyage of discovery. On Friday,
Oct. 12, he first discovered land. On Friday, Jan. 4, 1493, he sailed on his return to
Spain, which if he had not reached in safety, the happy discovery might never have
been known. On Friday, ]\Iar. 15, he arrived at Palos. On Friday, Kov. 22, he arrived
at Hispaniola, on his second voyage to America. On Friday, June 13, 1494, he dis-

covered the continent of America, though unknown as such to him. Among the events
of success and importance occurring on Friday, are the founding of St. Augustine,
Fla., the oldest city in the United States; the arrival of the Mayflower (old style date)

at the harbor of Provincetown, and the signing of the compact by tlie jiilgrims on the
same day; their landing on Plymouth rock (new style); George "Washington born;
Bunker hill seized and fortified; British surrender at Saratoga; Arnold's treason dis-

covered; and the final surrender of the British forces at Yorktown. In the war with
Mexico, the battle of Palo Alto began on Friday, and the treat}' of peace between the
two countries was ratified on Friday. In the same year, the question of our north-
western boundary, with its menace of war, was settled by a treaty signed on Friday.
In the war of the rebellion the main events occurring on Friday were: Fort Sumter cap-
tured by the confederates; Port Royal forts taken by the unionists; close of the battle

of Pea Ridge; slavery abolished in the district of Columbia; Fort Pulaski taken by
unionists; Memphis taken by unionists; Fredericksburg bombarded; battle of Gettys-
burgh ended; Yicksburg bombarded; president Lincoln offered amnesty to all except
the chief leaders of the rebellion; Lee defeated at Five Forks (three days' fighting); the
union flag restored on Fort Sumter, and the assassination of Lincoln—botii on Good
Friday, April 14, 1865. A little knowledge and reflection must sufiice to remand to the
list of foolish superstitions the assignment of luck to days. '"j

DAYTON (atite), a prosperous and pleasant city, the seat of justice of Montgomery
CO., Ohio; on Great Miami river where I^Iad river comes in; it is also on lhe";Miami
canal; on the Atlantic and Great Western; the Cincinnati, Hannibal and Dayton;
the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis; the Daytcm and Union;
the Pittsburg, Cincinnati and St. Louis; the Dayton and South-eastern, and some other
railroads; i)op. 40,000. The city has a fine court-house modeled after the Parthenon;
nearly 50 churches, a seminary for girls, a Roman Catholic institute for boys; a good
l)ublic library, eight or ten newspapers, a large manufactory of railroad cars, agricul-
tural-implement works, breweries, distilleries, and many other manufactories. The
rivers afford abundant water-power. Limestone quarries are a feature of the neighbor-
hood. The streets are very wide and well paved, and the private residences are n'otabie
for quiet elegance. The Miami valley, in the midst of which Dayton is situated, is one
of the most fruitful sections of the state. The city is the location of the national home
for disabled soldiers and sailors, having a good hospital, a library, and extensive
grounds. There have been as many as 2,000 inmates.
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DAYTON, Elias, 1787-1807; b. N. J. He was among the British in the expedition
agaiust Canada. When the revolutiou broke out, he became one of a coumiittee of

.safety, served as colonel in the army, was appointed commander of a brigade, and
remalneil in active service tlirough the war. Alter peace he was in the state legislature,

and in congress. He had intimate friendship with Washington.

DAYTOX. Jonathan, ll.ix, 17G0-1824; b. N. J., son of Elias; a graduate of the
college of New Jersey. He was a member of the legishiture and speaker of the assem-
bly; delegate to the convention to frame the federal constitution; representative in

congress three terms, being speaker of the house during the last two terms, and in 1799,

he was chosen U. S. senator.

DAYTON. William Lewis, ll.d., 1807-64; b. N. J., nephew of Jonathan; a
graduate of the college of New Jersey, and a lawyer. He was in the state senate, and
in 1842. a vacancy occurring in the U. S. senate, he was called tc till it. He was
re-elected and took an active part in the leading questions of the day. In 1856, he was
the republican candidate for vice-president. In 1857, he was attorney-general of New
Jersey, and in 1861 was sent as minister to France, where he died.

DAY OF THE WEEK. To find the da}'- of the week for any date, past or future,

there are several methods, but the simplest and most easily understood is as follows:

First, there is a "constant" for the sti/'e—for new style it is 6; for old style, 4. (In

English chronolog}^ new style begins 1752, Sept. 15.) Then there is a "constant" for

each month: in new style, Jan., 1; Feb., 4; Mar., 4; April, 0; May, 2;' June, 5; July, 0;

Aug., 3; Sept., 6; Oct., 1; Nov., 4; Dec, 6; (on leap years the constants for Jan. and
Feb. are one less, that is, for Jan., 0; for Feb., 3). Now (for new style), multiply the
number representing the century by 5, and add one fourth to the product (omitting frac-

tions). For instance; in 1880 the century number is 18, which multiplied by 5 makes 90,

and one fourth of 18 (omitting fractions) is 4; hence the product is 94. Next add the

number of the odd years (besides the century number), and add onj fourth (omitting
fractions) to their total. Next add the day of the month. Then add all these figures

together, and finally, divide the sum by 7; the remainder will sh.ow the day of the

week; remainder of 1 showing the first day of the week, or Sunday; remainder of 2
showing the second day of the week, or Monday, etc. ; no remainder showing the

7th dav of the week, or Saturday. Illustration: What is the day of the week for

Jan. 1,'^1881?

Constant for new style 6 i
Odd years 81

Constant for the month (Jan.) 1 Add one fourth of 81 20
Century (18) nuiltiplied by 5 90 Day of the month 1

Add one fourth of 18 4 1

Total 203

Divide 203 by 7, and there is no remainder; so the year 1881 must begin on the 7th day
of the week, or Saturday.

For old style the constant is 4, and the number of the century is multiplied by 6,

without addition of the one fourth. The constants for months are the same as in new
style, and one fourth (omitting fractions) is added to the odd years. Example for old
style: On what day of the week did Columbus land on his voyage of discovery (Oct.

12, 1492)?

Constant for old style 4
Constant for Oct 1

Century (14) multiplied by 6 84
Total

Odd years (92) one fourth added. .... .115

Day of the month 12

.216

Divide by 7, and the remainder is 6—the 6th day of the week, or Friday. For leap
years, care nmst be taken in both old and new style to reduce the constants for Jan. and
Feb. by one, for each of those two months.

DEAD COLOR, in painting, any color that has no gloss, or reflecting quality.

DEADENING ok NOISE. An easy metliod of preventing annoyance from the

noise of machinery is to place rubber cushions under the legs of work benches, sewing-
machines, or other appliances whence noise may proceed, (J/uiinbcr.s's Journal describes

a factory where the hammering of fifty copi)ersmilhs was scarcely audible in the room
below, their l)enches having undcir each leg a rul;b(!r (uishion. Kegs of sand or sawdust
may be used for the same ])ur|)ose. A few inches of sand or sawdust is first poured
into each keg; on this is laid a board or block upon which the leg rests, jind around the

leg and b!o(;l< is poured fine dr\' sand or sawdust. Not oidy idl nois(!, but all vibration

and shf)ck arc ])nfvented; and an (n'dinary anvil, sf) mounted, may be used in adwell-
ing-house without annoying the inliabitants. To amateurs, whose workshops are

usually j)lac(;d in dwelling-houses, this device affords a cheap and simple relief from a
great annoyance.
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DEADHEAD, the superfluous length which is given to a gun in the casting, so that

fiross may be disposed of while the gun is left in a perfect state, which is accomplished
by sawing off the extra length.

DEAD-I.ETTER OFFICE, a division in the United States post-office department at

AV'asliington for the reception, care, and disposition of letters and packages (except
newspapers) that are uncalled for or cannot be delivered to the parties to whom they
are directed at the various post-offices of the country, A statement of the business of
this office for the year 1879, will give an idea of its importance and efficiency: The
whole number of dead letters and packages received and disposed of during the year
was 3,996,513, a decrease of 190,292 from last year's receipts. The fact that while there
lias been an increased number of letters mailed annually in this country, a reduced
number has been sent to the department as dead, presents an anomaly which can be
explained only upon the theory of increasing efficiency of the delivery service, and the-

growing popularity of the return-request system. The extent of the latter will be illus-

trated by the statement that of the 533,934 letters mailed in a single day at Baltimore,
Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, 287,835 bore upon the envelope*^ some clew by
which they could be restored to the w^riter if undelivered, without the intervention of
the dead-letter office. Of the letters opened, 16,007 contained |31,591.49i, 13,755 con-
tained drafts, checks, notes, money-orders, etc., to the value of $1,105,762.07; 47,797
contained postage-stamps to the value of $2,387.53; 24,372 contained receipts, certificates,

paid notes, etc.; 24,024 contained photographs; and in 38, 306 letters and parcels were
found jewelry, books, clothing, merchandise, and miscellaneous articles in endless
variety, from a small bottle of choice perfumery, to a large box of Limburger cheese.
The increase in the numl)er of letters containing money-orders and postage-stamps, and
the decrease of those containing money, is attributed to the retirement of fractional cur
rency, which formerly furnished a convenient means of making small remittances by
mail. The mode of treating insufficient prepaid letters has been slightly modified during
the past year, and the present system seems to be the most satisfactory of any which
has yet been devised for disposing of that unfortunate class of correspondence. It is as
follows: Those that bear a name and address, or a business card, post-office box, or other
designation by which the writer can be identified, are immediately restored to the owner,
or his attention invited to the deficienc}' of postage, by the postmaster at the mailing
office. Of the balance, all " local " or " drop" letters are delivered by the postmasters
to the persons addressed, upon payment by them of the necessary postage, after due
notice of the fact and cause of detention. The remainder are sent to the dead-letter
office, and are at once exammed by an expert, who, taking into consideration the places
of origin and destination of each letter, determines whether it can be returned to the
writer in less time than w^ould be required to collect the postage from the addressee and'
forward the letter to destination. And each letter is then treated in the way decided to
be the quicker. Whenever a doubt exists, or where the difference is very small, the
postage is collected and the letter forwarded, thus preserving the seal intact. The amount
of money deposited to the credit of the post-office department from letters which could not
be restored to the owners was $3,323.39, The value of stamps received for postage on
unpaid and short-paid matter forwarded to address, and upon unclaimed third and fourth
class matter returned to senders, was $4,471.70. Of the whole number (5.262,241) of
registered letters and packages mailed in this country during the year, but 2,193 found
their way into the dead-letter office, and of these 1,982 were successfully restored to
their owners, 177 were filed subject to identification, and 34 outstanding; that is, opened^
and sent to postmasters for delivery, and the result not yet reported. The number of
undelivered foreign registered letters was 3,685. which were all returned unopened to the
countries of origin, and receipt was acknowledged. The number of ordinary foreign de^d
letters was 147,886, while those mailed in the United States and returned iinclaimed by
foreign governments was 94,669. This difference is accounted for by the' migrators-
habits of foreigners, who, upon reaching this country, either fail to furni.<h a correct
post-office address to their kinsmen in the old country ,*or do not profit by their privilege
to have mail-matter forwarded from one place to another without additional postage
charge.

DEAF AND DUMB {ante). The organization of institutions to educate the deaf
!ind dumb in the United States dates from the early part of this century. An essa}' on
Teaching the Deaf to Speak, by Dr. \V. Thornton, of Philadelphia, was published in 1793,
and in 1811, a grandson of Braidwood tried to establish a school in New York and Vir-
ginia, but failed in both instances. The circumstances which led to the opening of the
(Connecticut asylum at Hartford. April 15. 1817. areas follows: A deaf-mute liltle girl

in the family of Dr, Cogswell, an eminent physician in Plartford, attracting some att^en-

tion, it was soon afterward found that there were other deaf-mutes in thecountry. It
was decided to send some one abroad to acquire the art of educating them; and to estab-
lish a school for this purpose funds were raised, and the Rev. Y^.F. Gallaudet, d.d,,
was selected for this work. He left the United States May 15, 1816, to execute this mis-
sion. The institution was incorporated by the Connecticut "legislature in May, 1816, with
an appropriation of $5,000, Dr, Gallaudet returned to America in August of the same-

Am. Ad. I.—42.
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jear. uccompauied by Laurent C'lerc, a deaf-mule i)ui)il of the abbe Sicard, and they
.immediately commenced collecting funds to start the school. The enterprise ex-

•cited general interest; individuals and churches contributed liberally, and the sum of

$1"2,000 was raised in the course of a few mouths. Early in 1819, the government of

Massachusetts followed the example of Connecticut by providing for the education in

the asylum of twenty indigent pui)ils from that state. The appropriation was after-

Avards enlarged so as to meet the demands of this entire class. New llampsliire made a

•similar provision in 1821, and Vermont and Maine in 1825. In 1834, South Carolina

and Georgia decided to send their indigent deaf-mutes to the asylum, and in 1848, Rhode
Island came into the same arrangement. In 1819, congress made a grant to the institu-

tion of 23 acres .of wild land, the proceeds of which now form a fund of $389,000. It

was owing to this muuilicent gift that the name of the school was changed to the "Ameri-
can As^'lum." Before the school at Hartford was in operation,' efforts had been made to

-est-ablish a similar institution in the city of New York; a society was formed which was
incorporated April 15, 1817, as the "New York Institution for Instruction of the Deaf
and Dumb." Watson's book was taken as a guide, and articulation was taught in cases

Avhere the scholar appeared to possess the necessary aptitude, but this method did not
prove very successful; and in 1827, the legislatiu-e. which had provided since 1822 for

•the support of 32 pupils, authorized an investigation by the superintendent of common
schools of the state, who recommended in his report the introduction into the New York
school of the improved methods in use at Hartford and Philadelphia. In consequence
•of that recommendation the directors finally succeeded in engaging, in 1831, the perma
3ient services of Harvey P. Peet, ll.d., then one of the most efficient instructors in the

American asylum. He served as principal from 1831 to 1867, and has a worthy sue-'

cessor in his son Isaac Lewds Peet, ll.d. Under the management of these^ two able
teachers the institution has taken its place among the most successful schools for

•deaf-mutes in the world. Its grounds comprise about 26 acres, upon the banks
of the Hudson river at Washington heights. The institution has a shoe-shop, tailor-

shop, and carpenter-shop, a printing-office, garden, and seamstress rooms connected
with the school, in which the pupils receive competent instruction to prepare them for

self-support by manual labor, as in all our hirgc asylums. Prof. E. Henry Currier, a

leading teacher of this establishment, has secured better results than are usually met
with in giving articulation to the dumb and lip-reading to the deaf. Most of his pupils

iiave attained such distinctness of pronunciation and such quickness in recognizing the

fleeting indications of words which are made in ordinary utterance, that the}^ have given
their instructor a reputation which is attracting more and more pupils of this cla.ss to

the institution. The method of teaching articulation by visible speech was invented by
A. Mellville Bell in England about 1848. and consists of a species of phonetic writing
Ijased on the action of the vocal organs in producing sound. The Pennsylvania institu-

tion was organized at Philadelphia in 1820 by Joseph Seixas, a Jew of Portuguese
descent. Among its first instructors were Laurent Clercand Lewis Weld, the latter filling

the office of principal till 1830, when he was recalled to Hartford to succeed Dr. Gallau-
det. Tlie Kentuck}- asylum at Danville was incorporated in 1823, and the Ohio asylum
at Columbus was opened in 1829. Virginia, Indiana, Tennessee, Illinois, North Caro-
lina, Georgia, South Carolina, Missouri, Wisconsin, and Michigan incorporated institu-

tions, in tlie course of the next 25 years, and at the ])rescnt time every state has provided
for the educ-aiion of the deaf and dumb who are adoi)ted "as wards of the conunon-
•wealth;" the state regarding it as a primary duty that they shall not be excluded from
those educational privileges accorded to every member of {he comnumity. ]Most of these
institutions derive their whole income from annual legislative approi)riations. The
usual term of attendance is 5 years, but the legal term of"instruction in most states is 7
years, and may be extended in cases of good scholarship; the average annual cost for

board, lodging, and tuition for each pupil supported by the state is $325. There are 51

institutions in the United States, a national college at Washington organized by E. M.
'Gallaudet, i-l.d., and 6 institutions in Canada, lleligious services have been conducted
since 1850 by the Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet, d.d.. eldest son of th(^ founder of the

American asylum, at St. Ann's chapel for deaf-nnUes, in New York city, but he and his

a.ssistants preach frefpicntly in other parts of the country. The Americau Ainuils of the

iJmf and Dunib, a quarterly periodical, has l)een ])ul)lished since 1847; conventi(Uis of

the principals and instructors have been lield every few years since 1850. at which papers
containing valual)le information have bc^en read. Elementary manuals for thedeaf-nnite
have l)een written in this country by II. B. Peet, J. S. Hutton, Jacol)s. Keep, and oth-

'Crs. An enumeration of the deaf and dumb is made in thedeceiuiial censiis of the United
States, and the proportion isaoout 1 in 2,000. Of the jmst-natal causes it hasl)(>en found
that scarlet fever lias since 1830 produced 20 to 25 per cent of the total cases; scrofula and
H[)otted fever have also caused a large proi)ortion. The following table gives statistics

for the vear 1879:
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American Asyliun

New York Institution
]

Pennsylvania '
"

Kentn'ckv '"

Ohio '•

Virginia '"

Indian? "

Tennessee School
North Carolina Inst'n
Illinois "

Georgia "

South Carolina "
Missouri "

Louisiana "

Wisconsin Institute
Michigan Institution
Iowa "

Mississippi "
Texas Asylum ,

.

Columbia Institution
Alabama "

California "

Kansas "

Le Couteulx St. Marj-'s Inst.
Minnesota institution . .

Inst'n for Improved Instr'n.
Clarke Institution
Arkansas Institute
Maryland School
Nebraska Institute
Horace Mann School
Whipple's Home School
St. Joseph's Institute
West Virginia Institution
Oregon Institution
Institution for Colored
German Lutheran Asylum..
Colorado Institute
Erie Day-School
Chicago Day-Schools
Central N. Y. Institution
Cincinnati Day-School
Western Penn. Inst'n
Western Nevv' York Inst'n . .

.

Portland Day-School
St. John's Catholic Inst'n...
Rhode Island School
Mr. Knapp's School
Phonological Institute
St. Ijouis Day-School
School of Articulation

Hartford, Conn
Washington Heights,
New York, N. Y

Philadelphia, Pa
Danville, Ky
Coliunbus, Ohio
Staunton, Va
Indianapolis, Ind
Knoxville, Tenn
Raleigh, N. C
Jacksonville, 111

Cave Spring, Ga
Cedar Spring, S. C . .

.

Fulton, Mo
Baton Rouge, La
Delavan, Wis
Flint, Mich
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

I

Jackson. Miss
Austin, Texas
Washington, D. C
Talladega, Ala
Berkele}-, Cal
Olathe, Kansas
Buffalo, N. Y
Faribault, Minn
New York, N. Y
Northampton, Mass.
Little Rock, Ark
Frederick Citj-, Md.

.

Omaha, Neb
Bo.ston, Mass
Mystic River. Conn..
Fordham, N. Y
Romnej', West Va. .

.

Salem, Oregon
Baltimore. Md
Norris. Mich
Colorado Sp's, Col..
Erie, Pa
Chicago, 111

Rome, N. Y
Cincinnati. O
Turtle Creek, Pa....
Rochester, N. Y
Portland. Me
St. Francis Sta.. Wis
Providence. R. I

Baltimore. Md
Milwaukee. Wis
St. Louis, Mo
Marquette, Mich
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50
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U
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2
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3003
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1870
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176;^

497
126.-)

1380
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694
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116
24
35
111

30
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74
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58

73
114
89
32
21

20
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56
44

40

30
8

11

28
2

11

10
18
21
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1000
500
200
175

2200
500

'7.5'

370
800
500

5.55
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546

18.5

389
150
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236
278
22:5
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Institutions in the U. S

87 43 44 15 764 177

77 45 32 3 75 160
106 61 45 5 2100 220
78 46 32 8 447 106
93 44 49 18
16 13 3 3 400 48

212 77 135 26 400
65 38 27 9 480 1.50

18 10 18 None. 26

28 11 17 6 60 :is

44 31 is 2 76
151 87 w 110 170
44 22 22 5 53
108 68 40 16 50 122
129 76 53 12 138
19 11 8 6 21
53 37 16 2 78
13 ( 6 1 13
18 12 6 3 2000 30
21 12 9 None. 21
39 20 19 3
3 1 2 1 3

04:31 3674 2757 816

National College Washington, D. C . . . 1864 60 60 None.

Catholic In.;t'n (Male^ ' Montreal, Can
|
1848

Catholic Inst'n (Female) ! Montreal. Can
|

Halifax Institution i Halifax. N. S ! 1857
Ontario "

' Belleville. Ontario....! 1870
Mackay "" Montreal, Can ! 1870
New Brunswick Insthi Poi-tland. N. B I 1873

110

67
269
32
12

110

2200

4*30

20.-1

250

43 24 3 226
163 106 17 , 300 i 455
22 10 4 150 62
10 2 iNone. 400 61

Institutions in Canada. 490
I

^48 142 28

DEAN, William, d.d., b. N. Y., 1807; became a missionary in 1834, under the
direction of the American Baptist missiouar}- union. His labors have been almost
entirely among the Chinese in their own country and in Siam.

DEANE, James, 1748-1823- b. Conn.
; graduate of Dartmouth, and for many years a

missionary among the New York and Canadian Indians. He was an officer in the fevolu-
lionary war, and later in life, a judge in Oneida co., N. Y.

DEANE, James, 1801-58; b. Mass.; a physician and surgeon. He was the dis-
coverer, 1835, of the fossil foot-prints in the red sandstone of'tlie Connecticut valley.
:Tnd at the time of his death was engaged upon an elaborate memoir on the subject for
the Smithsonian institution. He wrote much on medical subjects.



DEAXE, Silas. 1737-89; b. Conn.: graduate of Yale, and member of the first conli'.

ncutal congress. He ^vas sent to Paris as political and tinaucial agent of the colonies..

Benjamin Franklin and Arthur Lee joined him afterwards, and he was on the com-
mittee which negotiated the treaty of peace with France. lie w'as recalled in 1777 im
consequence of extravagant contracts in which he had involved the colonies. An
account of his doings was demanded on the floor of congress, but a full explanation
was declined on the ground that his papers were in Europe. The affair put him under
a cloud, and after many defensive and aggressive publications on the subject, he returned

to Europe, 1784, and died in poverty.

DEARBORN, a co. in s.e. Indiana, on the Ohio river; traversed by the Whitewater
canal, the Ohio and Mississippi and three other railroads; 291 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 24,116.

Chief productions, Avheat, corn, oats, barley, hay, butter, etc. Co. seat, Lawrenceburg.

DEARBORN, Henry, 1751-1829; b. N. H. ; a general in the revolutionary war.
"When news came to Portsmouth of the battle of Lexington, he quitted his practice as a
physician, and marched with 6C volunteers so speedily iis to arrive at Cambridge (65 m.>
early the next day. He was m the battle of Bunker Hill, and with Arnold's expedition

to Quebec, where he was taken prisoner. Lie was with Gates at the capture of

Burgoyne, at 3Ionmouth, and at Yorktown. Washington appointed him marshal for

the district of ]Maine in 1789. In 1812, he w^as made senior maj.gen. of the federal army,
and put in command of the northern department. In 1813, he captured York, Canada,
and fort George, at the mouth of the Niagara river. He resigned in 1815, and in 1822

was sent as minister to Portugal. Two years afterwards, at his own request, he was
recalled.

DEATH ADDER. See Acanthophis.

DE AUGMENTIS SCIENTIA'RUM, a treatise by lord Bacon, which forms the

opening chapter of his Lutauratio Magna; and after the Novum Organum, his most
important treatise.

DE BAY, Michael, See Bajus, ante.

DEBENTURE {ante), in the United States, a certificate given, in pursuance of law
for a sum due by the United States, payable at the time specified, to an importer for

drawback of duties on merchandise imported or exported by him, ])rovided the duties

chargeable on the importation or exportation of such merchandise shall have been dis-

charged prior to the time aforesaid.

DEBT {ante), as in England so in the United States, a debt is "something owed;"
in contracts, a sum of money due by certain and express agreement; in general, all that

is due a man in any form of obligation or promise, or any claim for money. An active

debt is one due a person. A doubtful debt is one the payment of which is uncertain.

A hypothecate debt is one which constitutes a lien upon an estate; njadgmentfS.chti'^one

which is evidenced by matter of record; a liquid debt is one Avhicli is immediately and
unconditionally due; a passive debt is any one which a person owes; a jirivileged debt Ls.

one which is to be paid before others in case a debtor is insolvent; the i^rivilege may
result from the character of the creditor, as where the debt is due the United States, or
from tue nature of the debt, as when it is for funeral expenses. A debt may be

evidenced by writing under seal, or by a simple contract. The distinguishing and
necessary feature is that a fixed and specific quantity or sum is owing, and no future

valuation is required to settle it.

DEBT, National {ante). The public debt of the United States was first reported.

1791, two years after the organization of the government, at $75,463,476.52. In 1812.

at the commencement of the second war with England, it had fallen to $45,209,737.90.

Tiiat war brought it up to a total of $127,334,933,74. After peace, the reduction was
from $3,000,000, to $10,000,000 per year until in 1836 it reached its lowest i)oint.

being only $87, 515.05. Thenceforward it increased one year and decreased the next,

until in 1860, the year before the rebellion, it Avas $61,842,287.88, and the annual

interest was $3,443,687. This was a rate per capita on the whole population of $1.91

debt and 11 cts. interest. The most powerful rebellion which ever rose against a modern
i;overnment, made the raising of enormous sums of money an imperative necessity.

Two small loans had been made just before; in 1858, $20,000,000 in 5 per cts., and m
1860, $21,000,000 in 6 per cts., the first to run 15, and the last 20 years. Of the last

loan, only $7,022,000 was issued. Of the loans made necessary by the war of the

rebellion, the first was Feb. 8, 1861. $25,000,000 at 6 ])er ct., to run 20 years, of which

$18,415,000 was reissued. Mar. 2, IMfU, six per ct. treasury notes were authorized, and

$35,364,450 issued. Same date, $1,095,850 reissued to pay the Oregon war debt,

July 17, 1861. $250,000,000, at 7 i)er ct., to run 20 years, with authority to issue any

part in the form of treasury notes running three years at 7 3-10 ])er ct. interest, or on

notes not bearing interest, but i)ayable on demand, or in treasury certificates for one

year Ix^aring 3 65-100 per ct. interest; the whole amount of demand notes not to exceed

150,000,000. An act of Aug. 5, 1861, authorized the issue of 6 jx-r ct. bonds, running •

20 vears, to exchange for the one and tiine year notes just mentioned, with accumulated
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interest, at any time before their maturity; and the demand notes were made receivable
for all dues to the government. Before the close of the year, the demand notes, at first

rejected by the banks, were at a premium, and the interest bearing notes were readily
convertible into permanent 6 per ct. bonds, Feb. 12, 1862, $10,000,000 more of demand
notes were issued. In the same month the first great war loan was authorized

—

$500,000,000 of 6 per ct. bonds, redeemable after five and payable after 20 years. The
loan was readily taken, and the full amount was issued. In 1864-65, $15,000,000 more
w^as authorized of the same loan. In Feb., 1862, $150,000,000 of legal-tender notes were
authorized, of which $50,000,000 were to take the place of demand notes. In Jul)',

1862, $150,000,000 more were authorized; and an equal amount in addition in Mar.
1863; making $450,000,000 in all. Those issues formed the currency known as " gi-eeu-

backs," from the color of the paper. An act in Feb., 1862, authorized the acceptance
of $25,000,000 of deposits, increased in Mar. to $100,000,000, on which 5 perct. interest

was paid. In June, 1864, $50,000,000 more was authorized at 6 per cent. This was a

temporary lo.an, to be repaid on ten days' notice, and was all redeemed before the close

of 1866. In Mar., 1862, congress authorized the issue of certificates of indebtedness to

public creditors in the adjustment of claims, running one year at 6 per cent. There
were $561,753,241 issued, all redeemed before 1866. In July, 1862, postage-stamps were
Issued for currency, and made a legal tender for sums less than $5. In Mar., 1863,

fractional currency was authorized in place of postage-stamps, the amount limited to

$50,000,000. In Mar., 1863, a loan of $900,000,000^ was authorized, principal and
interest payable in coin; but only $75,000,000 was issued. The same act authorized

$400,000,000 in one, two, and three year treasury notes, interest not over 6 per ct., pay-
able in ordinaiy money, and to be a legal tender for their face value. The actual issues

were: of one-year note's at 5 perct., $44^520,000; two-year notes at 5 perct.. $166,480,000:
three-vear notes at 6 per ct., $266,595,440, making the whole issue $477,595,400; all

canceled or exchanged before May 15, 1868. In Mar., 1864, a loan of $200,000,000
was authorized at 5 or 6 per ct., principal and interest payable in coin; $196,117,300
were issued at 5 per ct. to run 40 years (the 10-40s of 1804), and $3,882,500 at 6 percent.

Most of the 5 ])er cts. brought premiums from 1 to 7 per cent. In June, 1864, a loan

of $400,000,000 was authorized at 6 per ct. (the 5-20s of 1864), of which $121,561,300
was issued. In June, 1864, congress authorized the isssue of $200,000,000 in 7-30

treasury notes, and in Mar., 1865, the sum was increased to $600,000,000 more. The
whole issue was $829,992,500 of 7-30 interest-bearing notes, and the whole loan was
redeemed by the middle of July, 1868. In Mar., 1865, a loan was authorized of

$600,000,000 in per ct. 5-20 bonds, to be used only for the payment of treasury notes

or other obligations of the nation. Two issues were made: July 1, $322,988,950; and
Nov. 1, $203,327,250. Under the same act, an issue was made in July, 1867, of

$379,616,050, and in July, 1868, $42,539,350, all to redeem treasury notes and other

obligations; but in no case to increase the public debt. In Mar., 1867, and Jul}', 186?^,

there were issued $85,150,000 of temporary loan certificates of deposit, bearing interest

at 3 per ct., to redeem compound-interest notes. In July, 1870, the great refunding act

was passed. The secretary of the treasurv was authorized to issue $200,000,000 at 5 y.vv

ct. : $300,000,000 at 4.^ perct. ; and $1,000,000,000 at 4 per ct. of 30-year bonds, priix-ipal

and interest payable in coin, to be used only to redeem the 6 per ct. or oliicr early

bonds. Besides these issues, there were guarantee bonds issued to the Pacitic and other

railroads, secured by morti>-ao-e on the roads. In Jan., 1871, the 5 per ct. bonds were
increased to $500,000,000.

These enormous iinaneial transactions have no i)arallel for extent in the world's his-

tory. Yet for a time there was much fear that such loans could not be floated; but when
they were proved possible without recourse to the capitalists of foreign countries, the

loyal people of the vniion had abundant cause for congratulation. The loan of 1862.

$515,000,000, was the greatest in amount and the mos^ successful thus far attempted.

Afterwards, however, loans were not easily made, and the government was compelled
to resort to currency and treasury notes, and also compound-interest notes, and certiti-

cates of indebtedness. The greatest test of the tinancial strength of the nation fiercely

struggling to maintain its political existence, was in 1864. On the 11th of July, in that

year, gold touched its highest point, $2.85; and a paper dollar was worth in gold only
about 38 cents. Holders of government securities became uneasy, and even small tem-

porary loans were placed Avitli difliculty. Towards the close of tfie year, however, there

was a gradual reaction; it was plain that the rebellion must soon collapse; gold fell

rapidl)', and currency rose correspondingly; and it became evident that no more large

loans would be required.

The various bonds constituting the back of the public debt have always borne a

premium in current money, and have steadily increased in gold value, thus affording a

striking proof of the stability of the credit of the nation. When the first purchas(?s in

extinguishment of the principal of the debt were made. ^May, 1869, the net cost of the

l)onds in gold was 83 per cent of par value: Jan. 5, 1870, 93^ per cent; Jan. 4, 1871, 97

per cent; and ever since practically at par.

Progress of ill e Debt.—In the following table, prepared at the treasury department,
will be seen the rapid rise and gradual declension of the vast debt of the country, due
entirelv to the southern rebellion-.
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The progress of refunding is shown by th(3 statement tliat o" -J^ly V 1^3 m J^^"^};'^^
been issued of 4 per eent l)onds, |741,r,22,000; of 4.V per cent $;^^0 000,000. 1 lie other

bonds then out were, of 8 per (;ent (navy pension fund), .^14,000,000; of 5 per cent,

mOH 440 000- of 6 per cent, S{;283, 081,830, the total of all bein.uMhe interest-beanng debt.

iW referenee'to the last two columns of the table a clearer idea may be had of the elTect

of the debt on the people than by the study of the great mass of fi-an-es The very

hi^diest point of the national debt was reached on the last day of Aug.. isbo, when

the total was (less cash in the treasury) $3,75(5,481,571.4:}. This gave as the average ot

national debt for every person in the United Slates, 55^78.25, m addition to which there

was the annual interest charge of *4.2«.) for each person. ^'1 ^'^
^^^^^^^

J:^;:;;.";?^^^^^

the debt was brou'dit down to $1.9%.414,0()7.08-a reduction of $<()0,010,G()4.40; a

decrease of more than 27 per cent, while the interest charge, mainly through relunding

at lower rates, had been brought down from S4.2!) to !?l.r>l) per capita, a reduction ot

ncarlv 40 per cent.

DEirrf)K A\I) CllKDlTOli, L.vws OK ('//(/'). In the United Slates, debtors find

relief under insolvency laws, besides that aHorded by a national bankrupt law when

such is in existence the laws varv somewhat. In California, Maryland, Minnesota

New York and \Vi<c<.i.sin. an insolvent debtor may be discharged upon petition and
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upon making an assignment of all his property (except certain articles necessary for the
support of himself or his family) for the benefit of his < reditors equally. The same
benefits are secured: in Alabama, to one imprisoned on a judgment for not paying a fine;;

in Arkansas and Illinois, to one imprisoned or jial^le to be arrested ; in Connecticut, to one
owing $100; in Delaware, to a resident of the state for one year who is imprisoned, unless
committed by the chancery coiut; in Georgia, to one who has not within a year lost

money by gambling; in Massachusetts, to an inhabitant who owes more than $200; in
Missouri, to one imprisoned for tines, costs, or breach of the peace; in 2s orth Carolina, to
one imprisoned 20 da3'S; in Ohio, to a resident of the state for two years, or of the county
for six months, or in custody after 60 days; in Pennsylvania, to a resident of the slate

for six months, or who had been in jail three months, or is detained on civil process,

held on bail prise, or not arrested; in Rhode Island, to an mhabitant for three years
owing more than $100 (but the court may ignore the residence); in South Carolina, to

one sued, or within one month after being in custody; in Texas, to a bankrupt citizen,,

males at 21, females at 18. In all states, some considerable property is reserved to the
debtor for the support of himself and family. When debts are fraudulently contracted,,

or where payment is sought to be evaded by fraud, the perpetrators of the fraud are
excluded from bankruptcy and insolvency laws. With regard to the arrest of debtors,,

the law of the state of Xew York has been followed by most of the states. In Isew
York, imprisonment for debt, except in certain cases, was abolished in 1831. In the code
adopted in 1849, arrest is prohibited in civil actions, except in certain specified cases,

viz. : in actions for injury to the person or character-, or for injury or wrongfully taking
or detaining propertj^; embezzlement by public officers, or persons acting in a private
judiciary capacity; for misconduct in oftice, or in any professional employment; in

actions to recover possession of personal property, where it is concealed or kept out of
the reach of the sheriff; and where the defendant has been guilty of fraud in contracting-
the debt or in avoiding payment. Women are exempt from arrest in all cases except,

actions for willful injury to person, character, or property.

DEBTOUS, Absconding (ante). In all the states of the union there are statutes^

defining this offense. It has been decided that a person who has been but transiently
in a state, with no intention of making it his permanent home, or one who openly"
changes his residence, is not an absconding debtor, and caimot be so treated,

DEBTORS, liViPiiisoNMENT OF {ante). There is little left of imprisonment for debt
in any of the United States. In New York, an act for its abolition was passed in 18ol.-

Its main provisions are that no person shall be imj^-isoned in civil service, at law" or in

execution in equity founded on contracts, except in tlie following cases: In actions for
fines and penalties, or on promises to marry, or for moneys collected by any public
officer, and in actions for any misconduct or neglect in office, or in any professional
employment. Moreover, in cases of debt claimed in any suit or founded upon any
judgment or decree of a court of record, the defendant may be arrested upon an affi-

davit of the plaintiff stating the sum due to be inore than $50, and charging the com-
jnission of certain fraudulent acts; as, that the defendant is about to remove any of his

]>roperty out of the jurisdiction of the court to defraud his creditors, that he fraudu-
lently conceals property, or has assigned, removed, or disposed of it with like intent, or
tliat the debt was fraudulently contracted. The defendant is thereupon conunited to

l)rison, unless he pay the debt and costs of the suit or give security to pay tht-m within
a certain time, or unless he make an assignment of liis property for the benefits of his

creditors, or give security that he will make such an assignment, or tliat he will not dis-

l)ose of any of his property until the demands against him are satisfied. If fie make such
an assignment of his property, there are provisions in the act by which he may be dis-

fharged from his indebtedness. Further provisions of an analogous nature to those
contained in this act were embodied in the Xew York code, adopted 1848. The debtor
may be arrested and imprisoned either on mesne or on final process. Tlie principal grounds
of arrest are, with few exceptions, the same as those enumerated in the previous act.

The defendant, when arrested upon mesne process, may be admitted to bail. The
nn]n-isonment upon final process is for tlie same causes, and is applicable when the exe-
cution against the debtor's property has been returned unsatisfied, in wliole or in part.

The most important difference between these provisions and those of the earlier statute

is tliat, in the rec(>nt act, means are pro\ ided only for securing the payment of the debt
of an individual creditor, and there is no assignment provided for in behalf of all the

ci'cditors, or any means afforded of obtaining a discliarge of the debtor from all liis.

obligations. A large number of the states have adopted similar statutes.

DEBTS, Recovery of {ante), in the United States ordinarily by an action at law,.

Such action lies where even the sum due is certain or ascertained in such a manner as to

be readily reduced to a certainty, without regard to the manner in which the obligation

was incurred or is evidenced. It is tluis distinguished from at<sumpi<it, which lies as

well wiiere the sinn due is uncertain as where it is certain, and from coirna/it, wbicli
lies only upon contracts evidenced in a certain manner. It is said to lie in the debet

and detinet. Debt in the detinet for goods differs from detinue, because it is not essen-

tial in this action, as in detinue, that the specific property in the goods should have been
vested in the plaintitY at the time the action is brought, Tlie declaration, when th(\
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action is foiiiuied on a record, need not aver con.'^ick-ration. Wlion it is founded on a
specialty, it must contain tlie specialt}', but need not aver the consideration; but when
the action is for rent the deed must be declared on. When it is founded on a simple
contract, the consideration uuist be averred: and a liability or airreement, though not
necessarily an express promise to pay, must be stated. The plea of "no debt" is tlie

general issue upon the action on a simple contract, on statutes, or wliere a specialty is

matter of inducement merely. " It is not true," is the common plea when on specialty,
denying the execution of the instrument; and " uot on record," when denying the
existence of the record. The judgment is, generally, when for the i)laintiff, that the
plaintilf receive his debt and costs; and wh'en for the defendant, that the defendant
receive his debt and costs. A judgment in an action for the recovery of a debt itself

constitutes a new debt, on which another action may be brought, unle.ss there be some
statutory restriction, as there is in some of the states. Under the codes of procedure
in some states tlie technical action for del)t no longer exists, as there is but one civil

action.

DECAMERON, the title of a collection of stories written by Boccaccio, and sup-
posed to have been told in successive nights b}'" guests who were escaping from a plague
then raging in Florence, about 1348.

DE CAMP, John C, b. N. J., 1813; midshipman, 1827; captain, 1862; served with
di-stinction in the war of the rebellion under Farragut, and was retired in 1870 with the
rank of rear-admiral.

DECAP'OLIS, a district of Palestine anciently containing, as its name implies, ten
cities that were classed together not because of their geographical position, but because
•of their political resemblance. Soon after the Romans had conquered Syria (65 B.C.)
they rebuilt ten cities, placed colonies in them, and endowed them with special privileges.

Writers are not agreed concerning the names of all the ten, and it is probable that the
original number was enlarged. Pliny names them as Dannascus, Philadelphia, Raphana,
•Oadara, Hippo, Dion, Pella, Caiiatha, Galasa (Gerasa) on the e. of the Jordan, and
Scythopolis on the west. At the time of Christ they were all prosperous and contained
large numbers of Gentile inhabitants; but at present Damascus only retains its impor-
tance. Scythopolis, or 15eth Shean, anciently next in size, still exists as the village of
Beisan: others are of interest only for their ruins, those of Gerasa being especially
magnificent.

DECATUR, a CO. in s.w. Georgia, on the Florida border; bounded w. by the Chat-
tahoochee; reached by the Atlantic and Gulf railroad, which terminates at the co. seat;

1062 sq.m.
;
po]). '70, 15,183—7,718 colored. The soil is moderately fertile, producing

•corn, cotton, tobacco, rice, molasses, etc. Co. seat, Bainbridge,

DECA'TUR, a co. in s.e. Indiana, intersected by the Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and
Lafayette railroad; 372 sq.m.; pop. '70, 19,053, Surface level or undulating, with rich
soil, producing wheat, corn, oats, hay, potatoes, butter, and wool. Co. seat, Greens-
burg.

DECA'TUl^ a co. in s. Iowa, on the Missouri; 528 sq.in.
;
pop. "75, 13,249. It is a

prairie region, and agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Leon.

DECA'TUR, a co. in s.w. Tennessee, on the Tennessee river; intersected In" Beach
river: 325 sq.m.

; i)0]). '70, 7,772—1050 colored. It is level, Avith fertile soil, producing
corn, wheat, cotton, butter, tobacco, etc. Co. seat, Decaturville.

DEC-'A'TUR, a village in Georgia; the seat of justice of De Kalb co. ; on the Georgia
lailroad, 5 m. e. of Atlanta; pop. '70, 401. The place is noted for fine climate and
beautiful situation. It was hen; that the confederates under Hood fell upon the union-
ists under Thomas and Schofield in the hope of hindering the ap{)roacli of Sherman to

-Vtlanta in the famous "inarch to the sea." They failed, however, losing 5,000 men

;

the loss on the other side was 1500.

DECA'TUR, a city and seat of justice in Macon co.. 111., on Sangamon river, very
near the middle of the state, at the junction of live or six railroads; 38 m. from Spring-
tield, and 160 from Chicago; pop. about 12,000. It is in a fine agricultural region, and
ha.«> many manufactories, including a large rolling-mill,

DEC'A'TUR, Stki'HEN. 1751-1808; b. R. L He was eaiiv engaged in sea-faring, and
during th(; r(!Vohition had command of se\'eral i)rivate('rs. in 179^, ]\v became a capt.

in the navy and was put in charge of the Jh'hncdre, 20 guns, with which h(! captured
two Frencli piivate(;rs. He was discharged from service, 1801.

DECATUl^, Stkphkx, Jr., 1779-1820; b, Md. ; .son of capt. Stephen, and like him a

sea-farer, thougli in the regular navy. He served in tlie smaller oflices from 179M to

1803 without special distinction. In Nov. of the latter year he had command of the
Av(jiin, in commodor(! Pn;ble's scpiadron, and afterwards of the Fjiit('V])rm. At this time
ihe made a dash into the harbor of 'I'rijx)!! and burnt the frigate PliilniIvlpJiut, which
ha<l fallen into the hands of the Algerine enemy. In recognition of this act he was made
capt., and jiresented with a sword. Decatur had much more hard fighting in the
harbor and neighborhood of Tripf)ri, and in all cases sIjowcmI the utmo.st daring and
bravery. The war with Tripoli ended 1H05, and from that time until the warwitjli Eng-
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land, Decatur was in various duties of small importance. In 1812, he was in command
of a squadron off tlic Atlantic coast, and Oct. 12, in the United States, captured the Eng-
lish frigate Macedonian. In May, 1813, he found himself blockaded in Long Island
sound, and was forced to remain more than a year in the harbor of Xew London. In
Jan.. 1815. he attempted to escape from his blockade in the frigate Presideni, but his

ship struck on the bar at Sandy Hook, and, after a determined contest with four of the
enemy's ships, he surrendered and was taken to Bermuda with his frigate as a prize.

He "svas soon paroled, and in May, 1815, sailed from New York with three frigates,

one sloop, and six brigs and schooners to operate against Algiers. He captured two
important vessels; but the war was soon concluded by a treaty abolishing demand upon
the United States .for tribute, and giving up all prisoners. He made arrangements to

the same effect with the rulers of Tunis and Tripoli, and thus put an end to the enslav-
ing of the Americans by the corsairs of those countries. In Nov., 1815, he was made
navy commissioner, holding the office until his death, which occuiTed in a duel with
commodore James Barron.

DECAZES, Elie, Due, 1780-1860; a French lawyer and statesman. He was secre-
tary to Letitia Bonaparte, but went over to the Bourbons in 1814, and became prefect
of police in Paris. In 1815, he was made minister of police; in 1818, minister of the
interior; and in 1819, prime-minister. In 1820, he was appointed ambassador to Eng-
land. He was a strong opponent to the extreme measures of the government during
the reign of Charles X., and after 1830 adhered to Louis Philippe.

DECEN'NIAL GAMES, celebrated in Komc once in ten years, commemorating the
nominal refusal of Augustus to be emperor for life, and his preference for re-election
once in ten years. They were kept up as a popular amusement until the last days of
the empire.

DE CHARMS, Richard, 1796-1864; b. Philadelphia, author and clergyman. He
was a Swedenborgian pastor in Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. " He estab-
lished the New Jerusalem Magazine, the first three numbers of which he set up in type
and printed, hnviug been a printer. He w^as editor of the Precursor and lite Xeic
Churcliinan. His principal work is Th^ New Chvrchinan E.vtra, a treatise on polemics
^nd church history.

DE'CIUS MUS, PuBLius, father, .«on, and grandson, all Roman consuls and myth-
ical heroes. It is told of the first two that before a battle which might be decisive they
had visions simultaneous in time and import, that one of them must be devoted to the
infernal gods. Instead of casting lots to decide which, they agreed that the infernal
aods should have the man whose columns first wavered in the fight. The columns of
Decius wavered first, and rushing upon the enemy in a spirit of self-immolation he
perished. But a moment afterwards his men recovered and won the victory. Similar
stories are told of the third, and of some others of the familv.

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, A3IERICAN, agreed upon July 4, 1776,
by the thirteen American colonies then in revolt again.st England. Its history is brief
but important. Earl}- in 1776, the delegates in congress from 3Ia>sachusetts were
directed to vote for independence of England. Soon afterwards several other colonies
sent similar instructions. "Washington wrote: " A reconciliation with Great Britain is

impossible. When I took command of the army I abhorred the idea of independence;
but I am now" fully satisfied that nothing else will save us.'' Pennsylvania and New
York were the last to acquiesce in the demand for a declaration. The tenor of these
instructions to the delegates from their constituents was in favor of cutting loose from
Great Britain entirely and forming an independent government. June 7, 1776, Richard
Henry Lee moved in congress that " these united colonies are and of right ought to be
free and independent states." Four days later the motion was adopted, and two com-
mittees were raised to present a declaration and the plan of a confederation. On the
declaration committee were Jeff'erson, Franklin, John Adams, and Roger Sherman.
They reported June 28, but action was delayed, as the New York and "Pennsylvania
congressmen having received no special instruction, thought they had no authority to

vote for the declaration. The Declaration of Independence was drafted by Thomas
Jefferson, and but very slightly changed from his copy. When it came up for final

action it received the vote of" every delegate. The vote was taken by colonies, and
ever}' colony gave unanimous approval. It was immediately signed by the names of
56 members present, and as soon as the slow means of printing and circulating in those
days could spread it, it went forth not only as the defiant answer of the colonies to the
demands of the mother country, -but as a claim for the political emancipation of man-
kind. It ought to be known by heart by every boy and girl in America. Not many
years ago the reading in full of the Declaration of Independence was considered as

necessary in any social celebration of the 4th of July as a prayer in religious services;
but in these days, partly from carelessness, but more from the large infusion of for-

eigners whose habits and ideas have greatly modified the ]n"imitive notions of our
-own people, the custom has fallen into disuse.'

DECLARATION oy INDEPENDENCE, ISIecklenbikg. See Mecklenburg,
Dkct.aration of Indkpkndence.
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DECLARATION of PARIS, a protocol signed by the ropresento.tives of all the
powers present at tiie congress of Paris in ISoO, and subsequently accepted as a binding
engag<?meut of public law by all the other powers (except the United States, Spain, and
Mexico) for the purpose of settling and defining certain rules of maritime law, in time
of war, on points of great moment to belligerent and neutral states. The four prop-

ositions agreed to were: 1. Privateering is and remains abolished, 2. The neutral tlag

covers enemies' good, with the exception of contraband of war. 3. Neutral goods,
with the exception of contraband of war, are not liable to capture under an enemy's
flag. 4. Blockades, in order to be binding, must be effective—that is to say, main
tained by a force sufficient readily to prevent access to the coast of the enemy. (From
Encyclopedia Britannica.)

DECLINOMETER. See Declination Needle, ante.

DECO'RAH, a city, the seat of justice in Winneshiek co., Iowa, on a branch of the
Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad; and on the upper Iowa river; pop. '75, 2,596. It is

the seat of the Norwegian Lutheran college, and has many important manufactures.

DECRE'TALS {ante) are the answers sent by the pope to applications made to him
as the head of the church, chiefly hy bishops, but also by synods, and even by private

individuals, for guidance in cases involving points of doctrine or discipline. In the

early days of the church these replies, as circulated through the various dioceses, fur-

uislfed precedents to be observed in analogous circumstances. From the 4tli c. onward
they formed the most prolific source of canon law. False Decretals is the term
applied to what are supposed to be some of the most famous of literary forgeries,

including a collection of papal letters, canons, etc., of which some are probably genuine,

but the greater part spurious. The first edition appeared about the middle of the 9th c,
and from the preface is supposed to be the work of Isidorus Mercator, a fictitious name
thought by some to indicate bishop Isidore, of Seville. After the preface and some
minor apocryphal documents, the first part contains 50 of the apostolic canons, and 60
spurious decretals from Clement (101 A.D.)to Melchiades (314), .chronologically arranged.

The second part consists chiefly of canons taken from the Hispania, a collection made
towards the close of the 7th century. The third part contains 35 fictitious decretals.

These false decretals vrere received everj^where as true, until cardinal Nicolas de Cusa,

in the 15th c, first expressed doubts of their genuineness. They were fiercely attacked

by the reformers, and not long afterwards the stigma of "false" was fairly fixed upon
them,

DECU'RIO, a Roman cavalry officer, commanding 10 men. Decuriones Munici-
I'ALEs were Roman provincial magistrates who had the same power in free and corporate
towns as the senate had in Rome. At first numbering 10, as their name implies, they
frequently numbered 100 in later times. Their duty was to watch over the interests of

their fellow-citizens, and increase the revenues of the commonwealth. They were
required to be 25 years of age, and to possess a certain income.

DECUSSATION, in anatomy, the crossing of nervous filaments. Certain fibers of
the anterior pyramids and lateral columns of the medulla oblongata are so crossed freely

from side to side ; so that disease on one side of the brain often leads to paralysis on
the other side of the body.

DEDIIAM, the seat of justice of Norfolk co,, Mass., on Charles river, 10 ul s.w. of

Boston; pop. '70, 7,342. There is railroad connection with Boston and Providence. By
a canal from the Charles to the Nepouset river ample water-power is obtained for a
number of important manufactories. The court-house is a handsome granite building.

Dediiam is a favorite i)lace of residence for business men of J^oston.

DEDICATION, in literature, the address of a book, or any literary work, to a])erson

or party; tide Shakespeare's note to the right honorable Henry Wriothesly prefaced to-

VemiH and Adonis. The custom is as old as literature, and doubtless originated in :u

desire to win the favor of some powerful patron. Occasionally may be found such a
dedication as "To My Mother," or "To My Wife," but usually they are to public persons

Of late years the custom has to a great extent fallen into disuse, as not accordant with
tlie independent spirit of our times.

DEEMS, CiiAULKs F., d.d., 1). lialtimore, 1820; a graduate of Dickinson college

1839. and not long afterwards agent in North Carolina lor the American Bible society.

In 1840, he accepted the professorship of logic and rhetoric in the university of that

state. In 1846, he was a Methodist preacher at New B(M*ne, and delegate to the general

conference. He was for five years jtrincipal of the 'Gainsboro college for women; he-

was presiding elder of the Wilmington and New Berne; dislricis 1858 to 1865. In 1865,

h(! went to New York, where lie was employed in journalism, and took great interest in

the founding of the " (yhunth of the Strangers" (undenominational), of which he became
and still remains [)astor, with great success in a peculiar field. He lias published Annals:

of ,Souther /I. Afcf/todmn; Life of Jen}/s; The If(nne Altar; etc.

DEEP BOTTOM, on the n. side of James river, 12 m. by land and 20 by water
below Richmond, near the l)attle-ground of Malvern hill. Several important action)^

were fought near this point in 1864, generally resulting favorably t(; the unionists.
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DEEP RIVER, a tributary of Cape Fear river, North Carolina, rising in Guilford
CO., and running through Randolph and Chatham counties to join the Haw. Its length
is about 120 m., and it is navigable as far as the coal-mines. The coal-beds in its vallej''

have been long known, but little worked. Their productive area is more than 40 sq.m.,
and the total deposit estimated at 240,000,000 tons. The coal is in part highly bitumi-
nous, in part semi-bituminous, in part anthracite ; all good. In places it is metamorphosed
into graphite. Iron and copper ores are found near the coal.

DEERFIELD, a t. on the Connecticut river, in Franklin co., Mass., on the Con
necticut River railroad, 90 m. w. by n. from Boston; pop. '70, 3,632. The village
is regularly built and well shaded. There is a bridge over the Deerfield river,

and some hills near by give extended and beautiful views. The place, or rather
the vicinity, was settled in 1670, and five years later was the scene of an Indian massacre
in which capt. Lathrop and 84 men were caught in ambuscade and 76 of them
killed, the captain included. In the winter of 1704, the French and Indians fell upon
Deerfield, burned all except the church and one house, killed 36 people, and carried
the remainder, 108, into captivity. They were hurried off towards Canada, but many
were killed or died on the way. The survivors were liberated in 1706, but a daughter
of Mr. Williams, the minister, refused her liberty, and married an Indian chief.

DEER GRASS, plants of the order nielastomacem, eight species of which are found
in the United States. The liov/ers are conspicious and showy, having bright purple
petals. It is sometimes called the "meadow beauty."

DEER ISLE, a t. in Hancock co.. Me., 130 m. from Portland, embracing Great and
Little Deer and other islands, and having important fisheries, especially of lobsters.

Pop. '70, 3,414.

DEER LODGE, a co. in n.w. Montana, bordering on British America; 15,300
S(i.m. ;

pop. '70, 4,367. It is the richest mining section in the territory, and is also well
adapted to grazing. Co, seat, Deer Lodge.

DE FACTO, a Latin phrase much used in English to express "in reality," or pos-
session. A king de facto is one actually ruling, although the place may rightfully belong
to another, wiio therefore is king dejure.

DEFFAND, Maria de Vichy-Chamkokd, Marquise du. 1697-1780: a leader in the
fashionable literary society of Paris during the greater part of the 18th century. She
was born of a noble family in Burgundy, and educated in a convent in Paris, and soon
developed the cynical and skeptical turn of mind which so well suited the part she
was afterwards to fill in the philosophical circles of the capital. At the age of 21. her
parents married her to the marquis du Deffand, without consulting her inclinations.

The union was unhappy, and a separation soon followed. Young and beautiful, she
did not, according to the common belief, keep herself uncontaminatcd b}' the abounding:
vices of the age, and it Avas said that she was for a time the mistress of the regent. A
reconciliation with her husband was made, but of short duration. Without heart and
without enthusiasm, she was incapable of any strong attachment; but her intelligence,

her cynicism, and her espn'f, made her the center of attraction to a circle which included
nearly all the famous philosophers and literary men of Paris, besides not a few distin-

guished visitors from abroad. In 1752, she became blind, and took up her abode in

apartments in the convent of St. Joseph, her rooms having a separate entrance from the
street. This became the frequent resort of such men as Choiseul. Bouflers, Montes-
quieu, Voltaire, D'Alembert, David Hume, and Horace Walpolc. In 1764, the society

was divided into two parties by the defection of her companion. Mile, de L'Espinasse,
who took with her D'Alembert and several others. Madame Deffand had most alfiuity

of nature with Walpole, who made several visits to Paris for the purpose of enjoying her
society, and who maintained a close and interesting correspondence with her for 18^

years. Of her innumerable witty sayings, the best known is her remark on the cardinal

de Polignac's account of St. Denis' miraculous walk of two miles with his decapitated
head in his hands: " It is only the first step that costs."

DEFIANCE, a co. in n.w. Ohio, on the Indiana border, intersected by the Miami
canal, and the Toledo, Wabar'^ and Western railroad; 414 sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 15,719. The
surface is level and timber is abundant. Chief productions, w^heat, corn, oats, butter,

wool, tobacco, etc. Co. scat. Defiance,

DEFIANCE, avillao-e and seat of justice of Defiance co,, Ohio, on the Maumee
river, at the junction of the Auglaise, 50 m, n,w. of Toledo, Avith which it is connected

by rail; pop.' '70, 2,750. There are several flouring mills and other important manufac-

turing establishments.

DE FOREST, John William, b. Conn., 1826. While yet young, he passed several

years in Europe and western Asia. In the war of the rebellion he served as captain

of volunteers, and was promoted to major. For a time he was commander of what was
known as a " Freedman's bureau district." Among his books are Oriental Sketches;

European Acquaiittancex; SeacUff; The Wetherel Affair; Miss Ravenel; Overland; and
Kate Beaumont,
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DEFKEGGER, Franz, an Austrian painter; b. 1855, at Stronach, in the Tyrol. Ho
:gavc early evidence ol" talent, but had no opportunity for instruction till 1860; when, after
studying drawing with the sculptor Stolz at Junsbrack, he was admitted to the Munich
academy of tine arts, and afterwards, 1863-65, pursued his studies in Paris. In 1867, he
began a scries of paintings illustrating scenes of everyday life in the Tyrol that liave

ju-stly made him famous. Among the best known are: ""The Forester Returning Home
for the Last Time;" " Wrestlers'' in the Tyrol;" *'The Poachers;" "Dancing on the

Alin;" and " The Last Call of 1809." He stands high among living genre painters.

DEFTER DAR, a title of the Turkish minister of finance, who has a seat in the

divan and disburses the public monc}'. The title may be translated "book-keeper."

DEGER, Ernst, b. 1809; a German painter who studied at Dusseldorf under Von
Schadow. He painted the frescos in the church of Apollonaris on the Rhine: on the

completion of which William IV. employed him to adorn the cliapel in the castle of

Stolzenfels. He has held for a number of years a professorship in the academy of fine

.arts in Munich.

DE grey. Earl. See Ripon, Marquis of.

DE HAAS, Maurice, f.ii., a Dutch painter, b. Rotterdam, 1830, a pupil of Lewis
Meyer. In 1859, he emigrated to New York, where he soon gained a high reputation.

Marine views are his /<9?*^^. His best known American picture is "Farragut Passing

the Forts."

DEHRA DUN, a district in British India in the Meerat division of the lieutenant-

o-overnorship of the north-western provinces, between 29' 57' and 30^ 59' n., and 77 31'

and 78' 23' east. The valley (dun) of the Dehra has an area of 673 sq.m., in the form of

a parallelogram running 45 m. from n.w^ tos.e., and 15 m. broad. The Ganges bounds

the valley on the e. and the Jumna on the w^est. The agricultural products are tea,

rice, oil seeds, millet, garden crops, etc. ; pop. '72, 116,953, nearly all Hindus. (From
Eiieydop(Rdia Britan nica.)

DI^ISM, or Thkism {ante), is a term not so much used in religious distinction now
as it was a century ago. Those wdio embrace the views of God which that term implies

now generallj' take name of freethinkers, rationalists, or liberals. Thc)^ differ very widely

from each other in many particulars, agreeing onl}^ in their belief in the existence of

God, and in their denial'that the Bible is an infallible revelation of his will. They are

often called "infidels" by way of reproach. Thomas Paine, who wrote in the latter

part of the 18th c, was the most eminent champion of deism in the United States. See

Rationalism, ante.

DEJANI'RA, or Deianeira, in Greek mythology, daughter of a king of J^^tolia, and

wife of Hercules, She soaked her husband's tunic in the blood of Nessus, the centaur,

and Hercules was thereby poisoned. He could not endure the agon}--, and threw him-

self on a funeral pile, and perished,

DE JURE. See De Facto.

DE KALB, a co. in n.e, Alabama, on the Georgia border, intersected by the Ala-

bama and Chattanooga railroad; 720 sq.m.; pop. '70, 7,126—470 colored. The produc-

tions are wheat, corn, etc. There is good water-power, and much fine scenery. Co,

seat, Lebanon.

DE KALB, a co. in n.w. Georgia, on the Chattahoochee, traversed by the Atlanta

and Richmond, and the Georgia railroad; 291 sq.m.; pop. '70, 10,014—2,662 colored.

Surface elevated and uneven, witli very rich soil in the valley of the river. Produc-

tions, wheat, corn, cotton, etc. Iron and granite; are abundant, and there are chaly-

beate spring's. Stone mountain in tlie e. ])art of the co. is one of the curiosities of the

state. Co. .seat, Decatur.

DE KALB, a co. in n. Illinois, crossed by the Chicago and Northwestern, and other

railroads; 648 sq.m.; pop. '70, 23,265. It lias a rolling surface and fertile soil, mostly

<)i prairie, producing wheat, corn, oats, barley, fiax, wool, butter, cheese, etc. Co. seat,

>)ycamore.

DP^ KALB, a co, in n.e. Indiana, on the Ohio border, drained by the St. Joseph's and

smaller rivers, and intersected l)y several railroads; 346 sq.m; pop, '70, 17,167; in '80,

20,163. The surface is undulating and the soil fertile. Agricidture is tlie main busi-

ness. Co. seat, Auburn.

DE KALB, a CO. in n.w. Missouri, drained by tributaries of the Platte, reached by

the St. Louis and Denver railroad; 441 sc} m.
;
pop. '70, 9.858—122 colored. The surface

is level and the soil fertile; productions, agricultural, ('o. seat, Maysville.

DE KAF.B, a co. in n. Tennessee; 300 sq.m.; pop. '70. 11,425—1104 colored. The

surface is diversified and the soil fruitful; productions, agricultural. Co. seat, Smith-

ville,

DE KALB, JoM.N, liaron, 1732-80; a native of Al.sace, and a gen. in the American

nrmy of tht; revolution. \\v was sent, in 1762, by France to the American colonies as

her unavowed agent. He was in the French army w lien he engaged to .serve In the

<;ause of the Americans. The next year he accompanied Lafayette to America, was by
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congress made maj.gen., and was in the army under Washington. He served in New
Jersey and Maryland; was second in command under. Gates; led the Maryland and
Delaware troops in the battle of Camden, where he received eleven wounds, and died
three days afterwards. His memory is held in honor.

DE KOVEN, James, d.d., 1831-79; b. Conn. ; an Episcopal clergyman and bishop;
graduated at Columbia college, and at the general theological seminar}' of New York in

1854. lie was rector in Wisconsin for live years. In 1875, he was elected bishop of
Illinois, but in consequence of liis extrenre high-churcli views he was not consecrated.
In 1878, lie was chosen assistant-rector of Trinity church. New York, but declined to

leave his work as dean of Racine (Wis.) college. He declined a call to Philadelphia
also for the same reason. De Koven was especially conspicuous in the debates at the

national Episcopal convention in New York in 1874. His whole course showed great
religious fervor and earnestness.

DELAFIELD, Richard, 1798-1873; b. N. Y., graduate of West Point. In 1864,,

he was chief of engineers, with the rank of brig.gen. He was employed on tlie northern;

boundary surveys, in building fortifications, and river and harbor improvements, and
in making roads and canals. He was president of the military commission to the-

Crimea in 1854-56. When the rebellion began, lie was on the staff of the governor-
of New York, and afterwards had charge of the engineering bureau of the war depart-
ment; retiring, 1866, with the rank of brevet maj.gen. He was a regent of the Smith-
sonian institution.

DE LANCEY, James, 1703-60; b. N. Y. ; son of a French Huguenot; graduated
at Cambridge, England. He was for many years chief justice of the supreme court of

New York, and for several years lieutenant-governor of the colony. He was one of the
founders of Columbia college.

DE LANCEY, William Heathcote, d.d., ll.d., d.c.l., 1797-1865; b. N. Y.,
graduate of Yale; student of theology under bisliop Hobart. He was assistant to bishop
White, of Philadelphia, and secretary to the house of bishops in the general convention
of the Episcopal church in the United States. In 1828, he was provost of the university
of Pennsylvania, and in 1833 assistant minister in a church in Philadelphia. In 1838, he
was chosen bishop of the western diocese of New York. In 1853, he was a delegate from
the Episcopal bishops of the United States to England, and was honored with tlie degree
of D.C.L. from Oxford university.

DELANE, William Augustus Fkedekick, 1793-1857; an English journalist for

many years the financial editor and manager of the London Times. He was the father
of John Thaddeus (q.v., ante), who became the editor of tliat journal.

DE LA RAME', Louisa (Ouida, pseud.) b. 1840, in Bury St. Edmunds, England, of
French descent on the father's side. When a child she was taken to London, and at a
precocious age began to write for periodicals. AVhile yet under age, she commenced
her first novel in Colburn's New Monthly Magazine. The' work is now known as Held in

Bondage. Novel after novel followed in rapid succession, until she was known far and
wide as one of the most prolific autliors in the world. The signature '* Ouida" is lier

own pronunciation when a child of her name, Louisa. She resides near Florence, Italy.

Her writings, though widely popular, and showing much facility and some skill, are, as
a whole, not held in high estimate by thoughtful critics.

DE LA RIVE, Augusts, 1801-73; a Swiss physicist who devoted much attention to

researches in electricity. At the age of 22, he was appointed to the chair of natural
philosophy in the Geneva academy. One of his specialties was an endeavor to deter-

mine the heat of the earth's crust, for which purpose he took advantage of an artesian
well of 700 ft. deep, and his observations were adopted by Poisson as the basis of his

calculations. The name of De La Rive is associated with original discoveries in con-
iu'( lion with magnetism, electric dynamics, the connection of magnetism with electric-

ity, the properties of the voltaic arc, and the passage of electricity through extremely
rarefied media. He published a complete treatise on electricity, wiiich is accepted as a
standard work. In 1864, he received the highest honor open to the scientific men of
Europe in his nomination as one of the eight foreign associates of the French academy.

DE LA RUE, Warren, ph.d., b. Island of Guernsey, 1815; educated in Paris; an
inventor. Among his inventions are processes for utiliziug earth-oils, machinery for

printing surface-coloring paper, for pasting cards, and for folding envelopes. He has
been very successful in applying photography to the recording of celestial phenomena,
particularly in eclipses of the sun.

DELAUNAY, Charles Eugene, 1816-72; a French astronomer, educated at the

polytechnic school, the first one to whom the Laplace prize was awarded. He became
a professor of mechanics, and in 1855, a member of the academy. He was chosen a mem-
ber of the royal astronomical society of London in 1869. The next year he was the suc-

cessor of Leverrier in the Paris observatory, and a j'ear later received the professorship

of astronomy and geology in the polytechnic school. He published a number of valu-

able treatises.
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DELAWARE {ante), the "diamond ?;tatc." popularl}- so-called from its ?;ize aiul

shape, was named after lord De La ^Van•, an early colonial ijovernor oi Viriiinia, \v]io

sailed up the bavin 1610. thouirh Henry Hudson had preceded him by nearly a year.

In 1630, the Dutch planted a small colony near cape Henlopen, but the Indians drove

them out three years later. In 1637, ther^e. came a colony of Swedes and Finlanders,

who bought land and built a fort on Christiana creek, named the country New Sweden,
and a little later put up a fort on the island of Tinnicum, only a few miles below Phihi-

delphia. This was considered by the Dutch of Xew Amsterdam an invasion of tiieir

territory, and they set up fort Casimir, near the site of the present New Castle, only 5

m. from the Swedish fort. The Swedes took fort Casimir in 1654, but the next year the

Dutch seized the whole country, and sent to England all the colonists who refused allegi-

ance to Holland. When New York came under the English government, in 1664, the

Delaware settlements were claimed for the duke of York, and also by lord Baltimore for

Marvland. But William Penn, soon after he settled Pennsylvania, purchased the duke's

right, and effected a compromise with Baltimore, so as to add the Delaware settlements

to" Pennsylvania; and for 20 years they were governed as a part of that state, under the

name of the "territories, or tliree lower counties on the Delaware," each county sending

six representatives to the general assembly. In 1703, Delaware set up for herself so far

as to establish a separate legislature, but the rule of the Pennsylvania governor was con-

ceded on the ground of proprietary rights, until the period of the revolution, when the

state became independent. While the^other colonies suffered severely by Indian forays

and Avars, Delaware was almost exempt, being in a corner by the sea, out of the path of

such trouble. Her men were found, however, on the side of England in the French

war; and in the revolution, the soldiers of this little colony were foremost in good ser-

vice, and the "Blue Hen's chickens," as the Delaware volunteers were called, were

among the best and bravest of Washington's troops. The post-revolutionary history of

Delaware has been uneventful.

Next to Rhode Island, Delaware is the smallest of the United States, having only

2,120 sq. miles. Texas alone would make 130 Delawares. The surroundings are IVIary-

land on the s. and w. ; Pennsylvania on the n. , and New Jersey, Delaware bay, and the

ocean on the east. There are no mountains in the state, and, except in the northern

portion, the surface is uniformly level, and generally sandy. Of the numerous small

streams, only Christiana creek is available for large vessels, and that only to Wilmington,

the most important harbor in the state. The only other harbors are Lewes and New
Castle. There ;ire some swampy districts, but in the main the soil is firm, warm, and
fertile, and the climate equabk^ and salubrious, though there is occasional malarial

trouble around the wet regions. AVild animals are almost extinct; but the shores of the

bay are the resort of wild geese, teal, and ducks. The peach and apple crop, and small

berries, are the great staples of the state. There are more than 5,550,000 peach trees, occu-

pying 55,000 acres of the richest soil. The shipment of peaches by the Delaware railroad

was, in 1870, 2,707 car-loads, and in 1877, 4,248 car-loads, of 500 baskets to a car—or
2,124,000 baskets for the last year named; besides this, 20 per ct. of the crop is shipped

by boats. The crop is exceedingly variable, some years falling off 60 to 80 per cent.

Large quantities of strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries also are sent to market,

amounting to more than 5,000,000 quarts in the brief season of six or seven weeks.

There is some foreign commerce direct from Wilmington, but such trade is generally

through Baltimore or some northern port. Wilmington has a coast line of steamers to

New York. Dover is the capital of the state; Wilmington, at the junction of the

Brandywine and Christiana creeks, where they empty into the Delaware, is the largest

and most important city; and New Castle and Smyrna are the next largest places.^ The
townships bear the name of "hundreds," as anciently in England. The state is divided

into three counties, Kent, Newcastle, and Sussex, each having the same numerical rep-

resentation in the legislature. This may have been equitable at first, but it is so no
longer; since the county of Newcastle, at the northern end of the state, of which Wil-

mington is the capital, contains a larger population than both the other counties put

together, and is at the same time more enterprising, intelligent, and prosperous than

they. As the two smaller counties are not inclined to surrender their political advan-

tages, controling, as they do, the legislature of the state by a minority of the pojmlar

.vote, it is not easy to see how this wrong is to be righted. The population of the coun-

f
tics bythecensusof 1870 was— Kent, 29,804; Sussex, 31,696; Newcastle, 63,515; majority

f of the latter over the two former, 2,015, which is likely to be largely increased by the

census of 1880. Of the total population of the state in 1870, 102,221 were whites, and
22,794 colored; 115,879 native, and 9,135 foreign born; 62,628 males, and 62,387 females.

There were 22,900 familif's, and 22,577 dwellings. It also appears from the census of

1870, that of thf; i)Oi)ulation of tlie state 10 years old and over, 15,973 were engaged in

agriculture, 11,389 in professional and personal oc-cupations, 3,437 in trade and trans-

porUition, and 9,514 in manufactures and mining. The; number of acres of improved land

was 698.115; busliels of wheat raised, 895,477; of rye, 10,222. Other agricultural pro-

ductions, such as oats, barley, buckwheat, sweet potatoes, tlax, hay. butter, etc., were

in fair proportion to the above staples. Tlie farms of the state were valued at $46,712,870.

The number of manufacturing establishments was 800. with 164 steam engines of 4.313

liorse power, and 234 water wheels of 4,220 liorso power; work i)eople employed, 9,710,
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of whom 1200 were females; capital invested, $10,839,093; wages paid, nearly $4,000,000;
value of raw materials, over $10,000,000; of products, nearly $17,000,000. Chesapeake
and Delaware baj^s are connected by a canal large enough for coasting vessels. There
are in the state li national banks, with capital exceeding $1,000,000; also several state

banks, with considerably less capital, and a nvimber of insurance companies. There are

several iron mines in Newcastle county, bog iron ore is found in the swamps, and shell

marl is abundant. The debt of the state in 1872 was $1,325,000, mainly incurred during
the rebellion. Popular education has been nmch neglected. Of the total population in

1870 (125,015), 11,280 whites, and 11,820 blacks, 10 years old and upwards, could not
write; while 19,680, whites and blacks, could not read. The state has a fund of $452,419
for the support of free schools. There is no state or county superintendence, the school
districts acting severally, according to their pkasure in maintaining schools. The
advantages of the schools are confined to the white children, the state making no pro-

vision for the instruction of colored children. There is, however, a charitable organiza-
tion which supported 20 schools for colored children in 1871. According to the census
of 1870, 19,965 children attended school during the year. There were 326 schools of all

kinds, with 107 male, and 281 female teachers. In the city of Wilmington, at the

northern end of the state, the interests of education are better cared for than elsewhere,
and if Newcastle county were represented in the legislature in proportion to her popu-
lation, the whole tone of legislation on this subject would be very speedily changed.
The Delaware state normal university, in Wilmington, the charter of which was repealed
in 1871 for political reasons, had, in 1871-72, 11 instructors and 221 students. TheWes-
leyan female college in the same place is prosperous; and Delaware college in Newark,
open to both sexes, in 1872 had 10 instructors and 105 students, with a library of 6,000
volumes. To this institution has been given the congressional grant of 90,000 acres of

the public lands for an agricultural department; which has been duly organized. The
number of libraries in the state in 1870 was 473, containing 183,423 volumes. Of these

221 with 91,148 volumes, were private. The number of church organizations was 267,

of church edifices, 252; the Methodists (173 churches), Presbyterians (32 churches), and
Episcopalians (29 churches), being the most numerous denominations. The number of
newspapers and periodicals in 1870 was 17, with an aggregate circulation of about
21,000. The railroads of the state are: Delaware, from Delaware Junction to Maryland
line, 84 m. ; Junction and Delaware Breakwater, from Harrington to Lewes, 40 m.

;

Smyrna and Delaware Ba}^ from Pierson's Grove to Murray's Junction, 20 m. ; Dela-
ware Western, from Wilmington to Lundonburg, Pa., 20 m. ; Breakwater, and Frank-
ford and Georgetown, Shelbyville to Georgetown, 19 miles.

The constitution gives the franchise to white male citizens (to colored also since the

15th amendment to tlie federal constitution) who have lived a year in the state and a

month in the county, and paid certain taxes. Elections and legislative sessions are

held biennially. There is a senate of nine members, three from each county, and a

house of representatives of 21—seven from each county, chosen for two years. Senators
must be 27 years of age or over, and be freeholders in their own counties; representa-

tives must be 24 or over, and both must have been citizens of the state three years, and
of the county one year to be eligible to seats in the legislature. Their pay is $3 per day
and mileage. The governor must be 30 years old, six years a resident, and 12 years a

citizen of the United States; he is not eligible for immediate re-election. There are

five judges, one of Miiom is chancellor, and one the chief justice. Ministers of the gos-

pel are not permitted to hold any civil office. The real property, stocks, plate, etc.,

owned b}^ a woman at her marriage are not subject to the husband's control or liable for

his debts; but a wife cannot make a conveyance without the husband's consent. Trea-
son, murder in the first degree, arson of a* dwelling, rape, and burglary at night with
intent to commit high crimes, are punishable with death. The whipping-post is in use
for petty offenders. Adultery by a wife, or impotence on either side, are causes for

divorce; and divorce may be granted for cruelt)^ abandonment, etc. The state has the

honor of being the first to ratify the federal constitution, Dec. 8, 1807. Though a slave-

holding state, she did not join in the rebellion of 1860. Many of her people were in

strong sympathy with the confederate cause, and some of them—how large a number is

unknown—privatelj' joined the rebel forces. On the other hand, the state furnished
the union army seven regiments of infantry, a battalion of cavalry, and two or three

batteries of artillery—in all. about 10,000 men. After the rebellion was subdued, the

the state, in conformity with the conditions of reconstruction, reluctantly acquiesced in

the freedom of her slaves, and permitted negroes to vote on the same terms with white
men. Until 1828, the presidential electors of Delaware were chosen by the legislature:

since then, thej' have been elected by the popular vote. In 1812, 1816, and 1820, Dela-
ware had 2 representatives in congress and therefore cast 4 electoral votes; but at

all other times, having but one such representative, she has had but three electoral votes.

The votes of the state for president and vice-president at the several elections have been
as follows: 1789, Washington and Jay; 1792, Washington and John Adams; 1796, John
Adams and Thomas Pinckney: 18()0, John Adams and Charles C. Pinckney; 1804.

Charles C. Pickney and Rufus King; 1808, Charles C. Pincknej' and Rufus King: 1812,

DeWitt Clinton and Jared Ingersoll; 1816, Rufus King and Robert G. Harper (one

vacancy); in 1820, Monroe and Daniel Rodney; 1824, for president, William H. Craw-
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lord 2. John Q. Adams 1 , vice-presideut, Clay 2, C'allioun 1 ; in 1828, John Q. Adams
and liichard l{ll^;h; 1833, Clay and John Sergeant; 1836, Harrison and Francis Granger;
1G40, Harrison and Tyler; 1844, Clay and Frelinghiiysen; 1848, Taylor and Fillmore:
1852, Pierce and William K. King; 1856, Buchanan and John C. Breckenridge; 1860,

John C. Breckenridge and Joseph Lane; 1864, no vote; 1868, Horation Seymour and
Francis P. Blair; 1872, Grant and Wilson; 1876, Tilden and Plendricks. Delaware has
furnished of federal officers, two secretaries of state, one of the treasury, and one attorney-

general. (For latest statistics, see Appendix.)

DELAWARE, a co. in e. Indiana, on While river, crossed by foui- railroads; 400
sq.m. ;

pop. '70, 19,030. The surface is level, and the soil fertile. Much of the co. is

still covered with forests. Productions, agricultural. Co. seat, Muncie.

DELAWARE, a co. in e. Iowa, crossed by two railroads; 576 sq.m.; pop. '75,

16,893. The surface is hilly and well supplied with water, although there is no large

stream. Productions, wheat, corn, oats, barley, cheese, butter, etc. Co. seat, Delhi.

DELAWARE, a co. in s.e. New York, bounded n.w. by the Susquehanna, inter-

sected by the Delaware river, and reached by the Erie and the Delaware and Susque-
hanna railroads; 1550 sq.m.; pop. '80, 42,660. The surface is hilly, but the lowlands
are exceedingly fertile. Lumber, which is floated or boated down the river, is one of
the leading industries. The other chief productions are butter, maple sugar, hops, corn,,

oats, buckwheat, etc. Co. seat, Delhi.

DELAW"ARE, a co. in central Ohio, on the Scioto and Olentaugy rivers, crossed by-

two railroads; 478 sq.m.; pop. 70, 25,175. Surface even; soil fertile. Productions,,

wheat, corn, oats, butter, wool, maple-sugar, flax, etc. Co. seat, Delaware.

DELAW^ARE, a co. in s.e. Pennsylvania, on the Delaware river, below Philadelphia,

crossed by several railroads; 108 sq.m.; pop. '70, 39,403. Its productions are mainly
vegetables, fruits, milk, butter, etc., for the Philadelphia market. Water-power is

abundant. In this section the original Swedish settlements were made. Co. seat.

Media.

DELAWARE, a city in Delaware co., Ohio, on the Olentangy river; pop. '70, 5,641.

It is pleasantly situated and neatly built; it is a place of considerable trade, and has a
number of manufactories. A medicinal spring is one of the attractions. It is the seat

of the Ohio W^esleyau university, organized 1842, and of the Ohio Wesleyan female col-

lege, begun 1863. There is a theological department connected with the university.

DELAWARE INDIANS (Indians, ante), a tribe of American Indians once very

important, dwelling in the region of the Delaw^are river, in Pennsylvania and New
York. They were called Lenno Lenape, from " Lenappi," a term for men in general,

applied by themselves to themselves. (Delaware is not an Indian word, as some think,

but from the name of lord de la Warr, one of the early governors of the colony of

Virginia.) The Delawares were among the earliest to become friendly and to trade

with the Dutch settlers of New York, and were generally on good terms with the whites.

After destroying one Swedish settlement, they became friendly with that people also,

and the Lutherans made some efforts to Christianize them. In 1741, the Moravians
established missions near Bethlehem and Nazareth, Pa. For a long period the Iroquois

held the Delawares in great contempt, stigmatizing them as women; but they fought

well enough on the side of the French at J>raddock's defeat and elsewhere. Long after-

wards, a number of the tribes, smarting under a sense of wrong in certain treaties with

tlie whites, took part with Pontiac in the Indian war in the north-west, and were among
those who besieged Detroit in 1763. They were defeated in the same year, and their

chief was killed. Not long afterwards the whites destroyed the Delaware villages on

the Susquehanna. Peace was made at fort Pitt in 1765, and the tribe began at once to

emigrate to the west, so that in 1768 there were none of them east of the Alleghanies.

The Moravian missionaries went with their flocks, and Christian Indians rapidly increased

along the Ohio; but tiie hostile feeling prevailed until the battle of Pleasant Point in

1774, when they were utterly scattered. In the war of the revolution most of the Dela-

wares took the English side, although a part of Uw. nation made a treaty with congress.

Tiie Christian Indians had settled on the Muskingum in 1772, forming three towns, one

of which was of Delawares only. They took no part in the war, but attended to their

farming until the P^nglish captured thein, 1781. and removed them to Sandusky. A part of

tho.sc; returned to save their crops, but were attacked by the Americans, who murdered

90 of them. The remainder lied to Canada. Tlu;se, with others, subsequently formed

the town of Fairfield on the Thames; only a few members of the tribe returning to the

Muskingum countrv. There wen; still many hoslih;, and these had a strong band of

warriors in the defeat r)f St. Clair in 1791. Pea(;e was made after Wayne's victory four

years later, and thenceforward from time to time t)ie tribe disposed of their lands ii

Ohio, and nearly all remained in Canada. In the war of 1812, they refused to join

Tecumseli, and nmiained friendly to Hk; United States. Even after this the Americans

destroyed th(;ir town in ('anada.
* In 1818, the Delawares, numbering about 1800, ceded

all their lands to the Cnited States, and removed to Missoini territory. Hy treaty in

1829, the mass of the nation, only 1000, were settled on the Kan.sas and the Missouri.

Here they suffered from the attacks of the Sioux and other wild tribes and the de])reda-
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tions of thieving white men. In the Kansas troubles they took no part. In the civil

war they sent 170 men to the union army, out of a total of 200 able-bodied warriors.

Being disturbed by the Pacific railroad, they sold their lands and moved to a location on
the Verdigris and Cane rivers. In 1866, a special treaty permitted them to become citi-

zens of the United States, and they elected so to do, since which time they have not

been regarded as a tribe. Their language was among the best known of aboriginal

tongues, and a number of educational and other works have been published in it.

DELAWARES. See Indians.

DELAWARE WATER-GAP, a pleasure resort on the Delaware river, reached by
the Delaware and Lackawanna railroad, 92 m. w. of New York. The river here makes
its way through the mountains in a narrow gorge, whose rocky sides rise almost 1200

ft. above the water; and the surrounding scenery is very fine.

DE LA WARR, or Delaware, Thomas West, Lord, d. 1618. He succeeded his

father as baron Delaware, 1602; became governor of Virginia, 1609; and landed at James-
town the next year, after a voyage of fifteen weeks. He was an able and energetic

officer, and infused new life into the colony, which had been badly managed. He founded
a colony at the mouth of James river, and built two forts, which he named Henry and
Charles, in honor of the king's sons. On a voyage to the West Indies for the benefit

of his health, he was driven by a storm into the river which now bears his name ; it

was called by the natives Chickohocki. In 1611, he returned to England, but in 1618,

in consequence of the tyranny of Argall, he was urgently besought to return. He com-
plied, but died on the voyage. He published A True Relation of the Counsell of Virginia.

DELEGATE, the title given to members of the first continental congress, 1774.

Representatives in the United States con.gress from the territories are still designated by
this term. They have seats, and the right of discussion, but have no vote. The term
is in common use to denote the members of partisan and religious conventions, and
indeed of almost all associate bodies representing a constituency.

DELEGATION, in civil law, an act by which a debtor, with the consent of a cred-

itor, procures another debtor in Iiis place, and is himself relieved from the charge. At
common law, it is the transfer of property from one person to another. Any person
may delegate to another authority to act for him in a matter which is lawful and other-

wise capable of being delegated. But the one to whom a power is delegated cannot
himself delegate that power to another, since the dqDendence of the party originally

delegating was upon him only, and not upon a third person.

DELESCLUZE, Louis Charles, 1809-71; a French politician, journalist, and agi-

tator, who took a prominent part in revolutionary conspiracies in the time of Louis
Philippe, in those of the republic of 1848, and of the empire. He was imprisoned for

one of his articles in the newspapers, and was once transported to Cayenne. In 1868,

he started the Remel newspaper, one of the most radical of prints. He was a conspicu-
ously desperate and reckless leader of the commune during the siege of Paris. He was
killed on a street barricade, whether by accident or design is not known.

DELFI'CO, Melchiorre, 1744-1835; an Italian writer on political economy. His
first publication was a vindication of marriage against the loose views then prevalent.

Another work, addressed to the king, had tlie effect of repealing vexatious restriction

on the sale and exportation of agricultural produce. Other reforms of importance were
due to his writings. During Joseph Bonaparte's brief reign he was councilor of state,

and was employed in reconstructing the judiciary. When Ferdinand was restored he
was made president of the commission of archives. He left a number of important criti-

cal works.

DELGA'DA, or Ponta Delgada, a city in St. Michael, one of the Azores, on the s.

side of the island; 37° 45' n., and 20° 40' w.
;
pop. 15,885. It has a large trade in fruit,

grain, etc.

DELIA, a festival of Apollo held in Delos. It included athletic and musical con-
tests, for which the prize was a branch of the sacred palm. The Athenians, who ascribed
its establishment to Theseus, took especial pains to maintain the splendor of this

festival.

DELISLE. See Lisle, Guillaume de.

DE'LITZSCH, Franz, b. 1813; a German theologian, educated in Leipsic; in 1846,
professor of theology at Rostock. In 1850, he became one of the strongest supporters
of what is called the Erlaugen school, or the strictest orthodox theology. He has
written much on theology, and on oriental philology. In 1863, in company with Kiel,

he began the preparation of a complete commentaryon the Old Testament. To profound
learning he adds critical acumen.

DE'LIUS, NiKOLAUS, b. Bremen, 1813; a graduate of Bonn, and since 1855 has held
the professorship of Sanscrit, and of Provengal and English literature, in that university.

He has published in German a critical edition of Shakespeare.

DEL NORTE, a co. in n.w. California, on the Oregon border and the Pacific

ocean, intersected by the Klamath river; 1440 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 2,022. The surface is

Am. Ad. I,—43
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mountainous, and mostly covered with timber. Gold and copper are plentiful. Agri-
culture is the chief business. Co. seat, Crescent city, on the Pacific.

DE LOUTHERBOURG, Philip James, 1740-1812; of a Polish family, but b. at
Strasburg, where he was naturalized, educated in the university, and intended for the
ministry. His inclinations, however, led him to painting, and he studied in Paris^

under Van Loo. He speedily made a name and won high rank. He was elected to the
French academy while under the required age. He had some eccentricities, which
constantly appeared in his work, especially in his titles, as, when he i)ainted a group of
asses he called them '* Father and Mother," " Little Fanfan," "Aunt and Uncle from
Brittany, Cousin Germain," and the "Perruquier of all the Family." He traveled in
Switzerland, Germany, and Italy, and became celebrated more for mechanical construc-
tion than for painting. • One of l^is mechanical contrivances w as a model theater, where-
he cleverly represented the moon and stars by lights, and running water by sheets of
metal and gauze with loose threads of silver. In London, he was employed by Garrick to
superintend the mechanism and scene-painting of Drury Lane, which he did with remark-
able success, making a new era in the adjuncts of the stage. The Christmas pantomime of
1781 introduced these novelties, to the surprise and delight not only of the public, but
also of artists. The green grass actually became russet, the moon rose and lighted the
edges of the passing clouds, and all England was captivated by effects which we now
scarcely notice. A still greater triumph was in his mechanical representation of the rise,

progress, and result of a storm at sea—the one which had just destroyed a great East
Indiamau. The same show gave "The Fallen Angels raising the Palace in Pande-
monium." At the same time his painting went on, and he produced "Lord Howe's
Victory off Ushant," and other large pictures for the Greenwich hospital gallery. His
restless spirit led him to dabble in magic, and he joined the famous Cagliostro for a time.

He sought the philosopher's stone, and found a reason for his ill-success in the fact that
a relative stole in upon him and broke his crucible at the critical moment.

DELPHINIA, a festival of Apollo, held annually on the 7th of April, at Athens,
where the god was styled Delphinios. All that is known is that a number of girls carry-
ing branches went in procession to the temple seeking to propitiate Apollo, it is sup-
posed because of his influence over the sea, as this was about the time of the yearlj
opening of navigation. (From EiicyclopcBdia Britannica.)

DELTA, a term applied to the land lying between the two or more mouths of a river,.

generally of triangular form, like the Greek letter J (delta). They are usually con-
stantly increasing alluvial deposits pushed out into the sea by the action of the rivers.

That of the Ganges is the largest, its base on the ocean being 200 m., and its sides about
equal. The deltas of the Nile and the Mississippi are also very large.

DELTA, a co. in Michigan, on lake Michigan and Green bay. indented by two other
bays, intersected by a branch of the Chicago and Northwestern railroad; 1500 sq.m. r.

pop. '74, 4,741. It is hilly, well wooded, and contains abundance of sandstone and
limestone. Co. seat, Escanaba.

DELTA, a co. in n.e. Texas, formed since 1870, lying on the forks of Sulphur river,

about 250 sq.m. The soil is good, producing cotton, corn, etc. Co. seat, Cooper.

DULUC, Jean Andre, 1727-1817; a native of Geneva, Switzerland, geologist and
meteorologist. He was a merchant until nearly 50 years of age; but within that time,
assisted by his brother, he collected a fine museum of mineralogy and natural histor}'.

After some political reverses he removed to England in 1778; where he was made a fellow
of the royal society, and appointed reader to queen Charlotte, a position held by him for
44 years, and affording him ample time for study. Later in life he traveled in the princi-

pal European countries, and made a geological tour of ICngland. He lived at the time
when modern science was first seriously questioning the literal meaning of the six dayK
of 24 hours each in the Mosaic account of creation; and he clung to the old idea, but
was obliged to fall back upon a theory of wonderful volcanic action to account for th«
existence of the present continents.

DEMATJES, a Grecian orator and demagogue of the 4th c. B.C.; a man of genius,
but entirely unscrupulous, and ready to sell iiis'political iiifiuonce to the best customer.
He was a favorite with Alexander, and for a bribe saved Demosthenes and other Athe-
nian orators from veiigejwice. He was dcprivcid of civil rights by the citizens of Athens,
but was restored on the approach of Anti|)at('r, and sent to him witii Phocion, as ambas-
sador. Antipater had no diniculty in ])ril)ing him; but on a later occasion he found
out his duplicity, and j)ut him with his son to death.

DEMARCATION, Link of, an imaginary line running due n. and s.,"3G0 m. w. of
the Azores, established by pope Alexander VI. in 1404. All new lands discovered e.

of this line were to belong to Portugal; all on the w. to Spain.

DEME'TRIUS T.,P<)LioKCETEs,King of Macedonia, sonof Antigonousand Stratonicr.
At the age of 22, his falh(;r sent him against Ptolemy, who had invaded Syria. He wu»
totally defeated near Gaza, ])ut soon repaired the misfortune by a victory over Cille«.

After other various successes, he led a fleet of 250 ships to Atiiens, and freed the peopl«
from the power of Cassander and Ptolemy, some time afterwards <l(>fcating Cassander
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at Thermopylae. In the next campaign, he completely destroyed Ptolemy's naval power.
In 301 B.C., he was defeated at Ipsus, and the fickle Athenians, who had worshiped
him as a god, now deserted and reviled him. The loss of his possessions in Asia recalled

him from Greece, and he established himself on the throne of Macedonia by the murder
of Alexander, the son of Cassander, 294 B.C. Afterwards he had a stormy reign, and
was finally forsaken in battle by his troops and made a prisoner, dying in confinement.

DEMETRIUS II., grandson of Demetrius Poliorcetes; king of Macedonia for ten

years. Little is known of his reign. He offered a slight opposition to the two patriotic

leagues, and wrested Boeotia from the ^tolians. He died 232 B.C.

DEMETRIUS I., Soter, King of Syria; sent to Rome as a hostage during the reign

of Antiochus Epiphanes. He escaped from confinement, and established himself on the
throne. He fell in battle against the usurper Balas about 150 B.C.

DEMETRIUS II., Nicator, son of Demetrius Soter, lived many years in exile, but
with the assistance of Ptolemy Philometer, whose daughter he married, he regained the
throne of Syria. He was soon expelled for cruelty and vices; and Antiochus, infant

son of Alexander Balas, was made king instead. After ten years of captivity, Demetrius
once more regained the throne; but his wife Cleopatra, indignant at his subsequent
marriasre with a daughter of the king of Parthia, caused him to be assassinated,

126 B.c^

DEMETRIUS III., Eucerus, called also Eugertes, and Philometer; king of Syria.

He recovered a part of his Syrian dominions, and held his court at Damascus. He
assisted the Jews against Alexander Jannceus. In attempting to dethrone his brother
Philip he was defeated by the Arabs and Parthians, and taken prisoner. 3Iithridates,

king of Parthia, kept him in confinement until his death.

DEMETRIUS, a sculptor of Attica, supposed to have flourished about 440 B.C. He
was so close an imitator of nature that he was censured for reproducing her imper-
fections.

DEMETRIUS op Byzantium, a peripatetic philosopher, supposed to have been the
man who dissuaded Cato from suicide. Some portions of his writings are said to have
been found at Herculanaeum.

DEMETRIUS of Sdnium, a cynic philosopher, disciple and afterwards antagonist
of Apollonius of Tyana. Caligula, being desirous of counting a philosopher among
his sycophants, sent a large bribe to Demetrius, who refused it, sa3'ing, " if Caligula
wishes to bribe me let him send me his crown." Vespasian banished him because of
his bitter speech. Seneca observes that nature made him to show mankind how an
exalted genius may live uncorrupted by the vices of the world.

DEMI-MONDE, the better class of courtesans in Paris and other cities, including a
class whose reputation is a little above these, and yet not good enough to warrant their

reception in strictly moral society. They are noticeable from the fact that the leaders
among them have been for years the dictators of the fashions for women's dresses in
Europe and America.

DEM'ING, Henry C, 1815-72; b. Conn.; graduate of Yale, and of Harvard law-
school; a lawyer and politician, who held a number of state otfices. He served in the
union army during the rebellion as a colonel of the 12th Connecticut volunteers, and
mayor of New Orleans. In 1864, he was a member of congress from Connecticut.

DEMMIT, a CO. in s.w. Texas, on the Neuces; 1050 sq.m.
;
pop. '70, 109. Timber

and water are plenty; stock-rai sing is the only business.

DEMOCE'DES, b. 550 B.C. ; a Greek physician. "While on a visit to Sardis, he was
seized by the Persians, and sent to the court of Darius, to whom he rendered such
medical assistance that he was allowed to accompany a part}' of Persians on a secret

mission to Greece. He managed to escape, or was rescued by his fellow-citizens. He
married a daughter of the wrestler Nilo.

DEMOCRACY {ante). The definition of this term mosr widely accepted in the
United States is embodied in the striking words of Abraham Lincoln: "A government
of the people, by the people, for the people." This definition is fluctuating on account
of the uncertain meaning of the word "people," which is generally used in a more or

less restricted sense. Strictly speaking, it might be held to include every person in the

jurisdiction, without distinction of age, sex, or class; but as a political term it is usually

taken to mean only the great body of adult male citizens. In the daj's of slavery, by a
mental reservation, negroes were generally excepted. Women and children, as well as

idiots and criminals, are also excluded; but it is now insisted by a strong and growing
party tliat the exclusion of women cannot be reconciled with the rational and consistent

interpretation of the word democracy. The rights of this class are already so far recog-

nized in some of the states that they are allowed to participate in the election of school
officers, and to serve on school committees and boards of charity. The tendency of the
times is undoubtedly towards a broader interpretation of the democratic idea, thourh
the movement in this direction meets with a stubborn resistance. The governmt:.; < i
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the United States is called democratic, as also are the governments of the states com-
posing the union; but they are only comparatively, not purely such. See Suffrage,
ante.

DEMOD'OCUS, a famous singer, who is represented by Homer as celebratmg at

the banquet of Alcinous the Greek heroes of the Trojan war. lie also sang the loves

of Venus and Mars. Some writers have represented him as a blind poet and musician
of Corc3'ra.

DEMOGORGOX, a mysterious and terrible being, referred to by the classical and
mediaeval writers, and in later poetr}'. He is to be the conqueror of Jupiter, and the

ancients avoided even the mention of his name.

DE^IO'XAX, a cynic philosopher of Athens, of the 2d c. a.d. He was a native of
Cyprus, highlj' honored while living, and at death publicly buried with great magnifi-
cence.

DE'MOS, a name applied first to the 100, and afterwards to the 174 districts into

which Attica was divided. They had each their own oflicers, assemblies, and religious

usages.

DE^IOS'THENES, a conspicuous Athenian gen. in the Peloponnesian war. He
was one of the commanders sent, 413 B.C., to reinforce Niceas at Syracuse; but he was
captured and put to death.

DEMPSTER, John, d.d., 1794-1863; a Methodist clergyman, a native of New York.
TThen young he was a peddler. At the age of 18 he was converted, and in 1816 he was
admitted to the general conference, prcacliing in various places in New York and
Canada. In 1835, he was a missionary' to Buenos Ayres. In 1842, he had charge of a
church in New York. In 1847, he founded the biblical institute which now constitutes

the school of theology of Boston university. In 1856, he established a similar institution

near Chicago. His Lectures and Addresses have been published.

DENDRO'BIUM, a genus of parasitical plants, almost entirely confined to tropical

Asia. The flowers are grotesque in form, but very beautiful, some of which are pur-

ple, some a deep yellow, and some green; and all are very fragrant. When artificially

raised they require a high temperature.

DENHAM, Dixox, 1786-1828; an English soldier and traveler. After the Napole-
onic wars he traveled in Europe, and in 1821, joined the English government expedition
to Africa under Clapperton. Denham himself explored the region around lake Tchad,
in 1823. In a fight with the Arabs he was wounded and separated from his company,
but found his way back after great suffering, reaching England in 1825. He published
Narrative of Travels and Discoveries in Noi^thern and Central Africa in the years 1822,

1823, and 1824.

DEXMAN, Thomas, Baron, 1779-1854; chief-justice of England; the son of a physi-

cian, educated at Cambridge. His success at the bar was rapid, and he speedily rose to

rank next to Brougham and Scarlett. His greatest point in advocacy was as counsel
for queen Caroline. In this trial he made the king his enemy, and thereby retarded his

own promotion. In 1818, he was elected to parliament, and took a seat with the whig
opposition. He remained in the commons until his elevation to the bench in 1832. In
1830, he was attorney-general under tlie Gray administration. Two years later he was
made lord chief-justice of the king's bench, and in 1834, was raised to the peerage. He
resigned the office of chief-justice in 1850, and retired to private life.

DENNER, Balthasak, 1685-1747; a German portrait-painter employed by Frederick
the great; went to England by invitation of George I., where he was not appreciated.
His chief peculiarity consisted in the fineness of his mechanical finish, whicli extended
to depicting even the almost invisible furze or hair growing on the smooth skin. Charles
VI. paid 4,700 florins for a " Head of an Old Woman" by this artist.

DENNIE, JosEPJi, 1768-1812; b. Mass.
;
graduated at Harvard in 1790. In 1795, ho

became connected wilh the Tablet, a Boston weekly journal; and the same year estab-

lished The Farmefs WcMij Museum at Walpolc, N. it., in wliich he published, over the
signature of " Tlie Lay Pnmcher," a series of papers which attracted universal attention.

In 1801, he began the Portfolio at Philadelphia, and adoj)ted the iiom de plume of
"Oliver Oidschool." This puljlication was the channel through which the letters of
many great men appeared.

DENNIS, a t. in Barnstable co., Mass., 65 m. s.e. of Boslon; pop. 70, 3,369. The
township extends (juitcj across the i)eninsuhi, and is intersecled by the Cape Cod rail-

road. Most of the people are engaged in ship-building, navigation, and fishing.

DEINT, a CO. m s.e. Missouri, reached by a branch of the Atlantic and Pacific rail-

road; 750sq,m.; pop. '70,6,357—31 colored. The soil is fertile; productions agricul-
tural. Co. seat, Salein.

DP2NTATUS, Mamus (or Marcub) Curiur, a Roman consul in the first half of the Scf

C. I5.C. He w;is made consul in 290. and conquered the S»imnit('S, he defeated Pyrrhus
in two important engagements in 275, and the next year niconquered tlie Samnites, and
also defeated Lucauiaus and Bruttians. At the close of his third term as consul hQ
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retired from public life and cultivated his farm. He was elected censor in 272, and
while in office built an aqueduct to bring water into the city, and a canal for draining
marshy land. Misname " Deutatus" was given because it was said that he was bom
with teeth.

DENTOX, a' co. in n.e. Texas, on the upper waters of Trinity river; 900 sq.m.

;

pop. '70, 7,251—500 colored. It is a prairie and forest region. Agriculture is the chief

business. Co. seat, Denton.

DENVER, the capital of Colorado, in Arapahoe co., on the South Platte river, about
15 m. from the eastern base of the Rocky mountains, at the junction of the Kansas
Pacific, Denver Pacific, Colorado Central, and Denver and Rio Grande railroads, 620 m. w.
of.Omaha; pop. '70, 4,759; '80, about 35,718. The city, 5,375 ft. above the sea, occupying
a series of levels rising gradually towards the mountains, commands a magnificent view
of the nearer plains and of peaks covered with perpetual snow. Its climate is delight-

ful. It is the commercial as well as the political capital of the state, and has had won-
derful growth. There are many manufactories, smelting and refining works, a United
States mint, and various public buildings. In 1858, there was not a human habitation

in the vicinity.

D'EOiST, Chevalier. See Eon, de Beaumont, ante.

DEPARTMENT is a word used to designate a subdivision of executive government,
under the control of a subordinate officer. In the United States, e.g., there are the

departments of state, justice, interior, war, navy, treasury, post-office, and agriculture.

In some of these departments the work, according to its character, is distributed between
different bureaus. The government itself is conducted in three separate departments,
each independent in its sphere, viz., the legislative, the judicial, and the executive. The
country is also subdivided into military departments, each under an officer appointed
by authority of the president.

DE PERE, a t. in Brown co., Wis., on Fox river, and the "Wisconsin Central, and
Chicago and Northwestern railroads; pop. '70, 3,834. There are two villages on oppo-
site sides of the river connected by a bridge of 1500 feet. The Milwaukee and North-
ern railroad passes along the river. In the villages are many manufactories.

DEPEYSTER, Arent Schuyler, 1736-^1832; an English soldier, native of New
York, holding command at Michilimacinac; througli whose exertions the Indians very

generally sided with the British during the revolutionary war. Late in life he resided

in Dumfries, Scotland, and was on terms of friendship with Robert Burns, who was a
private in De P.'s regiment of volunteers, and with whom he carried on a poetical con-

troversy in a newspaper. Burns dedicated to him his Poem on Life. He was a com-
missioned officer in the British army for 77 years.

DE PEYSTER, Johannes, d. 1685; one of the early settlers of New York, and
founder of a noted family. He was a French Huguenot. In New York he filled many
offices, including that of mayor.

DE PEYSTER, John Watts, b. New York, 1821; descendant of Johannes; a writer

on military and historical subjects; author of Life of General Tomtensen; The Dutch at

the North Pole; The Dutch in Maine; Early Settlernent of Acadia by the Dutch; TJie

Dutch in the Battle of the Baltic; History of Carusius; The Ancient, Medioival, and
Modern Netherlanders; Winter Cam^migns the Test of Generalship; Pi-actical Strategy;

Secession in Switzerland and the United States Compared; Decisive Conflicts of the^ late

Civil War; etc. De P. was active in introducing a paid fire department in New York.
His three sons, J. Watts, jr., Frederick, jr., and Jjhnston L., were gallant officers of

the union army in the war of the rebellion.

DEPORTATION, the forcible removal of a people from their country;: in former

times employed as a means of securing the fruits of conquest. In the Scriptures it is

recorded that not only the Jews, but other peoples Avere carried away captives. Ban-

ishment is still a method of punishing political offenders in France and some other

countries.

DEPPING, Georges Bernard. 1784-1853; a native of Westphalia, resident of

Paris; a writer on a wide range of subjects. Two of his juvenile works attained

wonderful popularity: Winter Evenings, including the instructions of a father to his

children on moral and scientific themes; and Beauties and Marvels of Nature in France.

He assisted Malte-Brun in his geographical works, and wrote a number of important

histories, books of travel, biographies, etc.

DEPRES, or DESPREZ, Josquin, 1440-1521 ; a French musical composer, of whose

life little is known. He was considered by his contemporaries to be the greatest master

of his age. Luther was among his admirers. His works consist chiefly of sacred

music.

DERAH, the Egyptian unit measure of length. The one most in use is 22.37 Eng-

lish in., or 57 centimeters. The derah is divided into the kadam, one half; iheabdat,

one sixth: and the kerat, one twenty-fourth. The derah by which dry-goods are sold is

25^ in., and tlie derah of Constantinople is 66.34 inchea
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DERBY, a t. in New Haven co., Conn., on the Ilousatonic river at the moutliof the
Nauixatuck; pop. '70, 8.020. The place is reached by the New Haven and Derby and
the Naugutuck railroads, and is approached by vessels drawing 10 ft. of water, ll con-
tains the villages of Birmingham and Ansonia.

DERMO-SKEL'ETOX, a term applied to the coriaceous, crustaceous, or osseous
integument that covers most invertebrate and some vertebrate animals. It serves as a

protT'ction for the soft parts of the body.

DERRY. See Londonderry, ante.

DESAGUADE'RO, a great plain between the e. and w. branches of the Bolivian
Andes, two thirds of it in Bolivia and one third in Peru, about 400 m. long by 30 to 80
in. wide. This plain is 13,500 ft. above the sea. The region is rich in silver, copper,

and tin, and there are probably other minerals. Thermal springs are a feature also.

There are but two seasons, dry and wet, answering to summer and winter. Not a tree

is to be seen. The lower valleys are covered witli luxuriant grass, and afford excellent

pasturage. Grain is not cultivated. Potatoes grow wild. The Indians make huts,

boats, mats, and other articles of convenience, from native rushes. Cattle, horses, asses,

and mules are plentiful. The most important animals are the guanaco, and the allied

genera of alpacas, llamas, and vicunas, all yielding valuable wool. Oruru is the most
important town.

DE SANCTIS, LuiGi, 1808-69 ; an instigator of the Protestant movement in Italy,

for several years a Roman Catholic professor of theology. In 1847, he established a
Protestant journal, the Ecodel Vcrite ; in 1868, he accepted the professorship of theology
in the Waldensiau seminary at Florence.

DflSAUGIERS, Marc Antoine Madeleine, 1772-1827; a French dramatist and
composer of songs; author of many dramas, including comedies, operas, and vaude-
villes, produced in rapid succession. His singing of his own songs made his company
greatly sought after. Late in life he undertook theatrical management, but with no
great success.

DESAL'LT, Pierre Joseph, 1774-95; a French anatomist and surgeon, who, when
but 20 years of age, opened a school in Paris, where his success excited the wonder and
jealousy of the established professors. In 1776, he was admitted a member of the
incorporation of surgeons, and successively held other positions of honor. In 1782, he
was appointed surgeon-major to the De la Charite hospital, and came to be regarded as

one of the first surgeons of the age. He next went to the hotel Dieu, and after Moreau's
death the surgical department of the hospital was intrusted to him. There he instituted

a Clinical school for surgery, and attracted pupils from all countries, often having audi-

ences of 600; and most of the surgeons of the period derived their knowledge in great
part from his lectures. He introduced many improvements in the practice and in sur-

gical instrument.s. During the revolution he suffered undeserved persecution, but was
afterwards restored to favor.

DES BARRES, JosErn Frederick Wallet, 1722-1824; an English scientist;

descendant of a Huguenot family which fled from France to England. He graduated
from tiie royal military academy at Woolwich, and was sent to America as a lieut.,

wiiere he was engaged in the French and Indian war. He was in the expedition against

Louisburg, and in the siege of Quebec was aid to Wolfe, who fell into his arms when
he received his death-wound. For some years afterwards Des Barres was charged with
important engineering surveys in Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and other Briti.sh colo-

nies, with a view of establishing a chain of military posts. He was al.so engaged in cor-

recting old and making new charts of the North American coast, which were published
in 1777, under the title of the Ailanfic Ncjdune. In 1784, lie became governor of the

island of Cape Breton, and soon afterwards began to build the town of Sydney, "vvhere

lie opened tlie coal trade. In 1804. at the age of 82, lie was made lieutenant-governor

and commander-in-chief of Prince Edward's Island. He lived to be 102 years old.

DESCIIAMPS, Eustaciie (Mojiel). a poet of France of the 14th century. His life

was a long series of tournaments, feasts, and battles, and lie was one of the most popular
men of his time. He saw the English invasion of 1358; was at the siege of Rlieims, and
witne.ssed the march on Chartres. Tn 1360, lie l)ecame the vassal of the young princess

Isabella, to whom he paid all possible pr)etic liomage. He was a great traveler, but in

France he lived the true life of a trouvere, wandering from castle to castle with liis

poems. He was master of arms to ('liarles V., who aj^pointed him governor of Fismis.

Omt of lii> ballads is addressed to Chaucer, the English poet. None of his works were
published until 1832.

DP^SERTER, a soldifT or seaman who forsakes Ids flag. In time of war such an
act is ])Uiiishal)le with death or otherwise as a court-martial may decide. In time of
peace, the iiuiiisliment is comparatively light.

DESFONTAINES, 1{knk Lotjichk, 1751-1833; a French botani.st. He began the
study of medicine in Pari.s, t(jok lii.s degree in 1783, and was elected to the academy.
He went the same year to n. Africa, and spent some time in scientific explorations in
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Barbary, returning with a large collection of plants and objects in natural history. He
was then appointed professor in the famous Jardin des Plantes, and made that place

theneefortli his world. He escaped the perils of the revolution, although on two occa-

sions he ventured from his retirement to rescue the naturalists liamoud and Lheritier

from prison and probably death. At the establishment of the legion of honor, Desfon-
taines was admitted one of the members. At the age of 63 he married a young wife,

but she soon died. In 1831, he became blind and could thereafter recognize his favor-

ite plants by touch alone. He was the author of an important work on the flora of the

Atlantic coast, and of many valuable essays on his favorite subjects.

DESFUL. See Dizful, ante.

DESHA, a co. in s.e. Arkansas on the Mississippi, and intersected by "White and
Arkansas rivers; 600 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6,125—3,934 colored. It is low and subject to

inundation; productions agricultural. Co. seat, Napoleon.

DESIIOULIERES, Antoinette du Ligier de la Garde, 1634-94; a French poet-

ess, daughter of the chevalier de la Garde, mistress of the palace to the queens Mary dc
Medici and Anne of Austria. She won the friendship and admiration of the most
eminent literary men of the age, some of whom gave her the title of "the Tenth
Muse." Her writings embrace almost every form of verse, and included a number of

dramatic pieces. Voltaire pronounced her the most successful of the female poets of

France.

DESIGN, Schools of (ante), institutions where the arts of ornamental and mechan-
ical drawing are taught. They are numerous in the United States. One of the oldest

is the "National Academy of Design," founded 1828, in New York, whose annual
exhibitions of paintings (April to Juh') are well known. Another, entirely free to all

students, is in the Cooper institute in the same city. In the public school system of

Massachusetts free instruction in drawing is provided.

DES MOINES, a co. in s.e. Iowa, on the Mississippi, drained by Flint river, and
intersected by three railroads; 408 sq.m.

;
pop. '75, 35,106. It lias a prairie and forest

surface, with fertile and well cultivated soil. Agriculture is the chief occupation. Co.

seat, Burlington.

DES MOINES, a city, the capital of Iowa, in Polk co.. at the head of steam naviga-
tion on the Des Moines riv'er, and the Chicago, Bock Island, and Pacilic, and Des Moines
Valley railroads; pop. '75, 16,130. The city is regularly laid out, on both sides of the
river, on a plateau 15 or 20 ft. above the water. In the rear is much higher ground,
on which are many line residences. There are public buildings of importance,
including the new state-house (estimated cost $3,000,000); more than 20 churches, 3
national baidcs, 3 daily and 7 weekly papers, and extensive manufactories. It was
chartered and became the capital of the state in 1855.

DES MOINES BIVEB, the most important stream in Iowa, rising from a chain
of lakes in JMinnesota. It runs through about the center of the state and joins the

Mississippi a little below the city of Keokuk. In its course of 300 m. it drains more
than 10,000 sc^.m. of fertile territory.

DE SOTO, a parish in n.w. Louisiana, on the Texas border, drained by Bed and
Sabine rivers; 910 sq.m.

; pop. '70, 14,962—9,581 colored. Corn and cotton are the chief
productions. Co. seat, Mansfield.

DE SOTO, a co. in n.w. Mississippi on the Tennessee border and the Mississippi,

and crossed by the Mississippi and Tennessee railroads; 960 sq.m.; pop. '70, 32,021

—

17,745 colored. The surface is level and much of it swampy. Productions, wheat, corn,

cotton, and butter. Co. seat, Hernando. If

DE SOTO, Fekdinando, 1496-1542; one of the early Spanish explorers of North
America. He distinguished himself when young in literary studies and athletic exer-

cises. In 1519, he accompanied Pedrasias Davila, his patron, to tiie istlnnus of Darien,
and was a most daring and independent opponent of the tyrannical rule of that officer, who
was afterwards governor of Darien. Leaving Davila's service, in 1528, he explored the
coast of Guatemala and Yucatan, seeking for a supposed water communication between
the Atlantic and Pacific. In 1532, he was in Pizarro's expedition for the conquest of
•Peru, and used all his influence with the Spanish butcher to prevent the murder of the
Peruvian king. Having amassed a fortune, De Soto returned to Spain and married Davila's
daughter. In 1536, moved by the reports of the mystical El Dorado, he undertook the
conquest of Florida, and sailed in April, 1538, with 20 officers, 24 priests, and 600 men.
May 25, 1539, he landed at Tampa bay, and followed the track of Narvaez, a former
Spanish invader. In July, 1539 his ships were sent back to Havana. In 1540, he slowly
worked westward, having many conflicts with the Indians. His second winter was
epent in the Chickasaw country. These Indians, in the spring, burnt his camp and
their own villages, because he attempted to force them to carry his baggage, and 40 of
his men were burnt to death. After several days of marching mainly through swamps
he reached the Mississippi, June, 1541, being the first European to look "upon that
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mighty river. He constructed rude barges and crossed over, marching towards Ihe^

higiilu'uds of White river, the w. limit of his exploration. Turning s. and passing the
hot springs of Arkansas, lie passed his tliird winter on the Washita river. In the spring
he moved down the Wasliita to the Mississippi; and was marching along the latter-

river when he was taken witli fever and died cither in May or June, 15-42. To keep the
knowledge of his death from the natives, his body was sunk at night in the middle of

the river. Ilis wife died at Havana on the third day after hearing of his fate.

DESSAIX, JosEni Marie, Count, 1764-1834; a gen. in the French service, who
studied and began to practice medicine in Paris, but went to Savoy in 1791, where he
formed a democratic association, and became a capt. of volunteers. He was actively

engaged at the siege of Toulon, and served under Napoleon in Italy. He was one of

the council of 500 of 1798, and opposed the coup d'etat of the 18th Brumaire. He was
made a brig. gen. ; and, in the campaign against Austria, gen. of division. Napoleon.
gave him the title of "the intrepid," and the dignity of a count of the empire. He
was appointed commander of the national guards at Lyons, after the revolution of 1830.

DE STAEL. Sec Stael-Holsteen, ante.

DESTER'RO, Nossa Senhoiia do Desterro, or Santa Catharixa, a port of
Brazil, the most important town in the province of Santa Catharina, on the w. coast of
the island bearing the same name; 27^ 30' s., and 48° 30' w.

;
pop. 8,000. It is strongly

fortilied; its harbor is excellent, and it has some foreign commerce. It is well laidout,

but poorly built.

DESTUTT DE TRACY, Antoine Louis Claude, Count de Tracy, 1754^1836; a
French statesman, member of the provincial assembl3''of the Bourboimais. and appointed
delegate of the nobility to the states-general in 1789. He was a leader of reform meas-
ures. In 1792, he joined the army under Lafayette and followed him over the frontier.

Returning secretly to France, he was arrested and imprisoned. After the revolution,

he was made a senator. He voted for the overthrow of the empire in 1814, but opposed
reactionary measures. He adopted the views of Cond iliac, and became an earnest
materialist. He wrote, among other works, a Commentary on the Spirit of the LawSy.

which was translated by president Jackson for a text-book.

DETERMINATE PROBLEM, in geometry, a problem of a limited number of solu-

tions; as: "Given the base, perimeter, and area, to construct a triangle." For this there-

are four general solutions. But if either of the three propositions be omitted, it become*
indeterminate.

DE TROBRIAND, Philip Regis, b. France, 1816; a man of letters, long resident

of the United States. In the war of the rebellion he was an officer on the union side,

and became brevet-brig.gen. in the United States army. He has written a number of

works in French, including Four Tears in the Army of the Potomac. From 1854 to 1861,

he was editor of the Courrier des Stats Unis, the leading journal in the French language
in the United States.

DETROIT {ante), the most populous city of Michigan, and the ca])ital of Wayne co.,

on the w. bank of the Detroit river, about 18 m. from lake Erie and 7 m. from lake St.

Clair. The site is sufliciently elevated above the river to afford excellent facilities for

drainage, which have been thoroughly improved. The river, which is the dividing line

at this point between the United States and Canada, is half a mile wide and over 30 ft.

deep, forming the best harbor on the lakes. The citv extends 6 or 7 m. along the bank
of the river and from 2 to 3 m. back from it. The river front is lined Avith warehouses,

mills, foundries, gi'ain elevators, railway stations, shipyards, dry docks, etc., the signs

of an enterprising and thriving comnuinit}'. Fort Wayne, a mile below, commands the

channel. The site of the city was visited by the French early in the 17lh c, l)ut no
permanent .settlement was made by them until 1701. Slxly-two years later, in 1763, at

the close of the war between England and France, it fell into the possession of the

English. Inmiediately after this, Pontiac, the great Ottawa chief, math^ a desjieratebut

unsuccessful effort to 'expel the whites from all that region. In 1778, Detroit contained

only 300 inhabitants, living for the most j)art in log huts. A Roman Cntb.olic church

had survived from tlje days of the Fniiicii possession. Tin; British, in 1778, erected a

fort, which, aft(;r the Americans gained ])Ossession, became Fort Shelby. At the peace

of 1783, Detroit became apart of the United States, buttlu; Americans did not take pos-

session until 13 years later. The place was wholly destroyed by fire in 1805, and two
years afterwards the ])re.sent city was laid out. In the war of bsl2 it was surrendered

by gen. Hull to the British, but recovered by the Americans after Hie battle of lake

Erie in 1813. It was incorporated as a village in 1815, as a city in 1824. It was the

scat of government of tli(! territory of ^Michigan from 1805 to 1837, and of the state of

Michiuffiii from the latter date till 1H47. The plan of tlie city is not altogether harmo-
nious, but the streets are liroad and well paved and lighted, many of them lin(;d with

beautiful .shade trees. The avenues are from 100 to 120 ft. wide. Many of the busi-

ness .structures an; larL'-e, solid, and iinpr)sing, and there are many elegant and costly

private residences. The citv has had a very rapid growth, the ])opulation inereasinr

from 770 in 1810 to 79,750 at the last census^ when there were 15,639 families and 14.68S-
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dwellings. Of the 79,570 inhabitants, 35,381 were of foreign birth, and 2,235 colored.
The larger portion of the foreigners were Germans. The principal park of Detroit is

the "Grand Circus," and it is the center from which the principal avenues radiate.
The plan of the city leaves a number of small triangular parks, where the streets inter-
sect each other at oblique angles. The "Grand Circus" is semicircular and divided by
Woodward avenue into two parts, each adorned with a fountain. The "Campus
Martins " is a plot of ground 600 ft. long and 250 wide, crossed by two avenues. Facing
it on one side is the (?ity hall, a fine structure of sandstone, 200 ft. in length by 90 ft. in
width, which cost $600,000. In front of the city hall is a monument to the soldiers of
Michigan who fell in the war of the rebellion; and facing the Campus Martius on the n.

is an opera house, a large and fine building. The United States custom-house and post-
office, a large building of stone, is on Griswold street. The largest church edifice is the
Roman Catholic cathedral, but there are several of other denominations which are fine

specimens of architecture. The Roman Catholic convent of the Sacred Heart is a large
and handsome structure. The Michigan Central freight depot is 1250 ft. long and 102
ft. wide—a single room, covered by a self-supporting roof of iron; and near it stands a
grain elevator with cupola, commanding a fine prospect. The house of correction is

also a very handsome building, erected at a cost of $300,000, with a capacity for 450
inmates. There are two beautiful cemeteries, one on the w., the other on the e. side of
the city; and besides these several smaller ones belonging to different religious sects.

Nearly a dozen lines of street railroad intersect the different parts of the city, and ferry-

boats ply constantly between it and Windsor on the Canada side of the river. There
are numerous lines of steamers with elegant and commodious boats running to different
points on the lakes. Eight great lines of railroad center here, connecting Detroit with
all parts of the United States and Canada. The foreign commerce of the city is almost
exclusively with the adjoining British possessions. For the year ending .June, 1873,
the exports amounted to almost $3,000,000, the imports to about $2,000,000. In the
second year there were entered and cleared 1949 American and 1522 foreign vessels,

with a capacity of about 8,000 tons. The coasting trade in the same year, by steam and
sailing vessels, amounted to over 773,000 tons. The number of sailing vessels belong-
ing to the port was 188, of steamers 120. The exports for the most part consist of corn,
oats, wheat, lumber, cotton, hogs, bacon, and lard. Large quantities of domestic produce^
from Michigan and states farther west, pass eastward through D., the chief articles

being flour, wheat, corn, oats, barle}", apples, butter, hides, hops, dressed hogs, pork,
beef, wool, and sheep. The trade in lumber is very large, the receipts in 1872 being
76,947,000 ft., of which less than 5,000,000 ft. was from Canada. About 60,000 cattle,

valued at about $2,500,000 were sold in D. in the same year. The manufactures have
developed rapidly and are very extensive. There are numerous foundries and blast-

furnaces, copper-smelting works, locomotive and car works, safe factories, furniture
establishments, iron-bridge works, brick-yards, flour-mills, tanneries, breweries, distil-

leries, and tobacco and cigar factories. The capital invested in banks of discount was
$2,250,000 and there were 4 savings banks with deposits of about $400,000. There are
also flre, marine, and life insurance companies doing an extensive business. The cash
value of property in 1872 was estimated at $78,718,913. The police and fire depart-

ments are well organized. The city is abundantly supplied with water from the Detroit
river by Avorks valued at $1,221,*752. Hospitals and asylums abound. The public
schools are well organized and efficiently managed. The Roman Catholics and some of
the Protestant sects have schools of their own. The Detroit medical college was organ-
ized in 1868, the homoeopathic college, 1871. The public library contains 25"00O
volumes; that of the 3"oung men's society 12,000; that of the mechanics' society 4,000.

There are in the city 8 daily papers (3 of them German), 3 tri-wcekly, 14 weekly, 7
monthly. There are 64 churches, of which 9 are Roman Catholic, the others being
divided among the various denominations, of which the Baptists, Methodists, Presby-
terians, and Lutherans are most prominent.

DEU'EL, a co. in e. Dakota, on the Minnesota border, as yet unsettled. It is

watered by a number of lakes, and by affluents of the Big Sioux and Minnesota rivers.

DEUTERONOMY {ante) is the English title of the fifth book of Moses, derived
from the Greek translation, and signifying "repetition of the law." It well expresses
the general scope of the book, which is a review of the 40 years in the wilderness,
including the laws which had been given, and the events which had occurred. What-
ever may have been the time occupied in writing it, the uttering of it to the people
began two months before the end of the 40th year. To the arguments advanced by-

some Avriters that it was not written by Moses, the following answers (among others)

have been given: 1. These writers are not agreed among themselves. The older of
them affirm that D. was written long after the other books of the Pentateuch; the
newer school pronounce it the quarry from which the materials of the others were taken..

This conflict of opinions at least precludes the assertion that its style betrays its late

origin. 2. The alleged anachronisms, discrepancies, and difficulties admit, for the
most part, of easy and complete explanation on the supposition that Closes was the.

author. 3. The unanimous and unwavering testimony of the ancient Jewish church
and nation is that Moses was the author of the book. This is testimony against them-
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selves, as it involves the admission that their sufferings as a nation -were divine judg-

ments on their sins. Consequently, their possession of the hook and acknowledgment
of it as a writing of Moses can be rationally accounted for only on the supposition that

the generation in the wilderness received it'from his hand. At no subsequent period

could it have been imposed on them as a law which had been given them in the wilder-

ness, under acknowledged obligation to which they had always lived, and for the trans-

gression of which they had been punished in the past, and wo,uld be in the future.

And as no generation, after the settlement in Canaan, could have been persuaded to

receive it for the first time, so to every subsequent generation the temptation became
stronirer, if it were possible, to deny and reject its authority. 4. It had, in a remark-

able manner, the attestation of the apostles and of Christ. Peter and Stephen quoted

from it to large assemblies of Jews, as truly the words of Moses; Paul cites it in writ-

ing to Jew^s at Rome; and Christ drew from it, as the word of God, his answers to all

the temptations of Satan.

It contains: I. A review of the history from Horeb to Kadesh; from Kadesh to the

land of the Amorites; of Moses' own transgression, his exclusion from Canaan, and
the appointment of Joshua in his stead ; of the reception of the law at Ilorcb, spoken

by the voice of God, and w^-itten by him on tablets of stone. The review of these

events is made the ground of an earnest exhortation to reverence, obedience, and grati-

tude to God. II. A review of the laws: 1. Of the moral law, and of the effect pro-

duced on the people by the proclamation of it; of the first and second commandments
especially, with exhortations to obedience, and warnings against transgression; and,

again, of the whole law, with a renewed appeal for obedience in view of past experi-

ence; of future blessings promised, and wrath threatened, 2. Of laws for the regula-

tion of religious ceremonial and of personal life; for the abolition of idolatry and the

observance of divine w^orship; against false prophets, idolatrous cities, and personal

disfiguration as a sign of mourning; concerning clean and unclean animals, the year of

release, the annual feasts, judges and justice; and against groves and images. 3. Of
the strictly judicial law in numerous details. III. Provision for the confirmation of

the law by writing it on large stone tablets to be set up on Mt. Ebal, with the utter-

ing of curses on transgressors, and of blessings on the faithful. This is followed by an
earnest call for consecration of heart and life to God. Pardon is promised to the peni-

tent, and the choice of life or death is set before all. IV. The close of the ofi'.r::il and
personal history of Moses. He appointed Joshua to succeed him, charging him to be

faithful and courageous; delivered a copy of the law to the priests and Levites to be

placed l}y the ark of the covenant, and read publicly to the congregation every seven

years; and as he had commenced the journey through the wilderness with a triumphant

song, so now he closed it witii songs of review% warning, and prophetical blessing on
the tribes. The account of his seei^ng the promised land, the record of his deatli and
burial, and the testimony to his greatness as a prophet and servant of the Lord, were

added, probably, by Joshua, as the appointed finisher of his work.

DEV, or Dew (Persian), and Deva (Sanscrit); kindred names; in Persian applied,

according to Zoroaster, to a race of demons created by Ahriman, and subject to his com-

mands. The Sanscrit word in Hindu mythology signifies " gods."

DEVELOP, in algebra, to write out in full tlie operations set dowm in symbols. In

geometry, to develop a curved surfac-e is to i)roduce on a plane an equivalent surface, as

])y rolling the curved surface so that all parts shall successively touch the plane

DEV'EXS, Charles, Jr., b. Mass., 1820; graduated at Harvard, and admitted to

tlie bar in 1841. He has been a member of the state senate; U. S. marshal for the dis-

trict; served in the union army during the rebellion, being several times wounded;
and is now associate justice of the Massachusetts supreme court.

DE VEllE, Maximilian Sciiele, ll.d. ; b. Sweden, 1820. He was in the Prus-

sian diplomatif; service, but came to the United States and was appointed to the chair

of modern languages in the university of Virginia, 1844. Among Ins work are Out-

linen of Comparatin/! Philoloqy; Stray Leavenfrom the Book of Knturc; Studies of our Kng-

link; The Great Empire; Wonders of the JJeep; Americanisms; The English in tlie New
World; etc.

DEVEREAUX. See Essex, Earl of, ante.

DEVIATION OF TifE PLL'MH-LINE, an effect observed near cliffs or mountains,

wliich seems to show that tbe attraction of masses of eartli defied a i)erpendicular line.

Sim ihir effects liave been observed on ])laiiis. wIkmicc it is argued that there must b«

hollows underneath, or masses of earth of different degrees of density.

I)L VIGNY, A LKREi) Victor. Comte, 1 707-1 HO;] ; b. France
;
poet and novelist. Hav-

ing bfcn in the army 13 years witliout seeing active service, he resigned.
^
Hejiad already

published several poems, and being in ])ecuniary ease (having wedded a rich English lady)

he started in earnest on liis poetical career contemporaneously with Victor Hugo and

Lamartine. De Vigny ptiblished a volume! in 1822, and in 1824 came h2oa, a poem of

delicate fancy, the story of a 'sister of tlie ang(!ls." Soon afterwards he published

TJieDehtrje; Mosfs; Dolorida, et(;. In 1820, appeared Cinq Mars, a liistorical rcmiance

of a conspiracy under Louis XIII. This liad great success. In 1829. he translated
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Othello for the Parisian stage, and in 1836, made a drama of the romantic life of Chat-
terton, the English boy-poet. His best prose work is Btello ou les Diables hleus, issued

in 1832. His last effort was Poems philosophiques, ou les Destinees, part of which was
published after his death.

DEVIL-FISH, a name given by fishermen along the southern Atlantic and gulf
coasts of the United States to a cartilaginous fish of the ray family, ceratopierus tam-
pirus, i\Iitcli. The outline of the fish is nearly an isoceles triangle, the apex at the tail,

the altitude of the triangle, or length of the fish, being about half the breadth, from tip

to tip, of the pectoral fins. Specimens are described as 10 ft. long, 22 ft. wide, and
weighing 4 or 5 tons. A mounted specimen is in the museum of the Chicago academy
of sciences. It is a small fish of the kind; 5^ ft. long, 11 ft. broad, 18 in. thick at

about 2 ft. behind the mouth; and probably weighed 700 lbs. when alive. The skin is

thin and rough, like that of a shark; color, slaty-black above, creamy-white beneath,

but darker along the edge. The head, slightly protuberant along the base of the tri-

.angle, is retracted; mouth large and cavernous; nostrils near the angles of the mouth,
in the under surface of the upper jaw; eyes protruding at the side of the head; ears, or
auricular openings which serve the purpose, a little to the rear of the eyes. The mouth
is armed at either side by a flat cartilaginous protuberance, in the specimen mentioned
about 12 in. long, and of the breadth and thickness of a man's hand; in life, the creature
can twist this into a cone, which resembles a horn, whence the part cera in the generic
name. These members, perhaps, act like hands in sweeping food into the mouth.
There are 5 large, linear, brachial openings on each side of tlie under surface, in the
rear of the lower jaw. The tail is very slender, like a whip-lash, four-sided, and so
rough that a hish received from it would cut to the bone. The stomach of this fish con-
tained about two bushels of partly digested alga3, of a species which grows abundantly
in southern waters. The evidence is against the supposition that it consumes any con-
siderable quantity of animal food. See Cephaloptera, ante.

In his T'ravailleurs de la mer, Victor Hugo gives a thrilling account of a nameless and
horrid monster which he calls pieuvre, a word rendered by his translators "devil-fish."

The celebrity of the narrative has attached the name to the creature there described, but
which does not really exist as pictured by the novelist. The account most nearly fits

the cephalopodous mollusk called the poalpe (see ante), which grows to a large size in

tropical M'aters.

The name is also given to a fish better known as the angler, liophius piscatorius (see

-ante), and by ignorant fishermen to various other fishes of grotesque appearance.

DEVIL'S ADVOCATE. See Advocatus Diaboli, ante.

DEVIL'S BRIDGE, in Switzerland; a curious bridge over which the road to Italy
crossed the Iveuss. The original bridge, built in 1118, was partially destroyed by the
French in 1799. It was restored, but is no longer in common use. " The Hole of Uri

"

is the name given to a tunnel near the bridge, tlirough which the road passes.

DEVIL-WORSHIPERS, or Yezidees, a sect in Koordistan and Armenia, numbering
Jibout a quarter of a million. They respect the devil, and look for him to be restored to
heaven, at which time they desire his friendly services.

DEVONIAN FORMATION, Devonian System {ante). At the beginning of the
Devonian period the dry land of North America was confined to the present territory of
•eastern Canada and New England. The Alleghany mountains were sketched in a series

of islands and coral reefs which made a barrier between the ocean and the inland sea.

There were no large rivers; the vMleys of the Hudson, the Connecticut, and the St.

Lawrence were merely outlined, and the Ottawa had begun its work in the azoic region
between the St. Lawrence and Labrador. The Devonian period was occupied by a series

of oscillations of level, the amplitude of the variations, and the consequent thicknesses
of deposit being greater in the eastern part. The mediterranean of the interior opened
8. into the gulf of Mexico, n. into the Arctic sea, and covered all the northern central
region of the present continent with shallow lagoons, separated by low simdy areas.

According to the geologists of the New York survey, the D. F. of Americais arranged
thus, beginning at the top:

devonian age.
5. Catskill period Catskill red sandstone.

4. Chemung period \

^^^emung epoch.
^ ^

( Portage epoch.
( Genesee epoch.

3. Hamilton period -| Hamilton epoch.

( Marcellus epoch.
( Corniferous epoch,

2. Corniferous period < Schoharie epoch.

( Cauda-galli epoch.
1. Oriskany period Oriskany red sandstone.

1. The Oriskany sandstone extends from near Oriskany, Oneida co., N. Y., s.w.
along the Appalachians into Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. It appears near
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Buffalo, in Canada near "VTatcnoo, in Ohio, Indiana, southern Illinois, and MissourL
Its thickness at Oriskauy is about 30 ft. ; in Illinois, 250 to 800 feet. Its rocks are-

mostly sandstone, but there are strata of limestone in the Mississippi valley, and in the
region w. and n. of Moosehead lake. Its most abundant fossils are spin'fers, with other
mollusks. There are no laud-plants in the New York and western beds, but lycopods
occur in the upper limestones at Gaspe.

2. The Corniferous period. The cauda-galli grit, chiefly ar2:illaceous sandstone, is 50
or 60 ft. thick in the Hclderberg mountains of eastern New York. The name comes
from a characteristic fossil sea-weed of feathery form. The rocks of the Schoharie
epoch are fine-grained calcareous sandstones, similar in quality and distribution to the
preceding, but differing in their fossils, which are very numerous. The upper Ilelder-

berg is farther divided into the Onondaga limestone and the corniferous limestone

—

the latter taking its name from the presence of much imperfect flint or horn-stone
{cornu, a horn). The corniferous limestones occur in Ncav York, in Ohio along lake
Erie, and throughout the ]\[ississippi basin from Michigan to Kentucky, and from Ohio
to Missouri. Its greatest thickness, in Michigan, is 354 feet. Its notable fossil plants

are lycopods, conifers, and tree-ferns. This period was the coral-reef period of palaeo-

zoic times, and corals are found in great number and variety. The falls of the Ohio,
at Louif^ville, are caused by such an ancient reef, and are rich in coral fossils. The
remains of vertebrates first appear in the corniferous epoch. They include relics of
sharks, cestraciont and hybodont; of ganoids, having the body covered with shining
plates of mail, now represented by the gar-pike; and of placoderms, having the body
covered with bony plates, such as are worn by the turtles—fishes which seem to have
linked the ganoids with the sharks.

3. The Hamilton period includes the Marcellus shales, the Hamilton beds, and the

Genesee shales. This formation extends across New York, its greatest thickness, 1500
ft., being e, of the center. It occurs southwardly to Tennessee, and westwardly to

Iowa and Missouri; also in the valley of the Mackenzie, so that Meek believed that

Devonian rocks are continuous from Illinois to the Arctic ocean, a distance of 2,500
miles. The Hamilton beds furnish superior flagging stones; the Genesee shales produce
great quantities of petroleum, and occasionally of gas that may be used for heating
and lighting. The vegetable fossils are lycopods, including lepidodendroids, sigillarids,

and stigmaria, ferns, equisetie, and conifers. The animal fossils still abound in corals-

and brachiopods; in this period appears the goniatites, the ancestor of the modern nau-
tilus. Among articulates we notice a new form of trilobite, and especially the earliest

insect remains, in form akin to the ephemeroe. Vertebrates are represented by fishes^

like those of the corniferous period.

4. The epochs of the Chemung period are the Portage and the Chemung. The rocks
of the lower, or Portage group, appear in western New York, having a thickness of
1000 ft, on the Genesee, and 1400 ft. on lake Eric. The Chemung rocks extend over
the southern counties of the state, being about 1500 ft. thick hear Cayuga lake. Far-
ther s., in Pennsylvania and beyond, they become 3,000 ft. thick. Ilipple-marks, mud-
marks, and sun-cracked mud abound, indicating shallow seas, and lands alternately

under, and out of, water. Sea-weeds and land-plants alternate.

5. The Catskill period produced shales and sandstones of various colors, chiefly red.

This formation has a thickness of 2,000 to 3,000 ft. in the Catskills, and nearly 6,000
ft. in the coal regions of Penus3ivania, but thins out toward the west. It contains few
fossils, and these not materially different from those of the lower periods. The Devo-
nian age closed with an epoch of great disturbance along the eastern border. The
rocks were u])lifte(l at various angles previous to ^he deposition of the carboniferous
strata. The rising of Maine above the sea was probably completed during this age,

DEW, Thomas IloDEUiCK, 1802-40; b, Va.
;
graduate of William and JMary college,

professor of moral science in that institution, and president, 1836, In 1838, he published
an essay on Slavery, which is said to have put a stop to a movement then assuming con-
siderable proj)ortlons, to proclaim emancipation in Virginia, His most iini){)rtant work
is a Uiyc.st of lh£ Xa?/;.s, CuHtomH, Mdiincrs, and InstUutloiis of Modern Nittionx.

DEWP:ES', William Potts, 1768-1841 ; b. Penn. ; a physiciaiL He selected obstet-

rics as his specialty, in which ho won much reputation. He was professor of the diseases

of women and children in the university of Pennsylvania. Among his ])ul)licati()ns are
Syntem of Midwifery; Creatine on the Phynical and Medical Treatment of Citildren; Treatise

on the Di'<ease8 of Women; and Practice of Medicine.

DEW^OY, CiiKSTKii, ]).D., i,L.T)., 1781-1857; b, Mass.; a botanist, professor of
natural philosopliy in Williams college; in 1850, was appointed to the chair of chemistry
in the university of Rochester.

DEWEY, OiiviLLE, D.D.,b. Mass., 1794; graduate of Williams college, and divinity

student at Andov(;r. He pniached in Boston for two years as assistant to Dr. Channing,
forming a friendship which was only l)rok(!n by death. In 1H23, he liecamo pastor of
the Unitarian ciiurcli in New Bedford, rcnuiining Wn-vc, ten years. He went to New
York in 1835, and while tliere secured the building of the "Church of the; Messiah,"
About 1844, he quitted the pulpit and lectured in various i)arts of the country on "The
Problem of Human Life and Destiny," and on other subjects. Among his works are
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Xetters on lievixals; Discourses on Uuman Nature; Discauy-ses on Human Life; Discourses

-on the Nature of Iteligion; Tlie Unitarian Belief; etc.

PEWITT, a CO. in central Illinois, intersected by the Illinois Central and the Indian-
apolis, Bloomington, and Western railroads; C75 sq.m.

;
pop. '70, 14,7o8. It has a level

prairie and forest surface. Coal is the chief mineral product, and agriculture the main
business. Co. seat, Clinton.

DEWITT, a co. in s. Texas, on the Guadalupe river; 898 sq.m.; pop. '70, 6,443—
1757 colored. It has a rolling and hilly surface and fertile soil. Productions, corn,

wool, butter, and cotton. Co. seat, Clinton.

DE WITT, Thomas, d.d., 1791-1874; b. IST.Y.
;
graduate of the theological seminar}- in

New Brunswick, N. J., 1812, and entered the ministry of the Reformed Dutch church.

He became minister of the collegiate church in Kew York, 1827, and remained so all his

life, a pastoral service of 47 } ears. He was thoroughly learned, and held many impor-
tant positions, among them president of the ISTew York historical society, and of the

I^ew York tract and mission society. He was one of the few remaining of the Reformed
<diurcli clergy who could preach in the Dutch language.

DEXTER, Henry, a sculptor, b. N. Y., now residing in Massachusetts, who has
done some good work. In youth he was a blacksmith. Two of his works are "The
Young Naturalist," and "The First Lesson."

DEXTER, Henry Martyn, d.d., b. Mass., 1831; a graduate of Yale, and of
Andover theological seminary; Congregational pastor in Manchester, X. H., and Boston.

He was one of the editors of the Congregational Quarterly, and in 1867 was editor-in-

chief of the Congregationalist, Boston. Besides /Si?-ee^ Ihoughts, Tmelve Diswurnes, and
various other writings, he has published Congregationalism, an authentic work concern-

ing both the principles and the usages of the churches of that order. His latest issue is

Mistory of tlie Congregationalism of the last Three Hundred Years, as seen in its Literature.

This work contains an invaluable bibliography of Congregationalism, witli 7,250 names
of publications. As a historical scholar, industrious and keen, he occupies the first

place in the department which he has chosen—pressing research to its furthest practica-

ble point, securing accuracy in numberless details, then classifying and analyzing with
a critical judgment which unfolds the vital issues.

DEXTER, Samuel, ll.d., 1761-1816; b. Boston; gradute of Harvard and a lawj-er.

He was in the state legislature, and in congress both as representative and senator.

In 1800, he was appointed secretary of war, and tlie next year secretary of the treasury.

He was a candidate for governor of I\Iassachusetts, 1814, but was defeated by his repub-
lican opponent. He was the president of the first " temperance society" in his state.

DEXTER, Timothy, 1747-1806; b. Mass.; a merchant who rose to great affluence;

but memorable chiefly for liis eccentricities. He assumed the title of lord Timothy
Dexter. Having an itch for authorship he published A Pickle for the Knowing Ones.

Being troubled by his printers about punctuation, he retaliated by writing a pamphlet
without a comma or any other point, but at the end he put half a page of points in a
mass, inviting his readers to "pepper the dish to suit themselves." He also organized
his own funeral procession in the most elaborate and extensive manner.

DIADELTIIIA, the 17th class of the Linna?an system, comprising plants of which
the filaments are united in two sets of brotherhoods.

DIAGOM'ETER, a kind of electroscope, in which a dry pile is employed to meas-
ure the amount of electricity transmitted by different bodies, or determine their con-
ducting power. Used to detect foreign mixture in olive oil.

DIAGRAM, a figure so drawn that its geometrical relations may illustrate the rela-

tions between other quantities. The area of a rectangle is the product of its length and
breadth; the diagram of the rectangle becomes the visible symbol, corresponding to the
equation a=^hl; by analogy, the rectangle may be used to symbolize any quantity
which is the product of two factors. Similar!}', a parallelopiped may symbolize any
quantity which is the product of 3 factors; e.g., interest, which is the 'product of prin-

cipal, rate, and time, i = p.t.r., may be S3-mbolized by a diagram in which principal is

figured by length, time by breadth, and rate by height, the total volume representing
the interest.

The purpose of ordinary mathematical diagrams is simply illustration, and it is

therefore necessary only that the ideas be clearly presented, accuracy of drav.ing being
unimportant. Other diagrams, as some drawn by engineers and architects, are intended
to furnish magnitudes or distances by actual measurement, and their execution cannot
be too careful. Other diagrams, like those showing electric connections, require only a
proper showing of the parts and the methods of uniting them. A profile diagram shows
such an outline as w^ould be formed, for example, if a hill were cut through by a verti-

cal plane, and the material on one side of the plane were removed. Evidently a succes-

sion of such profiles might be laid upon the same sheet of paper, the lines being dis-

tinctively drawni, and the whole would serve to compare several vertical profiles of the
same mass. It is not necessary that vertical and horizontal measurements should con-
form to the same scale, provided that each series of measurements is consistent with
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itself. Geographical profiles, which include upon a single sheet the outlines of entir©
couiiuents or occau-beds, luive usually the vertical measurements on a scale several
times greater than that usetl for horizontal distances; otherwise the diagram would ha
made incouveuieutly long, or the heights would be inconspicuously small, Yet|the
impression left by such a diagram is often mischievous, especially upon the illiterate.

A topographer's contour m;ip exhibits a series of curves, such as would be formed if a-

series of horizontal sections were made, and the outlines carefully laid down upon
paper. The drawing may be understood to show the horizontal projections of the con-
tour lines upon a surface parallel to the system. In the representations of parts of
machinery, particularly those designed to guide workmen in construction, several con-
nected view^s of the same object are required, each view giving some information which
the others cannot furnish. Suppose three planes perpendicular to each other, like the
bottom, one side, and one end of a rectangular box, and let an object, as a hexagonal
nut, be placed within the triedral angle thus formed. Looking from the front, we see
one image of the nut projected against the back of the box ; from the side, a dilTerent-

im:ige is seen against the end of the box; from above, a third form appears against the
bottom of the box; while from one or other of these figures all the measurements of the
nut may be obtained. If now the end of the box were swung outward into the plane
of the back of the box, and then both together were laid back into the plane of the bot-
tom, we should have the three co-existent drawings in one plane, and they may be trans-
ferred to, or be constructed on, one sheet of paper. In many cases the same points wull
find representation upon each of the three diagrams, and the fact may be indicated by
using the same letter for a point w^herever it occurs; while the eye may be led from one:

position of it to another by lines, conventionally drawn, as fine, or dotted, or broken,
to show that they are merely guides and not parts of the diagram.

Many devices have been invented by which diagrams illustrating natural phenomena,
may be automatically described. Let us suppose that a spring dynamometer is placed
where it may receive the draft of a horse wiien moving a carriage. Let the movement
of the spring be shown by an index whose motion is back and forth along a line in the
direction of the draft. Fix a pencil to the index, and let its point rest upon a sheet of
paper on a plane or a cylinder which moves at a uniform velocity in a direction perpen-
dicular to the motion of the index. The combined movements of the pencil and the
paper beneath it will trace a line more or less irregular. If the force of draft w^re
unvaried, the pencil would remain at a constant distance from the edge of the paper,
and the trace would be parallel to the edge. If the paper does not move and the pencil
varies, the line will be perpendicular to the edge. If both move, and the pencil be
obedient to a diminishing force, the trace will be oblique, approaching one edge; while
if the force increase, the oblique trace will diverge from the same edge. Such mechan-
ism is often arranged for instruments which indicate meteorological changes, as the
force and direction of winds; or the pulsation of the arteries, as in the sphygmograph;
or the movements of a clock, combined wdth the observations of an astronomer, as in
the chronograph; applicable also to many physical probleifis. An application of the
same principle has great importance in the indicator diagram, by which the pressure of
the steam in the steam-engine and the work done by each stroke of the piston, becomes
a matter of record for investigation. The paper moves with the movement of the
piston, both in its excursion and return; the pencil moves at right angles to the direc-

tion of the motion of the paper, under the influence of the steam-pressure; and th.c dia-

gram drawn shows for each instant of the stroke the volume and pressure of the steam,
while the total area of the diagram indicates the amount of work done.

DIAL, The, a magazine founded, 1840, in Boston, to represent what was then known
as the " transcendental " school of tliought in philosophy and religion. It was continued
onlv4years, first under the editorship of Margaret Fuller, assisted by George IJipley

anil Ralph Waldo Emerson; afterwards under itipley's e<litorsliip. It was distinguished
for the i>oldness and ability with which it announced and defended theories of men and
society then quite novel. Many able writers contributed to its pages.

DLVNA, TE.MI^LE OF, at Ephesus, a magnificent structure built at the pubru; charge,
and recorded one of the seven wonders of the world. Chersiphron was the chief archi-

tect. According to Pliny, 220 years were S[)ent before it was completed. It was 425
by 225 ft., covering more than two Engli.sli acres, sui)ported by 127 columns of white
marble, 00 ft. high, each weighing loO tons, and presented by as many kings. On the
niglit of tiie birth of Alexander, it was fired by Erostratus, an obscure person, who did
it .solely to secure immortality for his name, and ever since "the aspiring ycmth who
fired the p]phesian dome outlives in fame the ])ious fool who built it." Ilaving been
rebuilt, it was again destroyed by tht; Goths, 250 A.D.

DIAN'E DE POITIERS, 140'J-15G0; Duchess of Valentinois and mistress of Henry
II. of France. When but ]'* years of age she was married to the count of IMaulvner,
grand seneschal of Normandy, by whom she had two daughters. Her father was con-
demned to death for favoring the escape of the consta])le de Bourbon, but her tears and
her beauty .so i)revailed with Francis I. that the father's life was spared. Shi; was a
widow 40 years old when she became the mi- 1 ress of Henry (then dauphin), who was
but half her age. At that time the duchess d'Etampes was the favorite of Francis, and
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the two women ruled the court; but when Henry became king, Diane was the real

ruler, and ul once sent her rival into exile. Notwithstanding the beauty and the rights

of his wife, Henry was controlled by Diane duriug his whole reign. After his death

»he disappeared from public sight.

DIx\.THERMANCY, a word used to express that quality in bodies by which rays-

of heat are allowed to pass through them; in other words, it maybe called "trans-

parency" to heat. More correctly speaking, D. has the same relation to radiant heat

that transparency has to light. Bodies which have the property of D. are called

diathermanous bodies. The earliest observers of the phenomena of D. supposed that

the diathermanous body absorbed the rays of heat and then gave them out; but the

fallacy of this idea was shown by Prevost, who ignited substances by rays of heat after

passing them through ice. The phenomena of D. have, however, been more extensively

examined by 3lelloni, Tyndall, Bunsen, Kirchhoff, and Balfour Stewart. The experi-

ments of Melloui, who was the pioneer in the investigation, were of a brilliant character,

and the apparatus used by him is a good example of that which has been used so

effectively of late years in the rapid advancement of modern science. The thermo-

electric pile of Nobili was employed to measure the rays of heat, and compare those

which were passed through different substances with those passed through air alone.

He found, among other things, that rock-salt was almost perfectly diathermanous; there

was a loss of only 7.7 per cent, which he attributed to reflection. The following table

shows the D. of various solids, and also that their D. varies with the intensity of the

heat which is the source of the rays. The substances were yV of an in. thick.

Substances.

Rock-salt
Fluor-simr
Beryl
Iceland spar
Glass
Rock-crystal
Smoky quartz
Carbonate of lead

.

Sulphate of baryta
Feldspar
Borate of soda
Selenite
Alum
Ice

Locatelli
Lamp,

92.3
72
54
39

37
32
24
23
18
14
9
6

Incandescent
Platinum.

92.

69
23
28
24
28
28
23
18
19

12
5
2
0.

Copper
at 752° F.

92.3
42
13
6
6
6
6

4
3
6
8

Copper
at 212" F.

92.

33

3
3

The equal D. of rock-salt to the rays of heat of different degrees of intensity as

•hown in the above table was taken by Melloni as evidence that its D. was perfect.

Rays of very low refraugibility, however, will not all pass through rock-salt. Fluor-

spar is seen to be comparatively diathcomanous, but Iceland-spar and glass show very

great variation in D. to rays of different intensity. Feldspar does not vary much in

proi)erty from them, but alum and ice are almost completely atheomanous. The follow-

ing list shows the percentage of rays transmitted through liquids, held in glass cells, -^^

of an inch thick:—Bisulphide of ca'rbou, 63; bichloride of sulphur, 63; oil of turpentine,

81; olive-oil, 30; naphtha, 28; oil of lavender, 26; sulphuric ether, 21; alcohol, 15; acetic

acid, 13; distilled water, 11.

After rays of heat have been passed through a bod}', it will then pass through a

second body of the same kind, a phenomenon which might be expected from the nature

of radiatioji. The rays being already sifted, and those transmitted which the molecular

structure of the body will allow to pass, they possess the wave-lengths required to make
their way between the molecules of the medium. Another quality rather more remark-
able, which bodies possess, is, that they are atheomanous to rays of heat which arc gen-

erated in the same substance. Thus rock-salt is nearly atheomanous to heat radiated by
rock-salt. The absorbing and radiating powers of bodies are reciprocal and equal

:

therefore the D. of a body is inversely proportional to its radiating power. The inves-

tigations of Tyndall on the D. of various liquids and gases possess great interest. He
found that as a rule elementary bodies were more diathcomanous than compound bodies.

A solution of iodine in bisulphide of carbon placed in a prism of transparent rock-salt

was found to transmit 99 per cent of all the rays of heat emitted by a non-luminous
body. Elementary gases and their mixtures were found almost perfectly diathcoman-
ous, while many compound gases were diathcomanous only to rays containing much
Ught, The amount of heat transmitted by nitrous oxide gas is only -g-irrth of that which
will pass through dry common air, a proof that the atmosphere is merely a mechanical
mixture. The following list shows the relative absorbing power of various gases, oi

their D. in inverse proportion: Air, 1; oxygen, 1; nitrogen, 1; hydrogen, 1; chlorine. 39:

hydrochloric acid, 63; carbonic oxide, 90'; carbonic acid, 90; nitrous oxide, 355; marsh
gas, 403; sulphurous acid, 710; olefiant gas, 790; ammonia, 1195. These gases are all

Dcrfectly diathcomanous to luminous heat. The above numbers were obtained only
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-with heat of low refrangibility. These gases were held in tubes of rock-salt. If glass
had been used, it would already have sifted out all the rays to whieli these gases are
titheomanous, aud the results above indicated would not luive been obtained. Ozone,
which is an allotropic condition of oxygen (q.v,), was found to be very atheomanous.
But on heating the ozone it became perfectly diatheomanous like oxygen. This proves
that ozone is not, as some have supposed, a compound of oxygen and hydrogen, because
the heating would produce some vapor, and this would prevent the contents of the tube
from being diatheomanous, for aqueous vapor was found to be quite opaque to the dark
rays of the spectrum, although diatheomanous to the luminous rays. The subject of
D. has much interest in relation to the study of meteorology, and the effects of moisture
on climate.

DIATONIC SCALE of COLORS, the seven primary colors of a solar spectrum, or
rather the spaces occupied by them, which Xcwton supposed to be of the same length as

the strings that sound the diatonic scale in music. The theory is not well founded.

DIBRANCHTATES, a division of cephaloid mollusks, having two gills or branchiae,

an ink-gland, and nearly always a rudimentary internal shell, such as the cuttle-fish, the
octopus, the squid, and the argonaut, and the extinct belemnites. The female argonaut
has a single-chambered shell not connected with the body, for the protection of her eggs.

With this exception, they are naked.

DICJE'UM, a genus of beautiful birds, which are best known in India and Australia.

Their nests are purse-shaped and made from the down of plants. They fly with great

rapidity, and are remarkable for their sweet and long-drawn-out notes.

DI'CAST, a body of 6,000 Athenian citizens chosen annually by lot from the whole
people, except slaves, to assist in the administration of justice. They were divided into

10 sections, each section having the powers and performing the duties of a court of

justice. The evidence in a cause was taken beforehand, and the members of the D.
were kept in ignorance of the cases to come before them, being sworn, as jurors are in

the present age, to decide according to the law and the facts.

DI'CE, the goddess of justice in Greek mytl:^ology, daughter of Zeus and Themis, and
sister of Eunomia. The tragedians represent her as an avenging and rewarding deity.

DICEX'TRA, the name of certain showy herbaceous perennials found in the United
Slates and elsewhere. A curious specimen is known by the name '

' Dutchman's
breeches," because the corolla resembles that article of attire. The flowers are cream-
colored, tipped with white. Another species is called "squirrel corn," its tubes

resembling maize. It has fragrant flowers, of greenish white tinged with red, and is

found in rich forest-lands. Tliere are other varieties, but the most beautiful is an
importation from Japan, and is popularly known as " the bleeding heart." It has large

rosy l)lossoms, each flower is an inch long, and its blossoming continues for several

iveeks.

DICnOT'OMY, in anthropology, is the name given to the theory that considers

man as having a twofold nature, physical and spiritual, or, in popular language, as

body and soul. In this it is opposed to tricliotomy, which makes a triple division—body,
soul, and spirit: giving the name "soul" to all, besides the body, which man has m
common with brutes, e.g., certain instincts, affections, and rational faculties; and using

"spirit" to designate that in man in which his morality and immortality inhere, and
by which he is distinguished from the other animals. See Soul, ante.

DICIIROITE, or I'olite, a silicate of magnesia, iron, and alumina, found in

prisms, and sometimes used as a gem because of its changeable colors.

DICKINS, AfiiJURY, 1773-1861; son of John, the Methodist minister. In 1801, he
"was associated with Joseph Dennie in the Portfolio, a weekly publication. lie spent

some years in Europe, and on return was given a place in the treasury department, and
afterwards in the state department, where he was acting •secretary. In 1836. he was
chosen secretary of the United Slates senate, and filled the office 25 years, until his

death.

DICKINS, Joim, 1747-98; a native of London, educated at Eton, lie came to

America In-fore tlie revolution, and was one of the most zealous and (>fileient promoters

of tiu; >rethodist Episcopal church in the country. He preached in Virginia and North
Carolina, anrl in 1783, took charge of the John-stVeet church in New York city. In 1789,

he was stationed in I*hiladelphia, and there established tlie " ]\r('th()dist P>ook Concern,"

aft(.'rwai'(ls removed to New York.

DICKINSON, a co. in n.w. Iowa, on the Minnesota border; 430 sq.m.
;
pop. '75,

1748. Spirit lake occupies a considerable part of its area. Agricultfire is the principal

busin(;Hs. Co. seat, Spirit Lake.

DICKINSON, a CO. in central Kansas, on the Kansas river, crossed by the Kansas
Pacific railrojid; 846 s(i.m. ;

pop. '78, 10,856, 'J'hc surface is chiefly prairie and fertile,

producing wheat, corn, oats, etc. Co. w.-at, A]>ilene.

DICKINSON, Anna Elizauetti, b. Philadelphia, 1842. Her father di(!a Avhen she

was ])ut two years old, and she received a rudimentary education in a (Quaker school.
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When but 14, she wrote for the Liheratar an article on " Slavery." At 17, she taught
school in Bucks county. The next year she made her first speech at a meeting of Pro-
gressive Friends (Quakers) in Philadelphia, her subject being " Woman's liights and
Wrongs," and tlienceforward she was a frequent speaker, chiefly on total abstinence and
slavery. Near the close of 1861, she added politics., and strongly supported the war for

the union. Of late years she has devoted her attention to lecturing and to the drama,
writing A Crown of Yliorns, and True to Herself, and acting in these plays with moder-
ate success.

DICKITsSON, John, ll.d., 1732-1808; b. Md., educated in London, a lawyer in

Philadelphia; deputy to the first colonial congress, and a member of the continental

congress of 1774, to which body he presented several important papers. He spoke
against the declaration of independence, deeming it premature, and was one of the few
members who did not sign that document. He was representative from Delaware in

congress in 1779. In 1783, he founded Dickinson college, Carlisle, Penn., to which he
gave a liberal endowment.

DICKINSON", Jonathan, 1688-1747; b. Mass.
;
graduate of Yale. He was for 30

years a Presbyterian minister in Elizabethtown, N. J., and was in high repute in all

the region. In 1746, he was elected president of the college of New Jersey. He wrote
a number of theological works.

DICKINSON COLLEGE, at Carlisle, Pa., was established as a Presbyterian insti-

tute, 1783, but passed under Methodist (control in 1833. It was named for John Dickin-
son, one of its principal founders. It has a productive endowment of about $215,000,
with an annual income of from $14,000 to $15,000. The campus embraces about nine
acres, with a beautiful growth of trees. The buildings, three in number, are of stone,

substantial, commodious, and well adapted to their purposes. The apparatus for illus-

tration in scientific studies is valuable, and annually increasing. The astronomical
observatory is provided with an achromatic telescope, having an object-glass of five

inches, and a focal distance of seven feet, equatorially mounted, and furnished with
right ascension and declination circles. There is a museum of natural history and geol-

ogy, and a library of 28,458 volumes. The old classical curriculum is maintained, with
allowed divergencies in junior and senior years in favor of scientific and theological

students. All the students physically competent are under military instructions and
drill. There is a preparatory school under the immediate control of the faculty. The
number of professors (1880) is 12; of the students, 120. President, J. A. McCau-
ley, D.D. Among the eminent alumni maybe mentioned president Buchanan, chief-jus-

tice Taney, and postmaster-general Creswell.

DICKSON, a co. in n. Tennessee, on the Cumberland river and its afl^uents, inter-

sected by the Nashville and Northwestern railroad; 650 sq.m.: pop. '70, 9.340—1677
colored. It has a rolling surface and fertile soil. The Cumberland river is navigable
for steamboats. The productions are corn, tobacco, etc. Co. seat, Charlotte.

DICKSON, Samuet. Henry, ll.d., 1798-1872; a physician, b. S. C. ;
graduate of

Yale. 1814; studied medicine in the university of Pennsylvania. In 1824, he was
appointed to the professorship of the institutes and practice of medicine in the medical
college of Charleston. In 1847, he was professor of the practice of medicine in the
university of New York. In 1858, he accepted a similar chair in the medical college in

Philadelphia. He published many volumes and papers on medical subjects.

DICTYS OP CRETE, one of the early historians from whom certain Roman writers
imagined that Homer derived material for the Iliad and the Odi/ssey. According to an
introduction prefixed by an unknown writer to the Latin translation entitled Dicti/s Cre-

Unsis de Bello Trojano, the author followed Idomencus, king of Crete, in the Trojan
war; the manuscript of his work, written in Phenician characters, was found in his

tomb at Gnossus at the time of an earthquake in the 13th year of Nero's reign, and
translated into Greek by Nero's order. A Latin version of the first five books is all that
has come down to us; but this is generally regarded as a forgery. The main interest

of the work consists in the fact that, with the work of Dares, it was the medium through
which Homeric legends were introduced into the literature of the middle ages. (From
Encyclopcedia Bniannica.)

DID'IUS SALVIUS JULIANUS, Marcus, for a brief period emperor of Rome,
under the name of Marcus Didius Commodus Severus Julituuis. He was qutestor. sedile.

and praetor; commanded a legion in Germany, and was governor of Belgic Gaul, and
afterwards of Dalmatia and lower Germany. He was consul and proconsul in Africa,

and governor of B3'^thinia in Asia Elinor. When Pertinax was assassinated, the throne
was offered to the highest bidder by the prtetorians, and Didius bought it, thus becom-
ing emperor; but whenever he appeared in the streets he was greeted with the epithets

of "robber " and "parricide. " The legions abroad did not recognize him, and proclaimed
Septimus Severus as the true emperor. Severus marched to Rome and was recognized
by the senate. Didius was deserted, and after two months' reign was killed by a soldier.

DIDRON, ADOLriiE Napoleon, 1806-67; a French archfeologist. By the advice of
Victor Hugo he turned his attention to Christian archfeology, and examined nearly all

the old church edifices of France. In 1839, lie went to Greece to studv the east- rn

Am. Ad. I.—44.
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churches. In 1844, he started a periodical, Annuls of ArcJueology, devoted to his favorite
subject, and was the editor until his death. In 1845, he eslablibhcd in Paris a special

archaiological library, and at tlie same time a manufactory of painted glass. In the
same year he became a member of the legion of honor. His most important work )i

Ch rii<'^<i n Iconograp/ii/.

DID YML'S, OF Alexandria, iJ09-394; an ecclesiastical writer. Although he became
blind at the age of four, before he had learned to read, he succeeded in mastering all the

scienees then known, and on entering the church was placed at the head of the Alexirn-

drian school of theology. .Most of his works are lost, but we possess a translation by
Jerome (one of his pupils) of his treatise on the Holy Ghost, and a translation by
Epiphanius of his comments on the canonical epistles. A treatise against tlie Mani-
clneans in Greek is also extant.

DIE'BITSCH-SABALKANSKI, Hans Karl Frtedricii Anton, Count, 1785-1831;
Count von Diebitsch and Narden, a Russian tield-marshal, native of Silesia. At the
age of 12 he entered the Prussian army, but left it four years later for the Russian serv-

ice. He was wounded at Au^terlitz, fought at Eylau and Friedland, being promoted to

captain after the Friedland conflict. In 1812, he distinguished himself by the re-capture
of Polo'zk, and b^" a defense which saved Witgenstein's corps, which was then in retreat.

He was made maj.gen., and with gen. Yorck took possession of Berlin. After the bat-

tle of Lutzen he was sent to Silesia, and had a share in negotiating the secret treaty of
Reicheubach. After the battle of Leipsic, he was made lieut.gen. In 1814, lie urged
the march of the allies on Paris, for which the emperor conferred on him the order of
St. Alexander Newski. In 1815, he married, attended the congress of Vienna, and was
made adjt.gen. to the emperor. He was present at Alexander's death at Taganrog. The
emperor Nicholas made him baron and count. In the Turkish war, 1828, he had the
chief command, took Varna, crossed the Balkans, and made peace at Adrianople. The
crossing of the Balkan mountains was commemorated in the addition of SabalKcuuld
lo his name, and his elevation to the rank of field-marshal. On the outbreak in
Poland in 18o0, he was given the chief command. He died of cholera in June of the
next year.

DIE'DENHOFEN, called by the French Thionville, a t. in Germany on the Moselle,
and the railroad from Metz to Luxemburg, 15 m. n. of Metz; pop. '71, 7,155. It has a
'botanic garden, a gymnasium, and man}' manufactories. The Carlovingian rulers some
times resided here. Subsequently it belonged successively to Luxemburg, Burgundy,
Austria, and Spain. In 1643, it was annexed to France. In 1870, it was taken by the
Germans, and by the treaty of 1871, w^as annexed to Germany.

DIESKAU, LuDWiG August von, 1701-67; a German soldier who served in the
French army, adjutant to marshal Saxe, whom he accompanied in the campaigns in tlie

Netherlands, becoming brig.gen. in 1748. He was sent to Canada in 1755, to com-
Tiiand the French troops. With a force of 200 regulars, 600 Canadians, and 600
Indians, he moved up lake Champlain to attack fort Edward. When within 2 m. of the
fort he first apprised his troops of his intention, but the Canadians and Indian.^ fearing
the English cannon, declined. But on Sept. 8, 1755, the attack was made. The French
marcheil along the road directly upon the English center, halting 150 yards from the

breastworks. The French regulars made the central attack, while the Indians and Cana-
dians dis])ersed on the English flanks. As soon as the English artillery began to play
the Canadians fled to the swamps, and Dieskau was compelled to order a retreat, whicli

was in fact a rout. The baron, who had received a wound in the leg, was found lean-

ing against a stump, entirely alone. While feeling for his watch, an English .soldier,

suspecting him to be reaching for a pistol, fired into his hip, and he was taken to the

fort a prisoner. He was liberated in 1763, and returned to Paris, where he died.

DIESTERWEG, Friedricii Adolf Wiliielm, 1790-1866; a German teacher edu-

cated at Tiilnngen. In 1832, he was made director of the seminar}' for teachers of the

Berlin city schools, which charge he held till 1850. He wrote many text-books on mathe-
matics, geography, etc., and manuals for teachers, all of which have wide popularity.

Ho was an advocate of the theories of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, and modern liberalism in

general.

DIP]T, the assembly of the German states, a body of very ancient origin, in which
•the monarch formerly deliberated with Ins subjects upon measures proposed for the

interests of the emi)ire. It was a feudal, not a representative, body. When feudalism
was deslrf)y(;d it became a congress of i)rinces, the emperor no longer ])residing in per-

.8011 but by commissioners, and the princes sending envoys. TIk; emperor was. theoret-

ically at least, elected by universal sufTrage, the chi(!f men naming the candidate aiul tlic

people ratifying their choice. The forms and rules of election were Mettled by the Gold
-en Bull of 1356. The diet was constituted of the electoral college, the princes of the

•empire spiritual and temporal, and the fnu; imperial cities. The electoral college was
•composed of three arcliljishops, representing the German church, and four secular elec

tors. The princes, save in the matter of electlm; an emp(!ror, had the same rights a.s

the electoral college. The powers of the- fr(;e imperial cities were quite limited. Each
of the three colleges voted separately. When they agreed on a measure it was submitted
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to the emperor for ratification or for rejection, but he had no power to modify it. No
measure affecting tlie welfare of tlie empire could be passed without tlie assent of the

<iiet. Tlie regular meetings were lield twice a 3'ear. After the close of the tliirty years'

war the power of the body declined, until, in thew^ordsof Frederick the great, it became
" a mere shadow^ a congress of publicists more busied \vitli forms than things, like dogs
who bay tlie moon."

DIETERI'CI, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm, 1790-1859; a native of Berlin, educated
at Kouigsberg, devoting his attention chiefly to mathematics. He was an engineer in

Bllicher s army, 1813-15, and in 1820 w-as engaged in the ministry of public instruction.

In 1834. he became professor of political science in the university of Berlin, and in 1844,

was placed at the head of the statistical bureau. He published a number of important
works on political economy and statistics.

DIEU ET MON DROIT (God and my right). The parole of Richard L, at the battle

of Gisors, 1198, signifying that he w^as not subject to France, but owed his power to God
alone. Tbey were victorious over the French, and the battle word was adopted as the

motto on the coat of arms of England, During the reign of queen Anne, Semper eadem
{"Always the same") was substituted, but the former motto was restored by her suc-

cessor.

DIFFERENTIATION, in mathematics, the process of finding the differential of a
function. When a function of two or more independent variables is differentiated as if

all the variables but one were constants, the operation is called partial differentiation.

DIGBY, a CO. in s.w. Nova Scotia, on the bay of Fundy; 1300 sq.m.; pop. '71,

17,037. It has a'rough surface, with numerous mountains, valleys, and lakes, and some
small rivers. Digby is the chief tow^n.

DIGBY, Kenelm Henry, son of the Rev. William Digby, dean of Clonfert, b. 1800;
educated at Cambridge, and graduated in 1823. He soon afterwards became a convert
to the Roman Catholic church and began to write semi-religious works, among which are
Moren Caiholici, or Ages of Faith; Compitum, or iJie Meeting of Ways at the Catholic

Church; The Broad Stone of Uonor, or Rulesfor the Gentlemen of England; Eoenings on
the Themes; etc.

DIGGES, an English family of note in the IGth and 17th centuries. Leonard, b.

1574, wrote Tcctonicum, briefly showing the exact measuring and speedy reckoning of
all manner of lands, squares, timbers, stones, steeples, etc. ; Pantomctria, a practical
geometrical treatise; and Prognostication Everlasting of Right Good Effect, or Choice Rules
to Judge the Weather by tlie Sun, Moon, and Stars. Thomas, son of Leonard, was an
Oxford graduate, and a soldier. He wrote on mathematics and astronomy. Sir
Dudley, son of Thomas, was the author of Rights and Pricileges of the Subject, and the
Compleat Ambassador. His son Dudley, d. 1642, was the author of Unlawfulness of
Subjects taking iip Arms against their Sovereign.

DIGNITARY, in canon law, originally signified an ecclesiastic of superior rank than
a priest, such as bishop, dean, etc. ; it now includes also canons and prebendaries.

DIKE. See Dyke, ante.

DIKE, in geology. See Dyke, ante.

DILKE, Sir Charles Wentworth, 1810-69; a native of London, educated at Cam-
bridge. He assisted his father, the editor of the Athenorum, in literary work, and
gave much attention to the learned societies. He was a zealous promoter'^of the great
exhibition of 1851, at the close of which the queen offered him knighthood, which he
declined. He was one of the English commissioners to the New York exhibition of
1853, and prepared the report upon it. He was also one of the five royal commissioners
for the exhibition of 1862. In 1865, he was a member of parliament, and in 1869, repre-
sentative of England at the St. Petersburg horticultural exhibition. He was knighted
by the queen soon after the death of the prince consort.

DILKE, Sir Charles Wentworth, b. 1843; son of sir Charles Wentworth: an
English politician, author, and lawyer; educated at Cambridge. He has traveled exten-
sively in theLTnited States, Canada, and the British countries in the cast, and embodied
his observations in Great Britain; a Record of Travel in English-speaking Countries dur-
ing 1866-67. In 1868, he was chosen a member of parliament. After liis father's death
he became the editor of the Athencenm, and succeeded to the title. In politics he is

a strong republican leader.

DILLEN, or DILLENIUS, Johann Jakob, 1687-1747; a German botanist, educated
at Gies.«?en. He went to England in 1721, and was a co-laborer with William Sherard.
the most eminent English botanist of the time. In 172i5, he was appointed professor of
botany at Oxford. He wrote many works upon his favorite themes, some of which
received high praise from Linnaeus.

DIL'LINGEN, a t. in Bavaria on the Danube, 24 m. n.\N\ of Augsburg; pop. '75.

5,029, Its principal buildings are the ro3'al palace, the roj'al gymnasium and Latin
school, two Episcopal seminaries, a Capuchin monastery, a Franciscan nunnery, a deaf
and dumb asylum, and some fine churches. The principal occupations are ship-build-
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ing, the shipping trade, and the manufacture of paper, cloth, and cutlery. The place
was taken by the Swedes in 1632 and 1648, by the Austrians in 1702, and by the French
in 1800.

DILLMANN, Christian Friedrich August; b. 1823; a native of Wurtimberg,
educated at Tubingen. In 1854, he was appointed professor of oiiiiutal langwa;i,ts at
Kiel, and in 1864, he accepted a call as professor of theology at Giessen. in 1869, he
succeeded Hongsteuberg in the university of Berlin, as professor of Old Testament
exegesis. He is noted cliietly for researches in the Ethiopic language, of which he has
published a grammar, dictionary, and other works.

DI'MAN, Je:remiah Lewis, d.d., b. R I., 1831; a graduate^of Brown university and
Andovcr theological seminary. After traveling abroad, he was settled over the First

church (Congregational), Fall River, and in 1856, over the Harvard church in Brookline,
Mass. He was appointed to the chair of history and political economy in Brown uni-

versity in 1864.

DINABURG, a fortified t. and important military station in Russia on the Dwina,
reached by the St. Petersburg and Warsaw railroad, 120 m. s.e. of Riga; pop. '69,

29,613. It has many manufactories, and a flourishing trade.

DINAR CHUS, the orator, son of Sostratus, b. Corinth, 361 B.C. At 25 he was a
writer of speeches for the law courts. He had been a pupil of Theophrastus, and early
gained oratorical repute. In324B.c., he wrote three or more of the speeches in the
case of the prosecution of nine men for taking bribes from Harpalus, the fugitive
treasurer of Alexander. The speeches w^ere "Against Demosthenes," "Against
Aristogiton," and " Against Philocles."

DINDORF, WiLHELM, b. 1802; a German critic and philologist. lie was a zealous
student of classical literature, and became professor of literary history. He has pub-
lished critical editions of Demosthenes, Aristotle, Sophocles, Euripides, and Josephus.
His editions are held as high authority.

DING'ELSTEDT, Franz Von, b. 1814; a German poet, native of Hesse. In 1843,
he was librarian to the king at Stuttgart; became superintendent of the royal theater at
Municli in 1850, director of the court opera at Vienna in 1867, and director of the city

theater there in 1871. His early poems were mainly political. At a late period he
wrote Nifjht and Morning, and the House of Barri£xeldt, a tragedy. He married
Jenny Lutzer, a famous singer.

DINICHTHYS (Gr. meaning "terrible fish"), the largest of the fossil fishes of the
Devonian formation. Its body, according to Dr. Newberry, was 15 or 18 ft. long, and
3 ft. thick. Tlie jaws were armed with tw^o strong, sharp front teeth, and were also

arranged at their joints in such a manner as to act like a pair of shears. This structure

has a strong resemblance to the jaws of the lep.sidosiren, a living fish, the nearest allied

to the reptiles. The head and forepart of the body was covered with large plates.

DINOC RATES, a Greek architect of the time of Alexander the great. He applied
to the courtiers for a^ introduction to the Macedonian king, but was put off from time
to time with vain promises. Impatient at the delay, he is said to have laid aside his

usual dress, besmeared his body in oil in the manner of an athlete, thrown a lion's skin

over his shoulders, and, with his head adorned with a wreath of palm branches, and a
club in his hand, made his way through a dense crowd which surrounded the royal tri-

bimal to the place where the king was dispensing justice. Amazed at the strange sight,

Alexander asked him who he was. He replied that he had come into tlie royal presence
to make known a scheme which would be worthy of the consideration of the greatest

monarch in the world. Out on Mt. Athos, a mountain rising like a pyramid to a height
of 6,780 ft,, topped witli a cone of white limestone, he proposed to construct the gigan-

tic figure of a man, holding a large city in his right liand, while in his left he held a
figantic tank large enough to contain all the water from tiie brooks in tlie peninsula,

'he .story goes that the king was not displeased with the idea, though thinking it

impracticable, Alexander, however, was so delighted with the man, and his bold and
daring conceptions, that he carried D. witli him on his campaigns against Darius. He
was employed by the king to design and lay out the city of Alexandria. The city was
founded in 332 u.c, but the untimely deatii of D. prevented it from assuming the pro-

portions intenfh;d by its designer. Tli(! Ephesians, whose temple of Diana had just

been burnt (lf>wn, employed him in its reconstruction. Hut perliaj)s the most original

of all his coneeptions was his design for a temple to ArsinoJ^ wife of Ptolemy II.. king
of Egypt. The roof of tli(! building was to liave been composed of a mass of load-

stones, strong enough to hold tloating in the air and suspended within the temple an
iron statue of the queen.

DINVVIDDIE, a co. in s.e. Virginia, between the Appomattox and Nottaway rivers,,

crossed by the Atlantic, Mississippi, and Ohio, and the Petersburg .and W(,'l(ion railroads;

540 .S(i.m. ;
pop. '70. 30,702—17,664 colored. It has a rolling surface and good soil, pro-

ducing tobacco, corn, (!tc. .Co. seat, Dinwiddle (Jourl hou.se.

DINWn)I)IE, Roiu-JiT, 1690-1770; native of Scotland: lieutenant-governor of the

Virginia colony, 1752-58; in the latter year he returned to England. He appointed
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Washington adjutant-gen. of one of the militarj^ districts of the colony, and also

commissioned him to remonstrate with the French gen. on the Ohio, for invading

British possessions. Dinwiddle's arrogance and peculiar ideas concerning his own
importance made him very unpopular. ^When he left the country he was suspected of

having appropriated for his own use $100,000 of the public money.

DIOG ENES OF Apollonia, flourished in Athens about 460 B.C. He was a pupil of

Anaximenes, and a contemporary of Anaxagoras. He believed air to be the source of

all being, and all other substances to be derived from it by condensation and rarefac-

tion.

DIOME'DES, son of Mars and Cyrene, king of the Bistones in Thrace. It was this

Diomedes, and not the Trojan hero, who fed his mares upon human flesh. After he

was slain by Hercules, the mares had the pleasure of eating their master.

DION OP Sykacuse, 408-353 b.c. ; brother-in-law of Dionysius the Elder; an

admirer and pupil of Plato. Because of his stern moral character Dion became odious

to the king, who banished him, confiscated his property, and gave his wife to another

man. Dion made war upon Sicily and defeated the tyrant, but was soon supplanted by
the intrigues of Heraclides and again banished. He was recalled soon afterwards, but

the people complained of his tyrannical conduct, and he was assassinated.

DIONYS lA, feasts of Bacchus, celebrated especially in Attica. The lesser Diony-

sia were held in country places in Dec, when the vine was grown. There was a vin-

tage festival, songs, dances, impromptu plays, a phallic procession, and rustic sports.

The greater Dionysi.i were held in Athens in Mar., as a festival of joy for tlie depart-

ure of winter and the promise of summer. The ancient image of the god was conveyed

from one sanctuary to another, with a chorus of boys and a procession wearing masks
and singing odes. The festival culminated in tragedies, comedies, and satiric dramas,

in the great theater of Dionysus.

DIONYSIUS, OP Alexandria, Saint, d. 265 a.d., at Alexandria, where he was
born. He w\as of a noble pagan family, but was an early convert to Christianity, and
under the tutelage of Origen became a* priest, and chief of the Alexandrian school of

theology. In 247, he became a bishop. In the persecution of Decius, about this time,

he was arrested and condemned to death, but was rescued by peasants, and remained
concealed for a year in the Libyan desert. In 257, he was again exiled, but restored

three years later. He was a voluminous writer, but most of his worlds are lost.

DIONYSIUS, or Denis, 1261-1325; King of Portugal, son of Alfonso III., whom
he succeeded, 1297. He married Elizabeth of ArMgon. ^ His reign was wise and just,

and the beneficial reforms he instituted gained him the title of " lather of his country."

He built cities and fortifications, and founded the university of Lisbon, the only one in

the kingdom.

DIONYSIUS EXIG UUS. a Roman monk of the 6th c. a native of Scythia. He
was the com])iler of the first regular ecclesiastical code for the western church. He
is more widely known in chronology as the founder of the '* Diony.^ian ^ra" which
was observed by ('hristians for more than a thousand years. Before this the Christian

era had started from the death of Christ; he fixed it as nearly as possible at the time of

the birth.

DIONYSUS. See Bacchus. anU.

DIOSCOR'IDES PEDA'NIUS, a Greek botanist of about the $d or 3d c. after

Christ. He traveled far and wide studying plants, and wrote a famous work on their

nature and medicinal qualities. The workls still held in high esteem.

DIOSCURI, See Castor and Pollux, ante.

DIP OP THE HORIZON, the angle comprehended between two lines drawn from
the point of observation, one horizontal, the other a tangent to the surface of the sea;

the ai^parent angular depression of the visible horizon.

DIPHTHERIA, or DiPiiTiiERiTis (<7??f<?). This is really a very old disease with a

modern name, unfortunate because misleading, and the cause of much inefficient treat-

ment. By many the disease has been regarded as a local more than a general affection,

but within the last twenty years thorough study has revealed its nature and causes so

that few things are more certain than that it has for many centuries been one of the

dangerous diseases of tiie human race. That its characteristics were always precisely

what they now are is not probable, because the sanitary condition of the world centu-

ries ago, when devastating plagues swept the face of the e irth, would be likely, especially

when large numbers of liuman beings were collected together, to give this disease a

more general inflammatory and malignant character. The causes .which are now known
to produce the disease have always been present wherever the human family has con-

gregated in numbers, and wherever even a few have lived together without regard to

cleanliness. It is thought that descriptions of the disease can be traced to a time

anterior to Hippocrates (460 B.C.), and there is no doubt of its identity with that

described by Aretfi^us of ('appadocia (100 a.d.), who called it Ulcus Syriacum and also

Malum Egypt icum. Several other ancient authorities describe it, but during the dark
ages little is recorded that is trustworthy. One of the earliest treatises upon it in mod-
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ern time^ was by Heckcr, who gives an account of an epidemic wliich prevailed in

llollaud in 1337. Besides the names given it by Arettieus, it has been called ci/nanche
malir//ia, cynanchc ganfp-enotia (cyuanche nieans, literally, " dog-cliolve "), putrid fever,

malignant inflammation of the ])haryiix, and i)utrid sore throat. Tlie last name was the
one adopted by the celebrated Dr. John Fothergill in his description of the epidemic
which appeared in Loudon in 1745. Some have contended that the disease wliich he
described was malignant scarlet fever, but so accurate an observer and great physician
as Dr. Fothergill, drawing the distinctions, as he does, between the diseases, could not
have been mistaken, llis treatise, published in his works, is in many respects unex-
celled. Of course some of the remedies now found most efficient were either not then
known, or not obtainable in their best form, but his general treatment was more
rational than much of more modern date; indeed it was not greatly different from that

which an experienced physician of the present day would employ if limited to the
remedies which were tlien available. The disease is well described by Dr. Samuel
Bard of New York, in the first volume of the Transactions of the American philosoph-
ical society, in the review of an epidemic which appeared in 1771. The disease did
not again attract the special attention of icritcrs until 1818, when Bretonneau published
his opinions and gave it the name under which it is now^ generally known, claiming, in

his first papers upon the subject that the disease was at first local, and that the constitu-

tional affection resulted from mfection propagated by the local disease. The origin of
diphtheria was ascribed b}' Vogel to the development of a microscopic organism, the
oidlum albicans, but this is also largely developed in Thrush, and is present in various-

diseased conditions of the mouth and throat. The present doctrine is, simply, that the
disease is caused by certain disease germs, but what they precisely are has not been
determined. This much is certain—D. is a septic disease, never found where no septic

origin can be assigned. Feculent matter, passing through stages of putrefication and
fermentation, such as obtains in sewers, cess-pools, and vaults of privies, and all manner
of conduits or receptacles of waste matter, and the effluvia engendered in piles and
masses of garbage, or of human or animal excrement, are the now^ recognized causes of
diphthereia. Wherever these causes are constant, there the disease is constantly devel-

oped and is endemic. The only apparent exception to this is that at certain seasons of
the year putrescent and feculent matter is liable to develop other diseases, when D. may
occupy a more or less subordinate place. Again, there may be times when the septic

causes are in abeyance; but when they become active, the disease becomes epidemic if

the air is sufficiently impregnated with the infectious germs. In regard to the question

of contagiousness or infectiousness, the following may be said, premising, however, a
few words explanatory of these terms. In many respects contagiousness and infectious

ness are s\monymcus,"and some writers use only the former word. But there is this dif-

ference—such diseases as scarlet fever and small pox are contagious, and they are com-
municated through the air as well as by contact. There are other diseases which are

contagious only by contact, as the itch. It would be more correct to call itch an infec-

tious disease. Most other diseases which are communicated in the same manner are

infectious. It appears, therefore, that there is some confusion in the use of the terms,

and it is for this reason that some authorities use only the word contagious. But there

are two distinct modes, and some diseases are communicated only by one of these

modes; and if we desire to express the difference, the employment of the two terms is

convenient, but care should be taken to distinguish clearly what idea it is intended to

convey. If D. be a conitnunicable di.sease, but not in the same manner as scarlet fever,

we distinguish the din"(;rence by calling the former an infectious disease; and that

T). has been communicated by contact there is no reasonable doubt. There have
been many instanc(;s when diphtheritic expectorations have communicated the dis-

ease by being projected into the mouth or eyes of the attendant. Jirctonneau and
otlxjrs maintained this. It is a matter of dispute as to whether exposure to the air

breathed by patients having the disease is capable of communicating it, but the great

mass of authority is now on the side of the aHirmative. What is the explanation of

this disagreement? Tin; poison of D. is a species of ferment, and like many other fer-

ments, it requires a certain quantity to produce a given eifect. The contagious virus

of smallpox is difrerent; tin; minutest (piantity, wlien inhaled, or when introduced by
vaccination, b(;ing sullicicnl to j)i(>j);igate itself througlxnit thfi system, and there

seems lo be no provisi(jn of nature for its elimination until a ciisis is reached. The
poisonous ))rinciples which ",yropaLj:at(; some other disea.ses, when tidvcn into the system

do not need to ripen before ihey an; again cast out; the excretory action of the animal

economy Hometimes removes them as fast as they are received. It is because of this

conservative power, lliis action of the vitf medicafrlx naiura\ that mankind, as well as

the lower animals, have been enabled to exist. We arc all the time taking poisons into-

our l)C-lies, and it is one of the offices of the various organs to remove them by the

various processes of excretion. The poisonous principle of ordinary intermittent fever,

if re(;eived only in small quantities, is readily disposed of, and the system retained in a
liealthy condition, but if the malarial poison be; absorbed f;i,ster than it can be carried,

awjjy. lh( -e results a series of moibid phenomena characteristic; of this periodical disease.

And ^o it is. most y)robal)ly, with diphtheria; if tin; air of a si(;k-rootn be loaded with

the effluvia from the breath :ind perspiration of a p(!rson laboring under a violent case

of the disea.sc, one who should reinni') 'ti Hie room only a few nuMnents, would be
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likely to receive enough germs of the disease to cause a manifestation of its presence,
and if he were to remain a considcral)]e time there would he danger of a serious attack.

On the contrary, if the case were a mild one, or if the sick-room were well ventilated
and disinfected, and the visitor were in good health, the danger would be slight. It is

these varying circumstances which have caused a difference of opinion between differ-

ent physicians; but the weight of evidence supports the opinion tliat D. is both conta-
gious and infectious, and in a late work, Drs. Pepper and Meigs of Philadelphia give
this as their conclusion.

Although diphtheria (or putrid fever, a more appropriate name, and comprehensive
of all the phases of the disease) is eminently a constitutional affection, it is liable to spe-
cial local manifestations, the latter sometimes apparently predominating. Now, why
does it so often have predominating local characteristics? The following is probably
the explanation. The attack is usually brought on by a "cold," and if the system be
only slightly contaminated at the time, the symptoms are not likely to be alarming, and
will readily yield to prompt treatment, but it should always be borne in mind that the
disease is exceedingly stealthy and treacherous, and to be watched like a wolf. Again,
the system may be considerably loaded with the germs of the disease, although not to
the culminating point. Here, also, causes which produce a "cold" will, besides bring-
ing on the general attack, also give rise to violent local symptoms. But when no excit-

ing causes occur to hasten the attack, and the septic poison is being constantly received,
there comes at last a time when a fully developed case of putrid fever will make its

appearance, a disease of the gravest character, but which may be recovered from.
One of the conclusions which have been arrived at by the medical profession is that

those who live in badly ventilated or drained houses are, with perhaps some exceptions
depending on the effects of temperature which are not yet well understood, constantl}' in

a condition which renders them liable to a diphtheritic attack of varying importance. It

is true that there are physicians wiio do not like to pronounce certain cases of sore throat
as diphtheritic, unless they have more or less of an alarming character, or appear during
an undoubted epidemic, but diphtheria is so treacherous a disease that it is not well to
strive to balance arguments at the risk of life, especially when observation has almost
surely decided the question on the safe side. It is well known that persons are not as
likely to take a "cold" on our Pacific coast or in some of our western territories, as in
the Mississippi valley, or between it and the Atlantic ocean. It is therefore probable
that organic matter has much to do with the development of "colds;" undoubtedly it

has with that of influenza. If we call this organic matter zymotic, then we maj' assume
that Avith the aid of the vitality of the system it works itself out, or recover}' takes
place without recourse to medicine. Now, in regard to the septic germs of diphtheria, it

is known that they are generally present in the effluvia of cess-pools, sewers, and filthy

habitations, perhaps more especially developed or active in the temperate and moist
weather of spring and autumn, and mild winters. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe
that persons inhabiting badly drained localities, where putrescent effluvia more or less

pollutes the air, never have inflammatory affections of the mucous membrane of the
mouth or fauces, without having it more or less modified by this circumstance. All
persons, therefore, who live in houses where the drain-pipes are not properly trapped,
and where there is more or less intrusion of sewer gas through the wash-basins, bath-
tubs, etc., will have reason to suspect that Avhen the)' have felirile symptoms, alternat-
ing wi(,h chills, but unlike those of fever and ague, and a feeling of weariness, whether
accompanied with pain in the throat, or not, there may be diphtheritic complications.
The above symptoms are those of milder cases. The attack, when acute, frequently
commences with a decided chill, followed by a high fever. Tlie chill and the fever are
characteristic, and generally easy to be recognized by the experienced physician. The
pulse, however, affords a still stronger indication, and when taken in connection with
the chill and the following fever, and the condition of the throat, together with the sur-
rounding sanitary conditions, is quite diagnostic. . It is variable, and soft and weak;
sometimes quite full, but easily compressible; sometimes not more frequent than in
health, but generally ranging from 100 to 140 beats per minute; sometimes reaching
160, and in children going still higher. The cheeks are often of a bright red color, one
cheek often much redder than the" other, the latter sometimes being q'uite pale. There
is a fluctuation in the circulation, and also, apparently, a fluctuiaiou in the nervous
force of the system. It nuist not be supposed that the throat affection, even when serious,
will be indicated by pain, for there is often found considerable mischief, upon inspec-
tion, where the patient suspected nothing of the kind. There may be pain only on
swallowing; while on the other hand there may be diminution of sensitiveness, espe-
cially in grave cases, when also the muscles of deglutition may be so paralyzed as to
interfere with swallowing, and in extreme cases there maybe paralysis of different parts
of the body, generally affecting one side more than the other; but this condition, caused
by the great development and accumulation of poisonous matter, may be relieved bj-
the prompt administration of proper remedies. The disease is, indeed,\«!inaular in some
respects.

^
Although sometimes perfectly luimanageable, and causing death in a feV

]iours, it is at times, even when violent, easily overcome, if attacked with resolution an(
courage. The paralysis which sometimes occurs at the commencement of the disenst-
must not be confounded with that which often comes on during convalescence afiei
serious attacks. The breath is always more or less fetid, and in severe cases is verv «iffen-
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sive. Sometimes the membranous exudation is extensive, spreadinir over a considerable
portion of the fauces, often causiuir slougliins^, especially when efficient remedies are not
employed. The exudation may not be confined to the throat or any part of the air pas-

SEijes, but may form on the mucous membrane of the intestines, and has been recognized
in the evacuations of the rectum. It may also form on the mucous membrane of the

larynx or wind-pipe, or even ])ass into the bronchial tubes, and when diphtheritic sputa
has been thrown upon the mucous membrane of the eyelids, exudations have developed
there. Observation has shown that the range of temperature in the axilla is lower than
in other acute diseases. There is usually loss of appetite, with vomiting, and often
diarrhea; the latter are unfavorable symptoms. There is more or less delirium in all

severe cases, and unless good treatment is speedily adopted the throat is liable to become
gangrenous. There is great variableness, no doubt, in tlie virulence of the poison during
dillere.tt epidemics, and sometimes three fourths of the members of a family will die.

The urine, in a majority of cases, at some time during the attack contains albumen, and
the symptom is regarded as unfavorable, yet a majoritj' of such cases recover. Tlie

neck is often considerably swollen, with considerable inability to move the jaws or to

swallow. The tongue and throat are covered with a thickened mucus; the tonsils are

generally considerably' swollen when the first examination is made, and may have patches
of a grayish or yellowish membrane upon them. The membrane, however, is sometimes
not seen, either upon the tonsils or other parts of the mouth or throat, till the second
day. The tonsils generally increase in size, and sometimes close the entrance to the
wind pipe, and render swallowing very difficult. The color of the parts is also peculiar;

indeed, many of the symptoms of D. are peculiarly characteristic, usually' making the
diagnosis, especially when the history of the person is taken into consideration, easy.

It ought to be more generally known that D. is a disease in which relief must be
expected from the use of medicines. It is septic, progressive, and cumulative;
and when the system has been fully charged with its germs, it is likely to go to a
fatal termination, the functions of the body seemingly participating in furnishing
material for the spread of the disorder. The enemy must be repelled by such weapons
as are deadly to disease germs. Disinfectants should be freely used, and medicines
which keep up the animal strength. A generous diet of easily digested food, such as

beef-tea, milk-puncli, eggs and wine, boiled rice, and as a beverage, rice-water, witli

tender beefsteak as soon as the stomach will bear solid food, should be combined with
such medicines as quinine and the tincture of chloride of iron. There is great waste of

alkaline material in the blood in these cases, and this should be restored by the judicious

administration of alkaline carbonates and chlorates. The amount of alcoholic stimulants

required is variable; sometimes small quantities only are needed, but frequently they
are required to combat the wonderfully depressing influence of the poison, their reme-
dial action being similar to that which they have in cases of bites of poisonous reptiles.

It is fortunate that in nearly every case the membranous exudation takes place above the

larynx, or in that part of the throat which can be reached by a gargle or a sponge pro-

bang. This allows of the application of antiseptics, and no better one can be employed
than a solution of carbolic acid, in the proportion of a dram, or a dram and a half, of

the pure acid to a quart of water. This should be used as a gargk; frequently, every
half-hour, hour, or two hours. In young children who cannot gargle, a solution of

rather greater strengdi may l)e applied with the sponge probang. This will in most
case.s relieve the local symptoms and cause the disappearance of the exudation in a few
days, if the general treatment be judicious. A saturated solution of chlorate of potash

may often be employed as a gargle in mild and chronic cases, but will not at all meet
the demands of a severe case. What is known as chloride of soda, sold in the shops as

Labarraque's disinfecting liquid, when properly diluted forms a good topical applica-

tion, and l)efore the introduction of carbolic acid, was used wilh great success, and is

still employed by many physicians. The mischievous jiractice of destroying the exuda-

tion, and of cours(i, to some exient, the tissue immediately beneath, with caustic, was in

vogue some flfteeti or twenty years ago, and the mortality which resulted from this

practice was frightful. The application ])ro(luced a wound in whicli the disease germs
seemed to propagate therns(;lves and enter the system, for the wound, under the circum-

stances, would not heal or form a |)rot(!Ctiiig plastic membrane such as is develoi)e(l in

the presence of healthy pus. Tiie use of chloride of lime in the sick-room, notwith-

standing the denials which have been maile of its virtues, has a powerful elTect in

destroying disease germs, and, as has been shown by experience, will render an ai>art-

ment occupi(Ml by a dii)hth('ritic jjaticnt comparatively innocuous, so that he may be

imrsed assiduously with but little danger to his attendants, especially if they use disin-

fecting gargles, and give all proper attention to cleanliness.

DIPLOMACY (ante), the science wliicli deals with the relations and interests of

nations in respect to one another. I)i|)lomatic agents are of the following grades:

AmI)assadorH, minist(!rs penipotentiary. charges d'alfaires, envoys, and consuls. In tho

United States, these agents an; appointed by tiie president, with tlie advice and consent

ef the senate If a vacancy occurs while the senate is not in session, the agent may
enter upon his duties upon the appointment of the j)resid(!nt, subject, liowever, to con-

firmation or rejection by the senate at a future time. In practice, the secretary of state,
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under the direction of the president, takes charge of the diplomatic relations of the

government, giving to tlie agents their instructions and keeping himself in close corre-

spondence with them. In great emergencies it is not unusual for nations to appoint
special commissioners to settle a special difficulty, or to draft a particular treaty. In the

United States, the necessity and utility of keeping ministers residing at foreign courts

has sometimes been questioned; but tlie practice is continued in the belief that it is

favorable to peace between nations by affording facilities for prompt explanations of dis-

putes as they may arise, and also because it is thought that American citizens traveling

or residing in foreign countries often need such protection or advice as only a minister

or consul is qualilied to give. There can be no doubt that diplomatic intercourse, regu-

larly established and maintained, begets between nations sentiments of mutual respect

and forbearance, and tends to keep aiive that feeling of universal brotherhood which is

the richest and ripest fruit of a Christian civilization. It is the duty of a foreign min-
ister to study the institutions, habits, and even prejudices of the nation to which he is

accredited, and to keep his own government advised of every movement affecting its

peace and welfare. It is also his duty to convey information to foreigners in respect to

the government and people of the nation which he represents, in order to abate or

remove national prejudices and awaken fraternal feelings. Of late years, American con-

suls have done the country a valuable service by gathering information as to the pro-

ductions, manufactures, and trade of foreign natjoifs, and finding new markets for the
products of American industry.

DIR'CE, in Greek legend, the personification of a fountain (and stream) at Thebes,
from the water of which Hercules derived a part of his strength, and which was usually
identified with the fountain of Ares in the legend of Cadmus. Besides the fountain,

there was the grove of Dirce, at which sacrifices for the dead and other rites were per-

formed. According to ths story, Dirce, the wife of Lycus, king of Thebes, had sorely

persecuted Antiope, wiio at last escaped to Mt. Citha^ron, where her twin sons,

Amphion and Zethus, were being brought up by a herdsman who was unaware of their

parentage. Mother and sons met, but had not recognized each other, till Dirce, who
had come to a hill for a Dionysiac ceremony, proposed that Amphion and Zethus should
tie Antiope to the horns of a wild bull to be dragged to death. They were about to do
so, when the herdsman announced their relationship, and they then tied Dirce to the bull

instead. She was dragged over the hill to the fountain mto which she was transformed.

DIR'SCHAU, a t. in Prussia, in the government cf Dantzic, on the Vistula, a
railway junction, 20 m. s.e. of Dantzic; pop. '75, 9,727. There is considerable trade
and industrial activity; but the chief claim of the place to attention is the lattice-work
iron bridge over the river, built in 1850-57, 2,72G ft. long, with six spans of 410 ft. each.
It affords passage for the railway between KOnigsberg and Berlin, for two ordinary
carriage roads, and two sideways for foot passengers.

DISASSIMILATION. See Nutiution.

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST, a denomination of Baptists, organized 1827, who are

often spoken of as Campbellites, but prefer to call themselves The Church of Christ.
In 1808, Thomas Campbell, a minister of the " Seceders," emigrated from Ireland to

the western part of Pennsylvania and was followed, the next year, by his son Alexander.
They both earnestly desired reforms in the Christian church conforming it to apostolic
precept and practice. Theirfirst step was to gather a small company of disciples for the
special study of the Scriptures, with the pldge that, rejecting all human creeds and confes-
sions of faith, they would strictly conform their practice to tJie teachings of the divine
word. This virtual separation from the Seceders was followed by the gathering of a small
congregation in Washington co. Penn., known as the Brush Run church, of which
Thomas Campbell was an elder, and by which Alexander was ordained to the ministry.
After what they regarded as a thorough investigation of the question of baptism, both
father and son, with five other persons, feeling convinced that the Scriptures taught the
"immersion of believei's," were, June 2, 1812, immersed by a Baptist minister. In 1815.
having increased to such a degree that they numbered 5 or 6 congregations, they
united with the Redstone Baptist association, having first stipulated in writing tliat no
terms of union or communion other that the Holj^ Scriptures should be requil-ed. As
many of the Baptist ministers were, from the first, dissatisfied with tliis union the
reformed congregations at length withdrew and joined the ]\Iahoney (Ohio) association,

the members of which regarded the new movement with favor and finally entered
heartily into it. In 1823, Alexander Campbell commenced the monthly publication of
the Christian Baptist, by means of which, together with public oral debates on baptism
and itinerant preaching over large districts, his views were widely diffused among
Baptists. Opposition to them on the part of many at length resulted in ecclesiastical
action; the Dover association of Virginia, 1827, leading in what soon became a general
withdrawal of Baptist fellowship from all who held the views of Alexander Campbell.
The reformers, as they were called, then formed a separate organization, and have since
rapidly increased, particularly in Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, ISrissouri. and
Virginia. They have churches, also, in Canada, England, Wales. Ireland, and
Australia. The}-^ now report about 2,000 ministers, 2,400 churches, and 500,000 members
in the United States. Rejecting creeds and confessions of faith, as of human origin, tliey
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take the Bible as the sufficient and only authority in matters of faith and practice.

Shunning subtle theological speculations, they aim to present Bible truths in Bible
terms. This exposed them at tirst, and in some quarters, to the imputation of holding
Unitarian views; but their orthodoxy on this portion of theology is now fully admitted.
On the atonement, resurrection, and general judgment they agree wiih the great body
of evangelical Christians. They continue the breaking of bread in commemoration of

the Savior's death every first day of the week. They hold that faith and repentance are

the divinely appointed pre-requisites for baptism, and that all who do repent and believe

may and should be immersed in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins and reception of the gift of the Holy Spirit. In church polity they are congrega-
tional, with three classes of officers: 1. elders, presbyters, or bishops; 2. deacons; 3.

evangelists. The last named are the itinerating ministers or missionaries, and are sup-
ported by voluntary contributions. Acknowdedging their obligation to provide for the

wide diffusion of scriptural preaching by well-instructed men, they are zealous in pro-

moting education. They have a university at Lexington, Ky. ; and colleges at Bethany,
West Va. ; Hiram, Ohio; Franklin, Pa. ; Indianapolis, Ind. ; Eureka, 111. ; and Oskaloosa^
Iowa; besides colleges for women and many otlier schools of high grade.

DISCOVERY, BILL OF (ante), commonly used in aid of the jurisdiction of a court
of law to enable the party who prosecutes or defends a suit to obtain a discovery of the
facts which are material to such prosecution or defense. The plaintiff must be entitled

to the discovery which he seeks, and can have a discoveiy onl}' of what is necessary for

his own title, as of deeds under which he claims, but not to pry into affairs of the
defendant. The bill must show wdth reasonable certainty a present and vested title and
interest in the plaintiff, and what that title and interest are; must state a case which will

constitute just ground for a suit or defense at law, and describe deeds and acts with
reasonable certainty. A bill of discovery will not lie in aid of a criminal prosecution,
a mandamus, or a suit for a penalty.

DISEASES, DISTRIBUTION OF. It is generally known that the different regions
of the earth are subject to diseases deriving their character from local circumstances and
conditions, such as latitude, climate, the chemical quality of the soil, elevation of the

land above the sea-level, variation of temperature, water distribution, character of the
vegetation, and the peculiar habits of the people. The science of nosography in this

aspect, however, did not receive much attention before the beginning of the present
century, and is still comparatively undeveloped, though something has been done in the
way of discovering and classifying facts. It is known that tropical regions are the home
of malarial fevers, cholera, and hepatic diseases. This is due in part to the damp soil

and decaying vegetation, particularly in the river valleys. The yellow fever of the
Mexican gulf, though often aggravated bj^ other conditions, doubtless originated pri-

marily from this cause. In tne more temperate zones, typhus, typhoid, intermittent,

and scarlet fevers are found. They are, however, for the most part, not so much
endemic as epidemic. In the northern hemisphere, n. of the tropical zone, catarrhal

di-seases prevail, while in the corresponding zone of the southern heinisi)here they are
unknown. Intestinal catarrh ])revails, however, to a considerable extent in some parts

of the intertropical regions. IS'osologists are as yet unable to explain why some diseases-

prevail alike in widely different latitudes; for example, rheumati.sm in warm and dry
as well as in cold and wet regions; and leprosy in Greenland, Norway, and Iceland, as
well as in the trojjics. In some cases, hilly regions are ravaged by fevers, while in the
intervening valleys fevers seldom occur. The cultivation of the soil, sometimes essen-

tially modilies the character of the malarial diseases. The destru(;tion of forests often

results in the introduction of diseases unknown before. Indeed, as a general rule, living

vegetation tends to ])re.serve health, while decaying vegetation is a prolific source of dis-

ease; but the modifications of this law are very little understood. Defective drainage,

natural or artificial, is also a common source of disease, especially in cities and thickly

settled towns. The personal habits of races and communities in respect to diet and
cleaidine.ss, exert a wi(i(,' iiitluence ujjon the public health. Europe, on the whole, pos-

sesses the requisite conditions of health in greater perfection than any other quarter of

the world. The rates of mortality from diseases of the lungs are greater in northern
than in southern latitudes. This is illustrated by the prevalence of consumption in the

north-eastern porXion of the United States. F'evers are more prevalent in tlie southern
than in the northern states. Malarial fevers are especially fatal in the southern n giona
of the country. -They aie iufn-quent, however, wdien; pine forests abound. Knowledge
on this sul)j<;ct, as yet fragmentary, is sUnvly increasing.

DISINFECTANTS {ant^}. The sul)ject of disinfectants is not yet ])erfectly under-
stood, and there are many unsettled notions regarding it. There has lately been con-

siderable skepticism in regard to th(! disinfecting powers of chlorine and carbolic acid,

and with apparently good reason Doubtless too much reliance; has been placed njion

them, or upon an inelllci(;nt mode of using tlxtm. The mode of action of chloride of
lime, or the chlorine or chlorin(! compounds liberated then-from, is probably like that

in bleaching. The disease-breeding organism is broken up, and conse(|uently its pro])a-

gating power destroy(;d, just as coloring matter is bi-oken up. This explaimtion does
not take into consideration, of course, the theory of bleaehing which supposed the
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abstraction of hydrogen by the chlorine compound and the liberation of oxygen in the
condition of ozone. The important fact to bear in mind is that the disinfectant
destroys the disease germs. !Now, to act in this way, it is necessary to have at least one
molecule of the disinfectant in the presence of one molecule of the disease-producing
organism, and probably it requires several, perhaps a hundred to one. The question then
arises how many molecules of matier or how many organic compound particles are
there in a given number of disease germs. Ko positive answer can be given. It is a mere
matter, not of guess-work, but of estimation, and involves the question as to how many
molecules of the disinfecting material are required to i)roduce the death or disorgani-
zation of the disease germs. After a number of experiments, the question can be," and
has been, practically decided. It is found that when an apartment is thoroughly fumi-
gated with chlorine, or the compounds liberated by chloride of lime, that disease germs
are destroyed. If, however, chloride of lime has simply been strewed about the prem-
ises, even in considerable quantity, it is found often that the place has not been thor-
oughly disinfected. If carbolic acid is used in too weak a solution it may not suf-
ficiently arrest or destroy the vitality of the growing disease germs. To depend upon
the fumes of carbolic acid would be a practical fallacy. The substance must be directly
applied, as a rule, to have a full sanitary elfect. Perhaps chlorine may act by simply
killing the germs. Carbolic acid probably does, and some other substances of less

power may act upon some disease germs sufficiently,, when they are not present in too
great quantity, to prevent development of disease. Heat and cold, when intense
enough, are perfect disinfectants. The continued application of dry air heated lo 150°

or 200"" will generally destroy disease germs. It doubtlessly desiccates them, and they
die. Moist air must be heated to the boiling point to produce the same effect. A suf-

ficient degres of cold will also effect the purpose; how great, cannot be stated for every
instance. We know that diphtheria and scarlet fever, particularly the latter disease,
often flourish in severe cold weather. The application of cold, except in a limited and
partial manner, is jmpracticable. The mode of disinfecting any given locality must
depend upon circumstances, and often requires much judgment. See Carbolic Acid,
ajite.

DISSOCIATION, or Disassociation, a word belonging to the nomenclature of
chemistry, first adopted by Henry St. Clair Deville to express the influence of heat in
the decomposition of compound bodies. In a paper presented to the French institute,

1857, he says that "by selecting a proper compound and heating it suftjciently, the dis-

tance between the molecules can be increased to such extent "that they will separate
into their elementary conditions." He holds that water may be thus dis.sociated into its

constituent elements at the temperature of melted silver."^ Deville placed a tube of
porous porcelain within a tube of glass, and provided each with a separate outlet. He
passed hydrogen through the inner tube, and carbonic acid through the annular space;,
both the gases passed through the pores of the septum, and a colnbustible gas issued
from the carbonic acid tube. Thus far the experiment was not new. He now placed
the tubes in a furnace heated to between 1000' and 1300' C, and substituted steam for
the hydrogen of the inner tube. Part of the steam was decomposed, the hydrogen
passing through the porous matter to the outer tube, and a corresponding portion of
carbonic acid entering the inner tube by the same route. Some hydroden was lost by
combining with oxygen of the carbonic acid, CO2+ H2 yielding CO -|- H2O. From the
inner tube came steam, carbonic acid, and oxygen, from wiiich the oxygen was easily
isolated; from the outer tube came steam, carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and hydrogen,
from which the hydrogen was also isolated. If the carbonic acid of the process were
derived from the furnace which furnished the heat, and the steam were generated by
tlie same heat, there results from the heating of water in this apparatus a certain quan-
tity of separated oxygen and hydrogen, which might be used for the production of light
and heat. By a modification of this process, sulphurous acid was separated, at 1200*"C,
into sulphur and anhydrous sulphuric acid; hydrochloric acid into hydrogen anci chlo-
rine; carbonic oxide into carbon and carbonic acid; and carbonic acid into carbonic
oxide and oxygen. The economic value of this discovery is yet a problem. Lainy has
applied it to the preparation of a pyrometer for showing iiigh' temperatures.

DISTRIBUTION of LIFE, Anoi.\l akd Vegetable. In the light of moeiern dis-

coveries, the interdependence of every part of nature is clearlj' revealed, and the life of
the world is seen to be one symmetrical organism, the different parts of which are dis-
tributed in time and in space by the operation of laws as yet but imperfer,Jy understood.
Animals and plants, though sustaining very close relations to each other, form two dis-

tinct branches of study, whose phenomena require to be carefully discriminated. Ani-
mals are divided into terrestrial and aquatic, the first class being the most important and
best understood. Their distribution is considered in two aspects—ihe climatical and the
geographical—which present distinct and sometimes conflicting classes of facts. Of the
two, the geographical conditions are the most important. The range of animals is deter-
mined in some degree by the altitude or depression of the land-surface on which they
dwell. A very important element to be considered, in determining the causes of the
distribution of animals, is ft)und in their different powers of dispersal or migration, .^jome

liaving no means of passing over seas, or lofty mountains, or arid deserts, while others.
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especially the insect tribes, are not thus limited. But migrating animals can not always
maintain themselves in a new region, the organisms in previous possession of the soil

being too strong for them. The power of adajitation is generally inferior to the power
of dispersion. The nature of the vegetation determines the range of some animals.

Deserts, marshes, and forests have each their peculiar inhabitants, which do not often

stray beyond their limits. Tropical forests especially supply the wants of a great num-
ber of peculiar form of life. Mountains of great height and in unbroken ranges form a
barrier to the migration of many groups, but Their geological age is limited, while oceans,

owing to their great antiquity, have separated the faunas of different continents for

countless ages. The zoological regions of the earth, according to the best authority, are

six in number, each one having marked and distinct peculiarities. The last of tliese

divisions is the Nearctic, which comprises all temperate Nortli America, and is sub-

divided into the Californian, the Kocky mountain, the Alleghany, and the Canadian
regions. The peculiar fauna of the Nearctic region is best represented in the United
States, where many peculiar genera of mammalia, birds, reptiles, and insects are found.

The distribution of'the higher animals during the post-tertiary and tertairy periods is a sub-

ject of very deep interest. It is found that, during the post-tertiary period, the reindeer

and the antelope inhabited France; elephants and rhinoceroses roamed all over Europe; in

North America there were lions, horses, camels, bisons, elephants, and mastodons. This
period was characterized by great movements or migrations of the higher animals, and
by the extinction of many huge creatures belonging to almost every order of mammalia,
and several orders of birds. Tiie tertiary fauna of North America, compared with that

of Europe, exhibits proof of a former communication between the two northern conti-

nents. From the knowledge now possessed of the extinct fauna of most of the great

continents, scientists can approximately determine the original birthplace of some now
widely distributed groups. The distribution of the marine animals also presents many
interesting phenomena, but they cannot be noticed here. The geological record on
which depends our knowledge of the distribution of animals in respect to time, though
it reveals much important truth, is yet ver\' imperfect. The evidence, so far as it goes,

tends, it is thought, to confirm the doctrine of evolution.

The distribution of vegetable life is involved in much obscurity. For a long time
the investigation of the subject was pursued under great disadvantages, and with very
unsatisfactory results. The writings of Darwin, Hooker, Gray, and Bentham, however,
have thrown much light on the subject. Bentham recognizes three ancient floras— the

northern, the tropical, and the southern. The northern is divided into that of the old

and new world by the severance of North America from Northern Asia, and by the

barriers of the Rocky mountains. The divergences in the flora of these two regions

originated in distance, but have been greatly increased by isolation. Lesquereux believes

that the origin of the present American flora is American. There is a strong analogy,

however, between it and the miocene flora of Central Europe, and the American element
in the latter is supposed to be derivative, confirming the observation of Gray that plants

tend lo migrate from east to west, rather than from west to east. The boundaries of

the northern flora, under the mfluence of climatic variations, have also undergone longi-

tudinal changes. The northern flora, by the combined influence of physical and genetic

causes, has undergone a specialization into three distinct groups—the Arctic-Alpine, the

temperate;, and the Mediterraneo-Caucasian. The southern flora is still more complex in its

relations, and is described in five types—the Antarctic-alpine, the Australian, the Andine,
the Mexico-Californian, and the South African; the latter, though limited in extent, being

the richest of all. Tiie tropical flora has hardly as yet been investigated. It presents

three subdivisions—the Indo-Malayan, the American, and African; the latter, especially,

being very imperfectly known. This whole branch of science is, in many res])ects, an
unexplored held and a very inviting one to naturalists. See Gkograpiiical Distribu-
tion OF Ani.m.vls, and Geogiiapiiical Distribution op Plants, ante.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY of the UNITED STATES, a member of the bar

appointed to try civil and criminal suits for the government in the circuit and district

courts of the Cnited Staffs, and required by law to report his doings lo the attorney-

general in Washington. He has a merely nominal salary, but receives fees, often large,

prescrii)ed by act of congress. The office is one of responsibility and honor.

DISTRICT, CONGRESSIONAL, that portion of the territory of a state the

voters in which are by law entitled to choose once in two years a r(>presenl:itive to the

congress of the United States. The number of such districts varies from time lo time,

being fixed by congress immediately after ea(;h decennial census. (See Aitoution
MKNT BiiJ.s.) The boundaries of the district in each state are determined by the

legislature thereof. The ratio of representation (number of inhabitants required for a

district) under the census of 1870 is 131,425; the number of districts is 293. The
ratio is raiserl after each census, on account of increase of population, as otherwise

congress would be inconveniently large. The time may come when a member of

congress will represent a million of peoj)l(!. The constitution declares that each state

«hall have at least one representative, even if its whole population should at any time

come short of the prescribed ratio Under this rule the state of Delaware with a popu
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lation of only 125,015 has one representative in the lower house of congress, while in
the senate its representation is equal to that of any other state. It is probable that the
population of some other small states will ere long fall below the decennial ratio of
representation.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Columbia, ante), a small territory between Maryland
and Virginia selected in 1800 as the site for the national capital of the United States.

The selection of a place for the seat of government provoked the first discussion of a
sectional nature after the adoption of the federal constitution. The government was
organized at New York, Mar. 4, 1789, and congress met in that city until 1791. In
1790, after a long discussion, a bill was passed providing that the seat of government
should be changed to Philadelphia, where it should remain from Dec, 1790, to Dec, 1800,
at which time it should be upon " a district of territory not exceeding 10 sq.m., on the
river Potomac, between the mouth of the eastern branch and Conogocheague." The
land was on both sides of the Potomac, and was ceded by the owning states with the
condition that congress, or the United States, should have exclusive control forever.
Maryland ceded 64 sq.m., or the whole of Washington co. ; and Virginia ceded 36 sq.m.,
which was Alexandria co. ; but in 1846, the Virginia portion was returned to that state,

as no part of the government establishment had been erected s. of the river. It is said
that the site of Washington, or near there, was a favorite meeting place for Indians.
Among the earliest white settlers was an Englishman named Pope, who bought land and
named the stream flowing through it the Tiber, and to the eminence on which the
United States capitol now stands, he gave the name of Capitoline hill, calling his whole
plantation Rome, and signing himself " Pope of Rome." About 60 years before the
revolution, one of the ancestors of Daniel Boone owned the land now occupied by the
city of Georgetown, on which he laid out a town of the same name. The first move-
ment towards selecting a permanent seat of government was in 1783, when, through acts
of mob violence, congress was forced to adjourn from Philadelphia to Princeton, New
Jersey. At that time Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts offered a resolution (adopted,
but afterwards repealed) providing for the selection of a site on the Delaware, and one
near the falls of the Potomac, his idea being to have a northern and southern capital.

The authority to select a site was given, finally, in the federal constitution. The gov-
ernment title to the territory was perfected, and buildings suitable for the accommoda-
tion of congress and the executive departments were ready at the prescribed time, and
on the first Monday of Dec, 1800, the capital was fixed in the federal city called Wash-
ington. For many years afterwards, Washington was but the skeleton of a town, and
from its ambitious proportions was nicknamed "the city of magnificent distances,""

while even tlie poets flouted its pretension with the 'line, "And what was Goose creek
once is Tiber now." In 1814, the British took possession of the territory, and burned
the capitol and other public buildings. Soon after that war, the District of Columbia
began to improve in population and industries. When the rebellion began, strong
fortifications were erected for the defense of Washington, which was several times
menaced or in danger, but never actually attacked.

The district of Columbia was governed directly by congress until 1871, when the
people of the district were given the privileges of self-government as a regular territory;

but thus far they have sent no delegate to congress. As in other territories, the voters
have no voice in presidential elections; and it is a singular fact that until the act of 1871
many of the people residing in this district in sight of the capitol were not political

citizens of any state nor of the nation. The territorial act creates a governor and secre-

tary, appointed by the president and United States senate; a council of 11. and a house
of delegates of 22 members, with annual sessions limited to 60 days. Pay of governor,
$3,000 a year; legislators, $4 per da}^ Suffrage is the same as in nearly all the states.

At the commencement of 1879, there were in the district 6 daily and 14 weekly news-
papers, and 5 monthly and 1 quarterly publication—26 in all. Children between 6
and 17 are within school age, and in 1878. there were 38,850 in the district; 24.000
enrolled; average attendance, 16,318; school days, 195; teachers. 40: income for educa-
tion, $385,000; expenses, $270,000: school property valued at $1,169,614. The colleges

are: Columbia university (Bapt.); Gonzaga college (R. C): National deaf-mute college
'non-sect.); and Howard university (non-sect., though under Cong, and Prcs. patronage);
all at Washington; and Georgetown (R. C.) colleger In all thesethere were 41 instruct-

ors and 268 pupils. Both sexes are admitted to Howard universit3% and colored
students are admitted to the theological department. The Baptists have also a school
(Wayland seminary) in Washington; there are medical departments in nearly all the
colleges, and also a National college of pharmacy. All except the Roman Catholic
institutions have law departments, in which there were 12 instructors and 342 students;

in medicine, 42 instructors and 183 students. (For latest statistics, see Appendix).

DISTRICT COURTS OF THE UNITED STATES, tribunals subordinate to the
circuit courts. Each of the nme judicial circuits (corresponding to the number of jus-

tices of the supreme court) is divided into a larger or smaller number of districts. In
some instances a district embraces the whole territory of a state; in others, states are

divided into two or more districts. In one instance a single judge serves three, in
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Others, two districts. With these exceptions, there is one judge for each district.

When a circuit court is held within the limits of a judicial district, the district judge
sits with the judge of the supreme court appointed for that circuit,

DISTRICT, Senatorial. A territory, the electors of which .re entitled to choose
a representative in the upper branch of a state legislature. The U. S. senators are

chosen by tiie stale legislatures, two for each stale, without reference to population;
hence the term district is in no "way applicable to them.

DITTEE API, or Dutteead, a t. in Hindustan, 125 m. s.e. of Agra; pop, about
50,000. It is a walled town, and the capital of a rajahship.

DITTON, Humphrey, 16T5-1715; an eminent English mathematician, for some
years a dissenting clergyman. Tiie influence of sir Isaac Newton secured for him a
professorship in the new mathematical school at Christ's liospital, where lie remained
through life. He and Whistou published a new method for determining longitude at

sea, but it was rejected by the board of admiralty, Ditton was the author of several

mathematical works.

DIVISION, Mii,iTARY (Districts, Military, ante). For convenience and to lix

responsibility, the United States is divided into military divisions, viz.: 1. Division of

the Missouri, comprehending the departments of Missouri, Dakota, Texas, and the

Platte; head-quarters Chicago. 2. Division of the Pacitic, including the departments of

California, Columbia, and Arizona; head-quarters San Francisco. 3. Division of the

Atlantic, including the departments of the east, the south, and West Point; head-quar-
ters New York.

DIVORCE {ante) in this country depends upon the statutes of the several states,

and there is great variety among them. In South Carolina a divorce is not allowed for

any cause; in New York for adultery only; but in most of the states it may be granted
for several causes, as adultery, cruelty, willful desertion for a certain period, habitual

drunkenness, etc. In some states the matter is left wholly or in part to the discretion

of the court. The principal defenses in suits for divorce are the same as in the English
courts. The consequences of divorce are such as flow from the sentence by operation

of law, or flow from either the sentence or the proceeding by reason of their being
directly ordered by the court and entered of record. In regard to the former, they are

chiefly such as result immediately and necessarily from the deflnition and nature of a
divorce. Being a dissolution of the marriage relation, the parties no longer have any of

the rights nor are they subject to any of the duties pertaining to that relation. They
are thenceforth single persons to all intents and purposes. It is true that the statutes oj

some of the states contain provisions disabling the guilty party from marrying again;

but those arc in the nature of p.enal regulations, collateral to the divorce, and which
leave the latter in full force. In regard to the rights of property as between husband
and wife, a sentence of divorce leaves them as it flnds them. Consequently all trans-

fers of property which were actually executed, either in law or in fact continue undis,

turbed ; for example, the personal estate of the wife reduced to possession by the husband-
remains his after the divorce the same as before. But it puts an end to all rights

depending upon the marriage, and not actually vested; as, dower in the wife, all rights

of the husband in the real estate of the wife, and his right to reduce to possession her

right to collect del)ts or damages for breach of contract. In New York, however, with
respect to dower it has been settled that immediately upon marriage being solemnized
the wife's right to dower becomes perfect, provided only that she survives her husband.

Alimony during proceedings for divorce is a frequent question, usually in the discretion

of the court. The custody of children is another and more important question. The
general principle is to consult the welfare of the child rather than any supposed rights

of either parent; but in considering the rights of parents the innocent parent is preferred

bef(jre the guilty. In the absence of a controlling necessity, or very strong propriety

arising from the circumstances of tiie case, the father's claim has preference.

DIX, DoifOTiiEA Lynde, b, Mass., 1794. She established a school for girls in Bos-

ton, and look much interest in the unfortunate and criminal classes. In 18134, she went
to Europe to study methods of the treatment of paupers, criminals, and insane persons.

After a great deal of exertion she induced congress to pass a bill granting ten millions

j
of acres of land to endow hospitals for the indigent and insane, hut the measnre was

i vetoed by president Pierce. During the rebellion she was superintendent of hospital

nurses for the union army. Among her publications arc Garland of Flora; Private

Iloiirn; Alice and Rath; Convermilons about Common Things; and Prisons and Prison

Discipline.

DIX, .ToiiN' Adams, ll.d., 1708-1879; b. N. II ; a politician and soldier. In tlie

war of 1812, he served as an ensign on the Canada fronli(»r. In 1828, he began the

practice of law in (Jooperstown, N. V., and became one of the leaders of the democratic
party. In 1830, he was adjutant-gen. of the state, and in 1833, secretary of slate and
superintendent of common schools. He was chosen member of the assembly in 1842,

and in 1845, appointed to till a vacancy in the U. 8. senate. In 1848. when the demo-
cratic party divided on the questitm of the extension of slavery, he went with the "free

soil " wing and was their candidate f nor, l)ut was not elected. In 1853, he was
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assistant treasurer of the United States in the city of New York, In 1860, he was
chosen secretary of tlie treasury. Secession was just beginning, and New Orleans was
substantially in the liands of the confederates. Two revenue cutters there were ordered
to New York by tlie secretary. The captain of one of tliem refusing to obe3% secretary

Dix immediately tek'graphed to have him arrested and treated as a mutineer if he offered

auy resistance, closing the dispatch with the words: " If any man attempts to haid down
the American flag, shoot him on the spot." In 1861, Dix was appointed maj.gen. of
militia, and the same year maj.gen. of U. S. volunteers. In 1862, he was placed in

comniaiul of the department of Maryland, and about the same time was sent to Fortress
Monroe in command of the seventh army corps. He was in command in New York
city at the time of the riots, July, 1863, and in 1864-65, commanded the department of
the east. In the autumn of 1866, he was minister to France, and resigned, 1868. In
1872, the republican party elected him governor of New York. He retired in 1875, and
passed the remainder of his life in private. Besides miscellaneous papers he was the
author of Resources of the City of New York; Decisions of the Superinteiulents of Common
Schools of NeiD York, and Laws relating to Common Schools; A Winter in Madeira; A
Qiimmer in Spain and France; and two volumes of speeches.

DIX, Morgan, s.t.d., b. New York, 1827; son of John A. ; a clergyman of the Prot-
estant Episcopal church, graduate of Columbia college and of the Protestant Episcopal
general theological seminary. He was ordained in 1853, and in 1855, became assistant

minister of Trinity church, New York. In 1859, he was assistant rector of the

parish, and in Nov., 1862, after the death of Dr. Berrien, he succeeded as rector, where
he still remains. He has published, among other works, A Commentary on the Epistle to

the Romans; An Exposition of the Epistles to- tlie Galatians and Colossians; Lectures on the

Pantheistic Ldea of an Impersonal Substance Deity; Essay on Christian Art; and Lectures

on the Two Estates, that of the Wedded in the Lord, and that of the Singlefor the Kingdom
of Heaven's Sake.

DIXIE, a popular name for the Southern states of the American union, much in use
about the time of the attempted secession, It seems to have been adopted from a song
of the slaves which set forth the delights of a region where they were under a good
master—the region being called Dixie's Land, from a well-known kindly slave-holder of
that name. The old song, or one based upon it, became widely favored as a sectional

rival of Yankee DoodU.

DIX ISLAND, off the Maine coast, about 10 m. s.e. of Rockland; a remarkable
deposit of excellent granite, from which the New York post-office, the treasury building
at Washington, and many other fine public buildings have been constructed. There are

probably 1500 men and one or two hundred women and children on the island. Quarry-
ing is the only business.

DIXON, a CO. in n.e. Nebraska, bordering on the Missouri river; 700 sq.m.; pop.
'76, 8,263. It has a level surface and fertile soil. Agriculture is the chief business.

Co. seat, Ponca.

DIXON, a city, seat of justice of Lee co., 111., on Rock river, at the crossing of the
Chicago and Northwestern and the Illinois Central railroads; 98 m. w. of Chicago;
pop. 4,055. It has good water-power, and a number of manufactories.

DIXON, James, d.d., 1788-1871; an English Methodist preacher of the Weslej-an
'Conference. In 1824, he was a missionary at Gibraltar; 1828-33, a preacher in London;
afterwards in Liverpool, and superintendent of the Sheffield and Manchester circuits.

In 1841, he was president of the British conference, and in 1848 was sent by the AVes-
leyan.bodyas delegate to the general conference in the United States. He published
Methodism in its Origin, Economy, and Present Condition; Notes on America; The P-esent
Position and Aspects of Popery, and the Duty of Exposing the Errors of Papal Rome, etc.

DIXWELL, JoTiN, 1609-89; of agood family in Kent; one of the judges of Charles
I. After the accession of Charles II. he was condemned to death, but fled to America,
and lived undiscovered in New Haven, under the assumed name of John Davids.

DOANE, George Washington, d.d., ll.d., 1799-1859; b. N. J.; graduate of
Union college in 1818; ordained 1821, and rector for three years in Trinity (Prot. Ep.)
church. New York. He was assistant minister and rector of Trinit}^ church. Boston,
1828-32, and was then chosen bishop of New Jersey. While in this office he made special

efforts for higher Christian education, and opened St. Mary's Hall at Burlington, on the
Delaware river, a boarding-school for girls. In 1846, he founded Burlington college.

His denomination flourished greatly under his episcopate. He published a volume of
poems and a volume of sermons.

DOB'RIZHOFFER, Martin, 1717-91 ; a Jesuit missionary in Paraguay, where he
labored many years among the native tribes. When the order was expeTl(?d from South
America, he settled in Vienna, and enjoj'ed the friendship of Maria Theresa. He wrote
a garrulous history of his missionary work in South America.

DO'CE RIO, a river of Brazil, about 500 m. in length ; rising near the city of Ouro
Preto, in the province of Minas Gereas, running n. 150 m., then e. and s.e.,' and then
n.e. through the province of Espirito Santo, then turning to the s.e. and emptying into
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the Atlautic near Regencia. It is naviirable in only small portions; the banks arc steep,
and bordered by mountains covered with deep forests.

DOCK {ante). Docks in the United States are of not so much importance to com-
merce as in England, tlie rise and fall of the tide being far less. There is no dirticulty

in lading and unlading ships at the wharves of any of the Atlantic or gulf ports, and
hence little need of inclosed docks. There are, however, some ver}- fine docks for the
more convenient handling of merchandise, especially of grain, sugar, cotton, etc., and
for the care of valuable goods. The Atlantic docks in Brooklyn are a specimen. For
the repair of vessels, the lifting dock is most in use, and generally hydraulic power is

used. The graving-dock in the government navy-yard at Brooklyn is one of the tinest

in the world, though built on a most difficult foundation. The floor is an arch, upside
down; the mason work is granite-faced, and the facing stones weigh as much as three
tons. The gates are of iron, and with apparatus for opening and closing them, weigh about
400,000 lbs. The floating caisson is of iron, and weighs over 420,000 lbs. besides ballast.

There is pumping power sufficient to empty the dock in two hours. The principal
measurements are: length and breadth of main chambers, at bottom, 286 by 30 ft.; at

top, 307 by 98. The caisson added makes the extreme length 359 feet. This dock cost
o<(^er $2,000,000.

DOCKET. See Doquet, ante.

DOD, Albert Baldwin, d.d. ; 1805^5; son of Daniel; a graduate of Princeton,
and tutor in the college 1827-29, and in 1830, chosen professor of mathematics. He
lectured upon political economy and architecture, and wrote for the reviews and maga-
zines of the period.

DOD, Daniel, 1788-1823; b. Va., educated at Rutgers college, and especially

devoted to the construction of steam machinery. He began when steam navigation was
in its infancy, and soon became one of the most successful engine-builders in the coun-
try. He met his death in consequence of an explosion of a boiler on a steamboat in

which he was experimenting on the East river, New York.

DODDER-LAURELS, CassythacecB, parasitic plants appearing generally like dodders,
but in many respects resembling laurels. They grow only in hot regions, where they
supplant the dodders. Only a single species is known in the United States.

DODDRIDGE, a co. in n.w. West Virginia, crossed by a division of the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad; 300 sq.m. ;,pop. '70, 7,076—35 colored. The surface is billy; chief

business, agriculture. Co. seat, West Union.

DODECATH'EON, plants of the order primulacece. A species in the United States

called xVmerican cowslip, shooting-star, and pride of Ohio, is a beautiful plant.

DODGE, a co. in central Georgia, formed after 1870, on the two Ocmulgee rivers,

and intersected by the Macon and Brunswick railroad; about 500 sq. miles. Co. seat,

Eastman.

DODGE, a co. in s.e. Minnesota, crossed by the Winona and St. Peter railroad, and
drained by the tributaries of the Zumbro river; 432 sq.m.

; pop. '70, 8,598. It is mostly

a level and fertile prairie. Agriculture is the chief business. Co. seat, Mantorville.

DODGE, a co. in central Nebraska, n. of the Platte and intersected by the Elkhorn,

cro.ssed in the s. part by the Union Pacific railroad; 600 sq.m.; pop. '76, 8,465. The
productions are corn, wheat, oats, etc. Co. seat, Tremont.

DODGE, a co. in s.e. Wisconsin, on Rock river, crossed by two railroads; 936

sq.m.
;
pop. '75, 48,394. The surface is prairie with oak openings, and there arT3 forests

of ash, elm, maple, etc. The soil is very fertile, producing corn, oats, etc. Co. seat,

Juneau.

DODGE, Ebenezer, d.d., ll.d. ; b. Mass., 1819; a Baptist minister, a graduate of

Brown university and Newton theological institution. He was professor in the theo-

logical department of Madison university from 1853 to 1868, and in the latter year

chosen president of the in.stitution. Evidences of Chndianity is one of his publications.

DODGE, Grenville M. ; b. Mass., 1821; an officer in the war of the rebellion, who
became maj.gen. of union volunteers in 1861. In the same year he w^as placed in com-
mand of the department of Missouri, succeeding gen. Ro.secrans.

DODGE, Mary Abig.ml (known in literature as "Gail Hamilton"), b. Mass.

about 1830; a teacher for a time, and now an authoress. Country Liriiif/ and Covnti-y

Thinking; Woman'r Wronr/s, a Counter-irritant; The Battle of the Jiooks; KuvHcry

Nooninr/H; and Womari'H Worth and WorthlesHns^s, are among her works, all marked by
an incisive and brilliant style. She has written also for 'magazines, and a series of

vigorous letters on civil service reform printed in the New York Trihunc.

DODGE, William E., b. Conn., 1804: for many years a merchant of New York,

wh(;re he became known as president of the American Hible .society, and in connection

with the Young Men's Christian association, and as active in many philanthropic and

benevolent efforts. He was one of the members of the peace convention of 1861, and
a member of congress in 1865-67.
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